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Foreword 
This report of the proceedings of the Twelfth Internation- 

al Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles 
was prepared by the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad- 
ministration, U.S. Department of Transportation. 

We wish to thank the authors and all those responsible for 
the excellence of the material submitted, which aided mate- 
rially in the preparation of this report. 

For clarity and because of some translation difficulties, a 
certain amount of editing was necessary. Apologies are, 
therefore, offered where the transcription is not exact. 
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Introduction 
The International Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESV) 

Program originated under NATO’s Committee on the Chal- 
lenges of Modem Society (CCMS) and was implemented 
through bilateral agreements between the United States 
Government and the governments of France, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Japan, 
and Sweden. The participating nations agreed to develop 
experimental safety vehicles to advance the state-of-the-art 
in safety engineering and to meet periodically to exchange 
technical information on their progress. 

To date, eleven international conferences have been held, 
each hosted by one of the participating Governments. These 
conferences have drawn participants from government, the 
worldwide automotive industry, and the motor vehicle safe- 
ty research community. International cooperation in motor 
vehicle safety research continues at the highest level. As 
work on experimental safety vehicles was completed, the 
research program was expanded to cover the entire range of 
motor vehicle safety. The ESV Conferences now serve as 
the international forum through which progress in motor 
vehicle safety technology is reported. 

The proceedings of each Conference have been published 
by the United States Government and distributed world- 
wide. These reports, which detail the safety research efforts 
underway worldwide, have been recognized as the defini- 
tive work on motor vehicle safety research. We are sure that 
this outstanding example of international cooperation seek- 
ing reductions in motor vehicle deaths and injuries will 
continue its past success. 
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Section 1 
Opening Ceremonies 

Welcoming Address 

Jerry Curry, Administrator-Designate, course, with the emphasis in this decade on safety belts, 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, child safety seats, and helmets for bicyclists and 

Department of Transportation, motorcyclists. 

We are extremely encouraged by the growing acceptance 
United States of these protective measures. Any car manufactured after 

..... I anticipated this conference with unusual pleasure, be- September 1, 1989 and sold in America must be equipped 

cause you have selected such an agreeable location, and with an air bag for the driver or automatic belts for the driver 

because we will discuss issues and ideas with great interest and front seat passenger. 

for me and my country. Right now, almost half of America’s drivers buckle up of 

Unknowns often result in uncertainties. I hope when I their own choice, influenced by their own good judgment or 

finish speaking this will no longer be true. I also hope that a law requiring belt use. Many of your countries do better. 
~ you will better understand the depth of my country’s com- That figure creeps up a little bit every year. We plan to keep 

mitment to the reduction of traffic casualties, and that the it moving higher. 

bond between nations in overcoming this global problem A few days before I left for this conference a group 

will be even stronger than it is now. The importance of this known as the American Trauma Society met in Washington, 

conference lies in bringing our individual concerns under D.C. One of the speakers, a medical doctor, said that in his 

one roof, to combine our ideas, and to leave with a renewed opinion we have now reached the point where cars are safer 

~’. resolve to make further cooperative gains, than drivers. He meant that the car is better equipped to deal 

And we have made gains. The list of nations that main- with a crash than the people inside. 

tain fatality rates shows many reductions between 1984 That may be true. It certainly says that the agenda for the 

and 1986. Like you I am pleased that we have shown prog- Experimental Safety Vehicle Conference may confidently 

ress--but not satisfied, address both areas--the car and the driver. Of course mak- 

In my country the traffic death total in 1988 was 46,900. ing the vehicle occupants more crash-resistant requires two 

That number far exceeds the annual average of 135 persons strategies. One involves protection--safety belts, for exam- 

killed in domestic airline crashes, a figure which comes to pie. The other involves driver ability---can we put a better 

my.mind because the public outcry when a plane crashes far operator behind the wheel? 

exceeds that expressed over the deaths of the nearly 47,000 Some say we can never eliminate accidents. Of course we 

killed by motor vehicle crashes, can’t, but we must never stop trying. We must insist on the 

Perhaps in your countries you experience similar uncon- highest level of driver performance within reach. We aren’t 

-~: cem for motor vehicle deaths. Perhaps the public has begun nearly there yet--there is much to be done. 

to accept the death and injury figures as a routine cost of Several specific areas of improvement come to mind, 

driving an automobile. Of course, no one ever gets into a car largely based on experience of the 1980s, where some new 

expecting to be involved in an accident, issues have shown the need for some new answers. 

This is part of our overall challenge, convincing people One of these is drugs, both legal and illegal. I am not 

that they potentially are part of the problem. Even very good including alcohol in this though we recognize the alcohol 

~- drivers become involved in crashes because of circum- problem and have developed an extensive series of 
remedies. The other drugs took us by surprise. Suddenly 

stances they could never have imagined, 
there they were, as a social problem and as a driving 

Think about race drivers, who plan as thoroughly as problem. 
possible for every consequence. Race drivers expect to We quickly found that identifying a driver under the 
crash--so they are ready. Citizen drivers don’t expect to influence of drugs is a difficult task because we haven’t 
crash, so they are less often ready. That is changing, of established a simple and reliable testing process like the 
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measure of blood alcohol concentration we now use to es- The United States response has been to monitor the senior 

tablish whether a driver is under the influence of alcohol, citizen a bit more closely, and require a more frequent 

The police officer who stops a drugged driver can’t make an license renewal process. The number of seniors--that is, 

arrest if he or she can’t define the problem, people 65 years and over--is growing, and the necessity for 

But that is changing. We have started training police a helpful strategy is also growing. The challenge is to retain 

officers to recognize the symptoms of someone under the mobility for seniors with no reduction in the safety of the 

influence of a drug, and from these symptoms even deter- entire motoring public. 
mine what the drug may be. When an officer becomes truly We have always said, as I am sure you have, that driving is 
skilled at this process, he or she will be recognized by the a privilege, not a right. But for many Americans, even those _ 
courts as an expert witness, and the drug-influenced driver of us with responsibility to administer the highway system 
can be convicted of that offense, and its components, the freedom and flexibility offered by 

Our challenge now is to broaden the number of traffic the personal passenger car become fundamental to our life- 
police officers who are trained as drug recognition experts, style. We don’t want to give up that freedom, and neither do 
When large numbers have been trained, then we should our senior citizens. 
become as effective at arresting drugged drivers as we now I hope we can develop answers that capture the best of 
are at arresting drunk drivers. 

Another issue is truck safety. Truck accidents are almost both worlds--flexibility and safety. Senior citizens look to 

always more serious than passenger car accidents because 
us for that and, for that matter, doesn’t the general popula- 

the differential in vehicle size increases the chance that 
tion of our nations expect that as well? 

death or severe injury will occur. We have not extended our 
The interchanges which will occur here are a welcome 

safety concerns to heavy trucks in the same thorough fash- and valuable opportunity to expand the common ground 

ion that we have addressed other types of vehicles, upon which we all stand in this effort to reduce motor 

We have made overtures of course--currently we are vehicle casualties. We have much to learn from each other, 

looking at truck driver licensing and the difficulty of exam- and much to share. 

inations, both written and behind-the-wheel. Also, new fed- We must each work toward that end, investing available 

eral law proposes that truck drivers lose their license forever skills and resources in our own way, based upon our individ- 

on a second conviction for drunk driving, ual economic and political systems. 

But despite this more realistic approach to improving This conference offers the opportunity to go back with 

truck driver performance, we have much to do in reducing new ideas, new tactics and new enthusiasm. Re-dedication 

the obvious disadvantage suffered by two-ton passenger is essential for each of us; this conference offers us that. 
cars operating on the same highways as 40-ton trucks. I have briefly described some objectives of United States 

This size and weight difference usually means serious safety research in the near term, understanding that the task 

consequences for those in the smaller vehicles in event of really is global, not national. We contribute to the solution, 
accident. I want to look at the truck accident issue; I know just as each participating nation does. I share with you my 
that other nations with similar problems have the same level nation’s special concerns because I seek a cooperative ap- 
of concern, proach; no one nation is wise enough or so rich in resources 

A third issue now developing in my country is one of that it can arrive at the best answers alone. 
those problems which grows out of a situation that is ba- So let me commend you who are here today, and encour- 
sically a positive achievement. We are pleased that in the age you to continue your efforts to make our cars, highways 
United States our economic and social policies have corn- and drivers safe. Your contributions assist a very broad 
bined to gradually extend the lifespan of our citizens. Both 
men and women now, on average, live to be more than 70 

public--the motorists of the world. Their debt of gratitude 

years old, women somewhat longer than men. 
is great. 

Because America is a mobile society, many of these se- 
My best wishes for a conference that is truthful, forward- 

nior citizens are drivers, and expect to continue as drivers, 
looking, imaginative, controversial but not confrontational; 

Age of course takes its own toll in terms of muscular coor- and never wavering from the objective which we all seek--a 

dination, visual acuity and reaction time. These changes motoring public with a constantly decreasing chance of 

affect driving capability, but in varying degree, losing life or limb in a traffic crash. 

Keynote Address 

Georg Andersson, emphasis on safety has for a very long time been of great 
Minister of Transport and Communications, concern to the people in Sweden. Since this is the first time 

Sweden an ESV conference has been held in Sweden it seems appro- 

Ladies and gentlemen, in the development of systems for priate for me to mention here today a few examples of these 

efficient transportation of people and goods, the special developments. 
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Looking back we can see that the work of the ESV society safety system. This in spite of 50 per cent of the rear seat 
has been quite successful in reducing human injuries by passengers being children. 
minimising the consequences of automobile accidents. En- In the United States there has been a discussion for a long 
ergy absorbing fronts, instrument panels and steering time about passive protective systems. Passive systems are 
wheels, seat belts and air bags are among the most success- of great interest though we in Sweden use safety belts to a 
ful road safety measures society has been able to come up very great extent. Many people with low risk consciousness 
with together with speed limits and reduction of drunken are among those killed and injured in the traffic. Passive 
driving, protective systems would help some of those persons. 

Even though traffic safety is improving about 300,000 In Sweden there is an insurance company, that has devel- 
people in the world are killed in traffic every year. Year after oped a rating system to calculate different car models rela- 
year a city like Gothenburg is wiped out. What other trans- tive safety level. The company has found out that if every- 
port system would have allowed such figures? body changed to the safest car in each weight class, the 

Sweden has participated in the ESV program ever since number of severe injuries and death would be reduced by 25 
bi-lateral agreements with the United States were signed in percent. This gives us a thought about the value of passive 
1972. It is with satisfaction we notice now that the problem security in our cars. 
we first chose to explore within the framework of this pro- The society rules through legislation to a great extent the 
gram was the technical feasibility of developing non-lock- standard of the car fleet in a society. The society can do a 
ing brakes for road vehicles. I consider this to be a good great deal for the public health by raising high demands on 
example to demonstrate that much of the work inspired by cars. When you can have a car for 15 years the choice of car 
the ESV program has in due time developed into systems is very important. 
which are now introduced on production cars and represent By means of advanced information technology it will 
realistic solutions to some problems also for heavy vehicles, most probably be possible for us to reduce accident proba- 

And the development continues. The decade of the bility and human exposure to accidents. 
eighties has emerged as a period of intense technology driv- There are many problems that must be studied before we 
en competition, producing anti-lock braking, traction con- really can reach these goals. But the work has already star- 
trol, four-wheel steering and improved restraint systems, ted in Japan, USA and Europe (Prometheus and Drive). In 
The European Community (EEC)is from 1993 establishing my opinion an advanced research society such as ESV 
a market in Europe where national technical barriers are should make use of its resources and competence also in this 
planned to be phased out. work for improved safety in the road traffic of tomorrow. 

Studies and experiences from many countries have There are also reasons to be on guard against the new 
proven without any doubt that the number of accidents tend technology. The information technology has got great 
to decrease with the lowering of speed limits. The Swedish potential. The society would hardly accept that certain 
Government has therefore decided that there will be a gen- groups of people involved in traffic has access to modern 

eral temporary lowering of the Swedish speed limits from technology while others do not. It will not be accepted that 

110 kms to 90 kms on our major roads during the summer traffic safety would be neglected in favour of effective 

peak traffic period, that is from June 22 to August 20. By transports or that environmental goals are put against the 

taking this measure we hope to be able to reduce the fatal- goal of traffic safety. 

ities caused by excessive speed on our roads. Of course Motor vehicles emit large quantities of substances haz- 

these measures will be accompanied by police supervision, ardous to health and environment. Because of the growing 

spotchecks of cars and drivers on the roads, information population and the high emission rates, serious air pollution 

campaigns etc. This will be done as an experiment and the problems have been an increasingly common phenomenon 
in modern life. At first these problems were most apparent effects of all this will be studied scientifically. 
in the center of larger cities, but during the last two decades My next comment regards drunken driving. In Sweden 

we have become convinced that alcohol is often the major 
it has become obvious that lakes and streams, soils, forests, 

and even remote seas have been significantly influenced. As 
cause behind many road accidents. People tend to believe 

more and more evidence of man-made impacts on the upper 
that some amount of alcohol in the blood does not prevent 

atmosphere accumulates, concerns are increasing that mo- 
them from driving cars. It has, however, been proven that 

tor vehicles are contributing to global changes which 
even very small quantities is more dangerous than generally could alter the climate of the planet. 
believed. It makes your reactions slower and not so well During these two decades some countries have tightened 
adapted to sudden dangerous situations. The Government the regulations concerning the rates of emission stringent. 
has therefore declared that the present level of 0,5 promille And this forces vehicle manufacturers to build less polluting 
should become lower, products. However, increasingly, these reductions in emis- 

The traffic safety development during the last 20 years sions per kilometer driven are being offset by the growing 
has increased the protection for the adults. One would how- number of vehicles. Because the growth has been so great, 
ever believe that car constructors do not have any children, motor vehicles are now generally recognized as responsible 
No car constructor has yet presented an integrated child for more air pollution than any other single human activity. 
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The question of how to reduce the large impact from general nature are most effective. Improvements that can be 

traffic is urgent. Efforts must be made to adjust the traffic made concern the vehicle itself, as well as tires and road 

system to the environmental demands. Greater environmen- surface. 

tal demands on vehicles must be made. These demands must I consider that the car industry has a great responsibility 

be implemented as soon as possible, since it will take sever- 
for producing safe and non-polluting cars. 

I would like to express my government’s appreciation of 
al years before they give full effect. Work on the specifica- 

all the hard work that has been put into the realization of the 
tions of requirements for the clean motor vehicles of the turn ESV program and congratulate all who have contributed to 
of the century should therefore be undertaken without delay, the successful results, which have been achieved over the 
But the regulations applying to emissions from cars in-use years. I also wish to convey to all who are present here to- - 
should also be made stricter, to the extent allowed by exist- day my best wishes for the Twelfth International Technical 
ing technology. Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles to be as suc- 

When it comes to reducing traffic noise measures of a cessful as the previous ones have been. 



Awards 
Presentations 

Awards for Safety Engineering Excellence 
Chairman: Michael M. Finkelstein 

In recognition of and appreciation for extraordinary contributions in the field of motor vehicle safety engineering and for 
distinguished service to the motoring public. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Dipl.-Ing. Elmar Vollmer 
Audi AG 

Since 1971 Mr. Vollmer has worked in all spheres of 
vehicle safety for Audi AG. He directed the development of 
the "procon-ten" safety system, which is now available in 
Audi production vehicles. The "procon-ten" system pulls 
the steering wheel forward during a frontal impact and 
pretensions the safety belts. Mr. Vollmer’s work has also 
involved structural design to improve crash energy manage- 
ment; research on the effectiveness of safety belt tensioning 
systems; and research on the design of driver and passenger 
air bag systems. For his efforts, Mr. Vollmer is deserving of 
this special recognition. 

France 

Dr. Francoise Brun-Cassan Doctor-Engineer Dominique Cesari 
Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics Head of the Crash Protection and Biomechanics 
Peugeot S.A./Renault Laboratory 

Dr. Brun-Cassan has worked to improve motor vehicle French National Institute for Research in 
safety since 1977. Dr. Brun-Cassan’s research has focused Transportation and Safety (INRETS) 
on the biomechanics of injuries occurring in pedestrian Dr. Cesari has been working actively to improve motor 
collisions, side impact crashes and crashes involving chil- vehicle safety since joining the French National Organiza- 
dren. Dr. Brun-Cassan’s contribution to the understanding tion for Road Safety (ONSER) as a research engineer in 
of the mechanisms of trauma through the use of accident 1970. Dr. Cesari has made major contributions to safety 
reconstruction and computer modeling techniques has sig- through his development of a more biofidelic pelvis for 
nificantly advanced the state of the art and deserves special anthropomorphic test devices. This has allowed the meas- 
recognition, urement of pelvic region crash forces and injuries, and re- 

search that permits greater understanding of the relation- 
ships between pelvic crash forces and injuries. His work has 
pioneered the measurement of pelvic crash forces and is 
now used in laboratories worldwide to develop more crash- 
worthy vehicles. 
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Italy 

Domenico Chirico 
Engineering Consultant 
Alfa Romeo 

Mr. Chirico has been deeply involved in active and pas- 
sive safety design and development for Alfa Romeo for the 
past 20 years. His work involved development of the SVAR 
car (Alfa Romeo synthesis vehicle) presented at the Ninth 
ESV Conference in 1982 with remarkable passive safety 
features. His continuing work on crashworthiness has re- 

suited in the U.S. version of the Alfa 164 being equipped 
with an air bag system to meet Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard No. 208. That vehicle also demonstrates excellent 
road handling under a variety of diverse road conditions. 

Japan 

Ryohei Kizu 
General Manager, Chassis Engineering 
Department 
Toyota Motor Corporation 

Mr. Kizu has worked at Toyota to improve vehicle safety 
since 1976. He was the project leader for the development 
and introduction of Toyota’s "Traction Control System" to 
improve vehicle stability in both acceleration and braking 
maneuvers on slippery surfaces. For this accomplishment 
and his dedication to automotive safety engineering, Mr. 
Kizu is deserving of special recognition. 

Koshiro Ono 
Senior Research Engineer 
Biomechanics and Accident Investigation Group 
Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc. 

Mr. Ono has been working for the improvement of auto- 
mobile safety since 1974. His work in detailed crash investi- 
gation and analysis has focused primarily on occupant pro- 
tection and has contributed significantly to the reduction of 
serious head injuries that result frequently from crashes. His 
research has studied human head impact tolerance, in coop- 
eration with experts in clinical and legal medicine. He has 
worked on the development of techniques for motion meas- 
urement and analysis using dummies in the laboratory set- 
ting. His research findings have made significant contribu- 
tions to the improvement in performance of occupant 
protection systems. 

Keigo Yoshida 
Executive Chief Engineer 
Honda R&D Co., Ltd. 

Mr. Yoshida is recognized for his contributions to motor- 

cycle safety. His work on braking systems is particularly 
noteworthy for its contribution to the development and 
widespread application of stable, high performance brakes 
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that avoid water fade and thermal fade. In addition, he has 
made important contributions in research and development 

of motorcycle anti-lock brakes and daytime lighting. 

Sweden 

Bertil llhage Thomas Turbell 
Manager, Advanced Engineering, Car Electrical Chief Engineer, Biomechanics Research and 
and Electronic Systems Crash Test Laboratory 
SAAB-SCANIA National Swedish Road and Traffic Research 

Mr. Ilhage has worked to improve active and passive Institute 
safety features of motor vehicles since 1959. His accom- Mr. Turbell has devoted much of his professional career 
plishments include development of the world’s first factory to enhancing the safety of children in cars. He has organized 
installed headlamp cleaner in 1970, automatic daytime run- a laboratory that has contributed to the development of 
ning lights in 1974, and new front and rear cornering lamps better restraint systems and regulations for rearward facing 
with improved visibility. Mr. Ilhage continues to work on child seats for toddler protection in a crash. During the 20 
the forefront of advancing safety technologies in motor years of his work the use of child restraints has increased to 
vehicles through his service as deputy member of the Prom- 80 percent and fatalities have declined 50 percent. As the 
etheus steering committee seeking radically improved safe- Swedish national focal point for the activities in this field, 
ty, efficiency, and environmental protection in traffic. Mr. Turbell deserves special recognition for his major con- 

tributions in improving the safety of children in car crashes. 

United Kingdom 

David Burleigh 
Technical Director 
Britax Excelsior 

Mr. Burleigh joined Britax in 1961 and was involved in 
the design and development of the first safety belt inertial 
reel. Since then he has been actively involved in the further 
improvement of safety belts. He has been responsible for the 
early development and recent improvements in child re- 
straints in the United Kingdom and he has adapted the 
knowledge gained from work on child restraints to produce 
special safety restraints for handicapped children. In the 
course of his career, he has contributed to the saving of lives 
and the reduction of injuries. For his contributions to the 
improvement of occupant safety Mr. Burleigh is deserving 
of special recognition. 

United States 

W. R. Edwards 
Manager, Occupant Safety Programs 
Chrysler Motors 

Mr. Edwards has directed, coordinated, and expedited the 
multi-departmental efforts at Chrysler to design, develop, 
and manufacture driver air bags on three Chrysler car lines. 
He also has contributed to Chrysler’s program to expand the 
application of air bag crash protection technology to the 
remainder of its U.S. produced car lines and the Maserati 
produced Chrysler TC for the 1990 model year. Mr. Ed- 
wards’ efforts have contributed to a major advance in the 
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application of this life-saving automatic crash protection Dr. David Viano 

technology and are deserving of special recognition. Section Manager, Biomedical Science 

Department                                      ~_ 
David J. Romeo General Motors Corporation 
President Dr. Viano has worked in motor vehicle safety research at 
Romeo Kojyo Co. Inc. General Motors since 1974. As a researcher, he has chal- 

Mr. Romeo has been involved in improving occupant lenged vehicle designers to incorporate human injury toler- 

crash protection since 1971. While at Calspan, he provided ance as a critical design criterion. As an engineer, he has 

leadership in restraint system development for the Calspan/ significantly advanced the art and science of anthro- 
Chrysler RSV. At Calspan, he also contributed to the devel- pomorphic dummy development for the measurement of 
opment of air bag technology for AB Volvo and was pro- vehicle crash forces. As a scientist, his commitment to the 
gram manager on a study for the development of an aspi- dissemination of knowledge has resulted in the creation of 

rated air bag system for subcompact cars. new forums through which biomechanics research can be 
Under Mr. Romeo’s leadership, in 1983 Romeo Kojyo, shared. As a leader, he has helped foster links between the 

Inc., (an international organization formed in partnership fields of engineering, medicine and public health that are 

with Takata Corp. of Japan) under contract to NHTSA, changing the way that America views injury control. 

produced retrofit driver air bags for police fleets throughout 
the U.S. This highly successful program advanced auto- 
mobile safety by exposing this safety technology to the 

public and by simplifying air bag technology. Mr. Romeo’s 
efforts have demonstrated leadership and engineering ex- 
cellence in advancing automotive safety. 

Gary W. Rossow 
Director, Government Technical Affairs 
Freightliner 

Mr. Rossow was instrumental in establishing Freight- 
liner’s safety leadership within the U.S. industry with re- 

gard to the application of improved safety features to heavy 
trucks. Freightliner was the first U.S. truck manufacturer to 
engineer antilock brake systems into their vehicles and offer 
antilock as an option in the U.S. market. They have also 
made three-point restraint systems, bobtail proportioning 
valves, automatic brake adjusters, and right side windows 
with wide angle frenel lenses standard equipment on their 
production vehicles. 

Special Award of Appreciation 

In recognition of and appreciation for outstanding leadership and extraordinary contributions in the field of motor vehicle 

safety. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Professor Dr. Heinrich Praxenthaler 
President 
Bundesanstalt fur Strabenwesen 

Professor Dr. Heinrich Praxenthaler has directed the Fed- 
eral Highway Research Institute (BASt) since 1971, a re- 
search agency of the Federal Ministry of Transport. Since 
1976, he has coordinated the German contributions to the 
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ESV Conferences and has headed the German delegation to 

these Conferences. He was chairman of the Eighth ESV 

Conference in Wolfsburg. As a researcher, his interest in 

improving vehicle crashworthiness resulted in important 

advances both in Germany and throughout the world. His 

vigorous promotion of safety belt use and the technical 

support he provided for the active enforcement of manda- 

tory safety belt use laws has resulted in the savings of 

thousands of lives. As a leader in the field of motor vehicle 

safety research, he brought BASt to worldwide prominence. 

Sweden 

Dr. Bertil AIdman 
Chalmers University of Technology 

Dr. Aldman has been instrumental in the design of a wide 

variety of protective devices all aimed at reducing crash 

injury. His research has influenced the development of three 

point safety belt systems, automatic locking retractors, 

crash helmets and protective clothing for motorcyclists. He 

designed the first rear-facing child seat and presented it at 

the 1964 Stapp Conference. He participated in the develop- 

ment of booster cushions for children. Together with a team 

of researchers in France he has been involved in the design 

of a pedestrian dummy. Dr. Aldman has published some 200 

papers covering subjects ranging from first aid and hospital 

care, to the biomechanics of trauma, to the design of protec- 

tive devices and culminating in some of the most thoughtful 

exploration of the general problems facing world safety 

researchers. 

United Kingdom 

Ian Neiison 
Head of Vehicle Safety (Retired) 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory 

For his considerable contributions over many years to the 

organization of the Experimental Safety Vehicles Program, 

both in his role as the United Kingdom’s ESV coordinator 

and for his valuable contributions to the European Experi- 

mental Vehicles Committee. In this latter capacity he 

chaired two Workings Groups covering pedestrian safety 

and the EUROSID dummy development. Ian Neilson has 

been an important leader in motor vehicle safety and has 

fostered cooperation within Europe and promoted har- 

monization with the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration. 
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Section 2 
Government Status 

Reports 

Chairman: Dr. Bertil Aldman, Sweden 
Japan 

Saofumi Takashige, reached 10,344 persons. (This is an 11 percent increase over 

Ministry of Transport the preceding year.) 

Introduction Table 2. Changes in traffic accident fatalities by accident type 

It is a great pleasure for me to have an opportunity to ~,e,~d~ 4-~ ~h~= ~.o m~,, 2-~ 

by ~t Perc~t announce the status report    the government of Japan P~ change Perc~t 
concerning the safety of motor vehicles. ~o~ 

The number of motor vehicles in operation in Japan 1~0 3,216 38.7 7.3 1,fi93 19.3 10.I 1,051 12.0 4.6 
reached 55,000,000 units as of 1988. The use of motor 1~ ~.~7 ~.9 3.0 ~.0~ ~.~ 15.4 ~ 9.9 -9.9 
vehicles is becoming more and more indispensable in 

!~1~ 3.~3’~1 ~.3~’6 -3.72"9 2.~2’~z ~..~ ~:~ 
maintaining a smooth public life or economical social ~ ~.~ ~.: ~.7 2.~ z~.8 -1.~ 
activities. Therefore, as regards the safety of motor 1~8 3,719 36.0 16.5 2,559 2A.6 6.5 1,(]61 10.3 15.6 

vehicles, we believe that it is necessary to take more 
effective measures in the future from such a viewpoint that 

~ ~t~ o~ ~ f~ ~ of ~ 
puts emphasis on how safe motor vehicles are available to previous previous previous 

users. 1~0 2,767 31.6 -4.2 33 0.4 -10.8 8,760 1~.0 3.5 
1981 2,679 30,7 -3.2 37 0A 12.1 8,719 100.0 -0.5 

As for this field, the government of Japan has been taking ~ 2,7~ 30.4 2.9 38 0.4 2.7 9,073 100.0 4.1 
19&3 2,792 29.3 1.3 ~ 0.3 -31,6 9,520 ]00.0 4.9 

measures in accordance with changes in the traffic ~ 2,26 v..8 -:.7 ~ 0.3 0.0 
1985 2,656 28.7 3.1 34 0.4 30.8 9,~1 1~.0 -0.0 

ly ]~ 2,6~7 28.9 1.5 ~5 0.3 -23.5 9,317 100.0 0.6 environment. Here, I would like to make a report main on 1~7 2.7~7 2~.9 3.7 38 0.4 ~.2 9,347 1~.0 0.3 
the latest safety problems in Japan. ~ 2,9~1 28.7 6.1 38 0.4 0.0 10,344 1~.0 10.7 

Current Status of Traffic Accidents in ~: .~ .... ~o, 

Japan 
The annual death toll from traffic accidents in Japan was Table 3. Traffic accident fatalities by age group and accident 

type less than 10,000 persons for a period from the year 1976 to 

1987. (Please see the attached tables.) But, in 1988, the ]~ .... ~,~ 

Table 1. Changes in traffic accident casualties                   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~.oa 

1980 476,67/ 0.8 1,3~6 8,761) -18.8 23.9 7.5 598,719 -3.8 1,638 511 Year lotal ~!ding ~ile hhile ~!ding    ri i I~hile hhile 
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The features of traffic accidents in the last year were the windows of motor vehicles, with aview to assuring 

increased in the death of occupants of motor vehicles, the the visibility necessary for safe driving, the applicable 

death of drivers of motorcycles and the death of elderly control scope has been expanded. Moreover, the rate of 

people. Also, there were many cases where accidents light transmission has been regulated. 

involving night-driving or driving on expressways led to 
fatal accidents. Accident Investigation and Data 

As respects the prevention of accidents involving elderly Analysis 
persons, in principle, elderly persons must be protected 
from accidents as persons weaker in traffic. But, in view of 

To effectively advance the enlargement and 

the fact that the number of persons of advanced age is 
strengthening of motor vehicle safety standards, motor 

growing and the share of elderly persons having a driver’s 
vehicle accidents have been investigated and analyzed 

license is increasing, we believe it very important to take 
annually by those experts from the fields of motor vehicle 

positive measures in the future, 
engineering, medical science and traffic engineering so as 

Concerning accidents during night-driving, the 
to determine the relationship between accidents and the 

opportunities of night-driving are on the increase as a result 
motor vehicle construction, occupants and road 

of an increased total traffic volume caused by the increase in 
environment. Thus, all technical review results have been 

number of motor vehicles in operation on the road. So, the 
fed back into the motor vehicle standards. 

prevention of accidents during night-driving will become a 
As for the 1988 fiscal year, the accident investigation was 

field to be studied from an aspect of visibility characteristics 
conducted over a period of June through September for 

and so forth, 
specific regions. 

To cope with the increase in the death toll from traffic 
The analysis of the contents of accidents are under way, 

accidents in the future, it is imperative to take more effective 
based on the data concerning injuries caused by a distorted 

measures also in the field of safety of motor vehicle 
vehicle interior, accidents while wearing seat belts, injuries 

construction, in addition to strengthening the software 
due to steering and lateral-collision accidents, etc. that has 

related to motor vehicle driving, 
been collected during the investigation period. 

Safety Standards of Motor Vehicles Safety Measures for Motor Vehicles 
(1) Accident avoidance measures.--In this field, which 

In Japan, the "Safety Regulations for Road Vehicles" aims at avoiding accidents attributable to the construction 
based on the "Road Vehicles Act" have regulated the safety and functions of motor vehicles, the following technologies 
of the construction and devices of motor vehicles, have been employed: 

As respects the safety measures, the Safety Regulations 
have prescribed in total various measures for each of the 

¯ Anti-lock braking system 

following fields: the accident avoidance measures aiming at 
¯ Electronically controlled air suspensions 

the prevention of accidents resulting from a poor 
¯ Electronically controlled full-time 4WD 

construction of motor vehicles, injury reduction measures 
¯ 4WS system 

aiming at keeping of injuries to the occupants, etc. as low as We at the government of Japan have taken such measures 

possible in the event of accidents and fire preventive to enhance the visibility characteristics; for example, the 

measure, installation of rear fog lamps, the control of tinted film 

Since the introduction of the Safety Regulations, these applied to windows. 

Regulations have progressively undergone improvements (2) Injury reducing measures.---The following measures 

and refinements, taking into consideration the actual have been taken so that injuries to the occupants, 

conditions of traffic accidents, the use mode of motor pedestrians and so forth may be reduced as much as possible 

vehicles, technical developments, the trend in motor vehicle in the event of accidents. 

standards in foreign countries, the targets of enlargement Occupant protection: 

and strengthening for motor vehicle safety standards ¯ Statutory obligation of installation and wearing of 
recommended by the Council for Transport Technics. seat belts 

The following are the principal improvements that have ¯ Technical requirements of child restraints 
been recently achieved.: ¯ Installation of air bags 

(1) February, 1988--Rear fog lamps.., to prevent Pedestrian protection: 
rear-end collision accidents by the following vehicles 
during poor visibility driving, e.g. driving in heavy 

¯ Measures to prevent accidents during left-turns of 

fog, the provision of rear fog lamps was newly 
large-sized trucks (Side-guards, etc.) 

provided, thus allowing the installation of rear fog (3) Fire preventive measures. To prevent occurrence or 

lamps, spread of fire during collision accidents, various measures, 

(2) January, 1989--Windows... regarding the such as the fuel leakage preventive requirements in the 

problems of the applying of tinted films or the like to event of collision, have been prescribed. 
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International Harmonization of Motor Investigation, Testing and Research on 
Vehicle Standards Motor Vehicle Safety 

The safety standards and pollution control standards of In Japan, mainly the following investigations and 
motor vehicles differ from one country to another, because 

researches are under way by the government as well as by 
these standards reflect the historical background, traffic 

private enterprises. 
environment and so forth of each country. 

Four-wheeled vehicle-related items: Now, the motor vehicle has become an international 
commodity that is distributed throughout the world. It is, (1) Study of motor vehicle accident avoiding 

therefore, thought that the motor vehicle standards should system--devices incorporating "distance between 

be harmonized internationally to the greatest possible vehicles sensor" for preventing rear-end collision 
extent, while taking into account the traffic environment of accidents. 
each country, in order that the intended safe, pollution-free (2) Survey and study of sudden-moving off or 
vehicle society may be realized, 

acceleration of automatic transmission vehicles. 
From the viewpoint stated above, the government of 

(3) Study of controllability and stability of 4WS 
Japan established an organization "Japan Automobile 

vehicles. Standards Internationalization Center (JASIC)," in October 
1987. This organization supports the activities of the (4) Study of safety and reliability of electronic 

government of Japan by conducting activities contributing devices for automotive use. 

to the international harmonization of motor vehicle (5) Study of occupant protection in lateral- 
standards, such as activities related to research, testing, collisions. 
study and public relations. (6) Study of installation of lighting and light- 

Now, the government of Japan has been carrying out the signaling devices and their safety. 
following activities, fully utilizing the results of the 

(7) Study of anti-lock brakes for large-sized motor activities of JASIC fully, 
vehicles. (1) Regular participation in the ECE.WP29.--We have 

been participating regularly in the activities of the United (8) Research and study of development of motor 

Nations ECE.WP29, which has been promoting the vehicles for elderly drivers. 

international harmonization of motor vehicle standards Specifically, regarding the problems involved with 
with the principal automobile manufacturing countries in automatic transmission vehicles, since July 1987 the 
the world participated. Thus, we have been expressing our government of Japan has conducted an investigation and 
views and offering information, conducting the testing and research at the Traffic Safety and Nuisance Research 
research of draft proposals under the study of ECE.WP29. 

Institute, Ministry of Transport. Recently, the final report 
(2) Collection of information.--The information 

was completed. 
regarding the trend of motor vehicle standards in foreign 

The investigation results reveal that there were no 
countries has been collected and analyzed so that the 

analysis results may be used effectively in the preparation of phenomena of sudden-moving off or acceleration attributed 

drafts of motor vehicle standards, to structural defects common to all automatic transmission 

(3) Holding of international conferences, etc. We have vehicles. Nevertheless, in anticipation of a wider use of 

hosted international conferences and lectures so as to automatic transmission vehicles in the future, it is of great 

promote the international harmonization of motor vehicle importance to continue studying the ideal, human 
standards, inviting experts from foreign countries, engineering motor vehicle construction that has taken into 

In February 1988, for example, a lecture on account driver’s ease of operation. 
"International Trends of Brake-Related Standards" was Motorcycle-related items: 
delivered in Tokyo. 

In February 1989, the "Meeting of Experts on (1) Study of anti-lock brakes 

Harmonization of Motor Vehicle Lighting and Light- (2) Study of leg guards for riders 
Signaling Device Installation Standards" was held in Tokyo (3) Study of dayStime lighting 
so that discussions were made under the theme "Review of 

Since some of these studies are scheduled to be 
current status of installation standards for motor vehicle 

announced by Japanese automobile manufacturers during 
lighting and light-signaling devices and future approaches this conference, we expect that brisk review exchanges will 
to harmonization." take place. 

Besides, we have been participating in the international This completes the announcement of the Status Report by 
standardization activities of ISO/TC22. the government of Japan. 
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The European Experimental Vehicle Comm!ttee 

Bernd Friedel, possibility of defining an alternative test procedure within 

Bundesanstalt fuer Strassenwesen the framework of the EC type-approval procedure. 
The EEVC has been dealing with side impact protection 

It is my pleasure to present the Status Report on the for a long time. Our submission to NHTSA places special 
progress of our Committee in motor vehicle safety. We emphasis on harmonization. On many occasions we have 
come to Sweden--the first time in the history of the ESV underlined this necessity. Great efforts should be made to 
programme--conscious that even today further come to a common mind on selecting the best dummy, a 
improvement of automobile safety is possible and it is common barrier face and test impact set-up conditions. We 
indeed also further necessary, have invited all relevant bodies to a discussion of this 

In the past two years our work with regard to side impact matter. It is not entirely clear to us whether there exists a 
protection has been of the highest priority. We described this 
work at the last conference. As we all know in January 1988 

genuine political willingness to establish official 
international negotiations between the United States of 

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) issued two Notices of Proposed Rulemaking 

America, Japan and Europe on this issue. In view of the 

(NPRM) regarding the upgrade of the current side impact 
importance of side-impact accidents in causing deaths and 

protection standard regarding side door strength. The 
injuries, we express our strong wish that the matter be dealt 

documents referred to side impact protection as well as to a 
with by the United Nations Economic Commission for 

side impact anthropomorphic test dummy. 
Europe (ECE), which seems to us to be a suitable platform. 

Based on the many years of experience EEVC had in this We are convinced that a compromise acceptable to all 

field, our Committee had submitted two comprehensive parties is possible. 

responses to the NPRM. The question of a suitable side A joint IRCOBI/EEVC Workshop on the Evaluation of 

impact dummy for the proposed test procedure was raised. Side Impact Dummies was held in September 1988 in the 

The European Side Impact Dummy (EUROSID) was Federal Republic of Germany--a day before the annual 

described in our response to NHTSA in great detail, and an IRCOBI Conference took place. The seminar addressed 

example of this dummy is to be found in the ESV-exhibition. aspects of biofidelity and the behaviour in full-scale tests of 

The performances to be expected from the American side the American SID and the EUROSID dummies. A series of 

impact dummy (SID) and EUROSID were compared. The very useful papers on a variety of minor and more serious 

mechanical performance and the proposed criteria were problems was produced. The evaluation of the extent to 
detailed. In our view EUROSID is of more recent design which the dummies represent human beings is still a 
than SID and measures the impact response not only at difficult task because the available information on cadaver 
thorax level, but also at the pelvis and abdomen, tests in the relevant type of accident is very limited. 
Furthermore the European dummy is able to measure Although biofidelity was a rather controversial item at this 
deformation of the thorax as well as acceleration, a workshop, there was much more agreement concerning 
parameter NHTSA is in favor of: consequently this dummy other criteria such as durability, reliability, repeatability or 
is more universal, and allows the assessment of injury sensitivity between the different research groups. INRETS 
severity via a number of different measures meeting in those in France has published the presentations made during this 
aspects the wishes of USA and Europe. workshop. 

Our Committee’s response concerning suitable test In the October meeting of EEVC in Rome 1987 two new 
conditions outlined the EEVC moving deformable barrier, working groups were created: Working Group 9 on Side 
specifying ground clearance, barrier mass, dimensions and Impact Test Procedure, and Working Group 10 on 
stiffness as well as collision parameters like impact angle, Assessment of Methods for Evaluating Pedestrian 
impact speed and impact point. In our opinion the smaller 
dimensions and lower stiffness of the European barrier 

Protection for Passenger Cars. 

reflects a more realistic evaluation of the protection offered 
Working Group 9 was set up after finalisation of the ad 

by a car than does the US proposal. It avoids car designs 
hoc Group on Side Impact Dummies in October 1987. In 

which incorporate only reinforcement in the door sill and 
this group representatives of governments and industry 

pillar areas, 
from the United Kingdom, Italy, France, the Netherlands 

The EEVC responses to NHTSA-NPRM were used as a and the Federal Republic of Germany are working together. 

basis for the comments of the Commission of the European The Commission of the European Communities is also 

Communities (EC). A very important aim of the represented. The group has the mandate to act as a focal 

Commission is to make the US-proposed rulemaking point for any technical advice and research support for 

compatible with future European rulemaking. As we know, EUROSID which may be needed by its manufacturers to 

the EC-Commission is preparing, with the help of its expert help towards its final production design and to solve any 

group "ERGA-Safety," a draft Directive on side impact problems or production difficulties that may arise. Two 

protection. Initially focused exclusively on a full-scale test other important tasks of this new working group consist of 

procedure the EC-Commission is now considering the appraising the side impact test conditions for legislation and 
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considering appropriate alternatives equivalent to a full- The programme will be based as far as possible on 
scale test. existing data and will consist of the following main areas of 

At this ESV-Conference two papers of this working work: protection criteria, sub-system test development and 
group will be presented on the European Test Procedure and compatibility with existing vehicle requirements. For the 
the Status of EUROSID, so I will report here only some formulation of protection criteria it is necessary to 
general results. Some modifications have been made since determine the important factors of injury causation and to 
the first production prototypes of EUROSID were delivered establish specifications for the design of the impactors for 
to the interested institutions. Apart from some small the sub-system tests and the impact test conditions. To 
modifications in the certification procedure and in some obtain the best understanding it seems appropriate to 
minor dummy parts, two problems had arisen by the users of combine data from accident studies and cadaver tests with 
EUROSID. The rib deflection instrumentation gave the more detailed data from mathematical computer 
spurious measurements for some of the dummies; the simulations and dummy tests. 
reason for this lay in the rib deflection transducers, and a It is intended that future designs of sub-systems for the 
new and better instrumentation is available now. The pelvis bumper, the bonnet leading edge and the bonnet top would 
force transducer caused problems during calibration and be developed according to protection criteria based on a 
crash tests, especially for nonaxial input forces. Tests are maximum vehicle impact speed up to 40 km/h. Different 
running now with another type of transducer, and a requirements concerning suitable protection of small 
prototype of a pelvis with plastic bones is also being tested children and adults will be considered. 
now. The work of this programme started in 1988, with BASt 

An important issue for the impact test procedure (Federal RepublicofGermany),INRETS (France), Peugeot 
concerned the MDB’s face. The EEVC developed a SA/Renault (France), TNO (Netherlands) and TRRL 
performance specification, and during the last years three (United Kingdom) working together. A final report is 
faces were produced based on three different designs: each expected by the end of this year. The Commission of the 
one deviated from the specification in some aspects, but the European Communities has been asked for financial 
differences were small. For legislative purposes it may participation in this international study. An interim report 
eventually be desirable to choose one of the existing designs will be presented during this conference in the session on 
to have a more precise description of the barrier’s face Pedestrian Impact Protection. 
which then can be used commonly. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has 

The car industry needs to be able to assess elements of asked the European Experimental Vehicles Committee to 
passive car safety at an early stage of a new model design participate in the Advanced Anthropomorphic Test Device 
and construction. In connection with modern construction (AATD) Development Programme. Our Committee has 
tools like CAD the possibilities of computer simulation of confirmed our interest in participation in a programme for a 
crash tests is being investigated, and WG 9 has considered common development of a future dummy in frontal impact. 
ways in which alternative test procedures, which avoid the EEVC and NHTSA have nominated focal points to 
need for full-scale impact test, might perhaps be used to exchange information at each stage of cooperation in such a 
evaluate side impact protection measures. Such a comprehensive development, and contact will be 
procedure, proposed by the European car industry and maintained with the European car industry also in this 
called the Composite Test Procedure, combines data from respect. 
quasi-static impact tests with computer simulation. In the Committee’s future activities we will bring the 

EEVC is considering in general the question of whether ongoing work concerning side impact protection and 
compliance of such a procedure with the envisaged standard pedestrian protection to a successful end. We will continue 
could be demonstrated. In our judgement the proposed to assist the Commission of the European Communities and 
procedure would have to be improved considerably, before the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe by 
it could be used as an equivalent alternative test procedure drawing on the available scientific and technical expertise 
in the framework of the type-approval system of the to formulate EC-Directives and/orECE-Regulations. In our 
Common Market. Since this procedure is still under view computer modelling techniques for use in legislation 
development it has not been possible so far for our to support, complement or replace experimental test 
Committee to compare full-scale tests with the results of procedures could be one of the future items with high 
this Composite Test Procedure, or indeed any other possible priority, though we believe that it will be several years 
alternative, before such methods can be developed to a state where they 

The new Working Group 10: Assessment of Methods for offer a realistic alternative to full-scale impact testing. 
Evaluating Pedestrian Protection for Passenger Cars has the Our interest is still directed to the safety of heavy goods 
mandate to coordinate appropriate research projects, to vehicles. We presented a first study on this item during the 
determine test methods and acceptance levels for assessing last ESV-conference, and I am sure we will deal with this 
the protection afforded to pedestrians by the fronts of cars in item again. We should also focus our capacities on the safety 
an accident. The test methods are to be based on sub- of vans, light goods vehicles, buses and coaches. Other 
systems tests, important items on our agenda for the next years will be 
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motorcycle safety and appropriate consumer information deal with next--but it is clear that even after twelve ESV- 

about vehicle safety features. Conferences over 15 years there is still a lot of things for the 

We have not yet made a final decision on which items to EEVC to attend to. _~ 

United Kingdom 

Eric Dunn, much more detailed information which we continue to 
obtain from our rolling programme of occupant injury Chief Mechanical Engineer, 
investigations, should enable a more reliable assessment of Department of Transport 
the relative importance of various types of injury 

I welcome this opportunity to report on developments in mechanism to be made. Additional information on specific 
road vehicle safety in the UK since the last ESV in Washing- vehicle models will be treated confidentially and given to 
ton two years ago. the manufacturers concerned to help them take any 

The UK has one of the lowest road accident death rates 
amongst the heavily motorised nations--at less than 1 per 

appropriate remedial measures. 
The occupant injury investigations involving 

10,000 population and 1.6 per 100 million vehicle kilo- 
metres. Casualties have reduced significantly over the last 

Birmingham and Loughborough Universities cooperating 

few years in spite of a substantial increase in the number of 
with the TRRL and the vehicle examiners of our Vehicle 

kilometres driven so that overall casualty rates for deaths 
Inspection Executive Agency is continuing. The 

and serious injuries have reduced by over 20% since 1985. 
Department of Transport co-sponsors this programme with 

Although we take encouragement from both the compar- 
Ford, Rover and Nissan. About 600 vehicles are examined 

atively low death rates in international terms and the overall 
each year and these now include some vans and mini-buses 

trend towards fewer deaths and serious casualties, we still 
as well as cars. TRRL and their contractors are presenting 

consider these figures to be unacceptably high, so following several papers at this Conference which draw on this data. 

the completion of a recent Road Safety Review, we have set 
a target to reduce casualties by one third by the year 2000 

Car Occupant Protection in Frontal 
from the average level of the early 1980s. We estimate that Impact 
improvements in vehicle design and construction which Steering mechanisms remain the most important cause of 
have already been demonstrated in prototype form, could injury to drivers with the steering wheel causing some 2000 
make a major contribution towards meeting this target if hospitalised cases per year in the UK. The TRRL have 
they were applied to all new production vehicles. These developed a safer steering wheel which has been the subject 
estimates indicate that the most important savings would of reports and exhibits at previous ESV Conferences. Since 
come from further improvements in car occupant protec- Washington, the UK has proposed a test procedure as the 
tion, the introduction of pedestrian-friendly car fronts and a basis of a performance-related regulatory standard and this 
range of safety features on motor-cycles, including leg pro- is currently being assessed within the European 
tectors, air-bag restraint systems and wide use of anti-lock Community. We believe that this proposal is practicable. It 
brakes. In most of these areas, the bulk of the necessary 
research and development to incorporate practical cost-ef- 

would require steering wheels which both limit head 

fective features into new production vehicles has already 
deceleration and avoid facial bone fractures. Meanwhile, 

been completed. Thus we are working hard to reach agree- 
we are encouraged to see that several major vehicle 

ment in various international fora, notably the European 
manufacturers are voluntarily adopting safer steering 

Community and in the United Nations Economic Commis- 
wheels in their new and revised models. 

sion for Europe, on standards which could form the basis of 
Attention to other areas of design will be necessary to 

manufacturing requirements. In the meantime, we welcome reduce driver injuries to the level of front seat passengers 

the initiatives of some manufacturers who are introducing and further to reduce injuries to all occupants. There is a 

such safety features ahead of any legal requirements, growing need to consider the problems of passenger space 

I would now like to summarise progress which we have intrusion in higher speed crashes and where the impact is 

made in several areas of vehicle safety including research, off-set or at an angle. Both vehicle designers and legislators 

development of demonstration hard-ware exhibited at the must cooperate to develop improved standards for frontal 

Conference andtheformulationofstandards, impact protection which take account of these 
characteristics of real-life accidents. 

Accident Studies 
Occupant Restraint Systems 

From the beginning of 1989, our national data-base of 
injury accidents reported to the police has included The use of seat-belts is of course vital--literally so--in 

identification of the vehicle in a way which enables us to the protection of occupant, especially in frontal impact. In 

examinetheeffectsofvehicledesign.Thistogetherwiththe the UK, about 93% of front seat occupants continue to 
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comply with our 1983 law requiring them to wear belts, to be confident of meeting the legislative requirements at an 
Nevertheless, a significant proportion of front seat earlier stage in the vehicle design-development process. 
occupants--17% drivers and 14% passengers--were not 
wearing belts when they were fatally injured, indicating that Pedestrian Protection 
those involved in serious accidents are less likely to obey Although the UK has one of the best overall road casualty 
the law. records we are not so well placed in terms of pedestrian 

At Washington, we reported that in April 1987 we had casualties which although now reducing, still comprise 
introduced requirements for rear seat belts to be fitted to all about one-third of our fatalities. As 72% of pedestrian 
new cars. Later this year, we plan to introduce regulations deaths are caused by impact with the fronts of cars, we 
requiring the wearing of restraints in rear seats by children continue to place high priority on developing European 
under 14, in cases where suitable restraints are available, standards to maximise the protection that can be practically 
We expect this to substantially reduce injuries to children as provided. It is important that such standards provide real 
an increasing proportion of cars are fitted with suitable improvements in pedestrian protection whilst retaining 
restraints, manufacturers’ styling freedom. Thus, we are strongly 

Apart from the major effects of increasing seat-belt supporting the current co-operative European programme 

usage, we believe that improved seat-belt and seat design to develop suitable test methods for assessing injury 

still has much to contribute in further reducing injuries. The reduction as the basis for future standards. To improve the 

TRRL are continuing their research into this important base line data for this research, the dummy tests reported at 

topic. Washington have been extended to include both child and 

adult dummies at higher impact speeds and the results will 
Side Impact Protection and Computer be presented later at this Conference. 

Modelling Motorcycles 
We continue actively to co-operate in the work of the In the UK we have seen a significant and very welcome 

European Experimental Vehicle Committee (EEVC) to reduction in motorcycle casualties over the last few years. 
develop a practical side-impact standard as the basis of a Whilst a major reason for this has been a reduction in 
European Community Directive. Since Washington, the motorcycle usage, casualty rates have also reduced 
production prototype version of EUROSID (the European although fatality rates have remained about the same. Even 
Side Impact Dummy) and the production version of the so, both fatality and casualty rates remain much higher than 
Mobile Deformable Barrier (MDB) face have become for any other category of vehicle or road user at about 10 
available. Over 40 tests have been performed in the UK to times the average for all road users. Most of those killed or 
the EEVC test procedure. These have shown the procedure injured are young people. 
to be practical and that the incorporation of suitable Injuries to head and legs continue to be the most frequent 
modifications into vehicle design can be effective in and the TRRL’s extensive research into leg protection led 
reducing injury mechanisms in small, medium and large the Department of Transport to produce a draft specification 
cars. None of the accident data currently available for consultation in July 1987. Further development has 
contradicts this view. So we look forward to early shown that leg protection can be applied successfully to 
agreement of an EC Directive. sports machines without adversely affecting the appearance 

At the same time, we recognise the industrial advantages of image. This is demonstrated on ESM4, a 125cc sports 
in developing procedures based on computer-modelling and learner machine, exhibited at this Conference. This machine 
understand why vehicle manufacturers are developing such also incorporates an air-bag restraint system and anti-lock 
procedures which enable them to predict the crash brakes, both being developed especially for this size of 
performance of new vehicle designs at an early stage in the machine. Wind tunnel tests have shown that the safety 
design-development process. However, if such procedures fairing fitted to ESM4 offers improved stability and lower 
are to be accepted as the basis for legislation we believe that drag compared with the original motorcycle. 
the onus must be on the industry to demonstrate that the For larger machines, the police service trials of an anti- 
procedure is equivalent or better than the whole vehicle lock braking system are now complete. The reactions were 
dynamic test. This will probably mean international so favourable that many Forces are specifying anti-lock on 
agreement on harmonised techniques. The TRRL are new machines where it is available. 
expanding their research on computer modelling but with Later in the Conference, the TRRL will be describing the 

many questions to answer, it is too early to predict the development of ESM4 as well as the development of leg 

outcome. Nevertheless, we welcome the industry’s protectionandanti-lockforvarioustypesofmotorcycle. We 
initiatives in developing computer modelling techniques are confident that these features can be incorporated into 
which may with advantage be extended for all types of practical and commercially attractive designs and if widely 
impact. This should help both to improve occupant adopted by manufacturers would substantially reduce the 
protection for a wider range of real-life crash situations than unacceptably high rate of motorcycle casualties wherever 
can practically be tested and at the same time help industry they were used. 
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Goods Vehicles 
surfaces which will be invaluable for the development of 

tyres, suspensions and braking systems on all types of 
Since Washington, the TRRL have continued their vehicle. 

research on front under-run guards to investigate the effects ¯ 

of ground clearance. On the basis of this work the Vehicle Lighting 
Department of Transport have formulated a performance- Since Washington a research project at the Motor 
based standard which should allow restrained car occupants Industry Research Association on the effectiveness of car 
to survive impacts up to about 65 km/h. We shall soon be rear light arrays has been completed. This has shown that 
consulting on this proposed standard with a view to driverswouldrespondmorequicklytothebrakingofthecar 
proposing it as the basis of a European directive, in front if brake and rear position lights were separated by at 

Agreement has now been reached in the European least 100 mm instead of being combined in a common bulb 
Community to allow Member States to require anti-lock as is often the case now. A proposal for such increased 
brakes on heavy goods vehicles with trailers and the UK separation together with a slight increase in brake-light 
intend to introduce this requirement, intensity is currently under discussion in Europe. The 

The TRRL have accelerated their research into the MIRA research also showed that central high-mounted 
dynamic behaviour of heavy goods vehicle suspensions, brake lights can help to reduce driver reaction times but we 
mainly to assess the potential for reducing wear on roads are concerned that they can cause glare in some 
and bridges. But such improved suspensions should also circumstances. We believe that a lower intensity light would 
significantly improve braking efficiency by maintaining avoid this problem whilst retaining the advantages and we 
more even tyre-road contact loads. We intend to develop intend to accept such a light as an option in the United 
performance standards for improved suspensions initially 

as our contribution to the discussions on the proposed 
Kingdom. 

For goods vehicles, we shall be requiring new vehicles 
amendments to the European directive for Heavy Goods 

more than 2. lm wide to fit End Outline Marker Lamps in 
Vehicles used in international traffic. 

line with the current European Community Lighting 

Vehicle Handling and Braking Installation Directive. We are also proposing that amber 

We have seen major improvements in the general 
Side Marker Lamps be fitted to new goods vehicles and 

standards of vehicle handling and braking over the last 20- 
trailers more than 6m long to reduce the risk of such vehicles 

30 years such that it is comparatively rare for handling or 
not being seen when crossing the path of oncoming vehicles 

braking defects to feature as the primary cause of accidents, 
at night on unlit roads. 

Nevertheless, the handling and braking characteristics of The Future 
vehicles interacting with driver characteristics remain of 

major importance especially in the emergency situation In my introductory remarks, I mentioned that the UK 

which generally precede accidents. A particular example of Government had set a target to reduce road casualties by 

this is the recent concern expressed in some quarters about one-third by the end of this century. We shall be attempting 

the roll-stability of some four-wheel-drive multi-purpose to achieve this by every means at our disposal including the 

vehicles. Tests conducted by the TRRL last year showed, provision of improved highways and traffic control 

not surprisingly, that as a type, such vehicles are more prone systems, better education of all road users and enforcement 

to roll-over than conventional passenger cars and indicated of road traffic law as well as our efforts to develop and 

some differences in handling characteristics between the introduce improved vehicle safety standards. Although 

models of vehicles tested. It is not yet clear whether it might governments can play their part in improving legislative 

be practical or effective to develop legal standards for vehicle standards, much of the responsibility for improving 

handling and stability for these or indeed any other types of safety rests with the industry. Although there have been 

vehicles. But we believe that it is important for hopeful signs that many manufacturers take safety 

manufacturers to continue in their efforts to improve seriously, I’m afraid many others still appear reluctant to 

standards of handling, stability and braking of all types of introduce proven safety features. No doubt they will 

vehicle and to ensure that potential users are aware of the continue to say that safety does not sell or in some cases may 

different limitations of particular types. Equally, it is be reticent about their own safety research due to product 

important for governments and vehicle safety authorities to liability concerns. However, I believe that through their 

monitor these developments to ensure that they contribute product strategy and advertising, farsighted manufacturers 

as much as possible to improving general road safety. For will help to accelerate the change in public attitudes towards 

this reason, the UK Department of Transport has enhanced safety which has already begun. They will then 

co-sponsored with the industry, the development of a new find that to an increasing extent, safety does sell and they 

handling and braking track facility at the Motor Industry will be able to capitalise on both their own safety research 

Research Association. This facility features a variety of and that in the public domain. 
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Italy 
Status report not available. 

France 

Evolution of the Situation in France Since 1987 

Georges Dobias, The 1988 results are not good for the first seven months, 

General Director of the National Institute of but improve significantly over the last five months of the 

Research on Transport and Safety, year. 

Professor of Transport at the National School of 1988 
Ci il gi i F~,7 months Last 5 months v En neer ng co.to, accidents + 9.9% -9.1% 

People killed +15.7% -4.5% 

Evolution of Accident Research in 1987 
Poop,e,ojur~ +10.3% -9.7% 

and 1988 The number of corporal accidents has increased for every 

The evolution of the number of accidents and of the category, except for cyclists. 

number of people killed and injured over the past two years Unfavorable results have also been registered for every 

is indicated in the table below: road category (motorways, main routes, country roads and 
urban thoroughfares), owing to an important increase of 

1986 1987 1987/86 1988 1988/87 traffic. (recall) 

Corporalaecid .... 184626 170994 -7.4% 175887 +2.9% The differences can be explained by the fact that, as of 
People killed I0 961 9 855 -10. 1% 10 548 +7.0% 
se~oos~o~ori, 63500 57 ~02 - 8.8% 58172 +0.5% November 1987, drivers anticipated that an amnisty would 
Light injuries 195 515 I79 736 - 8.1% 185 870 +3.4% 

be declared after the Presidential election in May 1988, and, 

It must be recalled, in interpreting these results, that specifically, by an increase in speeds. 

1986, the European Year for Road Safety, was a bad year, 
the number of people killed increasing by approximately 1986 1987 1988 

4.9% compared with 1985 ......... ys 110 111 112 
tm national highways 91 90 90 The improvement recorded in 1987 concerned above all 

accidents involving private cars (-12.6%), with 6,000 
people killed, and pedestrians (-9.8%), with 1,479 people 
killed. 

One driver out of six exceeds the speed limit on 

For 1988, the following major observations are to be motorway link-ups, but two drivers out of three do so when 

made: passing through built-up areas. 

For the first time in ten years, the number of The respective situations in France are very different 

accidents and people injured is increasing; the number according to the regions concerned, as shown in the table 

of people killed has risen twice as rapidly as the below: the cost of insufficient safety on the road varies by 
number of accidents; more than a factor of 2 between the lie de France region, the 

Comparative evolution of the collective Cost of road safety for 1987 compared with 1982. 

Regions Cost 82 Cost 87 Evolution Index Cost/GDP Index 
in thousands of F in 87 

(in francs) 

North-pas 
de Calais 1754369 1311697 -25.2% 0.96 334 0.64 
Picardy 1253974 963957 -23.1% 0.98 554 1.07 
lie de France 3878724 3095802 -20.2% 1.02 307 0.59 
Centre 1906780 1565228 -17.9% 1.05 691 1.33 
Upper Normandy 1124127 928104 - 17.4% 1.06 561 1.08 
Lower Normandy 1017162 708513 -30.3% 0.90 524 1.01 
Brittanny 1740356 1231580 -29.2% 0.91 455 0,88 
Loire 2174977 1588281 -27.0% 0.93 542 1.04 
Poitou-Charente 1226726 968601 -21.0% 1.01 618 1.19 
Limousin 473537 388118 -18.0% 1.05 527 1.01 
Aquitaine 2311695 1721382 -25.5% 0.95 648 1.25 
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Comparative evolution of the collective Cost of road safety for 1987 compared with 1982.--Continued 

Regions                    Cost 82 Cost 87 Evolution Index Cost/GDP Index 

in thousands of F in 87 

(in francs) 

Midi-Pyrenees 1908390 1443342 -24.4% 0.97 621 1.20 

Champagne- 
Ardennes 1093386 806504 -26.2% 0.95 599 1.15 

Lorraine 1553847 1129340 -27.3% 0.93 487 0.94 

Alsace 893076 703701 -21.2% 1.01 449 0.87 

Franche-Comte 831061 557838 -32.9% 0.86 515 0.99 

Burgundy 1437969 1180327 -17.9% 1.05 740 1.43 

Auvergne 1099703 848401 -22.9% 0.98 636 1.22 

Rhone-Alpes 3478812 2859846 -17.8% 1.05 570 1.10 

Languedoc- 
Roussillon 1681099 1423582 -15.3% 1.09 739 1.42 

Provence-Alpes- 
Cote d’Azur 2926159 2540351 -13.2% 1.11 641 1.23 

Corsica 239450 212615 -11.2% 1.14 886 1.71 

TOTAL FRANCE 36005368 28177098 -21.7 % 1.00 519 1 

most urbanised, and Corsica, with an average of 519 francs of corporal accidents and injuries. A second operation in 

per inhabitant in 1987. 1988 was a failure; safety on the roads dropped to a level 

These results have been achieved despite a significant significantly below that of 1985. 

rise in the number of vehicle registrations (2,217,000 pri- The Ministries of Transport and Education launched a 

vate vehicles in 1988, i.e. an increase of more than 100,000 joint information campaign in October 1987, "Safety on the 

over 1987), in traffic on the national network (5.1% in 1987 streets", aimed at informing children and parents of the 

and 7.7% in 1988) and despite major variations in seat belt risks incurred on the way to and from school. 

use, which has been increasing since November 1986. Lastly, in October 1988, the Interministerial Delegation 
soa,_~,,oso~o~ for Road Safety and the Paris City Council launched an 

,986 information campaign on accidents involving pedestrians: 
1985 is,~0 ~t~ ~987 ~988 their number had indeed increased, affecting young and 

months months 

89 89 89 elderly people. 
on motorways 77 73 

on national highways 67 65 85 83 83 

.... daty roads 68 69 86 83 84 Legislative action 

On the other hand, seat belt use is much less frequent in 
Subsequent to several spectacular accidents involving 

urban areas; despite an improvement in November 1986, 
alcohol, measures aimed at curbing drinking at the wheel 

seat-belt use continues to decline and is now approximately 
were reinforced by a law passed on the 10 July 1987. The 
law allows for prison sentences and fines for drunken driv- 

at only 50%. 
ing to be at least doubled (prison sentences of two months to 

Government Action two years, fines of 2,000 to 30,000 francs, the possibility of 

Major information campaigns were launched during the 
confiscation and impounding of the vehicles concerned). It 

period under consideration, followed by legislative or 
is evidently too soon to evaluate the effects of the new law, 
over and above several first spectacular judgements report- 

reglementary action, 
ed by the press. 

Information campaigns At the same time, police forces were better supplied with 

An information campaign to encourage drivers to fasten breathalysers and electronic alcoholometres. In 1987, 

their seat-belts was launched in May 1987, both on televi- 870,000 tests, 20% more than in 1986, were thus able to be 

sion and in newspapers. Surveillance by police and gendar- carried out. 

merie was significantly reinforced. The results were satis- A new draft law was approved by the government on the 

factory, with seat-belt use progressing by approximately 15 19th April 1989 and has been presented to the Parliament. It 

points, reaching 86% on the national network, aims at introducing the points licence in 1992 and modify- 

A good-driver operation, at the beginning of July 1987, ing the system of fines by authorizing their immediate pay- 

involving increased numbers of police and gendarmes on ment. It is envisaged that with the points licence, distinction 

the roads, resulted in a significant reduction in the number will be made between three types of infraction: an offence 
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and two types of contravention. It is also envisaged that To negotiate European regulations on speeds, in or- 
points can be returned to the driver if he or she has commit- der to harmonise speed limits authorized in urban 
ted no infraction over a period of three years or after supple- 

areas, in open country and on motorways and to inte- 
mentary training, 

grate maximum speed limits in the very construction of 

Reglementary action light vehicles and motorbikes. 

Driver training These proposals will be referred to the Parliament and to 

The government has taken three major measures: local authorities for study and development. They will also 

An improvement in the training of driving and road- provide a basis for discussions on road safety on a European 

safety monitors (Decree, 30 June 1987); level, which the French government would like to see hap- 
The extension to the whole of France of the system pen during the second semester of 1989. 

whereby people can learn to drive as of the age of 16, 
accompanied by an adult with a full licence (circulars Action on Installations 
of September 1987 and April 1988); 

Elimination of black spots The approval of an improved driving training pro- 
gramme prepared by INRETS in February 1989. The French government has decided to eliminate an 

Action on a local and departmental level increasing number of black spots in 1989:61 black spots 

were eliminated in 1985, 70 in 1986,80 in 1987, 43 in 1988. 
"Objective -10%" was given a new orientation with the It is planned to eliminate 87 more in 1989, for a total sum of 

launching in each department of a local awareness-raising, 270 million francs. Road safety is increasingly treated by 
information and action programme in the context of the improving the roads themselves: correcting bends, constant 
pluriannual departmental road safety programmes, width of the road, uniform quality of the road surface and of 

This new programme began in 1987 and was generalised sign-posting. 
at the beginning of 1989. A sub-prefect, responsible for road 

safety, has been nominated in each department. Extension of the motorway network 

Since 1986, the government has accelerated the develop- Action on automobile industry advertising 
ment of motorway link-ups, through the following pro- 

In November 1988, a new code of conduct on advertising 
grammes: 

was developed by the government in cooperation with the 
automobile industry, aimed at avoiding the use of themes 1987:206 kilometres 
appealing to speed, the power of vehicles and violence at the 1988:298 kilometres 
wheel. 

1989:300 kilometres 

General reflection on road safety The opening of new sections is also increasing pro- 
A Senior Commission on road safety was created subse- gressively: 

quent to a decision taken by the Interministerial Committee 
1987:164 kilometres on Road Safety, chaired "by the Prime Minister in October 

1988. This commission lodged its report at the end of April 1988:127 kilometres 

1989. The major proposals are as follows: 1989:346 kilometres 

To develop social communication on road safety, 
To generalise the principle of a progressive driving Research 

apprenticeship, Over and above participation in the European PROME- 
To develop a different approach to punishment for THEUS and DRIVE programmes, two other programmes 

common infractions, should be noted: 
To better use the possibilities for legal action and 

penalties for the most serious infractions, The development during 1989 of a programme 

To pursue efforts to improve vehicle safety, aimed at encouraging vehicle safety, involving both 

To provide a safer and more comprehensible envi- accident research, primary and passive vehicle safety, 

ronment for road. users, through a system of technical Perfection of a driving simulator, the technical 
control of the safety of installations and by global specifications of which are now being elaborated. This 
action to improve road safety in towns, would provide new research tools. 

To increase the rapidity and improve the efficiency 
with which assistance is brought to people suffering These two programmes are being developped; a decision 
from road injuries, has not yet been taken. 



Federal Republic of Germany 

Heinrich eraxenthaler, ceeding a maximum speed of 80 km/h are required by law to 

Bundesanstalt fuer Strassenwesen be equipped with two rear-view mirrors, one on the right 
and the other on the left side. The crash helmets for riders of 

The 12th International Technical Conference on Experi- 
mental Safety Vehicles takes place in Sweden for the first 

motorized two-wheelers must be manufactured, tested and 

time. It has been a pleasure for us to come to G6teborg, a city 
approved in accordance with the ECE Regulation No. 22. 

closely linked with vehicle safety. An important Swedish 
Regulations also apply to the manufacture and testing of 

car manufacturer is located here--and G~Steborg is also the child restraints. Children under the age of 12 years should, 

city where Professor Bertil Aldman has been researching in principle, be seated in the rear seat. However, they may 

and lecturing in the field of biomechanics at Chalmers Uni- also be taken along in the passenger seat provided they be 

versity of Technology for more than a decade, secured by an appropriate restraint system. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany the number of road Taxi cab drivers were previously exempted from the belt 

traffic accidents rose from 1986 to 1988 by about 5%, usage law; they now have to wear the belt while cruising 

slightly exceeding the limit of 2 million. Compared to this, without customers. 

vehicle travel however increased by more than 10%. The All motor vehicles with a permissible total weight ex- 

number of persons killed in traffic accidents has decreased ceeding 12 tonnes must be equipped with an additional ramp 

by more than a half since 1970 with a simultaneous increase mirror on the right-hand side affording a better view of the 

in the total number of motor vehicles from 18 to 35 million area immediate to the vehicle. From 1991, all trucks, trac- 
and an increase in travel by 86% in that time period, tors and trailors with a permissible total weight exceeding 

There were about 9000 accident fatalities in 1986, in 3.5 tonnes as well as all newly registered busses must be 
1987 there were roughly 8000. In 1988, they went up again, equipped with anti-locking systems (ALS). This law applies 
reaching a total of approx. 8200. The number of car occu- at the national level; within the EC, the equipping with ALS 
pant fatalities, about 4500 in 1988, remained roughly at the is required by law for trucks with a permissible total weight 
level of 1986. The figures of 1985 and 1987, with values exceeding 16 tonnes, for busses in excess of 12 tonnes and 
about 7% lower, could not be reattained in 1988. for trailors exceeding 10 tonnes. The equipping with seat 

The accident development was particularly unfavorable belts will be required by law as of 1992 for all newly regis- 
during the months of January and February of 1988 when tered trucks and tractors capable of driving faster than 25 
weather conditions were comparatively mild. This con- km/h. 
trasted with the months of January and February 1987 with Due to spectacular mass accidents in fog and as a conse- 
extreme wintry traffic conditions and correspondingly re- 
duced travel and speeds. In this connection, it will be of 

quence of a dramatic tanker-truck accident, the regulations 
for truck drivers have been tightened up. Special care is 

interest that in the once more mild winter months of January 
and February of 1989 the fatality figures were about the 

required in fog, snow or rain when sight conditions drop 
below 50 m. If necessary, drivers have to stop and wait at the 

same as in the year before. 
As was already pointed out during the previous confer- nearest appropriate place for the weather conditions to 

ences, we attach great importance to the seat belt and its 
improve. 

impact on reducing accident consequences. The wearing 
The model experiment "Fewer Traffic Signs" briefly 

rates for front seat occupants have been encouragingly high 
reported on at the 1 l th ESV Conference has met with a 

for the last 5 years, after having introduced a fine in 1984 to 
strong response both by experts and the public. The guide- 

penalize the nonwearers. The wearing rates on front seats 
lines put out by the Federal Ministry of Transport assist 

amount to 98% on motorways, 95% on rural roads, and even cities and local governments to simplify their signing prac- 

more than 90% in built-up areas. For the time being the tice. It was found, however, that signs specially relevant to 

wearing rates in rear seats have still not reached a satisfac- safety, such as STOP or NO OVERTAKING, can rarely be 

tory level, although noncompliance with the belt usage law dispensed with. The most important reductions apply to 

in rear seats began to be penalized in 1986 with the same destination signs and signs regulating stationary traffic. 

fine as regards front seats. The wearing rate attained is just With respect to urban traffic, the establishment of zones 

under 50%. with a speed limit of 30 kmih is increasingly gaining in 

The child restraining rate in rear seats, either by means of importance. Concerning priority, in these zones traffic from 

special restraint systems or the seat belt, is at present about the right has principally the right of way. Construction 

60%. measures of limited extent are implemented to assist drivers 

Owing to a revision of the German Traffic Code, a large in realizing the low speed regulation. In some cities, e.g. 

number of measures relating to the sectors of the motor Hamburg and Darmstadt, such zones extend over major 

vehicle, occupant or user were enacted in October 1988. parts of the built-up area~ A priority network of important 

The use of the low beams is now mandatory for all mo- streets has been set up in which previous speed limits, gen- 

torized two-wheelers, even in daylight. Motorcycles ex- erally 50 km/h, remain in force. 
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In the area of accident research, there are again activities child restraint systems. Some isolated improvements to 
of the federal government, the car industry and the car these restraint systems are still necessary, especially to 
insurers which need to be mentioned. The car insurers more effectively prevent possible usage errors (e.g. defec- 
united in the HUK-Association continued their comprehen- tive installation of the system, excessive belt slack). Injuries 
sive study of typical risky situations; the research findings to the cervical spine, especially in the case of small children, 
are directly used in safety programmes. A typical example is have also proved to be not as uncritical as hitherto assumed. 
the "driver improvement programme for young beginners" On the whole, the study has confirmed that the use of child 
forming part of the probationary driving licence, which has restraints probably could prevent between 50% and 70% of 
been developed in collaboration with the German car insur- the critical injuries to children (cf. also p. 9--Research of 
ers. Approximately 3,000 programme instructors have been the Federal Ministry of Transport). 
trained, more than 70,000 beginners with previous motoring Furthermore, the accidents of about 350 rear seat pas- 
offences have already been retrained in this programme, sengers of cars were analyzed. It has been confirmed that 
Apart from that, the car insurers decisively contributed to rear seat passengers not wearing belts are subject to an 
the development of a model offering a further training pro- increased risk of head and cervical spine injuries and also 
gramme to beginners on a voluntary basis about 6 months represent a considerable added risk for the belted occupants 
after having been granted their driving licence, in the front seat. The protective effect of the rear seat belt 

Typical risky situations associated with truck accidents proved to be high although the belt geometry in many cars 
were analyzed based on representative data on 800 acci- still needs to be improved. 
dents. Especially with respect to intersection accidents, it The German car insurers are presently engaged in test 
appears that great benefits might be expected from the evaluations to prepare a global survey "Vehicle Safety in 
equipping with anti-locking systems, even for lighter 1990" expected to provide a representative picture of the 
trucks, actual accident regime on the basis of several 10,000 an- 

Concerning mass accidents on motorways, a pilot study alyzed accidents. The survey will include analyses of, 
revealed the disproportionately high share of trucks in such among other things, specific vehicle characteristics and 
pileups, moreover will concentrate on injuries to belted occupants 

A study on occupant safety in commercial vehicles re- and evaluation criteria for permanent injury resulting from 
vealed in particular the importance of the three-point safety accidents. 
belt for drivers and front seat passengers. Serious injuries As far as government accident research efforts are con- 
could be reduced by about 50%-80% if belts were worn. cemed, the following can be reported: the modified random 

Car-truck crash tests at relative speeds up to 75 km/h have sampling procedure for the at-scene accident investigations 
resulted in the development of a truck front protection sys- has proved to be successful: the survey team generally 
tem comprising a supporting structure and deformation works two shifts a day, each lasting six hours. The times of 
zone possibly enabling major reductions in the risk of inju- the shifts change on a weekly basis, including nighttime 
ries to car occupants, hours and weekends. On the whole, a total of about 1,200 

A series of 18 motorcycle-car crash tests have been un- accidents are studied and documented per year. 
dertaken in cooperation with the German Motor Vehicle To provide evidence of drugs and alcohol in the case of 
Inspection Association (DEKRA)and the Winterthur Insur- persons injured and killed in accidents, about 500 drivers 
ance Company. Tests with two vehicles in motion, mainly in injured in accidents were tested in a two-year period in the 
side collisions, but also in frontal collisions at various im- investigation areas in Hanover and the Saar District. Posi- 
pact angles have confirmed the importance of optimizing tive evidence was found in 35% of the cases. Medicine 
the trajectory of motorcycle riders to prevent them from alone was found in 19 cases (3.8%) and illicit drugs in 7 
directly crashing into cars. A "leg protection element" also cases (1.4%). Positive evidence of alcohol however was 
results in the rider straightening his position. There is the established in 133 cases, resulting in 26.5% of the drivers 
intention to support this effect by an air bag, additionally tested. This demonstrates the impact of the factors 
mitigating the effect of impacting the car. In all tests, the air mentioned. 
bag proved its optimum functioning condition and resulted The Federal Ministry for Research and Technology sup- 
in considerable safety gains. It is now up to the motorcycle ports the research and development efforts on the sector of 
industry to start with the practical implementation of these active and passive safety. The improvement of active safety 
results, by the use of information techniques is now being 

Child occupant safety represents another priority concern emphasized. 
of car insurers. As conventional methods hardly yield the The Prometheus research project, forming part of the 
amount of data required, a sweep-stake campaign was EUREKA research initiative, has started with its proper 
launched in cooperation with the largest-circulation news- research and development phase since January 1, 1989. 
paper in the Federal Republic. In all, about 500,000 answers During its definition phase, concluded at the end of 1987, 
were received, about 4,000 parents described their acci- the state of the art and the development potentials of the 
dents involving child occupants. A subsequent interview relevant techniques and technologies were determined and 
survey of the parents has confirmed the high safety value of compared with the requirements resulting from dealing with 
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the European road traffic system in its entirety. A pro- can be achieved. The ECE Regulation No. 80 (strength of 

gramme of research has been conceived on that basis, in- the seats and their anchorage) set up to cover these points 

cluding a wide spectrum of research themes on which con- will be adopted by the Federal Republic of Germany in the 

crete research projects are based and set up in the near future after having already adopted the ECE Regula- 

subsequent so-called starting phase. These are harmonized tion No. 66 in 1988 concerning the strength of the super- 

with other European research projects, the EC DRIVE pro- structure of large passenger vehicles. The study on busses of 

ject in particular, various designs (standard design, high-decker and double- 

In September 1988, the one-year test of the ALl SCOUT decker designs) revealed among other information that the 

driver information and control system began in Berlin equipment with ALS is of greater impact on the braking 

(West) to assist drivers in reaching their destinations in the characteristics than is the type of vehicle. 

city by offering an optimal choice of routes depending on Studies on the driving stability and braking behaviour of 

prevailing traffic conditions. ALS-equipped motorized two-wheelers revealed that max- 

In mid-1986, research work on a new tyre concept in imum braking safety can be attained by employing a com- 

which the bead lies on the inside of the rim channel and not bined braking system with an ALS system affecting both 

as previously on the outside was completed. Driving tests wheels. However, braking in curves---even with an opti- 

have shown that there are no resultant uncontrollable vehi- mized system--makes high demands on the skill of a rider. 

cle responses, even at higher speeds and sudden pressure A special investigation into this problem is about to be 

losses. The car remains in safe operating condition, capable completed. 

of continuing the trip at an appropriate speed (80 km/h A proposal for the testing and evaluation of crashhelmets 

maximum) for some hundred kilometres, has been drafted enabling the evaluation of the mechanical 

The research and development project "Evaluation of and optical characteristics of visors. In addition, a simula- 

Active Safety Features in a Driving Simulator"also has tion method to analyze the head-helmet system has been 

been successfully completed. Simulator test runs and identi- developed. The method enables the calculation of the pro- 

cal driving /ests revealed that user-friendly voice output tective effects of novel helmet designs. This will have an 

systems are likely to contribute to improving traffic safety, impact on the ECE Regulation 22/02. 

It has also been possible to develop other information sys- The Federal Highway Research Institute has been partici- 

tems, including haptic and new optical equipment, incorpo- pating with other European institutes in a joint effort di- 

rate them into the simulator and evaluate them. Studies of rected at setting up a test method relating to pedestrian 

long-distance drivers have revealed a predilection for re- protection. This project is being coordinated by the EEVC 

sponse to optical stimuli. It goes without saying that acous- and in the future will probably receive financial backing 

tical and haptic information play an important role in diffi- from the EC. The German studies mainly concentrate on the 

cult driving situations. The entire project prov.ided development of a test method for head impacts. A special 

important insights into the driving and information behav- hydraulic catapult impact device has been developed and 

iourofdrivers. In addition, information about the suitability submitted to a series of initial tests. The results will be 

of a driving simulator for investigations into active safety described in the course of this conference. 

features has been gained. With respect to child occupant safety, frontal and oblique 

Details of the development and testing of the TOPAS collisions (30°) have been carried out. On the whole it has 

(Tanker truck with Optimized Passive and Active Safety been confirmed that children secured by means of a child 

features) tanker truck will be reported in detail in the course restraint system are always safer than unsecured. The use of 

of the conference, adult seat belts for children still remains a controversial 

The Federal Ministry of Transport has continued its corn- issue. 

prehensive research efforts on all sectors. The Federal A research project supported by the German car industry 

Highway Research Institute is heavily involved in these to improve the displays and controls in motor vehicles has 

efforts. As an example, possible improvements to seat belts been completed. A comparison of digital and analog speed 

in rear seating positions of passenger cars have been an- displays revealed the superiority from the safety viewpoint 

alyzed in addition to the analysis of the anchorage systems of the analog display. With respect to operational safety, 

of front seat belts. Furthermore, studies on the problems there were considerable differences between the displays 

encountered in testing belt anchorage systems in motor and controls of the various car manufacturers and car mod- 

homes have been carried out. els. This even applies to largely standardized controls (such 
The proposals to further improve the protection of car as light switches and emergency flashers). Furthermore, the 

occupants by introducing wider straps for three-point belts controls causing drivers to take their eyes off the road for a 

(75 mm and 100 mm instead of 48 mm) have not come up to longer period of time have been found to be a problem (e.g. 

expectation in crash tests employing cadavers. The shoulder operating the radio, radiator and window controls). 

belts rolled into a narrow strap. As a result the wider strap A field study on the impact of ALS has led to the conclu- 

designs do not effect a better load distribution, sion that--in global terms--at least some of the objective 

The studies on the safety of busses have been continued, safety benefits of antilocking systems are lost owing to 

It was shown that sufficiently solid seat anchorage systems riskier driving. After a period of unreservedly positive sup- 
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port, ALS are now largely represented as systems providing been set up and incorporated into the corresponding "Tech- 
additional safety margins. In principle, all technically im- nical Delivery Terms." It is expected that the injuries, some 
proved active safety features require information about of which are severe, caused in collisions with vertical bar- 
their limitations and the compensation of safety gains rier pannels, can thus be largely avoided in the future. 
entailed. A number of the projects described were dealt with in 

Improvements in the field of the emergency medical serv- close cooperation of governmental agencies and the car 
ice system led to considerable reductions of accident conse- industry. 
quences in the past years. There have been about 280,000 Reports on the comprehensive staff research activities of 
rescue missions per year, one in three being accompanied by the car industry will be presented separately at this 
an emergency physician. The response time, i.e. the delay conference. 
between the time at which a call for service is received and For a fairly long time, motor vehicles have no longer been 
the time of arrival of the ambulance at scene, is about 8 considered and evaluated on their performance and safety 
minutes on average. On rural roads, this time naturally alone but also on their environmental impact. The ESV 
increases considerably, especially at nighttime. This is a conferences began to face this challenge at an early date. 
problem, because the severity of nighttime accidents on In past years, the noise emission limits for motor vehicles 
rural roads is higher than average. The feasibility of inten- were noticeably reduced within EC countries. They are to be 
sifying nonprofessional assistance is currently being stud- reduced even further. In 1988/89, the next reduction phase 
ied and also the possibilities of further optimizing the will affect passenger cars, busses and trucks. With respect to 
organization, motorcycles, it has been decided to introduce noise emis- 

Concerning the complex of problems of "occupant pro- sion reductions in two stages, the first being in force since 
tection in side collisions of cars," the research efforts to October 1, 1988 and the next applicable as of October 1, 
provide a basis for drafting an EC directive have largely 1993. 
been concluded. One project dealt with the response accu- The mandatory noise emission test method mainly meas- 
racy of the EUROSID dummy, having modified the stiff- ures the maximum noise emission of a passing vehicle ac- 
ness and padding of the car door. The dummy was found to celerating its speed. Reductions of the associated limits 
respond with clear sensitivity to collision speed. Another however did not result in a noticeable level reduction on the 
project concentrated on examining the applicability of the traffic scene. The truck engine noise and the tire noise of 
proposed testing procedure to small cars. Tests employing cars have not decreased. Noise nuisance has thus not yet 
two different models of small cars have confirmed the appli- been reduced to the extent desired. 
cability of the procedure even for these motor vehicles. The concept of a "noise-controlled motor vehicle" has 
Details on the effect of the speed of the hit vehicle will be been incorporated into the German Vehicle Code (StVZO) 
presented in the course of the conference, by the Federal Government thus paving the way for the 

Vehicle structures already affected by considerable previ- introduction of car user benefits. It is hoped that this policy 
ous corrosion display a different collision behaviour gener- will accelerate the commercial availability of "noise- 
ating different loads on the occupants. First tests revealed controlled commercial vehicles." 
clearly higher loads on occupants depending on the various On January 1, 1986, an "Anti-tuning Catalogue" was 
vehicle components. A research project to continue this enacted to prevent any modifications to increase the noise 
study will concentrate on the acquisition of quantitative emission of motorized two-wheelers subject to speed limits. 
data on these effects and their statistical confirmation, if Motorcycle manufacturers are thus subject to standards 
possible, which make modifications much more difficult. A mobile 

There are also plans of undertaking collision tests em- roller-type testing equipment has been developed enabling 
ploying busses. The results will be used in a more compre- speed-related noise emission spot checks to be carried out. 
hensive research project to improve the active and passive An EC directive has been passed to prevent the additional 
safety of coaches, equipping of motorcycles with unapproved spare mufflers. 

Efforts are to be made at reducing the danger of suffering This directive will not only include regulations for a uni- 
facial injuries in head-steering wheel impacts. In accor- form testing procedure but also regulations relating to the 
dance with an EC draft directive, the load on the head identification of mufflers. 
applied by the steering wheel is being checked by means of a In the Federal Republic of Germany, 52% of the emission 
deformable impact device. Various studies have however of nitrogen oxides (NOx), 49% of the emission of hydrocar- 
revealed that the test method cannot be applied yet. In the bons (HC) and 71% of the emission of carbon monoxide 
short term, the introduction of a maximum acceleration (CO) resulted from motor vehicles in 1986. 
value (say 100 g) for a rigid head impact device might Strict limits, corresponding to U.S. standards, have been 
prevent too stiff steering wheels from being manufactured, fixed for vehicles exceeding an engine displacement of 2 

The Crash Test Facility of the Federal Highway Research litres, being in force already since 1988 and the beginning of 
Institute, originally conceived to test passive car safety fea- 1989 respectively. The limits fixed for vehicles with engine 
tures, has also been used to test the behaviour of vertical displacements of between 1.4 and 2.0 litres will come into 
barrierpannels hit by thecar. Test methods and criteria have force in 1991 and 1993 respectively. Passenger cars in the 
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engine displacement class below 1.4 litres will be subject to in 1985, EC limits for diesel trucks were agreed on to come 

the first reduction step in 1990 and 1991 respectively. Con- into force in 1988 and 1990 respectively. 

ceming the time of introducing the second step, the Council The 13-step testing procedure under the ECE Regulation 

of Ministers of the EC will discuss this point once more in No. 49 was accepted as a European testing procedure. Even 

June 1989. The limits under discussion are about as strict as though, compared with the ECE Regulation No. 49, the 

those applying to cars exceeding the engine displacement limits had been reduced by 20% (CO and NOX) and 30% 

class of 2 litres. (HC), noticeable decreases in polluting emissions can be 

The limits decided on by the EC in 1985 were supple- expected only when the second step of limit reduction, also 

mented in 1988 by a particle limit for diesel cars. providing for a particle limit, will come into force. 

The federal government has passed a ruling on special tax Technical measures to lower particle emissions are being 

incentives to further the introduction of emission-controlled intensively studied by the German car manufacturers. First 

cars. At the first stage, buyers were able to save up to DM production filtering systems are presently being tested. A 

2.200; in 1988 the savings still amounted to up to Dm 1.100. contribution to reducing the SO2 and particle emissions was 

Tax incentives also apply to the re-equipping of older also made by the reduction in the permissible maximum 

vehicles, diesel sulphur content from 0.3 to 0.2% (by weight), enacted 

For 1989 there are plans to supplement the ECE cycle by a on March 1, 1988. 

rural cycle covering the speed range up to 120 km/h. A certain reduction in traffic emissions is also expected 

At the beginning of 1989, the proportion of passenger from the strong efforts made in the Federal Republic to 

cars equipped with the three-way catalyst including ~,ambda lower the speed of or reroute traffic in urban areas (30 km/h 

closed-loop control of all newly registered cars amounted to speed limit, traffic restraining measures). 

about 60%. Compared to the total number of registered cars, In addition, the recent increase in the attention paid to air 

this percentage was about 11% with trends continuing to go pollution in the car and its impact on the fitness of drivers 

up. Adding the cars equipped with an exhaust gas cleaning should be mentioned. Among other factors, the effects of air 

system according to the EC directive, the percentage above pollution (caused particularly by CO and the vapour ema- 

increases to more than 95%. nating from materials) in occupant compartments are being 

A decrease in trends was revealed in the case of diesel studied. 

cars with a share of about 12% in the total number of cars The saving of energy in road traffic is still considered to 

registered for the first time and 13% in the total number of be imperative. Energy savings are also increasingly impor- 

registered cars. This is certainly also due to the public dis- tant in connection with CO2 emissions and their impact on 

cussion of the research findings relating to the possible climate in terms of the greenhouse effect. It is necessary to 

health damage caused by diesel emissions as well as the particularly improve the performance efficiency of motor 

passage of a new specimen smog ordinance which provides vehicles. 

for exemptions from the ban on driving in the case of smog Between 1978 and 1985, German car makers succeeded 

alarm only for cars equipped with closed-loop catalysts, in reducing the average energy consumption of cars and 

The mandatory annual special emission test presently caravans sold on the domestic market by 22.7%. (Mean 

applicable to cars without any emission control equipment consumption data for operating conditions in cities, 90 km/h 

will soon also be applicable to emission-controlled cars as and 120 km/h). 

well as all diesel cars (incl. commercial vehicles). However, based on the transportation efficiency (pas- 

The introduction of lead-free petrol has been accelerated senger-kilometres), the average energy consumption has 

by a series of measures, the most important being reductions remained practically unchanged in recent years, a fact also 

in the mineral oil tax. As a result, the lead-free super grade applying to the average consumption of all vehicles. This is 

of petrol now costs nine pfennigs per litre less than the caused especially by the reduction of the mean overall load 

leaded variety, factor and--in connection with the growing number of big- 

After the sale of the leaded regular grade of petrol was ger and more powerful motor vehicles--the utilization of 

banned as of February 1, 1988, the percentage sale of lead- the improved acceleration capacity as well as--at least on 

free petrol (regular or super grade) at the end of 1988 was motorways the increase in average driving speeds in asso- 

44%. Improvements to this percentage are still possible ciation with an increase in the percentage of motorway 

since it is a fact that many holders of older cars for no travel in the total of motor travel. The comparatively con- 

technical reasons have switched from the leaded regular stant energy consumption per passenger-kilometre on the 

grade of petrol to using the still available leaded super one hand and the considerable increase in travel and in the 

grade, number of registered cars on the other have resulted in an 

In 1986, about 32% of the road traffic nitrogen oxide overall growth of energy consumption on the private car 

emission and about 17% of the overall NOx pollution in the traffic sector. 

Federal Republic were caused by commercial vehicles. Apart from engine modifications to further reduce stand- 

Their share in solid pollutants or particle emission ard fuel consumption figures (according to German stand- 

amounted to 67%. As was already provided for in the "com- ards--DIN), reductions in driving resistance (vehicle 

mercial vehicle concept" of the federal government passed weight, air and type resistance) are important. In tests, the 
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resistance of tyres could be reduced by up to 40% by using (tonne-km) has remained nearly unchanged, as has also 
narrower tyres with a higher inflation pressure. At a speed of been the case for passenger cars. 

90 km/h this corresponds to a 7% reduction in fuel con- Up to the year 2000, the auto industry expects that addi- 
sumption in the case considered (depending on the type of tional energy savings of between 25% and 30% per vehicle- 

vehicle). However, this measure can have detrimental ef- km can be achieved, in particular by further modifying 
fects on car safety, engine and drive train. 

On the whole, estimates of the German auto industry Active and passive vehicle safety were further improved, 
point to the possibility of lowering the arithmetic consump- also in the past two years. Efforts to reduce environmental 

tion mean of new cars to the level of 6 1/100 km. impacts have represented an important issue in that 
Consumption reductions have also been achieved for connection. 

commercial vehicles. Between 1978 and 1985, modifica- But we will continue to feel called upon to go on pursuing 
tions to engines and the drive train succeeded, for example, the various efforts being made to improve the safety of 
in reducing the average consumption of 38-tonne truck- motor vehicles by cooperation in the field of research and 
trailors by almost 15%, reaching the level of 35 1/100 km, development and an active exchange of new research find- 
and increasing the average speed at the same time. How- ings. The ESV conferences will thus retain their position 
ever, consumption in terms of transportation efficiency and their importance. 

Canada 

S. Christopher Wilson, and, very likely, changes in travel patterns following the 

Director General, economic recession of the early nineteen eighties. In 

Road Safety and Motor Vehicle Regulation Canada, travel has increased yet annual fatality totals have 

Directorate, not increased during this period of economic growth. 

Transport Canada In Canada, we have always placed great emphasis on 
promoting the increased use of manual seat belts. The seat 

Introduction belt use rate of drivers is monitored annually by Transport 
Canada by direct observation in national seat belt use 

It is a great pleasure to have this opportunity to present the surveys. The national seat belt use rate among drivers 
Canadian Status Report on progress in the area of recorded in the last survey, taken in the fall of 1988, was 76 
automotive safety, percent. This represented the eighth consecutive annual 

increase in the seat belt use rate among drivers. 
Canadian Accident Environment 

I am pleased to be able to report that the downward trend Crash Avoidance 
in the annual traffic fatality rate in Canada, as noted in the Developments in Canada over the last two years in the 
last Canadian status report presented in Washington, has area of crash avoidance have related primarily to vehicle 
continued over the past two years. In 1987 the number of lighting. The most significant regulatory amendment 
persons killed in motor vehicle related traffic accidents was recently introduced is the requirement for a daytime running 
just under 4,300, yielding a fatality rate per 10,000 light system to be installed on all new vehicles sold in 
registered motor vehicles of 2.5, the lowest rate recorded in Canada, commencing December 1, 1989. The design of a 
Canada to date. Although a final fatality figure for 1988 is retrospective study to examine the costs and benefits of this 
still not available, we are anticipating a number in the order regulation is well advanced. In addition, we are proposing to 
of 4,100. The significant progress that has been made over monitor and quantify driver behavioural responses to 
the last 15 years in reducing the annual number of persons 

vehicles with and without daytime running lights. 
killed in traffic accidents can be best appreciated if one 

Efforts are also in progress to improve heavy vehicle 
considers that approximately 6,700 traffic fatalities were 
recorded in 1973, giving a fatality rate of the order of 6.6. 

safety. A large portion of this effort involves the study of 

The anticipated 1988 fatality total is approximately 40 
injury-producing accidents involving heavy vehicles in 
order to quantify and rank accident causation factors and to percent lower than that recorded in 1973. The 1988 fatality 

rate is some 60 percent lower, identify appropriate countermeasures. One of the more 

The anticipated 1988 fatality total is particularly significant countermeasures identified to date pertains to 

encouraging as we were initially forecasting 2 to 3 percent the installation of front axle brakes. A national survey 

annual increases in the fatality total. Increases of this order examining the installation and operational status of braking 

of magnitude have been observed in recent years in most systems fitted on heavy vehicles revealed that close to 50 

industrialized nations reflecting increased levels of travel percent of the vehicles surveyed were not equipped with 
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working (properly functioning) brakes on the front axles, provide manufacturers an alternative set of performance- 

Based on an assessment of the potential benefits afforded by based requirements which are free of restrictions on seat 

front axle brakes, we are proposing to render their belt anchorage location. 

installation mandatory on all new heavy vehicles and As many in the audience are aware, Canada has been 

trailers. The proposed requirements will be published later working to develop a modified Hybrid III head form which 

this year. incorporates a frangible facial insert to assess facial fracture 
protection in a frontal crash. To assess further the 

Heavy Vehicle Safety appropriateness of the fracture characteristics of the insert, 

At the Washington ESV conference, mention was made 
we recently completed a collaborative research effort with 

of a major cooperative research project, funded jointly by 
the Collision and Biomechanics Laboratory of INRETS 

federal and provincial governments and industry, in support 
(Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur 

of the formulation of a more uniform set of operational and 
S6curit6) in France to obtain comparative fracture tolerance 

dimensional regulations across Canada for commercial data for human cadavers. The results of this work will be 

vehicles.Thisprojecthasculminatedinthecreationofmore presented at this conference in the technical session on 
biomechanics and dummy development. 

uniform weight and dimensional controls. 
We are also participating in a joint research programme 

A National Safety Code, which will apply to all 
with both INRETS and the U.S. National Highway Traffic 

commercial vehicles in excess of 4,500 kilograms gross 
vehicle weight and to all commercial buses capable of 

Safety Administration (NHTSA) to obtain comparative 
chest deflection data using human cadavers and the Hybrid 

carrying 10 or more persons, has been developed jointly by 
the federal govemment and the provinces. The principal 

III crash test dummy when restrained by a diagonal shoulder 

objective of the National Safety Code is national safety 
belt. The test apparatus used in this programme was 

uniformity. The Code addresses all aspects of commercial 
designed and fabricated in Canada and is based on an earlier 
unit used to obtain chest deflection response data with live 

vehicle safety including driver licensing, hours of 
test subjects. The test apparatus has been shipped to 

operation, record keeping, commercial vehicle 
INRETS where it is now being used to compile human 

maintenance and inspection standards, and load security. In 
all there are 15 Standards. Most Code elements have already 

cadaver response data. 
The development of the Canadian Belt fit Test Device 

been implemented. All are expected to be in place by the end 
(BTD) which permits seat belt fit to be quantified on the 

of 1989. 
basis of a simple in-vehicle static test is nearing completion. 

Crashworthiness Research This test device consists of a standard SAE H-point machine 
modified to accept pelvic and thoracic body forms. A small 

Transport Canada’s research efforts in the area of number of BTD prototype conversion kits have already 
crashworthiness over the last two years have focussed on been made available to industry and regulatory agencies for 
passenger cars and the means by which their safety evaluation purposes. These units have become seasoned 
performance, both in frontal and in side collisions, can be travellers over the last two years having crossed several 
best assessed and regulated. Our frontal and side impact continents. Based on the comments received, several further 
research efforts share a common overall objective, that of refinements have been introduced into the design of the 
upgrading the technical basis of existing regulations BTD. A production version of the BTD is expected to be 
through the provision of dynamic test requirements based available before the end of 1989. 
on full vehicle crash tests using instrumented dummies. We Transport Canada recently intitiated a comparative crash 
believe full vehicle crash testing represents the preferred test programme using anthropometric test devices and 
means of ensuring greater uniformity of performance testing procedures developed in the U.S. and Europe to 
between vehicles. It also affords a means of greatly re- assess side impact performance on the basis of a dynamic 
ducing the number of design-restrictive performance test of a vehicle when impacted in the side by a moving 
requirements to which vehicles are currently subject. In this deformable barrier. A total of 12 moving barrier-to-test 
respect, we believe dynamic testing can also facilitate the vehicle side impact collisions have already been completed. 
task of achieving greater international harmonization of Additional testing, including a limited number of vehicle- 
requirements, to-vehicle tests, are scheduled to be completed over the next 

In the frontal protection area, our research efforts few months. The test programme and accompanying 

continue to be directed at developing an improved set of accident data analysis are designed to assist us in 

criteria to assess occupant restraint performance in the evaluating, in the context-of the Canadian accident 

context of a 48 km/hr frontal barrier crash test. These efforts situation, the appropriateness of the various regulatory 

are based on the General Motors Hybrid III crash test proposals advanced to address side impact performance. 

dummy. An alternative set of performance criteria based on Canada recognizes the opportunity which exists presently 

this dummy have been advanced and the proposed for internationalharmonizationofsideimpactrequirements 

requirements are expected to be published shortly. These and is prepared to work closely with other involved 

new requirements, at least initially, will be optional and will countries in achieving this goal. 
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In summary, significant progress has been made over the will prove equally successful in maintaining the downward 

past two years to improve the road safety environment in trend in traffic fatalities we have observed in Canada over 

Canada. Hopefully, the new initiatives I have outlined today the last 15 years. I thank you for your attention. 

United States 

Michael M. Finkelstein, Since the Washington meeting, we at the National 
Associate Administrator for Research and Highway Traffic Safety Administration have been gratified 
Development, to witness this progress. However, while much has been 
Linda L. O’Connor, accomplished more has to be done if we are to alleviate the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration deaths and injuries that are still occurring on our nations’ 

As we leave the 1980’s, we can do so with a realization highways. 
that we have made great strides in traffic safety. We have in 
place definitive programs working toward our common The Accident Environment 
goal of enhancing the level of safety and producing vehicles 
which provide the highest level of crash protection. We have 

Since the early 1980’s the fatality rate has been dropping. 

expanded our approach to crashes. We now look at the 
Fatalities per 100 million vehiclemiles travelled were 3.3 in 

sequence of all events associated with a motor vehicle 
1980 and had declined to 2.5 by 1985. Based on preliminary 

crash--from the pre-crash maneuvers to vehicle structural data for 1988, 46,900 persons died in traffic crashes, an 

response, to occupant protection, to the driver~ to police increase of about 500 from the 1987 level. The fatality rate 

accident reports, to the highway environment, to response still remained at 1987’s all-time low of 2.4 per 100 million 

time from EMS, to trauma care. All of these play a critical vehicles miles travelled (tables 1 and 2). 

role in our continuing quest to reduce the everyday tragedies 
Table 1. Motor vehicle traffic fatalities 1980, 1987, and 1988. 

occurring as a result of crashes. And, as we all know, these 
crashes affect not only the individuals involved, but the Type of Vehicle 1980 1987 1988. 

Passenger Cars                   27,455           25,132           25,410 
work place, the family, the community and the national 

Light Trucks/Vans 7,486 8,002 8,280 

economy. 
Medium Trucks 285 184 182 

Through the efforts of the entire safety community, we Heavy Trucks 977 724 780 
have identified, developed and enacted measures to combat B ...... d Others 580 487 818 
driving under the influence of alcohol. Ten years ago, 
drinking and driving may have been socially acceptable, Motorcycles 5,~44 4,036 3,800 

but, today is no more. Safety belts have now become a Noeoocupants 9,164 7,825 7.830 
household word, as safety belt use laws have been enacted Total Fatalities 51,091 46,390 46,900 

by two thirds of our states. Ten years ago, U.S. citizens Fatality Rate 8.3 2.4 2.4 
considered safety belts as a nuisance. Air bags, which were 

* Preliminary 

at the center of a continuing government-industry 
Table 2. Magnitude of the highway safety problem 1983-1986. 

confrontation, have now been accepted by all parties, and 
we project annual air bag installations exceeding 5 million ................ 

Reg Motor Vehicles 169,446 171,997 177,135 181,454 

by the 1993 model year. Li ..... d Dri .... 154,221 155,391 156,868 159,487 

At the 1987 ESV meeting in Washington, we reported on u.8. Population 233,981 236,158 238,740 241,078 

the collaborative National Highway Traffic Safety 
Vehicle Miles of Travel 1,658 1,717 1,775 1,838 

All Reported Accidents 18,300 18,800 19,300 17,700 

Administration and the Centers for Disease Control injury Po,ce Reportsd Aocidsnt$ 5,861 5,908 6.081 6,390 
control program. At that time, the pilot project was row-A~,ay Accidents 2,221 2,314 2,331 2,537 

operating at $10 million per year, with virtually all the 
Injury Accidents 2,310 2.372 2,248 2,801 
Property Damage Accidents 3,551 B 3,534 3,833 3,589 

support provided by NHTSA. That pilot project has grown involved Vehicles 9,889 10,093 10.452 11,069 
into a $22 million permanent program in injury control, ~nvo,ved People 14,852 15,473 16,108 16,942 

Fetalities 42,584 44,241 43,795 46,056 

funded principally by the Department of Health and Human Injured People 3.371 3,563 3,863 3,896 
Services. The recognition that "injury is no accident", but, 
is in fact the product of predictable, measurable events is an 

Note: All values in thousands except Vehicle Miles of Travel in billions and Fatalities in units. 

important factor that the public health community has 
learned from the highway safety example. To further our 

Each year, there have been approximately 6 million 

knowledge in this field, NHTSA has sponsored continuing police reported accidents from a fleet of about 180 million 

research on the impact of injury on the American society, vehicles traveling an average of 1.8 trillion miles a year. 

The preliminary findings estimate that the economic These crashes involved more than 10 million vehicles and 

consequences of injury in the U.S. exceeds $175 billion’ injured more than 3.3 million people. Our best estimate is 

each year. that serious injuries in motor vehicle crashes still exceed 
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160,000 each year, with fatalities averaging in excess of Accident Data Collection and Analysis 
45,000 yearly. 

In the U.S., passenger car occupants account for the We have made several important changes to our data 

largest proportion of crash fatalities--approximately 54 
collection sources which we believe will be of benefit not 

percent in 1988, while light truck and van occupants and 
only to our agency, but also to the entire highway safety 

pedestrian fatalities each accounted for about 17 percent of research community. First, our Fatal Accident Reporting 

the highway death toll. The largest remaining group were System (FARS) which is a census of all fatal crashes over 

motorcycle riders, accounting for 8 percent of fatalities last the past 14 years (700,000 fatalities) was modified in 1987 

year (figures 1, 2, and 3). to allow linkage with information available only from death 
certificates. This information will be used to examine issues 
relating to the relationships between injury location and 
description and countermeasure development. Also, we 
added driver zip code to the FARS file. This will provide for 

(~4.1%) analyses of sects-economic factors associated with traffic 

fatalities. 
In 1988, the National Accident Sampling System (NASS) 

was extensively modified with the creation of two NASS 
datafiles, the Crashworthiness Data System, and the 

Nonoccupants 

Light Trucks & Vans 
x.~ (16.7o/o) 

General Estimates System. The new NASS Crash- 

(17.~%) worthiness Data System will contain detailed crash 
Motorcycles information on about 7,000 crashes annually. This data will 

(7.7%) 

sus.s provide detailed relationships between crash severity and 
(0.4%) ,trucks (1.7%) occupant injury, thus forming the foundation for 

( countermeasure development. The General Estimates 
System will contain information extracted from a sample of 

Figure 1. 1988 traffic fatalities (percent). approximately 45,000 police accident reports, and will 
provide the data necessary for the agency to produce 
accurate estimates of the magnitude and general trends in 

Paas. ears 
highway safety. 

(s4.2%) In addition, we have expanded our use of state accident 
files as a source of data, and currently have on hand data 
from 25 states. These data cover several years of accident 
experience and have been utilized in a number of analyses of 
highway safety issues. We view these data as a valuable 

~noccupants 

Light Trucks & Vans (16.9%) source of information, and plan to further expand our use of 
these files in crash avoidance, crashworthiness and highway 

M, torcyclss safety analyses. 
8.7%) 

Major analytic activities undertaken by the Agency since 
Medium [’-’-’---------------~Busea the last ESV Conference include analyses of the 

(0.4%) Trucks (1.0%) 

(1.9%) effectiveness of safety belts and safety belt use laws, 

Figure2. 1987traffic fatalities(percent),                        motorcycle helmet law effectiveness, the impact of 
minimum drinking age laws, and the effects of the new 65 
mph speed limit on fatalities on rural interstate highways. 
We are presently estimating that from 1983 through 1988, 

Pa., an estimated 15,200 lives have been saved by safety belts, 
(~.7%) about 10,500 as a direct result of safety belt use laws. 

Motorcycle helmets use has been estimated to be 29 percent 
effective in preventing a fatality, and Minimum Drinking 

Nonoocupants 
(17.g%) Age Laws are estimated to have reduced the fatal crash 

involvement of drivers in the affected age group by 13 

Motorcycles percent. 
(" o.1%) 

Light Tru, Motor Vehicle Safety Research 
(14.7%) 

Advisory Committee 
~Buses Me, Heavy Trucks (1.1%) Since the last ESV Conference in Washington two years (0.g%) (1.9%) 

. ago, the NHTSA has created a Motor Vehicle Safety 
Figure 3. 1980 traffic fatalities. Research Advisory Committee, or MVSRAC, as it is often 
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called, to foster increased communication with researchers search program to investigate the causes and possible solu- 
working in industry and academea. MVSRAC has served as tions to light vehicle rollover. This research activity is pro- 

a forum for the consideration and communication of current ceeding along several different avenues concurrently. The 
and planned research projects of both NHTSA and other first involves crash data analysis to help define the scope of 
organizations, the problem. In addition to the traditional accident files that 

The main subject areas that MVSRAC has turned its NHTSA utilizes, we are also developing a highly spe- 
attention to have been: the future of intelligent vehicle/ cialized data file that consists exclusively of rollover 
highway systems, rollover, biomechanics, heavy truck crashes, with a vastly increased level of detail describing the 
safety, and crash data analysis. Subcommittees have been circumstances of the crash. A discussion of this data file is 
formed in the latter four areas to explore research topics in contained in a paper at this Conference. We also are con- 
greater technical detail, ducting extensive research into the vehicle dynamics of 

Speaking for NHTSA, this has been helpful in focusing rollover. In this regard, several computer models for both 
our research efforts more sharply and much sooner than tripped and maneuver-induced rollover are being devel- 
would have been the case without the interactions with the oped. Lastly we are engaged in an extensive vehicle test 
experts involved in MVSRAC meetings. Progress has been program, both to validate our computer simulation models 
achieved in sharing information, insights and candid views and to assess the rollover propensity of various vehicle 
of the state of knowledge of existing data, the relevant types. 
parameters of problems worth pursuing, and the potential Handling and stability.--The inertial and dimensional 
for research initiatives and solutions in both crash- properties of a large sample of light trucks and vans have 
worthiness and crash avoidance, been measured and attempts are being made to relate these 

properties to crash rates. A number of previously developed 
Crash Avoidance Research vehicle dynamics simulations are being closely scrutinized 

Crash Avoidance Research continues to provide the basis to determine their fidelity with full-scale vehicle test re- 

for reducing the number of crashes and/or their severity suits. This effort is uncovering a number of problem areas in 

through changes to the vehicle to improve the vehicle’s the simulations. In particular, we see a need to improve the 

performance or the match between the driver and the modeling of tires and steering systems if models are to be 

vehicle, reliably utilized to study stability and control problems. 
Light vehicle brakes.--General Motors shared their Road 

Human factors Transducer Plate (RTP) technology with us and we now 

Work continues to support development of a simplified have a fully operational system in place at our Vehicle 

performance-based headlighting standard based on the visi- Research and Test Center (VRTC). In the last 2 years, over 

bility needs of drivers. The goal is to develop performance 1000 tests have been run to determine the brake balance and 

criteria which will reduce design restrictions without de- braking efficiency of light vehicles. Research utilizing this 

grading the seeing distance or increasing glare for on- facility has focused on comparing the braking efficiency of 

coming drivers. The major focus of this research is the cars and light trucks, evaluating how brake systems change 

identification and validation of models of the relationships their efficiency in use and studying the degree of degrada- 

between headlight illumination levels and target detection tion in braking performance that occurs when afterraarket 

and glare responses of drivers. Research is also underway to linings are installed. We have also characterized the brak- 

identify characteristics of foot pedal size and placement that ing, stability, and control performance gains possible with 

may be related to the likelihood of errors, such as stepping several different production antilock systems and published 

on the wrong pedal or missing the brake pedal. The agency this information to encourage more widespread use of anti- 

is conducting a study to determine the relationships between lock in the U.S. 

center high mounted stop lamp (CHMSL) intensity and the 
Heavy vehicle research 

levels of discomfort and disability glare experienced by a 
following driver. In addition, research is being initiated to Heavy truck safety continues to draw a great deal of 

determine the envelopes of performance parameters of re- publicity and attention. Heavy truck crashes are not unduly 
flective materials useful for increasing heavy truck frequent, but are often spectacular. They frequently result in 
conspicuity, fatalities, usually to occupants of other vehicles involved in 

collisions with trucks, and traffic tie-ups often result. Cur- 
Light vehicle research rent vehicle-related research programs intended to reduce 

Rollover.--Utility vehicles and light pickup trucks make heavy truck accident and injury rates are focused on brake 
up a growing share of the American new car market. At the system performance and fuel system integrity. 

same time, crash data studies conducted by NHTSA and Five different tractor antilock systems have been evalu- 

others have shown that these vehicles tend to be over-in- ated on the test track in a range of braking and steering 

volved in rollover crashes. Since rollover crashes occur maneuvers. As aresult of this effort, we have a much better 
frequently, and typically impart serious injuries to the vehi- understanding of the relationship between cost/complexity 
cle occupants, NHTSA has embarked on an extensive re- and performance. The 2-year in-service field evaluation of 
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200 antilock brake-equipped heavy truck tractors is under- mathematical model for simulating side crashes. This mod- 

way. Seventeen fleets, the seven major U.S. heavy truck el has been extensively used in parametric studies and coun- 

manufacturers, and the five suppliers of antilock brake sys- termeasure evaluation. We are also extending this model to 

terns are cooperating in this test involving vehicles based in simulate light truck crashes. 

six cold weather climate cities. Maintenance records, data In the area of testing, we have continued our testing of 

from a special on-board instrumentation system, and feed- passenger cars using the NHTSA test procedure and the 

back from drivers and mechanics will be used to judge the Side Impact Dummy (SID). During 1988, we coordinated 

reliability, durability, and maintainability of the systems, our passenger car test program with Transport Canada so 

Trailer systems will be evaluated in the future, that direct comparison of side impact safety performance of 
identical cars using the U.S. and European dummies and 

Accident data files procedures could be made. This test program has recently 

The Crash Avoidance Research Data File (CARDfile) been concluded. Under this program, we tested eight pas- 
currently consisting of the police-reported crash experience senger cars of various makes and models and the data are 

of the most recent three years of available data from six being currently reviewed. 
states--Indiana, Maryland, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Texas Light truck testing was initiated in 1988. We have thus far 
and Washington, has been developed specifically to support conducted side impact tests of four light trucks and a van 
the crash avoidance programs of the agency. These particu- using a test procedure similar to that used in passenger cars. 
lar states were selected because of the detailed information We are currently using a barrier weighing 4000 lbs with a 45 
contained on make/model designation, accident type, and psi honeycomb face. It is hoped that the test procedure can 
pre-crash stability, be finalized in 1990. Our plan is to continue side impact 

testing of light trucks and vans using this procedure to 
Crashworthiness Research develop baseline data on these vehicles. 

Frontal crashworthiness protection Our upper interior head protection research program 

seeks to improve head protection in occupant head impacts 
With the implementation of FMVSS 208 which requires with the upper interiors of passenger vehicles. The upper 

automatic occupant protection in frontal collisions, interior is defined to be the side roof rails, the front header 
continuing research is focusing on identifying the safety 

rail, and the A/B-pillars. Since the last conference, the re- 
problems for restrained occupants. Accident data, full scale 

search program has achieved several important milestones 
crash testing, and analytical modeling are providing 

which have led to the issuance of an Advanced Notice of 
NHTSA insight into the magnitude of the problem and 
specific injury mechanisms. 

Proposed Rulemaking. 

Crash environments being investigated include higher The program has completed an analysis of the U.S. acci- 

speed impacts and off-set impacts which can result in high dent data showing that head impacts with the upper interior 

levels of intrusion. Improvements to interior components claim the lives of an estimated 3300 persons each year. The 

such as the steering assembly, instrument panel, and pillars program has selected and validated a component-based test 

are continuing to be tested, especially as to their ability to procedure for evaluation of passenger vehicles. Our tests 

reduce head injuries, have demonstrated the effectiveness of padding as a coun- 

termeasure: a single inch of padding applied to upper interi- 
Accident data files or surfaces can reduce HIC by up to 50 percent. Finally, the 

NHTSA is utilizing the accident files from individual program has completed an initial characterization of head 

States to supplement the FARS and NASS crash files. The injury potential across a sample of the U.S. passenger car 
Crashworthiness State Database (CWSD) currently consist- fleet. Our research plans are to extend the fleet characteriza- 
ing of three states--Pennsylvania, Texas, and Indiana--has tion to light trucks and vans, and to investigate fleet perfor- 
been developed to particularly support the crashworthiness mance in higher severity impacts. 
programs of the Agency. These particular states were se- 
lected because of thb detailed information contained in Ejection reductionprograms 

make/model designation, body regions, injured, injury Ejections account for a major portion of the passenger car 

source, and other important crashworthiness parameters, and light truck fatalities accounting for about 28 percent of 

Side impact research 
occupant fatalities in these vehicles. 

Ejections in non-rollover crashes occur primarily through 
The agency’s research program for the last several years the side doors, whereas ejections in rollover crashes occur 

culminated in the issuance of a Notice Of Proposed primarily through glazing areas. NHTSA has two programs 
Rulemaking (NPRM) to amend the existing FMVSS 214, in addressing the reduction of occupant ejection. Glass-plastic 
January 1988. Even though the near term side impact re- mitigation concepts are being developed to reduce ejection 

search has been concluded, work has been continuing in through the side windows, and door latch integrity is being 

both the analytical and testing area. We have developed a examined for its relationship to ejection through side doors. 
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Rollover research Pedestrian Research 
Our research in crashworthiness rollover protection has Our pedestrian protection research progam has 

emphasized a refined definition of the problem which is demonstrated that pedestrian upper body injury can be 
contained in a paper at this conference, the development of reduced through vehicle front end design. Production car 
improved test devices and analytical techniques. Experi- testing has identified two existing vehicles which have 
mental testing has concentrated on the crashworthiness of much lower than average potential for causing injury. One 
light trucks and vans (LTVs) in a controlled rollover event, of the cars provides relatively good head protection in the 
Tests were recently conducted on four LTVs with glass central hood region. 
plastic glazing to access both the structural integrity of the To date, two composite-plastic automobile hoods have 
vehicles and the ejection reduction capabilities of the glaz- 

been included in the head impact testing. The response of 
ing. We have recently begun to improve our rollover simula- 
tion capability by improvements to the Articulated Total 

one of these was in the mid range of sheet metal hoods, but 
the other produced substantially higher head injury readings 

Body occupant simulator. Our baseline tests are now being 
simulated by using this model. Initial results in the study of than average, because it is relatively stiff and very elastic 

occupant kinematics have been promising, during head impact. 

Future rollover research in NHTSA will continue to em- As a result of developing an injury-measuring head 

phasize ejection control and structural integrity assessments component test device, and using it on a large number of 

of small passenger cars and LTVs with testing and analytical production cars, we are formulating a standardized head 

projects, impact test procedure to enable vehicle designers to assess 
the injury-causing potential of pedestrian head regions. 

Biomechanics research Research is continuing on child thorax protection and on 

NHTSA’s Biomechanics activities continue to pursue developing improved designs for head protection in the 

trauma research to increase our understanding of injury difficult hood/fender interface and cowl areas. 

mechanisms, develop the unique instrumentation necessary Highway Safety Research 
to capture and characterize the mechanical conditions of 

Our behavioral research program continues to 
injury that conventional instrumentation cannot measure, 

advance the use of detailed structural modeling for bio, 
concentrate on alcohol and drug impaired driving and 
occupant protection. In addition, we have developed a 

mechanical purposes, and translate this knowledge into research plan on ways to improve the safety and mobility of 
physical test devices that will enhance our ability to assess older drivers and pedestrians in response to the rapid 
and ameliorate the hazards of the automotive crash, expansion of this segment of our population. 

Trauma research activities have continued their efforts to 
understand and quantify the injury mechanisms associated Alcohol and drug safety research 

with both frontal and side impacts. Instrumentation ac- During the last decade, our alcohol research program has 

tivities emphasized development of a rotational motion developed, tested, and evaluated specific countermeasure 

gauge, a rotational acceleration calibration methodology, 
techniques and strategies such as eye gaze nystagmus, li- 
cense suspension, and combined enforcement and publicity 

and a deformation measuring methodology which can de- programs. Many of these techniques were found to be effec- 
termine the cross-sectional geometry of the thorax during tive and are used in states and communities around the 
impact events. Modeling efforts continue to apply finite nation. 
element technology to the task of modeling the detailed Our current alcohol research emphasizes three areas: 

material deformation experienced by the brain during a ¯ Youth.--We are investigating and evaluating the 
head impact, as well as modeling the thorax as it interacts effects of strategies such as increased parental 
with various restraining environments, involvement, special sanctions for youth who 

Dummy development activities are now focused on deve- drive after consuming alcohol, and ride service 

loping an enhanced thoracic structure which will (1) exhibit programs. 

greater anatomical similarity by extending the lower rib ¯ Deterrence.--We are studying the effects of spe- 

cage and improving the shoulder and clavicle structures, (2) 
cific sanctions for driving while intoxicated, in- 
cluding vehicle and license plate impoundment, 

possess more realistic regional stiffness characteristics to 
administrative license suspension, and mandatory 

insure proper interaction with seat belts and air bags, and (3) jail sentences. 
have improved impact response while reducing temperature ¯ Community traffic safety programs.--We are de- 
sensitivity and material dependence. We are also in the veloping methods to support alcohol and other 
process of developing an advanced neck which will present traffic safety programs at the community level. 

the head to possible impact points with a more correct Our drug research seeks basic knowledge on the influ- 
attitude and velocity, as well as mimic observed human ence of drugs in traffic safety. We are assessing the inci- 

responses more accurately than the current neck systems do. dence and role of drugs in fatal traffic crashes and are 
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measuring the effects of different doses of specific drugs in zones around housing areas for our older citizens is being 

a driving simulator and in on-the-road driving, studied. 
Studies are now underway to determine the relationships 

Safety belt use research between the health status, driving practices, and crash expe- 
The first safety belt use law in the United States became rience of older persons. Over the longer term, our research 

effective in the state of New York in December, 1984. At the will investigate the role of perception, cognition, and psy- 
time, belt use--as measured by our survey of passenger car chomotor deficiencies in crash causation. 
drivers in 19 cities--was 15 percent. When we reported to 
you at the May 1987 ESV meeting in Washington, 24 states Rulemaking 

and the District of Columbia had safety belt use laws in Our rulemaking activities over the past two years have 
force, and belt use had climbed to 42 percent. As of June 1, resulted in 20 regulations or proposed regulations. These 
1989, belt use laws are in force in 31 states and the District activities were equally divided between Crashworthiness 
of Columbia, and two additional state laws will become and Crash Avoidance standards. 
effective by mid-July. Our last available belt use survey 
data, from the end of 1988, showed that use has risen further Crashworthiness 

to 47 percent. Belt use averaged 51 percent in the 13 cities Within the Crashworthiness area, four final rules were 
with belt use laws and 36 percent in the 6 cities still without issued. Included is the requirement for dynamic testing of 

laws. manual safety belts for front seat occupants of light trucks 
Our research has shown that effective belt law programs and vans beginning in 1991. A separate rule was issued in 

feature active enforcement efforts in combination with spe- July of 1988 regarding comfort improvements in safety 

cial public information and education (PI&E) campaigns, belts for heavy trucks and buses. Also, we now have in 

Belt laws themselves have been under attack by some, and effect a rule that establishes the test procedures and perfor- 

unfortunately laws have been repealed in three of the four mance requirements for built-in child safety seats. Our final 

states where they have been brought before the public in rule on the Hybrid III test dummy was changed to increase 

referendum elections, allowable chest deflection for all restrained front seat occu- 
NHTSA’s current research in support of belt-law pro- pants from 2 inches to 3 inches, and we now require that all 

grams concentrates on: (1) demonstrating effective enforce- motorcycle helmets meet the head injury protection criteria 

ment and PI&E methods, (2) identifying methods to in- that previously applied only to helmets within a limited 

crease police awareness of the need to use belts and to head size range. 

enforce belt laws; and (3) developing strategies to counter- We also issued two Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in the 

act belt law repeal efforts. In addition, we are developing area of side impact protection. One set forth the technical 

and testing strategies for identifying and reaching special criteria for the dynamic side impact crash testing of pas- 

target groups of nonusers and part-time users of safety belts, senger cars, and the other established specifications for a 

We continue to monitor belt use trends and provide assis- new side impact test dummy. In August of 1988, we pub- 

tance to states in designing, conducting, and analyzing belt lished an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on head 

observation surveys, injury protection and ejections in passenger cars and light 

Since April 1985 each state and the District of Columbia trucks. Side impacts into poles were addressed as was the 

has required young children to be restrained in approved extension of side impact testing to light trucks and vans. The 

child safety seats. Extensive efforts by a wide variety of agency has received comments from manufacturers, vari- 

people in support of these laws have increased child safety ous foreign Governments and many others interested in side 

seat use substantially. As measured at shopping centers in impact safety. We are currently reviewing the various com- 

the 19 cities used in our adult safety belt use survey, child ments which have been received. 

safety seat use was 82 percent at the end of 1988. An area of continuing concern is school bus safety stand- 

Motorcycle helmet use is now required in 21 states and ards. During 1988 we completed a thorough, expedited re- 

the District of Columbia, with use to be required in Texas view of all school bus standards and as a result, issued three 

beginning in September 1989. Motorcycle driver helmet ANPRMs in the areas ofemergency exits, fuel system integ- 

use in the 19 city survey was 60 percent in 1988. rity and flammability of interior materials. These are de- 

signed to provide us with the technical, performance, and 
Older drivers and pedestrians cost information necessary to propose any new performance 

Our older driver and pedestrian research is aimed at re- standards. 

ducing crash risks without unduly restricting personal mo- Crash avoidance 
bility. We are evaluating existing licensing requirements 
and procedures that apply specifically to older drivers, espe- Crash Avoidance rulemaking actions were issued on our 

cially testing requirements based on advanced age alone and Heavy Truck Air Brake Systems Standard, to require more 

the use of restricted licenses for drivers with marginal quali- stringent parking brake performance for heavy vehicles and 

fications. Safety information programs are being developed some special vehicles, to allow the use of a separate con- 

for older pedestrians and the concept of creating safety nector for supplying power from the tractor to the trailer 
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antilock brake system, and changes were made to make the 1988, and progress was achieved toward agreeing on a 
test requirements more realistic, single test procedure, the use of torque wheels to determine 

In August of 1988, an NPRM was issued to replace the adhesion utilization. A further variation, which would use a 
"permanent display" requirement in FMVSS 102, Trans- simple wheel lock sequence test as a screening test, and the 
mission Shift Lever Sequence, Starter Interlock and Trans- vehicle fail this test, to use torque wheels to determine the 
mission Braking Effect, with a requirement that identifica- adhesion utilization curves, has been proposed by the Orga- 
tion of automatic transmission shift lever positions be nization International des Constructeurs d’Automobiles 
displayed when the ignition position may result in the trans- (OICA). The wheel lock sequence test procedure is being 
mission being shifted or whenever the transmission is not in evaluated both in the United States and in Europe, and the 
"park". A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was also issued results, as well as a demonstration, are scheduled for an 
on FMVSS 114, Theft Protection, to establish a locking informal meeting of the GRRF in Frankfurt, Federal Repub- 
sequence for automatic transmission vehicles that would lic of Germany, this July. 
require a vehicle’s engine be off and the transmission in 
park before a driver can lock the steering column. To ad- Lighting systems 
dress the kind of problem that gives rise to inadvertent gear At the last ESV Conference we reported that several 

shifting in automatic transmission vehicles, the NPRM also proposals had been made to the ECE for further harmoniza- 

proposed to require gear shift locks on those vehicles, tion of lighting standards. The status of those proposals are: 
We also terminated some of our earlier rulemaking ac- 

¯ On increasing the permitted maximum intensity 
tions. Included were a requirement for all new truck trac- 
tors, trailers, and semi-trailers to have splash and spray 

of yellow rear turn signal lamps (ECE Regulation 
No. 6) and brake lamps (ECE Regulation No. 7); 

suppression devices, and in June of 1988, we terminated our 
the GRE has agreed to raise the permitted inten- 

rulemaking on optional daytime running lamps. 
sity of turn signal lamps to 350 candela and stop 

International Harmonization lamps to 185 candela on the condition that mini- 
mum lens area be required for lamps whose inten- 

Finally, in closing, it is appropriate to restate NHTSA’s sity exceeds 200 candela and 100 candela, respec- 
ongoing commitment to fostering world-wide harmoni- tively. However, the agreement was submitted to 
zation of motor vehicle safety standards, to the maximum WP29 with reservations by several countries re- 
extent practicable. This policy is, of course, governed by garding the effective lens area requirements and 
applicable U.S. laws and procedural requirements, and by intensities. The GRE was requested by WP29 to 
our overriding concern that the current level of motor 

reconsider the proposal and it is still under active 
vehicle safety in the United States not be degraded, 

consideration. 
Our principal efforts toward greater harmonizing ¯ On adopting the 5-zone alternative test of FMVSS 

continue to be in the areas of brakes, lighting systems, and 
108, by amending the ECE Regulation on Red 

side impact protection for passenger car occupants. The 
following reports what has transpired in each of these areas 

Rear Lights and Stop Lights; the proposal has 

since the 1 lth ESV Conference. 
been made, but, has not been acted on by WP29 
because other lighting changes have priority. 

Brakes ¯ On developing a new ECE regulation center high- 
mounted stop lamps; the proposal has garnered 

The effort to harmonize brake standards for passenger 

cars on a world-wide basis began in the early 1980’s. At the support from some countries and opposition from 

last Conference, we reported that the review and analysis of others. 

comments to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) 
¯ On a harmonized passing (low) beam pattern; this 

to establish a new standards, FMVSS No. 135, Passenger item is under active consideration within the GRE 

Car Brake Standards, and some further testing, had resulted and research work is underway in Europe, Japan, 

in the publication of a Supplemental NPRM in January and the United States. In consonance with this 

1987. A nine-month comment period was established to work, the NHTSA has recently published a Notice 

permit thorough review, and an informational meeting of of Proposed Rulemaking which proposes the 

the GRRF was held in July 1987 for the purpose of review- amendment of headlighting requirements of 

ing and commenting on the Supplemental Notice. FMVSS No. 108 to make them more perfor- 

The comments of the GRRF to NHTSA indicate that the mance-oriented. NHTSA is proposing an optional 

number of major unresolved issues has been narrowed. One set of photometric requirements which are based 

significant issue not yet resolved is the test procedure for on roadway illumination requirements. The new 

measuring adhesion utilization, that is, stability in braking specifications would apply to the vehicle instead 

or which axle locks up first in a sharp braking maneuver, of the individual lamps as is currently the case. 
The issue is the requirement under U.S. law for an objective ¯ On replaceable bulb headlamps; the U.S. proposal 
test procedure in a self-certification system. An informal that relevant ECE Regulations be amended to per- 
meeting of the GRRF was held in Las Vegas in September mit the type approval of HB-1, HB-3 and HB-4 
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replaceable headlamp bulbs has progressed to the In a related matter, the U.S. was actively involved in 

point that the GRE has agreed to amendments of preparing WP29’s recommendations concerning the revi- 

ECE regulations with regard to the HB-3 and sion of the 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic. 

HB-4, while the HB-1 is still under study. The WP29’s recommendations, if adopted, would remove many 

submittal of appropriate amendments for WP29 lighting systems design restrictions from the Convention 

consideration is anticipated for the June or Octo- and enhance the adoption by the regulatory agencies of 

ber session of 1989. performance-oriented regulations or lighting standards. 

Sweden 

Lennart Fremling, The most important task of the Swedish Road Safety 
Office is the coordination of road safety work. This 

Head, Vehicle Department, 
responsibility for coordination also encompasses road 

Swedish Road Safety Office safety work outside the Office’s competence. 
To assist the Road Safety Office in its new coordinating Accident Statistics 

role, a National Council for Road Safety is linked to the 
In Sweden last year 3.8 million motor vehicles travelled Office. The Council includes representatives from nine 

60,000 million km and killed 813 persons. Therefore it is leading authorities. 
considered that the improvement of road safety still Every year the Councilprepares a road safety program for 
constitutes one of the vital tasks in the future, the next three years. The efforts of coordination are 

From 1968, the year after change-over to right-hand concentrated to the national scale but are also carried out in 
traffic, up to 1982 the fatalities decreased by about 40%. groups at the regional and local levels. 
The number of injured persons has during the same period 
decreased by about 10% according to official statistics, Drivers Licensing 
based on police-reported accidents. Every year we add another 130,000 new drivers to the 

Since 1982 the number of casualties has increased, road traffic. 75% are young persons under the age of 20. 
Fatalities have increased every year with the exception of 

Many research studies reveal that especially drivers of age 
1987 and increased to 813 persons in 1988, the second group 18-19 years cause accidents far more than would be 
highest figure since 1982. expected from their representation in the total driver 

The negative trend during the last six years is found population. For single vehicle accidents the risk factor is in 
among car occupants. Of the fatalities in 1988 61% were 

fact 10 times higher than that for middle aged experienced 
passenger car occupants, drivers. 

Casualties among unprotected road-users have during the 
Moreover young male drivers already from the beginning 

last years remained mainly unchanged. Fatalities among 
motorcyclists and bicyclists have clearly decreased since 

regard themselves as much more skillful than the average 

driver. This attitude of course contributes to the high risks. 
1983. These accidents showed a gradual decline mainly 
owing to the improvement of the traffic environment and the 

We have therefore prepared a new course plan at the end 

education, of last year. This new course plan emphasizes more on the 

In terms of road deaths per 100 million vehicle complex nature of modern traffic. A specific goal in 

kilometers, our roads are among the safest in the world, education is to affect the attitude ofyoung persons. Thenew 

Since the last conference, the death rate per 100 million course plan has been well received. We are convinced that 

vehicle kilometers travelled in Sweden has decreased from new drivers in the future will be better trained to meet the 

1.43 in 1986, to 1.27 in 1987, and to 1.25 in 1988. complex situations in modern traffic. 

It may therefore be stated that the risk of fatal accidents in 
Sweden is falling which certainly is the result of joint efforts Regulations 
on the part of Government, Society and Industry. 

Studies show that the average speed on Swedish roads Earlier research on rear-lighting systems has clearly 

increased by about 3 km/h during the 80:ies. This is 
established the effectiveness of a high-mounted stop lamp 

probably, together with the upward trend of traffic volume in reducing rear-end collisions. Regulations are in force in 

the most important explanation why casualties am-ong North-America and Australia that requires passenger cars to 

passenger car occupants have increased, be equipped with a single center high-mounted stop lamp. 

We have been investigating the possibilities to adopt this 
Coordination and Planning regulation in Sweden. Due to European harmonization 

Organized under the Ministry of Transport the Swedish strategies we have not been able to finalize the rule making 

Road Safety Office is the central administrative authority, activity, but in reality many Swedish cars are voluntarily 

for matters related to safety on the roads, equipped with this optional device. 
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Already in 1977 we made it mandatory to have lights on One important area for further development is certainly 
when driving during daytime in Sweden. This crash child restraints in cars. We try to promote further use ofrear- 

avoidance countermeasure was well received and the use ward facing restraints, normally used in the front passenger 

rate is now exceeding 95%, as you can see for yourselves seat leaning to the dash-board. This technical solution has 

now when you are visiting our country. The measure was proven to give very good protection to small children. 

implemented by the use of special daytime running lamps or The automotive industry tries to facilitate driving and to 

simply by the use of existing lighting systems. A substantial make driving safer. Today very advanced ideas can be 

step for the idea of having lights on during daytime was realized at reasonable costs by means of modern 

taken last month when an expert meeting within ECE electronics. The extensive use of electronics in cars has in 
some cases been questioned when it is used in safety-related approved a Swedish proposal for a technical specification of 

daytime running lamps, 
systems. 

Now we have gathered a lot of information about the 
Therefore, we assigned in 1988 the Swedish Defense 

Research Establishment to carry out a risk assessment of a 
service conditions of lighting equipment. The disadvantage 

cruise control unit in order to establish its safety features. 
we have experienced is that their lighting performance 

Experience tells us that failures can occur in equipment as 
deteriorates rather quickly, mainly due to lack of 

complex as a cruise control. Most failures will certainly be 
environmental resistance. We are thus in need of European harmless but some may lead to unacceptable consequences. 
and also world wide progress with environmental testing If it can be shown that a single fault can lead to system 
standards for lighting equipment, failure, then the safety level of that system must be 

A general ban on the use of asbestos in vehicles is in force questioned. A corresponding level of safety is certainly not 
from 1988. This affects the mechanical design to a large accepted for aircrafts. The aim of the analysis was therefore 
degree after the past extensive use of asbestos in various to search for possible single-point-fault modes that could 
friction elements. Replacement brake linings are lead to traffic hazards. The analysis showed that there was at 
manufactured of different material compositions that also least one such mode with severe effects. However, no 
differ in respect to their friction properties. Since vehicle conclusions should be made from this investigation 
safety shall be ensured over many years of use, a Swedish concerning the cause of malfunction in any specific 

standardized test method has been developed during the last accident. 

year for spare brake linings. This test method assesses The conclusion should be that there is a good reason to be 

braking performance and compatibility with the original careful when designing vehicle electronics. One vital task 

linings, for the Automotive Engineer must be to avoid, as far as 

Many lives are saved and injuries prevented each year by possible, new risk factors in future motor vehicle designs. 

the use of seat belts. The seat belt use has in April 1988 also 
Harmonization 

been made compulsory for children. Children under the age 

of 7 shall use a child restraint. The high level of harmonization of standards between 

Sweden and the ECE/EEC is a logical consequence of the Our regulations regarding motor vehicle noise were 

recently amended to bring the requirements into closer integration process in Europe. This high level of 
harmonization offers certain evident advantages to Sweden harmony with those of the European Community. 
but does not relieve us from the obligations arising from our 

With regard to future endeavors, our office has found it 

necessary to establish a new test standard for dynamic 
regulatory role. We must determine whether current and 

testing of heavy truck cabs. The present standard for 
proposed ECE Regulations are sufficient for Swedish 

needs. Further we must determine if there is a net social and 
dynamic testing has been in force since 1961. Thus these 

economic benefit for Sweden to adopt a certain ECE- 
reinforced truck cabs have saved many lives in Sweden. 

Now we believe it is time to further improve the 
Regulation. 

occupational safety in trucks. In March this year we 
These considerations have in the past led to significant 

differences in requirements in such areas as heavy truck 
therefore submitted a proposal for a revision of ECE 

Regulation No. 29 to be presented next week in Geneva. 
braking, heavy truck cabs, seat belts, child restraints, 

headlamp cleaners and exhaust emissions. 

Research We realize that the motor vehicle industry is one of the 

A development program has started that will demonstrate most heavily regulated. Therefore it is most important that 

whether it is possible to reduce the number of traffic signs we continue our efforts of removing technical barriers as 

on the roads. Accident black spots, the construction of international harmonization of technical provisions will 

highway bypasses and cycle lanes are in the foreground on lead to a substantial saving in manufacturing and 

the road sector, administrative costs to the benefit of society as a whole. 
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Section 3 
Technical Sessions 

Technical Session 1A 
Motor Vehicle Safety of Children and the Elderly 

Chairman: Lennart Fremling, Sweden 

Children in CarsmTheir Injury Risks and the Influence of Child Protection 
Systems 

K. Langwieder, Th. Hummel, especially in their case a further reduction in the accident 
HUK-Verband Automobile Engineering figures is easily possible, since even today the rate of 
Department, Federal Republic of Germany children using a restraint system in cars is only between 50 

and 60% (figure 1) (2). A substantial increase in the total 
Abstract rate of those using a restraint system was only recorded 

In this paper the injury risks to children in cars with and from 1985 to 1986 with a rise of 31% to 51%, and in this 

without protection are analysed according to age groups and period the number of children killed in cars declined from 

accident characteristics such as collision types, severity of 117 to 90. 

the accident, damage to the car, accident opponent etc. To 
Children killed in cars and 

this end comprehensive accident material involving chil- usage rate of restraint systems 
dren in cars has been established: a large-scale campaign 

NO.                                                  % 

with one of Germany’s major newspapers was organised, 18o ~ .5o 

and it produced more than 3,300 reports of car accidents 18o 
~ 50 

140 

~,~ I I 

involving protected and unprotected children in 1988. The 12o 4o 
parents were questioned; as far as possible, a retrospective 400. so 
accident evaluation was carried out. Observations on bio- so. 

¯ 60 " 20 
mechanical tolerance limits according to the child’s age are 40- 10 discussed. It was ascertained which parts of the body sus- 

tained especially critical injuries, broken down according to          o ...... o 
lgSS      1984      1985      1988      1987      1988 

their type and frequency. The safety effect of child protec- Year 
tion systems was confirmed; their use, depending on the 

~ Children killed ~ Usage rate 

type of protection system, was analysed with regard to the 
children’s weight. Recommendations are given for the fur- Figure 1. Children killed in cars (0-14 years) and rate of 

children using a restraint system in Germany. 
ther development of child protection systems in order to 
reduce the biomechanical loads, avoid incorrect operation If the rate of children using special child restraint systems 
and optimise the protection criteria, is examined (figure 2), it emerges that this rate has remained 

fairly constant for 3 years; the tendency to restrain children 
~- The Present Situation in Germany by means of 3-point belts has also remained the same since 

About 100 children are killed and some 11,500 injured as September 1986. 

car passengers in Germany each year (1)*. Although the So at the present time we have between 40% and 50% of 

children killed make up only a proportion of about 2.5% of children not using a restraint system in cars, a situation 

all car occupants killed, this must be compared with their which is extremely unsatisfactory. 

mileage--and thus their risk exposure--and it seems that The aim of this paper is to show to which risks children 
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which the parents had to answer questions on the subject of 

Usage rates of child restraint systems children’s safety and, at the same time, were given a chance 
and 3-point belts to report to the HUK-Verband’s accident research accidents 

~ they had experienced with children using and not using 

~ ~/~£_i~~/~ ~ 

restraint systems in c ars. 

The parents who took part in the competition were sent an 
~°° extensive questionnaire which had been compiled in 

]~ ~ / // // // // // 
cooperation with psychologists, engineers and doctors, and 

° I~,’ar z,~8 9/_~ ,oo,,,~e,, 
were asked to describe their accident as accurately as 
possible. 

rot= I~I 36 1 3t 1 41 1 5t 15s 49 ~ ~7 o,_ zRs I ~ ] ~ I 26 [ 3! ~__a ~_~_ ~__o 
% Altogether 3,300 parents were written to, and of these 

3-point belt] 8 ~ 10 I 9! 11 I 25 I 24 26 26 27 almost 1,000 filled in the questionnaire and sent it back to 

~ 3-point belt E (31:18 ~ Total the HUK-Verband’s accident research. Accidents with 

inadequate information or non-crash events were 
CRS- Child R ..... Int S,,,~. 

eliminated, so that in the end 870 accidents were available 
Source: 121 

for a detailed evaluation. In the 870 vehicles involved in 

Figure 2. Rate of children using special child restraint accidents (861 cars/station cars, 2 convertibles, 7 small 
systems and usage rate of 3-point belts on the rear-seats of buses or small goods carriers), there were a total of 1,153 
cars. children aged from 0 to 12 years, 288 of whom were not 

using restraint systems and not using them in cars are 
using a restraint system and 865 who were. 

exposed, where the focal points of injury are to be found, 
The accidents involving children not using a restraint 

how children’s restraint systems are used and where areas 
system were concentrated in the ’70s/’80s, and those 

for further improvement in child restraint systems emerge, 
involving children using these systems in the ’80s, with 

most accidents in 1987 (125 accidents). 

Description of the Accident Material The following descriptions and diagrams (accident 

At the beginning of the ’70s the HUK-Verband carried 
opponents, impact areas, degree of damage) always refer to 

out the first studies on the subject of injuries to children in 
"accidents and/or vehicles in which at least one child was 

¯ cars (3, 4); the car accident material at that time contained-- 
restrained or was not." 

apart from a few isolated cases---only children not using a Distribution of the accident opponents 
restraint system. 

By means of newly compiled material (more than 3,500 The distribution of the accident opponents shows the 

car accidents with personal damage from the year 1980 and 
same ranking order for both restrained and unrestrained 

after) with children using (n = 135) and not using (n = 302) a children: car/car accidents are most frequent (65-75 %), 

restraint system it was possible in the ’80s for the first 
followed by single car accidents (15-20%), car collisions 

time--by making a direct comparison--to make an with trucks and buses (5-10%) and other collisions (about 

assessment of the reduction in injuries that would result 5%). Differences only arise inasfar as the "car" occurs 

from the use of child restraint systems (5, 6). more frequently as an accident opponent in the case of 

Compiling large-scale material of accidents with children restrained children than unrestrained, but the single-car ac- 

not using--and especially using--restraint systems was cident is rarer. 

impeded in the past, and still is today, by some important Distribution of the impact areas 
factors; these include in particular that 

The distributions of the main impact areas on the cars 
¯ car accidents in which children in the car are with children is shown in figure 3: it is most frequently the 

injured are relatively rare, front which is damaged (51.3%), followed by damage to the 
¯ a direct access to car accidents with children in the rear (22.8%), the left-hand side (13.5 %) and the right-hand 

cars is not possible through insurance cases, side (10.1%); damage to the whole vehicle in roll-over 
¯ in the past the rate of children using restraint accidents accounts for 2.3%. Figure 3 also indicates the 

systems in cars was relatively low and therefore it frequency of damage to the separate areas front, side and 
was especially difficult to obtain information on rear. 
restrained children. 

For this reason the HUK-Verband’s accident research 
Degree of damage 

sought new ways of compiling extensive large-scale Figure 4 shows the frequency of the degrees of damage 

material which was adequately extensive: to this end, in the 1-5 (the degree of damage 3 is equal to running into a wall at 

course of a large-scale campaign entitled "The Safety of about 50 kph). It was possible to ascertain the degree of 

Children in Cars" detailed articles on this subject were damage for those vehicles for which photographs of the 

published in a major German newspaper over several weeks damage were available (191 = 22%). The distribution shows 

in 1988. The campaign was combined with a competition in that the vehicles concerned were involved not only in light 
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Injuries to Restrained and 
Unrestrained Children in Cars 

Unrestrained children (n = 288) 

The age distribution for the unrestrained children is 

presented in figure 5. There were 45 four-year-old children, 

~ who thus represented the largest group, followed by the 
22.8 five-year-olds with 40. 

Age and sitting position 

The sitting position of 285 of the 288 unrestrained chil- 

dren was known (figure 6); 13 children (4.6%) were sitting 

on the right-hand front seat, 107 (37.5%) on the right-hand 

rear seat, 88 (30.9%) in the middle of the rear seat and 77 

(27.0%) on the left-hand rear seat. 

Age distribution 
Unrestrained children (n ¯ 288) 

50- 45 
3.8 3.8 40 

40- 

Age (years) 
All figures in 7. 

Figure 5. Age distribution of unrestrained children in cars. 

Figure 3. Distribution of the impact areas on the car total 
material. 

The age distributions in the above-mentioned sitting po- 

sitions show very great differences among themselves and 

also deviate from the global age distribution (see figure 5). 

Only children sitting in the middle of the rear seat have a 

distribution which corresponds to the tendency shown in 

figure 5. 

Distribution of injury severity and age 

The distribution of the injury severity MAIS for all 288 

unrestrained children is presented in figure 7: there remain- 

ed 140 children (48.6%) uninjured; 148 children (51.4%) 

sustained MAIS 1-6 injuries. The proportion of injury se- 

verity MAIS 2-6 was 10.1%. 

It can be seen that serious/fatal MAIS 3-6 injuries de- 

pendent on age are to be found in all age groups, and even 

0/1-year-olds often sustain serious injuries. 

Distribution of injury severity and collision type 
Figure 4. Distribution of the degrees of damage 1-5 total 
material. The maximum injury severity (MAIS) dependent on the 

type of collision was known in the case of 255 children. 

collisions, but that serious and extreme damage also oc- An important finding is that serious or critical injuries 

curred; thus a degree of damage 3-5 applied to 63 of the 191 occurred only in head-on or side collisions in the study 

vehicles, material. 
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Figure 6. Sitting position and age of unrestrained children in cars. 

Unrestrained children 
o - 12 years 

Injury severity MAIS                              ~=paet 

Rel,prop.of i~Juriee 

tvears/ 0    1    2    3 415 6 Total 

3 15 6 3 24 Pelvis 

4 21 20 3 1 45 Logs 

Bruises/ 
6      20     15      3      1      1             40 

6 12 12 3 27 Injury description for AIS 2-6 

7 6 10 8 19 ~ Azs 2: - Forehead brutsee 

8 6 7 13 - Haema~ome 
- ttgh¢ concussion (2) 

9 6 6 1 13 - severe concusslon 
AZS 3: - severe concussion 

10 8 10 1 1 18 - 

11 4 8 1 13 
~Z~ AZS 

12 2 ~ 8 - Finger em~u~et~on 

~/ AZS 6: -LtveP lesion 

Total ~ 40 119 19    5    s 2 288 

% 48.6 41.3 6.6 1.7 1.1 0.7 100.0 - Louer leg fracture (2) 

Figure 8. Frequency and severity of injuries to various parts 
Figure 7. Distribution of the injury severity MAIS and of the of the body in unrestrained children in head,on collisions; de- 
age of unrestrained children in cars. scription of serious and fatal AIS 2-6 injuries. 
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Individual injuries to the various parts of the The total of individual injuries amounted to 23, and the 

body average number of individual injuries was thus 1.10 in the 

case of the 21 injured, unrestrained children in rear-end 
,~ Head-on collisions.--In the case of 67 children sustain- collisions. 

ing AIS 1-6 injuries (impact area front) the individual inju- Roll-over accidents.--Together 11 children were injured 
ries were known (figure 8). As far as the frequency is con- in 9 roll-over accidents; most frequent (54.5%) were 
cerned the head injuries dominate (61.2%), followed by bruises/abrasions to all parts of the body, and injuries to the 
injuries to the arms (20.9%) and the legs (16.4%). head, the arms and the knees, each having a frequency of 

~ The serious AIS 2-6 injuries were mainly restricted to the 18.2%. 
~ parts of the body head, shoulder, arms, abdomen and legs. All injuries were below AIS 2. This fact is very surpris- 

The injury descriptions (AIS 2-6) can be seen in figure 8 ing: through fortunate circumstances even very serious roll- 
below, over accidents accompanied by relatively severe damage to 

The 67 injured, unrestrained children in head-on colli- the vehicle can be withstood by children with slight injuries, 
sions sustained a total of 93 individual injuries, so that the even though they are unrestrained; but the risk cannot be 

~, average number of individual injuries was thus 1.39 per calculated. 
J injured child. The average number of individual injuries was 1.18 in the 

Side collisions.--In the case of a side impact, too, (figure case of the 11 injured, unrestrained children in roll-over 
9) the head injuries (55.6%) dominated among the unre- accidents. 
strained children (a total 27 injured children); however, the 
second most frequent injuries-were those to the legs Injury patterns of unrestrained children 

~ (44.4%), and only then do the arms follow with an injury A summary of the individual injuries for all impact areas 

frequency of 37.0%. including roll-over is presented in figure 10. If the three 

The individual AIS 2-6 injuries were observed to the most frequent individual injuries are arranged in order the 

head, abdomen and legs; they are set out in figure 9 below, following list of priorities results for unrestrained children: 

The 27 injured, unrestrained children in side collisions 1. head injuries (55.4%), 
sustained atotalof45 individualinjuries. The average num- 2. injuries to the arms (21.6%) and to the legs 

~. ber of individual injuries were thus 1.67 for each child (21.0%), 
injured. 

Unrestrained children 
Unrestrained children 0 - 12 years 

0 - 12 years 
All impact areas 

Impact area side 

Shoulder ~ 

~.~ 

~ ~ Shoulder 

¯- Abrasions Brulses/ 

I 
Injury description for AIS 2-6 

~ AIS 2: -Haematorn= 
Injury description for AIS 2-6 

Figure 9. Frequency/and severity of injuries to various parts of                            - 
the body in unrestrained children in side collisions; description 
of serious and fatal AIS 2-6 injuries. 

Rear-end collisions.--In rear-end collisions altogether 
21 unrestrained children were injured; again it was the head 
(42.8%) which was effected most frequently. However, 

kinj i hi h k p143%(IIAIS1) foil di nee     ures, w c ma eu     . a ,     owe n - 
second place, the same injury frequency (14.3%) arising for 
the arms. In rear-end collisions altogether two serious AIS 

Figure 10. Frequency and severity of injuries to various parts 
2-6 injuries were recorded: a skull fracture and an upper of the body in unrestrained children, all collision types; de- 
arm fracture, scription of serious and fatal AIS 2-6 injuries 
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3. bruises and abrasions on all parts of the body Age. distribution 
(14.9%). Restrained children (n ¯ 865) 

The AIS 2-6 injuries are again summarised and presented ,o. 

in figure 10 below. 
The average number of individual injuries was 1.38 in the 185 

case of all of the 148 injured unrestrained children. 15a 

Restrained children (n = 865) 115 

Age distribution                                                       r2 
47 

The age distribution of the restrained children is shown in 34 

figure 11. The group of 1-year-olds with 185 children is 
lr 15 13 

most frequently affected, followed by the group of 2- o 1 2 3 4 5 6 r 3 9 10 11 12 
4-year-olds and those below one year; the older children Age (years) 

make up a relatively small proportion. 

Age and sitting position Figure 11. Age distribution of restrained children in cars. 

The sitting position of the restrained children is shown in 
figure 12:14 children (1.6%) were sitting on the front right- Distribution of the injury severity and age 

hand seat, 412 (47.7%) on the rear right-hand seat, 190 The distribution of the injury severity MAIS for all 865 
(22.0%) in the middle of the rear seat and 248 (28.7%) on restrained children is shown in figure 13:715 children 
the rear left-hand seat. (82.7%) remained uninjured, 150 children (17.3%) sus- 

The age distributions in the 3 sitting positions at the rear tained MAIS 1-6 injuries. The proportion of the injury 
resemble each other very strongly, although it is noticeable severity MAIS 2-6 was only 1.4%. 

that a slightly higher proportion of the older children were Dependent on age it can be seen that all MAIS 3-6 inju- 
sitting behind on the left. ries were sustained only by children aged from 0-2 years; 

NO. 

7 

6’ 

4" 

$- 

0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Age (years) 

No. No. 

42 

37                                                                                                            80 

33 

eO 

20 
No.                                                              37 

8                                                                             22 
10 

0 1 2 3 "4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 40. 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Age (yeats) ~7 Age (years) 

o ~ 2 s 4 s s r ¯ ~ lo 11 12 

Age (yea~s) 

Figure 12. Sitting position and age of restrained children in cars.                                                                - 



Restrained children 
0 - 18 years 

Impact area. front 

Injury severity MAIS 

(years) 0 1 2 3 4/5 6 Total "~ 

0 77 10 2 1 1 91 Chest 

1 159 24 1 1 186 

2 132 28 2 1 163 Pelvis 

4 74 12 2 88 

5 59 13 72 Injury description for AI8 2-6 

8 9 8 17 

AI$ 6: - Liver lesion 

10 16 3 19 

11 9 3 1 13 Figure 14. Frequency and severity of injuries to various pa~s 
of the body in restrained children in head-on collisions; de- 

12 4 2 6 scription of serious and fatal AIS 2-6 injuries. 

T~al 
715 137 8 1 2 2 865 number of individual injuries thus amounting to 1.27 per 

a2.7 15.a o.9 0.1 o.2 0.2 lOO.0 injured child. 

Side collisions.~In the case of side impacts (figure 15) 

the head injuries (58.3%) dominated in the restrained chil- 

dren (altogether 24 injured children); here injuries to the 
Figure 13. Distribution of the injury severity MAIS and of the neck are the second most frequent (25.0%), only then do the age of restrained children in cars. 

a~s and the shoulder follow with an injury frequency of 

the severest injuries to children aged 3 or above in the study 16.7% in each case. 

material were MAIS 2. 
The serious AIS 2-6 individual injuries were concen- 

trated on the head, neck, shoulder, chest, a~s and abdo- 

Distribution of injury severity and collision type men. These serious AIS 2-6 injuries are described in figure 

The maximum injury severity (MAIS) dependent on the 
15 below. 

The 24 injured, restrained children in side collisions sus- 
collision type was known for 811 children. 

rained a total of 36 individual injuries, and the average 
An impo~ant finding is that in both rear-end collisions 

number of individual injuries was thus 1.50 per injured 
and roll-over accidents no child sustained injuries above 

child. 
MAIS 2, with the exception of one child which was thrown 

Rear-end collisions.~In the case of altogether 25 in- 
out of the child restraint system and out of the c~ in an roll- 

lured, restrained children it was the head that was injured 
over accident and was fatally injured. The serious or critical 

most frequently (44.0%) in rear-end collisions as well. Then 
and fatal injuries only occu~ed in head-on or side colli- followed neck injuries (36.0%) and injuries to the a~s and 
sions, but their frequency is very slight, 

the abdomen (16.0% in each case). All the 35 individual 

Individual injuries to the various parts of the injuries observed were, however, AIS 1 injuries. 

The average number of individual injuries was 1.40 for 
body 

the 25 injured, restrained children in rear-end collisions. 
Head-on collisions.~n the case of 77 injured, restrained Roll-over accidents.~In 9 roll-over accidents only 3 re- 

children in head-on collisions, the individual injuries were strained children were injured. All 3 sustained head injuries, 
known (figure 14). As far as the frequency is concerned it is two being slight AIS 1 injuries and one a serious AIS 6 skull 

the head injuries (64.9%) which are gtrongly dominant, and brain trauma; this accident has already been mentioned 

followed by abdominal injuries (15.6%) and chest injuries above: the child was thrown out of the child’s seat and the 

(12.9%). Whereas the chest injuries were all AIS 1 b~ises, vehicle and killed. 

the abdominal injuries were relatively serious or fatal. 
I~jury patterns of restrained children 

There were relatively few AIS 2-6 injuries; they were 

distributed to the head, neck, a~s and abdomen. A descrip- A summary of the individual injuries for all impact areas 

tion of the AIS 2-6 injuries is to be found in figure 14 below, including roll-over is presented in figure 16. If the three 

The 77 injured, restrained children in head-on collisions most frequent individual injuries are ranged in order the 

sustained a total of 98 individual injuries, the average following list of priorities results for restrained children: 
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Restrained children 
Restrained children 0 - 12 years 

0 - 12 years 
All impact areas 

Impact area side Rel.prop.of i~Jurleo 

~. Shoulder 

B~iles/ ~ ~ ~ 
Abrasions 

Injury description for AIS 2-6 
Injury des~Hptl~ for AI8 2-6 

- severe ooncusston (2) 

- Collarbone frmctuPe 

AZS ~: - K2~ey les~on 

Figure 15. Frequency and severity of injuries to various pads Numbe~ 
Of the body in restrained children in side collisions; description ¯ ¯ 

of serious and fatal AIS 2~ injuries. Figure 16. Frequency and severity of injuries to various palls 
of the body in restrained children, all collision types; descrip- 
tion of serious and fatal AIS 2~ injuries.the severest injuries to 

1. head injures (60.4%), children aged 3 or above in the study material were MAIS 2. 
2. neck injuries (15.3%), 
3. abdominal injuries (13.9%). belt system (e.g. Storchenmfihle Prestige, International 

The injuries to these three pags of the body dominate; Luxus). 
Class II: 

however, not only as f~ as frequency is concerned but also 
~e~gm 

with regard to the severity of the injuries; AIS 3-6 injuries ~:~,System 4: a~esting device (e.g. R6mer Vario) 
Class 

were obse~ed not only to the head and neck but also to the weight 

abdomen. The AIS 2-6 injuries are again summarized and 
System 5: padded seat/cushion (e.g. Autoflug Toppy) 

described in figure 16 below. Altogether 277 children were restrained by System 1, and 
~e average number of individual injuries to the alto- 245 of these (88.4%) were in the co~ect weight range be- 

gether 144 injured, restrained children was 1.30. tween 9 kg and 18 kg. 21 children (7.6%) weighed 19 kg or 

different restraint ~_~vstems more, and 11 children (4.0%) 8 kg or less. The of use 
Altogether 58 children were restrained by System 2. 

The ECE-regulation No. 44 (7) defines four weight These children were in the weight range between 8 kg and 
classes for children’s restraint systems: 20 kg; after this system was tested for the Weight Class I and 

Class 0: below 10 kg Class II according to the ECE all the children (with the 

Class I: 9 to 18 kg exception of 2 children weighing 8 kg) were in the admiss- 

Class II: 15 to 25 kg ible weight range. 

Class III: 22 to 36 kg Altogether 140 children were restrained by System 3; 4 
(2.9%) were too heavy and 13 (9.3%) too light. Two of the 

Five different child restraint systems ~: :’~s,m.ar systems     children who were too heavy weighed 30 kg each (the sys- 

were combined) in the Groups I and II~II were examined to tem is tested up to 18 kg). 
establish to what extent these weight ranges are obse~ed in 

~. ~ ~.~’o-e~er 102 children were restrained ~,,~stem 4, 
reality. ~e Weight Class 0 contained only a few individual 

approved for 15 to 25 kg, only 71 (69.6%) being in this 
cases, so that here they could not be taken into account. 

admissible weight range. 15 children (14.7%) were too 

Weight Class I: heavy, and 16 children (15.7%) too light. Here, to~as in 

System 1: seat plus a~esting device (e.g. R6mer the case of System 3~it could again be observed that the 

Peggy) admissible weight was in some cases quite considerably 
System 2: seat plus adult’s 3-point-belt (e.g. Sicar- exceeded; thus here, in two cases, the weight was 35 kg, in 

rex, Kiddy) one case 40 kg, and in another 44 kg. 
System 3: adjustable seat with integrated 4-point Altogether 51 children were restrained by System 5; 45 
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(88.2%) of these weighed over 15 kg and were thus in the The MAIS distribution depending on age (figures 7 and 
admissible weight range. But as this system uses padded 13) illustrates that among the restrained children only those 

seats, its correct use is less a question of weight than of the aged from 0 to 2 years sustained MAIS 3-6 injuries, while 
child’s height. When using it special attention has to be paid among the unrestrained children the MAIS 3-6 injuries 
to see that the shoulder belt does not lie too close to the neck. were distributed over all age-groups. Here the question 

Not only were the five different child restraint systems in arises as to whether the child restraint systems on sale and 
the Weight Classes I and IlfllI examined, but investigations used in Germany today could not be even further improved 
were also conducted into the height of those children re- for the age-group 0-2 years; at any rate, more attention will 
strained solely by a 3-point belt for adults. The available have to be paid to this age-group in the future. 
accident material contained altogether 63 children re- The distribution of the injury severity depending on the 
strained by 3-point belts, the ages ranging from 1 to 12 years type of collision has shown that--both for unrestrained and 
and the height from 90 to 150 cm. The latest research shows restrained children--the serious/fatal injuries primarily oc- 
that a 3-point belt can be worn by a child with a height of 120 cur in head-on and side collisions, but that very serious/fatal 
to 140 cm; which limit applies depends, on the one hand, on injuries may also arise in roll-over accidents. 
the height of the seated child himself and, on the other, on Injuries to the different parts of the body 
the height of the upper anchorage point of the rear-seat belt. 

The frequency and severity of individual injuries to the In the available accident material altogether 20 children 

(31.7%) were smaller than 120 cm, and 39 children (61.9%) 
different parts of the body, depending on the type of colli- 

were smaller than 140 cm. Depending on whether the limit sion, have already been described in detail. The most impor- 

of 120 cm or 140 cm assumed, it thus emerges that between tant finding here was that there are completely different 

one-third and two-thirds of all children who were restrained injury patterns for unrestrained and restrained children: in 

by 3-point belts only were still too small for the use of the case of unrestrained children the injuries are concen- 

3-point belts alone, trated on the head, the arms and legs; in the case of re- 
strained children they are concentrated on the head, the neck 

Discussion of the Main Findings and the abdomen. 
Although the head is most frequently injured in the case 

Sitting position of restrained and also unrestrained children, the proportion 

A comparison of the sitting positions of unrestrained and of serious head injuries (AIS 2-6) to unrestrained children 

restrained children (figures 6 and 12) revealed above all was 7.3 times higher than to restrained children (288 unre- 

three essential differences: firstly, the proportion of strained children with 17 AIS 2-6 head injuries; 865 re- 

unrestrained children sitting on the "front right-hand" seat strained children with 7 AIS 2-6 head injuries). 

was greater than among the restrained ones; secondly, the That it is the neck that is most frequently injured among 

position "rear-centre" was more frequently occupied in the the restrained children is mainly due to the fact that many 

case of the unrestrained children; and, thirdly, the restrained slight neck injuries (AIS 1) occurred, although there were 

children were sitting far more frequently on the "right-hand also 2 AIS 5 neck injuries (one in a head-on collision of 

rear" seat. medium accident severity and one in an extremely serious 

The sitting position on the "left-hand rear" seat had the side collision). 
same relative frequency of 27-29% in the case of the un- Injuries to the abdomen ranked third in the frequency 

restrained and restrained children, distribution for the restrained children; here the same ap- 

plies as for the neck injuries: the proportion of slight ab- 
Distribution of the injury severity dominal AIS 1 injuries is very high, but there are also a few 

Figures 7 and 13 show the MAIS distributions for unre- serious/fatal injuries (AIS 2-6). This proportion of serious/ 
strained and restrained children; a comparison shows that fatal abdominal injuries (AIS 2-6) is, however, considera- 
far more of the restrained children remained uninjured bly lower in the case of the restrained children than the 
(82.7% compared with 48.6% in the case of the unrestrained unrestrained ones (865 restrained children with 4 abdominal 
children). AIS 2-6 injuries; 288 unrestrained children also with 4 

If the serious to fatal injuries (MAIS 3-6) are combined, abdominal AIS 2-6 injuries). 
this results in a relative proportion of only 0.5% of the One main point of injury which had turned out to be 

restrained children; but for the unrestrained children there is dominant among the unrestrained children--injuries to the 
a relative proportion of 3.5%. In the accident material con- arms and legs--hardly appeared at all among the restrained 
sidered here the risk of serious/fatal injuries for the unre- children: with the exception of two upper arm fractures, 
strained children is seven-times higher than for the re- only AIS 0/1 injuries to the arms and legs were observed 
strained ones. If the proportion of fatal injuries (MAIS 6) is among all the other restrained children. 
compared it emerges that the unrestrained children are ex- In the case of the restrained children the analysis of the 
posed to a risk of fatal injuries which is 3.5-times higher individual injuries revealed that a relatively large propor- 
than for the restrained ones. tion of serious AIS 2-6 injuries occurs in side collisions 
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(compare figures 14 and 15) and in future more attention and a major German newspaper in 1988, new accident mate- 

should be paid to this kind of loading, rial was built up which today comprises 870 car accidents 
with 1,153 children (288 unrestrained and 865 restrained) 

The risk of neck injuries aged between 0 and 12 years. 
In the accident material for this study there is one case in Most of the accidents were car/car accidents (65-75%), 

which a child aged 10 months sustained a neck injury in a followed by single car accidents (15-20%) and collisions 
head-on collision which resulted in tetraplegia even though between a car and a truck or a bus (5-10%). 
it was restrained in a child’s seat with a 4-point belt. The 50-60% of the accidents were head-on collisions, 20- 
accident severity was an EES (8) of about 35-40 kph. 25% were side collisions, the left-hand side of the car being 

On account of this individual case the HUK-Verband struck more frequently. 
carried out extensive research in Germany with regard to In the case of the unrestrained children the injuries were 
these neck injuries, and two more cases were found in which concentrated on the head (about 55 %) and the arms and legs 
children sustained a neck fracture; in one case the injury was (21% each). Serious AIS 3-6 injuries occurred mainly to the 
fatal, and in the other it resulted in tetraplegia. The cases head and abdomen. 
show agreement inasfar as they were head-on collisions Injury concentrations according to age groups could not 
with an accident intensity of below EES = 50 kph, the be observed in the unrestrained children, and serious/fatal 
systems restraining the children had 4-point belts and the injuries were distributed over all the age-groups. 
children were in the 9-12-month age-group. It is noticeable In the case of the restrained children the serious injuries 
that all neck injuries that have so far come to light have a were concentrated chiefly among the children aged 0 to 2 
severity of either AIS 1 or AIS 5/6; the AIS 2-4 range hardly years. Although at present this observation cannot be ex- 
ever seems to occur in the case of infants who sustain neck plained, it can be inferred from it that more attention should 
injuries, be paid to the protective effect of restraint systems partic- 

It is still not possible to understand and objectify the ularly in the case of infants, and there seems to be a need for 
mechanisms and causes of serious neck injuries, especially improvement here. 
against the background of the obviously many cases of Children using restraint systems also sustain head inju- 
equal or greater accident severity in which children remain ries most frequently, but usually AIS 1 injuries. The protec- 
uninjured in restraint systems with 4-point belts, tive effect of these systems clearly emerges in a reduction of 

At least seen from our present standpoint, it seems certain the injury severity: the proportion of serious head injuries 
that the occurrence of critical neck injuries is primarily not a was about seven times higher in the case of the unrestrained 
problem of the accident severity, but a problem of unfortu- children. 
nate circumstances coinciding. Injuries to restrained children are also concentrated on 

It is not known today how frequently neck fractures oc- the neck and abdomen. Although the neck injuries were 
cur, but the fact that such cases actually do arise in practice mostly slight (AIS 1), individual cases of neck fractures 
must not be ignored. On the other hand, they should not be were also observed; this statement applies correspondingly 
overestimated, either, since the cases to date--as research to the abdominal injuries with mostly slight injuries (AIS 1),, 
has shown-~occurred spread over several years, and further but some of these were very serious. The proportion of 
cases do not seem to be known in Germany at present, abdominal injuries is, however, about three times higher in 
Moreover, nor should those children be excluded from con- the unrestrained than the restrained children. 
sideration who---because they were using a child restraint Severe injuries to the arms and legs--such as were ob- 
system--were spared serious or fatal injuries, for example served in the unrestrained children--hardly occurred at all 
fatal head injuries, in the case of the restrained children. 

It was head-on and side collisions which resulted in the 
Summary most serious injuries. It emerged that the side accident is 

Each year in Germany about 100 children are killed and very significant compared with the head-on collision: the 

some 11,500 are injured as passengers in cars. The overall number of serious AIS 3-6 injuries in the study material was 

rate of children using a restraint system amounts at present even twice as high as in head-on collisions. For this reason, 

to only 50-60%, and is thus far too low. in future more attention should be paid to the loading which 

By 1988 the Accident Research Division of the HUK- occurs to restrained children in side accidents. 

Verband had collected from a total of about 3,500 car acci- An examination of the extent to which the weight classes 

dents information on 437 children, of whom 135 were re- defined in ECE-R44 were observed in reality showed that 

strained and 302 were not. 90-95% of the children restrained by means of the systems 
It proved difficult in the necessarily short time using in Class I were neither above or below the permitted range; 

conventional methods to build up accident material which in individual cases, however, the body weight was deft- 

made it possible not only to obtain information on the chil- nitely too high. Only 70% of the children in systems in Class 

dren’s injury criteria but also effective analyses of the dif- II were within the permissible weight range, 15% of the 

ferent restraint systems, children were too light and 15% too heavy; the weight was 

As part of a campaign run jointly by the HUK Verband sometimes exceeded quite considerably. 
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For this reason it should be pointed out to parents more cumstances together with system-related knowledge on the 
emphatically than hitherto that they must observe the safety effect achieved by child protective systems. 
weight limits given by the manufacturers of children’s seats, Acknowledgements 
so that the protection potential is not reduced. 

With regard to the use of 3-point belts it could be seen that 
The German Motor Vehicle Insurers owe a debt of gratitude 

one- to two-thirds of all children restrained in this way were 
to the newspapers AutoBild and Bild for their support of the 
public campaign which made this new direct sampling 

too small, 
method possible and resulted in the accident material de- 

Although the available material only made it possible to 
scribed. Special thanks are due to Mr. Peter J. Glodschey, 

compare the tendency of restrained and unrestrained chil- 
Editor-in-Chief, and Mr. Joachim R. Walther for their per- 

dren, the beneficial effect of child protective systems was 
sonal commitment and support. 

confirmed. 
The authors would also like to thank Messrs. Fritz Fink- 

In isolated cases, however, an injury pattern that it had not 
beiner and Hans-Dieter Zipfel, research engineers, for car- 

been possible to notice previously showed up in the case of 
restrained children aged from 9-12 months, namely serious 

rying out the accident analysis and the evaluation work, 
Mr. Helmut Klein, Dipl.-Ing., for programming and han- 

neck injuries. Although these injuries seem to be extremely 
dling the special data base, and Mr. Geoffrey P. Burwell of 

rare, they do occur and must not be ignored, 
the Sprachen- und Dolmetscher-Institut, Munich, for the 

The biomechanical research into the limits of loading 
translation of the study. 

that can be endured by children, especially infants up to the 
age of 18 months, must be intensified. Relf’ereilces 

Precisely because these studies can only produce reliable (1) Statistisches B undesamt Wiesbaden, "Stral3enver- 
results on a long-term basis, this work should be begun as kehrsunf~il!e", Fachserie 8, Reihe 3.3 
soon as possible. (2) Bundesanstalt fiir StrafSenwesen, "Die Sicherheits- 

Rearward-facing systems, as far as possible with defined, gurtanlegequoten von Pkw-Insassen (Erwachsene und 
integrated installation in the car, should be offered for sale Kinder) Ergebnisse der Erhebung vom September 1988", 
in larger numbers, especially for infants up to the age of 18 Bergisch Gladbach, November 1988. 
months. (3) K. Langwieder et al., "Kinderverletzungen im Pkw", 

New measuring methods, which make it possible to as- International Meeting on Biomechanics of Trauma in Chil- 
sess the motion sequences and the loading in the spinal dren, International Research Committee on the Biokinetics 
region, must be developed and integrated in the test require- of Impacts, Lyon, France, September 1974. 
ments of ECE-R44. The weight range covered by Group I of (4) HUK-Verband, "Facts on Road Traffic Accidents and 
ECE-R44 of between 9 and 18 kg relates to the age groups Safety of Automobiles", Biiro fiir Kfz-Technik, Munich, 
of children with completely different injury risks. Dividing 1978. 
this group up or modifying the individual criteria between (5) K. Langwieder, "Kinder im Auto--ihr Risiko beim 
Group 0/I should ensure that more consideration is given to Unfall und Wirkung heutiger Schutzsysteme", BiJro fi]r 
the special biomechanical accident characteristics of chil- Kfz-Technik, Munich, May 1987. 
dren between 9 and 18 months. (6) K. Langwieder, "Epidemiologies des Kinderunfalls 

For this purpose, infant dummies of 9 and 18 months im Straf3enverkehr", Reihe "Klinische und experimentelle 
should exist to make it possible to carry out realistic meas- Notfallmedizin", Band 9, W. Zuckschwerdt Verlag, 
urements of the loading on the neck and abdomen. In the Munich, 1988. 
ECE tests more attention should be paid to protective crite- (7) ECE-R 44, "Einheitliche Vorschriften fiir die Ge- 
ria in side collisions, but more precise experience from nehmigung der Riickhalteeinrichtungen fiir Kinder in 
accident research will have to be made available. Kraftfahrzeugen", Economic Commission for Europe. 

Intensified international cooperation must create a wider (8) F. Zeidler et al., "Injury Mechanisms in Head-On 
basis, so that experience of biomechanical criteria can also Collisions Involving Glance-Off", 25th Stapp Car Crash 
be obtained in the case of rare but dangerous accident cir- Conference, San Francisco, California, September 1981. 



Lives Saved by Child Safety Seats From 1982 Through 1987 

Susan C. Partyka, young children (under five years old) who visited these . 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, centers in 1987 were in child safety seats. In contrast, only 

U.S. Department of Transportation 24 percent of young children who survived a fatal accident 

were in child safety seats. Observations taken by individual 

Abstract states produce results that vary widely between these two 

extremes. Despite the effectiveness of child safety seats and 
Child safety seats are very effective in preventing fatality the widespread use of safety seats in some areas, children in 

of young occupants of passenger cars. It is estimated that serious crashes are frequently unprotected. 
child seat use reduces infant (under one year) fatality risk by If all young children used child seats, more lives could be 
69 percent and toddler (one through four years) fatality risk saved. With 100 percent use, child seats (with the mix of 
by 47 percent. Because many child safety seats are incor- correct and incorrect use during 1982 through 1987) could 
rectly used, potential effectiveness is probably even higher, have saved an estimated: 

Child seats saved an estimated 713 lives between 1982 

and 1987. Use of adult belts saved an additional 125 chil- 369 lives in 1982, 

dren. The 838 lives saved by child seats and adult belts 380 lives in 1983, 

during these six years is about one-third the number (2,348) 355 lives in 1984, 

378 lives in 1985, that could have been saved if all children under five years 

old had used child seats every trip. While child seat use is 405 lives in 1986, and 

reported to be as high as 80 percent in some observation 
462 lives in 1987. 

surveys, use in accidents is much lower. Only 24 percent of If child seats are to achieve anything like this potential, 
young children who survived a fatal traffic accident were they must be used by children involved in serious crashes. 
protected. For child seats to achieve anything like their 

potential, they must be much more widely used by children Data 
involved in serious crashes. Between 1982 and 1987 there were 7,060 vehicles 

reported to FARS that met the following three criteria. First, 
Summary they were passenger cars built after front seat lap and 

Estimates derived from the Fatal Accident Reporting shoulder belts were required (model years 1974 and later). 

System (FARS) indicate that child seats are very effective in Second, they had both a driver and a young child passenger 

preventing infant (under one year old) and toddler (one (under five years old). And third, belt use and type (whether 

through four years old) fatality. It is estimated that, between adult belts, child safety seat, or unbelted) was reported for 

1982 and 1987, child seats and adult belts reduced fatalities both the driver and the child passenger. 

by: 
Method 

69 percent for infants in child safety seats, 

47 percent for toddlers in child safety seats, and 
This paper uses the matched-pairs techniques described 

36 percent for toddlers in adult belts, 
in detail by Leonard Evans (for example, in "Driver 

Fatalities versus Car Mass Using a New Exposure 

Because many child seats are incorrectly or incompletely Approach," Accident Analysis and Prevention, Volume 16, 
¯ 

used (as reported from detailed observation surveys), Number l, 1984) and used by him in a variety of studies of 

potential effectiveness is probably higher than the estimates fatal accidents. This technique has been used in previous 

provided here. agency analyses of child seats ("Restraint Use and Fatality 

As child seat use has increased, the annual number of Risk for Infants and Toddlers," Susan Partyka, 1984; "An 

lives saved has also increased. It is estimated that child Evaluation of Child Passenger Safety: The Effectiveness 

safety seats and adult belts used by infant and toddler and Benefits of Safety Seats," Charles Kahane, 1986). 

passenger vehicle occupants saved: The idea is to compute fatality odds from FARS data and 

75 lives in 1982, treat them as if they were fatality rates. For example, there 

105 lives in 1983, 
were 4,239 vehicles in which neither the driver nor the child 

passenger was belted. In these vehicles, there were 1,341 
126 lives in 1984, 

driver fatalities and 1,290 child passenger fatalities, as 
153 lives in 1985, 

shown in table 1.. The ratio of child to driver fatalities was: 
¯ 

166 lives in 1986, and 

213 lives in 1987. 1,290 / 1,341 -- 0.962. 

Child seats could save many more lives, but use is still There were also 910 vehicles in which the driver was 

low in serious accidents. Observations taken at shopping unbelted, but the child passenger was in a child safety seat. 

centers in nineteen cities indicate that about 80 percent of There were 324 driver fatalities and 156 child passenger 
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fatalities in these vehicles. The ratio of child to driver individual estimate) was used to produce the weighted 
fatalities was: average estimate. 

156 / 324 = 0.481. 
For example, child safety seat effectiveness in the front 

seats of passenger cars was estimated twice: once for 
If these fatality odds are interpreted as fatality rates, they vehicles with unbelted drivers, and again for vehicles with 

can be used to estimate the effectiveness of child safety belted drivers. This produced estimates that child safety 
seats in vehicles with an unbelted driver. Children in safety seats were 58 percent and 34 percent effective, respectively, 

seats were: in preventing fatality. The first estimate was based on data 
that included 114 vehicles with both a child in a child safety 

(0.962 - 0.481) / 0.962 = 50 percent               seat and an unbelted driver fatality. The second estimate was 

less likely to be killed than were the unbelted children in based on data that included 35 vehicles with both a child in a 

these fatal accidents. This result is shown in table 2. child safety seat and a belted driver fatality. The average of 

These estimates were made for each combination of these estimates was computed as: 

driver and child belt use (drivers belted versus unbelted; (58 percent* 114 vehicles) + (34 percent * 35 vehicles)_ 52 percent. 

children belted by adult seat belts, belted in child safety (114 vehicles + 35 vehicles) 

seats, or unbelted), separately for front and rear seats, and Using a different weighting factor (or using straight 
separately for infants (those under one year old) and averaging) would produce different results from the ones 
toddlers (those one through four years old). They are reported here. The estimates of the benefits of rear (as 
interpreted here as estimates of the effectiveness of child opposed to front) seating are most sensitive to the selection 
safety seats and adult belts in saving the lives of young of the weighting factor because the effectiveness estimates 
children, produced for various categories of driver and child belt 

The method depends on three assumptions. First, that belt status varied so widely. 
use was correctly reported for fatalities and survivors of 
fatal accidents. Second, that unknown belt use data were Effectiveness 
missing at random. And third, that the exposure of young Table 1 shows the available data for children under five 
children to potentially-fatal crashes was adequately years old--all seating positions, those known to have been 
represented by the number of fatalities among drivers of in the front seat, and those known to have been in a rear seat. 
young children. The seating position of some young children was not 

The data were also used to estimate the incremental known. These children are included in the summary across 
benefits of rear (as opposed to front) seating for young all seats, but not in either of the two known seat areas. 
children. For example, in vehicles with both the driver and The fatality odds shown in table 1 were used to compare 
child belted, the fatality odds were: the fatality experiences of unbelted children to the 

716 / 603 = 1.187 for children in the front seat and experiences of children using child safety seats and adult 
seat belts. Young children in safety seats were 54 percent 

466 / 590 = 0.790 for children in the rear seat. 
less likely to be killed than were unbelted children. This 

If these fatality odds are treated like fatality rates, the should not be interpreted as an estimate of child safety seat 
safety benefit of placing a young child in the rear seat can be effectiveness because of confounding differences between 
estimated. Children in the rear seat were: unbelted and belted children. Children in rear seats and 

infants were more likely to be belted than were children in (1.187 - 0.790) / 1.187 = 33 percent 
front seats and toddlers. The biasing effects of these two 

less likely to be killed than were children in the front seat. differences can be removed statistically from the fatality 
This result is shown in table 3. data. 

The combinations of driver belt use, child belt use, and The first difference noted above is that unbelted children 
child seating position produced multiple estimates of the more often rode in the front seat than in the rear seat, while 
effectiveness of adult belts and child safety seats in children in safety seats more often rode in the safer rear seat. 
preventing fatality among children and multiple estimates Because sitting in the rear seat provides more protection, 
of the benefits of placing a child in the safer rear seat. In this difference produces a statistical bias in favor of child 
some cases there was good agreement among the estimates, safety seats. To compensate for this difference, the data of 
but in others there was remarkable scatter, table 1 were used to produce separate estimates of fatality 

Average effectiveness estimates were computed by reductions for front seat and for rear seat occupants.- 
weighting individual effectiveness estimates by a measure It is estimated from these data that child safety seats are 
intended to reflect the relative reliability of the individual 52 percent effective in preventing fatality in front seats and 
estimates. The reliability of the estimates usually was 47 percent effective in preventing fatality in rear seats (table 
limited most by the small number of belted children. So this 2). The difference between these two estimates appears 
measure (the number of vehicles with both a driver fatality small enough to have resulted from chance. The weighted 
and a belted child passenger, used to calculate each average of these two estimates is 49 percent. This is the 
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Table 1. Fatalities of drivers and their young child passengers separate estimates of fatality reductions for infants and 
(children under five years old, 1982-1 987 data), toddlers, for front and for rear seat occupants. 

Ratio of Fatalities 
~,s ~.zt r,~-~t~ ~ ~v,~/ ~/ The separate calculations performed are summarized for 
~=i~ t~.~ ~ud ~i~,~ ~ud ~1~ t~_~ 

infants (those under one year old) in tables 4 through 6 and All Seats ~ ~ 1,341 1,290 1.040 0.962 
~:, ~mt ~.~ 84 42 2.000 0.200 

for toddlers (those one through four years old) in tables 7 Ncr~ (~dld seat 324 156 2.077 0.481 
~ats ~,~ ~o 2o o.5~o 2.000 through 9. The data for adult-belted infants are inadequate Belts ~ult belt 87 88 0.989 1.011 
Ba].ts (~l.d soat 178 137 1.299 0.770 for meaningful estimates. The estimated fatality reductions 

r~ ~ ~,~ ~03 718 0.842 1.187 from belt use (controlling for differences in seat positions of 
Nc~e ~kllt belt 28 14 2.000 0.500 
~,~ ~.t~ ~t 114 57 2.000 0.200 unbelted and belted children) are: 
1~2tts Adult balg 34 39 0.872 1.147 

Baits I~ild ~at 35 44 0.795 1.257 69 percent for infants in child safety seats, 

~ ~-~ ~ 590 488 1.2~ 0.790 47 percent for toddlers in child safety seats, and 
NC~e ~h~It belt 54 28 1.929 0.519 
~,~ ~ra~d ~t 197 99 1.99o 0.503 36 percent for toddlers in adult belts. 
Belts Nc~e 34 63 0.540 1.853 
~ts aata~ ~_~t 49 4~ 1.o85 0.939 
i~].ts ~Mld r~at ~L~5 92 1.467 0.681 In each case, accounting for differences in seating 

positions of unbelted versus belted children produces 
Table 2. Estimated percentage benefits of protecting young 
children, estimated fatality benefits that are between three and five 

~o s~t percentage points lower than the estimates produced 
~i~ ~i~ ~: ~v~,-~ without adjusting for this difference. 

(1"Li!d Protected by Control used Contr~l Frcnt Rear Benefit 
!~itl.lt seat kP-lt Ul-2P~ed driver 48 58 34 42 The estimated average benefit of sitting in a rear seat was 

Belted driver 4--9 40 4-9 4--6 
a,~_~ 49 4-~ 41 44 29 percent for infants and 19 percent for toddlers. For 

omd ~e~ ~a~ trn~tm driver 50 ~ 36 44 infants, the estimated benefits were higher for cases with a 
~_~tm dr~ver 6_~ 34 6~ 57 belted driver but did not seem to depend on the belt use Average 54 52 47 49 

status of the child. The estimates derived for toddlers varied 

Table 3. Estimated percentage benefits of rear-seating for widely, depending on the belt status of the driver and of the 
young children within categories of driver and child belt toddler. The reasons for these differences are not currently 
protection, understood. 

~elt Use of Driver Control 
~hild Upbelted Belted Averaqe 
~ 33 3 32 Table 4. Fatalities of drivers and their infant passengers 
~u_~t seat beZt -a 18 7 (children under one year old, 1982-1987 data). 
(~dld safety seat -_~i 4-6 I--6 ~talities Average 25 31 26 

(hild ’ s Belt Protection ~_____9~__Deaths Driver/ Child/ 
Position D~iver ~ild Driver ~lild ~hild Driver 
All Seats None Nc~e 196 332 0.590 1.694 

estimated effectiveness of child safety seats in preventing ~ J~kl.l.t l::~_lt 3 2 1.500 0.667 
None Child seat 99 58 1.707 0.586 

fatality, controlling for differences in seating position ~ts ~ 3 26 0.115 8.667 
Belts Adult belt 5 7 0.714 1.400 

between unbelted children and children in safety seats. ~ts cr~a sea~ ~2 44 0.955 1.048 

Similar calculations produce an estimate that adult belts are n~,,~ ~om ~ 3.22 237 0.515 1.943 

44 percent effective in preventing fatality, after controlling ~ mu~ ~,~a~ ~ 1 ~.ooo 0.333 
None (~d_Id seat 38 28 1.357 0.737 

for seating position differences between unbelted children ~ats ~-~ 1 11 o.o91 n.ooo 
Belts ~dult belt 4 5 0.800 1.250 

and children in adult belts. ~_~ts crd_~d ~t 9 14 0.643 1.556 

The data in table 1 can also be used to compare the fatality ~ ~ ~ 53 76 0.697 1.434 

odds of children in the front and rear seats, after controlling 
r~cm m~a~ ~_~t 0 1 0.000 - 
None ~hild seat 57 30 1.900 0.526 

for driver and child belt use type. Table 3 shows that, on 
~ts ~or~ 2 11 0.182 5.500 
Belts Adult belt 0 1 0.000 - 

average, a young child was 26 percent less likely to be killed ~.~ts ~rald ~at 32 30 1.o67 o.938 

in a rear seat than in the front seat. However, there were 

large differences in the estimates produced by the various Table 5. Estimated percentage benefits of protecting infants. 

categories of driver and child belt use status. At this time, ~o s~t 
Position Benefit in: Average 

there appears to be no pattern in the variety of estimates. The ~,~ ~ ~, ~-o1 u~ co~=o1 r=~ ~r ~t 
~hild safety seat Unbelted driver 65 62 63 63 

variation may reflect reporting biases, the inherent ~o~ driver 88 8-6 83 84 
Average 72 67 70 69 

variability of the data, or a physical process that is not yet 

understood. Table 6. Estimated percentage benefits of rear seating for 
The second difference between unbelted and belted infants within categories of driver and child belt protection. 

Belt Use of Driver Control children noted previously is that infants were more CralO ~ ~v Un~eltm mltm ~vera~e 
frequently belted (especially in a child safety seat) than ~one 26 50 27 

Child safety seat 29 4--0 3--2 
were toddlers. Because infants are more vulnerable to injury Average 27 40 29 

than are older children, this difference produces a statistical 

bias against child safety seats. To compensate for this 
Lives Saved difference, the data of table 1 for all young children were 

separately tabulated for infants (table 4) and toddlers (table FARS provides counts of young children killed as 

7). The data from these two tables were used to produce occupants of passenger vehicles (cars, pickups, vans, and 
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Table 7. Fatalities of drivers and their toddler passengers Table 10. Estimated type of belt protection used by fatalities 
(children one through four years old, 1982-1987 data), categorized into infants and toddlers. 

Patio of Fatallti~ 
~ild’s Belt Protection Number of Deaths Driver/ (~ild/ Est~ted Fatality Cot~4~ Estimated Percent Use 
Positicn Driver ~hil__d Driver ~hild ~hild Driver None ~hild Adult ~hild Adult Total 
All Seats None Nc~e 1,145 958 1.195 0.837 Year AGe Used Seat Belt .Total. Seat Belt Use 

None ~ult belt 81 40 2.025 0.494 1982 0 145 19 0 164 11.6 0.0 11.6 Nc~e (~lild seat 225 98 2.296 0.436 1---4 40~7 2--9 13 44--9 6.5 2.-9 9.4 Belts Nc~e 57 94 0.606 1.649 0-4 552 48 13 613 7.8 2.1 i0.0 Belts Adult. ~elt 82 81 i. 012 0.988 
Belts Child seat      136       93      1.462      0.684 

1983 0     130       26        1      157        16.6    0.6 17.2 
Front None ~ 481 479 1.004 0.996 1--4 38--7 42 1--6 445 9.4 3.6 13.0 

None Adult belt 25 13 1.923 0.520 0-4 517 68 17 602 11.3 2.8 14.1 
None Child seat 76 29 2.621 0.382 
Belts Nc~e 22 33 0.667 1.500 1984 0 103 28 1 132 21.2 0.8 22.0 Belts ~dult belt 30 34 0.882 1.133 1--4 325 55 2--5. 40__5 13.6 6.2 19.8 Belts (~ild seat 26 30 0.867 1.154 0-4 428 83 26 537 15.5 4.8 20.3 

Rear ~ No~e 537 390 1.377 0.726 
Ncme Adult belt 54 27 2.000 0.500 1985 0 94 34 2 130 26.2 1.5 27.7 
Nc~e (~ild seat 140 69 2.029 0.493 1-4 32-7 6--7 30 42__4 ~5.8 7.--1 22.9 
Belts Ncme 32 52 0.615 1.625 0-4 421 i01 32 554 18.2 5.8 24.0 
Belts ~dult belt 49 45 1.089 0.918 
Belts (~dld seat 103 62 1.661 0.602 1986 0 91 33 6 130 25.4 4.6 30.0 

1-4 347 6__7 5-5 46-9 14 .___~3 ii. 7 26.0 0-4 438 100 61 599 16.7 10.2 26.9 
Table 8. Estimated percentage benefits of protecting toddlers. 1987 0 113 39 6 1~ 24.7 3.8 28.5 No Seat 1-4 333 96 6--7 496 19.4 13.5 32.9 Position Benefit in: Average 0-4 446 135 73 654 20.6 11.2 31.8 ~lild Prutected bv Om~rol Used CcntrD1 Front Rear Benefit 
~11t seat belt Unbelted driver 41 48 31 36 

Belted driver 4--0 2--4 4--3 3__6 1982 0 676 179 16 871 20.6 1.8 22.4 
Average 41 35 37 36 -87 1-4 2,126 35--6 20__6 2,688 13.2 7.__7 20.9 

0-4 2,802 535 222 3,559 15.0 6.2 21.3 
~id safety seat Unbelted driver 48 62 32 43 

Be!ted driver 59 23 63 55 
Av~ 52 52 45 47 This procedure produces an estimate that 213 child 

occupants of passenger vehicles were saved by belt use 
Table 9. Estimated percentage benefits of rear seating for 
toddlers withi, categories of driver and child be~t protectio.. 1987--172 in child safety seats and 41 in adult belts. 

Between 1982 and 1987, child safety seats saved an 
Belt Use of Driver Control 

~nd ~ ~ ~ ~ A~e estimated 713 lives. Adult belts saved an additional 12~ 
mutt seae t~.~ 4 19 11 lives, for a total of 838 young children saved by belts in 
Cldld safety seat -2__9 48 O 
~v~,j~ 17 2~ 19 these six years. The results are shown in table 11. 

Table 11. Estimated young children saved by safety seats and 
multipurpose vehicles) by accident year, age, and reported adult belts. 
belt use. The unknown belt use data were prorated among r~:~          ~-.~ r~ ÷ 
the known data in two steps. First, fatalities with unknown mu~t ~ ro~a~ mu~t cnu~ 

Belt Seat Use        Belt: Seat Use        Belt . Seat Use 

belt use type were prorated between fatalities in child seats Belted 

and adult seat belts. Second, fatalities for whom it was not     m~’~ti’~ 
1982 0 19 19 13 29 42 13 48 61 

known whether or not they were belted were prorated across 1983 1 26 27 16 42 58 17 68 85 
1984 1 28 29 25 55 80 26 83 109 

the resulting estimates of fatalities in child seats and in adult 19~ ~ 34 36 30 67 97 32 101 133 
1986 6 33 39 55 67 122 61 i00 161 

belts and fatalities reported as unbelted. The results by age 1987 6 39 45 6__77 
1982-1987           16 179 195        206 356 562        222 535 757 

were collapsed to produce estimates of belt use by fatally- 
Estimated 

injured infants and toddlers, shown in table 10. 
It is estimated that in 1982 there were 48 young children ~on 0.36 0.69 0.36 0.47 - 

killed in a child safety seat (7.8 percent of young children 
r.~ves Saved killed in passenger vehicles that year). In 1987, there were 19~a 0 42 42 7 26 33 7 ~ 75 

an estimated 135 young children killed in a safety seat (20.6 1983 1 ~ 59 9 37 46 10 95 105 
1984 l 62 63 14 49 63 15 iiI ~96 

percent of young child occupants killed that year). 1985 1 76 77 17 59 76 18 135 153 
1986 3 73 76 31 59 90 34 132 166 

These estimates of young belted children killed in 1987 _~ ~ 90 _~_ 85 ~3 4_~ ~_u 21_~ 
1982-1987 9 398 407 116 315 431 125 713 838 

passenger vehicles were combined with the effectiveness 

estimates produced in the previous section, to form Potential Lives Saved 
estimates of lives saved by belts. The estimated 

effectiveness of adult belts in preventing toddler fatality If all young children had been using a child safety seat, 

was used as the estimate for infants; a separate infant more lives could have been saved. Estimates of the number 

estimate could not be derived from the few available cases savable each year were calculated from total fatalities (table 

of adult-belted infants. 
10), lives saved by seats and belts (table 11), and 

Child belt use benefits were calculated as: effectiveness of safety seats as used during these six years, 
as follows: 

Lives Saved = Fatalities * Belt Effectiveness Infant Lives That Could Be Saved = (Total Fatalities + Lives 

1--Belt Effectiveness Saved) * 0.69, and 
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Toddler Lives That Could Be Saved = (Total Fatalities + contrast, adult belts are standard in all passenger vehicles. 

Lives Saved) * 0.47. Their presence in the vehicle does not indicate a commit- 
ment to their use. 

At these effectiveness levels, safety seats could have Unknown belt use data (the issue of the second assump- 
saved an average of 400 lives a year. The potentia! benefits tion) frequently reflects the police accident report form used 
depend on the number of children involved in accidents in a particular state. Some states do not routinely report belt 
each year and the mix of infants (for whom child safety seats use (there is no belt use data element on the police report) or 
are very effective)and toddlers (for whom effectiveness has do not routinely report belt type used (the belt use data 
been lower, perhaps because of more frequent incorrect element includes only codes for yes and no). In these states, 
use). The estimates are shown in table 12. belt use or belt type is reported to FARS only if the police 

More young children are being saved each year because officer described it in the narrative portion of the police 
of increased child seat used in serious crashes. In 1982, report. These unknown data resemble the known data on the 
about one-fifth of the lives that could be saved with 100 FARS file to the extent that belt use in these states resembles 
percent use of child seats were saved. By 1987, close to one- belt use in states with more, or more-detailed, belt use 
half of the potential lives saved (given the actual mix of coding. 
correct and incorrect use modes) were actually saved. The The adequacy of driver fatalities as a measure of child 
data are shown in table 13. fatality risk (the issue of the third assumption) is unclear. It 

Table 12. Estimates of lives savable by child seats as used is possible that child seats prevent fatalities in crashes that 
during 1982 through 1987. pose little risk to the driver. If child seats are most effective 

Year Znfan~s To:ld].er~ ~ in low-severity crashes (for example, by preventing 

1982 142 227 369 ejections of small people through open windows), then this 

1983 149 231 380 estimation method underestimates the value of child seats. 

1984 135 220 355 Lives saved by child seats will not be reported to FARS 

1985 143 235 378 unless someone else in the accident dies. If this is the case, 

1986 142 263 405 the estimates provided here may be better described as the 

1987 171 291 462 effectiveness of child seats in high-severity accidents. 

~ 882 1~ 466 2,348 As a check of the process as a whole, the data of table 1 
were used to calculate car driver seat belt effectiveness 

Table 13. Young children saved by seats and belts as a (with child fatalities as the standardizing factor). The results 
percentage of those savable, with seats as used during 1982 are shown in table 14. 
through 1987. 

Year Infants Toddlers Total Table 14. Effectiveness of seat belts for car drivers. 
Child’s Seat Position in Car 

1982 30 % 15 % 20 % Control Used        Overall Front Rear Averaqe 
1983 40 % 20 % 28 % Unbelted child 52 38 57 48 
1984 47 % 29 % 35 % Adult belted child 51 56 45 51 

1985 54 % 32 % 40 % Child seated child 3--7 6--0 2~6 4_~3 

1986 54 % 34 % 41% 
Average 47 51 43 47 

1987 53 % 42 % 46 % This method produced an estimate that driver seat belts 
~ 46 % 29 % 36 % were 47 percent effective in preventing driver fatality (on 

average, across the three categories of child belt status). 
Discussion Individual estimates varied from 43 percent (for drivers 

These elements of safety seat and belt effectiveness for with children in safety seats) to 48 percent (for drivers of 

young children depend on three assumptions. First, that belt unbelted children) to 51 percent (for drivers with children in 

use was correctly reported for young children and their adult belts). These are within the agency’s estimated range 

drivers in fatal accidents. Second, that the unknown data on (40 to 50 percent) of lap and shoulder belt effectiveness. 

belt use and type were missing at random. And third, that There is a problem in reconciling the child seat benefits 

driver fatalities in passenger vehicles with young child (realized and potential) estimated here with the prevalent 

occupants were an adequate exposure measure for the risks child safety seat use reported in some observation surveys. 

of death to young children. It is estimated that 213 children were saved by safety seats 

It is not possible to test these assumptions directly, and belts in 1987, but that 462 could have been saved if all 

However, it seems that unbelted people reported as belted young children had used child safety seats. This implies that 

(the issue of the first assumption) would be more common many children were unbelted in accidents. Table 15 shows 

for adult belts (whether used by drivers or by children) than estimates that only half of all young children who survived a 

forchildseats.Thepresenceofachildseat, ifnot the child in fatal traffic accident were using any kind of belt in 1987. 

the seat and the correctness of its use, is obvious. The device In contrast, some surveys report that as many as 80 

has been bought specially, presumably because the child’s percent of young children are in child seats when observed 

parent believes in either its value or its legal necessity. In in traffic. One possible explanation is that the children 
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Table 15. Estimated type of belt protection used by survivors of may not adequately represent young children who become 
fatal accidents categorized into infants and toddlers, involved in serious accidents. 

This first possible explanation is partially supported by 
¯ 

~ ct~d ~t Crald mu~t ~ child seat use reported by individual states. Some states 
y~ar m~ u~a s~at ~_~ ~ soa~ ~1~ u~ report very high rates of child seat use (some as high as 80 1982 0 173 55 5 233 23.6 2.1 25.8 

x-4 1.267 9_~5 6~ 1,428 6.7 4..~ 11.3 percent). However, many other states report child seat use 
0-4 1,440 150 71 1,661 9.0 4.3 13.3 

rates of less than 40 percent. 
1983 0 a~4 86 4 244 35.2 1.6 36.9 The second possible explanation is supported by the 1-4 1,155 243. 8--3 1,479 16.3 5.6 21.9 

0-4 1,309 327 87 1,723 19.0 5.0 24.0 observation that adult belt use in accidents is lower than belt 

1984 0 130 119 1 250 47.6 0.4 48.0 use observed in traffic. It is likely that child seat use is also 
1-~4 1,007 315 135 1.457 21.6 9.3 30.9 lower in serious accidents than it is in general traffic. People 0-4 1,137 434 136 1,707 25.4 8.0 33.4 

who put young children in child seats may tend to get into 
1985 0       97      135        8      240        56 . 3    3.3 59.6 

1-4 967 39_~3 18"/ 1.547 25.4 12.1 37.5 fewer and less-serious accidents than people who drive with 
0"-4 1,064 528 195 1,787 29.5 10.9 40.5 unbelted children. The result would be optimistic estimates 

1986 0 1.27 133 8 268 49.6 3.0 52.6 of child seat use in accidents from the observation data. The 
¯ 1-4 935 43--0 31--8 1,683 25.5 18.9 44.4 

0-4 1,062 563 326 1,951 28.9 16.7 45.6 unbelted children in the observation surveys may be at 

1987 0 125 156 6 287 54.4 2.1 56.4 greater risk of becoming involved in a serious accident than 
1-4 944 49~6 41:2 1,852 26.8 22.2 49.0 are the children observed in safety seats. 
0-4 1,069 652 418 2,139 30.5 19.5 50.0 

In summary, it appears clear that safety seat use in 
1982 0 806 684 32 1,522 44.9 2.1 47.0 accidents is much lower than reported in observation -87 1---4 6,275 1,970 1,201 9.446 20.9 12.7 33.6 

~-~, 0-4 7,081 2,654 1,233 lO,9~ 24.2 11.2 35.4 surveys. While child seat use has increased over the last five 

years, children in serious accidents are still all too often 

observed in traffic are not representative of children unprotected. This situation is similar to that of the high risk 

involved in serious accidents. This may be for either of at adult population, who are less likely to use safety belts than 

least two reasons. First, children in the areas surveye’d may is the general population. Further fatality reductions will re- 

not adequately represent young children in traffic in all quire greater use of child safety seats where they are most 

~ areas of the country. And second, young children in traffic needed--in serious crashes. 

The Performance of Child Restraint Systems in Side Impacts 

A. P. Roy, K. J. Hill, tests carried out on a sample of current child restraint 

Middlesex Polytechnic; systems available in theUnited Kingdom for the small child 

~~ R.W. Lowne, (9 months to 4 years). The direction of impact was chosen to 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory represent side and oblique impacts. 
In order to consider these crash stimulations in a "real 

Abstract world" context, it is appropriate to begin by reviewing some 

field data collected in the UK over recent years. 
Current European Standards for Child Restraint Systems Unfortunately, the UK’s routine national accident data 

’~’, (CRS) do not include performance requirements for side record system, STATS 19, does not provide sufficient detail 
impact. However, field accident data have established that for an in-depth examination of child injuries. However, for a 
side impacts are responsible for nearly 30 percent of car much more limited sample, the pattern of accidents in which 
occupant fatalities and occur with a frequency ranked restrained children up to the age of five were fatally injured 
second to front and front comer impacts, between 1972 and 1986 has been previously reported by 

This paper presents the results of side impact tests on a Lowne, Gloyns and Roy (1987) (1).* 
~" sample of current CRS containing TNO dummies to a 

deceleration pulse generally in accordance with that The Fatal Accident Sample 
specified in the New Zealand standard NZS 5411: 1982. 

These test results, which are complemented by a review The accident sample reported in 1987 (ibid) contains all 

of field studies of CRS involved in side impact accidents, the accidents in which restrained children aged 0 to 4 years 

show that most common systems should be effective in in Great Britain were killed during the years from 1972 to 

:~! protecting 1 to 4 year old children in side or sideswipe 1984 together with three cases from the years 1985 and 

impacts provided they are not sitting on the struck side. 1986. The data were gathered from police and coroner’s 
records, the cases having first been identified through the 

Introduction STATS 19 data base. Six of the cases were in-depth 

This paper describes the results of a programme of sled *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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investigations. It is appropriate initially to consider the im- Table 3. Impact type by seating position. 

pact type distribution of this sample in order to view the Impact Rear Rear Rear 

subsequently selected sub-sample of side impacts and Side- Type N .... ide Certtre Offside 

swipe in its correct context. Side Impact 
Nearslde 5 0 0 ) + i" 

The distribution of impact type for the child sample is Offside 0 0 1 

shown in table 1. It is instructive to compare these data for Sideswipe 
impact type with those reported by Griffiths et al. (1978) (2) N .... ide 1 0 0 

for a sample of 260 cars in which at least one fatality of any 
Offside 0 1 1 

¯ somewhere in the rear age occurred. 

Table 1. Distribution of impact types fatal child sample and death was assessed as a head injury in 8 of the cases. For the 
Griffiths et al. (1978). (2). 

two others which had multiple injuries to the torso, one also 
Impact Type Fatal Child Sample Griffiths et al 

No. Per Cent No. Per Cent had a bruised brain. 
The source of injury in all I0 cases was a contact with 

Frontal impact 11 ~.3 z,,4 ss.4 e, ither the intruding structure of its "own" car or the other 

vehicle or possibly both. 
Side Impact and 

Sideswipe i0 30.3 71 27.3 

Rear 7 21.2 3 1.2 Summary of typical parameters for side im- 

O~er ~ 1~.2 42 16.1 pact and sideswipe fatal cases 
In the typical fatal case involving restrained children in 

zotal 33 lOO. o 260 too. o side impact or sideswipe, the child was sitting on the struck 

side and suffered a head injury caused by contact with the 

It can be seen that rear impacts are over represented in the intruding structure of its own car and/or the intruding struc- 

child sample with proportionately less frontal impacts. This 
ture of the attacking vehicle. The cause of death was most 

is consistent with the seating position of the children as only likely to be this head injury. It is unlikely that conventional 

2 of the 33 were in the front seats, 
child restraints could provide much protection in such acci- 
dents without extensive side structure. A restraint could, 

Side impact and sideswipe sub-sample however, provide protection for a child situated in the centre 

(No = 10) seat or in the seat remote from the struck side if it prevented 

Of the sample of 33 children, table 1 shows that 10 were 
the child from striking the vehicle interior without itself 

in impacts which were classified as side impact or side- 
imposing excessive forces or accelerations. 

swipe, a proportion which is very similar to that in Griffiths 
Thus two conclusions from this review would seem ap- 

et al.’s sample for fatalities of all ages. The distribution for 
propriate when considering a simulation programme using 

the sub-sample of restraint type by seating position is shown 
an impact sled: 

below in table 2. (1) As fatal injuries are generally on the struck side 
and are associated with intrusion, performance of the 

Table 2. Restraint type by seating position. CRS in this mode of impact should be studied using 
Front Rear Rear Rear 

CRS Nearside Nearslde Centre Offside vehicle bodies or full scale car to car impacts. 

Child seat 0 5 l z (2) A programme to study the performance of child 

6"nild harness 0 1 0 z restraints in side or sideswipe impacts under condi- 

tions where they are able to provide protection should 
+ 1 somewhere in the rear in a’child seat                  concentrate on impacts to the non-strike side. 

Of the 8 children in child seats, 7 were in the type an-       It is the second aspect which is examined in this paper. 

chored to the vehicle by four webbing straps (4 point) and 

the other was in a framed child seat anchored by two straps 
Selection of Types of CRS for Test 

(2 point). Programme 
The age distribution of the children in child seats varied 

from 14 months to 4 years, withameanvalueof22.4months 
Child age range 

whilst those in the harness were aged 3 and 4 years. In order to complete the programme in the time available 

The distribution of impact type by seating position (table it was necessary to be selective as to the type of CRS and 

3) shows that, of the 7 children in side impacts, all whose size of test dummy. The selection was based on a survey of 

positionwasknownwereseatedonthestrucksideofthecar. CRS usage carried out in July/August 1986 using a 

One of the children in the sideswipes was seated in the methodology similar to that described by Lowne et al. (3). 

centre, whilst one of the others was on the struck side. The survey produced a distribution by age as shown in table 

An analysis of the injury location data showed that all 10 4. The age range with the highest number of children in the 

children had head injuries. Of these the probable cause of sample was the small child (age range 1-4 years) and 
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consequently it was decided to base the simulation pro- (Hill, K.J. and Roy, A.E [ 1982]), (4). The sled is decelerated 
gramme on the CRS suitable for this age range, using polyurethane tubes to provide impact pulses which 

comply with the dynamic test requirements of British and 
Table 4. Distribution of children by age--percent of sample 
(2327 children). ECE Child and Adult Standards (5, 6). 

1.~a.t S.all ~ild .odt~ ~,tld Urge Child Test programme up to 11 months i - 4 years 5 - 9 years 10 - 14 years 

Side and oblique impacts were completed on a range of 
17:{ 

CRS including both child seats and adult lap and diagonal 

belts (with and without a booster cushion), [table 5]. 
In order to simulate impacts on the non-struck side, the 

Type of CRS struck and non-struck front comers, three series of tests 
The survey identified the distribution of CRS used by the were required, these being series 1, 2 and 3 respectively. A 

small child as child seats (71%), child harness (15%), boost- fourth test series investigated 2- and 4-point systems an- 

er cushion (7%) and adult belt (7%). chored by their own straps in oblique impacts. These test 
Children in child seats are restrained in a plastic seat shell series are described below. 

by four or five webbing straps fastened with a buckle. The The vehicle seat used on the sled was that specified in 
seat shell is either attached to the vehicle using four straps ECE R 44 (6), the orientation of the vehicle seat and the 
(4-point) or is assembled into a tubular steel frame which is C-pillar anchorage being appropriate to the test series. 
anchored with two straps (2-point). These were the versions The anchorage positions used were those defined in BS 
observed in the survey. However, since 1986 newer versions AU 185, (5). In all the tests the dummy was placed in the 
of the framed seats have become available which are an- system with 25 mm of slack induced into the straps. 
chored using adult lap and diagonal automatic belts. Most of 
these have webbing locks whose object is to prevent slip of Installation details for test series 
the adult diagonal strap and the resulting induced slack in In these tests the sled was considered to represent the rear 
the lap section, vehicle seat and thus the adult D loop was considered as if it 

were anchored to a vehicle C-pillar. Selection of CRS for impact programme 
The CRS selected for the programme took into account Dummy used 

both the results of the usage survey and the new CRS models The dummy for the programme was the TNO P3 of mass 
available for the small child, and are displayed in table 5. 15 kg, this being specified for the 9 month to 4 year age 

Table 5. CRS selected for impact programme, range by the appropriate British and ECE standards. 

~e~ ...... ~ .... iptfo. ~othodof Eittedwith Group 
I p ity Code" attachment to diagonal strap m act sever 

sled seat          webbing lock 

Currently the appropriate British and ECE standards do 
~od Child    Auto~ati~ not include a side impact test. However, Australia and New 

A Seat adult belt No 
<l ~ d) Zealand include side impact tests in their CRS standards. 

...................................... Thus New Zealand standard NZS 5411-1982 (7) and Aus- 
B Ye~ z tralian standard AS 1754-1975 (8) were chosen as refer- 
c ~, Yes 2 ences to define the impact severity. Dynamic conditions that 
D Ye~ 2 were generally in accordance with those specified in the 
E Yes 2 New Zealand standard were used for this programme. This 

requires a sled velocity change of 32 km/h + 1 km/h and a 
F      Booster cushion                            N/A               3a 

sled deceleration which exceeds 14g for at least 15ms but 
G      Automatic adult lap and diagonal         NiA                 3b alone does not exceed 20g. 

H Child seat 4 strap anchor~age N/A 4 Test series 
shell system (4 point) 

The programme was divided into four test series. 
J Framed child 2 strap anchorage N/A 4 

seat system <2 point) For Test Series 1 the vehicle seat was mounted on the sled 
with the seat back parallel to the direction of impact and the 

"Each ref ........ de defi .... particular GRS .odel C-pillar anchorage at the rear of the sled. This test, there- 

fore, simulated a side impact with the CRS positioned on the 
Dynamic test facility non-struck side. Thus the dummy travelled away from the 

The programme of side and oblique impact tests was C-pillar and out of the diagonal strap of the adult belt on 

carried out using the dynamic test facility in the Road Safety impact. 

Engineering Laboratory at The Middlesex Polytechnic. In Test Series 2 the vehicle seat was mounted on the sled 
This sled facility has been described in detail elsewhere with the seat back at 45° to the direction of impact and the 
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C-pillar at the forward end of the seat. This configuration Table 6. Test series I (side impact), CRS movement away from 

represented a front comer impact with the child restrained 
C-pillar CRS retained using automatic adult lap and diagonal D) 
belts. 

on the struck side, and thus the dummy moved into the CRS Sled Chest Resultant Head Resultant Max Head 

diagonal strap on impact. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration Excursion 
.g g g mm 

In Test Series 3 the vehicle seat configuration was identi ..... 
peak 31as 3ms 

cal to series 2 but the C-pillar was moved to the rear end of Grouo I CHild Seat usi~ L/B - No webbin~ leek 

the seat. Thus on impact the CRS moved away from the A 14.0 45.9 44.7 64.5 5s0 

C-pillar and this configuration simulated a front comer im- G~oup 2 Child Seat: using L/I) - Webbing leek used 
pact with the child restrained in the non-struck side. HG 12.112"8 40.039"6 38.338"3 47.260.3 560525 

In Test Series 4 two and four point systems anchored by v 14.8 48.5 47.0 42,0 633 
E 14.3 48.0 46.0 48.0 630 

their own straps were subjected to oblique impacts. In these 
cases the C pillar anchorage was not used and hence its 

Group 3 Adult L/D (F with Booster Cushion) 
- P 13.1 29.0 28.0 90.0 540 

G                   13.4                           29.5               28.4                                67.0                                  496 

location irrelevant. 
Group 4 Child Seat anchored using 4 volnt system 

Parameters measured                                          a     
14.8        48.0     42.0          54.0           522 

The following parameters were measured:                 Table 7. Test series 2 45° oblique impact, CRS movement to- 
wards C-pillar CRS retained using automatic adult lap and diag- 

(1) Sled velocity change, deceleration and stopping     dUal belts. 
distance. CRS Sled Chest Resultant Head Resultant Max Head 

Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration Excursion 
(2) Dummy head and chest acceleration in the head .g g ~ ,m 

mean peak 3ms 3ms 

X,Y and Z axes. 
(3) The excursion of the dummy head. G .... i Child S ..... in~ L/D - No webblnz lock 

A 11.6 30.3 27.2 34.0 470 

For the accelerometer traces the following filter classes 
were chosen: sled (Channel Class 60), dummy chest (Chan- 

Group 2 Child Seat usin~ L/D - Webbinz leek used" 

B 12.8 42.5 40.4 45.9 458 

nel Class 180), dummy head (Channel Class 100O), as de- e 11.9 46.7 34.9 51,0 514 
14.0 40.4 37.6 51.8 606 

fined in SAE J211 (9). ~ 13.4 33.0 32.5 47.8 636 
Values of chest resultant acceleration (both peak and 3 ms Group 3 Adult L/D (F with Booster Cushion) 

values) and head resultant acceleration (3 ms) obtained 
F 13.5 45.2    43.2 56.2 514 

from the data are displayed in tables 6 to 9, and figures 1,2, 3 G 13.9 37.0 34,1 39.4 478 

and 4. These tables also contain the maximum head excur- 
sion computed from cine film running at 500 fps. Meas- Table 8. Test series 3 45° oblique impact, CRS movement away 

urement of maximum head excursion depended on the test from C-pillar CRS retained using automatic adult lap and diago- 

configuration, 
hal belts. 

The maximum head excursion for series 1 impacts is 
GRS Sled Chest Resultant Head Resultant ~ Head 

Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration Excursion 

defined as the distance between a vertical plane tangential to " g g g n 
mean peak 3ms 3ms 

the side of the head at its maximum excursion point and the Grouv I Child Seat uslnz L/D I NO webblnz lock 
centre of the test seat. 

A                        13.5                      34.5                34.4                                39.2                                   540 

The maximum Head Excursion for series 2, 3, and 4 
Grouu 2 Child Seat usin~ L/D - Webbin~ lock used 

impacts is defined as the distance between this same vertical 
B           12.7         43.4       42.0              48.5                534 

tangential plane and a point on the test seat at the intersec- c 12.6 40.8 37.5 47.6 458 
tion of the backrest and seat cushion (the Cr point in ECE- ED 14.14.49 52.39.03 4237..05 57.69’ 22 498536 

R44~ref 6). In this case, the excursion was measured in the G~o~ 3 Adult L/D (F with Booster Cushion) 
vertical plane at 45° to the fore-aft axis of the test seat in the F 12.3 32.5 31.0 26.7 519 
direction of motion of the impact sled. G 13.5 35.4 34.0 29.0 505 

Discussion                                           Table 9, Test series 4 45° oblique impact CRS retained using 

their own straps. 
Initially it is necessary to establish appropriate criteria 

CRS Sled Chest Resultant Head Resultant Max Head 
against which to compare the measured values of the param- Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration E ..... ion 

.g g g mm 

eters to decide if a given CRS has achieved a satisfactory .... pe.k 3~ 3~ 

performance. It is proposed that the criteria used are the G .... 4 Child Seal: anchored uslnE 4 oolnt and 2 Dolnt systems 

injury tolerance based criteria which appear in CRS H      12.8      31.9    27.7        44.2         434 
standards. ~ 12. s 29.8 27.3 41.7 497 

Maximum resultant head acceleration March, 1978, to the Australian Standard AS 1754-1975, 
parameter includes a limitation of 75 g in the case of a head movement 

The CRS standard NZS 5411-1982 does not include a of more than 75 mm which results in contact with the vehi- 

limitation on head acceleration. However, amendment 2rid cle or with the restraint other than the webbing. 
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Side I mpac*_ 

Maximum resultant chest acceleration 
parameter ,~o .......... co~ 

I .......... 
c~                      0oo 

The CRS standard ECE 44 includes for forward impact ~oo .......................................................... ~ ............................................................... I .......................................................... 

tests a maximum resultant chest acceleration of 50 g. Cur- 
rently the authors are not aware of more specific criteria for 
children in side impacts. However, in the case of oblique ....... 
impacts with a significant component of acceleration in the 4o - 

forward direction this criterion would appear suitable .... 

Maximum head excursion ...... ~ ...................... _, ~ ;.,,, ~,, ° 
The Australian (ibid) and New Zealand (ibid) standards 

require that the maximum head excursion shall be less than 
500 mm minus seat depth for net type restraints. A survey of Figure 1. Results of test series 1, lateral impacts away from the 

the interior width of the rear passenger compartment (Roy 
C-pillar. 

1980) (10), suggested that for a sample of 74 cars, 95% had a 
width greater than 1080 mm at the head level. Thus for a Chest resultant acceleration 

child in a CRS positioned at the centre of the rear, the The chest accelerations were similar for all the child seats 
vehicle structure would be 540 mm away from the mid- but the adult seat belt, with (F) or without (G) the booster 
point of the child’s head. It could be argued that for a child 
seated on the non-struck side, the distance from the centre of 

cushion, gave markedly lower chest accelerations. All re- 

its head to the structure on the struck side was of the order of 
straints produced 3 ms accelerations of less than 50 g. 

three-quarters of 1080 mm, i.e., 810 mm. Maximum head excursions 
ECE Regulation R44 includes a limit of 550 mm forwards 

excursion in frontal impacts. In the oblique impacts, this The lowest head excursion was seen with the adult belt 

forward excursion resolved in the direction of impacts (45°) (G) which was the only one of the systems which met the 

would seem appropriate. This limit of 777 ram. could be most exacting excursion limit of 500 mm. After the adult 
considered to represent a diagonal ride down distance in the belt the next lowest excursions were seen with 4-point child 
centre rear seat positions, seat (H) and one of the frame seats with a webbing lock (C). 

A summary of these criteria is given in table 10. These three (G, H and C) and the adult belt with booster 

Table 10. Maximum acceleration and displacement criteria, cushion (F) met the second limit of 540 mm representing the 

Crite~i~ S~a~dard Value limit for the centre seating position. Two of the frame seats 

Maximum Resultant AS 1754-i975 75g (D and E), exhibited large excursions due to structural fail- 
Head Acceleration (for head 

contact) ure of the frame or seat attachment. If these are excluded, 
then the remaining frame seat with webbing lock (B) was 

Maximum Resultant ECE 44 50g 
Chest Acceleration next followed by the frame seat without webbing lock (A). 
Maximum Head AS 1754-1975 500ram* All the restraints would have complied with the sug- 
Excursion NZS 5411-1982 (less seat 

dept:h) gested limit for the seating position furthest from the struck 

Typical Rear Seat Half width 540ram side (810 mm). The adult seat belts seemed to perform well 
Dimension at Head Three-quarter width 810mm 

in these tests but a note of caution should be added in that the 
restraint appeared to be applied low down on the side of the 

Maximum Head Derived from ECE R44 777rma. thorax with potential risk to the abdomen. This may, how- 
Excursion, Oblique 
Z~pacts. ever, reflect the rather rigid nature of the dummy thorax. 

e F .... t tyro CRS only Test series 2, 3 and 4---oblique impact tests 

Test series l~side impact tests (table 6 and (tables 7-9) 
figure 1) Head resultant acceleration (figure 2) 

Head resultant acceleration 
In test series 3 (away from the C-pillar) the head accelera- 

With the exception of restraint F (adult belt and booster tion of one of the frame seats (D) was noticeably higher than 
cushion), all the 3 ms values were less than the 75 g limit in 

for the others. However, this was due to head contact with 
the Australian Standard (8). However, with both F and G 
(adult belt alone) the head and arm of the dummy made 

the knee which, given the rigidity of the dummy surfaces, 

contact during the test. As the flesh system for the dummy is will certainly overestimate the accelerations likely to be 

not designed to be realistic these results are invalid. The low suffered in reality. The head accelerations for the frame 

chest accelerations seen with the adult belt systems suggest seats with webbing locks (B, C, D and E) were greater than 

that, without head to arm contact, the head accelerations for the seat without a webbing lock (A). That for the 2 and 
would have been satisfactory. 4-point frame seats (H and J) was between these two. The 
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45 deg Ob I i que Impact 45 deg Ob I i que Impact 
Head Acce lerat ions Head D i sp I acement 

Figure 2. Head accelerations, test series, 2, 3 and 4 sngled Figure 4. Head displacement, test series 2, 3 and 4 sngled 
impacts, impacts. 

head accelerations with the adult belts were low when im- child in these restraints which raises the centre of gravity of 

pacted away from the C-pillar and closer to those for the the system within the adult seat belt. 

child seats for the test towards the C-pillar. All the 3 ms 
values were below 75 g. Conclusions 
Chest resultant acceleration (figure 3) 

Accident data 
45 deg Obl ique Impact 

(1) A review of accidents in which 33 restrained children 
Chest Acce lerat ions 

aged 0-4 years were fatally injured in the UK between the 
.......... co~ years 1974 and 1986 showed that a sub-sample of 10 

~’~ children were killed in side impacts or side-swipes. 
(2) Eight (80%) of these children were on the struck side. 
(3) All of the children had a head injury. For 8 of them this 

head injury was cited as the probable cause of death and, 
while the 2 other children died of multiple injuries, one of 
these children also had bruising of the brain. 

(4) In all of the cases the source of the injury was a contact 
................ with either the deformed structure of the car in which the 

"~" ° " ..... ° .... child was travelling, or the striking vehicle or a combination 
m ..... of both. 

Figure 3. Chest accelerations, test series, 2, 3 and 4 angled 
impacts. (5) Thus it can be concluded that any simulation work to 

study side impacts in which children in child restraint 
All the systems tested had 3 ms values below 50 g. The systems (CRS) are fatally injured would most effectively be 

values for the frame child seats (A-E) were slightly higher carried out using car bodies or full scale car to car impacts to 
when impacted away from the C-pillar than towards it. The obtain realistic intrusion characteristics. A simulation study 
adult belts, whether used alone (G) or with a booster cushion of the performance of CRS using an impact sled can, 
(F) gave similar chest accelerations to the frame seats when however, be used to evaluate the performance of restraints 
travelling towards the C-pillar but the levels were about 5 g for children in lateral impacts when they are situated away 
lower when travelling away. The 2 and 4 point systems from the struck side. 
anchored by their own straps (J and H) and the frame seat 
without webbing locks (A) when tested towards the C-pillar Side impact test results 
exhibited the lowest values. 

(6) All of the CRS exhibited both peak and 3 ms values of 
Maximum head excursion (figure 4) chest resultant acceleration less than the limit of 50 g (for 

frontal impacts) required by ECE R 44. The adult lap and 
All the CRS tested in oblique impact experienced head diagonal seat belt, with and without a booster cushion, pro- 

excursions less than the suggested limit for diagonal ride duced the lowest accelerations, being of the order of 30 g, 
down, 777 mm. The lowest excursion was seen with the whilst the other systems had Values between 38 g and 48 g. 
4-point system (H). There was little difference between the There was little difference between the results for the differ- 
results for the adult seat belt systems (F and G) and the ent types of child seat. 
2-point (J) and frame seats (B-E), with or without webbing (7) The Australian criterion of a maximum head resultant 
locks, with the exception of seats D and E tested towards the acceleration of 75 g was not exceeded by any of the CRS, 
C-pillar. The greater excursion seen with these frame seats except in one test where contact between the dummy arm 
was considered to be due to the more elevated position of the and head exaggerated the accelerations involved. 
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Comparison of Car-Bed and Rear-Facing Infant Restraint Systems 

Kathleen Weber, Introduction 
The University of Michigan 

Parents in Europe and the United Kingdom have 
Abstract traditionally transported their infants in car-beds or carry- 

Comparisons are made between car-bed and rear-facing cots, some of which are crashworthy or are installed in 

infant restraint systems in terms of design concepts, crashworthy frames. Only in the last few years have rear- 

accident experience, use and misuse, and dynamic test facing infant restraints been officially recognized and 

criteria. Terminology from various jurisdictions is defined become available for use. In the United States, on the other 

and the different regulation summarized as a starting point hand, rear-facing restraints for infants have been available 

for enhancing communication and attempting to harmonize and used for about 20 years, whereas crashworthy car-beds 

requirements for infant restraint systems. Suggestions are have not been generally available, and these only as 

also made for improving the ways in which infant restraints imports. There is currently, however, new interest in such 

are evaluated, so that these systems will better meet future systems for newborn infants, particularly those with 

needs, positional apnea, Pierre Robin Syndrome, or other medical 
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conditions that require infants to lie flat (1, 2).* Design Concepts 
Consequently, some U.S. restraint manufacturers are Rear-facing infant restraints 
exploring car-bed restraint designs. 

Although the two restraint systems are similar in many In the United States, the most common restraint system 

ways, there are significant differences between them in 
for infants under 9 kg (20 lb) is a semi-reclined seat that 

concept, performance, and use. One purpose of this paper is 
faces the rear of the car (figure 1). The back surface is 

to highlight these differences, so that more informed 
typically at an angle of 25 to 45 degrees from vertical, 
depending on the slope of the vehicle seat on which the 

choices can be made in selecting an infant restraint. Another 
restraint is placed. In the U.S. and Canada, the restraint 

purpose is to indicate the different ways in which the same 
must be able to be anchored in place with only a lap belt, 

types of infant restraints are evaluated for crashworthiness 
while internal harness straps are provided to secure the 

in different parts of the world as an initial step in arriving at infant’s shoulders. In an impact, the crash forces are 
more uniform requirements. Finally, the paper describes transferred from the back of the restraint to the infant’s 
potential additions or changes to test dummies and back, which is its strongest body surface, while the restraint 
procedures to better address current infant restraint needs, also supports the infant’s head. Even in an obliqu~ or lateral 

impact, the back of the rear-facing infant restraint turns 
Terminology toward the direction of impact, still providing its occupant 

To avoid confusion, some terms should be defined. Rear- 
with effective protection. In rear-end and rollover crashes, 
the shoulder straps provide containment as the restraint and 

facing infant restraint is used in this paper to refer to a 
the infant both rotate in the rearward direction, often corn- 

system that positions the infant in line with vehicle travel, 
with its hips somewhat flexed and its back toward the front 

pletely enclosing the infant against the vehicle seatback. In 
jurisdictions where rear-facing restraints are allowed to 

of the car. The system may be designed only for rear-facing 
have, and in some cases depend upon, additional belts or 

use, or it may be convertible to forward-facing use with an 
anchor straps, the crash dynamics of the restraints will be 

older child. The corresponding term used by the United different. 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe in ECE 44 is 

infant carrier, but the British standard BS AU 202 on 
rearward-facing restraining devices for infants defines 
infant carrier as only that part of the restraint system that 
holds the infant, excluding anchorage straps. Infant 
restraint system refers to the complete system within the 

context of the British standard, while the Australian 
standard AS 1754-1989 has adopted the phrase rear-facing 
enclosing restraint. The US FMVSS 213 uses rear-facing 

child restraint system for both infant-only and convertible 

restraints, but the Canadian CMVSS 213 defines the term 
infant restraint system as only rear-facing. 

Car-bed restraint is used throughout the paper to refer to 

a restraint system that positions the infant perpendicular to 
the direction of vehicle travel and in which the infant lies 
flat, either prone (chest down) or supine (on its back). 
Carry-cot is the corresponding term used in ECE 44, while 
carry-cot restraint refers to a frame or anchorage system 
when separate from the carry-cot. In British standard BS 

AU 186a, however, carry cot refers to any flat carrying 
device for an infant, whether crashworthy or not, and carry 

cot restraint refers to a separate device, not necessarily 
crashworthy, that is used to retain the carry cot in place on 

the seat. The US FMVSS 213 uses the term car bed as 
defined above, while the phrase transversely installed Figure 1. Fiear-laeing inlant restraint seeuma with lap belt. 

enclosing restraint was chosen for AS 1754-1989. The term 

bassinet restraint applies to both rear-facing and car-bed The first rear-facing infant restraint in the U.S. was 
introduced in April 1969 (3). It was the result of careful restraints in Australian literature, although it is synonymous 

with car-bed restraint in American usage. Canada does not consideration of many factors, including load distribution, 
accident characteristics, infant comfort, and parental recognize the car-bed as a restraint system. 
convenience. Foremost, of course, was the concern that 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, localized loading on the infant’s body be avoided, because 
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of the cartilaginous make-up of the skeleton, and that the the infant’s head lies next to the point of impact. The larger 
crash forces be distributed as widely as possible. Because the car-bed, the closer the infant’s head is likely to be to an 

the restraint was designed for infants up to 10 months, it was exterior panel. Smaller car-beds, which take up only one 
thought that visual contact with the environment would help seating position or half of a bench seat, have the advantage 
make the infant more content. Thus, the designers arrived at of being installable with the infant’s head near the center of 
a rear-facing, semi-reclined position, with the back slope the vehicle. When adequate space is available, the internal 
low enough to keep the infant’s head comfortably back restraining system in combination with the end structure of 
during travel but high enough to keep the infant from the car-bed should be able to limit the infant’s motion and 
ramping up the back of the restraint during frontal impact, absorb enough energy that compressive neck loading 
Although a number of different configurations were should not be a problem. If, however, the head is near the 
considered for the containment straps, double shoulder impacted side or there is sufficient intrusion that the end of 
straps were determined to be the most convenient, effective, the car-bed and then the head are stopped by the intruding 
and appropriate for the infant’s anatomical structure. For surface, serious head and neck injury may result. 
further convenience, the restraint was designed to be It is interesting to note that the problem of potential neck 
installed using only the lap belt already available in each compression is recog~nized for rear-facing restraints by 
seating position. CMVSS 213 and ECE-44, which prohibit any loading to the 

Car-bed restraints crown of the head during impact. 

This type of infant restraint is a natural extension of the Accident Experience 
way infants are often transported in baby carriages or 

There has been a long history of positive experience with 
prams. Many crashworthy systems merely place the pram 
insert into a sturdy frame that is in tum anchored to the 

rear-facing infant restraints in the U.S. Properly used, and 

vehicle. One car-bed, currently available in several coun- 
even sometimes when they are not, rear-facing restraints 

tries, was designed specifically as a restraint system (figure 
have proven to be extremely effective in actual crashes (4, 

2). Others, however, are expected to be available within the 
5). It has gotten to the point that no special effort is made any 
more to investigate their effectiveness in the field. Manu- 

year, generated by the realization that some newborns as 
well as some older infants must lie flat. facturers of these systems receive letter after letter from 

thankful parents whose children have escaped injury in 
apparently severe crashes, while other members of the 
family have not been so fortunate. 

In contrast, extensive documented evidence of car-bed 
effectiveness in serious crashes was not discovered either in 
the literature or from some informal inquiries. Perhaps this 
is because the use of crashworthy car-beds has not been 
widespread for a long enough time. Colleagues were able to 
report a few known cases, however, including one side 
impact. In all of these cases, the infants were not injured. 
The side impact involved a motorcycle ramming a 
subcompact car at approximately the left B pillar. The driver 
suffered a serious brain concussion, but the infant, whose 

head was on the impacted side, was not injured (6). 

Figure 2. Car-bed infant restraint secured with belts at each Use and Misuse 
end. 

Rear-facing infant restraints designed only for such use 

The car-bed restraint concept is similar to that of the rear- are relatively light in weight and portable compared to con- 

facing restraint, in that frontal impact loads are distributed vertible child restraints. Some have handles for carrying, 

over a large body area while the head/neck system is sup- and some have additional positions for in-home use. 

ported and contained. Car-beds also have internal straps, Although designed to be installed rearward, there is often 

netting, or other fabric systems to keep the infant from not enough space between the front and rear seats to 

ejecting, and they are also often designed to turn toward the accommodate even the smaller infant-only type. Even when 

seatback on rebound, protecting the infant from flying de- there is enough space, parents want to be able to see their 

bris. The critical difference is in oblique and lateral impacts, babies, particularly when the driver is the only adult in the 

when the infant’s head and neck are theoretically more car. The parent is then left with two choices: put the restraint 

vulnerable in a car-bed than in a rear-facing restraint, in the front seat or face it forward in the back. Although the 

Although the car-bed may adequately contain the infant former is really the only choice, a third of parents in a recent 

in a side impact, direct head loading as well as neck corn- observation survey did the latter, but more often with 

pressive and bending loads may be excessive, especially if convertible than with infant-only restraints (7). Another 
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frequent misuse was to leave the internal harness straps off standards is a limitation on the maximum back angle during 

the infant. This was particularly a problem when the vehicle the impact, a back angle that is appropriate for the crash test 

lap belt was routed over the restraint (41% no harness used), may be unnecessarily upright for actual use. To improve the 

rather than through a slot or frame structure underneath (6% crash performance of a rear-facing restraint while 

no harness used). Nearly a quarter of the restraints were increasing the initial back angle, some manufacturers have 

either belted incorrectly (9%) or not secured at all (14%). followed the lead of those in the UK and Europe by adding a 

Other than the gross misuse associated with failure to slot in back for the vehicle shoulder belt, when it is available 

secure the restraint or infant in any way, incorrect usage of (figure 4). This configuration is not allowable, however, 

these restraints will have varying consequences depending when determining compliance with the U.S. or Canadian 

on the particular design. Facing an infant-only restraint standards. 

forward, with or without the harness straps on, is probably 
the most serious (figure 3) (8, 9). In the first case, the infant 
may slide under the vehicle belt until stopped at the neck. In 
the other case, the infant may flex at the waist around the 
vehicle belt and suffer spinal and upper abdominal injuries. 
There are, however, many ways to degrade the performance 
of rear-facing restraints. Amazingly, most misuse of infant 
restraints was found to be intentional, with 71% of those 
facing infant restraints forward knowing it was wrong (7). 

A B 

Figure 3. Infant and restraint incorrectly installed facing 
forward during frontal impact: (A) with shoulder straps in place, Figure 4. Rear-facing infant restraint secured with lap/shoul- 
(B) without shoulder straps, der belt. 

Car-beds offer similar opportunities for misuserelative to An infant restraint loan program that has operated in 

installation and internal restraint. A survey in Victoria, Victoria since May 1985 offers a choice between a rear- 

which reported combined observations of rear-facing and facing and a car-bed restraint, both of which are fairly 

car-bed restraints for children under 6 months, found 22% expensive and require special anchorage installation. Over 

incorrectly installed and 10% incorrectly worn (10). three years time, less than 10% of the participants chose the 

Although car-beds can only be installed laterally, thus car-bed. A few of the car-beds were later returned by 

eliminating the forward-facing misuse, those that take up parents, who said they took up too much space in the back 

less than the full rear seat can be incorrectly installed with seat (12). The length of time a child can use a car-bed and the 

potential serious consequences if the infant’s head is placed space it consumes are obviously related. Perhaps a re- 

outboard, duction in size, with an associated reduction in cost, would 

A design complaint often heard by child restraint make car-beds more appealing. 

manufacturers in the U.S. is that rear-facing restraints are Dynamic Test Criteria 
too upright for newborns, and thus the head flops un- 
comfortably forward. Car-beds, of course, solve this Current standards 
problem. Although parents are toldthat they canprop up the It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a 

front edge of a rear-facing restraint with a rolled towel until comprehensive international review of the different 

the infant’s head lies back, many are reluctant to do this. regulations for car-bed and rear-facing infant restraints, but 

One reason that rear-facing restraints may be more upright the major elements of dynamic test criteria can be 

in cars than they were designed to be is that the Standard summarized. TheU.S. has different requirements forthetwo 

Bench Seat cushion of FMVSS 213 and CMVSS 213.1 is restraint types, but ECE-44 evaluates both in the same way. 

about 6 degrees more horizontal than the average rear seat Australia has issued new standards for rear-facing restraints 

(11). Because the primary performance criterion of these (AS 1754.2-1989), but the corresponding revision for car- 



beds is still being developed. The UK has dynamic test useful to restrict the forward motion of a dummy in a car- 
criteria for rear-facing infant restraints (BS AU 202) but bed to the same extent as one in a forward-facing restraint, 

only static test criteria for its carry cots (BS AU 186a). because the dummy leads with its torso rather than its head, 

Canada has requirements only for rear-facing restraints, and the head is relatively low. 

Japanese requirements were not surveyed. Some measure of acceleration, even if based on adult 
The U.S. and Canada use the CAMI 6-month size dummy tolerance data, would be useful for both types of infant 

(8 kg, 17.4 lb), which has no instrumentation. The UK, ECE, restraints but is particularly so for car-beds. It is also useful 

and Australia use the TNO P-3/4 9-month size (9 kg, 20 lb), to test all infant restraints with a newborn size dummy to 

which can be instrumented in the head and chest. The UK ensure that the internal harness or other restraining system 

and ECE also use a "new-born" manikin (3.4 kg, 7.5 lb), will not release a small, limp body. The "new-born" mani- 

developed by Ogle and available from TNO, which has no kin used by ECE and the UK was developed for this pur- 

provision for instrumentation. Each standard has a different pose, but it may be somewhat stiff. The incorporation of 

test bench, although the U.S. and Canadian configurations accelerometers into this or another small dummy would also 

are nearly identical, as are the ECE and UK test seats. Each be helpful in testing the flexibility and energy absorption 

standard also has different specifications for belt and capabilities of car-beds designed for limited usage and not 
able to accommodate the larger P-3/4 dummy. harness tensions prior to impact. All require frontal impacts, 

but only Australia requires lateral and rear impacts. Although frontal impact tests have seemed to be adequate 

For rear-facing restraints, the U.S., Canada, and the UK for evaluating rear- and forward-facing restraints in the 

limit the maximum back angle during the impact to 70 past, the special problem of car-beds may make lateral test- 

degrees from vertical and require that the head targets ing desirable. In preliminary studies to develop additional 

(centerofgravity)remainbelowthetopoftheshell, butthey test criteria for car-beds, a TNO P-3/4 dummy was mod- 

do not require any acceleration measurements. The UK and 
ified in an attempt to measure neck compression. A GSE- 

ECE limit forward excursion of the head and torso to 550 
FT-375-AL load cell, in the shape of a small doughnut, was 
inserted near the base of the neck column in place of one of 

mm (21.6 in) from the cushion intersection, but the 
excursion limit formerly in the Australian standard appears 

the polyamide elements. In impact tests of both rear-facing 

to have been dropped. Australia limits head acceleration to 
and car-bed restraints, measured loads varied widely and in 

75 G, while ECE limits the chest acceleration to 55 G for the 
the expected directions for different designs, materials, and 

resultant and 30 G in the inferior-to-superior direction. As 
impact directions. The primary difficulty was that the load 
cell was sensitive to off-axis loading, so the results were 

noted above, Canada and ECE prohibit any loading to the 
invalid whenever the neck flexed. Further modification to 

top of the head. 
the neck would be necessary if this concept were to be 

ECE 44 requires car-beds to meet the same dummy 
pursued. Such a test device could be applicable both to 

forward excursion and chest acceleration limits as rear- lateral car-bed testing and to evaluation of a rear-facing 
facing infant restraints, while the U.S. standard merely restraint that provided an enclosure for the head. If the test 
requires containment within the confines of the car-bed. BS device were to respond to compressive loading in the same 
AU 186a includes only a static pull test for carry cots and manner as the Hybrid III head/neck (13), a conservative 
their restraints, and Canada has no test for car-beds, as they 

limit would be 220 lb (1 kN) for short duration loads with no 
are not considered to be restraint systems, more than 60 lb (0.27 kN) for durations over 30 ms. These 

Potential improvements values are based on scaling using body weight. If neck 
dimensions are used, the calculated limits would be 33% 

There is clearly a need to arrive at a more common set of higher. 
test criteria, considering the fact that the infant occupants 
and the vehicles they ride in are fairly similar across juris- 
dictional lines. The differences among rear-facing test con- COllClllSiOll 

figurations and criteria do reflect, however, the differences When restraining infants in automobiles, there are two ap- 
in installation methods prevalent in the various markets. For proaches that provide comfort, containment, energy absorp- 
instance, all U.S. infant restraints can be installed using only tion, and load distribution. The semi-reclined rear-facing 
a lap belt, while all rear-facing restraints in Australia have restraint has been shown to be very effective over many 
additional anchor straps, years of use. However, not all infants can tolerate being on 

The development of a uniform test seat that reflects cur- their back with their head and shoulders elevated. There is 
rent rear seat design should be a high priority. It should also thus a need for a car-bed restraint that protects an infant 
be recognized that forward excursion by itself is less impor- while lying flat. Many parents and pediatricians may con- 
tant for rear-facing restraints than for forward-facing ones, sider the car-bed restraint to be preferable for the small 
because, as long as the infant is retained and the restraint infant even when there is no medical need to use one. Those 
remains relatively upright, the infant’s head is shielded from who do should be advised that there may be an elevated risk 
the instrument panel or other surface it may contact. Such a of head/neck injury in a lateral impact. At the same time, 
surface can in fact be used to advantage in actual vehicles if efforts should be made to reexamine the car-bed restraint 

the restraint initially rests against it. Likewise, it may not be concept and to design car-beds that will minimize the risk to 
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those infants who are transported in them. To this end, (7) Cynecki M.J. and Goryl M.E. The Incidence and 

further data on the performance of car-beds in crashes need Factors Associated with Child Safety Seat Misuse. DOT HS 

to be gathered, design goals determined, and suitable crite- 806 676. Southfield, MI, Goodell-Grivas, Dec 1984. 

ria for laboratory evaluation established. (8) Weber K. and Melvin J.W. Injury potential with 

Although all infant restraint systems have the same pur- misused child restraining systems. SAE 831604. Stapp Car 

pose, there is a wide variety of methods across various Crash Conference Proc 27:53, 1983. 

jurisdictions to determine if these restraints will accomplish (9) Weber K. Automobile restraint systems for children: 

that purpose. The long-standing lack of biomechanical data theory and practice. National Conference on Pediatric 

for infants makes the task of establishing performance crite- Trauma, 3rd, In press, 1989. 

ria all the more difficult. However, current test devices and (10) Smith P.M. and Drummond A.E. Infant Bassinet and 
procedures, when taken together, do seem to guarantee Child RestraintUse Survey. Melbourne, Monash University 

some threshold of acceptable performance. To increase the Accident Research Centre, Apr 1988. 

choice and availability of effective systems for all parents, (11) MacLaughlin T.F. Personal communication. Na- 

however, some uniformity of requirements is needed. In this tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 11 Apr 1989. 

regard, we hope that the new ISO working group on child (12) Bowler M.A. and Torpey S. An Evaluation of the 

restraint systems will be successful. Victorian Baby Safety Bassinet Loan Scheme. Hawthorne, 
Road Traffic Authority, Jul 1988. 
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Protection of Children in Cars 

H.J. Kriiger, child-passengers in road traffic, surveys were made in three 

TOV Rheinland e.V. main fields: 

¯ In static traffic: Cars with child restraints Abstract ¯ In flowing traffic: Cars with child-passengers 
Problems relating to the safety of children in cars were ¯ Questioning of drivers of cars containing children 

considered in surveys carried out in static and flowing traf- 
fic on rural and urban roads. Car drivers were questioned in 

The surveys were carried out on weekdays, both in the 

specific locations where many of the cars contained chil- 
morning and in the afternoon. 

dren. It was established that almost every second child still Parked cars with child restraints 
travels without any form of protection in the rear compart- 

The number of cars fitted with child restraints was count- 
ment. This was in good agreement with official statistics. A 
child restraint is only provided for approximately 30% of all 

ed in large selected car parks and along town streets. Of the 

children. With a quota of about 70%, children in the age 
1,521 vehicles included in the survey, child restraints were 

group 1-6 years are most frequently protected by a special 
only fitted in approximately every car in ten. About 15% of 
these vehicles contained two or more child restraints. These 

restraint. As from an age of two years, fastening of the car 
seat belt is the only measure taken to protect approximately were most frequently installed on the outside right seat 

every child in five. (41%) and the middle seat (33%) of the rear seat bench. 

On the basis of a 50 km/h oblique impact of a complete It was possible to conclude the age distribution of the 

vehicle it was possible to prove that conventional belt- children from the design features of the child restraints 

integrated child restraints react sensitively to the oblique found in these cars, namely: 

head-on collision direction and cause greater forward dis- ¯ Infants up to about 1 year old: 5% 
placement of the body. In contrast, an inverse restraint on ¯ School children as from about 6 years old: 17% 
the front passenger seat proved to be essentially invariant to 
the oblique impact, thus demonstrating its suitability for Therefore 78% of all detected child restraints can be 

mechanical loads, allocated to the age group 1-6 years. In this group, most 

Sled tests with dummies representing children aged 3 and protective measures were taken for children between the 

10 years and two child restraints also indicated that specific age of 1 and 4 years as shown by the quota of 51%. In the age 

conditions relating to oblique impacts should be included in group up to 4 years, about half of all child restraints were as 

the test regulation for child restraints. Minimum possible good as new and therefore offered optimum protection (test 

deceleration of the dummies with maximum possible utili- certificate). 

zation of the free forward body displacement should be 
developed as the safety target of a revised test regulation 

Tabls 1. Ohild restraints in parked ears. 

ECE-R44 for child restraints. 
173 ~hild restraints aeeordinq to age 9roups 

Seat Infant Toddler Preschool School 
position child child 

Introduction , 
Each year more than 10,000 children travelling in cars are Fro~ ~- 

senger 0 0 1 0.6 1 0.6 0 0 
injured or killed in traffic accidents in the Federal Republic ~i~t 

back 0 0 43 24.9 22 12.7 5 2.9 
of Germany. Adults must wear seat belts (1);* in contrast Middle 

back 7 4 27 15.6 14 8.1 9 5.2 
children in cars are still basically unprotected if accidents Left 

back 2 I.i 17 9.8 i0 5.8 15 8.7 
occur. Safeguards, which are necessary for adults and chil- 
dren alike, are technically feasible. Child restraints with 

ro~ 9 5.1 88 50.9 47 27.2 29 16.~ 

verified protective effect are available for all age groups (2). 
However, despite numerous widespread promotion cam- Cars containing children in flowing traffic 
paigns, people still hesitate to use such systems (3). 

One aim of the activities (4) reported on in this paper was At survey points on expressways, rural and urban roads, 

to prepare a critical inventory of current practice with regard 380 cars containing a total of 494 children were registered 

to the protection of children in cars. In addition, proposals from the total number of cars driving past per unit of time. 
The objective of the survey was to establish the number of and recommendations to better protect children in cars were 

made on the basis of results from experimental studies, child-passengers, their age groups, their seat positions and 

any special detectable protective measures. 

Traffic Survey Children in Cars Spot checks carried out during defined time periods for 
the observation of all cars showed that during the day on 

In order to establish the actual protective conditions for 
weekdays there was at least one child in every twelfth car on 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, rural roads and in every tenth car on urban roads. With 
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reference to the type of vehicle, every fourth to fifth car transported in the cars driven by them. In 35% of all cases 

containing children was a station wagon, there were 2 children in each car, in 11% there were 3 and 

Toddlers (41%) in the age group 1-4 years and preschool more children in each car. In the age group 3 months--12 

children (31%) were most frequently seated on the outside years, the three-year old children made up the largest frac- 

right or middle of the rear seat bench. Infants up to one year tion of 26%. 60% of all registered children were younger 

old showed comparatively low traffic participation with a than 6 years. 

value of 11%. There is a comparatively high protection quota in this 

From observation of striking children’s deportment, it 
specific survey area. Only 22% of all children were seated 
on the back seat without any further protective measures. 

was possible to conclude that protective measures either had 
not been taken or were ineffective. Approximately every 

Approximately every fifth child was protected only by the 
car seat belt. In contrast, 59% of all registered children 

child in five (21%) in the age group over 1 year was ob- enjoyed the optimum protection offered by child restraints. 
served to be standing, kneeling, looking out the side win- In approximately 70% of the cases, this most effective pro- 
dow or the rear window or sitting on the lap of belted-in rear tective measure was primarily employed for children up to 3 
compartment passengers. Only 14.4% of the children were years of age, while restraints for school children were prac- 
seen to be standing between the front seats, i.e., without any tically non-existent. Of the unprotected children, roughly 
protection whatever. Abnormal deportment of child-pas- each child in three was younger than 3 years. The car seat 
sengers with a quota of approximately 66% was most fre- belt is fastened around children as from an age of 2 years. 
quently detected in urban traffic. Use of the seat belt increases with increasing age and the use 

The protective mesaures which had been taken were de- of child restraints decreases. 
duced on the basis of visible evidence of the presence of a 
child restraint or a higher sitting position with fastened car 

©hlld 
seat belt. The following percentages were derived: 

Infants up to 1 year show comparatively low traffic par- 
ticipation (11%). Nevertheless, they are only optimally pro- 
tected by a child restraint suitable for this age group in 
approximately 2% of all journeys. 

Around half (48%) of all older children travel without any 
special protection, at most being protected by their position 
on the rear seat bench. As from an age of 2 years, each child 
in five (20%) is buckled in the car seat belt without any 
additional measures being taken. Children are optimally 
protected by a special restraint in only 32% of all cases. The 
increasing use of the adult seat belt for toddlers can be 

o 

evaluated as a conditional but not optimum protective meas- 

ure. In this context, more fundamental biomechanical re- Figure 1. Protective measures for 165 child-passengersduring 
search must be performed on the loadability of the child’s regular journeys with groups of children on weekdays. 

body structure. 

Table 2. Protection o! children in cars, all roads. 40% of the drivers questioned were convinced that the 
C~ldren o~ar 1 ~ear use of child restraints could guarantee a protective effect 

.’rote~ti~e ,~easure ~°" ~ 
equivalent to that of the car seat belt. In contrast, one-third 

]nprotected, including of the drivers doubted that the applied child restraints could 
~tbno~llal depor~dllent 210 4e offer high protection. At the same time this group of drivers 
9nly car seat belt 89 ~0 was more ready to transport children not belonging to the 
:hild restraints 139 n family. 
~o~ ~3~ 100 The most frequent objections and complaints made by 

children about the inadequacies of their child restraints refer 
Questioning of drivers of cars containing to the lack of arm and leg rests and too low heat removal 
children from the seat area. 

In towns and rural areas, survey locations were selected at Questioning of the drivers provided the following infor- 

schools and kindergartens to obtain more data and detailed mation on children’s partiqipation in traffic: In the case of 

information about journeys with children. The purpose of weekday journeys: 

the questions was to establish individual protective meas- ¯ 30% of the drivers always had child-passengers in 
ures, the frequency and duration of regular journeys with the car: High protection quota 
children and criteria governing the acceptance of child ¯ A child is only in the car for each second to third 
restraints, daily journey in 57% of all cases: Low protection 

105 drivers were questioned. A total of 165 children were quota 
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¯ More than half of all regular journeys with chil- bending of the cervical vertebrae in this case. The dummy’s 
dren do not last longer than ten minutes head was acutely endangered only by heavy objects which 

¯ ~ daily journey of one hour or longer is to be had been deposited on the rear window shelf flying through 
expected in 4% of all journeys with children, the passenger compartment. 

In the case of child dummy 3, which was protected by the 
Summary of the survey results belt-integrated restraint, the dynamic forward displacement 

Protection of children is always in deficit when compared of the head was about 400 mm. This guaranteed a free 
to the protection quotas for adults in cars. Although child distance of approximately 25 cm to the backrest of the front 
restraints are available for children of all ages, they are passenger seat. If the oblique impact had been on the right- 
primarily only used for toddlers. Children are generally hand side, however, the dummy’s head could have hit 

transported in the rear compartment, but this alone can only against the B-pillar. The dynamic body displacement and 
offer minimum protection. The car seat belt is being used the belt strap geometry indicated that belt-integrated child 
increasingly for toddlers. The protective effect which can be restraints react sensitively to oblique impact directions and 
attained by this measure is controversial as evident from tend to turn the body out of the belt. Consequently, the test 
literature on the subject, in particular because fundamental requirements for child restraints must be reviewed and 

information is not available on the biomechanics of a child’s modified. 

body. In the case of regular journeys with groups of chil- The unprotected child dummy 10 was flung forward be- 
dren, the protection quota with child restraints was found to tween the front seats and finally hit the steering wheel 

be double that at the survey points in normal traffic. How- without being decelerated in any way. Once again this 

ever, parents still fail to recognize the protective capacity of proves that simply seating a child in the rear compartment, 

child restraints, especially on the middle seat which is frequently chosen in 
preference to the others, does not guarantee effective pro- 

Crash tests with child dummies tection. The following conclusions were deduced from the 
Head-on collisions occur most frequently at an angle of full-scale test: 

approximately 30° to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. ¯ The use of a restraint in each individual seating 
However, according to the ECE-R44 test regulation, child 

position provides a self-protection and protection 
restraints are only tested in 0° direction. Crash tests with 
child dummies were therefore performed on the TQV 

for other passengers whether they are children or 
adults. 

Rheinland crash test lane with an oblique impact. The prin- ¯ Child restraints providing overall body support 
cipal objective of the tests was to critically review the de- also offer protection in the case of oblique impacts 
fined protective criteria on the basis of an oblique-angled 

and reduce the loads to which the cervical ver- 
load and to derive proposals for a further revision of the 

tebrae are exposed. 
ECE-R44 test regulation from the results of the tests. ¯ The valid test requirements for child restraints 

Full-scale test must be modified with regard to oblique impact 
directions. 

A car holding 5 anthropometric dummies was subjected 
to a 30° oblique impact on the left-hand side at 50 km/h. One Sled tests 
child dummy was positioned on the front passenger seat, Sled tests were performed with a child dummy 3 and a 
one on the middle rear bench seat and one on the outside child dummy 10 and two different integral, forward-facing 
right rear bench seat. A dummy representing a 9-month old child restraints which were suitable for children between the 
infant was placed on the front passenger seat and protected ages of 3 and 12 (weight class II: 15 kg, III: 32 kg, ECE- 

by a belt-integrated inverse restraint. A dummy represent- R44). The impact was inflicted in normal direction (0°) and 

ing a 3-year old child (child dummy 3) was positioned at an angle of 30° to the longitudinal direction (oblique 

behind it on the outside right seat. A conventional belt- impact). The test seat and acting deceleration impulse were 

integrated system with booster cushion was used in this in compliance with the test conditions set forth in ECE- 

case. For demonstration purposes, the dummy representing R44. 

a 10-year old child (child dummy 10) was seated on the The objective of this series of tests was to simulate the 
middle seat and was not protected in any way. The purpose actual situation in the passenger compartment during the 
of the test was to provide information on the behaviour and full-scale test described above and to evaluate this with 
dynamic forward body displacement of the child dummies, regard to the given spatial and forward displacement condi- 

The high-speed films taken by moving cameras showed tions. In addition, child restraint test conditions were to be 
that the dummy representing the 9-month old infant experi- applied to the 30° oblique impact as an experiment. 

enceO the most favourable kinematic impact conditions. Child restraint type A is an elastic booster cushion which 

The dynamic forward body displacement was less than 250 is used to lift the child up when seated so that the car seat belt 

mm and the minimum distance to the dashboard was ap- fits better. Frontal body support is provided by the lap and 

proximately 30 cm. As a result of the overall body support shoulder belt. Type B is a belt-integrated combination of 

offered by the plastic backrest, there was no significant booster cushion and protective table which acts as an inter- 
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cept and guarantees body support. Once the child has The most important movement and load variables are 

reached an age of about 6 years, the intercept is removed and summarized in table 3. II is apparent that the maximum 

the car seat belt is directly fastened around the child’s body. value for forward head displacement is always attained in 

Types A and B both fulfill the reqmrements of ECE-R~4. the case of oblique impact. At an impact angle of 30°. the 

upper body partly turns out of the diagonal shoulder belt. In 

the case of oblique impact. Type A resulted in up to 40% 

higher dynamic forward displacement of the head of child 

dummy 3. In contrast, Type B clearly reduced the influence 

of the impact angle as a result of the areal effect of the 

intercept, figures 3 and 4. 

Results of the tests with child dummy 10 cause one to 

doubt whether the allowable displacement space could even 

be adhered to in the case of a head-on collision. Higher 

forward displacement values were also measured for 

oblique impact. When transferred to the actual passenger 

compartment dimensions in the full-scale test. massive head 

impact agmnst the front seat could not have been prevented 

in this case. The high head loads recorded for this dummy 

primarily resulted from the impac~ on the dummy’s own 

lower limbs, figures 5 and 6. 

Rotation of the head around the vertical axis can be 

viewed as a criterion to measure the sensitivity of a child 

restraint to oblique impacts. Only the free head trajectory 

was evaluated. The longitudinal and rotational movement 

variables indicated that Type B was less sens itive to oblique 

impact than Type A. 

The test results which are summarized in table 3 clearly 

indicate a physical relationship between longitudinal for- 

ward body displacement and the given deceleration. 
In view of the test results it is doubtful whether the safety 

Figure 2. Vehicle with dummies before and approximately 150 
ms a~ter a crash against a 30° barrier at 50 km/h. target can be attained with minimization of the dynamic 

forward displacement values of a restraint alone. Higher 

Table 3. Movement and load variables from sled tests on the basis of ECE-R44. 

Child du~mmy 3 years i0 years 

Child restraint, type A B A B 

Impact angle 0o 30° O° 30° O°     30~    O°    30 

Movement variablesr forwards (rmm) 387 533 423 462 587~ 665 638~ 649 

of dynamic ~\ downwards (mm) 196 315 173 250 335 388 470 387 

head displacement Lside* rotation (o) 15 60 15 30 9O 90 45 45 

Resulting r chest (g) 58 42 36 38 50 36 50 34 

deceleration/3 ms~ [head (g) .... 40 60 70 130 

Belt force [left (kN) 2~6 2,1    1,9 2,0 3~9 4,8 4,5 4,5 

~ right (kN) 4~0 3,1     3,6 3,7 4~5 4,4 4,5 5,6 

Head rotation around vertical axis according to film 
ECE-R44: 550 mm permitted 
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40 ms 

50 ms 

60 ms 

Cr Xmax= 423 mm 

Figure 4. End position of child dummy 3 with child restraint t=O ms t;=30 ms 
after 0° head-on crash test, top, and 30° oblique impact test. 

40 ms bottom. 
60 ms 

70 Conclusions 
Today the problem of protecting children in cm-s arises 

immediately after the birth of the child. Lending paren~ 

suitable restraints for newborn babies for an appropn~e 

period of time might be one way of promoting ~he ~eed for 

life-lon~ protection in vchicles~ 

~ ~ ~ New parems must be made aware of the fact that children 
cr ×~×= ~.6~ m~ in the rear compartmem can only be protected wi{ih chiid 

restraints which are available for a~t age groups. 
Figure 3. Head trajectory of child dummy 3 with child restraint 

When developing child restrai~ts~ {he child’s coml~_~r~ B in the 0° head-on crash test, top, and 30° oblique impact test, 
bottom, must be researched and technically rea lized. 

The protective effect of child res~raims mus~ a~so be 
deceleration values and, in particular, bending loads which 

guaranteed for accident-relevant ~mpac[ directions. The 
still cannot be measured must then be expected in the child’s increasing number of bel{-integra~ed systems necessitates 
cervical vertebrae, An optimized child restraint should an urgent review of the valid test conditions. 
make full use of the available forward displacement space ~n With reference to the lowest possible bendin# loads in the 
the case of a head-on collision in a defined angular range, area of the cervical vertebrae, a modified test regulation 

With the belt-integrated child restraints used in the tests, child restraints should aim towards mimmum deceleration 

much higher forward displacement values were recorded with utilization of maximum forward displacement spac’~. 

for oblique impact than for the normal direction. The real 

conditions in passenger compartments of present-day vehi- References 
cles. the increasing number of belt-integrated systems and (1/Statistisches gundesamt: "Str~genverkehrs~mfiiHe’L. 

the most frequent impact directions in the case of accidents Fachserie 8, Reihe 3.3, Wiesbaden. 

necessitate revision of the ECE-R44 test regulation for (2) Stiftung Warentest: "Das Passende F~r jedes 

child restraints, Zeitschrift °°test", 1/87. 
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Figure5. Head trajectory of child dummy 10 with child restraint 
B in the 0 head-on crash test, top, and 30° oblique impact test, 
bottom. 

{3) Langwieder, K.: "Kinder im PKw-~-Schutzmdglich- 

keiten h~ufig noch nicht genutzt", Zeitschrift "Bruderhilfe 

Journal" Nr. 2/87. 

(4) Kdiger, H.J.: "Schutz voa Kindern in PKw" 

Forschungsberichte der Bundesanstalt far Stragenwesen, 

Bereich Unfalltk~rschung; Band 192, February 1989. 

(5) Aldmann, B.: "Prospectives for and Problems related Figure 6. End position of child dummy !0 with child restraint B 

to Protection of Children in Child Restraints" SAE- after 0° head-on crash test, top, and 30~ obliique impact test, 

P840524. 
bottom. 

(6) Czernakowski, W.: "Usage of Adu|t Belts in (7) Dejeammes, M.: "Exploration of Biomechanical 

Conjunction with Child Safety Systems as a Means to I)ataTowardsaBetterEvatuationof3~leranceforChildren 

Optimize Convenience" SAE-P840527. Involved in Automotive Accidents" SAE-P840530. 
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Integrated Child Restraints in Cars for Children Aged 0-10 

L. Karlbrink, M. Krafft, C. Tingvall, while forward facing systems for older children reduce the 

Electrolux Klippan, V~trg/irda, number of injuries by 60% (1). 

Chalmers University of Technology The high effectiveness however is linked to the correct 

dep of injury prevention, use of restraints. 

Gothenburg and Folksam Ins Co, Stockholm In this paper the level and types of misuse is put in focus 

through an observational study. The different kinds of mis- 

Abstract use were compared to an integrated system built into a car. 

Children up to the age of at least six-seven must use an Material and method 
extra device to be restrained properly in a car. Such devices 

The study of the use of child restraints was conducted in 
are normally only sold as extra equipment and are thus far 

one area of Stockholm and during a short period of time 
not available in the car from the manufacturer. 

Child restraints are extremely effective in preventing 
(two weeks during the beginning of 1989). The cars were 

injuries in car accidents and the use of restraints must be stopped by the police and the investigator had the oppor- 

high and efficient, tunity to make a thorough examination of the restraints. A 

The fact that the child restraint must be bought and special format was used to ensure a consistent judgement of 

misuse. mounted by the user and is still not part of the car, leads to 
certain consequences; i.e., restraints are not always The correctness of the use was judged in relation to ECE- 

available and misuse occurs. Several studies have shown 44, that is the weight of the child, the position of the re- 

that the misuse level in various countries can be high. straint, the mounting of the seat and the way the child was 

In this paper a study on the misuse of child restraints as using belts etc. If the seat was not used in accordance with 

well as a construction of a fully integrated child restraint for ECE-44 the type of misuse was noted. 

children 0-10 years old, are presented. The misuse study Result 
was conducted to find common types of misuse and put 
them in relation to an integrated restraint. In table 1 the number of different types of misuse among 

rearward facing systems is shown. The number of observed The integrated restraint was built into a passenger car as a 
design study, seats was 31. Only 10 were correctly used. 

Background Table 1. The number of misuse of different types among rear- 
ward facing restraints n = 31. 

Restraining occupants in cars is one of the basic ideas in 
Misuse type                              No of cases 

traffic safety, Adults have been able to use seat belts since Not in contact with instrument panel 6 
the late 50’s, and in most countries today, seat belts are Car seat belt not in use or incorrectly used 16 

Lower anchor strap not in use or incorrectly used 2 available in all positions in the car. The effectiveness has Forward facing 8 
proven to be high, in the region of 40-50% in reducing Wrong position 8 
injuries (1).* 

Child seat belt incorrectly used 1 

Children are different from adults in several respects and 
In table 1 it can be seen that almost all cases of misuse 

they cannot use adult seat belts without some kind of com- 
were related to the mounting of the restraint in the car, while 

plementary system. Special child restraints have therefore 
in only one case, the misuse was related to how the child was 

been developed. Smaller children in many countries travel 
restrained in the seat. 

in a rearward facing position in order to reduce the load on 
For the forward facing systems, only two misuse types the neck in a frontal collision thereby distributing the loads 

on to the back of the child. For older children, forward 
were present; the seat belt guides were not in use, and the 

child did not use the belt in a proper way, i.e., wrong routing. facing systems, using separate belts or the adult seat belt 
with a modified geometry, are common (2). Out of 37 observed forward facing systems, 28 were incor- 

The child seats available are, however, not part of the car rectly used. In 26 out of these cases one or two belt guides 

itself, but has to be bought separately and normally as car were not in use, while in two cases, the seat belts were 

universal systems. Thus, they have to be mounted into the incorrectly worn. The majority of the cases were, as for 

car by the user. This fact leads to problems in various ways rearward facing systems, related to the mounting of the 

as they might be incorrectly mounted and used. restraint itself. 

The use of child restraints is very effective. Rearward Integrated child restraint 
facing systems reduce the risk of injury by approx. 90%, 

Pictures 1 to 5 show a fully integrated child restraint. The 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, restraint can be mounted in different positions of the car; 
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front passenger seat or the rear seat. A 3-point adult seat belt 
must be available. 

In the adult mode (picture 1), there is no difference from a 
normal seat. 

¯ Picture 2. The booster cushion has been unfolded from the 
seat back. 

Picture 1. Front passenger seat in adult position. 

The first folding of the seat (picture 2), creates the booster 
cushion mode. This mode is designed for children 3-10 
years old, e.g., mass groups II and III according to ECE-44. 
The children sitting in this fashion mode are using the 
3-point adult seat belt of the car (picture 3). 

The seating position in the forward facing mode provides 
good side support, since the child sits somewhat enclosed 

into the seat. This also means that a good lap belt geometry, 
is achieved as the belt passes over the upper parts of the legs 
rather than the abdomen without using any hooks or guides. 

The height of the booster cushion is approx. 60 mm which 
is normal for a booster and allows a good geometry for the 
diagonal part of a 3-point belt. 

The second folding of the seat (pictures 4 and 5) leads to a 
rearward facing child restraint for children 0-3 years old, 
e.g., mass groups 0 and 1. 

Picture 3. The three point adult belt together with the booster 
cushion. The child will be sitting further back in the seat com- 

The rearward facing seat has foldable sides for side sup- pared to an adult thus providing side support and a better lap 

port and an adjustable head restraint for the older children in belt geometry. Belt guides are therefore not necessary. 

the age group. There is an internal 3-point belt for the child. 
The rearward facing seat has no contact with the dashboard, tion for the smaller children and a more upright position for 

A locking mechanism in the booster is designed to fasten the the older ones. 

rearward facing seat in case of a rearend collision or a Crash tests with the integrated system have been carried 

rollover accident, out according to the ECE-44 "specific vehicle" category. 

A reclinable function in the rearward facing seat provides The values do not exceed from what is normal for a rearward 

different seating angles thus providing a good sleeping posi- facing seat and a forward facing booster system. 
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ents in a situation where they must buy additional devices 

for children. These devices must be mounted into the car. 

The possibility that the wrong restraint is used and that it is 

anchored improperly is great. 
In a limited observational study it was found that misuse 

was very common. By a thorough inspection of the cars al- 

most all types of misuse could be detected. The most com- 
mon type of misuse was connected to the mounting of the 
restraint into the car and not to the restraining of the child 

into the seat. 
An integrated system, as shown in this paper, solves 

almost all problems identified in the observational study. 
An integrated system is always available, and if it can be 
constructed for all age groups, the right system is always in 

the car. 
There is also no question as to where the system is placed 

in the car, as an integrated system can only be used in a 
position for which it has been designed. In addition, the 
integrated system is always correctly anchored to the car. 

An integrated system is also possible to test together with 
the car, both in relation to comfort and crash performance. 

The integrated system shown in this study is a rearward 

facing seat for the smaller children, while older children use 
a booster cushion, which is a forward facing system. 

Picture 4. The rearward facing seat being unfolded from the It has been shown both in laboratory tests and in real-life 
booster, accidents that (2, 3) the rearward facing systems are far 

more effective than forward facing ones. It seems important 
to stress that the best possible systems be built into cars. 
Regarding the forward facing mode, it has been shown that 
the booster cushion together with the adult 3-point belt is an 
effective system (2). 

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 

¯ Misuse of child restraints is common and most 
often related to the mounting of a child restraint in 

the car. 
¯ An integrated system, as shown in this study, can 

effectively diminish most types of misuse. 
¯ An integrated system should be related to all ages 

and the design should be based on the most effec- 
tive traditional systems. 
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Protection of Children More Than Three Years Old: Presentation of a Concealable 
Device Integrated in a Seat 

B. Weber, G. Stcherbatcheff, This new arrangement allows recourse to the use of the 

Renault-France 3-point adult belt in the rear places, as from the age of 3 

F. Brun Cassan, 
years, thanks to the usage of an additional cushion enabling 

Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics 
the belt to be adapted to the morphology of the child. 

Associated With Peugeot SA/Renault 
The aim of this paper is to present a type of raising 

cushion integrated in the vehicle: it is a question of a built-in 

Abstract seat for the transport of children in a motor vehicle, capable 
of occupying a concealed position inside a housing formed 

Protection of children as car occupants raises a major on the rear bench. 
problem, as it is necessary to take into account two factors 
which are specific for them: their behaviour, which corre- Existing Booster Cushions 
sponds to a need for movement and their very fast growth. 

Before presenting the new device, it is interesting to take 
The most common restraint devices look like individual 

stock of previous work carried out in the field of child 
seats and are designed to protect young children, less than 
three years old. More recently, new restraint devices, called 

protection in the age bracket in question. 

"cushions" were developed. They are designed for children 
An experimental evaluation of cushions additonal to the 

of over three years until adult size and they are used with the 
3-point front belt was made by Bastiaanse, Maltha and Tak 

adult belt; they generally enable some improvements in the 
(4) at T.N.O. within the framework of an extensive pro- 

location of the belt on the child body, so ensuring better 
gramme, for more than 450 tests were performed with 21 
different types of restraint devices. Among this large num- 

protection. This paper presents a special cushion developed 
by Renault, the originality of which is that it is integrated in ber of tests, 30 were devoted to the evaluation of four differ- 

the rear bench and concealable when there is no child in the ent cushions; for two of them, the guiding function of the lap 
belt was inefficient, with, as consequence, "submarining" rear places. Dynamic tests were performed with a six year 

old child dummy at impact speed and deceleration law cor- observed in all the tests, with penetration of the strap into 

responding to those of licensing procedures; the perform- the abdomen. The same result was obtained in all the tests 

ance of this cushion are described, performed with 3-point adult belt equipped with strap upper 
return (device intended to adjust the passage of the strap 

Introduction over the shoulder with respect to passenger size). In another 
connection, in an earlier evaluation, Kelleher and Walsh (5) 

Each year, in France, one thousand children die following concluded on the necessity to consider the risk of"subma- 
road accidents, 40 thousand are injured of whom 10 thou- rining" as much as excursion of the head in all regulations 
sand seriously. If the share of car occupant children of 3 to regarding protection of children in cars. These conclusions 
10 years old is isolated, there are still in the region of 150 are quite in harmony with those deduced from analysis of 
killed and 600 injured to be deplored each year (1).* The real world accidents and justify the evaluation that we our- 
stake is very high. But recourse to a system of restraint for selves had carried out, in 1983, of various types of addition- 
children is unfortunately still not very widespread--ap- 

al cushion for adult belts (6). 
proximately 10% according to an ONSER survey conducted 

All the tests were performed inside the passenger com- 
for all children (2). This percentage is much lower for chil- 
dren between 3 and 10 years old and is explained by the 

partment of a standard production vehicle, fastened to the 

scarcity of restraint systems properly adapted to this broad 
carriage of a catapult. The deceleration law of the carriage 
complied with regulation ECE 44. The velocity was 

age bracket. 
Since tolerance of the child to impact is much higher than 50 + 2km/h with a stopping distance of 650 + 30mm. Eight 

that of the adult (3), the outcome is that, if appropriate steps 
types of cushion were tested: five trade origin and three 
prototypes. The tests were performed with Alderson dum- 

were taken and applied, safety should be ensured in the very 
mies representative of children of 3 and 6 years old. In all 

large majority of road accidents in which children are in- 
volved as car occupants, 

cases, the belt was a standard production seat belt of the 

Since 1985, the setting up of a type approval procedure 3-point inertia reel type. In the majority of the tests, two 

has products opened up a new category of restraint devices: dummies were used with two different seats, always ar- 

"Group D devices," consisting of an adult seat belt and one ranged in the rear places. 

or several additional devices enabling the belt to be adapted The dummies were equipped with one triaxial acceler- 

to the size of the child and intended to protect children aged ometer in the thorax, with the 6 year old dummy having one 

less than 10 years and weighing more than 15 kg. extra triaxial accelerometer in the head and one in the 
pelvis. 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. The kinematics were analysed on the basis of movies 
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taken from five high-speed cameras, two of which were on- Since this cushion was evaluated while it was still at the 
board, mock-up stage, it must of course be emphasized that the 

For each test, the measuring results were given and com- final behaviour of the seat will depend on the strength of the 
pared with values considered as tolerable limits in the refer- material used; its manufacture is being studied. 
ence dynamic test of the French regulation, namely: "The 
resultant acceleration of the centre of gravity of the thorax Description of the Integrated 
should not exceed 50g, except for intervals where the dura- Concealable Cushion 
tion remains less than 3ms." 

Judgement of overall behaviour of the restraint device, Numerous types of children seats are on sale for installa- 

based on analysis of the kinematics, was likewise given for tion on car benches for the purpose of transporting children 

each test. under good conditions of comfort and safety. 

Analysis of the experimental results had revealed the These seats are obviously very useful for the protection of 

insufficiencies of the majority of the cushions at present children, but they present various drawbacks. Outside peri- 

available on the market. It was basically the design of the ods of use, such seats are cumbersome. In addition, they are 

guiding function of the strap~shape, size and material-- not always near at hand when they are needed. Fastening of 

which distinguished the behaviour of the various cushions a child’s seat to a car bench often takes time, depending on 
during impacts. Improper guiding of the strap did not pre- the model; straps must be fastened to anchorages, then to the 
vent submarining of the child and its deadly consequences seat and usually the attachment of such seats is not rigid 
on account of the particular injuries that it can cause mainly enough, even if the straps and the hooks are in good condi- 
to the abdomen and to the spine, tion and perfectly in place. The degrees of comfort of such 

Based on this critical analysis of behaviour of existing seats are diverse. Their cost if often high. 
devices, a new seat was designed (figure 1): These drawbacks are lesser with raised block cushions 

¯ It allows use of the 3-point adult belt as from the that have appeared more recently on the market and which 

age of 3 owing to its two-part nest-in design, are easier to install on account of the fact that it is sufficient 

hence its name of "nested seat." to place them on the bench and attach the cushion and the 

¯ It comprises armrests for holding purposes, pro- child together with the seat belt. But when they are not in 

viding comfort and protection upon side impact, use, a place must be found in the car to stow them away. 

¯ The guiding function of the straps is optimized by The idea of the device presented is to propose an innova- 

a shape which excludes any possibility of subma- tion which eliminates all these problems. It involves a child 

rining and any risk of abdominal injury, even restraint device installed in a car and which is not cumber- 

light; the strap can only lie flat on the root of the some when it is not in use. It is a device which is always near 

child’s thighs, at hand when needed and which can be installed simply, 
speedily and safely. 

The seat is built into a bench which comprises a raised 

1 ~ using position with the purpose of endowing the child pas- 

~.~ ~~,~ 

~ 

~.. senger with a position of comfort compatible with the use of 

¯ ~ ~!i~1~ 

~ 

a conventional adult passenger seat belt. It comprises a plate 
covered with a cushion connected to the structure of the 

/,"" il!ilil~ I vehicle by a mechanical link consisting of two sets of paral- 
i’\ ~’ lel legs hinging on the plate at one end and around two 

parallel stationary axes carried by the structure at the other 

end. The seat thus built presents the advantage of not mod- 
ifying the arrangement of the overall seats of the vehicle 

Figure 1. The "nested cushion."                              and of easily adapting to the structures of the existing seats. 

It is a single and functional built-in "cushion", cheap to 
This seat had been tested under the same conditions as the 

other devices with 3 and 6 year old dummies and the tests 
manufacture and the implementation of which is especially 

had given excellent results. They had permitted verification 
simple. 

that the general kinematics of the child were favourable 
Figure 2 shows an isometric view of a car rear bench with 

during impact, that the thorax acceleration thresholds con- and without the child passenger seat in the raised position 

sidered as admissible had not been exceeded and finally that and figure 3 shows a six year old dummy on the seat. For the 

submarining was impossible. These tests had also permitted purpose of increasing postural comfort of the child pas- 

checking that the strap guiding device provides solidarity to senger, a structural component (located under the seating 

both parts of the seat, without need for other devices, which plate when folded back) forms a foot-rest for the child. 

extremely simplifies its use. Since situations could be more This raising cushion therefore forms part of the bench, 

or less favourable according to the position of the upper which is provided with a corresponding accommodation 

anchorage in different cars, this point was also taken into housing. The child passenger is restrained by a conventional 

consideration. 3-point adult belt. The belt geometry is very favourable, as 
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plicated, and permanent cumbersomeness compared with 

the advantage of speedily gaining an extra place thanks to 

design functionality. 

All the parents appreciate that their children accept being 

attached in this way. 

The functional aspect of the seat is well noted. 

It was tested with children with height varying between 1. 

and 1.35m. With the littlest, the belt fits very wel!; the 

position of the cross-belt lies well on the collar bone and the 

lap strap passes flat at the root of the thighs. The layout of 

anchorage points in the vehicle favours verticalization of 

the lap strap in the raised block configuration. On the other 

hand, a child of that size (lm, 1.05m) cannot benefit from 

the foot-rest, as the cushion is too long. 

With the biggest, with height close on 1.30m, the seat is a 

little higher, which determines correct passage of the strap 
Figure 2. The eoncealaNe "cushion." over the shoulder and the lap strap is very well placed. 

To sum up, it seems that for the littlest children (3-4 

years), the cushion is rather tong in respect of the seating 

depth and that the seating height is rather too great to pro- 

vide support for the feet on the foot-rest. In fact, this is not 

really a constraint for children adopt multiple leg positions 

(cross-legged). The position of the belt is very good. Com- 

fort is excellent for the head-rest, which is factory- 

integrated in the squab of the bench, is perfectly adapted to 

the little child. Visibility, both sideways and to the front, is 

very good and does not give the impression of stiffness. 

For bigger children (7-8 years), seating comfort is good 

but the seat is rather high. The ideal would be a cushion with 

height adjustable by a notched system, which would enable 

it to be used also for children of a higher age bracket, up to 

t0 years: the size of these children would then allow the 

adult seat belt to be used ator~e, without needing any addi~ 

tional cushion. 

Eva uation in Dynamic Tests 
Dynamic tests were performed in order m evaluate the 

behaviour of the raising cushion during ~mpact and the 

efficiency of the restraint 

The test conditions were the following: 

impact velocity: 50kmih 
Figure 3. A six-year-old child dummy on the "cushion." o deceleration taw according ~o ECE 44 

the strap is positioned quite flat on the root of the child’s Tests were performed with an Alderson six year old 

thighs, dummy, fitted with accelerometers at head. thorax and 

pelvis. 

Road tests The bench, including the cushion, was fixed on a rigid 

This raised cushion has been road tested in different vehi- mount adapted on a sled. in order to reproduce ~he exac~ 

cles. with children of 3 to 8 years old. configuration in a vehicle, in relation ~o the anchorage 

As regards the children, the reception given to the seat is points. The dummy was installed on the cushion, in the left 

by and large good The child feels valorized because of lateral rear place and was restrained by a 3-point amomatic 

using the belt and realizes that his field of vision is the same belt. 

as for an adult. Two preliminary tests were necessaEv for the adj ustmem 

Parents also gave a very good reception to the raising of the standing up of the system allowing ~he rinsing up o! 

cushion. The optional aspect does not worry them since. ~he cushion. 

without this solution, they would have to purchase a car seat Now. a recent test performed with the actua! bench led ~o 

wflh all the inconveniences of assembly, sometimes com~ very satisfactory results, both as regards accelerometric 
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measurements: Ar Thorax = 45 g (A3ms = 38g) and Av References 
Thorax 33 g (with Av 3ms = 29 g). (1) Source SETRA (Minist~re des transports). 

There is no head impact and the HIC value obtained is (2) R. Biard et M. Dejeammes "La s6curit6 des enfants ~t 
¯ 

moderate: 869 l’int6rieur des v6hicules, les pratiques, les attitudes" 

At the end of kinematics during impact, the dummy dossier ONSER N° 810501, December 1981. 

rotates towards the left and advances on the cushion. (3) M. Dejeammes, C. Tarri~re, D. KalliEris, C. Thomas, 

However no submarining occurs. The presence of the door "Exploration of Biom6chanical Data Towards a Better 

on the left side and of the armrest on the right side would Evaluation of Tol6rance for Children involved in Auto- 
motive Accidents" SAE Paper 840530, 1983. 

certainly have led to a better position of the dummy after 
(4) J.C. Bastiaanse, J. Maltha and A.G.M. Tak, 

impact. 
"Evaluation of the Dynamic Test Requirements for Child 

Anyway, these first results are very promising and other Restraints According to the EEC 44 Regulation", pro- 
tests are scheduled at higher violence, ceedings of the 7th International IRCOBI Conference on the 

Conclusions 
Biomechanics of impacts", K61n, Germany, September 8- 

10th, 1982. 
In order to improve protection of children in cars, we (5) B.J. Kelleher and M.J. Walsh, "Sled Test. Com- 

developed a device to be used with the adult three point belt, parisons of Child Restraint Performance", proceedings of 
for children more than three years old. The main the 22rid Stapp Car Crash Conference, Ann-Arbor, 
advantages, as compared to other existing booster cushions Michigan, October 24-26, 1978, USA. 
are the following: (6) C. Tarri~re, C. Thomas and F. Brun Cassan, C. Got and 

~. A. Patel "From Three-Years old to Adult Size. How to 
¯ j ¯ it is always available 

Ensure Child Protection in Automobile Accidents", SAE ¯ it doesn’t take any place in the car when not used 
¯ it is easily and immediately fitted. 

Paper 831664, 27th Stapp Car Crash Conference, San 
Diego, California, October 1983. 

Improving Traffic Safety for Older Drivers in the United States 

Adele Derby, is not unique. Traffic safety is a serious problem throughout 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration the world, although the details vary from country to country 
depending on the number and age of drivers, the number and 

Abstract kinds of vehicles they drive, the kinds of roads they drive 
on, and attitudes toward safety and obeying authority, 

There has been an increasing awareness in the United among other factors..This brief overview of the major out- 
States of the special highway and motor vehicle safety lines of the worldwide elderly safety problem, primarily in 
needs of the older population. One manifestation of this is the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop- 
the recently completed study of this issue performed by the ment (OECD) countries, is presented here in order to pro- 
National Academy of Science (NAS) in response to a Con- vide a context from which the United States program can be 
gressional request. As the agency responsible for motor viewed. 
vehicle safety, the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad- The age distributions within the OECD countries in the 
ministration (NHTSA) has begun to implement the findings early 1980’s are quite similar, with the exception of Turkey 
of the NAS study as part of an overall plan for improving the (1)*. Turkey is not included in the data shown below, as its 
safety and mobility of older persons. There has also been population distribution is different than any of the other 
increased activity in other federal and state agencies and in OECD countries. The U.S. population distribution closely 
the private sector to address these problems. This paper follows the OECD average (excluding Turkey). A more 
presents the progress being made by NHTSA in implement- detailed listing of the age distributions is shown in table 1. 
ing its Traffic Safety Plan for Older Persons and an over- Of course, the age distributions are not static. Throughout 
view of other activities being undertaken throughout the the entire world there is a trend toward an increasing portion 
United States to deal with these issues, of the population being elderly. In the 1950’s, about 12 to 13 

percent of the Northern American and European population IntroductionmA Global Perspective were 60 years old or older. Today these percentages are 
This paper is concerned with the traffic safety problems about 151/2 and 18 percent respectively, and are expected to 

older persons face in the United States and what is being grow to the 22 to 25 percent range by 2025. In Africa and 
done in both the public and private sectors to help solve 
these problems. However, the situation in the United States *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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Table 1. Population age distribution of the OECD countries, percent of total. 
Year -1 1-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 85+ 

Australia 1983 1.6 6.0 7.9 8.9 8.4 8.8 8.3 8.1 7.4 5.8 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.3 3.5 .2.8 1.8 1.8 

Austria 1986 1.1 4.8 5.7 6.3 8.0 8.7 8.0 6.8 6.8 6.4 6.6 5.1 5.5 5.6 3.8 3.9 3.5 2.1 1.1 

Belgium 1983 1.2 5.0 6.2 7.0 7.7 8.1 7.8 7.3 6.8 5.5 5.9 6.3 6.1 5.3 3.7 4.1 3.1 1.9 1.1 

Canada 1981 1.5 5.8 7.3 7.9 9.5 9.6 9.0 8.4 6.7 5.5 5.2 5.1 4.8 4.0 3.5 2.6 1.8 1.0 0.8 

Denmark 1985 1.0 4.1 6.1 7.1 7.7 7.8 7.3 7.3 8.0 7.2 5.7 5.1 5.2 4.6 4.6 4.1 3.1 2.0 1.3 

Finland lg85 1.3 5.3 6.6 6.2 7.2 7.7 7.8 8.3 9.0 6.4 5.8 5.4 S.S 5.0 3.9 3.6 2.7 1.5 0.8 

France 1986 1.4 5.5 6,7 7.5 7.7 7.8 7.6 7.7 7.9 5.5 5.3 5.6 5.5 5.2 3.2 3.5 3.1 2.0 1.3 

FRG 1985 1.0 3.9 4.7 5.5 8.0 8,7 7.7 7.0 6.4 6.9 7.8 6.1 5.9 5.5 3.5 4.5 3.6 2.1 1.2 

Greece 1983 1.4 5.8 7.1 7.4 7.8 7.3 6.8 6.6 6.6 5.8 7.0 6.9 5.8 4.4 4.1 3.8 2.8 1.6 0.8 

Iceland 1984 1.8 7.4 8.6 8.8 9.0 9.3 8.6 7.7 6.6 5.1 4.4 4.6 4.3 3.9 3.t 2.6 2.0 1.3 1.0 

Ireland " 1984 1.9 8.1 9.8 9.9 9.3 8.2 7.4 6.8 6.2 5.2 4.5 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.7 3.1 2.0 1.1 0.7 

Italy 1984 1.0 4.4 6.7 7.8 8.3 8.0 7.1 6.7 6.8 6.3 6.4 6.2 6.0 5.5 3.5 4.0 2.8 1.5 0.9 

Japan 1985 1.2 5.0 7.0 8.3 7.4 6.8 6.5 7.5 8.9 7.6 6.B 6.6 5.8 4.5 3.5 2.9 2.1 1.2 0.6 

Luxembourg 1985 1.1 4.6 5.6 6.0 7.2 8.1 8.3 8.0 7.4 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.2 5.0 3.6 4.0 3.0 2.6 

Netherland 1985 1.2 4.8 6.1 7.3 8.5 8.8 8.4 7.9 8.3 6.3 5.6 5.2 4.9 4.7 3.8 3.2 2.5 1.6 1.0 

New Zealand 1985 1.2 4.9 6.4 7.7 8.1 7.6 7.5 7.6 7.3 5.8 4.9 4.4 4.5 4.3 3.4 2.9 2.0 1.2 0.7 

Norway 1984 1.2 4.9 6.4 7.7 8.1 7.6 7.5 7.3 7.6 5.9 4.8 4.7 5.1 5.6 4.9 4.2 3.1 2.0 1.3 

Portugal 1985 1.3 5.7 8.0 8.5 8.5 8.4 7.4 6.7 6.2 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.4 5.0 3.9 3.5 2.5 1.4 0.7 

Spain 1986 6.6 7.8 8.5 8.5 8.5 7.4 6.6 6.3 5.8 5.2 5.9 5.7 5.0 3.8 3.3 2.6 1.6 0.9 

Sweden 1986 0.6 4.5 5.7 6.4 6.8 7.2 6.6 6.9 7.6 7.8 5.8 5.1 5.2 5.5 5.5 4.7 3.8 2.4 1.7 

Switzerland 1985 0.6 4.6 5.6 6.2 7.5 8.0 7.6 7.4 7.8 7.4 6.3 5.6 5.7 5.1 4.1 3.9 3.2 2.1 1.3 

Turkey 1980 2.4 11.0 13.4 12.3 11.1 9.0 7.5 6.0 4.9 4.6 4.5 3.9 2.6 1.8 1.9 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.2 

UK 1985 1.3 5.1 6.0 6.9 8.0 8.4 ?.2 6.7 7.3 6.0 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.6 4.5 4.2 3.2 2.0 1.2 

US 1980 1.6 5.7 7.4 8.0 9.3 9.4 8.6 7.8 6.2 5.2 4.9 5.2 5.1 4.4 3.9 3.0 2.1 1.3 1.0 

Age Cohort 1-19 20-39 40-59 60-69 70-79 80+ 

OECD 
Range, % 23.1-39.0 27.3-33.4 18.0-26.8 7.0-11.0 4.6-8.5 1.8-4.1 

Average, % 29.1 30.5 22.6 8.7 6.3 2.6 

USA 
1980, % 32.0 32.0 20.4 8.3 5.1 3.5 

Latin America, which now have only about 5 percent of    remains important to the older traveller, however, with 

their population in the 60+ age bracket, the percentages are about 29 percent of their total travel as automobile drivers, 

expected to grow to about 6 percent for Africa and about 9 and about 25 percent as passengers. This compares with 55 

percent for Latin America (2). percent as drivers and 20 percent as passengers for the 

A fundamental factor affecting road safety is the younger age groups. None of the OECD countries has a 

availability of the automobile as a means of transportation, maximum age beyond which drivers can not retain a license. 

Except for Greece, Ireland, Japan, Portugal, Spain, .and Each country has a unique set of rules governing frequency 

Turkey, the number of persons per registered automobile is of renewal and type of examination required (4). 

in the range of 1.8 to 3.3, with the U.S. at the 1.8 level (3). The "bottom line" is how the number of persons injured 

(See table 2 for a detailed listing.) A related consideration is and killed varies with age. Recent data for motor vehicle 

the exposure to potential accidents, that is, the amount of related fatalities shows that of the total number of persons 

travel. It does appear that older persons travel less, and the killed in motor vehicle crashes who were drivers or 

way they do their traveling changes. Persons over 65 travel passengers of automobiles, between 7 and 31 percent were 

between 30 and 45 percent as much as those in the 25 to 64 persons 65 years old and older, with the U.S. value at 15 

age bracket, at least in a sample of the OECD countries percent. For pedestrians, the range was from 21 percent (for 

(Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, the United the U.S.) to 59 percent (5). Additional data are shown in 

Kingdom, and the United States). Motor vehicle travel table 3. 
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Table 2. Number of persons per car, OECD countries, traveled basis are high and increase sharply with age after 
Austral i a 2.3 about age 75; and for those involved, there is a much higher 
Austri a 2.9 

risk of injury or death than for the younger population. Belgium 2.9 
Canada 2.2 In 1986 there were approximately 241 million persons 
Denmark 3.3 
F i n I and 3.0 living in the United States, about 13.4 million of whom were 
France 2.6 between 70 and 79 (5.6 percent of the total), and about 6.4 FRG 2.2 
Greece 7.3 million of whom were 80 or older (2.7 percent of the total). 
Iceland NA 
I tel and 5.1 The elderly portion of the population is expected to continue 
Italy 2.6 to increase over the next few decades (6). In 2000, it is 
Japan 4.2 
Luxembourg 2.4 expected that the 70 to 79 year old population will represent 
Netherl and 2.9 5.9 percent of the total, and the 80 and older 3.7 percent. For New Zealand 2.3 
Norway 2.6 the present population, NHTSA estimates that about 58 
Portugal 8.2 
Spain 4.1 percent of the 70 to 79 and about 30 percent of the older 
Sweden 2.6 group are licensed to drive. These percentages also are 
Swi tzerl and 2.4 
Turkey 48 expected to grow, as many persons who become 70 in the 
UK 2.9 
us i.8 next several years will have been driving for most of their 

adult lives, and will continue to do so as long as possible. In 
Source: MVMA Motor Vehicle Facts and Figures, ’86, Motor 
Vehicle Manufacturers Association. Detroit, 1986 particular, the proportion of older women drivers is ex- 

pected to continue to increase. 
Table 3. Occupant and pedestrian fatalities, 65 and over, From ages 35 to 69 the percentage of fatalities in 1986 
percent of total. 

Occupant Pedestri an 
was less than the percent of the population, that is, they were 
underrepresented. For the 70 to 79 year old age group there 

Austral la NA NA were 2,841 fatalities in 1986, 6.2 percent of the total (com- 
Austria 8 40 pared with 5.6 percent of the population). For the 80 and 
Belgium 12 39 
Canada NA NA older group there were 1,593 fatalities, 3.4 percent of the 
Denmark 21 44 total (compared to 2.7 percent of the population). The only 
Finland 14 44 
France 12 34 other age group of drivers overrepresented by population 
F RG 10 50 
Greece B 51 was the 15 to 34 year olds. 
Iceland 31 25 The factor that shows the safety problem faced by the 
Ireland 15 30 
Italy l l 41 older population most starkly is the fatalities per mile trav- 
Japan NA NA elled. The fatality rate per 1 O0 million VMT is estimated to 
Luxembourg NA 43 
Netherland 18 41 increase from 2.6 for the 70-74 year olds to over 30 for the 
New Zealand NA NA 
Norway 13 41 85 and older bracket. This occurs even though amount of 
Portugal NA NA travel decreases. For the 70 to 79 year olds, total travel is 
Spain 7 35 
Sweden 19 54 estimated at about 4,800 miles per year (compared to an 
Swi tzerl and 12 59 average of nearly 11,000). For the 80+ age group, the dis- Turkey NA NA 
UK 16 44 tance travelled is even less, estimated at about 2,600 miles 
us 15 21 

per year in the 80 to 84 bracket, and 1,050 miles per year for 
Source: Statistics of Road Traffic Accidents in Europe, the BO+group(7). 
United Nations, New York, 1989 

An analysis of the available data also shows that older 
persons are overinvolved in intersection crashes, are in- 

Problem volved in fewer single vehicle crashes, and commit a much 
Until a few years ago there did not appear to be an elderly higher proportion of "Right of Way" and "Traffic Signal" 

traffic safety problem in the United States. Not many per- violations. They also tend to drive more slowly, are more 
sons in the 65+ age bracket were injured or killed as a result hesitant and variable in speed; drive noticeably farther to the 
of motor vehicle crashes. It was only when the fatality data right of the road, and perform certain driving tasks less well 
began to show a steady year-to-year increase in the 65+ age than younger persons, i.e., driving in lanes, switching lanes, 
group that this view began to change. Upon closer examina- changing directions, joining a stream of traffic (8). 
tion, it became apparent that indeed there was a problem, 
starting at about age 70; and that the problem was growing Plans and Priorities 
and could be expected to continue to grow as the number of 
older persons continued to increase. Transportation Research Board 

The essence of the older persons’ traffic safety problem is A significant effort to begin preparing for the transporta- 

that although the absolute number of crashes involving driv- tion needs of an aging society was recently completed. This 

ers over 70 is small, as is the crash involvement rate on a per Congressionally mandated two-year study by the Transpor- 
population basis, the crash involvement rates on a per mile tation Research Board (TRB) focused on the problems 
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which may inhibit the safety and mobility of older drivers Federal Highway Administration 
using the Nation’s roads and means of addressing these Many of the studies of driver behavior on which highway 
problems (9). They concluded that age is a poor predictor of design standards are based were initiated as much as 50 
performance and should not be the basis for restricting or years ago. Standards were developed when the U.S. had 
withholding driver’s licenses, that more efficient spe- fewer than 90 million drivers in cars with seated eye heights 
cialized transportation service will be needed for this group of well over 50 inches, driving at average highway speeds of 

to allow them to maintain their mobility and independence, less than 35 mph, on a highway system that contained fewer 

and that additional research should be undertaken to deal than 1000 freeway miles. It is safe to assume that our road- 

with the problems of the older driver. Specific recommen- way environment may not be compatible with the needs of 

dations were offered to adjust roadway design and operation the older driver. 

to better accommodate older drivers, to improve occupant To examine this portion of the problem, the Federal High- 

and crash protection for this older group, and to review and way Administration (FHWA) is developing an Action Plan 

possibly revise driver licensing practices, to implement the highway related recommendations of the 

The completion of the TRB study in 1988 heightened the TRB report. Currently they have a research and develop- 

interest of the public, the media and the highway safety ment program for Improved Highway Travel for an Aging 

community to this topic. Many highway safety organiza- 
Population (11). Included in this program is the develop- 

tions are devoting time to the issue and most safety meetings 
ment of a safety trend data base and automated file to help 

in the United States now offer sessions or are being held 
them in their problem identification. The Agency is also 

solely for the purpose of addressing all or part of the 
evaluating its current performance standards for signs and 
symbols to determine the ease of comprehension and recog- 

problem, 
nition to’the older driver. 

National Highway Traffic Safety FHWA is working with several states to determine the 

Administration safety benefits of wider lane markings to help improve 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
visibility. A study is also underway to determine needed 

(NHTSA) developed a plan in response to the TRB report 
highway design improvements to better meet the needs of 
older drivers, especially the problem areas of left-hand 

(10). NHTSA’s Traffic Safety Plan for Order Persons covers 
turns, perception-reaction times, sight-distances, night 

both behavioral and vehicle countermeasures, with projects driving, roadway lighting and glare, intersections, and free- 
having the potential for both near term and longer term way entrances and exits. 
effect on. the issue. The planned program includes activities To improve the pedestrian safety of older persons, FHWA 
to expand the knowledge base about older drivers. In terms is examining signal timing to determine if sufficient time is 
of what is known and what needs to be known, and to allowed for older pedestrians to cross the street and the 
determine the role of perception, cognition and psychomo- installation of pedestrian crossing medians to determine the 
tor deficiencies in older driver crashes, effectiveness of this countermeasure. 

Projects will be undertaken in NHTSA to promote the use 
Other Groups and Organizations 

of safety belts and automatic crash protection for this older 
group. The most promising measures taken from current The Automotive Safety Foundation and the Highway 

state driver licensing programs will be evaluated and perfor- 
Users Federation for Safety and Mobility.--These organi- 

mance capabilities of older persons will be studied in order 
zations recognized the older driver as a priority issue when 

to improve the licensing process. Safety information will be 
they convened a group to determine the most realistic and 

developed for older pedestrians, and consumer materials 
workable ways to lower the mileage death rate. Their high- 

designed concerning older driver and passenger safety, 
way safety priorities included a recommendation that infor- 

Work will continue on efforts to address crash avoidance 
mational programs be developed for older persons to alert 
them to potential driving problems, that incentives be pro- 

and crashworthiness of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety vided to encourage older drivers to attend these programs, 
Standards which may have an effect on the safety of older and that physicians and organizations for older persons play 
persons, an effective role in disseminating information. They also 

As part of its program in elderly safety, NHTSA is spon- recommended that state licensing agencies focus more on 
soring, with the National Institute of Aging, the Centers for assisting older drivers to identify potential problems and in 
Disease Control, and the Federal Highway Administration, providing information on overcoming them, rather than on 
a workshop to identify the basic and applied research efforts to restrict or limit driving privileges (12). 
needed to improve the safe performance of older drivers Lifesavers/7.--Workshops advising community program 
through changes in the vehicle, environment or drivers, managers on how to deal with the problems of the older 

NHTSA is also, with the Federal Highway Administra- driver were offered at Lifesavers/7, a national conference 

tion and the National Safety Council, sponsoring a meeting which drew over 1,300 highway safety practitioners. These 

of 150 interested state and local officials to design an action workshops attracted considerable interest, indicating that 

plan to further the recommendations of the TRB report, local leaders are becoming aware of the safety needs of the 
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older portion of the population. Topics of most interest were alone, as well as routine licensing activities that dispropor- 
those concerned with bringing improvements to the driver tionally affect older persons. The review included an exam- 

licensing process, using insurance discounts to encourage ination of procedures employed at the time of licensing or 
attendance at driver improvement education programs, license renewal as well as remedial actions directed at prob- 
seeking alternative modes of travel in rural areas, and iden- lem drivers (13). 
tifying appropriate organizations and agencies for develop- It was found that, in a few states, the routine licensing 
ing community coalitions to deal with issues concerning the procedures had been altered for older drivers. After a certain 
older driver, age, renewal periods are shortened; retesting of vision, 

American Automobile Association Foundation for Traffic knowledge or driving skill are performed at reduced inter- 
Safety.---The Foundation is currently supporting several re- vals; medical examinations are required for original appli- 
search efforts relating to older drivers. Studies include de- cants; and mail renewals are not permitted. No state had 
termining the relationship between physical fitness and adopted more than two of the previous measures. In no case 
driving performance, cognitive performance in 50-85 year has the overall costs to the States and drivers or the benefits 
olds, intersection accidents, improved highway signing, and in terms of safety and mobility of these special requirements 
the development of an older driver diagnostic vision test. been determined. Moreover, data essential for the evalua- 

American Association of State Highway Transportation tion of these activities are not being collected. 
Officials.--This organization considered the problems of Procedures to identify drivers whose functional abilities 
signs, signals, and design elements at their 1988 annual have seriously declined or who have medical conditions that 
meeting. As a result of the enthusiastic response, a session is raise questions about their competency to drive are usually 
planned for June 1989 to consider older driver needs, new incorporated into the routine licensing operations within the 
inititives, and presentation of this organization’s response to states. Although age plays no role in the initiation of these 
the TRB report, procedures, their major impact centers on drivers in the 

Vehicle Manufacturers.--The vehicle manufacturers are upper age ranges. At the time of original issuance of driver 
making efforts to accommodate to the changing needs of the licenses or where in-person renewals are required, exam- 
driving population. Many product innovations are being iners have an opportunity to observe applicants and take 
introduced that will help all of the driving population, and appropriate action. However, states appear not to take full 
will be especially helpful to older drivers. A new rear view advantage of this situation since most examiners have not 
mirror that self adjusts to changing glare conditions has received specialized training which would permit them to 
been introduced. Anti-lock brakes, air bags, improved dis- conduct such a screening activity. 
plays with colors that the older person can more easily see Medical advisory boards or committees have been estab- 
are also being introduced, lished in all states to assist licensing agencies, although in 

Society of Automotive Engineers.--This organization has some states they are not active. These agencies help develop 
a Mature Driver Committee which has undertaken a survey medical standards for driving and review individual cases to 
of the needs of older drivers as a precursor to considering determine the severity of an applicant’s medical impairment 

modifications to the SAE Standards. The committee also in terms of driving. 
sponsors technical sessions at the Society meetings to report Laws in eight states require physicians tO report persons 
on current efforts in the field, whom they have diagnosed as having specific disorders 

American Association of Motor Vehicle Administra- which may adversely affect their ability to drive safely. 
tors.~This organization is cooperating with NHTSA to Reuben et al. cautions that the first consideration in resolv- 
formulate plans for driver’s license demonstration projects ing the ethical dilemma of reporting to the licensing agency 
at the state level, a functionally impaired elderly driver who continues to 

drive is that of"potential versus actual danger" (14). Physi- 

Programs cians, lacking any standards for assessing driving compe- 
tence, must rely on clinical judgment when determining 

Driver licensing medical competence to drive. Therefore, the best judgment 
The agency has undertaken both near term and longer that physicians can currently provide is that of potential 

term efforts to determine current licensing practices, and to rather than actual danger. 
determine, if possible, what objective criteria could be de- A newly enacted law in California (15) demonstrates the 
veloped to ascertain who should and who should not be controversy that results when there are no criteria to distin- 
allowed to drive. The main thrust of NHTSA’s ongoing guish older persons who are capable of driving from those 
program to improve the safety of older drivers is in the area who are incapable of doing so. California requires its physi- 
of driver licensing, cians to report all individuals diagnosed with Alzheimer’s 

More information is needed to assure that any proposed Disease or a related disorder to local health departments 
changes in driver licensing actions directed at older drivers who then turn this information over to the Department of 
will be effective. To this end, NHTSA reviewed the driver Motor Vehicles. The supposition is that such patients will 
licensing practices and procedures within each of the States lose the privilege of driving, although in fact the Depart- 
to isolate requirements that are based on advanced age ment re-examines each driver to determine if the person 
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should drive. Friedland et al. (16) claim that there is no ated. To evaluate these licensing modifications in terms of 

initial period of the disease during which driving is safe and their cost-benefit, cost effectiveness and fairness to older 

recommend that patients with the diagnosis of dementia of applicants, two studies will be undertaken. The first will be 

the Alzheimer type not drive a motor vehicle. Drachman to examine the accident data from states that require road 

(17) argues that, at an early stage, individuals with this tests for drivers over 70 as compared to states which do not 

disease may be perfectly competent to operate an auto- and to determine the effect on crash experience. The second 

mobile and that the law could adversely affect the willing- evaluation will be prospective in that we will investigate 

ness of individuals concerned about their cognitive function what happens to people who lose their license privileges, 

or memory to be seen by a physician. He notes that many what administrative resources are required to undertake 

normal older individuals have mild memory impairment varying licensing programs and what the results are in terms 

which makes discrimination from early Alzheimer’s Dis- of crash rates. 

ease very difficult. 
The Public Policy Steering Committee of Alzheimer’s 

Training and education 

Disease and Related Disorders Association supported the There has been some progress in developing appropriate 

California law, noting that taking the car keys away from the training and education programs for older drivers. In 1983, 

Alzheimer’s disease victim was one of the most difficult 20 driver training programs were reviewed by NHTSA. The 

things family members face and that it would be helpful if majority were found to be basic driver improvement courses 

families could point to the law when the time came that the taught to older drivers with little or no attempt made to 

victim’s driving was unsafe (18). translate the physical and psychological conditions of aging 

Physicians seem to favor testing individuals whose com- into the course content. One exception was the "55 Alive" 

petence to drive is in question either in a driving simulator program offered by the American Association for Retired 

or with an actual driving test. They believe that competence Persons (AARP) to older drivers to help them realize their 

to drive should include not only competence to operate the driving limitations. NHTSA is working with AARP to re- 

automobile, but also the ability to respond quickly to sudden vise the "Safe Rides for Long Lives" program which has 

endangering events (e.g., a ball roiling into the street); the been designed to encourage older adults to wear safety 

ability to see objects in dim light; and the ability to navigate belts. The revision will include information on automatic 

in reasonably familiar territory. The physicians feel that a protection devices and emphasize the proper use of safety 

proper law should specifically define the degree of impair- belts. 

ment of driving ability by a defined testing method. In addition, the National Safety Council has developed 

The area of medical conditions and functional capability "Coaching the Mature Driver," an educational training 

is under investigation by the NHTSA. Four studies are course designed to improve the driving habits and tech- 

planned in this area. The first is a project to investigate niques of older drivers. 

the relationship between health status, driving practices 
Insurance 

and crash experience of older drivers. The objective of the 
project will be to determine how driving and pedestrian The Hartford Insurance Company, the insurance carrier 

practices are influenced by medical conditions and func- for AARP, was one of the first insurers to offer broad cover- 

tional capability and how these factors relate to crash risk. age to the older driver. The two main provisions are a life- 

The second project will be designed to identify risk fac- time renewability provision as long as the individual contin- 

tors for motor vehicle collisions resulting in injuries in older ues to pay premiums, has a valid driver’s license and is not 

drivers. This study will examine medical conditions, drug convicted of driving while intoxicated; and a 10-15% dis- 

use, sensory impairment, driving practices and traffic viola- count for those 75 or older, if they do not drive at night 

tion and collision records of 360 drivers over 65 injured in except for emergencies. 

police investigated motor vehicle collisions compared to a At present 28 states have approved insurance discounts 

control group of persons who were not involved in crashes, for older individuals who complete an approved driver 

matched for age and sex. training course. 

A third study being undertaken will attempt to identify 
those cognitive, sensory perceptual and psychomotor fac- 

Alternative transportation 

tors which distinguish accident-involved from accident- The state safety agencies have also begun to take action in 

free older drivers so that this information can be used in the the area of the older driver. A project is currently being 

design of older driver licensing and improvement programs, undertaken in the State of North Carolina to determine 

A feasibility analysis has been conducted and it has been transportation options which are or could be made available 

determined that there are states willing to undertake such a to older people who are losing their licenses for medical 

study, reasons. The existing transportation services, human serv- 

A fourth study is one whose need became apparent after ice agencies and voluntary organizations will be explored in 

our review of existing state licensing programs. Several this 4-county study. 

states have licensing requirements and procedures based on In Massachusetts, the Older Driver Advocacy Committee 

advanced age per se that have not been adequately evalu- is developing a cooperative program between local police 
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departments and the Council on Aging to ensure that older York: United Nations, 1989). 
citizens who have lost their driving privileges are aware of (6) Traffic Safety Trends and Forecast, internal NHTSA 
available alternative modes of transportation within their working document, 1986. 
community. (7) E.C. Cerrelli, Older Drivers, The Age Factor in Traf- 

fic Safety (DOT National Highway Traffic Safety Ad- 
Conclusions ministration, DOT HS 807 402, 1989). 

There is a worldwide concern with the traffic safety of (8) Elderly Road Users, A Synthesis (DOT Federal High- 

older persons. This is due to the growing use of motor way Administration, 1987). 

vehicles for transportation by older individuals, and the (9) Transportation Research Board, Transportation in an 

overall aging of the population. Considerable work is under- Aging Society (Washington: National Research Council, 

way in the United States, in both the public and private 1988). 

sectors to mitigate the safety problems of the elderly. Within (10) The National Highway Traffic Safety Administra- 

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, a tion’s Traffic Safety Plan for Older Persons (DOT National 

broad program is underway to consider both vehicular and Highway Traffic Safety Administration, DOT HS 807, 316, 

driver behavioral aspects of the problem. The primary thrust 1988). 
(11) Traffic Operation R&D High Priority National Pro- of this program is to understand what characteristics are 

gram Areas (DOT Federal Highway Administration, 1989). needed for safe driving, and to translate these into age- 
independent criteria that can be used for driver licensing. 

(12) Highway Safety Priorities to the Year 2000 (Auto- 

motive Safety Foundation and the Highway Users Federa- The Federal Highway Administration is considering how 
tion for Safety and Mobility, 1987), p. 6. the roadway can be modified to improve elderly safety. 

Numerous other organizations, including the motor vehicle (13) Licensing the Older Driver: A Summary of State 

manufacturers, also have active programs to consider this Practices and Procedures (DOT National Highway Traffic 

problem. With this large effort, it is hoped that the deaths Safety Administration, 1989). 

and injuries of older drivers, passengers and pedestrians (14) D.B. Reuben, R.A. Silliman, M. Traines, "The 

will be reduced. Aging Driver," Medicine, Policy, and Ethics, 36 (1988), 

1135-1142. 
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Traffic Accidents of Elderly People in the Netherlands; They Really Are More 
Vulnerable Than Other Road Users 

L.T.B. van Kampen, road users in general and some crash theory, these data 

Institute for Road Safety Research SWOV sources are used to calculate and demonstrate differences in 
fatality, injury and other relevant accident parameters be- Abstract tween elderly (55 years and older) and a comparison group 

In this paper the vulnerability of elderly road users is of 25-44 years old. In view of the differences conclusions 
analyzed by means of statistical accident data. Two data are drawn about the vulnerability of elderly crash victims, 
sources are used: Dutch national accident data of 1987 with emphasis on influence of age, sex and traffic category. 
based on police registration and Dutch national hospital Finally suggestions for solutions of the problem are de- 
data of 1987. rived using general injury prevention knowledge combined 

After a short introduction about the problem of elderly with the specific protection need of the elderly. 
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Introduction For the purpose of this paper elderly people are those of 

55 years and older. 
In many countries elderly people are a"growing" part of 

the population and this means that problems such caused by General accident data 

their vulnerability will grow too. Before focusing on elderly traffic victims this paper 
In The Netherlands 25% of all severe traffic casualties are shows the distribution of all Dutch traffic casualties for the 

elderly road users though the population of elderly is about three most important categories of road user: car occupants, 
12%. bicyclists and pedestrians. 

It is feared that in 40 years elderly road casualties will 
amount to about 50% solely due to population changes and Table 1. Number of traffic victims in the Netherlands, by injury 

severity and three categories of road user; 1987 accident data. 
based on a population share of 25%. Something has to be 

~nJ ury                ca~ occupants bicyclists pedest:r~ans           All 
done about this. 

Of course vulnerability is only part of the problem of 
elderly road users, other parts being their declining physical fatalities 769 311 172 1252 

and mental capabilities and factors relating to their mobility, hospitallze~ 5590 3093 1537 10220 

The mobility of elderly people tends to decrease and this less severe 
causes a lack of experience which might cause a higher 
accident risk (Wouters & Welleman, 1988). .11 ..... il:i¢$ 19080 11607 /+185 34872 

However in this paper only the physical aspects of 
vulnerability will be considered. Of these victims nearly 7100 (20%) were 55 years or 

Crash Theory older. The breakdown to the three categories of road user is: 

The outcome of collisions between road users is theo- Table 2. Number of elderly traffic victims in the Netherlands, 
by injury severity and three categories of road user; 1987 acci- 

retically a matter of (differences of) masses and of collision dent data. 
speed, injury car occupants bicyclists pedestrians All 

The amount of damage to structures as well as injury to ..... 
human beings is also dependent on their own strength and 
energy absorbing capabilities. If mass differences between 

f~t~litte~ 22~ 150 80 ~5~ 

colliding structures are big, most of the collision forces have 
hospitali~od 1097 977 454 2528 

to be absorbed by the lighter structure which in most cases is 
~ ......... injured 2128 1469 519 /+116 

also the weaker. Therefore the well known laws of Newton All severities 3449 2566 1053 7098 

that determine the physical behaviour of colliding struc- 
tures are double harmful for the unprotected road users, To analyze the vulnerability of elderly road users a com- 
because they are both light and weak in comparison to their parison group is needed; in this paper the age group of 25- 
collision partners. 44 years is used for that purpose. 

But differences in mass and strength of structures are also The first comparison is on the subject of injury severity. If 

applicable to collisions between cars and heavy trucks, or we compare the casualties among elderly road users to those 

cars and obstacles, in the age group 25 to 45 years we see some spectacular 

By improving energy absorbing capabilities of colliding differences: 

structures of both collision partners much can be done to Table 3. Percentage distribution of injury severity for elderly 
minimize the severity of the outcome, traffic casualties and a comparison group (25-44 years), 1987 

Human beings however have physical structures that accident data. 

change with age and it is for instance well known that the 
i~u~y el~e~Zy 25-~4 years 
severity casualties casualties 

resistance against bone fracture is considerably less for 
older people than for younger, fatalities 6,4 

In general it is to be expected that the resistance against hospitalized 35,6 % 26.7 % 

collision forces of elderly people is less than that of younger 
people. All severities i00 % (N-7098). i00 % (N-9841) 

So the same collision forces applied to young people may 
cause less and possibly other injury than when applied to We see that the percentage of fatalities among elderly is 
elderly people, more than two times that of the comparison group and we 

Elderly people may die sooner than younger ones and also see that the relative number of hospitalized is far higher 
elderly people may recover later or with more resulting among elderly road users. 
disability. Before deciding that this enormous difference is proof for 

In this paper the problem of vulnerability of elderly the theory that elderly are more vulnerable than younger 

people will be analyzed with the aid of general accident data road users we need to check some relevant accident factors, 

(police registration) and hospital data. such as type of collision and type of collision partner. 
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Table 4. Relative distribution of collision type for elderly traf- This measure of severity is often called "lethality." 
fic .casualties and a co .mparison group (25-44 years), excluding 
peoeszrians, 1987 accioent data. If lethality in a group is for instance 20 it means that the 

collision type elderly 25-44 years group has 20 fatalities per 100 victims (fatalities + 
..... ltt ....... ltfes hospitalized). 

We will now compare lethality for different age groups frontal                               45                                  58 
within the group of elderly and also look at differences side 39 25 between sexes: 

rear 9 5 

Table 6. Lethality (number of fatalities per 100 victims) for other 7 12 different age groups and sexes, 1987 accident data. 

sex elderly crash victims comparison group 

All collision types 100% (N-6045) 100% (N-9174) 55-64 65-74 75+ 25-44 

male 16 19 22 ii 
Elderly casualties show considerable less frontal colli- 

female I0 i0 14 7 
sions and considerable more side collisions than their com- 
parison group. 

These are differences that may have influenced the differ- both.~ .... 13 15 is 10 

ence in fatalities from table 3, though both collision types 
There are great differences in lethality, not only between 

may have severe outcome. Pedestrians are excluded from 
the table, 

elderly and younger road users but also within the elderly 

The next table shows the distribution of collision and between both sexes. As shown in table 5 there is a factor 

partners: 2 difference between the eldest of the elderly (75+) and the 

comparison group, for both sexes. Females always have 
Table 5. Relative distribution of collision partner for elderly lower lethality than males; the male rate is 50 to 90% higher. 
traffic casualties and a comparison group (25-44 years), 1987 
accident data. Now we look at the three different traffic modes: 

Collision partner elderly 25-44 years Table 7. Lethality (number of fatalities per 100 victims) for 
casualties casualties different traffic categories and age groups, 1987 accident data. 

traffic elderly crash victims comparison group 

category           55-64          65-74           75+                  25-44 
heavy truck/bus                   6                            6 

light truck 6 5 ear occupants 16 17 19 I0 

bicycle/moped i0 6 bicyclists 9 12 19 6 

obstacle 7 19 pedestrians I0 16 17 9 

other ii 14 

all ca~egorles 13 15 18 i0 

All collision partners 100% (N-7098) 100% (N-9832) 
Though it might have been expected that lethality for 

pedestrians and bicyclists is higher than for car-occupants, 
Elderly traffic victims have met clearly more other cars 

this is not the case. All three groups of elderly road casu- 
than younger victims and have had far less collisions with 

alties show a high lethality and the differences are smaller 
obstacles, 

than those between sexes, shown in table 6. Apparently all 
This difference is mainly ca.used by the fact that young 

car-occupants are involved in far more obstacle-collisions different groups of road users meet with comparable colli- 

sion severities, especially in the two highest age groups than elderly car-occupants. We will see later (table 8) that 
this difference does not explain the big difference in fatal- where lethality differences seem small. 

ities between elderly and younger victims. As mentioned before crash factors such as type of colli- 

To further analyze differences between elderly and the sion and collision partner may have considerable influence 

comparison group (25-44 years) it is better to concentrate on severity. 

on the most severe groups of victims: fatalities and hospi- To illustrate this we look again at collision partners and 

talized, since the registration of these casualties is more compare lethality for the different traffic categories. 
complete than for the less severe injured. We clearly see that trucks and buses cause the greatest 

lethality for all categories, including the comparison group. 
Lethality This is consistent with the crash theory that difference of 

The severity of accidents has been demonstrated in table mass is one of the major causes for severe outcome of 

3 by the proportion of fatalities related to the total group of accidents. 
victims including less severe injured. We can also see that elderly pedestrians suffer most from 

If we do the same for the smaller group of fatalities and this type of collision partner, with 55 (!) fatalities per 100 
hospitalized, the severity of accidents may be expressed as victims. 
the proportion of fatalities in this group. Though cars cause far less lethality than trucks, cars are a 
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Table 8. Lethality (number of fatalities per 100 victims) for     Table 10. Relative distribution of length of stay in hospital for 
different collision partners, traffic categories and age groups,     hospitalized crash victims, by age group and sex; 1987 hospital 
1987 accident data.                                       data. 

length of             elderly crash victims                  comparison group 
collision       elderly crash victims (55+)      comparison group (25-44) 

stay                   male             female                     male     female 
partner          car-occ bicycl pedestr       car-occ bicycl pedestr 

i day                    3                    2                          5          4 
car                  14        13         16               6          5            8 

2-9 days               32                  26                         58        53 
truck/bus           29        45         55             13         24           30 

10-19 days            29                  30                         21        27 
bicycle/moped       0          3          i               0          4            0 

20-29 days            16                  19                          6          7 
obstacle            16          6          0             13          3            0 

30 days or more      20                  23                         i0          9 

far more common collision partner, as shown in table 3. lOO, lOO% 10o% 100% 
(N-1724) (N-1992) (N-2174) (N-I065) 

Therefore cars (by their number) and trucks (by their ag- 

gressivity) are the most important collision partners of the 
elderly, which is a logical consequence of the fact that more females 

Obstacles are a big problem for car-occupants only, espe- than males stay alive. 

cially for the comparison group of 25-44 years, both be- 
The following table shows the total average stay in hospi- 

cause of their aggressivity and their number as shown in tal for the different age groups: 

table 3. Table 11. Average stay in hospital (days) for hospitalized crash 
Both obstacles and cars cause almost equal lethality for victims, by age groups; 1987 hospital data. 

the elderly car-occupants. Average Elderly crash victims Comparison group 

We will look now at more specific injury data that might stay 55-64 65.74 75+ 25-44 y .... 

help to further illustrate the vulnerability of the elderly and 
give directions for solutions of the problem, days 18 23 27 12 

Hospital data 

In the Netherlands all hospitals join a national registra- This table shows more clearly than table 10. the big 

tion system of relevant data of each hospitalized casualty difference in stay between elderly and younger crash vic- 

based on the WHO-ICD system. In the following tables we tiros; it shows also that age has a. very substantial influence 

will follow some of these relevant data such as: on stay for the elderly themselves. The total average stay for 
all elderly is about 20 days. 

¯ type of dismissal (home, other hospital, died with- 
in 30 days) Injury pattern 

¯ length of stay in hospital One of the typical aspects of traffic casualties is that they 
¯ type of injury sustain multiple injuries. The average number of recorded 

Table 9. Relative distribution of dismissal type for hospi- 
injuries of hospitalized traffic victims is about 3. 

talized crash victims, by age group and sex; 1987 hospital data. Distinction is made between thefirst injury or main diag- 

dismissal elderly .... h vloti ..... parlso~ ~roup nosis (normally the most serious injury) and several other 
25-44 years 

type            male        female          male    female     diagnoses (normally less severe injuries). 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the first and second 

home 84 87 92 94 injury since all hospitalized have at least these two injuries. 

other hospital l0 l0 7 5 We may assume that the pattern of injury depends on the 

died (within 30 days) 6 3 1 1 
type of traffic category as well as on age. 

Injuries will be presented as the percentage distribution 
of all injuries to 7 body regions (injury pattern). 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

(N-1724) (N-1992) (N-2174) (N-1065) The table shows great differences, both between traffic 
categories and between elderly and younger victims. 

There are some very remarkable differences in the table. Elderly car-occupants suffer both thorax injuries (29%) 

Here again we see that elderly people die sooner than youn- and head/skull injuries (28%); younger car occupants have 

ger, after having been admitted to the hospital. Again we see far more head/skull injuries (41%). 

that females have a lower fatality rate than males. Elderly bicyclists suffer most from leg injuries (44%!) 

Severity of injury and recover capability will influence and the second place is for head/skull injuries (25%) while 

the length of stay in the hospital. We may therefore expect younger bicyclists show far more head/skull injuries (42%) 

big differences between elderly and younger people, and only half the proportion of leg injuries (22%). 

Elderly crash victims stay far more days in hospital than Elderly pedestrians show a injury pattern more or less 

younger ones. Females stay somewhat longer than males, comparable to that of the elderly bicyclists, their main inju- 
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Table 12. Percentage distribution of main injury by body region Combining main injury and second injury we may look at 
(injury pattern) of hospitalized crash victims, by age and traffic 

the three most common combinations of body regions, only category; 1987 hospital data. 
for the elderly: body elderly crash victims (55+) comparison group (25-44) 

region car-occ bicycl pedestr car*occ bicycl pedestr Table 14. Relative distribution of the three most common com- 
binations of first and second injury, for elderly crash victims, 
by traffic category; 1987 hospital data. 

head/skull          28        25         32               41         42          33 
car-occupant                   bicyclist                  pedestrian 

neck i 0 0 2 0 0 

thorax 29 5 5 14 4 6 

head-thorax (14%)           leg-leg (34%)            leg-arm (23%) 
pelvis/back 9 I0 ii 8 5 9 

abdomen 4 i I 5 3 4 
head-arm     (13%) head-leg (8%) head-arm (13%) 

arms 7 Ii 9 7 18 8 leg-arm (9%) head-arm (7%) head-head (9%) 

legs 16 4/* 37 14 22 33 

other 7 5 4 9 5 8 

In this table we see the reflection of the previous tables 

12. and 13. Outstanding is the proportion of leg-leg injuries 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

(R-1033) (N-2036) (N-647) (N-1818> (~-1156> (U-265> (34% !) for elderly bicyclists; car occupants show combina- 

tions of head/skull with both thorax and arm injuries; for ry group being leg injuries (37%) and second come head/ 

skull injuries (32%); the injury pattern of younger pedestri- 
elderly pedestrians the combination leg-arm injuries is the 

ans is not very much different, most common (23%). 
Finally we may wonder if hospital stay is dependant on 

For all groups the absence of neck injury seems note- 
worthy,                                                   the type of injury sustained. 

We look at the main injury only for the four most common 
As far as type of injury is concerned, the majority of the 

body regions: 
injuries are fractures (thorax, pelvis, arms, legs) and the 

majority of the head/skull injuries are concussions and skull Table 15. Average stay in hospital for different main injury 
fractures, groups of elderly crash victims, by traffic category; 1987 hosp,- 

tel data. 
The next table shows the injury pattern based on the 

body region car-occupant bicyclist pedestrian 

second recorded injury: 

Table 13. Percentage distribution of second i.njury by body re- head/skull 15 15 21 
gion (injury pattern) of hospitalized crash vict,ms, by age and 
traffic category; 1987 hospital data. thorax 

body elderly crash victims (55+) comparison group (25-44) arms 19 13 19 

region car-oct bicycl pedestr car-oce bicycl pedestr legs 37 31 37 

head/skull          14         ii         15               20         18          12 

It appears that leg injuries cause the largest average hos- 
neck 0 0 0 1 0 0 

pital stay for all traffic categories; it can also be seen that 
th .... 16 4 ~ 9 ~ ~ elderly pedestrians stay longer than car-occupants and 
pol~sib~k 5 2 ~ ~ ~ 6 bicyclists. 
abdomen 2 i i 3 i 

.... 49 20 51 49 18 52 Discussion 
legs                   8        59        18                9         54          17 

Completeness and quality of data 
other 6 3 6 6 4 7 

It should be noted that the data used in this paper are from 

two different and independent sources. Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(N-1033) (N-2036) (N-647) (N-1818) (N-1156) (N-265) The general accident data based on police registration in 

The Netherlands, though supposed to be complete as far as 
We see a totally different injury pattern for all groups fatalities are concerned, are farless completein caseofless 

concerned. Arm and leg injuries are now the most important severe injured casualties as stated before. Also the 
second injury group for all categories, registration of casualties for some groups of road users is 

Big proportions of arm injuries we find with car-occu- clearly less than for others. 
pants and pedestrians. This appears to be the case for bicyclists and can be 

For elderly bicyclists we see an even greater proportion shown by comparing the police data of table 2 with the 
of leg injuries than in table 12 based on the main injury, hospital data of table 12, both tables giving the total 

The injury patterns based on the second injury do not numbers of hospitalized for the three different categories of 
show much differences between elderly and younger crash road users. Police data show only about half the number of 
victims, apart from the proportion of thorax injuries for car- hospitalized bicyclists as compared to the actual hospital 

occupants (16% against 9%). data. 
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On the other hand hospital registration has its own weak the vulnerability of thorax, legs and arms. 

points, particularly with regard to the type of road user ¯ Especially leg injuries bring about very long hos- 

category of the victim, since the coding of this parameter pital stay; twice as long as for most other im- 

appears to be not of much interest to the hospital admin- portant injuries. 

istration or hospital physicians. ¯ Males appear to be more vulnerable than females, 

It will be clear that the restrictions mentioned above for especially with regard to lethality. 

both data sources, even though both are on a national scale, 
¯ Within the group of elderly there is a very great 

limit their usefulness for crash research; the results with 
age influence, causing the eldest (75+) to have the 

respect to vulnerability should therefore be seen as qual- 
highest negative rates of all. 

itative rather thanquantitative. 
¯ Though differences between elderly car- 

occupants, bicyclists and pedestrians have been 
Difference between sexes found, especially as far as injury patterns are 

In table 6 a big difference between sexes with regard to concerned, the conclusion is that all three groups 

lethality (number of fatalities per 100 victims) is shown, are more or less equally vulnerable. This is mainly 

Even greater differences between sexes are found within the 
caused by the severity of their collisions and by 

group of hospitalized, as shown in table 9. In both cases the 
the type of collision partners. Especially heavy 

fatality rate of the males is far higher than that of the females 
trucks cause great lethality among all elderly 

within the same age group, 
people; but cars, though causing far less lethality, 

Recent literature on this subject seems to indicate that the 
are a threat by their greater share in traffic. 

difference in fatality risk between females and males is far We may conclude therefore that measures are necessary 
less than found here, or even the other way round. (Evans, to reduce this vulnerability problem in order to ensure the 

1988.) still growing group of elderly road users a better future. 
There are however several reasons not to reject the differ- In the next paragraph some possible solutions will be 

ences found in the Dutch data, even though it can be shown discussed. 

that male car-occupants have clearly been involved in colli- 
sions of different types and higher severity than females. Directions for solutions 

However, the total group of crash victims also contains a Since the main object in this paper is the crash phase of 
considerable number of bicyclists and pedestrians; for these accidents, we will focus on the protection of the elderly 
groups the same lethality differences between the sexes against injury in collisions, though in some cases "pre 
have been established, crash" solutions seem more appropriate. 

In these cases the differences between males and females We have to distinguish between the different traffic cate- 

concerning type of collision and crash severity are almost gories, since the accident circumstances, the possibilities 
neglectable since the outcome of the accidents is mainly for protection, the types of injury to be protected against are 

dependent on the collision partner, quite different. In all cases the problem is focused on colli- 

Due to lack of a collision severity parameter the specific sions with other motor vehicles, especially trucks and cars. 

influence of this important factor on the total sample can not 
be isolated. Car-occupants 

However the differences found are so great and that there Elderly car-occupants need above all to be protected 
appears to be considerable residual difference between against thorax injuries, far more than younger car- 
sexes, even if the data would be controlled for severity, occupants. 
collision type etc. The data do not show whether their injuries are seatbelt 

Since a structural difference between males and females induced or resulting from direct contact, for instance with 

with regard to fatality risk should be considered as a gift of the steering wheel, or both. 

nature, it is possibly not of much interest for the crash Secondly and almost as important, elderly car-occupants 

community in solving the vulnerability problem of the need to be protected against head/skull injuries. 

elderly. Elderly car-occupants may need a different approach to 
absorb energy in frontal crashes to solve these problems of 

Conclusions on vulnerability both thorax and head injuries. The technological knowledge 

As documented by both general accident data, based on 
has arrived to further improve (frontal) car safety by means 

police registration and by national hospital data, there is no 
of air bags; both the occurrence of thorax injury and head 

doubt at all that elderly road users are far more vulnerable 
injury will decrease if air bags are used. 

It seems appropriate therefore to advise elderly to use 
than younger ones: 

cars that offer this protection, especially if they can afford 
¯ Elderly have a far higher lethality or fatality rate. the price. 
¯ Elderly have a higher share of hospitalized. Since elderly tend to have relatively more side collisions 
¯ Elderly stay far more days in the hospital, than others, the ongoing efforts of improving the side-struc- 
¯ Elderly have a different injury pattern, reflecting ture of cars will have to deal with elderly as a special group. 
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With regard to the very high lethality caused by collisions Pedestrians 
with heavy goods vehicles it seems important to reconsider What has been written above for the protection of elderly 
existing bumper standards of this category (both front and bicyclists is for a great deal applicable to elderly pedestrians 
rear) and to implement already available energy absorbing as well. 
structures, created for this purpose. Their main injuries are leg, head and arm injuries and 

Bicyclists their main opponents are the same as for bicyclists. 

However the accident situation is quite different, since 
Elderly bicyclists need far better protection against leg most accidents occur when pedestrians cross streets. 

injuries than is offered today. Both the enormous share of It is expected that measures with respect to the (re)con- 
leg injuries and the very long recovery time and the ex- struction of car front ends will be even more successful for 
pected long term disability for leg injuries (not analyzed in pedestrians than for two-wheelers because the collision 
this paper) make leg-protection almost compulsory. Sec- speeds are generally lower for pedestrian accidents. 
ondly protection against head injury is needed. The same reasoning may apply to the confrontation with 

On one hand there are the ongoing efforts of industry, the side of heavy trucks. Proper side-guards may prove very 
researchers and policy-makers to improve the frontal design beneficial especially for elderly pedestrians. 
of cars, both with respect to bicyclists and pedestrians. It is As far as self-protection is concerned it seems even more 
hoped that these efforts, especially those activitated by difficult to convince pedestrians that head-protection is a 
Bruxelles, are successful in the near future, very useful attribute than it already is to convince bicyclists. 

On the other hand people, elderly or not, have to be The same may apply to arm-and leg-protectors. 
responsible for their own safety as far as possible. Some protective help may be offered by normal clothing 

As far as head protection is concerned there exist already with "built-in" energy absorbing facilities, invisible from 
reliable crash helmets for bicyclists; the use of these devices the outside; another challenge for industry? 
however is very much restricted, mostly to the more sport- Comparison could also be made with many types of 
ing part of the bicyclists, sport-activities where proper protection against injury is 

General acceptance therefore is very low indeed. It seems compulsory or at least recommended. Apparently such 
however that elderly people might benefit from such protec- common sense is impossible in one of the most lethal of 
tion and there might be a chance that their safety awareness human activities: traffic. 
is greater than for younger bicyclists. Leg protection de- 

vices for bicyclists may not exist; but it seems obvious that Literature 
there is a market for them with regard to elderly bicyclists. 

Evans, L. (1988). Risk of fatality from physical trauma 
However there is also the problem of confrontations with 

versus sex and age. In: The Journal of Trauma, Vo128, No 3, 
heavy goods vehicles; this problem is in terms of lethality 

page 368-378. 
almost too big to be solved by crash measures alone. 

Wouters, P. & Welleman, T. (1988). Growing old safely. 
We know however that better protection of the open sides 

In: Road user behavior: Theory and Research. Assen/Maas- 
of trucks may prevent the very dangerous situation of run- 

over by the wheels, 
tricht, The Netherlands; Wolfeboro, New Hampshire, USA. 

Improving Traffic Safety for an Aging Society 

Stephen R. Godwin,1 involved in a crash per mile driven and more likely to be 

Transportation Research Board, injured or killed. In order to improve mobility and safety for 

National Research Council older persons, a Transportation Research Board (TRB) 

study completed in 1988 recommended adjustments to 

Abstract highway standards, vehicle design, licensing practices, and 

provision of alternative means of transportation. The study 
By 2020, the population over age 65 in the U.S.A. will 

also noted considerable gaps in knowledge and recom- 
grow by an additional 15 million persons, to just over 50 

mended emphasis on research in biomechanics, human fac- 
million, and most trips by older persons in the future will be 

tors, and program evaluation. This paper summarizes the 
made in private automobiles. Current statistics show that 

study findings and recommendations to enhance the safety 
older persons are more likely than middle aged drivers to be 

of older persons. 

~Mr. Godwin was the study director of the 1988 Transportation Research Board 

(TRB) Study, Transportation in an Aging Society. Although this paper draws heavily Introduction 
on that report, the views are those of the author, and not necessarily those of TRB, or 

the National Research Council. American society is undergoing a demographic trans- 
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formation that will continue into the middle of the next older people associated with income, race, and residence 

century. The "graying of America" has captured the (Wachs 1979). Nonetheless some major trends in financial 

attention of policy makers and researchers in such fields as well being, health, and residential location are strongly 

health care, retirement, and housing, but to date little influencing overall travel behavior. 

attention has been paid to the mobility and safety needs of an 
aging society. Considerable research has focused on the 

Diversity of the older population 

importance of keeping individuals independent in their own The majority of those over 65, the "young-old," are 
homes as long as possible, but little systematic analysis has relatively healthy, relatively well-off retirees, with spouses, 
been conducted to detelTnine how the older person in the actively engaged in the lives of their families and commu- 
future will manage the trips necessary to shop, to receive nities--in short, persons who are socially competent (Neu- 
medical attention, to worship, and to associate with friends garten and Neugarten 1986). Although most persons over 
and family. 65 report one or more chronic illnesses (or health condi- 

This paper draws on a comprehensive review of the tions), they report few limitations in their everyday ac- 

mobility and safety needs of older persons conducted by the tivities because of health. 
Transportation Research Board (TRB). TRB is one of the The category of "young-old" is based on functional abil- 
eight major units of the National Research Council, which is ity, not chronological age. Functional dependency for the 

a private, non-profit organization located in Washington, activities of daily living is one measure of functional ability; 

D.C. The National Research Council is the principal it is defined as the need for help with such basic functions as 

operating agency of the National Academies of Sciences eating, bathing, dressing, continence, using the toilet, and 

and Engineering. To guide the study, TRB convened a panel indoor and outdoor mobility (Soldo and Longino 1988). As 

of experts from the fields of highway safety, licensing, shown by the data in table 2, only 12.6percentofthose65to 

automotive design, gerontology, human factors, traffic 74 report any limitations on their activities for daily living. 

engineering, and public transportation to assess the safety In addition to being relatively healthy, the young-old are 

and mobility needs of the aging population in the United better educated, and better able to afford health care than 

States (the list of committee members appears in Appendix previous cohorts in the same age category due to increased 

A). The committee’s report, Transportation in an Aging social security benefits, greater public support for medical 

Society, has findings and recommendations covering the care, and better individual pensions. 

design and operation of the roadway system, occupant and The "old-old," by contrast, are those older persons more 

pedestrian crash protection, driver licensing, and spe- likely to suffer functional impairment, regardless of age. As 

cialized transportation. After first providing background shown in table 2, activity limitations increase with age. 

information about demographic and travel trends and safety About one-quarter of persons age 74 to 84 and about 46 

problems encountered by older persons, this paper sum- percent of those over 85 report some functional dependency. 

marizes the study recommendations to improve highway Although only a minority of older persons fall into the 

safety. Godwin and Bell (1989) provide a review of the "old-old" category, the absolute number of such persons is 

study findings on the mobility needs of older persons, growing rapidly. As an age group the number of those over 
75 is growing more rapidly than those between 65 and 74. 

Travel Trends in an Aging Society The group 85 and older--now about 1 percent of the total 

At the turn of the century, few people lived to be 65 years population--is growing ever faster and will triple in size 

of age. In 1900, 4 percent of persons in the United States between 1980 and 2010 (table 1). 

lived to be 65 years old or more. In 1988, approximately 12 
Table 2. Self-reported functional dependency of those over 65 

percent of the population was age 65 or older. By the year (Soldo and Longino 1988). 

2020, 17 percent of the population in the United States-- 
over 50 million people--will be over 65 (table 1). Activity Limitationa (%) 

Age Total Men Women 
Table 1. Actual andprojected growth of the older population, 
1950-2030 (Special Committee on Aging 1987). 65-74 12.6 11.7 13.3 

Size bv A~e Grouv 
65 to 74 7~ ~o 84 85 and Over 

Number Number Number 75-84 25.0 20.9 27.6 
Year (millions~ Percent (millions ~ Percent (millions~ Percent 

1950 8.42 5.6 3.28 2.2 0.58 0.4 
1960 11.00 6.1 4.63 2.6 0.93 0.5 85+ 45. 8 40. 8 48. 2 
1970 12.45 6.1 6.12 3.0 1.41 0.7 

1980 15.58 6.9 7.73 3.4 2.24 1.0 

1990 18.04 7.2 10.35 4,1 3.31 1.3 
2000 17.68 6.6 12.32 4.6 4.93 1.8 Total 
2010 20.32 7.2 12.33 4.4 6.55 2.3 

( 6 54-) 18.9 16.0 20 9 2020 29.86 i0.1 14.49 4.9 7.08 2.4 " 
2030 34.54 11.3 21.43 7.0 8.61 2.8 

aActivities of daily living include 

The older population is remarkably diverse. Careful bathing, dressing, using toilet, 

study of travel patterns indicate wide differences among 
mobility, continence, and eating. 
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Residential location transit and taxis due to inconvenient schedules in the case of 
mass transit, and high cost in the case of taxis. Those over 65 

A growing percentage of older persons in the United 
make less than 4 percent of their trips by mass transit and 

States resides in the suburbs. Since World War II, the popu- 
less than 1 percent by taxi. 

lation as a whole has been moving away from central cities 
As society ages during the next few decades, older per- 

and settling in less densely populated areas. Between 1970 
sons will make up a larger share of the driving population, 

and 1980 the number of persons over 65 in the suburbs 
and the older driver of the future will have grown up in an 

increased by 70 percent, largely as a result of the aging of 
era when the automobile became a pervasive and essential 

the resident population. In 1980 the majority of older per- 
part of daily life. That future cohorts of older drivers will 

sons in the U.S.A. resided outside of central cities for the curtail their driving as much as their earlier counterparts 
first time in modem history, have appears unlikely; the average miles driven by those 65 

Contrary to the stereotype of older persons flocking to 
and over has increased with each new major travel survey 

retirement havens in Florida, most retire in the communities taken, from 1969 through 1983 (FHWA 1985, 20). On the 
where they worked and raised their families. This "graying basis of the trends presented above, this growth in travel 
of the suburbs" is likely to continue well into the next should continue. 
century. Although older people rely heavily on the automobile, 

Travel trends they drive fewer miles as they age, and in old age they 
become more reliant on others to drive for them. Those over 

The automobile is the dominant mode of travel for older 75 are more likely to be passengers than drivers of a car 
persons, as it is for the entire U.S. population. Older people 

(figure 1). Despite driving less with age, older people still 
drive fewer miles than do the rest of the population but their 

depend on the car for most trips. 
mileage will increase in the future for two reasons. First, the 
number and proportion of older people with driver’s li- 
censes are rising. Forty-three percent of those over 65 had a ~ Miles Driven ~ Total Miles Traveled 

driver’s license in 1969, 55 percent in 1977, and 62 percent 400 ................................................................................................................................................................................... 
in 1983. The increase in licensure for older women is partic- B 

i 350 ............................................................................................................................................. 
ularly striking--from 26 percent in 1969 to 49 percent in 

1983 (FHWA 1986). Second, as described above, more old- 
er people reside in the suburbs, generally in locations where On 
reliance on the automobile is a necessity. Few suburban e 

residents are currently served by public transit, and given ~ 1so ...................... 
the high cost of such service by conventional public transit M 
and the declining level of public funding for transit in gener- 
al, transit services are not likely to increase for suburban 
residents, o 

16-19-24 -29 -34 -39 -44 -49 -54 -59 -64 -69 -74 75+ 

Data on travel behavior between 1977 and 1983 confirm 5 Year Age Groups 
this trend and indicate an increasing reliance on the auto- 
mobile. For drivers over age 65, over 80 percent of all trips 

Figure 1. Total highway miles traveled by age groups, 1983. 

are made by car (table 3). Older persons rarely use mass 
Older women are more likely to be dependent on others 

Table 3. Distribution of person trips by age and mode of trans- for transportation than older men. Women tend to outlive 

portation (FHWA 1986). their husbands, with a subsequent loss of income and mo- 
Percenea~e by axe bility. Many older women, at present, either do not drive or 

Year blade 65-7~ 75-8~ 85+ all ages 
have relied on their husbands to drive. Some of these women 
become licensed for the first time or have to drive them- 

1977 Private vehicle 83,1    75.8    70.1 83.8 
selves more regularly when their husbands die. Future co- 

Public transportation 3.2 3.4 3.3 2.5 harts of older women, however, are more likely to be experi- 
Taxi 0.3 0. z 0.7 0.2 enced as drivers and the impact of the death of a spouse may 

Walk 12.2 20.7 25.9 9.3 be lessened. 

1.2 o.5 0.0 Safety Problems 
1983 Private vehicle 86.4 84.0 78.8 84.7 

Along with the increased reliance of older persons on the 

automobile has come an increase in safety problems. More 
Public t .... portation 2.8 2.0 3.7 2./4 

than 46,000 Americans were killed in traffic crashes in 1986 
Taxi 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.2 (table 4). About 13 percent were 65 or older. Teenagers and 

walk 9.8 12.6 13.7 8.9 those in their twenties have the highest traffic fatality rate 

other 0.9 0.7 3.8 3.8 per 10,000 persons in each age group, about 4 deaths per 
10,000 population. Between 35 and 69 the fatality rate 
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remains fairly stable between 1.4 and 1.7 deaths per 10,000 Drivers involved 
population. Between 70 and 74 the rate increases to 1.9 In examining the risk in traffic faced by different age 

deaths per 10,000 and between 80 and 84 the rate reaches groups, it is important to separate the propensity of drivers 

2.7 deaths per 10,000. The traffic fatality rate declines to be involved from the propensity of individuals to be 

somewhat after 85, presumably because other causes of involved as victims of a crash (as drivers, occupants, or 

death--heart disease, cancer, and stroke--are more likely pedestrians). Driver involvement in all crashes is difficult to 

than accidents to claim the lives of individuals near the end 
estimate with existing data. Because of the roughness of 
these estimates, the data presented in this section should be 

of the expected life span. Although the fatality rate viewed as indicators of approximate differences in risk 
increases after 65, the total number of fatalities is relatively across age groups rather than precise measures of risk. 
small because of the correspondingly small size of the All Crashes.--When driver involvement in crashes by 
current older population and their relatively small amount age is compared on the basis of the estimates of miles 

of travel, driven, the youngest drivers are by far the most prone to 
crash involvement (figure 2). The involvement rate declines 

Table 4. Traffic fatalities by age, 1986. dramatically after 25 and then increases slightly between 35 

Age Fatalities Population and 74, after which it increases again. 
Group No. Percent (~) 30 .................................................................................................................................................................... 

0-4 954 2.07 7.75 [ --Involvement$/MMD k~lnvolv. (O00,O00s) I 

5-9 1,005 2.18 7.10 25 

10-14 1,201 2.61 6.74 
15-19 6,839 14.85 7.65 
20~24 7,970 17.31 8.55 20 

25-29 5,932 12.88 9.2 
30-34 4,215 9.15 8.45 
35-39 3,203 6.95 7.83 15 

40-44 2,186 4.75 5.99 
45-49 1,700 3.69 4.96 10 
50-54 1,575 3.42 4.47 
55-59 1,563 3.39 4.61 
60-64 1,564 3.40 4.54 5 
65-69 1,458 3.17 3.91 
70-74 1,468 3.19 3.20 
75-79 1,373 2.98 3.27 0 
80-84 974 2.11 1.50 15-19 20-24 25-84 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75÷ 

85+ 622 1.35 1.17 Age Groups 

MMD=Million Miles Driven 

Note: Involvement ratio is calculated by Figure 2. Driver involvements in crashes and involvement 
dividing the percentage of fatalties in each age rates by age (1983). 
group by the percentage of the population in each 
age group. 

Fatal Crashes.--As with other comparisons of crashes 

Crash patterns of older drivers by age group, the youngest drivers are by far the worst 
performers when involvement in fatal crashes is examined. 

Older drivers tend to make mistakes somewhat more They have an involvement rate that is more than three times 
frequently than younger drivers when turning, either when greater than that of other age groups. The driver involve- 
merging into a lane or turning across a lane of traffic. This ment rate in fatal crashes increases again after about 69 
pattern appears consistently in studies of traffic violations, (figure 3): drivers over 69 are more than twice as likely as 

crashes, and fatal crashes (Waller 1988). Malek and Hum- middle-aged drivers to be involved in a fatal crash, and their 

mer (1986) and McKelvey et al. (1987), using accident data rate of fatal involvement increases more sharply than their 

from the state of Michigan, demonstrated the propensity for rate of involvement in all crashes. This reflects the greater 

older drivers to be involved in turning crashes. Drivers over 
vulnerability to injury of older persons. When crash severity 
is controlled for statistically--that is, when the severity of 

65 and drivers under 21 are both overrepresented in right- 
crash involvement is held constant--the same basic pattern 

turn crashes (Malek and Hummer 1986). Relative involve- appears, but the rate for older drivers does not increase as 
ment in left-turn crashes (those in which turning across a sharply (Evans 1987). 
lane of traffic is often required) increases sharply for drivers Across all age groups, 3.5 times more male drivers are 
over 54. Such crashes are frequently more severe because of involved in fatal crashes than female drivers (NHTSA 1988, 

the driver’s exposure to being hit by a vehicle approaching 1-8). Men, however, drive more miles each year than do 

from his left side. Not surprisingly, the overinvolvement of women. When driver fatalities, by age are compared on the 

older drivers in turning crashes is most pronounced in urban basis of miles driven, men and women have the same fatal- 

areas. This is partly a function of exposure to risk (most 
ity rates after about age 50 (Evans 1987). 

driving occurs in urban areas), but it may also be due to the Occupant injuries 
much greater complexity of the urban driving environment. Although as drivers those 70 and over are involved in a 
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relatively small number of crashes compared with the total any age group (figure 5). The lack of an accepted way to 
number of crashes, older persons are exposed to risk as measure the exposure of pedestrians to crash risk has long 
passengers as well, and older persons are more likely to made it difficult to determine whether older persons are 

¯ ~ accumulate vehicle miles as passengers than are younger more likely than younger persons to be killed as a result of 
adults. Once in a crash, as driver or as passenger, an older injuries received in a pedestrian accident or whether they 
person is more likely to suffer an injury or a fatality than a are more likely to be involved in pedestrian accidents. It 
younger vehicle occupant, could be that older persons are more likely to be involved in 

pedestrian crashes in situations where they have to share the 
~ Involvements/HMMD ~ Involvementa(O00$) right-of-way with a vehicle, for example at an intersection 

".~= 15 ...................................................................................................................................................................................... permitting right-turn-on-red. In these cases the reduced 
nimbleness of older persons may reduce their ability to 
avoid being struck by an automobile even if they detect it. In 
general, however, the overrepresentation of older pedestri- 
ans in fatality statistics appears to be largely a function of 
their physical vulnerability (Hauer 1988). 

6- 

4 - 
1000 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

2- l -- Fatality Rate [~ Pedeetrlan Fatals l 

800 ....................................................................... : ............................................................................................................................... 
0 

16-19 20-4 25-9 30-4 35-9 40-4 45-9 50-4 55-9 60-4 65-9 70-5 75+ 

5 year age groups 
HMMD=HunOreO Million Miles Driven                                                                           600 

Figure 3. Driver involvements in fatal crashes and fatal crash 
involvement rates by age, 1983. 

The serious injury rate (serious injuries are those with an 
200 - AIS of 3 or more) per million passenger miles traveled is 

highest among those 15 to 24 (figure 4). After reaching its 
lowest point among those 35 to 44, the rate increases with          o 

0-45-9 -14 -19 -24 -29-34-39-44-49 -54-59-64-69 -74 -79-8485+ 
each succeeding age group. The total number of injuries, 5 Year Age Groups 
however, declines with increasing age. RSte IS per 10 n~il POD 

Figure 5. Pedestrian fatalities and fatalities per 10 million pop- 12 ............... 
ulation in each age group (1986), 

In contrast to the death rate across age groups for motor 
vehicle occupants of different ages, which has remained 
fairly static for older persons during the last decade, the 

death rate for older pedestrians declined by one-third be- 
tween 1977 and 1986 (NHTSA 1988). Although older per- 
sons continue to have the highest pedestrian fatality rate of 
any age group, the rate is steadily declining. Walking trips 
as a proportion of total trips by older persons appear to be 
declining (FHWA 1986). Whether the decline in the pedes- 

o                                                   trian fatality rate can be explained by reduced exposure to 
15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 55-74 75. risk or improved traffic safety or some combination of the 

Age Groups 
HMPM-HunOred Million Passenger Miles tWO is not known. 

¯ ’ Figure 4. Serious occupant injuries and injury rates, by age Summary 
(1983). 

Older persons have a much higher pedestrian fatality rate 

As occupants of passenger vehicles, those 16 to 19 and 75 than any other age group. The concern at this stage is the 

and older have the highest levels of risk per 100 million extent to which traffic crashes, injuries, and fatalities among 

passenger miles of travel. Although the somewhat higher older persons will increase as society ages. The total num- 

probability of being involved in a crash as driver plays a part bers, at present, are small relative to other age groups. The 

in the increased risk of injury, it appears to be caused mostly sharp decline in the pedestrian death rate per 100,000 popu- 

by the physical vulnerability of older persons, lation for older persons during the last decade is more en- 

couraging than the modest decline in the death rate for Pedestrian safety motor vehicle oceupants. If the health of the older popula- 
Older persons have the highest pedestrian fatality rate of tion continues to improve as it has in the past, and with a 
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more experienced driving population, future cohorts of old- were developed to introduce drivers to using the highway 

er drivers may perform better as drivers. Future cohorts are system by requiring knowledge of traffic laws, basic driving 

also likely to drive considerably more than current older skills, and minimum visual acuity levels. Few states are 

drivers. Without improvements to vehicles, roadways, and prepared for the growing need to screen older drivers to 

licensing procedures, the number of older persons killed or identify those whose declining skills increase the risk of 

injured in highway crashes is likely to increase, accident involvement. By 2020 about 22 million people 
over 75 will be eligible for a driver’s license and 7 million of 

Aging and Performance these individuals will be 85 or older (Special Committee on 
Most persons between 65 and 85 and more than half of Aging 1987). 

those over 85 report that their health is quite good and that Encourage and evaluate innovative programs.--States 
they do not experience any limitations in pursuing their such as Washington and Oregon are developing innovative 
daily lives. Nonetheless, the research on human per- pilot programs (Malfettiet al., 1988). These programspro- 
formance indicates that, in general, some visual abilities vide special training to examiners in identifying persons 
(static and dynamic visual acuity, visual field, sensitivity to regardless of age who might have impairments that would 
glare, and others) decline with age. The effect of these reduce their driving skills; have counselors trained in work- 
declines in visual function becomes more pronounced at ing with older persons; provide special licenses based on the 
night or under conditions of low illumination. Some visual mobility needs of license applicants; and carefully monitor 
abilities--static and dynamic acuity, visual field, and static drivers with special licenses. Such programs could also 
acuity under low illumination--have been linked to experiment with informing license applicants of courses 
accidents (Kline 1986). These linkages, however, are not designed to help them brush-up on their skills; distribute 
strong, nor have criteria been developed (aside from static brochures designed to help older drivers assess their own 
acuity) to determine standards by which to restrict driving, skills and learn how to correct shortcomings (see Malfetti 
Cognitive performance, particularly the speed of in- and Winter 1987); and counsel older persons about alterna- 
formation processing, also slows with age; this effect is tive modes of transportation provided in their community. 
more pronounced in carrying out complex tasks (Welford Innovative pilot programs being developed by the states 
1977). Very little research has examined the effect of should be further developed with support from the National 
changes in cognitive performance and safe driving. Highway Traffic Safety Administration and should be care- 

The literature on performance indicates that older fully evaluated. 
persons require a little more time to complete the four Standardize vision screening.--Goodvision is among the 
phases of the driving task: seeing, recognizing, deciding, most important abilities needed for driving, and oppor- 
and acting. Although the research indicates reduced tunities exist to improve driver vision screening. All states 
performance with age, it also points to an increasing amount screen for static visual acuity, and most (41) set the standard 
of variability in performance with age (IOM 1981; Heron at 20/40 for individuals who do not require optical correc- 
and Chown 1976). Age alone is a poor predictor of the tion. For those drivers who require optical correction, 36 
performance of any individual, states set the standard at 20/40, and the highest is 20/70. 

Study Recommendations About half of the states currently screen for loss of visual 
field. 

Although a variety of incremental improvements are States should adopt uniform standards for vision screen- 
recommended at this stage, our attempt to develop com- ing at license renewal. Drivers should have a corrected 
prehensive, affordable transportation policies for an aging static acuity of 20/40 obtainable with both eyes open. Driv- 
society was immediately handicapped by the lack of ers with static acuity between 20/40 and 20/80 should be 
knowledge about the potential outcomes--the benefits and referred to a qualified vision care specialist to be assessed 
costs---of many alternative policies. Fundamental gaps for a restricted license. States should also screen for loss of 
exist in our understanding of how the vulnerability to injury visual field with the screening standard set at 70 degrees to 
increases through the lifecycle and how to design vehicles either side of fixation. Drivers with visual field loss in the 
and highways to reduce this risk. In addition, little range of 45 to 70 degrees should be required to use mirrors 
systematic information is available about the travel to correct for the loss of peripheral vision. 
behavior of the current older population and little attention Because of the importance of vision screening the states 
is being paid to how the travel needs of future cohorts of should continue to require in-person renewal for licensing. 
older persons will differ from those of today. The The four-year cycle used by most states should be used until 
recommendations that follow are those that the study research indicates whether a shorter or longer period is 
committee believes are practical, achievable, and warranted. 
affordable. Research to improve driver screening.--One reason 
Driver licensing states are not more active in screening for problem drivers is 

The practice of licensing drivers has changed little in the that the current licensing process in general is not predictive 

United States since all states adopted the same minimum of future individual performance (Waller 1988). The de- 

standards in the mid- 1950s. Most driver-licensing programs clines in physiological and cognitive performance that ac- 
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company aging reduces the ability of some older drivers to safety belts through information campaigns and vigorous 
drive safely, but these declines might only be detected by a enforcement. 
more rigorous screening process that has not been devel- Improved restraint design.--Although the restraint sys- 

,,~ 
¯ / oped (Huston and Janke 1986). States are unwilling to re- tems being introduced by the automakers are making belt- 

quire more extensive screening because of the limited abili- systems easier to use, the design for the older driver can be 
ty to identify problem drivers with current methods. A improved (Mackay 1988). More attention should be paid 
variety of specific efforts will assist in achieving the goal of during design to the physical ability of older drivers. Use of 
improving driver screening, safety belts by older persons would be facilitated by making 

the belts easier to reach and attach; electronic devices that ~ ¯ The small-scale research on driver performance in 
" ~ the Department of Transportation and related re- 

place the buckle within easy reach are already being offered 

search funded by the National Institute on Aging by Mercedes-Benz. 

should be coordinated toward the goal of learning 
Research on "softer design" needed.--Older persons 

have quite different biomechanical responses to crash trau- how to measure skills related to driving per- 
formance on the basis of functional capability, 

ma and these differences across age groups are poorly un- 

,~ ¯ Research should be undertaken to develop vali- 
derstood (Mackay 1988). Current policy for occupant pro- 

" dated tests of dynamic visual performance, glare 
tection, however, may not be appropriate for an aging 

sensitivity, contrast sensitivity, and other visual 
population (Mackay 1988). Federal occupant protection 
standards require vehicles to pass crash tests at an impact characteristics that are age related. 

¯ Theeffectivenessofscreeningdriversforcontrast 
speed of 30 mph. Deceleration of an occupant from an 

sensitivity, dynamic visual performance, and 
impact speed of 30 mph to zero in a fraction of a second is a 

~ static acuity at low level illumination should be severe event, and can still result in severe injury or fatality, 

J evaluated, 
especially if the occupant is unrestrained. In other words, 

¯ A normal illumination (photopic) static acuity 
current policy is designed to protect against fatality in the 
case of a severe crash. Older persons, however, tend to be 

standard that is free of age bias (current illumina- 
tion practice penalizes older drivers) should be 

involved in a relatively less severe crashes--typically in- 

developed, 
volving side impacts--at lower impact speeds, yet still have 
a high probability of severe injury or fatality as a result of 

~. ¯ Better estimates are needed of the cognitive per- 
’ J formance of the entire driving population on such 

these less severe crashes. Thus the design that may be ap- 

tasks as attentiveness, information processing, 
propriate for protecting younger persons may not be adequ- 

and problem solving. Also needed is a better un- 
ate for older ones or for the types of crashes in which they 
are involved. 

derstanding of how performance levels are dis- 
Older drivers have more problems than average when tributed across age groups. 

~ ¯ The cost-effectiveness of using automated micro- crossing traffic and have a tendency to be involved in turn- 

computer technology to screen the visual and 
ing crashes, especially left turns against oncoming traffic. 

Better crash protection in the side panels, therefore, will be cognitive performance of drivers should be 
evaluated, 

of special benefit to older drivers. The Department of Trans- 
portation’s recent decision to develop a side-impact per- 

The TRB study recommends a variety of research efforts formance standard is a step in the right direction. Additional 

.-- which might improve the ability to screen drivers to identify research will be needed, however, to better simulate the 
~ - those at higher risk, but this is, at best, a long term solution, benefits of side impact protection for older occupants 

At present, the limited scientific criteria for screening out (Viano et al. forthcoming). 
higher risk drivers and theconsiderablepolitical clout of the The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
older population indicate that safety for an aging society is (NHTSA) should develop and fund a research program that 
more likely to be enhanced by vehicular and environmental would (1) conduct biomechanical studies to delineate the 
improvements than by more restrictive licensing of older differences in the vulnerability to injury across age groups, 

~: persons. (2) develop crash dummies to be used in crash tests that are 

Improved vehicular and pedestrian crash more representative of the impact response of the various 

segments of the motoring public, (3) examine crash protec- 
protection tion in lower speed crashes for older persons, and (4) collect 

Older persons are more susceptible to injury or fatality control data on driving exposure and crash exposure repre- 
than younger persons in a crash of equal severity (Mackay sentative of the age distribution of the driving population. 
1988; Partyka 1983; and Evans 1987). Improved crash pro- Assuming that improved understanding about bio- 
tection, therefore, will be ofspecialbenefit to older highway mechanical differences results from the previous research, 
users. Proper use of existing lap and shoulder belts is the the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration should 
most cost-effective safety measure currently available to re-evaluate the adequacy of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safe- 
the motoring public (Mackay 1988). All states should adopt ty Standard 200 series for protecting a growing population 
mandatory seat belt use laws and encourage correct use of of older persons more vulnerable to injury. 
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Pedestrian safety research.--NHTSA should also ex- Crash avoidance.--Vehicular and highway technologi- 

pand its pedestrian safety research program. This should 
cal improvements in the future may place less of a burden on 

begin with exposure and field accident studies to investigate 
the driver for the safe operation of his or her vehicle. Re- 

the risks, causes, and consequences of pedestrian accidents 
search on highway-vehicle automation in the United States, 

across age groups. NHTSA should also emphasize its re- 
Europe, and Japan, may ultimately result in more automated 

search program to encourage the production of vehicles less 
guidance of vehicles, but this development is not likely for 

hostile to older pedestrians. This effort should be the first 
several decades. In the shorter term, radar braking, infra-red 

step in developing a pro-pedestrian crashworthiness 
enhancements for night driving, heads-up displays using 

standard, 
holograms embedded in windshield glass and other ad- 

Improved consumer information.--Because of the differ- 
vances may have special benefits for older drivers. 

ent performance capability and lower threshold to injury, Roadway design and operation 
older occupants will benefit from certain vehicle features The assumptions about human performance used in sign- 
more than younger ones. Features such as airbags and prop- ing, roadway markings, traffic operations, and highway de- 
erly designed seats provide special benefits to older occu- sign are increasingly inappropriate for an aging population 
pants (States 1985). Many older purchasers, however, are of drivers. 
not aware of the value of these features. Highway signs.--Current sign legibility standards as- 

Improved consumer information can benefit older motor- sume a level of visual ability that many older persons cannot 
ists in two ways. First, the motorists can benefit by being meet. The current standard--assuming that a one inch letter 
made aware of the specific ways in which their performance is legible at 50 ft--roughly corresponds to visual acuity of 
and susceptibility to injury are likely to change as they age. 20/25, which exceeds the visual ability of about 40 percent 
Second, they can be made aware of the vehicle attributes of drivers aged 65 to 74. Although roadway signs should be 
that they should look for and consider in their purchase improved to benefit older drivers, all drivers will benefit. 
decisions. The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

Consumer behavior can be influenced by well designed (MUTCD) (which guides standardization of signs, roadside 
information campaigns and an opportunity exists to ira- markings, and traffic control devices in the U.S.A.) should 
prove the quality of consumer information that will enhance adopt a performance standard for signs based on the mini- 
safety when older drivers make vehicle purchase decisions mum required visibility distance needed by older drivers. 
(Kanouse 1988). The National Highway Traffic Safety Ad- This performance standard could be met by bigger signs, 
ministration should develop a consumer-oriented program brighter signs, and wider use of advance signing. 
that will raise the awareness of older consumers of the State and local governments should develop systematic 
vehicle features that are of special benefit to them as they procedures to inspect and maintain signs to ensure that sign 
age. NHTSA should also work with other organizations in condition, mounting, contrast, and retroreflective perform- 
the public and private sector to develop and disseminate ance are adequately maintained. 
such information. Roadway markings.--Roadway markings, such as paint- 

Reduced headlight glare.--Because of the declining abil- ed edgelines, raised pavement markers, and post mounted 
ity to see well under low illumination that accompanies markers, provide visual cues to drivers to assist them in 
aging, headlamp illumination is an area that is potentially of maintaining a safe lane position. Well maintained markings 
special benefit to older persons. The eye of the typical older are of special benefit to older drivers, but are important for 
driver receives one third the amount of light as the eye of the all drivers, especially at night or at times of low illumina- 
typical teenager. Increased illumination, however, also in- tion. Provision and maintenance of highway markings, 
creases glare, to which older persons are more sensitive, however, tends to be a low priority in state, county, and local 
Safer driving at night requires adoption of policies and highway budgets. 
practices that provide as much illumination as possible State, county, and local highway agencies should provide 
without increasing discomfort glare (Mortimer 1988). The roadway markings of the highest accepted standard. State 
following steps are recommended: and local governments should place greater emphasis on 

1. The discomfort glare caused by high mounted routine inspection and maintenance of roadway markings. 

headlamps on light trucks and vans should be amelio- Pedestrian crossings.--The Manual on Uniform Traffic 

rated by a federal standard reducing the mounting Control Devices suggests that traffic engineers use a walk- 

height for headlamps on passenger vehicles, light ing speed assumption of 4 ft per second to allow adequate 

trucks, and vans to the range of 22 to 30 inches, time for pedestrians to cross a street, yet many older persons 

2. Better illumination could be maintained by auto- walk slower than 4 ft per second. Although a slower walking 

makers providing wider availability of headlamp speed, perhaps 3 to 3.5 ft per second, would accommodate 

washers as vehicle options, more older persons, a simplistic standard applied every- 

3. Individual drivers can maximize the performance where could impose large delays on motorists but would 

of their headlights by insuring that they are kept clean have safety benefits only under specific conditions. Inter- 

and correctly aimed, sections have too many differences in vehicular and pedes- 
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trian traffic volume, lane width, and geometric design for a will account for almost one fifth of the entire population 
single standard to meet all needs. Nonetheless, explicit at- within three decades. Many of these changes--bigger and 
tention needs to be paid to older pedestrians and design better signs, wider use of left turn lanes and signals, and 
features should be adopted that meet their needs, enhanced design for intersections--will make highway 

Local and state traffic engineers should evaluate intersec- travel safer for all ages. Making sensible choices about 
tions with signal timing that assume a walking speed of 4 ft changes in design, however, depends on conducting more, 
per sec or faster. At those intersections used regularly by and better, research on the variation in performance capa- 
older pedestrians or in areas with high concentrations of bility and vulnerability to injury across age groups. Most of 
older persons, traffic engineers should either provide ade- the research guiding present design standards for vehicles 
quate time for older persons to cross, pedestrian activated andhighwaysisbasedonsamples skewed toward the young- 
signals, refuge islands at the median, or other design est and most vigorous members of the population. Future 
improvements, research needs to take into account the rapidly growing 

Roadway design.--Making a left turn against traffic at a 
number of older drivers who do not see as well or make 

busy intersection is among the more difficult tasks drivers 
decisions as fast as younger drivers, and who are much more 

must perform because of the need to judge gaps in oncoming 
vulnerable to injury. 

traffic, and to react quickly to opportunities to turn. Older 
drivers, in particular, have problems with left turns. Provi- References 
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Age and Risk of Injury 

Bengt Brorsson, The presence of personal injury was established through 

Dept. of Social Medicine, Uppsala University a screening process covering all Volvo cars reported 
damaged to the Volvo Car Insurance Company. In cases 

Abstract where medical treatment was reported, injured parties were 
asked to sign a written consent to release their medical 

This study aims at showing if and to what extent injury record. All identified injuries were coded by a physician 
severity in frontal car crashes increases with the age of front according to the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) (6). 
seat occupants. Data on 2,658 belted drivers and front seat According to this system, AIS 1 and 2 injuries are 
passengers in Volvo private car series 140, 240 and 740/760, classified as Minor and Moderate while AIS 3-6 injuries are 
involved in frontal crashes were extracted from the Volvo described as Serious, Severe, Critical, and Maximum Injury 
Car Crash Register. Virtually Unsurvivable. Since each separate injury is coded 

The results show that the risk of injury resulting in in the AIS system, one individual might receive several AIS 
"medical observation" does not increase systematically classifications. Our analysis uses the most severe AIS code 
with age. However, the risk of fracture with any localization and does not consider the number of injuries. 
is more than three times higher among those aged 65-74 as Additional information concerns the vehicles’ speed at 
compared to those aged 18-24, and the risk of fracture in the the moment of impact, which is arrived at by calculating 
rib cage is nearly eleven times higher among the older as delta-V, an algorithm that summarizes several measures of 
compared to the younger age group. It can be concluded that deformation as an expression for the change of velocity in 
the incidence of specific types of injuries--as exemplified the crash phase (7). The Register also has information on 
with fractures of any localizaton and fractures in the rib sex, weight, and height of the involved persons along with 
cage--increases with increasing age. position in the car and specific information on injuries 

sustained. 

Background and Purpose The criteria for seriousness of injury used for comparing 
these data with the official statistics, is whether the injury 

Several studies have shown that a driver’s accident risk 
per distance driven follows a U-shaped curve related to the 

actually resulted in outpatient and/or inpatient care. The 

driver’s age (1-5)*. Contrary to the conclusion that accident 
official statistics of personal injury traffic accidents are 
based on information gathered by police at the accident site. 

risk increases with age of driver (following middle age 
Serious injury, as reported by the police, is expected to 

when it is the lowest) some argue that the observed increase 
result in hospitalization. Other personal injury is classified 

in risk among older drivers may be confounded by a 
as mild. 

generally greater risk of older persons being injured in the 
Because of the limited number of cases we distinguish 

event of an accident. 
The numerator component in estimations of driver’s 

only between three different classes of speed levels at the 
moment of impact: low, medium, and high speed. The speed 

accident risk per distance driven is often taken from the 
level classes were obtained by dividing the total number of 

official statistics of traffic accidents with personal injury. In 
cases into three groups of approximately equal size, Low 

this statistic the two components--"accident risk" and 
Speed, Medium-High Speed, and High Speed. 

"risk of being injured" suspected of being confounded 
Vehicles having passengers in the back seat are not 

with each other, cannot be separately identified. 
included. Also, the investigation includes only those 

Theobjectiveofthispaperistoexamineifandhowoneof 
individuals who reportedly used their seat belts. Conse- 

these components, risk of injury, increases with advanc- 
quently, the available material permits standardizing--at 

ing age. Findings can hopefully contribute to conclusions 
least in principle--several potentially biasing factors. 

regarding the relationship between age of driver and traffic 
The results are based on calculating the risk of injury in 

accident risk. age groups 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and 65-74 
years. Relative risks were then obtained by relating the risk 

Material and Method in the different age groups to the risk in the age group 18-24 

This paper is based on material from the Volvo Car Crash years. 

Register. It includes 2,637 drivers and front seat passengers Confidence intervals of approxim~itely 95, 99, and 99.9 

aged 18-74 years travelling in Volvo passenger cars, models percent for the relative risks have been estimated according 

140, 240, and 740/760. The cars were involved in head-on to Kleinbaum, Kupperl and Morgenstem (8). In those cases 

collisions (0°+ 30°) and their subsequent repair costs totaled where the lower limit of the confidence interval is >I the 

at least 15,000 Swedish crowns. Seventy-six percent of significance level is shown by *, **, and *** asterisks 

these automobiles were the Volvo 240 model. Most vehicles respectively by the relative risks indicated in the tables. 

were less than three years old at the time of the collision. Results 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. Table 1 presents the number of occupants--not injured 
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and injured~distributed according to age and speed at the The hypothesis which expected an increase relative to 

time of impact. A relationship between speed variation and age in the risk for injury serious enough to require outpatient 

age group is not supported statistically. Therefore, the and/or inpatient care was not substantiated. The most 

following presentation does not consider differences in significant relative increase is observed already between 

speed distribution among age groups, ages 18-24 and 25-34. Individuals aged 65-74, on average, 
run a 50 percent greater risk than 18-24 year olds of being 

Table 1. Total number of car occupants distributed by age and injured seriously enough to require medical care. 
speed at the moment of impact (percent in each age group). 

Sp~d A~ To~ 
According to the AIS classification it is evident that the 

1~-2~ 25-24 35-~ 45-~ 55-64 65-74 risk of being injured is greatest among the 35-44 age group, 
where it is 26 percent higher than in the 18-24 age group. In 

Low 3S 32 35 ~0 37 31 24 the 65-74 age group the risk of receiving AIS 1-6 injuries is 
~ 3s ~o 36 41 ~o 43 39 not significantly higher statistically than in the 18-24 age 

High 24 28 29 29 23 26 27 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 group. 
The AIS codes in the Register are sometimes based on 

Number 442 523 616 530 384 148 2658 
information which has been reported solely through 
questionnaires and has never been subjected to rigorous 

Injuries serious enough to require outpatient and/or medical evaluation. Among those aged 54 years and 

inpatient care were present among 13 percent of the low younger, the percentage of individuals reporting an AIS- 

speed collision occupants, 24 percent of the medium-high coded injury is 70 percent higher than the number who 

speed occupants, and 47 percent of the high speed occu- reported that they received outpatient and/or inpatient care. 

pants. Corresponding percentages for occupants whose The difference is less among the two oldest age groups and 

injury levels were classified as AIS 1-6 were 30 percent, 43 in the 55-74 age group it is 38 percent. Also, 11 percent of 

percent, and 65 percent respectively, individuals with AIS codes in the age group 55 and over as 

Seventy-four percent of all individuals involved in a compared to eight percent among those aged 54 and less 

collision drove the car themselves. Eighty-four percent of have sustained severe injuries coded AIS 3-6. 

the drivers were men. Forty-four percent of the passengers 172 women were injured. There is no indication that the 

were men. distribution by age among women of risk of injury is 

Twenty-five percent of the male drivers and 35 percent of diffe~:ent from that observed for all individuals. 

the female drivers received injuries that required outpatient Table 3 presents the relative risk for fractures, and chest 

and/or inpatient care. Corresponding percentages among fractures, among different age groups in relation to the 18- 

passengers were 20 percent and 41 percent respectively. 24 age group. Five hundred twenty-nine individuals 
A total of 704 individuals, or 26 percent of all occupants, received at least one fracture, and 144 individuals received a 

received outpatient and/or inpatient care. Of these, 399 fracture in the chest. 
individuals, or 57 percent, had their most serious injury 
classified as AIS 1, and 203 individuals were classified as Table 3. Relative risk of fracture and risk of chest fracture by 

age group, compared to the 18-24 age group. 
AIS 2. Of the injuries classified as AIS 1, 37 percent were 
upper extremity injuries, 25 percent were face and head Ria oflnjury in Relation to the Age GrouplS-24 years 
injuries, and 15 percent were chest injuries. 25-24 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 

The group that received at least one AIS code > 1 consists 
of 1,180 individuals, or 45 percent of all occupants. Of 
these, 209 individuals received an AIS code of 2 while 109 Prac~e 1,85"** 2,59*** 2,63*** 3,21"** 3,21"** 

received AIS codes between 3-6, i.e., 9 percent received Frakture in 
more serious injuries, ribcage 3,55*** 4,31"** 5,00*** 8,75*** 10,86"** 

Table 2 illustrates the relative risk by age group, in 
relation to the 18-24 age group, for (a) injury serious 
enough to require outpatient and/or inpatient care and (b) In contrast to the previous table, table 3 shows that the 
injury classified as AIS 1-6. risk of injury (fracture) increases rather systematically with 

Table 2. Relative risk by age group, compared to the 18-24 age 
advancing age. Among the age group 65-74 years, the 

group, of injury requiringoutpatient and/or inpatient care, and relative risk of fracture is 3 times greater and the risk of 
of injury classified as AIS 1-6. chest fracture is 11 times greater than in the age group 18-24 

Risk of Injmy in Relation to the Age GrouplS-24 years 
years. Consequently, this data supports the argument that 
the risk of being injured increases with age. 

25-M         35-44           45-54         55-64       65-74 

Discussion 
lnpatientCar¢ 1,34" 1,48"** 1,50"** 1,24" 1,50"* It has been hypothesized that part of the reported 

,Ms 1-6 1,22.** 1,26.** 1,24"** 1,08 1,11 increased risk of involvement in accidents with personal 
injury among elderly drivers might be explained by their 
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own elevated risk of injury. The data source used for driver becomes aware and up until the moment of impact. 
computation of accident risk in such studies is often offi- One imagines that older drivers drive slower initially, but 

cial statistics on accident involvement in combination with due to slower reaction times they do not decelerate the 
sample survey data on distances driven by different age vehicle as quickly as do younger drivers. Consequently, 

groups, differences in reaction time would mean that initial 

The primary purpose of this paper is to try to demonstrate differences in speed tend to be neutralized. 

the extent to which the risk of being injured increases with If, as a measure of injury, one uses more specific 

the age of the occupant. For this purpose we sought to indicators such as the presence of fracture or chest fracture, 

standardize the configuration of trauma to the extent it becomes apparent that the risk for these types of injuries 

possible. The Volvo Car Crash Register basically permits increases with advancing age. But even in this case, 

standardizing the collision circumstances. The Register pronounced increases in accident risk occurs even among 

makes it possible to control for the weight of the vehicles, younger age groups. 

speed at the moment of impact, direction of impact, sex, To summarize, it is evident--exemplified by the 

age, height, weight, seat belt use, and the position of the occurrence of fractures--that the risk of serious injury 

occupants in the vehicle. All injuries are coded according to increases with advancing age. However, no evidence is 

the AIS system, found to support that the occurrence of minor injuries-- 

The Volvo register also includes a variable--"oc- given similar trauma--would increase with age, or that a 

currence of outpatient and/or inpatient care"--which greater percentage of older than younger automobile drivers 

coincides well with what official statistics define as and passengers would be candidates for outpatient and/or 

.... minor" or "severe" injuries, inpatient care. Since the majority of all injuries are minor, 

When using these variables to measure injury, it is these results suggest that older drivers’ increased risk of 

evident that the 25-34 age group experiences the greatest being involved in personal injury accidents cannot be 

increase in relative risk (compared to the 18-24 age group), explained by their greater, age-related risk of being injured. 

After this, relative risk fluctuates with the lowest point 

being the age group 55-64 years. This result is surprising References 
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Designing Controls for Older Drivers 

Anthony J. Yanik, And, as time progresses, changes in cognition as well as in 

General Motors Environmental Activities Staff 
hand and grip strength also come into play to further affect 

this interaction. 

Abstract Aging ultimately causes drivers to devote increasing 

amounts of time viewing the road. One reason is that the 
Until recent years, the design of primary and secondary traffic scene can be very busy in the visual sense, and 

controls for automobiles followed a fairly established pat- research indicates that older adults have more difficulty 
tern. Driver expectations regarding their size, shape, and separating the relevant from the irrelevant when visual 
location were relatively high. With the proliferation of elec- displays are complex or busy. Older drivers also realize 
tronics within the passenger car, especially involving sec- intuitively that they need to detect changes in the traffic 
ondary controls (radio, heater, etc.), such expectations no environment as early as possible because it takes them 
longer hold true. Yet older drivers, encumbered as they are longer to react once an accident avoidance response is 
with gradually deteriorating visual capability, and an in- indicated. In some ways, the needs of the older driver are 
creasing difficulty with tasks involving excessive use of very similar to those of the race driver--which are to 
short term memory and divided attention, rely upon control maximize the time spent in viewing the road, and minimize 
expectations to reduce eye-off-the-road time. For this rea- the time spent in looking for and using instrumentation. 
son, they are more apt to select a "traditional" display in For drivers of any age, a problem can develop when 
product reviews. This paper is an attempt to bring an under- combined tasks, such as driving and operating a radio 
standing to the visual and cognitive changes that drivers control system, compete for the same function, in this 
experience once they pass the age of 50, and to suggest case--vision. Steering, braking, and accelerating, for 
guiding principles for the design of primary and secondary example, are physical functions that can be carried out quite 
controls that might accommodate these changes, successfully at the same time as the driver is watching road 

and traffic conditions. These functions do not compete with 
Introduction each other. Moreover, hand functions can be shared; that is, 

Normally, we do not consider the act of reaching for and a person can drive with one hand while manipulating a 

using a vehicle control to be a complex operation. Recent secondary control with the other. However, if the secondary 

years, however, have brought an element of complexity into control first must be located visually in space before any 

what previously had become somewhat of a routine task, a action can be taken, the driver must share this visual task 

complexity arising either from the desire to establish greater with the more important effort of watching for road and 

brand differentiation between models or to add value either traffic changes. If the competition between the needs for 

by introducing new technologies or upgrading the old. shared visual time becomes too strong, the driver eventually 

These changes, while in many cases attractive to younger must choose whether to devote his or her attention to the one 

drivers, may have made the driving task at times more of a task or the other. 

challenge than before to drivers over the age of 50. In some For older drivers, with the need to spend as much time 

cases the challenge may have resulted from the location of as possible viewing traffic, this competition becomes even 

the control; that is, in it not being where it was expected to more intense. If a control is difficult to find or operate, it 

be. In others, it may have occurred because there was an forces them to look away from the road for longer periods 

unrecognized need to increase contrast between controls than they desire. They ultimately may decide that they no 

through sizes, shapes, or colors so that they would be more longer can time-share the operation of a radio/tape player 

readily apparent in space, and therefore more easily system, a heater/air conditioning system, or any other 

identified, complex control system within the vehicle with the driving 

In this paper I have attempted to suggest different prac- task, and will ignore the use of these systems while on the 

tices for designing controls for older drivers, focusing upon road. The challenge of the automotive designer, then, is to 

control location, control differentiation, and control opera- use whatever measures are necessary to expedite the use of 

tion. The matter presented is based upon a review of the secondary vehicle control systems by older drivers to make 

research literature as related to the needs of older persons, such time sharing possible. Since primary control systems 

such as steering, braking, and accelerating have been 

Control Changes and the Older Driver relatively unchanged over the years, and are, for the most 

Why should new controls or control changes sometimes 
part, used without the need to borrow from eyes-on-the- 

be bothersome to older drivers? 
road time, they will not be treated in this discussion. My 

Primarily because once they pass the age of 50, drivers 
focus will be upon hand controls. 

begin to experience obvious declines in various visual 

functions that affect their ability to interact with the vehicle 
Control Location 

interior environment even under the best of circumstances. Locating controls with minimum eyes-off-the-road time 
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is a felt need recognized by older drivers. It is a need that is being very busy and complex, and represents an entirely 
so pervasive that he or she may ignore completely those new learning process to operate, it may be rejected or 
secondary controls not relevant to the driving task if they ignored by the older driver because it presents too much of a 
consume too much time to locate and operate. Many older learning challenge. This is especially true if the system 
drivers will set up more complex control systems not involved is a secondary system not directly necessary to the 
directly involved in driving while in the driveway, for driving task such as a heater/air conditioner, a radio/tape 
example, and never refer to them again throughout the rest player, or an involved message center display. 
of their trip. Also, we must recognize that most drivers familiarize 

In using any vehicle control, the driver typically glances themselves with vehicle controls while operating their 
away from the road, locates the control visually in space, 

vehicles. In effect, they memorize the locations of their 
then launches the hand into the general direction of the 

controls as they use them. Very few make a deliberate effort 
control’s spatial location, with a final glance to fine-tune the 

to memorize control locations and operations with the 
hand movement and bring the control directly under touch. 

vehicle at rest. Learning on-the-run is especially typical of 
There is a tradeoff between the speed and accuracy of 

younger people whose approach to problem solving is 
operating vehicle controls. If more accurate movements are 

through a rapid trial and error process. Older people, on the 
required (such as locating a specific push button from a nest 

other hand, approach new problems (such as operating new 
of push buttons of the same size, shape, and color), then 

control systems) by reasoning through to a single, correct 
speed is reduced because of the more extended visual search 

solution (6). This is not easy to do while driving if the 
time involved. If speed of operation is more of a concern, 
then it is advisable to make the different controls more operation of a new control is attempted while one’s primary 

obvious and easily recognizable to facilitate their location focus is upon events outside the vehicle. 

( 1 ).* Low light also has a great influence upon the capability of 

When the control is located where it is expected to be, it is an older driver to locate a control. Because of the thickening 

considered to have good "compatibility" or "expectancy". of the lens of the eye and the diminishing of its pupil size, 

Arnold Small calls "compatibility" the primary mediating older drivers have a much more difficult time than younger 

factor in the transfer from recognition to action (2). That is, drivers in locating unlit or poorly lit controls in a darkened 

if the control or control system is where it is expected to be environment. Sekuler has demonstrated that under identical 

(and functions as expected), the operator can act much more circumstances, a 60 year old adult will experience only one 

efficiently and quickly than if it is in unfamiliar location, third the light upon the retina as a 20 year old adult, all 

Response time difference in performance between a 33 year things being equal (7). Thus unfamiliar, unlit door handles, 

old and a 72 year old has been demonstrated to be only about electric window and seat switches, and other unlit knobs and 

155 msec when controls have good compatibility, where- buttons provide a very real challenge to the older driver who 
as the difference grows to 250 msec when they have must find and operate them primarily by touch. 
poor compatibility (3). Color separation also can be useful as a means of 

In a study performed for the Society of Automotive delineating the location of and spatial relationships between 
Engineers in 1976, ANACAPA Sciences reported strong controls, especially when a new, relatively complex control 
expectancy ratings for the head lamp switch and wiper/ system must be learned. The eyes-off-the-road search 
washer switch to be on the left side of the instrument panel, involved in locating a given control may be better expedited 
and the radio, heater, and defroster controls to be on the right if color is used to lead the eye to the more important 
(4). While there has been widespread industry movement functions within a nest of competing functions. Morgan, et 
toward the use of stalk controls for some of these functions al recommend that five colors be used for color coding: red, 
since this study was made, the influence of expectancy in orange, yellow, green, and blue (8). However, a cautionary 
control operations cannot be denied. When vehicle control note is that color signaling may be obscured in situations 
locations are addressed, the designer should consider driver involving poor interior illumination (9). And the use of 
expectancy, especially for those controls that are most color within the automobile environment is a sensitive issue 
relevant to the driving task. 

that needs to be further explored. 
This is especially true relative to the needs of the older 

Labels probably are the most common means of 
driver. Designers should note that it does take older adults 

identifying and locating controls. However, Sanders and 
longer to learn to adapt to change (5). Moreover, an older 
person’s retention of new information obtained only 

McCormick point out that labels take time to read, therefore 

through vision is much less than that which can be obtained 
they should not be considered the only satisfactory means of 

through both the visual and the auditory system (6). Thus it 
coding controls when speed of operation is important which 

requires more effort for the older driver to relearn new is a factor to consider relative to maintaining maximum 

control locations and operations than it does for the younger eyes-on-the-road time for the older driver. Also, they 

driver. In fact, if a new control system has the appearance of recommend that the labels be placed above the controls so 
that they will not be obscured by the driver’s hand when he 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, or she is reaching for them (9). 
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Processing time vantages as well as the acceptability of this type of redun- 
dant control strategy through empirical studies of older 

Designers also should be aware that research indicates 
driver performance, and preference testing. 

that older persons take longer than younger persons to pre- 
pare to reach for a control or make short hand movements Visual clutter 
(10). They also take longer to redirect a hand movement as Control system clutter also becomes a factor inasmuch as 
might be the case if they discover that the control is not it can set up a sense of uncertainty in control selection, and 
where they expected it to be. uncertainty has a greater effect on the older person than the 

Warabi, et al have demonstrated through a target tracking younger adult (15). 
task that there is about a 20 percent increase in eye and hand Scialfa, et al have demonstrated that older adults operate 
movement time for every 20 years of age, beginning with 

under a strong disadvantage when they attempt to discrimi- 
age 20 (11). It would be natural, then, for a 60 year old to 
take longer in making vehicle control selections than a 20 

nate targets embedded in visual clutter, especially when 

year old. 
these targets are located in their peripheral vision (16) 

In any event, the literature demonstrate that even in rou- 
which is precisely where vehicle control systems of second- 

tine control tasks, the older person will take more time to 
ary importance are placed. Moreover, the presence of visual 

recognize the need for and execute a control adjustment, 
clutter itself is a distraction, more so to an older than to a 

And if technology changes make that routine task complex, 
younger person. 

the effects upon the older driver will be more pronounced Memory 
because of physical and cognitive changes resulting from 

Finally, complex new control systems place the older 
the aging process (6). 

adult at a disadvantage when they replace previous systems 
that have benefited from well-practiced search strategies 

Control Differentiation (15). Research indicates that it is quite common for older 
In recent years there has been a trend toward providing a people to have more difficulty in remembering specific 

cleaner appearing display system, especially among radio items presented as new information (17). This may explain 
and heating/air conditioning control elements. In some why, as drivers, they may react adversely to the task of 
cases this has meant presenting such systems as a series of committing to memory new control system operations that 
black push buttons of the same size upon a black field, or they find difficult to understand and learn while driving. 
ganging rocker switches of the same size and shape 
together. Control Operation 

For the aging driver, such control system displays can 
become an exasperating challenge for at least three reasons: 

Fortunately, there is a wealth of good human factors data 

(1) the onset of Presbyopia, (2) the effect of visual clutter, 
already in existence which, if adhered to, would help older 
drivers cope with new and upgraded control systems. For 

and (3)memory changes, 
example, to the extent that is practical, controls should 

eresbyopia operate in customary or expected directions such as clock- 

Presbyopia means that the lens of the eye has grown to a 
wise for "increase" and up for "on". 

thickness that makes it very stiff, thus resisting the efforts of 
To encourage the memorization of controls by "feel" in 

the ciliary muscles to squeeze it into the fattened shape that order to decrease eyes-off-the-road time, designers could 

permits near vision. Glasses usually correct this problem, as explore the possibility of discriminating between controls 

they also correct for aging changes in visual acuity that take by giving them differences in size, shape, and/or texture. 

place after the age of 50 (12, 13). This would be very beneficial for the more essential con- 

Typically reading glasses or lenses are set to a focal trois found within a control panel in which a large number of 

length of 40 cm or about 16 inches (14). Unfortunately, control selections with discrete operations are displayed 

many vehicle secondary control systems not directly perti- within a small space. 

nent to the driving task are located outside of this viewing Sanders & McCormick suggest that essential controls 

distance, and thus are difficult to see and discriminate. This have their own unique methods of operation (9). Examples 

condition may be further aggravated if the secondary con- of different types would be push/pull, rotary, push button, 

trol system is made up of many small controls like pushbut- toggle, sliding, and/or rocker switches. At times, the direc- 

tons that lack contrast in color, shape or size. tion of motion for the switches themselves could be more 

In some vehicles, designers and engineers have found it clearly defined. Jack, for example, discovered that although 

appropriate to place a redundant set of the more essential 70 percent of people push the upper part of a rocker switch 

secondary controls on a pad on the steering wheel. This type to activate it, that "correct choice" rate could be increased 

of control display could be advantageous to older drivers to about 90 percent if a bump and label were added to 

because it brings those controls within.the focal range of rocker’s upper section (18). 

their reading lenses where they could be seen clearly. How- The proliferation of push button controls has presented a 

ever, it would be well to ascertain the advantages and disad- unique challenge of its own to the older driver, particularly 
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when they are ganged with little discrimination in size, thoughtful consideration of thedesign alternatives available 
shape, color and separation. When push buttons are ganged, to compensate for them. 

it would be well to establish a hierarchy of importance or Key considerations to keep in mind regarding older 
differentiation among controls through visual and tactile drivers are: 
means to enhance the selection process. Woodson advocates 

They have strong expectations for control loca- 
push buttons of about 6.4 mm (l/4-inch) in diameter extend- 

tions; 
ing 3.18 mm (l/8-inch) above their back plate with about 19 

They have difficulty reading control labels and 
mm between center points (19). There is value too in giving 

finding smaller controls located beyond 40 cm or 
the button faces a specific configuration to separate them 
from each other such as making them concave to fit the 

outside the range of their reading lenses; 

finger. 
They have difficulty identifying relevant controls 

when confronted with an array of the same size, shape, 
Touch sensitive cathode ray tube (CRT) screens in which 

and color; 
the driver may simply touch a designated image on the 

They have difficulty finding unlit or poorly lit 
screen to activate a control also have appeared in recent 

controls viewed in low light; 
years. Berenger (1983) has found that drivers using such 

They may prefer simpler control operations due to 
screens typically hit from 3 to 6 mm below the targets they 

their need to maximize their eyes-on-the-road time; 
are attempting to select. He also discovered that they were 

They may have difficulty familiarizing themselves 
more accurate when selecting targets at the bottom of the 

with new controls, especially if the visual presentation 
screen than they were for those located at the top (9). Since 

of those controls is complex or busy; 
the CRT seems to demand more visual time than other 

They may prefer controls of generous size and low 
control system displays, it may not be the preferred choice 

effort. 
of the older driver. 

Relative to the sizes of different control types, Bullinger, Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that the benefits 

et al suggest that rocker, slide and toggle switches be at least derived from designing controls that meet the needs of older 

10 mm wide, and that rotary knobs be from 25 to 100 mm in drivers extend to all other drivers as well. 

diameter (20). 
While the preceding criteria are useful, it also would be 

well to keep in mind that aging brings on disabilities. In the (1) Paillard, J.J. (1982) in Georgopoulos, A.P. "On 
United States, for example, roughly 90 percent of people Reaching." Annual Review in Neuroscience. 9, 147-170, 
suffer from some form of joint deterioration by the time they 1986. 
reach middle age (6). (2) Small, A.M. "Design for Older People." In Salvendy, 

And, according to a National Health Survey, at least 45 G. (Ed) Handbook of Human Factors. John Wiley & Sons, 
percent of Americans over 65 have arthritis (21). Tests by New York, 1987, 495-504. 
Kanis of people with arthritis in their hands indicate an (3) Fozard, J.L. "The Time for Remembering." In Poon, 
average maximum grip force of 52N, a pinching force of L.W. (Ed) Aging in the 1980s. American Psychological 
16N (finger tip), and a pushing force (index finger) of 19N Association, 1980. 
(22). By way of contrast, Fisher and Birren report an aver- (4) "Driver Expectancy and Performance in Locating 
age grip strength of 330N for adults who are in their 60s Automotive Controls." A Report by ANACAPA Sciences, 
(23). Woodson advocates push button forces of 3 to 6N for Society of Automotive Engineers, February 23-27, 1976, 
design purposes which are well within the pushing force SP-407. 
capabilities given by Kanis for arthritic fingers (19). (5) Read, D. "Neuropsychological Assessment of 

On aging effects alone, tests by Okada indicate that al- Memory in the Elderly." Canadian Journal of Psychology. 
though the manual dexterity of adults remains roughly the 41,158-174, 1987. 
same after they pass the age of 40, there is a deterioration in (6) Babic, A.L. "The Interrelated Effects of the Aging 
the length of time they take to perform operations with their Process, A Lifelong Affair." Innovation. Summer, 8-11, 
fingers, especially when responding to random input (24). 1987. 

In light of the effects of aging and such physical disabil- (7) Sekuler, R. "Vision as a Source for Simple and Reli- 
ities as arthritis on hand operations, a designer might find it able Markers for Aging." Reff, M.E. and Schneider, E.L. 
desirable to avoid specifying controls that must be pinched (Eds), Biological Markers of Aging. National Institute of 
or grasped tightly, or that may require large wrist rotational Health, Publication No. 82-2221, April 1982. 
forces (25). (8) Morgan, C.T., Chapanis, A., Cook, J.S., and Lund, 

M.W. (Eds). Human Engineering Guide to Equipment De- 
Summary sign. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1963. 

In summary, designing controls for an older driver (9) Sanders, M.S. and McCormick, E.J. Human Factors 
population requires an awareness of the changes that all in Engineering and Design. New York, McGraw-Hill Book 
persons experience as a result of the aging process, and Company, 1987. 
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(10) Stelmach, G.E., Goggin, N.L., and Amrhein, 41,2, 158-174, 1987. 
"Aging and the Restructuring of Precued Movements." (18) Jack, D.D. "Rocker Switch Tactile Coding and Di- 
Psychology and Aging. 3, 2, 151-157, 1988. rection of Motion Stereotypes." Proceedings of the Human 

(l l) Warabi, T.,Noda, H.,andKato, T. "Effect of Aging Factors Society--29th Annual Meeting. 437-441, 1985. 
on Sensorimotor Functions of Eye and Hand Movements." (19) Woodson, W.E. Human Factors Design Handbook. 
Experimental Neurology. 92, 686-697, 1986. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1981. 

(12) Adler-Grinberg, D. "Questioning our Classical Un- (20) Bullinger, H., Kern, P., and Muntzinger, W.F. "De- 
derstanding of Accommodation and Presbyopia." Ameri- sign of Controls." In Salvendy, G. (Ed) Handbook of Hu- 
can Journal of Optometry & Psychological Optics. 63, 571- man Factors. John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1987. 
580, 1986. (21) Williams, T.F. "Assessment of Mobility and Hand 

(13) Kline, D.W. and Schiever, F. "Vision and Aging". Function in the Elderly." Israel Journal of Medical Sci- 
Handbook of the Psychology of Aging, 2nd Edition. Von 

ences. 22, 220-224, 1986. 
Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, 1985. (22) Kanis, H. "Design for All? The Use of Consumer 

(14) Ophthalmology Study Guide. American Academy of 
Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology, Inc. 1978. 
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(15) Madden, D.J. (1983) as cited in Plude, D.J. and 
Human Factors Society~32nd Annual Meeting. 416-419, 
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Localizing Age Deficits." Charness N. (Ed)Aging andHu- (23) Fisher, M.B. and Birren, J. "Age and Strength." 

man Performance. New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1985. (24) Okada, Y. "Evaluation of Upper-Limb Function by 

(16) Scialfa, C.T., Kline, D.W., and Lyman, B.J. "Age the Sensor Pegboard Test Method." Ergonomics. 28, 6, 

Differences in Target Identification as a Function of Retinal 915-927, 1985. 
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An Econometric Estimate of the Lifesaving Effect of Child Restraint 
Legislation 

Written Only Paper has the technological approach to risk regulation been more 
prevalent than in transportation safety. Mandatory motorcy- 

William N. Evans, cle helmet laws, seat belt use legislation, and automatic 
Department of Economics, restraint standards are but three recent illustrations of this 
University of Maryland; approach. 

John D. Graham, In this paper, we present the first empirical estimates of 

Department of Health Policy and Management, the lifesavings effects of another type of safety regulation: 

Harvard School of Public Health mandatory child restraint use legislation. Tennessee became 

the first state to enforce such legislation in January of 1978. 
Abstract Since then, all states and the District of Columbia have 

This paper presents the first econometric estimate of the adopted some form of child restraint use legislation. 

lifesaving benefit of automobile child restraint use legisla- Information collected from vehicle crash tests and real- 

tion. In contrast to previous econometric analyses of safety world accident investigations suggests that proper use of a 

regulations, a Poisson specification is employed to account child restraint device greatly reduces the probability of 
for the rarity of childhood fatalities. Results of the modeling childhood death in an automobile crash. ~ Conditional on the 
suggest that legislation reduces childhood fatalities by 41% validity of this information, a test of the effectiveness of 
among infants and 27% among toddlers. A simple simula- child restraint use legislation is simply a test of whether 
tion indicates that such legislation is currently saving the these laws increase restraint usage. However, there are un- 
lives of about 125 children per year in the United States. certainties about (1) the size of the protective effects in 

various crash modes, (2) the precise effects of laws on the 
Introduction number of children who are restrained when crashes occur, 

The technological approach to health risk regulation and (3) the extent of improper restraint use and the conse- 
seeks to modify environmental conditions so that people are 
protected from excess mortality and morbidity. In no area ~The results of the crash tests are reviewed in NHTSA (1986). 
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quent diminution in protective effects. In light of these tional programs, mass media publicity, and improved child- 
uncertainties, we explored whether it was feasible to make a seat designs may have contributed to the increase. Based on 

reliable statistical estimate of the overall lifesaving effects a comprehensive analysis of usage data, NHTSA (1986, p. 
~ " of child restraint use legislation using aggregate state-level 71) concluded that "child passenger protection laws, which 

data. took effect in most States during 1982-84, are responsible 
for much of the increase in overall usage." Table 1 contains 

We depart from the previous econometric literature on 
information on when each state enacted its law and which 

traffic safety policy by modeling childhood car-occupant age groups are covered by the laws. 
fatalities as count data. In many states, there are either zero 

~ or only a small number of child car-occupant fatalities that Table 1. Summary of state child restraint use laws.1 

occur each year. The primary econometric problem is to Effective Age of8 Effective Age of 
Date Covered Date Oovered 

construct a model that allows for a positive probability of Sta~o of Law Occupants 8tare of Law 0ceup .... 

observing zero fatalities in a state for a particular year. In AL 7/82 3 Mr 1/84 
AK 5/86 4 NE 8/83 i 

this paper, we model childhood car-occupant fatalities as a Az 8/83 4 MV 7/83 3 
AR 8/83 3 NH 7/83 5 

Poisson process and employ maximum likelihood methods cA 1/83 4 NJ 4/88 5 
CO 1/84 4 NM 6/83 5 

fp 8/82 4 NY 4/82 "~ to estimate the effects o ublic policy, cT 4 
-" DE 6/82 4 NC 7/82 3 

FL 7/83 4 ND 1/84 2 

Restraint Use Behavior Among 7/8 ’/84 83 oK°n 11/833/83 4 
ID 1/85 4 OR 1/84 i Children 7/83 pA 1/84 
IN 1/84 3 RI 7/80 3 
IA 1/85 3 SC 7/83 4 

Before enactment of child restraint use laws, most chil- KS 1/82 4 8D 7/84 2 
KY3 7/82 4 TN 1/78 4 

dren in the United States were unrestrained when traveling LA 9/84 5 TX 10/84 2 ~ ME 9/83 4 UT 7/84 2 
" ~:= in motor vehicles. Williams (1976) surveyed drivers in MD 1/84 3 VT 7/84 4 

MA 1/82 5 VA 1/83 3 
amusement areas and shopping centers in Maryland and Mz 4/82 4 WA 1/84 3 

MN 8/83 4 WV 7/81 3 
Virginia during August and September of 1974. He found ~ 7/83 2 ~i 11/82 2 

1/84 4 WY 4/85 3 
that about 93% (n = 8,933) of children under the age of I0 
were traveling unrestrained. Infants exhibited the highest l"state Child P ..... ger Safety L .... " NHTSA Traffic Safety 

rate of restraint use (12%) while three-year-olds exhibited       ~o~ ..... March 15, 1985. 
2The age listed in the table is the age below which occupants are 

the lowest rate (6%). For covered,         example, if age-4, all children less than 4 years 

Tennessee was the first state to enforce a child restraint 
old ......... d by th .... traint law. 

3The Kentucky statute covers all children who weigh less than 40 
use law. Williams and Wells (1981) report the results of pou~d~. /de ch ....... ize this 1 ......... ing all children less 

than 4 years of age. 
surveys taken four months before the law took effect, four 
months after the law took effect, and three years after the 

.S? law took effect. The proportion of unrestrained children A Poisson Model of Childhood Fatality 

(aged four years and under) declined from 92 to 84 to 71 Counts 
percent in the three surveys. In the neighboring state of Because states have adopted child protection laws at dif- 
Kentucky, which did not enact a law during this period, ferent times, a straightforward test of the effectiveness of 
there was only a slight decrease in the proportion of children such laws is an analysis of fatality figures before and after 
traveling unrestrained (from 89, 85 and 86 percent the adoption of child restraint legislation. In many analyses 

~ ¯ respectively), of state traffic safety interventions, the natural logarithm of 
Since 1979 the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety fatalities(oroffatalityrates)isregressedonavectorofstate 

Administration (1986) has sponsored periodic surveys of characteristics (and/or state dummy variables) plus a vari- 
childhood restraint use. They have observed a steady de- able that characterizes the legal intervention.2 However, 

cline in the proportion of children traveling unrestrained: these models may be inappropriate for the analysis of child 

83.1 percent in 1979, 78.4 percent in 1980, 73.5 percent in restraint laws because in many states there are zero or few 

-~ 1981, 65.3 percent in 1982, 53.8 percent in 1983, 47.1 fatalities that occur each year for the age cohorts affected by 

percent in 1984, 37.6 percent in 1985, 22.3 percent in 1986. the restraint legislation. 
In table 2, simple descriptive statistics of state-level child Throughout this period, NHTSA found that children ob- 

served in states with child restraint legislation had signifi- 
car-occupant fatalities for different age groups are pre- 
sented for the period 1976-86. The data set contains 550 

cantly higher rates of restraint use than children observed in 
observations. While 8% of the observations for all age 

states without legislation. NHTSA found also that large groups have zero fatalities, the number of zero observations 
fractions of the restraint systems were partially or grossly naturally increases as we disaggregate the data by age. 
misused. Unfortunately, surveys were not conducted in Among children less than one year old, 25% of the observa- 
many states and thus there is no comprehensive and consis- 

tent data set that can be used in econometric analysis. = For example, for minimum drinking age legislation, see Cook and Tauchen (1984) 

and Saffer and Grossman (1987); for mandatory motorcycle helmet laws, see Graham Child restraints use legislation was not the only factor 
and Lee (1986); for mandatory seat belt laws, see Evans and Graham (1988); and for 

operating to increase restraint-use rates in the 1980’s. Educa- anti-drunk driving legislation, see Saffer and Chaloupka (! 987). 
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tions have zero fatalities. An appropriate specification of which can lead to spuriously small standard errors.3 Second, 
the data-generating process must explicitly allow for a posi- fatality counts are assumed to occur independently over 
tive probability of observing zero fatalities for a particular time. In pooled data, this assumption can be violated if the 

observation, estimated model systematically over- or under-predicts the 
counts for a particular state.4 Third, ~’it is assumed to be 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics yearly, state-level car-occupant solely determined by Xit; therefore, all randomness in the 
fatalities by age group, 50 states, 1976-86. 

prediction of nit is captured entirely by the Poisson distribu- 
~ of tion. In this paper, the first two assumptions are tested 

Std. Obs. 
Age Group Mean Dev. Max =0 empirically, and we relax the third assumption by allowing 

for fixed state effects. 
The data used in this analysis include fatality counts for 

<1            2.78      3.64       25       27 children below 4 years of age for 50 states over the time 

>_1, <2 2.00 2.65 18 13 period 1976-86.5 Given the Poisson distribution specified 
in equation (1), the loglikelihood function for the S = 50 

>_2, <3       2.19      2.65       16       14 states over the T = 11 years is given by the equation 

>_3, <4       1.80      2.20       15       12 
S T 

(2) L(~) -T. T~ [ nitXlt~ - exp(Xlt~) - log(nltl) ] 
TOTAL 8.77 9.59 63 8 

The gradlene and the Hessian of L(~) are defined as 

To explicitly model the count nature of the data, we will 
assume that child car-occupant fatalities follow a Poisson (3) __aL . X X [ Xle(n~t - exP(X~t~)) ] 

process. Econometric models of count data have been used 
with increasing frequency in recent years. These models (4> - X X [ - ~xlt Xit~e~(X~t~) ] 

include analyses of the numbers of patents (Hausman, Hall, 
and Griliches (1984)), lost-workdays (Hausman, Ostro, and The Hessian is negative semi-definite and therefore the 

Wise (1984)), product purchases (Mullahy (1986)), visits to loglikelihood is globally concave in ~. Stable parameter 
values insure that a global maximum has been achieved. 

a doctor (Cameron and Trivedi (1986)), and automobile 
fatalities and injuries (Latimer and Lave (1987)). Data and variable construction 

Formally, let nit represent the number of car occupant 
fatalities for a particular age group in state i for year t. If 

Information on traffic fatalities for the 1976-1986 period 
was obtained from the National Highway Traffic Safety 

fatalities are assumed to follow a Poisson process, then the 
Administrations Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS). 

probability of observing nit fatalities is given by the FARS is a complete census of traffic fatalities in the United 
distribution. States and thus there are no sampling issues. Fatality counts 

in passenger cars were aggregated at the state level by year 
- A i t. n i t         and by age group. 

e A i t: Ideally, to capture the effects of the child restraint laws, 
(1) Pr (nit) - we would like to have measures of restraint use before 

n i t ! and after the advent of legislation. However, these figures 
do not exist for all states over the appropriate time period. 
Accordingly, we will attempt to capture the effects of the 

We assume that the Poisson parameter ~’it will vary across restraint law through a simple discrete variable. Let AGE be 
states and time according to the equation In ~Lit = Xit ~, where the age below which children are covered by restraint laws. 
Xit is a (1 X k) vector of time dependent state characteristics, The restraint variable is therefore defined as follows: 
and 13 is a (k X 1) vector of parameters to be estimated.The 
log (~,it) specification was chosen so as to restrict the pre- 
dicted value of ~’it to be greater than zero. The parameter ~’it 

~" ~ if AGE<I 
is the mean of the Poisson distribution; therefore, we will 

t                        2 

if I<AGE<2 
include in Kit those elements that alter a state’s expected RESTRAINT - 3 if 2<AGE<3 
fatality count. Since we are interested in whether child 4 if 3~AGE<4 
restraint laws have reduced car-occupant fatalities, we will 0 if no law is present. 
also include in the Xit vector a variable to capture the effect 
of the restraint regulation. 

Although the Poisson specification is convenient for our Similar characterizations of regulatory variables have 

purposes here, the process imposes a number of severe 
3 See Cameron and Trivedi, 1986, p. 31. 

restrictions on the data-generating process. First, the condi- ~ Hausman, Hall, and Griliches, 1984, p. 914. 
tional mean and variance of nit given Xit are both assumed to -~ Although many states require that children under 5 years of age must be restrained, 

we chose to include only fatality figures for children under 4 years of age because equal the Poisson parameter ~’it" This assumption may fail to 
most restraint systems are not designed for the average 4 to 5 year old (see NHTSA, 

capture the "over-dispersion" property of many data sets, 1986). 
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been used in situations such as the minimum drinking age,6 measured as a percentage. Variable definitions8 and sample 
in which only portions of the population are covered by characteristics are provided in table 2. In the sample, one 

laws. Note that RESTRAINT is based on the law’s effective third of all observations have at least a restraint law cover- 
date instead of its enactment date. If the law took effect in ing infants, and by 1986, all states have some form of child 

the middle of the year, the variable was multiplied by the restraint law. 

fraction of months in the year that the law took effect. Results 
The drawback to the above characterization of RE- 

STRAINT is that the response to the legislation is assumed Estimates of the Poisson model for all ages, infants and 

to be linear in AGE. We test this hypothesis by running toddlers, are presented in table 4. To calculate the values of 

separate equations for two smaller age breakdowns. First, the factorials, a gamma function was used, where F (n + 1)= 
n!. Analytic first and second derivatives were used in the we include the fatality counts for children under one year of 

age. We will refer to this group as INFANTS. In the second 
hill-climbing routine and convergence in all cases was 

group, we include the fatality counts for those at least one 
rapid’9 

but less than four years of age. We refer to this group as Table 4. Estimates of fatality equation, Poisson specification, 
TODDLERS. We chose this breakdown for two reasons, parameter estimates and standard errors. 

First, a different size restraint is needed at about one year of 
I A11Ages I ~nf .... age, and some parents are reluctant to pay for the second Variable ~°oi$sori OLS Poisson OLS Poi .... OLS 

restraint system. Moreover, roadside observational surveys ~NTEac~r -2.0~8 -4.045 -2.310 -4.0~3 -2.s4~ -2.824 
(2.083) (2.412) (3.670) (2.546) (2.530) (2.522) 

indicate that restraint usage declines among toddlers, be- 
NILESL       1.068    0.067    1.020    0.252    1.083    0.571 

cause toddlers are especially difficult to keep restrained in (0.010) (0.141) (0.177) (0.151) (0.124) (0.147) 

their seats, especially for long trips. Given the above discus- RURALP 0.645 0.874 -0.147 0.234 1.073 0.786 

(0.207) (0.205) (0.350) (0.219) (0.257) (0.216) 

sion, our prior belief is that the effectiveness of the legisla- 
~o~E~ -1.576 -0.782 -1.819 -0.048 -1.604 -0.769 

tion should induce larger increases in use among infants (0.177) (0.194) (0.316) (0.208) (0.215) (0.203) 

than among toddlers. POPLTSL 0.041 0.259 0.008 0.210 0.070 0.265 

(0.101) (0.143) (0.176) (0.152) (0.122) (0.150) 

For the infant and toddler age groups, different restraint ~LAW -0.0~4 -0.074 ................ 
dummy variables are needed. For infants, the regulation (0.009) (0.07~) 

variable is a simple dummy denoted as INFLAW that equals ~FL~ ......... o. 408 -0.227 ........ 
(0.061) (0.054) 

1 if infants are covered and 0 otherwise. For toddlers, the TODL~ ................. 0.0~9 -0.062 
regulation variable TODLAW is again a discrete variable (o.o~5) (o.o21) 

thatequals 1 ifthe restraint law covers 1 < AGE < 2, 2 if the ~2/ ~og- -1411.2    0.75 -1043.2    0.84 -~24~.0 0.70 
law covers 2 < AGE < 3, 3 if 3 < AGE < 4, and 0 otherwise. Likel ihood 

To further define the Xit vector, we include several state- 
NR2 Tes t .... 43.07 .... 104.5 .... 54.78 

level variables that control for exposure to traffic collisions. 

To control for exposure to traffic collisions, we include the To compare the results of the Poisson specification with a 
standard regression result, OLS estimates for each age total vehicle miles of travel, which we expect to be pos- 

itively related to fatalities. Because rural traffic is known to group are presented in table 4. Because many of the left 

be more dangerous than urban travel, we also include the hand side observations equal zero, we follow a regression 

percent of vehicle miles traveled in rural areas. Because the procedure suggested by Pakes and Griliches (1980). The 

success of the restraint program requires the purchase of a 
dependent variable is defined as the log of occupant fatal- 

restraint device, we would expect sales to be positively 
ities. If fatalities equal zero, the dependent variable is set 
equal to zero. A dummy variable is then added to the right- 

related to income. Moreover, demand for childhood safety 
hand-side variables, which equals 1 for zero counts and 0 

may rise with household income. Therefore, we expect 
otherwise. We would expect the parameter on the dummy to 

childhood fatalities to be negatively related to a state’s real 
be less than zero. We do not include the dummy estimates in 

per capita income. Finally, we also include a measure of the 
table 4, but in all regressions, the value was a statistically 

exposed population by including the total number of chil- 
significant negative value. 

dren in each state under the age of 5, which we expect to be 
As the results in table 4 indicate, all right hand side 

positively related with fatalities.7 
variables in the "all ages" category have the expected sign 

All variables were collected by state and by year. The vari- and are statistically significant, except POPLT5L which has 

ables for vehicle miles of travel, income, and population the expected sign, but is statistically indistinguishable from 

enter the Xit vector in logs, while the rural travel variable is 8 Vehicle miles of travel data were taken from the Department of Transportation’s 

Highway Statistics, per capita income data were taken from the Bureau of Census’ 
6 See Cook and Tauchen, 1984. Statistical Abstract of the United States, and population data were taken from the 
7 V Although our dependent ariable includes fatalities for children less than 4 years of Bureau of Census" Current Population Reports, series P-25, nos. 998 and 1010. 

age, we were unable to find yearly population totals for this age breakdown. We 9 The maximum likelihood routine was written in the PROC MATRIX language of 

therefore used the number of children less than 5 years old as a proxy for the exposed SAS. The program can be run on either the mainframe version of SAS or in PROC 

population. IML of SASpc. All programs and data are available from the authors upon request. 
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zero. The level of toddler fatalities appears to be more This can be tested formally by running the simple regression 

responsive to demographic variables than counts of infant log (~i2) = txo + c~I log (~,i) + % 

fatalities. A consistent result across all age categories is the 
where a~i is white noise. If the mean and variance are grow- 

rather strong negative relationship between income and fa- ing at proportional rates, then c~1 should equal one, and c~o 
talities. The coefficient on the income variable suggests an should equal zero. The test statistic is an F with 2 and 48 
"elastic" response to income changes, in that a 10% in- degrees of freedom. 
crease in a state’s per capita level of income is associated The results of the mean/variance test for all three age 
with a greater than 15% decrease in fatalities, breakdowns aye presented in the upper panel of table 6. In all 

The coefficient for the KIDLAW restraint variable is cases, the coefficient on txo is statistically indistinguishable 
estimated with a great deal of precision and it suggests that from zero and ~1 is quite close to 1, and we cannot reject the 
child restraint laws are effective in reducing occupant fatal- hypothesis that the variance grows proportionally with the 
ities. For states that require a safety seat for all children mean. 

under the age of 4, laws are associated with 33% fewer Next, we consider whether fatality counts occur indepen- 

fatalities. The effectiveness of the regulation appears to dently over time. The independence property can be an- 

decline as the age of the covered population increases. Child alyzed by simply testing for persistence in the prediction 

restraint laws are associated with a 41% decline in infant error. To test for independence, we first scale the prediction 

fatalities, but only a 27% reduction in toddler fatalities, error to eliminate heteroskedasticity across states. Let ~it = 

We also generated separate sets of results for each of the (nit -- ~,it)/aJ~,it, where by definition var (~l.it) = 1. If we assume 

four age groups. The restraint variable in these runs is sim- that the autoregressive component is identical across states, 

ply a dummy variable equalling 1 ifthe age group is covered the test of independence is performed by running the 

by restraint legislation and zero otherwise. The coefficients 
regression 

~it ----" ~0 -F "~1 ~i, t-I q- l)it 
on the restraint dummy variable from these runs are pre- 

sented in table 5 and confirm the same declining pattern of 
where ~oit is a random error. The regression contains 500 
observations since we lose the first year in each state’s 

effectiveness with age.10 There is no statistically significant 

benefit to restraint laws that cover children between 3 and 4 
panel. If the independence assumption is preserved, )’1 
should be indistinguishable from zero. 

years of age. 
The results of the independence test are presented in the 

Table 5. Estimates of restraint variable for different age break- lower panel of table 6. There does appear to be a degree of 
downs, Poisson model, first-order autocorrelation in the error structure. The coeffi- 

Age ¢o e t~£i e i ent: and S l:andard l~rror cient on)’1 is a small positive number; however, it is signifi- 
Oroup on Restraint Dummy Variable cantly different from zero. 

<1 -0.4 0 8 As the fatality counts are disaggregated by age, we see 

( 0.0 6 :t ) from table 2 that the percent of observations equalling zero 
naturally increases. Since the Poisson specification may be 

>_1, <2 - 0.3 5 9 more accurate as the counts decline and the percent of zero 
(0.072) 

observations increases, we expect the OLS and the Poisson 

>_ 2, < 3 - 0.2 4 2 results to diverge as we disaggregate the data. This is partic- 
( 0.0 7 0 ) ularly evident in the results for the regulation variable. The 

Poisson estimates of the restraint variables indicate a great- 
>_3, <4 -0.048 

( 0.0 82 ) er lifesaving potential than the OLS estimates. For example, 
the OLS results for the infant category indicate restraint 

Next, we present tests of the Poisson specification.1| laws reduce fatalities by 23% as compared with 41% reduc- 

First, we consider the restriction on the moments of the tion in the Poisson specification, while the comparable dif- 

distribution. Define the prediction error for the model to ference for the all age category is less dramatic. 

equal the difference between the actual and the predicted The results of the Poisson model indicate that the mean 

mean, namely F..it---- nit-- ~’it" By definition E[~it] = 0 and using and variance are growing at proportional rates. This 
would indicate that there should be a large degree of hetero- the fact that E[n2it] = ~’it + ~t’ we see that Var(£it) = ~’it" Let 
skedasticity in the OLS results. To test for hetero- 

the estimated means and variances for state i for all T years 

be defined as ~,i = (l/T) ~tT=l ~’it and ~i2=- (1/(T- 1)) ~tT=~ [~it -- 
skedasticity within the OLS results, we performed White’s 

- (1981) NR2 test. The results of the test are presented in the 
gi]2 respectively, where ~’i = (l/T) ~T= ~ ~it- At the state level, last row of table 4. In all cases, the test statistic is distrib- 
the variance should grow at a rate proportional to the mean. uted as chi-square with 27 degrees of freedom. The 95% 

critical value of a Z2 with 27 degrees of freedom is 40.11 
lO Note that the results for the age group <1 are the results from the infant group in 

Table4. and, therefore, we reject the null hypothesis of homo- 

~ These tests are based on Hausman, Hall and Griliches, 1984, p. 905. skedasticity. 
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Table 6. Specification tests of Poisson model, incidental parameters problem. Therefore, following Haus- 
man, Hall, and Griliches (1984), we estimate the fixed ef- 

Test i: Mean Equals Variance 
fects model by conditional maximum likelihood. Fatality 

~ 1 o g ( ~ ~ ) = ~ 0 + ~ 1 1 o g ( i i ) counts for an individual state over the entire time period are 
taken as given and the estimation procedure is therefore an 

Parameter Es timates and S tandard Errors attempt to explain why a certain number of the state’s fatal- 

Variable All Ages Infants Toddlers ities occurred in a given year. The fixed effects specification 

is intuitively appealing since we are endeavoring to explain 
yearly variation from a state’s mean level of fatalities and, 

~ nO 0.035 0.123 -0.012 
( o. 171 ) ( 0.094 ) ( 0.146 ) therefore, we do not need to explain the reasons for inter- 

state differences in mean fatality rates. A brief outline of the 
c, 1 1.019 0.907 1.067 conditional maximum likelihood procedure as suggested by 

(0.085) (0.082) (0.086) Hausman, Hall, and Griliches (1984) is presented below. 

R2 0.75 0.75 0.76 To estimate the fixed effects model, we condition the 
estimate of the parameter vector ~ on the total number of 

~ F - te s t : 0.330 0.995 0.965 fatalities in a state over the entire time period. Let Ni repre- 
a0- 0 an d sent the total number of fatalities for state i over the T years 
~ i= i 

in the panel, where Ni = ~tT=l nit..The maximum likelihood 
procedure is then an attempt to explain why we observed nit 
fatalities in each of the years t = 1, 2 .... T given that we 

Test 2 : Independence of Errors observed Ni fatalities in all. Therefore, the likelihood func- 

~: 
~t = 70 + 71 ~, t- 1 

tion for state i is defined as 

Parameter Estimates amd Standard Errors (5) Li = Pr (nil,ni2 .... nit)/Pr(Ni) 

Variable        All Ages Infants    Toddlers 
We assume the counts occur independently over time, and 

"1 o 0. o 10 0.011 0. o 02 therefore the numerator in (5) can be written as Pr(nu,ni2... 
~ (0.057) (0.053) (0.054) niT) = 7[t Pr(nit). Since the sum of independent Poisson 

~ 1 0.279 0.299 0.207 counts is also Poisson, the denominator of (5) is Poisson 

( 0.043 ) ( o. 041 ) ( 0.054 ) with parameter %i = Zt ~it" Substituting the values of the 

Poisson distribution for nit for all t, and Ni, we find that the 
R 2 0.08 0. 10 0.04 likelihood function for state i can be written as 

¯ ~-~" A fixed effects Poisson specification [~_~ ~ ] 
All randomness in the above model is generated by the Li - T 

x ~ 
T’kitl     nit 

Poisson assumption, and we therefore assume that we have 
[t.nz (nit! )] 

completely specified the Xit vector. As the results of the The Poisson parameter ~it was defined above to equal 
previous section indicate, there appears to be some degree 

exp(Xitl~ + ui) and, therefore, we can write the ratio of ~’it to 

.- of autocorrelation in the predicted errors. This persistence 
the sum ~t~it as a multinomial legit distribution,~2 where 

may be due to unexplained determinants of a state’s fatality 
level. For example, there may be permanent differences in Air 

- 
exit/3 + u’I --    exit/3 

two states’ fatality levels that are not captured by the vector r r 
Xit, which in turn may cause systematic over- or under- t-zz ’kit i:~11 eXit/~ + ui t--1e Xit/~ 

prediction in a state’s mean fatality level. In this section, we 
lessen the restrictions of the Poisson specification and at- Note that because of the structure of the multinomial legit 

i~~ tempt to account for the persistence in the errors, distribution, the fixed state effect is eliminated from the 

The simplest approach to introducing state-specific ef- analysis. 
Over all states, the conditional loglikelihood function, fects is to assume that the log % equation is determined up to 

an additive error term, where log (~it) = Xit~ + ~)i" The error gradient and the Hessian for the fixed effects specification 
are defined as: term a9i is a state-specific effect which has a zero mean 

across all states. The variance component model we esti- <8~ L(O) - ~ Kit _~ ~ mate is the fixed effects specification. In linear models, ~-~ ~ ~o~.. ~o~to_z~x~-x~,- ] 

fixed effects are typically estimated by a series of state ~ ~      [~_z~x~-x~, 
dummy variables, which is equivalent to subtracting state ~9~ 

~_~ - 
~ ~ - ~ 

means from both left and right hand side variables. How- 
ever, in nonlinear models, estimation of fixed effects via the 
dummy variable method is inappropriate because of the ~= For a description of the multinomial legit distribution, see McFadden, 1974. 



(lO) reduced fatality counts by 31 percent while for toddlers the 

r r    x r    x ] decline is 18 percent. 
[.-~l~o° ~.’2’[o_~1~.~ /                    Given the inability of the demographic variables to esti- 

8~8~, i-1 t-1[ 
[ ,-~1 o~i.~ ] ] mate intrastate variations in fatalities, we also estimate the 

fixed effects model with only the regulation variables. Once 

where Ki = log [~t nit)!]- The loglikelihood is again globally again, there appear to be considerable lifesaving benefits 
concave in [3 and, therefore, convergence was rapid, associated with restraint use laws. 

We now consider whether the fixed effects model has 
Table 7. Estimates of fatali.t), equation, fixed effects Poisson 
specification, parameter est,mates and standard errors, accounted for the apparent serial correlation in the Poisson 

Variable I All Axes I Inf .... I Toddler, 
model. To test for serial correlation, we use the chi-square 

test developed in Appendix B of Hausman, Hall, and 
MILESL         -0.0215 ..... 0.577 ..... 0.286 .... 

(o. 371) (o. 671~ (o.448) Griliches (1984). Because the derivation of the test is rather 
RUR~LP -1.603 ..... 0.93~ .... 1.9~1 .... lengthy, we will only sketch the results. Let Pit be the pre- 

(0. 717) (1. 275) (0. 868) 

~NCOME~ 0. ~93 ..... 0. 074 .... 0.3~8 .... dicted probability of observing nit fatalities in state i in year 
(0.480) (0.842~ (0.584) t, given that 1~i fatalities are predicted for all T years in a 

POPLTSL - 0. 597 ..... I . 036 ..... 0. 049 .... 
(0.397 ) ( o. 580 > ( o. ~ oo ) state’s panel. The predicted error is therefore defined as uit = 

~IO~AU -0.058 -o.o61 ................ (nit- ~it l~i)/~i 1/2, where uit should have zero mean and unit 
(o.o13~ (o.o10) 

variance. Construct the covariance matrix S = uiui’. The 
INFLAW ......... 0.317 -0.314 ........ 

(o.08o~ (o.o61~ matrix S is singular by design since the sum of the ~it for 

rO~A~ ................. 0.0~4 -0. 059 each state must equal 1. We therefore create the new matrix 
(o. 0 ~ 1~ (o. o16~ 

~ by deleting the first row and column of S. The matrix ~ is ’~ 
Log- -1083.1 -I088.4 -786.3 -788.3 -985.5 -989.4 
~*~olihood (10 X 10) symmetric and positive definite, and if there is no 
¯ e~t of 52.96 50.91 54.16 49 .~0 54.63 49.17 serial correlation in the errors, the matrix ~ should be close 
independence 

to the identity matrix. The test of independence is essen- 

As a first pass at the fixed effects specification, we used tially a test that the [10 X I 1]/2 - 10 = 45 unique off- 

the same elements of Xit and the same age breakdowns as in 
diagonal elements of ~ equal zero. The test statistic is dis- 

the Poisson model. The results of the fixed effects model are tributed as chi-square with 45 degrees of freedom. The 

presented in table 7. In all three age groupings, the state resultsofthetestareprovidedinthefinalrowoftable7. The 

demographic variables are statistically indistinguishable critical value of a chi-square distribution with 45 degrees of 

from zero, indicating that the variables help explain only freedom at the 99% level is 68.9. The test results therefore 
interstate variations in state fatality levels, and not intrastate imply that we cannot reject .the assumption of indepen- 
deviations in counts. The values of the regulation variables dence. The fixed effect specification appears to have elimi- 
in the fixed effects model are generally smaller than the nated the persistence in the error term present in the simple 
results of the Poisson specification in table 3; however, they Poisson model. 
do indicate that mandatory restraint laws have a statistically 
significant lifesaving effect. For infants, restraint laws have Discussion 

Table 3. Variable definitions and sample characteristics. The results of the Poisson models suggest a substantial 

Variable M ..... d lifesaving benefit from mandatory child restraint use legis- 
Name Deflni~ion (Std. Dev.) 

lation. The mean number of infant and toddler fatalities is 
.1~E8 Tot~l vehiole ~iles of t .... 1 (~ l0°), 319. ~ reduced by 41% and 27%, respectively, in states with man- 

MILESL-Iog(MILES) (322.6) 

RURALP P ..... t of vehicle miles of ..... 1 driven 0.52 
datory child restraint laws. To estimate the total benefit of 

i ..... l ...... (o. 16) the mandatory restraint laws, we performed a simple sim- 
INCOME P .... pita i ..... in 1987 do~l .... 11o76.2 ulation. Using the results of table 4, for each state, fatality 

INCOMEL-Iog(INCOME) . ( 1639 . I) 

POPLT5 Population under the age of 5 (x 10z) 366.2 
counts are predicted with and without restraint laws. The 

POPLrSL-log(POPLrS) . (349.8) difference in the prediction is interpreted as the number of 
AGE Age below which children are covered 3.5 d by 

by child are .... red by restraint law. (2.1) lives save the restraint laws. The results of the simula- 
-i if those aged <i are covered, 
-2 if th .... ged <2 ......... d, etc. tion are presented in table 8. 

KIDLAW Restraint variable, -0 if no law, 1.11 By 1986, all states have some form of child restraint law. 
-i if AGE<l, -2 if I_<AGE<2, (1.61) 
-3- ~f 2_<AOE<3, -4 if 3-<A~E<4 In that year, 126 lives were saved as aresult of the restraint 

INFLAW R ..... i ..... iable for inf ..... 0.33 laws. In the five year period 1982-1986, we estimate that 
-i if.infants are covered by restraint, (0.45) 
-o o~,o~,~,~, restraint laws saved the lives of 450 children. Caution is 

TODLA~ Restraint variable for todd1 .... 0.78 warranted since some of the lifesaving effect may be attrib- 
-I if 1-<AGE<2, -2 if 2-<A~E<3, (1.18) 
-3 i~ 3_~Ao~<4, -o other,i*e, utable to the publicity, education, and enforcement associ- 

N Number of ob ..... ~ions 550 ated with the laws (as opposed to the laws per se). 
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Transportation Requirements of Medically Fragile Infants 

Written Only Paper events when placed in state-of-the art semi-reclined infant 

safety seats. It has been suggested that parents of premature 
Michael J. Walsh, Barbara J. Kelleher, infants should be warned of the risks of auto travel when 
Hartley Associates, Inc. oxygen desaturation can occur and advised to travel as little 

-~, as possible for the first few months of the infant’s life (1)*. 
.... Introduction However, these medically fragile infants require frequent 

It is a universally accepted fact that the proper use of well transport to medical facilities. In addition to the problem of 

designed infant and child restraint systems can significantly transporting premature infants in current infant safety seats, 
decrease the risk of death and serious injury in motor vehi- many disabled infants are unable to travel in a semi-reclined 
cle crashes involving normal children. However, the exten- position for a variety of reasons (spica casts, spinal cord 

.... sive literature search and study performed showed that there injuries, degenerative neurological diseases, injuries requir- 
is a very high risk of respiratory compromise when prema- ing orthopedic appliances, etc.). 
ture infants are placed in a semi-reclined position (as they The unique problems of the protection of child occupants 
must be) in all of the currently available infant safety seats. 
Premature infants display significant decreases in oxygen 
saturation and those with apnea have frequent bradycardia *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of the paper. 
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in automobile crashes have been the subject of NHTSA and provide a high potential for misuse by giving the appearance 
industry research, development, testing, and evaluation of being capable of being installed in a vehicle. In addition 
(RDT&E) for many years. The culmination of these exten- there are many wicker basket type beds that might be used in 
sive efforts has been the development and implementation vehicles, as well as nylon diaper bags that can convert into 
of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 213 (FMVSS carrycots for naps, etc., while visiting outside the family 
213), "Child Restraint Systems" and many high perform- residence. The above noted devices are relatively inexpen- 
ance infant and child restraint systems. The technology sive and we fear, are often substituted for the almost prohib- 
developed through these efforts have not been expanded nor itively priced car beds. 
exploited toward the protection of a rapidly growing seg- The research performed during this contract has led to the 
ment of the transportation population; the ever increasing identification of the following problems which must be 
number of premature and physically disabled infants, addressed during the design and fabrication of the infant car 

This paper describes the research performed to specify a bed: 
car bed that will provide, as a minimum, the same level of 1. Premature infants, especially those with apnea, 
protection for medically fragile infants as that currently have a need to travel frequently during the early stages 
provided for the general population of children. of life and often require a monitoring device during 

The car bed was designed such that it will demonstrate travel. 
compliance with the performance evaluation criteria of 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 213 (FMVSS A. The criteria used to determine when a pre-term 

213)---Child Restraint Systems and will be suitable for use infant is able to leave the hospital usually include: 

for normal full term, premature, and physically disabled demonstration of stability on required medical treat- 

infants, ment, ability to be nipple-fed or tube-fed by parents or 
guardians, demonstrated weight gain and ability to 

The research to be reported has led to the identification of maintain temperature outside of an isolette. Since a 
the following problems: minimum weight is not always the primary discharge 

1. Premature infants, especially those with apnea, criterion, many very small infants are released from the 

have a need to travel frequently during the early stages hospital. Because of their fragile condition, which of- 

of life and often require a physiological monitoring ten includes apnea, frequent travel to and from medical 

device during travel. The most recently available sta- facilities is necessary for these infants. 

tistics indicate that over 230,000 premature infants are B. Apnea, which is defined as absence of air flow at 
released from hospitals annually in the United States the nose and mouth, is a serious condition which re- 
alone, quires constant monitoring in some children. This 

2. Premature infants require a small carbed in which monitoring is usually done by attaching electrodes to 
they fit securely and one that can easily be moved from the chest of the infant which are attached to a device 
auto to home or hospital, that is approximately 10 inches long, 8 inches wide, 

3. There is an immediate need for a crashworthy, and 4 inches high. The design of the car bed includes a 
moderately priced car bed to preclude the use of non- method for safely storing this monitoring device in the 
crashworthy devices, restraint for use during transport. 

4. The placement of a monitoring device during 
travel must be taken into account. These devices must 

2. Premature infants require a small car bed in which 

be secured so that they are not a hazard to the infant and 
they fit securely and one that can easily be moved from 
auto to home or hospital. 

other occupants during panic braking or during an acci- 
dent. The monitoring device must be attached to the car A. We believe that the infant car bed should be as 

bed. The additional weight and space requirements small as possible to enable its installation in a single 

were taken into consideration during the development seating position in the vehicle thereby allowing a seat- 

of the car bed. ing position for an adult beside the car bed. The interior 
5. Spica casts preclude an infant from sitting in a dimensions of the bed must be small enough to pre- 

semi-reclined position and therefore the car bed should clude the infant from being "bounced" about during 

be designed to accommodate small infants with these vehicle maneuvers in case of an emergency. However, 

types of casts. This will have an impact on the width in order to demonstrate compliance with the require- 

and weight of the car bed. ments of FMVSS 213, the car bed must be able to 
accommodate the SA1001, seventeen pound, six- 

There are products on the market that give the appearance 
ofcarbeds but are totally unacceptable from a crash protec- 

month-old size test device, often referred to as a test 

tion aspect. Some strollers and carriages and "convertible" 
dummy. 

devices that serve the purpose of transporting infants out- Results of a survey of parents of physically handicapped 

side of vehicles provide detachable "carrycots" intended children (1) resulted in one-third of the parents reporting 

for use in transporting infants from one room in the house to that available restraint systems were inadequate for their 

another, or from the pram into the house. These devices children and many had made modifications to restraint sys- 
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tems on their own. Since infant and child restraint systems 230,000 premature infants less than 2000 g (4.4 lb) were 
are carefully engineered to provide crash protection, any discharged from the hospital. 
modifications to existing systems are almost certain to com- Bull and Stroup (6) performed a study to determine the 
promise or abrogate the safety potential of the restraint. In suitability of various types of infant car seats for premature 
addition, there are a number of infant beds on the market infants. During this study infants weighing less than five 
which are not designed for use in an automobile but, be- pounds were placed in representative samples of car seats 
cause of their convenience, are sometimes used as car beds. and the abilities of the seats to securely and comfortably 

Significance of the Problem position the small infant were noted. They found that the 
shoulder straps on some models crossed the infants’ ears 

There have been a number of studies performed which are and fit too loosely, seats with lap pads or shields were 
pertinent to the problems of transporting premature and uniformly unacceptable since the pad or shield contacted 
handicapped infants. A literature search was performed and the neck of the child and seats with longer seat back to 
references are presented in the Bibliography. Concurrent crotch strap distances allowed the infants to slouch and 
with the literature search, several of the authors were con- resulted in suboptimal positioning. Several seats with rela- 
tacted by telephone for further information on specific prob- tively short seat back to crotch strap distances were found to 
lems and recommendations, be appropriate for positioning the very small infants. In a 

In the late 1960’s the continuous monitoring of respira- subsequent crash test study (7) these authors performed sled 
tion in small infants became clinically feasible. Today, low tests using a small test dummy designed and constructed to 
birth weight (LBW) infants are regularly released from the simulate the height, weight, proportions and weight distri- 
hospital equipped with an apnea/bradycardia monitoring bution of a 4 lb 12 oz. premature infant. The weight of this 
device and often with oxygen administered through tra- 

dummy is divided so that 25% is in the head and 75% is in 
cheostomy tubes. The necessity for this constant monitoring 

the trunk and extremities. They showed that, while the low 
was reported in 1969 by Daily, et al. (2). They speculated 

birth weight (LBW) dummy was retained in the car seats, 
that apnea, followed by bradycardia, cyanosis, hypotonia 

the physical characteristics of the LBW infants required 
and apparent unconsciousness in small premature infants 
may be one mechanism of brain damage. Early detection of 

special positioning considerations and modifications. 
Dr. Stroup provided us with a preliminary copy of an 

apnea and prevention of this sequence of events may reduce 
the incidence of brain damage in such "high risk" infants, 

article entitled "Advances in Automotive Safety for Prema- 
ture Infants" (8) which has been accepted for future pub- 

During this study the respiratory patterns of 22 premature 
lication in the Journal of Pediatrics. In this study automotive 

infants were continuously monitored. It was observed that 
restraint systems, including conventional infant restraints 

infants tended to remain pink and appeared to have good 
and a modified Swinger car bed were tested using the spe- tone during the initial 20 to 30 seconds of apnea but rapidly 

became limp, pale, cyanotic and unresponsive by 45 sec- cially designed LBW dummy. This LBW dummy was 

onds. Very small infants tolerate apnea even less well and placed in the Swinger car bed with rolled towels placed 

develop these symptoms very rapidly. With the use of clini- around its head to restrict its movement within the bunting 

cal monitoring, apnea, which is not usually obvious in the and car bed. During the sled test the Swinger did not per- 

early stages, can be detected immediately and these se- form as designed (i.e., it did not rotate on its side due to the 

quelae, of events can be averted by immediate intervention, low weight of the dummy and thus a lower moment of 

Daily reported apnea in 25% of infants weighing less than inertia). However, the dummy was contained within the 

2500 g (5.5 lb). confines of the car bed as required by FMVSS 213. The 

Apnea is observed in approximately 84% of infants authors concluded that only parents of those infants whose 

weighing less than 1000 g (2.2 lb) and the incidence of medical condition requires transportation in the supine or 

apnea decreases with increasing weight (3). In 1972 the prone position consider the Swinger due to its cost. They 

mortality rate for infants under 1000 g was reported as 87%. also suggest that ancillary equipment, such as an apnea 

This mortality rate had not changed since 1950. Since that monitor and a portable oxygen tank should be anchored to 

time the use of monitoring devices and mechanically as- thefloorofthecarsothattheydonotbecomeflyingsources 

sisted respiration has greatly improved the life expectancy of injury to the infant or other occupants. In the earlier 

of these infants, article Dr. Stroup pointed out the children requiring 

Statistics compiled from the National Center for Health mechanically assisted ventilation are being discharged with 

Statistics are reported yearly in the Journal of Pediatrics. increasing frequency and securement of the ventilator is 

The two recent Annual Summaries of Vital Statistics particularlyimportantbecauseofitsdirectattachmenttothe 
published in 1985 and 1986 (4, 5) indicate that the patient’s tracheostomy tubes. 

proportion of babies of low birth weight, i.e., less than Willett, et al. (9) found that premature infants appear to be 

2500 g (5.5 lb)remained essentially unchanged for the years at increased risk for significant hypoxia when placed in 
1984 and 1985 (6.7% and 6.8% respectively). Infant deaths available car seats. During this study the ventilation of 
reached a new low in the United States in 1984 and 20 premature and 10 healthy term infants was examined. 
maintained that rate in 1985. In 1984 approximately The premature infants were subdivided into two groups; 
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those with prior clinical and pneumocardiogram evidence mean postnatal age of 20 days. The infants were placed in a 

of apnea of prematurity and those with no history of apnea plastic infant seat and studied in three positions: supine with 

and previously normal pneumocardiograms. Each infant the neck extended, semi-sitting position with the seat ele- 

was placed in a prone position in an open crib for 30 min- vated to an angle between 40 and 70 degrees from the 

utes. At the end of this period the infant was strapped into a horizontal and the neck not flexed and semi-sitting position 

Cosco-Peterson First Ride Infant Car Seat and the car seat with the neck flexed. The definition of neck flexion again 

was placed in the semi-reclined position as recommended was contact between the chin and the anterior chest wall. 

by the manufacturer. The infant was left in the car seat for The frequency of apnea occurrence was greater in the sit- 

another 30 minutes. At the end of this time the infant was ting-flexed position than in the supine or sitting upright 

again placed prone in the crib for a 30-minute period. Dur- position and the frequency of spells in the sitting-flexed 

ing this entire time oxygen saturation and heart beat rate position was greater in the infants with a history of apnea 

were monitored. Oxygen saturation for the normal group compared to nonapneic infants. In one particular instance, it 

generally remained around 95% for the entire 90 minutes, was noted that an infant developed complete airway ob- 

Apneic and nonapneic premature infants demonstrated sig- struction while in the sitting-flexed position. The onset was 

nificant decreases in oxygen saturation during the car seat silent and no abnormality in air exchange was apparent from 

interval and during the recovery phase. In addition, 4 of the observation of the baby. After 20 seconds the neck was 

12 apneic infants had bradycardia (less than 80 heart beats extended restoring airway patency. Throughout this study 

per minute for 5 to 9 seconds) while in the car seat. One 43 episodes of apnea were observed with most spells occur- 

infant in the nonapneic group had an episode of bradycardia ring in infants with a history of recent apnea. Cyanosis was 

while no term infants had bradycardia at any time. observed during only four of these spells and never occurred 

Dr. Willett suggests that, since the automobile occupant prior to apnea. Bradycardia preceding or unassociated with 

death rate in infants younger than six months is twice that of apnea was never observed. The authors concluded that al- 

older children and her findings show that current infant though earlier studies indicated that term infants frequently 

restraint systems present disadvantages to premature in- had transient airway obstruction during neck flexion, they 

fants, a new car seat design for LBW infants should be tolerated obstruction without bradycardia or marked reduc- 

developed. In addition, she recommends that a pulse oxime- tion in respiratory activity. In contrast, preterm infants with 

try monitor be used during all automobile travel, histories of apneic spells developed bradycardia and mixed 

Stark and Thach (10) studied the effect of neck flexion on apnea during neck flexion. Therefore, mixed apnea and 

airflow in newborn infants using seven healthy term infants bradycardia are characteristic responses to neck flexion in 

and one small premature infant noted to have occasional the preterm infant with idiopathic apnea. 

episodes of apnea and bradycardia during the two days Dr. Dommen Mathew (12) agrees that the pharyngeal 

preceding the experiments. The infants necks were gently airway of newborn infants can become obstructed if the 

flexed so that the chin touched the chest. This flexion ma- neck is flexed since a small or compromised upper airway 

neuver was repeated at least eight times in each infant for a lumen or decrease of upper airway muscle tone tilt the 

period of 5 to 60 seconds while observing for diminished balance of forces toward airway obstruction. In premature 

airflow or airway obstruction. During their flexion maneu- infants, the upper airway lumen is very small and the 

vers, six of the infants had at least one period of airway occurrence of apnea during sleep when airway dilating 

obstruction of at least three seconds duration and four in- forces decrease is not surprising. In these infants the passive 

fants had periods of obstruction lasting longer than five collapsing pressure of the upper airway is close to the atmo- 

seconds. In over half of the instances, obstruction persisted spheric, even in the absence of other airway constricting 

until the infant’s neck was returned to the resting position, forces. In Pierre Robin syndrome, the pharyngeal airway is 

In the remainder, airflow returned spontaneously without an very small due to micrognathia (undue smallness of jaws). 

obvious change in neck position. Although initially the re- The incidence of apnea in preterm infants is inversely pro- 

sponse of the 29-week premature infant was similar to that portional to gestational age and decreases with maturation. 

of the full-term infants, he developed bradycardia after 9 to In addition to the breathing problems encountered 

11 seconds of obstruction and was immediately returned to frequently by premature and occasionally by full-term in- 

the resting position. Initial respiratory efforts ceased and fants, many physically disadvantaged infants suffer pain 

apnea persisted after returning to the resting position and and discomfort while travelling in current infant car seats. 

respiration resumed only after tactile stimulation. These The United Cerebral Palsy Center in Buffalo, NY, reported 

authors concluded that passive neck flexion can obstruct the that infants suffering with spina bifida are uncomfortable in 

upper airway in newborn infants and care should be taken in the semi-reclined position and tend to cry for the entire 

positioning them to avoid compromise to airflow, length of time that they are restrained in an infant car seat. A 

In a later study performed by the same authors (11), eight standard safety seat cannot be used for a child who is wear- 

premature infants were selected who had a mean gestational ing a spica cast or brace which may be required for up to 12 

age of 31.3 weeks, mean birth weight of1367 g (31bs) and a months for treatment of congenitally dislocated 
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hips. This condition occurs in approximately 1 in 1000 appropriate crash protection as evidenced by compliance 
infants (13). The treatment requires positioning of the femur with the performance evaluation criteria of FMVSS 213. 

at 60 degrees of abduction usually by reduction of the hip The following discussion will delineate the design 

followed by placement in a splint or plaster spica cast. considerations. 

Available car seats were modified (14) and crash tested Construction using the LBW dummy. The results of the tests indicated 
that the modification did not compromise the performance There are three "perceptions" that must be addressed in 

of the restraint in a 30 mph barrier equivalent frontal crash the successful development of any occupant protection sys- 

simulation. However, positioning of the infant dummy was tem or device. They become very important when the sys- 

not optimal and required extra padding placed between the tem or device is for use by infants. They are: 

dummy and the car seat and placement of the harness straps 1. Perception of Safety.--The car bed should be 
in a position not recommended by the manufacturer. 

"substantial" as opposed to "flimsy" in its appear- 
Parents who require a car bed might use a device not 

ance as well as in its construction. That is to say, if the 
designed for use in an automobile which will not provide the 

adult user does not perceive the system or device to be 
proper crash protection for the child. An article in The 

"safe" they are more apt to not use, or misuse, the 
Exceptional Parent Magazine (15) suggests that a car bed 

system or device. 
can be improvised by wedging a bassinet between the front 

2. Perception of Comfort.--The same concern ap- 
and back seats of a car. It is also suggested that parents 

plies to the adult’s "perception of comfort." Many 
consult with physical therapists and occupational therapists 

people intentionally misuse high performance infant 
regarding other possible improvisations. While most facili- 

and child restraint systems in automobiles because of 
ties that care for physically handicapped infants and chil- 

their misconception that the infant or child will not be, 
dren have extensive experience with adaptive equipment to 

or is not comfortable in the device. 
fit specific patients, their expertise does not extend to the 

3. Perception of Convenience.--Convenience is a 
extensive engineering required to design and fabricate a 

third consideration that must be addressed under the 
crashworthy automotive restraint system. These sugges- 

construction heading. The device must be one that the 
tions can be very misleading to parents and dangerous to 
infants, 

adult can and will be willing to properly install and 
remove from a wide class of vehicles. 

From the above discussion it is apparent that there is an 
immediate and compelling need for a car bed for prema- The concept of convenience of use was very important in 

ture and physically disabled infants to allow them to be this development. While it is well understood that the pre- 

transported in either a prone or supine position while ferred position for transporting children in automobiles is 

affording the same level of crash protection provided by the center rear seat position, the need for the type of device 

current infant safety seats. An acceptable car bed must being developed under this program presented some addi- 

(as a minimum) be designed to meet the performance tional considerations that had to be taken into account. 

requirements of the United States Federal Motor Vehicle When transporting the LBW child that requires monitoring, 

Standard No. 213 (FMVSS 213) (16). In addition, the per- the response time of the responsible party is very important 

formance requirements of the Canadian Motor Vehicle when the monitor indicates that a problem exists. They must 

Standard Number 213 (CMVSS 213) (17) and the European have access to the infant with a very short time delay. It may 

Standard (ECE-R44) (18) must be considered, be necessary, therefore, to have the car bed in a position 
other than the center rear seating position; even in the right Car Bed Design front seating position for example, so that a person trans- 

The end result of this research program was the design porting the infant alone (as a driver) can have a minimum 
and fabrication of a full size prototype of an infant car bed time lapse from monitor signalling to response in the safest 
designed for use by premature, physically disabled and full- 

manner commensurate with controlling an automobile. 
term infants. This car bed provides the unique capability of 
securing the equipment necessary for physiological Sizt~ 
monitoring of infants while it is in use in the vehicle. The 

The size of the infants to be accommodated by the car bed 
selection of this design was made based upon the knowledge 

was an overriding factor in the design process. Figure 1 acquired through the examination of available car beds, 
gathering of anthropometry and medical data on the target presents the growth record for infants in relation to gesta- 

tional age and fetal and infant norm, generated by the Uni- population (low birth weight, physically fragile, etc. 
infants), and the definition of specific problems in the versity of Oregon Health Sciences Center. These data are 

transportation of this population. In addition to the consistent with the data presented by Dr. Lynn Willet in (9). 

crashworthiness and facilitation of on-board monitoring Approximately 40 weeks gestation is the norm for full-term 

considerations, space availability in an automobile, infants. Most infants born prematurely increase in weight 
convenience and simplicity of installation and use, tooling and length according to the levels depicted in figure 1. As 
costs, retail pricing, and marketability entered into the this figure shows, when these premature infants reach their 
selection process. Furthermore the car bed must provide anticipated time of birth (gestational age of 40 weeks) they 
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continue to develop at approximately the same level as full- currently available for infant transport. The width of the 

term infants. The car bed can be made to accommodate base fits within the dimensions of a typical bucket seat. 

infants up to approximately 6 kg (13 lb). According to figure 
1 this is the average size of a full-term infant that has 
reached the age of approximately 3 months. However, an 
infant that was born prematurely and matures normally will 
be about 5 or 6 months old before reaching this weight. 
Premature infants who mature slowly may not reach this 
weight until late in the first year of life. Since spice casts 
preclude an infant from sitting in a semi-reclined position, 
the car bed must be wide enough to accommodate small 
infants with these types of casts. ~ f~_ 

,~ ~,~ 7~ Figure 2. Design rendering of car bed. 

¯ f The rear view of the car bed shown in the rendering 

, ,~\.~,~\~.-’ ~ ’~5 ’~ ’*l 
displays the handles in the carrying position and shows the 

~" ~ ~° ~°1 
automotive lap belt deployment scheme. The concept of the 

~ ~ , rear hinged nylon mesh cover is also depicted in this view. 

I 
" Computer Simulations 

/ .~ 

.~,~..\~ 

"° During this research program we were successful in 
~,~ ’~,, ~" ~" 

¯ ~ ~ ~ ~ " "° developing a three dimensional computer model of an infant 
~ 

" . ,.~ car bed occupied by a 4 lb. 8 oz. simulated low birth weight 
~ -; &.o °’" ~ °~ ~’~ ~’~" ~.~ infant. The results obtained through the extensive use of this 

~: ~,.0 o ~ ~ ~. "~" --~_~.~ ~" model during the exercise of the CVS III program (19-22) 

~.~_,.~ 
_ ~ :.~ ~ r.~ ~~ has provided valuable information on the results that can be 

.................... ,~. expected during sled testing of various crucial components 
of the car bed (i.e., changes in the interior foam force- 

Figure 1. Growth record for infants in relation to gestational 
age and fetal and infant norm. deflection properties, torques generated at the positions of 

automobile lap belt contact, stress/strain characteristics of 
Figure 2 is the design rendering of the car bed. The larger the webbing attaching the top of the car bed to the base of the 

view in the rendering shows a front view of the device with a unit, etc.). This type of information provides the necessary 
generic apneaforadycardia monitor in place in the base of inputs for making critical decisions regarding test sample 
the system. The handles are shown in the storage position as fabrication prior to expensive sled testing, thereby substan- 
they would be when the bed is installed in an automobile, tially reducing the costs of a sled test program. 
Also shown in this view is the "flap" or seam line in the Developing an input specification set for the car bed, the 
nylon mesh cover. The production car bed will have a nylon infant, and the vehicle was carried out in three stages. The 
mesh cover that is hinged to the top rear edge of the bed and results obtained during these three stages will be presented 
is secured during use by a buckle as shown. This nylon mesh and discussed in this section of the paper, followed by a 
cover will be over-lapped so that immediate access to the discussion and presentation of the results of the use of the 
infant is attainable should the monitor indicate a problem CVS III program to refine some of the design features of the 
exists. The base will be constructed as an"L" shaped plastic car bed. 

molded part and will be used such that it is strapped into the Review of the data generated during the stage 2 and stage 
vehicle by the type 1 or type 2 automobile belt system. The 3 simulations generated some interesting observations 

bed is attached to the upper leg of the "L" near its upper rim concerning the conceptual design of the car bed. As the car 

by pins. The pins allow the bed to rotate relative to the base bed was envisioned, it was to be held into the automobile 
during a crash, thereby keeping the bed horizontal at all with a standard lap belt around the base, it was to have a top 

times. The maintenance of this horizontal position will in- made of netting with easy access to the infant, it was to pivot 

sure that the infant will "ride-down" the crash by loading about an upper hinge between the tub and the base, it was to 

into the optimized padding thickness surrounding it. This have some sort of mechanism to hold the tub and base 

component is sized such that it will be secured with the belt together at the front during transporting the unit from home- 

system of one seating position. Further, the base allows for to-car etc., and it was to provide for the safe storage of a 

the securing and carrying of a variety of apnea monitors physiological monitoring device while the device was in use 
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during travel. All of these characteristics were not only were tried based on inertial loading estimates from the stage 
shown to be feasible through the computer simulation runs 1 results. These runs resulted in a bending load level of 

but moreover, some were shown to be required and to have about 200 ft-lbs, being required at the joint in order to 
critical operational constraints, prevent excessive rotation at the hinge. 

It is not possible to prioritize these characteristics since The kinematics of the infant carrier and infant for this run 
all of them are required to make up an optimal crashworthy are illustrated in figure 3. The base and tub positions and 
infant car bed restraint system. Potential "weak spots" in orientations are shown at the times indicated along with the 
the system were identified during all three stages of the position of the simulated infant at the end of the run. As can 
preliminary work. In an effort to better understand the ram- be seen on the figure, the base initially rotates downward 
ifications of changes to components of the system some of into the seat cushion while the tub initially translates for- 
these potential problem areas were addressed through exer- ward. Subsequently the tub rotates upward and, with no top 
cising the CVS III program. The potential problem areas simulated, the infant is launched out of the tub in a rearward 
investigated were: and upward direction as was the case in the stage 1 simula- 

tions. Virtually all rotation occurs during the time when the 
1. The effect upon head (torso) accelerations of the 

lap belt load is at its maximum and a total rotation of 
car bed foam force-deflection characteristics. 

24 degrees takes place with the 200 ft-lbs, bending load 
2. The effect upon overall system and infant kine- 

simulated. 
matics of the "tub strap" force-deflection (stress/ 

strain) characteristics. 

Stage 1 
During the crash simulation the base of the carrier moved 

forward and rotated downward. Lap belt loadings were on ..... 
the order of 700 lbs. (total loop load). The kinematics of the t-- 
car bed and the belt load levels simulated were encouraging 
since experience with dynamic testing of child restraint 
systems shows that systems react in these manners to crash 
decelerations. In an effort to minimize acceleration levels to 
the head and torso of the infant surrogate different padding 
thicknesses and force-deflection characteristics were input. 
Late in the crash event time, the tub rotated upward and 
backward to an unacceptable extent. With no tub top being 

" 
simulated, the infant was, in fact, launched in an upward and 
rearward direction from the tub and in all likelihood would 
have come in contact with the back window of a car. This : ~".’5.,.~:: I/’~t~J--~....~ ~*~ i ! i ! I 
performance violated a fundamental precept of crash- 
worthiness; that the kinematics of the occupant must be I=::: ~."x; :l~.~"-~~- l ~-’y ..~’~ !I i ~i ...... ~i’" ~F-~’~~-~’I" ,, ?, ,, ~1 I 

levels.C°ntr°lled in order to have any chance of controlling injury :~ 7~                                      ~o~-, ..4~.~?~-’-..~ ’ i    ~    i I! 
’ 

Four simulation runs were performed with different foam 
characteristic inputs. They were: It was determined in the ~’- 
stage 1 effort that to maintain the head and torso accelera- Figure 3. Stage 2 kinematics. 
tions below a level of 60 Gs a foam filled padding of at least 
3 inches in thickness possessing a constant force level of As was seen in the stage 2 computer run the lack of a tub- 

approximately 70 pounds per inch would be needed. It is not to-base strap allowed for the potential rearward ejection of 
known what physiological effects deceleration at whatever the infant late in the crash event time. This was because 
level have on an infant. It is natural to assume that less is there was no top simulated for the car bed. 

best, but other ramifications must be investigated: Does a Stage 3 
lower initial deceleration of the body cause some "down- 

stream" kinematics that would cause more harm within the The third, and final, stage in the development of the 

systems constraints? This is the type of consideration that model included the base hinge joint from the second stage 

can be investigated for trends with the use of this computer results and in addition, a simulated strap between the base 

program, and tub and a simulated cover for the tub. The kinematics 
displayed during this run are shown in figure 4. Note that the 

Stage 2 addition of the strap between the base and tub resulted in 
For the second stage representation, a hinge was added to substantially different kinematics than those of the stage 2 

the base at a location deemed most likely to be a point of run. During this run the tub and base tend to act more as a 
bending. In preliminary runs, various bending load levels unit, with the strap causing the tub to rotate downward with 
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the base under the influence of the lap belt loading. Note that other important system components requirements cannot be 

at the end of the run, the infant is still contained within the determined absolutely by use of the program, the volume of 

car bed tub. Clearly this is a more controlled and desirable required experiments can be narrowed considerably by its 

situation than was observed during the stage 2 run. The peak use e.g., it will probably not be necessary to perform a sled 
strap load requirement to keep the tub and base together is test with 30 pound foam or with a tub-base-strap with the 
approximately 600 lbs. characteristics of automobile safety belt webbing. 

As a result of the simulation study, preliminary require- 

--- -~-’~5~-~’@ [ -~ [ ....................... ~_--i~i-i~ 
ments for various characteristics of the infant car bed were 

- ’~I- ~~f: :::_ ~r_~ ~r_, ~;~ e,~-2__~!i:: 

established. These are summarized below: 

-~, _:- ~.:_ :i~ i; " ~_~_~ ~~ ~ ~..~~i~i i~ii iiiii ~~-’~ - 
Padding 

Tub padding should be approximately four inches 

-/-~ --:.:,~.__--_-, :~__ ~7_~ ~_--. ~7~ ~. 
thick with three inches of nearly constant force level in 

i ;~ :-~/~-:~-:::---~:~ ’~ -~7-~7’~ 
,~ 

therangeof7Olbs. 

~-:, ~__ ~ _:-~/iC-~ ~_, ~/~--~ .x.~" x._, ~ .-. Base Strength 

------:~ ~ x~-__~---____-----~~’~-.’-..--_:_-=--~-~                       _____ Thebase shouldhave abending loadlevel ofnotless 

.... ~ __i_~__-__~i____~ ........ 
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Figure 4. Stage 2 kinematics¯ 
Concluding Remarks 

The maximum rotation is somewhat less than in stage 2 In summary, it appears that the infant car carrier design 
indicating that the tub-to-base strap results in somewhat less offers the potential for reasonable levels of protection for 
inertia loading on the base. With the strap keeping the base infants in car crash situations while being able to safely 
and tub together, the first contact between the infant and the store the necessary physiological monitoring equipment. 
cover occurs at about 40 msec and lasts for about 40 msec. In Because the CVS III simulation study was very exploratory 
all likelihood, had the cover not been simulated, the infant in nature, the above indicated requirements must be viewed 
would have left the confines of the tub and continued mov- as "ballpark" in nature. As development of the device 
ing forward in the vehicle, occurs, suitable tests on prototype components will be made 

During the phase 3 run it was noted that even with a tub- in order to better quantify the characteristics of the system. 
to-base strap the infant was heavily loading the simulated 
top early in the run and would have been ejected forward 

At that point, more realistic simulations studies can be made 

had the top either not been in place or had failed structurally, 
as an aid to development of the final configuration. 
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Restraint Systems for Transporting Medically Fragile Children 

Written Only Paper There are initial efforts to develop new restraint systems 

to address such concerns as providing for safe transporta- 
Marilyn J. Bull, Karen Bruner Stroup, tion of the prone or supine infant and the casted child. 

__ Janet D. Stout, and Kathleen Weber, Health care facilities can expand current efforts to provide 
~ Indiana University School of Medicine and loans of standard occupant restraint equipment to respond to 

University of Michigan Medical School the medically fragile population as well. Continuing re- 

search is essential in this area to evaluate and develop new 

Abstract products, to review and improve existing practices, and to 

Much effort has been devoted to research and study of provide health care professionals with the needed informa- 

-~ methods and resources for providing for the protection of tion and resources to determine safe and proper transporta- 
- able-bodied children in motor vehicles. Little information is tion solutions for medically fragile children. 

currently available, however, to direct transportation spe- 
cialists, health care providers, and families in determining Introduction 
safe guidelines and resources for transporting medically 
fragile children unable to be accommodated by convention- Efforts toward improvement of transportation resources 

.... al restraint systems. Consequently, many medically fragile have been stimulated by the growing awareness that 
children and children with disabilities are transported hap- children with medical problems or handicaps often cannot 
hazardly and dangerously in makeshift or substandard de- 

be accommodated by standard car seats or seat belts. Par- 
vices or are not restrained at all due to limited safety stand- 
ards, limited choices of occupant restraint equipment, and ents and medical professionals have had to rely upon 

limited understanding of how such children should be inappropriate products and untested makeshift restraint 

transported, systems for this population because of limited resources and 
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guidelines. Even though much research has helped to develop and implement comprehensive and coordinated 

improve standard restraint devices for children with no early intervention programs for infants, toddlers, and pre- 

physical or medical problems, little information is available school age children with handicaps and many of these chil- 

on the transportation problems and requirements of the dren will be transported to rehabilitation and daycare 

medically fragile population. The consequences of this lack facilities. 

of knowledge and research continues to place our most Unfortunately, there are often circumstances where safe 

vulnerable children at great risk of injury or death during transportation for people with handicaps lags behind trans- 

transportation, portation for the non-handicapped. All fifty states have ini- 

This paper reviews efforts that have occurred in the tiated child restraint legislation that requires appropriate 

United States to respond to the transportation requirements restraint of young children in most types of vehicles, but 

of medically fragile children, especially those with some states exclude children with handicaps from the re- 

orthopaedic, respiratory, or neurological conditions straint requirement. Children over 50 pounds (22.7 kg) with 

limiting use of conventional restraint devices. Many of disabilities are typically transported to school in their 

these children are casted, have poor trunk control, or have wheelchairs, which to date, are not required to undergo 

medical restrictions on upright sitting postures. Medical dynamic crash testing or to meet any federal safety stand- 

conditions that may require special attention to ards. The absence of safety standards relating to wheel- 

transportation include prematurity, cerebral palsy, apnea, chairs, tie down systems, and occupant restraint systems for 

spina bifida, ventilator dependency, osteogenesis the wheelchair passenger, continues to place older children 

imperfecta, hydrocephalus, hip dysplasia, Pierre Robin and adults with disabilities in daily jeopardy of serious 

Sequence, as well as others, injury or death. In response, many states have initiated 

There are only limited projections available in the United requirements to improve the daily transportation of special 

States of the numbers of children with special needs who are needs children on school buses by prohibiting use of prod- 

unable to use standard car seats or seat belts. Schreiber has ucts that have not been crash tested or banning methods of 
retraint that are dangerous and injury-producing. identified several populations in Massachusetts who may 

require use of special transportation devices (1)*. Gardner Recognizing the need for improvements, the American 

has reported some of the problems families encountered Academy of Pediatrics has established among its program 

when attempting to use standard forms of restraints fol- goals for 1989-1992 the intent "to assist each chapter in 

lowing their children’s surgery (2). While more compre- developing a program for providing appropriate occupant 

hensive and condition-specific numbers are sought, the protection for children with special needs: handicapped 

Automotive Safety for Children (ASFC) Program at the children and premature babies" (4). The Academy is cur- 

Indiana University School of Medicine and the Child rently working to develop transportation policy statements 

Passenger Protection Research Program of the University of that will establish a standard of care for pediatricians work- 

Michigan Medical School have worked to provide ing with premature infants and special needs children. 

alternative solutions to meet the transportation ASFC program research 
requirements of medically fragile children. 

The daily need to provide safe transportation for 
Problems and progress medically fragile children going home from the hospital 

In the United States, Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Stand- motivated efforts by the ASFC Program to begin investigat- 

ard (FMVSS) 213 sets the design and performance require- ing new alternatives to child occupant restraint. The ASFC 

ments for child restraint systems. Unfortunately, this stand- Program is located at the 270 bed James Whitcomb Riley 

ard only applies to children up to 50 pounds. Seventeen Hospital for Children on the campus of the Indiana Univer- 

pound (7.7 kg) test dummies are used in the dynamic crash sity School of Medicine. Riley Hospital and the ASFC Pro- 

testing required by FMVSS 213 for infant restraints, but gram serve pediatric patients with a variety of medical con- 

only initial research has been conducted to evaluate the safe ditions which prevent use of standard car seats or seat belts. 

transportation requirements of smaller infants, especially In an effort to find safe transportation for these patients, 

those under five pounds (2.27 kg) now being discharged the ASFC Program began research in cooperation with the 

with greater frequency from hospitals. Child Passenger Safety Research Program to evaluate new 

FMVSS 222, which set requirements for the safety of features or modifications of existing restraint systems. The 

school bus interiors, applies only to able-bodied children ASFC Program modified and tested several existing re- 

and not to children with handicaps (3). A recent amendment straints to meet special needs. Dynamic crash tests were 

to Public Law 99-142, the Education for the Handicapped conducted with the modified Century 100 (5), modified 

Act, has prompted a recognition of the need to provide Strolee 612, and modified Evenflo 410 (6) to find a safe 

proper and safe transportation of preschool age children restraint system for infants and toddlers with congenital 

with medical and handicapping conditions. This amend- dislocated hips. Dynamic crash tests were also conducted to 

ment, Public Law 99-457, allocates funding to states to evaluate the crashworthiness of the Swinger car bed with 
modified bunting for transporting low weight infants in a 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, prone or supine position (7). Another series of dynamic 
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crash tests with a test dummy weighing 35 pounds (15.9 kg) 
evaluated a modified E-Z-On vest to provide a device for 

securing larger children in a supine position on the vehicle 
seat (8). Each of these restraint systems performed satisfac- 
torily in dynamic crash tests and the Evenflo 410, Swinger 
car bed, and the modified E-Z-On vest are now available 
commercially. 

The Evenflo 410 was modified to allow for proper posi- 
tioning of a child with abducted legs in a hip spica cast. The 
seat bottom was reduced and side portions of the plastic 
shell were cut away. These modifications allowed for a child 
to be placed up against the car seat back so that the child’s 
head, neck, and back can rest against the impact-absorbing 
car seat padding. The commercially available version of this 
modification, the Spelcast car seat, is able to be used with 
infants and toddlers (figure 1). Use of a tether strap to secure 
the top of the seat to the vehicle frame is optional but 
recommended. 

The Swinger car bed consists of a carry cot that secures 
into a plastic outer shell. The child is secured into the carry 
cot by being zippered into a cloth bunting that is anchored at 
both sides of the carry cot. 

Figure 2. Swinger car bed for infants who must be transported 
prone or supine. 

The modified E-Z-On vest allows for a child to be secured 
supine against a vehicle seat (figure 3). Two sets of seat belts 
are routed through double loops at the side of the vest to 
anchor the vest to the vehicle seat. An auxiliary belt is used 

to secure the lower limb(s) of the child to the vehicle seat at 
the knee and is routed through the outer seat belt. 

The modified E-Z-On vest is designed for use by children 
with temporary handicaps such as body or hip spica casts 
that require a supine position. Once a child is able to sit up, 
use of a standard car seat or seat belt is recommended. 

Figure 1. Spelcast car seat for children with congenital dislo- 
cated hips. 

Figure 3. Modified E-Z-On vest for transporting patients with 
The plastic shell is secured against the vehicle seat by a orthopaedic problems that require supine positioning on vehi- 

clamp system at both ends of the car bed. On impact, the cle seat. 
Swinger car bed rotates upward and encloses the infant 
against the padding of the vehicle seat. The Swinger car bed A videotape entitled "Safely Home" was produced by 

accommodates children up to 20 pounds (9.09 kg) who can the ASFC Program to illustrate use and installation of the 

be positioned into the cloth bunting (figure 2). A smaller Spelcast car seat, Swinger car bed, and modified E-Z-On 

bunting for infants under seven pounds (3.18 kg) also has vest. The video has been distributed to health care facilities 
been dynamically tested and is now available commercially, across the country in an effort to help stimulate awareness of 
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these transportation resources and to encourage develop- the ambulance make the ride in an ambulance for many 

ment of enhanced car seat loan programs, children and infants a precarious one, at best (9). 
These are a few of the restraint systems that are now Loan program operation 

available commercially in the United States to provide for 
In addition to research, the ASFC Program offers an 

safe transportation of children with special needs. Other 
useful transportation systems used at Riley Hospital for 

enhanced loan program to meet the needs of pediatric pa- 

children with handicapping conditions include the Special tients with orthopaedic, respiratory, and neurological hand- 

Seat (Britax) for children who have outgrown standard car icaps. Special seats, such as those previously described, are 

seats and the Evenflo Dyn-o-mite, an infant-only car seat, loaned for a minimum deposit that is fully refunded when 

that accommodates infants who require a reclined or prone the devices are returned in working condition. The capa- 
position and serves as a resource in situations where a bilities of the ASFC Program to serve the transportation 
Swinger car bed may not be available. Table 1 provides an needs of children with medical problems were increased 
overview of a variety of restraint systems that can accom- with the 1988 addition of more resources for loan to patient 
modate children with specific types of disabilities. families. In 1987, the ASFC Program served a total of 194 

The ASFC Program was recently awarded a grant from 
clients with 87 (45%) representing special needs loans and the Kiwanis Trauma Life Center at Riley Hospital to begin 

investigation on the crashworthiness of ambulances. Little the remainder representing loans of standard car seats. In 

information exists on the crashworthiness of the ambulance 1988, the total number of loans conducted by the program 
interior and in particular, isolettes and gurneys. Limited was 246 with 117 (48%) being special needs loans (table 2). 
knowledge is available on how and where to restrain infants 

Discussion 
and children inside the ambulance. The absence of dynam- 

All children are entitled to safe and proper transportation ically tested occupant protection products and crash per- 
formance requirements for occupant protection devices in and should not be excluded from the use of occupant protec- 

Table 1. Devices for transporting children with disabilities. 

Height 
Approximate Cost (1987) Range or 

Weight Range Waist Size 

Disability Potential Solution Suggested Supplier Institutional~ Retail (lb) (in) Comments 

Low birth weight Regular infant car seat Wherever car seats are sold -- $30-I60 <20 <26 Modify with blanket rolls if necessary. 

without shieldh 
Dyn-O-Mite Infant Car Wherever car seats are sold I25 $30 :a20 <26 Reclined position may be beneficial for 

Seat apnea-prone infants; flat position not 
recommended. 

Swinger Car Bed Evenflo, Piqua, OH $175 $299 <20 <26 May be useful for infants at risk of apnea 
and hypoventilatlon in standard car seat. 

Must lie prone or Swinger Car Bed Evenflo, Piqua, OH $175 $299 <20 

supine 
Dyn.O-Mite Infant Car Wherever car seats are sold -- $30 <20 <26 Additional comments within article 

Seat                                                                                                                   regarding touch fastener strap application 
for Pierre Robin sequence. 

Approved for use in all reclined positions, 
but flat position is not recommended. 

E-Z-On Vest E-Z-On Products, Inc., -- $40 <164 22-43 waist Extra loops added to vest sides by 

Jupiter, FL manufacturer 

Behavior problems E-Z-On Vest E-Z-On Products, lnc,, -- $40 <164 22-43 waist Manufacturer-provided crotch strap or 

Jupiter, FL fasteners in hack. 

Poor mink control E-Z-On Vest E-Z-On Products, Inc., -- $40 ~ 164 22-43 waist 
Jupiter, FL 

Poor head and trunk Regular car seat" Wherever car seats are sold -- $40-$60 :g40 <40 

control 
Special Seat Fabrication Enterprises, $260 $450 without tether, <60 Formerly called Britax Handicapped Child 

Irvington, NY 20-50; with Safety Seat. 
tether, 
50-105 

Orthopedic Positioning Columbia Medical $219 $365 20-80 <60 

Seat Manufacturing, Pacific 
Palisades, CA 

STC No. 900 Series Safety Rehab Systems, Inc., -- Varies Use No. 15075 Positioning/Restraint System. 
Travel Chair Elyria, OH 

Ottho-Kioetics Travel Ortho-Fdnetics, Inc., -- varies 15-90 30-54 Requires installation of an additional 

Chair Waukesha. WI Department of Transportation approved 
seatbelt. 

Carrie Car Se~lt J.A. Preston Corporation, -- $545-$695 20-130 30-68 Not the same as "iMmble Forms Pnsitioning 

Clifton, HJ                                                                Seat. 
Hip spica cast or E-Z-On Vest MIOI E-Z-On Products, Inc., -- $40 g 3 5 22-43 waist ~ be custom modified for larger or 

body cast Jupiter, FL smaller person. 

Hip spica cast Strolee 612a Strolee of California, Inc., $32 $64 ~;40 <40 
Rancho Dominguez, CA 

Spelcast (modified Jerome Koziarek and -- $85 plus :~40 (not ":40 Use of top tether (provided) is encouraged 

Kantwet 410) child &ssociare$, Hinckley, OH freight including for increased crash protection. 

restraint cast) 
Needs ventilator Regular car ,seat Wherever car seats are sold -- $40-$60 :a40 

with no shield, 
equipment secured 
separately~ 

* Dash means that the company does not offer the item at a reduced cost to institutions. 
b Bull, Weber, & Stroup (1988); Bull & Stroup (1985). 

c Shaw (1987). 
d Bull, Weber, & Stroup (1986). 

~ Stroup, Wylie, & Bull (1987); Shaw (1987). 
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Table 1. (continued) Devices for transporting children with disabilities. 

Approximate Netght Range Comments 

Disability Potential Solution Suggested Supplier Cost (1989) (ib) 

Require positioning, KidsterTM Gunnell,(~Inc. $1100 - 1600 Individualized for each 

mobility, and Vassar, HI. -- child. 
Used as a positioning seat, 

vehicular restraint recliner, floor sitter, 
stroller, or wheelchair. 

Safety Plus 501 Safety Rehab, $850 ~ 40 Functions as a stroller, 

Sunrise Medical, and highchair 

Elyrla, OH. 

Safety Plus 502 Safety Rehab, $900 ~ 60 Larger version of 501. 

Sunrise Medical. Does not convert to hlghchalr 

Elyrla, OH. 

Snug SeatTM Snug Seat, Inc. $600 - small ~ 40 - small size Fits into a foldable stroller. 

Matthews, NC. $700 - large 
polyethylene foam inserts. 

12 - 50 toddler size Growth Guidance Mulholland 
Seating Systems Mobility Plus 35 - 90 youth size 

Santa Paula, CA. 

a Dash means that information was not available. 

Table 2. Special needs loans by ASFC program. Acknowledgements 
TYPE OF RESTRAINT SYSTEM NUHBER OF LOANS BY ~YEAR 

1987 198a 
Support from the Division of Traffic Safety, Indiana 

Department of Highways in cooperation with the 
Swinger ear bed 9 9 

Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic 
Nod:tfJ.ed Century 100 25 0 Safety Administration, and the James Whitcomb Riley 
Modified E-Z-0n vest 33 61 Memorial Association is gratefully acknowledged. The 
Speleast ear seat* 0 16 opinions, findings, and conclusions expressed in this article 

~y~-o-mite ¢ar eeat 9 19 are those of the authors and not necessarily those of 

The Special Seat (Britax) ll 12 the Division of Traffic Safety of the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration. 

The authors extend appreciation to Martin Williams for 
Totals of Special Needs loans 87(45~) i17(48~)    his preparation of illustrations for this paper. 

Combined Special Needs/Standard loans 194 246 
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The Quantitative Effect of Age on Injury Outcome 

Written Only Paper avoidance more difficult (both for a driver or pedestrian); 

decreased bone strength and decreased organ, sinew, and 

J. A. Pike, blood vessel flexibility lead to lowered thresholds of injury 

Automotive Safety Office, Ford Motor occurrence; decreased reserve capacity to deal with injury 

Company once it has occurred results in increased susceptibility to the 
consequences of injury, i.e., increased likelihood of debility 

Abstract and fatality due to a particular injury. This paper will ad- 

Many of the changes which occur as part of the aging dress some qualitative and quantitative aspects of the in- 
process may produce a diminished ability to avoid acci- creased likelihood of fatality once a given injury has 
dents, a lowered injury threshold and an increased suscep- occurred. 
tibility to the effects of injury. It should be noted that the diminished capacity to avoid 

This paper describes the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) accidents and the diminished injury threshold, may be off- 
and Injury Severity Score (ISS) and applies them to exam- set, at least in part, by the experience and maturity of judg- 
ine the effect of age on injury outcome. It concludes that for ment which may result in cautious behavior such as not 
the particular injury combination studied, the fatality rate driving at night, not jay walking, driving less aggressively 
for the elderly may be more than three times as high as that and not speeding. 
for the general accident population. The aging body tends to be less robust in general. Given 

Introduction that some injury has occurred, the general diminution is 

reflected in less reserve capacity to call upon to cope with 
The concept of capacities diminishing with age is 

certainly not alien to our youth-oriented culture. The 
the physiological and psychological demands of injury (30, 

diminished capacities affect accident avoidance, injury 
31). This concept is represented graphically in figure 1 (30). 
Curve A represents those capabilities which develop early 

threshold and injury outcome. This in turn, may mean that 
in life, reach a peak during early adulthood, and then de- 

the elderly require special consideration with regard to all 
three aspects of vehicle-related injury reduction--accident cline. Curve B represents those capabilities which are max- 

avoidance, injury reduction and consequence reduction, imum at birth, and decline throughout life. It should be 

This paper will focus on the third item, namely the noted that for both curves A and B, the capability depicted is 

susceptibility to consequences of injury, given that a always above that required for day-to-day activity (the 

particular injury has occurred. An initial estimate of this dashed line), but, NOT always above the level which may be 

susceptibility indicates a rather considerable effect due to required to cope successfully with emergencies. That is, as 

age. part of the aging process, there is a decrease in the reserve 

CAPABILITY/ 

Discussion C..R.CTEB,ST.C 

Injury mitigation 
The elimination or mitigation of injury may be con- 

sidered in three stages: accident avoidance [which can be 
further subdivided into vehicle (1)*, occupant (2-13) and 
roadway (14-16) factors], injury reduction (5, 10, 15, 17- 

NEEDED TO 
29) and consequence reduction (19, 30-38). As indicated in DEAL W,T. 

STRESS 

the references just cited, the anatomical and physiological 
changes associated with aging tend to make the elderly 

RESERVE 

more susceptible to injury in terms of all three stages. AVA,’ABLE TO 
DEAL WITH 

STRESS 

Age-related changes .EEDEDo,,LyEOB 
That is, changes such as decreased visual activity, de- 

Acrmr~ 

creased range of motion, increased reaction time, and de- 

creased information processing ability all make accident 
AGE 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. Figure 1. Capability/characteristic versus age. 
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available for the body to function adequately in response to Table 2. Effect on mortality rate of injuries to other body 

stress (e.g., to deal with injury), and this decrease may be 
regions, 

such that the body can not provide adequate resources. THREE MOST - 
Thus, a given injury (to driver, passenger or pedestrian) is SEVERELY INJURED MORTALITY RATE 

likely to have higher injury and fatality rates associated with BODY REGIONS (AIS) (%) 

it for the elderly (19), either as the result of the injury, per se, 
S,0,0 24.5 

or as the result of "complications" which result from the 
injury. It should be noted that these complications may 5,5,5 72.4 

affect areas of the body quite remote from the site of original 
injury and may be due to various aspects of treatment, such various methodologies (mostly based on the AIS), have 
as immobilization after surgery (15, 33-37). been developed to permit the assessment of multiple 

Sometimes, the indirect consequence of an injury may injuries. 
affect a bodily function which is quite different from the Perhaps the most widely used such methodology, the 
function of the injured structure. For example, a fracture of Injury Severity Score (ISS), uses the AIS of the three most 
the thigh bone (femur) may release fat into the bloodstream, severely injured body regions [body divided into six re- 
and this may circulate with the blood until it reaches (and gions--1) head and neck, 2) face, 3) chest, 4) abdomen and 
obstructs) arteries leading to the lungs, thereby interfering pelvis contents, 5) extremities and bony pelvis and 6) exter- 
with respiration (32). nal (e.g., skin)] to determine a so-called Injury Severity 

Injury scaling Score (ISS). The ISS is calculated by adding the squares of 
the AIS of these three most severely injured body regions 

A system for scaling injury severity which was developed for an individual (45). 
specifically for vehicle-related injury (39), is the Abbrevi- 
ated Injury Scale (AIS). In brief, the AIS assigns a severity Injury outcome 
value of 1 through 6 (table 1) to a wide variety of injuries, Subsequently, the ISS value which corresponded to a 50 
with the intent that any two injuries with the same AIS value percent fatality rate for different age groups was deter- 

may be considered to be of the same severity. [Some reser- mined. This study found that the so-called LD-50 (50% 

vations have developed about this, especially with regard to Lethal Dosage) value for the 15 to 44 age group was ISS = 

the equivalence of injuries of the same AIS value to two 40, whereas for the 45 to 64 age group it was 29, and for the 

different body regions (30, 40-43)]. over 65 age group it was 20 (46, 47) (table 3). Although each 
of these ISS values can correspond to a variety of injury 

Table 1. Abbreviated injury scale (AIS 85). combinations, one set of injuries which illustrates the differ- 

AIS SEVERITY ence between the 45-64 and the over 65 age groups will be 

0 NONE 
provided. 

1 MINOR Table 3. Possible injuries corresponding to (LD-50) 50% fatal- 

2 MODERATE 
ity for different age groups. 

3 SERIOUS AGE LD-50 POSSIBLE INJURIES 

4 SEVERE AIS 1 AIS 2 AIS 3 

5 CRITICAL 
6 MAXIMUM INJURY, 45 - 64 ISS = 29 5 2 0 

(VIRTUALLY UNSURVlVABLE) 
OVER 65 ISS = 20 4 2 0 

The capability to include multiple injuries in the overall An ISS of 29 corresponds to a (5, 2, 0) injury combination 
assessment is very important, because additional injuries, (i.e., 52 + 22 + 0 = 25 + 4 = 29) and an ISS of 20 corresponds 
even if not more severe, can greatly affect the overall out- to a (4, 2, 0) injury combination (i.e., 42 + 22 + 0 = 16 + 4 = 
come (i.e., fatality rate). A dramatic example of this is the 20) (table 3). In both of these cases, the AIS 2 injury is 
difference in observed fatality rates between an AIS 5 inju- relatively insignificant, and so as a first order approxima- 
ry, with no other injuries, as compared to an AIS 5 injury tion, may be excluded from both injury combinations. Then, 
with additional AIS 5 injuries to two other body regions, the ISS of 29 (the 50% fatality value for the 45-65 year olds) 
These two scenarios correspond to fatality rates of 24.5% may be equated to an AIS 5 injury and the ISS of 20 (the 
and 72.4% respectively (44) (table 2). 50% fatality value for the over 65 year olds) may be equated 

However, the AIS does not include provision to equate to an AIS 4 injury. Thus, an elderly person with an AIS 4 

severities if more than one body region is injured. That is, injury would fare as well (approximately) as a middle-aged 
the AIS includes no provision for assessing multiple inju- person with a more severe AIS 5 injury. 

ties, other than an overall AIS, which is determined simply A quantitative interpretation of this difference may be 

as the highest of the regional AIS values. Consequently, derived using results from the study cited above, which 
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determined the fatality rate associated with each "three- (Washington, DC, 1988). 

most-severe" injury combination, from (0, 0, 1) (i.e., one (5) Mortimer, J.A., "Human Motor Behavior and Aging" 

AIS 1) to (5, 5, 5) (i.e., three AIS 5’s) (44). This study in Joseph, J.A. (ed.), Central Determinants of Age-Related 

indicates that the (4, 2, 0) injury combination (shown above Declines in Motor Function, Ann NY Acad Sci, V. 515, The 

to be associated with a 50% fatality rate for those over 65 New York Academy of Sciences (NY, 1988), pp. 54-66. 

years), has a much lower fatality rate (13.1%) for the acci- (6) Kane, R.L., Ouslander, J.G., Abrass, I.B., Essentials 
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It may also be observed that even for the 45-65 age group, a Annual Meeting, TRB (Washington, DC, 1988). 

decreased ability to deal with trauma is evident. That is, the (8) Welford, A.T., "Reaction Time, Speed of Per- 

ISS of 29, which corresponds to a 50% fatality rate for the formance, and Age" in Joseph, J.A. (ed.), "Central 

45-65 age range also corresponds to the (5, 2, 0) injury Determinants of Age-Related Declines in Motor Function", 
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(9)             , Transportation in an Aging Society." 

It should be noted that in many instances, the conse- 
quence of a given injury, even for a given individual, is not Improving Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, Special 

established at the instant of the initial injury, but rather is Report No. 218, Transportation Research Board (Wash- 
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Measurement of Dopamine Receptors in Human Brain 
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by Positron Emission Tomography: Age and Sex 
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Motor Vehicle Headlighting: Considerations of Older Drivers 

Written Only Paper the same time, the oncoming vehicle’s headlamps will cre- 
ate disability and discomfort glare. Since headlamp systems 

Rudolf G. Mortimer, provide inadequate visibility distances under many driving 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, conditions even for young drivers, then it is self-evident that 

Champaign, IL 61820 older drivers suffer a substantial disadvantage. 

Abstract Disability glare 
Some of the factors affecting the visibility of older driv- In spite of the large effects that age has on nighttime 

ers in night driving are described such as contrast threshold, visibility relatively little work has been done particularly, in 
disability glare, and discomfort glare, the area of glare. However, Christie and Fisher (2) did 

Headlamp, vehicle and environment factors such as head- provide some insight into the effect of disability glare from 
lamp mounting height, rearview mirror reflectivity, head- street lighting systems by age of driver. The results of their 
lamp cleanliness and the reflectivity of objects on and about work can be incorporated into the expression for disability 
the roadway are evaluated, glare, such as that of Fry (3) which included a constant for 

The effects of these variables on the visibility and com- the effect of age. The average value of that constant is 10 pi 
fort of older drivers are described and suggestions are made while the data of Christie’ and Fisher show that for drivers 
on ways to improve the night driving safety of older drivers, aged 60-70 years K is approximately 16 pi or a 60% 

increase. Therefore, the glare effect would also be increased Introduction 
by approximately 60%. 

It is well known that older persons need more light to see Such data have recently been incorporated into a corn- 
than younger ones (1)*. For example, a 70 year old person puter simulation model by Bhise, Matle and Farber (4) who 
may require about 30 times as much light on an object than a provide some sample effects upon seeing distance as a 
15 year old to just be able to see it. This requirement for function of driver age in unopposed and opposed night 
increased light intensity is due to physiological changes that driving conditions. They showed that, for typical U.S. low 
occur within the eye such as a reduction in light transmis- beam headlamps on the car which is also opposed by the 
sion of the substances within the eye, a yellowing of the lens same headlamps at a distance of 400 feet (123 m), a 20 year 
and a reduction in the pupil size. There is also an increase in old driver would have a visibility distance for a 7% pe- 
scattering of light rays within the eye which produces an destriantargetofabout 310feet (96 m) in the unopposed and 
increase in the disabling effect of glare sources and there is about 280 feet (87 m) in the opposed case. While a 65 year 
also the psychological effect of glare or discomfort glare, old driver would have a visibility for the same pe- 

There are therefore three major effects that impinge on destrian target of about 210 feet (65 m) in the unopposed 
the older human visual system that come into play in night case and about 190 feet (59 m) in the opposed case or 
driving conditions: An increase in contrast threshold approximately a 30% reduction for both the younger and 
needed to see an object, an increase in the disabling effect of older driver in the unopposed case compared with the 
glare and an increase in the discomfort caused by glare, unopposed situation. This example is under quite ideal cir- 

Obviously then, in order that the night driving visual cumstances of headlamp aim~ and other factors. It shows 
performance of older persons can approach that of younger how the older driver has approximately a 30% reduction in 
ones it will be necessary for them to have more light avail- visibility distance compared with the 20 year old driver and 
able by which to see the road and objects upon it as well as that they both have about a 10% reduction due to the glare 
less glare. Needless to say, these requirements are in opposi- from the facing vehicle. However, it is fairly evident that a 
tion to each other at least on unlighted roads when there are reduction in visibility of 20 feet from a visibility of 210 feet 
opposing vehicles or if there are vehicles that are to the rear. is much more significant than a reduction of 30 feet from 
In the case where there are no oncoming vehicles a driver one of about 310 feet, in terms of safety. Thus, the effect of 
does have the option of using the high beam of the two-beam glare is more significant for the older driver who already has 
headlamp system and by that means can obtain greater illu- to contend with a substantially reduced visibility even 
minating intensities by which to increase visibility dis- without glare present. 
tances. That option is removed once another vehicle is ap- Experimental studies such as those of Olson and Sivak (5) 
proaching, in which case the low beam of the headlamp showed that persons aged over 65 identified test targets at 
system must be used. When that situation occurs the older about half the distance of drivers aged 18-30 years. 
driver, in particular, is immediately confronted with a sub- 
stantial reduction in illumination in many parts of the visual Discomfort glare 
field, a reduction in the distance at which illumination of Discomfort glare is another aspect of the night driving 
any consequence is provided ahead of the vehicle and, at 

~ Misaim and misalignment of headlamps are not discussed further in this paper, but 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, are a major limitation in current headlighting systems. 
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environment and can lead to unpleasant sensations as well on a following vehicle can affect the glaring intensities at 
as fatigue. In an experimental study of Mortimer and Olson the eyes of a driver of a preceding vehicle due to mirror 
(6) drivers made ratings of the maximum discomfort experi- reflections and how these effects can reduce that driver’s 
enced when approached by the conventional U.S. headlamp forward visibility as well as cause substantial glare 
system. It was found that the discomfort glare levels were discomfort. 
approximately in the "just acceptable" region. But it should There is a substantial tolerance in the mounting height 
be remembered that the observers in these experiments were permitted in vehicle headlamps. In the U.S. the height of 
looking for test targets which directed their gaze either to headlamps may be 22-54 inches (56-138 cms) while ECE 
the right edge of the road or the left edge, while in normal regulation 48 and EEC regulation 6-756 require mounting 
driving conditions it has been found by Mortimer and Jor- heights of 19.7-47.2 inches (50-120 cms). Higher mount- 
geson (7) that drivers frequently look directly at the oncom- ing heights of l~eadlamps provide better visibility for the 
ing vehicle and that the frequencies of those glances in- driver behind them and they cause some increase in glare to 
crease as the distance between the two vehicles decreases, oncoming traffic. However, Mortimer (9) showed that the 
This means, that in actual driving conditions drivers will be major problem with headlamps that are mounted higher is in 
exposed to higher glare levels than would be expected to be the effects on reflected light from the headlamps in the 
the case in experiments whose main objective is to evaluate rearview mirrors. While headlamps on automobiles are gen- 
the visibility of targets. It is understandable that drivers erally mounted with their centers at a height of about 22-24 
would look toward oncoming traffic, at least on two-lane inches above the ground, on many pickup trucks, vans and 
highways, in order to ascertain that the oncoming vehicle is large trucks the headlamps are mounted substantially high- 
in its own lane. er. In a survey of 15 vans and pickup truck type vehicles in 

Therefore, the extent of discomfort glare experienced by Europe it was found that the mean height of the center of the 
drivers on two-lane roads from the use of U.S. low beam headlamp above the pavement was 30.7 inches. A sample of 
headlamps provides levels of discomfort glare that should 21 buses and large trucks in Europe had the center of the 
not be exceeded. This is particularly true because the data of headlamps at a mean of 36.2 inches (93 cms) above the 
experiments are usually obtained under ideal viewing con- pavement. On one bus the mounting height was only 23 
ditions, such as in clear atmospheric conditions and on dry inches while on another it was 431/4 inches. Clearly, the 
roads, whereas when the roadway is wet or it is raining the glare created in the rearview mirrors of a passenger car by 
visibility conditions are degraded and discomfort (and dis- the former vehicle would be much less than that caused by 
ability) glare will be greater. Furthermore, since the time the latter. The variation in mounting heights illustrates that 
when those studies were done the U.S. low beam photo- it is quite feasible to mount the headlamps on large trucks 
metrics have been permitted to change and to produce high- and buses at distances above the pavement that are not 
er glare levels. Thus, glare discomfort must already be " greater than those found on passenger cars. Such a change 
greater in the U.S. It is probably one reason why older would clearly be beneficial to the operators of passenger 
drivers restrict their night driving, cars in night driving conditions. By reducing the maximum 

permitted mounting height of headlamps on all vehicles to 
Glare from rearview mirrors approximately 30 inches (77 cms) above the pavement 

The discussion to this point has centered on the effects of would provide an improved nighttime driving environment 
disability and discomfort glare from oncoming vehicles, for passenger car drivers and particularly the older driver. 
However, the effects of glare from following vehicles can 
often be even greater. Studies of the intensities directed at Dirt on headlamps 

the rearview mirrors of automobiles by the headlamps of Dirt on headlamps reduces light output and increases 
following vehicles have shown that they are frequently sub- uncontrolled stray light from headlamps, which can sub- 
stantially greater than the intensities at the eyes of a driver stantially increase glare. 
from oncoming traffic (8). Furthermore, it should be re- In a study by Rumar (10) it was found that when the 
membered that the following traffic tends to remain at rela- roadways are wet or slushy 60-80% of the light output of the 
tively short distances and for relatively long periods of time headlamp is lost due to dirt. He also reported that the drivers 
behind another vehicle when compared with the time taken were not likely to notice that their headlamps were dirty 
for an oncoming vehicle to pass the driver, until about 60% of the light output is lost, which is estimated 

While interior mirrors frequently have a day-night posi- to reduce the visibility provided by high beams by about 
tion so that the glaring intensities can be substantially re- 20% and that of low beams by about 15%. 
duced by use of the night position, which has approximately Since drivers appear to be insensitive to the effect of dirt 
a 4% reflectivity, this is not true of exterior mirrors which do on their headlamps and because dirt causes significant 
not have a dimming feature, losses in illumination as well as increases in glare, it is 

suggested that a headlamp washing system should be re- 
Headlamp height quired on vehicles to automatically actuate whenever the 

Mortimer (9) has shown by means of a computer simula- windshield washing system is used when the headlamps are 
tion how the effects of the mounting height of the headlamps lighted. This would be particularly beneficial because dirt is 
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collected on headlamps primarily at times when drivers 4. Continued efforts are needed to insure that the initial 

encounter inclement weather which is the very condition aim of headlamps on vehicles is correct and that systems are 

when visibility with headlighting is poorest and when the provided to maintain the aim and alignment of the 

greatest amount of light and least glare are desired. Combin- headlamps of the vehicle under actual use. 
ing such inclement conditions and an older driver creates a 5. Non-vehicle factors such as those that relate to 
situation where driving at normal traffic speeds would be highway design features, particularly roadway delineation, 
quite unsafe, need to be provided in a way that enhances the return of light 

Reflective characteristics of objects on and to drivers from their headlamps so that objects on and about 

about the road the road as well as the direction taken by the road itself are as 

visible as possible consistent with the limitations of current 
Headlighting systems have clear limitations. Primarily 

headlighting systems and the eyes of drivers. 
these are in the amount of light that can be provided to 

While these suggestions are made here to improve the 
illuminate the roadway and objects upon it particularly with 
oncoming traffic when meeting beams must be used. Natu- night driving environment of older drivers in particular, 

rally, the visibility of an object is a characteristic not only of such changes will benefit not only older drivers but young 

the lighting system that is used to illuminate it but of the drivers as well who also suffer from inadequate visibility 

object itself and its immediate background. Thus, a light under many night driving conditions. 

object is more visible under the same conditions of illu- 
mination as a dark one and it is this principle that needs to be References 
exploited to the greatest extent possible to combine with the (1) Wolf, E. Glare and age. Archives of Ophthalmology, 
available technology in vehicle headlighting and the defi- 64,502-514, 1960. 
ciencies of drivers, including driver age factors, to provide (2) Christie, M.A. and Fisher, A.J. The effect of glare 
the most effective visual conditions in night driving. Thus, from street lighting lanterns on the vision of drivers of 
good quality delineation of roadway edgelines and lane different ages. Transactions of the Illuminating Engineer- 
lines is of absolute importance which can be attained by 

ing Society (London), 31, No. 4, 93-107, 1966. 
proper maintenance of delineation systems and the use of 
reflectorization wherever possible. The objects that are en- 

(3) Fry, G.A. A re-evaluation of the scattering theory of 

countered on the pavement should also be made as reflec- 
glare. The Illuminating Engineering Society, 49, 98-102, 

tive as possible and many materials that can be used for this 1954. 

purpose are readily available. Thus, large vehicles such as (4) Bhise, V.D., Matle, C.C. and Farber, E.I. Predicting 

trucks and trailers should be properly reflectorized to de- the effects of driver age on visual performance in night 

scribe their overall size and position on the road. The same driving. Society of Automotive Engineers, Report 890873, 

is true of agricultural equipment, bicycles and even pedes- 1989. 

trians. Much can be done in this context to greatly enhance (5) Olson, P.L. and Sivak, M. Discomfort glare from 

the night driving environment to produce safe visibility automobile headlights. Journal of the Illuminating Engi- 

distances of all the objects that are needed to be seen by neering Society, 296-303, April 1984. 
drivers---even older drivers. (6) Mortimer, R.G. and Olson, P.L. Evaluation of meeting 

It is only by this combination of an integration of the beams by field tests and computer simulations. Highway 
capabilities of vehicle headlighting systems, proper road- Safety Research Institute, University of Michigan, Report 
way and other object reflectorization consistent with the UM-HSRI-74-27, 1974. 
imperfections in the visual capabilities of drivers that a 

(7) Mortimer, R.G. and Jorgeson, C.M. Eye fixations of 
reasonably safe night driving environment can be attained. 

drivers in night driving with three headlamp beams. Pro- 

ceedings, Society of Photo-Optical Engineers, 57, 81-88, Summary 
1975. 

Therefore, it is proposed that: 
(8) Miller, N.D., Baumgardner, D. and Mortimer, R.G. 

1. The mounting height of headlamps be restricted within 

a range of approximately 22-30 inches (56-77 cms) on all 
An evaluation of glare in nighttime driving caused by head- 

passenger cars, pickups, vans, trucks and motorcyles, 
lights reflected from rearview mirrors. Society of Automo- 

2. Interior and exterior rearview mirrors should be fitted 
tive Engineers, Report 74096, 1974. 

with a day and night position to reduce the effects of glare (9) Mortimer, R.G. Some effects of road, truck and head- 

from the headlamps of following vehicles, lamp characteristics on visibility and glare in night driving. 

3. Motor vehicles should be fitted with headlamp Society of Automotive Engineers, Report 740615, 1974. 

washing systems to preserve, as much as possible, of the (10) Rumar, K. Dirty headlights--frequency and visi- 

light output under inclement weather conditions, bility. Uppsala University, Sweden, 1970. 
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Elderly Drivers and Accident Involvement 

Written Only Paper volvement in personal injury traffic accidents per million 
kilometers driven, and involvement in traffic accidents 

Bengt Brorsson, where one or more pedestrians were injured per million 

Department of Social Medicine, kilometers driven. 

Uppsala University The latter risk measure is being used to refute the assump- 
tion that elderlys’ risk of being involved in a personal injury 

Abstract accident might, to some extent, be explained by the elderly 
being generally more prone to injury and therefore being at 

The number of older persons holding a drivers licence is greater risk than younger drivers of being hurt in the event 
rapidly increasing, as is the number of older persons driving of a traffic accident. Another motive is that it provides a 
a bar. This paper examines driver risk of accident by age measure of the extent to which drivers of different ages 
group, focusing on the older driver. Two different measures present a risk to their fellow road users. 
of accident risk are used; involvement in personal injury 
traffic accidents per million kilometers driven, and involve- Material and Method 
merit in traffic accidents where one or more pedestrians This paper is based exclusively on previously collected 
were injured per million kilometers driven. The latter meas- information. The choice of material was guided by access to 
ure is used to refute the assumption that the elderly’s risk of available data (studies of driving habits). 
being involved in personal injury accidents might, to some The investigations of driving habits conducted during 
extent, be explained by the fact that older drivers generally 1978 and 1984 by the Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics 
tend to run a higher risk than younger drivers of being 

are based on a random selection of the population aged 15- 
injured in the event of a traffic accident. Another motive is 

84 years. The net selections included 8,400 and 7,600 indi- 
that it provides a measure of the extent to which drivers of 

viduals respectively, and dropout was 11 percent and 14 
different ages present a risk to their fellow road users. 

percent respectively. 
This study shows that drivers in the 75-84 age group are 

at four to six times greater risk than are middle-aged drivers The investigations are based on personal interviews (vis- 

of being involved in personal injury traffic accidents, its) distributed so as to cover each day of the year during the 

study. A particular day (measurement day) was pre-deter- 

Background mined for each individual. Information was collected on all 
automobile trips that the selected individual had made dur- 

The number of older persons holding a driver’s licence is 
rapidly increasing, as is the number of older persons driving ing that particular day. The investigations were thorough 

a car. For example, the number of driver’s licence holders in and detailed. For this paper we used information from the 

Sweden aged 65 years and older increased by 20 percent to Investigation of Driving Habits on distances driven by age 

675,000 during 1985-1987. As a society we are concerned group, and standard deviations of distances driven as calcu- 

that the elderly present a growing traffic safety problem lated by the Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics. 

while at the same time we recognize that a car becomes Information was obtained from the Swedish Central Bu- 

increasingly more convenient as one gets older, reau of Statistics’ register (3)* for 1978 and 1984 and covers 

What do we know about older drivers as a traffic safety the police-reported number of drivers of a personal vehicle 

risk? One limitation in existing literature is that studies who were involved in personal injury traffic accidents, and 

either stop short of age 75, or they group everyone older the number of drivers from different age groups who were 
than age 65. Surveying the literature yields no example of a involved in traffic accidents where one or more pedestrians 
well-founded study of accident risks among the age group were injured. To increase precision we chose to combine the 
75-84 years. The lack of such studies is probably explained numbers of pedestrian injury accidents for 1977-79 and 
by the previously small number of older drivers and the 1983-85. 
limited accident information among the older age groups, Symmetrical, 95-percent confidence intervals which take 
thus making it impossible to draw reliable conclusions, into consideration the random uncertainty of the number of 

In Sweden, thanks to investigations of driving habits in accidents and driving distances were established for each 
1978 and 1984, we have access to relatively comprehensive age group based on the following formula (4): 
information about distances driven in a private automobile. 
These two investigations makes it possible to examine O + 1.96 O 1 + 1.96. S(D)2 
whether the accident risk among the 65-74 age group and 

~- D 0 2* D2 
75-84 age group is higher than among middle-aged drivers. 

This paper uses the investigations mentioned above to 
study accident risks among drivers of different ages, focus- where the number of drivers involved in accidents (O) is 

ing on the older age groups, assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, which for large 

Two different measures of accident risk are used: in- values can be approximated by normal distribution. The 
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800 Index: ages 25-54 = 100 

driving distances (K) are assumed to follow normal dis- 
tribution. 

The null hypothesis assumes that the accident risk among 600 
older and younger age groups does not differ from the acci- 
dent risk of the age group 25-54 years. Statistical signifi- 
cance is assumed to exist in those cases where the limits of 
the confidence intervals are not tangent to each other. Risks 400’ 
which are statistically higher than the risk in the age group 
25-54 years have been marked with an asterisk*. 

Results 200- 
Table 1 presents the total distance driven for 1978 and 

1984, the total number of drivers involved in personal injury 
traffic accidents during 1978 and 1984, the total number of 0 
drivers involved in accidents where pedestrians were in- 
jured during 1977-79 and 1983-85, and risk estimates 

Age 18-19 20-24 25-54 55-64 ~65-74 75-84 

based on this information. ¯ Total 
Pedestrians 

Table 1. Distances driven, 1978 and 1984; number of drivers 
involved in personal injury traffic accidents, 1978 and 1984; Figure 1. Risk of driver involvement in traffic accidents and 
number of drivers involved in accidents where pedestrians accidents involving pedestrians, by age. 
were injured, 1977-79 and 1983-85; and calculated risks dis- 
tributed by age. 

The results of this investigation support previous studies 
Total Distance llwolved Drivers l~isk of Accident 
Driven based of accident risk among drivers of different ages. Thus, this 
1978 and 1984 Tota! Number in Accidents Total in Accidents 
(million kin) 1978 and 1984 Involving Involving study concludes that a U-shaped relationship exists between 

Pedestrians Pedes~ans accident risk and age, i.e. that the risk of accident is greater and1983-85 

18-19 2671 3739 923 ~.40" 0~5" among younger and older drivers than it is among middle- 
20-24 10079 6194 1668 0,62* 0,16" aged drivers (5-9). 
25-54 68734 19277 4207 0~8 0,06 

55-64 12296 3769 666 0~ 0.05 Both the younger and the older age groups demonstrate a 
65-74 4613 2202 363 0,48" 0,08 

75-84 406 719 107 1.77" 0~6" shorter average driving distance per year than do middle- 
aged drivers. One explanation for the observed higher 
accident risk among younger and older drivers could be that 

As evident from table 1, total driving distances are they do not drive enough to develop their driving skills. 
considerably shorter among younger and particularly older When interpreting the results one should also remember 
drivers, compared with middle-aged drivers. The average that the official, police-reported statistics of personal injury 
distance driven per driver is about 8,500 km in the 18-19 traffic accidents are marred by a significant dropout rate, 
age group, 14,000 km in the 25-54 age group, and 6,500 km which has been shown to be systematic because of several 
in the 75-84 age group. The table also shows that the oldest factors (3). For example, the dropout rate might be less 
drivers in absolute numbers are involved in a relatively among the older age groups than among younger age groups 
small number of accidents, since older people might be more inclined to have an 

To further illustrate how risk varies with age, a bar graph accident which is investigated by the police. If such sources 
is presented where the risk in the age group 25-54 years is of error exist, the example tends to support the assumption 
shown as 100. that accident risk among the elderly is overestimated when 

As evident from the graph, the risk of younger and older compared with the accident risk among younger drivers. 
drivers being involved in personal injury traffic accidents However, there is nothing to support that a systematic 
and accidents where one or more pedestrians are injured--is dropout rate could explain the large differences in accident 
four to six times higher among the 18-19 and the 75-84 age risk presented above. 
groups than it is among the 25-54 age group. Contrary to the conclusion that older drivers are exposed 

Discussion 
to a higher accident risk it is often argued that, at least in 
part, this is an effect of the increased risk of personal injury 

The study shows that younger and older drivers are at which accompanies advancing age. It is likely that the risk 
greater risk of being involved in personal injury traffic ofinjuryandtheseriousnessoftheinjury, due to age related 
accidents, including accidents where one or more pe- changes and chronic disease, increases with advancing age 
destrians are injured. This risk is four to six times greater 

(10). Biomedical and epidemiological research has shown 
among the 18-19 age group and the 75-84 age group than it how the reserve capacity of muscles, connective tissue, and 
is among the 25-54 age group, 

the skeleton decreases as one gets older. 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. However, official statistics, because they are based on 
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accidents resulting in personal injury, do provide a measure alone, the 18-19 age group still presents a much greater traf- 

by which to summarize the risk of personal injury in the tic safety problem. 

event of a traffic accident. Only one known study has been 
References presented which has attempted to investigate how the risk of 

injury varies with age (11). The results from this study do (1) (SOS) ResvaneundersiSkningen 1978. Del 3: Barns 

not support the assumption that the risk of injury, defined in resor, Trafikolyckor, Bakgrundsdata. Statistiska med- 

tl~e same way as in the official statistics, increases with delanden SM:T 1981:9. Stockholm: Statistikacentralbyran, 

advancing age. However, a pronounced increase in the pres- 1981. 
ence of fractures at higher ages is evident. (2) (SOS) Resvaneunderstikningen 1984-85. Statistika 

To further analyse the argument that older drivers are at meddelanden SM:T 1981:11. Stockholm: Statistiska cen- 
greater risk of being involved in personal injury traffic tralbyran, 1987. 
accidents because they have a greater tendency to be in- (3) (SOS) V~igtrafikolyckor med personskada 1977-9, 
jured, we can look at pedestrian accidents, since the driver 1984-6. Stockholm: Statistiska centralbyran. 
is, as a rule, not hurt. The results from this analysis do not (4) Brtide, U., Larsson, J. Samband vintertid mellan 
change the conclusion that older drivers run a considerably v~iderlek-v~iglag-trafikolyckor. VTI rapport 210. LinkUp- 
higher risk of being involved in accidents which result in ing: V~ig-och trafikinstitutet, 1980. 
personal injury. (5) Kritz, L.B., Nilsson, G. Unga f6rare och trafikolyckor. 

It should be possible to examine other effects of aging on Rapport 100. Stockholm: statens trafiks~ikerhetsr~d, 1967. 
accident patterns. However, information about distances (6) Bygren, L.O. The driver’s exposure to risk of acci- 
driven by various age groups cannot be distributed in such a dent. Scand J Soc Med 2; 1974:49-65. 
way to make it possible to estimate risks under different (7) Roosmark, P.O. Trafiks~ikerhet -- utveckling, situa- 
road conditions and traffic situations. Therefore, we can tion ochproblem. Bilaga 1. Kommunikationsdepartementet 
only analyse the type of accident. DSK 1980:7. Stockholm: Trafiks~ikerhetsutredningen, 

Results from such analyses of accident information (12- 1980. 
15) tends to place the older driver within a specific cluster of (8) Moore, R.L., Sedgley, I.P., Sabey, B.E. Ages of car- 
accident situations. Older drivers are typically involved in drivers involved in accidents, with special reference tojunc- 
different course of events which can become complex tions. Report 718, Berkshire: Transport and Road Research 
decisionmaking situations. For example, Waller et al. (12) Laboratory, 1982. 
found that left turns were responsible for 25 percent of all (9) Brorsson, B. Bilf6rares olycksrisk. Rapport 37. Bor- 
collisions which involved drivers older than 65 years, 

l~inge: Trafiks~ikerhetsverket, 1983. 
almost twice as much as for middle aged drivers. Older 

(10) Medicinska forskningsr~idet. Kunskapesbehov inom 
drivers also seem to be overly represented in accidents 

omri~det ~ildres h~ilso--och sjukvi~rd. Rapport fr~n en ini- 
caused when changing traffic lanes, or exiting a parking lot. 

tiativgrupp. Stockholm: Medicinska forskningsr~det, 1987. 
Also Wiktorsson (15) found that older drivers, to a greater 

(11) Brorsson, B. /~lder och skaderisk. (accepterad ftir 
extent than younger drivers, were involved in intersection 

publicering i L~ikartidningren). 
accidents, particularly left turns, with a high percentage 
driving through red lights and failing to heed stop and yield 

(12) Waller, P.F., House, E.G., Stewart, J.R. An analysis 

signs. Wiktorsson (16) also found that drivers experience 
of accidents by age. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the 

traffic as more problematic as they get older. 
Transportation Research Board, Washington, DC, January 

The central issue is of course whether the older drivers 1977. 

really stop driving when, due to age related functional im- 
(13) Brainen, P.A. Safety and mobility issues in licencing 

pairments, they are no longer safe drivers. It is reasonable and education of older drivers. Dunlap and Associates, Inc., 

to believe that most older people themselves are aware of Washington, DC: National Highway Traffic Safety Ad- 

their increased driving problems, or that problems are ministration, 1980 (DOT-HS-7-01502). 

pointed out to them by family, friends, or health pro- (14) Partyka, S.C. Comparison by age of drivers in two 

fessionals (16). The fact that the risk of accident still is high car fatal crashes. Research Notes. National Highway Traffic 

might be due to a negative selection since it may be the least Safety Administration, 1983. 

discerning who continue to drive. (15) Wiktorsson, J. ~ldre bilfiSrares s~ikerhet i t~itort. En 

To summarize, it can be established that drivers in the age olycksanalys. Institutionen fiSr v~igbyggnad. GiSteborg: 

group 75-84 years run a considerably greater risk than Chalmers tekniska hiSgskola, Inst fi3r v~igbyggnad, 1985 

middle aged drivers of being involved in a personal injury (Rapport 42). 

traffic accident. The fact that they also run a higher risk of (16) Wiktorsson, J. ~ldre ki3rkortshavare---en under- 

injuring pedestrians indicates that this relationship cannot si~kning av h~ilsotillstand, ktirvanor och riskupplevelser i 

be explained by the fact that older drivers in general tend to trafiken. Gi~teborg: Chalmers tekniska hi~gskola, Inst fiSr 

be more injury-prone. However, focusing on numbers v~igbyggnad, 1987 (Rapport 45). 
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Technical Session 1 B 

Heavy Truck Safety 
Chairman: William Leasure, United States 

Braking Characteristics of 400 Heavy Trailer Combinations From Denmark, 
Finland, Norway, and Sweden 

Lennart Strandberg, performance and faults in the air brake system are common 

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, VTI in heavy vehicles on the road. For instance, it has been 
pointed at for the United States by Hargadine & Klein 

Abstract (1984), Jones (1984), Radlinski (1987a&b), Clarke & 
Leasure (1987). 

The braking characteristics have been studied on 100 
In the first two ESV Conferences with a separate session 

heavy tractor/truck-trailer combinations in each of four 

countries. To achieve results representative for the four 
on Heavy Goods Vehicles (Oxford and Washington DC) 

vehicle populations, police and vehicle inspection officers 
papers including brake system evaluations were also 

selected the vehicles randomly from the normal traffic flow 
presented by Cheynet & Beaussier (1987), Fancher (1985), 

on suitable roads. 
Fancher & Mathew (1987), Neilson (1987), and Rompe & 

Both the overall deceleration performance and the brake 
Heissing (1985). 

force distribution were measured directly by driving and Observations similar to the US ones mentioned have been 

dynometer tests. Also recorded were weight distributions, made in a number of unpublished investigations in the 

brake and wheel size, push rod stroke, load sensing valve Nordic countries, where Denmark, Finland, Norway, and 

amplitude, etc. Sweden (but not Iceland) will be considered here. In another 

Results include plots as well as linear correlation and 
five-year study of 179 heavy vehicle combinations involved 

regression coefficients of functions such as: load sensing 
in accidents on Finnish roads, Kallberg (1987) stated that 
"The brakes were sufficiently effective and the brake force 

valve adjustments versus relative load; deceleration versus 
distribution between the lorry and the trailer was well 

control pressure; trailer versus truck deceleration perfor- 
balanced only in 1/7 of the trailer combinations involved in 

mance; deceleration measured on the road versus computa- 
the accidents." 

tions from dynometer data; brake force versus push rod 
stroke. Comparisons are made between trailer types, load In the light of a case-control study on American tractor- 

weight classes, and between countries considering their dis- 
trailer deficiencies by Jones & Stein (1987), it has been 
discussed to compare data from Kallberg’s accident (case) 

tinct differences in legislative requirements. 
vehicles with data from the Finnish (control) vehicle sample 

Wheel lockup observations are related to simultaneous 
described later in this paper. The purpose was to use case- 

deceleration and control pressure measurements. The devi- 
control methodology for assessment of relative risk 

ations between ideal and recorded influence from load sen- 
quantities associated with some braking characteristics, 

sing devices are evaluated. No Antilock Brake System; 
which had been recorded in both studies. However, the two 

ABS, was found in this vehicle sample (data from 1986- 
studies on Finnish vehicles were neither contemporary nor 

1987). coordinated from the methodological standpoint, and many 
sources of bias would make the results of such comparisons 

Foreword dubious. Therefore, a pilot investigation is being made for 
Consultation of the participants in this project could not future case-control studies on these and other risk factors in 

be completed within the time schedule of the 12th ESV vehicles and drivers (Junghard & Strandberg, in 
Conference. Therefore, the statements and conclusions in preparation). 
this paper should be considered the author’s and do not Such statistical evaluations of safety problems should be 
necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the vehicle based on knowledge on decisive quantities from analyses of 
inspection authorities in the Nordic countries, individual traffic components. It is also necessary to have 

experience from measurements with better experimental 
Background control than when accidents determine time and place for 

data recording. Knowledge on factors in articulated heavy 
Heavy vehicle braking and accident risks vehicles related to braking safety was reviewed by 

In many countries regulations on braking systems are Strandberg (1987). Experience from measurements of 
much less demanding for heavy vehicles than for cars. Yet, braking related quantities will be exemplified later in this 
several studies have revealed that unsatisfactory paper. 
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Braking properties of heavy trailer combina- in Swedish was distributed in March 1989 to the Advisory 

tions on the Nordic roads Group and to some Swedish brake experts for comments. 

Since this paper is finished in May 1989, before all expected 
Aims of this study comments have been received, the conclusions presented 

The main purpose of this investigation was to provide here should be considered preliminary. 

quantitative estimates of major braking characteristics of Differences between the Nordic countries exist in ferule- 

the heavy vehicle populations in the Nordic countries. Only tions and vehicle design of relevance to air brake properties. 

trailer combinations of the heaviest types with air brakes For instance, Automatic Load sensing Brakes (ALB) are 

were to be considered, required only in Denmark and Norway. In Sweden very few 
Another aim was to evaluate the correlation between real heavy goods vehicles are equipped with ALB. Manual pres- 

braking performance on the road and the measurements sure Limiting Brake valves (MLBs, ’clipping valves’) are 

usually made during inspections. This correlation reflects much more common (on trailers) in Finland than in Den- 
the validity and accuracy of the actual inspection mark and Norway. MLBs are prohibited in Sweden. 
procedures. When police or vehicle inspection officers check the de- 

It was also of interest to compare the results between celeration capability of heavy vehicles on the road, the out- 

countries, since distinct international differences exist in of-service limit (driving prohibited) is said to be 4.0 m/s2 in 
regulations and vehicle design. Denmark and 2.9 m/s2 (30% of g) in Sweden, while the 

Project history 
limits of approval are the same (4.4 m/s2). 

However, some Swedish police and vehicle inspection 
This study has been initiated and supervised by the Nor- officers claim that a fully laden vehicle rejected in a road- 

dic Committee on Vehicle Techniques (Nordisk Bilteknisk side inspection may pass the re-inspection in dynamometer 
Kommittr, NBK). The main investigation presented in this without any other measures than unloading. While roadside 
paper was preceded by pilot measurements on some Nor- inspections are made by people from the Road Safety Of- 
wegian trailer combinations (Schildmann, 1986) to reveal 

fice, re-inspections are carried out at the stations of the 
practical problems and to arrive at reasonable depth and 

Swedish Motor Vehicle Inspection Company (SMVIC). 
width for the main study. 

During a meeting in August 1986 an ad hoc group of NBK The brake testing at the SMVIC is based on dynamometer 

measurements with unloaded vehicles and force extrapola- 
representatives (called the Advisory Group below) agreed 

tion to maximum control pressure. (The floors of many test 
upon some major issues in the project. General quantities 

stations are not strong enough for fully laden vehicles, and 
with close connection to the braking behaviour were listed, 

load simulation devices are not regularly used.) Since the 
and methods were outlined on how to evaluate these quan- 
tities with acceptable accuracy and comparability. The 

same procedure is used in the mandatory periodic inspec- 

Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI) and the author 
tions as well, it may have a substantial impact on the Swed- 

were asked to develop measurement instructions and proto- ish heavy vehicle population. 

COIN accordingly. Also computer processing, evaluation and On the other hand, the Swedish requirements on annual 

reporting should be carried out at the VTI with support from inspection may contribute to better braking performance. 

the Advisory Group and their vehicle inspection associates. Periodic inspections are mandatory also in Finland, while 

The measurements on 100 trailer combinations (rigs) per selective roadside inspections are said to be more common 

country were made by vehicle inspection officers between in Denmark and Norway. Vehicle inspection routines and 

August 1986 and February 1987. The license plate numbers approval limits in the Nordic countries, valid at about the 

were used for retrieval of maximum axle loads etc from time of the measurements, were revised by Fosser (1987). 

vehicle registers. Protocol information on vehicle compo- Differences in maximum permissible length (from 18 m 

nents was also used by the Advisory Group for assessment in Denmark and Norway to 22 m in Finland and 24 m in 

of various quantities, necessary for the computer weight Category 

evaluation. 
Intermediate results and computations revealed unex- 

pected problems with data and the mentioned assessments. 
For instance, it was found that the theoretical deceleration ~ ~"~ 

was poorly correlated to driving test data (Karlsson & 
Strandberg, 1987). A considerable calendar time was spent 
on sorting out these problems, and on corrections of re- 
corded data in (mail and phone) cooperation between the 
VTI and the national members of the Advisory Group. ~at~0n t~ur~er of vehicle C0mb~nat~0ns 

Though some isolated errors in the recorded data have 
been discovered afterwards, input data were ’frozen’ in Figure 1. ~umber o! testes rigs for different motor vehicle 
October 1988. A summary report (Strandberg et al, 1989a) types, weight categories and countries. 
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Sweden) contribute to Sweden’s greater share of full trail- Measurement and testing procedures 
ers. This may indirectly result in braking property devia- The measurement protocols include some information 
tions between countries, because braking and stability char- which has not been used for distinguishing the results in this 
acteristics differ between trailer types, see Carlsen & Larsen paper, such as: testing team and individuals; sampling point 
(1985) and Strandberg et al (1975). location; sampling time and date; driver age and nationality; 

It should be emphasized that time constraints for the driver’s occupational relationship to owners (ofmotorvehi- 
paper preparation work have been particularly inconvenient cle and trailer); owner nationalities; vehicle makes; dis- 
in this context. Further consultations of the Committee tances between axles and coupling points; centre of gravity 
(NBK), the Advisory Group and air brake experts may height; load type and restraining; etc. A field was reserved 
reveal nation-specific characteristics with greater relevance in the protocol for data on antilock system (ABS), if any, but 
to the results than those suggested in this paper. ABS was not observed in any vehicle. 

The licence plate numbers were noted and used for re- 
Data trieval of (unloaded and maximum) weights and other data 

Sampling from the national vehicle registers. Photographs simplified 
determination of the number of axles in each vehicle end 

In each country measurements were made on about 100 and of vehicle types: tractor + semitrailer; truck + full trailer 
rigs. Police officers selected randomly one rig at a time. or cart (centre axle trailer). The photos could also be used 
Vehicle inspection officers carried out the tests and for checking of the notes on lifted axles. The road surface 
measurements for about one hour, after which next rig was condition (dry, wet, or snow/ice) was noted and recorded for 
stopped (in Finland and Sweden, where more rigs were judgements of lockup observations versus Adhesion Utili- 
checked per day than in Denmark and Norway). The zation assessments. 
measurements were spread out between August and For computations of theoretical brake forces, data for 
November 1986 in Norway, Finland, and Sweden and each wheel or axle were noted on: weight (as measured with 
between November 1986 and February 1987 in Denmark. scales); axle make; tyre size; brake drum diameter; brake 

The selection took place at main roads, where the chamber diameter; brake chamber length; slack adjuster 

distribution of rig types was assumed to be representative effective (lever) length; push rod stroke; load proportioning 

for the country in question. (A more detailed description of device (type, make, function, adjustment or pressure ratio); 

test sites and dates is given by Strandberg et al, 1989a&b). comments and explanations on insufficiencies. 

The intention was to have a representative distribution of The brake drum temperature at each wheel was assessed 

loads as well, but data indicate an underrepresentation of to one of three levels (cool, warm, hot) immediately before 

heavily loaded rigs in the Finnish and Swedish samples. See the driving tests, when the rig was braked from 50 km/h to 

figure 1. standstill. From each driving test, mutually connecting data 

The load bias may be due to a tendency to bypass or wait have been recorded on: control pressure; deceleration; 

for closing of roadside inspections among drivers with fully wheel lockups. Driving tests were carried out with all 

laden or overloaded vehicles. In Finland and in Sweden the brakes activated at (at least) two control pressures, and with 

measurement activities were assembled to longer periods only the trailer brakes at one or more control pressures. (In 

per day and were easily visible to drivers on the road. Since Denmark most vehicle combinations were tested with at 

the sampling point was the same during one or more days, least four pressures in both rig and trailer activation mode.) 

drivers could ’ warn’ their colleagues over the 
For each rig in the Danish, Finnish, and Norwegian sam- 

communication radio, 
pie the brake force from each wheel was measured by dyna- 

In Denmark, on the other hand, the measurements were 
mometer at a few control gladhand pressures. In Denmark 

made far away from the sampling point, which often was 
and Norway the equipment make was HPA and in Finland 

changed from one rig to another. Measurements in Norway 
testers of type Bosch BPS 105 were used. Unfortunately, it 

took place at permanent weighing stations with minor 
was not possible to use the dynamometers of the Swedish 
Vehicle Inspection Company. Hence, dynamometer test 

bypass possibilities and with few signs of extraordinary 
data are not available from the Swedish sample. 

activities. 
Unfortunately, it cannot be ruled out that the same source Computer processing 

of bias in the Finnish and Swedish samples has resulted in Computation of the theoretical brake forces and some 
underrepresentation of rigs with inferior brakes and other other quantities required completion of the measurement 
technical deficiencies. Probably drivers expect to escape (primary) protocols. Most of these completing data were 
from roadside inspections, if it is obvious that their rig is compiled in secondary protocols by the Advisory Group 
unloaded. Therefore, inferior brakes may be and their associates at the national vehicle inspectorates. 
overrepresentedintheLightWeightCategoryoftheFinnish After protocol arrival to the VTI, a major part of their 

and Swedish samples, without necessarily being so in the contents was recorded on computer media, sorted, printed 

populations, out, and returned to the Advisory Group for checking. Some 
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first step evaluations and data reductions were also re- The Semitrailer front rests upon the fifth wheel of the 

turned, to simplify detection of errors in the input records, towing tractor, and a substantial share of its load is trans- 

The resulting corrections were followed by new computer ferred to the wheels of the tractor, both statically and dy- 

printouts and plots from the VTI and so on. namically. Most semitrailer fronts are supported by a re- 
To assure compatibility between the various evaluations, tractable stand when separated from the tractor. All axles of 

all input (protocol) data were ’frozen’ in October 1988. All a semitrailer are in the same ’vehicle end’, which is the only 
quantitative results and plots in this paper are based on those one considered in Equations (1) and (504). A ’ Semi-Rig’ 
frozen data. has one articulation. 

At that freezing time, a number of data checking rolands No doubles (tractor + semitrailer + full trailer) were in- 
had been possible. Therefore, it may be expected that the cluded in the samples, though a few ones are registered in 
most obvious errors have been sorted out from Finnish, Sweden with special permission to be driven at the same 
Norwegian and Swedish data, since they all arrived before speed as other heavy trailers (max 70 kmih). If it has no such 
August 1987 in their first protocol version. However, some exemption, a double must not exceed 40 km/h in Sweden. 
important data from Denmark were delivered in their first Since the size of the brakes normally have been designed 
version in June 1988. Then, time was insufficient for detec- in accordance with the maximum permissible weight, a 
tion and correction of isolated recording errors, such as a weight ratio was determined for each vehicle and rig. The 
few maximum pressure data points in figure 3a, becoming Weight Ratio (WR) is defined as: Actual gross weight divid- 
obvious after data freezing. In addition, automatic checks in ed by Maximum gross weight. Three Weight Ratio intervals 
the computer programs have not been satisfactorily adapted constitute the so called Weight Categories (Small: WR < 
to the more ambitious measurement scheme in Denmark, 0.5, Medium: 0.5 < WR < 0.8, Great: WR > 0.8). 
where each rig was tested on the road with four or more The distributions of Weight Categories and Rig Types in 
control pressure levels. Hence, individual errors are more figure 1 differ distinctly between countries. For instance, 
likely to remain in Danish data. Norway had the greatest number of Heavy rigs (68) and 

Most of the computer processing has been carried out Sweden the least (32). As mentioned above, these differ- 
with software from the SAS Institute (SAS, 1985) in a VAX- ences may be explained by deviations in the sampling pro- 
based network (make Digital). The SAS package is well cedure. The influence from the length limit is illustrated by 
suited for treatment of missing data, and standard pro- the 23 Semi-Rigs in Sweden (24 m limit) as opposed to the 
cedures are available for evaluation of statistical parameters 54 Semi-Rigs in Denmark (18 m). 
and regression line plots. The Weight Ratios of each axle and vehicle end exhibited 

considerable variance and great deviations from unity 
Vehicle types, weight categories, and brake 

(Strandberg et al, 1989a). Therefore, many vehicles would 
force control equipment be caught by premature lockup or excessive braking dis- 

To increase the possibilities to generalize the results, tance in emergencies, unless they are equipped with devices 

some categories and constructive or normalizing quantities proportioning the brake forces to the load or to the instan- 
were established from recorded data. The need of weight taneous Adhesion Utilization. 
and vehicle classification was reinforced by the suspicions With theoretically ideal load sensing and brake force 
on bias, mentioned in the Sampling section above, proportioning, all wheels will utilize the adhesion to the 

Three types of vehicle combinations have been distin- same extent during braking. On a slippery road, that would 

guished according to their trailer design, make the braking distance independent of load and load 
The Full trailer is towed by a truck and the weight transfer distribution. In comparison to such an optimal rig, the stable 

in the coupling point is negligible. The full trailer stands braking distance may be up to about three times longer for a 
alone, since it has at least one axle in each of its two ’vehicle partially unloaded rig without brake force proportioning 
ends’, cf Equations (1) and (504). A ’Full-Rig’ has two (Strandberg, 1987). However, load sensing valves (Auto- 
articulations determining its modes of skidding and jack- matic Load sensing Brakes, ALB) cannot prevent simul- 
knifing, taneous lockup and skidding at all wheels, even if their 

The Cart or centre-axle trailer carries its own weight in function is perfect. That requires an Antilock Brake System 
static and cruising conditions, but a considerable dynamic (ABS) with closed loop brake force control. 
load transfer to the towing truck may occur during braking. The Manual pressure Limiting Brake valve (MLB) is a 
A (one-axled) cart cannot stand alone without the support- less sophisticated device, also affecting the brake force dis- 
ing strut often mounted at the drawbar. All axles of a cart are tribution, but mainly at higher control pressures. By turning 
in the same ’vehicle end’, which is the only one considered the MLB handle from the fully laden position before going, 
in Equations (1) and (504). A ’Cart-Rig’ has one the driver may limit the control pressure downstreams the 
articulation, valve. For instance, a typical valve with three adjustment 

In some evaluations Full- and Cart-Rigs are put together alternatives will limit the output pressure to 2.0 bar ("emp- 
into one group, since both trailer types are towed by the ty" handle position), to 4.0 bar ("half"), or not at all 
same type of motor vehicle, a Truck (as opposed to Tractor). ("full"). 
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tioning devices found in this investigation. Except of axles 
’ where braking was affected by ALB- or MLB-devices, the ’ ~ . . 

table lists axles that were lifted (table column ’Up’) during ,0 
the tests, and axles without any proportioning device at all 
(’0’). Even if Antilock Brake Systems (ABS) are more ° 

o 
common today (1989), no ABS equipment was observed in 

° ’t ~ ° ° ° ~° !02 
these vehicle samples taken in the years of 1986 and 1987. ° 

Table 1. Number of axles with different types of brake force 
proportioning equipment, in different coutries and vehicle 

02t 

~ 
i°2 

positions. 
ALB: Automatic Load sensing Brakes, MLB: Manual pressure Limiting Brake valve, 0 

Country:. Denmark Finland Norway Sweden 

Equipment: ALB MLB 0 Tot ALB MLB Up 0 Tot ALB MLB 0 Tot ALB Up 0 Tot 
Vehicle Position 

Motor Veh. front 1 - 100 101 43 - - 68 Ill - - 99 99 1 - 102 103 

Truck rear 84 - 1 85 46 - 22 79 147 135 - 6 141 2 23 119 144 

l~actorrear 70 - - 70 18 - 5 21 44 35 1 6 42 4 I ~8 33 

Semitrailer 142 2 -144 6 39 - 14 59 45 5 4 54 ~9 2 25 56 

Cart 31 2 - 33 ..... 7 2 - 9 - - 2 2 

Full trailer front 27 3 - 30 9 59 - 6 74 62 3 2 67 6 93 99 

Full trailer rear 37 4 - 41 15 101 - 14 130 93 3 3 99 8 - 123 131 

Totalnumber 392 11101504 137199 27202564 377 14120511 50 26492568 

Axle loads and adjustments of load sensing 
devices, ALB 

When an individual axle is unloaded more than others, its 
brake force must be reduced in the same proportion to avoid 

° 

premature lockup. Otherwise, the non-skidding braking dis- 
tance may be much longer upon unloading. ° ~ .............. . .............. 

~ ~i 0 

In many vehicles the force reduction is achieved with 
Automatic Load sensing Brakes (ALB). In a metal spring Figure 2. ALB-factor plotted versus Weight Ratio (actual 
suspension the load sensing is based on distance variations weight divided by maximum weight) for: (a) 125 tractor rear 

between the axle and the chassis. A mechanical linkage axles; (b)210 semitrailer axles. 

from the axle affects the pressure differential of a pneumatic 

valve, which is mounted on the frame and connected to the 
When dividing the Weight Ratio (kQ) with the ALB- 

air brake system upstreams of the brake chambers. Air sus- 
factor (kALB) one obtains a quantity, which here has been 

called Brake Demand (BD = kQ/kALB). This quantity was 
pended axles need no mechanical linkage, since the load can 

defined to simplify a standardized description of the statisti- 
be sensed from the pressure in the air bellows, 

cal relationship between the actual variables (figure 2). The 
If it works as intended, the load sensor will reduce their ALB-factor was selected denominator due to the obvious 

air pressure to the brake chambers, when the load is less than skewness of its distribution. By putting the (more Normal 
maximum. The ratio between output and input pressure of distributed) Weight Ratio in the nominator, it is assumed 
the ALB valve should then be equal to the Weight Ratio (WR that the distribution of the Brake Demand quotient may be 
= kQ), that is actual weight divided by maximum weight considered approximately Normal. 
(mass mM or force Q~). To avoid complete loss of brake The denomination Brake Demand refers to the require- 
force upon adjustment errors, normal ALB valves cannot ments on the mechanical brake. If the ALB-factor is equal to 
reduce the pressure ratio below a certain limit (e.g. 0.4). unity (kA~~ = 1.0), a certain deceleration requires the brake 

In some cases the pressure ratio has been measured di- to restrain the wheel with a force proportional to its load or 
rectly, but mostly (except of air suspended axles) this so Weight Ratio (kQ). If the output pressure from the ALB- 
called ALB-factor (kALn: ALB valve output pressure divid- valve decreases (kAL~ < 1.0), the mechanical brake must 
ed by input pressure) was determined from the adjustment perform better to deliver the same force. Hence, the brake 
(angle amplitude) of the valve lever, which is mechanically demand increases. 
linked to the axle. In figure 2 the recorded protocol values of Even if the Brake Demand distribution is approximately 
the ALB-factor have been plotted versus the Weight Ratio Normal, it is also necessary that its observed values are 
of ALB-controlled axles at the rear end of tractors (a) and at indep~-ndent. Otherwise, conventional statistical methods 
semitrailers (b). Numerous and substantial deviations from and parameters may be comparatively useless for inter- 
ideal adjustment appear, as well as a great number of over- pretations. Unfortunately, ALB-factors from the same vehi- 

loadings (Weight Ratio above unity, kQ > 1). cle end cannot be considered statistically independent in 
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general, since one ALB-sensor often controls the brake 
Table2. Brake Demand (Weight Ratio / ALB-factor) due to load 
sensing devices, ALB, in different vehicle positions. 

chamber pressure at several axles. A correlation and depend- 
Brake Demand = kO / kALB 

ency probably exists also between the Weight Ratios of NATION No.of Mean Standard Stff. Min Max 

bogie axles. Therefore, mutual values of KQ and kALB were Vehicle pos rigs value deviation error value value 

determined for (all axles in) each end of the vehicles. If 
more than one ALB-sensor controlled the axles in one vehi- 

DENMARK 
Mtr Veh front 1 0.57 0.57 0.57 

cle end, the individual ALB-factors contributed to the mutu- Truck rear 46 1.09 0.27 0.04 0.39 1.89 
al one (kALB end) in proportion to the maximum weights Tractor rear 53 1.12 0.72 0.10 0.42 5.74 

’ Semitrailer 53 0.90 0.32 0.04 0.39 1.93 
(QM): Cart 16 0.99 0.22 0.06 0.51 1.37 

Full tr front 26 1.24 0.58 0.11 0.53 3.55 

(1) kALB,end = $i [kALB,AXLEi " QM,AXLEi] 
Full tr rear 26 1.13 0.45 0.09 0.32 2.29 

$i [QM,AXLEi] FINLAND 

Mtr Veh front 37 1.03 0.24 0.04 0.63 1.64 

where $i [...] denotes summation over all axles (index i) of Truck rear 28 0.95 O.27 0.05 O.32 1.50 

the vehicle end. The forces QM may be substituted by the Tractor rear 13 0.94 0.90 0.25 0.34 3.80 

Semitrailer 2 1.01 0.04 0.02 0.98 1.04 
corresponding masses mrs. Cart 

Table 2 shows the Brake Demand statistics evaluated Full tr front    8 0.77 0.38 0.14 0.27 1.26 

according to the principles above. No distinct and general Full tr rear 8 0.67 032 0.11 0.26 1.04 

differences between the various types of vehicle ends have NORWAY 
been found. The small deviations from unity of the means Mtr Veh front 

may give the impression that ALB adjustments are accurate Truck rear 68 1.08 0.35 0.04 0.72 3.33 

in most cases. However, the great standard deviations (as Tractor rear 22 0.99 0.40 0.08 0.63 2.52 

Semitrailer 19 0.97 0.19 0.04 0.62 1.34 
well as the minima and maxima) illustrate that a consider- Cart 5 1.20 0.67 0.30 0.71 2.35 
able number of ALB devices are severely maladjusted. Full tr front 58 1.04 0.36 0.05 0.39 2.42 

Full tr rear 57 0.97 0.31 0.04 0.46 1.80 

Driving tests SWEDEN 
Mtr Veh front 1 0.93 0.93 0.93 

Testing methods and measurements Truck rear 2 0.85 0.11 0.08 0.77 0.93 

Tractor rear 2 0.91 0.08 0.06 0.85 0.96 

Practical procedures Semitrailer 9 0.80 0.39 0.13 0.32 1.38 

Cart 
In the driving tests the rig was driven by a vehicle inspec- Fnil tr front 5 0.87 0.33 0.15 0.47 1.20 

tion officer. The ordinary service brake system was used to Full tr rear 5 0.74 0.30 0.14 0.41 1.12 

decelerate the rig at a constant control gladhand pressure. 
ALL NATIONS 

The tests were carried out from about 50 km/h to standstill Mtr Veh front 39 1.01 0.24 0.04 0.57 1.64 

on a smooth and level road. Engine braking was eliminated Truck rear 144 1.05 0.31 0.03 0.32 3.33 

by depressing the clutch pedal or by shifting to neutral gear. Tractor rear 90 1.06 0.67 0.07 0.34 5.74 

Semitrailer 83 0.91 0.30 0.03 0.32 1.93 
The decleration and the control gladhand pressure were Cart 21 1.04 0.36 0.08 0.51 2.35 

recorded as functions of time by an instrument of make Full tr front 97 1.06 0.45 0.04 0.27 3.55 

MotoMeter. (In Sweden no MotoMeter sensor was available Full tr rear 96 0.98 0.37 0.04 0.26 2.29 

for the control pressure, which therefore was noted from a 
large pointer gauge by an observer in the passenger seat.) 
The "measured" or "recorded" deceleration refers to the rarily connected to the gladhand. 
average value over a time interval with constant pressure, as Load fastening, brake drum temperature, etc. were check- 
judged by the testing team (or later by the national members ed and noted in the protocols before the driving tests. In the 
of the Advisory Group) from MotoMeter recordings. Finnish, Norwegian, and Swedish tests, all axles were kept 

Another observer in a following car noted if (and at which in the same position (lifted or with road contact) as when the 
wheels in Sweden) lockups became visible. However, the 

rig was stopped. In Denmark lifted axles were lowered 
lockup detection probability should be considered less at the 

before the driving and dynamometer tests took place. 
front wheels to the right, since the car was driven more on 
the left hand side behind the rig. The Danish notes distin- Selection of control pressure level 
guish between trailer and motor vehicle lockups, but not 
between axles or wheels within a vehicle. 

The Advisory Group had agreed upon mutual principles 

Each rig was tested at least twice with substantially dif- for selection of control pressure levels in the driving tests. 

ferent control pressures applied by the foot to all wheel One purpose was to achieve comparability between coun- 

brakes in the rig ("Rig Braking"). In at least one other tries and vehicle categories. Objective principles would 

("Trailer Braking") test, the brakes were activated at the simplify interpretation of the results, since some of the 

trailer only, with special hand-controlled equipment tempo- results were to be based on linear inter- or extrapolation of 
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the recorded decelerations to other pressures than observed Recorded decelerations and control pressures 
in the individual test. Judgements of lockup tendencies are 

Nonlinearities in the plots of primary data on deceleration 
also sensitive to deviations in control pressure levels. 

If lockup occured at 3 bar, the second Rig Braking test 
versus control pressure (figure 3 and figure 4) illustrate the 

should be carried out with about 1.5 bar. Otherwise, 4.5 bar 
problems connected with linear extrapolation to other pres- 

was aimed at in the second test. Regular tests with max- sures far from the measured ones. The problems are aggra- 

imum pressure (6 bar) could not be agreed upon, due to the vated by the non-random variation of the pressure selection 

risks of property damage, etc. The Advisory Group consid- in the driving tests. See section above. Therefore, one 

ered it too time-consuming to carry out more than two Rig should be restrictive with conclusions, when the evaluation 

Braking tests. Nevertheless, the Danish tests comprised is based on quantities, computed for other pressures than the 

about four pressure levels (often including 6 bar and above) measured ones. 

for both the Rig and the Trailer Braking tests. 

While it has been possible to follow these pressure selec- 

tion principles for most of the rigs in Norway and Sweden, 

Finland’s pressure levels deviate more frequently. Unfor- 

tunately, the pressures seem to be load biased, since the 

mean value of the greatest test pressure (for non-locking 

rigs) differs significantly between the three Finnish Weight 

Categories. These mean values are 2.95 bar in the Light, 

3.84 bar in the Medium, and 4.37 bar in the Heavy Weight 

Category (standard errors, 0.10, 0.17, and 0.09 bar respec- 

tively). Maybe the Finnish test drivers had to be more con- 

siderate of tyre damage, but the bias must be kept in mind 

when certain results from Finland are interpreted or com- 

pared to those of the other countries. 

Figure 4. Recorded deceleration versus control gladhand 
pressure in driving tests with Rig Braking (both motor vehicle 

’° ’~ and trailer brakes activated): (a) 97 Norwegian rigs; (b) 100 
,, b i = Swedish rigs. 

The Pressure Threshold for Deceleration (PTD) is such a 

~ ~. ~.: quantity, which was computed by linear extrapolation. In 

.~ ~- the plots of figure 3 and figure 4 the computation corre- 

~ [, sponds to drawing a straight line through the points for the 
~ ~,i. greatest and the smallest control pressure. This line inter- 

sects the pressure axis at the PTD. (For Denmark extrapola- 

tion was made from the third and the first test, which mostly 

.... ~ ~ , ~ were carried out with control pressures close to 4.5 and 1.5 
~o0t~o~ ~ ....... ~. bar respectively.) The offset from the origin of the line 

Figure 3. Recorded deceleration versus control gladhand mentioned was quantified in this way to simplify compari- 

pressure in driving tests with Rig Braking (both motor vehicle sons with well-known values on the braking threshold pres- 
and trailer brakes activated): (a) 100 Danish rigs; (b) 100 Finn- 
ish rigs. sure, PTB, see (c) below. 
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Driving test data gave PTD averages of Denmark (0.2 trapolation should be avoided, see section above. These 

bar) and Finland (0.6 bar), deviating significantly from demands were fulfilled by the other countries, but only the 

those of Norway (-0.8 bar) and Sweden (-1.2 bar). These Swedish sample included a considerable number of combi- 

differences seem too great to be caused only by nationally nations (84) without load proportioning devices. Their 
specific characteristics in the vehicle populations. It may be DMW values are presented in Table 3 for two pressures: 3.0 

more reasonable to explain them mainly with unintentional bar (directly measured or interpolated data) and 6.0 bar 

(method) variations in the selection of control pressures-- (extrapolated data). 

combined with the application of linear extrapolation to To check the so called ’glazing effect’ (observed by 

data from a system with physical nonlinearities. Karlsson & Strandberg, 1987) the DMW values were sepa- 

Several factors contribute to nonlinearities and to origin rated into three Weight Ratio intervals, referred to as the -- 

offsets for the deceleration-pressure function from driving Weight Categories (Small: WR < 0.5, Medium: 0.5 < WR < 

tests: 0.8, Great: WR > 0.8). The results confirm that braking 
forces (and DMW) increase with increasing Weight Ratio. 

(a) Though engine braking was eliminated by neu- This may be due to better conditioning or less glazing ten- 
tral gear or clutch depressing in the driving tests, 

dencies on the brake linings in a laden rig, where normal ..... 
aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance decelerate the 

braking frequently requires greater power. However, the 
vehicle even at zero control pressure. Such ’parasitic 

effect may be a pure sampling error only, if drivers are well 
drag’ (Radlinski, 1987a) decreases the PTD value ac- 

aware of insufficiencies in the deceleration capability. See 
cording to the definition above, 

the last paragraph of the Data Sampling section above. 
(b) Various pneumatic components may cause pres- 

If it really exists, the magnitude of the glazing effect is 
sure differentials between the brake chambers and the 

considerable: about 20% greater braking force when ’fully 
sensor at the gladhand. These nonlinearities may affect 

laden power’ is utilized. Therefore, load proportioning de- 
the PTD in both directions and in several steps, 

vices (ALB) may reduce the braking force more than intend- 
(c) Hysteresis in the braking system is responsible 

ed, when individual axles have been unloaded in a multi- 
for the pressure threshold for braking (PTB), i.e. " ... 
the gladhand (reference) pressure level at which brak- 

axle rig. As long as the glazing effect remains after loading 

ing starts to occur at each brake..." SAE J 1505 
(this study does not reveal how long), it will also deteriorate 

(1985). Even if the PTBs may vary between the brakes 
the deceleration capability for fully laden vehicles, whether 

in a combination, they contribute to a greater PTD. 
they have ALB or not. 

For simplicity, the DMW values in table 3 have not been 
Therefore, one should not expect results to be compara- adjusted (increased) for braking force saturation due to 

ble, if they are linear extrapolations from different pressure lockup in the driving tests. Still, the rigs with lockup exhibit 
intervals. In this study, some pressure depending evalua- greater DMW values. (Therefore, the braking force satura- 
tions and comparisons were abondoned, when too much tion from lockups has been disregarded in some of the 
data had to be based on such computational operations, following evaluations.)This result indicates that absence of 
moving away far from the real measurements, lockup in a rig (at a pressure where other rigs lockup some 

Deceleration at maximum weight wheels) may be due to inferior brake power at all wheels, 
and not necessarily a proof of superior brake force 

Only a third of the vehicle combinations were heavily 
distribution. 

loaded (gross combination weight greater than 80% of max- 
imum weight) in the Finnish and Swedish samples, while Deceleration limitation due to lockups 
Denmark and Nprway had about two thirds in that Weight 
Category ("Great"). This lack of fully laden vehicles was Lockup observations and control pressures 

not considered representative for Finland and Sweden. Though all their rigs were tested with a control pressure 

Hence, it was of interest to assess the Deceleration at Max- of 3 bar or more, no lockups were observed in Norway, 
imum Weight (DMW) also for combinations in the while the Swedish teams found lockups in 69 Rig Braking 
"Medium" and "Small" Weight Categories. tests (figure 5b). However, the Heavy Weight Category . 

Such an assessment (transformation to maximum weight) covers a much greater share of the Rig Brakings in Norway 

seems quite straightforward, if no load proportioning device than in Sweden, where the number of tests were similar for 
exists in the braking system, and if no wheel lockup occured all three Weight Categories (figure 5a). 
in the driving tests. Then, the braking force is assumed to be The number of tests with rigs in the Light category was 
independent of weight, and the DMW values below were slightly greater in Finland than in Sweden. Yet, only eight 

computed by multiplying the measured deceleration with lockup tests have been reported from Finland. Light rigs k. 

the Weight Ratio (WR = Actual gross weight divided by contributed 4 of the 8 lockups in Finland as compared to 38 
Maximum gross weight), of the total 69 in Sweden. The absence of lockups in Finland 

Lack of a mutual control pressure made Finnish data less may be a pure effect of bias in the selection of control 

suitable for this analysis, since DMW comparisons must be pressure level, see the corresponding section above and 

made at a mutual (reference) pressure, where pressure ex- compare the pressure values in figure 6 and figure 7. 
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Therefore, statistical analysis of lockups seems meaning- ,0 
ful only in the Danish and Swedish samples. 

In Denmark, the Weight Category distribution of lockups 

resembles the distribution of test numbers. In Sweden, the 
Light rigs are overrepresented in lockups. This difference 
may be explained by the frequencies of load sensing de- 

vices, ALB (table 1). However, inter-national differences in ~ 

~ 

’ 

criteria for testing pressure selection confuse the picture. : 
Therefore, lockups will be judged together with decelera- 
tions in the following section. 

0 

Table 3. Assessments of Deceleration at Maximum Weight Contro! Pressure (bar) 

(DMW). Swedish rigs without load sensing devices, ALB, divid- ~heo~ LOOkUp m--o NO ~ Yes 

ed into Weight Categories and Iockup observation recordings. 
DMW interpolated to 3.0 bar and extrapolated to 6.0 bar. 

Weight Lock- No.of At 3.0 bar No.of At 6.0 bar 
Category up? rigs Mean Std.Error rigs Mean Std.Error 8. l s 

Heav~ No 28 2.40 0.08 24 4.20 0.20 
Heavy Yes 0 - 4 5.11 0.48 

Medium No 21 2.14 0.09 12 3.41 0.12 
Medium Yes 8 2.54 0. ii 17 4.16 0.28 
Medium Sum 29 2.25 0.08 29 3.85 0.18 

Light No i0 1.95 0.17 4 3.23 0.42 
Light Yes 17 2.03 0.08 23 3.34 0.19 . , 
L~[ght Sum 27 2.00 0.08 27 3.32 0.17 0 

~" Figure 6. Recorded deceleration in Rig Braking tests plotted 
~ 

..~ ~ ~ cz 
versus control pressure. Finnish rigs in the Light Weight Cate- ~ ~ gory: (a) 21 without any load sensing device, ALB; (b) 19 rigs 

~" ~ ~ ~ with ALB on at least one axle. Asterisk at both (all) data points 

~, -------I ~ of a rig, even if Iockup occurred in only one of the tests. 

Ration                                    NL~ber of Tests 

Road Surface I I Dry ~ ~et 

Figure 7. Recorded deceleration in Rig Braking tests plotted 
versus control pressure. 30 Swedish rigs (3 with some load 
sensing device and 27 without ALB) in the Light Weight Catego- 
ry. Asterisk at both (all) data points of a rig, even if Iockup 
occurred in only one of the tests. 

,~or o~ ~o0~up Tests considered approximate indicators on the maximum de- 
Figure 5. Driving tests with Rig Braking (brakes activated on celeration for the average ng in the driving tests. 
both motor vehicle and trailer): (a) total number o1 recorded 
tests (1012 for all nations and Weight Categories); (b) number The three levels in figure 8 represent deceleration mean 

of tests when Iockup was observed, values at actual weight: 

(A) computed at 6 bar control pressure (by inter- or 
Deceleration quantities and results extrapolation from the smallest and greatest pressure 

In an emergency it is assumed that the driver tries to recorded in the driving test)only for rigs with no lock- 
depress the brake pedal as hard as possible without any ups recorded; 

lockup. Then the three levels (A, B, C) in figure 8 may be (B) measured at the smallest pressure with lockups 
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Maximum deceleration (m/s2) at actual weight 
based on observed Iockups in Rig Braking driving tests. 

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals. 

10 

9 
[] ~: Pola~l 4:o 6 

Non- lockin~ 

8 ~ B: ~ at ~ll~ 
p~ ~f~ l~p. 

DECELE- 6-                                                   ~i~..~ ~. 
RATION 

5-                                                       - 

(m/s2) 

1 

0 
DK DK DK S S S     N N N SF SF SF 

Light Med. Heavy Light Med. Heavy Light Med. Heavy Light Med. Heavy 

NATION 
Weight Category 

Figure 8. Decelerations from Rig Braking driving tests. Average values over various numbers of rigs and 95% confidence limits, 
(A) Left hand columns (sparse) represent inter- or extrapolated values for non-locking rigs, 
(B) Centre columns (dark dashes) represent directly recorded deceleration at the rig’s smallest pressure with Iockupo 
(C) Right hand columns (light dashes) represent directly recorded deceleration at the greatest pressure without Iockup. 
Only rigs where Iockup was observed at a greater pressure. 

for rigs with recorded lockups in at least one test; the Finnish sample, where two-thirds of the nonlocking rigs 
(C) measured at the greatest pressure without lock- were tested only below 4.5 bar, cf figure 3b and figure 6. The 

ups for rigs with at least one test of each (no lockup and comparability with other countries is limited also because of 
lockup) recorded; the manually controlled valves (MLB) for brake force pro- 

In Sweden 15 rigs had lockups in both (all two) teots, portioning, that are much more common in Finland than in 
They are included in group B but not in group C. Every other Denmark and Norway. (MLB are prohibited in Sweden.) 
rig with lockups has contributed to both values (B and C). See table 1. 
Behind the values A are only rigs where no lockup has been Most of the nonlocking Danish rigs were tested close to 6 

recorded. Hence, the groups A and B are mutually bar. Therefore, the Danish values in figure 8 should quite 

exclusive, well reflect the real limitations of deceleration capability 
The levels B and C may be considered bounds for the and their division between insufficient braking power and 

deceleration when the average rig first locks up. Decelera- premature lockup. 
tion without lockup is possible at least up to the (lower) For instance, the average Danish rig with Medium Weight 
level C, and at level B lockup has occurred at one or more Ratio (category DK Med. in figure 8) and with lockup 
wheels, observations recorded (columns B and C) had its nonlock- 

A rig which did not lockup at any of the pressures in the ing deceleration limit somewhere between 3.5 and 4.2 m/s2 

driving tests had its deceleration data transformed to 6 bar respectively. These deceleration values are both covered by 

by polation (level A in figure 8). However, such a rig may the (95%) confidence interval (3.4-4.8 m/s2) for the 6 bar 
still lockup well below 6 bar in reality. Its contribution to deceleration of the nonlocking rigs (mean value 4.1 m/s2, 

figure 8 should then have been moved from group A to column A). The confidence intervals overlap similarly in 

group B and C. If the greatest test pressure had been above the Heavy Weight Category. (However, these confidence 
4.5 bar (normally the upper testing limit in Norway and limits sho,uld be considered approximate, since they are 
Sweden), the number of rigs might have been smaller in based on the symmetric Student’s t-distribution, though one 
group A, and the levels B & C higher, should expect some skewness caused by vicinity to the 

This type of mismatch is probably most pronounced for physical maximum.) 
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The advantage of well adjusted ALB-devices in unladen by Strandberg (1987), a specimen full trailer combination 

or lightly loaded vehicles is indicated by the three ’DK without ALB may increase its non-skidding braking dis- 

Light’ columns in figure 8. Even if not statistically signifi- tance three times upon partial unloading. 

cant, the tendency of superior deceleration is clear for the In practice however, the results above indicate that ALB 

non-locking rigs (left column A). deteriorate the deceleration capability, at least on non- 
slippery surfaces. This effect was further investigated as 

Discussion on deceleration and lockups presented below, due to today’s increasing possibilities to 

For the actual road friction levels, these results indicate improve lockup and skid protection by substituting the 

that wheel lockups have no major influence on the decelera- open-loop ALB-devices with Antilock Brake Systems 

tion capability of the Heavy and Medium Weight Catego- (ABS) and other closed-loop control equipment. However, 

ries, at least not in the Danish driving tests. However, this the requirements on ABS control performance should be 

absence of lockups seems to be caused by insufficient brak- carefully specified, if efficient and stable braking is de- 

ing forces more than by efficient brake force distribution, manded also under slippery winter conditions, see Nord- 

since the lockup influence (and the differences between strom (1987). 

column A and the other two columns in figure 8) is more Influence from automatic load sensing brakes 
pronounced for the Light category. (ALB) 

It appears unlikely from the results that the lower de- 
celeration limit (4.4 m/s2) for approval in Denmark can be Influence on deceleration at maximum weight 
achieved by the average laden rig, without greater decelera- (DMW) 
tion capability (than what is prescribed by the ECE ’corri- To minimize the deviations from measured and recorded 
dor’ for vehicles without antilock brakes). The same prob- (primary) data by polations of pressure and weight, the 
lem exists in Norway, where the 67 Heavy rigs had DMW has been computed at 3.0 bar and only for rigs in the 
significantly smaller mean deceleration than the corre- Heavy Weight Category. If no test was made at 3.0 bar, 
sponding 28 (nonlocking) rigs in Sweden. Such compari- linear (extra- or) interpolation has been carried out from the 
sons between Norway and Sweden are more justified than smallest and the greatest testing pressure (from the near- 
between others, due to the similarities in the pressure most pressures for Danish data). 
interval. To make the judgement of ALB conservative, the DMW 

Manual pressure Limiting Brake valves (MLBs) have not was overestimated for ALB-rigs and underestimated for 
even a theoretical influence at the low control pressure rigs without ALB: 
where lockup occurs on icy roads. In Finland where MLBs 

are frequent, no favourable effect on the deceleration capa- 
(a) To assess the DMW, the recorded deceleration 

bility was found on non-icy roads either. Though no de- 
has been multiplied with the Weight Ratio for non- 
ALB rigs and for ALB-rigs with WR > 1.0. For other 

celeration reduction for MLB was made when extrapolating 
ALB-rigs (with WR < 1.0) DMW has been set equal to 

to 6 bar for the nonlocking rigs, their average deceleration is 
the recorded deceleration. (Here the recorded de- 

not significantly above the other countries’ (disregarding 
celeration refers to the value polated to 3.0 bar.) This 

the Light Weight Category, where Finland’s value became corresponds to ideal ALB-function irrespective of the 
unreasonably high~ue to extrapolation from too small measured ALB-adjustments. 
pressures). See the left column A in figure 8. (b) A vehicle combination has been considered an 

Many of the result differences between countries may be ALB-rig even if only one axle was ALB-controlled. 
explained by the testing procedure. However, some differ- 

However, these assumptions are particularly favourable 
ences seem to be related to real divergence in legislation, 

for ALB in Finland, where many rigs have ALB on the 
vehicle design and inspection routines. Whether causal or 
not, such a relationship has been revealed for trhe signifi- Table 4. Assessments of Deceleration at Maximum gross 
cant result differences between Norway and Sweden Weight (DMW) and at 3.0 bar for rigs in the Heavy Weight Cate- 

gory with and without Automatic Load sensing Brakes (ALB) 
(Heavy and Medium Weight Categories in figure 8): In 
Sweden no upper limits of the braking force (such as in the ALB ~o. - ~C~L~ZC~ at Ma×i~ ~i0ht, r~ ~,s2~ - 

in of Mean Standard 95% Confidence Limit 
ECE corridor adopted by Norway and Denmark) have been courm~Y rio? rigs value E .... Lower Upper 
effective since the early 70’s. Therefore, load proportioning 
devices are comparatively uncommon in Sweden, while Denr~ark Yes 62 2.034 0.068 1.897 2.x7~ 

Finland Yes 20 1. 528 O. 077 
they are connected to the brakes on a great majority of axles I’/o~ay Yes 66 1. 698 0. 070, 1.50,9 ~.. 047 

Sweden Yes 4 2. 360 O. 193 

in Norway (and Denmark). See table 1. wo~l Yes $52 a..830 0.047 

In theory, ideal load sensing valves (ALB) will prevent ~ ~o 0 - - 
Finland No 17 i. 396 0. 072 i. 243 I. 549 

premature lockup and optimize the brake force distribution ~or~y ~o 1 1.a72 - 
Sweden No 28 2. 396 O. 082 2. 228 2.56~ 

to the actual axle loads. Adhesion Utilization will be the ~ot~l ~o ~6 2.0~5 o.09z 
same at all axles, independent of their loads. As illustrated 
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motor vehicle but not on the trailer. It is worth noting that 20 In Sweden lockup was recorded for 27 of the 31 Light 

out of 37 Heavy Finnish rigs had ALB (table 4), while less rigs, for 23 of the 38 in the Medium category, and for 4 of the 

than a fourth of the axles were ALB-controlled (table 1). In 32 Heavy rigs. Those numbers are remarkably high in com- 

Sweden were only four of the 32 Heavy rigs equipped with parison with Norway, where no lockups have been re- 

ALB. corded, in spite of similar testing pressures. When compar- 

The average DMW values deviate significantly from ing the deceleration levels (in figure 8), however, no 

each other in all paired comparisons between the four most significant Norwegian superiority has been found. There- 

pure groups, according to the confidence limits in Table 4. fore, the absence of lockups may be interpreted as an effect 

The minor ALB superiority in Finland is not significant and of insufficient braking forces also for Norway. 
The theoretical advantage of Automatic Load sensing may well be a pure coincidence or an effect of the assump- 

tion (b) above, favouring rigs with ALB at one or a few axles Brakes (and with upper brake force limits in legislation) has 

only. Still, a one-sided t-test (5% level) indicated that the not been confirmed by these measurements on the road. On 

DMW of the average ALB-rig (1.830 m/s2) is significantly 
the contrary, the results indicate that the practical malad- 

less than the DMW of the figs without ALB (2.015 m/s2), 
justments of ALB-components (and the upper force limits) 

It has been claimed by a manufacturer representative that 
impede the safety improvement, which has become possible 

Norwegian legislation requires ALB valves to be mounted 
lately through the practical implementation of Antilock 

downstreams the brake relay valves, that is in the feed line 
Brake Systems (ABS) and coupling force controllers. 

instead of in the control line. Therefore, ALB orifices may Brake force distribution between motor vehi- 
restrain the air flow more in Norway than in other countries, cle and trailer 
particularly when one ALB valve controls several brake 
chambers. This design difference may contribute to the Method and quantities 
inferiority of the average Norwegian ALB-rig in table 4 In at least one run of the driving tests the brakes were 
when its deceleration capability (DMW) is compared to the activated only in the trailer. The testing teams in Finland, 
Danish one. Norway, and Sweden were instructed to reproduce the same 

Influence on deceleration at lockup (DLU) control pressure as in the tests with all brakes applied by the 
driver’s foot (’Rig Braking’). This procedure for the ’Trailer 

It is obvious that ALB reduces the deceleration on non- 
slippery roads. However this drawback may be less impor- 

Braking’ tests intended to minimize the polation errors 
when computing the brake force distribution between motor 

tant for safety than the (intended) improvements due to 
vehicle and trailer. 

decreasing lockup tendencies. The latter effect will be quan- 
tified below by going back to (the columns B and C to the 
fight in) figure 8. 

In spite of the widespread use of ALB in Denmark as 
compared to Sweden (and in spite of the greater control 
pressures in the Danish tests), lockup decelerations (central 
columns B in figure 8) are not significantly greater in 
Denmark. 

Considering all three Weight Categories together, the 

average DLU was significantly greater for the 54 Swedish 0 

rigs with lockup than for the 31 Danish ones. The DLU 
means were 4.61 m/s~ in Sweden and 4.24 m/s2 in Denmark. 
The DLU standard errors were 0.15 and 0.14 m/s2 respec- 
tively. On one hand, the road friction may have been less in 
the Danish tests. On the other hand, the smaller testing 

~J~t ~00~ ............ 

pressures in Sweden (about 4.5 bar compared to 6.0 bar in 
Denmark) may have hampered both the number of rigs with 
lockup and their DLU level. 

In a regression analysis, Karlsson & Strandberg (1987) 
arrived at a value about 0.7 for the average coefficient of 
friction in the Swedish tests. With optimal brake force dis- ~-~ 1 
tribution, this friction should have allowed nonlocking de- 
celerations up to about 7 m/s2. Nevertheless, many Swedish 
rigs exhibited lockup below 4.5 m/s2. This poor braking i~umOer oi" t.ocku0 Tests 

efficiency inflicts serious hazards on road users, and should Figure 9. Driving tests with Trailer Breking (only trailer brakes 
not be accepted when efficient antilock brakes are available activated): a) total number of recorded tests (710tor all nations 

and Weight Categories); b) number of tests when Iockup was 
on the market, observed. 
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Simple Newtonian mechanics is used in the computation. The total brake force from the whole rig is solved in the 

The trailer brake force is solved as the ’actual gross weight same way from the Rig Braking tests. After polation of the 
~ of the whole vehicle combination’ multiplied with ’meas- rig force to the control pressure of the first (second in Den- 

ured rig deceleration during Trailer Braking’. mark) Trailer Braking test, the motor vehicle brake force is 
determined by subtraction. 

Table 5. Mean values and confidence limits of the relative De- The fictious Deceleration of the Separated Trailer (DST) 
celeration of the Trailer (DT), that is the Deceleration of the is assessed by division of the trailer brake force with its 
Separated Trailer (DST) divided by the Deceleration of the Sep- 
arated Motor vehicle (DSM). DT = DST/DSM. Based on driving gross weight. Even if the truck or tractor could have been 

~ test data inter- or extrapolated to the pressure of the first (often driven and tested separately in practice, the Deceleration of 
the only) Trailer Braking test in Finland, Norway, and Sweden, the Separated Motor vehicle (DSM) was assessed in the 
but from the second TB test in Denmark. same way from the motor vehicle brake force, calculated as 

Pres- DSM    No. DT [relative Decele~. of Trailer) 
NATION sure mear~ of Mean value and Confidence Limits above. Hence, both the DST and the DSM for a specific rig 
Rig type (bar) (mis)t’igs Lower Mean Upper refer to the same control pressure, but the pressure varies 
Dm,~t~ between different rigs. 

~-~ Truck+Cart 3.1 2.0 16 1.12 1.40 i. 68 
, ~ " +~ll tr. 3.1 2.2 22 0.92 1.14 1.~6 Wheel lockups were frequent in these ’Trailer Braking’ 

Tt’act.+Semi 3.0 2.4 40 1.03 1.34 1.8S tests (figure 9) as well as in the ’Rig Brakings’ (figure 5). DK Total 3.1 2.3 78 1.12 1.30 1.48 
~INU~ Since the dynamic load distribution is different in the two 
Truck+Full tr. 3.2 67 0.84 1.01 1.18 
Tractor+Semitr. 3.0 25 0.86 1.09 1.32 kinds of tests, lockups (and force saturation) may have 
SF Total 3.2 92 0.89 1.03 1.18 occured at different wheels. This should be kept in mind NORg;AY 

Truck+Fall tr. 3.6 60 0.54 0.77 1.01 when interpreting the results. 
~-’, Tractor+Semitr. 3.7 20 0.42 0.81 i. 20 

N Total 3.6 84 0.60 0.80 0.99 s~,=~ Results on braking balance 
Truck+Full tr. 5.1 74 0.76 0.87 0.98 
Tractor+Semitr. 5.3 22 0.a6 0.61 0.76 The great variance between rigs in Braking Balance is 
S Total 5.2 98 0.71 0.80 0.89 

demonstrated in figure 10 and figure 11, where deceleration 

of the trailer (DST) is plotted versus that of the motor 

Figure 10. Computed Deceleration (m/s2) of Separated Trailer, 
Figure 11. Computed Deceleration (m/s2) of Separated Trailer, 

DST, plotted versus that of the Motor vehicle, DSM. Data from DST, plotted versus that of the Motor vehicle, DSM. Data from 
driving tests inter- or extrapolated to the pressure of the first driving tests inter- or extrapolated to the pressure of the first 
Trailer Braking test. Symbols refer to the Weight Category of Trailer Braking test. Symbols refer to the Weight Category of 
the whole rig. (a) 78 Danish rigs; (b) g2 Finnish rigs. the whole rig. (a) 84 Norwegian rigs; (b) 98 Swedish rigs. 
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Table 6. Mean value and its standard deviation (std. error) of sures (close to the threshold for braking, PTB) than at high 
Braking Balance and of the control gladhand pressure, re- 
corded in the four first driving tests with only trailer brakes levels (close to the maximum feed line pressure). 
applied. Braking Balance expressed as the relative Decelera- The exhibited overbraking of full trailers at small pres- 
tion of the Trailer (D’r), which is equivalent to the Deceleration 
of the Separated Trailer (DST) divided by that of the Motor vehi- sures will probably deteriorate the braking stability of the 

cle (DSM). whole rig on slippery roads, since the small yaw moment of 
DT = DST/~SM inertia makes the trailer dolly most susceptible to rapid yaw 

Ba~d on driving tests v, ith Danish t~gs only. Linear polation of DT-data to the control pre~su.re, 
which .... ded in the actualTrailer Braking test no.                           upon lockup. The tractor’s comparatively small moment of 

~, ~o,÷So,~ger ~k÷Ca~ ~,k÷~,,,~’~ inertia may lead to the conclusion that overbraking of a 
..... 1 ~ 3 4 1 ~ 3 4 , ~ 3 , semitrailer is favourable on slippery roads. However, the 

~o.o,,~ ¯ 4o ~, 30 16 16 ,6 16 ~ ¯ 51 = ~1 greatest Adhesion Utilization may still appear at the rear 

i~,~ ~ axles of the tractor, due to the Cracking Valves and due to its 
i mean value 1.46 3.01 4.82 6.61 IA9 3,06 4.81 65,~ 1.82 3.14 4.64 6~3 

i~.~or ~.02 o.os 0.0~ 0.1~ 0.02 0.03 0.0~ 6.10 0~ 0.1~ 0.19 0.11 rear brake overdimensions (for dynamic load transfer at 
,~ greater pressures). If so, many rigs are likely to jackknife on 
I mean value |.25 1.34 0.8.~ 0.64 2.74 L4o 1.11 0,87 2.16 1.14 123 0.73 

,~1~ ~.73 0.~ 0.07 0.0~ 0,2 0.13.0.13 0.10 ~ 0~2 0.10 0.80 0.0.~ slippery roads, whether it is a tractor or a dolly that spins. 
It should be pointed out again that the control pressure 

vehicle (DSM). In table 5 the Braking Balance for different was measured at the gladhand. From there, the brake cham- 

trailer types has been quantified as the relative Deceleration ber pressures may deviate substantially (and differently in 

of the Trailer (DT = DST/DSM). If the DT is smaller than 
different parts of the rig) due to various valves and pneuma- 

unity, the trailer is said to be underbraked and vice versa, tic components. In addition, control pressure is only one of 

Even if the lower confidence limit in table 5 may seem far 
several variables determining the Adhesion Utilization and 

from zero (i.e. no trailer deceleration), it is obvious from 
lockup tendency at individual wheels and axles. Therefore, 
conclusions on the Braking Balance evaluated here must be 

figure 10 and figure 11 that several trailers exhibited very 
poor deceleration performance, 

drawn with caution. 

A significant difference (no confidence interval overlap) Dynamometer tests 
in Braking Balance between trailer types appeared only in 
Sweden, where the semitrailers were more underbraked Adhesion utilization 
than the full trailers. Since the other countries had the oppo- 

Except of Sweden, the brake force from each wheel in the 
site tendency, it seems reasonable to explain the pro- 
nounced underbraking of the Swedish semitrailers by their 

rigs was measured by dynamometer at a few gladhand 
reference pressures. The Adhesion Utilization was 

greater share (about 50%) of ALB axles compared to the full ~ 
trailers’ (6% in table 1). At these great decelerations (aver- ~ 
age value 5.3 m/s2 in table 5) it is probably appropriate to 
have the tractor overbraked, because the dynamic load 
transfer is considerable from the semitrailer. ~ 

The distinct differences in Braking Balance between the = 

totals of Denmark, Finland, and Norway (table 5) were ~ 
found to correlate with similar differences in mean de- ~ 
celeration and control pressure. It has also been pointed out 
by Radlinski & Flick (1986) that Braking Balance may 
change rapidly with pressure. Therefore, the dependency on 
control pressure was investigated with data from Denmark, 

~. 0 ~. o 3. ~ 4. o ~. ~ ~. o ~. 0 ~ 

where four Trailer Braking tests had been recorded for most ~t cate~or’� ~ Great ~ t~eOium * Small 
rigs. See table 6, confirming a negative correlation between 
control pressure and trailer overbraking, b 

Discussion on braking balance between motor o.~ 
~ 0,~ 

vehicle and trailer 
~ o.~ 

This correlation may partly be due to the Cracking Valves ~ 0._, 
common at the front axle of Motor Vehicles. Radlinski 

~ 
0. ~ 

(1987b) describes Cracking Valves as "front axle automatic ~ 0. 

limiting valves (ALV’s) which reduce front braking sub- 0. 

stantially when control line pressures are low". Also con- 0, 

tributing is the control pressure advancing devices at the 
coupling point (a valve upstreams the gladhand) in many 
motor vehicles. Such a control pressure enhancement to the Figure 12. Adhesion Utilization plotted versus control pres- 

sure at gladhand. Front axle of Danish vehicles in the three rig 
trailer affects the brake forces more at low gladhand pres- Weight Categories: a) 98 Motor vehicles; b) 90 Trailers. 
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computed by dividing the measured brake force with the It has been suggested to verify the dynamometer values 
weight from the same wheels. Front axle examples are on Adhesion Utilization at individual wheels by 
shown in figure 12 (Denmark), figure 13 (Finland), and comparisons with lockups in driving tests. Suitable for this 
figure 14 (Norway). purpose, Denmark and Sweden had a considerable number 

of lockup observations in their driving tests. However, only 
0. ~ the Swedish driving test protocols distinguished the lockup 

~. ~ observations between individual wheels. So, Danish data 
~ o.~ lack resolution on driving test lockups and Swedish force 

~ o.., 
data are impossible to distinguish between wheels, since no 

~ 0., dynamometer tests were carried out. 

<~= 0... Such problems prevented a straightforward assessment 
0.~ of the validity of dynamometer based brake force 
o.~ distribution. Therefore, it was decided to postpone 

............................................................................ I evaluations of the braking efficiency. However, Karlsson & 
1.0     2.0     3.0     4.0     5.0.    6.0     7.0 bar 

Strandberg (1987) arrived at physically reasonable results 
co0tro~ Pro~sure when estimating brake forces from the maximum 

Weight Category .o 6reat ~ ffedlum , ~all 

permissible weight of the wheel in question. (The 

0..~ b coefficient of friction and other constants were assessed by 

o.~ regression analysis of the Swedish driving tests.) 

~ o.~ Correlation with driving tests 

~ o.~. Definition of quantities on dynamometer test 

~ o.~ validity 

0. ~ The correlation between dynamometer and Driving Test 

0,~ data was evaluated as follows 
............................................................................~_~ The recorded dynamometer forces were polated to 3.0 bar 

Figure 13. Adhesion Utilization plotted versus control pres- Table7. Statistics on the rig deceleration relationship between 
sure at gladhand. Front axle of Finnish vehicles in the three rig driving and dynamometer tests polated to 3.0 bar. Dynamome- 
WeightCategories: a) 102 Motor Vehicles; b) 97 Trailers. ter conversion Factor is equal to the driving test deceleration 

divided by the deceleration assessed from summation of dyna- 
mometer forces over all wheels, 

Dynam.conv.Factor, DF Prediction 
0.8 [ ’limits (95%) 

NATION No.of Corr R-square Mean Std. 

~= t Rig type/Weight Cat. rigs coeff value error lower upper 

0~5 

-~ I Semitrailer 54 0.901 81% 0.812 0.0Z0 
~ 0. ~ I Full trailer 29 0~08 65% 0.822 0.020 
~ o. 3] Cart 17 0.842 71% 0.763 0.020 

0, 2 ! All types 100 0~80 0.810 0.014 0.530 1.090 

........°I 
Heavy 64 0.793 0.020 

........ ’ ......... ’ ......... ’ ......... ’ ......... ’ ......... ’ ........ ’ Medium 24 0.837 0.020 

Semitrailer 27 0.892 80% 0.744 0.020 

~ Full trailer 72 0.934 87% 0.736 0.015 
0 Cart 

_~ ’ All types 99 0.920 0.738 0.012 0.500 0.980 

Heavy 37 0.662 0.016 
:= O. 6~ Medium 23 0.763 0.020 

~= oo .~ Light 39 0.797 0.020 

NORWAY 

0 o ~ Semitrailer 24 0.629 40% 0.623 0.040 
Full trailer 56 0.358 13% 0.656 0.030 

0, a Cart 7 0.576 33% 0.626 0.070 

1,0 2,0 3,0 4,0 5,0 6,0 7,0    I~ar 
All types 87 0.484 0.644 0.020 0.220 1.070 

Heavy 60 0.624 0.030 
Figure 14. Adhesion Utilization plotted versus control pres- Medium 25 0.691 0.040 
sure at gladhand. Front axle of Norwegian vehicles in the three Light 2 0.651 0.060 
rig Weight Categories: a) 97 Motor vehicles; b) 84 Trailers. 
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reference pressure and added from all (non-lifted) wheels of /" 

the rig. The force sum was divided by the actual gross / 

weight of the whole rig. This ratio was considered a predic- ~, 

tion of the rig deceleration at 3.0 bar. 
The recorded Driving Test deceleration was also pointed 

to 3.0 bar. (Linear inter- or extrapolation from least and 
~ /- . .......... ~ ..i~ _ .~ o/ , ...~~ ......................... ,: 

greatest Driving Test pressure, except for Denmark, where 
only the first three test pressures have been considered). The oO/o°~~ ....... - 

contribution from aerodynamic drag to the deceleration was ...... 
not considered, since it was estimated to be negligible (at 
the actual measurement speeds, < 50 km/h) in comparison to , 
other errors and sources of variance. I~ynan~neter rests 

Correlation results Figure 17. Deceleration polated to 3.0 control pressure from 
driving test recordings and from dynamometer test summa- 

Both in table 7 and in the plots, the correlation of the tions plotted versus each other. Data from 87 Norwegian rigs. 
Norwegian sample (figure 17) appears weaker tha,0 those of Regression line (inclination 0.26) with 95% confidence interval. 

the Danish (figure 15) and Finnish (figure 16) samples. The 
in the population. However, the uncertainty (statistical er- small Norwegian correlation seems to be particularly pro- 

nounced for full trailer rigs. It may be due to the compara- ror) is substantially greater when dynamometer meas- 

tively small variation of Weight Ratios (figure 1) and de- urements on one individual rig are used for prediction of the 

celeration levels (figure 4, figure 17). road deceleration capability of that particular rig, such as 
often done in vehicle inspections. To simplify such predic- The regression line and its confidence interval represent 

an estimate of the functional relationship for the average rig tions, a Dynamometer conversion Factor (DF) was deter- 
mined from the same data for each rig in the samples. 

," ..-’~ i.-""" ~! The Dynamometer conversion Factor (DF) is equal to 

~.,* ,...~..."" ... j- ’the rig deceleration at 3.0 bar according to the driving tests’ 
/" .-"" .-’"" ~ divided by ’the rig deceleration at 3.0 bar according to the 

i~I     dynamometer tests’. 
Statistics on the conversion factor DF from the samples in 

~~ 
i: this study (table 7) include prediction interval limits (being 

~ much more distant from the mean value than the confidence 

i_~ 
limits are from the regression line). The prediction limits 

i~ 
show where the true value of an individual rig from the same 

.. population is expected to be with 95% probability. 
0 .~" Danish data result in a DF average of about 0.8. The road 

~o~,,=et~s~s ~,?> deceleration would be between 0.53 and 1.09 times the 
dynamometer prediction for 95% of the tested rigs. The 

Figure 15. Deceleration polated to 3.0 control pressure from mean DF of Finland became slightly less (about 0.7) but the 
driving test recordings and from dynamometer test summa- prediction interval is of similar magnitude (0.50-0.98). 
tions plotted versus each other. Data from 100 Danish rigs. 
Regression line (inclination 0.79) with 95% confidence interval. Norwegian data exhibit greater uncertainty (prediction in- 

terval 0.22-1.07) even if the conversion factor was similar 

i]1 ¢+/         """"~ "’ ~ ’"... " 

~:. (average DF about 0.6). 

,/ i 
Table 7 also shows that the DF standard errors are much 

~ / .. . ~. less than the differences between countries in DF mean 
~ I /~" i values. Therefore, the international differences may be con- 

/ i sidered statistically significant--provided that the DF dis- 

~ / / : ~i’ tributions are (at least approximately) Normal. 
~ !’ No consistent DF difference between rig (trailer) types 

!~ has been discovered. However, the conversion factor (DF) 
~ o I is smallest for the Heavy Weight Category in all countries. 

,!’ The DF mean value of the Light rigs deviate significantly 
( from that of the Heavy ones in Finland where the numbers 

~0=~t~ ~0,t~ ~?) of Light and Heavy rigs were most similar). 

Figure 16. Deceleration polated to 3.0 control pressure from Discussion on correlation with driving tests 
driving test recordings and from dynamometer test summa- The computed values from these dynamometer tests seem tions plotted versus each other. Data from 99 Finnish rigs. Re- 
gression line (inclination 0.81) with 95% confidence interval, to overestimate the deceleration capability, particularly for 
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heavily loaded rigs. This may have been expected, since 
their great mass stresses the difference in energy dissipation 

! - between low speed (about 2 km/h) dynamometers and brak- 1.0 "~ - 

ing from 50 km/h. It is therefore not advisable to consider 
the dynamometer brake force values independent of axle 
loads. 

The fact that braking power demand increases with speed 
may also explain the decline in deceleration with higher test 0.5 
speeds observed by Hillblom (1987). Hence, it seems rea- 
sonable to expect the dynamometer overestimate of the road 
deceleration to be most pronounced for fully laden vehicles 
at high speed. 

Influence on brake force from ALB adjust- 
ment and push rod stroke o.-~ o.~ o.,~ o.~ o.~ o.7~ o.~ o.9~ ~.o~ cs 

Mathematical model Figure 18. Mean values of the Push Rod Stroke function f5, for 
different intervals of Relative Stroke Length, cs. Number under 

The brake force at the wheel periphery depends on a 
each column designates centre of cs interval. Each column 
represents at least 50 wheels. All wheels with satisfactory data 

number of geometric design parameters, such as wheel ra- in the samples from Denmark, Finland and Norway. Dashed line 
dius, brake drum diameter, slack adjuster length, brake illustrates a typical function for determination of the Push Rod 

Stroke constant (ks). 
chamber size, etc. These parameters were measured on the 
vehicles in the samples and were used for computation of was determined from the recorded stroke and from dia- 
brake forces according, to a ’Geometric Model’ given by grams (cf dashed line in figure 18) provided by the vehicle 
representatives from the Nordic authorities for vehicle in- inspection representatives. 
spection. Only drum brakes of the S-cam type have been The quantities mentioned above and the ALB-factor 
considered. (kALB) as defined before equation (1) could now be used to 

This Geometric Model was used to predict the Driving predict the brake force (Fp~d) from one wheel (at 3.0 bar). 
Test deceleration in a preliminary evaluation of Swedish 
data by Karlsson & Strandberg (1987). However, the cor- (2) Fpred = ko ¯ kALB ¯ k5 " mM 
relation with Driving Test data was not generally greater 
with the Geometric Model than if brake forces were pre- However, the aim here was to evaluate the statistical 
dicted only with maximum weights, according to the relationship and the influence on the brake force from the 
’Weight Model’ described below. Therefore, the simple stroke constant (ks) and from the ALB-factor (kALB). 
Weight Model has been used to evaluate the effects on Therefore, multiple regression was used (e.g. Draper & 
Dynamometer brake force (FD) from ALB adjustment and Smith, 1981) to fit the mathematical model to recorded data 
Push Rod Stroke. on k5, kALB, and on the Dynamometer force (Fo). Since the 

Our Weight Model is based on the following assumption, force prediction in equation (2) is based on multiplying, it 
The mechanical parts of a wheel brake (from the joint be- was necessary to transform the right-hand expression by 
tween push rod and slack adjuster to the wheel periphery) taking logarithms after having introduced the regression 

and the brake chamber (diaphragm) diameter have been coefficients (~j) as exponents: 
configured to obtain a brake force directly proportional to 
the maximum permissible load carded by that wheel. The (3) FD = ko¯ kALaa~ ¯ ksa~’ mM 
maximum weight designation is either m~ in mass- or QM in 
force-dimension. Hence, m~ = Qra/g. Dividing by m~ and taking logarithms gave the regres- 

The deceleration constant of proportionality (ko) will be sion equation in standard form: 
evaluated from recorded data. On the basis of vehicle regu- 
lations, the product between deceleration constant and max- (4)    log (FD/m~) = Bo + I~1 log kALB + 82 log k5 
imum weight is expected to yield forces corresponding to a 
vehicle deceleration of about 0.25 g (2.45 m/s~) at 3.0 bar where log ko has been substituted with the regression coeffi- 

control pressure. See Nordstrom (1983). cient 60. Hence, ko can be assessed a value from recorded 

If the brake mechanism is poorly adjusted and not data, and the mathemathical model may be judged by com- 

adapted to the actual wear of the brake linings, the Push Rod paring such an assessment to the assumption above on 0.25 

Stroke may be excessive, causing the force from the brake g deceleration. 

chamber diaphragm to be reduced. This brake force reduc- A straightforward interpretation of the computed values 

tion is a nonlinear function of Push Rod Stroke, but may be of the regression coefficients ~, requires recorded data on 
considered a constant for a given stroke and a specific brake the ’independent variables’ (X~ = log kAL~, X~ = log ks) to 

chamber. The value of the Push Rod Stroke constant (ks) be statistically independent. Therefore, only one mutual 
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value per vehicle and variable could be considered in the intercept corresponds to the regression coefficient 1~o in 

analysis, since several wheel brakes were controlled by the equation (513). Hence, one can obtain an assessment of the 

same ALB-device in many vehicles. However, to keep up deceleration constant ko in equation (503). Since input data 

resolution and connection to vehicle yaw stability, one sep- were given in metric units and 10-logarithms were used, the 

arate analysis was carried out for each vehicle end (except ~o assessment should be interpreted accordingly: 

of semitrailer and cart fronts, where axles are missing). 
The mutual end-specific value of the ’dependent vari- (6) ko = 10°.444 m/s2 = 2.78 m/s2 = 0.28 g 

able’ (y = log FD/mM) was determined by simple summation 
of wheel brake forces (FD) and maximum weights (mM). This value is close to the expected deceleration (about 

Before determining the two independent variables by taking 0.25 g) at 3.0 bar control pressure. Consequently, the gener- 

logarithms, the ALB-factor (kALa) and the Push Rod Stroke 
al magnitude of brake forces at the rear end of trucks seems 

constant (k5) for all wheels in a vehicle end was assessed 
to satisfy the requirements in vehicle regulations. However, 
the deceleration constant assessment does not account for 

according to equation (504). 
force reductions due to maladjusted ALB-devices, due to 

(5) kena _ $i [kwheeli " mM,wheeli] 
excessive Push Rod Stroke, or due to dynamometer over- 

$i [mM,wheeli] 
estimates (see figure 15, figure 16, figure 17). 

The analysis did not confirm that the Push Rod Stroke 

where $i [ ¯ ¯ ¯ ] denotes summation over all wheels (index constant k5 (VARIABLE SL in table 8) gave any significant 

i) of the vehicle end. The masses mut may be substituted by contribution to the model (PROB = 0.09). Therefore, the 

the corresponding forces Q~t, such as in equation (501). influence from push rod stroke has been further studied as 
presented below. 

Results and interpretations on brake system 
Functional relationship between brake force 

adjustments 

Analysis as described above was applied to the vehicle 
and push rod stroke 

end with the greatest number of ALB-controlled axles, that Evaluation method 
is Truck Rear end according to table 1. The standard pro- The regression analysis indicated unsatisfactory validity 
cedure REG in the computer program package from SAS of the Push Rod Stroke constant (k5) and gave reasons to 
(1985) gave the output in table 8 for the three dynamometer question the diagrams and functions for its determination. 
countries (DK, SF, N) together. However, reservations must To find a better model, the constant k~ in equation (2) was 
be made for the distribution skewness of both the ALB- exchanged to an unknown function (fs) of the Push Rod 
factor (kALa) and the stroke constant (ks), having many Stroke. The value of this ’Stroke Function’, fs, was deter- 
values equal to unity (1.0). These anomalies have been mined accordingly from the recorded dynamometer force 
ignored in the following interpretations of table 8. (FD), the deceleration constant (ko), the ALB-factor (kALB), 

The ALB-factor (VARIABLE ALB in table 8) seem to and the maximum weight (mM): 
contribute to the model on a safe significance level (PROB = 
0.0001 in the last column) compared to our usual level (7) f5 = FD/(ko" kALa" mM) 
(0.05). Its regression coefficient (130 is close to unity (ALB 

= 1.04 in the PARAMETER ESTIMATE column), which The deceleration constant was considered to be the same 

supports the ALB-related assumptions behind equation for all wheels, and was assessed to 0.25 g, since the value of 

(503). the brake force (FD) had been polated to 3.0 bar. The ALB- 

It will be shown below that also the intercept estimate factor was taken from recorded data or was assessed to unity 

(INTERCEP = 0.444) supports the basic assumptions. This (1.0), if the wheel brake in question was unaffected by load 
sensing devices. Wheels with manual pressure limiters 

Table 8. Results from regression analysis according to equa- (MLB-devices) cutting below 3.0 bar were assigned an 
tions (2)-(5) applied to truck rear ends with load sensing de- ALB-factor, which gave the same theoretical force at 3.0 vices (ALB) in Denmark, Finland, and Norway. REG standard 
procedure, in computer program package from SAS (1985). bar. 
.... ~: Y The Stroke Function average and its standard deviation 

(MEAN and STDERR in table 9) were computed according 
to equation (7) for some intervals of the Relative Stroke 

MOO~L 
~ 

~.o~o~o~ o.51~0~ ~.~ 0.000~ 
dby ~o~ ~1 ~.77o~ 0.o~ length (c5), that is recorded Push Rod Stroke (s) divide 

ROOT MSE 0.1240773 R-SQUARE 0.3~66 the maximum allowed stroke (Smax): 

.............. (8) C5 = S/Smax 

~c~ ~ o.,~o~0 o.o~0~0~ ~9.~ o.ooox Since each wheel has its own brake chamber, the stroke 
~ ~ o.~= 0.~._~ ~.~ 0.0~o values were considered statistically independent. There- 
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Table 9. Statistics on the push rod Stroke Function: fs in equation (7); for different intervals of the relative Stroke length: $1 = Cs in (8). 
All wheel brakes with sufficient data in Denmark, Finland and Norway divided into rig Weight Categories and trailer tvl)es. 
............................................................................. ~ -~-r_--.z- ............................ T ................ 

Relative Stroke interval 

I/3>SI>0        I/2>SI>]/3       2/3>SI>I/2 3/4>SI>2/3        I>SI>3/.I      CS = Sl>l 

~s ~s fs ~s fs fs 

STDE - STD!~ - STDE- STD~’- STD~"- STD~ - 

N M~AN PJ~ N ME;I)# RP. N ~A)I RR II 14EAI~ RR N MEAN RR N .MEAN 

Rig V/eight Category 

~-~ .......................... 91 0.90S 0.036 374 1.0"/1 0.024 522 1.153 0.020 240 1.211 0.030 297 1.074 0.027 65 0.747 0.060 

Med. 39 0.767 0.058 168 0.976 0°028 195 1.074 0.031 95 1.093 0o041 147 0.933 0.037 24 0.796 0.106 

small 14 0.902 0.118 116 0.886 0.036 160 0,928 0.027 77 1.102 0.055 Ii4 0.917 0.040 15 0.540 0.060 

ALL 144 0.868 0.030 658 1.014 0.917 877 1.094 0.015 412 1.163 0.023 558 1.005 0.020 104 0.728 0.046 

Trailer Type 

Full 77 0.833 0.046 409 1.023 0.022 513 1.089 0.020 254 1.158. 0.030 306 1.001 0.026 59 0.717 0.063 
............................... L-L ........................................................................................... 

Cart (centre axle) 8 1.014 0.069 48 1.203 0.058 62 1.306 0.044 31 1.312 0.051 47 1.210 0.068    8 0.968 0.175 
................................ u .................................. ~ ............................................................ 
Semi 59 0.893 0.040 201 0.951 0.028 302 1.059 0.026 127 1.137 0.049 205 0.963 0.032 .~7 0.695 0.071 

fore, the number of observations (N in table 9) equals the Results may become invalid and unreliable, if excessive 

number of wheels with sufficient data for this evaluation, extrapolation of measurement data is attempted. This is 

For instance, no Swedish data is included, due to their lack illustrated in Figure 8 by an unreasonably high level of the 
deceleration at 6 bar for non-locking Light rigs in the of dynamometer force recordings. 
Finnish sample (left column in category SF Light). It may be 

Results and conclusions on push rod stroke explained by the small mean of the greatest testing pressure 

The results revealed very distinct and significant force for Light rigs in Finland, which was significantly less than 
that of the Medium and Heavy rigs, even if only non-locking reductions, as expected for greater Relative Strokes (c5 > 

3/4), but also unexpectedly for shorter strokes (c5 < 1/3). rigs were considered. 

See figure 18 and table 9. The reduction at short Relative Though it may have been caused by sampling bias, a 

Strokes may be related to lack of lubrication or to other considerable (20%) difference in deceleration capability 

insufficiences, themselves causing shorter push rod strokes, was observed between lightly and heavily loaded vehicles 
without load sensing devices. At 3.0 bar control pressure, Whatever the explanation may be in the individual case, 

these results give occasion to greater attention when short 
the vehicles in the Heavy Weight Category exhibited 

(as well as long) push rod strokes are observed during 
significantly greater Deceleration at Maximum Weight 

inspection. 
(DMW) than the ones in the Light category. 

Severe maladjustments in the load sensing valves 

Summary and Concluding Remarks (Automatic Load sensing Brakes, ALB) appear in table 2 
and figure 2. Therefore, one should expect the practical 

Though preliminary, some conclusions from this study advantages of ALB to be less than the theoretical ones. In 
will be reviewed below, fact, the deceleration capabilities in table 4 and figure 8 (in 

Representative estimates of heavy vehicle braking the light of table 1 and its brake equipment differences 
characteristics require careful planning of the sampling between countries) give very little support to ALB-devices 
procedure. The substantial rig weight differences between and to open loop systems with various inter- and 
countries, which were observed (figure 1), seem related to counteracting valves. 
different possibilities for the drivers to become aware of the Perhaps ALB should be abandoned in air brake systems, 
testing activities and to avoid them. Unfortunately, it cannot when reliable and efficient (closed loop) Antilock Brake 
be ruled out that the same source of bias (particularly in the Systems, ABS, are comercially available. Such provisions 
Finnish and Swedish samples) has resulted in are made in the E.C.E. Regulationno.13, annex 10andl3. 
underrepresentation of rigs with inferior brakes and other Otherwise, vehicle industry representatives would consider 
technical deficiencies, the upper brake force limits in the ECE-corridors (for 

Without a high degree of standardization in measurement vehicles without ABS) a serious obstacle for modem brake 
procedures, reliability and comparability may be design. With ABS it is possible to install sufficient brake 

unsatisfactory. For instance, deviations in control pressure power ’at the wheels’ to avoid inferior deceleration in 

selection principles between Denmark and Finland (figure normally used vehicles. It has been noticed that retrofit 

3) confused certain comparisons, while the similarities antilock systems were proven acceptable already in 1981 as 

between Norway and Sweden (figure 4) permitted further reported by Jones (1984) referring to Transport Engineer, 

interpretations. November 1981. 
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Even if antilock systems (ABS) are more common today References 
(1989), no ABS equipment was observed in these Nordic 
vehicle samples taken in the years of 1986 and 1987. Carlsen H, Larsen H (1985): Distribution of braking 

A pronounced correlation has been observed between forces in road trains. Nordisk Trafiksikkerheds Ritd, Report 

control pressure and trailer underbraking, see table 6. At 41, Copenhagen. 

low pressure levels, sufficient for lockup on slippery roads, Cheynet J P, Beaussier P (1987): Antilock Braking 

the trailer appears overbraked compared to the motor Equipment for Heavy Duty Vehicles and its Evolutions 

vehicle. This may result in dolly jack-knifing motions and Within European Regulation. Proceedings (pp. 755-759) 

trailer swing. Even if the average Braking Balance values in on the 1 lth ESV Conference, Washington D C, May 12-15, 

table 5 are close to unity, it is obvious from figure 10 and 1987. 

figure 11 that several trailers exhibited very poor Clarke R M, Leasure W A (1987): Vehicle Factors in 

deceleration performance. Accidents Involving Medium and Heavy Trucks. 

The validity and accuracy of brake inspection by Proceedings (pp. 642-655) on the llth ESV Conference, 

dynamometer is demonstrated in table 7, figure 15 Washington DC, May 12-15, 1987. 

(Denmark), figure 16 (Finland), and figure 17 (Norway). Draper N, Smith H (1981): Applied Regression Analysis. 

The correlation coefficient is comparatively great for the Second Edition, John Whiley & Sons, Inc, USA. 

Danish (0.88) and the Finnish (0.92) samples, and the Fancher P S (1985): An Evaluation of the Obstacle- 

confidence intervals are quite narrow. However, the Avoidance Capabilities of Articulated Commercial 

uncertainty (statistical error) is substantially greater when Vehicles. Proceedings (pp. 863-872) on the 10th ESV 

dynamometer measurements on one individual rig are used Conference, Oxford, July 1-4, 1985. 

for prediction of the road deceleration capability of that Fancher P S, Mathew A (1987): Specialized Procedures 

particular rig, such as it is often done in vehicle inspections, for Preparing the Accident-Avoidance Potential of Heavy 

See the prediction limits in the right hand column of table 7. Trucks. Proceedings (pp. 746-755) on the llth ESV 

Excessive push rod stroke reduced significantly the Conference, Washington DC, May 12-15, 1987. 

dynamometer brake force, as expected. However, a similar Fosser S (1987): Vehicle Inspections in the Nordic 

effect was observed for the shortest stroke intervals, as well. Countries (in Norwegian: Kj6ret6ykontroll i nordiske land). 

See table 9 and figure 18. Whatever the explanation may be Note no. 808, Transport6konomisk institutt, Oslo. 

in the individual case, these results give occasion to greater Hargadine E O, Klein T M (1984): Brake Performance 
Level of Trucks. U.S. Department of Transportation, attention when short (as well as long) push rod strokes are 
Federal Highway Administration, Bureau of Motor Carrier observed during inspection. 
Safety, Washington DC. 
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Heavy Vehicle Braking PhilosophiesmU.S. vs. Europe 

Richard W. Radlinski, Introduction 
Vehicle Research and Test Center, 

Braking systems on heavy vehicles in the United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
and Europe are very different. This is primarily due to the 

-. differences in design philosophies and differences in regu- 
¯ 

Abstract lations. Heavy vehicles produced for the U.S. market typ- 

ically do not meet European brake regulations and vice 

Differences in regulations and design philosophies have versa. The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the 
brought about the development of significantly different major differences that exist in the braking systems and to 

hardware in the braking systems of U.S. and European point out the reasons for these differences from a regulatory 

:-~ heavy vehicles. In the service braking system, for example, and design philosophy point of view. The paper will also 

European heavy vehicles generally have larger front brakes present and discuss the results of braking performance tests 

than their U.S. counterparts, and they are usually equipped that were run to compare a U.S. combination vehicle to a 

with load-sensing brake proportioning valves (not used on European combination vehicle. Although broad generaliza- 

U.S. vehicles). Emergency brake systems and parking brake tions cannot be made as a result of tests on only one combi- 

systems are also different. This paper discusses those differ- nation vehicle from the U.S. and one combination vehicle 
.- ences that have a significant impact on safety-related per- from Europe, it is possible to gain insights on the effect of 

formance and present the results of recent tests that were run the basic hardware differences on performance. 

to compare the braking performance of a U.S. five-axle No attempt will be made to take the comparison to the 
tractor semitrailer combination to a European vehicle of the "nuts and bolts" level. There are many hardware differ- 

same basic size, weight and axle configuration in various ences which do not affect braking performance to any 

simulated accident avoidance maneuvers, measurable degree, and these are not of particular interest 
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here. In addition, those hardware differences that affect cles which can not be met unless the vehicle has both front 

durability, reliability and maintainability, although obvi- and rear brakes, however, these requirements permit a fairly 

ously important, will not be discussed here; the primary wide range of braking force distributions. 

focus will be on those differences that affect crash avoid- Even though FMVSS No. 105 does not require a specific 

ance capability, brake balance or minimum level of efficiency, heavy 
hydraulically braked vehicles produced in the U.S. gener- 

Service Brake Systems ally have reasonably good brake balance. Although they do 
not use the load-sensing valves found on similar vehicles in 

Brake force distribution Europe, they typically have relatively large front brakes. It 

The most significant difference between U.S. and Euro- is not unusual, for example, for such a vehicle to have 50 

pean heavy vehicles related to braking performance in crash percent of its braking on the front axle when only 30 percent 

avoidance situations is the manner in which braking forces of its static weight is on the front axle. Most U.S. vehicles in 

are distributed in the service brake system among the vari- this category are equipped with four-wheel disc brakes, and 

ous axles. The European regulations contain very specific it is common practice to use the same brake on both front 

requirements for brake force distribution. Manufacturers and rear axles. (Although hydraulic drum brakes are more 

must provide calculations that show the distribution ofbrak- common on this class of vehicle in Europe, use of similar 

ing forces over a broad range of decelerations, and these brakes on front and rear axles is a common practice there as 

forces must fall within specified bands. These brake force well). 

distribution requirements must be met at all states of vehicle The remainder of this paper will focus on air brake sys- 

loading, tems since that is where the bulk of the differences exist 

The underlying philosophy for these requirements is between U.S. and European vehicles. 
based on the vehicle dynamics axiom which says that brake FMVSS No. 121, the U.S. regulation for air brake sys- 
forces at the axles should be balanced as closely as possible terns, does not currently contain any stopping distance 
to the dynamic normal forces at the axles so as to produce requirements (they were struck down by the U.S. Courts in 
high levels of braking efficiency, regardless of load of sur- 1978) but does contain other requirements that can influ- 
face coefficient of friction. Braking efficiency here refers to ence brake force distribution. First of all, FMVSS No. 121 
the ability of the vehicle to achieve a relatively high requires that vehicles have brakes on all axles. In addition, 
deceleration (considering the limitations imposed by the brake power (fade) and recovery requirements contained in 
surface friction level) before wheel lockup and the corre- the standard are specified in terms of gross axle weight 
sponding loss of control occurs, ratings (GAWR). Individual brakes must be tested on an 

The European brake force distribution requirements, inertia dynamometer with a "load" (inertia) equivalent to 
contained in ECE Regulation 13 and EEC Directive 71/320, the GAWR of the axle on which they are installed on the 
are calculation based and do not specify that a test be run to vehicle. 
verify the results, although presumably a test of some sort is In addition to the brake fade and recovery requirements 
necessary to develop the performance data for the brakes which apply to all air braked vehicles, trailers are required 
needed in the calculations. It is not clear in the European by FMVSS No. 121 to have brakes sized in such a way as to 
regulations how a manufacturer arrives at these "brake fac- provide a minimum retarding force directly related to the 
tors" and it would appear that many different methods are GAWR of the axle on which they are installed. Although 
used. both the fade/recovery and trailer retarding force require- 

In order to meet the European requirements, heavy vehi- ments are based on GAWRs, they specify only minimum 
cles must have relatively large brakes on the steering (front) braking forces at axles and as such, do not dictate a specific 
axles and load-sensing proportioning valves on drive (rear) brake force distribution. 
axles and trailer axles. The large front brakes are necessary 
to match the high front axle loads that occur as a result of 

A recent study (reference 1)* conducted by the Vehicle 
Research and Test Center (VRTC) measured the brake force 

weight transfer during braking; load-sensing valves must be 
distribution on 15 air-braked U.S. combination vehicles to 

used to reduce pressure (and thus braking) at the drive and 
determine how brake force distribution compared to axle 

trailer axles when the vehicle is unloaded or partially 
loaded, 

ratings. The results indicated that although the distribution 

The U.S. regulations do not specify brake force distribu- 
of braking between drive and trailer axles was generally 

tion directly. FMVSS No. 105, the U.S. regulation for 
aligned with the distribution of the corresponding GAWRs, 

hydraulic brake systems, does contain stopping distance 
all of the vehicles were under-braked on their steering axles, 

requirements for service brake systems on light vehicles on 
(i.e., the steering axle brake force percentage was less than 

dry pavement and these requirements necessitate a reasona- 
that indicated by the front axle GAWR percentage). 

bly good front-to-rear brake balance, however, similar 
Some of the low levels of front axle braking force found 

requirements do not exist for heavy hydraulically braked on the U.S. vehicles in this study can be traced to the use of 

vehicles. FMVSS No. 105 does contain emergency (failed- 
system) stopping performance requirements for heavy vehi- *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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automatic front axle limiting valves (ALVs). These devices 
~ 

are found on about half of all U.S. tractors and trucks with ,~ 

air brakes. Although most manufacturers no longer offer .~ ~00- -- 
them as standard equipment, many users specify (and ~" 250- 
obtain) them when they order vehicles. Such valves reduce ~, 200- 
the front brake pressure by 50 percent until approximately ,~ 

"~ 150- 

40 percent of full control pressure has been applied at which ,,o 10o-     ~ 
point they begin to blend back to a 1:1 (no limiting) mode. ~. 

By about 60 percent of full control pressure, they no longer ~ 50- 

~ limit brake pressure on the front axle. 0 

Front Raar/Drivo 

Even without ALVs, the U.S. vehicles in the VRTC study ~ ~,.o,~ 

still had somewhat less braking on their steering axles than Figure 1. Comparison of the effectiveness of the foundation 
brakes on axles of a U.S. combination and a European 

GAWRs would dictate if following the practice of balancing combination. 
brakes in accordance with axle ratings. This practice of 
balancing brakes in accordance with GAWRs is considered should be mentioned that although the U.S. vehicle brake 
generally to be the U.S. design philosophy, although it is effectiveness appears to be quite typical based on tests of 
obvious from the measurements on the 15 combinations that other U.S. combinations (reference 1) such data is not avail- 
it is not strictly adhered to, particularly on front brakes, able on European vehicles and it is not known how represen- 

In order to compare the effectiveness of the brakes on the tative the data here is of the European fleet. Nevertheless, 
various axles in a U.S. and a European heavy vehicle, VRTC the size of the brakes (drum sizes, chamber sizes, slack 
conducted brake force distribution tests in accordance with lengths, etc.) on the European vehicle tested here are not 
SAE Recommended Practice J1505 on a typical U.S. five- atypical with respect to the rest of the European fleet. 
axle tractor semitrailer (6)<4 $2) and a similarly configured If figure 1 were to be reconstructed using control line 
European combination that meets ECE/EEC regulations, pressure to calculate effectiveness, the values should be the 
Reference 2 describes these tests and the test vehicles in same for the fully loaded case but would be considerably 
detail. (This report actually describes a much broader pro- different for the empty case. In the empty case, the load- 
gram where the braking performance of the two combina- sensing valves, which reduce braking at the drive and trailer 
tions was studied in detail; the results of the test program axles on the European combination, would significantly 
will be referred to throughout the remainder of this paper.) reduce the effectiveness of the brakes on these axles. In the 

Figure 1 gives the results of the brake effectiveness com- case of the U.S. empty vehicle, if it were equipped with an 
parison. Brake effectiveness is defined here as the slope of ALV, the front brake effectiveness would be reduced by 
the brake force (total on the axle or tandem axle set) versus approximately 50 percent (up to about 40 psi). 
brake chamber pressure relationship. Linear regression 
analysis was utilized on the SAE J 1505 results to determine Braking efficiency 

effectiveness. Brake chamber pressure was used in this Brake force distribution has a significant effect on brak- 

analysis instead of control line pressure (the parameter nor- ing efficiency or the abilty of the braking system to utilize 

mally used with J1505 data) because it provides a direct available tire/road friction before wheel lockup and control 
input-output relationship for the foundation brake assem- loss occur. "Perfect" brake balance (100 percent efficien- 
blies and does not include the effect of the load-sensing cy) occurs when brake forces on the wheels match the nor- 

proportioning valves, which modify control line pressure, mal forces on the wheels. In such a case, all wheels on the 
The relationship of brake force to control pressure is usually vehicle would lock up at the same brake system input level 

the important parameter because it establishes brake force (pedal force or control-line pressure). 

distribution and braking efficiency; however, the purpose of Although the underlying philosophy behind the ECE/ 

these tests was to compare only the effectiveness of the EEC brake force distribution requirements is to achieve 

foundation brake assemblies and not the entire air brake high levels of braking efficiency under all load and road 

systems, surface conditions, these regulations do not require "per- 

It can be seen in figure 1 that the European vehicle has fect" brake balance; considerable tolerance is allowed, and 
about 60 percent more brake force on the front axle than efficiencies as low as 50 percent are permitted under some 

does the U.S. vehicle. On the other hand, the European conditions. The highest efficiency required by the European 

vehicle has about 35 percent less force on the drive tandem regulations for heavy vehicles is only 79 percent. 

and about 25 percent less force on the trailer tandem. Over- Since the U.S. regulations do not specify brake force 

all the European combination has about a 20 percent lower distribution or efficiency for heavy vehicles, they permit 

total brake force. It should be noted that brake forces were considerable latitude in brake balancing. As was mentioned 

measured only up to 60 psi, and as such the effectiveness earlier, the U.S. "design philosophy" for air brake systems 

values might have been slightly different if the full pressure is generally to balance brake forces in accordance with 

range had been covered (i.e., up to about 100 psi). It also GAWRs. With this distribution, reasonably high levels of 
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efficiency can be achieved with laden vehicles but unladen cles sold on the respective continents. Both vehicles had the 

vehicle efficiency is relatively poor. This is because the same basic dimensions, the same test weights (the tare 

lightly loaded axles are overly effective and tend to lock the weight of the European vehicle was a little higher, however) 

wheels prematurely (i.e., at a relatively low deceleration and the same brand/size/tread design tires. Both combina- 

compared to what could be achieved on the particular sur- tions were equipped with new OE brake linings which were 

face if brakes were well balanced), burnished with 1000 stops before beginning the perfor- 
mance tests. 

Calculated efficiency Although two axle tractors are more common in Europe 

The University of Michigan Transportation Research than three-axle models, the three-axle European tractor was 

Institute (UMTRI) recently conducted a study (reference 3) selected because it matched the most common U.S. combi- 

comparing the dynamic performance of a European combi- nation. Since the intent of this program was to compare 

nation and a U.S. combination. This study was analytical in braking systems only, it was desirable to eliminate as many 

nature (i.e., it utilized computerized models to predict 
extraneous variables as possible. It was not possible to 

dynamic turning and braking behavior), but it did use vehi- 
match the suspensions on the two combinations because of 

cle parametric data that was experimentally determined. For 
hardware availability and there were some basic differences 

the braking portion of the study UMTRI utilized the brake 
in the tandem suspensions and their interaxle load transfer 
characteristics (the U.S. tractor suspensions exhibited more 

effectiveness data and the load-sensing valve load-pressure 
interaxle load transfer during braking). It was not felt that 

characteristics measured by VRTC in the experimental 
study of braking performance of a U.S. and a European 

the suspension differences had a significant effect on the 
braking results, however, because braking performance 

combination (reference 2). UMTRI calculated the braking 
limits (i.e., loss of control) usually were reached only when 

efficiency of the two different combinations at a 0.4g 
lockup of all wheels on the tandems occurred. This was true 

deceleration as follows: 
on both combinations. 

Several different types of braking maneuvers were per- 
Calculated Efficiency, % European vehicle 

U.S. European advantage, % formed with the combinations and tractors alone (bobtail). 

Laden 71 87 22 The combinations were tested with empty trailers, half load- 

Unladen 53 80 51 ed trailers and fully loaded trailers. Straight line stops, stops 
while turning and stops while changing lanes were utilized 
as the test maneuvers. The straight line stops were per- 

These data indicate that the European combination exhib- formed on surfaces with uniform coefficients of friction 
its superior performance at both loading conditions at a 0.4g including dry concrete, wet polished concrete and wet Jen- 
deceleration. Reference 3 shows the superior performance nite-coated asphalt.1 The coefficients of friction for these 
to exist at other decelerations as well. The European combi- surfaces, measured in accordance with the ASTM E274 
nation shows a particularly large advantage (51%) in the "skid trailer" procedure, were 0.8, 0.3 and 0.2 respectively. 
unladen state primarily due to the effect of the load-sensing The straight-line stops were also run on a split coefficient of 
valves. In these calculations the U.S. tractor did not have an friction surface (left to fight) utilizing the wet Jennite and 
ALV; such a valve would lower the unladen efficiency. The wet asphalt (0.65 coefficient of friction). The curve and lane 
ALV would not affect the laden case, however, because the change maneuvers were run only on the wet Jennite surface. 
ALV would not be limiting pressure to the front axle at the The same test driver performed all of the tests. He tested 
high control-line pressures necessary to stop the laden one vehicle at one particular test condition, then switched to 

vehicle, the other vehicle and conducted the same tests on it. In the 
The braking efficiency calculations indicate that the straight-line stops on the uniform surfaces he attempted to 

European combination should be much less likely to lose make the shortest possible stop without locking more than 

control in accident maneuvers and should be able to stop in 
one wheel per axle or two wheels per tandem. In all other 
tests he attempted to make the shortest possible stop without 

much shorter distances under all possible conditions of leaving the 12-foot-wide test lane (i.e., without losing con- 
loading and road surface friction, trol). The wheel lock criterion was utilized in the straight- 

line stops on uniform surfaces instead of the loss-of-control 
Experimentally determined performance criteria because in these stops there was essentially no side 

In order to compare the results of the calculations to the 
force on the vehicle. The test track has no side slope. The 
wheel lock criterion thus provides an indication of the brak- 

actual on-road performance of the two different combina- 
ing rate at which the loss of control would occur on actual 

tions, the results of the VRTC braking tests (reference 2) roads where side forces due to road crown, etc. are present. 
will be reviewed next. Although this test program is covered In the case of the stops with turning or the stops on the split 
in detail in reference 2, a brief synopsis of the test program coefficient of friction surface, the lockup criterion was 
will be given here to provide some background before pro- unnecessary. If the driver locks the wheels, the vehicle will 
ceeding to the discussion of the test results. 

As mentioned earlier, the test vehicles were three-axle ~ JenniteTM is a brand of tar emulsion sealer commonly employed to protect asphalt 

tractor/two-axle semitrailer combinations typical of vehi- surfaces. 
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~g~ performance on the wet surfaces were smalller, and, in fact, 
40"~ 35 mph 

European Shorter 

WetC0ncrete 35mph on the curve the U.S. combination stopped a little shorter. 
Straight Line Wet dennlte ~ s~,,p~ When the trailer was one,half loaded (weight distribution 

Split Mu 

~ Straight Line 

~. ~:~ ~obta. was uniform in this condition) the differences between the 
-= 10- ~ Empty Vr=,or combinations were relatively small under most conditions. 

~ ~ ,,,f Lo~o~ The biggest difference occurred on dry pavement, where the 

i ¯ 60 mp~-’~ Trailer 

Dry c ..... te European combination stopped 13 percent shorter. 
-10- StralghtLIne StralghtLIne ~ LoadedTraller 

-z0- Two phenomena relative to the performance of the load- 
’ sensing proportioning valves on the European combination 

were observed during the tests and are worth noting. First of 

all, it was found that during stops the load-sensing valves on 
Figure 2. Comparison of performance in various braking ma- 
neuvers (U.S. vehicle w/o ALV). both tractor and trailer tandems tended to "cycle" and dump 

leave the test lane. Testing previously conducted, as well as air, reducing the available reservoir pressure. In stops 

the testing conducted here, indicates that lockup of all requiring high pressures (such as loaded stops on dry pave- 

wheels on an axle (or pair of axles in the case of a tandem) is ment) a reduction in total system air pressure prevented the 

necessary for control loss in the test maneuvers commonly brakes from developing full torque output (and full stopping 

utilized, capability). Second, it was found that during turns the trail- 

For each test condition the driver made six stops. The best er’s load-sensing valve reduced pressure to the trailer brake. 

of these stops was used to quantify the vehicle’s perfor- Apparently the valve was affected by lateral acceleration 

mance under that particular test condition. This provides a (and the resulting roll of the sprung mass). These factors are 

good measure of the vehicle’s limit braking performance by important to mention because they were not taken into 

minimizing driver performance influence. Best-stop stop- account in the braking efficiency calculations discussed 

ping distance in these test maneuvers, therefore, serves as a above. 

surrogate measure of braking efficiency. It is clear at this point that the experimental results do not 

Figure 2 provides a summary of the results of the experi- agree with the calculations. The calculations indicate that 

mental comparison. It shows the percent difference in best- the European combination should be superior in the fully 

stop stopping distance for the various maneuvers. For each loaded and unloaded trailer cases (calculations were not 

maneuver, results are given for each of the four loading made for the bobtail and half-load cases) at all surface 

conditions. Values above the zero datum indicate that the friction levels. The European combination should have 

European vehicle is superior. In calculating percent been significantly better with the unloaded trailer, accord- 

improvement the U.S. results were used as the basis (i.e., ing to the calculations. The test results, on the other hand, 

the denominator) in the calculation. Although the U.S. com- show that the differences are relatively small with the un- 

bination was tested both with and without the ALV opera- loaded trailer except in the dry road tests, where the 

tional, the results in figure 2 are for the case without the European combination did stop 33 percent shorter. In addi- 

ALV. tion, the experimental data show that in the fully loaded 

It can be seen in figure 2 that the largest differences case, the U.S. combination stops significantly shorter than 

occurred for the fully loaded combinations and the bobtail the F.uropean combination in several maneuvers. In the 

tractors. In the fully loaded condition, the U.S. combination remaining loaded cases the differences between the combi- 

significantly outperformed the European combination in nations is small. 

two of the six cases; in the other four cases the difference Although the calculations do take the basic properties of 

was relatively small (i.e., less than ten percent). In the the load-sensing valves into account, they do not allow for 

straight-line stops on wet polished concrete and in the curve the cycling and "dumping" of air and the sensitivity to 

on wet Jennite, premature lockup of the steering axle on the lateral acceleration described above. It is possible that some 

European combination resulted in its taking 29 and 23 per- of the differences between the experimental results and the 

cent longer, respectively, to stop in a stable fashion than the calculations can be traced to this factor. Another possible 

U.S. combination, factor relates to the way in which braking efficiency is 

In the bobtail tests, the European tractor was superior by a defined. The definition used in the UMTRI study assumes 

significant amount (19-35 percent) in all of the maneuvers, that the limit occurs when lockup of the wheels on only one 

Premature lockup of the drive axles on the U.S. tractor made axle occurs. In the tests, however, it was found that loss of 

it difficult for the driver to stop without spinning out. control did not occur until wheels on an entire tandem 

With the empty trailer the European combination gener- locked up. The U.S. combination, because of its suspension 

ally performed better than its U.S. counterpart, particularly design and its higher level of intera×le weight transfer, was 

on the high coefficient of friction (dry) surface where the penalized in the calculations but actually performed better 

stopping distance was shorter by 33 percent. Differences in than expected in the full-scale vehicle tests. 
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Automatic front axle limiting valves The only bobtail case where the European vehicle per- 

Most U.S. tractors can be purchased with ALVs, and a 
formed better was on the dry surface, where it stopped about 

large number of vehicles are built that way. When the tests in 
25 percent shorter than the U.S. tractor. The higher-output 

Reference 2 were performed the U.S. combination was run 
front brakes on the European tractor probably caused this 

both with and without such a valve operational so that it 
difference. Although the European tractor could lock its 

would b~ possible to make the comparison both ways. Fig- 
front wheels on the dry surface, the U.S. tractor could not. 

ure 3 shows the result. The format for figure 3 is identical to 
Considering all of the maneuvers and all of the loading 

that of figure 2. 
conditions evaluated in this test program, figure 4 indicates 

By comparing figure 3 to figure 2 it can be seen that the 
that if the U.S. tractor were equipped with bobtail proper- 

performance of the U.S. combination degrades with the 
tioning and without an ALV, its performance in most cases 

ALV, increasing the advantage for the European combina- 
would be either better than or within about ten percent of the 

tion in almost all of the cases. With the ALV, the U.S. vehicle 
performance of the European vehicle. The European vehi- 

tends to lock its rear wheels at a lower deceleration than 
cle was still significantly better both bobtail and with an 

without it. The bobtail mode shows the greatest degrada- 
empty trailer on dry pavement, however, due to the larger 

tion; stopping distance increased by about 30 percent in 
brakes on the steering axle. 

three of the maneuvers and between five and twenty percent 6o 
in the other three. ,o- 

European Shorter 

50 30- 

35 nlph                                   Split I~u          ~ Bobtail 

-30- 

W.~ C~d°cnrete U.S. Shorter maneuvers (U.S. vehicle w/bobtail proportioning). 
6m~--~ Figure 4. Comparison of performance in various braking 

Figure 3. Comparison of performance in various braking Emergency Brake Systems 
maneuvers (U.S. vehicle w/ALV). 

Powered vehicles 

Bobtail brake proportioning systems The ECE/EEC braking regulations specify that heavy 

It can be seen in both figures 2 and 3 that the largest vehicles with single failures in their pneumatic systems ~" 

difference between the U.S. and European combinations must be able to achieve a deceleration that is 50 percent of 

occurs in the bobtail tractor mode. Several U.S. vehicle the level required with fully intact service brakes and this 

manufacturers are now offering bobtail proportioning sys- level of performance must be maintained indefinitely (i.e. if 

tems. These systems sense when the trailer is disconnected test stops are repeated). FMVSS No. 105 specifies a similar 

(by sensing pressure in the tractor air line that provides level of performance but does not state that it be maintained 

supply air to the trailer) and proportion air to the drive-axle indefinitely. In fact, only one stop needs to be made to meet 

brakes whenever the tractor is operating bobtail. These sys- the requirements. Originally FMVSS No. 121 had emergen- 

terns are simple, low-cost and require no adjustment, cy system requirements similar to FMVSS No. 105, but with 

In order to determine how a U.S. tractor with such a the withdrawal of the stopping distance requirements in 

device would perform compared to a European tractor with response to the Ninth Circuit Court decision, emergency 

load-sensing proportioning, the vehicles described above system performance became unspecified in the U.S. air 

were retested with the U.S. tractor equipped with a bobtail brake standard. - 

proportioning system. The results are shown in figure 4. The obvious major difference between the U.S. and Euro- 

This figure is in the same format as figures 2 and 3 and pean standards for emergency brake systems is the fact that 

actually repeats the data for the empty, half-load and full- Europe requires performance to be maintained indefinitely 

load cases that are shown in figure 2 (i.e., U.S. combination whereas the U.S. does not. This difference has not really had 

with no ALV). It is presented this way not only to compare an effect on the design of hydraulically braked vehicles 

the bobtail performance but to show how a U.S. vehicle, because they (both U.S. and European vehicles) employ ~ ~ 

configured with a production braking system set up for the "closed" subsystems, which inherently meet the indefinite 

best possible performance, would compare to a European provision. 

vehicle from an overall standpoint. The emergency brake system for air braked vehicles 

It can be seen in figure 4 that the U.S. tractor outper- (which utilize "open" type subsystems) are significantly 

formed the European tractor in four of the six bobtail cases, different between U.S. and European vehicles. U.S. vehi- ¯, 
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100 Failures were introduced into the primary systems on the 
s0- 

~u 

tractors (figure 5) and then the secondary systems (figure 6). 
~80- .s. The tractors were towing fuly loaded trailers for these tests, 
~ 70- 

~ 
and all stops were "full treadle" applications from 20 mph 

~ 60-" 

~ 
(32 km/h). 

~ 50- ~ European It can be seen in both figures 5 and 6 that performance for 
~’ 40- the first stop after the failures on both the U.S. and European 
~30- vehicles was similar. For both types of failures the U.S. 
~ z02 vehicle showed a steady increase in stopping distance as 

10- more stops were made until the spring actuated parking 

0 , , , brakes began to drag and the test was terminated. Perfor- 
1 2 a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mance of the European vehicle, on the other hand, remained 

Stop Numbor relatively constant and could have been continued 
Figure 5. Comparison of loaded combination vehicle perfor- 

indefinitely. mance with tractor primaries failed. 

1 o o Trailers 
^ s0-- Emergency brake systems on U.S. trailers are essentially 
~ 80- the same as the parking brake systems. FMVSS No.121 
,- .s. requires that the emergency brakes apply when the supply 
~ 60 - line to the trailer is vented to atmosphere, such as when the 
~’ 50- 

trailer breaks away from the tractor. The majority of U.S. 
~ 40 -" 

trailers employ spring brake chambers (in series with the air ~ . , ...... ,- ..... -, ...... , ...... .- ..... , 
~- 30 - European chambers) at each foundation brake to provide the emergen- 
~ 20 - cy and parking function, although this is not the only type of 

10- system possible under the U.S. standard. Air-applied me- 
, , , chanically held systems are also allowed if they meet certain o 

~ 2 ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ 8 criteria. 
Stop Number 

European trailers do not employ spring brakes for either 
Figure 6. Comparison of loaded combination vehicle perfor- 
mance with tractor secondaries failed, emergency or parking. For emergency braking they use a 

valve known as a relay-emergency valve. This valve senses 
cles are plumbed in such a way that if a failure occurs in one supply-line pressure and if it falls below a preset level the 
of the subsystems, the remaining subsystem cannot be valveoperatesto"dump"whateverairiscurrentlyavailable 
replenished; supply air from the compressor is expelled in the trailer reservoir into the service brake chambers. This 
through the failed system and is not available to "recharge" is the same basic valve that was used in the U.S. on trailers 
the intact subsystem. With a pneumatic failure in a U.S. and converter dollies prior to the effective date of FMVSS 
vehicle, pressure in the intact subsystem will continue to No. 121 and is still used on converter dollies today. 
drop each time a stop is made until eventually the parking 
brakes apply, immobilizing the vehicle. Parking brake systems 

In European vehicles, the subsystems are each isolated Almost all U.S. and European powered vehicles utilize 

with pressure protection valves (as opposed to the simple spring brakes for parking although both the U.S. and Euro- 
two way check valves used on U.S. vehicles). These valves, pean standards do permit other approaches (such as air- 
which do not open until a preset pressure is reached, allow applied parking brakes) as long as a mechanical holding 
the unfailed (intact) subsystem to be recharged up to about feature is provided. U.S. vehicles usually have spring cham- 
60 percent of full pressure. Replenishment above this level bers on one or more of the drive axles. In European vehicles, 
is not possible because the pressure protection valve on the spring chambers are sometimes provided on steering axles. 
failed subsystem opens, allowing air to escape via the Trailer parking brake systems on U.S. and European ve- 
failure, hicles are very different. Most U.S. trailers employ spring 

Being able to maintain a constant level of performance brakes on all axles, although FMVSS No. 121 does permit 
after a failure is a "mixed blessing"; it can be argued that other types of systems as long as a mechanical backup is 
allowing a vehicle to continue on its way with a failure and provided. European trailers typically feature a hand crank 
significantly reduced performance is undesirable. Even mechanism that operates through a system of cables and 
though a warning is provided to the driver, he can elect to levers to apply the foundation brakes. To "park" European 
ignore it. With U.S. designs, the vehicle can be operated a trailer, the driver must first apply the tractor parking brakes, 
short distance (to allow the driver to proceed to a safe place then exit the vehicle and walk back to the rear of the trailer 
to stop) before the parking brakes apply, and "crank" on the parking brakes. European tractors usu- 

Emergency system tests were run on the two combina- ally have a valve that allows the trailer to be "parked" on air 
tions discussed earlier. Figures 5 and 6 show the results, while this process is taking place. 
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Parking brake tests were run on the U.S. and European performance of the European tractor in all cases except the 

combinations discussed earlier by attempting to park them high coefficient of friction (dry road) case. Here the 

on a 20 percent grade with the trailers fully loaded. The U.S. European tractor stopped 25 percent shorter primarily due 

vehicle, which has spring brakes on three of its five axles to its larger front brakes (the U.S. tractor could not lock its 

(one drive, two trailer axles), held in both directions. The wheels on the dry surface). 

European vehicle with spring brakes on two of the tractor It is possible that some differences between "theory" and 

axles (front and one drive) would not hold in the uphill experiment may be explained by two factors. First, the load- 

direction unless the trailer hand-operated parking brake was sensing valves did not perform in accordance with the 

"set." simplified way in which they were "modeled" in the 

calculations and, second, the definition of limit 

Summary and Conclusions performance used in the calculations did not agree with the 

Braking systems on U.S. and European heavy vehicles 
"real" limit in the tests. The calculations assumed that the 

are very different and these differences are apparent in the 
limit would be reached (i.e., loss of control would occur) 

service, emergency and parking portions of the systems, 
when only one axle of the tandem axles locked. In the tests it 

was found that both axles needed to be locked before control 
These hardware differences are due to disparities in the 

loss occurred. 
regulations and in the design philosophies on both 

The primary difference in the performance of the 
continents. The most significant point of divergence is the 

manner in which braking forces are distributed in the 
emergency brake systems on U.S. and European powered 

vehicles with air brakes is the fact that U.S. vehicles cannot 
service brake system among the various axles because this 

continue to operate indefinitely with a failure in the 
can impact performance in the most common accident 

pneumatic system. After some number of stops the parking 
avoidance situations, 

brakes will apply. With a European vehicle, intact reservoirs 
European heavy vehicles typically utilize more braking at 

can be replenished and partial system performance can be 
the steering axle (although this only applies to heavy maintained indefinitely. European trailers employ relay- 
vehicles with air brakes and not those with hydraulic emergency valves (such as used on U.S. converter dollies) 
brakes), and they utilize load-sensing proportioning valves for emergency braking capability, whereas U.S. trailers 
that are not found on any U.S. heavy vehicles. Calculations utilize their parking brakes (usually spring actuated) to 
and simplified vehicle dynamics theory indicate that serve this function. 
European vehicles should exhibit superior braking Although parking brake systems on powered vehicles are 
efficiency under all loading and road surface conditions essentially the same between the U.S. and Europe, trailer 
primarily because their brake forces are more closely parking brake systems are significantly different. European 
balanced to their dynamic axle loads. Recent experiments trailers employ a hand crank mechanism that must be 
comparing a European combination and a U.S. combination activated by the driver after exiting the vehicle and standing 
indicate that this is not necessarily the case, however, beside the trailer to operate it. U.S. trailers use spring 

Braking tests conducted at various trailer loads (as well as actuated brakes (or other approved devices) that are 
with bobtail tractors) in various simulated accident activated via a control knob in the tractor. 
avoidance maneuvers indicate that the U.S. vehicle could 

outperform the European vehicle in a number of cases. Rt~fert~llCt~S 

When the U.S. vehicle was not equipped with an automatic (1) Radlinski, Richard W. and Flick, Mark A., "Tractor 
front-axle limiting valve (these devices are an optional and Trailer Brake System Compatibility," SAE Paper No. 

equipment item and are installed on many U.S. vehicles), 861942, November 1986. 

the U.S. vehicle outperformed or was within ten percent of (2) Flick, Mark A. and Radlinski, Richard W., "NHTSA’s 

the performance of the European vehicle in 13 of the 24 Heavy Duty Vehicle Brake Research Program Report 

cases evaluated. With this limiting valve, however, this Number 8--Comparison of the Braking Performance of a 

"close to or better than" performance condition was U.S. and a European Combination Vehicle," Vehicle 

achieved by the U.S. vehicle in only 6 of the 24 cases Research and Test Center, Final Report No. DOT HS 807 

evaluated. 345, July 1988. 

The European tractor significantly outperformed the U.S. (3) Gillespie, T.D. and Balderas, L., "An Analytical 

tractor in all bobtail tests unless the U.S. tractor was Comparison of the Dynamic Performance of a European 

equipped with a bobtail proportioning system (another Heavy Vehicle and a Generic U.S. Heavy Vehicle," The 

brake equipment option available on U.S. vehicles). With University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, 

such a device the U.S. tractor was able to equal or exceed the Final Report Number DOT HS 807 187, August 1987. 
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Behaviour of Different Coaches During Steering and Braking Maneuvres 

~ Dieter Grunow, able on the driving stability of coaches (2,3). Following the 
¯ ~ 

development and application of procedures to assess the TOV Rheinland--Institute for Traffic Safety 
behaviour of trucks and truck trains using standardized tests 

Abstract and measured parameters, it is only sensible to perform 
comparable investigations for coaches with the aim of 

The behaviour of three coach concepts--standard, high- finding out whether and to what extent unfavourable 
decker and double-decker coaches--was studied on the ba- passenger or other loading has a negative effect on the 

’;~ sis of the following objective test procedures: driving safety of standard, high-decker and double-decker 

¯ Straight-line braking on pavement with different coaches. 

anti-skid characteristics in longitudinal direction Objective Test Procedures 
(p.-split) 

¯ Braking during steady-state cornering A number of reliable test methods have been developed in 

~’, ¯ Steady-state cornering the past to objectively describe the driving characteristics of 

¯ Sinusoidal steering input motor vehicles and cars in particular. After thorough testing 

and discussion, these methods are laid down as test ¯ Step steering input 
standards in the national DIN working committee AA-I 9 

This study shows clear differences in the braking and and in the international ISO work group TC 22/SC 9. At 
steering behaviour of different coach concepts. It also indi- present, however, commercial vehicles are still not included 
cates that the characteristics and design philosophy of one in standardized test procedures. In more recent studies, 

~.~ vehicle category cannot be transferred to another without objective test procedures are therefore being increasingly 
further consideration. In modern coaches, the load-depen- 

tested for assessment of the driving behaviour of heavy 
dent centre of gravity height is an important criterion for commercial vehicles and coaches too. They must be tailored 
prematurely reaching the limits of dynamic vehicle 

to the requirements of commercial vehicles in this case. 
movement. 

In order to characterize the dynamic driving properties of 
In one coach concept, a change in the load from 60% to 

various coach concepts, this paper presents the results of 
100% increased the stopping distance by 16% on dry pave- 

tests performed with a standard (coach A), high-decker 
ment and by 5% on wet pavement. It also reduced possible 

(coach B) and double-decker coach (coach C) during the 
lateral acceleration during cornering by approx. 20%. Brak- 

following driving manoeuvres (figure 1): 
ing on p.-split without ABS resulted in a yaw velocity which 
was 2.3 to 5 times higher than that of coaches with ABS. ¯ Straight line braking on pavement with uniform 

anti-skid characteristics 

Background ¯ Straight line braking on pavement with different 
anti-skid characteristics in longitudinal direction 

At present, coaches service approximately 14% of 
passenger transportation on the roads of the Federal 

(p.-split) 
¯ Braking during steady-state cornering 

Republic of Germany. An increasing proportion of this 
¯ Steady-state cornering transport service takes the form of non-routine 
¯ Sinusoidal steering input 

~-~ transportation provided by vehicles with innovative overall 
" ~ concepts. The following load variants were used in the study: 

Accident assessments have shown that these vehicles Firstly occupation of 60% of all available passenger seats in 
which are generally licensed for 100 km/h are quite the coach without loading of the luggage compartments 
frequently involved in overturn and rollover accidents. It is (G6o%) and secondly occupation of all seats plus loading of 
still unclear to what extent unfavourable passenger and all luggage compartments (GVWR). The study was 
other loading of these vehicles played a role in such commissioned by the Federal Institute for Road Research 

-~ accidents. (Bundesanstalt fiir Stral3enwesen) (4). 
A further important fact derived from in-depth accident 

research is that accidents are most frequently caused by Straight line braking on pavement with uni- 

human error (1).* form anti-skid characteristics 
It can therefore be deduced that safety can only be Straight line brake tests are carried out to evaluate the 

-~ improved if the driver knows how the vehicle will react and deceleration and driving stability. National and internation- 
¯ ~ can take counter-actions at an early stage. However, the al regulations exist for the performance and assessment of 

precondition for this is that the driving behaviour of coaches brake tests. They define the minimum requirements on the 
must be as favourable as that of cars. deceleration of motor vehicles. 

Up to now only very few experimental reports are avail- In these tests, the initial driving speed was 80 km/h. The 
deceleration on dry and wet pavement was examined in each 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, case. Actuation of the brake pedal marks the start of braking 
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Straight line braking Braking on I J-split 

u ~ 

~z0.5 II I I~-~ , , il I I~.- ~~0~~ 
--steady state driving I    b~ng ~ st~dy s~te ~d~ J b~ng 

Steady state cornering Braking during steady state cornering 

/,,,i 

Step steering Input Sinusoidal steering Input 

’ -steady state driving I ,, sinusoldal steer input 

Figure 1. Test procedures. 



Straight line braking 
Braking on p-split 

vx = 80 km/h 

vx = 60 km/h 
stopping distance [m] 

80                                                                 max. average deceleration ax, ls [m/s2] 
3.0 

70           ~                                                GVWR                 2,6 
2,5 

~ ~ 2.5 
60 

G 2,2 
standard ~:~ 60% 

deviation 50 
m~ 

~ 2.0 

0 
pavement                                   0 

dry    wet    dry    wet    dry    wet                          coach A        coach B        coach C 

coach A coach B coach C Figure 3. Maximum average deceleration on ix-split pavement, 

without ABS with ABS with ABS 

Figure 2. Stopping distance on dry and wet pavement, left wheels. It tries to rotate the vehicle around the vertical 

axis. Vehicles without ABS, where all wheels block, start to 

and therefore includes the contact and response times of the skid very quickly because of the lack of lateral control. 

brake system, the pressure build-up times due to the rise in The starting condition for the test procedure "Braking on 

brake pressure and the full braking time until the vehicle ~t-split" is straight line driving at 60 km/h. On reaching the 

comes to a stop. 
steady-state condition, the vehicle was decelerated by ap- 

Figure 2 shows the stopping distances of the examined plying different but in each case constant brake pressures. 

The anti-skid values of the wetted ~t-split stretch, which 
coach concepts for the respective parameter variation. 

When the stopping distances of the three vehicles on dry were measured at 40 km/h with blocked fifth wheel 

pavement are compared, the stopping distances of the stand- 
amounted to ~t~4o = 0,6 for the concrete surface and ~t~4o -- 

0.3 for blue basalt. 
ard coach without ABS are 5 to 14% longer in both load 

The deceleration and driving stability were determined in 
conditions than those of the heavy vehicles equipped with 

the period between actuation of the brake pedal and depar- 
ABS. The standard coach only reaches maximum decelera- 

ture of one of the wheels from that side of the pavement with 
tion with blocked front wheels, 

low anti-skid properties or in the specified period of one 
The advantages of the antiblock system were particularly 

second. 
evident on wet pavement. Depending on the load, the stop- 

Figure 3 compares the decelerations attained by the three 
ping distances of the standard coach were 32 to 44% longer 

coaches in the 1-second period after the start of braking. The 
than those of the high-decker and double-decker coaches, standard coach with conventional brake system exhibited 
One problem for everyday operation is the longer stopping the highest deceleration values of 2.5 and 2.6 m/s2. The 
distance of the standard coach without ABS which results high-decker and double-decker coaches showed decelera- 
because of the parameter variation on changing from dry to tions which were 4 to 23% lower depending on the load. 
wet pavement. The stopping distance of the partly loaded The maximum average deceleration only presents one 
coach was 39% longer and that of the fully loaded coach was aspect of active safety for this test procedure. It is important 
more than 51% longer, while vehicles with ABS exhibited not to disregard the second important aspect, namely driv- 
increases ranging only from 9 to 20%. ing stability. The yaw velocity in figure 4 shows that the 

Straight line braking on l.t-split more favourable deceleration of the standard coach is clear- 

ly linked with stability problems. While coaches with ABS 
Braking manoeuvres where the left and right wheels are do not fully utilize the potential braking efficiency in longi- 

on pavement sections with different anti-skid characteris- tudinal direction in favour of driving stability and while 
tics place particularly high requirements on driving stabil- blocking of the wheels is prevented by wheel slip brake 
ity. Apart from the design of the brake system, the anti-skid control, the wheels of the conventionally braked standard 
properties of the pavement, i.e. the different anti-skid char- coach block and the vehicle skids violently to that side of the 
acteristics on the right and the left, are important influenc- pavement with the higher anti-skid properties. The yaw 
ing parameters for braking capacity and driving stability velocity is 1.9 to 4 times as high as for coaches with ABS for 
during braking. In the case of full braking, a yawing moment 60% loading and 1.25 to 3 times as high for the permissible 
forms because of the different brake forces at the right and gross weight. 
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Steady-state cornering 

The test procedure steady-state cornering is the method Steady state turning, R = 100 m 
most frequently used to determine the roll steer effect. The 

cornering test procedure is standardized in the international 
,~v_--,~-’ 

standard ISO 41138. Based on the cornering tests, the best- ~ 
coach A 

vehicle behaviour is given 200 ~ . G~I:! known description of dynamic 

with the terms "understeer" and "oversteer". ~ -- -- 60’/, 
During measuring runs the test vehicle was driven in the 

steady-state mode on the specified 100 m lane radius at 
150 

various driving speeds. However, the respective driving 

speed was kept constant for the duration of the individual ~00 

test. The measurements start with the lowest forward veloc- 

ity at which the vehicle can be driven in first gear without 

any problems. The limit velocity is defined as the highest 
driving speed at which a vehicle can be driven through part 

of a circle with constant steer angle and constant driving 

speed. - 6 - t; - 2 0 ~ 6 

Figure 5 shows the steering wheel angle curves of the I~ turn right turn 

three coaches as a function of the lateral acceleration. For 

the standard coach, the characteristic curves show an over- 
steer design of the roll steer behaviour as from lateral accel- E COach B 

erations greater than 3 m/s2 because of the steering wheel ~ t 
GVWR 

angle/lateral acceleration characteristic. Such a design is ~ ~-- ~0"/, 

not normally found today. This behaviour is valid for both 

loading conditions although the tendency towards over- 

steering is more distinctive in the case of 60% partial load- 

ing. Lateral accelerations of up to 4.8 m/s2 were attained ’~ 

with the standard coach on the 100 m radius. 

The central section of the figure shows the characteristic . 
curves for the high-decker bus. The understeer design of the 

roll steer behaviour which was generally detected for the 
..~. high-decker bus corresponds to the currently valid design -6 -~ -~ 0 ~ ~; 6 

philosophy for vehicles and indicates reaching of the limits 
left turn right turn 

Braking on p-split ~v , 

coach C 

Vx = 60 km/h 
’200 "" ’ GVWR 

max. yaw velocity ~ max,ls [*/s] 

GVWR 

8 7,5 ~1) ~ 60% 

2,8                                                 ~0 
3                                             2,6 

1 

left tum                      right turn 
0 

~oa~ A     ~a~ ~      coa~ c              lateral acceleration ay [m/s2] 
Figure 4. Maximum yaw velocity in a time interval of I second 
after start of braking. Figure 5, Comparison of the coach steering characteristic-- 
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of the lateral dynamic transmission range to the driver at an radius. A deviation upwards indicates turning inwards or 

early stage because of the necessary steering wheel angle, driving into the curve, a deviation downwards indicates 

Depending on the loading, lateral accelerations ranging skidding out of the curve. On the whole, the standard coach 

from 3.8 to 4.3 m/s2 are reached, without ABS attained higher decelerations than the high- 

The characteristic curves of the steering wheel angle decker or double-decker coaches. However, important dif- 

show two opposing roll steer characteristics for the double- ferences arose in the assessment of yaw and course stability 

decker coach with increasing lateral acceleration. In the during full braking. Here the coaches with ABS show much 

lower lateral acceleration range up to approx. 2.2 m/s2 cor- 
responding to a driving speed of up to about 55 km/h the bus Braking during steady state turning 
exhibits practically no increase in steering wheel angle in 
both loading conditions, i.e. it shows a neutral to slightly 
oversteer behaviour. If the driving speed and hence the 
lateral acceleration continue to increase, the trailing axle tt~ o 1.6 ’ 

which up to this point had also performed a steering func- "-~"l’~ 
Radius: 100m 
(tyo ~ 3mls2 

tion under the lateral force effect is fixed in the straight line 
~, ,^ A m. -, 

position in this vehicle. Consequently the steering wheel 1.z / a ------ - 
angle requirement at the steering wheel increases by more ~ ~ .,~" C , 

than 80°. In the higher lateral acceleration range, i.e. at O ~ ’~ i 
Ioadirlg:GVWR - 

driving speeds of more than 60 km/h, there is a clear under- ~ 0,8 ""~: 1 - 
steer roll steer characteristic. The steering wheel angle re- 
quirement also increases with increasing lateral accelera- 
tion. This steering wheel angle/lateral acceleration ,, - 
characteristic clearly differs from the known and normal 

~ 
! ~,,,~i~ _ 

curve for cars and trucks and, in dangerous situations, the 
driver will certainly have difficulty controlling it. Although 

~ 
0 ’ ¯ - 

the lateral acceleration of 4 m/s2 attained in these tests is not 
the dynamic maximum, it was not exceeded in the interest of 2 
safety since the vehicle was not equipped with a rollover average d celeration:axAS$ [m/s2] 
protection system. 

Braking during steady-state cornering 
The test procedure "Braking during steady-state cor- 

nering" which is standardized according to ISO 7975 is 
generally used to assess the driving characteristics on brak- 00 
ing during cornering. This procedure considers both the "~ - 
longitudinal and the lateral dynamic behaviour of the vehi- 

~ I ",.li ] - cles and therefore allows statements to be made on course 
~ 0., I I 1~’,~ 

- stability, yaw stability and steering capacity during the 
-, braking process, thus covering a driving process which is ~~ r I; important for accidents. The procedure is as follows. During O 0 

steady-state cornering with an average constant lateral ac- 
celeration as described above, a braking process with con- 
stant brake pressure is initiated. The behaviour of the vehi- 8V@rag@ deceleration l~t.LS$ [rn/s2] 
cle is evaluated at the time point of possible driver reaction, 

1~ 8 i.e. about 1-2 seconds after the start of braking. The meas- 
ured values for the test series with different brake pressures 
are summarized in a diagram and drawn over vehicle     eta. 
deceleration. 

Figure 6 shows the results of this series of measurements 
for the three coaches loaded with GVWR on the 100 m 
radius at an initial lateral acceleration of 3 m/s2. The evalua- 0 

tion variables of yaw velocity and lateral acceleration are 
shown at the time point 1.5 seconds after the start of braking 
as a function of the average deceleration. Apart from the -/’ 2 ~ 6 10 
measurement curves, the diagrams also contain So-called 
reference curves. These curves show what the driving 
course would be if the vehicle exactly followed the initial Figure 6. Coach behavior during braking in a turn test. 
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higher yaw and course stability. The steerability limit is not output and input values in the steady-state condition in 

reached by the coaches with ABS while the standard coach dependence on the frequency. In comparison to other pro- 

without ABS exhibits reduced yaw stability in the middle cedures, this method provides the most reliable statistical 

deceleration range due to blocking of the rear wheels on the results in the frequency range. 

inside of the curve and, after full braking, skids out of the The prescribed steering frequency was increased in suc- 

curve with blocked front wheels in an unsteerable cessive individual tests from 0.2 Hz to about 2.0 Hz in steps 
condition, of 0.2 Hz. The amplitude of the steering angle was previ- 

ously defined during steady-state cornering with the corre- 
Sinusoidal steering input 

sponding driving speed of 80 km/h so as to reach the 
The test procedure "Sinusoidal steering input" (ISO planned lateral acceleration of 3 m/s2. This determined 

Draft Proposal N219) was used to determine the frequency steering wheel angle amplitude was kept constant at all 
response as the ratio of steering wheel angle input to vehicle frequencies. 
reaction according to amplitude and phase at different steer- The actual tests start with a frequency of 0.2 Hz, at which 
ing frequencies, the transmission characteristics are still practically in agree- 

This procedure assumes that the transmission behaviour ment with the steady-state conditions. 
of the vehicle can be described in linear manner with good In order to assess the frequency response functions, the 
approximation. The frequency response of a linear dynamic 
system is a function which describes the amplitude ratio of 

examination primarily concentrates on the relative changes 
of the kinetic values in relation to the "quasi-stedy-state" 

output and input values and the phase displacement between 
Sinusoldal steering Input 

Sinusoidal steering Input 

0.6                            o, 2, 
coach : A 

-r 0,/, 

Ioading:GVWR 
"-~ 0,08 

~o 0,06 

~    0 0 

~ - 120 ~ - 120 

- 160 - 160 

-20( -200 

Figure 7. Gain and phase angle function of the yaw velo.city 
Figure 8. Gain and phase angle function of the lateral accele- 

for three coaches under permissible weight Ioaoing ration for three coaches under permissible weight loading 
conditions, conditions. 
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initial value of 0.2 Hz and the value of the phase lag. To of the coaches with or without ABS had a greater effect on 

ensure that the yaw reaction to steering movements is not the driving characteristics than the vehicle concept or the 
too unpleasant, the increase in yaw velocity amplitude loading. Furthermore, in test procedures in which the 
should not be too high in the frequency range of 0.2 Hz to coaches were steered without braking, it was apparent that 
approx. 1 Hz which is normally used for obstacle avoidance the influence of the vehicle concept generally surpasses the 
manoeuvres. At the same time, a yaw eigenfrequency which differences in loading. In modern coaches, the load-depend- 
has shifted towards higher frequencies can be assessed more ent centre of gravity height, which on account of the design 
favourably in most cases at values below 1 Hz. can cause the vehicles to reach the dangerous overturn range 

If the frequency response of the yaw velocity of the load- at an earlier point, is obviously also an important criterion 
ed coaches is compared (figure 7), the relative amplitudes of for prematurely reaching the limits of dynamic vehicle 
yaw velocity in relation to the steering wheel angle show the movement. 
greatest decrease with increasing steering frequency for The coach concepts examined in this study only represent 
standard coach A. The increase in yaw velocity which is a small fraction of the coaches available on the market 
known from cars and trucks was not detected in any of the whereby, as the result of the design, each vehicle concept 
coaches. On the contrary, the amplitude responses of all exhibits its own dynamic characteristics. In order to in- 
coaches decrease more or less continuously with increasing crease active safety it therefore seems to be necessary to 
frequency. With reference to the standard coach, the phase optimize the driving behaviour of coaches and to base it on 
angles of yaw velocity indicate that the temporal build-up of the design principles for cars. Coaches with optimized 
vehicle reaction in the examined frequency range occurs steering and braking behaviour would not surprise or place 
later than in the high-decker and double-decker coaches and as many demands on the driver as present-day coaches do. 
must therefore be assessed as less favourable. 

Similarly to the yaw velocity, the frequency response of 
lateral acceleration does not show an amplitude increase. References 
On the contrary, it drops more or less significantly to a (1) Langwieder, K.; Hummel, T.; Wachter, W., 
minimumvalueatfrequenciesof0.8tol.2Hzandthenrises Deformation von Omnibussen bei Unf~illen und 
slightly again (figure 8). Based on the criterion that the drop Folgerungen for die Sicherheitsgestaltung 18. Beratung der 
in lateral acceleration should be as small as possible, the Omnibusexperten September 1987, Budapest. 
standard coach again exhibits more unfavourable behav- (2) GiShring, E.; Kr~imer, W.: Btihler, F., Eignung 
iour. The change in loading from G6o% to GVWR has prac- fahrdynamischer Prozeduren nach ISO TC 22/SC9 .zur, 
tically no effect on the frequency response. A discussion is Beurteilung des Fahrverhaltens von Nutzfahrzeugen-- 
therefore superfluous. Standortbestimmung Teil 1 + 2, ATZ 88, Volumes 11 + 12. 

(3) Lindquist, 0.; Anders, K., A study of the influence of 
Conchlsions some parameters on the stability and handling of inter-city 

From this study it can be concluded that the braking and coaches I. Mech. E. Conference London, Sept. 1986, pp. 
steering behaviour of different coach concepts clearly differ 29-44. 
from each other and that the characteristics and design phi- (4) Grunow, D., Untersuchung des Fahrverhaltens von 
losophy of one vehicle category cannot be transferred to Bussen unterschiedlicher Bauweise bei Lenk--und 
another category without further consideration. Bremsman~vern, FP 1.8603 Bundesanstalt for 

In test procedures which include braking, the equipping StralSenwesen, Dec. 1987. 

Truck Front-end Protection Systems 

Stephan Griittert, Volker Middelhauve, cars, more stable passenger compartments, etc. Now as 

-: Professor Hermann Appel, before, however, the collision between a car and a truck is 
¯ ~ 

Technische Universit~it Berlin one of the most dangerous forms of vehicle accidents: this 
type of collision claimed the lives of 567 car passengers 

Dr. Klaus Langwieder, Professor Max Danner, during 1986 in West Germany. 
HUK-Verband Mtinchen Particularly frequent and perilous is the head-on collision 

between cars and trucks. Almost two-thirds of German car 

- passengers killed in collisions with trucks were the victims 
Abstract of such frontal crashes. Safety research was therefore con- 

The consequences of traffic accidents for passenger vehi- ducted by the Institut for Fahrzeugtechnik der Technischen 

cles have been significantly reduced as a result of the intro- Universit~it Berlin (Institute of Vehicle Technology at the 

duction of safety measures primarily directed at car safety: Technical University of Berlin), to lessen the danger posed 

passenger restraint systems, energy-absorbing front ends of by the front end of a truck. This research was sponsored by 
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the HUK-Verband Mtinchen (HUK Association of Lia- sive if implemented as a structure which extends suffi~ 

bility, Accident, and Automobile Underwriters of Munich), ciently for toward the roadway, and which absorbs with 

as well as by the donation of vehicles from the company respect to the car a full proportional share of the kinetic 

Daimler-Benz. collision energy. Open space below the front truck bumper ..... 

Energy-absorbing deformation elements for the front would have to be filled by deformation elements, and rigid 

ends of trucks were developed in component tests, with the vehicle components in the front-end area would have to be 

elements being matched to the characteristics of the defor- shifted toward the rear or replaced by more easily yielding 

mation zones of cars. Development and optimization took components. Nonyielding elements could under these con- 

place initially, and the resultant designs were tested for ditions be allowed only in the final compression area of the 

actual safety gains achieved, by means of crash tests with deformation zone, since further underriding beneath the 

real vehicles. Nine vehicle-vehicle crash tests were con- truck must be prevented after truck elements have absorbed 

ducted, with various versions of front-end protection sys- the maximum possible amount of energy. 

tems, with cars equipped and not equipped with additional In all front-end protection systems, a front overhang an- 

safety features, and at various impact speeds, gle would have to be retained for the truck by suitable front- 

.... Great inequalities in vehicle mass and other 
end design measures, in accordance with the use intended 

for the truck. The structural design of construction vehicles 

characteristics which require extreme degrees of movement freedom on 

In its structural design, the motor truck features charac- open terrain must of course be considered as special cases. 

teristics which with respect to the passenger automobile are There may possibly be no other solution than to exempt such 

necessarily reflected in the consequences of vehicle acci- vehicles from such future regulations covering front,end 

dents involving trucks, in the feasible safety measures for protection. 

trucks, and in legal regulations. 

In comparison with other motor vehicles, the truck has a 

greater mass, greater rigidity of structural features, and a 

more open phycia! form. In a collision between a passenger 

car and a truck, therefore, one result of these great differ- 

ences is the fact that the car cannot utilize its deformation 

structures to the required degree, and that the car tends to 

"ride under" the truck (see figures 1 and 2). In addition, the 

truck experiences practically no deformation in such colli’ 

sions, with the result that the kinetic energy of collision 

must almost entirely be converted into deformation suffered 

by the car. Finally, the car experiences by far the greater 

deceleration of the two. 

In many head-on crashes, the front truck bumper will 

intrude extremely close inward toward the car passenger 

compartment, or will even penetrate into the compartment 

itself thereby placing the driver directly in the danger zone. Figure t. Opliea~ eomparison of truck and ear fron~ 

In such cases, the car driver can no longer benefit from the 

additional path of deceleration offered by the defined com- 

pliance (yieldingness) of his safety belt. 

A truck front-end protection system effec, 
tively enhances safety 

According to data provided by the HUK-Verband (!),~ 

the average relative collision speed for head-on crashes 

between cars and trucks is approx. 75-90 km/h2 In crash 

tests without special front-end protection systems, we have 

observed critical car passenger-compartment deformation 

at relative speeds as low as 60 km/h. In head-on crashes with 

the front-end protection systems which we shall describe 

below, passenger-compartment deformation of comparable 

severity was observed only at significantly higher speeds, 

This shift toward higher speeds represents an enhancement Figure 2. He,d-on coll~sion between a car an~ ~ 
in safety which indeed appears to justify the general imple- 

mentation of such front-end protection systems. 

Effective front-end truck protection is relatively expen. *Numbers in parentheses designate references ~t ead ot paper, 
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Design concept for stlpport frallle sol1 nose absorbs deformation energy in cases of min~r 

The design of a front-end truck protection system must collisions, distributes point loads over the actual deforma~ 

take the i~llowing two primary functional factors into con- tion element, ensures more favorable post-collision traieco 

sideration: absorption of a maximum share of deformation tory kinematics for pedestrians hurled by collisions, and 

energy, and prevention of the colliding car from riding additionally saves fuel and money by its favorable aerody- 

under the truck. The lnstitut fiir Fahrzeugtechnik der Tech- namic characteristics. 

nischen Universitfit Berlin has developed a solution in the 

form of a design structure basically consisting of the two 

Figure 5. Polyurethane front end of ~he protection s~,stem. 

Figure 3. Front-end deformation element. ComponeIl[ tests a~d vehic~e~veh~cle ~es~s 
In order to obtain exact conclusions on the del~o~ation 

energy absorbed by the truck from-end protection system. 

component tests were first conducted~ at the beginning 

the test series. A truck frame was moun~ed o~ the crash 

impact block in the Technische Universitfit crash hall: ~he 

t?ont end of the frame was equipped with the specially 

developed front-end protection system (figure 6 ~. 

Figure 6 test setup representing front part o~ ~he truc~ 

frame, with support frame and deik)rmation elements. 

In the crash tests, a colliding car was represented by a 

sled equipped with an unyielding impac~ plate roughly 

proximating the front end of an actual vehicle (figure 7). 

Figure 4. Support frame. 

following functional blocks: a deformation element which 

offers a maximum possible degree of energy absorption 

with a minimum of component size (figure 3). and a rigid 

support frame which eventually transfers the forces and 

moments from the collision of the oncoming car into the 

main chassis beams of the truck (figure 4). This supporl 

frame, as chief element of the development project, also has 

the function of preventing the car from underriding the truck 

front end if the deformation zone is loaded beyond its limits. 

The structural design was optimized with the aid of finite- Figure ~. Tes~ setup represen~tmg ~ro~t part o~ the truck ~rame, 
with support ~rame and deformation e~ements~ 

element methods. 

A third etemem, although of lesser significance for ener- Component tests were run in which various different 
gy conversion, has other significant functions: the "’soft deformation elements were subiected to quasi-s~atm tes~ 
nose.’" an aerodynamically designed layer of polyurethane loads, and in which force-deflection diagrams were pre- 
foam covered with FRR which represents the initial colli- pared. On the basis of these tests, e~ements of hone~ comb 
sion zone (figure 5). In the form of a front-end spoiler, the metal were selected as best suited for from-e~ad protection. 
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Figure 7. Test sled with impact plate, Figure 9o Honeycomb reade of tin-plated sheet metal. 

They combine the advantage ~ff" relativdy great directional 

insensitivity wi~h tha~ of high speci~3c energy abso~tiom 

with the additional feature of only slight tendency to elastic ...... 

recovery. 

The firsi componem tests were conducted with aluminum 

honeycombs (figure 8~. The test sled with the rigid impact                            - ;~, 

plate was catapulted at 40 km/h against the front-end protec- 

tion system, These circumstances co~espond to an actual 

vehicle-vehicle test at approx. 63 kmih. under the condition 

tha~ the total kinetic energy is converted to deformation 

Figure 10. Force-deflection diagram. 

Figure8, Aluminum honeycomb as deformatione~ement, 

After an optimization phase for the aluminum element, a 

honeycomb structure made of tin-platedsbeet metal (fi gure 

q, was developed and tested_ since this s~rucmre was con- 

siderably more economical than the aluminum version. 

After fl~rther adjusm~ents on the ba~ds of the f~rce-de flec- 
Figure 11. Front-end protection system mounted on a truck, 

tion diagram, this structure also demonstrated effective on- truck by means of a cable connection via pulleys with the 
ergy-abso~tion characteristics (fig are !0). truck: the truck accelerated under its own power and pro- 

[n the second s~ep of resting, ~he ~ruck fro~at-end protec- polled both vehicles. The cable connection was severed 

tion system was installed on an actual truck (figure 11) and several meters before the collision. Two anthropomo~hic 

was te ¢~ed in six trials against two mowng cars. For compar- dummies occupied the car. Three multi-axis acceleration 

ison pu~oses, three tests were conducted without a [?ont- sensors were installed in these dummies to record the loads 

end protection s~ s~em. exerted on vehicle occupants, in addition, laser setups regis- 

For resting, the car was pulled against the front end of the tered vehicle accelerations and the speed of impact. 
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The tests were conducted directly head-on, but with lat- senger compartment, furthermore, suffered considerably 
eral displacement (as shown in figure 12). The common leSS deformation; especially at the lower left area of the 
(overlap) collision surface of approx. 900 mm realistically windshield (figure 16). 
corresponds to a representative share of actual head-on col- Similar results were obtained upon comparing the tests at 
lisions, as is also the case for the two relative collision greater collision speed. At relative speeds of approx. 70 
speeds of approx: 60~65 km/h and 70-75 km/h which were km/h, collision forces were again introduced into the car 
selected for testing, considerably above the main chassis beam for the tests 

without the front-end protection system: the beam itself was 
scarcely able to function for deformation purposes. Defor- 
mation was provided basically only by vehicle elements 
with very little energy-absorbing capability: fenders, inner 
fenders; hood, and the like (figure 17). The collision was 
effectively braked only after the right front car wheel struck 
the left front truck wheel. Furthermore, the car motor was 
moved back into the rear wall of the engine component, and 
the passenger compartment was damaged. 

Figure 12. Lateral displacement in the vehicle-vehicle tests, 

Reduction of car deformation 

A control test was made with a non-modified truck, with 
head-on collision of approx. 60 km/h, to document currently 
prevailing actual conditions. The truck was provided with a 
front-end protection system for the second test. The alumi- 
num honeycomb deformation element was used here (fig- 

ures 13 and 14). Figure 14. Front-end truck protection system for test 
Comparison of these two tests clearly showed the posi- 

tive effects of the front-end protection system: the colliding 
car did not ride under the front end of the truck. The car, 

DB 01 D~ 02 

2O0 

180 
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Figure 13. Front-end protection with an aluminum honeycomb 80 
element mounted on a trueR. 60 

40 

rather, was struck over a broad surface which ensured that ~ 
more of the automobile was available for deformationl The D~ o4 t~ o2 
left main chassis beam of the car absorbed significantly ~ ~, 
more energy (figure 15) than in the control test. The pas, ........... ,~oh~oo~ ....... 

~ 
, ............... ~ ........ ~ ...... , 
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Figure 17, Head-on car-truck collision without front-end pro- 
Figure 20. Damage to the car in test without frc~nt-end protec- 
tion system, 

tection system. 

In the test with front-end protection, however, the main 

car chassis beam was incorporated into the desired deforma7 

lion process, and the undesired deformation of the paso 

seng/.’r compaament was reduced (figures I8 and 19). 

350 

Figure 21. Damage to the truck in test without front-end protec" 

~ tion system. 

front-end length, a modified (higher) arra~gement of the 

steering mechanism, a modified laminated-spring suspen- 

sion system, and/or a modified cab suspension system. Pre- 

sent features in the last three systems mentioned here serve 

as an obstacle to free deformation. 

Conversion of the basic principles presented here into 
standard equipment therefore requires fundamental mod, 
ifications to the front end of trucks. Disadw~ntages of such 

implementation are as follows: increased purchase and op, 

erating costs, a smaller front overhang angle’., and reduction 

in payload. There are~ however, advantages in addition to 

~i ..... 
tile principal aspect of safety alone: noise insulation, en- 

........ ,~ ....... ~, ....... 
~7, ..... ......... 

~, ...... ~ ........ 2"-__ hanced economy (aerodynamics), and attractive styling. In/ 

stead of new legal regulations making a truck front-end 

The truck was also more severely damaged in the tests protection system mandatory, incentives could be provided 

without the front-end protection system (figures 20 and 21). 
by arrangements through which the additional weight in. 

volved would not be reckoned as part of permissible total 

Truck front-end protection system as stand-       weight, and the additional length would not be accounted as 
part of the permissible total length. 

ard equipment? Over and above the enhanced safety for other vehicles on 

In any case, the long-range goal ol front-end protection the road, there is one major additional advantage for the 

should be the design of an optimal system with impact truck operator himself: the damages suffered by a truck in a 

energy abso~tion distributed as widely as possible. This is head-on collision with a car are considerably reduced by 

only possible, however, with the aid of i,~creased vehicle 
implementation of a front-end protection system. 
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Passive Safety Measures for TrucksmEffectiveness and Priorities 

Danner, M.; Langwieder, K.; Today 60% of all goods are delivered by road ( 1)*--in the 

Appel, H.; Middelhauve, V. future, too, the biggest growth rates are to be expected for 

HUK-Verband, Federal Republic of Germany this form of transport. The mileages of trucks nowadays 
amount to about 7.5 % of the total mileage (2). In addition to 

Abstract economic efficiency, the safety aspect has become more and 
more important. 

This paper reports on new studies of truck accidents and a 
Today about 1.3 million trucks are registered in the 

series of 15 car/truck crash tests for "front protection 
Federal Republic of Germany (3), and in recent years there 

systems." 
has been a considerable rise in the heavy trucks in particular 

As part of the HUK-Verband’s accident research an eval- (figure 1). 
uation was made of all the truck accidents with personal 

On the other hand it should be borne in mind that the term 
injury in the Federal State of Bavaria, where data relating to 

"truck" as defined by the West German Federal Office of 
the population, roads and accidents have largely the same 

Statistics covers all vehicles which are suitable for trans- 
structure as in the national statistics. This produced material 

covering over 2,000 truck accidents with representative 
porting goods. This statistical term must therefore include a 

characteristics; for example, one in four of the truck/car 
large number of completely different vehicle types with 

accidents with fatalities in Germany was recorded. This different mass categories from 2 tonnes up to 40 tonnes and 

made it possible to improve the assessment of priorities for complete differences in design and use. 

safety measures and their effects on the accident Trucks make up about 4% of all vehicles registered in the 

consequences. Federal Republic of Germany (3)--they are involved in 

The first results of this new accident research are pre- 6.5% of all accidents in which people are injured and, in 

sented; the significance of frontal collisions between cars particular, 12.6% of all fatal traffic accidents. Although in 

and trucks--and thus the necessity of a truck protection view of their mileage the involvement of trucks can not be 

system--was confirmed, described as overproportioned, their share of fatal traffic 

A new series of 15 car/truck tests was concluded on this 
R~gistered central subject of truck front protection systems. Experi .... 

permissimUmible       A c c i d e n t s w i t h Trucks 

ence with the testing concept and in evaluating the measur- weight Personal damage 

[ 
Fatalities FRG 1987~ 

ing parameters is discussed. 
It.] ~o. ~,[ ~o. 1 70 ~o. I ~ 

The positive effect of an energy-absorbing "truck front 0 - 3,5 5,321 25.0 3.05 11.5 691.089 52.9 

protection system" clearly emerged in the decreased intru- 
sion risks to the car; safety advantages result for the truck as 

3.5 - 7.5 6,137 29.0 209 22.8 344,545 26. q 

well. A comparison of the test results with real-life acci- 
7,5 - 12,0 1,404 6.7 75 8.2 43,940 3.4 

dents showed that 10 to 20% of the car occupants who today 

are severely or fatally injured in truck collisions would have 12.0 - 16.0 4,085 19.3 250 2 7. 2 122,672 9.4 

sustained lower injuries if the truck had been equipped with 
a front protection system. ¯ 16,0 4,237 20.0 278 30.3 103,243. 7.9 

The problems of realizing "truck front protection sys- 
tems,"forexample, with regard to overall length and weight ~ 21o184 100.0 917 100.0 1,505,287 100.0 

of the truck, are discussed. International regulations should a~ ~o~o~ 
vehicles    325,519 6.5 7.260 12.6 32,761,956 4.0 support and as far as possible--for example, by granting a in rRG 1987 . 

bonus for additional length---encourage the installation of 
"including small good ..... i ......... d trucks with special 

truck front protection systems. ~pose ~od~ 
[source 2,3] 

The Truck in Modern Road Transport Figure 1. Truck mass categories and their involvement in 
accidents with personal damage. 

In our present-day economic system the truck occupies a 
central position as a means of transport and is increasingly 
gaining in importance. * Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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accidents is high. This also becomes clear when compared ed risk is almost inevitable, as a result of the greater mass 

with cars (figure 2): per 1 billion kilometres driven, cars are and the design of the heavy trucks but also because of the 

involved in 17.7 accidents, while lorries in 30.9 accidents greater mileage. 
with fatalities. In almost two-thirds of the truck accidents with personal 

injury cars are involved (figure 3). Collisions with two- 
ACCIDENT WITH 

wheelers (18.3%) and pedestrians (7.5%) are less frequent. 
P E R $ 0 N A L O A M A G E F A T A L 1 T I E S Safety measures in car to truck collisions have high ranking, 

941 therefore. 
Thus the official statistics can furnish a basis for safety 

priorities; the questions relating to the causes of the acci- 

dents and effective countermeasures must, however, be 
clarified by accident research. 

Tasks of Truck Accidents Research 

Present fields of research 
In the last 10 years accident research has applied itself 

increasingly to truck accidents, partly with general 
statistical overviews, but mainly with detailed studies on the 
subject of "partner protection" (5-12). As new tech- 
nologies, such as anti-locking brakes etc. have been 
introduced to an ever greater extent, so the number of 
publications on "active safety" has also grown (13-16); 

C A R T R U C K C A R T R U C K there are only a few basic works on risk situations and thus 
s ..... [4] estimates of the effect of new technical systems (17-19). In 

Figure 2. Relative risk in truck accidents per billion kilometre, recent times results on protecting the occupants of trucks 
have also been published (f.e. 20, 21). 

As the mass of the truck increases so do the consequences Thus for special subjects of study there are more and 

for the accident opponents. Truck categories between 7 and more finding from basic research which also describe the 

12 tonnes make up 3.4% of the trucks registered, but their connections between the cause of accidents, sequence of 
proportion of accidents with personal injury is 6.7% and of accidents and injury consequences. 
accidents with fatalities as much as 8.2% (figure 1). This is Nevertheless, the situation of truck accident research is 
even clearer in the case ofthe truck category between l2 and still not satisfactory, for, in view of the necessary 
16t, which makes up 9.4% of the registered trucks but is breakdown into many truck and mass classes, the 
involved in 27.2% of accidents with fatalities. This increas- information which these studies provide is in some aspects 

limited. In addition to this, there are still problems caused by 
Accident A c c i d e n t w i t h 

Opponent Personal damage Fatalities the various recording criteria in the case of truck accidents, 

of Truck Number I Z t1.~ ,u~er ~ II~ such as for example: 

¯ Different ways of recording accidents (local/ 
Single vehicle 
accident 1 602 7.6 0.5 36 3.9 0.5 regional recording, sampling at the scene of the 

accident, by insurance cases, expert’s reports, 

Truck i 873 8.8 0-6 49 5.4 0.7 
etc.). 

¯ Collecting material over several years (records 

c a r 12 256 57.8 3-7 ~54 49.5 6.3 sometimes cover up to 10 years). 
¯ Different definitions of the truck according to 

Two - wheeler 3 876 18.3 1.2 215 23.t~ 2.9 mass, type of truck, etc. 

¯ Different accident intensity (recording personal 
Pedestrian 1 597 7. 5 0.5 163 17.8 2.Z or property damage or a combination of both). 

While sufficient ca~e studies are available for specific 
Total Truck measures to trucks (e.g. truck side protection regarding 
Accidents 21 184 lOO ~ 917 lOO ~ collisions with pedestrians) integrated weighting of 

individual safety measures is difficult. 
Total 
Accidents 525 519 100 7 260 100 In the accident studies of the German Motor Vehicle 

Insurers, too, the recording and evaluation of the accidents 
was often directed towards a special target group. To this 

Figure 3. Accident opponents of trucks according to the vari- 
ous road-users (2). was added the question of to what extent accidents are 
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covered by the study material in view of the recording Thus as many as 40% of the national accident figures 
criteria, relating to trucks are accounted for in Germany by vehicles 

which do not correspond to typical trucks as understood by Representative material of truck accidents 
accident research. These accidents were evaluated retro- 

That is why a new sampling method was adopted in spectively by HUK-engineers. This resulted in a further 
cooperation with the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior in an reduction of the accident material by 709 cases (20.3%) for 
evaluation period extending over 3 years, the following reasons: 

For the Federal State of Bavaria all truck accidents with 
personal damage in the period from 1.1 to 31.12.1984 were ¯ Accident without a collision caused by pushing 

recorded; this resulted in a precise basis for representative the other vehicle off the road. 
truck accidental material. ¯ Multiple listing in the case of accidents involving 

This representativeness also applies to the Federal two or more trucks. 
Republic of Germany, as extensive preliminary studies ¯ Stationary accidents during loading and 
showed that the results of the accident statistics in Bavaria unloading. 
correspond closely to the overall national accident structure ¯ Cases in which the driver left the scene of the 
in Germany (21). Of all the relevant comparative figures, accident, fires in trucks, loss of truck freight etc. 
such as, for example, population density, length of roads, 
number of registered trucks and accident types, the Federal Just restricting cases to "typical truck construction" and 

State of Bavaria accounted for about 20% in each case (21, "collision events", thus resulted in a reduction from 5,653 

22). accidents to 2,764 collision cases with personal damage 

This evaluation revealed new findings on the structure of (48.9%). 

the "official accident statistics," which must be conceived From this "adjusted accident material" 495 accidents of 

with other objectives in mind than a special project for trucks older than 1976 were only recorded from this 

accident research. "adjusted accident material" but not evaluated in-depth. As 
It was possible to carry out the first preliminary selection the present studies were concerned with up-to-date techni- 

by EDP (figure 4). In 1984 in Bavaria a truck according to cal concept of trucks the accident material was not to be 
the official definition (all vehicles suitable for transporting burdened by trucks of older design. The accident material 
goods) was involved in 5,653 accidents with personal dam- was thus reduced by 17.9%--this accident proportion of 
age. Only in 3,473 of these accidents (61.4%) was the truck older trucks is notable in view of the time needed to intro- 
over 3.5t duce new safety measures. 

T ~ o c~__~__c_c_~_oj_ N~r__s_.r__o_~_L__"_~_~vj_~_A_~_" Independent of the above-mentioned limitations, all acci- 

dents with trucks of 3.5 tonnes or more with fatalities were 

s~s3 h ....... comprehensively evaluated. This representative recording 
.......................... [j = [ ............... 

~             ~ 
of 149 truck accidents with fatalities thus covered almost 

~ 
~ ~ 

one in four cases in Germany. 

m0 ~.~ z ~ Thus for the following analyses an exactly defined and 
representative accident material is available, based on a 

total sampling within one Federal State and adjusted 
3~7~ 

1 according to technical criteria. 

....... = I~0~L0.~__, ..... ~ ..... Starting points for the integrated assessment 

~::::~::~o: ........ of risks 

2~6, ~.~’:~ ........... This "adjusted accident material" makes possible a pre- 
~:~: .......... ~o ........... cise weighting according to the road users involved and the 

l ............ 
:g/X:~:LL~, collision types, and thus an integrated assessment of safety 

~ 

measures for trucks. Figure 5 shows that there was complete 

~ ~7.~ ~ agreement with regard to the accident involvement of cars 

with 57.8% conmpared with the national statistics in spite of 

............. 226~ h \ ....... I ............... 
I’ the differing definition of the truck. Accidents between 

............. ~oo~ ~1 ~-I ........... ~oo~ 1~2 I trucks (of 3.5 tonnes or more) amounted, however, to 10.8% 
~ ........ and thus accounted for a higher proportion than was re- 

~ .............................. corded by the national statistics, namely 8.8% (including 
................... small goods carriers and vans). On the other hand, pedestri- 

an accidents amounted to 4.8% in the adjusted material, a 
Figure 4. Structure of the official statistics "Truck Accidents lower share than in the national statistics (7.5%), which is 
with Personal Damage in Bavaria" according to the circum- 
stances of the accidents and the categories of the trucks, likely to be due to the frequent accidents of pedestrians with 
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small goods carriers and vans in built-up areas. This global Figure 7 shows in more detail the extent of the offset in 

comparison already shows the advantages of the adjusted frontal collisions between a car and a truck. Basically there 

risk analysis that is now possible, is a strong concentration of the deformations in the left-hand 
third of the front--only in 28% of all cases with personal 
damage and in 33% of the car collisions with fatalities was 

Accident opponent of ~ruck there no offset with the truck front. Thus, in principal, an 
Number 

I % asymmetrical design of the truck front protection would be 
justified. 

Single vehicle 163 7.2 
accident 

T r u c k 244 i0. 

~ u s 20 0.9 

C a r 1 312 
Figure 7. The horizontal overlapping of car/truck in front to 
front collisions. 

TWO - wheeler             380             16.7 
On the car, impacts in the middle and left-hand front areas 

Pedestrian 109 4.8 dominate--in 55% of the accidents with fatalities there is no 

offset with the car front. 
Figure 8 indicates the truck mass categories in frontal Others 41 i. 8 collisions between trucks and cars. They are clearly domi- 

nated by the truck weight category between 12 and 16 
T o t a 1 2 269 100. 0 tonnes, there being a remarkably high proportion of articu- 

lated trucks and truck-trailer combinations. 

Figure 5. Accident opponents of trucks in the "adjusted mate- 
rial" of the research project material (2,269 collisions of trucks 
over 3.5t manufactured as from 1976). 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the collision types in                                       [] Trailer/ 
32,0% 

truck/car accidents. As far as frequency is concerned, acci- 
dents with personal injury are dominated by frontal car 22x 

26O/o 

collisions against the side of the truck and accidents in 
which the truck strikes the car’s rear end. In accidents with 
fatalities, however, the dominant significance of frontal col- 
lisions between trucks and cars emerges, and this confirms 
the findings of earlier accident studies (11). 

3.6-7.5 7.6-12.O 12.1-16.O 16.1-22.O     22.0-38.0 more than 38.0 

maximum laden weight [t] 

T Y P E 0 F C 0 L L I S [ 0 R 
INJURED PERSONS OF THESE FATALITIES 

~R T.E C~R Figure 8. Mass categories of the trucks involved in front/front 
TROE~/C~R N~ ~ ~o, ~ collisions with a car. 

FRONT/ ..... ~1~ 260 15.6 q9 36.0 Finally, figure 9 shows the relative speeds in frontal car/ 
truck collisions--in view of the accident intensity it has to 

FRON~/St~E ~(~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~8. 7 be taken into account that in this diagram the influences of 

the different truck masses and the collision offset are disre- 
..... / .... ~[11~ ~ ~7.~ ~ ~.~ garded. It can in principle be said that severe and fatal 

injuries were observed at relative speeds from as low as 30 
~EAR/FRORT I~’~ ~6~ ~5.8 n ~7.~ kph and that the summation curves for serious and fatal 

injuries are almost identical. There is a rapid increase in the 
$1~/ ..... ~E31] ~.~ ~0.5 ~0 ~. z risk from about 55 kph and it is then apparently largely a 

matter of chance whether and to what extent intrusion in the 
0 T H E R T Y P E S 189 11.5 9 Z.0 driver’s cabin occurs--so that either serious or even fatal 

injuries result. 
TOTAL I 6za ~00.0 ~2~ ~00.0 The representative material now available reveals the 

dominant significance of truck/car frontal collisions and the 

Figure 6. Types of collisions in truck/car accidents, accidents circumstances surrounding them; collisions with partial off- 

with personal damage or fatalities, set of the car are dominant, mainly trucks of the mass cate- 
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100t. This test series was carried out jointly with the Berlin 

g0~. Technical University and supported by the truck manu- 

g0~- facturers Daimler-Benz, MAN and VW. 
This report describes experience in conception and 

performance of these crash tests and the cross connections 
with real-life accidents. The Berlin Technical University 

50~, 
was responsible for carrying out the crash tests, for 

~o~- 
developing the front protective systems and the measuring 

with techniques. These points are treated in the corresponding 
¯ =,’ ESV paper "Passive Frontal Crash Protection" (24). 

0xi 
Expanding the tests to 15 car/truck collisions with 

additional component test was intended to make it possible 
125 15 RE,At ,rE COL~X s x 0N SPE~D ~ ~ to duplicate critical crash tests so that random factors and 

Figure 9. Relative speeds and injury severity in the car in front/ measurement divergencies were ruled out as far as possible. 
front collisions between a car and a truck. 

The planning of the test series provided for two aims 
basically independent of each other, with different gory of 16 tonnes or more are involved and the critical 

deformation area begins at 55 to 75 kph.. objectives: 

In an analogous way it will also be possible in future to ¯ In Series A with 6 car/truck tests on the basis of 
determine the risk situations of other accident groups and to existing truck front designs the possibilities for 
ascertain priorities for the necessary measures, 

energy absorbing structures were to be realized. It 

~ Aspects of countermeasures had to be tested to what extent front protection 
measures can be mounted and to what extent 

Earlier studies showed that even serious frontal collisions 
were mostly not accidents with any offset in which the partner protection can thus be enhanced. 

necessarily heavy mass of a truck has its effect: these acci- 
¯ In Series B a basically new front protection 

dents are frequently collisions with a relatively high degree system was to be developed, largely independent 

of offset in which, however, the typical front design of a of the length and space available. In the 
r’="~ ~ truck with its high bumpers and rigid structures results in an component tests, optimum deformation structures 

unfavourable impact against the car (figure 10). The lorry with regard to energy absorption, low space 
overruns the car’s deformation structures, pushes the car requirements and low costs were first to be 
under the front of the truck, which often results in a massive subjected to a preliminary examination and then 
intrusion of the car’s interior and high risk for the car’s subsequently tested in 9 car/truck tests. 
occupants. These events have gained in significance in the The altogether 15 "full scale tests" of a truck/car frontal 

,~ last few years, since the safety belt has reduced other risk collision were carried out outdoors, the truck being steered 
situations; but when high intrusion into the car’s interior by a driver. The truck accelerating under its own power 
occurs car safety measures like belts, airbags, are neces- 

increased the speed of the car to twice that of the truck by 
sarily limited in their effect. 

means of a rope system; the rope was disconnected only a 
Since 1978 the HUK-Verband together with the Berlin 

Technical University and truck manufacturers has carried few metres before the collision occured. The car was 

~- out car crash tests (23) and obtained basic knowledge in occupied by two fully instrumental dummies; the measuring 
¯ 

pilot studies. These at first confirmed the demand that: devices are described in (24). 
This arrangement enabled variable relative speeds of up 

¯ A trunk front protection system must be lowered to around 75 kph and a realistic test situation with two 
down to a clearance from the ground of about 30 

moving vehicles. Although with regard to the 
cm so that the car’s deformation structure is no 

reproducibility certain limitations had to be accepted, on the 
longer run over. 

~ ¯ A deformable support area for the car on the truck other hand, influences on the overall system in the sense of 

has to be created which can absorb the highest sensitivity analyses became much clearer than would have 

possible amount of deformation energy so that the been possible in an idealized indoor crash test. 

deformation work no longer has to be performed, The tests themselves were designed so that: 

as is the case today, by the car only. ¯ They should cover the typical crash situations of 
the real-life accidents. 

-~. Conception of the New HUK/TUB Test ¯ The critical point of a total intrusion into the car 
Series interior was not exceeded at least in the test with 

While the first test series from 1978 to 1981 had as its front protection. 

objective the creation of basic knowledge (23), the new ¯ Critical loadings on the truck’s repairability and 

1984 to 1988 test series aimed at developing, on this basis, the safety criteria for the truck driver were not 
pratice-related front protective systems, exceeded for test and safety reasons. 
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R OAD 

Figure 10. Example of reaMife car/truck collisions when the car 
is run over and intrusion into the passenger compartment 
OCCURS. 

Figure t I shows the tests carried out in Series A and B 

which were directly frontal but laterally offset. The 

horizontal overlap of the vehicles of about 900mm and the 

relative collision speeds selected of between 55 and 75 kph 
Figure 1!. Test cond~tiens of the trQntifrQnt crash tests 
between a car and a truck for simulating th~ most frequent t~’pe 

were derived from parallel analyses of real-life accidents,     of collision in serious accider~ts. 
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Design of front projection systems ® the energy absorption requires an ~fppropriam 
length of the truck, so that a slight le~gthening of 

It is the task of the truck front protection systems (FPS) to the truck to enlarge the deformation zone may be 
reduce the extent to which the truck overruns the car’s fron t 

necessary. 
and to activate the energy absorption through the car defor- 

mation structures. In principal, two basic designs can be The experience from the first crash test series (23) had 
distinguished, already shown that althougl-~ a rigid impact plate does have 

(a) Rigid front protection (impact plate) advantages: advantages in collisions generally, in more serio~s 

sions the deceleration resulting from the rigid truck front ® clear reduction in damage to the truck 
o no construction components have ~o be moved protection may be too much for the car occupams~ 

(e.g. steering mechanism ~ Any essential improvement with regard to partner protec- 

tion can therefore only be achieved on condition that ~he 

Disadvantages: truck itself also takes on part of the deformation energy. 

,~ unfavourable car-loading values as a result of rap- For these reasons the tests were generally carried out with 
id deceleration of the car "’energy-absorbing front protection", which was intended 

® heavy weight to absorb as much energy as possible, ideally about 50% of 
~ high material costs the total deformation energy, But in Series B the length of 

the truck was not to be exceeded by more than 20 cm~ 
(b) Energy absorbing front protection advantages: 

Several systems were developed and tested for the energy 
~ reduction of the car deformations and of damage 

absorbing front protection. 
to the truck 

® reduction of the car’s deceleration and the loading ® Energy absorbing frame side member 

on the occupants Here the truck structure in the from would be shaped 

Disadvantages: similarly to that of a car so that either the main frame sid~ 

member themselves or the auxiliary members absorb ener- 
® energy-absorbing front protection requires space 

gy through deformation. 
for which truck construction elements/e.g, steer- 

ing mechanism ~ have to be moved ® Energy absorbing space frame (fi~ ure 12~ 

Figure 12. Fron~ protection system wi~h an energy-absorbing space Irarneo 



As in the -otm~on above~ too. a frame structure on the Within series B. three tests were also carried out with air- 

~ruck ~s deformed: however, no~ me ~rame side member bag-equipped cars. to analyse the effect of additional car- 

iiselt tbrms an e~ergy-absorbing component, but a front oriented safety improvement. 

mounted frame deformed_ 
Experience With Test Conception 

~ Energy-absorbing detbrmation body (supporting 

frame concept){figure 13} Only parameters will be discussed below which are of 

significance tbr the basic assessment of the tests, for the 

comparability of the test results an~ the comparison with 

real-life accidents. Specific test results are reported in (24). 

Comparability of the tests 
The present series with 15 truck/car crash tests (figure 14) 

was designed for basic tests, and for this purpose the test 

concept with the truck being steered by a driver in full-scale 

tests proved successful. 

The difference to the ideal test speed resulting from the 

driver and the rope-towing system were very slight and 

hardly restricted the assessment of the results at all. 

: Much more important were the unavoidable deviations of 

~P~O~T~r~ ~ the overlapping, which was required to be about 900 mm 

according to the test concept. 
Figure ~3. Front proteetio~ system wit~ "supporting frame 

tn absolute values the deviations from the "reference 
eoneeNY specifications" were relatively slight (figure 14). Neverthe- 

tn this concept, the delbrmation zone and the supporting less these differing degrees of offset did lead to serious 

zone are defined separately. Energy-absorbing eleme nts are deviations in the resuli, especially as a clear regularity con- 

supported by a rigid frame which is only meant to bend in cerning collision loading could not be assumed. There does 

the event of overloading and which encourages a deflecting not seem to e xist a linear connection between less ofl~et 

e Kect. and correspondingly, a greater risk to the car or its occu- 
The energy absorbing frame qde member was rejected pants. Although the available deformation zone of the car 

tbr reasons of ~echnical design am~ of the difficulties of front increases with tess offset, some random effects oc- 

repairing u. The space frame had to be used in the series A curred--which front structures absorbed the energy and to 

on account of the design features of the test vehicle which what extent depending on the relative crash situation. 

could not be changed, while suppomng frame concept was All the measured values confirmed the high degree of 

applied in series B. sensitivity, so that onl} tests with the same offset can be 

This resulted in a wide ranging basic concept for analy- compared: under these circumstances the "’core parame- 

stag the truck G-out rotection with various speed ranges, ters" explained below can be compared relatively well. 

PAffANEIERS S [ff I [ S A S E R ] E S B 
CONS t DERED 

TRUCK 
B SF FSS SF SS FSS FSS ~ B    FSS B MOD I F ~ CAT I ON 

RELATIVE SPEED 
55,2 ~.3 ~,6~ ~,2 .N. 61 61.8 71,6 71,9 ~3 ~.1 

{kph) 

OVERLApHOR]ZONTAL [ ~     ~         9~ 1 ~       ~       ~ 1,~1~ ~0 

~a~ BaS~r~Sr 2L1 -2.2 7.7 ~,1 10.0 4.~ -10 6,6 -~.2 -5.5 -57 

KINETIC 
ENERGY (TOTAL) ~.0 2~,0 ~1.0 2~.~ ~.0 ~5,2 3%.7 

B = unm~l f led 
SF = with ~ified b~pers 
FSS ~ with front protection system 

F~ure I~ Overview o~ [he ~est cond~[~ons in al~ 15 o[ [he ~ar/~ruok crssh 
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For the basic studies these deviations in offset were not a 

drawback in recognizing results in the overall system; in 

subsequent studies to optimize the system identical offset 

would have to be achieved, so that uncertainties in assessing 

the results are ruled out. But this would require additional 

tesl series with different offset to assess the overall effect. 

Critical level of crash-intensity 

AI relative speeds of between 55 and 75 kph the critical 

level was reached, but in none of the tests was it exceeded in 

such a way that a definitive assessment of results was no 

longer possible. The specifications derived from the acci- Figure 15. Critical intrusion of the passenger compartment by 
dent analyses (figure 9) have thus been confirmed, the truck without a front protection system, vre~ = 72 kpho 

Without any front protection system the critical values of 

a substantial intrusion into the interior of the car cabin is steering assembly. The knowl edge gained from the accident 

reached at between 55 and 60 kph. The shifting of the left research on the high risk in secondary collisions thorough 

lower windscreen point and thus shifting of the left A-pillar the loss of controlled steerability of the truck was thus 

confirmed The impact in the las~ test at 72 kph without a 
and instrument support increases abruptly from this speed: a 

front protection system was so strong that the truck’s axle 
relatively slight rise in the collision speed beyond this level 

was torn out of the spring assembly (figure 16). 
would result in a massive intrusion by the truck into the 

The truck driver had no difficulties in tolerating ~he load- 
interior of the car. ing, especially since he was protected by special belts and a 

In a concluding test at a relative speed of 72 kph without a 
helmet. However. the truck’s decelerations reached top Icy- 

front protection system an evaluation of the data revealed 
ets of 10 to 15g measured on the frame side member above 

that the truck’s bumper intruded so far that the driver’s head the front axle. 
was struck by the truck’s bumper or by the windscreen 

which was thus pushed inside the car (figure !5). Discussion of the measuring parameters 
The absence of a front protection system was also a disad- The crucial parameter is intrusion_ since passenger load- 

vantage for the truck: ings immediately arise which may be intolerable~ But imru- 
All tests without a front protection system were charac- sion can only be avoided by including the car deformation 

terized by a strong deformation of the kinetics of the truck’s structures in the energy absorption. The tests impressively 
front wheel axle. The impact against the tyre shifted the confirmed that it is essential to bring the lower e~ge of ~he 

axle. the spring assemblies were also damaged, as was the from protecting system down to about 30 cemm~e~res. 

Figure 15. Damage to the truck in ~rontal collisions with a high collision intensity {relative spee~ 72 kph}. 



In three ~esas the cars were equipped with an airba~ to The use of a car front protection system in fairly serious 

check the general effect of additionaI protectave measures Jn collisions results an increasing the dece lerations of the car. 

me car. The expected effects for the driver were confirmed. These deceleration values, however, did not, under the giv- 

especially in reducing the HtC-values. en test conditions, lead to critical loadings inasfar as intruo 

~t became clear that a truck front paotection enhances the sion was avoided. 

effects of an airbag in ~wo wa3 s: Thus it was not the occupants loading values such as 

~ There is less likelihood of the driving column 
deceleration ofthe head. chest and pelvis as well as HIC. but 

being pushed upwards and thus the steering wheel the values indicating intrusion that were of paramount im- 

bei~tg tilted, as happens when the car deformation portance in assessing ~he truck’s front protective system. 

s!rucmres are run over. In spite of disparate information due to the dif[Erent de~ 
~ Running over the car’s de~brmm~on structures at gree of offset it was possible to deduce tendencies. 

first o~?1y results m slight decelerations of the car The deformation of the left-hand main chassis member 

and may result in a later activation of the airbag in and the left-hand upper car’s spring strut makes it possible 
comparison m m~ equivalen~ car/car impact. In to record to what extent the car’s det’ormation zones were 
an> event insta}iing a~ airbag had additional sale- effective. 
ty advantages for ~he driver. Without a front protecuon system in the tests with a 

The t-ot/owing measurement parameters have proved relative collision speed of 70-75 kph the car’s left-hand 

suitable for describing the m~rusmn risk and the deforma- main chassis member wasonly deformedby between 50 and 

~on ab:~orpt~on b~ the car’s s~rucmres: 220 mm and was thus ove~Tun by the truck (figure t 8); in the 

- fron~ window |o wer left corner 
tests with a front protection system there were deformations 

~ shift of tefl upper spring s~rut 
in the region of between 250 and 450 mm dependent on the 

~ ~hif~ of ~eft mair~ chasis member offset and speed. 

® shift of s~eering-wheel centre Conversely, the major shifts of the left-hand upper spring 

strut with 350 to 400 mm show that the truck without a front 
"[nose values were supplemented by a ras~er division of 

the car de~brmat~on (fi gure 17} throu gh the acce terations of 
protection system ran over the energy absorbing structures 

the c~r and truck in the front and rear areas and through the 
of the car’s front, which results in a major deformation in the 

d~mmy<neasurement parameters, 
upper area and thus in the danger of intrusion. 

SELECTED MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 

DUMMY LOADINGS CAR DEF. _ 0RMATION 

steering wheel 
s~ift 

s nift o~ 
ind scr~.en - p e i v i s fWrame 

car and truck shift of the 
decelerations u@per spring 
on t~o reference strut 
pc ints each 

deformation of 

Figure 17, Assessment criteria with regard to body deformation and energy-absorption by the car. 
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Figure 18. Schematic presentation o! the measurements "car body deformation" with/without a truck front protection system at 
speeds ranging #rorn about 55/60 or 70/75 kph. 

In the tests with a front protection system and Vre1 = 70 Assessment of the Safety Measure 
.~¯ ¯ 

kph, however, the deformations were limited to 300 to 350 "Front Protection System" 
mm. 

An integrated evaluation of the test results was difficult Summary of the test results 
by the fact that besides this general tendency, one test in 
each case was outside of these damage levels. Even if the various loading criteria (speed differences 

The "steering wheel shift" parameter was especially dif- and, in particular, varying offset) do not yet allow an 

- ficult to assess in truck collisions, and the information it integrated evaluation, it was still possible to deduce a 

furnishes is not clear. By partially running over the car’s 
clearly positive trend from these tests. 

structures the steering wheel is pushed up and so seems to 
The aim of equally distributing the energy absorption to 

result in favorable test data, while in reality the rim of the 
the car and truck could not yet be achieved even with the 
"supporting frame construction;" nevertheless it was 

steering wheel moves towards the driver, 
thereby possible to attain a division of the deformation 

. ~ In tests without a front protection system the critical limit energy 64% to the car and 36% to the truck. 
~ of horizontal shift was almost reached in one case with 110 If present-day truck front structures are only partly 

mm, but it is not only the horizontal shift which is decisive modified it appears that this value of energy distribution is 
but above all the upward movement of the steering wheel, hardly attainable---especially because of the restriction in 

The most reliable indicator of the car deformation turned length and the limitation of the free deformation space by 
out to be the "shift of front window corner below left," truck components (e.g. steering assembly). 

~- which most clearly recorded the differences between the In spite of this good improvement in partner protection 
tests with and without a front protection system. While with was achieved when present-day truck bumpers are modified 
a front protection system at a relative speed of around 70 to a front protection system with a deformable supporting 
kph shifts remained limited to 100 to 140 mm, without a area and a tabular space frame. 
front protection system a pronounced shift accompanied by In the given test conditions of a 16t-truck with a car (VW 
intrusion in the area between 200 and 210 mm occurred Passat or Daimler-Benz 190) the critical intrusion limits 
(figure 18). were reached without a front protection system at a relative 
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Truck with FPS Truck without FPS 

INTO COMPARTMENT 

Figure 19. Damage to the ca r in a corresponding crash test with/without a truck front protection system 

speed of between 60 and 70 kph. This corresponds precisely          ® In real-life accidents there are additional parame- 

to the experience obtained from reaMife accidents,                   ters which cannot be recorded in a test. such as the 

By means of a truck front protection system these critical              complex accident seq uenceo the varying truck 

limits were pushed upwards, although the increase in safety              mass. possible pitching motions during brakin~ 

can not yet be expressed in absolute figures. Figure 19               different car models etc. 

illustrates in general the increase in partner protection by 
But in order to obtain the first trend assessmem the 

inclusion of the deformation structures of the car instead of 
truck/car frontal collisions in the representative ~ccidem 

the overrun of the car’s structure without front protection. 
material ~see section 2.2~ were anal vzed individually. 

Further specific test results are contained in (24). 
On accoum of the above mentioned assessment prob- 

lems. the analysis was carried om with an indication of 

upper and lower limits--the lower limit only taking ~bose 
Effects of the front protection system in real-       cases into consideration in which advantages could be 

life accidents                                        pected wi~h certainty. 

In accidents in which car occupants were killed the ad- 
Any benefit assessment of the front protection compared     vantage of a front protection system therefore turned out 

to real-life accidents is bound to be limited:                  be between t3 and 30%. This assessment covered 23 car’ 

® On account of the range of variation in the test     truck accidents with fatalities and frontal cmlisions ~ xctud- 

results through the differing offset,                 ing military trucks or buitdin g-site trucks. 
® By restricting the tes~ to the two test cars VW        ln the case of accidents with severei y injured persons the 

Passat and Daimler-Benz 190,                       advantage was estimated ~o be between 26 and 4~c~ 
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Since front/front collisions account for about 40% of the weight is not regarded as part of the maximum laden weight 

serious/fatal injuries in car/truck collisions, the advantage and the additional length is not regarded as part of the 

of a front protection system is to be expected between 10 permissible length. It should not be impossible for trucks 

and 20% related to all the serious/fatal injuries in present- with a "front protection system" to allow an increased 

day car/lorry-collisions, length of about 20 cm. If appropriate development is contin- 

It has not been taken into consideration that front protec- ued with integrated solutions accompanied by the extension 

tion systems may have an, at least limited, positive effect of the available deformation length, it can be expected that a 

even in collisions with the side of a car and that advantages front protection system could have effects that even extend 

also seem possible in collisions with unprotected road-users beyond the first results obtained. 

such as pedestrians and drivers of two-wheeled vehicles. This test series and the corresponding accident analysis 
The advantages with regard to steerability of the truck and showed that further improvement is possible. One major 
deformations in the axle region after collisions should also contribution to this aim is the increase in partner protection 
be additionally taken into consideration, by means of front protection systems on trucks. 
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Accident Tests With a View to the Analysis of and Further Development in the 
Safety of Road Transport Tankers 

Jiirgen Grandel, Alexander Berg,.. further development of tanker vehicles safety are included 
DEKRA, Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug-Uber- in the results of the study. 

wachungs-Verein e.V. These first concrete accident tests with trucks and tanker 
vehicles offer a basis for further tests and clarify the consid- 

Abstract                                           erable need for research in this field. 

Introduction In an experimental study, accident tests were carried out 
with trucks and tank vehicles. In accordance with the most The safety of tanker vehicles is of special importance, 

common and critical combinations in actual accidents, because injury to human beings and damage to property and 

trucks impacted in six simulations against the rear or the the environment may occur in accidents in which dangerous 

side of stationary tank semitrailer trains at a speed of be- substances are released, which are often considerably more 

tween 22 and 51 km/h. In another simulation, a tank extensive than the primary accident consequences. 

semitrailer train fell onto its side at a speed of approx. 30 Accidents involving vehicles carrying dangerous 

km/h. substances occur--although seldom--inspite of all safety 
Inthetestevaluationsmadeupuntilnow, specialemphasis measures. Therefore, the primary safety goal of accident 

was placed on time sequences in the crash phases and when avoidance must be supplemented with measures for 

overturning, as well as on causes, development and scope of reducing the consequences of accidents. In particular, the 

damages---especially to tanks and tanker vehicles. Findings improvement of passive tanker vehicle safety shows great 

on the current development level and the possibilities for potential for u~ilization. 
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Actual accident tests inspire of highly developed example of a side impact in fifure ~, the respective crash 
computer simulation processes an indispensable vehicle was accelerated by a tractor vehicle with a me~a~ 

component of testing in the development of passenger cable up until just before the collision site. After a cable 

cars--have until now not been carried out with tanker guidance and release mechanism located there has been 

vehicles. As a result, important data and findings necessary passed, the crash vehicle continues on its own until 

for the evaluation of tank and tanker vehicle safely under collision. In the overturning test, a sloped ramp initiated 

accident loads are lacking. DEKRA Accident investigation tipping of the vehicle. In order to aid aiming accuracy for 

has, therefore, conceived a test program on the basis of impact or driving up the ramp, the vehicles were remote- 

controlled. available f’indings on accidents involving dangerous 
Several cameras were used for p}:oto and film substances, and carried out initial tests and evaluations. 

documentation according to the requirements of film 

Test Net-up and Procedure evaluations to be carried out later. Photo-electric barriers 

for measuring speed, sensors for measuring delays, 
In the crash tests a truck drove into the rear or side of accelerations and interior tank pressures served for 

stationary tank semitrailer trains. As is shown in the additional measuring on a computer via telemetry or 

measuring cables. 

Two tank vehicles were used for the tests, figure 2. Both 

semi trailer tanks_ each with a permissible total weight of 34 

tons. were constructed in box shape of an ordinary 

aluminum-magnesium alloy with a walt thickness of 4 mm 

and had a capacity of 36 000 or 37 200 litres in six or seven 

compartments. Tank vehicle I was designated for basic tests 

without influen ces on tank load throug h attached parts, such 

as hose pipes or fitting cabinets. In addition, the first 

semitrailer axle was removed in order ~o intensify the test 

conditions for side impacts, Tank vehicle 2 was lef~ in 

original condition with all attached parts and three 
Figure 1= Test set-up, shown using the e~amp~e o~ a collision 

semitrailer axles. During the tests the tanks were fil~ed with against the side o~ the tank vehicle. 

Figure 2o Tank vehicles used in the tests. Figure 3. Overview o~ crash 



wa,er, ire. the comparm~e~s directly, su~ec~ed m collision included ~hree 60-degree impacts against the side of the 

pressure were filled a~:~roximateI~ ~o ~e maximum fill respective tank semitrailer and three tests with rear impacts 

~eveL Tank vehicle ~ weighed between 28 and 32 tons fitted on ~he tank semitrailer~ figure 3. 

~or ~he co~is~o~ tests and ~ank vehicle 2 weighed 
The impacting vehicles weighed 6.9 to 7..6 tons and were 

travelling 27 to 51 km~ [Vor the side impact, and 22 to 45 
approximately 29 to 32 tons.                                  km/h for ~he rear impact. 

~n addilmn m t[~e overturning tes~, me tes~ program        The overturning test was carried out with tank vehicle 2. 

the compartments of which were filled approximately half 
fall at a total vehicle weigh~ around 35 tons. and a speed of 
30 km&. 

Test ResuLts 

Events and time sequences 

in order to illustrate events and time sequences, an 

example of each type of simulated accident is illustrated in 

lhe f(~llowing. 

limpact against rear ~f tank vehicle 

Figure 4 shows the events and time sequences for the 

impact of an IVECO 232 D 15 against the rear of tank 

vehicle I. No gear was engaged for the tank vehicle, how- 

ever the parking brake was set. Both vehicles moved togeth- 

er like a fluid surge at nearly the same speed after the impact 

and came m a standstill after approximate[y 1.1 m. 

~mpact against side of tank vehicle 

Figure 5 shows the events and time sequences for an 

impact against the side of tank vehicle l. The IVECO 232 D 

! 5 was also used here as the propelled crash vehicle. 

As a resul~ of the violent side impact, the tank vehicle 

reached the teetering tip limit, however did not completely 

over~urn, and instead fl~en teetered back to the impacted 

side. In this case as well. the immediate collision sequence 

occurred ~ike a fluid surge with both vehicles moving 

together ai~er ~he beginning of impact. 

Overturning of tank vehicle 

Figure 6 shows the events and time sequences of tank 

vehicle 2 falling onto its side from the stoped ramp. The 

~ractor slid from the ramp before overturning occu~ed, The 

tipping process of the trailer continued, so ~hat this com- 

pletely overturned and slid on its side into the final position. 

Damage to vehicle 
Impact against rear qf tank vehicle 

The rear of tank vehicle 1. the last tank compa~ment of 

which was filled to the maximum fill level, was at first 

impacted by the ffoni of a 6.9 ton [VECO 232 D 15 at a 

speed of 22 km/h. During this an outdated, comparatively 

unstable lower guard on the rear of the tank trailer gave way, 

and a large dent wi~h a maximum depth of approximately 6 

cm resulted in the otherwise completely unprotected tank 

bottom, figure 7 above The tank remained completely sea- 

led. The from of the impacting vehicle was already clearly 
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deformed, however was only slightly pushed back onto the A second front/rear m~pacl was carried om with both 
vehicle frame, slightly damaged vehicles in ~he above mentioned combin~- 

Figure 5. Impact of a truck weighing 7,6 tons against the side of a tank vehicle 1 at a speed of 51 km/h. 
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tion. with the collision speed of the ~VECO increased to 36 pedestal corresponding to the position of penetration, stiff 

kmih. This increased the de~th of deformation of the large and aggressively shaped frame component:~ of the IVECO. 

rank dent m approximately 23 cm. figure 7 below. A pro- e.g. the left-hand longitudinal frame member, came into 

nounced fo~d resulted as l he ~ransi~on between tank floor contact ~a ith the rear of the ~anker vehicle. 

and tank bottom~ With ~he l~a rther intrusion of the IV[~CO. 

the r~gh~-hand bearing pedestal of its tiltable truck cab came 

:m~o contac~ with the atread5 folded tank material, whereby 

~his was penetrated and a ~arge leak resulted, figure 8. 

The ~ront of the cab of the impacting truck, at first de- 

formed over ihe entire surface ~ith an m~pnnt of the tank 

bottom shape, was pushed back onto the vehicle l’rame in the 

course of further collisions° figure 9. Besides the bearing 

Figure 7. Comparison of dent in tank bottom on tank vehicle 1 
after rear impact of an IVECO ;!32 D 15 a~ a ,speed of 22 km/h 
{above) and at 36 kmih 

Figure 8. Penetrated tank after folding at the transition be- 
tween bottom an6 floor. 

In ~ he third rear impact test. tank vehic le 2 was used with 

the usual attached parts, e,g. hanging gas tubes attached to 

the exterior tank bottom_ a modem lower guard and a tank 

collision guard attached above this. figure 10. A MAN 

] 5.108 wei ghing 7 runs served as propelled crash vehicle. In 

an ~mpact at a speed of 45 km/h~ the front bumper of the 

MAN at firs~ partially contacted the lower rear guard on the 

tank vehicle, whereby, although not optimal, most collision 

energy was absorbed The bracket of the lower rear guard, 

~ = ~ o s which was no~ designed as tank protection, but rather as 

FigureS. Overturn~ngoftankvebicle2atappro~imate~aokm/ 
pro~ection for a passenger car colliding from behind, broke 

h on s~olaed ram~. during ~his. so that, in the course of further collisions, the 
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upper front of the MAN truck cab contacted the tank bot- 

tom. the shape of which was imprinted over the entire front 

surface of the truck cab, figure t 1, 

Figure 10. Rear of tank vehicle 2 with gas distribution tubes, 
lower rear guard and tank collision guard attached above ire 

Figure 11. Height comparison of darna~led vehicle sections 
ter collison of a NAN 15.168 weighing 7 ~on~ a~ains~ ~he rear 
tank vehicle 2 at a speed o~ ~5 ~ih= 

recognized that ~he root~ of the ~mck cabs and ~he 
Figure 9. Deformation ~ the ~r~nt ~f ~he IVECO 232 D 15 a~ter 
collision agains~ the rear of tank vehicle l a~aspeedo~36kmih. ~ ~ow the w~n~c~¢~n ~o~¢~po~d ~ ~h~. ~ ~s ma~ 

clear by the example shown in figure 14. Despite a t0 km~n 

In spite of the high collision speed of 45 km~. the lower higher collision speed and a 0.5 ton greater mass of the 

structure of I he truck cab of the impacting truck, caused by 

the eft~ct of the modem lower rear guard, was clearly push- 

ed back less onto the vehicle frame than in the previously 

described test at a collision speed of 36 km,~. No advantage 

could be recognized in the tank collision guard as a collision 

energy absorbing elemenL The tank bottom was especially 

deeply dented on the lower left-hand side. figure 12. A gas 

displacement tube running vertically was decisive in this. In 

the lower area of this dent a small leak resulted, which was 

ultimately caused by increased tank material stress from 

intensified stress on glass splinters of the burst windscreen 

located between the tube and the tank bottom. 

lmpact agains~ side (~/" tank vehicle 

Figure 13 shows damage in the tank sidewall area of tank 
Figure ~2, Dent in side o~ tank ~o~tom w~th stream ~ 

vehicle I in direct comparison after impact by a 7 ton truck ~iquid, 
at 27 kmN. and after im pact by a 7.5 ton truck at 37 km,N. 

Concave zones in the cross sections shown indicate stress ~mpacting truck, the dent depths of the second tes~ are 
by exterior collision t~rces. In the height comparison with substantially greater than in the firs~ ~est. ~n both cases the 
the defo~ed front structure of the impacting truck, it can be tank remained completely sealed 
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l~he froms of the cabs of ~he impacting trucks were not 

jammed back to "the engi~e block No immediate collision 

contac~ of the tank sidewalls with me [’font frame compo- 

nents of the impacting vehicle occurred. 

Figure 14~ Final vehicle positions and damage a~ter co!lision ot 
~ ~uck weighing 7,5 ton~ against the side o~ tank vehicle 1 at a 
speed o~ 37 km/h~ 

Figure 15, Damage to vehicle a~ter collision ot= an IVECO 232 D 
15 weighing 7°5 ~ons against the side o~ tank vehicle 1 at a 

Figure ! 3. Comparison o~ damage in ~an~ s~ewa~ area o~ tank     spee~ el 51 kmih. 

~hm/h (below~. tan~k played a major role in absorption of the shock pulse 

which, due to the missing first semitrailer axle. was directly 

The large dems in {he ~ank sidewall occurred mainly contacted by the front bumper and the ~eft-hand longitudinal 

through increasing defo~ma{ion resistance when the truck 
member of the impacting tVECO. This tore open a weld 

" between the tank floor and the longitudinal member section, 
cabs and the from frame componems were jammed back. tn 

without resulting in a leak. The lower front sections of the 
{he course of this jamming back. the back side of the truck 

tVECO reached the middle belo w the outer tank floor and 
cabs bordered on the rear superstructures, so that suppor~ 

contacted a bottom vaJve there. A predete~ined braking 
ef*k’cts in ~he areas of roofs, doors and sidewalls below the point on the body of the bottom valve did not give way, but 
windows, as we~l as of {he floor groups, assemblies and their instead a weld a~ the flange on the side of the tank floor 

above the bottom valve seal was ripped open. which enabled 
3~mk vehicle ~ with the already damaged right-hand side liquid to escape from the inside of the tank. figure 16. 

was used again m the third side impact test. The cab of the 

7.6 ~on IVECO 232 D ~5. which collided at a speed of 5 ~ Overturning of a tank vehicle 
kmiS= was forced back on the right-hand side up to the fron~ The semitrailer of tank vehicle 2. which overturned at a 
side of~he ~ank superstructure, where defo~ations m direc~ speed of approximatel y 30 km~, snowed clear wash plate 

contac~ wi{h the rank sidewall atso resulted, fi gure 15. The impressions as i~ struck the road surface, and then slid into 

new dents in the Mready damaged, bu{ still sealed, tank its final position, figure 17. 

sidewall werc_ w,th a depth ~f approximately 4 cm not The tank side facing the road surface during striking and 

substamia/Jy deeper than those den{s which resulted in the sliding showed abrasions and large defo~ations with a 

first contact with 7.5 mn truck a~ a speed of 37 km/h, The typical appearance familiar from comparable actual acci- 

right-ha~d side of ~he iongitudinal member section of ~he dents, however, remained sealed. Zones of increased mate- 
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Figure 18. Damage to side of semitrailer of tank vehicle 2 re- 
sulting from overturning test. 

Findings for the.further development Q/’safety of 

tank vehicles 

The impacts against the sides and against the rear of the 

tank semi-trailer indicated remarkably high tank stability 

under load. if exterior contacts occur over a large area. The 

ability of the aluminum-magnesium alloy to deform withou~ 

tearing open is considerable, as the fo~ding at the transition 

between tank bottom and tank floor showed. High risks of 
Figure 16. Liquid escapin~ from torn-open we~d above bottom 
valve, releasing dangerous substances result from spot or small° 

area loads which result in penetration, tearing open or cut- 

rial abrasion can be recognized a~ the positions of the corn- ring open of the tank. Preventative measures against these 

partment walls or wash plates, figure 18. The protective kinds of loads are very important. Accordingly oplimi~-ed 

strip located in the lower area of the tank side was literally shapes and strengths of parts attached to the exterior. 

pressed into the tank and made no major contribution to relocation of parts attached to the exterior up until now. 

relieving the material of the tank while sliding on its side. of the gas displacement tube. into the interior of the tank are 

possible. A rear tank impact guard mus~ not promote the 

formation of zones of increased load on the tank boitomo 

Devices for preventing vehicles from driving under the rear 

should be optimized with regard to the protection of the tank 

bottom. The resistence of the tank bottom itself can be 

increased with double or partially reinforced wal~s. The 

introduction of an interior tank ski~ which is flexible yel 

resistant to pene~ranon offers interesting prospectives. No 

mechanical danger to the semitrailer tank m~y be posed by a 

semitrailer tractor. 

Great danger is posed by the aggressive lower front sec- 

tions of impacting commercial vehicles, figure 19o espe- 

cially when truck cab fronts are forced back onto the from 

parts of the frame. As with a rear impact, an immediate 

impact at the tank can also be avoided or softened in a side Figure 17. Impact marks on the road surtace from ove~urni~g 
test with tank vehicle 1. impact with protective guard devices corresponding ia 

height with bumpers and frame parts of commercia! vehi- 

During the overturning process, the fifth wheel mount cles. together with the protection of collision partners. Con- 

broke due to the torsion between the semitrailer tractor ventiona! tank vehicles offer protection from aggressive 

slipping from the ramp and the overturning semitrailer. This lower front sections of impacting commercial veh icles with 

caused the semitrailer tank floor to touch the wall of the the comparatively high tank support, which is to be taken 
battery box on the tractor and it sprung a leak. Dome covers into account in reductions of the cemre of gravity through 
and other tank seals of the semitrailer proved to be leaky, so positioning of the tank floor. Protective effects of the sem,o 
that liquid could escape after overturning, trailer tyres and the lower longitudinal member section for 
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the rear tank sidewall area can be tied into safety concepts can also be closed in the tank vehicle sector with 

and optimized, mathematical simulations and accident rests. 
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A Concept of Heavy Truck SafetymIts Realization and Markets 

aarald Eggelmann, Dr. Peter Alber, vast number of tools and evaluation methods is necessary to 

Frank Wolf, Mercedes-Benz Aktiengesellschaft implement existing ideas and to further adaptation of new 
developments. The ultimate aim is, what we call the quality 
of the truck. Quality is defined as suitability of a good for a 

Abstract defined purpose, as the German DIN puts it. 
The safety of heavy trucks in road traffic is to a large In reality, which includes the market place, relations to 

extent resulting from its design, a design to consider the governments’ compliance authorities and even different 
transportation task, economical conditions, legal and regu- kinds of judicature, in reality the suitability of a vehicle like 
latory requirements and of course the needs and capability a heavy truck is not always easily understood by those 
of the vehicle drivers. The Mercedes-Benz concept of heavy involved. This leads us to the conclusion to not only design, 
truck safety allows for such designs, as supported by ex- produce and sell trucks which are suitable to safely 
tended research including accident data analyses. The con- participate in road traffic but also to communicate with 
cept comprehends active and passive safety strategies. The interested and knowledgeable members of society to 
paper reports on technologies applied to running gear, steer- understand and assess what may--in the case of heavy 
ing and braking, controls, ergonomics, vehicle dynamics, trucks--be commonly defined as suitability. 
aerodynamics, field of vision, driving comfort, restraint Those institutions and personalities gathered here under 
systems, interior fitting. The realization of the concept the auspices of the 12. ESV-Conference constitute a forum 
which goes beyond the regulatory requirements is influ- which the authors of this paper understand to be of catalytic 
enced by national and international Safety Standards. Dif- activity. We will, therefore, lay out before you the main 
ferent markets require special attention. Therefore, the elements of a Mercedes-Benz Heavy Truck Safety Concept, 
question about harmonization and/or deregulation arises to allow for an economical and safe transport of goods in a 
and allows for different though conclusive answers. Be- modern society. 
cause of the complexity which characterizes the influences 
around heavy truck safety it is desirable to get to and to work Main Elements of the Concept 
to Standards which do not hinder technical progress. The 

The concept is structured into such elements as Active ESV-Conferences are a welcome institution to promote co- 
operation in this field between Governments, Science and Safety, Passive Safety, Accident Research, Interrelations 

with Vehicle Users, Assessment Techniques, Legal and Industry. 
Regulatory Influences. 

Introduction Active Safety 
Whatever comes about with or without obvious causation For the purposes of this paper it is not a need to spend 

or intent in the presence of engineering products, as motor much room for this chapter because it pertains to technical 
vehicles, the engineer and the manufacturer are deemed-- ideas and solutions for long well described. Just to recall, 
by not a small portion of society--to be answerable with active safety comprises such topics as: vehicle dynamics, 
their knowledge for consequences of actions of others. In a aero dynamics, driving comfort, fields of vision, controls 
world where the partition of work has led to situations in and displays, ergonomics, running gear, steering and 
which individual human beings seem to be unable to always braking. 
act and react in an appropriate manner and where behavior is All of them are carefully considered by the manufacturer. 
not shaped by experience gained over generations of But looking into the different market places, what a variety 
precursors, engineering is more than just supplying goods, of solutions! For MBAG crash avoidance techniques are the 

It more and more is acknowledged hence by engineers as main task for the application of its knowledge in the field of 
well as other partners in society how beneficial it turns out active safety. Improvements in safety and economy are 
to be to avoid danger when the machine either functions aimed at and realized also by introducing new techniques 
automatically or at least asks for as little as possible and newcombinations of new and wellprovenelements [1]. 
intellectual attention, to leave aside emotional blocks and The assessment of dynamic properties, however, is a task of 
how they hinder, high complexity, hence results are not easily compared. The 

The concept of a safe heavy truck consequently has to suitability of a vehicle for a defined purpose again becomes 
include a psychological part as well as the so to speak questionable as soon as more than one juror turns up, as is 
classical aspects of economy, transportation engineering the case when one tries to draft a standard. 
and size and weight limitations. 

The Mercedes-Benz concept is formed by a two fold Passive Safety 
strategy, linking perspectives of active and passive safety 
means by considering technical relations and their Passive safety stands for all such efforts in vehicle design 

influences on the human beings in and around the vehicle. A to help people to survive their own or others’ mishaps. One 
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of the best means in this respect is the three point safety belt objects hit by the heavy truck, the empty mass of the truck 

appropriately worn. To this end the belt first by its design, and of its trailers, the mass, its distribution and mechanical 

appearance, handling properties, comfort and convenience properties of the payload. And in relation to their dynamic 

must cause the action of applying it, at least it shouldn’t properties all these masses have to be seen as coupled 

induce the opposite and then second the belt is there to groups with elasticities and attenuations. In the absence of 

restrain the human being whenever need be. For instance standards derived from complete heavy truck crash testing 

before certain accelerations can lead to the loss of control the Mercedes-Benz concepts of truck safety adhere to two 

over the vehicle and of course in accident situations. Some principles, i.e. component testing and crash avoidance 

of the persuasive attributes can be designed, techniques. 

Experience in the passenger car field teaches that along Inputs for the component design and testing are derived 

with Mandatory Use Laws belt usage rates of really from accident research and data analyses. 

incredible levels of over 90% can be reached. Medical Crash avoidance techniques are vastly related to vehicle 

statistical surveys show, that less than 1% of the belted car dynamics and studies of driver behavior. 
users involved in accidents suffered injuries induced by the The concept for a safe truck, therefore, aims at 
belt which were more severe than such they would have overcoming such gaps which are due to not available data by 
suffered in the same accident not having used a belt (Walz). what we like to call overlapping development techniques. 
It may be assumed, that the decreasing numbers in the 
accident statistics of the Federal Republic of Germany in so Accident Research 
far as fatal and severe injuries are concerned are inter alia All European and United States statistics show fatal and 
directly related to the highly developed 3-point belt severe injuries suffered in truck cabs. These statistics, 
technology, 

however, are not easily translated into truck design. 
For several years now, safety belts have been adapted to 

the conditions specific to truck cabs. This includes the 
MBAG, therefore, conducted special investigations on a 

number of 136 trucks which were engaged in road 
configuration of seats, belts and their anchorages. For a 

accidents. Only such vehicles were included in the survey 
wide range of accidents truck occupants can such be 

within which occupants were injured. The sample was 
protected against severe injuries. As our accident research 

chosen to search for relations between the cab properties 
clearly shows, the protective performance of well designed 
seats and belts can be supported by a number of items 

under accident conditions and the character and severity of 

around the seated cab occupants, 
injuries suffered by occupants. It must be pointed out, that 

Even for the property belted occupant it is not always 
this sample consequently in no way resembles truck 

possible to avoid contact with interior surfaces of the cab. 
accidents in general and that no conclusions may be drawn 

All such contactable parts consequently have to have 
as to how many injuries occur in truck accidents and with 

characteristics not leading to relevant traumata. Contact which distribution of AIS-values. 

areas must at least be free of pointed and sharp edges, 
The survey centered on estimations as to which degree 

smooth surfaces should cover energy absorbing and/or protection could be provided by such elements as safety 

deformable structures. Can such requirements be 
belts, energy absorbing materials and softening of surfaces 

quantified? Are there sufficient biomechanic criteria and as well as by arrangements of parts. 

data to allow for a transformation of accident phenomena The frequencies are indicated in percent values. 

into heavy truck design? Rounding of broken values may in some cases, i.e., where 

For a perfectionist the answer must be: no! The only small absolute values are available, lead to totals of 

responsible, answerable engineer, however, is able to find a slightly more than 100%. This does, however, not influence 

link by continual adaptation. Such iteration cannot be the tendency of the relevant conclusion. 

achieved without something that may be circumscribed as The investigated vehicles were related to 3 classes (figure 

experience, where experience means knowledge containing 1.1). The total number of occupants of the investigated 

elements which due to the State of the Art cannot be vehicles was 271. 

quantified in repeatable and representative values. There 
are a number of reasons for this imperfect situation, namely Vehicles and occupants involved 
there is, first of all, no legal definition for truck accident, Vehicles investigated 
consequently there are no heavy truck accident 
decelerations standardized to which a real truck could be The investigation covers 237 occupants who suffered 

compared. There is no official base line from which on to injuries in 136 vehicles. The amount of 45% of injured 

assess limit values. It is unknown as yet whether occupants found in only 29% of the vehicles, namely those 

decelerations occurring in heavy truck accidents are liable with a GVWR of up to 6t, finds its explanation in the fact 

to standardization, that, in this class alone, vehicles for the transport of persons 
Actual doubts are mainly based on the very different mass are included, whereas in this survey no buses are to be found 

relations to be found. Widely varying masses are: the in the other two classes (figure 1.1). 
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~00 ~ accident situation. For the purpose of this survey, i.e. to 

~ describe the properties of truck cabs in relation to their 

occupants, the percentage of the cars involved appears to be 

Z37 injured occupants of minor importance. 

60- 

~ 0                                       :~:~:i:~:~:!:~: 

trucks incl 

buses 

GVWR <- 6t                                   GVWR ->6t                                 GVWR ->Tt 

20 

Figure 1.1 
10 

5 

Vehicles and accidents ...... ~. ...... 

Within this survey single vehicle accidents amount to 
pc bus truck other 

26%. The overproportionate figure of 32% of injured occu- Figure 1.3 

pants is a consequence of the rollover accidents these vehi- 

cles were involved in (figure 1.2). Injuries of Vehicle Occupants 

100 % Injury severity rating 

% 
1~6 vehicles For the purpose of this survey injuries are rated in 

application of directives the police in Germany are using. 

~ (See figure 2.1). 
70 -- 2~? injured occupants ?t~ 

¯ Slight injuries are such that necessitate no 

60 - 68 treatment or at least no hospitalization. 

¯ Severe inJuries are such that lead to 

50 - 
hospitalization. 

¯ Fatal injuries are such that include decease within 

~0 -- 
30 days. 

As compared to AIS the police rating can be seen as: 

~0 -- ¯ Slight injuries comprise AIS 1 and 2. 

~? ¯ Severe injuries comprise AIS 2 to 5. 

20 -- 
?6 

¯ Fatal injuries comprise AIS 5 and 6. 

10 ~ 
~71 vehicle occupants 

50 

~0 

~o ~ Z7 
single vehicte vehicle/vehicle 

accidents accidents z0 ~ ~ ~8 

Figure 1.2                                                 ~o 

Involved partners 
~o injury slight . s~ve~e fatal 

Figure 1.3 shows only 30% of the involved vehicles to be 
i,ju~i~ xn3urles injuries 

passenger cars, which is not representative for the general Figure 2.1 
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Maximal severity per case taking into account whether one or two limbs were 

involved. 
The evaluation of the accidents considered for this spe- Figure 2.3 shows two fatal injuries related to arm and leg, 

cial investigation leads to a distribution of the differently 
caused by complete dislocation, crush and presumably le- 

rated injuries as shown in figure 2.2, e.g. in 29% of the cases 
thal shock. 

at least one occupant suffered fatal injuries. 

loo ~ Injury causation 
~ 136 cases In many cases, particularly when several influences were 

~0 
effective, describing of injury causation becomes disput- 

35 35 able. For certain injuries it is not clearly possible to exclude 

30 ~’~ 2r-~9 the influence of a given vehicle component. Intrusions of 
the cab e.g. may cause contact with the steering wheel alone, 

20 
with the dashboard alone or the windscreen or the lot. 

10 Consequently, for the purposes of this survey, injuries are 
related to more than one vehicle component whenever indi- 

| 

no i,jury slight .s~.uefe fatal cations to this end exist. 
iajuries ~o]urles injuries The available material contains only one incident of a 

Figure 2.2 vehicle fire. This occurred at the very moment when a truck 

collided into the rear of a parked truck-trailer combination. 

Involved body regions The driver escaped the fire by jumping out of his cab imme- 

55% of the injured occupants suffered trauma of their 
diately before the impact. 

head. This is the highest frequency for a single body region, 
As it would mean repeating to indicate the contacted 

as related to the total number of injured persons and also 
vehicle component, an item survival space is not to be found 
in figure 2.4. The relation between survival space and inju- 

within the differnt injury severity ratings as well as pertain- 
ries is laid out under the paragraph titled "Survival space." 

ing to the number of accidents causing the injuries. 

Injuries to the arms and legs are also frequent, becoming Seating positions 
less frequent, however, in the range of the more severe 

injuries. The numbers given for arms and legs are the num- The frequencies of the different rates of the severity of 

ber of the persons suffering trauma of the extremities, not injuries as given in figure 2.5 are related to the number of the 

~ no injuries    ~ 
severe injuries 100~ 

~ 
136 vehicles 

2~7 injured occupants 

~,0 
~ 

slight injuries~ 
fatal injuries 

~0 

8,5 

z9 

Figure 2.4 
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Severity of injuries related to occupied seating positions 
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Figure 2.5 

occupied seating positions respectively. The front inboard to the different causations are remarkably high, this is espe- 
seat was taken in four cases only. Three of these occupants cially so for the entrapped occupants. Uninjured occupants 

were only slightly injured, while one stayed unhurt. This could only be found where there was neither ejection nor 

amount of cases is too small to allow for a conclusion saying entrapment to be considered. 

this seating position was a safer one than those adjacent. 
Trajectories 

It is striking, however, to see that 36% of the users of the 
sleeper berths were fatally injured. 4% out of the total of 271 Because of the small number of ejected occupants per 

occupants had used this position, trajectory no differentation is shown for the injury severity 
in this graph (figure 2.7). 

Ejection or entrapment of occupants The amount of cases where occupants were ejected 

In one quarter of the investigated cases at least one occu- through the windscreen opening is significantly high. It may 

pant was ejected from the vehicle, in 33% of the cases at also be assumed that a certain number of those contained in 

least one occupant was entrapped, while in 51% of the the "trajectory unknown" group should be added to the 

investigated cases no one occupant was neither ejected nor "windscreen" group. This high frequency is equivalent to 

entrapped (figure 2.6). that determined for the directions of collisions, where the 
The frequencies of severe and of fatal injuries as related maximum is found for frontal collisions. 
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Injuries of occupants of other ,vehicles did not include evaluations of injuries of occupants of such 

vehicles of other manufacturers which were involved in the 
Fo~ systematic reasons this JnwstigatJon ~epoTt~d here cons~dered accidents. 
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Locations and Accident Modes accident modes typical for heavy trucks on highways, 

Locations of accidents 
namely head on collisions into the rear of other trucks or roll 

While nearly half the number of the considered accidents 
over accidents (figure 3.1). 

happened on rural two-lane roads, where 46% of all injured 
A relative high number of occupants suffered injuries in 

occupants were involved, the frequency of fatal injuries is 
accidents on road crossings even though this causation is of 

the highest on highways. This is due to the sampling rather rare occurrence within this survey. 

method, which does not represent all road traffic but traffic Accident modes 
accidents involving injured occupants only. The magnitude The most frequent accident mode investigated for this 

of the percentage of fatal injuries is a result of frequent survey appears to be the head on collisions into the rear of 
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another truck or trailer. This is where the frequency of fatal [ I no i,juf~ 28 injured pants 

injuries is relatively high. Another high number of fatal ~ the most severe are represented in 

injuries is caused in connection with roll over accidents 
slig,t injuries ~_~/~ !0    this graph 

(figure 3.2). 
severe injuries % ~ ~ 

32~ of the injured 

occupants ~er~ ~n- 

Points of contact/number of collisions ~ fatal injuries 

1 
~ 

~ithout collisions 
~ 

of the vehicle 

No collisions occurred in 14% out of 136 cases, i.e. vehi- 
cles investigated, the other cases include 156 collisions. 
Pertaining to multiple collisions all collisions are consid- 
ered respectively. ~ __ 

88% of the collisions took place on the vehicle front or 
~7 

front corners. 
A large portion of the investigated accidents is related to 

locations with oncoming traffic, consequently the left front 
parts of the vehicles were struck more often than the right 
ones. In the available material, only one percent of the 
collisions and impacts was found on the left hand side of the Figure 3.4 

vehicles (figure 3.3). 

.~ ~oo~, Figure 3.4 
156 collisions 

~ ...... ~ ooltiple collisi .... li In some cases vehicles were impacted at the front left 
I 

celi~.sions are considered respecti- 

~; vol~ corner, i.e. 11 o’clock, with collisions coming from 9 
o’clock and 10 o’clock, respectively, hence these collisions 

,o oo~lisi ......... d i, ~     were entered to the 11 o’clock point of contact (figure 3.3). 
out of 1~6 c~ses 

Speed of collisions 
In many cases considered the determination of speeds 

66% ~0o~ 
156 collisioos 

Io case of multiple collisions 
all co111sioqs are considered 

respectively 

no collisions occured in 1~% 

out of 1)6 cases 

Figure 3.3                                                                             ~" 

Points of contact/severity of injuries 

In so far as multiple collisions are involved only the most ~ ~- 

severe for the cab or the most harmful for the occupants are 
represented in this context. 

It appears that the risk of being injured mainly comes 
from the front and that the frequencies of severe and fatal                                            ~ 
injuries are not low. 

Collisions on the vehicles’ rear lead to injuries of only 
minor importance. 

32% of the injured occupants suffered trauma in vehicle 
accidents not involved in collisions (figure 3.4). 

Directions of collisions 
The majority of impacts occur in the direction opposite to 

that of travel, even in those cases where the vehicles’ cor- 9~ 

ners are involved (figure 3.5). Figure 3.5 
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was not possible to the extent necessary to allow for conclu- In 35% of the cases at least one of the occupied seating 
sions. On the other hand collisions are often only the initial positions was found widely crushed, to an extent at least 
impact for the damage and injury causation, consequently partly causing severe injuries. 
relating collision speeds to the magnitude of accident re- 56% of the occupied seating positions and 60% of the non 
suits appear to not always being meaningful, occupied seating positions were found undamaged or so 

Roll over slightly damaged that no dangerous influences could be 

Even though only 26% of the accidents resulted in roll determined (See figures 3.8a and 3.8b). 

over 38% of the injured occupants were found in this acci- Influence of carried pay load or special 
dent mode (figure 3.7). equipment on intrusions 

~ ,,~icl,s Little influence was found of the pay load or of special 
~ zT~ ,,hi0x ..... p~0t, 

~ equipment on the total number of injured occupants. There 

I I "° ~,j0ry was only one fatal injury caused by shifting cargo, i.e. non 

6z restrained heavy coils of wire. The other intrusions investi- 

1~ m~t ~,~0~, gated were caused by uncoupled tank semi-trailers shifting 
~0-- -- the cab against obstructions or against the rear of other 

~ 
r~m vehicles and in one case by the vehicle’s own drawbar- 

? ~ ...... ~0~0~e~ trailer which fell on to the vehicle after its roll over (figure 
~-- ~6 ~ 3.9). 
20 -- 25 

40- onclosions 
As can be seen in the preceding paragraphs it is a rather 

roll over          no roll over 
Figure 3.7 small number of different events and circumstances that 

cause the majority of injuries to truck occupants during 
Survival space truck accidents. Preventive measures are available to reduce 

In 19% of the investigated vehicles at least one of the the number as well as the severity of injuries suffered by 
occupied seating positions was found to be completely dam- truck occupants. Details are discussed below. 
aged to the effect to make survival unlikely. Nevertheless 3 
occupants, suffering severe injuries, survived, one because Survival space to be maintained 
of ejection before crush, the other two managed to escape The number of severe and of fatal injuries is on a high 
the intrusion sideways, level in those cases, where extended intrusions are to be 

~ ~ Max. extent of damage of occupied seating position 

70 

~ -~ 27q occupied 50 ~6 seating positions 

~230 non occupied 
seating positions 

}0 ~ 26 

no damage severe compIete 
or slight damage damage damage 

Figure 3.8a 
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Injuries in relation to survival space 
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Figure 8,8b 

found. A certain stiffness against intrusions, hence, is a position was inspected taking elasticities into account to 

basic requirement and a condition for further preventative determine whether a belted occupant in this position would 

measures. Realistic difficulties, however, are the lack of have contacted rigid parts at all, or to which extent. 

widely accepted limit values for the forces causing The rather high percentage of fatal injuries where the 

intrusions, conclusion was reached, that the use of a safety belt would 
have had no positive influence is due to the magnitude of the 

Safety belts for seating positions and reten- 
relative intrusions. 

tion systems for sleeper berths Nevertheless for 67% of the injured occupants a reduc- 

Vehicle occupants, ejected from the cab, are very liable to tion of the severity of their injuries may be concluded under 

severe injuries. The same applies to collisions of the occu- the conditions of safety belt usage. 

pants with certain interior parts of the cab. Both causations Within the considered material there are 8% of the cases, 

can well be avoided by the use of properly installed and where the use of a safety belt would have led to negative 

wom safety belts. Injuries are thus minimized in case suffi- results because of intrusions which the occupants managed 

cient survival space is available, to avoid, some however, by ejection, which in these cases 

Figure 4.2 illustrates assumptions that are based on the had no fatal results. 

investigation of vehicles and circumstances involving 237 Due to the sampling method the figure of 8% cannot be 

injured occupants. Taking into account the state of the cabs considered as representative for traffic conditions on public 

after the collisions, the remaining volume of the seating roads. 
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Smooth interior surfaces Interrelations 

Even for the properly belted occupant the adjacent sur- The chapter on accident research concludes that survival 

faces in the cab could lead to dangerous contacts if they space is necessary to avoid or at least mitigate injuries as a 

were not free of pointed and sharp edges and if these sur- consequence to impacts. But survival space alone is not the 

faces were not covered with energy absorbing material, helpful solution. The forces acting on the vehicle occupant 

Such protective designs as a system can also be effective in during an accident must be kept below the injury causing 

the case of intrusions, level. To this end, the occupants deceleration must be con- 

trolled. This, however, cannot be accomplished with what is 
Steering device energy absorbing called survival space but with vehicle structures absorbing 

Several publications indicated the rims of steering wheels the energy of the impact and situated between the impactor 

were a special item to cause injuries. Today’s steering and the occupant. The energy absorption capacity in pas- 

wheels, however, are deformable and energy absorbing, senger cars is developed mainly through work done in de- 
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~ formation of sheet metal. One may also say, that the energy active safety, when the scientist and the manufacturer are 
’ absorbing structures have to supply the stopping distance promoting it. Papers (1),* (2), (3), (4) and (5), as indicated in 

necessary to bring the vehicle occupant to a safe halt. Taking the References of this paper, give an up-to-date overview. 
into account the masses of a heavy truck as compared to One aim with vehicle dynamics is relieving the stress on the 
those of a passenger car, the huge difference is obvious. For driver. It is well understood that a heavy truck, that can be 
frontal impacts passenger cars have effective energy ab- handled with a muscular effort like a smaller vehicle and 

~ sorbing structures of mostly less than one meter in length, that has a response to the inputs which is recognizable and 
" ¯ To bring an unladen truck to a halt over the same distance of that seats the driver protected against harmful noise, vibra- 

deformation necessitates the application of forces of para- tions, heat and contaminated air, that such a truck is less 
mount magnitude. For collisions of passenger cars into such fatiguing. Still there is also something known as compensat- 
a stiff truck front no evaluable amount of energy could be ing. One way to try to overcome this influence is driver 
absorbed. For the laden truck again more energy has to be education, a pluralistic task. 

.... ~ 
dissipated to save the truck occupants from intrusions, Even well equipped high-tech trucks may be involved in 

-~" hence longer distances of deformation become necessary, traffic accidents. Hence means of passive safety are neces- 
So, the beneficial solution of the impact resistant pas- sary as a kind of safety net. Yet it appears to be wise to 

senger compartment protected by energy absorbing struc- acknowledge certain borders when trying to overcome giv- 
tures as State of the Art in the passenger car field appears to en mishaps. The severity of truck accidents should not be 
be an ideal for trucks. But it is an ideal and for the next years left unrated. The rating should comprise to groups, namely: 
to come nobody can see it being realized. 

- ¯ one for such events, where technical solutions With the energies envolved in a heavy truck crash as a 
related to the term passive safey are possible and, 

general problem and with the magnitude of the forces caus- 
¯ one for such events, where measures of the kind of 

ed by the different decelerations of the different partial 
passive safety are, according to the State of the 

masses (i.e. axles, drive train, main frame, cab, body work, 
Art, not possible. 

cargo, trailer draw bar forces--there also seems to be no 
In the latter case, active safety has to be applied. An representative and no reproduceable way to define a pen- 

.~ dulum test to be applied in lieu of a standard crash test. example may illustrate the proposal. Entrapment is one of 

Does all this mean there is no technical solution to the the significant reasons for injury. Entrapment is due to intru- 

problem? sions. Intrusion is the consequence of lack of energy absorp- 

As the problem is manifold so is the set of answers. In a tion. Sufficient energy absorption, however, appears to be 

first approach one should look into the field of accident 
utopian for cases, where one heavy truck runs into an equal 

prevention. We will leave aside here the road side hazards as 
or even higher mass. It may be assumed, that such cases 
quite frequently result from at least one person not having 

" a topic of special interest. As seen from a vehicle manufac- been alert enough. Failure of that kind, which is not mal- 
turer’s side, accident prevention has two interrelated focal 

function of the product that the manufacturer supplied, may 
points, namely vehicle dynamics and driver behavior. again be devoted to compensation by means of a technical 

Vehicle dynamics are the main determinant in respect of 
system. As seen from today it seems more likely to develop 
and make use of distance warning systems including brake 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, control than to achieve "mega" energy absorption. 
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From a vehicle manufacturer’s point of view a guideline 
Assessment Techniques, Legal and 

like the following might promote further endeavours 
Regulatory Influencesm pertaining to heavy truck safety. 

Harmonization The language of a standard must be clear and not 
confusing. A standard’s intention is to institute equivalent, 

The idea of the Experimental Safety Vehicle is a proven if not equal, action of those solving a technical task. To this 
element in the multi-stage process of understanding and end well balanced definitions for the purposes of the 
defining road traffic safety. Actually road traffic safety is relevant standard shall be available to maintain and support 
the result of the behavior of all of its participants, including the classical idea of the general applicability of a rule and to 
those who supply the means as traffic surfaces, signals, avoid infringing it in consequence of unjustified 
driver education, vehicles and vehicle maintenance. But as application. 
nearly all of us prefer to live "in order", meaning we like to 

foresee, our Government cannot abstain from trying to and Ejection or entrapment of occupants 
to really influence traffic safety by way of legal and In one quarter of the investigated cases at least one occu- 
regulatory provisions. Motor vehicle performance and pant was ejected from the vehicle, in 33% of the cases at 
sometimes even motor vehicle design, hence are "regulated least one occupant was entrapped, while in 51% of the 

by standards." investigated cases no one occupant was neither ejected nor 

Aiming for more heavy truck safety thus necessitates not entrapped (figure 2.6). 

only to carefully consider available truck technology but The frequencies of severe and of fatal injuries as related 

also--and this is imperative--to be aware of what is to the different causations are remarkably high, this is espe- 

accessible, effective and workable in the range of standard cially so for the entrapped occupants. Uninjured occupants 

setting and its implementation, could only be found where there was neither ejection nor 

To design a safe truck includes to find a common entrapment to be considered. 

language to communicate to all interested, concerned and 
entrusted, consumers, designers, lawyers, economists, References 
politicians, administrators, scientists--partition of work-- (1) E. G6hring, Dipl.-Ing., Daimler-Benz AG, Stuttgart, 
public relations. Do you think this goes too far? Daily Commercial Vehicle Electronics--an Improvement in 
experience shows even wider horizons. In this respect, next Safety, Economy and Environmental Compatibility, C 
to the vehicle engineering, trade and market conditions will 360/88 IMechE 1988. 
have to be considered. This is already being done under the (2) E. G6hring and W. Kr~imer, Lateral Chassis Fairings 
heading "Harmonization," mainly within small groups of for Commercial Vehicles, ATZ 89 (1987) 9. 
the ECE and to some extent by the Common Market. How (3) E. G6hring and W. Kr~imer, Improving the Active and 
can the ESV-Conference fit into this frame work? Passive Safety of Commercial Vehicles, ATZ 89 (1987) 12. 

Thinking about heavy truck safety cannot avoid (4) E. G6hring, Dipl.-Ing. and E.C.v.Glasner, Dr.-Ing., 
"Harmonization" as the term is used in the circles of those Daimler-Benz AG, Stuttgart, Improvements in Traction and 
who participate in the setting of FMVSS, ECE-Regulations Stability Performance as seen by the Commercial Vehicle 
and EEC-Directives. Manufacturer, C 361/88 IMechE 1988. 

To promote heavy truck safety means to integrate (5) U. Essers, University of Stuttgart, E.C.v.Glasner, 
engineering and administration. This relation must be Daimler-Benz AG, Stuttgart, The Braking Performance of 
stressed, more than in the past, if good results are to be Commercial Vehicles while Cornering With and Without an 

reached. Anti-Lock System, SAE-paper 88 1823, 1988. 

Road Safety in Heavy Goods Haulage 

Lars Gardell, 
I intend to confine myself to a number of important matters 
applicable to trucks with GVWs in excess of 16 tonnes. 

Scania, Sweden Automotive engineering innovations concerned with 

The standard of safety in traffic is dependent to a growing road safety originate virtually exclusively from the 

extent on the effectiveness of communication between the automotive industry and its sub-contractors. A stimulating 

main three groups of protagonists--vehiclemanufacturers, development in this area is the growing demand of 

the authorities and road-users, customers for road safety features. The reason is simply that 
The need for mutual understanding is equally vital, most road safety features on vehicles also provide 

whatever the type of vehicle. But for natural reasons, substantial benefits in terms of transport economics. 

particularly strict demands are made on heavier vehicles. So The role of the authorities--and particularly that of the 
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GVVV over 16 tonnes Active safety, which represents the action taken to 
avoid accidents. 

~ ~~_ ~ Passive safety, which represents the action taken to 
minimise the consequences of an accident. 

Road safety could also be classified into the following 
groups: 

Direct safety, which is the action taken to ensure the 
safety of the driver and load. 

Indirect safety, which is the action taken to 
improve safety of the surroundings. 

~ The boundaries are obviously not clear-cut, since most 
road safety measures produce positive effects in several 
respects. 

Figure I In truck development, measures designed to improve the 

active safety are given high priority. This area includes 
legislators--is to safeguard the practical application of road factors such as the handling properties, steering, stability 

safety measures engineered into the vehicles. This is an and braking characteristics of the vehicle. 

exceptionally difficult task, since legislation presupposes Active safety also includes visibility conditions and 

careful balance between the road safety value of the lighting at night. 

measures adopted and their consequences in practical 
transport and monitoring. 

Legislation also gives rise to occasional difficulties and 

obstacles to ongoing vehicle development work when the 
regulations are technically so detailed as to delay 
substantially the search for new routes towards solving a 
road safety problem. In such cases, it has taken a long time 
in practice before a regulation was altered or a different 
interpretation could be applied. 

An example of an unfortunately detailed specification is 
the now withdrawn demand for the use of alcohol as the 
anti-freeze agent in brake systems. In certain countries, this 
demand delayed the opportunity for introducing the 
appreciably better air dryer alternative. 

Figure 2 
The example illustrates how important it is to utilise the 

increasingly high-tech expertise and development Great importance is also assigned to measures designed 
resources available in the automotive industry as a basis for to improve the driver’s working environment, such as the 
future preparation and orientation of road safety legislation climate and sound level in the cab, vibrations, and the 
and monitoring systems, properties of the driver’s seat. 

The third and decisive party in road safety development is Active safety also includes the measures taken to 
the owner/driver of the vehicle. After all, it is only in facilitate the checking of various vehicle functions and to 
practical operation that the results of any measures adopted, simplify correct service. 
however ambitious they may be, can be gauged. The results The technical suitability of the vehicle for its transport 
are dependent on road safety matters being understood and task is also part of active road safety. 
respected by individuals. In addition to the purely automotive engineering 

Not infrequently, shortcomings in communication measures, the concept of active safety also includes the 
contribute to shortcomings in the knowledge and training of the driver, the safety aspect in the design of roads 
motivation of road-users. The responsibility for road safety and streets, and the monitoring of the observance of road 
information reaching and penetrating the consciousness of traffic regulations. 
vehicle owners and drivers rests with both the authorities 
and vehicle manufacturers. 

Development of active vehicle safety 

The fundamental problem is of a pedagogic nature. Even though the substantial improvements made have 
Forms of communication that will increase the motivation benefited road safety, negative tendencies can unfor- 
of road-users must be found, which means that the tunately also be detected. The introduction of anti-lock 
information must be disseminated on the recipients’ terms, brakes and the appreciable improvements to the driver’s 

The information which must reach all parties involved working environment represent a positive development to- 
can be classified into the following main areas: wards better active road safety. 
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When assessing accident statistics, the concept of heavy 
SCANIA ABS trucks must be viewed in an entirely different light. The 

major difference in transport capacity and thus the transport 
duties is one of several important factors. 

On this basis, the Swedish stock of "heavy trucks" can be 
classified into three groups: light trucks up to 10 tonnes 
GVW, medium-heavy trucks between 10 and 16 tonnes 

without AB$ GVW, and heavy trucks in excess of 16 tonnes GVW. Using 

~ 

~ 

this classification, light trucks account for 40%, medium- 

heavy trucks for 10% and heavy trucks for 50%. 
Accident statistics broken down in this way would pro- 

vide very valuable information. We therefore hope that offir 
cial statistics will be developed to comprise separate report- 
ing of the distribution onto different truck size classes as 

Figure 3 well as main data concerning the sequence of events in each 
accident. 

The increasingly dense traffic caused by the inadequate Automotive engineering development 
pace of road construction and insufficient road maintenance opportunities 
represent the negative aspect of developments. The advanced technology now employed in automotive 

Increased engine ratings that enable heavy vehicles to development broadens the opportunities available for im- 

keep pace with the traffic rhythm are a positive develop- proving active safety. 

ment. A negative factor is the reduction in the monitoring One of the important areas to which this applies is the air 

standards in certain countries, which has encouraged inad- brake system which has so far suffered from certain perfor- 

missibly high road speeds, mance weaknesses, such as the slight difference in time 

The improved dependability and reliability of vehicles between the application of the brakes of different axles, 

are positive road safety factors, 
depending on their distance from the brake pedal. 

The increasingly efficient utilisation of vehicles, without 

a corresponding increase in vehicle maintenance, represents 
a negative tendency. Air brakes brake application lag 

The increasing numbers of vehicles that are specifically 
matched to their duties represent a positive development. 
The negative consequence is the emergence of vehicles 
such as bulk-goods rigs which sometimes have doubtul 
dynamic characteristics. 

The extent to which these positive and negative changes 
1 I I have affected the accident statistics is unfortunately diffi- 

cult to assess. This is principally due to the absence of I ~1 I 
sufficiently good separate reporting to the distribution onto 
different size groups of trucks. In the official jargon, all 
trucks over 3.5 tonnes GVW are normally regarded as heavy 
trucks. Figure 5 

The demands made on the brake system of heavy trucks 

1987 @ truck stock are far stricter than those applicable to cars. The brake 
systems of trucks must be able to cope with very wide 

G.V.W number variations in the axle loads, and must often also be able to 
tonne$ 1977 1987 interact with the brake systems of trailers or semi-trailers of 

~ < 3,5 87000 155 000 different ages and makes. 
In view of all this, the compromise selected must be as 

~ 3,5 - 11,9 3100o 37 000 good as possible to satisfy the following main requirements 

~ 12 - 15,9 14 ooo 7 000 on the performance of brakes: 

~ (1) They must prevent locking of the wheels in 
16 19000 

emergency braking situations, regardless of the nature 
~ > 20 23 ooo 27 000 of the road surface. 

169000 245000 
(2) They must provide sufficient retardation in 

emergency braking. 

Figure 4 
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(3) They must provide uniform distribution of the The already available ABS anti-lock systems enable the 
¯ braking effort onto the individual brakes during mode- retardation performance to be substantially improved. The 

rate braking, in order to reduce brake wear and the risk system has also proved to be reliable, and it is therefore in 
of damage caused by overheating, growing demand in Europe. 

(4) The brakes of the tractor and trailer must pro- The major benefit of the ABS system is that friction can 
vide, within a certain tolerance, a given relationship be utilised optimally on slippery roads or at low axle loads, 
between retardation and air pressure in the control line without the need for employing load-sensing valves. 
between the vehicles, known as "the corridor." What remains to develop is a supplementary control sys- 

In present-day conventional air brake systems, it would tern which enables the brake system to be re-rated in terms 
be impossible to optimise one of these main requirements of maximum braking effort, so that it can utilise the avail- 
without incurring negative consequences in one of the oth- able road-surface friction even at full axle load and on dry 
ers. If the braking efforts are inCreased, for instance, so that surfaces. Such development would make the brake system 
the retardation of a fully laden vehicle will be the best entirely equivalent to car brakes. 
attainable under dry-road friction conditions, the risk of the The problem in this development is to determine how the 
wheels locking would be increased, brake system of a trailer should be adapted. One of the 

As a result, brake systems must be designed with a rela- requirements is that it should be possible to hitch an older 
tively small margin above the lowest retardation permitted trailer to the tractor, without the risk of unsuitable wear 
by law. This compromise obviously presupposes that the 
brakes receive good maintenance. It is particularly impor- 

CONTROL CIRCUIT- SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
tant that the strokes of the brake levers be maintained within 
the correct operating range, and that friction does not impair CONTROL ELECTRONICS 
the retardation performance. 

To achieve a more uniform distribution of the braking 
efforts and thus reduce the brake wear, additional correcting 
valves which adjust the air pressure between the truck and CO.r.o, VA,VE 

trailer are included in the brake system. In most European ~. /SE"WCE e~AKE V~tV~ 
countries, load-sensing valves are employed for adjusting r~Hoa~,Ea~ro~ ~ _ _ ~. 
the braking effort to suit variations in the axle loads. \.,,.~ - 

However, practical experience has shown that such cor- 
rection valves cause more harm than good after a few years 
of service. 

In spite of the many technical problems, the conventional 
air brake system has been improved appreciably over the 
years: But much still remains to be done to achieve a brake 
system which is as good as would be desirable. Figure 7 

New generation of brake engineering distribution between them. Even if the truck and the trailer 
The emergence of electronic components which can both are within the EG-corridors but one at the upper limit 

withstand, with adequate reliability, the wide variations in and the other at the lower limit the brake energi distribution 
stresses and operating conditions that are unique to trucks for the frequent low retardation brake operation is a disaster. 
has opened a new era in brake engineering. At 0,5 m/s2 for example the truck brake has to cope with a 

EWG brake corridor within legal limits 
Distribution of brake energy between trud( and trailer 

Retardation below 1.5 rn/s2 - risk for unbalance 

mlsZ 

track 23 tonnes 
15 

Figure 6 Figure 8 
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braked mass of round 44 tons while the trailer only takes 11 significantly the fade limit, particularly on partially-laden 

tons. That is to compare with the relationship 23 tons for the vehicles. 

truck and 32 tons for the trailer that the brakes are dimen- The most time-consuming task in this development is to 

sioned for. find sensors which are sufficiently accurate and reliable. 

Several different principles for automatic control of trail- But before such equipment can be taken into production, 

er braking in relation to the tractor vehicle are in the course long-term testing must demonstrate that the system is capa- 

of development. This technique also appears to provide us ble of withstanding many years of operation under.the ardu- 

with opportunities for keeping the driver continually in- ous conditions to which truck brakes are exposed. 

formed of what is happening. A warning signal may be An old problem which has so far been difficult to solve 

needed, for instance, to tell the driver that the brakes of the was to eliminate the risk of fading that many occur when a 

trailer which has just been hitched are so poor that he should heavy vehicle is braked on a long downhill gradient. At the 

not expect acceptable maximum retardation, even at the present time, the driver’s experience is of great importance, 

highest automatic pressure rise in the system to the trailer since it enables him to adapt the speed and utilise the avail- 

brakes, able braking facilities to avoid overheating the wheel 

Developments now in progress will necessitate changes brakes. 

to the present brake regulations. Current braking effort cor- A rule of thumb is that a truck travelling downhill should 

ridors do not readily allow tractor vehicles that deliver a have the same gear engaged as it would have had when 

suitably matched pressure to the trailer. However, we expect travelling uphill in the opposite direction. Trucks which 

the rules to be adapted once we can demonstrate how the regularly use hilly roads are currently equipped with re- 

systems operate and what safety benefits they offer, tarders and engine brakes. An encouraging tendency is the 
growing demand for retarders as a general supplement to the 

Brake system with electric control brake system. 
Another advanced project aimed at improving road safety The principal objective for the continued development of 

is in the course of development. This concerns supplement- retarders is to reduce their weight and improve their perfor- 

ing the brake system with electric control signals to the mance further. The work also includes efforts to facilitate 

various axles of a vehicle. A significant benefit that could their fitting and achieve better reliability, with the aim of 

then be achieved is that the wheel brakes would be applied making them attractively inexpensive and thus substantially 

faster and simultaneously. This would eliminate the prob- broadening their application. 

lem of time differences for the brake pressure to reach the Possibly the most important task in brake engineering is 

various axles, depending on their distance from the brake to find brake linings which meet safety and service life 

pedal. The main result would be shorter braking distances, requirements. 
Almost a decade ago, an environmental aspect was in- 

cluded in this task--to eliminate asbestos from the friction 
SI2ANIA EI_B +ABS material. The intensive testing work undertaken since then 

,,~ has clearly demonstrated how critical the interaction is be- 
tween the type of operation, the brake design and the com- 

~ position of the friction material. 

The spread of lining friction as function of temperature is 

~ tremendous as can be seen in the following diagram. 

Friction behavior of brake linings as function of temperature ~ Samples of 24 different linings (100 and 200 *C) 

~ o.6 

SCANIAELB 
0.4 

0.3 ~ ~ -- 

Figure 9 

We know the system as the ELB system, and it is Obvi- 
ously combined with the ABS function. This system offers a o., - 

number of opportunities for individual adaptation of the 
brake pressure to the various axles in a vehicle rig. One o 

method for such brake control may be based on maintaining 

the temperatures of the wheel brakes as close as possible to 
Figure 10 

one another during the normal, most common low-pressure We have now succeeded in finding two acceptable types 

braking. This would even out the wear and would raise of lining--one for city buses and another for trucks and 
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touring coaches. We have achieved this objective after com- This is an important standardisation matter, since truck 
prehensive testing of about 40 different types of lining, 30 of manufacturers would incur substantial costs if they were to 
which were eliminated at an early stage during dynamome- produce two or more alternative track and vehicle widths. 
ter tests. The remainder were subjected to long-term field Countries with permissible vehicle widths of 2.6 metres 
tests on hundreds of vehicle combinations, have so far had to be content with chassis designed for 

Most of these 40 linings admittedly conformed to the maximum vehicle widths of 2.5 metres. 
minimum requirements specified by law. The feature that 
was not satisfactory in many cases was the stability of the National measurement regulations- m 
friction under varying operating conditions. Since the axles 
of a vehicle rig arc usually subjected to different loads, 
unstable friction may lead to serious consequences in the 
brake balance of a vehicle, and naturally also in the wear. @ 2, 2, 2.6 

The experience we have thus accumulated gives us every 
~ 

18(22) 15,5(16) 2,5 
22 16 2,6 

reason to emphasise how important it is to road safety that 0~) 1805 16 2.55 
only linings which have been tested for a particular vehicle 
type are used for it. This important matter poses no prob- @ 18 15.5 2.5 

@ 18 15,5 2,5 

lems when the vehicles leaves the factory, but will occur 
when the brake linings must be changed. (~ 1~ ~5.~ 2.55 

Unfortunately, inspection of the brakes on low speed (~) 18 15.s 2.5 

rollers at authority control provides no indication of the 
ability of the linings to achieve the legally specified retarda- Figure 12 
tion at 60 km/h and the vehicle fully laden or of temperature 
influence of lining friction. A road safety matter of growing interest is the formula- 

tion of length regulations. Several length regulations are in 
force in Europe, but they all concern the overall length of the 

Brake testing - lining quality - results vehicle. The regulations in force in the United States limit 
/1 the length of the load. 

0.5 brake test factory-specified legal For transport economics reasons, regulations which con- 
value linings ~ent trol the overall length of the vehicle have resulted in efforts 

0.4~ ~=::= 
~ 

being made to optimise the cargo space. This applies partic- 

0.3 ularly to vehicles which are designed for transporting low- 
’ ~ ~ =:~ ~ ~ density goods and which include features that are doubtful 

0.2 linings with unknown specification from the road safety aspect. These vehicles, which are pro- 

0.1 
duced to the letter of the law, have extremely short cabs, 
which impairs the driver’s working environment and re- 

/~ ......... ~ duces his survival space in a collision situation. 
3km/h 60 km/h Another opportunity utilised for increasing the cargo 

space is to employ short hitches designed to reduce the 
Figure 11 distance between the truck and trailer. In this area, many 

technical designs either have or can be assumed to have 
One way of carrying out this important check would be to doubtful dynamic properties. In addition, the design is often 

mark the linings in such a way that they could be checked so complicated that it presupposes special maintenance if 
from the outside. In view of the continued development of satisfactory performance is to be retained. 
brakes, there is every reason to consider specifying that Work is now in progress within the EEC for coming to 
brake repairs should be carried out only by authorised work- grips with this problem. The path of restricting the max- 
shops, with the necessary competence and sense of respon- imum permissible load length will hopefully be adopted, 
sibility for repairing and servicing brake systems. Such also taking into account the development of unit load sys- 
rules are already operative in Germany, Switzerland and tems now beginning to emerge in standardised forms, 
other countries, matched to tomorrow’s goods handling. 

A logical joint objective would be to strive for a develop- 
Vehicle dimensions and road safety 

ment towards higher permissible GVWs and vehicles with 
The outside dimensions of a vehicle and the space neces- higher capacities in terms of load length and load volume. 

sary during cornering play an important role. In this connec- After all, the task of trucks is to carry out a given amount of 
tion, we are probably on the verge of a favourable develop- transport work, and the greater the load-carrying capacity of 
merit, whereby the permissible vehicle width is each individual vehicle, the fewer will be the vehicles nec- 
standardised at 2.6 metres. This would provide scope for essary to perform this transport work. This is also beneficial 
improving the lateral stability and reducing the risk of since it reduces the exhaust emissions and the number of 
overturning, trucks on the roads, thus also reducing the risk of accidents. 
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Benefits with larger vehicle combinations ¯ 
per tonne payload 

1    2 

~~ 
15 % less energy input and emission output 

30 % fewer vehicles - safer roads 

30 % fewer traffic congestions (A = 50 m) 

Figure 13 Figure 14 

The national economy would also benefit by lower ener- lenges in the future. But we have access to expanding re- 

gy consumption and lower total cost of transport. However, sources in a broadening technical field. We have also 

this is an optimistic philosophy which is not likely to gain 
achieved more intimate cooperation with the authorities and 

political support at the present time. A compromise solution 
researchers, and are participating in development projects 
such as the Prometheus. 

could possibly be achieved by studying experience gained Development will continue in carefully prepared and 
from different vehicle regulations on the motorways and on planned stages. We would therefore consider it perfectly 
other roads in the United States. natural if legislators and decision-makers who are engaged 

We who are engaged on the development of heavy vehi- on the development of the infrastructure would also contrib- 
cles have faced many challenges as regards improving the ute towards interaction for further optimisation of road 

road safety of vehicles, and will no doubt face more chal- safety. 

Panel--Safety Implications of the Application of High Technology Electronics in 
Heavy-Duty Trucks 

Peter Griskivich (Moderator) Dean P. Stanley 
Vice President, Motor Truck Manufacturers Vice President, Corporate Technology 
Division Navistar International Transportation 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association Corporation 
United States United States 

Oral Presentation Only Oral Presentation Only 

Dr. Christian Bader, 
steering and clutch are servo-assisted. On the other hand, 
application of mechanical means is reaching the saturation 

General Manager, limit imposed by technology, andfurther enhancement of 
Commercial Vehicle Concept Development, truck safety is achieveable only by electronic means. 
Daimler-Benz A.G., Tacitly one should presuppose that all functions which 
Federal Republic of Germany can be realized mechanically in a reasonable way are indeed 

Increase and optimization of safety are considered as the applied and that electronic systems are not installed in the 

most important criteria within the decision to introduce a vehicle with the intention of concealing notorious deficien- 

specific electronic item for a commercial vehicle. This cies in the design of the relevant mechanical systems. 

statement is immediately evident considering the electronic When applying electronics, the gain as far as safety is 

systems either already introduced or being under develop- concerned lies primarily in the characteristic that informa- 

ment (figure 1). tions from the environment monitored by mechanical sen- 
The potential of other aids e.g. pneumatic or hydraulic sors can be better handled and stored. As regards the sub- 

means to improve vehicle safety cannot be disregarded for jects processing speed and the controllable amount of infor- 
automotive applications. As a proof one may consider the mation, electronics is superior to the human driver as well to 

fact that with all trucks above a GVW of 6.5 tons the brakes, mechanical systems. 
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The increase in safety when applying electronics is with the development of 4-wheel steering or fully active 
caused by the fact that the driver is relieved of control suspension control. The purpose was to determine which 
functions which can be expressed by explicit algorithms. By loss of control under certain critical driving conditions can 
way of example this is demonstrated in figure 2. In the be compensated for by the driver and which intrinsic safe 
middle it is indicated that in the conventional vehicle the performance is needed. 
driver himself acts as a controller who compares the target A study which seems to be rather curious at a first glance 
and actual data and continuously derives from them the should also be mentioned, namely to gain a deeper under- 
adapted positioning commands. With the application of standing of the drivers of tank trucks. The simulation of a 
electronic control the driver’s part is restricted to act as a real accident during which a car had a partially offset head- 
pilot as indicated in the lower part who prescribes the target on collision with a tank truck was intended to prove whether 
data and leaves the execution as well as the reaction to the driver of the tank truck would have had a chance to 
disturbing factors to the electronic control. It is immediately 

evade the car by a sufficiently quick steering manoeuvre 
evident that thus a capacity reserve is built up on the part of 

without endangering himself by leaving the road. The influ- 
the driver, which is either available for superior guiding 
functions or helps to improve reaction and alertness in un- 

ence of the moving liquid and the resultant shifting of the 

foreseeable situations, 
center of gravity was of major importance since it was 

One objection against the application of electronics in 
assumed that the fuel tank and its chambers were filled to 

vehicles is the supposed unreliability. Two tendencies are to only two-thirds. 

be seen which allow the conclusion that electronic control Figure 5 shows the real accident situation above, in the 

will equal the high degree of reliability which the other middle and in the lower part two scenes in the driving 

vehicle components have reached already. Within the field simulator which illustrate how the accident happened as 

of electronics as such the development offers increasing seen by the truck driver. Figure 6 shows the steering perfor- 

possibilities to provide additional routines for recognizing mance of 3 characteristic drivers during the collision. Addi- 

and correcting failures already in the design phase. Besides, tionally the truck speed and the maximum steering angle 

electronic systems are increasingly becoming integrated speed are indicated. Driver 1 was the only one out of 20 who 

components of the vehicle whose requirements concerning managed to avoid both colliding with the car and leaving the 
housing or surrounding conditions can be considered in the road. Driver 2 as a representative of the average succeeded 
design phase of the vehicle already, only in avoiding the collision, but he came off the road. 

For a representative electronic system the anti-lock brak- Finally driver 3 shows the pattern of a driver who maintains 
ing system, sound statistical data as to reliability are avail- the highest speed. Although he generated the highest steer- 
able. This system has been under observation for the longest ing angle speed he did not succeed in staying on the road. 
period of time as it was introduced for commercial vehicles This example shows very clearly that certain studies can- 
in ’83. If one examines the causes of the individual failures, not be made at all without the driving simulator. An evalua- 
the wiring harness and the connection plugs are found to be tion of statistical data--a method which is often used to get a 
the major trouble sources (figure 3). This statistic also in- deeper understanding of specific behaviour patterns-~can- 
cludes one-shot troubles which take place under ir- not be made, at least in this kind of accident, because (for- 
reproducible conditions. From this it is evident that increas- tunately) there is not enough statistical material available. 
ing the reliability means primarily increasing the soundness A more comprehensive proposal to increase traffic safety 
of the electro-mechanical connections. by using information electronics forms the basis of the 

In the beginning it was pointed out that the purpose of European programm Prometheus. A first rough evaluation 
electronics is to act as a controller in the place of the driver, 

of the cost/benefit ratio of the various information and guid- 
As a precondition for this it is necessary to get a better 
insight in the human control mechanism. Practically it is 

ing systems shows already that as far as safety is concerned 

hard to prove as the test conditions cannot be reproduced 
a much higher advantage is to be expected than for the other 
criteria examined namely environmental compatibility or 

with sufficient accuracy and above all observations beyond 
the dynamic limit or in critical driving situations can only be productivity. Figure 7 illustrates some exemplary situations 

performed to a limited degree. In this situation the Mer- to clarify the strategy of Prometheus, i.e., to decrease traffic 

cedes-Benz Driving Simulator in Berlin constitutes an effi- risks by improving the flow of information. 

cient development tool (figure 4). Based on hardware which Besides systems monitoring the environment of the vehi- 

reaches the boundaries of the technical possibilities avail- cle, which work autonomously on board it is the characteris- 

able today all sensual impressions-~optical acoustical or tic of many proposals to prepare guiding aids for the indi- 

mechanical--are simulated as realistically as possible so vidual vehicles by local transmitters, thus improving traffic 

as to test the reaction of the driver under the desired flow. 

conditions. Such systems may also serve elementary economic inter- 

Of the many interesting studies regarding vehicle dynam- ests, since they enable a fleet administration to stay in per- 

ics or driver behaviour under stress conditions, some studies manent contact with its vehicles. This leads to the large field 

of the appropriate failure mode are mentioned in connection of application of fleet information systems including tele- 
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diagnosis and preventive maintenance. Both means will within the information chain fleet-vehicle-customer will be 

gain increasing importance in future as they help to reduce equipped with electronic infrastructure in future, so as to 

down times. And it is hardly exaggerated to say that trucks enable an uninterrupted flow of information parallel to 

which suffer from the gap in the electronic data processing goods transport. 

Improving Safety in Heavy Trucks 

Thage Berggren, ADS--Automatic Driving System 

President and Chief Executive Officer, Convoys 

Volvo GM Heavy Truck Corporation, Merging, passing, exiting 

United States 
Avoiding collisions 

Glad to be here to represent Volvo at this panel discussion That’s a rather long and impressive list. 

about heavy truck safety. But the REAL question is what technologies will be the 

Hope you realize you’re in a country where safety is a most useful, the most effective, AND the most appealing to 

mania second only to worshiping the sun. It’s not safe to be customers? 

lukewarm about safety in this country. And what electronic equipment makes sense on a heavy 

So, you’re in the right place at the right time--safety has truck? 

never been a hotter topic in the heavy trucking industry. After their cost, there are three things to consider about 

Electronics is also a hot topic, and I’m going to discuss electronic safety devices--reliability, reliability, and re- 

how electronic devices may be able to lower the accident liability. 

rate and help truck drivers do their job better. I think we all learned about the importance of reliability 

The following electronic systems are available or are in in safety-related equipment from the antilock brake fiasco 

the process of development, of nearly 10 years ago. 
My first topic is electronic equipment to monitor the 

AGS--Automatic gear shifting 
driver. 

HUD--Head-up display 
Available devices and technology include: 

DPS-- Driver positioning system 
Driver seat with memory MSG--Maximum speed governor 

Steering wheel with memory ET-- Electronic tachograph 

External mirrors with memory TRS-- Trip recording systems 

ALl-- Axle loading indication 
This technology has varying degrees of merit and 

MTS--Mobile telephone system 
usefulness. 

Yellow pages 
In the end, however, no electronic or mechanical warning 

Positioning 
device is as effective as the warning system already built 

Route guidance 
into the human body. 

Navigation 
I have my doubts about any alarm bell being able to 

Personal alert 
change driver reaction/behavior. 

RDS-- Radio data and information system 
Shouldn’t take too much decision-making responsibility 

GPS-- Satellite positioning system 
ELF-- Electronic line following 

away from driver. 

If we could find an electronic device that kept a driver 
OTS-- On-board traffic signs 

alert, should it warn the driver? Orthe dispatcher? Or should 
TWS--Truck work station 

it stop the truck? This is not an easy decision. 
Function programs 

Another hot topic today is for electronic devices to pro- 
Transport programs 

vide better feedback to the driver on vehicle dynamic per- 
Communication programs 

formance--braking, skidding, roll, etc. 
Navigation, maps, etc. 

Technology available includes: 
Pleasure programs 

ABS--Lock-free brakes, tractor-to-trailer 
Technology NOT available commercially or LACKING 

compatible 
technology: 

ASC--Anti-spin traction control 
ECC-- Enhanced cruise control FIS-- Fault indication systems 

Keeps safe distance under varying speeds DIS-- Driver information system, including 
and conditions computer - 
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SLC-- Air suspension leveling control Sound frequency research have made progress in finding 

ASS-- Active suspension systems the "right" frequencies to keep drivers alert and reducing 

noise-induced fatigue. 
Another area of interest are the electronic and conven- For example, low-frequency sounds puts drivers to sleep, 

tional devices that show potential for improved direct and while high-frequency sounds cause fatigue. So the effective 
indirect driver field of view. cab design must find a happy sound frequency medium. 

Probably the most important device is larger windshields. Vibrations can cause discomfort and fatigue. 
Increasing glass area, changing to curved windshields and The body tolerates vertical vibration better than horizon- 
making corner posts slimmer have improved driver visi- tal vibration. Suspensions and seat designs can reduce verti- 
bility greatly, cal vibrations and increase comfort. 

But increasing the greenhouse area means decreasing the But further advances in braking and acceleration have to 
amount of metal in the cab. This makes protecting the driver be refined to reduce horizontal vibration. But research has 
more difficult--and leads to the conclusion that a steel cab determined that you shouldn’t isolate the driver from the 

is the best way to make the driver more secure, feel of the road too much. 

Improved aerodynamics also increase visibility by pro- While much is possible to reduce accidents and make the 

ducing sloping hoods and rounded fenders, operation of trucks safer, I’d like to close by making a few 

Another conventional solution is electric mirrors--mir- important points. 

rors adjustable by a flick of a switch that produce a wider 1. Accident prevention is the key safety goal of truck 

field of vision for the driver. Devices that keep these mirrors manufacturers. Volvo Truck’s Accident Investigation Team 

clean and defogged also are important to safety, has been in operation for 25 years studying how engineering 

Head-up display technology also improves the driver’s and manufacturing improvements can help avoid accidents. 
2. Safety has little impact of cost IF safety features are field of view. With readings projected on the windshield, he 

can monitor instruments and still keep his eyes on the road. designed into the truck rather than being added on. 

3. There are a number of electronic devices that could Also important is television monitors, which are espe- 
cially good for eliminating blind spots, help prevent truck accidents--IF used right. We must estab- 

A final item to consider is if a too-comfortable cab affect 
lish our priorities in adopting safety features and devices in 

a driver’s alertness, trucks. 

Unfortunately, this is not yet a problem. While we can’t put a price tag on human life, there is a 

We’ve come a long way in improving cab design and price tag on commercial vehicles. 
4. It is the marketplace that will ultimately determine environment but there’s a long way to go. 

Trucks must be designed to provide a certain level of WHICH safety technology it will accept and WHEN it will 

creature comforts for drivers, accept them. 
In the meanwhile, we in manufacturing will continue to This is what I call the man-machine concept. 

protect drivers with current safety devices: Cabs must be designed so they are comfortable, conve- 

nient and logical. They must be designed to eliminate any Three-point safety belt 
chances of driver error that might lead to accidents. Cab safety cage principle 

Increased cab volumes in the U.S.--a direct result of the Steering wheel redesign 
1982 Surface Transportation Act---ended restrictions on the Pedal area redesign 
overall length of tractor-trailer combinations. Better dash layout 

These roomier cabs made driving easier, more conve- Reinforced firewalls 
nient. Cabs should be designed to require a certain level of Better-protected brake hoses 
effort, a certain level of participation from the driver. 

There must be enough for a driver to do to keep him alert We believe in gradual, realistic advances in engineering 

but not too much to do to distract him from driving safely, and government regulation that results in significant ad- 

Too much automation could induce boredom, vances in improving equipment and reducing accidents. 
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Safety Situation of Heavy Truck Occupants in Traffic Accidents 
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Abstract 
Two hundred sixteen accidents of trucks with the pennis- motor bicycle pede,ttrian 

sible gross-weight of over 7 tons were analyzed. These 
bus truck car two-wheeler 

accidents were documented by a scientific research team, Men parnelpant: ¯ Inlured and killed ~sons 
directly at the scene of the accident. The injury situation of 
the truck passengers and the injury risk from these trucks for Figure ~. Ouota of injured persons and accidents each 

other traffic participants is described. A high safety stand- 
participants. Source: Department of Statistics FRG. 

ard for truck passengers is apparent, but only in collision 
with accident parties of lower weight categories. ~00 97.s     ~9.7 99.7 

Introduction ,~, 
The injury risk for truck passengers increases in ~7.~ 

collisions with parties of higher weight categories. The 40.~ 
50 42.8 

correlation between AIS and mass factor is also analyzed. 
Feasible mehsures for the minimization of accident 
consequences were demonstrated, especially for 
modification of the outside truck structures. xo 

Within the total picture of all traffic accidents, trucks are 
motorized bicycle pedestrian 

noted for little accident participation and also for less injury bus tluck car two-wheeler 

severity for truck passengers. Truck passengers represent Figure 3. Portion of accidents with personal injury (100% = all 
only 2.3 percent of the number of all traffic victims (figure accidents of each participant). Source: Department of 
1). On an average only 0.17 percent of injured truck 

Statistics FRG. 

passengers can be assigned to each truck accident with (figure 3) clearly shows the danger to which other traffic 
personal and extensive material damage (figure 2). In participants are exposed by trucks. Similar to car accidents 
comparison with other traffic participants, no great injury with a proportion of 48.6 percent personal damage, truck 
risk is apparent for truck passengers. This evidently high accidents result in 42.8 percent of personal damage. This 
safety standard of trucks seems to minimize the need for 
preventive measures like safety belts, safety steering- 

means that priority must be given for measures to ensure the 

wheels and for modifications of energy-absorbing 
passive safety of trucks. 

structures of the passenger compartment. The proportion of 
personal injuries resulting from accidents with trucks Objective 

~0,4 In order to determine the need for such measures and to 

t:~.. 
~ evaluate the safety of todays trucks, an analysis of the 

~ others: 0.3% accident event is necessary. A rough orientation of the 
accident situation, like the frequency of certain accident 
types and locations can be taken from statistical reports 

z2.9 ~.~ which are based on police records. These are collected at the 
~0.0 Statistic Federal Office at Wiesbaden (West Germany) for 

the whole of the German Federal Republic (StBA 1). They 

2.3 provide an excellent general view of the federal and 
1.0 regional accident situation and help to recognize 

bus truck car motorized bicycle pedestrian two-wheeler fundamental focal points. But an optimum of reduction of 

’ ~ tet7 n,.~, 452S89 hurt and Idned petson5 accident causes and accident consequences is only possible 

after cognition and evaluation of injury-causing facts, of 
Figure 1. Distribution of traffic participants of all injured 
persons. Source: Department of Statistics FRG. typical kinematic movement procedures and a 
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comprehensive description of the individual injuries more frequent inside towns, whereas accidents with heavy 

sustained. Such a detailed accident analysis of individual truck-trailer and semi-trailer units are more frequent outside 

cases is available in Germany by the research project town limits, especially on motorways. On federal highways 

"Investigations at the scene of the accident," for which a accidents with truck-tractor trains were observed in 34.1 

specially trained team documents accident characteristics, percent and with truck trains to 47.7 percent (figure 5), 

independent of police investigations, while approximately only 18 percent of the involved trucks 

on federal highways belonged to the weight category below 
Working method and data recording 13 tons. In comparison, the truck weight category between 

In the greater vicinity of Hannover (West Germany), an 7.5 tons to 13.0 tons on highways represents with 9.1 per- 
interdisciplinary research team, consisting of doctors and cent only a very small proportion of accidents. In town 
engineers drives to the scene of an accident, immediately districts, however, it represents a proportion of 36.1 percent 
after the accident has taken place. They are informed of the of all accident vehicles. 
accident by the central rescue headquarters. The accident 
site is approached in vehicles equipped with blue light and sellxitrailer 

sirene. On arrival they immediately start collecting infor- 

mation about accident traces, vehicle deformations and im- 
pact points on persons. With a stereoscopic camera, true-to- lraller uail 
scale drawings are produced which make a reconstruction 
and an analysis of the accident and collision phases possi- 
ble. Otte (2) and Dilling (3) give a detailed description of the 

procedure. Injuries are documented in detail (4), according |rueR > 131 

to type, localization and severity degree AIS. 
From these investigations 216 accidents concerning 

truck 7.51-131 
trucks with the permissible gross weight of 7.5 metric tons 
were at our disposal for evaluation. Figure 4 shows the lx|ghway cour~try urball 

distribution of the collision parties, divided into weight Figure S. Regional localization ot truck (_> 7,5 t)-accident- 
categories. The most frequently registered truck accidents scenes (100% = each area). 
are those with cars (40.3 percent). Multiple collisions are 
with 14.4 percent of all collisions remarkably frequent, tmpact-area Impact-area trueR 

especially for truck-trailers (19.8 percent) and tractor-trail- "-oiilslon-partner trent side rear olhors 

er units ( 13.6 percent). In this case more than two objects or ear 47.3% 
(n- 881 

traffic participants respectively are involved as collision front 17.0% 14.8% 11.4% 
partners in one accident, 

side 29,5% 9.1% - 1.1% 

vehicle type rear 8.0% - - - 
collis ton- semi- truck truck trailer trailer others 2.3% 3.4% 2.3%    1.1% total 7.8~ - 13t > 13t unit unit ~artner 

t%~ t%) ~%~ t%~ t%~ truck 23.1% 
total (hi 216 24 62 86 44 front 20.9% 14.0% i25.6%i    - 

car 40.$ 70.8 38.7 38.4 29.5 side 9.3% 4.7% 

rear         23.3% 2.3%    -      - 
truck          19.9     12.8       22.6       17.4      25.0 

others 
two-wheeler 16.7      8.3      22.6      12.8      20.5 

two-wheelel 
~edestrlan 8.1 - 6.8 7.0 2.s 19.4% 

front (ti~t 6’, 8.6% 41.7% 8.3% - 

object 3.7 - - 4.7 9.1 side 13.9% 13.9% 2.8% - 

multiple 14.4 8.3 9.7 19.8 13.6 rear - 2.8% - 

others - 8.3% - 2.8% 

Figure4. Collision-partnersoftrucks_>7,5t(lOO%=allvehicles !pedestr.5.9% 81.8% 9.1% - 9.1% 
each truck collective). (.-11~ 

Special features of the accident situation 
object 4.3(0n/.0,~ 37,5% 50.0% - 12.8% 

Truck accidents vary according to the different types of 
Figure 6. Impact areas on the truck in relation to the impact 
areas of the collision partners (100% = all collisions each 

trucks. Accidents with trucks of lower weight categories are partner). , 
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The collision types of trucks are determined by the vary- region of the truck sides, especially the rear axle region, is a 

ing accident situations, frequent impact point (see figure 7). 

The collision constellations of the truck are shown in 
figure 6. Trucks collide mainly frontal. This fact is verified Injury situation 

by the graphical illustration of detailed impact points in 1n jury severity 
figure 7. The description of the injury severity is based on the 

front total: n:92 (50.8%) MAIS (maximum AIS) which includes all severity degrees 

n-16 (35.6%) from 0 = uninjured to 6 = dead. It describes the maximum 
lelt centre right severity degree of each single injury. Of the 261 truck pas- 

21.3 

~ sengers documented in the case collective of accidents with 

11,0        , ,~ personal damage mentioned here, 85.4 percent remained 
I-’1 6.4 6.4°,-’-~I.".:.i~ uninjured. In comparison, only 10.3 percent of uninjured 
II ~d=7~ II ~ were registered for the collision parties (figure 8). 38.5 

-laced percent of the collision partners sustained slight injuries 

~ 
(MAIS 1/2), but 23.1 percent received severe or most seri- 
ous injuries (MAIS 5/6). With truck passengers injuries of 
severity degrees 5/6 were found in only 0.4 percent (n=l). 

wide-laced This clearly demonstrates the injury risk for traffic partici- 
18.2 31.9 

pants in collision with trucks. External traffic participants 
like two-wheel users and pedestrians are especially exposed 

5.0 (figure 9). In collision constellations with these traffic par- 
ticipants no truck passengers were injured, but no external 

side frontal traffic participants remained uninjured. Two-wheel users 

2.1 S ide 
are especially at risk. 39.5 percent of them received most 
severe injuries (MAIS 5/6) and 42.1 percent of them were 

total: seriously injured (MAIS 3/4). Pedestrians also sustained in 

It= 6 2(3 4.3 %) two-thirds of the cases serious injuries (MAIS exceeding 2). 

2.8      n-25 injury-          truck      collision-partner 
severity-grade occupants/ 

side middle all occupants two-wheel-riders/ 

MAIS pedestrians 
(n=26I iTt= 117’, 

0 85.4°/. 
~ 

~o.3% 6.4 

1/2 
! 

1~.5% 38.5% 

8.3 
3/4 2.7% ~ 28.2% 

side rear, 

12.8 5/6 0.4% 

~ ~ 
Figure 8. Injury-severity-grades for occupants of trucks (_> 7, 5 
t) and their collision-partners. 

rear total: n-27 (14.9%) .-olli,io~ truck ~ car tru6k~two-wheelel truck~--*pedestrian 

n-4 (8.9%) truck .... I belted truck- t .... heel- truck- 
/dAIS pede/Irian 

occupant car-occupanl o~¢upant rider o~cupant 

~ qouta total    n-104 n=s2 of cyclists/pedestrians 

Figure 7. Impact areas on the truck in detail description.     0 ~15.4% ~ - 

In frontal collisions, cars are most frequently hit laterally 

by trucks (29.5 percent). In comparison, many collisions of ~/~ ~.~*/. ~. 1~.~% ~.o./. 

trucks against trucks occur with front and rear involvement 
(23.3 percent plus 25.6 percent). Two-wheel users fre- 

~4 ~            aT.~-/. ~4=’a’/" 
- 

~°’°~" 
quently collide frontally with the side of trucks (41.7 per- 
cent). Pedestrians are hit frontally to a percentage of 81.8. 

sly. 

The side area of the truck shows the rear region, especially Figure 9. Injurity-severity-grades of occupants of trucks (> 7,5 
the rear axle region as a frequent impact point. The rear t) and their collision-partners. 
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I000: lO0G ¯ 
Injured truck passengers were as a rule registered only in 

soo! , ~ooi ; collisions with vehicles and objects (figure 9/10). No severe ¯ 
. 

or most serious injuries (MAIS exceeding 2) could be ob-                     .o~. 
.\,; I served for l04 truck occupants, in collisions with cars. Only too : / ¯ ,-’- to~ ~, 

1.9 percent of the truck occupants sustained injuries, but 
so / " ~" s0 

only 15.4 percent of the belt-wearing car passengers re- 
:/’*’-/" " ’ l mained uninjured and one third of them sustained serious 

1 "/! : : ~ t0 injuries MAIS exceeding 2 (32.7 percent). Injuries to truck ~ to ~/ 
¯ 

~ 
\. passengers in single accidents of trucks were observed to 50 s , s 

percent, but exclusively of severity degrees 1/2. In colli- : ’ 

sions between trucks, a significantly greater injury risk ex- o : 
ists for truck passengers, especially when the mass of the t , t ¯ 

collision parties is quite similar. Figure 10 demonstrates the 0,s 
fact that in accidents of trucks with collision parties of lesser 
mass, for instance of the weight category less than 3.5 tons, 
passengers in trucks up to 7.5 tons remained to 84.2 percent o t~t~ ot 3 4 s 6 o 3 4 s 
uninjured. Here severity degrees MAIS 5/6 were not ob- opponent°Ccup~"ot truck ~*~~’~ t~r’t~]truck°t occupan, 
served. In comparison passengers in trucks of weight cute- 

Figure 11. The mass proportion-factor is the weight of truck _> gory from 7.5 tons onward in collision with vehicles of the 7.5 t) in relation to the weight of the collision partner. Each 
same weight category remained in only 52.6 percent unin- factor is pointed out on the diagram in relation to the injury 

jured, 7.9 percent of them were seriously injured (MAIS 
severity grade (o ..... o arithmetic mean of the mass proportion- 
factor in each injury severity group). 

3/4) and 2.6 percent were most seriously injured or killed 
(MAIS 5/6). occupants of two-wheel- 

truck < 3.51 car, seat belted riders pedestrians truck ¯ 7.5t 
(n-17~ Influence of weight relation ’-’" ..... "’ 

The statistic-mathematical proof about the connection 
between the danger to truck passengers by the mass relation 
of the collision parties is verified when applying the relation 
’Weight of truck from 7.5 tons onward to the weight of the 

1,.4 ~ 1,~, ,.,~__ 
,~a ,.,~, 

-.~ ,.%~ ,~, ~ 
collision partner’ and the injury severity MAIS caused by -~- 

__*~ ~" "~ the accident for this type (figure 11). This so-called mass 
~ ~ -- 

factor was on the one hand determined for the passengers of o 
the collision partner of the truck (figure 11--1eft graphic) "~ 

" =" 

and on the other hand for the passenger of the truck (figure 
_ L__ _ _ _ 

11--right graphic). With a mass relation of approximately 
5, this means for the passengers of the collision partner that 
they will probably remain uninjured in the accident. The Figure 12. Frequencies of injured body-regions for traffic 

members in collisions with trucks _> 7, 5 t (100% = all persons injury probability in the arithmetic middle should be ex- each participant). 
pected for a mass relation of approximately 3, but as shown 
in the run of the curve, a similar injury probability exists for 

Injury patterns and special injury types 
all severity degrees. 

Due to the fact that passengers of vehicles from 7.5 tons 
truck collision track--track ~t.St t~�lt*-*truck <$.$t    sole ***t,t.~i onward are seldom injured, the injury frequency for the 

individual body regions is accordingly low (figure 12). It is 
a fact that compared with passengers of heavy trucks, who 

total n-:t8 n-14 a-a to 10 percent sustain head injuries, passengers of trucks 
weighing less than 3.5 tons and belt-wearing car passengers 

o ~ s~.6~ ~ .4J’/. ~ ,o.o’/. also suffered head injuries in approximately 64 percent of 
the cases. Leg and thorax injuries which are sustained by 

passengers, were quite 
rare for truck passengers (10.6 percent and 6.4 percent re- 

~4 7.~’/. ~.~r. spectively for truck passengers). External traffic participants 
like pedestrians and two-wheel users are exposed to the 

si6 ~.~./. highest injury risk for almost every body region, in collision 
...... with heavy trucks. Despite the fact that head injuries pre- 

dominate with 90.9 percent of all pedestrians and to 76.3 Figure 10. Injury-severity-grades for occupants of trucks (_> 7 5 
t) percent for all two-wheel users, a great danger remains for 
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the pelvis/abdomen and thorax region for pedestrians. Two- the injury situation of two-wheel users and pedestrians in 

wheel users are very much at risk for fractures of the cervi- collision with trucks from 7.5 tons upward and demon- 

cal vertebra (26.3 percent of two-wheel users). Noticeable strates that pedestrians as a rule sustain injuries by the truck 

are neck injuries, also with car passengers, who to 20.4 side, which proves to be especially dangerous for this group 

percent sustained these injuries. In other traffic collisions, of traffic participants, in view of protruding, often edgy 

car passengers very rarely suffer neck injuries (Rether, 5). structures. 29 percent (20.5 and 8.5 percent respectively) of 

Passengers of trucks of the weight category less than 3.5 two-wheel users sustain injuries by side structures of trucks. 

tons also sustain substantial injuries to the whole body. Injuries due to overrolling are also quite frequent, i.e. 23.7 
percent of injuries inflicted on two-wheel users and even 

Injury causes 63.4 percent of injuries to pedestrians are induced by over- 
Passengers of trucks from 7.5 tons onward are mainly rolling. These injuries are often serious (for two-wheel 

injured by parts of the vehicle front (figure 13), such as the users 38.2 percent exceeding AIS 1, pedestrians 52.5 per- 
windscreen (to 18.8 percent), the dashboard (36.8 percent), cent exceeding AIS 1). 
and the front foot-room (11.3 percent). Due to the fact that 
passengers of trucks weighing less than 7.5 tons are more Injuries 

pedestrians        two-wheel-riders 
often laterally impacted, the percentage of lateral interior 

total Injury-severity total Injury-severity 
structures as injury-causing parts is increasing (10.2 per- in=is6: AIS lt2lA1s >2 :n= 5181 ~Is v2l~Is >2 
cent), while injuries caused by the dashboard and wind- ~./.~ - 10o r. - ~ ,- 100 r. - 

screen region are observed to a lesser degree. For lighter as 
c=use of injury 
roUover 63.4 47.5 52.5 23.7 61.8 38.2 

well as for heavier trucks frequent injury causes are found road surface 13.4 88.0 X2.0 22.0 87.7 12.3 
outside the vehicle (for both collectives over 13 percent), tront end 14.0 76.9 23.1 9.1 66.0 34.0 

Injuries sustained by truck passengers are mainly of a less windscreen tee.lion .... 

serious kind. Approximately 85 percent are of severity de- side 6.5 ~3.3 66.7 20.5 62.3 ~7.7 
rear 0.5 100.0 - 3.9 65.0 35.0 

grees AIS l and 2. Severe injuries are quite rare in heavy specific truck-parts - - - 8.7 57.8 42.2 
trucks. In trucks weighing less than 7.5 tons injury severity own two-wheeler - - - 8.5 84.1 15.9 
degrees from AIS 1 upward are more frequent. This is ow~ ~elmet - - - 3.1 87.5 ~2.8 
especially the case in lateral collisions, by lateral interior diners 2.2 100.0 - 0.6 100.0 - 

parts as well as by parts outside the vehicle. Figure 14. Causes of injuries in traffic accident with trucks _> 7, 
5 t and indication of the severity-grades. 

Injuries 
,~o.. ,.s, ,.o~ < ~.~, ...... ,..,. Discussion and consequences 

~-m, ~= wl~s>= ~-=~ ~ ~[~ls>= ~-~,o ~,, ~,=1~ >= 
216 trucks of a weight category from 7.5 tons upward 

,~ .... ,, ~ - ~,,. - ,**, .... ~, - ,**, ~ - were documented, reconstructed and analyzed by investiga- 
..... ~ ~ tions at the scene of the accident. For the analysis impact 
=,,,n~=oo~,~,.~ ~.~ 100.~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~.o ~.~ u.~ points, vehicle deformations and mass proportions of the 
~=~,,~n ~ ~1.~ ~, ~.~ ~o.~ ~.= =~ ~=.t =~.~ collision parties were examined and compared with the 
,o,11.~,**= n.~ 1®.0 - ~.= ~.= u.s ~= ~.~ 1=.~ injury severity of truck passengers and collision partner. 

For passengers of trucks from 7.5 tons onward, a high 

standard of safety is evident. Only in collisions with vehi- 

~t,,t.,,,~, l.s 100., ~.~ ~,o.o n.~ ~.0 ~.o cles of a heavier weight category the situation becomes 

.=,~a.,.~=l. ~ ~ ,~.~ ~., ~0.~ t~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ dangerous for truck passengers. The significant influence of 
o~ho,, ~ ~.o ~0.O ~.~ n.~ ~.~ 1~.~ ~O.~ ~.~ mass relations between collision parties on the injury proba- 

bility and severity could be established within the frame- 
Figure 13. Causes of injuries for traffic members in traffic sect- work of this Study. All analyses did show that there ~s much 
dents with trucks _> 7,5 t and indication of the severity-grades, 

more safety for truck passengers in heavy truck trains and 

Car passengers are distinctly more severely injured, even truck-trailer units than in trucks of lighter weight catego- 

with belt usage. 73.8 percent of the injuries are of severity ries, for instance the solo truck of less than 3.5 tons. This 

degree AIS 1 and 2. Mainly regarded as injury causes are calls for measures to achieve more safety for passengers, 

parts of the dashboard (to 26.7 percent), lateral compart- especially as far as the last mentioned truck group is con- 

ment parts (21.3 percent) and also by parts of the interior cemed. As these vehicle groups are to a high percentage also 

like steering wheel and safety belt (11.8 percent). Injuries involved in pedestrian collisions (see Otte, 6) and cause one 

caused by the belt are exclusively soft-part injuries, due to third of accidents inside towns and closed areas, special 

the close fitting belt strap holding the body. For belt-wear- measures are necessary for the safeguarding of external 

ing car passengers 4.6 percent of all injuries are still inflic- traffic participants. For the lighter trucks especially, mod- 

ted by parts outside the vehicle. This may be due to exten- ification concepts for the passenger compartments like 

sive intrusions and deformations of the passenger those installed in cars are necessary. The use of safety belts 

compartment of cars colliding with trucks. Figure 14 shows should also be obligatory for them. 
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A high injury risk is evident for car passengers, especially ¯ The elimination of edgy vehicle parts which are 
when the passenger compartment is part of the deformation especially injury causing with disposal and agri- 
area. Even for belt-wearing passengers a greater than aver- cultural vehicles. 
age injury risk still remains. This may be due to high vehicle For the protection of other vehicles, especially cars: 
front and also to the relatively small amount of energy 
absorption of the lateral car structures. Collisions between ¯ Height adaption of energy-transmitting regions 

trucks and external traffic participants are regarded as espe- and implementation of energy-absorption regions 

cially dangerous. While pedestrians are usually hit by the on trucks, for the reduction of impact force by the 

box-type shape of the truck and consequently sustain partly truck also. This would lead to a compatible colli- 

very serious injuries to the whole body, two-wheel users sion constellation. 

often receive very serious injuries by the side of trucks. For the protection of truck passengers themselves: 
There is a pronounced high risk for the momentous overroll 
injuries, mainly for pedestrians due to the high ground ¯ Establishing of a safety standard similar to that for 

space. The, as a rule unprotected side of trucks makes an cars. Basically, the same safety standard should 

underdriving of the vehicle body for the two-wheelerpossi- be created for truck passengers as for cars; i.e. 

ble. Edgy frame structures are an additional injury risk. energy absorbing front structure, reinforcing of 

The above analysis of real accidents emphasizes the need the passenger compartment, covering of the dash- 
for modification measures for trucks. In view of the cogni- board, fixing of safety steering wheels and first 
tions derived from our investigations, these should be as and foremost fixing and use of safety belts in 
follows: automatic 3-point quality for all truck passengers. 

For the protection of external traffic participants like 
pedestrians, cyclists and riders of motorized two wheelers: References 

¯ A pulled down truck front to reduce the danger of (1) Statistisches Bundesamt Wiesbaden Stragen- 
underdriving and eliminate the danger of verkehrsunfiille 1987, Fachserie 8, Verkehr Reihe 3.3 
overrolling. Verlag Kohlhammer, Mainz (1988). 

¯ An energy-absorbing front area, for instance by (2) Otte, D. et al, Erhebungen am Unfallort, Unfall-und 

special inserted impact regions on frequent im- Sicherheitsforschung, Heft 37, Bundesanstalt fiir 

pact points, for the reduction of head, thorax, and Stral3enwesen, Bergisch Gladbach (1982). 

leg injuries for these traffic participants. (3) Dilling, J.; Otte, D., Die Bedeutung iSrtlicher 

¯ The bumper of trucks should have a thick rubber Unfallerhebungen, im Rahmen der Unfallforschung, 

covering, if possible in foot-rest level of the two- Unfall.-und Sicherheitsforschung, Stral~enverkehr, Heft 56, 

wheeler, in order to ensure more protection Bundesanstalt fiir Stral3enwesen, 59-68, 1986. 

against tibia injuries at low impact speed. (4) American Association for Automotive Medicine, The 
¯ Side and rear protection to eliminate underdriving Abbreviated Injury Scale--Revision 1985, Morton Grove, 

of two-wheelers between the axles and truck Illinois, USA (1985). 

body. Only such underdriving protections should (5) Rether, J.; Otte, D., Verletzungen der 

be used that cover the side regions completely. Halswirbels~iule, beim Verkehrsunfall, Unfallheilkunde 87, 

Gaps and edgy conceptions (type of frame fixture) 524-530, 1984. 

make an entangling with the two-wheelerpossible (6) Otte, D., Collision Situations and Consequences of 

and the resulting injury severity could not be re- Injuries in Accidents of Heavy Trucks, Proc. OECD 
duced, for instance in the case of a possible head Sympos. "The Role of Heavy Freight Vehicles in Traffic 
impact with edgy frame structures. Accidents", Montreal (Canada), 28.-30. April 1988. 

Improvements in the Fronto-Frontal Collision between Personal Vehicle (PV) and 
Heavy Duty Vehicle (HDV) 

Written Only Paper The architecture and the structure of the tractor have been 

Pierre Soret, 
designed in this aim. 

To evaluate the obtained performances: 
Renault Vehicules Industriels 

¯ Choiced a typical PV in the market. 

Abstract ¯ Studied and defined criteria of dammage for the 

Safety is a major objective in the program of the structure and for the occupants of the car. 

experimental HDV Virages specifically to obtain ¯ Realized crashes of this PV instrumented as usual 

improvements in the case of the fronto-frontal collision with 2 dummies installed in it: first, against a 

between a PV and a HDV. stopped serial HDV as reference, and second, 
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against a simulated front part of the experimental Taking into account this analysis, we conducted the tests 

vehicle Virages. Crashes have been realized in as following (figure 1): 

different cases of speed for the car. ¯ HDV in steady state 
¯ Compared the results of the two types of crash ¯ path of the car parallel to the longitudinal axis of 

tests and evaluated the gains obtained by the the HV 

experimental vehicle Virages. ¯ two thirds of the width of the PV concerned. 

Introduction Collision severity evaluation 
The evaluation of the severity of a collision can be made 

The programme of the experimental HDV Virages 
includes the improvement of active and passive security, 

in three ways. 

Among the subjects of this improvement the reduction of 
First, it is necessary that after such an accident the space 

the gravity of the fronto-frontal collision between an HDV 
surrounding the occupants of the car is sufficient so that 

and a PV is an important one, because this type of collision 
there is no compression of their bodies or members. The 

is the most frequent and the most severe in the collisions 
criteria of the ECE Reglement 33 were used to define these 

between these vehicles. More, this type of collision creates 
conditions. The main items are shown in figure 2. 

the greater number of injuries and deaths among the road Second, the belted occupants of the car do not have criti- 

users when a HDV is concerned. So the programme Virages cal injuries or too high strains or accelerations. This was 

includes tests to evaluate the improvement made about this verified by the use of standard dummies installed in the 

subject, front seats of the car which permitted to measure the Head 
Injury Criterion (HIC), the maximum thorax acceleration 

Conditions of the Tests and the strain in the thighbones. The precise definition of 

The study of the circumstances of such accidents these criteria, the way in which they have been measured 

demonstrates that the collisions may concern either the total and the suitable limit levels are those of the ECE project 

width or a variable part of the cars. In all the cases it is (WP29/R237 Rev 1). 

always the driver’s side of the car which is concerned. A two Third, secondary effects such as fire or difficulties to 

third of the width collision is the most representative case. release the passengers do not occur. So we verified the 

In many cases the paths of the vehicles are slightly waterthightners of the fuel tank and the ability for the door 

parallel, to open. 
The speeds of the vehicles at the moment of the collision 

are unknown because, at present, there are no means to have 
serious evaluation of these. Therefore we choose to take 1 a 

the speeds as the main parameter of evaluation.                                    D 

In the study no element proved that the repartition of the [ 

// 

speeds between the vehicles has an influence on the results 
of the collision. So it was possible to choose to have the 
HDV in a steady state situation. This simplified 
considerably the running of the tests and permitted only the 
use of just a front part of vehicle Virages set on a wall. 

213              l v       D 5 
width 

of the 

Figure 2. Main criteria of ECE Reglement 33 

Speed limit as the characteristic of the 
collision 

II iiJ 
As it was impossible to define an absolute objective for 

the speed of the car we choose to proceed by a comparison. 
For an HDV and a PV defined, when the speed of the 

collision increases the damages to the car and its occu- 

Figure 1. Tests conditions pants increase. Therefore it is possible to evaluate, by the 
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means of two or three tests, the speed which conduct to the 
limits of the chosen criteria. This is the speed limit for this THORAX 

PROJECT ECE REGLEMENT LIMIT 
arrangement of vehicles. So, different speed limits can be 

60 //////2//////////////////////////////////////////////////// defined for the arrangement of different HVD with the same 
car. These speed limits characterize the behaviour of these 50 - 
HDV concerning the reference chosen car. 40 - 

In conclusion, the behaviour of Virages was evaluated by 
comparison with a representative one of the current HDV 30 - 

tractor in France: the R 310.19 T from Renault V6hicules 20 - 
Industriels. 

Taking in account, first, that the analysis of accidents did 
not prove a particular PV was concerned, second, that there 

50 57 59 66 

was no barrier available for the purpose of such tests, we Figure 5. Thorax acceleration criterion values 
decided to choose a R 9 Renault which is a representative 

//~/ // //////////////////////////////////// medium car in France. 10000 ’ ’ . 

FEMURS 

Results of the tests STE~ 

The tests were conducted at three different speeds in the 
case of the collision against the R 310. They quantify the 
variation of the criteria versus the speed variation. It is 
possible to conclude that the speed limit for this case is 5030. 
approximately 59 km/h (36,6 mph~. As a matter of fact, at 
this speed, the HIC and D 1 criteria for the driver reach the 
maximum permitted levels (see figures 3 and 4). The other 
criteria and those for the front passenger are acceptable 
(figures 5 and 6). 1000- 

I 

~ ~ ~ 50 57 59 66 
Figure 6. Femurs strain criterion values 

450 
At 66 km/h (41 mph) no limit level is reached in the 

ECE REGLEHENT 33 LIHTT collision of the car against Virages for all the criteria, but the 

200-                                                  gap is small in the case of the HIC of the driver. 
An improvement of the speed limit from 59 to 66 km/h or 

more has been made with Virages. 

50 57 59 66 opood Conclusions 
km/h 

Figure 3. D 1 Criterion values after tests The height of the rigid parts of the actual HDV is the 
reason of the severity of the collision with PV. The working 

~ic parts of the car run under the bumper and the frame of the 
PROJECT ECE REGLEMENT LIMIT 

/////////////////////////////////~//////~//////////////////// HDV. They are only pressed against thee ground till they 

* R 9 / VIEAGES 

50 57 59 66 

Figure 4. HIC Criterion values Figure 7. Position of the rigid parts of a PV and an actual HDV 
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reach the front axle or the tyres. The bumper of the HDV In conclusion, such changes in the way to construct the 

may penetrate in the in-door space of the car (figure 7). front of a HDV allow a significant improvement in the speed 

The improvements made in the vehicle Virages are limit of a collision between a HDV and a PV. 

(figure 8): 
/ 

¯ bumper and rigid parts of the frame at the same ! 
height as the height of the working parts of the car --)-" 

¯ reduced front over hang of the HDV = the tyres 
limit the deformation of the bumper 

¯ reduction of the roughness of the bumper and the 
rigid parts of the HDV. 

Figure 8. Position of the rigid pa~ts of a PV and of Virages 
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Technical Session 2A 
Frontal Crash Protection 
Chairman: Kermerly Diggs, United States 

Analysis of Frontal Crash Safety Performance of Passenger Cars, Light Trucks 
and Vans and an Outline of Future Research Requirements 

James R. Hackney, William T. Hollowell, and presenting similar tables and charts as in the 1985 paper, this 

Daniel S. Cohen update provides trends and analyses which are based on 
fleet weighted observations and provides comparisons of 

United States Department of Transportation, PC to LTV parameters. The fleet of tested vehicles 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimated to be on the roads in 1988 consists of over 37 

million PCs and almost 9 million LTVs. Comparison of the 

Abstract performance of the tested 1981 PC fleet to the tested 1988 
PC fleet shows a significant improvement in potential safety 

Since 1979, almost three hundred vehicle crash tests have performance for restrained occupants in high speed frontal 
been conducted in the New Car Assessment Program crashes. Comparisons of specific late model (MY 1986 to 
(NCAP). Parameters from the crash tests of the vehicles are 1988) vehicles within each weight class indicate the 
presented. Analysis of these parameters relative to the fron- potential for significant safety improvements for the future 
tal crash safety are performed. The studies are conducted vehicle fleet. 
with fleet weighted populations and include both passenger The analyses of these frontal crash data and projections of 
cars and light trucks and vans. Comparisons of vehicle fatalities and injuries are the basis for an outline of future 

performance are made which support the feasibility of po- frontal crashworthiness research activities. These activities 

tentially improved safety levels within the vehicle, will study the projected remaining safety problem after the 

Based on the potential for improved safety and on recent full implementation of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

projections of fatalities and injuries by the National High- Standard (FMVSS) 208. It is projected that even with the 

way Traffic Safety Administration, an outline of possible 
significant benefits of FMVSS 208 and mandatory use laws, 
more than 10,000 fatalities and 120,000 moderate to severe 

future frontal crashworthiness research is presented, injuries will still occur in frontal crashes each year in the 
United States. (Note: From the FMVSS 208 Final Rule 

Introduction notice in the Federal Register (2), mid-point estimates of 

Since 1979, the National Highway Traffic Safety benefits show a reduction of over 6,000 fatalities and over 

Administration (NHTSA)has conducted crash tests of 233 100,000 moderate to critical injuries per year when all 

different makes and models of passenger cars (PCs) and 41 
passenger cars in the fleet meet FMVSS 208 requirements). 

light trucks and vans (LTVs) in the New Car Assessment 
Program (NCAP). Each of these vehicles was crashed into a Trends From the Anthropomorphic 
rigid barrier at a test speed of 35 mph. This is five mph faster Dummy Responses 
than the prescribed speed for compliance with Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS). The NCAP is an In each of the NCAP tests, Part 572 anthropomorphic 

experimental consumer information program which 
dummies are located in the driver and fight front passenger 
seats of the vehicles. Standard instrumentation includes: 

develops data on frontal crashes. In this program, a given triaxial accelerometers in the head and chest, and load cells 
vehicle is tested once at the nominal test speed of 35 mph in the right and left femurs. The head injury criteria (HIC), 
with restrained and instrumented 50th percentile part 572 three millisecond clip chest accelerations (Chest Gs) in gs, 
dummies in the driver and right front seat passenger and femur loads are derived from the accelerometer and 
locations. The crash tests are designed to indicate, for load cell outputs as specified in FMVSS 208.~ Only the HIC 
vehicles within the same weight class, the relative levels of and Chest Gs will be used in this section to examine the 
occupant protection and vehicle safety in this crash trends of the dummy responses. 
condition. The data from these tests provide NHTSA with Some of the analyses in the following sections will 
the most extensive set of frontal crashworthiness separate the vehicles into two performance groups to allow 
information ever assembled on production vehicles, easier comparisons and trend studies. Performance Group 1 

At the Tenth International Technical Conference on consists of vehicles in which no dummy response exceeded 

Experimental Safety Vehicles, a review of the data from the a HIC of 1250 or a Chest G of 70. Performance Group 2 

NCAP vehicles which had been tested was presented(1).* consists of vehicles in which at least one dummy response 

This report updates the data contained in that review with exceeded these values. 

the results from an additional 102 vehicles which have been 
tested through model year (MY) 1988. In addition to ~Inresponsetoapetition, in1986, theNHTSArevisedtheprocedureforcalculating 

HIC such that the maximum time interval did not exceed 36 milliseconds. Prior year 
HIC values in the NCAP tests have not been changed. However, the effect of the 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, change was examined and is insignificant relative to the analyses in this paper. 
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The analyses for the dummy responses and for many of through the ten MYs for PCs. This table also gives the 

the other parameters in the following sections of this paper cumulative number of tested vehicles and the representative 

are done for both the unweighted and weighted NCAP data. tested fleet. Figure 1 depicts these data in graphical form. 

The unweighted data are the data from actual vehicles These data indicate a significant trend of lower responses 

which have been tested. The weighted data are these data from 1979 to 1988 for unweighted and weighted data. 

which have been weighted by the estimated distribution of 
the tested vehicle in the fleet for a given year. This estimated 

Table 2. Averages and medians of occupant HICs and chest 
distribution is derived from total vehicle registrations for Gs--passenger cars, 
1979 to 1986 models with vehicles identical to the test ~weighted 
vehicles as retrieved from Polk’s Annual National Vehicle 

Model HIC HIC Chest G Chest G N~ber 

Population Profiles. For 1987 and 1988 models the y .... ~ested 
Ave Med Ave Med Ave Med Ave Med 

registrations are estimated from vehicle sales reported by 1979 1270 1056 1271 1183 86 59 48 45 30 
Automotive News. To compute accumulated vehicle 1979-80 1279 1088 1293 1179 57 54 50 46 51 

1979-81 1221 i078’ 1247 1171 56 54 49 45 64 

registrations through the model years survival rates shown 1979-821979.83 11251166 960978 11321168 10321033 5353 5051 4646 4344 10288 

1979-84 ii01 939 1093 I010 52 50 45 43 133 

in table 1 are used. These rates are derived from the Polk 1979o85 1118 947 1076 962 81 50 45 43 187 
1979-86 1095 911 1054 945 51 50 44 42 180 

Idi~.t ~1.~1 ~. 
1979-87 1084 897 1016 884 51 50 44 42 206 

1979-88 1065 894 977 836 51 50 44 42 233 

Weighted 

Table 1. Survival rates derived from Polk registration data. ~=i.or rasser~ge~¢ D,lver ~asse~ge£ 
Model HIC HIC Chest G Chest G         NCAP 

Vehicle Age i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Years Fleet 
Ave Med Ave Med Ave Med Ave Med 

Survlval Rate 0.998 0.984 0.972 0.958 0.932 0.895 0.841 0.769 
1979 1045 965 1121 1033 53 54 47 45 219790( 

1979-80 1071 965 1124 994 54 52 48 45 523753(- 
1979-81 1040 939 1097 994 54 52 47 45 782798( 

1979-82 1016 939 1081 994 53 50 47 45 i040738-~ 

Analysis of PC dummy responses 1979-83 985 910 1049 919 52 50 46 44 1284782-~ 

1979-84 964 871 996 865 51 48 44 42 1706515( 

1979-85 941 849 966 859 50 48 43 40 2170906.~ 

Table 2 contains the average and median values of the 1979.86 926 845 936 829 49 48 42 40 2706061! 
1979-87 917 826 903 799 49 48 42 40 3192419( 

HIC and Chest Gs of the driver and passenger dummies 1979-88 903 802 867 778 49 47 A1 40 3704410~ 

Driver HICs Passenger HICs 
1400- 1400 

-- Weighted Average ~ Weighted Average 

~ 
~ Unweighted Average ~ ~ ’~ 

~ Unweighted Average 

1200- Unwelghted Medlon 1200- ~- Unwelghted Median 

800- 800. 

600- ~ 600 

1979 1980 1981 1982 198,3 1984 !985 1986 1987 1988 1979 19’80 ]9’81 19’82 19’8~ 19’84 19’85 19’88 19’87 198P 

Latest Model Year                                                             Lateet Model Year 

Driver Chest                 P ssenger Chest Gs 
60. 60 

55.                                                                                                  55-         Weighted Medlon 

Unweighted Median 

1 Weighted Averoge 

I 
1979 1~80 1~81 19~2 1~83 1~84 1~85 1~86 1~87 1988 1979 1~80 19~1 19~2 1~83 1~84 19~5 1~86 1~87 1988 

Latest Model Year Latest Model Year 

Figure 1. Comparison of dummy responses for NCAP passenger cars. 
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~ 37 million vehicles. The 1981 unweighted fleet contains 64 

~ vehicles and the 1988 unweighted fleet contains 233 

~ vehicles. 

~ The distributions of the weighted fleets by weight class 

i (1) are shown in figure 4. The four weight classes are-- 
"¢ small (curb weight below 2,450 lb.), compact (curb weight 

_= 2,451 to 2,950), intermediate (curb weight 2,951 to 

~ 3,450 lb.), and large (curb weight above 3,451 lb.). The 

¯ average weight of vehicles of the 81 fleet is 3278 lbs and the 

~ average weight of the 88 fleet is 3189 lbs. (Note: The deci- 
sion to compare the 1981 fleet to the 1988 fleet is based on 

1979      1980      1981      1982      1983      1984      1985      1986      1887      1988 

Mo,~.~ re,, o~ Veh~c~o ~oot                     the assumption that after three years of the NCAP that 

Figure 2. Safety performance trends of NCAP passenger car enough time had elapsed for the manufacturers to become 
fleet, responsive to the test data. Similar comparison can be made 

Figure 2 shows the percent of the weighted vehicles in     for any other fleet year). 

Performance Group 2. This plot indicates that the portion of 
E 1981 PC Fleet (Weighted) 

the tested vehicle fleet with the higher dummy responses --~ [~ 1988 PC Fleet (Weighted) 
has decreased from 51 percent in 1979 to 28 percent in 1988. 
It may also be noted that 43% of the PCs met FMVSS 208 ._g 
requirements even at the higher test speed. 

Comparison of the 1981 fleet to the 1988 fleet 

From a comparison of two fleet years, 1981 and 1988, the 
distributions of the Performance Groups can be studied in 
figure 3. The data in this figure show a significant shift to 
lower level responses has occurred from the 1981 to 1988 
fleet. Similar trends for the weighted and unweighted data 8~o,, co~o~t ,or .... d~ote 

are apparent. The 1981 weighted passenger car fleet con- Figure 4. Distribution of 81 and 86 NCAP fleets (by vehicle 
tains eight million vehicles and the 1988 fleet contains over weight class). 

80 80 

~ ~988 

70- 

Unweighfed 

0 C 

2                                               ~                              2 

P~rformonce Group Performonce Group 

Figure 3. Comparison of 1981 vs 1988 NCAP PC fleets. 
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PC dummy performance by weight class 

The real world safety risk is dependent on the weight of 
the vehicle (i.e. from the laws of physics, in a two vehicle 
frontal impact, the lighter vehicle will experience the larger 
velocity change). In the following paragraphs the NCAP 
vehicles are separated into the four weight classes as previ- 
ously defined (1). The dummy responses and design param- 
eters of each weight class will be examined.                 .~_ 

The following analyses are conducted only to compare 
the performance of different weight class vehicles in the 
single vehicle crash into a fixed rigid barrier (which may 
also be viewed as a crash of two identical vehicles colliding Figure 5. PCs in performance group 2 (by weight class). 

head-on with each vehicle traveling at 35 mph). In this Table 4. Averages and medians of occupant HlCs and chest 
crash, each vehicle must dissipate its own kinetic energy. Gs--light trucks and vans 
These analyses do not imply that performance in these tests 
are indicative of the risks across weight classes. It has been Drlw~ 

LTV HIC HIC Chest 0 Chest G ~ Number 
documented (4) that the occupants of smaller vehicles are at frye r .... d 

greater r;ok than those of larger vehicles due to the traffic 
MPVs 1023 950 1148 1134 51 49 45 48 ~0 

mix. PUs 1201 1147 1065 754 55 57 47 47 17 
VANs 1565 1432 1108 1123 59 55 49 47 14 

Table 3 contains the average and median values of the 
Total 1282 1147 ii00 1067 56 54 47 47 41 

HIC and Chest Gs of the driver and passenger dummies for Weighted 
the four weight classes. This table also gives the number of 
tested vehicles and the size of the weighted fleet for each ~y~,e ~c ~c Chest 0 Chest G NCAP 

weight class. These data show minor differences across ~v~ Pied Ave Pied Ave Pied Ave Pied 

weight classes. ~v~ 869 850 1309 1321 50 48 44 43 1461392 

PUs II01 1147 979 699 51 52 45 45 4869077 
VANs 1362 984 ii00 1198 53 50 50 47 2431951 

Table 3. Averages and medians of occupant HICs and chest zot~l 1135 985 1067 1071 32 50 46 45 8762420 
Gs--passenger cars by weight class. 

Unwelghted 

ger    Driver    P ..... get             sparsity of data, data for individual MYs may not be signifi- 
Weight HIC Hie Ch~,t ~ Che,t G ~=hor cant. However, the 41 tested LTVs represent over 9 million 

Ave Pied Ave Pied Ave Pied Ave Pied vehicles in the 1988 fleet and more than 30% of LTV regis- 
Small 1097 974 1090 959 53 51 45 43 86 
Cozapact 1072 845 936 771 49 47 42 41 77 trations since MY 1983. Therefore, it is concluded that the 
Intermd 1008 880 885 778 51 51 43 42 47 ig 
Large 1037 954 887 808 51 50 43 41 23 total tested fleet data can provide s nificant data for exam- 

Weighted ining the dummy responses. Table 4 gives the averages and 

Driver P ..... get Driver P ..... get medians of the LTVs. In comparing these values to the 1988 
Weight HIC HIC Chest G Chest G NCAP 
Cl~. ~leet PC fleet values in table 2, it is noted that the dummy re- 

sponses in the LTV fleet are approximately 20% higher for 
Small 882 708 921 821 49 47 42 40 1225421~ 

Compact 918 810 802 653 47 46 39 38 133~272C both HICs and 10% higher for Chest Gs. 
lntermd 905 784 802 752 51 50 41 40 7943911 
Large 917 882 1094 1084 49 45 46 47 352326-~ Figure 6 shows the distribution of the PC fleet and the 

LTV fleet in the two performance groups. For the LTVs, 
To further examine differences in performance between 56% of the unweighted fleet and 45% of the weighted fleet 

weight classes, figure 5 was generated which compares the are in Performance Group 2. For the PCs, these values are 

weight classes in the Performance Group 2. The information 38% and 25%. The comparison in this figure of the perfor- 

in this figure indicates better performance of the heavier mance group distributions points out the large difference in 

vehicles for the unweighted data. However, when the data the test performance between LTVs and PCs. 

are weighted by the vehicle registrations, these performance The LTVs can be examined in three categories: light duty 

differences are reduced. This indicates that especially in the trucks, vans, and multi-purpose vehicles. Table 4 also pro- 

small weight class that the poorer performing vehicles have vides the dummy response values in these categories. From 

the lower sales volume. From closer examination of the observing the average values, it is noted that the vans had 
individual vehicle data, it also found that many of the poorer the dummies with the highest HIC and Chest G responses of 
performing small cars were tested in the early years of the the three categories. 
NCAP and that attrition is gradually eliminating these from These data indicate that the frontal crash test performance 
the fleet, is not as good for LTVs as for PCs. However, the manufac- 

turers have shown the capability of producing reasonably 
Analysis of LTV dummy responses good performers in all the LTV categories. In fact, 11 of the 

LTVs were not included in the NCAP testing until MY 43 LTVs meet the requirements of FMVSS 208 at the higher 

1983. Since then, 41 LTVs have been tested. Due to the crash speed. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of LTV and PC fleets. 

lated for all the NCAP tests. The average onset time for PCs 
Vehicle Design Parameters is 35 ms and for LTVs 30 ms. The average rate is 47 lbs/ms 

As in the previous paper (1), parameters of safety belt for PCs and 58 lbs/ms for LTVs. 

performance, steering assembly effects, and structural 
performance have been tabulated. In the following 
examination of these data, any changes which have 
occurred in trends from the first paper will be noted and S.llSl°P ....... Loading R,t.d 
comparisons to the LTV fleet will be made. 

Belt performance parameters 

Presently 33 States and the District of Columbia have 

mandatory use laws. These laws along with the emphasis on 
" belt use by the manufacturers and safety groups have raised 

the usage rate observed in a NHTSA 19 city survey from °o ~5 5o 75 ,oo 
less than 20% in the early 1980s to more than 45% in 1988. r~m. (M|lli ..... ds) 

~ In addition, the requirements of FMVSS 208 to provide Figure 7. Illustration of belt system parameters. 

passive protection in PCs have led to the introduction of 

automatic belt systems in a large number of PC makes and Steering assembly effects 
models since 1985. Front seat occupants of PCs equipped Even for the belt restrained occupant, head contact with 
with these automatic belt systems have a belt usage rate of interior vehicle components can lead to serious injuries. For 
about 85%. Under these conditions, the optimum design of the driver, the steering assembly is the most likely area of 
the safety belt system is more important than ever before, contact. In the NCAP 35 mph tests, very few of the dummies 

Two primary functions of the belt systems are to prevent in the driver location were restrained sufficiently to avoid 
or minimize occupant contact with interior surfaces and to contact with some portion of the steering assembly. 31% (63 

maintain the occupant in the vehicle during a crash event, of 205) of the driver dummies experienced head contacts 

Belt systemparameters which can affect these functions in a into the steering assembly that placed the vehicle in Perfor- 
-- crash event include the time to onset load on the occupant, mance Group 2. For the small PC class, 38% (30 of 79) were 

the rate of loading, and the peak load. The onset time is the in Group 2, for the compacts 29% (19 of 65), for the inter- 

time at which the torso belt load reaches 200 lb. The rate is mediates, 26% (11 of 42), and for the large PCs 16% (3 of 

the increase in load for each millisecond from 200 lb. to 19). The LTVs show an even higher probability of severe 

nominally 1,000 lb. A typical illustration of these parame- head to steering assembly contacts with 46% (18 of 39 

ters is shown in figure 7. These parameters have been calcu- vehicles) in Performance Group 2. It is also noted that the 
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average velocity change due to this contact is higher for the head to windshield distances are significantly greater for 

LTVs than for PCs (15.4 mph as compared to 13.3 mph). LTVs when compared to PCs. 
From examination of the tested vehicles which have air- 

The severity of these steering assembly impacts is depen- bag supplementary restraint systems, no indications of seri- 
dent on several vehicle performance parameters including: ous head to steering assembly impacts were found. As noted 

¯ The intrusion of the steering assembly into the in the FMVSS 208 Final Rule (2), "... the most effective 
compartment system is an airbag plus a lap and shoulder belt... Airbags 

¯ The area of the steering assembly which the head with lap belts also provide better protection at higher speeds 
than safety belts do, and they will provide better protection 

impacts and the force-deflection characteristics of 
against debilitating injuries (e.g. brain and facial injuries) 

the contact surface than safety belts". With many of the PC manufacturers 
¯ The amount that the belt system reduces the ve- providing the driver airbag as standard equipment in the 

locity of the occupant before contact occurs near future, the data from the NCAP indicate that a reduc- 
¯ The effects of the structural performance that also tion in head and facial injuries in frontal impacts for these 

can lead to differences in head contact velocities, vehicles may be expected. However for LTVs, unless manu- 

In addition to these performances parameters, the driver facturers take action to improve the level of safety perfor- 
mance, the data indicate that head to steering assembly 

location relative to vehicle interior components may con- 
impacts for belt restrained occupants may be a continuing 

tribute to possible head contacts. In figure 8, the distances problem. 
from the driver to the vehicle interior are defined. These 

distances apply to the Part 572 dummy as seated according Structural performance parameters 
to the NCAP test procedure. Average values are given in The third vehicle attribute which has been previously 
table 5. Only minor differences are noted between the examined from the NCAP data and is updated here is the 

weight classes of the PCs. However, the head to header and performance of the frontal structure. During a crash, the 
frontal structure needs to provide a reasonable occupant 
compartment deceleration signature (crash pulse) and a col- 
lapse mode that does not allow excessive intrusion into the 
occupant space. 

The crash pulses of the NCAP vehicles are measured by 
accelerometers located in the occupant compartments. 
From these crash pulses, approximate force-crush curves 
are generated using the acceleration time data and the vehi- 
cle test weight. The parameters of interest from these force- 
crush curves include the peak dynamic force, crush at this 
peak force, an estimated linear "stiffness", and the peak 
dynamic crush. The averages of these parameters and the 
test weights for PCs and LTVs are given in table 6. For PCs, 
nominally, an increasing peak force and increasing crush 
occur with increasing test weight. 

For LTVs, significant differences are noted in all parame- 
ters when compared to PCs with much higher peak force and 
stiffness and lower crush. This comparison points out two 
problems: 

1. In single vehicle frontal crashes, LTVs present a more 
severe environment to the occupant and a more difficult 
design problem for the safety engineer. 

2. In multi-vehicle crashes were LTVs collide with PCs, 

Figure 8. Driver location relative to vehicle interior. PCs will dissipate more of the kinetic energy, crush more, 
and have more compartment intrusion than the LTVs. 

Table 5. Average dimensions for driver locations. 
Table 6. Average values of structural parameters. 

Driver Location (inches) 
Driver Location (inches) 

Weight Head to Head to Chest to Knee to 
Class Header Windshield Wheel Dash Weight Test Weight Peak Force "Stiffness" Disp @ Peak Maximum Disp 

Class (ibs) (ibs) (ibsiin) Force (in) (in) 

Small 14.50 19.42 14.94 6.12 
Compact 13.55 19.56 14.50 5.70 Small 2573 82094 3795 22.3 27.3 

Compact 3128 94073 3848 25.8 3O. 3 
Intermediate 14.14 19.58 14.20 6.29 Intermd 3631 119297 4509 27.3 30. i 
Large 14.66 20.44 13.99 6.80 Large 4327 123092 4259 29.3 33.2 

All PCs 14.11 19.53 14.56 6.09 All PCs 3145 97477 3997 25.2 29.5 

All LTVs 18.04 22.27 13.55 6.46 All LTVs 3899 144113 12397 15. i 23.8 
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Recent Trends and Research Directions which FMVSS 208 systems are expected to be most effec- 

tive), and high speed impacts are defined as greater than 30 

Recent trends mph. 

The above paragraphs have presented and discussed Real world crash data analysis will be conducted to deter- 

some of the occupant response trends and parameters of all mine the magnitude of the safety problem and the type of 

tested vehicles. It may be of interest to examine these trends crash, vehicles involved, and human factors associated with 

relative to a select group of the more recent vehicles which the specific safety problems. These analyses will attempt to 

have very low dummy responses. In MYs 86, 87, and 88, 33 reach the following goals: 

PCs had dummy responses in which the HICs were less 900 1. Setting priorities in terms of which’types of crash 
and the Chest Gs were less than 55. These 33 PCs are 45% of events, types of vehicles, or occupant characteristics 
the tested PCs since MY 85. Of the PCs tested prior to MY account for the highest percentage of serious injuries 
86, only 28% had dummy responses in these lower levels. In and fatalities. 
comparison to the FMVSS 208 requirements, 55% of the 2. Evaluation of effectiveness of different safety 
PCs in these three MYs met all requirements as compared to concepts including air bag and automatic belt restraint 
36% in the previous seven years, systems in the crash environment. 

The 33 late model PCs which fell in the lower response 3. Injury mechanism identification including the 
levels are distributed evenly among the small, compact, and body regions injured and the source of the injuries for 
intermediate weight classes. The restraint systems in these specific safety areas. 
vehicles include standard three point belts, two and three 4. Identification of laboratory test conditions based 
point automatic belts, and driver airbags. The manufac- on the crashes that account for the most serious 
turers of these vehicles include both domestic and foreign, injuries. 
The performance of these vehicles strongly indicate the 
capability and the increasing trend of the manufacturers to The Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), NASS, 

incorporate design parameters in their vehicles which pro- State files, foreign files, and the special investigations will 

duce low dummy responses in the 35 mph NCAP test. be used to conduct these analyses. 

Research directions Crash testing and sled testing 

Presently, FMVSS 208 requires a minimum level of pro- While the above data analyses will provide useful guid- 

tection for PC occupants in frontal crashes up to 30 mph. ance, it will be several years before sufficient accident data 

The lives and injuries which will be saved by FMVSS 208 are collected to make definitive statements of the effective- 

are very significant. (Note: From the FMVSS 208 Final ness ofthe restraint systems and the remaining frontal safety 

Rule notice in the Federal Register (2), mid-point estimates problem. Testing offers the most immediate means of deter-. 

of benefits show a reduction in all crash modes of over 6,000 mining answers. Tests can provide early identification as to 

fatalities and over 100,000 moderate to critical injuries per the possible limits of performance for a variety of restraint 

year when all passenger cars in the fleet meet FMVSS 208 systems. 

requirements). However, recent NHTSA projections of fa- A laboratory testing program could be designed to pro- 

talities and injuries estimate that even after the full applica- vide information in the following areas: 

tion of the passive restraint requirements of FMVSS 208 to 1. Establishing baseline conditions for different 
both PCs and LTVs, frontal impacts will account for approx- 

types of automatic restraint systems under different 
imately 10,000 fatalities and 120,000 AIS 2-5 injuries. A 

crash conditions including different impact speeds, 
problem of this magnitude demands that we pursue research 

off-set conditions, and angle impacts. 
to address it. 2. Determining upper bounds of the effectiveness of 

different types of automatic restraint systems for dif- Safety problem 
ferent crash conditions. 

FMVSS 208 has brought with it an increasing array of 3. Evaluating the effect of different vehicle and oc- 
different types of automatic restraint systems in today’s cupant factors such as seating position, seating pos- 
production vehicles. It is necessary to track the real world ture, seat adjustment, etc. on the performance of auto- 
collision experience of these vehicles to better define new matic restraint systems. 
safety program directions and to refine existing program 
areas. Biomechanics research 

As we examine the field performance of restraint sys- Projects in biomechanics will be directed toward improv- 
tems, we will identify the safety problem at three crash ing and expanding injury criteriaandhuman surrogate capa- 
severity ranges--low, moderate, and high speed impacts, bilities. Present test devices could be modified to allow 
Low speed impacts are defined as those below 15 mph (the additional measurements for assessing different injury 
nominal threshold for air bag deployment), moderate-level modes and for extending injury measurement capabilities to 
impacts are defined as between 15 and 30 mph (the range in other body regions. 
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Component testing of restraint systems and assembly impact is 15.4 mph for LTVs and 13.3 for PCs. 

frontal interior surfaces 
46% of the LTVs are placed in the higher response group 
due to head to steering assembly contacts. Only 31% of the 

As shown in the NCAP tests and as determined from data PCs are placed in the higher response group due to these 
studies, occupant contact with the frontal interior surfaces is contacts. 
still possible even in vehicles equipped with automatic re- Much higher peak force and linear stiffness and 
straint systems. Testing in this area could establish the prop- significantly lower crush are noted in the frontal structures 
erties of restraint systems and frontal interior surfaces, for LTVs than for PCs. The peak force is 50% greater for 

The purpose of this data collection effort is to establish a LTVs and the stiffness is three times that of the average PC. 
baseline related to the material properties of these compo- The average maximum crush is approximately 24 inches for 
nents to aid in the identification of possible counter- LTVs and is almost 30 inches for the PCs. This comparison 
measures and to provide input data for occupant simulation points out two problems: 
models. 

1. In single vehicle frontal crashes, LTVs present a 
Vehicle structures models and occupant more severe environment to the occupant and a more 

simulation models difficult design problem for the safety engineer. 

Vehicle structures models and occupant simulation mod- 2. In multi-vehicle crashes where LTVs collide with 

els will be upgraded to allow parameter studies to be con- 
PCs, PCs will dissipate more of the kinetic energy, 

ducted to assist in the identification of the problems, in the crush more, and have more compartment intrusion 

development of test procedures, and in the development of than the LTVs. 

potential countermeasures. In an examination of the late model PCs (MYs 86, 87, and 
88), it is found that 33 PCs (45% of the tested PCs since MY 

Summary 85) had dummy responses in the level 1 and 2 groups. The 

After ten years of testing in NCAP, significant trends 33 late model PCs are distributed evenly among the small, 

toward improved dummy responses can be noted for the PC compact, and intermediate weight classes. All types of 

fleet. Average HIC and Chest G values have decreased by restraint systems and domestic and foreign made vehicles 

10 to 20% and PCs which are in Performance Group 2 (i.e. are included. The performance of these vehicles strongly 

HIC greater than1250 and/or Chest G greater than 70) in the indicate the capability and the increasing trend of the 

weighted fleet have dropped from 51% to less than 25%. manufacturers to incorporate design parameters in their 

43% ofthe tested PCs meet FMVSS 208 requirements in the vehicles which produce low dummy responses in the 35 

NCAP test conditions, mph NCAP test. 
Based on a recent NHTSA projection of fatalities and When comparing unweighted dummy responses across 

four PC weight classes, some degradation in safety injuries and the existing performance of passenger vehicles 

performance can be noted from the large PC to the small PC. as determined from the NCAP, an outline of potential future 
research activities for enhanced frontal protection is However, the weighted fleet indicates that the poorer 

performing small PCs are also the lower sales volume PCs. presented. These activities include: 

Within the weighted fleet, the level of safety performance of 1. A study to determine the existence and magnitude 

the small PCs may not be significantly less than the larger of any safety problems in frontal impacts after the 

vehicles for the given test conditions, implementation of FMVSS 208. 

In examining the LTV dummy responses and comparing 2. A laboratory testing program which consists of 

them to the PC performance, HICs and Chest Gs for the full scale crash and sled testing. 

LTVs are approximately 10 to 20% higher than for the PCs. 3. Continued projects in biomechanics to improve 

45% of the weighted LTV fleet are in Performance Group 2 and expand injury criteria and human surrogate 

as compared to 25% of the weighted PC fleet. Even though capabilities. 

LTVs have higher dummy responses than PCs, the 4. Continued projects in component testing to 

manufacturers have demonstrated the capability to provide establish the properties of restraint systems and frontal 

improved performance since 28% of the tested LTVs meet interior surfaces. 

FMVSS 208 requirements in the NCAP test conditions. 5. Application of structures models and occupant 

Vehicle design parameters associated with safety belts, simulation models to extend the results of the 

steering assemblies, and frontal structure are examined and laboratory tests and to assist in the problem 

comparisons between PC and LTV characteristics are made. identification, test procedures and countermeasures 

For PCs, the average onset time for the occupant to begin development. 

loading the belt is 35 ms and the average rate of loading is 47 
lbs/ms. For LTVs, these values are 30 ms and 58 lbs/ms. ReferellCl~s 

The steering assembly effects indicate that on the average (1) Hackney, James, and Carlin Ellyson, "A Review of 

more severe head contacts occur in LTVs than in PCs. The the Effects of Belt Systems, Steering Assemblies, and 

average velocity change of the laead due to steering Structural Design on the Safety of Vehicles in the New Car 
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Assessment Program," Proceedings Tenth International Assessment Program--Status and Effect," Proceedings 

Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, pp Ninth International Technical Conference on Experimental 
380-413, 1985. Safety Vehicles, pp 809-824, 1982. 

(2) 49 CFR Part 571, Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
(4) Cerrelli, Ezio C., "Risk of Fatal Injury in Vehicles of 

Standard; Occupant Crash Protection, pp 28962-29010, 
Federal Register, Vol. 49, No. 138, July 17, 1984. Different Size," NHTSA Report DOT HS 806-653, No- 

(3) Hackney, James, and Vincent Quarles, "The New Car vember 1984. 

Inadequacy of 0° Barrier Test With Real World Frontal Accidents 

C. Thomas, S. Koltchakian, C. Tarriere, In the light of the first results of the Peugeot S.A./Renault 

Laboratoire de Physiologie et de Biom6canique, accident survey, begun in 1970 (1)*, it did not take long to 

Associ6 ~ Peugeot S.A./Renault, realize that at least 70% of frontal impacts were 

France asymmetrical. 

C. Got, A. eatel, 
Since the objective was to improve the secondary safety 

of cars by taking the reality of accidents into account, it 
Institut de Recherches Orthop6diques 

consequently seemed logical to the French manufacturers to 
France wonder about the representativity of the 0° barrier (2), 

Abstract propose a method for analysis of severity of frontal 
collisions (3), justify their preference for a test against an 

The representativity of a global frontal impact must be oblique wall forming an angle of 30° with the "0° barrier," 
assessed in relation to its concordance with the characteris- namely 120° with the longitudinal centre-line of the vehicle 
tics of frontal impacts in real world accidents in order to (4), provide accidentological justifications (5), present the 
guarantee that the progress accomplished will be effectively results of the test whereby an experimental vehicle hits a 30° 
translated on the road. barrier at 70 km/h (6), confirm their choice in favour of the 

The survey is based on the technical and medical investi- 30° barrier (7) and even deplore not having been listened to 
gation into 746 cars and 403 occupants restrained by 3-point (8). 
seatbelts involved in severe frontal impacts with velocity As far back as 1976, K. Friedman (9) substantiated the 
change equal to or greater than 40 km/h. assertion that 90% of all frontal deformations were 

Precise descriptions are made of overlaps of front end asymmetrical in the United States. At the same time, an 
with obstacle, deformation geometries, intrusion levels into English survey (10), based on an analysis of 143 impacted 
the passenger compartment in terms of velocity change cars, concluded in the interest of an impact test at 50 km/h 
(delta-V) and mean acceleration (fi m) of the car. against a barrier with overlap of between 25 and 50%, on 

The frequency and the severity of injuries to front occu- account of the fact that 56% of the directions of impact are 
pants are analysed in terms of the relationship of the impact longitudinal to the nearest 10° and that 53 of the cars 
with 0° barrier and 30° oblique barrier tests, presented an overlap with the obstacle of 25 to 50%. 

The results show that the 0° barrier test does not repro- Recently, Daimler-Benz (11) gave support to the interest of 
duce mean acceleration values, intrusion levels or risks this test, taking into account a 32% frequency of the "30 to 
incurred by the majority of.belted occupants. 50%" overlaps among the 822 vehicles of its make involved 

Deformations of vehicles, mean accelerations and condi- in frontal impacts and for which the front end overlap has 
tions under which serious injuries occur with the largest been able to be quantified. Let us specify that this test is 
number of belted occupants in real world frontal impact 

presented more as a tool for development of front end 
conditions, justify the choice of the 30° oblique barrier test 
as the most representative test. 

structure than as statutory alternative (12). 

It was therefore interesting to bring up to date and specify 

Introduction the principal data regarding relationships with experimental 

Frontal impact is, by far, the one causing the most deaths 
frontal tests, based on a sample of severe real world 

and serious injuries in real world accidents, accidents. 

That is why, as far back as the sixties, before extensive 
surveys were conducted and the principal results made Method Used 
known, it was decided in the United States that frontal Our survey files on real world accidents were used as 

impact against a wall perpendicular to the trajectory of the basis and were sorted in order to select cars equipped with 

vehicle, herein called 0°, would be the reference statutory 3-point restraint seatbelts involved in severe frontal impacts 

test. with velocity change (delta-V) greater than or equal to 40 
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km/h. The estimation of the violence of the impact (delta-V, ¯ cars for which opposing vehicle has not been ex- 

A mean) used is that described in various publications (5, amined--237 

13). ¯ cars involved in front-to-front impacts between 

The distributions of overlaps and deformation geometries cars "with glance-off," i.e. with complete stop- 

are first of all described. These greatly contribute to the page of the vehicle at a distance of more than 10 

relationships with frontal tests such as 0° barrier and 30° metres beyond the other car--140 

barrier. The analysis is completed by examinations, in terms (Note: The equivalent speed against the barrier-- 

of delta-V, of the levels of mean acceleration attained and also called equivalent energy speed (E.E.S)--is 

the frequencies of critical intrusion into the passenger greater than or equal to 40 km/h for 81 cars. In 40 

compartment, of the 81 cases, the overlap with the opposing car 

The risks of injury evaluated according to the AIS scale was of the "1/4 track type"). 

(14) of belted front occupants only in this sample are studied ¯ Cars with delta:V estimated at less than 40 

in terms of the relationship with frontal tests, km/h--1601 

Distribution of deformations of cars sub- The sample thus selected includes 746 cars whose defor- 

jected to severe frontal impact mation characteristics are quantified and the impact vio- 
lences estimated. 

Since 1970, 3976 cars subjected to frontal impact have The overlap of the front end of the car with the obstacle is 
been analysed both from the technical and the medical 
viewpoints by the team making investigations into real 
world accidents. 

Without exclusion, this survey was conducted on all car I 
accidents occurring in the same geographic zone to the West 
of ParAs and causing injuries to at least one car occupant. 
This region, consisting of urban and rural zones, comprises 
different types of road networks (including motorways). _ 
Retrospective analysis sometimes shows that the most seri- 
ous accidents are over-represented in the sample. In particu- 
lar, the mortality rate is double that observed at national 
scale. Let us specify that the survey did not cover only cars 
of French make. The share of cars of foreign make is very 
close to that observed at French national scale. 

Insofar as a truly representative frontal impact must en- 
able the protection offered by seatbelts to advance even 
further, it is important that the description of the accident is 
not biased by a large number of low-violence, and therefore 
not very severe, impacts for belted occupants. That is why, 
to be precise and pertinent, it is important that the sub- 
sample retained takes only cars into account that have been 
subjected to a delta-V at least equal to or greater than the 

R 0 
threshold of appearance of the majority of serious and fatal 
lesions on belted front occupants. These occur in 85% of 
cases with delta-V greater than or equal to 40 km/h, which 
already constitutes a high, but necessary violence threshold, 
taking into account the objective sought after. I 

Besides this, the deformations must involve the front end Z 1 Y’I 
over its full height. 

This amounts to eliminating 3230 cars from the basic 
sample that meet the following criteria, sorted in 
succession:                                                                    - 

cars not equipped with 3-point restraint seat- 
belts--670 

¯ cars hitting an overhanging obstacle (generally, 
commercial vehicle under-run)--319 

¯ cars for which dissipated energy against deform- 
able obstacle is not known--263 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. Figure 1. Classification code for front damage locations. 
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described by using a classification code (figure 1) derived and 2/3 track) are the most numerous. This group alone 

from the "Collision Deformation Classificati0n" (SAE represents almost half (351/746) of the total sample. 
-~ J224, March 1980). The majority of the obstacles encountered are cars (503 

This improved code defines not only the overlap of the cases), followed by stationary obstacles (199 cases) and 

front end with the obstacle, but also takes into account the commercial vehicles (44 cases without under-run, generally 

involvement of the side-member(s) in the energy dissipa- against commercial vehicle roadwheels). Let us note, inci- 

tion process. This complementary data is necessary for un- dentally, that more than half the cars of the sample studied 

derstanding the behaviour of the structure undergoing fron- were involved in a front-to-front collision with another car. 

tal impact, the finality of which is above all preservation of The relationship with a type of test cannot only be deter- 

the passenger compartment. To simplify the distribution of mined on the sole basis of overlap of the vehicle with the 

overlaps, the most frequent left-hand side deformations obstacle. It is therefore necessary to complete the data by: 

have been grouped together with right-hand side deformation geometry, mean acceleration level, and to ex- 

deformations, amine their consequences in terms of intrusion into the 

~. 
Distribution of types of overlap and obstacles encoun- passenger compartment. 

tered is given in table 1. Distributed deformations, orthogo- Distribution of types of overlap and deformation geome- 

nal or oblique, involving the whole of the front end of the try are given in table 2. 

cars, represent less than one third of the cases (213/746). On Damage is classified into four categories, according to 

the other hand, cars subjected to partial overlap with the whether deformation of the impacted vehicle is rectangular 

obstacle, involving half or more of the front end (1/2 track (i.e. perpendicular to the longitudinal centre-line of the ve- 

Table 1. Distribution of cars subjected to delta-V > 40 km/h according to type of overlap and type of obstacle. 

TYPE OF OVERLAP 

Distributed 2/3 track 1/2 track 1/3 track 1/4 track Central TOTAL 
(D~) (YoZ*) (Y4Z,) (L~R~) (L.R.) (Co) 

front-front 127 128 103 39 37 0 434 

Cars front-side 35 8 5 4 1 ,0 53 
front-rear 3 3 5 2 3 0 16 

TYPES OF 
OBSTACLES 

tree/bridge pier       6          10        41        31         20         16        124 
Statlonary ~all 22 13 14 11 7 I 68 

obstacles others 5 0 0 I 1 0 7 
(and 
co]11s~ons) 

Cor~merclal vahtcles 15 7 14 4 3 1 44 

TOTAL 213 169 182 92 72 18 746 

Table 2. Distribution of cars subjected to delta-V ~ 40 km/h according to type of overlap and type of deformation. 

TYPE OF OVERLAP 

Distributed 12/3 track 1/2 track 1/3 track 1/4 track Central TOTAL 

(Do) (Y~Zo) (Y~ Z~) (L4Ra) (LoP, o) (Co) 

rectangular 130 16 11 9 0 0 166 
L 15° 

TYP~ obltque 83 126 111 23 0 0 343 

15" to 40° 

OF askew 0 15 15 30 44 0 104 

>40" 

DEFORNATIOfl ptnpo~nt 0 12 45 30 28 18 133 

TOTAL 213 169 182 92 72 18 746 
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hicle) or, on the contrary, oblique by approximately 30° on mation geometry distributed over the full front end give rise 

the one hand or more than 40° on the other. Pinpoint impacts to mean acceleration levels comparable with those recorded 
against trees,, poles or posts of all sizes are classified in the "0° barrier" tests. Several reasons explain this result: 
separately. ¯ Only 33 of the 130 cars hit rigid, almost unde- 

It appears that 30° oblique deformations are most repre- 
formable obstacles, such as walls or commercial 

sented (343 cars), followed by rectangular deformation 
(I 66 cars), pinpoint deformation (133 cars) and finally 40° 

vehicle roadwheels. 

or more oblique deformation (104 cars). 
¯ In 64 out of the 97 impacts against another car, the 

A first attempt at comparison with experimental tests (0° 
mean accelerations of vehicles in real world acci- 

barrier, 30° barrier, impacts against posts or others) can be dents are lower than in the 0° barrier test, as: 

made at this stage of the analysis. 
¯ The hit areas of the opposing vehicle are less stiff 

Impacts related to the "0° barrier" test assume that the (side doors--17 cases---or rear end--3 cases). 

overlap is distributed over the full front end of the car and ¯ The opposing vehicle hit front-on presents either 

that the deformation is rectangular (to the nearest +15°). oblique deformation--26 cases--or different ar- 

Both these conditions are met by 130 cars only. The mean chitecture enabling imbrication of the most rigid 

acceleration levels must also be of the same magnitude as members, without real crushing as in the 0° barrier 

those recorded in the "0° barrier" tests for a given test test--18 cases. 

speed. ¯ Finally, the deformation geometry is rarely per- 
fectly rectangular and symmetrical in real world 
accidents. The fact of assuming obliquity capable 

as ~----"~*     ÷ 

~ 

of attaining a maximum of 15° on the front end 
~ contributes towards increasing the maximum 

/ ° t+                          I:I 
crush somewhat and consequently reduces the 

,/ ~1 i mean level of acceleration. 

I÷ ./ Impacts related to the"30° barrier" test are cars compris- 

~,- z/ :;/’~* "" I ///"    / 
ing an oblique deformation geometry of between 15° and 

÷ / / 40° and involving at least half the front end of the car. In this 
"~ 

-..[ 
* { / configuration, the deformation energy is dissipated by the 

" I" / ;"" I o " centre and the side of the car. The most strained members of 

li: 
/ .- /: / ,~ °t." °4 , " " " " the front end unit are basically the side-member located on 

~ i,~ ~ [ .: .. ° ./~’.. 
,~ ’J the side of the impact, body side and the power unit. 

.au,,, ,I~ 1": ~: : i :I .";/:" ¯ ¯ ,/ If reference is made to table 2, it appears that oblique 
,~° 

!      ÷ [ : : i .. ") ";’t" ... / deformation geometries at 30°, with either distributed over- 

ta"1 
[i ~l i’~.~" :.: ". // 

lap (83 cases), "2/3 track" overlap (126 cases), or "1/2 
x track" overlap (111 cases), constitute a very homogeneous 

"~ I " io I :ii’:. .... // group both by types of deformation observed and by mean 
acceleration levels at given delta-V. Figure 3 gives the enve- 

~..~.// 
. REAL. NORLO ICClDENTS lopes of the cases related to the "30° barrier" test according 
+ BARRIER TESTS 

~ -- i30 REAL Acc’rDEHTS to which the overlap is of the distributed type, 2/3 track type 
77 BARRY’Fall rESTS or even 1/2 track type. A great similarity of acceleration 

s ................................ levels with delta-V between 40 and 60 km/h is to be ob- 
30 40 50 80 70 80 SO 

TEST SPEED OR VELOC’rTy CHAHSE (in Km/l~) served. Beyond that, for a few rare cases, acceleration levels 

are recorded that are greater than the mean connected with 
Figure 2. Distribution of the mean acceleration of vehicles ac- 
cording to: the velocity change in real impacts related to 0° test, large overlap on the one hand or with impacts against obsta- 
the test speed for 0° barrier tests, cles that are relatively stiffer than the average front end units 

of the cars on the other hand. 
The severity of these impacts in the "Velocity change In order to compare real world accidents related to the 30° 

(delta-V)/mean acceleration (a)" diagram is given in figure barrier test and experimental "30° barrier" tests, we applied 
2. Comparison with the severity of the "0° barrier" tests is the same method as that used in real world accidents for 
presented in the same figure by using the results of 77 calculating the mean acceleration, The squared experimen- 
experimental tests on the most representative cars of the tal test speed is divided by twice the maximum residual 
impacted vehicles. For the latter, the velocity taken into crush of the front end increased by 20% to take elastic 
account is the experimental test speed, so as to remain recovery into account. Figure 4 gives the test speed and the 
homogenous with real world accidents, where the rebound mean acceleration of 81 cars tested against a 30° barrier. 
speed is unknown. The result is that the cloud of points The scatter of points representing the 320 cars related to 
representing the "0° barrier" tests is off-set by approx- the "30° barrier" test involved in real world accidents is 
imately 5 g towards the highest mean accelerations. Finally, delimited by dotted lines. The shaded area represents 48 
only half (66/130) of the cars presenting a rectangular defor- cars subjected to low accelerations in real world accidents. 
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............ 
VELOCZTY CHANGE (In Kin/hi TEST SPEED OR VELOCTTy CHANGE (In Kin/h) 

Figure 3. Severity of impacts (velocity change, mean accelera- Figure 4. Distribution of the mean acceleration of vehicles ac- 
tion of vehicles) for 320 real frontal impacts related to 30° test. cording to: the velocity change in real impacts related to 30° 

test, the test speed for 30° barrier tests. 

Apart from these cases, it emerges that, for the 272 remain- of glance-off of the vehicle from the obstacle 
ing cases, namely 85% of the sample of the 320 real cases (above all in violent impacts) and the significance 
related to the 30° barrier, reasonable adequacy exists be- of residual crush. 
tween the mean acceleration levels recorded in real world ¯ "1/3 track" overlaps are observed in 92 cases. 
accidents and in experimental "30° barrier" testing. The deformation geometries observed are quite 

In total, the relationship with the "30° barrier" test con- different and could not be reproduced by one sin- 
cerns 320 cars, namely 42% of the 746 cars of the sample, gle test. The most frequently analysed are oblique 
This high percentage marks out the "30° barrier" test as the and on account of this give rise to limited defor- 
most representative test for restituting the deformations of mation of the end of the side-member. Only in the 
cars subjected to a delta-V of more than 40 km/h. This result remaining cases (rectangular or pinpoint defor- 
is due to the fact that the "30° barrier" test characterizes mations), has the side-member been strained 
front-to-front collisions of highway reality particularly without bending and the amount of crushing is 
well. 234 cars presenting deformations related to the 30° close to the maximum residual crush on the 
barrier test were involved in this type of configuration. This vehicle. 
represents 73% (234/320) of the cars with deformations ¯ "1/2 and 2/3 track" overlaps concern 114 vehi- 
bordering on the "30° barrier" test and close on 60% cles outside the cases related to the "30° barrier" 
(234/434) of the cars of the sample involved in front- test. Here again, the deformation geometries in- 
to-front collisions (see table 1). volving roughly half the car are very dissimilar. 

One single test, whatever it may be, cannot obviously 
Among these cases, the most numerous result 

cover the range of overlaps observed in real world 
from impacts against stationary obstacles such as 

accidents. 
Other remaining cases concern 39% (295/746) of all the large trees, bridge parapets or ditch sides. 

cars of the sample. They are distributed as follows, by type 
¯ Finally, centered poles concern only 18 cars. 

of overlap (see table 2): For the same delta-V, type of overlap and deformation 

¯ "1/4 track overlap" concern 72 cars, namely 10% 
geometry of the front end lead to quite different strains on 

of the total sample analysed. The deformations 
the structure of the front end unit, which greatly influence 

involve the front roadwheel and support together 
the level of resistance of the passenger compartment. 

Frequencies of intrusion into the passenger compartment 
with the entire side of the passenger compartment, 

are analysed for the three main types of deformation en- 
The severity of these impacts in terms of velocity 

countered in real world accidents, which are: 
change and mean acceleration is generally lower 
than in the remainder of the accidents on account ¯ impacts related to the "30° barrier" (320 cases), 
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¯ off-set impacts (164 cases). The 1/3 track and 1/4 work verifies, among other things, the resistance of the 

track overlaps are covered here. passenger compartment. It is undeniable that a test with 

¯ impacts related to the "0° barrier" (130 cases). _ overlap of the "1/3 track" type would present the advantage 
of concentrating efforts on this single aspect provided that 

During development of a vehicle, efforts are made to protection criteria are met. 
respect the integrity of the passenger compartment in order But solutions would risk being adapted to a low propor- 
to preserve A DECELERATION SPACE for the restrained tion of cases, taking into consideration the statistic reality of 
occupant (and not survival space as is too often indicated), accidents. In fact, out of 100 "critical" intrusions (rearward 
Intrusion is quantified in the real world accidents of our displacement of lower windscreen header > 250 mm), the 
sample by rearward displacement of the lower windscreen largest number (38) occurred with impacts related to the 
header at A pillar level. As will subsequently be seen, since "30° barrier" against 31 with "1/3 or 1/4 track" off-set 
belted occupants are concerned, the risk is considerably impacts, 6 with impacts related to the 0° barrier and finally 
aggravated when the reduction in deceleration space thus 25 distributed among the various types of remaining 
measured exceeds 250 mm. Figure 5 gives the frequency of deformations. 
intrusions exceeding this value in classes of delta-V for the Finally, the 30° barrier test presents the following advan- 
three types of most represented impacts. Critical intrusion tages from the sole viewpoint of accident analysis: 
frequencies differ distinctly from one type of impact to 
another. Thus, in the 51-60 km/h delta-V class, critical ¯ higher proportion of cars involved in severe im- 

intrusions represent only 3% of the cases for impacts related pacts (320/746, namely 42% in total), 

to the 0° barrier against 29% for those related to the 30° ¯ realistic mean acceleration, restituted to 85% by 

barrier and 60% in the case of the most off-set impacts. It the experimental test, 

will be seen later that reductions in passenger compartment ¯ asymmetrical deformation of the car giving rise to 

space constitute a significant limitation to the maximum a significant risk of critical intrusion with delta-V 

efficiency of seatbelts. That is why it is important that a between 51 and 60 km/h, 

representative frontal impact used within a statutory frame- ¯ larger number of cases of critical intrusion 

Proportions (%) of cars 
i00-- with passenger compartment 

intrusion 

40-50 51-60 61-70 ) 70 
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Belted occupants involved in severe frontal accidents, while it does not present any major problem in the 

impacts 0° barrier experimental tests. 

Intrusion is quantified by the rearward displacement of 
This second part aims to specify the risks incurred by the lower windscreen header closest to the occupant. This is 

belted front occupants in road accidents in terms of the qualified as "critical" when the displacement exceeds 250 
different relationships with experimental frontal tests. 

A sample of 403 occupants taken from the first part of the 
mm. 

survey was selected according to the following criteria: A "critical" intrusion has been recorded for only 15% of 
the occupants (see table 4). All delta-V’s intermingled, it 

¯ front seat occupants without overload from rear concerns 6% of the slightly injured, 25% of the seriously 
passenger, injured and 80% of the killed. As from a delta-V of 51-60 

¯ wearers of inertia reel seatbelts (or correctly ad- km/h, the number of serious victims with critical intrusion 
justed static seatbelts), (13 seriously injured and 4 killed) is almost as great as when 

¯ delta-V between 40 and 70 km/h. 
the intrusion is moderate or nil (19 seriously injured and 1 

The distribution of the global gravity of lesions according killed). 
to the place occupied in relation to the type of related im- 
pacts (table 3) reveals that: Table 4. Distribution of 403 belted occupants by classes of 

delta-V in relation to the intrusion. 
¯ Impacts bordering on the "30° barrier" test em- 

Intrusion level Oelta-V (in km/h) 

brace the majority of recorded serious victims ~ .... ard dtspla- Overall 
cement of lower severtty 

since they constitute 43% (39/91) of the seriously w~.d ...... hoador) 40-50 51-60 61-70 TOTAL 

injured (M.AIS 3-4-5) and half of those killed 
(10/20). ..Azs 0-1-3 20, 66 , 376 

Nt] or rnoderal;e N.AIS 3-4-5 26 19 19 64 
¯ Impacts related to the "0° barrier" test represent (, 250 ram) Ktlled 1 1 2 4 

23% of the seriously injured and concem 4 of the 
TOTAt 335 76 33 343 

recorded 20 killed. 
H.AIS 0-1-2 7 8 2 17 ¯ Gravity and mortality rates of occupants per types Crtttcal N.AI$ 3-4-6 7 13 7 27 

of related impact are similar, apart from off-set ~,360 aim) 
K~I’IedTOTAL 

0          14 4         25 12          21 16 ,01 

impacts with "1/3 or 1/4 track" overlap, where 
they are less. This is due to the absence of cases in 
the 61-70 km/h delta-V class on account of the Legend : I intrusion~ 250 mm intrusion > 250 mm 

significant glance-off of cars in relation to the 
obstacle. 

Aggravation of risks connected with intrusion at equiva- 
lent delta-V appears clearly in the analysis of real world                .~. 

.68         .66 Table 3. Distribution of global gravity of lesions for 403 belted 
occupants involved in severe frontal impacts (40 _< delta-V _< 70 
km/h) according to place occupied in relation to types of related . ~. . ~o 

impacts. 

Impacts PASSENGERS 

0 

0-1-2             34                 13               47                                                40 - 50              51 - 60              61 - 70 

"0~’" 3-4-5 15 6 21 Classes of velocity qhange (in km/h) 
K111ed 1 3 4 

TOTAL 50 22 72 
Figure 6. Gravity rate by classes of velocity change for 403 
belted front occupants according to passenger compartment 

0-1-2 87 40 137 intrusion. 
-30--" 3-4-~ 36 1~ 3~. 

K’il]ed , 2 10 Aggravation of the risk connected with intrusion at corn- 
TOTAL 121 55 176 

parable delta-V is particularly Obvious when the gravity 

0-1-2 63 27 r~ rates (M.AIS > 3/implied) presented in figure 6 are exam- 
"1[4 ~t ~-4-5 8 6 14 ined. In the 40-50 km/h and 51-60 km/h delta-V classes, the 1/3 traqk" Kt 1 led 2 0 2 

TOTAL 62 ~ ~5 gravity rates in case of critical intrusion are respectively 
multiplied by 4.1 and 2.8 compared with occupants under- 

0-1-~ 23 15 3~ 
going nil or moderate intrusion. The ~2 test shows that the Others 3-4-5 13 4 17 

K11"led 4 0 4 differences observed are highly significant at the .05 thresh- 
TOTAL 40 20 60 

old. In the 51-60 km/h and 61-70 km/h delta-V classes, the 

0-1-2 ~6 ~, 3~3 mortality rates (killed/implied) are multiplied by 10 when 
ALTO~ET,E~ 

Km,~3-~-6 6316 2~5 2o~’~ the occupants suffer critical intrusion, but the difference 
TOTAL 273 130 ~0~ is not significant, on account of the low numbers involved. 
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Comparison of risks with impacts related to ing considerable intrusion is highly significant at the .05 

"0° barrier" and "30° barrier" tests threshold (~2 = 6.61). 
With delta-V between 150 and 70 km/h, in spite of mean 

To be strict, comparison of the global gravities of lesions accelerations of between 15 and 21 g, three out of the nine 
in the two samples should take into account the three physi- drivers involved in impact bordering on the 0° barrier did 
cal parameters recorded at the time of real world accidents, not suffer serious injury. The only killed was 42 years of age 
which are: velocity change (delta-V); mean acceleration in a car subjected to considerable passenger compartment 
(5); intrusion level (critical or not). intrusion. Once again, for drivers whose impact is related to 

Figure 7 gives this information for drivers according to the 30° barrier, the balance is connected with presence or 
whether the impact is related to the 0° barrier or the 30° absence of critical intrusion. 
barrier. On this side of 60 km/h, it is to be observed: that no Out of 14 drivers, victims of critical intrusion between 10 
death occurs in either sample; that for the seriously injured, and 14 g mean acceleration, 8 were killed, 5 seriously in- 
the risk depends either on the mean acceleration level (0° jured (M.AIS 3-4-5) and only 1 was slightly injured 
barrier), or because of the fact of critical intrusion (30° (M.AIS 1-2). In the absence of intrusion, the balance is 
barrier), more favourable since out of the 12 drivers concerned, the 

records show 0 killed, 8 seriously injured and 4 slightly 
I~AeTS RELATED T0 0"TEST injured. Since front passengers were involved (see figure 8), 

FOR RELTED DRIVERS. ÷ 
no case of direct intrusion took place on the occupant on this 

3 . side of a delta-V of 60 km/h, either among cases related to 
,~ o the 0° barrier or among those related to the 30° barrier. The 

z ~. 
1~ gravity rates of these front passengers are. 16 (7/44) in cases 

HO .. *: . ÷o bordering on the 30° barrier and higher, .23 (4/7) for cases 
~18 ¯ ¯ ¯ assimilated to the 0° barrier. These rates are very similar to 
ta o those observed for drivers under the same conditions (.10 .j ¯ o 

u ". and .24 respectively). 
"~ G With delta-V between 60 and 70 km/h, high gravity is to 
z . NA’rG 0-t-2 
< + HAZS 3-4-5 ILl 
s- ~ KZLLED INPACTS RELATED TO O" TEST 

3 ~0 I,/ZTH "rNTRUSZON FOR BELTED FRONT-PASSENGERS. 
35              45              55              85 

VELOCITY CHANGE (in Kin/h) 

THPACTS FIELATED TO 30" TEST 
FOR BELTED DRIVERS. z ÷ ÷ 

0 

~ t8 ,~ t3 "" 

¯ ~ ..I 

~ "" " : "" *0 ~" 
~)÷ 

z . ~AZS 
< "" < + MA’rG 3-4-5 n- " :.÷’." ÷ 0 .. ÷÷ 

(~ 
"~ " 

9~ :~ 
. KZLLED 

"’ 0 ~" "’"~ 0:0. 8 
o ~ ::." "" "" "0" 85 
< ... ÷ ¯ . . NA~G 0-t-2 VELOCTTy CHANGE (in Kin/h) 

< + MA~S 8-4-5 
~. ~) l* KZLLED INPACTS RELATED TO 30"TEST 

o I~IrTH "rNTRUSZON 
FOR BELTED FRONT-PASSEN6ERS. 

4 s’ "     51s" "    "55 
VELOCZTY CHANGE (In Kin/h) 

Figure 7. M.AIS of belted drivers according to velocity change, 
mean acceleration of vehicle and intrusion for impacts related 

~ ÷ 

to 0° test or 30° test. ~o ~8 ÷ 

The lowest gravity rates are recorded in the absence of 
.:... 

intrusion. They are .10 (8/80) and .24 (10/41) respectively ~ ". 
... 

for drivers involved in impacts related to the 30° barrier and ~o a 
HA:IS 0-t-2 

the 0° barrier. This difference is explained by a lower level     z < + HAZS 3-4-5 

of mean acceleration (approximately 4 g) to the benefit of ~. . KZLLED 
0 NZTH ZNTRUSION 

drivers involved in "30° barrier" impacts.                        8 ...... 
On the other hand, this advantage is completely wiped out 

VELOCITY CHANGE (in Kin/h) 
in impacts related to the 30° barrier when the driver suffers 
critical intrusion. The gravity rate attains .36 (5/14). The Figure 8. M.AIS of belted front-passengers accordin9 to veloc- 

ity change, mean acceleration of vehicle and intrumon for im- 
difference with drivers related to the 30° barrier not suffer- pacts related to 0° test or 30° test. 
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be observed (1 killed and 4 seriously injured) for the 5 Among drivers, the majority of the lesions of moderate 
passengers involved in impacts related to the 0° barrier. This severity or more (AIS > 2) involve the head followed by the 
gravity appears less with the 11 passengers involved in limbs. On the other hand, regarding injuries AIS > 3, the 
impacts related to the 30° barrier, who did not suffer intru- classification is reversed. This is explained by the very high 
sion (1 killed, 5 seriously injured and 5 slightly injured) on frequency of AIS 2 lesions to the head, such as brief loss of 
account of lower mean accelerations, consciousness or simple fracture of the maxillo-facial area, 

while open fractures of the limbs with AIS 3 rating are 
relatively more numerous. 

Distribution of injuries by bodily area For belted passengers, the abdomen followed by the tho- 
Non-minor injuries (AIS > 2 and AIS > 3) are given by rax constitute the bodily areas most frequently attained by 

bodily area (figure 9) for 261 of the 273 drivers and 126 of serious lesions. 
the 130 front passengers. Globally, both with drivers and passengers, the share of 

¯ 30* test ~ I~paot 
stableinjuries arising from20 andimpacts relatedfrom to the 0° barrier iSanoth_fairly ~ Others Impacts ~elated to I’elated (between 30%) one bodily area to 

O* test er, apart from a few rare exceptions. This finding in fact 
DRIERS (N= 26~) hides considerable differences in risk connected with the 

9o (N) types of related impacts. 
AIS >,2 Table 5 gives the AIS > 2 and AIS > 3 injury rates by 

so. bodily area according to the place occupied in terms of the 

7o related impact according to whether or not there was critical 
intrusion into the passenger compartment. On account of 

60 the low numbers in certain categories of cases with high 

~o intrusion, 3 drivers in impacts related to the 0° barrier and 7 
passengers (2 in 30° barrier and 5 with other classifications) 

~o do not appear. 

30 
Table 5. AIS _> and d’AIS _> 3 rates by bodily area of belted 
drivers and front passengers according to type of frontal 

20 impact and intrusion (frontal impacts : 40 km/h < delta-V < 70 

0 .__                         ~ DRIVERS FRONT P~SSENGERS 
~AD NECK THORAX UPPER DORSO ABDOMEN PELVIS LOWER -- 

LIMBS LUMBAR LIMBS NIl or low Critical NIl or low intrusion 

SPINE 
intrusion intrusion 

’a11 O" Wall 30" Others Wall 30" Others Wall O" ’all 30" 

(n=48) (n=93) (n=80) (n=22) (n=16) (n=18) (n=51) (n=48) 

FRONT PASSENGERS (N = 126) 
,HEAD .50 , .29 .22 .45 .50 .17 .22 .17 

¯ NECK 0 I .01 .02 .04 0 .17 0 .02 

30 
(N) ,THORAX .15 

I 

.OS .03 .14 .OS .27 .BS .15 

20 LUMBAR ) .02 .02 .01 0 0 0 0 .04 

SPINE ) 
~ ABD~4EN ,125 .01 .02 .14 .36 ,11 .10 .02 

~0 ¯ PELVIS .04 .OS .01 .14 .06 0 .04 .02 

,LOWER) .27 .25 .15 .50 .68 .11 .10 .02 

0 
HEAD NECK THORAX UPPER DORSO’ ABDOMEN PELVIS LOWER                                      B - AIS >, 3 

LIMES LUMBAR LIMBS 
SPINE 

Figure 9. AIS > 2 and AIS > 3 injury, distributions for belted .NECK 
¯ THORAX .04 .14 

drivers and R.F. passengers by bodily areas according to the .U~PE~) .04 .o2 .os . s .~i .7 .o, .o~ 
o o similarity to 0 or 30 barrier tests (frontal impacts from 40 to 70 LIMBS) 

km/h of delta-V). . oo~so ) 
LUMBAR ) .02 0 0 0 0 0 

O0 
.05 .02 The exact balance of lesions arising at the time of imme- .PELVIS .09 .05 .14 

.~ .0~ .1~ ¯ LOWER) .12 .11 . 5 

diate death is not known, failing authorization to perform 
autopsies. This concerns 12 drivers suffering critical intru- 

The lessons to be drawn from this table are the following, 
sion (of which 6 in impacts related to the 30° barrier) and 4 
passengers (2 in impacts related to the 0° barrier without 

per bodily area: 

intrusion and 2 in impacts related to the 30° barrier of which ¯ Head: The AIS > 2 lesion rate with drivers is 
1 with intrusion). Consequently, it must be borne in mind comparable in real world accident related to the 0° 
that the frequency and the gravity of the injuries to drivers barrier (.50) and in impacts with critical intrusion 
suffering critical intrusion is under-estimated in what (.45 and .50). The rates of serious and fatal inju- 
follows, ries (AIS > 3) are higher in the cases of critical 
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intrusion (. 14 and. 19) than in cases related to the and facial protection are minimal improvements to be made. 

0° barrier (.06). In Europe, at statutory scale, two initiatives supporting 

¯ Thorax: The highest AIS > 2 and > 3 lesion rates the 30° barrier test were taken in the past but were not 

are observed for passengers involved in impacts concretized. As far back a 1974, the European Committee 

related to the 0° barrier, for Experimental Vehicles (21) declared itself in favour of a 

¯ Upper limbs: The highest risks are observed in global asymmetrical test (30° barrier or 50% off-set barrier). 
cases of critical intrusion. The other initiative is a draft regulation for global frontal 

¯ Abdomen: The lesion rate is only lower with driv- impact with test against 30° barrier drawn up in 1983 under 

ers involved in asymmetrical impact without the care of the European Economic Commission. This 

intrusion, document (22), adopted by a group of vehicle 

¯ Pelvis: The risk is only really present with drivers manufacturing experts, wanted to constitute a statutory 

involved in impacts related to the 30° barrier with alternative to the often ancient regulations at present in 

critical intrusion, force. 

¯ Lower limbs: The AIS > 2 or 3 risks are only very The asymmetrical test against off-set barrier with overlap 

high among drivers suffering critical intrusion, in the region of 40% above all aims to verify that the 

In short, for all bodily areas (except the thorax), it appears behaviour of the front end structure of the car does not lead 

that the risks are always higher when the driver is victim of 
to critical intrusion without however resorting to 

critical intrusion into the passenger compartment. These 
rigidification of the front unit of the car to such an extent 

risks exceed those observed in impacts related to the 0° 
that the tolerances of the occupants risk being exceeded, 

barrier, which themselves remain higher than the gravity 
especially in symmetrical impacts. Analysis of real world 

rates recorded in other impacts where there was no signifi- 
accidents clearly indicates that efforts must be made to 

cant reduction of the passenger compartment space, 
attain this object. However, it is necessary to emphasize 

Let us finally point out that 47% (68/146) of all the 
here that the largest number of critical intrusions is not 

serious and fatal injuries (AIS > 3) are observed in impacts 
observed in impacts of the "1/3 or 1/4 track" type, but occur 

related to the 30° barrier against 24% in impacts related to 
in cases where overlap with the obstacle is greater than or 

the 0° barrier and 29% distributed among the various re- 
equal to half the front end of the car. 

maining types of impact. 
’ The interest of a statutory test is to propose one single 

global procedure aiming to faithfully restitute the attendant 

DiSClISSiOli risks, connected with intrusion on the one hand and 
accleration on the other hand, suffered by the majority of 

The 0° barrier test is widely used in both American and seriously injured and killed belted occupants. This means 
European standards. It is primarily supported by the that the deformations of the vehicle must be programmed 
NHTSA (15), which estimates that a 0° barrier test is taking two complementary criteria into consideration: 
preferable to a test against an oblique barrier insofar as the 
latter may constitute an obstacle to the development of ¯ integrity of the passenger compartment under 

inflatable air-bags. J. Hackney (16), taking the NCSS file as asymmetrical impact conditions, 

basis, adds that the risks connected with directions of 12 . compliance with protection criteria measured on 

o’clock impacts with deformation distributed over the dummies. 

entire front end are higher in real world frontal impact. Our With more than 40% of serious victims involved in 
survey shows that this is not exact in the case of belted impacts related to the 30° barrier, it appears that this test 
occupants victims of a significant reduction in passenger constitutes the best compromise that can be made to 
compartment space, advance the protection offered in frontal impact. 

But what is desirable for any regulation is moreover Since the subject was voluntarily limited to the study of 
absolutely essential for a system of inter-classification of 

real world accidents, reference should be made to the work 
vehicles, especially if its objective is comparative data on 

of G. Stcherbatcheff for a comparative survey of different 
potential vehicle safety. In the United States, prediction of frontal tests at experimental scale (23). 
the safety level of tested cars is based on impact against 
orthogonal barrier within the framework of the New Car Conclusions 
Assessment Program. The explanation of the divergences 

between this program, also called "Crashworthiness Analysis of a sample comprising 746 impacted vehicles 

Rating," and real world accidents has been sought in terms of all makes and 403 front occupants restrained by seatbelts, 

of representativity of the test and consistency of the criteria 
involved in velocity changes (delta-V’s) equal to or greater 

measured on dummies with reference to the injuries than 40 km/h shows that: 

observed in real world accidents (17, 18, 19, 20). It appears ¯ Only 17% of the cars present deformation related 
that recoursetoan asymmetrical testofthe impact against to the 0° barrier and mean accelerations 

"30° barrier" type and the addition of supplementary undergone by these vehicles are less than those 

protection criteria concerning the quality of pelvic restraint obtained with the 0° barrier test in half the cases. 
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The strict relationship to the 0° barrier test is (9) K. Friedman, "Phase II RSV Accident Analyses 
therefore only observed for less than 10% of Techniques", 6th ESV Conference, Washington DC, 

frontal real world impacts. October 12-15, 1976. 
¯ Killed and seriously injured belted occupants in (10) B.S. Riley and C.P. Radley, "Traffic Accidents to 

impacts related to the 0° barrier represent less than Cars with Directions of Impact from the Front and the 

a quarter of all the serious victims of the sample. Side", 6th ESV Conference, Washington DC, October 12- 

¯ Risks of AIS > 3 lesions to drivers are lower in 15, 1976. 
impacts related to the 0° barrier than in impacts (11) F. Zeidler, H.H. Schreier and R. Stadelmann, 

with critical intrusion into the passenger "Accident Research and Accident Reconstruction by the 

compartment observed in asymmetrical impacts. EES-Accident Reconstruction Method", SAE Congress, 
¯ Majority of the cars involved in real world front- Detroit, Michigan, Feb. 25-March 1, 1985. 

to-front road accidents present deformations and (12) L. Gr6sch, K.H. Baumann, H. Holtze and W. 

mean accelerations comparable with those Schwede, "Safety Performance of Passenger Cars 

observed against the 30° barrier. Designed to Accommodate Frontal Impacts with Partial 

¯ Impacts related to the 30° barrier represent 42% of B arrier Overlap", SAE Congress, Detroit, Michigan, Feb. 

the cars studied, 43% of seriously injured belted 27-March 3, 1989, SAE Paper 890 748. 

victims and half the killed belted victims. (13) Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics 
¯ With delta-V between 40 and 60 km/h, intrusion Associated with Peugeot S.A./Renault "Assessment of 

multiplies the risk of being seriously injured by 4. Crash Severity", Published at the Workshop on assessment 
¯ Largest number of severe intrusions into the of crash severity, Gothenburg, Sweden, September 1984. 

passenger compartment is recorded in impacts (14) American Association for Automotive Medicine, 

related to the 30° barrier. "Abbreviated Injury Scale--1980 revision". 

In short, it appears that the global frontal impact test (15) NHTSA, "FMVSS 208", Docket 74.14, Notice 38, 

against 30° barrier effectively constitutes the best April 1985. 

compromise that can be made to translate risks of intrusion (16) J. Hackney, "Comparison of 0° and Oblique Tests", 

and the exceeding of tolerances observed in reality with the 10th ESV Conference, Oxford, England, July 1-4, 1985. 

largest number of seriously injured belted victims within (17) J.R. Stewart and E.A. Rodgman, "Comparisons of 

one same test. NCAP Crash Test Results with Driver Injury Rates in 
Highway Crashes", Final Report, October 1984, H.S.R.C., 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514, 
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Reference Frontal Impact 

G. Stcherbatcheff, R. Dornez and D. Pouget, These different impact configurations are compared in 

Renault 
terms of structure and test dummy injury criteria by main 
component analysis of the data. The configurations are 

Abstract evaluated from the viewpoint of representatives of real road 
conditions. The question is posed as to their influence on 

Automotive structural design is influenced by the choice compatibility, especially in side collisions. 
of a method for evaluating the protection level provided by a 
vehicle in frontal impact. This choice influences the vehi- Introduction 
cle’s performance in real accidents. Thirty-nine frontal collisions against various barriers and 

This paper compares different reference frontal colli- car-to-car were performed and analyzed. The vehicles 
sions: offset car-to-car impact with 50% overlap on the left selected are five recent models of the Renault range. The six 
side; 30° angled barrier impact on the left side with or configurations, tested at 56 km/h, are shown in figure 1. 
without anti-slip system; offset half-barrier impact with The first configuration, impact between two identical 
45% overlap on the left side; and impact against 0° angled vehicles, aims at simulating a category of collisions 
barriers, representing 60% of severe injuries in frontal impact. The 

impact against a 30° angled barrier corresponds to a planned 
I 0,01.0 ,o ,o .,,, 0,,., European standard. The offset half-barrier is a barrier used 

~ 
~ ~ 

by certain laboratories and car makers for the development 
of their vehicles. The impact against a 0° angled barrier 
corresponds to European Standard ECE 12 and U.S. 

~ Standards FMVSS 204 and 208, the statutory speed being 
48.3 km/h instead of 56 km/h which is the speed taken into 

~ 

’ ~l~ 

account in this study. 

Methodology 
For each of the 39 tests, 22 factors were selected 

describing the test conditions, structural deformations and 
test dummy injury criteria. 

*"" The 858 (39 × 22) data items are presented in reduced 
~1~ ,,,~,~ ~,,i,r I N~ ,0"~, .~,, form in table 1. Table 2 shows the mean values of these 3~ 

i         l~lU~ ~¢e ~11 /*,~__    I~ a~ti slil~*~ct~ 
factors for each test configuration. 

30°[,,~P~" Above all, however, this data was subjected to analysis 
~s~,,~t with the SPAD software (Portable System for Data 
I ,-~.~,,-, ¯ ’~’ 

Analysis) (1).* 
In view of the number of factors adopted and the scatter of 

certain factors, 39 tests may seem a limited number for 
precise analysis. However, it will be noted that the software 
used provides indicators allowing evaluation of the analysis 

v 
validity level and also shows factors poorly represented in 
the data set and for which no conclusions can be reduced. 

It is clearly advisable to increase the data set with time so 
as to verify that the conclusions drawn from the 39 tests are 
confirmed. 

5 ~’F~� 0*..~,.~a.~,~o,~, 6 10AB[ ..~.ua~.. 
Factors analyzed 

";~’~’~ "~, ~ ~ / ..... ’ ~ ~ All the tests were performed at a speed of 56 km/h, which 

/~ 
~ was a constant in the study. The slight fluctuations in test 

speed around 56 km/h do not affect the study results, and 
this was verified beforehand. 

.                      The first two factors listed below describe the test condi- 

I i~ tions, while the other 20 factors indicate the test results. , ~ v l 
N.B.: Factors 1, 2 and 4 are qualitative (or illustrative) 

~ factors which do not contribute to calculation of the main 

/o,~-~ ~.s 1’ 

axis, unlike the other factors which are quantitative. How- 
ever, these qualitative factors, when projected onto the main 

:0. ~’ 

Figure 1. impact configurations. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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Table 1. Test results (for each quantitative factor, the mean calculated on all tests is equal to 100). 

O~ P.~$~IG[R ISI, N ~J, IALY’IX$ ACC|L. N~UR~ P~ 

I I ¯ T ? ? IM ~ 101 ~ 81~ ~ I~ I~: ~ ~1~ I~ II~ I~I 
I I ~ ~ ~ 101 ItS I~3 ~1 114 ~2 ~ ~I 101 ~ ~ ~l 119 I~I III ~ 11~ 
I ~ ~ Y 7~ ~ 103 I~ ~ 71 ? ~ I~ 13a 1~1 ~ ~ ~1 7~ ~ I~3 111 

I 3 ~ N ~ ~ ~i I~ 33 M; ? ~ I~ 113 11~ I~ ~ 117 ~ ~ 

1 4 M Y ~ ~1 1~; 14~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I~ ~I ~ 112 11~ 

1 
~ 

I~ Y 14g 1~3 ~ ~ ~ ~I 46 ~ ~ ~ ~I ~3 ~1 I~ I03 I13 11S 119 

1 ? T ~ ~ ~I~ 11 ~ ~ el I~ l~ 1~ ~ I~ ~ ~1 ~ ~ 138 101 

3 1 ~ N ~ ~ S~I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1IS 111 Ill I~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ 

3 I~I Y 1~ I~ ~ ~1 l~i ~4 ~ 111 I~ 110 113 ~ ~i ~ M M 13 

~ 4 ~ Y ~ ~ Sl ~ ?, 10] 143 ~ ~ 101 1~ 18 -~ 1~ 11C ~ 4~ 

4 1 ~ Y ~ 114 S~ ~ 102 101! 42 ~ 91 1~ 110 73 ~ ~ 1~ ffi 

1 74 Y ~ 1~ 111 ~ ~, 101 ~ I~ 91 111 112 ~ � ~ 1281 J 

4 4 Y 1~ ~ ~ S~ 136 114 17S ~ ~1 ~ ~1 4~ 4~ ~ 1~: 1~ 

4 S ~ ~ ¯ ? I~ ~ 103 1031 ~ 103 M ~ ~I ~ -1~ $3 93~ ~        1M 11~ 

S 1 ~ Y 1~ 1. 1~ . $2 .~ 53 7~ 1~ 11, 1141 1~ ~1 I~ . 93 13, 

S 3 ~11 Y 79 ~ 111 101 ~’ 74 ~ ~ 124 ~ 1~1 181 S~ 1~ 77: ~ 

[ 4 1~ Y N ~ II 113 ~ ~ 110 1~ ~ M ~1 73 1~ 1~ ~[ 1~ 

S 5 1~ Y 1~ ~ l~ ~ 67 7~ 74 ~ 1~ 112 103~ 142 -1~ ~ ~, ~ 170 111 

6 4 ~G Y ~ ~ 133 1~ 1~ ~e M ~ ~ 0 � 170 14~ 162 

S S 1~1 Y 102 107[ ~ $9 123 1271 1S3 ~ 7Q 72 ~ 0 101 125 135 

Table 2. Test results: mean values of each quantitative factor for each impact configuration (for each quantitative factor, the mean 
calculated on all tests is equal to 100) 

O~ P~S~G~ ~LN ~Y51S ~C~ M~N~ P~ D~TION5 

~. DKIC ~ ~3 DLF D~ PHIC ~ PLF PRF t 2 d~ z y ~e~ s a I s 2 s 

1 ~ ~ ~ 1~ 141 59 ~, ~ ~ 113~ 1~ 1~ ISl -~ 1~ ~ M 

2 87 ~ ~ ~ 11~ 71 ~ 1~ ~ 110~ 1~ 111 132 7~ 77 ~ ~ 

3 1~ ~ ~ M M 1~ i01; ~ ~ 1021 103 1~ 91; ~3 74 ~ ~ 

4 91 I~ 101 1~ 8~ ~ 101~ 1~ 1~ 93 103 1~ ~ ~ 72 110 ~ 110 112 

S ~ 93 93 1~ ~ 116 ~1 ~ ~ 110 111 1~ 123~ -91 1~ M 1~] 

e 1~ 124 125, ~ 4~ 152 124~ 1~ 123 651 ~ ~ 0~ 0 1~ ~ 1~ 

(c): Passenger compartment integrity: maximum pe~a- 
r~t co~O~o~, nent intrusion of the windshield lower cross member and 

~o. ~ 
firewall (figure 4). 

~.~. ~. r~ ~o~o~ Quantitative factors: Main results 

~o" ~ b~ (~          Main axes and correlation circle 
5o ~ z b~i~) 

A main component analysis is pe~o~ed on all the data 

5o s~ 5 ~0" ~ b~ ~ ~ -~ for the 39 tests. Each test is assigned an identical weight. 
~ 5o¯ ~ ~=~ .~ Processing involves a transfer from a space of dimension 

5o ~s ~ ~t~’~xx~ ~t~" n = 19 (number of quantitative factors) to a main plane 1-2 

O~ $ 0" ~gled b~rier ~igh offset (annex 1) which provides an optimum representation of the 

data set in te~s of ine~ia (figure 5). 
0" ~gled b~rier 

o~ 6 ~) In the case under study, the 1-2 plane found seems quite 

satisfactory and should be a good representation of real 
2            ~.A.        1 - ~       Vehicle ~ conditions, since these axes represent 58% of the total iner- 

axes, give the analysis its full value, tia, whereas it is common, in data analysis, to represent only 

(a): Values resulting from film analysis (figure 2). about 30%. Axis 1 by itself represents 43% of the inertia, 

(b): Definitions of mean decelerations until engine stop- and axis 2 represents 15%. The other axes have an ineaia of 

page and until maximum vehicle crush (figure 3). less than 10% (figure 6). 
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The co.elation circle of radius 1 makes possible the 

(a) Viewing, in the 1-2 plane, of factors poorly rep- 

resented in that plane and therefore unusable on first 

analysis. Their image points are close to the centre of 

the circle. 
sm, ~..mic �~mu:to-tz (en~ mn~)~s} In the present case, 4 factors should be eliminated: 

driver ~d passenger femur forces. Their "bad" repre- 

sentation is probably due to excess scatter of femur Figur~ 2. Vahiela kinematics. Dafinition ot maximum crush, 
longitudinal aria transvarse movamants ana rotation, forces and/or their small amplitude. 
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Figure 5. Representation of quantitative factors and correlation circle in the main plane 1-2. 
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Figure 6. Contribution of the main axes to total inertia. 

(b) Selection of the most significant factors, i.e., factors not included in the present analysis, the vehicles’ 

those closest to the circle of radius 1, since they con- weight. 

tribute extensively to the inertias of the main axes Insofar as concerns the vehicle occupants, very good 

1 and 2. Factors located within the circle of radius 0.7 correlation of driver head and thorax injury criteria (DHIC, 

are not in the main plane and cannot be used on first DTH, DTH3) is observed with deceleration a2. The driver 

analysis. "is carried" by the axis of the impact. 

(c) Revelation of (positively or negatively) corre- The passenger head and thorax criteria (PHIC, PTH), 

lated factors and independent factors, although correlated, are located on an axis at 45° relative to 
Positively correlated factors are grouped close to- the axis of the impact. This results in sensitivity of these 

gether: e.g., dmax, x, y, t2. criteria not only to vehicle deceleration but also to parame- 

Some of these factors could be eliminated for subsequent ters located on the secondary axis. One possible interpreta- 

analyses, tion is the influence of vehicle rotation on passenger move- 

Negatively correlated factors are diametrically opposite: ments, allowing for the direction of lateral restraint of the 

e.g., a2, dmax. passenger shoulder-belt relative to the axis of the vehicle. 

Independent factors are located on radii perpendicular to 
In addition to these main results, the following observa- 

one another: thetz and dmax. tions can be made: 

Main correlations ¯ Mean deceleration a calculated one total crush is 
The main axis of the 1-2 diagram, bearing 43% of the slightly offset relative to main axis 1. This devia- 

inertia, gives the main physical parameters of impacts per- tion is due to the position of al, still further offset, 

formed at constant speed, namely, mean vehicle decelera- al being linked to the vehicle’s structural 

tion and a2 during the second phase of the impact, and strength, but also, through its correlation with 

negatively correlated factors such as crush and duration of thetz, to the type of barrier causing rotation and 

impact, involving a variable share of the vehicle’s front 

The secondary axis on the 1-2 diagram, bearing 15% of structure. 

the inertia, gives the rotation factor thetz, but especially, as ¯ Vehicle longitudinal movement x is naturally cor- 

shown in a subsequent study performed with additional related to crush, but also to transverse move- 
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ment y. This latter relation, in accordance with the 
kinematics of impact in the case of 30° and 0° 

angled barriers, is more difficult to interpret for 
car-to-car impacts and impacts against offset 
half-barriers. 

¯ Passenger compartment integrity, pdw and pdf, is 
located on an axis at 45° relative to the crush. The 
intrusion/crash relation is natural. With respect to 
the intrusion component on axis No. 2, this is 
linked to the vehicle’s architecture via the 
relation: 

Intrusion = Crush--Engine compartment clearance. 

To summarize, the correlation circle shows the following 
main directions:                                                                    ,. 

¯ Vehicle deceleration and deformation, driver ........ ! \ 
~ ) 

injury criteria. 
¯ Vehicle weight and rotation (figure 7). 

Figure 8. Superposition of qualitative factors on quantitative 
factors in the main plane 1-2. 

pd P O___H 

in OFF~T test ¢onfi4lullti~ns. 

in ~1 test 

~-~\ ¯ ~ : st~derd deviation of firevell 

intrusion. 

Figure 9. Characterization of an impact configuration accord- 
ing to a quantitative factor. 

The Characteristics Point H of the mean of an impact 
Figure 7. Directions of the physical characteristics of impact 
in the main plane 1-2. configuration according to a quantitative factor (physical 

characteristics of the impact) can be obtained by projecting 
point M, which is the image of the mean of impact configu- 

Qualitative factor: Type of impact ration results on the straight line OP. The relation OH/OP 
configuration indicates, in non-reduced form, as a number of standard 

The 6 impact configuration (qualitative factor) were su- deviations relative to the mean of the factor for all 39 im- 

perimposed on the quantitative factors in the main plane 1-2. pacts, how the vehicle behaves depending on the factor in 
question. 

Representation of a qualitative factor by its mo- N.B.: This is strictly true only if point P is in the 1-2 plane 
dalities (figure 8) and therefore located on the correlation circle. 

Each modality (specific impact configuration) of a factor 
Example: For the firewall intrusion factor and the OFFS 

is characterized by its position relative to all the quantitative impact configuration (offset half-barrier), the characteris- 

factors. By projecting it on the 1-2 plane, its relation with tics point is located at approximately 1.5 standard devia- 

the various quantitative factors located in that plane can be tions from the general mean of all firewall intrusions, indi- 

characterized, cating the severity of this type of impact with respect to 

The diagram in Figure 9 is interpreted as follows: passenger compartment integrity. 

The Centre 0 corresponds to the mean of all tests for each Comparison of impact configuration 
quantitative and qualitative factor. 

A Point P which is the image of a quantitative factor The distribution of impact configurations in figure 8 calls 

(physical characteristics of the structure or test dummy) is for the following initial comments: 

located at a distance close to unity from the centre O, or, ¯ The impact against a 0° angled barrier appears 

again, at a standard deviation of O in non-reduced form, the greatly offset relative to the other impact configu- 

standard deviation being calculated on all values of the rations. It is characterized by high levels of de- 

factor, celeration in the initial and final phases of the 
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impact, and by slight crushes and intrusions in the Frontal Impact in Real Road Conditions 
passenger compartment. The six impact configurations of which the characteris- 

This configuration is located more than 5 standard devia- tics have been analyzed with respect to structure and injury 
tions away from the general mean. As such, it is completely criteria should be compared with real road conditions. The 
different from all the other configurations and is charac- above data is based on the accidentological survey per- 
terized by high driver and passenger injury criteria, formed by the PSA-Renault Association (APR). 

¯ The images of the other impact configurations, 30 
AB, 30 SW, 30 NS, OFFS and C/C, show sim- Type of barrier (table 3). 
ilarity between the OFFS and C/C configurations Accidentological data show that of the fatalities in car 
on the one hand, and between 30 AB and 30 SW frontal impacts, 38% are due to impacts against the rigid 
on the other hand. The 30 NS impact is located fixed barriers, while 36% are due to car-to-car collisions. 
between these two pairs of impact configurations, This breakdown is different for the population of severe 
but slightly offset along the axis of acceleration, injuries: 24% against fixed barriers and 59% car-to-car. 

¯ The configuration pair 30 AB and 30 SW is char- 
Table 3. Frontal impact: PSA-Renault statistics concerning 

acterized in relation to the other configurations by passenger car occupants. 
slight accelerations at the start of impact, strong obst~le 
rotation and relatively slight passenger compart- raea ~’-~.~n~r rr~cit 
ment intrusions. The thorax criteria at 30 AB and ob,t~l~ ~r 

30 SW are similar to those for the other configura- raa~a 37,6 36,5 25,9 100 
tions, except for OAB which is more severe. 

¯ The impact configuration pair OFFS and C/C is 
se,,~r*lr iajt~r~d 24,2 59,5 16,3 100 

characterized in relation to the other configura- 
tions, except for OAB, by a higher mean accelera- Front structure deformation (figure 10). 
tion at the start of impact, high crush levels and In severe frontal collisions, the APR accidentological 
especially strong intrusions. The thorax criteria in survey shows that: 
OFFS and C/C are similar to the other configura- 
tions except for OAB, which is more severe. 

¯ Configuration 30 NS is distinguished from the 30 ..... 
,.s .... ~, .... ,w 

AB, 30 SW, OFFS and C/C configurations by 

~ ~__~ ~~__~ ~ ~ ~ 
slightly greater vehicle deceleration, especially at 
the end of impact, and by passenger compartment 
intrusions which are intermediate between 30 AB 
and 30 SW on the one hand, and between OFFS ~ ~ ~ 

and C/C on the other hand. 
22% t,7% 28% 

In this 3ONS configuration, the thorax criteria are similar ~v>~0 k~Vh 

to the other configurations except for OAB. 

Head/steering wheel impact Figure 10. Car classification according to front structure de- 
formation. PSA--Renault statistics concerning passenger 

Head/steering wheel impacts are a qualitative factor, as is cars. 

the "impact configuration: factor. These two factors are ¯ The 50% offset and 70% offset configurations 
dealt with in the same way in the 1-2 plane, represent 47% of accidented vehicles at velocity 

For the 39 tests, 32 head/steering wheel impacts are changes greater than 40 km/h; 
recorded. * There are more accidents involving at least 70% 

The "balance of head/steering wheel impact" image is vehicle offset (28%) than accidents involving less 

located in the vicinity of the 30 AB impact (5 cases out of 7 that 50% offset (22%); 

without head/steering wheel impact). The "head/steering ¯ Deformation of the vehicle front face is oblique, 

wheel impact" image is offset towards the C/C configura- 
ranging between 15° and 40° in 46% of cases, and 

tions (8 head/steering wheel impacts for 10 impacts) and 
non-oblique (<15°) in 25% of cases. 

especially 30 SW, 30 NS, OFFS and OAB (100% of Intrusion in the passenger compartment. 
head/steering wheel impacts). Between velocity change values (delta-V) of 40 and 70 

The location of head/steering wheel impacts in collisions km/h, 38% of intrusion cases (intrusion of the windscreen 
"with head impact" differs depending on the type of im- lower cross member > 250 mm) are recorded in association 
pact: in a longitudinal vertical plane passing through the with deformation exceeding 50% on the front face, as 
centre of the steering wheel in OAB impacts, or against the against 31% of intrusion cases associated with type 1/4 and 
steering wheel spokes and rim in 30 SW, 30 NS, OFFS and 1/3 front face deformations, 6% of the cases being associ- 

C/C impacts, ated with OAB type deformations. 
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Velocity change The C/C configuration will not be adopted, since it has 
the disadvantage of consuming two vehicles, which is eco- 

The breakdown of severe injuries and fatalities according    nomically prohibitive at the prototype test stage. 
to velocity change is as follows (APR survey): 

The comparison of experimental results for the 30 AB, 30 
Delta-V SW, 30 NS, OFFS and DAB configurations with acciden- 
50 km/h > 50% of severe injuries tological data shows that an impact against a 0° angled plane 
54 km/h > 50% of severe injuries + fatalities barrier (DAB) is not representative of real road conditions, 
65 km/h > 50% of fatalities for the following reasons (2): 

Mean Deceleration ¯ Excessive mean vehicle deceleration at a given 

44% of fatalities and 48% of severe injuries correspond to velocity change; 

impacts at a mean deceleration ranging between 9 and 12g: ¯ Unrepresentativeness of vehicle front structure 
deformations; 

¯ Median of severe injuries: 10 g at a delta-V of 50 
km/h 

¯ Low intrusion at a given velocity change; 

¯ Median of fatalities: 13 g at a delta-V of 65 km/h. ¯ Direction of forces on the vehicle oriented at 0° 
with a head/steering wheel impact frequency of 

Trajectory of car occupants 100%, which contradicts real road conditions 

The direction of movement of the occupant relative to the where a frequency of 50% is observed. 

axis of the vehicle provides an indication concerning the The other impact configurations (30 AB, 30 SW, 30 NS 
direction of the forces exerted on the structure. 

and OFFS) are closer to real accidentological conditions. 
In over 70% of cases, the occupants trajectories are lo- 

cated at +15° relative to the axis of the vehicle (table 4). 
The experimental study shows that the 30 AB and 30 SW 

configurations are relatively similar to one another in terms 

Table 4. Direction of vehicle occupant trajectory relative to ve- of structure and dummy injury criteria. The 30 AB configu- 
hicle axis in frontal collisions, ration seems better from the viewpoint of test implementa- 

-45" t~ -15" -15" t~ ÷15’ ÷15" t~ 445’ tion, the distance from the lateral barrier being hard to check 
11 ,ou~o lz ,ou~. 1 ~0~ very precisely in the 30 SW configuration. 

ran, a z3x 71x 6~ From a comparison of the 3 configurations 30 AB, 30 NS 
Driver 

s .... 1~ t~ z~x ~zx ~ and OFFS with real accidentological conditions, it can be 

concluded that they have good representativeness in terms 
KLUed 14~. 77~ 

Pad.enter of front structural deformation, intrusion, and mean 
Severely injured 20% 74~ 6~ 

deceleration. 

Each of these configurations gives priority to one of the 
factors characterizing the impact. 

Head/steering wheel impacts The OFFS impact configuration accentuates intrusion, 

The frequency of head/steering wheel impacts in frontal front structural deformation being closer to a 50% offset 
collisions is an additional item of information helping to than a 70% offset. Configurations 30 AB and 30 NS are 
specify the direction of the occupant’s trajectory, closer to the structural deformations most commonly repre- 

For a collision of violence ranging between 40 and 60 km/ sented in real accidents. The mean direction of forces exert- 
h velocity change, the frequency of head/steering wheel ed on the structure in real accidents and resulting in a 50% 
impacts is 50%. frequency of head/steering wheel impacts is probably inter- 

Reference impact: discussion mediate between the direction of forces exerted on vehicles 
in 30 AB and 30 NS impacts (head/steering wheel impacts: 

The selection of a single reference configuration for fron- 15% and 100% respectively). The deviations between the 
tal impact with dummies is an important factor with a view results achieved on thorax in the three configurations are 
on the planned test standards. The barrier and the impact 

within +10% (30 NS) > OFFS > 30 AB). 
velocity must be defined. 

At the end of this study, it seems that the configuration 
In the present study, the collision between a deformable 

moving barrier of given mass has intentionally not been 
most representative of real road conditions is impact against 

taken into account. This configuration would result in a 30° angled barrier, the coefficient of friction at the inter- 

excessive scatter of the speed variation between vehicles face between the barrier and the vehicle front face remain- 

tested, depending on their weight. Collisions between heavy ing to be specified. 

vehicles and a fixed barrier at high velocity change would The speed of collision is an important item of informa- 

not be represented in this type of collision, due to the exces- tion, defining the desired protection level. 

sively small velocity change in relation to a much lighter An impact speed of 56 km/h against a 30° angled barrier 

moving barrier, would cover over 50% of severe injuries and fatalities. 
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The experimental study showed the difficulty of control- Main component analysis--all factors are quantitative 

ling the frequency of head/steering wheel impacts. In the and continuous: 

case of a head/steering wheel impact, only one point of the Xij = test result i for factor j 

steering wheel is concerned, and this is inadequate to verify All factors are centred and reduced: 

the steering wheel’s qualities. This is why it seems advis- xij - Xij - mxj 

able to supplement the impact with dummies by an addition- Oxj 

al test on the entire steering wheel, of the "component test" Computation of main axis of inertia defining the 1-2 

type, which remains to be defined, plane. The summation of the euclidean distances between 

Reference impact and compatibility 
all couples of tests is maximized: 

~actor 

Numerous studies have emphasized the importance of 

inter-vehicle compatibility in frontal and side impacts. The 

notions of compatibility of weight, stiffness and architec- i : : : - : : : : : : -- : : : : : : 
ture in frontal and side impacts have been illustrated (3), (4), 

(5). 
The choice of a single reference frontal impact, while it 

may represent a progress, could not solve the complex prob- 

lems posed by stiffness and architecture compatibility, es- 

pecially in side impacts. Further to the proposals made at the 
j=i9 

1 lth ESV Conference (5), thorough studies should be con- 

tinued along these lines. 

Conclusion 
Thirty-nine experimental frontal collisions were            ~_~,,~ 

performed against various barriers to define a reference 

configuration established on the basis of a comparison with 

accidentological data. 

An analysis of the data by means of a specific software Analysis of the image of the factors in the 1-2 plane: 

was performed for all the test data. * Factors close to the correlation circle are in the 1- 

This analysis showed a reference plane incorporating 2 plane 

53% of inertias and allowing a study of the correlations ¯ Factors inside the circle of radius 0.7 are not in the 

between vehicle and dummy parameters, plane and are not taken into account for the 

This study shows that one impact configuration, the analysis 

orthogonal barrier, is very strongly offset relative to ¯ The correlation between two points is: 

collisions against an angled barrier, offset half-barrier and Correlation (Xj,Xj’) = Cos(oxj,oxj’).llXj 11.11Xj’I 1 

car-to-car impacts, and also relative to real accidentological 

conditions. 
The collision against a 30° angled barrier seems most 

representative of real accidentological conditions, with the X~j"4~f 0.1 
coefficient of friction between the barrier and the vehicle 

/~/~ 

! " 

front face remaining to be specified. 
A speed of 56 km/h could cover over 50% of severe 

injuries and fatalities in frontal impacts. 

It seems advisable to supplement the global impact tests 

with dummies by an additional test on the entire steering 

wheel, of the "component test" type, which remains to be 

defined. 
The choice of a single reference configuration in frontal 

impact, while it represents a progress, could not by itself corr(XJ~J’}~’I 
solve the complex problems posed by inter-vehicle 

architecture and stiffness compatibility, especially in side corr{Xj~Xj")~-O 

impacts. More detailed studies should be continued along 

these lines. 
Annex I 
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Experimental Investigation of Rear Seat Submarining 

Thomas F. MacLaughlin, Lisa K. Sullivan that, with the lap belt angle at or near 20°, there may be a 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration possibility that rear seat occupants will slide under the lap 
Christopher S. O’Connor, belt (submarine), exposing themselves to abdominal 
Transportation Research Center of Ohio1 injuries. Other parameters, such as seat cushion stiffness, 

the presence of a shoulder belt, etc., also may influence 

Abstract submarining tendency and other occupant responses. 

An experimental investigation was conducted to We conducted a sled test program to determine (1) what 
determine the effects of certain seating and restraint parameters are significant in causing rear seat occupant 
parameters on the tendency for an adult rear seat passenger submarining and (2) the effects of the more significant 
to submarine (i.e., for the lap belt to ride over the pelvic iliac parameters on the occurrence of submarining and on other 
crests and penetrate the abdomen) in a 30 mph delta-v dummy responses. Prior to testing, we reviewed current 
frontal collision. Four parameters were investigated: type of literature to identify parameters which are believed to 
restraint (lap belt only or three-point belt), seat cushion contribute to occupant submarining, and which are 
stiffness, seat cushion height, and lap belt angle (within the reproducible and repeatable in a controlled test situation. A 
range from 20 to 75 degrees, as specified in FMVSS 210, listing (not necessarily all-inclusive) of parameters which 
"Seat Belt Assembly Anchorages"). The experiments were appear to affect the tendency of the occupant to submarine is 
done on the HYGE sled, using a Hybrid III dummy with a contained in table 1. Based on this review, the following 
"submarining pelvis" which contains three load cells factors were chosen for investigation: (1) type of restraint, 
mounted on each iliac crest to indicate lap belt location. The 

(2) seat cushion stiffness, (3) seat cushion height, and (4) lap 
test matrix was a fractional factorial design, which enabled 

belt angle. These four factors were incorporated into a 
determination of the statistical significance of the 

generic HYGE sled buck, allowing for the simulation of the 
parameters on submarining tendency and other occupant 

rear occupant compartment of any vehicle. A series of 22 
responses. Lap belt angle was found to be a highly 

HYGE sled tests was then performed. For more details than 
significant parameter--the shallower the angle, the greater 

are contained in this paper, the reader should see the project 
the submarining tendency. The tendency to submarine also 

final report (1).* 
appeared to be greater for three-point belted occupants than 

for lap-only belted occupants, although lap belt forces were 

much less for three-point belts. Results indicated that only Table 1. Parameters that ~ft~et ~ubmarinin~ 

one injury (AIS 1) would have occurred out of six cases of A. Belt Parameters: 
submarining in three-point belts. 1. Lap Only versus Lap/Shoulder Restraint 

2. Lap Belt Angle in Side View 
Introduction 3. Lap Belt Angle in Top View 

United States FMVSS No. 210, "Seat Belt Assembly 4. Retractor Force 
5. Slack in the Lap Belt 

Anchorages", requires that the lap belt angle from the 
6. Slack in the Shoulder Harness 

Seating Reference Point (SRP) to the anchorage fall within 
7. Hysteresis in the Shoulder Harness Webbing 

the range from 20° to 75° relative to the horizontal. 
8. Location of the Buckle 

Although front seat lap belt angles are typically close to 75°, 9. Latch Plate Design 
rear seat installations in a number of cars, particularly small 10. Shoulder Belt Anchor Location 
cars, have lap belt angles near 20°. Accident data indicate 11. Lap and Shoulder Belt Lengths 

~Currently with the Ford Motor Company. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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B. Seat Parameters: ...~ 

1. Angle of the Seat Cushion 
2. Stiffness of the Seat Cushion ~,~_~’~ "~’~. 
3. Friction Coefficient between Occupant and Cushion ~’~’-,.~’~ .................... i~ ............................................................................. ~t, II ..... I 
4. Angle of the Seat Back ........................................................................................... 

C. Constraint Forces: 
1. Restraint on Knees by Front Seat Back / ,,, ..~.7~ .................................................... 7 ........ 7 ........ 7 ........ 7 ........ 7 .... 
2. Toe Board Restraint 

/: .......... 71’. ....... 7 ........ 7 ........ 7 ........ 7 ........ 7 ................................................. 

D. Input Forces and Accelerations: 
Figure 1. Sled test matrix. 

1. Time History of the Deceleration titatively (statistically) and (2) they allow determination of 
2. Deceleration Magnitude interaction effects among independent variables. (For ex- 

ample, knowing the "first order", or "two-way", interac- 
E. Occupant Parameters: tion effect between lap belt angle and seat cushion stiffness 

1. Amount of Clothing on the Occupant provides an answer to the question: Is the effect of lap belt 
2. Friction Coefficient between Occupant and Belt angle on submarining different for soft seat cushions than 

3. Initial Position of the Occupant for stiff?.). In half-factorial designs, such as ours, some of 

4. Size of the Occupant the main effects and two-way interactions are confounded 

5. "Relative Bigness" of the Occupant (Weight with higher-order interactions. It is assumed, because it is 

divided by Height cubed) usually true, that any effect seen is due to the lower-order 

6. Slope and Stiffness of the Abdomen interaction; i.e., that higher-order interactions are negligible 

7. Locations of the Centers of Mass of the Body compared with main and two-way interaction effects. 

8. Orientation of the Sartorius Our primary interest was in the factor Belt Angle. Thus, 

9. Joint Stiffnesses and Damping Coefficients we designed the sled test matrix to obtain statistical infor- 

10. Contraction of the Quadriceps Muscle mation about the four main effects and the two-way interac- 

Test matrix design tions involving the main effect Belt Angle (Belt Angle/Belt 
Type, Belt Angle/Seat Height and Belt Angle/Cushion Stiff- 

The sled test matrix was designed to provide the most ness). Information about all other interactions was not dis- 
information possible about the statistical significance of the cernable due to the confounding present. 
four factors in causing rear seat occupant submarining. The For the statistical analyses (presented later in the paper), 
four factors and their levels were: the null hypothesis was that the four main effects do not 

have an effect on the causation of occupant submarining or 
Table 1. Parameters that affect submarining 

Factor ~vel other responses of interest. The level of significance for 

type o~ restrmi~ ~ ~ o~ 
rejecting that hypothesis was chosen to be 5% (5% is gener- 
ally used in analyses of this type). Thus, if the "p-value" 

seal: cushion St:~Lf~ ...... ~t ~ from the analysis was 5% or less, the risk of rejecting the 
hardI 

quantified in "Seat 
C~hton St~ .... null hypothesis when it was in fact true is minimal and we 

seat height low Determination" and 
h~gh -s~t .ef~ ~eterm~.~t~o~" are confident in saying that the factor in question does have 

l~F ~t ~ ~oo an effect on submarining. In addition, we felt that levels of 
~o~ ~ori~o~t~l> ~" significance in the 5% to approximately 15% range indi- 

47.5* 

~" cated "marginal" significance (i.e., we were unwilling to 75- 
accept unconditionally the hypothesis that no effect existed, 

Three of the factors were tested at two levels; the fourth if the analysis indicated an 85% chance of an effect being 

factor, lap belt angle, had five levels. The matrix is shown in present). 
figure 1, where conducted tests are designated by "X’s". 

HYGE sled buck 
One repeat test was conducted to provide a basis for estimat- 
ing experimental error, which was desirable to statistically We determined the values of several parameters in cur- 

analyze results, rent vehicles to enable fabrication of a "generic" HYGE 

This matrix is called a "half-factorial" or "half-repli- sled test buck. Nine parameters were selected which de- 

cate" because it calls for testing under only half the condi- scribed the geometry of the rear passenger compartment 

tions present. The main features of factorial experimental (see figure 2). On the basis of 1986 sales figures and vehicle 

designs are that (1) they allow the effects of independent availability, we selected ten domestic and imported auto- 
variables on the dependent variable to be determined quan- mobiles in different weight categories to determine average 
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after each test to ensure lmegril y o~ eac~ system. Load cells 

were used to record the inboard arm outboard lap belt loads 

and the shoulder belt load, where applicable. 

The Escort front bucket seat was chosen to represent the 

average front seat in overall heigltt and seat hack angle. 
Although not measured, its seat hack stiffness appeared to 
be typical of most car seats: tlaere was very little structure to 

resist rear occupant knee penetration, The Escort seat was 

/ replaced after each test to ensure an undamaged surface for 

o oso~f sty2 ~ .... ~ \ ~-~/ the occupant to contact. The HYGE sled b~ck, in a pretest 

,,, / set-up, is shown in figure 3. 

L-40 -- Front Seat Back Angle 
L-3 o- Front of Rear Seat Back to Back of Front Seat Back 
L-41 -- Rear Seat Back Angle 
L-48 -- Rear Occupant Knee Pivot =o Front Seat Back 
L-50 -- Front Occupant H-Pt~ =o Rear Occupant H-Pt. 
L-51 -- Rear Occupant H-Pt, to Heel pt. Distance 
H~31 -- Rear Occupan= N-Pt, to Heel pt. Vertical Distance 
h    -- Vertical Distance from Rear Occupant’s H-Pt, to Top of Front 

Seat Back 
d    -- Depth of Rear Seat Cushion from Front Edge of Cushion no 

O=cupant ~ s H-Pt. 

Figure 2. Passenger rear compartment geometry parameters. 

values for the nine parameters. The vehicles were as 

follows: 

Weight 1986 

category vehicle sales position: 
! 1985 Ford Escort #6 domestic 
! 1984 Honda Accord #3 imported 

Figure 3. MYG£ sled tes~ se~oupo 

2 1985 Pontiac Grand Am #4 domestic 
2 1985 Pontiac Sunbird #3 domestic Seat cushion st~lrfness determination 
2 1983 Toyota Camry #1 imported The stiffness values for the sear cushions were deter- 
3 1985 Chrysler New Yorker #9 domestic mined to identify the °~softest" and ~hardest" sea~s from 
4 t985 Olds Ciera #1 domestic the !0 vehicles selected above, Each rear seat cushio~ was 
4 1986 Ford Taurus #5 domestic tested in two places: (1 ] at the center of the occupam seated 
5 1983 Volvo GL #8 imported position and (2) on the forward ec~ge of the cushion° Figure 4 
5 1986 Buick Electra #11 domestic 

shows the ~brward position test set-up. The apparatus con- 

The average values for the nine parameters are listed sisted of a hand-pumped hydraulic ~ack with a load cell and 

below: string potentiometer attached. The load was applied at a rate 

of approximately t’~ per minute through a universM swivei Specification        average: 

L-40 25.5° 
joint to an 8" diameter plate. Force applied to the plate and 

L-3 26.76" 

L-41 25.5° 

L-48 2.23" 

L-50 31.91" 

L-51 35,94" 

H-31 10.67" 
h 17o97" 

d 15o69" 

The seat belt hardware consisted of the standard, auto- 
matic-locking type retractor generally used in the rear out- 
board seating positions. The original manufacturer’s web- 
bing was removed and replaced with a 5-bar webbing from 

one rol! to minimize webbing differences. The same type of 
retractor was used for both the lap only and the three-point 
belts. The "D" ring chosen for the three-point belts was the 
locking type over one half of the vehicles randomly sur- Figure 4. Cushion ¢oree-de¢leetion 
veyed had thi s type of"D" ring. Be It systems were replaced position). 
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vertical displacement of the plate into the cushion were Hybrid III 
measured. The anthropomorphic test device used for the sled series 

Force versus deflection curves for all 10 vehicles are was the Hybrid III 50th percentile male dummy. A simple 
shown in figures 5 and 6. The Toyota Camry cushion was procedure was developed for seating the dummy such that 
one of the stiffest, and the Buick Electra cushion was one of its seated posture in the rear seat would appear more natural 
the softest; therefore, these two were selected for use in the than was obtained by using the standard FMVSS 208 seat- 
sled test matrix, ing procedure, developed primarily for front seating. First, a 

male human subject (approximately 50th percentile) was 
instructed to sit in a "normal and comfortable" position in a 
typical automobile rear seat. The dummy was then placed 
next to the subject, and its posture adjusted to simulate that 
of the human. This was repeated with three other human 
subjects. The procedure which resulted was to seat the dum- 
my initially according to FMVSS 208, then move the pelvis 
forward enough to allow a space of about 2 inches between 
the rear seat back and the buttocks of the dummy. 

Instrumentation for the Hybrid III consisted of: 

Triaxial accelerometer packages in the head, tho- 

Di sp I acement I~nl ¯ Femur load cells and knee shear transducers in the 

Figure 5. Seat stiffness at center (in loading), legs. 

¯ The "Submarining" pelvis, consisting of three 
load bolts distributed along the anterior surfaces 

~ 
of the right and left ilium. 

¯ Denton six-axis upper neck load cell. 

_~ ~ 
¯ Abdominal air bladder insert. 

~ ~ Filtering of the data consisted of SAE Class 1000 for the 
o~ head accelerometer data, SAE Class 600 for neck forces and 

,.~ moments, pelvic load bolts and femur loads and SAE Class 
........... 180 for thorax and pelvic accelerometer data and knee 

shears. The abdominal bladder insert data and all of the seat 
belt loads were filtered using a SAE Class 60 filter. 

~. Prior to this project, an air pressure abdominal bladder 
~.~ ~.s ~.~ t.s 2’.~ ~’.~ 3’.o ~’.~ 

D]splacernent (in) insert for the Hybrid III dummy (5) was developed for 

Figure 6. Seat stiffness at front (in loading), measuring the depth and rate of steering wheel penetration 
into the abdominal region. We used the bladder insert during 

Seat height determination this project in an attempt to (1) determine if and when 

The vehicle rear seat height was measured as the vertical submarining occurred, and (2) measure the amount of ab- 

distance from the Seating Reference Point (SRP) to the dominal penetration caused by the belt when submarining 

occupant’s resting heel position ("H-31" in figure 2). We occurs, hoping to determine the severity of the submarining. 

obtained these values for a total of 31 vehicles (the 10 We found that, in its present form, the insert did not clearly 

vehicles selected above plus a random sample of 21 vehi- indicate occurrence of submarining or penetration resulting 

cles). They were non-uniformly distributed; only 6.5% of from submarining, and would need more development work 

the sample were in the 5.5"--9.5" range and 93.5% were in for this application. Therefore, it is not discussed further in 
the 9.5"-13.5". The median range values for these two this paper (see reference 1). 
groups were 7.5" and 11.5", respectively. The final height Sled test results 
values chosen were 8" and 12". 

A summary of the test conditions and whether or not 

Crash pulse simulation submarining occurred are contained in table 2. Test #843 

The sled tests were conducted at a test velocity of 30 mph was to have been a three-point test. However, the retractor 

using a half-sine pulse. The pulse duration was approx- failed to lock during the test making the test suspect for 

imately 100 msec, resulting in peak sled accelerations of consideration in the matrix. Thus, the matrix contains 21 

approximately 22 G’s. This crash simulation pulse was tests--20 of different conditions and 1 repeat test. 

based on similar pulses used for other occupant submarin- Of these 21 tests, full submarining occurred in 9 tests, 

ing studies performed by Adomeit (2, 3) and DeJeammes "one-sided" submarining in 2 tests and submarining did not 

(4). occur in 10 tests. In general, we were able to detect very 
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Table 2. Sled test conditions and results, 
porated three factors: (1) how high on the pelvis belt loading 

Test I Seat Belt ISeat BeltI Seat I Seat ISubmarinlngI Time of I 
11o. [ Type I Angle ICushtonlHetghtl Occur ? [SubmariningI occurred, (2) whether submarining, when it did occur, was 

...... I ........... I ......... I ....... I ...... I ........... I ........... I one-sided or two-sided and (3) the time of initial indication 843 I * Lap Only[ 20 Des. I Soft l Low yes 57 msec 

...... I ........... I ......... I ....... I ...... I ........... I ........... I of submarining. 
8t~ I~hree-po:~ntl 20 De8. I Soft Low yes 47 msec 

...... I ........... I ......... I ....... I ...... I ........... I The rating scheme consisted of six categories, which are 
845 IThree-potntI 75 Des. Soft Lo, yes 72 ,sec listed below (although somewhat arbitrary, selection of the ...... I ........... I ................ I ...... I ...................... #s46 I Lap Only I 75 ~s. soft mgh .o .~ time intervals in categories 4-6 was based on the natural 
853 I Lap Only I 20 DeS. Soft High ye~ 58 .se~ grouping that occurred in the experiments): 
891 IThree-point:I 20 Des. Hard High yes 43 msec 

...... I ........... I ......... I ....... ~ ...... I ....................... 1. No submarining occurred; loads on pelvic lower 
892 IThree-pointl 75 De8. I Hard High no NA load bolts only. 
893 ] Lap Only I 75 Des. ~ Hard LOw no NA 2. NO submarining occurred; loads on pelvic lower 

...... I ........... I ......... ~ ....... I ............................. 
#894 ~ Lap Only ~ 20 Des. ~ Hard LOw yes 43 msec and middle load bolts only. 

I I ......... ~ ....... ~ ...... ~ ....................... 3. One-sided submarining occurred. 895 IThree-po:l.nt147.5 Des. I Hard High 1/2 yes 75 msec 

I I--. ....... I ............. I I ........... I 4. Full (two-sided) submarining occurred; initial 
896 IThree-potnt147.5 Des. I Soft:     LOw yes 55 msec 

..... I ........... I ......... I ....... I I ........... submarining in 70-79 msec. 
897 l Lap Only J47.5 Deg. J Hard    Low no 

I    NA ...... I ........... i ......... I ....... I ............................ 5. Full (two-sided) submarining occurred; initial 
898 1 Lap Only 147.5 yes. i soft High    no HA submarining in 50-59 msec. ...... I ........... I ......... I ....... I ............................ 899 JTh .... polnt[47.5 Deg. J Hard High I no NA 6. Full (two-sided) submarining occurred; initial 

...... I ........... I ......... I ....... I ...... I ........... I ........... I 904 I Lap Only I 34 YeS. I Soft High I no HA submarining in 40-49 msec. 

...... I ........... I ......... ~ ....... I ...... ~ ........... I ........... 905 1 Lap only 1 34 yes. I ~ard Lo~’ I ye~     73 msee In none of our tests did loading occur on the upper-most 

...... I ........... i ......... I ....... I ...... I ........... I ........... 
906 JThree-pointJ 34 Des. J Soft Low [ yes     47 mse~ pelvic load cells without submarining occurring; nor did 

...... I ........... I ......... ~ ....... I ...... ~ ...................... submarining initiate in the time frame of 60-69 msec in any 907 [Three-polntJ 34 Des. J Hard High J 1/2 yes 57 msec 

...... ~ ........... I ......... I ....... l ...... l ........... of our tests. 908 J Lap only J 61 Des. J Hard    Low J     no NA 

...... I ........... I ......... I ....... I ...... I ....................... Each of the 21 tests was rated according to the above 
909 J Lap Only J 61 Des. J Soft High J    no NA 

...... I ........... I ......... I ....... I ...... I ....................... scheme. The categorization results of the tendency for occu- 
910 l~ree-polntl 61 Yes. I Hard H~gh I no HA pant submarining are shown in the matrix format in figure 7. ...... i ........... I ......... I ....... I ...... I " 
911 ]Three-pointl 61 Des. J Soft    LOw [ /es 54 msec 

...... I I ......... I ....... I ...... I 
#I was to have been a three-polnt; retre~or failed to lock. 
Lap Belt broke late in event (after ~’~ ec). ~                                              - 

clearly the occurrence of submarining from the films, the 
~ .................... ~i;~:; ...................... ] ...................... ;i;ii ...................... 

lap belt force-time responses and the force-time responses 
the load-measuring bolts on the pelvis (three located on 

each side). 

] ..i!i...I 

~ ...~ ......... ~ ........ ~ ........ ~ ........ ~ ........ .~ ................................................. 
In addition to noting whether submarining occurred or ~ ~, ~ ................. 

1. Tendency for rear seat occupant submarining. 
2. Occupant head forward (X) velocity. 
3. Occupant Head Injury Criterion (HIC). 
4. Occupant peak chest acceleration. ’ ............... 
5. Peak chest deflection for three-point belted ~.~r~!~’~i~ .............................................. ~,~ ~o,~ ~oo~. 

occupants. 0. 

Tendency for rear seat occupant submarining 
Figure 7. Tendency for submarining. 

In addition to noting simply whether or not submarining The categorization results were analyzed statistically to 

occurred under certain conditions, we devised a rating determine which of the four main factors and two-way inter- 
actions were significant. Figure 8 presents the four main method to indicate the "tendency" for submarining to oc- 

cur. By "tendency", we mean (1) if submarining did not effects of the test matrix. Each bar represents the average 

occur, how close it came to occurring and (2) if it did occur, response for all tests conducted at the particular level (e.g., 

whether it was on both sides, and how early it was in the lap only) of the particular factor (e.g., Belt Type). Three of 

crash event. As a measure of the near-occurrence of subma- the factors have two levels each; one (Belt Angle) has five 

fining, we determined the location of the lap belt on the levels. If the difference between the average responses of 
pelvic iliac crests, as indicated by the pelvic load cell bolts, different levels of a factor is "sufficiently large" compared 
From our literature review, time of occurrence, and whether with the response variances and the error estimate, then the 
one- or two-sided, were seen to be important indicators of statistical analysis will indicate that the main effect of that 
submarining tendency. The rating method, therefore, incor- factor is "significant". Whether or not the main effect was 
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found to be statistically significant is indicated beneath the e 

effect, along with the p-value (as a percentage). Belt Angle, 
Belt Type and Seat Height all had highly significant effects .~ .... ~. .... 

on the tendency to submarine. (Significance levels were less 
than 1%). Cushion Stiffness had a marginal effect (10.77% j 
significance level). No two-way interactions of main effects -. "’..... 

were significant (i.e., the effect a particular factor had on the 
I! ~ 

ofSUbmariningother factors).tendency was the same regardless of the level 
i2~ 

"~ ....................... 
~ ....................... 

~ 
o 20 

34. ~7.~ 
Lop ee~ ~g~ 

~ 4 

~ 
Figure 10. Tendency for submarining versus lap belt angle for ~ ~ 

~-~]~ 
.....~.~ 

seat height. 

2 - -] distinct, indicating marginal difference between the two 

,. | cushion stiffnesses in the submarining tendency versus lap 
1 ~. o. 

belt angle relationship (as was indicated in the statistical 

o ~ 
--g 

analysis). 
Belt Type Angle Height Cushion 

Yes - 0.72% Yes - 0.01% Yes - 0.29Y, Marginal - 
!1 

10.77% 
~..... 

o 
Figure 8. Tendency for rear seat occupant submarining. = s 

The data indicating submarining tendency are presented 4 
in more detail in figures 9, 10, 11 and 12. Each point in 

~ figures 9, 10 and 11 represents an average of two tests (or --       ~ ................ 

three, when the repeatability test result was included), cho- ~,~ ......... , ................ 

sen to illustrate particular main and interaction effects. ~ 2 
In figure 9, lap-only and three-point belt results are plot- 

ted separately. It is clear that submarining tendency is differ- 
ent for the two restraint types (i.e., the Belt Type main effect 
is significant). Also, lap belt angle strongly affects subma- 

0 , ’          ’          ’ ’ 
~.0 34 47.8 81 

Lop e~t ~.~o 
rining tendency for both restraint types, indicating the ab- ~ ~ ~ - 
sence of a Belt Angle/Belt Type interaction effect. ~ ~. s~n,~.. - 

Figure 11. Tendency for submarining versus lap belt angle for 
0 cushion stiffness. 

~ -"~ .... 12 contains the results for each individual test. An Figure 
interesting observation, which puts some degree of uncer- 
tainty on trends discussed thus far, is that three of the curves 
fall closely together, while the fourth is very different. One 

j~ .......... , ...................... ~ ......... could conclude from this that the relationship between sub- 
..... * marining tendency and lap belt angle is the same, regardless 

~ of type of restraint or seat cushion stiffness or seat height, 
except when the low seat is combined with the soft cushion. 

o , ~ , , ~’~ ’ If this were true, it would indicate that the two-way interac- 

t~ ~t ~�. (t~) tion effect, Seat Height/Cushion Stiffness, is significant. 
n,~ ~. ~ - o.~ This effect is confounded with the main effect of Belt Type, 
~lt k~le al~Ubano~ -- O.Ot ¯ 

Figure 9. Tendency for submarining versus lap belt angle for 
and, as previously stated, when confounding occurs, we 

belt type. have assumed that the observed effect is due to the low- 
er-order interaction (i.e., the higher-order interaction effect 

In figure 10, results are shown separately for the low and is negligible). It is possible that this assumption is incorrect; 
high seat heights. Submarining tendency differs for the two however, we feel that is highly unlikely, since both logic and 
seat heights, but is strongly influenced by lap belt angle for past experience indicate that submarining is more likely to 
both heights (similar to Belt Type results in figure 9). occur in a three-point belt than in a lap-only belt. The only 

Figure 11 suggests similar trends for the factor Cushion way to know for sure, however, would be to conduct more 

Stiffness. However, separation of the two curves is less tests in the matrix. 
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e | % 
~........ 

In figure 13, longitudinal head velocities are presented in 
/ the matrix format. For the three-point belt, the velocities are 

*’ 5 1 ~’"...\’~N’~~ 
..._ ~x,~ "    ~" ........... "~’ ....... maximum values, and range from 18 to 25 mph. For each lap 

...... ,~ belt only test, the longitudinal component of head velocity 

! [ 
~..,.i’~.~,x" 

"-~ was determined at the point at which the head had travelled 

~ forward 20" (the rearmost point at which head impact might 

jlt~ 
~ ~,,~ ...................... "! 

occur). These are the values which appear in figure 13 for 
the lap belt only; they ranged from 26 to over 33 mph, and, 
therefore, were considerably greater than maximum non- 
contact head velocities for the three-point belt restrained 
occupants. 

20            34           47.5           71            7S           4o 

~ Bell; Altgle (Deg.,’ee) Lap Belt Only - Three Point Belt - 

Velocities st 20" of Travel Maximum Velocities 

Figure 12. Tendency for submarining versus lap belt angle for 
~, belt type/seat height/cushion stiffness. ^ ~o 

There is another issue which raises some uncertainty; the 
effect of seat height on submarining tendency, as observed 
in the sled tests, may have questionable validity. The Hybrid 
III dummy has a fixed angle between the lower spine and the 

~ upper legs. Therefore, when the dummy is placed in the *. ,o ~" 

:-.,~ lowered seat, the pelvis rotates with the upper leg, exag- o, 
gerating the pelvic angle and predisposing the dummy to 
submarining more than is likely for the human. (The reader 
should bear in mind that the feet are constrained against ~.,.,.°o~ ~,-,,.°,~ 
moving forward by the front seat). 

Figure 14. Effect of lap belt angle on head longitudinal velocity 
by restraint. 

~ ~_~ Occupant head forward (X) velocity 

The occupant’s head forward velocity was derived by film 
analysis-~digitizing the 1" target at the head C.G. location 
and obtaining both longitudinal and vertical displacements 
of the C.G. The longitudinal head trajectory was differenti- 

,~-~ ated to obtain the corresponding velocity. ~~i !, ..... IIi/, I I / I ..... 

¯ ~         Prior to testing, the occupant’s head was located, on aver-                   ~ ................. 
age, slightly over 20" behind the Escort front seat back. 

, ............. ~.....!.,..~ ...... ~.....!~.....!!:: ................................................ 
Therefore, 20" was considered the maximum distance the 
head could travel without impacting the front seat back. 
When the occupant was restrained by the three-point belt, ,,~ . ....................................................... r~.....rm ...... ~ ...... ..-. ...... ~.._ 

maximum head excursion was less than 20". When re ........... ............................................. 
strained by the lap belt only, his head travelled at least 29". 
Thus, head impact was considered a possibility only for the 
lap-only belt system. 

~ 
Figure 15. Head injury criterion (HIC). 

.~ ~,,~ 
Since our main concern in analyzing head motion was 

to determine potential contact velocities, we statistically 

~" "~~’x’~%_~ "~’x, ~ .................................................................................................... analyzed head velocities separately for the lap-only and 

~’ ......... I ......... I .................................... I .................................... three-point belt restrained occupants. These results, shown 

........... ~--.-~.:-;--~-:.;--,~-:-~-.;~-:.~..~.:; .............................................. in figure 14, indicate that Belt Angle has a small but signifi- 

" ]"~"’1’ ............ """ll’’:~ [,":!:l~:!:li~:" ........... Ii ....... J ......... ! ......... ! ......... I 

cant affect on the head velocity of lap belt restrained occu- 

-- ;, ......................................... ;,,;,,,,,, ,,~,;,,,, ,,;,,;,% ,,,,.;,~,,,,,;,,.,,% pants, at the point at which head impact may occur; but does 

not affect maximum head velocity of three-point belt 
"* ~, ~" 1" -~. ;- -~. 1" -~. ;- -:_. ; .............................................. 

~i"" i~,i’" ;~i~ ~;i~ ~iii .................. restrained occupants. Also, this figure clearly shows that 
.........." " .... head velocities at 20" of excursion for the lap-only tests 

.............. greatly exceed maximum head velocities for the three-point 
Figure 13. Head forward (X) velocity (mph). 

tests. 



Head injury criterion (HIC) The remaining main effects and interactions were not 

The HIC was determined using the head C.G. resultant 
significant. 

acceleration. Figure 15 contains the HIC values for the sled 
series. 

The statistical analysis indicated that none of the four 
~ ~,o 

main effects or interactions appear to have a strong effect on 
the occupant’s HIC value, which is shown by the bar charts ’ 

in figure 16. However, the difference between the average x,~ .................. 

lap-only and the three-Point belt HIC’s is substantial, and, at ............... 
a 15.63% level of significance, is considered marginally .......................................... ,~ ............... 

significant. HIC values, separated by Belt Type and plotted ’, ....... 

against Belt Angle, are presented in figure 17. These curves, 
and the individual HIC values shown in figure 15, show that ........... .’..’......r:.*.....~::.....~::.....~::.....~:: ................................................ 

HIC was far more erratic for occupants restrained by the lap ............... 
belt only. Observations of the films indicated the reason; ............. 
head contact occurred in nine of the ten tests involving lap Figure 18. Peak chest resultant acceleration (G’s). 

belt only, but did not occur in any of the eleven three-point 60 

belt tests. (Specifically, the head contacted either the front 
seat back or the dummy’s knee in test 853, 893, 894, 897, 

60 ~ 
\-,\       ~ ~ / 

, 

898, 904, 905,908 and 909. 

" Bolt Type Anglo Height Cushion 

600- | No - 20,13% No - 34.70% No - 60.78% Yes - 2.50% 

Figure 19. Peak chest acceleration for rear seat occupants. 

300- 
> ~ 

o ~ ~ ~ 
Peak chest deflection for three-point belted 

Bolt Type Angle Height Cushion 

Marginal- 15.63% No - 72.19% No - 35.5% No - 65.43% occupants 
Figure 16. Head injury criteria for rear seat occupants, The peak chest deflections are summarized in figure 20 

s0oo 
~p oo,~ co, for those tests where a three-point belt system was used. It is 

© interesting that the two tests where submarining did not 

..... . .... occur resulted in the least amount of chest deflection. 
~ooo The statistical results are displayed in figure 21. Note that 

~ only 1 main effect is present in the statistical model--Belt 
~ Angle. It is significant, with a p-value of 1.11%. Seat Height 

~ooo ................... ~ ..... 

, . , . , .................................................................................................... 

Figure 17. Head injury criterion (HIC) for rear seat occupants.           ’ ........ " =’" ’=" "" ’~" ~’" 

Occupant peak chest acceleration ......................................................... ~,:,;, 

The occupant’s peak chest resultant accelerations are 
summarized in figure 18 ...... 

The statistical results are shown in figure 19. Cushion ................. 
was the only main effect which was shown to be significant 
in effecting the chest acceleration, with a p-value of 2,5%. Figure 20. Peak chest deflection (inches) for three-point only. 
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and Cushion Stiffness are confounded, so the main effect Lap belt forces (average of both sides) from all of our sled 
due to either one cannot be discriminated without more tests are shown in figure 23. For tests where submarining 

testing. Interestingly, the confounded main effect is signifi- did not occur, values shown are maximum forces. For tests 
cant, with a p-value of 1.31%, indicating that one of the with submarining, values shown are the highest forces that 
factors, or a combination of the factors (low seat and soft were generated after submarining (full or half) occurred. No 
cushion versus high seat and hard cushion) is significant, statistical analyses were performed on lap belt force be- 

3.~- cause differences in injury consequences of high belt forces 
would be expected to greatly vary, depending on whether or 

3.0- not submarining occurs. As expected, maximum values 
(from tests with no submarining) were much higher for the 

o z.4- \ lap-only belt (2000 to 3000 lbs or 8.9 km to 13.4 km) than 
~ ~ for the three-point belt (approximately 1400 lbs or 6.2 km). 

Post-submarining belt forces for the lap-only belts having 
the shallowest angles (20° and 34°) were comparable in 
magnitude to peak forces that resulted in tests with no sub- 
marining. Maximum belt forces after full submarining in 

0.~- the three-point system ranged from 240 to 700 lbs (1.1 km to 

3.1 km). 
0.0 

Angle 

Yes- 1,11% 

Figure 21. Chest deflection for lap/shoulder belted rear seat 
occupants. 

= ........................ 
Abdominal injury severity ~’~-~..1..--: ........ : ...... :;:~ ...... :: ........ ; ........ : ........ : ...... :;:: ...... :; ........ : .... 

Leung, et al., (6) conducted 10 sled tests, in which human "]~~:;-;~:; ~:; ;~:; ;~-:; .............................................. 
cadavers were restrained by three-point belts, to develop an ........ 
abdominal injury criterion associated with submarining. 
Nominal sled velocity was 30 mph and peak decelerations " ,~ ......... 
ranged from 21 to 30 g. Most of the cadavers were tested in a ..................... :~.....~!.~.....~.....~r.....~ ................................................ 
rear seat configuration. Upper and lower shoulder belt loads 
and inboard and outboard lap belt loads were recorded. 
Autopsies were performed. Figure 23. Peak lap belt forces (both sides averaged) (Ibs). 

They observed a relationship between post-submarining 
peak force on the lap belt (average of both sides), nor- For the three-point belt tests, injury severities (AIS lev- 
malized with respect to the mass of the part 572 dummy, and els) were obtained from the post-submarining lap belt 
abdominal injury severity. This relationship, reproduced forces, by means of the relationship in figure 22. These are 
from Reference 6 and shown in figure 22, represents an presented in figure 24, and indicate that, although full sub- 
approximate injury criterion which can be applied to our marining occurred in six out of the eleven tests, only one 
three-point belt test results. The criterion should not be injury would have occurred and it would have been of minor 

applied to tests involving lap belt only, because the lap belt severity (AIS 1). (Although not specifically stated in refer- 
would be expected to penetrate a different region of the ence 6, it is assumed that the lap belt force/injury relation- 
abdomen, causing injury to different organs, and, therefore, ship of figure 22 applies only for full submarining). 
a different overall injury severity for a given force, than 
would occur in a three-point belt system. 

,,, --~--- -~-:-~- -~-:-;- -~.:-;..~.:.;. -~-:.; .............................................. 

Figure 22. Relationship between the standardized tension of 
the lap-belt* (after submarining) and the abdomen AIS. Figure 24. Injury severity (AIS) for three-point only. 
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Summary and Conclusions ing the rearmost location of a front seat back; they 

Based upon the results of the sled test series, the follow- 
appeared to be slightly higher for steeper lap belt an- 

ing summary and conclusions are made about the occur- 
gles. Head excursions of three-point belt restrained 

rence of submarining for rear seat occupants: dummies were less than that which would cause head 

contact; maximum head velocities were approximately 
1. The occurrence of submarining, in general, was 

very clearly detected by observing test films, force- 21-22 mph. 

time responses of the load cells mounted in the subma- 4. HIC values were marginally higher, and more 

rining pelvis and force-time responses of lap and variable due to some head/front seat back contacts and 
shoulder belt load cells, head/knee contacts, for dummies in lap-only belts than 

2. Of the four factors investigated in the test matrix, in three-point belts. HIC’s averaged approximately 
Lap Belt Angle has a statistically highly significant 

1400 in the lap-only restraint, and 920 in three-point 
effect on the tendency for submarining to occur. Belt 
Type (lap belt only versus three-point belt) and Seat belts. 

Height appear also to have a significant2 effect on, and 5. Peak chest acceleration values were significantly 

Cushion Stiffness appears to marginally affect, subma- affected only by seat cushion stiffness, averaging just 
rining tendency. (While the effect of Lap Belt Angle is under 60 g’s for the hard cushion and just under 45 g’s 
clear, a small degree of uncertainty exists with regard for the soft cushion. 
to the effects of the other factors, because of the con- 

6. Peak chest deflections (three-point belt restrained 
founding inherent in half-factorial designs). 

a. The shallower the angle (off horizontal), the dummies only) were significantly affected by lap belt 

greater the tendency for submarining to occur. A lap angle, ranging from about 2.1 inches for the steepest 

belt angle of approximately 45° appears to be a tran- angle to around 3 inches for the shallowest angles. The 
sition, below which the tendency for submarining to two tests where submarining did not occur resulted in 
occur increases rapidly with decreasing angle, the least amount of chest deflection. 

b. The tendency to submarine appears to be great- 
er for three-point belted occupants than for lap belt 7. Maximum post-submarining lap belt forces of 

only occupants. This appears, from the films, to be 2839 and 2233 lbs occurred for the lap-only belts hav- 

due to the shoulder belt (1) pulling up on the lap belt ing the shallowest angles (20° and 34°, respectively). 

and (2) preventing forward jackknifing motion of 8. Maximum lap belt forces after full submarining in 
the upper torso, the three-point belt system ranged from 240 to 700 lbs. 

c. It appears that submarining tends to occur more 
9. A useful, though approximate, injury criterion 

frequently when the height between the occupant’s 
H-Pt. and heel resting position is low (8") than when 

exists for evaluating severity of submarining for three- 

that height is relatively high (12"). The probable point belt restrained occupants only. Injury severity 

explanation for this is that with the lower height, the can be inferred from peak lap belt forces that occur 
occupant’s pelvis is rotated rearward more than at after full (two-sided) submarining (6). Although full 
the higher height. However, the effect of seat height submarining occurred in six out of eleven tests involv- 
on submarining tendency is questionable, due to 
lack of leg articulation in the Hybrid III dummy, and 

ing three-point belts, only one injury (AIS 1) was indi- 

the resulting uncertainty regarding the dummyprop- cated. No criterion appears to exist for determining 

erly duplicating the human pelvis orientation for low submarining severity when only a lap belt is worn; 

seating heights. We feel the dummy’s pelvis proba- therefore, no conclusions can be made regarding sub- 
bly was rotated more in the lower seat than a hu- marining injury severity in lap-only belted occupants. 
man’s would be, exaggerating the pelvic angle and 
predisposing the dummy to submarining more than Acknowledgments 
is likely for the human. 

d. Although statistical significance is marginal, The views and findings in this paper are those of the 

submarining tendency appears to be greater for the authors and do not necessarily represent the policy of the 

softer seat cushion. NHTSA. 

3. Forward head excursions and velocities were The authors are grateful to Rodney Herriott, Doug Hayes, 
much greater for dummies in lap belts only than in William Gwilliams, Claude Melton and Timothy Schock for 
three-point belts. Lap belt only restrained dummies their technical support in the fabrication of the test buck and 
had head velocities around 30 mph at a point represent- 

processing of test data. 

A special thanks goes to Susan Weiser for the preparation 
2 Throughout the Summary and Conclusions, the term "significant" or "signifi- 

cance" is used to denote statistical significance, of the manuscript. 
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An Experimental Study of Crashworthiness of Vehicle Front Structure 

Akihiro Miyajima, Noboru Takahashi, to evaluate conveniently the crash performance of a vehicle 

Gyoichi Hataya, front structure. We also compared this index with the 

Subaru Engineering Division, calculated value by computer simulation. 

Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. Vehicle Crashworthiness and Occupant 

Abstract 
Injury Level 
Vehicle deceleration curve 

Frontal impact test data of vehicles which have various 
Analysis of vehicle deceleration curve in a collision test 

front structure configuration are analyzed, and relationship 
between crashworthiness and occupant injury level is 

is one of the most frequently used means to evaluate the 

discussed, 
crashworthiness. Vehicle deceleration is determined by 

Specific displacement, R (ratio of actual to free vehicle impact speed, vehicle weight, stiffness of front structure 

displacement) is introduced as an index for estimating the members and configuration of rigid components, such as 

crashworthiness of front structure. Value of R at a certain engine and drive train. 

time (here t = 40 msec) can represent the feature of Figure 1 shows certain vehicle deceleration curves in 30 

crashworthiness in earlier period of impact and has close mph frontal impact tests on fixed barrier (measurement; on 

correlation with occupant injury level. To keep less R value, rear trunk floor). Specification of test vehicles is shown on 

that is, to keep less vehicle displacement in earlier period of Table 1, where dimension a is the length of the front end 

impact is effective to reduce injury severity. (distance between the top of bumper and frontbulkhead), b 

Presumed value of R is also obtained by computer is the distance from the top to powerplant, and c is the 
simulation. It could give an indication for predicting distance from the top to side frame (major energy-absorbing 
occupant protection performance with certain exactness in member). 
the first stage of vehicle body design. 

Introduction Vehicle 

Vehicle crashworthiness is, needless to say, one of the ~ :~ A 

most important factors which influence the occupant injury ~ .... B 

severity, as well as the performance of restraint systems. 
Many studies have been done theoretically and/or 

~ 2o 

experimentally on this subject (Reference 1, 2, 3, 4). 
Recently, large scale deformation analysis of vehicle 
structure by super-computer has come to be widely used to 
estimate crashworthiness, while occupant injury level is 0 

50 I00 msec 
predicted by two- or three-dimensional victim behavior 
analysis (Reference 5, 6.). 

Figure 1. Vehicle deceleration in 30 mph frontal impact test on 
In order to provide appropriate crashworthiness at the fixed barrier. 

early stage of vehicle development it is essential to establish 
a simple and effective means to estimate the crash- Basic dimensions and body structure of vehicle A and B 

worthiness and to confirm its validity. From this point of are the same, but dimension b is not identical because of 

view, as a practical approach, we analyzed impact test data carrying different engine. Vehicle C has smaller body and 

of various vehicles, examined the relationship between powerplant compared with A and B. 

occupant injury level and vehicle crashworthiness in earlier Difference of deceleration curve is derived from these 

period of impact, and tried to introduce an index to be used differences of construction. Deceleration of vehicle A is 
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Table 1. Test vehicle specifications m is close to the crash stroke, that is, effective energy 
......... absorbing deformation of compact/subcompact class vehi- 
..... ~"~ (~’/~) ’~" ..... "~ cle. Accordingly, the vehicle displacement expressed as the 

,, ................... , .... h ................ ~ .... ratio to this value is convenient to roughly estimate the 

rm Vehicle A, go = h8.6 km/h 

I placement 
Sc 

Dimensions of body st~cture                                                                kO               80 msec                         t 

lower in earlier period of collision, while that of vehicle C is Figure 3. Vehicle displacement. 
higher. Vehicle B is the medium. Between these three cases, 
however, there are no big differences of the highest peak In this sense value of R may be called specific displace- 

value of deceleration, ment, and less value of R to time means higher crush- 
resistant characteristic in earlier period of impact. 

Occupant injury level In the case of the three vehicles, as shown in figure 4, 
values of R are not so much different at 20 msec. At 30 msec, 

Occupant injury indices at the test of these three vehicles 
A and B has nearly the same, and C has less R value. At 40 

(mean value of several test cases) are shown in figure 2. We 
msec, where A(0.847) > B (0.795) > C (0.758), difference 

used passenger side data to eliminate the influence of sec- becomes distinct. 
ondary impact by steering post. From these data we can 
conclude that occupant injury level is higher when the vehi- 
cle has relatively lower deceleration in earlier period of 
impact (vehicle A), and on the other hand, we can expect 
lower injury level if it has higher deceleration in earlier Lo 0.847 

period of impact (vehicle C). Vehicle B has the middle value 
0.795 

of A and C. 

0.5 
HIC Chest 3 msec G 

G 
i000. 

50. 

O 40 80 msee 

Time 

Figure 4. Comparison of crashworthiness by non-dimensional 
expression. 

A B C A B C 

FWD ( I ) 4WD 

Figure 2. Comparison of injury level of three test vehicles. 
Lo 

Numerical expression of crashworthiness 

When discussing vehicle crash process, displacement is 
more convenient than deceleration to compare different o.~ __ ~WD, 

vehicles. 
_ .... 
.......... FWD(II), 

Figure 3 shows the vehicle displacement, S, to time, and ....... ~D(n~), ~=~h 
Figure 4 shows its non-dimensional expression, R = S/Sc. 
Sc is the free displacement (virtual displacement) at 40 o ~o 80 
msec, according to the impact speed. The time of 40 msec is ~ime 

adopted for convenience’s sake. In the case of 30 mph to 35 Figure 5. Influence of drive train and impact speed (based on 
mph impact, value of free displacement, Sc = 0.53 m to 0.62 vehicle A). 
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We also examined by test influence of different drive examined the relationship between R value and ride-down 

train configuration and different impact speed, in the case of effect. 

,~ the same body construction. The results show no significant Figure 8 illustrates the vehicle deceleration and chest G 

" " difference of R value in any case (figure 5). Consequently, of dummy versus vehicle displacement in frontal impact 

with R value, we can quantitatively evaluate the basic char- tests of the vehicle A, B, and C. The highest peak of chest G 

acteristics of vehicle crashworthiness in relation to dis- occurs immediately before the ultimate displacement. Rise 

placement and/or time. up point of chest G (S1), that is, beginning of occupant 
restraint is 300 mm for A, 230 mm for B and 195 mm for C 

R value and occupant injury level respectively. Shaded area in figure 8 is expressed as 

In order to clarify the relationship between R value and 
fst 

occupant injury level, we examined test data of seventeen 
cases of 30 and 35 mph frontal crash of subcompact class 
passenger car. 

As shown in figure 6, a close correlation exists between 
the value of R at 40 msec and occupant injury index, chest 3 

Vehicle A Du=y chest\ 

~ msec-G (correlation factor k = 0.912). Vehicl 
Figure 7 shows HIC versus R value at 40 msec for the 

same test data. Though it is not so much obvious as chest G, 
there is a tendency that HIC decreases as the value of R :. ........ 
reduces (correlation factor k = 0.693). / 

From the facts mentioned above, R value at 40 msec can 
be utilized as a practical index of crashworthiness for 30 to 

Vehicle B ~ 35 mph impact. Thus a bodystructure which has lower R 
o~ .:’~ value is preferable from the viewpoint of occupant 
~ ~rotection. 

~ 

:._~ : 
:"’",,. i ",., ," 

~ 
.//: """,.../ 

k = O. 
~ ^ / S1             $2 500 mm ¯ 

"~ 

~eh 

G 
~ ¯ O Vehicle C 

~ icle 3Omph 35mph ’/"" ""/"" 

~ : rn 
A O ¯ /’ 

~ ~ ,, ¯ / 
0 S1 $2 500 mm 

Vehicle displacement, S 

0.75    0.80     0.85     0.90 
Figure 8. Vehicle and dummy chest deceleration vs. vehicle 

R displacement. 

Figure 6. Correlation between R at 40 msec and chest 3 msec G. ~. 0, k = -0.8~9 2 

o k = 0.693                     2.0.         - 

..... ’ 
~ 

~/’/, ~ o 

0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0 
.0.~/5 0.80 0.85 0.90 

Figure 7. Correlation between R at 40 msec and HIC. Figure 9. Correlation between R and ride-down effect. 

This value is proportional to the kinetic energy of dummy 
R value and ride-down effect absorbed by deformation of vehicle body in the period from 

Ride-down effect generally increases with advance of the the beginning of restraint (S 1) to the displacement at 40 
beginning of restraint of occupant with seat belt. We also     msec ($2), namely, the amount of ride-down effect. 
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Using the same test data shown in figures 6 and 7. rela- Individual characteristics of stiffness and crashworthi- 
tionship between E and R is obtained and shown in figure 9, ness of major components, such as bumper and front side 

where E is corrected equivalent for 30 mph (48.3 km/h) frame, were determined by bench test (figure 11). 
impact. Correlation factor is k =-0.849, and less R value (t = 

40 msec) gives bigger ride-down effect. Calculation 

We conducted calculation for 50 km/h frontal impact and 
Computer Analysis of Crashworthiness the results are shown in figure 12 and figure 13. The value of 

As an index of vehicle crashworthiness, we calculated the R at 40 msec obtained from calculated displacement curve 
value of R by mathematical simulation and compared with in figure 14 is 0.844. 
experimental data. 

The program employed for computation is DYCAST/GC 

Code (Reference 7, 8), 
Engine displacement ended 

Model 
40 The analyzed model is based on the vehicle B. For com- Sid~ f ....... heal -~xperiment 

putation, engine hood. fenders and auxiliary parts are ne- 

glected (figure tO). Components and members involved are 

substituted to finite elements as follows: 

= Burn per--non-linear spring element 
® Side frame non-linear spring element and beam 

* Crossmember beam ]    _ 
o Panel shell ~oo 

* Powerplant rigid body Ve~Xo~ displ ....... t 

~ Tire--concentrated mass and non-linear spring 

element Figure 12. Calculated deceleration o~ model vehicle. 

~ Rearbody structure concentrated mass ~ineffec- 

tive portion for energy absorption) Simulation Experimen~ 
before impact 

Figure 10. Numerical model in DYCAST/GC.                          .~ ~o .... 

Bumper Bumper mounting    Front Frame 
/ 

f F F F 

/ 

s s s 

Figure 11. Stiffness data of components (force versus 
displacement). Figure 13. Comparison of simulation and experimenL 
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Test data for the calculation model vehicle crashworthiness. Less R value could provide lower 

occupant injurylevel. R value of a certain vehicle body is 
We also conducted impact test with the very vehicle used 

hardly affected by impact speed and drive train 
as the model for calculation. The results are shown in figure 

configuration. 
12 and figure 13 in comparison with calculation. Crash and 

(3) Smaller R value generally means bigger ride-down 
displacement mode are fairly similar to that of calculation. 

effect. 
R value at 40 msec obtained from the test data is 0.839, (4) R value could be calculated by computer simulation 
which has good coincidence with the calculated R value. 

and utilized as an indication of vehicle structural design. 
From this experience, analysis with DYCAST simulation 

We introduced an idea to estimate the vehicle 
model seems to be useful for estimating vehicle 

crashworthiness using the value of R (specific 
crashworthiness, 

displacement). It is, however, only one of the possible 
approach. The authors wish to conduct further experimental 
and analytical studies and to establish more effectual means 
to evaluate total crash performance of a vehicle. 

500. 
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Safer Steering Wheels to Reduce Face Bone Fractures 

Keith C. Clemo, 
Motor Industry Research Association, Abstract 
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, England The paper starts by reviewing accident data from UK and 

Slade eenoyre, 
other countries which shows that restrained drivers fre- 
quently receive brain injuries and face bone fractures from 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory, striking their steering wheels in frontal crashes. These frac- 
Crowthorne, Berkshire, England tures are not usually fatal but are extremely unpleasant, 
Martin J. White, requiring skilled surgery and long periods, of immobilisa- 
Motor Industry Research Association, tion during recovery, and often resulting in permanent dis- 
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, England figurement. Possible counter-measures considered are seat 
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belt pretensioners, air bags, and improved steering wheel these in order of publication, the first (5) "examines the 

designs, and the paper suggests that while pretensioners and incidence, severity and causation of head injuries in car 

air bags would be very effective their cost and complexity accidents in post seat belt legislation Britain". It uses data 
will prevent widespread use in high-volume cars for several from 940 accidents and 1603 occupants, of whom 89 (6%) 
years. In the meantime improved, less aggressive, steering died, 401 (25%) were seriously injured, 548 (34%) were 
wheel designs are seen as a good, cheap and quick way of slightly injured and 565 (35%) were uninjured. 936 (58%) 
reducing head and face injuries. A practicable safer wheel were drivers, of whom 572 were restrained, 60 were 
designed by TRRL and Sheller-Clifford was shown at the unrestrained, and the restraint use of the remaining 304 was 
10th ESV Conference at Oxford in 1985, together with a not known. 91 of the drivers had head or face injuries from 
proposed impact test procedure using a fiat disc of alumi- striking their steering wheels, and nearly all of these were 
num honeycomb. The honeycomb crush strength is chosen wearing seat belts (96%) and were in frontal impacts (95%). 
to be the same as the maximum pressure which the weakest 36 drivers received head (i.e. non-face) injuries from their 
important parts of the human face can withstand without 
bone fracture, so deformation of the honeycomb during 

wheels, 28 having AIS 2 brain damage (unconscious or 

impact indicates a wheel which is dangerously stiff. The 
amnesia) and 2 having severe (AIS 3-6) brain damage. 84 

present paper describes how this proposed test has since 
drivers had face injuries from steering wheel contact, 46 

been developed, and gives test results for 15 designs of 
being cut, bruises and abrasions (5 rated AIS 2), 31 having 

production wheels. It concludes that the test is easy to carry single face bone fractures and 5 multiple fractures. The 

out and gives repeatable results, and suggests that use of this authors considered which parts of the steering wheels 

test in legislation would lead to steering wheel designs caused these injuries, and concluded that of 11 AIS 3 or 

which would greatly reduce the risk of brain damage and above injuries, 3 were caused by the hub and 8 by the rim or 

face bone fracture, spokes. Taking all severities, the hub was repsonsible for 
34% and the rim or spokes for the rest. The authors 

Introduction concluded that "the steering wheel has been shown to be a 

Seat belts have been shown to be very effective in 
major cause of facial bone fractures and AIS 2 brain injury 

reducing deaths and serious injuries to car occupants, with 
to drivers." 

most studies suggesting that when worn they approximately 
The second relevant paper by the TRRL/Loughborough 

halve the risk of death (1,2,3).* However, normal lap/ teams (6) was presented at 1 lth ESV Conference in 

diagonal belts are not able to prevent a driver’s face from Washington, May 1987. It starts by quoting Rutherford’s 

hitting the steering wheel in a severe frontal crash, for findings (2) that compulsory wearing of seat belts was 

reasons that are very obvious to anyone who tries a simple effective in reducing most injuries to drivers and front seat 

experiment--sit in the driver’s seat with your belt fastened, passengers, but that drivers’ skull and face bone fractures 

jerk the belt to lock the inertia reel, then lean forward as far increased by 8 and 10% respectively while the 

as the belt allows. Nearly all drivers find their faces or corresponding figures for front seat passengers fell by 71 

foreheads touch the wheel, even under the very low belt and 46%. Since the main difference in a frontal crash 
forces produced in the test. In a frontal crash, with the car situation between the driver and the front passenger is the 
decelerating at perhaps 30 g and a shoulder belt load of presence of the steering wheel ahead of the driver, it seems 
perhaps half a ton, the amounts of belt stretch and body reasonable to conclude that steering wheel impacts account 
movement are of course much greater, and the driver’s head for this large difference between the figures. The paper uses 
can meet the wheel at a high relative speed. Since most a more recent and larger data base than (5) with information 
current production steering wheels are not designed with from 1618 vehicles and 2720 occupants collected between 
face impact or energy absorption in mind, it is hardly January 1984 and June 1986. 2/3 of the vehicles were 
surprising that face injuries are both common and serious impacted frontally, and in these impacts with restrained 
for restrained drivers, front occupants it was found that the legs were the body 

region most often injured (63% of all injured occupants), 
Accident Data on Face Injuries to followed by the head/face (52%). Excluding AIS 1 injuries 
Restrained Drivers leaves 1081 of AIS 2 or more, of which the head/face 

The most comprehensive and recent source of accident accounts for 314 = 29% and the legs for 230 = 21%. 

data on restrained drivers appears to be the UK’s continuing Considering the mechanism of injuries of AIS 2 or more to 

study organised by TRRL/DTp and being carded out by "vulnerable body regions", the steering wheel is the most 

teams from the Institute for Consumer Ergonomics, important object struck, accounting for 34% of all injuries, 

Loughborough and the University of Birmingham, with while the next most frequent source is seat belt webbing at 

financial support from Rover, Jaguar, Ford, and Nissan (4). 32%, and no other contact location exceeds 5%. When 

The most relevant data from this study on the driver face and studying frontal collisions with passenger compartment 

head impact problem is contained in three recent intrusion, the steering wheel was found to be an even more 
publications by the TRRL and ICE teams (5,6,7). Taking important cause of injuries, accounting for 51% of all 

contacts while the next most common sources were "other 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, vehicle" at 12% and the A Pillar at 10%. 
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The third and most recent relevant paper published using prevent these contacts altogether, or to reduce their speed, 
this UK data base is (7). This paper says that 484 out of 2650 or to design the wheel so it can absorb the head’s kinetic 
restrained drivers in frontal impacts sustained steering energy without exceeding allowable human tolerance 
wheel head or face injuries (18%), compared with 221/2650 figures. Two ways of preventing head to wheel contacts, or 
= 8% sustaining torso injuries from their wheels. It was also 

of reducing their speed, are to use seat belt pretensioners or 
found that the face injuries occurred at much lower crash 
speeds than the torso ones. The author of (7) attributes this 

steering wheel air bags. Either of these methods (or of 

course both together) should be very effective, particularly difference to the fact that the seat belt restrains the torso 
directly, so preventing torso/wheel contact except in very if the pretensioner system not only tightens the belt but also 

severe accidents, while the restraining load on the head can moves the wheel forward as in the VW Audi Procon-ten 

only be applied via the neck. The head is therefore much design (11). But pretensioners and air bags are complex and 

freer than the torso to move forward, and will receive less expensive, and it is not realistic to expect them to be used in 
benefit from restraint use. This paper also points out a popular cars soon, although they are gradually being 
difficulty with using AIS to classify the seriousness of face introduced in quality cars and it is possible that when they 
injuries, because it does not take account of the potential for prove to be effective there, public opinion will encourage 
permanent disfigurement and consequent emotional and 

wider use. However for high-volume cars the only 
other problems. The author concludes that "the steering 
wheel is a frequent source of head and face injuries (to 

financially viable approach to reducing drivers’ head and 

restrained drivers); the most common non-minor head 
face injuries seems to be the use of less aggressive steering 

injury caused by steering wheel contacts is AIS 2 brain wheels which are designed with energy absorption in mind. 

damage (unconsciousness); facial bone fractures are also One such design was shown by TRRL and Sheller Clifford 

common and more severe brain injuries do occur", at the 1985 ESV Conference, figure 1. This would be only 
While these recent papers provide strong evidence of the very slightly more expensive than a standard hard wheel, 

frequency and severity of head and face injuries from and has been found to be highly acceptable to drivers in road 
current steering wheel designs, the problem is by no means a trials. At least two car manufacturers (Volvo and GM) 
new one. It was clearly identified by Gloyns et al in 1981 already make steering wheels using some of the same 
(8), who concluded that both brain damage (concussion) 

principles, and so the cost penalty is clearly not prohibitive. 
and face bone fracture are very common in frontal impacts 

But other manufacturers have shown little enthusiasm for 
with restrained drivers. For example, 2/3 of the drivers in 
the sample were injured only by making head or face improving their wheels, and so it appears that it would be 

contacts with their wheels, and of these 31% suffered a face necessary to legislate for a test procedure to achieve wider 

bone fracture and 22% were concussed. The authors use of safer designs. The aim of such a test procedure must 

recommended improving steering wheel designs to increase be to limit the loads and decelerations of the driver’s head 
their energy absorption, and suggested changes to from wheel impact to levels which will not cause injuries, 
legislation covering steering wheel testing, and so a knowledge of human tolerance figures is an 

The problem of injuries produced by steering wheels is essential first step in designing the test procedure. 
not of course unique to UK; researchers elsewhere have 
found very similar results when considering restrained 
drivers, and as belt wearing rates improve in other countries 
these injuries will become more important there too. For 
example (9) shows that in Finland in 1987 with front seat 
belt wearing rates of 82% in built-up areas and 92% on 
highways (in 1983/84), "steering wheel caused injuries 
have not shown a decreasing tendency during recent years , 
although injuries from other parts of the car had decreased. 
French workers had also identified the problem as long ago 
as 1981; (10) shows that 74 out of 405 belted drivers in 
frontal impacts had head to wheel impacts. To sum up, 
therefore, everyone who has studied this subject has found 
that head and face injuries from steering wheels are a 
serious problem for restrained drivers, and it is clear that a 
solution would be extremely worthwhile. 

Possible Solutions to Reduce Steering 
Wheel Injuries 

Since face bone fractures and brain injuries are being 
produced by head to wheel impacts, it is necessary either to 
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Human Tolerances For Head and Face pass/fail criteria were suggested, (1) that the impactor 
deceleration does not exceed 80 g for 3 ms (cumulative, so 

Loadings that a "ringing" accelerometer does not give a false pass), 
Work on human tolerance to face loads goes back at least (2) that the permanent dent in the honeycomb is not deeper - 

tothecadaverexperimentsofReneLeFortinParisin 1901, than 2 mm (measured only over the central 100 mm 

and his system of classifying the unpleasant fractures of the diameter area of the disc, so as to avoid edge effects--the 

middle third of the face which occur when the tolerable disc’s diameter is 150 mm). In the 1985 work the aluminium 
loads are exceeded is still used today. Anyone who feels honeycomb was used in its "as manufactured" condition, 

face bone fractures are not serious injuries (and who has a without pre-crushing, and a specification was chosen with 

strong stomach) is advised to read some of the numerous the required initial crush strength in this condition. 
medical papers on the problems of treating these fractures, The 1985 paper gave results for 7 standard production 

eg. (12,13). When trying to protect car occupants, two wheels and the TRRL/ShelIer Clifford safety wheel. Only 
different kinds of possible injury must be considered: brain this safety wheel met the proposed deceleration and 
injury, caused by excessive deceleration, and face bone indentation depth criteria at all the points tested (hub, spoke/ 
fractures, caused by excessive local loads. As with all rim junction, longest part of rim without a spoke, shortest 
questions of human tolerance, the available data is very part of rim without a spoke). The production wheels all 
limited for both these kinds of injury, but for brain damage passed on deceleration levels in the rim impacts but failed 
the figure of 80 g for 3 ms has been accepted in legislation on indentation depth in those impacts, while in the hub 

for many years (eg ECE Reg 21, FMVSS 201) and appears impacts all failed on deceleration levels and only the Volvo 
to be a reasonable criterion. For face bone fracture the passed on indentation depth. 
problem is more difficult, as the skull is a very complex 
structure whose strength varies over its different parts, and Development of Proposed Test Since ¯ 

the risk of fracture will depend on the applied force, the area 1985 
over which this is applied, and the stiffness of the object 
which is loading the face. The best practical approach seems Initial proposals for legislative test 
to be that taken by Nahum, (14, 15), who argued that Following the publication of a proposed legislative test 
pressure is the important criterion. His cadaver tests for steering wheels in the 1985 ESV Paper, a document was 
suggested that a load of 200-225 lb (0.9-1 kN) when prepared for the European Community Group on Passive 
applied with an impactor of 1 sq. in. (645 sq mm) was Safety (ERGA) for consideration for use in an EEC 
unlikely to cause fracture of the zygomatic (cheek bone) or Directive to Member States. 
maxillary (top jaw) areas. Nahum also found that a much The document incorporated the test details proposed in 
lowerload (501b, 0.22 kN) could break the nose, butthearea the ESV Paper, with the addition of two tests to be 
of bone being loaded there is much less than 1 sq in; if this performed on samples of the honeycomb material to verify 
area is in fact about 1" X 1/4" then the allowable pressure is its crush load performance. 
again 200 psi. The document stipulated that each steering wheel should 

Other workers, eg (16) have found similar levels of be impact tested at the four points chosen for the tests 

tolerable pressures for the zygomatic and maxillary regions, reported in the ESV paper, namely the hub, the join of the 
and although the subject does not appear to be well spoke and rim, the centre of the longest unsupported arc of 
understood this pressure of approximately 200 psi seems a rim, and also the shortest unsupported arc of rim. It also 
reasonable maximum to be allowed for steering wheel allowed for a further impact point to be’selected by the 
impacts. Cadaver testing cannot be carried out in UK, but technical service responsible for the tests where such a point 
we hope that countries where it can be done will in fact do it; might be judged to offer a significantly greater risk of injury. 
such testing seems the only way of testing our hypothesis 
that an impacting device which crushes at 200 psi (1.4 

Revised proposals incorporating pre-crushed 

N/mm2) will not produce face bone fractures, honeycomb material 

In the discussion of this document by ERGA, it was 
Proposed Steering Wheel Test suggested that there were two features of the honeycomb 

Procedurem1985 crush performance which made it unsuitable for the meas- 

At the 1985 ESV Conference in Oxford, TRRL presented 
urement of peak pressures. The first of these is the high 

a paper (17) proposing a steering wheel impact test based on initial peak which occurs at the beginning of crush on the 

existing "Interior Fittings" legislation, ECE Reg 21 or honeycomb. A typical honeycomb crush load/deflection 

FMVSS 201. The test would use the same mass and speed curve, as shown in figure 2, illustrates this. The initial peak 

(15 lb, 6.8 kg and 15 mph, 24.1 kph) as those regulations but is due to the buckling of the foil surfaces which make up the 

would replace their rigid metal spherical impactor with a cells; once folding is established, the crush load falls and 

disc of aluminium honeycomb whose crush strength continues at an approximately constant level. It is clear that, 

corresponds to the human face tolerance, about 200 psi. Two if we choose our honeycomb material so that the height of 
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our initial peak matches our threshold pressure value, then susceptible to accidental damage than the exposed foil 
continuing crush will occur at a significantly lower load, edges of the uncrushed material. The folded foil also lends 
and therefore, penetration of the honeycomb represents a itself to accurate measurement of the surface profile before 
non-linear measure of severity. Also, and this was the sec- and after impact, the tester being able to traverse the probe 
ond criticism of this material, the buckling behaviour of the over the smooth surface, whereas measurements of the un- 
foil, Me, its initial peak load, is significantly altered by imper- crushed foil edges required great care to avoid damage. 
fections in its shape, making a given sample very variable in One precaution which must be taken in pre-crushing is to 
this respect. The later working paper produced by TRRL to lightly deform the upper surface foil edges before the crush 
report initial trials of the honeycomb (18) confirms this. The load is applied. This ensures that the folding commences at 
paper reports initial peak values for a group of 6 discs which the upper surface; without this, the honeycomb may fold at 
vary between 1.18 N/mm2 and 2.11 N/mm2, a spread of 56% the lower surface or even at some point within the disc. The 
of the mean. deformation may be achieved by a series of light hammer 

blows. 

Naturally, by pre-crushing the disc, the crushing load 
achieved in the impact test is considerably reduced. For the 
original material the mean steady crush load is 1.04 N/mm2 
which is considerably less than the previously quoted crite- honeycomb                       | 

ria of 1.4 N/mm2, representing the strength of the facial 
bone structure. A new material was therefore selected for 

Applied 

load afterMeaninitialfailing~ushl°ad’ the tests, having the following specification: 

Manufacturer--Ciba-Geigy (Aeroweb) 
Cell Size--0.25 in (6.35 mm) 
Foil Thickness---0.002 in (0.051 mm) 
Material--Aluminium Alloy 5052 T (non 

perforated) 
t~ef~t~on Density--4.3 lb/ft3 (68.9 KG/M3) 

Figure 2. Crush characteristics of aluminium honeycomb 
Crush tests of 6 specimens of this material gave a mean 

crushing pressure of 1.71 N/mm2 with a spread from 1.70 
As a result of these criticisms, a new approach to the 

N/mm~ to 1.72 N/mm2 (1% spread). This is approximately 
preparation of the honeycomb material was adopted. In- 

20% above the suggested human tolerance figure, but it was 
stead of using the honeycomb as it is normally supplied, it necessary to select a material which is a standard product to 
was decided to prepare each disc by pre-crushing it over the 

en.sure availability, and it was felt that wheel manufacturers 
whole of its surface before test. The crush is continued up to 

could reasonably object to a test material which is weaker 
a point where the crush load has passed the initial peak and 

than the tolerance figure. 
fallen to the flat portion of the curve beyond; this ensures 

At the same time as changing the method of preparing the 
that the buckling of the foil which causes the initial peak is 

honeycomb discs, the opportunity was taken to give some 
completed and the material is collapsing in a series of regu- 

attention to the way the profile of the disc surface and the 
lar folds. If the deflection is stopped at this point, the pattern 

subsequent penetration was measured. The TRRL working 
of folding in the foil is preserved, and further crushing of the 
honeycomb will proceed as a continuation of the load/de- 

paper describes a technique for carrying out these meas- 
urements and a suitable apparatus. The honeycomb disc flection curve already established. Thus, it is possible to 
after impact is placed between two flat plates, the upper one 

predict the crushing load of each specimen by its perfor- 
having a circular hole 100 mm diameter, corresponding to 

mance in the pre-crush without the need for the tests men- 
the central zone over which measurements are made. A 3 kg tioned in the previous section. Tests with pre-crushed hon- 
weight is placed on the top plate, and 4 screws joining the 

eycomb specimens proved that the behaviour of the 
honeycomb after interruption of the crush was exactly as 

plates tightened finger tight. Once clamped in this manner, 

predicted, the original curve being resumed as the crush is 
the profile of the disc surface within the 100 mm diameter 

window is measured by taking readings from a dial test continued. The level of the flat part of the curve also proved 
indicator mounted on a beam across the surface of the upper to be much more repeatable than the initial peak for a given 

specimen. A sample of 6 pre-crushed discs gave crush loads plate. The dial gauge has a 6 mm diameter probe with a flat 

varying between 1.01 N/mm2 and 1.08 N/mm~, a spread of end. To determine the penetration depth, five readings are 

7% compared to 56% in initial peak loads of the previous taken of the highest point (undeformed surface) and five of 

group, the lowest point (bottom of dent). The difference between 

In addition to the improved consistency of the pre- the mean values of these two quantities gives a measure of 

crushed specimen, the technique brings two practical ad- the penetration. 
vantages to benefit the test. The crushing gives the honey- A series of trials conducted by TRRL to investigate the 
comb disc a robust surface of folded foil which is much less repeatability of penetration depth measurements showed 
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that estimates of depth by a single experimenter measuring a circular cutter in the form of a cylinder of 150 mm inside 

single disc (mean estimate of depth of crush 1.39 mm) gave diameter and 2 mm thickness, chamfered at one end to form 

a standard deviation of 0.016 mm, and that estimates by five a sharp edge at the inside. After cutting, the discs were 

different experimenters of the same disc gave a standard inspected for irregularities in their cell structure and surface 

deviation of 0.034 mm. It seems clear that maximum pene- blemishes. 

tration can be measured to sufficient accuracy to justify The discs were then prepared for pre-crushing by lightly 

setting the permitted maximum at 1 mm, thus approaching 
deforming the foil edges all over one surface using light 

the ideal criterion of zero penetration (since any permanent 
hammer blows, and were then crushed to a thickness of 40 

deformation of the disc shows that its yield strength was 
mm. 

The crushing was conducted in a compression test ma- 
exceeded in the impact), 

chine, set to a crush speed of 12 mm/min. A loadcell was 

U. K. test series to evaluate revised proposed fitted between the fixture and the test machine crosshead to 

legislative test record the crush load and a potentiometer to record the 
deflection. The signals from these were amplified, passed 

In order to gain experience of the use of the revised through a low pass filter set to SAE J211 Channel Class 60, 
proposed legislative test procedure under realistic condi- and recorded on a digital recording apparatus. After crush- 
tions, TRRL awarded a contract to MIRA in March 1988 to ing, the disc was again inspected and was then identified 
carry out a series of tests on the steering wheels from eleven with a code number in marker ink on its crushed surface. 
recent popular saloon cars, plus the TRRL/Sheller Clifford The crush load and deflection of the specimen were plotted 
Safety Wheel. on a graph which was kept with the specimen for further 

The tests were conducted to the procedure set out in the examination. 
document ERGA $33 Rev 1 and incorporating all of the 
changes mentioned in the previous section. Two samples of Results of U. K. test seriesmhoneycomb 
each steering wheel were tested at each of the five impact performance 
positions, (that is, the four specified positions plus a further A total of 141 discs were cut from the Hexcel material. 
point chosen by MIRA to represent the point judged to offer Three of these were rejected due to irregularities in their cell 
the worst hazard, not covered by the other four), structure and the remainder were subjected to pre-crushing. 

The tests were conducted on the MIRA Head Impact The mean crush load of each of these in the last 2 mm of 
Pendulum Rig, using a specially constructed pendulum hav- crush (8 to 10 mm deflection range) was noted. The mean of 
ing an effective mass of 6.8 kg and a centre of percussion this value for all of the specimens was 30.13 kN with a 
coincident with the centre of the disc mounting face. This standard deviation of 1.59 kN; this corresponds to pressure 
was achieved by designing the beam to extend below the values of 1.705 N/mm2 and 0.09 N/mm2 respectively. It can 
centre of the impact face and above the pivot point by the be seen that this mean value is very close to the mean of 1.71 
correct amount. The pendulum incorporates two acceler- N/mm2 measured by TRRL in the Aeroweb sample, al- 
ometers, measuring the acceleration of the impact mass 
centre along a tangent to its arc of movement. The speed of 

though it is again rather higher than the pressure required to 

the pendulum just before impact was measured optically, 
match the facial bone performance. This difference strongly 

The impact velocity of the pendulum was determined by its 
favours the manufacturer, since a wheel which is up to 24% 

position when released, 
higher in crush pressure than the original quoted threshold 

The steering wheel was mounted on a rigid anvil for the 
will still pass the test when using this material. 

test, using a steel stem to simulate the column inner shaft. 
In order to improve repeatability it was suggested by 

The wheel’s mounting on the anvil allowed a minimum of 
TRRL that all discs having a mean crush load outside the 

150 mm clear space behind the wheel. Care was taken to 
range 28 kN to 32 kN should be rejected. This led to 12 discs 

ensure that the profile of the end of the shaft and the securing 
being rejected which represents 8.5 % of our original stock. 

nut matched that of the original components. Results of U. K. test series--steering wheel 
The signals from the accelerometers and the photo- performance 

electric speed measuring device were amplified and passed 
to a digital data acquisition system, with a U.V. recorder The results obtained from the series of tests are given in 

providing a back up. The signals also passed through a low table 1. The pass/fail criteria proposed for the legislative test 

pass filter unit, having a response to SAE J 211 Class 1000. requires a penetration of the honeycomb not exceeding 1 

The honeycomb material used for the discs was equiva- mm and an impactor acceleration not exceeding 80 g for 

lent material to that specified in the TRRL Working Paper, more than a 3 ms cumulative period. 

but was obtained from a different manufacturer, namely Reference to the table shows that, of the twelve types of 

Hexcel (UK) Ltd. The difference allowed a comparison of wheel tested only one, the TRRL/Sheller-Clifford wheel, 

materials of nominally similar specification from different satisfied both requirements at all five positions. Of the other 

manufacturers, wheels, five failed at two positions, two at three positions, 

The honeycomb material was supplied in a continuous two at four positions and two at all five positions. It should 

sheet 50 mm thick. Discs were cut from the sheet using a be pointed out that, in several instances where failure oc- 
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Table 1. Results of UK Test Series (11 Popular European Saloon Cars) 

~ ms Cumulative gxeeeden~e (g) 

I 

Haxi~um Honeycomb Pensl:t~t:ton (mm) 

Vehicle Hub Spoke Short Long tforst i Hub Spoke Short Long ~fors~ 
/Rim R~Lm Rim Case i /Rim     Rim Rim Case 
3uneL.J.on 3unc~,ion 

HHEEL 1 154.3 45.3 31.5 22.3 36.9 7.2 0.6 0 0 0.4 
Z 148.9 31.8 41.6 21.6 33.9 7.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 1.7 

t/ItEEL 1 125.5 40.3 30.0 24.0 112.0 2.2 1.8 0.15 2.7 2.6 
2 127.5 38.3 30.3 25.5 111.0 1.05 1.4 O.Z 1.75 2.0 

~fHEEL 1 113.8 36.8 22.0 24.6 110.6 0 3.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 
2 113.3 35.0 22.7 24.1 108.0 0.1 2.7 0.55 0.2 0 

i 
MIEEL 1 122.0 40.0 28.8 20.5 131.8 I 1.6 0.6 1.0 0.75 2.6 

2 125.8 39.0 29.8 18.9 137.0 2.1 0.7 0.6 0.4 3.2 

MIEEL I 82.8 43.8 41.7 25.7 85.1 0 0 0.45 0.6 0.2 
2 84.0 43.8 37.1 25.8 86.3 ! 0.1 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.15 

MIEEL I 78.1 ‘51.5 40.3 21.6 78.0 0 2.7 0.75 1.7 0 
2 78.7 44.‘5 37.7 76.9 0 2.3 0.15 0.8 0 

k’I’IEEL 1 100,.5 48,.5 34,3 ‘50..5 94.8 : 0,05 2.9 2.75 1.6 0 
2 102.3 48.0 36.3 ‘50.0 81.5 ; 0.1 2.‘5‘5 2.9‘5 1.3‘5 0 

MIEEL I 13t, I..‘5 43.3 23.3 67.2 132.‘5 2.‘5 2.6 1.3 2.3 1.3 
2 130.3 49.3 24.0 69.8 131.5 2.2 2.6 2.0 I..3 1.65 

~/HEEL 1 120.9 47.8 37.6 20.7 84.Z 
i 

0.3 0.65 0.75 0.4 0.75 
2 120.6 47.2 39.1 20,8 83.1 0.3 0.2‘5 1.00 0.4 0.9‘5 

M’IEEL 1 126.6 49.7 27.0 22.‘5 133.6 Z.O 0.8 2.3.5 0.8.5 1.95 
Z 12.5.6 49.5 28.0 23.0 132.2 1,9 0.6‘5 2.60 0.80 1.‘50 

2 128,0 .51,8 ~,0 ¯ 21,8 90.0 2.9 3.15 1.8 0,8‘5 3.3‘5 

SAFETY MtEEL I 71.0 28.0 b,Z.2 25.6 28.2 0 0.1 0 0.25 0 
SAFETY HHEEL 2 72.’:) 27.1 ,O.1.J 2~.2 29.5 0 0 0.2 0 0 

cuffed at more than one point, one of these points was a Further developments of legislative test 
"worst case" position which may have been closely related 

After the previously described series of tests had been 
to one of the other positions and not a distinct part of the 

conducted, increasing interest in the possibility of new leg- 
wheel in its own right. Of the 34 instances of failure 

islation led to agreement within the ERGA Group that a 
amongst the whole group, 8 were due to acceleration alone, 

programme of comparative trials should be carried out by 
15 due to penetration alone and 11 due to both acceleration 

and penetration, 
several test houses throughout Europe. The participating 

It can be seen that, although none of the commercially 
bodies are: Netherlands (TNO), West Germany (BASt), 

United Kingdom (MIRA), France (UTAC) and Italy (FIAT). 
available wheels selected fully met the requirements, a large 

The proposed series of tests involves impacts using a group were only marginally outside the test requirements 

and possibly require only minor changes to be able to satisfy 
modified form of the legislative test on three production 

the proposed legislation, steering wheels. These were selected for their general avail- 

Considering the repeatability of the results, the mean ability, and were from the 1980 Ford Cortina Mk 4, 1984 

difference between the cumulative 3 ms exceedence (accel- Ford Escort, and the 1987 GM/Vauxhall Cavalier. While all 

eration level exceeded for a total of 3 ms) values for equiva- of these designs have since been superseded, they are typi- 

lent positions on two similar wheels is 3.1 g. The mean cal examples of high-volume steering wheels of their re- 

difference between maximum penetration values between spective dates. 

equivalent positions on similar wheels is 0.32 mm. Each wheel is required to be tested at the stipulated im- 
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pact positions on the centre of the hub and the spoke/rim The third change was in the technique of measuring the 

junction.Eachfacilitywilltesteachofthewheels5 timesat penetration. A new apparatus was designed by BASt in 

each of the positions. The test results are then to be com- Germany similar to the measurement clamp described 

pared to establish the repeatability of results between differ- above but with a mask recessed into the top surface. This 

ent test rigs at different facilities. In addition, the results are mask incorporates an array of holes which covers the central 

to be compared with results of tests involving the use of a 100 mm diameter measurement area. The mask may be 

rigid head form similar to that used in existing Interior aligned with the honeycomb to place the holes in line with 

Fittings legislation. The revised technique adopted for these the flat sides of the honeycomb cells. A probe is then low- 

tests incorporates four main changes designed to improve ered into the holes to measure the depth below the datum 

the repeatability and resolution of the results obtained, surface of the plate. The apparatus incorporates a base plate, 

The first change is in the pre-crushing procedure for the onto which the disc is fastened by three serrated pins engag- 
honeycomb. One feature of the crush characteristics of the ing in the cells of the honeycomb. The undeformed disc’s 
honeycomb material is the fluctuation in load which occurs surface is first measured, then the base plate and disc are 
over the nominally flat portion of the load deflection curve, transferred to the impact rig as a unit, then they are returned 
This occurs as a consequence of the folding which takes to the measurement apparatus in the same alignment to be 
place in the foil. It was felt that the variation in crush load 
between different discs could be considerably reduced if the 

re-measured. 

crushing procedure were changed to allow the crush to be International test series changes to impact 
terminated at a given level of load in its fluctuation, rather 
than a fixed deflection as before, 

rig requirements 

To achieve this, it was proposed that the disc should be As well as the changes to the honeycomb preparation 

crushed to an appropriate thickness and then, without stop- procedures described above, it was agreed to standardise the 
ping the crush, the operator should wait until the rising load type of impact rig used for those tests, to remove one source 
curve achieved the chosen threshold level. The crush would of variability between countries. The test chosen is a verti- 
then be stopped immediately. Subsequent crushing of the cal drop rig with the 6.8 kg impactor being guided in a 
disc during the wheel impact test would then continue at the straight line during the 24.1 km/h impact. This was prefer- 
threshold value. Trials of the new method proved that the red to a pendulum rig because pendulum design is compli- 
technique was feasible, provided the crushing deformation cated by the need to achieve the correct effective mass of 6.8 
rate could be reduced to approximately 4 mm/min, kg while making the centre of percussion coincide with the 

Tests conducted at the same time using round-edged impactor. Also the required mass distribution of the pen- 
probes penetrating limited areas of the disc surface led to the dulum and its stiffness both in torsion and in bending should 
discovery that the "skin" formed on the surface of the disc be specified to ensure that the honeycomb faceform cannot 
by the folded layers of foil had a significant effect in the way rotate significantly during impact and that nearly all the 
the disc responded to limited areas of high pressure. In other pendulum’s kinetic energy is delivered rapidly to the wheel. 
words, the reinforced surface layer of deeply crushed discs Otherwise, as an extreme example, a pendulum consisting 
tended to spread the effect of a local high pressure area over of a heavy chain carrying a light plate behind the honey- 
a greater number of cells, reducing the disc’s ability to comb could be used to meet the energy/speed/mass require- 

detect such features. For this reason, it was decided that the ments while allowing any wheel to pass! It would clearly 

honeycomb crush deflection should be reduced to a mini- have taken too long for all the test houses involved in this 

mum, and therefore crush deflection limits of 2.5 mm to 3.5 programme to agree on a pendulum design and to build new 

mm were adopted. This appears to be the minimum practical rigs, so a vertical drop rig was chosen. 

level of crush, considering the thickness lost in folding over A free drop (unguided during impact) rig was considered 

the foil edges and the need to achieve a full peak to ensure but was rejected because slight errors in impact point on the 

crushing is occurring all over the top surface, 
wheel rim produce large differences in the free headform’s 

The second change put forward was in the direction ofthe 
motion as it rotates round the rim and spins off; if this 

impact device in striking the wheel. It had long been recog- 
happens the required energy of 152 J (from 6.8 kg moving 
at 24.1 km/h) is not of course being absorbed by the wheel. 

nised that the previous stipulation (that the impact is di- A fully guided vertical drop rig therefore appears to be the 
rected perpendicular to the plane of the wheel) could lead to best choice for this wheel impact test. 
discs being deformed to a wedge shape when striking a hub 
surface which slopes in relation to the plane of the rim. The Results of international test seriesmdisc 
result of such a test would be a deformation occurring main- performance 
ly outside the central 100 mm diameter zone (and also very In addition to its role as one of the test houses participat- 
difficult to measure). The procedure was therefore revised lng in this study, MIRA was also called upon to prepare all 
to allow for the impact to be re-aligned at up to 30 degrees of the honeycomb discs used in the tests. A further batch of 
from the original direction so that the face of the disc was Hexcel honeycomb material was ordered and a total of 210 

parallel to the wheel surface, or at a tangent to some "high discs prepared. 

spots" on the wheel. The new technique involving the crushing being abruptly 
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stopped at the threshold load proved relatively easy to carry deceleration pulse over longer than 3 ms. However, this is 
out at the 4 mm/min crushing rate. However, variations not true in the proposed steering wheel test, when the wheel 
between discs in the way the crush load fluctuated meant alone is being tested on a rigid mounting, and a further 

,~ that in many cases it was not possible to achieve the thresh- criterion may be necessary to prevent manufacturers from 
old load of 31 +0.5 kN on a rising curve within the specified arguing that a very hard wheel actually passed the letter of 
crush limits and 50 discs (24% of the total) were rejected the test. Possibilities would be to use a lower CFC or to 
because of this. Of the remaining specimens, however, the specify a maximum allowable peak figure of say 200 g as 
crush terminal load proved to be very consistent, with a well as the 80 g/3 ms limit. 
standard deviation of 0.13 kN. The very deep dent in the honeycomb made by wheel M 

,~- was caused by the steering column end, which projects 
Results of international test seriesmsteering about 20 mm from the wheel centre in this design and is 
wheel performances covered only by a thin plastic trim which was punched 

Only the UK results are available at the time of writing, through by the column end in each test. A major attraction of 

and these are summarised in tables 2 and 3. In addition to the - the proposed honeycomb test is that it would prevent this 

~.~ three production wheels, designated L, M and N in the type of wheel mounting, which is now used by many manu- 
~ tables, the UK programme also tested the TRRL/ShelIer facturers, from being fitted in future car designs. 

Clifford Safety Wheel. Turning now to the suggested alternative of using a rigid 

In these tables the honeycomb indentation depths given spherical headform test, in spoke/rim impacts table 3 shows 

are those measured using the TRRL method described on p7 that all the 3 ms deceleration figures are well below 80 g. 

above, rather than using the German apparatus described on Since deceleration is the only measurement which can be 

p 11. Trials with the German apparatus on typical test discs made in this test, all the wheels would pass. This test clearly 
¯ ~ showed that the mask with its array of holes was very time- cannot detect the fact that the thin hard rims of wheels M and 

consuming to use, and in most cases no hole coincided with N would produce high local pressures which could break 

the lowest part of the dent. Measurements through the holes face bones, as shown by the honeycomb results in table 3. 

were therefore being taken from the sloping sides of the dent As mentioned above, (5) shows that spoke and rim impacts 

rather than from its flat bottom, and were neither as repeata- account for about 2/3 of all drivers’ face injuries from their 

ble nor as accurate as those made by the much simpler and wheels, so the inability of a rigid headform test to detect 

¯ ~) quicker TRRL method, dangerous spoke and rim designs makes it unsuitable for use 

Considering the honeycomb faceform tests first, the ta- in legislation. 

bles show good repeatability both for indentation depth and On the rigid headform hub impacts, table 2 shows that all 

for deceleration. On spoke/rim impacts, table 3, all four four wheel designs greatly exceed the allowable 80 g. This 

wheels passed on deceleration (80 g/3ms) but only the was of course to be expected for designs M and N, as the 

TRRL/ShelIer Clifford wheel passed on indentation (1 mm headform simply hits the rigid end of the steering wheel 

~ maximum allowable). Wheel L, with a mean dent depth of mounting shaft, with no yielding structure. Testing of wheel 

1.60 mm, was fairly close to passing, but the other two N was stopped after two such impacts as the 500 g limit of 

designs had dents of over twice the allowable depth. On the the instrumentation was being exceeded. Wheel M was test- 

hub impacts, table 2, the TRRL/Sheller Clifford wheel ed once at 1/3 the standard speed (8.1 km/h instead of 24.1 

passed easily on both dent depth and deceleration, and kmih), when it produced over 260 g. When used in cars 

wheel L passed easily on dent depth and passed marginally these wheels would be mounted on steering columns de- 

.~ on deceleration. The other two wheels failed very definitely signed to pass the Reg 12 (" Black Tufy") test by yielding at 

on indentation depth (19.6 and 5.6 mm) and wheel M clearly below 11.1 kN, which corresponds to 11100/6.8 × 9.81 = 

failed on 3ms deceleration. Wheel N showed extremely 166 g, and so headform decelerations above this figure are 

high peak deceleration levels but 3 out of the 5 samples not realistic. 

passed on their 3 ms levels. This illustrates a well-known The TRRL/Sheller Clifford design and wheel L have the 

problem with using the 3 ms criterion--if the impactor hits a steering column end set well below the surface of the wheel, 
’~-o rigid non-yielding structure, a huge force will be developed which is designed to yield to absorb energy. This feature 

on it but the whole speed change may be over in less than 3 worked well to produce low deceleration figures in the 

ms. This can give a spurious pass result for a design which honeycomb tests, but in the rigid headform tests the spheri- 
would be highly dangerous in a real head impact. To avoid cal shape of the impactor allowed it to sink so far into the 

the problem it has been suggested previously (19) that the wheel padding that it hit the steering column end before it 
principle of using a low-pass filter with a high cut-off fre- had stopped, whereas the flat honeycomb faceform had 

-~ quency (eg CFC 1000) and a 3 ms window should be re- been decelerated more quickly immediately after touching 
placed by using a much lower cut-off frequency (eg CFC the wheel padding and so had stopped before reaching the 
60) and a simple measure of peak deceleration. But this column end. Since the flat disc is a more accurate represen- 
change has not been accepted for legislative use, and in tation of the shape of the human face than is the spherical 
practice the matter has not been important in Reg 21 testing headform (which was chosen to represent the round parts of 
because real car structures yield far enough to spread the the skull not the face), we feel that the high deceleration 
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Table 2. Wheel Test Results. Hub Impacts Guided Drop Rig Tests 

Deformable Honeycomb Rigid Spherical 
Faeeform Tests ImpacLor Tests 

Wheel Peak Decel    )ms Decel Max Dent Peak )ms 
g g Depth, Oecel Oecel 

mm g g 

Type L 1 88.4 79.1 0.06 22) 114 

2 87.4 78.0 0.05 254 110 

3 98.9 82.2 0.52 214 104 

4 90.7 77.5 0.06 165 98.2 

5 82.9 72.6 0.03 152 92.6 

Mean 89.7 77.9 0.14 202 103.8 

Standard 5.89 ).47 0.21 42,) 8.7 
Deviation 

Type M 1 24) 119 19.2 267 48.5 

2 218 113 23.0 (at 8.1 
3 21) 99.7 18.8 km/h) 
4 225 114 18.2 Not tested: 
5 237 122 18.7 See text 

Mean 227 113.5 19.6 
Standard 12.6 8.56 1.94 
Deviation 

Type N 1 411 99.2 
2 68.4 6.04 526+ 157 

) 413 68.6 5.8) Not tested: 
4 464 63.1 5.93 See text 
5 84.0 5.40 

Mean 429 76.7 5.61 144 
Standard 30.0 14.8 0.49 19.1 
Deviation 

TRRL/Sheller 
Clifford 
Safety Wheel 1 74.5 70.4 0.03 188 102.6 

2 73.0 70.5 0.05 187 98.6 

3 71.7 67.8 0.03 179 96.9 

4 80.5 72.1 0.06 199 102.1 
5 76.8 71.5 0.0) 213 106.3 

Mean 75.3 70.5 0.04 193 101.3 
Standard 3.47 1.65 0.014 13.1 3.67 
Deviation 
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Table 3. Wheel Test Results. S ~oke/Rim Impacts Guided Drop Rig Tests 

Deformable Honeycomb Rigid Spherical 
Faceform Tests Impactor Tests 

Wheei Peak Decal    3ms DeceI Max Dent Peak 3ms 
g g Depth, DeceI DeceI 

mm g g 

Type L 1 106 63.2 2.04 97.3 52.7 
2 107 67.4 1.77 95.7 51.5 
3 I04 60.0 1.19 89.3 53.0 
4 i06 61.3 1.52 88.5 48.0 
5 109 65.0 1.50 94.2 45.6 

Mean 106.4 63.4 1.60 93.0 50.2 
Standard 1.82 2.94 0.32 3.91 3.23 
Deviation 

Type M 1 101 70.0 2.82 116 56.5 
2 103 66.7 3.67 119 61.9 
3 106 63.0 2.51 117 65.1 
4 104 60.0 2.27 120 65.1 
5 105 61.7 2.41 113 60.4 

Mean 103.8 64.3 2.74 117.0 61.8 
Standard 1.92 4.04 0.56 2.74 3.60 
Deviation 

Type N 1 113 66.4 2.50 100 
2 I05 58.7 2.88 i01 43.2 
3 107 58.2 1.63 104 46.7 
4 108 56.5 2.27 107 59.7 
5 104 56.2 2.72 104 45.5 

Mean 107.4 59.2 2.40 103.2 49.2 
Standard 3.51 4.16 0.49 2.77 6.51 
Deviation 

TRRL/Sheller 
Clifford 
Safety Wheel 1 52.2 33.8 0.03 29.9 26.7 

2 43.1 34.2 0.06 33.4 28.4 
3 52.3 34.3 0.08 34.8 27.9 
4 44.1 34.0 0.10 30.1 28.7 
5 48.5 35.7 0.i0 29.9 26.3 

Mean 48.0 34.4 0.07 31.6 27.6 
Standard 4.35 0.75 0.03 2.32 1.05 
Deviation 
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levels found with the TRRL/ShelIer Clifford design and spokes must be well padded and must be designed to yield at 

wheel L indicate that the test method rather than the wheel a suitable load when impacted. This will be easier to achieve 

designs is wrong. However if a manufacturer wishes to with 3 or 4 spoke wheels but careful design should allow 1 

make wheels which pass this impact test with either a rigid or 2 spokes to be used if necessary for styling reasons; table 

spherical impactor or a flat honeycomb disc this could eas- 3 shows that production wheel L, a 2 spoke design, came 

ily be done by using a greater depth of soft hub padding, fairly close to passing the rim impact honeycomb test. 

To sum up these test results given in tables 2 and 3, it is This test may eliminate thin hard steering wheel rims, but 

clear that the rigid headform test would not be satisfactory may also make it difficult to provide a rim which is strong 

because it cannot detect dangerous wheel designs which enough to be used by a large man to push his car out of a 

could produce face bone fractures. The honeycomb face- snowdrift, for example. However, this seems a small price 

form test has been shown to have good repeatability and to to pay in return for a large reduction in face bone fractures. 

be able to discriminate clearly between different wheel The design features described above (deep soft padding 

designs, over the hub, thick soft rim with the reinforcing metal 
located away from the driver, 3 or 4 spokes well padded and 

Steering Wheel Design Requirements designed to yield when hit) have all been used in the TRRL/ 

to Pass the Faceform Test Sheller Clifford safety wheel, figure 1. Fifty of these wheels 

For the deceleration criterion part of this test and have been in road service since 1986 in Police, Army, and 

considering the wheel hub impact, the first essential is of private Metros, with. no reported problems and with users 

course to use padding which provides a long enough expressing a strong preference for these wheels over the 

distance for the impactor to stop before it hits the end of the 
standard ones. GM and Volvo wheels using the same design 

steering column, without exceeding 80 g. Assuming the 
principles are already in widespread use, and while not quite 

ideal case of constant deceleration at 80 g, the stopping meeting the proposed test requirements they would only 

distance required from velocity V -- 24.1 km/h is given by need minor changes to do so. It is therefore clear that the 

S = V2/2a = 28 mm, but in practice at least twice this figure 
honeycomb test can be passed by wheels of acceptable 

should be used to allow for a more realistic deceleration 
appearance and cost, and that provided the results from the 

curve. This necessary deceleration distance could of course 
other European countries confirm our findings on the 

be achieved by the wheel designer either by crushing foam 
repeatability and practicality of the test, there are no sound 
reasons to delay its introduction into legislation. plastic or by deforming metal, but the chosen method must 

not cause a local pressure which is high enough to deform Conclusions 
the aluminium faceform in the test, ie. about 1.7 N/mm. The 
wheel designer must also make sure that if a large area of 1. Recent accident data from UK and other countries have 

padding is used this padding is soft enough not to produce a confirmed the results of earlier studies showing that in 

total force on the whole faceform which gives a deceleration frontal crashes drivers wearing lap/diagonal seat belts often 

above 80 g, ie 80 × 6.8 × 9.81 = 5340 N. The faceform has a suffer brain damage and face bone fractures from hitting 

diameter of 150 mm and an area of 17700 mm2, so if the their steering wheels. 

padding covers the whole disc area then its crush strength 2. Possible ways of reducing these injuries include the use 

must not exceed 5340/17700 = 0.30 N/mm2. of seat belt pretensioners and/or air bags, but these may be 

Considering rim impact, table 3 shows that deceleration too expensive for widespread use in popular cars soon. A 

is not critical for any of the wheels tested, because they all good cheap and quick way forward is therefore to improve 

yieldwellbelow the force of5340 N needed to produce 80 g the design of steering wheels to make them less likely to 

with 6.8 kg. But the problem now is to limit the pressure on cause injuries when struck. 

2 the honeycomb to 1.7 N/mm . If a rim yield strength of 3330 3. Biomechanical data suggest that brain and face injuries 

N is assumed (which would produce 50 g on the faceform) are unlikely if the head deceleration during impact is kept 

then this load must be distributed over at least an area of below 80 g and the local pressure on the face is kept below 

3330/1.7 = 1960 mm2. If the length of the "contact patch" 1.4 N/mm2 (200 psi). 

between the rim and the faceform is approximately 150 mm 4. An energy absorbing steering wheel has been 

(the faceform diameter) then the average width of this patch developed by TRRL and Sheller Clifford which can meet 

must be at least 1960/150 = 13 mm. Since many high quality these requirements in an ECE Reg 21/FMVSS 201 impact 

steering wheels use rim section diameters of 25 or 30 mm test (6.8 kg at 24.1 km/h, 15 lb at 15 mph). Road use has 

this contact patch width requirement is quite reasonable, but shown that this wheel is attractive to drivers and it would 

it may require the designer to use a "chunky, soft feel" rim cost little, if any, more than standard non-energy-absorbing 

and to locate any reinforcing metal in this rim as far as wheels. The paper has described the design requirements 

possible away from the driver’s face. On initial impact this for this safety wheel. 

will allow the wheel rim rather than the honeycomb to 5. At the 10th ESV Conference in 1985 TRRLproposed a 

deform and spread the load over a large enough area to limit modification to the Reg 21/FMVSS 201 Interior Fittings 

the contact pressure to 1.7 N/mm2. Similarly the wheel impact test by which an aluminium honeycomb faceform of 
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specified crush strength would be used instead of the Occupants--What Are The Outstanding Problems? 

standard rigid headform. This would ensure that the Proceedings of 1 lth International Conference on 

allowable level of pressure on the driver’s face is not Experimental Safety Vehicles, Washington, USA, May 
exceeded in a steering wheel impact. The present paper has 1987. 

described subsequent development of this test to improve its (7) Thomas P.D. Head and Torso Injuries to Restrained 

repeatability. Results of tests on production steering wheels Drivers From the Steering System, Proceedings of IRCOBI 

have been given which show that the current version of the Conference, September 1987, Birmingham, UK. 

test is highly repeatable, can discriminate between different (8) Gloyns P.F. et al, Steering Wheel Induced Head and 

designs of wheels, and is easily carried out by a competent Facial Injuries Amongst Drivers Restrained By Seat Belts, 

test establishment. Proceedings of 6th IRCOBI Conference, September 1981. 

6. Results of similar tests on three designs of production (9) Arajarvi E. A Retrospective Analysis of Chest Injuries 

wheels are now awaited from test houses in France, in 280 Seat Belt Wearers, Accid. Anal.&Prev. Vo120No4 

Holland, Germany and Italy for presentation to the EEC pp251-9, 1988. 

ERGA Working Group on Passive Safety. If these confirm (10) Tarriere C. et al, Field Facial Injuries and Study of 

the UK results given in this paper it is hoped that legislation Their Simulation with Dummy, Proceedings of 25th Stapp 

can be agreed very soon to require all steering wheels sold in Car Crash Conference, 1981. 

Europe to meet this honeycomb faceform test. (11) Sieffert U. Occupant Protection in Motor Vehicle 
Accidents, SAE Paper 870490. 
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The Inertial Flow Crash Sensor and its Application to Air Bag Deployment 

Vittorio Castelli and David S. Breed characteristics of such a sensor are shown to be well suited 
to both frontal and side impacts. 

Abstract 
The results of a theoretical investigation of a crush zone Introduction 

sensor based on the motion of a translating mass damped by As a result of recent theoretical studies and field 

inertial fluid flow through an orifice are reported. The experience automotive engineers are directing increasing 
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attention to the importance of crash zone sensing for trig- (a) the time budget is very short since injuries to the occu- 

gering passive restraints such as air bags or seat belt tight- pant are the result of intrusion of the door structure. 

eners (1), (2), (3), (4).* (b) the rapidity of the door structure intrusion causes pas- 
It now appears that side impact protection by means of senger compartment sensing to trigger air bag deployment 

inflatable restraints is also feasible. In this case, appropriate much too late to be effective. Crush zone sensing is neces- 
crash sensing must be in the crush zone although the desir- sary. The sensors must be mounted on the door reinforce- 
able sensor characteristics may be somewhat different from ment, not on the skin. 
the case of frontal impacts. (c) at least one sensor must be in the early crush zone which 

Not much choice exists in the selection of crush zone means that, in many cases, up to three sensors per side may 
sensors. Ball-in-tube sensors, where the motion of a ball is be necessary: just before the A-pillar, just after the B-pillar 
damped by viscous gas flow through a small clearance, are and at the door center. 
the present industry standards. Crush detectors, which sense (d) in vehicles with stiff door structures, the sensors should 
the progress of the crush zone in the vehicle body, are still measure velocity change threshold for short pulses (on the 
under development, order of 10 milliseconds); the threshold speed should be 

A new crash sensing device has been introduced which equal to the injuring velocity change, i.e., 10-12 MPH. In 
may possess characteristics more suitable and more easily cases of weaker side structures, the threshold velocity 
tailored to all types of crush zone applications. It consists of change for short pulses should be higher than injuring ve- 
an inertial mass, the travel of which is resisted by a damping locity change; possibly up to a factor of two. 
force generated by inertial gas flow and thus quadratically (e) marginal crashes have a much increased time budget. 
related to the velocity. A spring provides the necessary bias (f) sensing "L-crashes", where the door structure does not 
force, 

intrude toward the occupant, may not be as important due to 
This sensor has several favorable properties: it can be 

designed rather flat in the sensing direction and, thus, easier 
the usually low level of the velocity changes involved. 
However, it could be accomplished by means of passenger 

to mount; it can be designed to be much less sensitive to very 
short duration pulses, essential in sensing side impacts for 

compartment sensing. 

some types of cars and an excellent property -to provide 
(g) the distance traveled by the occupant relative to his own 

immunity to hammer blows and other sharp impulses; it can 
vehicle before striking an injuring part of the interior is 

be designed less sensitive to lateral vibrations than the ball- shorter than in frontal crashes. Therefore, the 5 inches mi- 

in-tube sensor, nus 30 millisecond criterion will have to be modified for 

Encouraged by such promise, an analytical and experi- these crashes (a further reason for its modification will be 

mental study was undertaken to construct and validate a the requirement of much faster inflator action). 

mathematical model for this device. The theoretical results Sating (arming) sensors for these applications could be 

are reported herein, crush sensing switches. 
In both frontal and side collisions, lateness in triggering is 

Common strategies for crush zone crash a very negative characteristic of any sensor system because 

sensing the out of position occupant can be injured by the deploying 
air bag. 

For orthogonal and angular frontal impacts, these authors 
have identified the existence of a crushing front which pro- The inertial flow damped sensor 
gresses through the vehicle in a manner characteristic of the The requirements outlined above suggest a sensor which 
vehicle itself, the type of crash, and the speed. Scaling responds to velocity change, with a response curve to accel- 
techniques were introduced which help analyze the perfor- eration pulses which can be tailored to several applications. 
mance of a sensor in many different crashes based on data For crush zone sensors, the response would be divided into 
obtained in only a few tests, three regions: the very short time duration, in which the 

Proper frontal crash sensing has been performed by either threshold may be higher than the injuring velocity change; 
crush zone sensing or passenger compartment (single point) the intermediate pulse durations, in which the threshold is 
sensing. These authors have recently concluded (1), (3)that equal to the injuring velocity change; and the long pulses 
the former strategy produces better results and has more 

where the sensitivity decreases again. This response curve 
general applicability. It requires the presence of at least one 

may look like the ones represented on figure 1. The solid 
sensor within the crush zone for all crashes requiring re- 
straint deployment. Crush sensing switches must signal the 

curve has the shape required for a side impact crash sensor 

arrival of the crushing front. Other sensors must measure as 
for vehicles with weak door structures. This behavior may 

closely as possible velocity change and trigger when its 
be deemed quite desirable for frontal crash sensing in order 

value equals or exceeds the injuring level (typically 10-12 to provide immunity to sharp blows. The dotted curve is for 

MPH). 
side impact crash sensing in cars with very stiff side struc- 

The sensing problem for side impacts can be stated in ture and displays the maximum sensitivity required of a 

terms of the following principles (2): frontal crush sensor. The ball-in-tube sensor also displays a 
slight decrease in sensitivity for short pulse duration. 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. The fact that it may be desirable for the sensitivity to 
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Side Impact w.Soft Target 
Frontal Impacts 

...... Side Impact w.Hard Target 

Figure 1. Crush Sensor Characteristics 

decrease for acceleration pulses of short duration suggests 
employing a physical effect which generates force at a high- Figure 2. Inertial Flow Damped Sensor 

er rate than linearly with increasing velocity. Hence the idea 
of using a damping mechanism proportional to the square of the stimulus of axial acceleration only, the behavior of this 

the velocity. Fluid flow through an orifice has just such a sensor is simulated by the following analysis. 

behavior. The nomenclature is 

A possible implementation of such a device is depicted in 
figure 2. An elastic diaphragm supports a sensing mass and Entities: 

keeps it pressed against a top stop with an appropriate bias 
force. An acceleration pulse in the sensing direction causes a = sensed acceleration 

the mass to move through the deflection of the diaphragm. A = effective area on which pressure acts 

This motion displaces the fluid filling the cavity (probably B = bias force 

air) and forces it to flow through the orifice. The resistance C = discharge coefficient 

to this flow causes a pressure difference between the two e = volume displaced by motion x 

sides of the diaphragm which resists the motion of the f = force on the sensing mass 

sensing mass. As long as Mach number effects on the veloc- G = sensor mass 

ity can be neglected, this pressure difference is proportional k = diaphragm spring constant 

to the area of the orifice and the second power of the fluid m = gas mass 

velocity. M = Mach number 

The orifice in the figure is shown of a circular shape, p = pressure 

Other geometries are also usable, as they might facilitate the q = mass flow rate 

design of the diaphragm, r = orifice radius 
R = gas constant 

Mathematical sensor model t = time 

A very useful tool in adapting a sensor to a variety of real T = temperature 

crash applications is a realistic mathematical model. Under v = gas velocity in the orifice 
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V=gasvolume The mass flow rate through the orifice is 

x = forward travel of the sensing mass given by 
T = ratio of specific heats for the gas 
p = gas density 1 

Subscripts: 
r2 ( 2y P(P -1))~ d = downstream q = rl C pd ~ ~-~ 

f = fill , ( ¥ 1 ) 

g=gas 
i = initial a nd 
s = diaphragm spring 
u = upstream ¥ - 1 

+ = for~vard 

(G) ¥ -=aft P = 
For the sake of simplicity, the analysis is going to be Pd / 

presented for the case in which the gas velocity in the orifice 
does not achieve a Mach number of unity. Therefore, its 
accuracy range is limited to pressure ratios below the criti- Starting from appropriate initial conditions, integration 

cal value (approximately 2:1 for air). Furthermore, the anal- of the above equations in time with the time varying input of 
ysis is going to consider perfect gases with constant specific the body acceleration a, yields the motion of the sensing 
heats, mass. When the travel reaches the contact spring, the spring 

For a circular sharp edged orifice the discharge coeffi- 
cient C is typically taken to be equal to 0.6. Its value may be 

force may change (note that the contact spring would typ- 

quite different for other geometries. The gas constant for air ically start in contact with the sensing mass). When further 

is travel causes the contact to be closed, the sensor circuit is 
activated. The integration can continue and follow the mo- 

R = 49720ft lb 
29 slug °F 

tion further and through possible reversal. Particularly in 

The eClu~tion of motion of the s~nsing m~ss is cases where hard contact with the anvil is not achieved, an 
accurate evaluation of the contact dwell can be made. 

d~x For the sake of producing a useful model, integration of 
t7 ~’~ = -t’, - f# + Ga 

the above equation is best performed numerically using one 
and of many available algorithms. The speed of integration 

t’, = B + k x using modem computers is so high that, for most applica- 
tions, even the simple Euler method is adequate since the 

where 
f’ = (p+ - p- )A requiredstep size.aCcuracy can be achieved by decreasing the time 

Refinements of the above-described sensor model can be 
p+ = I~+RT, 

achieved by including choking (mach number equal to uni- 
ty) effects on the gas velocity in the orifice and by including 

p ÷ = m÷ I V+, 1~_ -- m_ I V_ the energy equation. The latter correction would account for 
the fact that the energy dissipation in the orifice flow causes 

17+ = Vi+ -ex, V_ = Vi_ + ex. an increase of the temperature (hence the pressure in the 
cavity). 

The mass flow across the orifice obeys the 

following equations Simulation results 

d m÷ din_ A computer program representing the above equations 
, = --q, = +q 
dt dt was constructed and exercised under a variety of conditions. 

In order to exemplify the ability to tailor the properties of 

¯ Pit Pif 
this sensor, this section displays families of responses to 

=            mi_ = V.                    haversine acceleration pulses. 
m~ ÷ Vi + R Tif’         ’- R Ti~,"              Figure 3 shows the fire-no fire threshold for a sensor with 

the following dimensions: 
The mass flow rate through the orifice is 

Sensing mass = 8 grams 
given by 

Bias force = 4.25 g’s 

= nr2 ,~ [2¥P(P-1)~ 
Bias stiffness = 3.64 lb/in 

q    t, p~! ~ ~ ~-~ i ~ ! Diameter = 2 inches 
Orifice radius = 0.045 inches 

and Aft volume = 0.107 cu. in. 
~ Filling condition = 1 atmosphere 70 deg. F. 

p=(P..2~~t The three curves indicate the effect of varying the dis- 
\pal tance which the sensing mass must travel before closing the 
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Figure 3. Sensor Characteristics. Effect of Travel Figure 4. Sensor Characteristics. Effect of Aft Volume 

contact. Longer travel desensitizes the sensor in a rather 
uniform manner at all pulse durations. 25 - AV, M P H 

¯ 

The rather high slope of the curves with increasing pulse .o 

duration is due to the high spring rate used for the 20 -° " 
diaphragm. " ~ 

Figure 4 represents the effect on the response characteris- 
tics of the same sensor of variations in the aft volume. 15 ~ 
Smaller aft volumes cause a vacuum to be readily formed 

k "~ ° ¯ " ° " " ¯ ~ 
behind the diaphragm when its speed is high. Therefore, ° " " ° ° 

small aft volumes desensitize the sensor for short duration 10 X~_ -.-- ~ 

pulses. The effect is limited to short duration pulses; there- 
fore, the abscissa axis has been expanded. 

5 - 
Figure 5 indicates the effect on the sensor response of 

varying the orifice diameter. Smaller orifice diameters in- 
crease the flow impedance thus desensitizing the sensor. 0 I I I I 
This effect is less pronounced for pulses of longer duration 
since, in this case, the sensor response is dominated by the 0 20 40 60 80 
bias. 

Figure 6 points out the effect on the sensor response of PH Ise Du ration, msec 
varying the bias force. A higher bias force increases the 
slope of the response curve for pulses of long duration. 0.045" 
Therefore, the sensor becomes desensitized to gentle crash 

signals: 0.040" 
The general behavior of the response curves can be divid- 

ed into major regions. The first region is characterized by an ............ 0.035" 
increased sensitivity to extremely short pulses (below 5 

milliseconds) due to gas compressibility. This part of the Figure 5. Sensor Characteristics. Effect of Orifice Diameter 
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Figure6. Sensor Characteristics. Effect of Bias Force Figure 7. Sensor Characteristics. Effect of Operating 
Temperature 

curves may not be realistic because the intervening structure 

would act as a mechanical filter and would prevent such a of this type of sensor. The decreased sensitivity to short 

pulse to reach the sensor. The second region, from 5 to 15 duration pulses makes it a particularly good candidate for 

milliseconds displays the effect of the nonlinear character of mounting in lateral crush zones where the structural rigidity 

the inertial flow damping: shorter pulses create a higher is low and in frontal crush zones where the danger of ham- 

damping force. For pulses longer than 15 milliseconds the mer blows exists. A flatter response curve can be obtained 

effect of the nonlinearity is mild and the sensor behaves as by proper choice of parameters. 
an acceleration integrator until the uniform positive slope It can be shown that this sensor can also be used as a 
characteristic of bias force and mass response takes over. distance measuring device for families of similar accelera- 

The properties of ball-in-tube sensors are sensitive to the tion pulses. However, this property is not applicable be- 

value of the gas viscosity which varies with temperature, cause this type of functioning requires rather large displace- 

Elaborate compensation schemes must be employed in the ments of the sensor body. 

design. The functioning of inertial flow damped sensors 
References does not rely on viscosity. Thus the effect of temperature 

should be felt only when compressibility effects are present (1) "Problems in Design and Engineering of Air Bag 
(pulses of very short duration). Figure7 presents simulation Systems", by David S. Breed & Vittorio Castelli, SAE 
results on the effect of ambient temperature on a sensor Technical Paper 880724, March 1988. 
which had been filled with ambient air at 70 degrees Fahren- (2) "Trends in Sensing Side Impacts", by David S. Breed 
heit and sealed. Note that the exaggerated situations of an & Vittorio Castelli, SAE Technical Paper 890603, March 
operating temperature 200 degrees F above and 104 degrees 

89. 
F below ambient was picked. As expected, the effect of 

(3) "Trends in Sensing Frontal Impacts", by David S. 
ambient temperature in the range of pulse durations of inter .... 
est is minimal. 

Breed & Vittorio Castelli, SAE Technical Paper 890750, 

March 89. 
Conclusions (4) "New Sensor Developments Leading to Sensor Sys- 

The above-presented data give an idea of what effect each tem Simplication", by Robert W. Diller, SAE Technical 

of the essential design parameters have on the performance Paper 841218, May 1984. 
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Vehicle Tests Required For Air Bag System Design 

~2 David J. Romeo, conducted with or without a complete working sensor- 
Autoliv North America, Inc. diagnostic assembly (time delayed barrier contact switches 

John B. Morris, can be used to simulate sensor closure). Tests without crash 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration sensors are sometimes conducted early in a development 

program to determine dummy performance given a 

Abstract specified sensing time, prior to the availability of 
~’ production crash sensors. Equally clear, these are the ~ At this time, a consensus does not exist regarding the 

number and types of crash tests which need to be conducted expensive tests since a complete facility is required and the 

to establish a basis for crash sensor threshold behavior, vehicle is destroyed. The baseline test here is the Federal 

Experience obtained from the 1973-1976 General Motors Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 208 test 

air bag equipped cars (1-3),* the Police Fleet Retrofit Driv- condition at 30 mph (48.3 kph) full frontal. 

er Air Bag Program (4), and the Ford Tempo GSA Project The FMVSS No. 208 test, although obviously the most 
¯ i (5), are reviewed and results from these projects, and from important with regard to safety standard compliance, 

tests conducted by and for the automotive industry, are appearstobelesscriticalwithregardtodesignoftheairbag 

discussed. Such sensor threshold tests could be conducted system, particularly the crash sensor. This is illustrated in 

as part of the design of an air bag system, table 1 which summarizes results for the 30 mph barrier 
crash for eight different vehicles, all with the same retrofit 

Introduction and Summary air bag system that was used in the Police Fleet 

"~ Over the past twenty years, numerous methods have been Demonstration Program, reference 4. In general, excellent 

used to design, develop, and evaluate air bag restraint results were obtained in all of these vehicles despite the fact 
that they differ in size, weight, and engine drive train systems. These methods have been reviewed, and this paper 

identifies five distinct categories or types of vehicle tests configuration. 

which should be performed. The tests are, in part, 
Table 1. Results of police fleet driver air bag retrofit systems in 

F’~ categorized by practical factors such as whether test various automobiles--30 mph, FMVSS 208 crash test. 
dummies, test drivers or neither are required; whether a 
complete test facility is required, i.e., crash barrier, test sensor 
dummies, high speed cameras, etc., and finally whether the Vehicle DaVe HIe Ches’V _o’s Closure 

entire system or only components are actually needed. Ford LTI~ 9/9183 476 48 20 msec 

The five types of vehicle tests are: Dodge Dlplorna’l" 12/13/83 919 61 16 
,.~., 

., 1. High Speed Impact Tests (test dummies, Dodge Atlas 5/1/86 376 37 16 

complete test facility, total destruction of vehicle), chevro~e* Caprice 4/28/86 372 55 24 
2. Low Speed Threshold Barrier Tests (no driver or 

0pal Kade*’l" 4/2/87 688 48 14 

dummy, moderate damage to vehicle). 
Sterl Ing 800        9121/87    505        51         18 

3. Fleet Testing (general population drivers, no 
damage to vehicle intended). V.go Gv 3/3/a8 243 

~: 4. Test Track Tests--Normal including rough road Ford ~us’l’ang 2/16/89 572 48 14 
(test driver, little or no damage to vehicle). 

5. Severe Rough Road Exposures (with or without This basic compliance test can be extended through the 
test driver, moderate damage to vehicle). +30 degree barrier face, 35 mph vehicle assessment 

In the following section, a general discussion of each of condition, and various dummy size, seat position, manual 

these categories is given. Specifics of proposed Severe belt usage conditions as program budgets allow. The 

Rough Road Tests are given. An attempt to evaluate the tests    following table lists these in order of importance. 
proposed in terms of real world air bag deployment The first three tests are Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
experiences are presented. Finally, conclusions and Standard (FMVSS) No. 208 tests. The first test is the 
recommendations are presented, predominate test. It determines air bag performance when 

the safety belts are not used. The second test evaluates 
Definition of Vehicle Test Types system performance in oblique crashes, a common 

High speed impact tests occurrence in real world accidents. The third test provides 

data on air bag performance when used with safety belts. 
These, of coursel are where air bag deployment occurs. 

The fourth test, the New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) 
Although full systems tests are preferred, these tests can be 

test, provides performance data when the system is 
subjected to a more severe crash speed. The fifth test 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, evaluates the adequacy of the crash sensor threshold setting 
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to react to this type of impact in time for the air bag to indicates that the air bag in fact is not needed in these 

provide the protection desired, situations. 
Consequently, if analysis of air bag component 

Speed Condition Belt Use In Test performance is to be conducted at these low speeds, it is 

30 mph full frontal No suggested that incorporation of a preload into the dummy or 

30 mph + 30 degrees No computer model of the dummy be used. A preload of the 
30 mph w/manual belts Yes order of 4 g’s is suggested as a starting point. 
35 mph full frontal (NCAP) Yes 

30 mph centered pole No Low speed threshold barrier tests 

These crash tests are conducted to determine the thresh- 
Additional high speed impact tests, which have been old of sensor closure in a frontal barrier crash. Based upon 

conducted (6), include: many factors, but primarily human injury tolerance, the 
threshold speed is normally chosen to be 16-19 kph (9.9- 
11.8 mph). By definition of threshold, 50 percent of the tests 

Speed                         Condition 
conducted at this condition will result in sensor closure (air 

30 mph 30 deg. A-pillar bag deployment) and 50 percent will not. Therefore, it is of 
60 mph (closing) car to car, half car offset 
20 mph underride little value to conduct tests at this speed (unless an unrea~ 

15 mph frontal impact sonably large number of them are to be done). Rather, we 
must test at speeds below and above where non-closure or 
closure must occur. Thus we define the terms: 

The 60 mph closing speed offset car to car test is quite "Must not close with reasonable certainty" and 
representative of many real world accidents. However, it is "Must close with reasonable certainty." 
ex. pensive and can be simulated with a single vehicle into a 
half barrier or pole offset to the driver side. This would be a These conditions, based again on tolerance to injury, but 
worthwhile addition to a complete test matrix, also somewhat on system capability, are 4 kph (2.5 mph) 

Less can be said for the side impact, underride, and lower above and below threshold velocity. 
speed tests which all represent longitudinal velocity Therefore, the following test protocol is established-- 
changes of a lower magnitude which in turn produce For threshold of 16 kph, test at: 
ambiguous results regarding sensor closure and dummy 

¯ 12 kph with result that sensors must not close, and 
performance requirements. The results are considered 
ambiguous because at the relatively low longitudinal 

at 

"delta-V’s" experienced in these crashes the dummy injury 
¯ 20 kph with result that sensors must close. 

indices are always low, regardless of whether or not the air For threshold of 19 kph, test at: 

bag deploys. Because of this the outcome always tends to be ¯ 15 kph with result that sensors must not close, and 
considered acceptable. In other words, from the dummy at 
results it is not possible to determine clearly a need for ¯ 23 kph with result that sensor must close. 
deployment and until a larger data base of real world 
accidents has been analyzed the need will continue to The exact threshold, i.e., between 16 and 19 kph, is se- 

remain unclear, lected based upon the particular project’s analysis of human 

It is believed that the dummy results for tests which tolerance, car interior friendliness, system capability, indi- 

produce "barrier equivalent" velocity changes of 15 mph or cation of safety belt use, etc. 

less are of little value because of the lack of biofidelity at the Fleet tests 
deceleration levels experienced. Seat friction and, more 
importantly, muscular restraint of arms and legs are known These so called "fleet tests" should use as many vehicles 

to dominate occupant kinematics at these low speeds (7). (from one or two, up to several hundred) as possible. The 

The same reservations must be made with regard to complete air bag system is installed in the vehicle and the 
vehicle is driven over a wide range of normal conditions computer simulation models which treat the occupant as a 

"free body." These results tend to generate sensor closure with mileage accumulation. The purpose of these tests are 

requirements inconsistent with real world experience, 
many. Examples of design problems which have been expe- 

Reference 8, for example using the 5 mph, free body criteria 
rienced in the Police Fleet are listed below as illustrations. 

concludes that air bag deployment is needed in situations 
1. Appearance, aesthetics, consumer and service accep- 

tance. The vehicles are made available to a wide range of 
such as running a car into deep water, a snow bank, or into a 

people who look at, feel and experience the system. This is a 
crash attenuation barrier. All of these events (crashes) "Show and Tell" exposure. Examples of concerns to be 
produce vehicle decelerations in the range of up to 6 or 8 g’s evaluated are: 
and the model allows the dummy to strike the interior at a 
large "delta-V," indicating air bag deployment is ¯ knee bar intrudes, is difficult to get in and out of 

warranted. Real world experience, on the other hand, car (was not a problem). 
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¯ electrical connector coil broken due to improper These are the so called "shake, rattle and roll" tests com- 
steering wheel removal (was a big problem), monly used for durability testing. These tests have been 

¯ readiness indicator light stays on for sufficient used in earlier programs and found to be of little value in 
duration to be seen and is located so that it pro- evaluating sensor closure. Put simply, they lack severity. In 
vides the proper incentive when it stays lit (fault fact, it has been found that the inadequacy of these tests to 
indicated) that service is sought. In the Police produce potential crash sensor closure situations has led to 
Fleet, the indicator light was, in some cases, ig- and forced the development of the "Severe Rough Road 
nored, and in some cases, rendered inoperative Exposures." 
(broken). 

¯ appearance feedback--is air bag module attrac- Severe rough road exposures 

tive and does it obstruct view of instruments. These tests simulate vehicle exposure outside of the nor- 
Steering wheel leather wrap was a big "plus" mal rough road durability type envelope often run on new 
toward offsetting large air bag module vehicles. These tests all involve impacts which will damage 
appearance, the vehicle to some extent (scrapes, dents, tire and wheel 

2. Normal function of diagnostic and its exposure to failure) and cause deceleration pulses which may be suffi- 

normal vehicle electrical variants such as, low battery, elec- cient for sensor closure. The extent of damage and severity 

trical voltage surges, and/or interruptions during starting, of exposure to an occupant as a function of these impact 

Problems experienced include: parameters is not known at the beginning of the test. One 
can only state that the condition of sensor closure should be 

¯ improper indication of fault due to electrical sys- warranted. This can be thought of as shown in the following 
tem transients, table. 

¯ diagnostic memory drained battery after several 
weeks of parking. Vehicle Iniury Sensor Equivalent 

¯ unnecessary fault readout information was given damage potential closure barrier 
speed 

to the service mechanic. "delta-V" 
3. Mechanical response of components such as steering None or slight None No 5 mph 

wheel, clock spring electrical connector, knee bar: Minor None No 7 mph 
Moderate Minor Borderline 10 mph 

¯ steering response affected by added mass of steer- Severe Moderate Yes 15 mph 
ing wheel air bag module. 

¯ clock spring electrical connector drag and noise 
can be felt and heard Four types of severe exposures have been proposed and 

¯ interference with directional signals, hem. 
will be discussed in the next section: 

4. Environmental exposure to rain, cold, salt, etc. Prob- 
1. Curb 

lems have included: 
2. Railroad Track 

¯ moisture in diagnostic. 3. Ditch 
¯ corrosion of sensors, wiring harness, connectors. 4. Deer 

5. Normal rough road, rough use exposure, parking lot 
speed bumps at low speed, i.e., less than 5 mph, impacts, Specifies of Severe Rough Road 
door slams, hood slams, etc. No problems have been experi- Exposures and Deer Impacts 
enced to date from these exposures. 

Curb tests 
Test track tests 

These tests involve driving the vehicle over a step or curb 
Test track tests are conducted for purposes similar to at increasing rates of speed and for increasing curb height to 

Fleet Tests except that the road (test track), driver (profes- a point where sensor closure occurs. Its occurrence is 
sional), and vehicle performance (speeds, cornering g’s, compared to severity of exposure both with respect to the 
etc.), are defined a priori. A second distinction is that expo- 

vehicle and the driver. The literature recommends curbs 
sures more severe than normally encountered in the real 
world are studied, 

ranging from 100 mm to 200 mm in height and speeds from 

In some cases, many of the potential problems which 10 to 50 kph. 

eventually show up in the Fleet Tests are seen early enough Some indication of the relationship of the recommended 

to permit resolution before full scale production, as might test curb height to wheel hub height is shown on the 

be the case with Fleet Tests. following table. For reference, curb height can be expressed 

Normally included in these evaluations, are a series of as a ratio of vehicle ground to centerline of hub distance. For 
tests which include driving the vehicle over man made 13 inch to 15 inch wheels, this distance is approximately 
"Belgian Blocks", steps, bumps, pot holes and ramps. 280 mm plus or minus 10 percent, and gives ratios of: 
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The dimensions of the ditch are presented in figure 1 and 
% Curb Height may be modified to suit the particular vehicle. Tests can be 

Curb Height Axle Height initiated at 20 kph with a driver and continued as severity of 

100 mm .35 results warrants. 
150 mm .53 

200 mm .71 Deer impacts 
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Reference 9, 

announced that in Pennsylvania the game commission re- 

The following test protocol is recommended: ported that close to 40,000 deer were killed in 1988 in 

h = 100 mm, v = 20, 30, 40, 50 kph with driver 
collisions with vehicles. Injuries were relatively rare, al- 

h = 150 mm, v = 10, 20, 30, kph and up until tests are 
though considerable property damage frequently occurred. 

terminated due to sensor closure or severe vehicle 
Reference 9 also reports that there are 20,000 such accidents 

damage 
per year in Michigan and when a car impacts a deer at high 

h = 200 ram, may approach low speed barrier 
speeds, the car can crush locally and impart a l0 mph veloc- 

conditions 
ity change to the air bag crash sensor while causing a rela- 
tively minor velocity change to the vehicle, resulting in an 

Railroad track unwanted air bag deployment. On the other hand, the air bag 

In this test, the vehicle is driven such that the undercar- may help prevent occupant injury in the event the deer 

riage is snagged or impacted by a segment of railroad track, carcass penetrates the windshield after the air bag deployed. 

This simulates the single most common cause of unwanted General Motors, Reference 10, in recommending tests for 

air bag deployment in the early General Motors air bag fleet, evaluating air bag sensor performance in circumstances 

General Motors recommends meeting a condition of a 1.2 where deployment is not desired, proposes the following car 

inch (30 mm) interference at 20 mph without sensor closure, to deer impact: 

This recommendation may need further definition as to "Tow the car at 50 mph into a horizontally oriented 
what part of the undercarriage to strike. The rail segment is water-soaked boxer training bag simulating a deer. The 
approximately 300 mm in width. This can also be run at bag is suspended at a height which aligns its center 
increasing speeds of 20, 30, 40 kph etc. until termination with the sensor. The water-soaked Everlast Model 
due to severity. 4543 training bag weighs 50 kg." 

Ditch Real world accident experience 
Note that in the curb tests, vehicle loading occurs due to In this section real world air bag deployment experience 

impact to the tires, wheels and front axle. In the railroad is examined in an effort to establish the merit of the afore- 
track test, which can also simulate a boulder contact, impact mentioned vehicle tests. In general, the deployments should 
occurs to the vehicle undercarriage and in the low speed fall into the first, second or fifth categories listed under 
barrier tests, loading obviously occurs through the bumper. Introduction and Summary. That is ’,High Speed," "Low 
The ditch tests decelerate the vehicle through all three load Speed," or Severe"Rough Road." In a few cases, however, 
paths, bumper, undercarriage and tires and, consequently they fall under "Fleet" or "Test Track" tests. 
are less quantifiable than the others. It is essentially an 
extension of a dirt road testing campaign and has its origin General Motors 1973m1976 ACRS vehicles 
in the police fleet retrofit program where it was found to be References 4, 5, and 6 provide data on General Motors air 
of considerable value, bag equipped vehicles produced from 1973 through 1976. 

Over 11,000 air bag equipped vehicles were produced dur- 
Showing Direction of Travel ing this period. These data contain over 200 deployment 

accidents. As seen in the following table, accidents involv- 
ing another car produced the most deployments in frontal 

~~~~/,,.) 

impacts. Deployments produced by undercarriage contact 

~ are not included but are reported later. 

~ h 
General Motors Fleet Frontal Impact Demonstration 

~ Object struck % of deployments N = 152 

~ -W Pole 9 
Tree 9 

Truck and Van 7 

Other 11 

h - Ground to center line of axle WB - Wheel base 

Figure 1. Concrete ditch. 
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A distribution of all deployment accidents is shown on Police Fleet 
the following table. Undercarriage contact produced a sig- 

nificant number of the deployments. 
Impact % of deployments N = 34 

Frontal 85 

General Motors Fleet Undercarriage 15 

Crash mode % of deployments N = 194 
Frontal 79 The severity of the accidents resulting in air bag deploy- 
Undercarriage 13 ment is shown in the following table. The number of veloc- 
Side 8 

ity changes calculated is very small (N = 20). As with the 
General Motors data, the CRASH computed delta-V’s have 

been corrected. 
The severity of the accidents resulting in the deployment 

of the air bag is shown in the following table. The velocity Police Fleet 
change, in most cases, was computed using the CRASH 
computer program. Reference 11 reports that CRASH tends Crash severity Velocity change % of deployments 

to underestimate velocity change at speeds under 30 mph, N = 20 

the speeds at which most crashes occur. The velocity Minor Less than 13 mph 15 
Moderate 13-20 mph 65 changes shown in the following table were therefore cor- 
Severe More than 20 mph 13 

rected using an equation similar to that recommended in 
Reference 11. The velocity changes obtained from crash 
recorders installed in some of the vehicles were used as 
reported. Ford Tempo 1985-1988 

The General Services Administration purchased 5,000 
General Motors Fleet 

. 1985 Ford Tempos equipped with driver side air bags. The 

Crash Velocity % of deployments following observations can be made from the experience 
severity change N = 98 with this fleet. As with other fleets, accidents involving 

Less than 13                              another car produced the most deployments. The objects 
Minor                                       26 

mph struck are summarized in the following table. 
Moderate 13-20 mph 40 
Severe 20-50 mph 34 Ford Tempo Fleet Frontal Impact Deployments 

Object struck % of deployments N = 153 

Police fleet 1983-1988 Car 63 
Truck and Van 19 

The following observations are made from accident re- Deer 5 
Tree 4 ports of police vehicles in which retrofit driver air bag 
Pole 3 

systems were installed. Approximately 500 kits were in- Other 6 
stalled in the Ford LTD Crown Victoria, the Dodge Diplo- 
mat/Plymouth Gran Fury, and the Chevrolet Caprice. The 
number of deployments are quite small, 29 resulting from As with the other fleets, frontal impacts were the predom- 
frontal impacts, neglecting undercarriage, for which we inant crash mode. Undercarriage deployments were not as 
have data. As seen from the following table, a significant 

predominant in the Ford Tempo fleet. The types of impacts 
number of deer impacts resulted in air bag deployment, 

producing deployments are summarized in the following 

table. Police Fleet Frontal Impact Deployments 
Ford Tempo Fleet 

Object struck             % of deployments N = 29 
Impact                  % of deployments N = 165 

Car 55 
Deer 21 Frontal 92 

Pole 10 Side 5 

Tree 7 Rollover 2 

Other 7 Undercarriage 1 

As with the General Motors fleet, a significant number of The crash severity of the .deployment accidents are shown 
deployments as a result of undercarriage contact occurred in in the following table. The number of known delta-V’s is 
the police fleet. The impacts are summarized on the follow- rather small. As in the other cases, the CRASH calculation 
ing table, has been corrected. 
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Ford Tempo Fleet The real world accidents that these tests simulate, in 
addition to railroad crossings, include impact with boulders, 

Crash severity Velocity change % of deployments 
N = 41 culverts, buried objects, irregular terrain, embankments, 

and rocks, as well as ditches and curbs. The deer test simu- 
Minor Less than 13 mph 10 lates accidents involving related low mass animals as well 
Moderate 13-20 mph 76 
Severe More than 20 mph 14 as deer. 

Conclusions 
1. At this time, there appears to be a lack of consensus as Air bag deployment situations versus ¯ 

to definition of the vehicle tests required for air bag system 
proposed test matrix development. 

In previous sections of the paper tests were proposed to 2. A review of tests that are presently being used has led to 
establish a basis for crash sensor threshold behavior. The a definition of five distinct categories of vehicle tests which 
accident data files were searched to determine how fre- could be conducted. Specifics of the tests in these categories 
quently these tests simulated situations in which the air bag are given. 
was deployed in on-the-road accidents. The following table 3. A category defined as "Severe Rough Road 
summarizes air bag deployments in the three air bag fleets Exposures" includes tests of fundamental importance with 
that relate to the various test conditions proposed. Although regard to crash sensor requirements. 
in the above examination of fleet deployment crash severity 4. A review of procedures in present use indicates that 
was classified as "minor," "moderate," or "severe," the results of dummy data and simple computer modeling may 
following table divides these crash deployments into two be inappropriate for analysis of crash sensor requirements in 
categories, "High Speed" and "Low Speed," in keeping the regime of relatively small "delta v" crash occurrences. 
with the proposed test categories outlined in previous sec- 5. Real world air bag deployment experiences with three 
tions of the paper. The "Low Speed" category was arbi- groups or "fleets" of cars was analyzed and the relative 
trarily set as those deployments below 15 mph and "High merit or value of the test was established. 
Speed" as those above 15 mph. Since the velocity change 6. Additional definition and supplementation of these 
was not known in every case, the percentage obtained from tests are required. However, a move to establish a protocol 
those known was distributed over the entire file to deter- in the vehicle test community may be warranted. 
mine the number of occurrences. This paper presents the views of the authors, and not 

necessarily those of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration. 

No. of Occurrences 

Test GM Police Tempo References 
High Speed 99 12 108 

(1) DOT HS-802 301 Executive and Tabular Summary of 
Low Speed 56 17 99 

Severe Rough Rd 27 11 9 Air Bag Field Experience, Volume 1, No. 1, April 1977 

Fleet 14 2 1 (2) DOT HS-803 416 Executive and Tabular Summary of 
Air Bag Field Experience, Volume 2, No. 1, May 1978 

(3) DOT HS-805 062 Executive and Tabular Summary of 
The Fleet test numbers reflect non-crash deployments. Air Bag Field Experience, Volume 3, No. 1, August 1979 

Fleet tests provide invaluable information on the air bag (4) Romeo, D. J., and Morris, J. B., Driver Air Bag Fleet 
system other than causes for undesired deployments. Infer- Demonstration Program, A 24 Month Progress Report, 
mation gained on maintenance problems and procedures, Tenth International ESV Conference, DOT HS-806 916, 
system durability and reliability, design problems, and sys- Oxford, England July 1985 
tern acceptability are not reflected in the table above. (5) Backaitis, S. H., and Roberts, J. V., Occupant Injury 

The section on Severe Rough Road Exposures outlined Patterns in Crashes With Air Bag Equipped Government 
four tests to simulate exposures outside normal rough road Sponsored Cars, SAE 872216 
driving. The following table summarizes the fleet experi- (6) Wilson, R. A., General Motors Corporation, Crash 
ence relating to deployment accidents resulting from these Testing The General Motors Air Cushion, Fifth 
types of exposures. International ESV Conference, London, England, June 

1974 
No. of Occurrences (7) Wagner, R., Audi A.G., A 30 MPH Front/Rear Crash 

Test GM Police Tempo With Human Test Persons, SAE 791030 October 1979, 

Ditch 6 3 2 Twenty Third Stapp Car Crash Conference 
Curb 7 2 -- (8) Breed, D., and Costelli, V., Problems in Design and 
Rail 11 -- -- Engineering of Air Bag Systems, SAE 880724 February 
Deer 3 6 7 1989 

(9) Insurance Institute For Highway Safety Status Report 
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Vol. 24, No. 2, February 25, 1989 Performance in Circumstances Where Deployment is not 
(10) Letter, dated June 18, 1984, General Motors to Mic- Desired 

hael M. Finkelstein, NHTSA, forwarding a Description of (11) Accuracy and Sensitivity of CRASH, DOT HS-806 
General Motors Tests for Evaluating Air Bag 152, March1982 

The Development of an Advanced Airbag Concept 

Lennart Johansson, Jan Billig, 
Hugo Mellander, 
Volvo Car Corporation 
Bernd Werner, Peter Hora, 
Bayern Chemie GmbH Nose 

Abstract 
Interaction between the head of the driver and the steer- 

ing wheel may cause facial injuries, especially in high speed ~ Jaw 
accidents. 

Air cushion technology provides the means of distribut- 
Figure 2. Facial injuries are mostly to the forehead, nose, ing and reducing the inertia forces acting on the head and the mouth/teeth and jaw. 

face. 
This paper describes the development of an airbag sys- 

tem, including the electrical sensor which is integrated in Since the total pattern of injuries decreases with the usage 
of belts, the remaining facial injuries constitute a greater the steering wheel, and it focuses on the problems of posi- 

tioning the sensor in the steering wheel, proportion of the injuries suffered than previously. 

Information from necessary sensor testing, both on rough Normally, the injuries are relatively slight, but this type of 
cosmetic injury often creates psychological problems for roads and in crash conditions, is presented. 

The improvements which are achieved, in terms of re- the victims, and rehabilitation can, in some cases, take 

duced violence to the face, have also been assessed experi- years. 

mentally by using a test dummy with a load sensing face. Our goal was to optimise an airbag system for the belted 
driver and, by using a high level of integration, to produce a 
cost-effective and compact system. A bag in the steering Introduction wheel would protect against skull and facial injuries in 

In connection with the increased usage of seat belts in head-on collisions and increase the chances of survival in 
Europe, the number of serious injuries in collisions has high speed collisions. Trimming a bag for a restrained 
decreased, occupant meant that the bag could be made smaller than the 

US-system (for unrestrained occupants). 

Injury rate 

40. IBelt : Unbelted 

30. l effectiveness / 

20- 
Ited 

10- 
Stated 

10 2’o 3b ~o ~) 6~ ~;OMph Eurobag US-bag 

Figure 1. Injury rates for belted and unbelted front seat Figure 3. The pictures show the difference in size between a 
occupants at different stated accident speeds. (Ref. 1) bag for a belted driver (Eurobag) and a bag complying with 

FMVSS 208, 

However, despite the belt, there is still the problem of 
skull and facial injuries sustained by the driver when his The results after computer simulation and sled tests 

head hits the steering wheel in high speed accidents. Volvo’s showed that a bag with a volume of approximately 35 litres 

accident statistics show that 10% of drivers in head-on (diameter 550 mm) without internal straps gave the best 

collisions receive skull and facial injuries. See figure 2. results. 
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A small bag has advantages with regard to out-of- The advantages of this are, among other things, that the 

position-exposure. Omission of the straps meant that the sensor can be fitted directly onto the inflator and, because of 

bag could be made relatively simple in design. If a bag the fact that all system components are in the steering wheel, 
material with a coating which can be welded is used, a cheap the system could be installed as an aftermarket item. 
method of manufacture can be developed whereby two discs 
(one of which has a pre-welded disc with the necessary Sensol" development 
attachment holes for the inflator) are welded together. (See The Eurobag sensor, fitted in the steering wheel, is ba- 
figure 4). sically an electronic software controlled microprocessor 

system. The trigger algorithm follows" standard" accelera- 
tion signals within electronic airbag systems, i.e. above a 

~! 
"- certain acceleration threshold and when a certain velocity 

change has occurred, the power switch is triggered to ignite 
the squib. The threshold depends on the crash behaviour of 
the actual car. 

The development of the sensor was directed towards Vol- 
vo 740/760. The 760 model also contains a tiltable steering 
wheel (tiltable +7°), and this must be considered in the 
development of the sensor. (figure 7) 

7": 

Figure 4. Three parts welded together to a bag.                                                                               . 

Since the inflator only needed to generate gas for a 35 litre 

bag, its dimensions could be reduced as shown in figure 5. 

Standard 
Inflator New Inflator 

Figure 5. A Eurobag inflator (-15% smaller in diameter and Figure7. The760steeringwheelcanbetiltedtothreepositions 

-20% lower in height) compared with the conventional inflator. _+7° from the normal position), 

This gives not only a reduction in weight, but the new                              Z 

inflator also occupies less space in the steering wheel. 

System layout 
The whole system is located in the steering wheel, i.e. the 

cover, the bag, the inflator, the sensor, including diagnostic 
and reverse energy units, the connector coil and the warning 
lamp. (Figure 6) 

~~ Figure 8. Steering wheel with 5 accelerometers in the different 
co,,, directions. 

~°*~ wom,og ~mp Development of software 

=,,r~,�~ The sensor development began with the accumulation of 
measuring data. With the aid of a measuring unit with five 

Figure 6. Eurobag concept, accelerometers fitted in the steering wheel, signals from a 
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number of different collisions were registered, to be an- calculated times were compared with the requirement ac- 
alysed later, cording to the 125 mm criteria. 

The accelerometers were placed in the X, ¥ and Z axes The trigger time that the total system must meet was 
and +45° from X. (figure 8) determined by the conventional 125 mm requirement, i.e. 

the time required for an unbraked mass to move 125 mm in a Tests were carried out at different speeds from 4 mph to 
35 mph and were of types 0°, 30°, 90°, 180°, pole and crash. (figur~ 11). This is to avoid interaction between a 

underride. (figure 9) deploying bag and the occupant. 

o* ~o* so* ,~o* 

Displacemento:O~~ 
~ 

Bag ~ Latest triggering moment 

Figure 9. Different types of collision situations, where meas- J/ I -- ~"~ms~ 
urements of acceleration in the steering wheel were registered. 

20 ms      50 ms                  Time 

Since the sensor should not trigger during different types Figure 11. Unbraked mass (the "worst case .... of an unre- 

of rough-road driving, measurements were carried out on strained driver) may move, due to inertia, a maximum of 125 mm 
before the bag is fully inflated. 

that type of surface as a reference. Examples of "non- 
triggering situations" are curbs, road depressions and dif- 
ferent types of bumps. (figure 10) Further analysis work has shown that when belts are used, 

a longer time delay can be accepted. But for the develop- 
ment of this sensor, the 125 mm requirement was adhered 

Curb stone Road depression 

~ 
._~-’~ 

After a number of development stages, a signal process- 
~ ~ ~O~" ing algorithm was obtained which fulfilled the set triggering 

criteria, without inadvertent triggering during rough-road 
simulation. 

Pot hole Corrugated road 

The algorithm is subdivided into four paths. Path 1 inte- 

~ ~wwvv-~ 
grates the acceleration signal once to a delta velocity pro- 

~ portional voltage. Path 2 integrates the acceleration signal 
twice to a voltage that is proportional to the displacement of 

Figure 10. Examples of rough-road situations, a free mass. Path 3 integrates the negative acceleration once 
to a velocity proportional signal and is used to recognize the 

¯ Curb-stone testing was performed against a 100 direction of the crash. Path 4 compares the acceleration with 

mm high curb at 35 mph and a 150 mm high curb a certain threshold and controls the connection of the signals 

at 30 mph. After such curb-stone driving, the car evaluated in Path 1 to Path 3. In the logic block, the signals 

is damaged, but the driver unharmed, are connected together depending on certain thresholds and 

¯ Road depressions at speeds up to 55 mph and with timing functions. 

maximum load in the car. In general it can be said that in a normal crash, the trigger 

¯ Driving on pot-holes and Belgian pav~ with signal for the squib is generated by Path 1, if a certain 

wheels both locked and rolling, threshold is exceeded. Path 2 to Path 4 are used to distin- 

¯ Test driving was also performed with unbalanced guish between a crash situation when a trigger signal should 

wheels at different speeds, 
be generated and, for example, an acceleration signal gener- 
ated in rough road conditions where no triggering is 

The accumulation of signals was also supplemented by required. 
measurements made when hitting the steering wheel with This algorithm was implemented in the hardware solu- 
different objects, e.g. a hammer and a fist. All tests were tion which was developed simultaneously. (figure 12) 
done with the steering wheel tilted at the three different The programme also includes a diagnostic section which 
angles. The measured acceleration levels from the different continuously controls the main components of the system. 
tests were used as input data to a computer simulation pro- Also included is a part of the programme which calibrates 
gram, which simulates the sensor’s signal processing. The the acceleration transducer during the final test in the fac- 
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on board. If faults occur in any of the components, the 
~ 

r~ rT-~ ........................................... ,~,~i~-" diagnostic unit gives a signal to a lamp located in the steer- 

~--k~--~ ing wheel cover. 

Figure 12. Schematic block diagram showing the signal condi- 
tioning parts of the sensor, 

tory via software and compensates the acceleration trans- 
Figure 13. Block diagram showing the hardware concept. 

ducer sensitivity over various temperatures. If a failure is 
detected a failure lamp lights up. The final prototypes were verified in a large number of 

sled tests and full-scale collision tests. The system fulfilled 
Development of hardware all criteria. Furthermore, a number of different rough-road 

With the help of simulation and practical tests it was tests were performed, and these proved positive, i.e. the 

found that an accelerometer in the direction of the steering sensor did not trigger. 

shaft was sufficient to give acceleration signals which could Crash test results 
be used. The hardware was built up around a micro- 
processor with the necesssary protective circuits and watch- 

Full-scale collisions have been performed from 0° and 

dog. The unit was fitted with a capacitor for a reserve energy 
30°, pole and under-ride at speeds of 30, 35 and 40 mph. The 

supply in case the ordinary voltage feed is cut off in a 
Eurobag system was found to function well as a comple- 
ment to the seat belt in all the above situations. The sensor 

collision. The voltage supply to the sensor is fed through a 
located in the steering wheel fulfils the specified require- 

contact reel of clockspring type since the slip rings for the 
ments and functions with the steering wheel tilted in differ- 

horn were found unreliable. The tests performed with slip 
ent positions. 

rings showed that in cold conditions condensation could The tests showed that the Eurobag concept reduced Hic 
freeze on the tracks and cause a voltage cut for up to 10 by approximately 25-30%, see figure 14. 
minutes. Consequently the voltage feed via the slip rings is 
used for redundancy. Hic [] 

The hardware concept, shown in the attached block dia- 24% Eurobag 

gram, is structured in three major parts: acceleration sensor 800- 28% [] 

with amplifier; microcontroller and memory; power switch 700 - 29% 
and power supply. 

Acceleration sensor with amplifier 6OO 

Piezoelectric acceleration sensor with high shock resis- 500- 

tance; amplifier as impedance converter and filter; diagnos- 
tic unit for acceleration sensor. 

400- 

Microcontroller and memory 40 mph 35 mph~ 30 mph 

Triggering of power switch for squib ignition depending Sled test Barrier test Barrier test 

on implemented software controlled trigger algorithm; con- 
trolling of all diagnostic functions; software stored in the 

Figure 14. Typical values from the evaluation tests. 

memory. 
Another advantage with the Eurobag was that it reduced 

Power switch and power supply unit the forward movement of the head by approximately 20%. 

Low impedance power switch for squib ignition and fail- The forces on the torso belt were reduced by approximately 

ure lamp control with integrated diagnostic functions; volt- 10%, see figure 15. 

age regulator for conditioning of the car supply voltage; Without a Eurobag there is a variation in measured Hic 

overvoltage protection and switch for reserve energy supply values due to different head impact location in the tests with 
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In order to confirm the reduction of facial injuries, a load- 

kN sensitive face dummy was used in the different collision 

¯ Seatbelt only situations. With the Eurobag concept, the facial pressure is 
8- [] E,ronag reduced by an average of 80%, (figure 16). 

" Conclusions 
6- This project has shown that a small bag, optimized for 

belted drivers is an excellent complement to the seat belt. It 
protects the head against impact against the steering wheel 
and thereby reduces the risk of head and facial injuries in 
head-on collisions. 

The possibility to position the sensor in the steering 
Figure 15. 10% reduction of torso belt forces with Eurobag. wheel was successfully demonstrated. By using an 

electronic sensor, a sufficiently complex conditioning of the 
the steering wheel tilted at different angles. However, with signal could be made to meet the non-triggering and 
the Eurobag concept, a much more consistent behaviour triggering requirements and also to diagnose and indicate 
was observed, with lower Hic values, faults in the system. There is now the possibility to choose 

between a body-mounted crash sensor or a sensor located 
Typical readings from sled testing 

directly on the safety system. 
The advantages and disadvantages of these two 

approaches have to be further investigated and they will 

¯ With Eurobag probably vary for different categories of cars. 

[] Without E~ob~ 

c (1) H Norin, G Karlsson, J Komer: "Seat Belt Usage in 

]) Sweden and its Injury Reducing Effect". SAE 840194. 
(2) S Koyabashi, K Honda, K Shitanoki: "Reliability 

E Considerations in the Design of an Airbag System". ESV 
r 1987. 

............. (3) G F Kirchoff et al: "Advanced Concepts for Driver 

Air Cushion Systems". ESV 1985. 
Figure 16. Comparison of facial pressure with and without Eu- (4) D S Breed, V Castelti: "Problems in Design and 
robag. The bar dia~lram shows the highest achieved pressure in 
any of the measur,ng plates with the same designation. Engineering of Airbag Systems". SAE 880724. 

The Passive Restraint Approach 

Robert a. Munson, ¯ The Decision Making Process--Supplemental 

Automotive Safety Office, Ford Motor Air Bag vs. Motorized Automatic Belts vs. 

Company, United States Manual Automatic Belts 
¯ Air Bag and Passive Belt System Overview 
¯ The Effects of Mandatory Use Laws on Passive 

Restraint Decisions 
Abstract ¯ Passive Restraint System Field Experience 

This paper presents an overview of Ford’s experience ¯ The Continental Passenger Side Supplemental 

with "passive restraint" systems. It seeks to update the Air Bag 

conference as to the available field experience with passive 
restraint systems being installed in Ford Motor Company 

Introduction vehicles. The present United States occupant crash 
protection standardrequiresaphase-inofpassiverestraints. This paper will focus on Ford’s passive restraint 

Passive restraints can be automatic belts or air bags. An experience since the 10th ESV conference, where another 

overview will be presented of Ford’s passive belt and paper entitled "Supplemental Driver Airbag System--Ford 

supplemental driver and passenger air bag experience, Motor Company Tempo and Topaz Vehicles" was 

including: presented. 
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Ford’s passive restraint program consists of the air bag passenger on U.S. passenger cars beginning, on a phase- 

supplemental restraint system in combination with an active in basis, in 1987. Further, NHTSA required installation 

3-point safety belt on certain vehicles and motorized of passive restraints on all U.S. passenger cars manufac- 

automatic shoulder belts with active lap belts for driver and tured on or after September 1, 1989 (i.e., the 1990 model 

right front passenger on other vehicles. It is estimated that year). The following summarizes a few of the many fac- 

through late April 1989, over 40,000 Model Year 1985 tors that Ford considered regarding passive restraint 

through 1989 Ford Tempo and Mercury Topaz vehicles with implementation. 

the Supplemental Driver Air Bag Restraint system have Ford began its evaluation program by prioritizing the 

been built and sold (see figure 1). These vehicles have anticipated practical safety benefits of various passive 

experienced more than three-quarters of a billion miles of restraint alternatives on the basis of overall effectiveness, 

travel, with an estimated 620 accidents that were severe anticipated usage and customer acceptance. The two-point 

enough to cause the air bag to deploy. Ford and NHTSA’s motorized passive shoulder belt system was viewed very 

monitoring programs have reports of 233 of these favorably, although more costly than non-motorized belt 

deployments. The results are summarized in figure 2. 
systems, based on anticipated usage and resultant 

effectiveness. Market research confirmed customer 

TEMPO / TOPAZ SALES * preference for motorized belts, but they were not considered 

practicable for larger cars with three front seat positions. 
1085 1086 1007 1988 1089 TOTAL NHTSA, after extensive investigation, had concluded 

FLEETS 
that air bags in combination with three-point active belts 

¯ FEDERAL 5000 - 1500 - - 6500 offered the highest effectiveness in terms of reducing both 
¯ OTHER 2400 3700 4800 3100 2500 16,500 fatalities and injuries (see figure 3). However, this 

RETAIL - 100 5400 8000 3500 17,000 conclusion assumed that three-point active belt use was 100 

percent. Before an air bag supplemental restraint system- 
TOTAL 40,000 based program could be pursued feasibility and 

¯ (AS OF 4120109) 
practicability had to be established and there had to be 

assurance of greatly increased three-point safety belt usage. 
Figure 1. Sales of Tempo and Topaz equipped with the driver Ford believed then as now that air bag practicability would air bag supplemental restraint system, 

be established and the vast majority of the U.S. population 

TEMPO [ TOPAZ AIR BAG would be covered by effective mandatory seat belt use laws. 

On that basis, Ford continued pursuit of an aggressive air 

FLEET EXPERIENCE (AS OF 4-20-89) bag implementat;on program that continues to the present 

time. 

ESTIMATED NHTSA ESTIMATED 

MILES DRIVEN (MILLIONS) 800 RESTRAINT EFFECTIVENESS RANGES 1_/ 

ACCIDENTS 5200 

DEPLOYMENTS 620 
ESTIMATED RESTRAIHT EFFECT~VEHESS ~.GES 

AIR BAG 

AND LAP/ 
REPORTED ~AP AND    AUTOMATIC AIR BAG SHOULDER 

INJURY LEVEL SHOULDER BELT     BELT       (ONLY)       BELT 

DEPLOYMENTS                                             233 
FATAL           40 - 50%        35 - 50%     20 - 40%     45 - 55% 

BELT USE                         87% 
AIS 2-5 45-55% 40-55% 25-45% 50-60% 

INJURIES: MODERATE               16 
1_/NHTSA DOCKET 74-14; NOTICE 36, "OCCUPANT CRASH PROTECTION; FINAL RULE’. 

SERIOUS 3 Figure 3. NHTSA effectiveness estimates. 

FATALITIES (DRIVER) 3 

Figure 2. Tempo/Topaz supplemental air bag fleet experience. After thorough review of the technical issues and supply 

base requirements necessary for supplemental air bag 
The 1989 model year Lincoln Continental is equipped programs, it was determined that programs calling for 

with a standard driver and right front passenger Air Bag supplemental air bags on some vehicle lines and motorized 

Supplemental Restraint System. For the 1990 Model Year, belts on other vehicles would be the only practicable means 

Ford plans to equip nine car lines with a driver-side Air Bag of meeting the 1990 effective date. To allow for increased 

Supplemental Restraint System. driver-side supplemental air bag availability, Ford 
petitioned NHTSA for extension of the 1.0 credit to allow 

The Decisionmaking Process for driver-side air bag and 3-point active belts after the 1989 

model year. 
In July 1984, NHTSA amended FMVSS 208 to require In its petition to NHTSA, Ford stated that if the petition 

passive restraints for both the driver and right front were granted, it would, in all likelihood: 
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® Install supplemental driver air bags on a majority                  1989 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR BAG RESTNAINT SYSTEM {SRS} 

of its NAAO-designed cars. 

¯ install passenger-side air bags in some 1990 CRASH SENSORS 
model year cars as resolution of technical issues WIRING HARNESS\ 

and supply base constraints allowed. DIAGNOSTIC 

These product plans have produced real and tangible 

effects. In the 1987 model year. Ford offered its first 

motorized two-point passive belt system as standard 

equipment on the Ford Escort and Mercury Lynx. In 1988. 

use of this system was extended to the Ford Tempo and 

Mercury Topaz. while continuing to offer a driver side j PASSENGER 
supplemental air bag as an option. The all new 1989 Ford 

/~../ 
aiR BAG |GNITOR 

Thunderbird and Mercury Cougar models are equipped DRIVER AIR BAG AIR BAG READINESS 

with the motorized belt system while the 1989 Continenta! ~                              / 
iNDICATOR 

is the first domestic U.S. car to offer both driver and right ~-’~ 

front passenger side supplemental air bags as standard 

equipment. 
Figure 5. Supplemental air bag system. 

For the 1990 model year. Ford will provide supplemental 
each of the fifty states to enac~ legislation on requiring 

driver-side air bags on nine of its car lines: some of which, 
safety belt usage. Currently, thirty-three states plus the 

like Continental. will also offer standard supplemental 
District of Columbia tsee figure 6) have laws requinng 

passenger side air bags. We anticipate approximately one 
safety belt usage at least for front seat occupants. In 

million !990 Ford passenger cars will be sold with 
addition, all fifty states have enacted laws requiring the use 

supplemental driver or driver/right front passenger air bags 
of child restrmnts for infants and young children. Ford has 

as standard equipment: we believe in the 1990 model year. 
been actively involved in supporting the passage of these 

Ford will produce and sell more cars equipped with standard laws and has encouraged safety bel{ usage through public 
supplemental air bags than any other manufacturer in the support of safety belt education for our employees, our 
world {see figure 4). 

customers and the public at large. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 

PASSIVE RESTRAINT AVAILABILITY 

MANDATORY SEAT I~ELT USE LAWS 
MODEL yEAR CAR LtNES pASSiVE SYSTEM ACTIVE SYSTEM 

~ REPEALED 

Figure 4. Ford passive restraint availability,                                                                   ~ ~o 
~ PASSED 

Air Bag and Passive Belt System 
Overview Figure 6. Mandatory use laws. 

As shown in figure 5, the supplemental air bag system has Increased safety belt usage remains key w passe~e 
four basic subsystems, the sensors, the diagnostic module. restraint system overall effectiveness. Prior to the 
the electrical system and the air bag module or modules. A enactment of the first state safety belt use laws in the mid- 
detailed description of these subsystems is included in eighties, safety belt usage in the U.S. was only about 12 
attachment I. The Ford passive belt system, consisting of a percent. Today, it has reached 46 percent nationally and 
motorized automatic shoulder belt. active lap belt and knee over 51 percent in states with mandatory use laws Passive 
bolsters also is described in detail in attachmenl 1. belts, either motorized or non-motorized, result in 

substantial] y higher usage rates than active belts, leading 

Mandatory Use Laws greater net effectiveness in helping reduce fatalities and 

Unlike many other countries, the United States does not ~njuries on American highways As active safety beli usage 

have a national law or regulation governing safety belt rates continue to increase, the combination of a~ active 

usage by the occupants of motor vehicles. It has been left to three pmnt safe~y belt and supplemental air bags for the 
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driver and right front passenger has the potential to provide neither incident was judged to be survivahle by experts at 

even greater net etfectiveness, the scene, regardless of restraint system design. In addition, 

Thus, it is very important that we in the safety community our search of the FARS, or Fatal Accident Reporting System 

continue to strive for increased safety belt usage so the data for the supplemental air bag- equipped vehicles has 

maximum benefit from the pass~ e restraint systems now provided information on two additional fatalities in these 

being installed in cars may be obtained. We have known for vehicles. The other two fatal accidents were side impact 

many years that getting vehicle occupants to buckle up is the collisions, for which air bags are not designed to activate. 

single mos~ important action fk~r improving highway safety. 

It is clear that buckling up is still the most important action 

even in vehicles with supplemental air bags or a 2-point 

motorized shoulder belt system. 

Air Bag and Passive Belt System Field 
Experience 

Ford vehicles with supplemental air bags have now 

experienced over three-quarters of a billion miles of traveli 

~I~:> date, I am pleased to report, the system has functioned as 

designed in every collision that has been reported to us. In 

addition, we are unaware of any air bag equipped car in 

service experiencing an inadvertent inflation of the air bag 

or bags. The vast majority of the mileage and reported 

collisions which caused the air bag to inflate have occurred Figure 8. Tempo air bag ~atal accident No. 

in the Ford Tempo and Mercury Topaz vehicles, which have 

:been in production since the t985 Model Year. One resulted in a driver fatality and one resulted in a 

There are now also a small number of collisions which passenger fatality. Although the numbers are quite sma!l, 

have resulted in the inflation of the driver and passenger we currently have equal numbers of fatalities from frontal 

supplemental air bag system in 1989 model year Lincoln accidents and from non-frontal accidents. 

Continentals. These data are summarized in figure 7. I 

would also like to emphasize two other points about the 

data. Active safety belt usage in the Ford Tempo and 

Mercury Topaz vehicles was reported as over 85 percent. 

This undoubtedly played a significant role in the 

effectiveness of the supplemental air bag. Many of the 

vehicles are owned by government and private fleets, which 

require or strongly encourage safety belt usage. Moreover, 

it is interesting to note that belted drivers have yet to suffer a 

non-fatal serious injury. All serious injuries reported were 

suffered by unbelted vehicle drivers. 

There have been two: driver fatalities in these vehicles 

that resulted ~¥om head-on crashes with trucks (one belted). 

As can be seen from figures 8 and 9, neither vehicle had an 

intact passenger compartment following the crash and 

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL AIR   gure Tempo air  ,ag accident Ho. 

The data available from our passive restraint-equipped 

SALES (AS OF 4-213) 27,3t30 vehicles is too limited to allow us to evaluate system 

DEPLOYN~ENTS (AS OF 4-20) 37 
effectiveness quantitatively. However, detailed studies of 

PASSENGENS 4 
both supplemental air bag and passive belt vehicles are 

ongoing. One key area of research underway is to compare 
~NJ~I:I~S safety belt usage rates in 1988 and 1989 mode! year 

MODERATE - Continentals. We are concerned that safety belt usage rates 

SER~O~S - be maintained at their current high levels, or increased. Our 

FATALITI~S _ studies of front seat occupants of new Ford and Lincoln/ 

Mercury vehicles including non-air bag 1988 Lincoln 

DEPLOYNENT NOTICE INFORNATION IS SKETCHY Continentals show safety belts usage Of approximately sixty 

Figure 7. Lincoln Continental air bag supplemental restraint percent. We will be measuring usage rates in the air bag- 

experience: equipped 1989 Continentals later this year in the same 
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locations to evaluate if supplemental air bags affect safety 

belt use (see figure !0). We are continuing to study usage 

rates and will study crash statistics to develop objective 

measures of our passive restraint system field performance. 

We look forward to reporting the results of these studies a~ a 

future date. 

BELT USAGE SURVEY PLANS 

~, CONT|NENTAL - WITH / WITHOUT AIR BAGS, 
MODEL YEAR 1988 versus 1989 

= BELT USE IN CURRENT CARS AND LIGHT TRUCKS 

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 

QUARTER VEHICLE LINES 

I TEMPO / TOPAZ, F-SERIES, BRONCO 

I~ MUSTANG, PROBE, AEROSTAR 

Ill CONTINENTAL, TAURUS / SABLE, 
ECONOLINE Figure 11. Air bag sensor. 

iV CROWN VIC / GRAND MARQUIS, T’BIRD, 
RANGER / BRONCO 

supplemental restraints and are of ball and tube design. 
Figure 10. Ford belt usage survey plans. They utilize a biasing magne~ to hold the ball fimaly at the 

aft end of the tube. The activation of the sensor requires a 
Continellta~ Passenger Side deceleration of sufficient magnitude and duration to 

Supplemental Air Bag overcome the bias of the magnet and sustain the trave| of the 

The 1989 Lincoln Continental has the first driver and ball down the tube for several milliseconds, damped by the 

column of air in the tube. to close the contacts at the forward right front passenger air bag supplemental restaint system 

introduced as standard equipment in the 1980’s by a United end of the tube. The ball and the contacts are gold plated for 

States automaker, These vehicles have now been available reliability. The sensor is designed to respond to impacts up 

to the public since last fall. Over 27.300 have been sold as of to 30° left and right of the longitudinal axis of the vehi cle. A 

late April 1989. There have been 37 reported accidents of typical system will have five sensors in the front of the 

sufficient severity to have deployed the air bags. We are vehicle. Three are "crash sensors" and two are "safing 

unaware of any fatalities or serious injuries of either drivers sensors". At least one crash sensor and one sating sensor 

or passengers in these vehi cles. must close simultaneously to activate the air bag system and 

inflate the air bags. 

Summary Diagnostic Module 
We are clearly on the threshold of a new era in restraint The air bag system diagnostic module continuously 

systems. Ford will go from producing 70.000 driver or itors the system readiness and verifies for the vehicle opera- 
driver/right front passenger air bag-equipped vehicles in the for that it ~s ready to function whenever the vehicle is star- 
1989 model year to one million in the 1990 model year. The ted. This is done through the readiness indicator lamp on the 
remainder of our passenger cars will have automatic instrument panel which illuminates for abou~ six seconds 
shoulder belt restraint systems. The magnitude of these each time the vehicle is started. Each inflator and sensor 
changes is likely to make the next few months a very circuit is checked and. should a fault be found, the lamp will 
challenging time for our assembly operations, and for the flash to alert the vehicle operator that serwce ~s required. 
many involved suppliers. Our initial assessment of The flashes are coded to indicate the location and nature of 

customer acceptance and observed usage rates in vehicles the service required, and the "fault codes" are provided m 
equipped with these systems are encouraging. Detailed the service manual so the service technician knows which 
studies are underway, and we look [brward to seeing and area of the system requ,res serwceo 
reporting the results of passive restraint technology on the 

safety of automotive travel. Electrical System (Figure 

The electrical system consists of a power circuit directly 
Attachment l Air Bag and Passive from the battery, and winng to each crash sensor_ to the 

~elt Systerrll OYerg~ew diagnostic module, to the readiness indicator lamp, ~rom the 

start circuit, and to each air bag module, The driver side 

Sensors (Figure 11) circuitry includes a "clock spring" mechanism to transmi~ 

The sensors are used to determine the onset of a crash the electrical signal to the steering wheel-mounmd driver 

severe enough to require the inflation of the air bag module with a high degree of reliabitity, Currenl systems 
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TE~IPO/TOPAZ AIRBAG 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEN                    Finally, each module has a cover which protects the bag, 

but is designed to open when inflation is required. The 

C~ASH SEHSORS    A~G READINESS driver modules use a molded design which tears at molded 
~o~c~r~ in seams as inflation commences. The passenger side may 

~GN~TE, 
use a similar design, or a series of small interlocking plastic 
tabs to secure the two halves of the cover together, depend- 
ing on the geometry of the cover. 

Other S:vstem Components (Figure 14) 

~B~LT WA~NtNG L~GHT 

A.~ c.~E /~ ~1 heddiagnostic 
~ to determine if the unit is 
~., tire, er Place arid dispose \ 

’\ 
~ directed !n_ in_structions. \ D|AGNOST{C 

[ Under no ~ircum tsan~es should diagnosis be \ 
[ ~y powered test equip- 

Figure ~2, Air bag electriea! system, ~~ces. Tampering or mishan- 
~~ injury, For special 

also include wiring to a tone generator to provide indication 
~ h~ns, reler to the Ford Airbag 

of malfunction of the readiness indicator lamp circuit. L 
Shop Mcan~at. 1::53B-5403050-AA J 

Air Bag Modules (Figure 13) CONTA,NS SOD,UM AZ,DE 
AND POTASSIUiVl NITRATE CON- 

TENTS ARE POISONOUS AND 
TREMELY FLAMMABLE CONTACT WITH 

ACID, WATER, OR HEAVY METALS MAY PRO- 
OUCE HARMFUL AND IRRITATING GASES, OR 
EXPLOSIVE COM 
POUNDS DO NOT 
DISMANTLE IN- 
CINERATE OR 
BRING INTO 

CONTACT WITH 
ELECTRICITY OR 

STORE AT TEM- 

PERATURES 

EXCEEDING 200F KEEP OUT 

FIRST AiD: IF THE REACH 

CONTENTS ARE OF CHILDREN 
SWALLOWED IN- 
DUCE VOMITING -- FOR EYE CONTACT. FLUSH 

EYES WITH WATER FOR 15 MINUTES -- tF 

GASES FROM ACID OR WATER CONTACT 

ARE INHALED, SEEK FRESH AIR--IN 

Figure 13. Air bag modules, EVERY CASE, GET PROMPT 
MEDICAL, ATTENTION 

The air bag modules, either driver-side or passenger-side 
consist of the same basic components, although they are of 
different size and shape, and operate in slightly different 
manners. Each has a nylon "bag" although they are difi;er- 

THIS VEHICLE IS EQUIPPED WITH A SUPPLE- 

ent in shape, size and venting. The driver-side is smaller, 
MENTAL DRIVER AIRBAG SYSTEM. TAMPER- 
ING WITH OR DISCONNECTING THE AIRBAG 

approximately two cubic t’eet. The nylon is neoprene coated SYSTEM WIRING COULD DEPLOY THE BAG 
and venting is by way of two or more vents on the steering OR RENDER THE SYSTEM INOPERATIVE, 
wheel side of the bag. The bag also has internal straps to WHICH MAY RESULT IN HUMAN INJURY. 
help shape it into a fiat cushion shape rather than a sphere. E53B-5400014-AA 
The passenger side "bag" is uncoated nylon, somewhat 
larger without straps, and vented through the fabric poo 

rosity and through the aspiration ports between the inflator Figure 14. Air bag system labeling. 

and the bag. Its shape is more spherical, but flattened some- 
what against the windshield. The supplemental air bag restraint system is designed to 

Each module also has an inflator assembly, consisting of supplement the conventional lap/shoulder safety belt by 

a steel canister containing the gas generant, a sodium azide providing additional protection for the face, chest and head 

compound which combusts and releases nitrogen gas to in a frontal crash that is equal to or more severe than an 

inflate the bag. The inflator is activated by an electrical impact at 28 mph into a parked car of similar size, or a fixed 

signal which causes an igniter to initiate combustion of the object at 14 mph. Thus, there are many types of collisions 

gas generant. Fihering media is used to cool the gases and where it is not designed to activate, and probably will not. 

contain the combustion process within the inflator canister. Examples are side, rear and rollover types of accidents. The 
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Figure 15. Automatic shoulder belt passive restraint system. 

safety belt must be worn to help protect in these other types emergency locking retractor° The motors which position the 

of accidents. We also believe that the safety belt works with belt are activated by the position of the door switch and the 

the air bag in frontal collisions to help position and restrain ignition switch. The belt will move forward to allow ingress 

the occupant for maximum benefit from the combination of and egress whenever the adjacent door is opened. The belt 

belt and bag. However. in the event someone does not buck- will move back to the rear. or restrained position whenev er 

le up, knee bolster surfaces are provided to help control the adjacent door is closed and the ignition is on. However. 

in the event of a moderate to severe accident~ the inertia submarining and provide maximum benefit from the sup- 

plemental air bag. safety shutoff switch which disables the electric ft~el injec- 

An additional area that should be mentioned is labeling, tion system pump also shuts off the power to the safety be!~ 

Each vehicle equipped with the air bag supplemental re- system motors. The shoulder belts are designed to work 

straint system is labeled, from the vin plate "air bag" no- with the active lap belt to provide maximum protection. In 

the event the lap belt is not fastened, a knee bolster surface is menclature, to the individual warning labels on the modules 

themselves. These labels are designed to aid the people who provided to help control subrnarining. Two approaches have 

will use. service and. eventually, recycle the vehicle in been used to provide for emergency release of the automatic 

accomplishing their contact with the vehicle without unrea- shoulder belt. Some vehicles have an emergency release 

sonable risk of injury or accident, lever mounted on the console adjacent to the retractor. This 

lever allows the belt to spool out ex~en if the retractor re- 

Passive Belt System (Figure 15) mains locked after an accider~t. Other vehicles hay e a buckle 

The Ford motorized automatic belt system consists of a for emergency release located at the outboard end on the 

motorized automatic shoulder belt with an inboard mounted moving carriage. 

Crash Simulation Methods for Vehicle Development at Nissan 

Tatsuya Futamata, Hiroyuk~ Okuyama, not always have capability to simulate frontaI crash re- 

Nobuhiko Takahashi, sponses for vehicle structural design changes directly. Thus. 

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. as an alternative to this conventional method, a commercial 

nonlinear dynamic finite elemem program PAM-CRASH 

Abstract have introduced and researched to simulate vehicle crash 

For vehicle frontal crash simulation. Nissan has been characteristics using that program run ot~ a super computer. 

using a relatively simple lumped mass-spring simulation A step-by-step approach was ~a~en m simulate ~ tes~ 

combined with an in-house frame crash program CRAFT. vehicle crash response starting with its f?om side rail crash 

However. ~t has been recognized that this procedure does simulation, and finally, the simulated deceleration of t}~e 
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test vehicle was successfully correlated with its actual crash 
test result. 

The major issues to be solved in our further study will be 
model simplification and application of this simulation 
method to various types of test vehicles. 

Introduction 
The techniques used in carrying out large deformation 

vehicle crash analysis have recently been improved by the 

! ~.~-,~’~’~ 

use of super-computers and commercial nonlinear finite 
element analysis programs which have been suitably .,r~-: 

developed specifically for these computers. ~’~ 
In parallel with these improvements, a number of papers 

have appeared mainly concerning the modeling methods ~:igure 1. Sprin~l-mas$ method in conjunction with craft. 
and the crash characteristics obtained in vehicle high-speed 
frontal crash simulations, simulation. This method has been recognized as being very 

There has been no report of good vehicle deceleration useful because it requires a very little time to prepare the 

correlation between crash tests and finite element models and run the simulation calculations. 

simulations by which the dummy injury criteria can be Several issues have remained unresolved, however. One 
of them is that CRAFT does not have the capability to accurately determined. The principal reasons for this seem 

to be (1) computational cost (10 hours’ to 20 hours’ CPU simulate the crash characteristics of frames having 

time even with a super-computer), (2) software problems, longitudinal shapes which are too straight, that is, no plastic 

and (3) the lack of a reasonable modeling technique, hinges can be predetermined. This is especially true for 

Computational cost may be significantly reduced in the those frames which tend to fold like an accordion. Another 

near future by improving hardware capabilities in problem is that spring-mass simulation cannot deal directly 

conjunction with optimizing software algorithms. Software with the structural design changes intended. 

problems include the lack of appropriate finite element Against this background, we introduced the commercial 
nonlinear dynamic finite element program PAM-CRASH types for modeling some vehicle components, as some 

papers mentioned, for three purposes: to simulate every type of frame crash 

Modeling techniques become an issue when viewed from deformation pattern, to deal with partial or slight structural 

the fact that some papers show that the simulated vehicle design changes, and to simulate vehicle decele~ratlon 

deceleration curves do not simulate the tendencies seen in characteristics with sufficient accuracy. 

test results especially with regard to the latter part of the 
Simulation of Vehicle Frontal Crash deceleration’s time history. 

To overcome these deficiencies, we have introduced a Deceleration Characteristics 
commercial nonlinear dynamic finite element analysis 

As noted above, PAM-CRASH is being employed to 
program called PAM-CRASH. The program simulates 

simulate the deceleration characteristics of vehicle 
vehicle crash analysis and has been successful in 
reproducing the results of the test vehicles’ deceleration 

passenger car components during crash tests. We take a 

characteristics, 
step-by-step approach using partial models to finally 
correlate all vehicle model characteristics with the test 

This paper, accordingl’y, discusses the modeling 
techniques acquired in our research which is necessary for 

results. Each step or phase is outlined below. 

simulating vehicle frontal crash characteristics. Phase 1. Frame model 

Conventional Method Figure 2 shows a typical vehicle deceleration curve at a 
crash speed of around 50 km/h (Prototype A). Figure 3 

Nissan has thus far been using"spring-mass simulation" presents typical characteristics during the first half of the 
combined with an in-house program we call CRAFT as the crash. The dotted curve indicates the result of the simulation 
method for simulating vehicle component crash with a spring-mass model consisting of a lumped mass and 
characteristics. Figure 1 shows its simulation concept, nonlinear springs, as shown in figure 1. This simulated 

In CRAFT, a frame like a front side rail is modeled as a result correlates fairly well with the crash test data result 
structure consisting of rigid beams and plastic hinges for which, in turn, implies that the spring-mass model can ef- 
connecting those beams. The program simulates its fectively reproduce the crash phenomena as far as the first 
deformation pattern and force-deformation characteristics, half of the crash is concemed. 
The force deceleration characteristics are used for the Figure 4 shows a time history of the energy absorbed by 
corresponding spring element in the spring-mass model and each spring element in this model. From figures 3 and 4, it 
the vehicle characteristics are determined by spring-mass can be recognized that the first peak in figure 1 is derived 
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Figure 2. Typical deceleration curve. Figure 4. Energy absorbed by vehicle components (spring- 
mass simulation). 
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Figure 3. Comparison of deceleration curve between mass 
spring simulation and crash test. Figure 5. Effect of spot weld modeling. 

mostly from the deformation force of the front portion of the and the crash test of the front side rail. These figures clearly 
front side rails. This means that the first step in simulating indicate that both the deformed shape and the force-defor- 
vehicle deceleration is to obtain correlation for the front mation characteristics derived during finite element simula- 
side rail characteristics, tion correlate well with the test results. 

The front portion of the front side rail was then modeled 
by thin plate (shell) finite elements, and a dynamic crash Phase 2. Engine compartment panel model 
simulation was carried out using PAM-CRASH. In this The result of the spring-mass simulation (figure 4:. time 
case, modeling of the panel assembly was abbreviated as a history of energy absorbed by each spring element) also 
thickness increase although the test piece was spotwelded, indicates that the passenger compartment absorbs only 

This modeling concept is based on thefact that our funda- small amounts of energy during phases I and II of the whole 
mental study indicated that the simulation results were not collision process. This implies that the passenger compart- 
appreciably affected by different approaches to modeling ment moves almost as a rigid body with only a very small 
panel assemblies (figure 5). plastic deformation. Accordingly, we attempted to repro- 

Figures 6, 7, and 8 compare the results of the simulation duce the results of portions I and II of the deceleration curve 
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compared with the test result obtained under the same con- 

dition to confirm the appropriateness of the body panel 
modeling. 

The engine compartment body panels of the test vehicle 
were assembled for use as the test piece. All panels of the 
test structure were spot-welded to each other. On the other 
hand, the panel connections made by panel flanges in the 
finite element analysis model were modeled as a thickness 
increase as in the case of the frame model (figure 9). 

Figure 9. Engine compartment panel model. 

Figure 7. Test deformed shape of front side rail                                               ~--~ 

~- " A-F, 

~ S~MULAT~ON ......... ~ 

Figure 10. Simulation deformed shape of engine compartment 
pane! structure at 30 ms. 

0 10 20     30 40     50 

TIME (msec) 

Figure 8. Force-time characteristics of front side rail 

of the test results using finite element modeling of the en- 

gine compartment (the front portion of the body) and the 

simulatiom 

As a preparatory stage, only the body panels of the engine Figure 11. Deformed shape of engine compartment panel 

compartmem were modeled. The simulation result was structure at 30 ms. 
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Figures 10, 11 and 12 compare the simulation and test 
results in this case. These figures indicate that the finite 

element analysis model correlates well with the panel crash 
characteristics, and confirms the appropriateness of the 
body panel modeling. The calculation took 1.5 hours of 
CPU time when PAM-CRASH Ver. 10.0 was run on the 
CRAY-XMP/12. 

Figure 13. Engine compartment simulation model. 

~ SIMULATION the force from the power train components to the body 
(~ ~ ....... TEST panels is transmitted mainly through the closed sectional 

z beams around the lower area of the dash panel. Therefore, it 

’, ,, ’ I ( ;~ ~..., ",, .,, . 

-~, 0 10 0 30 
TIME (ms) 

Figure 12. Deceleration-time characteristic of engine compart. 
ment panel. 

Figure 14. Simulation deformed shape. 

¯ " Phase 3. Addition of power train components 

For the final step, the large components inside the engine 
compartment, such as the engine andthe transmission, were 

~ SIMULATION modeled by shell elements to simulate the first half of the 
test vehicle crash deceleration characteristics. Those com- i ....... TEST 

- ponent models were connected with the engine compart- A 
ment model as mentioned above. ~ " 

Lumped masses were attached to some of the component 
~ 

, 
model nodes so that the total mass, the center of gravity, and 
the inertia moment of each component could be adjusted to tr 

LU _ 
the same values as those of the test vehicle. The engine tu 
mounting brackets were also modeled by thin shell elements ~ 

ILl 
- and the rubber bushes were neglected. The suspension corn- r~ 

~ (.. 
; 

ponents were represented as lumped masses and added to                                ;’ 

the corresponding nodal points which support them. 
The crash characteristics of all components except for the 

body panels between the barrier and the front wall of the 
engine were represented by shell modeling of some of the ~ 
major components and by the stiffness of the front portion of 0 ~" ~ , , 

the engine model (figure 13). 
0 20 40 60 8~0 

Although the body panel structure model was reformed to 
extend backward slightly, the floor panels of the passenger 
compartment were modeled only at the front portion for the     Figure 15. Comparison of simulation and crash test decelera- 

~_ following reason. On test vehicle A during the frontal crash, tion curves. 
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can be assumed that the dependence of %rce transmission 
shell modeling procedure was partially modified and 

on the shear stress field of the floor panel is small enough to lumped masses were added. 

neglect the effect of modeling the rear portion of the floor 
The actual vehicle crash test around on initial velocity of 

panel. 50 km!h also demonstrated that the tires did not affect the 

The rear half of the vehicle body was represented as a 
deceleration characteristics significantly as far as this test 

moving barrier attached to the front body, with the motion vehicle and conditions were concerned. The doors were 

of the rear end nodes on the front body all being constrained m.odeled by beam elements which have the correlated 

except for the vehicle longitudinal direction. 
Y-direction crash characteristics of the door panels. The 

Figures 14 and 15 show the result of the simulation using hood and the fender panels were excluded in both the 

this model in comparison with the vehicle test results. The simulation and test. Figure 17 shows the whole vehicle 

figures clearly indicate that the simulation correlates close- model ~haI was finally devised. 

ly with the first half of the test deceleration time history 

except for the shape of the second peak curve as shown in 

figure 15. This calculation took 5 hours of CPU time using 

PAMoCRASH Vet. 10.0 run on a CRAY~XMPi12. 

Full Vehicle Simulation 
As outlined previously, considerable testing was                                          ~.-~._ 

involved to confirm the applicability of the finite element 

modeling method for simulating the crash characteristics of 

a vehicle front end. 
Here, the entire vehicle was modeled mainly by shell 

elements to simulate the vehicle frontal crash 

characteristics until crash deformation process was 

complete. The reason for this is that the pitching of the 

vehicle at the last half of the deceleration time history 
n~u~ ~7. gut& VlzHleL[-- 81MUU~T~ON NOBEL 

cannot be simulated by a model which has the rear half of 

the body acting as a rigid moving barrier to which a lumped 
Figures 18 and 19 indicate the simulated results obtained 

mass is attached. On the other hand, some studies have been 
using this whole vehicle model. These figures clearly show 

employed to determine the reason the Phase 3 model cannot 
that both the deformed shape and the deceleration 

simulate the second peak of the deceleration curve. 

Actual vehicle tests were carried out to analyze the 

phenomenon responsible liar making this peak. It was found 

that the time of contact between the power train and body 

panels was distributed around the peak of the deceleration 

curve as shown in figure 16. 

Thus, the meshing and the material characteristics of the 

mode! around these contact areas were reviewed, and the 

O : POWER TRAIN CONTACT 

W~TH BODY PANELS 

TIME {ms)                                                                      ’         "~’ 

Figure 18. C~mparison ol simulation and crash test 
Figure 18. Test vehicle deceleration, deformations. 
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ride-down efficiency by reforming the deceleration 
characteristics of passenger compartments. 

,~ Another aim will be to use component models to ascertain 

i 
SIMULATION force-deformation characteristics. Spring-mass simulation 

~ 
Ii ...... 

TEST can be carried out using these force-deformation curves as 

~ input data. This hybrid method will be most effective when 
¯ ~ 

~ 

used at the early conceptual design stage. 

~ 
~.,,,~./~,,, ~ 

Finally, the development of an efficient modeling 

/~ ,~ ~ i,,r v-, \ methodology for vehicles having various types of power 

¢~: ~, ~ 

" 

~,. 

train layouts and body structures will be a key objective. 

.... . ¯ 
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tires are characterized in such a way that good correlations 
by a mesh of 100 × 100 mm elements with the material 

between dynamic component tests and simulation are 
characteristics which is assumed to be equivalent to thin 

achieved. As a result, it is found that a simulation by a full 
steel plate of 1 mm thickness. 

vehicle model agrees quite well with the experimental re- 
Time integration by finite differences yields the solution 

suits in relation to the rotational behavior of vehicle, 
of the problem consisting out of acceleration, velocity and 

Analytical results to represent the crash characteristics by 
displacement time histories at each material particle or node 

of the structure. This time integration is performed using 
means of internal energies and transmitted forces among 

various components are also presented. This approach will 
explicit method. 

be useful to examine and to improve the crashworthiness. Simulation Fidelities 

Preface A full scale frontal barrier crash test at 35 mph was 

performed, obtaining both barrier force, which is defined as 
At high speed frontal collisions, a rotation of passenger force measured from load cells set on the barrier, versus 

compartment in a vertical plane, commonly referred to as vehicle deformation, and rotation and vertical movement of 

"nose dive", as well as the longitudinal vehicle passenger compartmentversustime. 

deformation often play important roles.(1) This rotation Taking the observation from test results and the outcome 

may give rise to substantial increase of crash space, or it of several componentwise simulation into account, a 

may degrade restraint capability of a seatbelt system, due to computer simulation is executed on the full scale vehicle 

an additional forward movement of the seatbelt anchorage simulation model, shown in figure 1. 

points. This paper describes the application of a large scale 

computer model to simulate the vehicle dynamics in the 

frontal barrier crash. The vehicle is assumed to be a typical 

passenger car represented by about 18,000 thin shell 

elements governed by a three dimensional Lagrangian 

explicit finite element code, called PAM-CRASH.(2)(3) 

The object of this study is to validate a full vehicle 

simulation model with respect to vehicle deformation and 

rotation. In addition, some discussions on the feasibility of 

treating crash process in relation to internal energies and 

transmitted forces are presented. 

Mathematical Modeling 
Mathematical representation Of an ordinary passenger car Figure 1. Full scale model. 

of front engine and front wheel drive is formed on a three- 

dimensional space, assuming it crashes into rigid barrier. 
The comparison of tested and calculated results with 

A total of 18,000 thin shell elements are used for the 
respect to the barrier force and the rotation and vertical 

bodywork and engine, to allow an accurate representation 
movement of passenger compartment is shown in figures 2, 

of their.external geometries and of the internal impacts that 
3, and 4. At this moment, the results of simulation do not 

occur during a crash. In addition, bar elements are used to 
compare to the test results. 

approximate the suspension unit by providing equivalent 
r- ......................................................... 

horizontal and vertical stiffnesses to these components. Bar ~ 000 . 
elements are also used to represent longitudinal door 
stiffness. Nodal constraint is used to approximate the engine ~9 ~oo!.1           (/~ 

. ........ ’r~,,~. 

supports. Bumper is excluded to reduce cpu-time. Instead, ~.,,.00 I. 

equivalent dimension of rigid body to residual of dolor- ~0 
mation of bumper is added as a substitute of the residual and ..~ 

longitudinal deformation of vehicle is expressed in such a L 2c~]- ., ~.- . 

way that difference of length between the bumper and its ~ ,.__,~ 
! 200 

residual is added to calculated deformation of the ~0~ :- ....... ~ i) c f o r" ~i~ a ~, i o ~ ( :,; ,’+ ) 

bodywork. 

A mesh of approximately 10 X 15 mm elements are used Figure 2. Comparison ot deformation characteristics (original 

at the front half of the engine compartment to capture the 
condition). 

impact buckling modes. This then is made progressively 

coarse toward the rear of the car. Static strain-stress curves 
Vehicle deformation 

of steel, linearly interpolated by 8 points, are used to Firstly, it is observed, in figure 2, a shift of 120 mm from 

characterize the steel. The windshield is included in the the origin on the lateral axes is made for the calculation, 

model because of its structural importance, and represented because of the reason stated before. Secondly, three phe- 
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0 5~/ I00 50 I00 Solid mount Soft mount 
Time (msee) Time (msee) 

(a) Lef t Hand Side (b) H ight Hand S ide : Figure 6. Effect by modification of engine mount. 

Figure 3. Comparison of passenger compartment rotation 
(original condition). " figure 6, the cause is considered that the engine supports 

! modeled by using nodal constraint are too stiff for the en- 
’~ gine to move parallel to the ground as test. Consequently, 

! 
1,~ ( ..... ) T~e ( ...... ) changing the model for the engine supports to bar elements, 

i~ 0° 50 ~oo ,~o ~oo 
which are characterized by using static stress-strain curves 

,i~ ~,,.. ........... 
, of the engine supports by test, good agreements between test 

i ~[ ~ ~00i " and simulation with respect to the behavior of the engine 
i~ ~oo ’, i and the barrier force are achieved. 

i 
200- ~, 200 --Sim~l~Liorl ’ 

I [ >- ....... Test 
i 

(a) [,ef’~ fiend Side (b) Rig, ht Hand Side 
~ 

-~ .......... 

Figure 4. Comparison of passenger compartment vertical o 
movement (at side rail front, original condition). 

Z,~ ~(:’° I] 
~i,’~’!I~;’~, ~ 

. 

Figure 7. Comparison of deformed characteristic (modified 
condition), 

(iii) For phenomenon 3, at this region, the barrier force by 
simulation, which is attained after the engine impacts bar- 

Large mesh Sinai 1 mesh rier, is lower than that by test. Deliberately adding sliding 
Figure 5. Effect by modification of crossmember, interfaces behind the engine between suspension tower and 

dash upper, etc., good agreements between test and simula- nomena which differ between test and simulation are oh- 
tion with respect to the barrier force are achieved. 

served as follows. 
Figure 7 shows the result of comparison of test with 

(i) For phenomenon 1, first peak force by simulation is 
simulation with all of the above-mentioned measures at a 

recognized as a consequence of an impact of the equivalent 
crossmember, engine supports, and sliding interfaces. It is 

dimension of rigid body to residual of bumper deformation, 
shown on this figure that these considerations result in good 

to the rigid barrier, which is neglected. Next, the value of the 
correlation between test and simulation with respect to bar- 

second peak force by simulation is higher than that by test. 
rier force. 

Judging from the difference of the deformation of cross- 
member between test and simulation as shown in figure 5, Vehicle rotation 
the cause is considered that mesh used to represent cross- In figure 3 and 4, it is observed that the rotation and 
member is too coarse for that to buckle at the point between vertical movement of passenger compartment differ be- 
its front-end and the engine support. Consequently, chang- tween test and simulation. Comparing deformation process 
ing the mesh size for crossmember from 100 X 100 mm to of each component during the crash between test and sim- 
30 X 30 mm, difference between test and simulation with ulation, observing high speed movie films of the test and 
respect to the deformation of the crossmember and barrier animated pictures of the simulation, it is recognized that 
force are improved, deformation of the tires, of the doors and of the hinge pillar 

(ii) For phenomenon 2, the deformation of the vehicle by of passenger compartment are much different between test 
simulation is smaller than that by test in figure 2, when the and simulation. Accordingly, validity of material charac- 
peak force is produced at the time when the engine contacts teristics or method of modeling for each of those compo- 
to the rigid barrier. Judging from the difference of the be- nents are examined further as follows. 
haviorofthe engine betweentestandsimulation as shown in (i) The tire, so far, has been represented by thin steel 
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comparable deformation to compare the results with those 
by the full scale crash test. It is found that deliberated model 

i 

of the door using shell elements results in good agreement 
......... ~; i Irl u 1 a. L i o rl between test and simulation with respect to barrier force as 

i~ ~ ]- shown in figure 9. 
i.~ ...... 

T (~. s L (iii) The hinge pillar, so far, has been represented by a 

i"-~ [I 0 ,~ mesh of 100 X 100 mm. A crash test of the hinge pillar into 
0.~ - ~! the rigid barrier is performed at 13.8 mph, which is selected 
o II 

~" (~ !i 
by the same reason stated just above. It is found that using a 

o ~ ’. " mesh size of 30 X 30 mm results in good agreement between 
!~- 60 :: i~ test and simulation with respect to barrier force as shown in 

I~ t_. , ; , figure 10. 

¯ ,-_ 17 ! 

.-- ~        ,--, ...... S i ~i u I a, t i o n 

0 ~ 0    f/0 1 2, 0 ] {10 2 0 0 .~. " ....... 1" e ,~ i; 
6 0 " " D e F o r rn a, L i o r~ ( m rn ) .~., ,, 

Figure 8. Deformation characteristic of tire o 

plates of 2 mm thickness. A crash test of the tire into the 
rigid barrier is performed at 4.7 mph, which is selected as ._ 

,, 
,,4....-" .... 

the speed for the tire to deform on the full scale vehicle crash ~.- 
~-- 20 ’., : 

test, obtaining barrier force versus tire deformation. By ~ "~..., 

executing the simulation of the tire about deformation char- 
c~ ",, ,’: 

acteristics with various thickness of thin steel plates, it is 0 
found that using thin steel plates of 0.1 mm thickness results 0 2 0 t~ 0 6 0 

in good agreement between test and simulation with respect !) 0. f 0 r’ r~ a, i; i 0 rl ( ¯ ~ri ) 
to barrier force as shown in figure 8. 

Figure 10. Deformation characteristics of hinge pillar. 

l0 -- Simulation 
l0 ....... 

Test    ,/ 

~’ 6 /’"’" / 

!    - "-~ 5 0 ......... ,~ i t~. u la,Li o ri ~> -" ~ /’ 
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&~ 2 0 ~’ Figure 11. Comparison of passenger compartment rotation 

i’-- ! " /, 
(modified condition). 
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2001            -- Simul~tion 
Figure 9. Deformation characteristics of door 

....... Test 

(it) The door, hitherto, has been represented by three bar 
(~) Left ll,nd Side (b) Right ll,nd Side 

elements. Here again a crash test of the door into the rigid Figure 12. Comparison of passenger compartment vertical 
barrier is performed at 8.9 mph which is selected to obtain movement (at side rail front, modified condition). 
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Figure 11 and 12 show the results of comparison of test 
with simulation with all the above-mentioned measures at -- 
tires, doors and hinge pillars. It is shown on these figures 800 ..... I~ e a r s i d e o f 
that these considerations results in good agreement between 
test and simulation with respect to the rotation and the :" 600 ..... Rear end of fron~: rail 
vertical movement of passenger compartment. "~ .......... R e a r e n d o f ~ h e e I a p r o n 

~ tt00 Decomposition of Transmitted Force o 
r. 

and Internal Energy 2 0 0 
In order to understand well of crash phenomena in the .... 

process of vehicle crash, it is necessary to obtain data such 0 - 
as force, deformation, etc., at various components of 0 10 20 30 tt0 50 
vehicle, as well as at vehicle as a whole. However, generally T i m e ( m s e ¢ ) 
these data obtained from the direct measurement are limited 
because of large deformation, interference between each 
component, high deceleration during the impact, etc. Figure 14. Oecomposition of transmitted force. 
Therefore, it is thought quite useful and also necessary to 
obtain the supplemental information by taking advantage of 15 - 
the simulation of mathematical model as described in this E n e 
paper. 

As typical examples, figure 14 and figure 15 show the "~ . .... Front rai I 
transmitted force and internal energy among various z 10 - 

- .... C r o s s m e m b e r 
components obtained from the simulation described above. ~ ...... Engine 
These figures show that the force inflicted on the front end ~ .......... ~¢h e e I ap r o n 
of the front rail is conveyed to respective components 
toward the passenger compartment and that the energy is ,-." . ......... 
absorbed at these points. The location of these points are ,: 
shown in figure 13. 

0 =_-~_~t_~..-.x::...::=::¢::~ I I 
0 20 tl0 60 60 100 

Time(ms) 

Figure 15. Decomposition of internal energy. 

force and internal energy are easily obtained, which is 
generally difficult to measure. 

Summary and Discussions 
It is demonstrated that the vehicle model by finite 

element method is effectively and conveniently used. 
In order to achieve good correlation between the mathe- 

matical model and actual full scale frontal barrier crash test, 
it is found necessary to deliberately make model of 

Figure 13. Schematics of engine compartment, components such as a crossmember, engine supports, etc., 
and to carefully characterize main components in such a 

Figure 14 indicates that, in this case, the engine seems to way that good correlation between dynamic component test 
have a small effect on the transmitted force on the front rail and simulation are achieved. 
at the rear part of engine support, because the value of 

Among this area to be examined further is a curtailment 
transmitted force at front end of front rail nearly correspond 

of the number of shell elements for reducing cpu-time. An 
to that at rear part of engine support. In addition, transmitted 
force of front rail seems to be divided equally at rear part of approach to this area may lie in a simplification of the model 

suspensiontowerintotherearendoffrontrailandtheupper based on closer examination of actual phenomena, by 

part of the engine compartment, namely, wheel apron, eliminating ineffective components. 

Figure 15 indicates that the percentage of the absorption Although there is room for improvement, the computer 

of the initial kinematic energy possessed by the vehicle is simulation method presented here is considered acceptable 

about 30% for the front rails and about 25% for the for practicalapplications, for example, to various parameter 
crossmember. Thus, the paths or amount of, transmitted studies. 
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Occupant Simulator Preprocessors: Parameter Studies Made Easy 

Edwin M. Sieveka and Walter D. Pikey, the full performance range of existing vehicles, cannot 

University of Virginia Department of begin to be realized without the aid of computer simulated 

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, crashes. 

William T. l-lollowell, 
In its frontal protection research program, the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has 
U.S. Dept. of Transportation National Highway 

chosen to focus on the MVMA-2D and PADS occupant 
Traffic Safety Administration simulators (1, 2, 3).* MVMA-2D is used for passenger 

Abstract simulations; PADS was designed to simulate primarily the 
driver and steering assembly interaction. Using only the 

The use of computer simulated parameter studies simulators, parameter studies are difficult because they 
provides a cost-effective means for examining a wide range require manually editing hundreds of input files, which is 
of accident scenarios and vehicle designs. To facilitate these tedious and time consuming. To expedite creating the 
studies the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration numerous input files required in parameter studies, the 
is developing preprocessor programs for several occupant- NHTSA has sponsored projects at the University of Virginia 
environment crash simulators. Given an existing input file, to write preprocessor programs for both PADS and 
these preprocessors automate the task of generating the MVMA-2D. They are referred to as PADPREP and 
many, perhaps thousands, of additional files that are used in MVMAPREP. Starting from a single input file, these 
large parameter studies. This paper describes two such programs can generate sets of up to 1000 new input files for 
programs, PADPREP and MVMAPREP. PADPREP creates their respective simulator programs. 
new input files for the PADS simulator which is used to This paper presents sample parameter studies which 
study driver/steering-assembly interactions. MVMAPREP demonstrate the use of the PADS and MVMA-2D 
supports the MVMA-2D program, which is used for simulators in conjunction with their newly created 
passenger and pedestrian simulations. In addition to preprocessors, PADPREP and MVMAPREP. 
describing program use, demonstration parameter studies 
generated by each preprocessor are included as examples. Overview of the PADS Software 

Introduction 
System 

A high priority in automotive safety research has always Pads 

been to optimize occupant compartment design so that the The PADS occupant simulator was developed for the 

largest margin of safety is provided over the widest possible NHTSA by MGA Research Corp. and has been updated by 

range of accident conditions. The variables which need to be the University of Virginia (4, 5). It can model both drivers 

considered include seat design, restraint design, dashboard and passengers but it is designed primarily to model 

design, steering assembly design, collision speed, and driver/steering-assembly interactions. Six modes of 

compartment integrity (resistance to intrusion). Adequately steering assembly deformation are provided, including 

assessing the effects of these many parameters can require radial and tangential wheel-rim bending, whole-wheel 

thousands of test "crashes." Performing such a parameter 
crushing, wheel rotation, column rotation, and column 

study with actual vehicles is prohibitively expensive and 
stroke. Inertial resistance of the wheel/column mass is 

time consuming; only a few subsystem and full scale crash 
included, as well as frictional resistance at the shear capsule 

and the column bushings. The capability of restraining the 
tests can reasonably be performed on each production occupant with a 3-point belt system is also included. 
vehicle, and these are usually done at the impact speed 

required by government test specifications. Thus, the goal 

of optimizing vehicles for occupant safety, or of evaluating *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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The occupant’s body is modeled with four jointed 
segments representing the head, torso, thigh, and lower leg. 
Five contact sensing circles, shown by dashed circles in 
figure 1, detect impacts with vehicle surfaces other than the 
steering assembly. The surfaces recognized are the roof 
header, windshield, upper dash, middle dash, lower dash, 
seat cushion, and seat back. In driver simulations, torso- 
circle impact with the dashboards is assumed not to occur 
due to the presence of the steering wheel, but the head circle 
is used for roof and windshield contact and the knee circle 
for lower dashboard contact. 

Wheel contacts with the occupant are presently 
determined from the geometry represented by the heavy 
lines in figure 1. The torso region is translated forward, 
relative to the torso line-segment, by the radius of the upper 
torso circle; its thickness remains constant as the occupant Figure 2. PAD~-KINPLOT output. 

rotates. It is divided into shoulder and abdomen regions. 
The head region is also rectangular but is based on the radius PADPREP 
of the head circle. It, too is unaffected by rotation of the 
body or head. Future plans call for the head circle to be used The PADPREP preprocessor program accepts as input a 

for head/wheel contact, but this requires additional standard PADS input file as well as another file called the 

revisions to the contact algorithm, experiment design file (EDF). The EDF file contains 
information for the PADS program and also a list of up to 
eight variables which are to be modified by PADPREP. The 
file is in template form with user prompts built in. This 

\\ approach reduces the amount of interactive input required 
by PADPREP while still giving the user clear input 

/~- directions; it also provides a useful reminder of the 
/ parameter study’s contents. A sample EDF template is 

I 
\ shown in figure 3. The first five entries tell PADPREP about 
~- the type of input file being used and the type of output 

/ 

EXPERIHENT DESIGN FIL~ 
PADS3 PRE-PROCESSOR 

\ ( EEGIN ~ EETaXES IS COLU~ 1 ) 

ENTER THE STEERING COLU~ TYPE= 

1    1-STROKING 2=NON-STEOKING / 
SELECT THE TYPE OF TABI~LATED OUTPUT DESIRED: 

1=DETAILED 2=ABREVIATED 3-MAXIMUM V~LUES ObrLy 4--NONE 
\         !                                    4 

SELECT OUTPUT CONTROL SWITCHES FOR PADS OUTPUT OF THE FOLLOWINGt 
a) M~IMUM VALUes WITH INJE~RY SUMI4ART 
b) INPUT-DATA LISTING IN LOG FILE 
c) KINPLOT DATA-FILES 
d} THPLOT DATA-FILES 

Figure 1. PADS contact zones. .) cuEt-.~TZ~ POST-PROCRSSOR TADLE 
f) CUMI/LATIVE SAS-UOM~ATIBLE OUTPUT 

0=DON ’ T WRITE I=WRITE 
(DO NUT SEPARATE THESE #’S WITH COF~V~S OR SPACES) 

101010 

Kinplot ............. 
i    1=DRIVER 2 =P~.SSENGER The PADS KINPLOT program produces plots of occu- 

pant, steering assembly, and contact surface position at SELECT ..... E o, ENLT ~s~.~ET= 
0=UNRESTRAINED 1=LAP ONLY 2=TORSO ONLY 3=LAP & TORSO 

specified time intervals; figure 2 shows an example of such 0 

a plot. Occupant position plots are essential when working HETER THE NUHEHE oP vARIAbLEs TO 
2 

with simulator programs as a qualitative check on the fidel ........................................................................ 
ENTER VARIABLE DATA IN THE FINLD BELOW EACE D~ED LINE: 

ity of the calculations. If one ignores position plots and ~vARI~ .... ST EE LE~ ~,STTEIED) 

concentrates too much on numerical results such as the ~,~IARLE START~N 
NAME      VALUE       VALUE    OF CASES     FLAG       M~DE 

Head Injury Criteria (HIC), the Chest Severity Index (CSI), 
COLFORCE 0 . 5 0 . 5 3 0 0 

or the peak head and chest accelerations, it is possible to UOL~UT 0.0~ 0.0S ~ 0 1 
obtain plausible quantitative answers which actually come 

from qualitatively unrealistic occupant kinematics. Figure 3. PADPREP experiment design file. 
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desired. The next entry is the number of variables in the thesecondsituationcouldoccurduringanaccidentifdistor- 

parameter study. At the end of the file is a table containing a tion of the car’s front end displaces the steering assembly 

list of variable names, with starting values, increment from its normal location. In this case, the forces perpendicu- 

values, and the number of cases (increments) to be lar to the column axis are much larger and significant col- 

computed for each variable. Two additional entries are also umn rotation occurs. More important, the column strokes 

included. The correlation flag permits a variable to be much less. Because of the design of collapsible steering 

correlated with the one immediately preceding it if this flag columns, if the perpendicular force is too large it creates 

is non-zero; a chain of correlated variables can be built up in excessive friction between the column’s moving parts and 

this manner. Finally, the scale mode field determines the stroking motion is inhibited. Thus, a column which 

whether scaling (scale mode = 0) or direct input (scale mode strokes properly and mitigates injury in its normal design 

= 1) is used. Either is permitted except for vector quantities; configuration may perform poorly if its alignment relative 

in which case, the new value is treated as a scale factor only. to the occupant is altered during a crash. This is a good 
example of a case in which a simulator program can prove 

PCFG very useful. Since it is not practical to build actual cars with 

The PADS Control File Generator (PCFG), which was steering assemblies in different locations, the simulator pro- 

written at the DOT Transportation Systems Center (TSC), gram can be used to estimate the range of displacements 

expedites the creationofPADS input datasets. It is designed relative to the occupant over which the column’s crush 

to operate on a special PADS database that is maintained by characteristics can provide significant injury reduction. 

the NHTSA. The user specifies the type of vehicle, the type 
of steering wheel, the collision acceleration pulse, occupant Standard Column Raised Column 

size and age, and other data, such as whether the occupant is 
~ 

~ belted or not. The PCFG can also be used to alter most of the ~ k.l.J~ 
PADS input variables and can do parameter ranging to cre- 
ate multi-file "run sets" for use in parameter studies. It 
differs from PADPREP in that new input files are always 
created by accessing original information from the PCFG 
database. PADPREP, on the other hand, operates directly on 
an existing PADS data file. The two programs can operate a. time = .080 see d. 

effectively in tandem, with the PCFG used to create a base- 
line file which can then be modified easily with PADPREP. ~ ~ 
This combination is especially useful if the baseline file is to 
contain numerous changes to the database values since the 
PCFG can be used to "edit" the database information be- 
fore creating an input file. Once this baseline file has been 
created, however, it is more efficient to perform parameter 
scaling with PADPREP since no further reference to the 
database is necessary, 

b. time = .120 see e. 

PADS Simulator Demonstration 
The examples which follow are a qualitative 

demonstration of the capabilities of PADS and PADPREP 
and their potential usefulness in occupant compartment 
parameter studies. 

Basic capabilities 
c. time = .180 see f. 

The set of plots in figure 4 demonstrates the various 
modes of steering assembly motion. The interior dimen- 

I:igure 4. Sul~eompset--20 I~IPH collision. 

sions approximate those of a subcompact passenger car and 
the collision speed is 20 mph. In figures 4a-4c the steering Parameter study 
column position is such that the contact forces generated by As a simple demonstration of a parameter study, PAD- 
the occupant are primarily parallel to the axis of the column PREP was used to generate nine PADS input files from the 
and hence there is little column rotation but considerable subcompact file that was used for figures 4a--4c. The vari- 
column stroke and wheel crush. Head injury in this case able studied was the steering column stroke resistance and it 
would be due only to windshield contact. In figures 4d-4f, was allowed to vary from 0.5 to 2.5 times its baseline value 
the column has been raised higher relative to the occupant, in increments of 0.25. Figure 5 shows the entries in the EDF 

The first position is closer to the actual wheel position, but template needed to generate this study. All of the PADS 
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simulations produced plausible occupant behavior. The in- 
jury measure numbers are of the appropriate magnitude but 

for now should be considered relative to each other only. 
The HIC and CSI results are plotted in figure 6. In general, 
the curves display the anticipated trend of increasing injury 100. 

level as column stiffness increases. Note that both curves _ 
show a decrease in injury for columns softer than the base- 
line value. This could indicate that a softer column would 
provide for greater occupant safety, but other factors such as 
injury levels at higher collision speeds would have to be 
considered as well. 

ENTER THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO SCALE (MAX. OF 8)= 

25, 
ENTER VARIABLE DATA IN THE FIELD BELOW EACH DASHED LINE: 

(VARIABLE NAMES MUST BE LEFT JUSTIFIED) 

VARIABLE STARTING INCREmeNT NUMBER CORRELATION SCALE 
NAM~ VALUE VALUE OF CASES FLAG MODE 

co~o~UE o.~ 0.2~ ~ o o 0.5 1.0 1.5 10 2.5 
Column Stif fnc.~ 

Figure 5. EDF entries for column stiffness study. Figure 7. Peak acceleration response surfaces. 

750. 
mc rise steadily with column stiffness over most of the design 

~ 
space, but there is nothing dramatic or unexpected about the 
curves. The sudden jumps in the acceleration curves, how- 

500 . ever, clearly alert the investigator that a transition to a dif- 
ferent column-performance regime has occurred. 

MVMA-2D Software Overview 
250- 

MVMA-2D 

The MVMA-2D occupant simulator has been developed 
o I I I I I 

o5 m ~ ~o ~ at the University of Michigan Transportation Research 
Column stiffness Institute with support from the Motor Vehicle Manufac- 

Figure 6. HIC and CSl response surfaces, turers Association (6). The occupant’s body is modeled by 
eight lumped masses with fourteen degrees of freedom. The 
body’s "surface" can be represented by user defined 

The peak acceleration levels for the head and chest are 
ellipses. As in PADS, the vehicle’s interior is represented by 

plotted in figure 7. The chest results show only moderate 
sensitivity to column stiffness for values below 2 times the 

a series of line segments, but in MVMA-2D the number of 

baseline, however, at higher stiffnesses the curve rises 
segments can be chosen by the user. Contacts can occur 

sharply before leveling off again. In the case of head accel- 

eration, the results are even more dramatic, with the curve 
being completely flat through 2 times the baseline and then 
jumping suddenly by about 30 G’s for the last two points. 
Other than to say that a softer column seems slightly better, 
there is no clear indication from these results of what the 
optimum design should be. They do, however, illustrate 
another important piece of information that can come out of 
a parameter study. 

While one generally approaches a parameter study with 
the intention of finding an optimum design, it can also be 
important to identify design regions that are particularly 

bad. In this case, based on peak head and chest acceleration, 
the conclusion would be that column stiffness should be 
restricted to values less than about 1.75 times the baseline 
value. These results also illustrate how a study of different 
injury measures can be useful. The values of HIC and CSI Figure 8. MVMA-2D/TRIX output. 
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between body ellipses and the vehicle line segments, and within associated fields is not necessary. However, since 

between the body ellipses themselves. The program also MVMA-2D treats blanks within character data fields as 

contains an airbag model, simple and complex belt models, significant, the user must insure that ellipse, region, and 

and a steering assembly model. The latest documentation material names in the EDF file occupy the same position 

states, however, that the steering assembly model is not within the field that they occupy in the baseline file. 

fully operational. An example of MVMA-2D passenger The first two categories in the EDF file, ellipse contacts 

and vehicle geometry is shown in figure 8. and material property assignment, represent one-time 
changes. MVMAPREP reads the baseline file into an inter- 

TRIX nal workfile and makes all the above changes before gener- 

The TRIX program (short for Tektronix Stick figure plot- ating the parameter study files. 

ting program) is the MVMA-2D equivalent of the PADS The first sub-category under numerical parameter 

KINPLOT program. It produces occupant position plots changes is also used for one-time changes, in this case for 

such as the one in figure 8. As with KINPLOT, examination numerical data which is not part of a parameter study. A line 
of TRIX output is essential in order to verify that the occu- ID number is required for all entries. The ellipse or region 

pant’s motion is realistic and that occupant/vehicle contacts name is needed for those cases for which there are multiple 
are properly accounted for. lines with the same line ID number. The occurrence number 

entry (OCC.#) allows a specific data point within a force/ 
MVMAPREP deformation table to be altered or allows the entire table to 

The MVMAPREP program is a preprocessor designed to be scaled. Once a match is found for the line ID number and 
create multiple MVMA-2D data files for a parameter study the name field, MVMAPREP moves down (OCC.#-I) ad- 
which uses an existing MVMA-2D data file as a starting ditional lines, if the occurrence number is positive, before 
point. As with the PADPREP program, the modifications to making a change. If it is negative, MVMAPREP changes 
be made to the baseline file are specified in a template-style ABS(OCC.#) lines including the original match. The new 
EDF file. An example template is shown in figure 9. Each value field contains scale factors or new values for direct 
line of user input must begin with a ">" marker in column input. Finally,, the scale mode field (SM) determines wheth- 
one and all entries must be placed within the fields delimited er scaling (SM = 0) or direct input (SM = 1) is used. Either is 
by the dashed lines below each entry header. All numerical permitted except when the occurrence number is negative, 
data items can be scaled or directly replaced by a user in which case the new value is treated as a scale factor only. 
defined quantity. Character data items can be modified in The last entry category in the EDF file is for numerical 
the sense that ellipse contacts can be changed, added, or parameter study variables. Up to eight variables, producing 
deleted, as well as material properties associated with el- up to 1000 different case combinations, can be processed in 
lipses and vehicle surfaces. Justification of numerical data a single study. Most of the entry fields are the same as for the 

non-parameter study category, but a few have been added. 
................. The new value field has been replaced by a starting value 

MVMA-2 D pRE-PROCESSOR 
field plus an increment field. The increment number field 

..................... o__~__~__~_~_~__RE__,~_~_~__~_~_~_~_~__~__-___,_-_ ....................... specifies how many levels of each variable are to be calcu- 

.................. lated. The correlation factor field (CF) permits variables to 
~,sE ,~_~    o~o cuETAc~ ’~ cuE~A~" be correlated with one another in the same manner as de- 

....... scribed for the correlation flag in PADPREP. Finally, the 
field which allows the user ~o~R ~                      last addition is the variable name 

¢,~uE ~s~ UE ~o~uE ,~3~ ~3o~RE~ ,~s~UERE,~.. to give names to the variables in the parameter study. 

REeve, ............ .- 3- MVMAPREP/MVMA-2D Parameter 
....... Studies 
~uE ,~3~_,~ ~,~ D~ ~.o UE ~ ~.,~, 

Following sections describe two related parameter 
t~] ,uE-~,~3 s~o~ ~,~ studies performed with MVMA-2D with the aid of the 

~ ~= ...... o~ ...... ~ , MVMAPREP preprocessor. The variable chosen for these 
ID # REGION NAME | # V~LUE M 

.................... studies was the stiffness of the torso belt portion of a three- 
> 407 MIPSTAT 2 3 I. 1 0 
> ~0~ ~ ~ ~0o. ~ point belt restraint system. The baseline data set was 
, ~ ...... ~ ~ ~0.o ~ derivedfromaNHTSAsimulationofamid-sizedpassenger 
t~] ~RE .... ~ ....... ~,. o~ ~).. car sled test at 30 mph. 

~RE ~ o .... ~ .................. . .......... The motivation for studying the torso belt stiffness came 
.................................. from the observation that the restraint belts permitted very 

> 407 MIPSTAT -4 3    0.5 0.5 4 0 0 MDFORCE 
, ~0~ ~ _~ ~ 0.~ 0.~ , ~ 0 ~o3¢~ little forward motion of the occupant’s torso despite the 

relative severity of the crash (see figure 10). This suggested 

Figure 9. Experiment design file. the possibility that belts with greater stretch (or spoolout) 
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would reduce injury measures, such as HIC and peak ,eeee.e ( ~ II ~    ~ 
acceleration, by providing the occupant with a longer "ride- 

down" time. 

iiii’~ ...... 

F ,~eee.e 

0 

~ 
R ~seee.e 

c 
1~. 

,~eee.o 

3eGO,0 

0. ~, 0.3 0.5 0.?’ 

STRAIN 

Figure 12. Belt stiffness--Case 1. 
Figure 10. Maximum forward occupant position with original 
belt stiffness. 

The parameter study response surfaces for the HIC, peak 
head acceleration, and peak chest acceleration injury meas- 

Case one ures are plotted in figure 13. The most dramatic feature 

The force/strain data in the original data file was linear occurs at the belt stiffness scale factor of 10%. At this 
beyond a strain of 6% and reached a value of 9450 lbs. at a stiffness the occupant makes hard contact with the dash- 
strain of 100%. For the purpose of the parameter study, the board as shown in figure 14. For all other stiffnesses, even 
following baseline data was chosen: down to 20% of maximum, no dashboard contact occurs, 

Strain -0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75    1.00 
however, there is also no dramatic improvement in the inju- 

Force -0.00 2500 5000 7500 10000 
ry measures. The best case is for a scale factor of 0.4, for 
which the improvements in HIC, head g’s, and chest g’s are 

To create the study, the entries shown in figure 11 were 9%, 15%, and 12%, respectively. Still, one would probably 
entered into a blank EDF template. The changes in the non- 
parameter study category ensure that the instrument panel ~.~,o.e ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ 

area is sufficiently stiff for contact with the head to be 
obvious. Any change in belt design which permits head/ 

~ O HIC/10 
dash contact is considered unacceptable in this study and I xse.e 

\ , ¯ ¯ ¯ [] Head G’s 
such contact should not be masked by an overly soft dash- N 

board. The parameter study itself is described by the last J 
U 

line in the EDF file which specifies that the force/strain data 
R ±ee.e table for the torso belt is to be scaled in ten 10% increments, y 

beginning at 10% of the baseline value. The resulting family 
of force/strain curves, one curve for each of ten new M 
MVMA-2D input files, is shown in figure 12. 13 ~o.e 

A 

30.0 

z~> # P,~GZON ~ # # v~.r~tm v~,.r~o~ zNcr~, x x ~t~ O. e.:~ O.N O.? 0.9 

al.:2 0.4 0.6 

BELT STIF’FNF_~ SCALE FACTOR 

Figure 11. EDF entries for belt stiffness study--Case 1. Figure 13. Injury results--Case 1. 
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~eooe.o 
conclude that for belts with linearly increasing stiffness, 
there is little to be gained by simply reducing the stiffness of 
the original design. 

7000.0 

~ 
F 0o00.0 
0 
R 

5000.0 

4000.0 

0.0 

,.........-- -~ccu-an*~ask~-oar’~con*ac*~orhel~stiffnessfac-               e.o      o.~      0.4      0.0      o,0 
tor of 0.1.                                                                                 STRAIN 

Figure 16. Belt stiffness--Case 2, 

Case two 0.1 and a grazing contact also occurs for the 0.2 case. Injury 

Tl!ere are, however, other ways in which the belt perfor- measures for the three stiffest belts are similar to those 
mance can be changed. It is well known from shock isola- obtained in Case 1. This time, however, the curves show 
tion theory that having an energy absorber with piecewise clear minima in the HIC and head acceleration values at a 
constant force/deformation properties is the best way to scale factor of 0.4. The corresponding chest acceleration 
minimize peak accelerations. Furthermore, the first con- value is also the next to lowest. The improvements in the 
stant-force plateau should be reached as quickly as possible. 
In the case of seat belts, some approximation of this effect 

three injury measures relative to the original linear baseline 

might be achieved via the spoolout mechanism, 
curve are 54%, 40%, and 22%, respectively, a very substan- 

To test a simplified version of such a force/strain curve tial change. The occupant’s maximum forward position 

for seat belts, the parameter study EDF template was mod- when using this belt stiffness is shown in figure 18. 

ified as shown in figure 15. Before scaling, the force and While the results of this study have not determined the 

strain data table was changed so that a constant force plateau optimum design characteristics for torso belts, they have 

extends from a strain of 12.5% to 62.5%. Since it was 
observed in Case 1 that the maximum force stayed below 
2500 lbs, this value was used for the plateau level of the © HIC/10 
stiffest curve (scale factor of 1). The resulting family of new [] Head G’s 
belt stiffness curves is shown in figure 16. I ±50.0 , , , 

The injury measure curves for this parameter study, N + Chest G’s 

shown in figure 17, are indeed much more interesting. Solid J 
U 

contact with the dashboard again occurs for a scale factor of R ~ao.o 
Y 

xt~ t v~,o~ x A 

BELT STIFFNESS SCALE FACTOR 

Figure 15. EDF entries for belt stiffness study~Case 2. Figure 17. Injury results--Case 2. 
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Even when a program has been properly validated, it is 
still possible to construct a model with data that is too tightly 

bound to a particular test. For example, a table of force 
deformation data which gives good agreement in a 25 mph 
simulation may be too limited in range for an impact at 35 
mph; leading to incorrect results. For such reasons, it is a 
good idea to subject a baseline model to some preliminary 
"test" parameter studies in order to make refinements be- 
fore using the model extensively. 
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and restraint system. In this paper, body structure system is between the engine compartment and passenger 
discussed without changing the current characteristics of compartment. 
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On the other hand, it is necessary to devise an analytical Table 2. Coefficient of variation. 

method to verify the requirements. Various analyses are Coefficient of Variation 
studied. As a result, it is seen that FEM (Finite Element 
Method) is useful to predict the crashworthiness. It is also 

0 0.05 0.1 

seen that the passenger compartment protection predicted 
from FEM is verified by testing the prototype vehicle. 

Straight i:i...:~...:. 
Frame 

Introduction ..... . .... 
Computer simulation makes it possible to evaluate the 

Curved "-... ’ , ’ .. 

safety related characteristics of a vehicle. In previous Frame ] 

studies of crash analysis of a vehicle mass-spring 
simulation, static buckling analysis and experimental ~ ." Static 1---] : Dynamic 
formulas have been carried out (1)*. However these 
methods could not respond to design of engineer for safety Table 3. Coefficient of variation of occupant injury. 

vehicle in an intial design stage of development. 
The objective of this paper in noticing body structure Occupant Injury 

system without changing the current restraint system 
discusses the following items: D 685 140 0.20 

(1) To investigate the experimental data variance at HIC 

the fixed barrier frontal impact test. P 701 81 0.12 

(2) To compare data with finite element code which D 41 3.2 0.08 
is capable of treating non-linear materials and CHEST g 
experimental results. P 33 2.1 0.06 

(3) To illustrate crashworthiness of body structure 
by defining factors Ge, Gc and Dc as dependent FEMER LOAD D 440" 218 0.50 

variance. 1 b P 579 247 0.43 
(4) To confirm that there exists the optimal 

crashworthiness balance between the engine D:Driver Seat P:Passenger Seat 
compartment and passenger compartment on the basis 
of from FEM and verify it by testing the prototype 
vehicle, vehicles under the fixed barrier frontal impact tests. As 

shown in table 3, the coefficient of variation is considered to 

Primary Experiment be about 0.07. In general the coefficient of variation is 
relatively small in case of tests carried out with less 

Experimental Data Variance uncertain factor such as compression test with simple 

It is necessary to confirm the reliability of experimental 
figure; on the other hand, it is somewhat larger in the tests 

data by evaluating calculation results and experimental 
with some degree of uncertainty involved such as complex 

data. A few impact tests have been carried out. Table 1 
injury evaluation tests. 

shows the coefficient of variation with the test results of Comparisons between FEM and test results 
initial maximum deceleration of a vehicle to the fixed 

Test vehicle 
Table 1. Coefficient of variation. 

Using a production vehicle as a basis, it is possible to 

~ on Coefficient of Variation check the FEM analysis performance and compare test re- 

~ 
~ =~/~ suits against model results. Test vehicle is a body in white 

equipped with suspension to move on in testing. Table 4 
5mph fixed varrier 0.05 describes the test conditions. 

30mph fixed varrier 0.07 Table 4. Test conditions. 

Mean Value ~ : Standard Deviation 
Vehicle Type 4 doors small sedan 

barrier in low and high velocity. Table 2 shows the 
Vehicle Weight 470 kg ¯ 

coefficient of variation with the respect of static and 
dynamic compression test of straight and curved frame. Impact Velocity 30 mph (4gkm/h) 
Table 3 illustrates the results of tests executed to study the 
coefficient of variation of occupant injury from sixteen Impact Form Fixed Varrier 

* Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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FEM analysis and model 

It is necessary to include the following items for analyz- ~" ~ A\ ~ 
calculation ing crashworthiness of vehicle: 

(1) geometric non-linearity,                -~ 

(2) material non-linearity, 
(3) elasto-plastic thin plate/shell, 
(4) non-linear spring element, 
(5) progressive rivet failure with structural collapse, = -----’~---i 

(6) a slide line algorithm which prevents penetration 
of internal structure surface. 

In case °f transient resp°nse pr°blems such as crash’ it is ~ 
also necessary to solve the motion equation with time inte- 
gration. Explicit integration is preferable for solving crash 
simulation problems compared implicit integration. Fur- ~ --/--"~-.     . 
thermore the dependence of strain rate of material is to be 
considered. ~:~ 

One program is selected of a few crash simulation pro- 
0.0 0.30 gram codes vectorized for supercomputer (2). time (second) 

Next, FEM model in question is explained as follows. 
The body panel such as frame, outer panel, floor and roof are 
modeled with thin shell element to capture the impact buck- 
ling modes. In addition, bar element are used to approxi-    ~ ,~, calculation 
mate the suspension unit and wheel by providing equivalent 
horizontal and vertical stiffness for these components. A 
part of flange of panel connected with spot welding is mod- 
eled with two plate thickness. The weight of tires is attrib- 
uted to the suspension model with lumped mass. Rigid walls 
may be defined which provide external impact surfaces, 
while a slide line algorithm prevents penetration of internal 
structure surfaces that may collide during the crash simula- 
tion. Slide line interface conditions are available for frames. 

In deciding mesh element of FEM analysis, they must be 
decided according to purposes, time and accuracy of calcu- 
lation, and restraint conditions in the program itself. Espe- i test ...... 

cially in the explicit method, the solution advances through 
the impact duration using a small time step based on the ~:~ 
velocity of sound (or wave propagation time) across the 
smallest mesh element. This ensures that the physical phe- 0.0 0.3 0 
nomena including stress wave effects are completely fol- time (second) 
lowed and that solution is stable. The velocity of sound of 
steel Cois Co=~-~/p. Asis Co=5 X 106 mm/sec, therefore Figure ~. Nodal deceleration versus time curve and impact 
the size of timestep is less than 10-6 seconds. In view of the load versus time. 

above the optimum size of mesh element is 20 mm × 20 ¯ to verify the accuracy of the simulation with re- 
mm. The number of mesh elements is about 9000 because gard to the impact force and deceleration pulse. 
the finer mesh contributes to deformed area, while the ¯ to study collision modes of each structural mem- 
coarser mesh does to the undeformed zone such as rear body ber, critical member being front side member and 
structure. This is why mesh becomes more coarse toward passenger floor. 
the rear of the vehicle. 

The numerical and experimental deceleration and impact 
Comparisons between calculation and test force illustrated for a 30 mph impact into a fixed barrier in 

results figure 1. The important first 0.30 seconds are calculated and 
are shown in the figure. The first peak is a little delayed in 

The correlation of the simulation against experimental the analytical model, but as shown in the figure, the result of 

results is a key point of the calculation. Specific items under calculation shows reasonable correlation with the experi- 

consideration include: mental ones. Figure 2 shows a FEM model and deformation 
mode of calculation. A good correlation between the calcu- 
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lated and experimental results is shown as in figure 2. 
Thus the FEM has been proved to be one of the valuable 

tools in predicting the crashworthiness of body structure 
Gc with the aid of high speed computer. = 

Xl x2 

Body Deformation 

Figure 3. Definition of Ge and Gc. 

Thus Ge and Gc is related to crashworthiness, pro- 
gression of crash and occupant injury as mentioned later. In 
addition, the fact that body deformation occurs pro- 
gressively can be proved by a simple mass-spring simula- 

~ " tion. The simulation results are shown in figure 4. From 

Figure 2. FEM model and deformation mode. figure, a condition is found as follows: 
K~ / K2 < 2 (2) 

Evaluation of Crashworthiness and K, 
Verification by Testing the Prototype x, 
Vehicle 

XI 

Evaluation of crashworthiness ~:1 : Front Side Member Rigidity 
K2 : Rear Side Member Rigidity 

It is important for a safety vehicle how crashworthiness M~ : ~g~e Mass 

and occupant protection characteristics are developed and 
M2 .: Passenger Compartment Mass 

1 

incorporated in vehicle designs. There are targets for ~/~ 
occupant protection for example HIC in FMVSS No. 208. 
However, targets for body structure to construct to a safety Figure 4. Mass-spring simulation. 
vehicle cannot be found in previous papers. In order to 
determine the crashworthiness requirements of a new car 
design, two dependent variations are offered: one is 

Body deceleration Dc 

deceleration Gc and Ge observed on the side-sill around It is important for the body design how to deal with the 

peripheral front seat, and other decelerance Dc. stiffness/strength of the structure connected with compo- 
nents such as side-sill and pillars. While, some papers have 

Body deceleration Ge and Gc studied the stiffness/strength (3), few have investigated 

Figure 3 shows a definition of deceleration Gc and Ge. crashworthiness. 

Here Ge is defined as average crash pulse in initial deforma- In order to estimate how to change the deceleration along 

tion and Gc is defined as average one in later deformation of to the direction of body length in collision, decelerance Dc 
vehicle. If deformation is assumed that occurs pro- is introduced as well as transfer function ’accelerance’ in 
gressively, it is found that Ge is a crash pulse of engine vibration analysis. 
compartment of vehicle and Gc is a one of the rear frame Dc = Deceleration / impact force (3) 

around the peripheral dash board and passenger Figure 5 shows deceleration along to the direction of the 
compartment, body length at various impact velocities. Here impact force 

Furthermore, a merit of this figure in presenting a de- means a barrier reaction force. As shown in figure 5, differ’ 
celeration deformation curve as shown in figure 3 is to ential of Dc at the dash board is far larger than that of side 
estimate the distribution of energy absorption, member and side-sill. Namely, Dc is considered as a one of 

Total crash energy E is denoted as follows: the factors of the transfer mechanism of impact in a body 

E = Ge X] + Gc X2    (1) structure. 
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Gc: 18%increased 

Vo=35mph 

¯ 
30mph "~-~ 

-- ¯ ~ Ge:2~%incre~ed 

^ 43mph 
X"~ ~/~ Body Deformation 

[] "~ ~ ~ x 35% decreased 

2.Smph 
~ [] 

rl [] 

~ t ~ Body Deformation 

Figure 6. Target verified by testing the prototype vehicle. 
Body Cofiguration 

Figure 5. Deceleration at various impact velocities and body 
configuration. Strengthened Side Member 

/ 
¯ Perimeter Frame 

Verification by testing the prototype vehicle ./.Strengthened Side-sill 
Various analyses are studied by considering Gc, Ge and 

Dc from FEM in order to obtain a high quality of crash- Double Floor 

worthiness. Figure 6 shows the target verified by testing the 
prototype vehicle. In checking the occupant injury two- 
dimensional simulation is carried out (4). Figure 7 shows 
the results of calculation. As the figure 7 shows, occupant 
injury is unchanged. Figure 8 illustrates the sketch of the 
prototype body structure. Countermeasured components 
are the strengthened side member, the additional perimeter Figure 8. Sketch of the prototype body structure. 

frames around peripheral wheel housing, the strengthened 
Load Cell 

floor and side-sill, and the formed double floors. Total s_~~ 
weight of this vehicle is not increased by adjusting the Load Cell 
stringer onto the floor panel. 

Test Results 

Static crash test 
In order to confirm a deceleration G¢ and Ge of the , Suspension 

prototype vehicle a static crash test is carried out as shown 
in figure 9. Figure 9 (a) shows the outline of the test Figure 9. Test method. 
procedure for determining the frontal buckling load and 
figure 9 (b) shows the outline of the test procedure for rear 

1.1 prototype 

o 1,0 

current model 

1.1 ~.~. ~~ 

0.9 
~ 

1.0 ~e 
~ := -’ 

0.8                    ~                                       r,.)                       rrent 
0.9 

I I I j ~ I I I I I 

~o~ O~o~alio~ Bo~ O~o~alio~ 

Figure 7. Calculation results of occupant injury. 
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part buckling load of body structure. In case of (b), the 

~ 
suspension part is incorporated so as to be similar to an 

celeration 
Dc 

actual vehicle. Figures 10 and 11 show the test results. As Model 
~ shown in those figures, static buckling load has a tendency 

to increase. 
Current Model 1 

Prototype Vehicle 1.1 

\ Figure 13. Deceleration of the experimental results. 

\ In addition, vibration phenomenon considered as one of 
~ current model ~.,~ the vehicle functions is investigated before the crash test. 
------ prototype ~ .... Figure 14 shows the relationship between response and 

frequency. In comparison with current body structure, its 
~ J frequency increases. 

0 
100 200 300 

Deformation of Side Member (ram) 

"-’~0 ~ :prototype 
member.Figure 10. Static compression test results of the front side .~. :current model 

"~t~ 
/~/ prototype 

~ 
/ 

0.01 

------ current model 

~               ~               ~ 30 40 
0 

50 100 150 

Deformation of Rear Side Member (ram)                                     Frequency (Hz) 
(Passenger Compartment) 

Figure 14. Relation between response and frequency. 
Figure 11. Static compression test results of the rear side 
member. From the above mentioned results, it is found that factors 

Ge, Gc and Dc come to be variable to estimate crashworthi- 
35mph barrier impact test ness of body structure. It is also found that FEM analysis is a 

Figure 12 shows the relationship between deceleration very useful tool to predict the crashworthiness of body 

and deformation of vehicle in the 35 mph barrier impact test. structure in an early design stage. 

Figure 13 illustrates the experimental results of deceleration 
Dc. As the figure shows, Ge and Gc increase, and Dc also Conclusion 
increases. By introducing Ge, Gc and Dc for estimating the 

crashworthiness of body structure, the optimal design rule 
for safety vehicle which has been ambiguous is discussed. 

~6~ d~x,~    , By using the FEM program of vectorized supercomputers 

~ .-cu~t ~ / 
on acommercialscale, complexandvariedimpact 

~ [- 

I~"~~" 

phenomena are clarified. 
~ 

t~Y ~ii~ 

(1) Variation of estimating the crashworthiness exists. 

~ ..::.iji’ (2) FEM analysis is very useful to predict the crash- 
~ ~ ~ worthiness of body structure in impact. 

Body Deformation (ram) (3) Safety body designed from FEM analysis and testing 
a prototype vehicle is confirmed. 

The authors intend to continue their research into safety 
Figure 12. Relationship between deceleration and deformation 
in 35mph. vehicle in the future. 
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Identification of Safety Problems for Restrained Passengers in Frontal Impacts 

Daniel S. Cohen, IntroductionmPassenger Safety 
Office of Crashworthiness Research, 
National Highway Traffic Safety Assessment 
Administration, The objective of the frontal crashworthiness research and 

U.S. Department of Transportation development effort at the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) is to assess the safety problems 

Lawrence F. Simeone, associated with occupants of passenger cars involved in 
Transportation Systems Center, frontal impacts and to identify potential remedies for the 
Research and Special Programs Administration, problem. The focus of this paper is the identification of the 
U.S. Department of Transportation safety problem for restrained right, front seat passengers. 

Donald J. Crane, Insight into the safety problem for the restrained right, 

MGA Research Corporation front seat passenger can be gained by examining available 
field accident data and crash test data. Two accident data 
files were utilized within this study--the National Accident 
Sampling System (NASS) and the Crashworthiness State 

Abstract Database (CWSD). NASS (1)* files contain a nationally 
representative sample of crashes occurring within the 

The objective of the frontal crashworthiness research and United States. The data contained in the files are collected 
development effort at the National Highway Traffic Safety by teams located throughout the country. Detailed 
Administration (NHTSA) is to assess the safety problems information on the vehicle, occupant, and crash factors are 
associated with occupants of passenger cars involved in obtained from on-site inspections, vehicle examination, 
frontal impacts and to identify potential remedies for the occupant interviews, and police and medical records. The 
problem. The focus of this paper is the identification of the CWSD (2) has been developed by NHTSA to support 
safety problem for restrained right, front seat passengers, research programs aimed at improving vehicle 

NHTSA’s National Accident Sampling System files and crashworthiness. The database contains information 
individual state files contained in the Crashworthiness State extracted from several State files and the data contained in 
Database were utilized to identify the crash environment, the files is primarily obtained from police investigations. It 
vehicle factors, and injury mechanisms associated with is being used to supplement the information contained in 
restrained passengers. The New Car Assessment Program NASS. 
provided data on over 200 full scale crash tests containing a In addition to field accident analyses, the crash tests 
restrained right, front seat dummy. Analyses utilizing the performed as part of the New Car Assessment Program 
accident and crash test data are presented in this paper. (NCAP) have been examined to help in the definition of the 

A laboratory test program has been conducted to safety problem. NHTSA has conducted more than 250 crash 
characterize head to instrument panel contacts which tests under this program since 1979. Vehicles in this 
appears to be a major injury mechanism. The material program are subjected to a full frontal impact against a flat, 
properties and geometric characteristics of the upper stationary barrier at 35 miles per hour. This is 5 mph faster 
instrument panel have been collected and analyzed for than the prescribed speed for compliance with Federal 
several of the production vehicles tested as part of the New motor vehicle safety standards. The crash tests are designed 
Car Assessment Program. Dynamic and static force- to indicate, for vehicles within the same size class, the 
deflection data was collected utilizing a head component relative levels of occupant protection and vehicle safety 
impactor. Results of this laboratory program are presented, performance. Each vehicle contains a restrained driver and 

The MVMA 2-D computer model is being utilized to passenger side dummy. Data is collected on structural and 
simulate the associated New Car Assessment Program crash dummy responses during the crash and stored at NHTSA in 
tests to assist in the identification of mitigation concepts, a computerized data base (3). The analyses related to the 
The paper discusses the input data requirements, the 
validation process, and results of initial simulations. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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field accident data and the crash tests are presented in the based on the information included in reference 5. 

next section titled "Problem Determination". INJURY AIS 6 HARM 265 
Based on these analyses, it was decided to focus LEVEL AIS 5 WEIGHTING 228 

particular attention on head injuries caused by contact with AIS 4 FACTORS 62.8 
the instrument panel. The material properties and geometric AIS 3 12.6 
characteristics of the upper instrument panel have been AIS 2 3.8 
collected and analyzed for several of the production AIS 1 .45 
vehicles tested as part of the New Car Assessment Program. Other weighting concepts that attempt to account for the 
Dynamic and static force-deflection data were collected consequences of different types and severities of injuries are 
utilizing a head component impactor. Injury criteria data being evaluated by NHTSA (6). 
obtained from these component tests were compared to the The CWSD files were also utilized. The analyses were 
full scale NCAP crash tests. This work is discussed in the limited to the use of the Pennsylvania 1983-86 state files. 
section titled "Laboratory Testing for Head to Instrument The distributions are based on the police recorded body 
Panel Impacts". region which received the most severe injury. Counts are 
The MVMA 2D Crash Victim Simulator is being utilized in based on injuries that were considered either incapacitating 
this effort to help characterize the baseline conditions of a or fatal. 
restrained front seat passenger. In future work this model Figure 1 presents the distribution of injuries and harm to 
will be utilized to assist in postulating and analytically restrained passengers by body region injuried based on the 
evaluating mitigation concepts as to their effect on harm 
reduction. Input data issues and requirements related to the 4D 

characterization, instrument panel material occupant 
properties, restraint system, and geometry are discussed. 
Initial validation efforts and sensitivity analyses are 30 
presented. This work is contained in the section titled 
"Analytical Characterization of Baseline Vehicles". z 

~ 20 
Problem Determination o 

LO 

The following sections present analyses conducted using " 

accident data and crash test data to better define the safety 10 

problem for restrained right, front seat passengers in frontal 
impacts. O 

HEAD FACE NECK CHES ABD LOW X 

Field accident data BODY REGIONS 
l 1979-86 Both NASS and CWSD accident data were utilized in i WEIGHTED 

performing the analyses presented in this section. The ~ 1979-87 
~ UNWEIGHTED 

NASS files utilized included the calendar year 1979 to 1987 
~ 1979-86 

individual files. Comparisons are made by the distribution ~.HARM 
of both "harm" and injuries. NASS utilizes a national ex- Figure 1. Restrained passengers in frontal impacts. Oistribu- 
pansion factor to make the NASS files representative of the tion of body regions injured. NASS, AIS 2+ injuries. 

population of accidents which occur in the United States. 
These factors are available for the 1979-86 NASS files, but 
not for the 1987 NASS file. Because of this difference and 

25 the limited sample size available for restrained pas- 
sengers--especially at the higher injury severity levels, 

>_ 20 
both weighted and unweighted data are presented. The 
counts of injuries that are used in the comparisons presented 
in this section are based on a count of all injuries received by 
the passenger. In the NASS file, up to six individual injuries u_ 10 

for each injured occupant may be coded into the 
computerized file, and it is all these injuries that are includ- 
ed in these analyses. 

Additional comparisons are made utilizing the concept of 0 
HEAD FACE NECK TRUNK LOW EX 

"harm" as originally defined by Malliaris, et el. (4,5). To BODY REGIONS 
obtain "harm", a harm weighting factor that is associated ¯ CWSD-PA. 
with each of the AIS injury severity levels is utilized. The 

Figure 2. Restrained passengers in frontal impacts. Oistribu- 
harm factors are applied to all the injuries received by the tion of body regions injured. Crashworthiness State 
passenger. The harm weight factors that were utilized are databas~Pennsyivaniafiles.lncapacitating and fatalinjuries. 
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NASS files. Three comparisons are presented including The chest acceleration levels for contact cases are also high- 
distributions based on 1979-86 AIS 2+ injury weighted er. The "other" contact category primarily consist of head 
counts, 1979-87 AIS 2+ unweighted counts, and 1979-86 to knee contacts. It can also be noted that contact with the 
harm weighted data. Head injuries account for 15 to 19% of instrument panel occurs in almost one-half of the crash 
the AIS 2+ total injuries for both the weighted and un- tests. 
weighted injury counts. For the harm weighted distribution, 

Table 1. Comparison of restrained passenger injury criteria by the head accounts for 25% of the total harm. Figure 2 pre- head contact sources. NCAP test results. Passenger cars only. 
sents body region distributions based on the CWSD files. 
The head body region accounts for 25% of the injuries 

Contact Source sample Size HIC Chest 
Acceleration 

classified as incapacitating or fatal. 
Instrument Panel 119 1174 46 NASS contains information as to the injury source for the 

body regions injured. Figure 3 presents the distribution of None 76 602 38 
injury sources for head injuries. Because of the small sam- Other 22 1125 43 
pie size, only the analysis using unweighted data for the 
1979-87 file is presented. There is information on injury Table 2. Comparison of restrained passenger HIC levels distri- 
source for 21 injuries at the AIS 2+ level. Nine of the head bution by head contact source. NCAP test results. Passenger 

ears only. 
injuries were attributed to contacting the windshield, five to 
the instrument panel, and 3 to the roof rails/pillars. HIC Level s Contact Sources 

Inst Pnl None Other 
5O 

0 to 500              3% (4) 36% (27) 9% (2) 

40 501 to I000 38’/, (45) 61"/, (46) 45% (I0) 

1001 to 1500 38% (45) 4% (3) 13% (3) 

z© 3o 1501+ 21% (25) 0% (0) 31% (7) 
Ld 
D Total 100% (119) 100% (76) 100%.(22) 
m,m 2O 
C~ 
L 

Table 2 presents the distribution of different levels of 
10 HIC. The table shows that 59% of the dummies that con- 

tacted the instrument panel received HIC readings equal to 
o                                                     or greater than a HIC value of 1000, whereas for those 

WDSNLD INST PNL PILLARS NON Cr OTHER dummies that did not contact any interior surface that num- 
INJURY SOURCE ber is only 4%. 

I 1979-87 NASS Figure 4 presents another illustration of this contact prob- 
(SAMPLE SIZE=21 INJURIES)             ~ UNWEIGHTED 

lem. The figure presents the HIC and chest acceleration 

Figure 3. Restrained passengers in frontal impacts. Injury readings for each dummy by contact source. The symbol 
sources for head impacts. 1979-87 NASS. Unweighted. AIS 2+ "I" indicates instrument panel contact, "N" indicates no 
injuries, 

contact, and "O" indicates other contact. As can be seen 
from the figure, almost all the crashes that contain no pas- 

Crash test data senger contact with the interior surface result in HIC read- 

The following analyses are based on the NCAP crash 
ings lower than 1000. 

Tables 3 and 4 present similar information for the light 
tests that are contained in NHTSA’s vehicle crash test 

trucks tested as part of the NCAP program. The HIC and database. Each of the vehicles tested in this program was 
contact source trends are the same as those for passenger 

crashed into a rigid barrier at a test speed of 35 mph. This is 5 
cars. 

mph faster than the prescribed speed for compliance with 
Federal motor vehicle safety standards. The crash tests are Laboratory Testing for Head to designed to indicate, for vehicles within the same size class, 
the relative levels of occupant protection and vehicle safety Instrument Panel Impacts 
performance. Based on the results of the field accident and the crash test 

Specific attention was directed at the association of the analyses, it was decided to focus specific attention on the 
HIC injury criteria values with contact source. The follow- safety problem of head to instrument panel impacts. Head to 
ing figures and tables are based on the passenger car tests windshield contacts appeared as a problem in the accident 
and the restrained passenger dummy head injury criteria data but not in the full scale crash tests. This discrepancy is 
(HIC) and chest injury criteria (chest acceleration). As can continuing to be investigated as part of the problem 
be noted in table 1, the average HIC value is approximately identification effort. The analytical simulation work that is 
double (1174 vs. 602) for those dummies that contact the presented in a subsequent section presents initial results 
instrument panel compared to those receiving no contact, related to this question. 
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Figure 4. Plot of HIC vs. chest acceleration for head contacts with the instrument panel (I), no contact (N), and other contact (0). 

Table3. Comparison of restrained passenger injury criteria by simulation was accomplished by the use of static and 
head contact sources. NCAPtest results. Light trucks and vans dynamic component level head tests. The data collected 
only. 

Contact Source Sample Size HIC Chest serves as first, a baseline data base for characterizing the 

Acceleration material properties/geometry of instrument panels, and 

Instrument Panel 20 1251 48 second, input data sets for analytical simulation models. 

None 9 671 44 Summary of laboratory tasks 

Other 11 1189 50 MGA Research Corporation, under contract with the 
Transportation Systems Center (TSC), United States De- 

Table 4. Comparison of restrainedpassenger HIC levels partment of Transportation, performed the laboratory test- distribution by head contact source. NCAP test results. Light 
trucks and vans only. ing program involving the component level head tests of the 

HIC Level s Contact Sou~’ces passenger side upper instrument panel (7). MGA has devel- 
oped both the equipment and procedures to conduct static or 

Inst Pn] None Other 
dynamic component level tests of a vehicle interior (8). The 

0 to 500 10r* (2) 22r, (2) 0r, (0) investigation included three groups of vehicles as listed in 
Table 5. The damaged NCAP vehicles were the vehicles 

501 to 1000          20% (4)     67% (6) 27% (3) used to perform the actual NCAP tests and were acquired 

1001 to 1500 45"/, (9) llr* (1) 45r* (5) under the contract with TSC. Thegroup 1 vehicles matched 
the damaged vehicles but contained undamaged interior 

1501+ Z5% (5) 0% (0) 38% (3) 
components. The group 2 vehicles were other undamaged 

Total 100% (20) 100% (9) 100% (ll) vehicles that matched other vehicles tested within the 
NCAP program. They were purchased as vehicle front ends 

A laboratory testing program was initiated, which had as or cowl sections and contained the same options as the 
its primary objective the simulation of passenger head original NCAP vehicle. The light trucks were vehicles used 
injury as a result of impacts with the upper dash panel of by MGA to perform other interior component level tests for 
several NCAP passenger cars and light trucks. The TSC. 
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The initial task in the project was to perform analysis on and z motion (where x is positive forward and z is positive 
the NCAP crash films to determine the passenger head upward on the vehicle)versus time was recorded. 
impact velocity, impact angle and contact point. This was The head displacement was determined from the time of 
then followed by a test matrix that included three dynamic vehicle contact with the barrier up to the time of head 
test types and one static test type. The test types were desig- 
nated as dynamic generic, NCAP simulation, FMVSS 201 

contact with the upper dash. The head x motion versus time 

and a static generic. The dynamic generic was a 25 mph and head z motion versus time were then manipulated to 

impact at a fixed 50 degree impact angle measured from determine the head impact angle and velocity. The velocity 

horizontal, using a 6 inch diameter 15 pound hemisphere was determined by plotting the resultant motion versus time 

shaped headform. This impact angle was determined from and finding the slope of that line in a region 20 msec prior to 

the average of the nine impact angles found in the film head contact. The impact angle was determined by cross- 
analysis. The analog to the dynamic generic was the static plotting the head x motion with the z motion and calculating 
generic, performed at a quasi-static rate of 2 inches/minute, the downward angle with respect to the horizontal in a 
Both test types were performed on the group 1, group 2, and region just prior to contact. A summary of the film analysis 
light trucks, results are listed in table 6 and a sketch of the impact veloc- 

The NCAP simulation, performed on the damaged ity and location are shown in figure 5. 
NCAP, group 1 and group 2 vehicles, made use of a Part 572 
anthropomorphic head ballasted to 15 pounds. The impact Table 6. Summary of the film analysis results. 
velocity and angle were determined by the film analysis w.mele 
results. The FMVSS 201 test, a 15 mph impact using a 6 inch 1986 ~ c~t~ 17 36 
diameter hemisphere shaped headform ballasted to 15 1985 cr~-�~ol,: spr~t 23 49 

1985 Dodge Colt 15 44 
pounds, was performed on the 1985 Dodge Colt, 1985 Ford 1985 Ford ~ 25.7 49 

1986 Hyundai Excel 28 49 
Tempo, 1986 Hyundai Excel and the five light trucks. 1986 "r~zu. I-Mark 22 70 

Test procedures and data acquisition 1986 Mercury Sable 17.4 48 
1986 Saab 9000 23 54 

This section will review the test procedures used to per- 
form the film analysis and component level head tests along 
with the data acquisition. The purpose of the film analysis "~ IMPACT AN~I_E 
was to determine the passenger head impact velocity, im- 
pact angle and contact location, and was performed on each 

/"~ INSTRUM EN T 
of the nine group 1 and group 2 vehicles listed in table 5. 

/X~PAN~I 

Using a film digitizer and computer, the passenger head 
target motion was digitized, based on time, with respect to 
the vehicle. By knowing the film speed, the head target x IMPACT XOELOCI’I-Y "/ 

Table 5. Vehicles tested. 

1986 BIJick ~            Figure 5. Passenger head impact angle and velocity definition. 

~maged 1986 Hyundai ExPel 
NCAP 1986 Isuzu I-Mark Dynamic and static interior components tests were per- 

Vehicles 1986 /~ Sable formed using MGA’s dynamic/static load frame on which a 

1986 Saab 9000 vehicle cowl section is fixtured as shown in figure 6. The 

vehicle cowl section is that portion of the vehicle cut for- 
ward of the shock towers and through the front seat floor- 

1986 Buick Century 
1985 Chevrolet Sprint pan, and fixtured using a combination of welding and bolt- 

Gru~ l 1985 Dodge Colt ing. This methodology has been found to be a very rigid 

and 1985 Ford Tempo system simulating the conditions found in the full vehicle. 
Group-2 1986 Hyundai Ex~el Each vehicle cowl section was purchased with the same 
Vehicles 1986 Isuzu I-Mark options as the NCAP vehicle and included all components 

1986 Mazda B-2000 Pickup 
behind the instrument panel. An undamaged instrument 1986 Mercury Sable 

1986 ~9___a_h_ 9000 panel was replaced after each test and installed identical to 

the original condition. The A-frame supports either a hy- 
draulic cylinder for static testing or an impactor for dynamic 
testing. The cylinder or impactor can be oriented in any 

1985 Chevrolet G-10 Van 
Light 1986 Dodge Caravan direction, through lateral motion, vertical motion and rota- 

Trucks 1985 Ford F-150 tion in two directions. 

1986 Ford Ranger The static testing was performed using a hydraulic cylin- 
1985 Nissan Pickup der mounted to the A-frame as shown in figure 7. Attached 
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STATIC GENERIC PASSENGER SIDE UPPER INSTRUMENT PANEL 
o FORCE/DEFLECTION 

F 700- -- o 
R 600- ~ ~,~"~’ 

E 800 - 
I 

( .~o0- 
O 
U ~O0- 
N 
D 200- 
s 
) 1oo- / 

o.oc 1.oo ~.oo ~.oo 4.0o B.oo 6.GO ,7.oo 

Figure 6. MGA static/dynamic load frame.                                           DEFLECTION (INCHES) 

Figure 8. Static generic force/deflection p~ot. 

determined by the film analysis or in the case of the light 
trucks was at the junction point of the upper and middle 
instrument panel After the test was comp|etedo the data was 
saved on a diskette, loaded to MGA’s Micro VAX and con- 
vetted to the NHTSA component data base format. AI! the 
data was then sent to NHTSA and is available on their VAX. 
As mentioned earlier, three types of dynamic tests were 

performed, the dynamic generic. NCAP simulation, and 

FMVSS 201. A similar test procedure was used for each test 

type and only differed by the impact velocity, impact ang 

contact location, and impact form. Figure 9 shows the dy- 

namic test set-up. Strain gage type accelerometers were 

mounted in each headform to record the acceleration in the 

impacting direction. A displacement potentiometer 

tached to the back of the headform was used to measure the 

instrument panel deflection. A contact switch placed on the 

instrument panel recorded the time of impact. 

Figure 7. Static generic test set-up. 

to the end of the cylinder was a 6 inch diameter hemisphere 

shaped 201 headform with a load cell mounted behind it to 

record the force. A displacement potentiometer attached to 

the cylinder was used to measure the instrument panel de- 

flection. The cylinder operation and data acquisition was Figure 9. Passenger side dynamic ~ead test set-up. 
fully computer controlled using the method of displacement 

feedback. Force/deflection pairs were recorded every 0.040 The impactor is essentiall }, a guided piston, with both the 

inches as the cylinder was extended and retracted at a rate of impacting sequence and data recording controlled through a 

2 inches/minute. An example static generic force/deflection computer. Figure 1 () shows the back of the impacmr and the 

result is shown figure 8. The contact point for the test was computer, system controller, pneumatics cart and signal 
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Once the piston has stopped accelerating, the nitrogen is 

vented to the atmosphere, allowing the piston to travel a~ a 

constant velocity. Immediately after venting, the data re- 

cording was triggered and velocity measured by a wand 

attached to the piston, passing through a light trap. The 

acceleration, displacement and contact were al! recorded on 

a time basis according to the SAE J211 standards. An exam- 

pie of an acceleration time curve is shown in figure 11. and 

through file manipulations can be reduced to the dynamic 

force/deflection curve as shown in figure 12. As with the 

static data. all the dynamic data was converted to the 

NHTSA component data base format and installed on the 

NHTSA data base. 

Results 

Figure 10. Dynamic testing data acquisition. This section will discuss the results from the film anal 

sis, dynamic tests, static tests and their relationship to the 
conditioning used to execute the test. The impactor is fired NCAP results. Table 7 provides a summary of the passenger 
by pressurizing nitrogen in an accumulator to a pressure side HIC based on the head resultant acceleration for each of 
corresponding to the desired velocity based on the impact- the nine NCAP vehicles as determined by a 36 msec HJC 
ing mass. Once pressurized, a safety pin is released and a program. These are the results used to correlate with the 
fire button is pressed, discharging the nitrogen to the back of component level test results. 
the piston. 

Table 7. Summary of NCAP passenger HIC. 
RAW ACCELERATION VERSUS TIME 

Tested Vehicle                HIC (t2-tl) 

A 1985 Ford Tempo 1449 (24) c 
c io.o- 1986 Hyundai Excel 2662 (13) 
E 1986 ISUZU I-Mark 999 (36) 
E ~     , ’r " - 1986 Mazda Pickup 1647 (35) 
AR -iO.O--%     / 1986 Mercury Sable 597 (36) 
T 

/ 

1986 Saab 9000 1443 (5) 
I -20.0-- 

0 
N -30.0-- 

A comparison was made between the head impac~ veloc- 
( -,o.o- 

~ ity as determined through the film analysis and the NCAP 

-~o.o- ~/ 
resultant passenger HIC. A correlation plot comparing ~he 

s 
) -eo.o- two is shown in figure 13. The correlation coefficient, r~ 

0.0000 0.0800 O. lOOO O. 1!~00 O.aO00 0.2S00 

TZM~ (s~co~s) 111 
Figure 11. Dynamic test acceleration versus time. 
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Figure 12. Dynamic force/deflection curve. Figure 13. Resultant HIC versus head impact velocity :orrela- 
tion plot. 
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determined for this plot was 0.86. These results indicate that !9s6 SAAB 9000 - FORCE/DEFLECTION COMPARISON 

as the passenger head velocity increases, the likelihood of ~ Dn~ic GENERIC STATIC GENERIC 
an increase in head injury will result. Therefore, one ap- 
proach to reducing the occupant head injury is to reduce the V 180e- 
head velocity. This can be accomplished by modification of 
structural characteristics (crash pulse and intrusion), interi- c 1zoo- 

or geometry, and restraint effectiveness. However, as dis- 
E 

( 900- cussed in the problem determination section to this paper, F 
prevention of all contacts is not feasible and counter- o 

measures must also focus on the properties of the instrument 
v 600- 

panel itself in mitigating contact forces. 
D 
S 300- 

Two types of loading responses resulted from the static ) 

generic test type as shown by the overplot in figure 14. In o- ~ 
one case, the trend shows a gradual rise in force to a peak o.oo 1.oo z.oo 3.oo 4.oo 8.oo 8.oo r.oo 
load, which is characteristic of the softer instrument panels. 
This type of response was found in instrument panels that 

DEFLECTION (INCHES) 

had approximately 0.5-0.75 inches of cushion covered by a Figure 15. Static and dynamic toree/dellection comparison. 

vinyl type of material. The other trend shows a response that DYNAMIC GENERIC FORCE/DEFLECTION 
is much more steep and is characteristic of the stiffer instru- o 1986 SAAB 9000 

merit panels, constructed of hard plastic with little or no × 1988 FORD TE~P0 

cushion material. The advantage of a softer instrument pan- 
F 3000 - el was reflected in the results obtained from the Mercury o 

Sable. The combination of a soft, thick cushioned instru- Re asoo- 
ment panel and an impact velocity of 17.4 mph resulted in E 

2000 - 
the lowest NCAP HIC of the group at 597 over 36 msec.     ( 

P 

0 1800- 

STATIC GENERIC FORCE/DEFLECTION COMPARISON U J \ 
o 86 ISUZU I-MARK N 1000- 
x 86 MERCURY SABLE 

DS) 800-~//       ~.~ 
F 800-- 

RC 700- 

~ 
0.00 i .00 2.00 3.00 4.00 S.00 6.00 

E 600- 
~ ~ DISPLACEMENT (INCHES) 

( S00- , 

P /v/~ 

/ 
Figure 16. Dynamic head impact responses, o 4oo- -- 

U 300 - N ~’c~" ./_/ spike within the first few inches of deflection. The trend 
D 200 - 
s ~ /~ most often seen was that with the inertial spike. 
) ~oo- ~" Three methods were used to correlate the dynamic gener- 

o-~           "~’~r’~ ~’~ ic test results to the NCAP passenger HIC results. These 
0.00 1.00 a.oo ~.00 4.00 8.00 6.00 ~.00 included comparing the peak force/deflection, loading - 

DEFLECTION (ING"HES) slope, and HIC to the NCAP resultant HIC. In no case did 
the component level HIC’s match the NCAP HIC’s. This is 

Figure 14. Static generic force/deflection responses, because a complex three dimensional event was being mod- 

Although the static tests can discriminate among the vari- 
eled using a one dimensional test device. Also, there is some 
level of acceleration on the head due to the vehicle decelera- 

ous types of instrument panel stiffnesses, it lacks the dy- tion, which is not accounted for in the component test. 
namic response, which is critical in defining the instrument The force/deflection peak is the peak load that occurs 
panel impact properties and as input into the occupant sim- within the first two inches of instrument panel deflection, 
ulation models. An overplot comparison of a static generic also called the inertial spike. This peak load and the initial 
and dynamic generic force/deflection from the same vehicle loading slope or stiffness were determined from the dynam- 
is shown in figure 15. The dynamic generic test shows a ic generic force/deflection plot. If there was no distinguish- 
large inertial spike occurring within the first two inches of able peak load, as in the case of a gradual rising load, the 
deflection, and has a steeper initial slope as compared to the force was taken at one inch of deflection. The correlation 
static test. coefficient for comparison of the peak force and the NCAP 

Two types of responses from the dynamic tests are shown resultant HIC was found to be 0.58 and the plot is shown in 

in the overplot of figure 16. In one case, the trend was a figure 17. The loading slope was calculated from the initial 

gradual rise to a peak force while the other shows an inertial rise of the force/deflection plot and was found to have a 
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3 0 0 0 correlation coefficient of 0.60 and is shown in figure 18. The 
correlation based on the component level HIe was found to 

O r= 0.58 be 0.57 and is shown in the plot in figure 19. As seen from 

~-¯. m_~ 
these plots, all of the methods for correlating the component 

~ 2 0 0 0 level impact results with the NCAP passenger resultant HIe 
LO ~ ~0 ~ are quite similar. 

rYL-) ,_. ,.~U ~ 
Comparison of the NeAP simulation tests performed on 

O the damaged NeAP vehicles showed a much better correla- 
Lt_ 

1 0 0 0 ___ tion with the NeAP resultant HIe. A correlation coefficient ~ ~ 
O of 0.96 resulted from these tests and is shown in the plot in 

t_d 
.~ 

figure 20. Although the results correlate well, information 
CL O © about the crashed vehicle must be known, such as the pas- 

t [ ] 
senger head impact angle and velocity determined from the 

film analysis. This presents a problem when trying to pre- 0       1000    2000 3000 
diet the passenger injury criteria for a vehicle that has not ,-- NeAP RESULTANT HIe 

¯ - been crashed. 
Figure 17. Dynamic generic peak force versus NeAP HIe cor- 
relation plot. 
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Figure 18. Dynamic generic loading slope verus NeAP HIe cot- Figure 20. Damaged NeAP Hie versus NeAP resultant HIe cor- 
relation plot. relation plot. 
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Figure 19. Dynamic generic HIe versus NeAP Hie correlation Figure 21. NeAP simulation HIe versus NeAP resultant Hie 
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The other NCAP simulation testing was performed on the clearances and angular orientation of the vehicle interior 

group 1 and group 2 vehicles. Again, there was no exact impact surfaces. Laboratory component data, discussed 

match of the component level HIC’s compared to the full above, provided a source for specifying the force-deflection 

scale NCAP crash passenger HIC’s. The correlation coeffi- properties of the impacted surfaces. Restraint system geo- 

cient between these two sets of data was 0.60 and has a metric data was also obtained from the laboratory effort. 

correlation plot as shown in figure 21. Occupant response during the NCAP frontal event was 

As for the FMVSS 201 results, each of the vehicles tested obtained from accelerometer and load cell test data and 

passed the criteria. The FMVSS 201 simulates a head im- from an analysis of the NCAP test film. Electronic test data 

pact utilizing a 15 pound head form and impact velocity of provided head and chest deceleration and femur load pro- 

15 mph. The criteria states that the maximum acceleration files and the film data provided head trajectory and head 

level, for a 3 msec period, must not exceed 80 g’s. velocity information. The case models were constructed 

As mentioned before, an exact simulation of the injury and the occupant response output was compared to the cor- 

sustained by a passenger in a full scale crash was not possi- responding NCAP occupant response data. 

ble in the laboratory testing program. This is because of the The MVMA 2D 3-point "advanced belt system" module 

constraints placed upon a laboratory test procedure on a requires a considerable amount of detailed restraint system 

component level. These constraints include limiting the data not normally reported in NCAP tests. These include 

head motion to one direction, neglecting the affect of the belt system geometry the location of anchor points and 

vehicle deceleration on the HIC and not accounting for the "D" rings, occupant attachment points, and the effective 

belt loading affect on the passenger kinematics. Possible belt lengths for each segment of the 3-point belt system. In 

areas of an improved test procedure would be to incorporate additon, belt spool-out and inertia reel characteristics as 

the dummy neck response in a linear impact device. This well as the friction characteristics of belt slippage through 

could also be accomplished using a pendulum type device, the D-rings and belt slippage over the occupant’s torso is 

along with simulating the belt loading. However, as will be required. In cases where data was unavailable, nominal 

discussed in the next section, component level test results values were inserted and adjustment was made to belt elon- 

are a very useful input to the occupant simulation models, gation characteristics to obtain the required occupant-re- 

which are used to model and predict full scale crash tests, straint system response. 

Analytical Characterization of Baseline Baseline case development 

Vehicles 
Two cases initially developed for this study were a 1985 

Dodge Colt (10) and a 1985 Ford Tempo (11). Both cases 
The purpose of this aspect of the Restrained Passenger in were similar in that both vehicles employed 3-point "ac- 

Frontal Impacts study was to develop computer simulations tive" belt systems and involved right front seat passenger 
of selected frontal impact events. The cases are used as a head contact with the upper portion of the instrument panel. 
tool to study the analytical aspects of the events in order to The Colt NCAP test resulted in a passenger Head Injury 
identify injury mechanisms and to develop mitigation Criteria (HIC) of 738 and the Tempo test resulted in a HIC of 
concepts for passenger injury. The MVMA 2D Crash 1436. 
Victim Simulation model was selected for this study. It was noted in the Colt NCAP test that the occupant’s 

The MVMA 2D model is a complex nine-mass, ten- head and upper torso twisted somewhat when contacting the 
segment, spring-mass system which models total body upper instrument panel. This was probably due to early right 
occupant response in two-dimensions (9). It computes step knee contact which occurred about 25 milliseconds before 
by step occupant kinematic details, body part external the left knee contact. The result was a significant head 
forces and absorbed energies, injury criteria, and vehicle acceleration component in the lateral direction (y-direction) 
response. Frontal events from the National Highway Traffic when the head hit the panel. The MVMA model is a two- 
Safety’s (NHTSA) New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) dimensional model (x-y) and the panel stiffness input data 
were chosen as cases to be simulated. The two initial cases obtained in the laboratory effort was also coplanar (x-z). 
discussed here involve events in which the passenger’s head Thus for the Colt case, model occupant head response was 
struck the instrument panel. Both vehicles employed compared to the resultant of the x and z NCAP accelerome- 
3-point belt restraint systems, ter traces rather than the triaxial resultant. The Tempo 

Modeling approach NCAP test on the other hand, had a more coplanar occupant 
head impact. (The x-z resultant HIC of the Tempo NCAP 

Accelerometer and load cell data from the individual testwas99%ofthetriaxialresultantHIC, while the Colt x-z 
NCAP tests and laboratory component data were combined resultant HIC was only about 80% of the triaxial.) Chest 
to construct each of the NCAP cases studied. Accelerometer response for both vehicle tests was mainly coplanar (x-z). 
data obtained from the passenger compartment structure Both NCAP test reports indicated knee contact with the 

was used to provide the deceleration time-history for the lower portion of the instrument panel by the right front seat 

simulated passenger compartment and dimensional data passenger followed by head contact with the upper portion 

from undamaged vehicles provided the initial passenger of the instrument panel. In both cases, film analysis indi- 
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cated intrusion of the instrument panel into the passenger ~,~t 
compartment. Since head contact in both cases was partial ,~.e : : , : .. :    :    ., 

(i.e. only the "forehead" of the passenger dummy made s., o . .- o 
contact), it is reasonable to assume that without intrusion °"�~P°o--’-’- ° 
contact may have been avoided. Results of the comparison s., 
between the MVMA 2D simulations and the NCAP crash .. 
tests are shown in tables 8 and 9 and in figures 22 thru 27. 

I ~’l 
° ~/.~ "t.~ .:.’1~~ ° ° 

The two MVMA 2D simulations match the NCAP results o ~.~ 
fairly well. Femur results for the Colt simulation show some ¯ 

disparity due to the uneven contact times of the knees during ss.o o o 
the NCAP test. 

Table 8. MVMA 2D simulation of NCAP test #791, 11985 Colt). 

injury criterion NCAP 791 MVMA 2D Colt 

O.O       48.0 
uzc ................... 60z.9 (x-z)       525.5                               ~.$      S.O      t~.0     1,1~.1     1~.0 

tl-t2 ................. 82-110 70-136 
3mS head g’s .......... 72.1 71.0 

3ms chest g’s ......... 31.9 31.5 #~i~P 
femur force (ibs) ..... 1460 (sum) 1231 1~.1 .~ 1 

Table 9. MVMA 2D simulation of NCAP test #842, (1985 Tempo). 111.0 . . I "~_i 

i "" ¯ ~’~ i ...... 
injury criterion            NCAP_842           MVMA_2D Tempo                  S       i.~          °,    ,, 

.." k.~A \ A 

3ms heed g’s .......... 110.7 115.3 -~.l ¯ 
~."’.� ¯ 

femur force (ibs) ..... 1127 (sum) 1004 

head velocity (mph) ...    26 (film)            28                              "~o~ 

,.,     4,:,    ,,:,    ,&.,    ,&., 
188.0     148.0     188.0 ’ 

""1 .... i..l " " ’ " - " " " ¯ . -.,~, ¯ . . ~.~..,~, ¯ . 
- ~.~ ~ P ¯ ’ 

~.0 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ . 
10.0 

-- "’t - - ’" 
I.I i.I 1.1’ t1.1 ’ 1~.1 

I.I 

t,I I,I 11,1 t~.1 11,1 I,I ~,1 I.I 1B.I 1~.1 

Figure 22. The following is a comparison of MVMA 2D simula- Figure 23. Comparison of NCAP test film analysis with MVMA 
tions with NCAP test #791, 1985 Dodge Colt. 2D simulation--head velocity. 
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Parametric study case showed a decrease in passenger head injury however, 
when in the extreme forward seating position. Thorax con- 

To identify the critical factors leading to passenger injury tact was initiated in this case and helped to dissipate the 
~ during the frontal event, a parametric study was developed, 

occupant’s forward momentum. The Tempo case on the 
Both events were nominally similar. At the start of the 

other hand, saw a significant increase in head injury for the 
frontal impact, both dummies slide forward from their origi- 

extreme forward seating position (4-inches forward of the 
nal seating position. Evidence indicates initial contact with 

mid position). In the Tempo case the occupant struck the 
the knees into the lower portion of the instrument panel 

windshield initially, rebounded and then hit the upper in- 
followed by a pitching forward of the occupant’s upper 

strument panel. 
torso and impact of the forehead into the upper portion of the 

As part of the parametric study, torso belt slack was instrument panel. Several critical parameters were 
introduced into the baseline cases. Negative slack was also 

identified: 
introduced which had the effect of simulating initial belt 

¯ Restraint System Dynamic Compliance tension in the system. Generally, the introduction of belt 
¯ Upper Instrument Panel Stiffness slack increased restraint system compliance and increased 

.~; ¯ Passenger Seat Position passenger head injury response. Initial belt tension tended 
¯ Torso Belt Slack to improve passenger injury response somewhat. It was 

noted in the case of the Tempo, that with greater than 1.5 Parametric test results are shown in figures 28 thru 31. 
Restraint system dynamic compliance was identified as inches of slack, head impact was squarely on the top of the 

compliance of the restraint system during the event which instrument panel rather than a combination of top and mid- 

included a combination of belt stretch, belt spool-out, and die panel impact. This reduced the head angular accelera- 
~ belt hardware distortion. Results indicate that a stiff belt tion and neck injury response since impact with the almost 

system which minimizes occupant forward movement im- horizontal middle panel had tended to force the head sharply 
proves the passenger’s injury response. The more compliant rearward. The magnitude of the resulting head impact with 
a restraint system is, the more likely the occupant will strike the top panel however, sharply increased. 
the instrument panel. The severity of the impact is also a 
consequence of restraint compliance as the belt system can Discussion of results 

.J-~ slow the forward movement of the occupant and minimize Head injury was the major response variable in this pre- 
- ~ the impact. A sufficiently stiff restraint system can prevent liminary analysis of restrained front seat passengers in fron- 

head impact totally. As restraint system stiffness was con- tal crashes. Throughout the parametric study, chest and 
tinually increased however, an increasing trend in occupant femur injury response remained moderate and except for 
injury was observed as the stiffer belt system absorbed less 

some extreme parametric variations, varied little. Neck in- 
energy, transferring more of the crash energy to the 

jury generally showed only a moderate response to parame- 
occupant, 

tric variations. (Differences in neck response between the When head impact with the instrument panel does occur, 
Colt and Tempo cases however, were significant.) Restraint the stiffness characteristics of the panel has a direct effect on 

resulting head injury. In both cases it appeared that the system operation was a key variable in the passenger’s 

restraint system, although allowing head contact, did miti- injury response. A sufficiently stiff restraint system can 

gate the impact by slowing the occupant’s forward velocity, prevent head contact during the event. However, too stiff a 

Thus head contact was generally partially mitigated and the restraint system can increase chest injury and head and neck 
- stiffness of the first two to four inches of the upper panel response as more of the crash energy is transfered to the 
" ¯ played an important role in injury response. Response was occupant. When the restraint system was too compliant, 

almost linear, the stiffer the panel the harder the head im- head contact with the instrument panel occurred and in 
pact. HIC and head angular accelerations responses fol- some extreme cases, the head contacted the windshield. The 
lowed suit. The softer panels mitigated head injury but extent of the head injury incurred by instrument panel im- 
allowed deeper penetration of the head into the panel which pact is dependent on head contact velocity and panel stiff- 

..... increased the likelihood of impacting a panel structural ness. Head contact velocity is a function of crash pulse 
-- member of localized "hard spot." severity, passenger clearance, and the extent to which the 

Moving the passenger to a more rearward seating position restraint system slows the occupant prior to contact. In the 
helps to mitigate injury by allowing the restraint system two cases studied here, the disparity in head injury criteria 
more room to prevent passenger head impact. As noted between the two vehicles was largely a result of restrain 
above, head impact in both cases was partial, usually only system dynamic performance and crash pulse severity. 

:-~ 
the forehead of the occupant strikes the instrument panel. The restraint system in the Colt case slowed the passenger 

¯ Thus, any rearward seating position from 2 to 4 inches forward travel sufficiently to mitigate head contact injury, 
helped to minimize head impact. Conversely, preventing while in the Tempo case, torso belt compliance allowed the 
panel intrusion can also accomplish the same ends. Moving occupant to impact the instrument panel at a significantly 
the occupant forward tended to increase injury criteria in the higher contact velocity (28 mph for the Tempo head impact 
cases studied since the closer proximity of the instrument and 20 mph for the Colt). 

¯ panel allowed for a fuller head to panel contact. The Colt Preliminary results indicate that restraint system perfor- 
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Figure 28. The following are restraint system compJiance Figu re 29. The following are upper instrument panel stiffness 

tests, MVMA 2D crash victim simuJations: tests, MYMA 2D crash.Scrim simulations: 
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mance is a complex event: restraint system compliance, by instrument panel contact is dependent on head contact 

crash pulseseverity, passenger clearances, instrument panel velocity and instrument panel stiffness. Head contact 

stiffness, and panel intrusion are all key elements affecting velocity is a function of crash pulse severity, passenger 

occupant injury. The two NCAP cases show that in addition clearance, and the extent to which the restraint system slows 

to these apparent event variables, performance of key ele- the occupant prior to contact. While the first priority in 
ments of the restraint system is also an important considera- developing mitigation concepts should be aimed at 
tion in assessing the potential for mitigating passenger inju- eliminating or reducing head contact velocity, it will not be 
ry. Future work will focus on analyzing additional frontal possible to eliminate all head contacts. For those situations, 
crash events including light duty trucks, and on identifying the instrument panel and other interior components need to 
and analyzing critical restraint system elements. be modified to mitigate head contact forces. 
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Computational Crash Analysis at the Saab Car Division 

Larsgunnar Silsson, it is possible to preform analysis of complex structures, 

Saab Car Division which just a couple of years ago was considered to be 

Saab Scania AB science fiction. The rapid evolution in this field is a 
consequence of developments of more theoretically sound 

Abstract and efficient algorithms for the numerical solution of 
nonlinear structural dynamics, as well as the rapid growth in 

In the development of Saab cars, passenger safety is of 
speed and availability of supercomputers. Computer 

the greatest concern. To verify the safety level achieved a 
analysis of crashworthiness is on the threshold of emerging 

large number of destructive crash tests are carried out. Each 
of these tests is time-consuming and costly. It is of interestto 

as a tool that can substantially reduce the cost and time 

Saab, as well as the whole community of car manufacturers, 
required for the development and certification of a new car 

to reduce the number of crash tests, and yet to achieve the 
design. 

target level of passenger safety. Computational mechanics Numerical Analysis of Vehicle 
has turned into a powerful tool which can complement crash 
tests and, furthermore, reduce the number of tests needed. Crashworthiness 

Recently, Saab has developed a finite element model of Review 
the Saab 9000 T 16 CS car. The calculated results show good 
agreement with available test data and also reveal crash Computers have been used in the analysis of 

phenomena which are hard to observe in the standard de- crashworthiness since the 1960s. In the first generation of 

structive physical tests, analysis the vehicle was modelled as a lumped system 

Computational analysis of crash problems is the new consisting of mass and spring elements. The main problem 

method of developing cars with higher passenger safety, with these models was to assign appropriate stiffness to the 

Once developed and validated, the finite element crash spring elements. These data must be found from 

model can be utilized for design studies or parametric stud- experiments on structural components similar to those 

ies and needs only a very short time to produce useful which are to be analysed. The resulting system constitutes a 

results. Thus, within a given time a larger number of design set of coupled ordinary differential equations, which must 
alternatives can be evaluated and a final design with higher be integrated in the time domain. Because of the difficulties 
passenger safety can be obtained, mentioned and the limited capacity of the mainframe 

computers available at that time (comparable with that of 
Introduction personal computers today), the number of mass and spring 

Safety has always been of great concern in the elements was very limited. In general, the results from 

development of Saab cars. During the 1950s to 1970s safety physical tests on the same structure or its components must 

be available in order to calibrate the model. As a developments mainly concerned active safety. The success 
of Saab in rally competitions during that time was partly a consequence, the applicability of the lumped system was 

result of high active safety. Passive safety has since then limited to analysis of structures very similar to the one 

been given increased attention to meet customers’ needs tested. Thus, the lumped models could not be used to make 

and government regulations, predictions regarding new car designs without the existence 

The engineering considerations in regard to of a physical prototype. A typical lumped mass system used 

crashwort.hiness are extensive. Many experiments are at Saab in the 1970s is shown in figure 1. 

carried out as design studies or verification tests on both The finite element method 
prototypes and cars taken from the production line. Both 
complete car structures and components are tested. The finite element method (FEM) was developed during 

Although possible, development of structural the 1950s and the 1960s mainly for the analysis of static 

crashworthiness by testing alone is a much too costly and problems. The first attempts to use FEM in the analysis of 

time-consuming process, crashworthiness were made at the beginning of the 1970s. In 

It is of great interest to Saab to shorten the development these analyses, beam and rod elements were used along with 

phase and yet achieve the target level of passenger safety, discrete mass and spring elements. Although reflecting the 

During recent years, computer analysis of nonlinear real structure to a larger extent than the lumped models, the 
contact-impact problems has developed remarkably. Today, properties of the structural elements were still mainly found 
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Today, all the popular codes in crash analysis use the central 
difference method. 

Car body structures mainly consist of connected sheet 
~                                          metal parts. To make an accurate FE model of the car body, 

r~ emm- I I ~ 
shell elements are essential. Also solid, beam and rod ele- 

Ilbeam & I I Dr~ ~ merits are required in a complete vehicle structural model. 
I 11~4~t*r I ~ ¯ I J ~ llum_ [ ~,--~ 

[ ~;ngmei ~ 
The first FE-analysis, which used shell elements and 

¯ ~ ~--~w- [ ~ 
~ 

explicit time integration, of a vehicle collision was carried 

i ,~,~ mmmmt*za Body out in l975 by Welch, Bruce and Belytschko (2). It was also 
~ 

[ [ man -,,~ ~ ~ ~uxk the first attempt to use FEM as a first-principle analysis of 

tl 
[ ~ ~ w~u’v~-~ 

vehicle crashworthiness. At that time, the computers were 
not powerful enough to perform the analysis successfully. 

During a crash, the vehicle structure is severely deformed 
U rmnt ~u, ~ and the structural parts may be exposed to multiple contact- 

impacts. The first FE program, with an explicit time integra- 
tion, that seriously addressed the contact-impact problem 
and that took full advantage of the supercomputer (Cray) 

Figure 1. Mass-spring model of a Saab 900 vehicle (1979). 
was DYNA3D, developed by Dr. John O. Hallquist (3), (4). 

from physical tests. Thus, the criticism of the lumped mass- The first version of DYNA3D became available in 1976. 

spring models is also valid for the first generation of FEM DYNA3D has since developed remarkably, and is today 

crash analysis models. A widely used computer program of probably the most well-known and widely used FE code in 

the first generation type is KRASH (Wittlin and Gamon crash analysis. Most of the other commercial crash analysis 

(1)*). 
codes, e.g. MSC/DYNA, PAMCRASH, and RADIOSS, 

With FEM first-principle analysis became possible, i.e. have their origin in DYNA3D. 

the structural properties are derived from the basic continu- 
DYNA3D originally lacked shell and beam elements. 

um mechanical relations. Thus, it became possible to make During that time, vehicle components such as a front beam 

crashworthiness predictions of a vehicle structure simply by were modelled by the use of solid elements. To account for 

knowing the relevant material properties, the geometry, and 
bending effects in the metal sheets, at least two elements 

the boundary and initial conditions, were required across the thickness. As previously men- 

The equations of motion resulting from the FE-dis- 
tioned, this resulted in a very small time-step, due to the 

cretised system must be integrated in time, starting from short distance between nodal points in the thickness 

known initial conditions. This is carried out as a step-by- direction. 

step integration, either with an implicit or an explicit 
Shell elements became available in PAMCRASH 1984 

method, 
and in DYNA3D 1985, see hallquist et al (5). The first shell 

When an implicit method is used, a non-linear equation 
element implemented in DYNA3D was the Hughes-Liu 

system must be iteratively solved in each time-step, which 
element (Hughes and Liu (6)) which is derived from a con- 

makes it a very time-consuming step. In crash problems the 
tinuum formulation and allows very large deformations. 

loads vary extremely rapidly. In order not to truncate these 
Later, also the Belytschko-Tsay element (Belytschko and 

loads, very short time-steps must be used. Thus, implicit 
Tsay (7)) was implemented in DYNA3D, see Hallquist and 

methods demand very large computer resources to integrate 
Benson (8). The Belytschko-Tsay element is based on the 

the response time of interest. Also, due to the severe non- 
Mindlin plate theory and thus only allows moderate shell 

linearities involved, the iterative equation solver often fails 
deformations. On the other hand, the Belytschko-Tsay ele- 

to converge. Consequently, implicit methods have not been merit requires fewer operations and makes the analysis 

successful in the analysis of crash problems, although many faster. 

of the general purpose FE code developers still do not seem The above-mentioned developments resulted in a tre- 

to have given up hope. mendous increase in computer analysis of vehicle crash- 

The generally used explicit method is the central differ- worthiness: The first complete vehicle (Citroen BX) frontal 

ence method. Unlike the implicit methods, it does not re- 30 mph crash analysis was carried out 1985/1986 at Peugot 

quire the assembly of system matrices and the solution of S.A., see Chedmail et al (9), and since then most car manu- 

each time-step is trivial. However, the central difference facturers have performed similar analyses. 

method is only conditionally stable, i.e. the time-step must Saab started to use DYNA3D in the analysis of front 

be less than a critical value proportional to the shortest time beams, and front frame structures in 1984. DYNA3D has 
it takes a sound wave to travel between two adjacent nodes, since then been used extensively, see Nilsson and Larsson 
It follows from the previous discussion that the time-step (10). Saab has also actively supported new developments in 
limitation is not too severe in the analysis of crash problems. DYNA3D through Dr. Hallquist and through research pro- 

grammes carried out by the author at Link6ping Institute of 

¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper.             Technology, e.g. Zhong (11) and Oldenburg (12). 
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Examples 
At Saab, computational crash analysis is considered to be 

an engineering activity of high priority and its importance is 
rapidly increasing. Since 1985, Saab has continuously 
aimed at developing qualified in-house resources, i.e. 
personnel, methodology, software and hardware, for 
advanced crash simulations. 

The following crash simulations have been carried out at 
the Saab Car Division using DYNA3D. All simulations, 
except the full frontal car crash, have been run in-house 
using a Cray 1A supercomputer. The full frontal car crash 
simulation was run on a Cray X-MP/28 supercomputer at 
SINTEF, Trondheim. A new Cray X-MP/48 supercomputer 
has recently been installed at Saab, and all current crash Figure 3. Deformations of the front beam after 0, 4, 8, 12,18 and 
simulations are run on that computer. 20 m~. 

The following examples have been chosen to give a brief 
overview of the crash analysis carried out at Saab during the 
last couple of years.                                        ,~ ~-~÷’ 

Structural Parts and Components 

Front beam 
The boxed beam is often used as a front structure member. 

It has been analysed extensively at Saab as a standard test 
example to debug new methods or new computer code 
versions and facilities. The finite element model of one half     ’. 
of the beam is shown in figure 2. Only one quarter of the 
beam is analysed with symmetric boundary conditions 
taken into account. At the fight end of the beam, a rigid mass 
is attached. A total of 1280 4-node shell elements are used. 
The beam and the rigid mass have an initial velocity of 35 
mph leftwards along the length axis of the beam. The 
motion of the beam is constrained by a rigid wall, which is 
hit by the left end of the beam at time zero. 

~ ~xz~u~. o.~÷o~    TIME 

,,,~v = 15.6 m/s Figure 4. Normal force between the front beam and the rigid 
wall. 

Typically, 2 hours of Cray 1A CPU time is required to 
obtain 20 ms of response time. 

Front frame structure 

The finite element model of a conceptual frontal structure 
Figure 2. Initial configuration of the front beam. One quarter of 
the beam is analysed with symmetric boundary conditions, is shown in figure 5. A total of 3500 shell elements were 

used to model the symmetrical part of the structure. The 

Figure 3 illustrates the deformation of the beam at inertia properties of the rear part of the car body are repre- 

different time states. It is observed that the folding sented by a discrete mass attached with rigid links to the rear 

mechanism is described in details by the model. This has parts of the front. Initially all nodal points have a velocity of 

been made possible by the single-surface-contact 35 mph in the forward direction, and the bumper hits a rigid 

algorithms in DYNA3D, i.e. all contacts are automatically wall extending perpendicular to the direction of motion. 

notified and analysed. Obviously, this facility is of the Figure 6 shows the deformed structure at selected time 

outmost necessity when a full car structure is considered, states. From these figures, together with a video animation 

Figure 4 illustrates the typical time graph of the normal produced from the detailed solution sequence, it is possible 
force on the rigid wall. Each drop in acceleration is caused to acquire an understanding of the mechanical behaviour of 
by the formation of a new fold. the structure during impact. 
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t=Oms 

Figure 5. Initial configuration of the front frame structure. One 
ha]f of the frame is analysed with symmetric boundary 
conditions. 

A total of 7 hours CPU time on the Cray 1A was required 
to obtain 40 ms of response time. 

Steering column 
t = 10 ms - 

In figure 7 the geometry and various deformed configura- 
tions of a Saab 900 steering-column system are shown. The 
model consists of 2100 shell elements. A rigid wall (mass 30 
kg) hits the steering-wheel with an initial velocity of 9 mph 
in the direction of the steering-column. 

The FE-model of the steering-column includes details of 
the energy-absorbing sliding mechanism between the col- 
umn segments as well as contact interfaces between all 
parts. 

t = 20 ms 

Figure 7. Initial configuration of the steering wheel-column 
system. 

Figure 8 shows the deformed geometry at various time                                           t = 30 ms 

states. Details of the deformation process can be revealed by 
making the exterior parts invisible, as shown in figure 9. 
The typical force-time relation of the rigid wall is shown in 
figure 10. 

The steering-column model has been used for the purpose 
of design studies. 

A 20 ms response analysis requires approximately 10 Figure6. Deformations of the front frame structure after 0, 10, 
CPU hours on the Cray 1A. 20 and 30 ms. 
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t=5ms 

t=lOms 

t= Sms 

Figure 8. Deformations of the steering wheel-column system Figure 9. Details of the steering column system. Exterior view 
after 5, 10 and 15 ms. after 0 and 15 ms. Sliced-up view after 0, 10 and 15 ms. 
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Complete Car Structure 

Model preparation 

In a frontal car crash, extensive folding (figure 3), and 

bending collapses take place in the front structure, contact- 

impacts occur between engine/gearbox and radiator/fan and 

between engine/gearbox and firewall etc, and many 

structural members are highly deformed and distorted. It is 

an advanced task to develop a FE-model which, within 

acceptable tolerances, gives the required results. The 

modelling of the frontal crash in the case of the Saab 9000 Figure 11. Initial configurations of the Saab 9000 vehicle FE- 

T16 CS (figure 11) was an extensive job, taking almost one 
model and detailed view of the engine/gearbox/AC system. 

year. This complete vehicle model has, however, since then 

also been used for many other purposes, e.g. side impact Analysis 
analysis, load distribution analysis, idle shake vibration Because of the primary memory restrictions of the Cray 

analysis etc. 1A (1 MW), the full frontal car crash analysis was run on a 
Owing to time considerations, it was decided to model Cray X-MP/28 at SINTEE Trondheim. To make this possi- 

only one half of the body, assuming symmetry along the ble, we first installed our versions of DYNA3D and TAU- 

body centre line (i.e. the x-axis, y = 0). The engine/gearbox, RUS (postprocessor of DYNA3D, see Hallquist and Brown 

the AC and some other systems were, however, fully (13)there. Intotal, four days were needed to produce a tape 

described. From similar crash tests, we know that the with the results database. The total CPU time needed for one 

wheels/tyres take part only to a minor extent in the run covering up to 80 ms response time was 22 hours. 

deformation process. Thus, they have been omitted from the A video animation of the full set of deformed states, with 

analysis model. Because of these arrangements, the results or without overlaid stress, energy or strain functions, was 

obtained were valid for up to about 80 ms response time. also produced by using MOVIE.BYU (Christiansen (14) 
The FE-model (figure 12) consists of 7500 shell on-line on the Cray at SINTEE 

elements. In addition, beam elements are used as door 
substitutes. The total weight and weight distribution of the 

Results 

FE-model were chosen to correspond to the real vehicle. From the analysis, a very large results database was ob- 

Initially, the vehicle has 35 mph velocity forward (x- tained. The following selected results are mainly chosen to 

direction) and hits the rigid wall, which has its extension in illustrate the versatility, validity and accuracy of this type of 

the yz-plane, at time zero. study. 
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t=Oms 

t=Oms 

t = 20 ms 

t = 20 ms 

¯ t = 40 ms 

t=4Oms 

t = 60 ms 
t = 60 ms 

Figure 12. Sequence of the deformed Saab 9000 vehicle FE-model at O, 20, 40 and 60 ms after impact. 

Figure 13 gives a close-up view of the engine compart- 
Figure 12 shows a set of deformed states. When com- ment before impact and at one deformed state. The deforma- 

pared with high-speed films captured in similar tests, a very tions obtained in the analysis are very close to those found in 
close agreement in the global deformations is observed, a real crash. 
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Figure 13. Close-up view of the Saab 9000 vehicle front struc- Figure f4o Side view of the Saab 9000 vehicle Iron~ structure 
ture and the corresponding FE-model. Undeformed and de- and the corresponding FE-modeL Undelormed and deforrnecl 
formed (40 ms) configurations. (70 ms) configurations. 

Figure 14 gives close-up views of the front beam struc- Finally, this study shows that prediction analysis is possi- 
ture before impact and at one deformed state. The c lose 

agreement of the analysis results to the test is again 
ble today. The input data for this analysis are simply ma~e- 

illustrated, 
rial parameters, geometry data. and boundary and initial 

Figure 15 shows the measured and calculated accelera- 
conditions. Thus. it is a true first-principle analys~s. 

tion signal (x-direction) from an accelerometer mounted on 

top of the sill. The measured signal has been integrated 

twice to find the velocity and the displacement. Further- Experience at Saab in using advanced computer anaty 

more. it has been filtered (60 Hz) before it was plotted of crash problems has increased quickly since 1984. This 
together with the velocity, the displacement and the corre- has been made possible by the breakthrough in 
sponding data from the computer analysis. As noted, a very computational crash mechanics t new theories, algorithms 
close agreement of the analysis results with the tests has and codings in DYNA3D). fast access to supercomputers. 

been obtained, and the continuous and consistent build-up of in-house 
The video animation of the analysis results gives a very 

detailed understanding of the mechanics taking place during 
personnel resources and know-how. 

the deformation process. On the deformed geometries also 
Computational mechanics ~s the new methods of 

fringes of stress, strain or internal energy intensities are 
developing cars with higher passenger safety. Once 

shown as further help in understanding the process, 
developed and validated, the finite element crash model can 

With some exceptions, very good agreement has been be utilized for design studies or parametric studies, and 

achieved between the analysis results and the tests. After needs only a very short time to produce useful results. Thus. 

some minor corrections, this full vehicle model can be used within a given time a larger number of design alternatives 

with confidence in future analvsis. The possibilities of con- can be evaluated and a final design with higher quality and 

ducting parametric studies or design studies are extensive, passenger safety can be obtained. 
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Figure 16. Experimental and calculated accelerations, 
velocities and displacements of the Saab 9000 sill (close to 
B-post). 
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Intrusion Effects on Steering Assembly Performance in Frontal Crash Testing -- 

Written Only Paper into means of lowering the potential for occupant injuries 
caused by intrusion of the steering assembly into the 

Carl Ragland, occupant compartment. A test program of eight standard 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administra- production ’87 Hyundai Excel and ’87 Toyota Celica 

tion, U.S. Department of Transportation vehicles was conducted. The matrix consisted of 35 mph . 

Gayle Klemer, and 25 mph full barrier and half barrier tests, as outlined in 

Research and Special Programs Administration, table 1. 

U.S. Department of Transportation Table 1. Summary of teat conditions. 

Abstract .... ¯ ......... 
$pd ....... de 

Dynamic intrusion of the steering assembly into the occu- 3 To,o~= c.1 ~�= 3, m~, ~,11 ¯ ...... 

pant compartment of a car has a significant effect on the * .~,,.do~ Exce, 35 ms, ~u,, .... t,, 

injuries sustained by the driver. In an effort to quantify the ............. 2 ...... ,, ...... 

injuries caused by this component, two subcompact vehicle ..... ~ ...... ~ 35 ,~ ........... 

models were tested at 25 and 35 miles per hour in full frontal 
and half offset barrier impacts. The two models were chosen 
from those tested under the New Car Assessment Program Vehicle Characteristics 
(35 mile per hour barrier tests) because they have very To completelyunderstandthe steering assembly behavior 
similar crash pulses but dissimilar steering assembly intru- 

of the vehicles, their crash characteristics are examined and 
sion. This paper compares the differences between the two 
models in physical characteristics, steering assembly de- 

compared. The information given in table 2 describes the 

sign, occupant injury data and occupant kinematics in a 
physical characteristics of the vehicle and the test 

program of eight tests using production vehicles and a 50th 
conditions for each test. The first column gives the test 

percentile unrestrained male Hybrid lII driver dummy. Data number in chronological order. The second column 

from electronic transducers and high speed film analyses describes the vehicle make tested and the crash mode: FF for 

are presented. Conclusions are drawn about the design of full frontal and HO for half offset frontal. The wheelbase is 

the steering assembly for mitigation of harm to the driver, in the third column, with the fourth column giving the 
distance between the centerline of the front axle and the 

Introduction front bumper which is intended to approximate the available 

The objective of this Steering Assembly/Frontal crush of the front structure. These two characteristics are 

Structure test program was to assess the crash given only once for each make since all cars of the same 

characteristics of the steering assembly and its effect on make were identical. The test weight, given in column four, 

unrestrained drivers in frontal impacts. New Car includes the vehicle, vehicle instrumentation and the 

Assessment Program (NCAP) 35 mph frontal barrier test 
data were used to select two vehicles which have similar 

Table 2. Vehicle characteristics. 

Model/ ~/heel Fr.Axle- Test Test crash pulses, but dissimilar steering column performance in .o. Crash Mode base B. urnper ~/t. Speed 

terms of dynamic intrusion. The ’87 Hyundai Excel and the 
Inches 1 ncnes l bs mph 

’87 Toyota Celica were selected on this basis. The crash z Hyunda~/FF 93.7 33.3 2.660 24.7 

pulses of both cars were similar, but the horizontal z Toyota/FF 99.1 38.1 2,700 25.0 

component of steering column dynamic intrusion was 3 Toyota/FF 2.750 35.4 

greater in the Hyundai than in the Toyota. ~ Hyunda~/FF Z,650 34.8 

The purpose of these tests was to determine the steering ~ ro~,ote/,o z.zao z4.~ 

column behavior within a range of crash conditions using an 
~ Hyundai/H0 2,650 24.5 

unrestrained Hybrid III driver dummy. Additionally, 
7 Toyota/H0 2,760 34.7 
8 Hyundat/HO                              2,620     34,7 

mechanisms of intrusion were investigated to gain insights 
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dummy and its instrumentation. The test speed was required stiffness, given in thousands of pounds per inch of crash, is 
to remain within +0.5 mph of the nominal 25 and 35 mph. followed by the maximum crush as a percentage of the total 

Table 3 contains the data describing the performance of frontal distance available for crush. The last column in table 
the frontal structure of the vehicle used in each test. This 4 is the maximum energy absorbed by the frontal structure 
table is arranged so that one can readily compare Hyundai/ calculated by integrating the force displacement curve. 
Toyota pairs at each speed in each crash mode. The In addition to the data presented in tables 3 and 4, plots of 
following abbreviations are used to identify the tests: 25 or the passsenger compartment acceleration (crash pulse), 
35 for the nominal test speed in mph, FF for full frontal velocity and displacement over time are helpful in 
crash mode, HO for half offset frontal crash mode, H for comparing the two vehicles. Figure 1 compares the 25 and 
Hyundai and T for Toyota. Maximum passenger 35 mph full frontal pulses ofthe Hyundai and Toyota, while 
compartment acceleration in g’s, maximum frontal dynamic figures 2 and 3 compare velocity and displacement, 
crush, peak load cell barrier force, and the time (in respectively, obtained by integrating the crash pulse. 
milliseconds) at which each occurred are given. The Figures 4, 5 and 6 make the same comparisons for the half 
passenger compartment acceleration was recorded by an offset crash mode. From these curves we can see that these 
accelerometer mounted on the rear seat support structure, two vehicles have reasonably similar crash pulses, with the 
The acceleration pulse was filtered through a Butterworth largest variation occurring in the 35 mph tests. The effect of 
double pass filter to -3db at 30 HZ cutoff frequency, with a these variances will be further discussed in the section on 
15 HZ corder and a 75 HZ stop frequency. The crush was Occupant Kinematics. 
then computed by double integration of the acceleration It is important also to look at the vehicles’ energy 
curve. The load cell barrier (LCB) force is the sum of the absorption capabilities. Figure 7 shows the comparison of 
force histories of each of the 28 load cells used on the Hyundai and Toyota force-deflection curves for 25 and 35 
barrier, 20 cells in the case of the half offset tests. The force mph full frontal tests. Figure 8 shows the integrals of these 
summation was filtered through a Butterworth double pass force-deflections. It is clear at 25 mph that the frontal 
filter to -3db at 100 HZ cutoff frequency, with a 50 HZ structure of the Toyota absorbs more energy than does the 
corder and a 250 HZ stop frequency. This frequency was Hyundai in this crash mode. These 25 mph curves also 
chosen for the load cells due to their inherently lower indicate that the Toyota has the potential to absorb more 
frequency content (as compared to accelerometers in the energy at higher crush. Energy absorption is the same up to 
vehicle) and due to the filtering effect of summing the approximately 3 inches of crush. After that point the Toyota 
channels of data (tending to cancel out random noise), absorbs more energy for every increment of increased 
Given last is the crush at the time peak LCB force occurred, crush. 
Table 4 shows variables calculated from the data in table 3. Figures 9 and 10 help to explain the above differences. 
Crush and the peak force from table 3 were used to compute Figure 9 is a pretest under-body view of the engine 
frontal stiffness, the first variable in table 4. Frontal compartment of a Celica; figure 10 is the same view of an 

Excel. Notice the T-shaped assembly (front suspension 
Table 3. Measured crash data. crossmember and center engine support member) in the 

Pook Ii Toyota. The Toyota lower control arms also provide added 
Tes~ o. s c,-,5, F ..... ~ F~ structural rigidity, at least from the wheels aft, due to their 
FF25 H 21.85 18.3 52.48 12.00 ~ ,,~ ~1.20 ~1.2, 31.35 trailing longitudinal orientation and their attachment to the 

62.25 ,,z 53 floorpan. This construction indicates that the Toyota may be 
FF35 H 31.52 26.1 94.91 15.26 ~,: m~ 6o.,, ~. z~ 2~. 30 structurally stronger in the latter part of the crush. However, 

6,,. ~6 ~ 1.1 3~. 1~ at 35 mph, the peak LCB force is essentially the same for the 
H025 H 24.99 22.6 56.51 20.70 ~ -,s ~. ~ ~o. 6z 6~. ~ two cars, but the peak force occurs slightly earlier in the 
H025 T 23.02 20.6 53.17 20.27 
~t ms 65 . 02 77 . 62 68 * 48 

Ct mS 
52~. 69 32. 7 86. 49 16. O* Hyundai at approximately 16 inches of crush. This peak in 

H035 T 34.62 30. 3 ~ ~ 21. ~’~ the Hyundai did not occur at the lower speed, even though 
~t m~ 6~.SO ~>.>> " 

the crush exceeded 16 inches. This indicates that engine 
F .... t n k’l I opounds impulse or some other factor, rather than structural strength, 

influenced the Hyundai peak force. The reasons will be 
Table 4. Calculated crash data. investigated in later discussions comparing crash speeds 

,, ,,w, ~. .~x. ~o~ and crash modes. 
Comparison of structural performance in the half offset 

~ - ,.,6 ~.o 5~.~ crash mode shows less difference between the two makes. 
~ " ~’~ ~"-’* ~-~ Figure 11 contains plots of the force-deflection curves 
o~ . ~. ~ ~.~ 5~.~ resulting from the 25 and 35 mph half offset barrier tests. 

Figure 12 shows the corresponding energy absorption 
curves. Again the Toyota frontal structure absorbs more 

--- ~ ......... ,,~,~ energy at 25 mph than does the Hyundai, but the difference 
..................................~,,,-o~, ~, ~-~ ,, ~ooo is less pronounced. In the 35 mph case the energy absorption 
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Figure ~, Crash pulse for full frontal tests. 
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Figure 2. Velocity curves for full frontal tests. 
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Figure 3. Displacement curves for full frontal tests. 
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Figure 4. Crash pulses for half offset tests. 



Figure 5. Velocity curves for half offset tests. 
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Figure 6. Displacement curves for half offset tests. 
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Figure 7. Force vs. crush plots for full frontal tests. 
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Figure 8. Energy absorption in full frontal tests. 



more pronounced at 25 mph than at 35, and more 

pronounced at 25 in the Toyota than in the Hyundai. The 

second salient feature of the curves is that the peak load cell 

force values generally correlate with peak acceleration (also 

see table 4). One can also see from figures 15 and 16 that the 

pairs of force-crush curves for the 35 mph Toyota and the 25 

mph Hyundai have very similar shapes as would be 

expected. However the 25 mph Toyota curves and the 35 

mph Hyundai curves do not show this similarity. This 

exception in both cases is that the peak force and 

acceleration in the offset tests were unexpectedly high 

values and occurred late in the event. This shows that 

"bottoming-out" or stiffening occurred when the crush 

exceeded a certain limit available in the front structure, 

causing a high but late crash pulse peak (consistent with the 

force peaks). Since the high speed Hyundai tests did not 
Figure 9. Toyota front underbody, display this phenomenon, it is probable that the energy 

absorbed in both high speed tests as well as the offset 25 

mph test was of sufficient energy to bottom out the 

structure. Referring to table 4 shows that in the tow speed 

tests this bottoming out phenomenon occurred somewhere 

between 55-68% of the reported available crush. In the high 

speed tests this occurred between 70-98%. In the low speed 

tests and the high speed full frontal test, the Toyota showed 

no signs of bottoming out. However in the high speed offset 

test, the structure apparently did bottom out. This indicates 

that the Toyota bottoms out at 70-80% of the available crush 

as reported in table 4. This can perhaps be explained by two 

unique design features of the Toyota. One of these is the 

longitudinal engine support member which also serves to 

absorb frontal crush energy in a frontal impact, in the offset 

impact used in this testing this member was not fully 

engaged, thus softening the structure. The other difference 

is that the Toyota has trailing lower A-arms which add 

considerable stiffness to the structure at about 23 inches of 

collapse distance. Since the Toyota does not collapse this far 

in the half offset 25 mph test and the longitudinal member is 

not resisting collapse, stiffening is not seen at the lower 
Figure 10. ~yundai ~ront underbody, speed. These differences further indicate that the Toyota has 

a more effective collapsible structure. 
is essentially equal for the two vehicles until about 23 inches Comparisons similar to the ones made for crash mode are 
ofcrushhasoccurred. From that point on the Toyota is again made by crash speed in figures 19 through 24: By 
dissipating more energy than the Hyundai. Also note that comparison of force-crush curves at 25 and 35 mph the 
the Hyundai uses 98.2% of its available frontal length at extent of velocity rate depende~ace can be examined. From 
maximum crush at this speed. It is no coincidence that the the previous discussion it was discovered that the Hyundai 
greatest intrusion is also observed during this test: 4.5 structure bottomed-out in three of the four tests, yet the 
inches rearward and 3.6 inches upward. (See table 7 Toyota bottomed-out in only the 35 mph offset. Since 
discussed in section IV). structural forces are unpredictable when the structure is 

Figures 13 and 14 show the crash pulse comparison, by 
fully collapsed, the Toyota full-frontal tests more reliably 

crash mode, for the Hyundai and Toyota, respectively. Both 

the low speed Hyundai test and the high speed Toyota tests 
explain the effect of velocity on crash pulse and force-crush. 

had higher crash pulse peaks in the half offset tests. To 
It can be seen from comparing the Toyota full l¥ontal tests in 

explain this the corresponding set of force,deflection 
figure 20, that the crash pulses are very similar in shape, the 

curves, figures 15 and 16, and energy/displacement curves, 
peak in the 35 mph test is higher, and the duration longer 

figures 17 and 18, are examined. The first conspicuous than in the 25 mph test. By looking at figure 22, it can be 

difference is that both vehicles are less stiff in the half offset seen that the force-crush curves are also very similar, until 

crash, as might be expected, but this stiffness difference is the load drops off in the 25 mph test: 
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Figure 11. Crash pulses for Hyundai Excel full frontal vs. half offset tests. 
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Figure 12. Energy absorption in half offset tests. 
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Figure 13. Crash pulses for Hyundai Excel full frontal vs. half offset tests. 
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Figure 14. Crssh pulses for Toyota Celica full frontal vs. half offset tests. 
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Figure 15. Force vs. crush plots for Hyundai Excel full frontal vs. half offset tests¯ 
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Figure 16¯ Force vs. crush plots for Toyota Celica full frontal vs. half offset tests¯ 
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Figure 17. Energy absorption by crash mode for the Hyundai Excel. 
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Figure 1~, Energy absorplion by crash mode lor the Toyota Celica, 
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Figure 19. Crash pulses for Hyundai Excel 25 mph vs. 35 mph tests. 
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Figure 20. Crash pulses for Toyota Celica 25 mph vs. 35 mph tests. 
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HT~ndai Excel Full frontal 25 mph vs. 35 mph Hyundai Excel Half offset 25 mph vs. 35 mph 
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Figure 2~. Force vs. crush plots for Hyundai Excel 25 mph vs. ~5 mph tests. 
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Figure 22. Force vs. crush plots for Toyota Celica 25 mph vs. 35 mph tests. 
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Fioure 23. Ener0y Absorption by impact velocity for the Hyundai Excel. 
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Figure 24. Energy absorption by impact velocity for the Toyota Celica. 
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Having discussed and compared the frontal structure, we The parts of the body most affected by the steering 

will go on to explore the differences in occupant injury assembly are the head and chest. We begin the discussion of 

between the Hyundai Excel and the Toyota Celica in these occupant data with those indicating head injury. From table 

eight tests. 5 one can see that, in general, the driver of the Toyota 
experiences a considerably lower HIC than the driver of the 

Occupant Injury Data Hyundai. Also note that the laceration index for the Toyota 

An unrestrained 50th percentile male Hybrid III dummy driver is always quite high, while the LI for the Hyundai 

was used in the driver position in all eight tests. To facilitate driver is never greater than 1 (abrasions only). This would 

better camera coverage of the driver dummy’s interaction seem to indicate that head injury to the Toyota driver results 

with the steering assembly, no dummy was used in the right primarily from contact with the windshield while the 

front seat position. Table 5 summarizes the occupant injury Hyundai driver seldom hits the windshield; his injuries are 

data recorded by electronic instrumentation and the caused by hitting something harder, the instrument panel, or 

laceration index (LI). Analysis of data from test films is steering wheel hub. The one exception to this is the HIC of 

presented in Section IV. 1586 for the Toyota driver in the 35 mph full frontal test. 
This is borne out in the film analysis and the exception 

Table 5. Occupant injury data. explained in the next section. 

,,X.Ches1: F,m,r"aX’Loads Abd,*"ax" .aX.Cbe~1:               TWO observations predominate when looking at the 
Test:         HIC            g’s      Left Right:    D1sp.     Dlsp.     LI 

maximum chest accelerations reported in table 5. With such 
FF25 H 1451 54.5 1671 1208 2.28 1.71 1.00 

~* 83.35 ,0.0 79.95 hp Hy 95.85 similar cras ulses we could expect that since the undai 
~2%1 ~4 49.1 ~039 1,63 2.19 ~.83 8.29 

high Toy 81.22 90.0 82.05 driver had a er chest acceleration that the ota driver 
86.25 ~4z4 78.2 2583 1~76 ~.59 1.2~ 1.oo 

~F~5~ 8974"18.9~ 5~.7~ 67.05 at 25 mph, the same would be true at 35 mph. However, 
FF35~T~ 74.77       1586 

105.8 2316 1409 
81.22       2.32 05.72       1.93 

7.78 

¯ 85.87 quite the opposite was recorded In fact, the increase in three 

HO25~ 91.42910 
44.0 1511 810 1.75~08.82 94.071"89 1.oo millisecond clip chest acceleration for the Toyota driver 

101.92 4~9 from the 25 mph test to the 35 mph test is extremely out of 
H025~ 

45.0 1031 1201 1.74 1.45 4.59 
73.87 97.72 99.07 
102.00 .0~%~ 7~.1~s~5 84.0 29~0 ~655 ~.79.2745 ~6.971 42 1.00 line with the increase for the Hyundai driver. This points to a 
86.40 Toy ,03%r~ ~5.10~75 ~9.0 15~0 1796 2.95.250~ 7~.52~" ~7 3.90 difference in the function of some part of the ota interior 
92.77 at the higher speed. The second oddity is that while the chest 

t1 a.d t:2 ~l’e gt ven fo~" 1:he Hie ca]¢u] at:ion, acceleration decreases in the half offset mode in both cars at 

TlmeDlSp] ~1:~ .... i,tmt] ] ~econds’n inches 25 mph, at 35 mph the chest g’s for the Hyundai driver are 
L ..... t~o, ~dex ~L~) is ,~t~,s~ greater than in the full frontal mode but the Toyota driver’s 

chest acceleration is greatly reduced from the full frontal 
The Head Injury Criterion (HIC) was calculated from the 

case. To adequately explain these seemingly incongruous 
resultant of the three central accelerometers in a nine- 
accelerometer array. The maximum chest g’s is the 

data we must rely on analysis of high speed films of the tests 
to detail the kinematics of the dummy and vehicle interior 

maximum acceleration of the torso which has duration surfaces and supplement what is known from electronic 
greater than three milliseconds. Maximum femur load, instrumentation. 
shown in table 4, is the maximum axial compressive forc~ in 
pounds measured by the femur load cell. The maximum Occupant Kinematics 
abdominal displacement is calculated from data measured Film motion analysis was conducted to determine 
by a pressure transducer in the Hybrid III. The conversion kinematics of the dummy and its interaction with the 
formula between pressure in pounds per square inch (x) and 
displacement in inches (D) for the abdominal insert used in 

steering assembly, instrument panel, windshield and other 
interior components. Figures 25 through 32 show the 

this dummy is: 
relative positions of the dummy and steering wheel/interior 

D = (0.00047288x5 -0.02616x4 + 0.53471x3 for the drivers at important times throughout the event. A 

- 5.0362x2 + 26.98 Ix + 5.31)/25.4. summary of the dummy kinematics is presented in table 6. 
Relative velocities between the dummy and struck 

Positive chest displacement is recorded by a surface at contact time (known as "contact velocity") were 
potentiometer when a plate at the front of the chest is evaluated as one of the parameters affecting occupant 
displaced toward the spine. The maximum displacement is injury. Contact velocity was determined by adding the 
shown in table 4 in inches. 

The laceration index is a comparative measure of Table6. Summary of driver dummy kinematics. 
laceration and abrasion of the face and scalp of the 
occupant. It is based on the number, lengthanddepthofcuts ~,.,~ ~m-. ~-. ~,-~ ~-, .oz,-..o3,-, ,o~-, .o~,-~ 

Abdomen/r~ m 57 52 58 53 67 50 68 57 

made, during the crash, in two layers of chamois fitted over Chest/hub 65 55 64 61 77 58 74 66 

the face and the top of the head of the dummy. An LI of 1 
klead/I. P. 82 74 81 74 89 ?4 93 - 

indicates that there were abrasions to the outer chamois, but 
no penetrating lacerations.                                                                    - 
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Figure 25. Dummy kinematic plots of Hyundai 25 mph full frontal. 
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Figure 26. Dummy kinematic plots of Hyundai 35 mph full frontal, 
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Figure 27. Dummy kinematic plots of Toyota 25 mph full frontal. 
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Figure 28. Dummy kinematic plots of Toyota 35 mph full frontal. 
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Figure 29. Dummy kinematic plotsof Hyundai 25 mph half offset. 
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Figure 30. Dummy kinematic plots of Hyundai 35 mph half offset. 
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Figure 31. Dummy kinematic plots of Toyota 25 mph half offset. 
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Figure 32. Dummy kinematic plots of Toyota 35 mph half offset. 



velocity, at the time of chest contact, of an unrestrained one the intrusion difference, since the intrusion in the Hyundai 
mass object (relative to the compartment) to the film caused earlier contact than would have been expected 

determined velocity of the column. Figures 33 through 36 otherwise. 
are the contact velocity curves derived from the crash pulses In the Toyota the three millisecond clipped chest 
of the eight crash tests and table 7 summarizes the steering acceleration was 49.1 g’s, compared to 54.5 g’s in the 
column film analysis results. The resulting total contact Hyundai at 25 mph. This shows that one should not 
velocities are shown in table 8. This method of determining conclude from the Hyundai and Toyota 25 mph tests that 

contact velocity was chosen since film analysis distortion lower contact velocity caused by intrusion is desirable for 

error was unavoidable with a wide angle lens used on the on- improved occupant response. Though the response 

board camera. Additionally, the dummy’s shoulder or chest difference is not large, it is especially significant in light of 

target was not always clearly visible in the views of the off- the fact that the Hyundai column stroked more than the 

board cameras, precluding their use for all tests. Toyota’s, see summary of post-test column measurements 

Comparisons are also shown in table 8 between contact in table 9. Therefore, steering assembly intrusion may 

velocities obtained using this method and contact velocities adversely affect dummy response during dummy ride down 

from film analysis only for the full frontal tests. There is and after the initial impulse is imparted to the dummy 

generally very good agreement. Another use of the contact through the wheel. 

velocity derived from the crash pulse is to quantify the crash The next set of tests analyzed are the full frontal tests at 35 

pulse differences for the specific contact times observed for mph. Figures 26 and 28 show the dummy kinematics in 

the drivers in this test series, these tests. For the Hyundai test, the contact velocity is 30.7 

The first set of tests analyzed are the full frontal tests at mph (including 3.6 mph horizontal velocity of the steering 

the 25 mph crash speed. Figures 25 and 27 show the dummy column and 3.0 inches dynamic intrusion). Chest contact 

kinematics in these tests. For the Hyundai full frontal test at occurred in the Hyundai crash test at 58 milliseconds. 

25 mph, the chest to hub contact velocity, from table 8, is Contact velocity for the Toyota was 30.1 mph at 61 

24.5 mph (including 2.4 mph rearward velocity of the milliseconds. There was a very small horizontal velocity 

steering assembly) at 65 milliseconds. There was 2.0 inches component of intrusion of 1.3 mph for the Toyota. These 

of rearward dynamic intrusion before the dummy contacted velocities, like the 25 mph test also compare reasonably 

the wheel and the column/wheel began absorbing energy by well with one another. Part of the reason for the similarity in 

stroking. In the Toyota, contact velocity was 25.8 mph at 64 total contact velocity, from table 8, despite much higher 

milliseconds. There was a very small horizontal velocity intrusion velocity in the Hyundai is that contact occurred 

component of intrusion of 0.2 mph and a correspondingly slightly earlier in the Hyundai due to the intrusion, as 

small horizontal intrusion component of 0.2 inches. Contact compared to the Toyota. Therefore, contact velocity was 

velocity for the Toyota compares reasonably well, though unchanged in this case by intrusion, but the column may 

slightly higher, with that calculated for the Hyundai, despite have still been accelerating toward the dummy after contact. 

Hyundai Excel 25 mph Full frontal Toyota Celica 25 mph Full frontal 
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Figure 33. Contact velocity and travel curves for 25 mph full frontal tests. 
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Figure 34. Contact velocity and travel curves for 35 mph full frontal tests. 
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Figure 35. Contact velocity and travel curves for 25 mph half offset tests. 
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Table 7. Steering column intrusion measurements from film three-spoke wheel significantly loaded the chest in this test. 
analysis. It is also important to note in this test that there is very little, 

~.~.,. ~ ...... 0.8 inches, vertical intrusion in the Toyota at 35 mph. The 
(mph) (mph) 

F,2s ~o A~," ~,e ~,~" 6o°"2 o.632 ~8 ~V 
large change in the angle of the Toyota column appears to be 

~3s ~ ~ ~8 ~6 ~6~ 0.8 =~ ,.~ due to a non-axial load applied at the base of the steering 

,025 %8 .%~ h~ -,%~. ~, g~5 ~oi2~ ,o~ column by the steering rack, which was forced rearward by 
.oa5 =415 ]h5 ]6~,= 5.2~ ~Xil ~, os~, ~6 the engine and structural supports intruding the floorpan. 

* Colt,aTn |$ ,,~ORI rt* Additional film analysis was used to determine that the total 

Table 8. Chest contact and velocity summary, 
dummy motion (including stroke of the dummy’s chest) was 
only 9.2 inches at 35 mph compared to 11.8 inches at 25 

~2~. ~5, ~25r ~sr ,025. ,o~. ,o25r .o~sr mph. It was concluded that the large change in the column 
ChestTtme (~g.~a~t ~5 58 54 61 "~7 =~8 74 5~ angle precluded axial stroke and did not allow for energy 
c~,~,,’= r .... ~ g di O,ta~ce (~n) x0.z Xl 11.9 lZ.1 10.6 ~.~ ~1.~ 10.5 absorption in the non-axial loadin    rection. Also the front 
r~ .... t~¢=~ 

igidly fi ibly Contact Vel. (mph] 22.1 27.1 25.6 28.8 22.9 18.9 23.0 27.3 
end of the column shaft was r xed or poss moved 

CO.tact ~e| .~mph) 22.4 24.2 25.5 29 * by an intruding steering rack. This phenomenon explains 
~nt~,,o. v ~,~) 2.4 ~.5 o.z 1.~ -0.5-* 5.z o.2 0.6 the excessively high chest acceleration. 
v,,~o~t,. ~,~,~) Behavior of the Hyundai column was also investigated. 

co%., ,=t,.o~.,~. ,or ,~,~ to ~o~,,t~ ~ot.~ The stroke of the column in the 35 mph test was 2.2 inches 
and the stroke in the 25 mph test was 2.7 inches. This 

Table 9. Summary of steering column pre- and post-test indicates that the Column did not perform as well at 35 mph. 
measurements. The cause of this reduced column stroke appears to be 

~ ....... ~ o~, ...... ~:~:�,.) inversely related to the angle change of the steering column 

~F ,-, ~o ~.2~", . gle 
~t~-. ~oS° ~,o during the test The post-test measurements of column an 

~-’~-, 2o2° ~,2° ~, ~-,~., change along with the stroke distance of the column is 
s~ summarized in table 9. The finding that stroke distance and 

angle change are inversely related is quite logical since 
dummy inertial loads are predominantly horizontal and any 

As previously pointed out, one should not use this to angle change of the column away from the horizontal will 
conclude that it is better to contact the wheel early to reduce naturally reduce the applied force component along the axis 
the contact velocity because the effects of the wheel motion of the column. Additionally, increasing the angle of the 
can still affect the dummy after initial contact, column with respect to the horizontal creates a larger 

In looking at dummy response for the 35 mph Toyota test, component of force perpendicular to the column axis, 
parameters other than intrusion and contact velocity appear resulting in proportionally higher friction forces along the 
to dominate. The chest acceleration in the Toyota was column axis which further resist column stroke. 
unexpectedly high at 105.8 g’s. Not only was this much Another aspect of the intrusion, which had a significant 
higher than the 78.2 g’s in the Hyundai test, but it was also effect on head acceleration, was the vertical component of 

¯ disproportionately higher than the 49.1 g value seen in the intrusion in the Hyundai (table 7). In the 35 mph impact, the 
lower speed Toyota test. Examination of the post-test instrument panel moved approximately 4.5 inches upward 
measurements reveals that the Toyota steering assembly 

at 74 milliseconds. At 25 mph, the instrument panel moved 
stroked 2.4" at 25 mph but only. stroked 1.9" at 35 mph and 
the Toyota column stroked less than the Hyundai at both 

1.7 inches upward at 82 milliseconds. These motions were 

speeds, see table 9. This difference in stroke between the 
significant to note because the dummy’s nose squarely 

two Toyota tests is percentage-wise higher than that for the 
struck the instrument panel at these times. Had the intrusion 

two Hyundai tests, which measured 2.7 inches and 2.2 
not occurred, the dummy’s head may have struck the 

inches for the 25 and 35 mph tests, respectively. The post- 
windshield, receiving a lower HIC (due to the lower 

test measurement of the steering column angle also shows a 
breaking force of the windshield) and probably lacerated the 

significant difference in the Toyota and Hyundai column 
face chamois. In the 25 mph impact the HIC measured 1451 

behavior. The column angle for the Toyota did not change at 
compared to 1424 in the 35 mph impact. The proximity of 

all at 25 mph, but changed 14 degrees toward the vertical at 
these two measurements, i,n spite of different crash speeds, 

35 mph. This large angle change creates the additional can be accounted for by the fact that the instrument panel in 

problem of reducing the horizontal component of the stroke, the higher speed test broke up before the dummy’s head 

making the column less effective in absorbing the struck it, thus limiting the concussive force to the head. 

horizontal component of the occupant’s motion. This vertical intrusion may have also affected the dummy 

Additionally, as the column angle changes the lower rim of chest response. When the wheel and column are thrust 

the wheel comes in contact with the dummy’s chest or upward, the forces between the dummy and the wheel are 

abdomen at an increased velocity and force. Since no transmitted in a more axial direction along the column. 

significant increase in abdominal displacement was noted, Furthermore, if the column is loaded at the bottom of the 

see table 5, it can be deduced that the relatively stiff Toyota shaft from the intruding firewall, engine, steering rack, etc., 
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then these intruding forces may be absorbed from the 

column stroke rather than being transmitted directly to the 

driver. It should be noted that this phenomenon is beneficial 

for absorbing intrusion forces only if the column is not fully 

stroked. 

Occupant kinematics were next evaluated for the offset 

tests by film analysis and by using the crash pulse to obtain 

the contact velocities. The first comparison is between the 

Hyundai and Toyota in the 25 mph test. Film analysis of the 

Hyundai (see figures 29 and 30) shows that the dummy’s 

first torso contact with the wheel is the abdomen to the lower 

rim at approximately 67 milliseconds. Next, the chest 

contacts the hub at 77 milliseconds. Analysis from the 

overhead camera shows that no significant rotation (less Hyundai Steering Wheel 
than t.5 degrees counterclockwise) of the occupant 

compartment and very little lateral motion (about 2.0 inches 

to the right) have occurred by this time. The effect of the 

lateral motion is significant because the dummy hits the 

wheel a similar distance to the left of the wheel’s center axis. 

This causes the chest to load the column non-axially, which 

causes the stroking mechanism to perform poorly and the 

rim to act as a principal energy absorber for the thorax. This 

motion was observed to be similar for all half barrier tests 

conducted in this series as well as for previously conducted 

car-to-car ofl~et tests. 

From the Hyundai crash pulse, the contact velocity was 

calculated to be 22.9 mph (see table 8) between the chest 

and hub. There was no additional intrusion velocity in this 
Toyota Steering Wheel 

...... test and apparently the column had already started to stroke Figure 37. Photographs of steering wheels removed from both 
......... since the column velocity was measured to be -0.5 mph test vehicles. 

(away from the occupant). The chest 3 millisecond clipped 

acceleration was 44 g’s~ This acceleration is lower than the in figures 30 and 32. The Hyundai driver dummy had an 84 g 
25 mph full frontal Hyundai acceleration, because of the 

chest acceleration clipped value while the Toyota dummy 
non-axial loading of the hub. Therefore, the softer wheel 

had only a 69 g’s, 3 millisecond clipped acceleration value. 
provides a better stroking force at 25 mph than the column. 

Examination of the contact velocity shows that the Toyota 
In the Toyota crash test, the contact velocity was 

driver contacted the steering wheel at 27.9 mph (including calculated to be 23 mph at the measured contact time of 74 
.6 mph intrusion velocity), while the Hyundai driver milliseconds. A very small intrusion velocity of 0.2 mph 
contacted the wheel hub at only 24.1 mph (including 5.2 was recorded from film analysis, making the total contact 

velocity 23.2 mph: The three millisecond clipped Chest mph intrusion velocity). The cause of the large difference in 

contact velocity can only partially be explained by crash acceleration is 45 g~s. This figure is consistent with that 
pulse differences. Examination of contact velocity curves, obtained in the Hyundai test. It also appears tO be in 

figure 36, shows that contact velocity difference would only agreement with the dummy acceleration of 49. t g’s 
be 2 mph or less at the same contact time or spacing. Since 

measured in the Toyota full frontal test which, though 
the spacing was decreased by the intrusion in the Hyundai, slightly higher; can be explained by a slightly higher contact 

contact occurred 16 milliseconds sooner. This fact accounts velocity of 25.8 mphl It appears that even though this 
for the greatest difference in contact velocity, causing the vehicle also translated to the right like the Hyundai; its 
Hyundai driver to make contact before the relative speed 

movement was slightly less at 74 milliseconds, measuring 
between the car and the dummy was allowed to increase to 

only 1.3 inches by overhead film analysis. This combined 
its maximum potential. However, since these relative 

with a wider diameter steering wheel hub in the Toyota, see 
motions are still occurring between the dummy and the car 

photographs of wheels in figure 37, allowed the column 
after the initial contact, forces and resulting accelerations 

rather than the wheel rim to effectively restrain the 

d ’ 
are still being imparted to the dummy. Therefore, it must be 

ummy s torso. Comparison of the dummy’s abdominal 
concluded that the only explanation for the dummy 

deflection showed remarkable similarity; 1.75~’ for the 
response difference is intrusion while the dummy is in 

Hyundai and 1:74" for the Toyota, see table 5. contact with the wheel. Further evidence to support this 
Next, the 35 mph half offset tests were compared for chest conclusion is the post-test measurements of steering column 

response. Dummy kinematic plots for these tests are shown stroke which show that the Hyundai stroked more than the 
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Toyota � 1.9" versus 0,9" from table 9~, apparently due to the 
etc. were removed from the vehicle after the post-test meas- 

intruston rather than steering column performance 
urements were taken and were photographed. 

differences. 
The first column investigated is the Toyota Celica column 

Head response comparisons are next discussed by car shown in figure 38. These photographs show the wheel and 

type since HIC appears to be a strmag function of object column detached and a Toyota wheel/column from another 

struck and car desi gn as well as crash severity. First the Toyota which is attached to the mounting bracket. The de- 

Hyundai was e xamined to explain the reason for relatively sign of the bracket appears to be very good for decoupling 

high H1Cs and the reason the head did not break the the intrusion for the column. It is designed to span the width 

wtndshield in most cases. By film analysis it was of the car from A-post to A-post, such that the firewall may 

determined that three out of four tests with the Hyundai had intrude some distance before contacting the column mount. 

high HICs (l 424-1855 ~ due to contact wi th the instrument Also, the lower column mount is relatively stiff so thin when 

panel lip. One exception was the case of the 25 mph offset intrusion exceeds this value, which was not determinant due 
tes~ in which the HIC was only 910o The difference in this to complex geometry and uncertainties, it further resists 
test was that no significant vertical intrusion of the 
instrument panel only 0.1 inches, occurred. This allowed 

intruding forces. The attachment of the column to the mount 

is fairly conventional with the bottom part of the column 
the dummy to engage the relatively soft windshield before 

hitting the less forgiving instrument panel It is also 
rigidly attached and a shear capsule mount at the upper end 

interesting to note that, this is the only Hyundai windshield 
of the column, The telescoping energy abse, rbing device is 

which cracked as a result of dumm~ head contact. In the 
located between the two mounts, the steering rack is 

other tests the vertical intrusion ranged from 1.4" to 3.7". 
mounted directly to the firewa/1. One concern with this 

Next the HICs of the Toyota driver dummies were 
design is that the steering column mounting bracket has 

investigated, The value from these tests ranged from 469 to 
relatively low torsional stiffness, allowing large angle 

~586, These values were consistem with crash severity, 
changes in the column when firewall intrusion forces the 

since the two low speed tests had a 664 and a 469 HIC value 
lower end of the column rearward. Another potential con- 

liar the ~)ll tronta! and the offset frontal, respectively, The cem is tha| there is about a 5 inch portion of rigid column 

corresponding values for the high speed tests were 1586 and below the bottom mount and a shaft connected to the col- 

I375. respectively, It was also noted that both dummies in umn by a U-joint. If this shaft were shorter or the coupling 

the full frontal tests had higher HICs than those of dummies steering column ~emovea ~rom Test VeNcle 

in matching offset tests. This is readily explainable since the 

full frontal crash pulses were of shorter duration, see figure 
14. and the dummy kinematics in ~he offset tests were such 

that the dummy struck the windshield!instrument panel 
away from the longitudinal centerline of the dummy’s 

original position. This resulted in the dummy’s head 

striking the instrument panel off-cer~ter where the distance 

from the instrument panel tip to the windshield is smaller 
allowing the dummy’s head to strike the windshield before 

hitting the less forgiving instrumenl panel. 

The reason for the higher HICs in the higher speed Toyota 

tests was not just crash severity, but as previously 
mentioned, was more related to the object struck. At the 

lower energy levels, apparently the windshield was s~eer~n~ column Attae~ed~o ~tounting ~ae~ets 
sufficient to attenuate the motion of the dummy, At the 

higher energy level of the 35 mph tests this was not the case. 

In this test the dummy’s head slid down the relatively steep 

raked windshield and the chin struck the stiffer instrument 

panel. 

Steering Assemblies 
This section compares the steering assemblies for the two 

cars, including their mounting, intrusion protection and 

energy absorption design concepts. Each of the steering 

assemblies were unique in some way, each having some 
characteristics that would produce good occupant re- 

sponses, No tear down was performed on the columns, so 

tha~ specific energy absorbing mechanisms are unknown. Figure 38. Toyota steering and mounting haraware removed 

For the high speed tests, the columns, mounting brackets, trom teat vehicle. 
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were flexible, there would probably be less chance of in- tion to this mount is an angled support bar going from the 

truding the lower end of this column. A-pillar to the mounting bracket. It can only be speculated 

The other column looked at is the Hyundai Excel column that the function of this bar is to prevent side intrusion since 

which is quite different in design. Figure 39 shows one view it does not appear to serve any function for frontal impact 

of the Hyundai steering column and wheel isolated and protection. 

The potential problem with the Hyundai design is that 
another view with the mount bracket. Upon close examina- 

attenuation of intrusion is accomplished only by the one 
tion it can be seen that both upper and lower mounts are 

method just discussed. By mounting the column bracket 
shear type mounts with the shaft portion of the shear capsule 

directly to the firewall, motion of the column occurs even at 
attached to the column. It is also readily observed that the 

low crash severity as shown by this test series. Another 
telescoping energy absorbing mechanism is at the bottom concern with this type of design is that when the available 
end of the column. The practical difference between this stroke of the column is used. about 3 inches in the HyundaL 
design and the Toyota’s is that the column will absorb some there is a direct link between the intruding component and 

energy, albeit a very small amount, proportionally, of the the occupant. Another disadvantage in this steering system 

engine intruding as well as the dummy’s forward energy, type is that the inertial weight of the moving part or stroking 

Therefore we have two very different design concepts. The portion of the steering column could potentially be very 

Toyota resists intruding forces and the Hyundai attenuates high. However this was probably not the case as the weight 

the intrusion by limiting the forces that can be transmitted to of the Hyundai steering column and wheel was only 11.2 

the dummy. The other aspect of the Hyundai design is its pounds (4.06 pound wheel and 7.14 pound column) com- 

mounting. This system of mounting fixes the mounting 
pared to the Toyota assembly which weighed 15.75 pounds 

(4.25 pound wheel and 11.5 pound column). 
bracket directly to the upper firewall. The only other addi- 

The designs of the two wheels were also compared. The 

steering column Removed from Test Vehicle photographs in figure 37 show the Hyundai 2-spoke design 

and the Toyota 3-spoke design. Judging from occupant re- 

sponse and wheel deformation, the wheel of the Hyundai 

was apparently softer than that of the Toyota. The softer rim 

was advantageous for abdominal protection but was. in 

general, not useful for chest protection. One exception was 

the 35 mph Toyota full frontal test in which a soft lower rim 

would have likely reduced chest acceleration. 

Summary 
These tests provide a better understanding of the behavior 

of wheels and columns when subjected to a limited number 

of real-world type crashes m which intrusion and offset 
Steering Column witt~ Mounting Brackets                                   loading play a major role. It was observed that. as it affects 

occupant response, the difference in structural response 

between crash modes was minor compared to the 

differences in intrusion and loading direction of the steering 

assembly. It was also determined from this test series tha~ 

interior design, shape, material properties and intrusion of a 

specific car all work together, synergistically, to determine 

the occupant protection potential. Furthermore these 

parameters are dependent on crash pulse since it governs the 

contact times and point of impact. Contact times are very 

important since the relative velocity between the occupant 

and interior component changes as a function of time and 

Figure 39. Hyundei steering and mounting hardware removed the interior components may be moving due to intrusion 

from test vehicle, thus changing the velocity or the component struck~ 
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Influence of Corrosion on the Passive Safety of Private Cars 

Written Only Paper therefore considered it necessary to conduct an appropriate 
study. A newly developed test unit was used for this 

Wolfgang Sievert, Ernst A. Pullwitt, purpose. 
Bundesanstalt FOr Strassenwesen (BASt) The two institutes selected the following types of 

(Federal Highway Research Institute) vehicles, based on their experience: VW Golf I, type 17; 
Ford Fiesta; Daimler Benz W 123. 

Dieter Wobben, Helmut efisterer, For each of the vehicle types mentioned, one vehicle 
Rheinisch--Westf~ilischer Ttiv Essen (RWTQV) approx. 10 years old showing average corrosion damage for 

a vehicle of this age and a 6-year-old vehicle with as little 
Abstract corrosion damage as possible were examined and then 

The objective of this study was to determine significant subjected to impact testing. 
differences in the degree of initial damage resulting from 
corrosion and to assess the relevant influence of corrosion Objective of the Study 
using vehicle-occupant loading criteria and test-vehicle The studies conducted were performed so as to allow 
damage and loading, significant differences resulting from differing degrees of 

The BASt and RWTOV Essen conducted a joint study of initial corrosion damage on the basis of vehicle-occupant 
three different vehicle types to determine the patterns of loading criteria and test-vehicle damage and loads. 
impact behaviour resulting from corrosion. An older vehi- For this purpose, a corrosion test unit was first used to 
cle with corrosion damage and a younger vehicle with as measure the corrosion damage of the vehicles employed in 
little damage as possible were examined and tested in the the study. 
impact test. The occupant loading criteria used for the assessment 

The frontal collision type was selected for the study. The comply with ECE draft regulation 237 (Economic 
vehicles with their different levels of upkeep revealed sig- Commission of Europe) and take into account the headload 
nificant differences in both the corrosion level and in the (limit value HIC < 1000), the thoracic acceleration (limit 
results of the impact test. value a3ms < 60g) and the forces acting in the thighs (limit 

A comparison of the results obtained from the impact value Fmax < 10 kN). The pelvic acceleration (limit value 
tests revealed that initial corrosion damage had resulted in a3ms < 80g) also served as an assessment variable in addition 
an unacceptable reduction in occupant safety levels in a to the criteria laid down in this draft regulation. Relevant 
number of aspects. One aspect which is particularly worry- criteria for vehicle loading were drawn from ECE 
ing is the fact that many weak spots contributing to a reduc- regulations R12, R14, R21, R33 and R.237. 
tion in occupant protection were discovered for those vehi- Following evaluation of the corrosion results, the results 
cles which had only suffered low levels of corrosion and of the impact tests and the differences between vehicles 
which would therefore have been expected to react as new with heavy corrosion and those with low corrosion levels, a 
vehicles, test was to be performed to determine whether suitable 

One aspect of even graver consequence than the co~o- measures needed to be introduced to improve the long-term 
sion-related failure of vehicle components was the failure of effect of passive vehicle safety. 
the seat belts in two tests. 

Corrosion Study 
Introduction 

Selection of vehicles and test points 
The passive safety of passenger cars which is aimed to 

protect vehicle occupants in the event of an accident is 
Six passenger cars were selected for the project. Two 

demonstrated by a series of tests conducted when obtaining vehicles were selected in each case from the same model 

approval for a new model. However, new vehicles make up 
(smaller modifications were possible) of manufacturers 

only a small proportion of total vehicles on the road. The 
VW, FORD and DAIMLER BENZ and formed a study pair. 

service life of a passenger car is currently over 10 years One vehicle of each pair showed only low levels of 

(21.1% of the passenger cars on the road in the Federal 
corrosion, if at all, and will be referred to below as having 

Republic of Germany in 1987 were more than 10 years old), 
"low initial damage" (slightly corroded vehicle). The other 

while the average age for 1987 was 6.17 years. Age and 
vehicle, on the other hand, already showed clear signs of 

performance can be assumed to bring about changes in 
corrosion damage and will therefore be referred to as 

vehicles which lead to their modified behaviour in 
demonstrating "high initial damage" (heavily corroded 

accidents. Failure mechanisms and corrosion damage were vehicle). 

observed in impact tests conducted at the BASt in another At least 50 test points were marked on each of the six 

context and gave rise to this current project, vehicles. These points corresponded to the vehicle-specific 

During the course of its studies, the RWTQV determined weakpoints and to the body structures important for the 

a number of points with severe corrosion damage and introduction of forces into the vehicle in the event of a 
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frontal impact. A number of additional areas revealing signs In order to allow a quick overview of the corrosion situa- 
of corrosion during the vehicle examinations were also tion for each vehicle, a simplified classification into three 
included in the test. categories was performed after the data bad been recorded: 

Studies conducted ¯ No or only very slight rusting (e.g. rust film). 
¯ Surface corrosion, also penetrating the sheet at In order to obtain objective data on the extent of the 

individual points. 
corrosion, non-destructive testing was performed with a 

¯ Very heavy corrosion, partially with cracks and new test unit developed by RWTQV. This test instrument is 
holes. a compact manual unit which functions on the inductive test 

principle. It makes use of the fact that the various conditions These findings were transferred to sketches of the rele- 
of the sheet steel of the car, e.g. intact steel sheet, corrosion, 

vant vehicle sections. 
filler, thick coatings of surface-protection paint, have differ- 
ent electromagnetic properties. The test signal recorded Results on the Golf, 1977 model 
with the probe is evaluated in a microcomputer on the basis 
of this "material effect", is allocated to a status class and is The following visible signs of corrosion were discovered: 

presented on a monitor in the form of a colour display. ¯ Rusting in the engine chamber, A-pillar rusted 
The following five colour allocations were used: through in places. 

¯ green: No or only very slight corrosion which is ¯ Slight rusting on one door. 

insufficient to impair stability. The thickness of ¯ Driver and front-passenger access areas rusted 

the paintwork or underseal protection is less than through in places. 

3mm. ¯ Right-hand belt securing point rusted through. 

¯ green/red: Low to extensive corrosion. ¯ Very heavy corrosion, including holes, in the pas- 

¯ red: Heavy to very heavy corrosion. Standard senger compartment at the seam between the floor 

sheet can be easily destroyed by tools when this panel and the inside sill. 

indication applies. ¯ Areas of corrosion on both sills. 

¯ green/orange: Steel sheet intact, with an underseal ¯ Very heavy corrosion with underbody rusted 

coating of 3 to 6 mm. through over a very large area behind the left- 

¯ orange: Steel sheet intact, with an underseal coat- hand transverse link securing point. 

ing thicker than 6 mm or with corrosion holes 
repaired using filler (e.g. polyester). Results on the Fiesta, 1978 model 

The test area was examined by positioning the probe of the The following visible signs of corrosion were discovered: 
test instrument at points in a I0 x 10 mm grid; the colour 
indication was transferred to a corresponding printed form. 

¯ Engine chamber, left-hand side: heavy surface 
corrosion. 

Results on vehicles with no or very slight ¯ Slight rusting of the front-passenger door. 

corrosion ¯ Relatively heavy surface corrosion in the area of 

the door sill. 
These three newer vehicles revealed no visible signs of ¯ Surface corrosion on both seat mounts. 

corrosion during "the thorough visual inspection. The non- 
¯ Very heavy corrosion in the area of the door sill. 

destructive test produced "green" indications almost ex- ¯ Very heavy corrosion on the underfloor next to the 
clusively. One exception was the DB W 123 where "red" 

sill; very heavy corrosion at the jacking point, 
indications indicated considerable corrosion in the area of 

including holes in parts. 
the belt mounting point on the left-hand inside sill (despite 
no external sign of corrosion). This was also confirmed by 
mechanical means. Results on the Daimler Benz 200, 1976 model 

In order to attain the conditions of a non-corroded vehicle The following visible signs of corrosion were discovered: 
for the purpose of the comparative studies, a section was ¯ Slight corrosion in the engine chamber. 
welded onto the vehicle before the crash test in order to ¯ Heavy corrosion on the driver’s door. 
make the mechanical stability similar to that of a new ¯ Severe corrosion on the front-passenger’s door. 
vehicle. ¯ Heavy corrosion in the area of the belt securing 

Results with heavily corroded vehicles point. 
¯ Extensive surface corrosion of the seat mount in 

The older vehicles revealed clear signs of corrosion over the passenger compartment. 
various areas during the visual inspection. These were ex- ¯ Heavy surface corrosion with holes in the wheel 
amined and documented in greater detail during the subse- house. 
quent non-destructive test. ¯ Slight corrosion of the sill in the floor area. 
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Impact Tests 
Table 1. Vehicle load values in tests with the VW Golf, Type 17. 

Teat Values for 
The collision type selected for the test was a 0° frontal Farn~eter Iieavily U Slightly 

collision with an impact velocity of 50 km/h, figure 1. This 
Corroded 

I         Corroded ~W Golf (KOR I) VW Golf (KOR 2) 

collision type accounts for over 60% of accidents involving ACCELERATION at 
passenger cars. Due to its frequency and the high risk of transmission tunnel 
injury with frontal impacts, this type of impact has more test alzalX [g]tg] / / tt tms]t’s] --*__, 

2039// 38ms34ms 

specifications and criteria than any other and is a vital aspect airea [g] / t [ms] --* 41 / 35ma 

of the type approval procedure (e.g. behaviour of steering " tg] 11.9 16.7 

system), a2x 
ACCELERATION at 
sill 

Test configuration a3x1 [g] / t [ms] 17 / 32ms 35 / 37ms 

a4xr [g] / t [ms] 17 / 37ms 33 / 50ms 

The vehicles were each equipped with a Hybrid II 50% 
male dummy in the front seats. Dummy positioning and F lmax [kN] / t tms] 21.9 / 13 28.8 / 14 

F 2max [kN] / t [ms] 22.5 / 23 30.5 / 48 

recording of the test data were performed primarily in ac- r 3max [kN] / t [ms] --* --* 

cordance with ECE draft regulation R.237. An exception 
F 4max t~] / t tma] --* --* 
F 5max [kN] / t [ms] 21.2 / 12 26.2 / 14 

was made with the DB W123, where the seat position se- 
F 6max 
F 7max [kN] / t [ms] 36.9 / ii 40.5 / 13 

lected was not the rearmost position, but instead corre- 
F 8max [kN] / t [ms] 81.9 / 32 90.6 / 51 
F 9max [kN] / t [ms] 47.7 / 45 58.7 / 28 

sponded to the dummy’s body size. Further test parameters F10max [mN] / t [ms] 8.8 / 25 8.8 / 27 

were also taken from this draft or from regulation R33. The 
~:~ a,namic t=]      8,5             636 impact forces were measured with a dynamometric measur- permanent [mltt] 657 554 ’ 

ing wall in order to determine the changes in the front * Failure of the measuring sensor 
rigidity of the test vehicles. Figure 1 shows the individual 
elements of this measuring wall. The dynamic displacement could not be measured in its 

entirety since the marking points required for the meas- 
Results of the impact tests urement did not remain in camera on the film recording due 

The test results are shown below so that, for each vehicle to the fact that the front deformation was considerably high- 

type examined, beginning with the VW Golf, it is possible to er than expected. The steering column displacement was 

draw a comparison between the two vehicles of the vehicle 203 mm even for the slightly corroded Golf and was there- 

pair (vehicle with slight initial damage and vehicle with fore considerably above the criterion limit value (127 mm) 

heavy initial damage). The results were also compared with for new vehicles. 

criteria from the above-mentioned ECE regulations. The ¯ Change in the size of the passenger compart- 
load on the vehicles is described first, followed by the load ment.--This requirement also has to be deter- 
on the dummies,                                                 mined without dummies in a type approval test. 

The test values are nevertheless also interesting 
Tests with the VW Golf Type 17 for tests with dummies, even if the presence of a 

The accelerations and forces measured on the test vehi- dummy may prevent excessive change. The crite- 
cles are much lower on the heavily corroded vehicle. The rion limit value was not complied with for the 
high acceleration measured at the transmission tunnel can right-hand seat of the heavily corroded VW Golf. 
be attributed to the interaction of the sensor with parts of the ¯ Door opening behaviour.--The two Golfs did not 
passenger compartment. The deformations measured on the differ considerably in this point. The doors of both 
vehicle with heavy initial damage are much higher than with vehicles could be opened without the use of tools, 
the slightly corroded vehicle. Table 1 summarises the vehi- although only with difficulty and not to their full 
cle load values, opening angles. The changes in the door opening 

The test requirements which are demanded in the various dimensions (measured longitudinally and diag- 
regulations and guidelines and which were taken into ac- onally) lay over the range 5-66 mm. They did not 
count accordingly in these tests related to: reveal any clear relationship with the level of ini- 

tial damage, the highest value being measured on ¯ Displacement of the steering system.--This test 
must normally be performed without dummies, 

the vehicle with low corrosion level. 

The information provided by the measurements in 
¯ Fuel leakage losses.--These were not discovered 

the tests discussed here are therefore not fully 
in any project test and are therefore not dealt with 
here in any greater detail. 

comparable with the type approval tests per- 
formed on new vehicle models. In tests performed The occupant loads measured on the dummies indicate a 

with the VW Golf, the steering column displace- relationship between initial damage and dummy loading 

ment in the heavily corroded Golf is larger than in which would tend to demonstrate that higher levels of initial 

the slightly corroded vehicle, damage result in higher levels of deformation, that these 
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resulted in lower vehicle decelerations and, consequently, Table 2. Values of the dummy load (driver) in the VW Golf, Type 
17. lower loads on the occupants. However, this relationship 

only applied when no steering-wheel or knee impacts oc- 
I Test Point i Test Values for i Limit Values 

curred. Force measurements in the belts revealed e.g. sucha (Part of Body) ] Heavily Slightly ] of 

tendency. The dummy values are reproduced in tables 2 and I Corroded Correded I toed 
3. ] V~ Golf (KOR 1) V~/ Golf (KOR 2)I Criteria 

In both tests, the dummy in the driver’s seat suffered a HEm 
head impact against the steering wheel and the criterion am~x/e3m [g] 2/.8/92 192/127’ 

limit value was exceeded, this being particularly true in the Hie (HIC 36*) 1617 ÷ 1177 ÷ 1000 (1000) 

case of the heavily corroded VW Golf due to the greater THORAX 
displacement of the steering column and the change in the a~x/a3ms igJ 44/41 54/51 60g3ms 
seat position, si** 305 462 tlOOO] 

Thoracic loads corresponded to the various passenger 
SEAr SELf 

compartment decelerations and were found to be higher for 
FI~× tkH]/t tms] 4.0 / 60 8.2 / 65 

the slightly corroded vehicle. This fact is also reflected in F2~x [kH~/t tms~ 3.0 / ~ 5.4 / 61 
the higher belt forces. F3~x [kN]/t [ms] 2.7 / 66 5.2 / 65 

Pelvic loading was also higher for the slightly corroded ~4.~x tk~]/t [ms] 4.4 / 92 7.2 / 71 

vehicle. No significant forces were introduced into the pel- PELVIS 
vis by a knee impact, arnax/a3ms [g] 35/33 52/51 

80g3ms 

In addition to these loads, which could be measured by 
FE,U~ 

means of physical values, the occupants of the heavily cor- 
Ftmsx [kN] 0.9 0.2 10 kN /8 roded vehicle were found to be subject to additional risks. Frmax [kN] 1.1 0.4 10 kl~ /8 

The positions of the belts and the behaviour of th~ dummies ~ ~ ~ ~ 
in the two front seats would also suggest "submarining". 

* HIC36=(Heed Injury Criterion) calculation intervatt = 36ms 
The faulty behaviourofthe seats and the restraining systems ** Sl (Severity Index) toad criterion, is no longer employed 
resulted from the considerable change in the position of the in current regulations 

seats due to the inadequate rigidity of the floor panel. It 
÷ 

should be mentioned here that the underbody of the two 
vehicles examined was not of identical design, the younger Table 3. Values of the dummy load (passenger) in the VW Golf. 

Golf being fitted with a standard reinforcement in the seat Teat Point 
i Test Values in Limit Values 

area in the form of a wedge-like section (series I Heavily SLightLy of 
modification). (Part of Sedy) ] Correded Corroded Load 

I w GoLf (KOR 1) V~ Golf (KOR 2) Criteria The load situation for the passenger dummies is virtually 
the same as for the driver. Head loading in the Golf tests 
with the more severely~corroded vehicle produced low val- amsx/a3ms 19] 56/47 54/53 
ues, however, despite the light impact against the dash- HIC (.IC 36*) 371 (298) 1023 (621) 1000 (1000) 
board. No contact occurred in the comparative test, al- r.o~x 
though the positional change of the head resulting from the a~x/a:~,~ [g] 30/29 51/49 

60g3~s 

high passenger compartment acceleration occurred so sJ** 212 396 [1000] 
quickly that accelerations of more than 40~ were measured 

s~r SELf 
for a period of 55 ms. This resulted in the head-load limit elmsx [kN]/t [ms]l 2.5 / 61 8.2 / 6~ 
value being exceeded slightly by a value of HIC = 1023. A ~2msx [kN]/t" [ra~] 0.8 / 60 5.2 / 59 

knee impact was determined forthepassengerdummyinthe ~3~ax (kl~]/t [~s] 2.1 / 68 4.7 / 64 

heavily corroded Golf, although the loads remained uncriti- 
e~x [kN]/t [ms] 3.5 / 97 6.6 / 78 

cal here, too, see the summary shown in table 3. PELVIS 
a~ax/a3ms [g] 54/48 49/47 

80g3ms 

Tests with the Ford Fiesta FE.U~ 
These tests were characterised by a seat belt failing in Ft~x [kS] 7.0 1.7 10 k~ /8kH3~s 

each impact. The test values are shown in table 4. I Frmax [k~] 
1.6 0.6 10 kH /Skills 

! I I I 

The test values show the same tendency as the tests in- , 
volving the Golf---the slightly corroded vehicle was more HIC 36 = (Head Injury Criterion) calculation interval = 

rigid. 
** Sl (severity Index) load criterion, is no Longer e~ployed 

in current regulations 

¯ Displacement of the steering column.-iUp to the 
dummy impact, the steering-column displace- the comparative vehicle had a displacement of 
ment in the tests differed considerably; the dis- 110 mm and thus remained within the limit value. 
placement of 260 mm for the heavily corroded ¯ Door opening behaviour.--The door opening 
vehicle was well above the limit value (127 mm); behaviour was critical for both vehicles. Tools 
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Table 4. Test values of the vehicle load for the Ford Fiesta. Table 5. Test values of the dummy load (driver) in the Ford 
Fiesta. 

VEHICLE Test Values for ~ 
LOAD Test Point Test VaLues for Limit Vatues 

pARAMETER Heavily ,,Slightly ,HeaviLy , S[ightty of 
Corroded 

II           Corroded FIESTA (KOR 3) FIESTA (KOR 4) (Part of Body) I Corroded ~ Corroded Lord 

~ FIESTA (KOR 3) I FIESTA (KOR 4) Criteria 

]%CCELERATION at 
transmission tunnel 
alx [g] / t [ms] 33.2 / 49 44.5 / 28 HEAD. 
alz [g] / t [ms] 13.8 / 37 24.4 / 36 
alres [g] / t [ms] 33.9 /’49 45.3 / 28 a~ax/83ms [g] 92/81 14~/I01+ 

~ [g] 16.7 17.7 H[C (H[C 36*) 689 (664) 7~4 (572)+ 1000 (1000) 

a2x [g] / t [ms] 33.8 / 61 36.1 / 28 
THORAX 

~CCELERATION at sill 
a3xI [g] / t [ms] 30.4 / 26 41.6 / 28 
a4xr [g] / t [ms] 21.7 / 83 35.3 / 29 amax/a3ms [g] ~/55 48/47+ ~0gzm~ 

Sl** 411 397 + [1000] 

DEFORMATION FORCES 
F 1max [kN] / t [ms] 14.7 / 21 23.7 / 12 

2max [kN] / t [ms] 16.0 / 9 16.3 / 9 SEAT BELT 

3max [kN] / t [ms] 46.9 / 24 54.9 / 23 Flmax [kH]/t [ms] 4.3 / 71 4.8 / 
F 4max [kN] / t [ms] 30.7 / 22 25.7 / 21 

5max [kN] / t [ms] 17.9 / Ii 26.9 / 23 F2max [kN]/t [ms] 0.9 / 76 2.0 / 49+ 

6max [kN] / t [ms] 13.7 / 63 13.3 / 10 F3msx rkN]/t [ms] 2.9 / 58 3.1 1 51+ 
F 7max [kN] / t [ms] 50.5 / 16 49.2 / 16 F4~ax [kN]/t [fiB] 4.3 / 56 4.8 / 51+ 
F 8max [kN] / t [ms] 184.8 / 23 178.7 / 22 
F 9max [kN] / t [ms] 81.6 / 19 89.1 / 18 
F]0maX [kN] / t [ms] 9.7 / I0 12.0 / 33 PELVIS 

DEFORMATION 
dyn. [mm] 655 560 amsx/a3ms [g] 76/71 98/91 + 80g3ms 

~maaxX perm.    [mm]         591              504 
FEMUR 

had to be used to open both doors of the heavily Ft~ax [kN] 2.0 1.7 + 10 kH /MkH:~s 

corroded vehicle and the driver’s door of the new- 
Frmsx [kH] 2.4 5.9 * 10 kH /MkH3ms 

! I I l 

er vehicle. The function of the tail door was not 
impaired in these tests, however, so that the crite- * HIC 36= (Head Injury Criterion) catcutation intervat = 

rion stipulated by ECE-R33 is thus satisfied in 
** Sl (Severity Index) toed criterion, is no tonger employed 

in current regulations 

full. + Lap belt tear at the height of the seat fitting 

¯ Change in the size of the passenger compart- 
ment.--This was critical for the heavily corroded 

vehicle with regard to two aspects--the distances 
The driver dummy in the heavily corroded Fiesta is de- 

from the front seats to the dashboard and the dis- 
celerated well by the belt, his thorax hitting the steering 

tance from the right-hand seat to the front face of 
wheel as the latter is displaced into the passenger compart- 

the footwell. The considerable reduction in the 
ment. This is followed by a slight head impact in which the 
lower cranium facial strikes the upper section of the steer- 

free distances between the test points--the dis- ing-wheel rim. 
tance from the seat to the dashboard was approx. With the slightly corroded Fiesta, the kinematics of the 
150 mm--resulted both from the seats being dis- driver dummy were uniform for the first 50 ms, after which 
placed and from a deformation in the face wall. the dummy, without additional restraint by the torn belt, was 

The load on the dummy in the driver’s seat (measured thrust onto the steering wheel and suffered an impact in- 

with regard to the load criteria) was not critical in the test 
volving the abdomen, the thorax and, somewhat later, the 

with the heavily corroded Ford Fiesta, see table 5. 
head. Despite the belt tear, the head loads remained small 

The failure of a seat belt in each impact means that the 
and were comparable with those experienced in the heavily 
corroded vehicle, though this was not the case with the 

tests can only be evaluated to a limited extent, since the pelvic loads. 
various dummy values cannot be compared with each other. The passenger dummy values allow even less comparison 
The assessment of the effect of the corrosion damage there- since the dummy in the heavily corroded vehicle cannot be 
fore has to rely more heavily on the comparison of the evaluated due to the fact that it was not restrained by the 
results obtained for the load criteria of the dummy held belt. With the exception of the very high head load resulting 
correctly by the belt. from a double impact against the windscreen frame, loading 

The faults in the seat belts were as follows: Opening of the tended to be low, however, see table 6, since the dummy was 

seat belt buckle for the passenger dummy in the test with the still decelerated by the belt for approx. 60 ms. 

heavily corroded vehicle and tearing away of the lap belt 
from the seat fitting of the driver’s dummy in the test with the 

Tests with the DB W 123 

slightly corroded vehicle. No signs of unusually heavy wear As already mentioned before, the belt mounting points in 

to this belt were determined prior to the test. The belt tore the door sill of the slightly corroded vehicle had to be 

only after the belt-restraint seams were torn open. reinforced by steel sections since an unusually high level of 
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Table 6. Passenger dummy loads in the Ford Fiesta. Table 7. Vehicle load values in the tests with the DB W 123. 

Test Point Test Vatues for Limit Vatues LOAD 
~ Heav||y I SLightly I of PARAMETER Heavily IJ Slightly 

(Part of 8ody) I Corroded I Corroded I Load Corroded Corroded 

I FIESTA (KOR 3) I FIESTA (I(0R 4) I Criter|a 
DB W 123 (KOR 6) DB W 123 (KOR 5) 

HEAD transmission tunnel 
alx [g] / t [me] - * 45.3 / 41 
alz [g] / t [ms] * 18.6 / 61 

amax/a3ms [g] 209/203 + 63/62 alres [g] / t [ms] * 47.0 / 41 
HIC (HIC ]6*) 5584 (4837) + 925 (814) 1000 (1000) ~ [g] 14.2 16.1 

T.~X a2x [g] / t [ms] 29.9 / 41 38.7 / 41 
ACCELERATION at 

emax/a~s [9] ~0/58 + 35/35 
~09~s 

s111 
el** 411 + 318 [I000] a3xI    [g] / t [ms] 30.0 / 40 42.2 / 50 

a4xr [g] / t [ms] 31.5 / 87 47.6 / 50 
SEAT BELT                                                                                        DEFORMATION ¥ORCEB 

F 1max [kN] / t [ms 14.1 / 21 27.7 / 26 
F 2max [kN] / t [ms 17.2 / 14 34.0 / 33 FIBax [kN]/t (ms]     1.9 / 59+ 1.9 / 68 F 3max [kN] / t [ms] 198.2 / 34 184.9 / 34 F2max [kN]/t [ms]     1.8 / 60+ 2.4 / 55 F 4max [kN] / t [ms] 15.3 / 15 17.0 / 16 

F3max [kN]/t (ms]i 3.8 / 60+ 3.3 / 57 F 5max [kN] / t [ms] 37.9 / 28 26.7 / 35 
F S;sax [kN] / t [ms] 17.9 / 44 22.8 / 46 F4max [kN]/t (ms]I 2.4 / 59+ 5.6 / 60 F 7max [kN] / t [ms] 79.6 / 43 84.5 / 17 
F 8max [kN] / t [ms] 154.7 / 58 184.1 / 54 

PELVIS F %max [kN] / t [ms] 71.2 / 28 71.6 / 31 
Fl~max [kN] / t [ms] 13.9 / 68 18.9 / 55 

emax/a3m (8] 41/38 ~ 43/36 8083m DEFORMATION 

~xX dyn. 
[mm] 699 622 

FENUR perm. [mm] 624 551 

¯ Failure of the sensor 
FL~x [kN] 2.8 + 2.4 10 kN /8kN3~s 

I Fmax [k~] 
5.5 + 2.6 10 k~ /SkN3~s 

~ , ~ , mounting point was thereby displaced S cm to the front. If 
¯ ,xc ~ = (,e~ ~n~ury Criteria) ca~cuLeti~ interval = 3~ the belt forces measured during the impact are taken as a 
¯ * Sl (Severity Index) Load criterion, iS no tonger ecptoyed 

basis, the tensile force with which the securing nuts were 
+ Bert buckte opened during the test 

tom out of the left-hand mounting point was 4.5 kN. The test 
force for the individual mounting points as stipulated in 

corrosion (in relation to the overall condition) was ascer- ECE-R14 is 6.8 kN for the sill point. 
tained in this area and this vehicle was intended to represent The front seats were pressed out of their original position 
a vehicle with little or no corrosion, towards the doors due to the manner in which the belt forces 

For the same reason, the front belt systems were com- were introduced into the seats and the transmission tunnel 
pletely renewed in order to avoid similar faults as in the tests section. This was accompanied by a positional change in the 
with the Ford Fiesta (original DB spare parts), seats in longitudinal direction of around 30 mm. This seat 

Vehicle loads also corresponded to the above-mentioned behaviour probably resulted in the passengers suffering 
expectations in these tests. Table 7 shows the vehicle load head impacts against the dashboard in both cases. A further 
values. The deformation behaviour of the vehicles was very result of this positional change was that the passenger dum- 
similar although the deformation with the heavily corroded my was clearly swung out of the shoulder belt. This was not 
vehicle was some 70 mm greater, so evident with the driver dummies due to their impact with 

¯ Steering system displacement.--The steering sys- the steering wheel. 

tern displacement in these tests was very low and The loads on the driver dummies do not allow complete 

was only 16 mm for the heavily corroded vehicle, comparison with each other due to a measuring defect on the 

As with the comparable values in the tests with the dummy in the slightly corroded vehicle. The loads on the 

other vehicle types, this value was also measured driver dummies are shown in table 8. Whereas the dummy in 

with dummy occupants, the slightly corroded vehicle suffers only a brief impact with 
¯ Door opening behaviour.--The door opening be- its forehead against the hub of the steering wheel at the end 

haviour in both tests was virtually faultless, al- of the forward displacement, the driver in the heavily cor- 

though the opening mechanism of the slightly cor- roded vehicle hits the cover of the hub with his full face due 
roded vehicle was difficult to operate, to the larger forward displacement resulting from the belt 

¯ Passenger compartment size.--The minimum coming away from the mounting point. The limit value of 
test point dimensions were complied with in both the HIC is clearly exceeded. The remaining dummy loads in 
tests (uncritical in both tests), the heavily corroded vehicle are low. The load on the thorax 

The behaviour of the belt mounts, refer to what men- in the newer vehicle is considerably higher than the limit 
tioned before, was not as it should have been in the case of value, and the pelvic load is also in the region of the limit 
the heavily corroded vehicle since the areas around the value. The form of belt mounting and the forward displace- 
securing nuts were tom out of the sill. The left-hand belt ment of the seat probably laid behind the passenger dum- 
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Table 8. Values measured for the driver dummy loads in the DB The risk of occupants striking sharp edges in the tests 

W 123. with the DB W 1 23 is limited to the area of the dashboard or 

i Test Point i 
Test Values ,or i Limit Valuta centre console. 

I I Heavi ty I st ightty [ of Relationship between the results of the corrosion test and 

I (Part of Body) I Corroded I eorreded I to~d the impact behaviour. 
I I DB W 125 (KOR 6)I DB 1,1 123 (KOR 5)I Criteria The following sections compare the results obtained for 
I ~ 

non-destructive corrosion testing with the damage and re- 
HEAD 

amx/~s t~] 161/lr~ ~0 ÷ suits determined in the impact tests. 
HIC (HlC ~6") 1598(1399) 1000 (1000) 

VW Golf 
THO~Ag 
amax/a3ms 

(g] 57/52 80/75 6003ms The 6 points marked in the engine chamber all indicated 
si** 576 716 tl000] corrosion damage in the areas of the welded and flanged 

seams. The damage suffered in the impact consisted of 
SEAT BELT 

Flmsx tkN]/t tms]l 7.7 / 6~ 9.3 / 68 considerable deformation to the front sectionofthevehicle, 

F2max [kN]/t [ms] 1.3 / 69 0.6 / 49 with a number of components (fender and door plate) show- 

F]max tkN]/t [ms] 3.8 / 69 5.1 / 67 ing signs of fracturing. 
F4max [kN]/t [ms] 5.3 / 76 5.8 / 8~ In the area of the windscreen both A-pillars were found to 

have rust blistering and were rusted through at points. The 
PELVIS 
amax/asms 

[g] 58/56 100/80 800~ms impact test caused the A-pillars to start to tear at these points 

and resulted in a high level of deformation (A-pillar bent in 
FEaR roof section). The high level of corrosion damage in the area 
F tmax IkN] 2.7 1.0 10 kN /Sk,3ms of the A-pillar at the level of the windscreen frame and the 
Frmax [kN] 2.7 7.1 10 kN /8kN3ms 

i M M M m unsatisfactory securing of the door plates resulted in the 
* HIC 36= (Head Injury Criterion) calculation interval = 36ms upper door section being bent out of the door plane and thus 
** SI (Severity Index) toad criterion, is no longer employed served as a source of danger to the occupants of the vehicle. 
+ Cable of the head acceleration sensor ruptured after 87ms 

It should nevertheless be remembered that the side windows 

had been wound down to allow better filming and that this 

mies suffering head impact on the dashboard and to the limit 
may have influenced the strength of the door frame. 

value being exceeded. (table 9). 
The fact that both sills (inside and outside) showed heavy 

The pelvic load of the dummy in the newer vehicle lay 
signs of corrosion and were rusted through in parts and that 
the floor panel had partially come away meant that the sill 

close to the limit value,                                   was bent in the area of the right-hand door. 

In the area of the right-hand belt mounting point the 
Table 9. Values measured for the passenger dummy load in the corrosion test revealed high levels of surface and through- 
DB W 123. 

rusting on the inside sill. However, the belt mounting points 

Test Point lest Val.ues for Limit Vat~’~ had been strengthened by attaching measuring equipment, 
Heavily SLightly of thus preventing the points being torn out in the test. The 

(Part of so*V) corro,~d Corro,~d toed effect of fitting the test equipment was avoided in subse- 
01t w12] (KOR 6) 0S 1~125 (KOR 5) Criteria           quent tests; it is therefore not possible to evaluate these 

.~ areas in the Golf tests. 
aw/~,~ t~ 207/~0 124/~0 Heavy corrosion was ascertained at several points in the 
HIC (,IC ~6"] 10r~ ÷ 16~ ÷ 1000 (1000) areas linking the floor panel to the inside sill. This caused 

THO~X the underbody to crumple in the impact test, which in turn 

a~x~a~s 19~ 37/37 58/55 ~0~s resulted in changes in the position of the front seats. 
si** 319 535 11000~ The damage determined in the passenger compartment of 

s~ ~ELT the heavily damaged Golf by means of corrosion test equip- 

Flmax tkHl/t tms] I 1.2 / 57 ~.2 / ~ ment caused sections of the floor panel to come away from 
F~x [kNl/t tmsll 1.9 / rS 4.9 / 65 the inside sill in the impact. The sharp, rusty edges of the 
FSmsx [kHl/t [ms]I 2.7 / 68 4.4 / 69 sheeting projecting into the passenger compartment thus 
Ft~nx tla]/t [ms] I 5.6 / r~ 5.5 / 68 

represented a considerable source of danger for the vehicle 

PELVIS occupants. Sharp edges or dangerous areas of unevenness in 
a~/~ t~ 41/39 ~6/~ ~0~ the area which parts of the body may strike are unacceptable 

F~B according to the criteria of the ECE regulations. Figure 1 

Ftmsx [kl] 1.5 0.4 *0 k~ /8~r~ shows one example of such sources of danger after impact in - 
Frlnax 

(kN] 1.1 0 10 kH /SkN]llls the heavily corroded Golf. 

Ford Fiesta 
* HIC 56 = (Head Injury Criterioe) calculation interval = 5~ns 

** S] (Severity Index) toad ¢riterioo0 ia no to~9er employed The differences described in the level of corrosion 
÷ t< ~ resulted in differences in the deformation depth and differ- 
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mentioned before. Despite the high levels of corrosion dam- 

age measured at these points, the slightly corroded and 

heavily corroded vehicles behaved in more or less the same 

way during the impact: the slightly greater deformation 

depth can be seen from the distance between the wheels and 

the wheel house. 

The corrosion measurements revealed particularl y inter- 

esting results for the belt mounting points of the inside sill 

for both the slightly corroded and heavily corroded vehicles 

of this vehicle type. This corrosion resulted in one of the belt 

mounting points being torn out during impact. 

Evaluation of the results 

The vehicles classified as "slightly corroded" or "heavi- 

Area of the driver’s seat. ly corroded" showed very significant differences in both 

the corrosion examination and impact tests. 

The corrosion damage was determined successfully for 

the purposes of the project. For the vehicles categorised as 

"slightly corroded", it was possible to demonstrate that the 

absence of corrosion predicted by the measurement did 

actually exist. This was demonstrated by the more "’re- 

silient" behaviour in the crash and by the absence of rust on 

the fractured metal parts revealed after the crash. Further- 

more. the results obtained with the corrosion test unit were 

found to be very good since they were able to reveal the 

important and unusually heavily corroded points in the 

Daimler Benz’s inside sill. 

In many cases, the corrosion damage determined on the 

"heavily corroded" vehicles could be attributed directl y 

failure of vehicle components. 
Area of the ~ront-passenger’s seat. The comparison of results obtained from the impact tesls 

Figure1. Deformation of the floor panel in tests with the heavi- revealed that. in many points, the level of protection 
ly corroded VW Golf 

afforded to the occupants was reduced by an unacceptable 

degree by the corrosion damage. The limit values demanded 
ent behaviour of the individual parts, e.g. in the areas of the by the various regulations governing the behaviour of vehi~ 
lower windscreen frame including the A-pillars, the con- cle components were clearly exceeded in a number of cases. 
nection between the fenders and the side walls of the engine Particularly alarming is the fact that the slightly corroded 
chamber with the parts functioning as side members. The vehicles, which were expected to behave similar to new 
areas of interest in the underbody area are the transitions vehicles, were l’ound to exhibit a number of weak poims 
from the A-pillar to the door sills and the sections of the the field of occupant protection ~ see table !0~ The follow- 
underbody connected to the transverse links, ing failure mechanisms were found to be ~he main cm~ses ot" 

The deformation and damage suffered by the underbody, failure for the heavily corroded vehicles: 
the right-hand windscreen frame and the dashboard in the The displacement of the ,~’~eering coh~m~ into t~e pas~ 
passenger compartment of the heavily corroded Ford Fiesta senger compartment in the case of the Golf and Fiesta was 
represented sources of injury for the occupants, found to be considerably higher tha~ the legal limit of 127 

The floor panel in the area of the two sills was found to be mm. 
particularly severely damaged even during the corrosion The criteria for changes in the size o[’the ~asse~,,er 
examination stage, partment were complied with apar~ t’rom one exception. 

Daimler Benz W 123 This exception related to onc passe~ger compartment di- 

mension in the test with the VW Golf. 
The corrosion damage ascertained on supporting ele- The door opentng behaviour was only critical in the tes~ 

ments in the front section of the vehicle produced only with the Ford Fiesta. The corro:don damage aggravates wha~ 
slightly greater deformation in the case of the heavily cor- is obviously a design weakness of this vehicle type: the door 
reded DB W 123. The transition point from the A-pillar to opening behaviour was also less than perl~ct in the compar- 

the door sill revealed high levels of corroston damage, in- ative tesl. 

cluding rusting-through of the parts, even though the areas The behaviour of parts of t~e passer,get eompartme~ 

examined showed no external signs of rusting, as just with respect to the danger of injury they represent {’or the 
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Table 10. Overview of the major test results, was also demonstrated in the tests involving the Ford Fiesta. 

Future tests must therefore bear this in mind and exchange 
Vehicle Vehicle Damage 
Type Heavily Corroded 

_ Slightly Corroded 
the old seat belt systems for new ones. The used systems 

vw GOLF - Critical displacement Critical displacement must be examined and evaluated in a separate test (compo- 
Type 17 of steering system of steering system 

nent test) in addition to the impact test involving the vehicle. 
- Determination of pas- - HIC exceeded for importance of how the manger compartment driver and front-seat Due to the vehicle seats behave in 

size after impact, passenger 
1 value failed the frontal impacts, these should also be examined thoroughly 
criterion prior to the test and, if necessary, exchanged and examined 

- HIC exceeded for separately. driver dummy 

- Probable "submarining" 
As shown by the tests with the VW Golf in which the 

of driver dummy manner used to fit the acceleration sensor may have pre- 
- Failure of belt buckle - Lap belt of driver vented the belt mounting point being tom out of its fitting 

FORD FIESTA    right-hand seat              dummy torn 
location, it is particularly important to ensure that any 

- critical displacement - Pelvic load criterion 
of steering system exceeded measuring instruments fitted are taken into account when 

- Critical door opening - Critical door opening evaluating the results. 
behaviour behaviour 

The consequences of an accident of comparable severity 
- Determination of pas- 

senger compartment as the crash tests conducted here would result in injuries to 
size after impact, 3 
values failed the occupants of "heavily corroded" vehicles ranging from 
criteria very severe to fatal. The tests outlined here allow this con- 

- Belt mount torn out of - Heavy corrosion at 
DB W 123     driver seat belt mounting point in clusion tO be drawn, although the low number of tests con- 

sill; imp .... d for the ducted to date, the small range of models covered and the - HIC exceeded for both test 
driver and front-seat little experience gained in preparing tests, means that it has passenger - HIC exceeded for 

driver dummy not yet been possible to determine corrosion-related dam- 
- Critical pelvic load age--and consequent reductions in safety--which cover for driver dummy 

several vehicle types and which can be precisely quantified. 
The failure of the seat belts in two tests is of equal if not 

occupants was critical in all vehicle types. A direct risk of 

injury through corroded body parts was particularly high in 
greater importance than the corrosion-related failure of ve- 
hicle components. 

the VW Golf test. While such a risk was also present in tests The results of the "slightly corroded" vehicles in the 
involving the Ford Fiesta, this risk was lower. The risks 
determined with the Daimler Benz were less grave and 

crash test were also unsatisfactory in a number of points. 

related to a number of the control elements and the 
Although the german regulation for car approval (STVZO) 
does not stipulate any dummy load values, global tests using 

dashboard, dummies are essential for assessing the complex interaction 
The dummy load limit values, the criteria which most 

of the various vehicle components in a frontal impact. 
clearly illustrate the risk of injury to vehicle occupants, 
were exceeded, particularly as regards the head load. The Summary and Conclusions 
occupant loads in the DB W 123 were unexpectedly high The examination of three different vehicle types (VW 
when measured against the positive results obtained for the Golf, Ford Fiesta and DB W 123) to determine their 
vehicle-specific characteristics, corrosion-related behaviour in impacts was performed 

The assessment of the procedure for determining corro- jointly between the BASt and the RWTOV, Essen. The 
siGn and performing tests must take into account the follow- RWTt3V Essen was responsible for selecting the vehicles 
ing points for an envisaged continuation of the project: and determining the degree of initial damage resulting from 

The determination of corrosion was primarily schematic corrosion. A corrosion test instrument newly developed by 
in form and was only in part related to vehicle type and the RWTQV Essen was used for determining the level of 
corrosion damage. This meant a very high number of test corrosion. The BASt conducted the impact tests and test 
points. It would appear advisable for the future to perform evaluation. 
only a few initial measurements with the corrosion test unit Significant differences were ascertained between the 
at the relevant areas of the vehicle type concerned and to "slightly corroded" and "heavily corroded" vehicles. The 
perform exhaustive measurements of only the most pro- differences related to test values for and damage to the test 
nounced areas. Such relevant areas are e.g. the belt mount- vehicles, and to test values for the dummies. 
ing points, the seat mounts, the sills and similar frame The most grave events for the occupants resulting from 
components, corrosion-related initial damage were as follows: 

The impact tests were chiefly conducted with the seat 
belts and seats already fitted in the vehicles at the time of 

¯ The belt mount was torn out. 

purchase. 
¯ The behaviour of the steering system. 

Irrespective of their existing corrosion damage, the fail- 
¯ The behaviour of the vehicle seats in conjunction 

ure of these components can result in high dummy loads, as 
with the vehicle’s underbody or seat mounts. 
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¯ The behaviour of body parts or parts of the the strength of the belt mounts and belt systems themselves. 
controls with regard to the risk of injury they The inadequate safety of those vehicles with either no or 
represent for the occupants, only slight corrosion was demonstrated in a global test. 

Even the tests with the "slightly corroded" vehicles The corrosion-related failure mechanisms of the vehicles 

yielded results which were also unsatisfactory when in the frontal impact tests examined in this paper suggest 

measured against the regulations used for assessment that the risk to the occupants of a vehicle involved in a 

purposes, lateral collision (where the stability of the vehicle structure 

The following conclusions can be drawn about the faulty exerts a direct influence on the occupants) increases at a 

behaviour of older vehicles and, in particular, those vehicles much higher rate as a result of corrosion than is the case in a 

which are not yet so old: frontal impact. 

The resistance of vehicles to corrosion-related and use- The high number of, in part, dangerous failure events 
related damage must be enhanced, particularly in the light resulting from a low number of impact tests and the 
of the problems highlighted here relating to the insufficient possibilities for reducing such failures in future with a low 
stability of the floor assembly, the significant displacement level of effort demands a fuller examination of the problems 
of the steering system into the passenger compartment, and relating to older vehicles which have suffered prior damage. 

The Breed All-Mechanical Driver Air Bag Evaluation 

Written Only Paper the currently labor intensive production of air bag systems 
of this type could be highly automated, and if this 

Jerome M. Kossar, automation were accomplished, the installed system costs 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration could be approximately one third less than that of the 

multiple, electrically signalling, crash sensor systems 
Abstract prevalent today. Such automation of production would, 

Results of a program evaluating a potentially lower cost however, be costly to develop and is not a product of this 
driver air bag system are presented. The nonelectrical, air low production volume program. 
bag retrofit system integrates the complete air bag, crash The simplicity of mechanical design and the presence of 
sensing, and inflation functions within a single module two independent sensing and initiating mechanisms within 
mounted over the steering wheel hub. The National the Breed sensor/initiator added to the anticipated system 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration contracted Breed reliability. A schematic of one half of the Breed sensor/ 
Corporation to develop police car retrofit driver protection 

initiator showing the internal mechanism of one of the two 
systems. Predictive analytics compared favorably with 

identical and independent means of crash sensing and 
results measured in tests. Test dummy injury measures 

inflation intitiation is seen in figure 1. At program inception indicate good protection for the range of driver sizes, both 
with and without supplementary belt restraints, there were reservations concerning the technical feasibility 

Environmental testing indicated that long term elevated of a timely distinction between desirable and undesirable 

temperature exposure be limited to temperatures no higher deployment situations based on decelerations of the 

than 90°C (194°F) in order to insure high operational steering wheel. The first efforts of the program were, 

reliability, therefore, directed at establishing such feasibility. 
This paper presents the views of the author, and not After establishing technical feasibility, the next efforts 

necessarily those of the National Highway Traffic involved specific car selection and further development and 
Administration (NHTSA). The numbers in parentheses are evaluation of the air bag system. The last program efforts 
references, listed at the end of the paper, involved work towards the qualification of the inflator/ 

sensor/initiator assembly. Environmental conditioning and Introduction testing, which are representative of industry qualification 
The all mechanical Breed Corporation retrofit driver air practice, have indicated need for design improvement to 

bag system was the subject of a National Highway Traffic ensure operational reliability after long time exposures to 
Safety Administration program. The program concerned a the highest temperature employed in some manufacturer’s 
nonelectrical air bag system with its crash sensor and system qualification. 
initiating subsystem as an integral part of the inflator, which 
in turn is housed within the air bag module mounted over the Establishing Feasibility 
hub of a steering wheel. The potential economies 
anticipated from the elimination of multiple remote crash The unique air bag mechanical sensor/initiator to be 

sensors, their wiring requirements, and their electronic employed and its isolated location within the pyrotechnic 
system on-board diagnostic and defect warning apparatus gas generator (inflator) mounted to the steering wheel have 
were the incentives for NHTSA interest. It is possible that produced concerns as to the ability of such a system to 
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BREED AIR BAG Table 1. Predicted air bag initiation time. 

’83 ~A AC~ 63 0.017 0.016 

triggering in 5.1 and 7.1 MPH frontal crashes while a 9.1 

MPH crash did cause the sensor to trigger. Preliminary 
rough road driving tests were also performed. From these 
initial barrier crashes and driving tests it was concluded that 

n noma] driving the scnstng Bass or b~l| Is held in the posttto~ shevn by the spring 
o,~ le~e,, the Breed sensor/initiator provided adequate resistance to 

A deceleration of mmre then 4.7 G’S ~s ~qu~red to overecme the spring loaded lever b|as pl n..use the s..ng ~.ll to Barn fo~,~, undesirable de oyment. 
0n~e tn a crash ~tth greater than a 4.7 G deceleration, the lotion of the ball is damped The last feasibility evaluation test series of frontal 
or slo~ed by gas flov through the ball d|a~eter clearance tn the cylleder bore. 

If a car decelerntes long enough above 4.7 G, the forward movement of the ball wtll crashes employed three Ford LTD’s which had been retrofit- 
c~use the spring loaded lever to torn the "D" shaft sufficiently to release the firing pin. ted with developmental air bag systems. Prior to the conduc- 
Figure 1. Sensor/initiator. tion of these crash tests, NHTSA was supplied with a propri- 

etary math model of the mechanical sensor by the Breed 
distinguish between desirable deployment and nondeploy- Corporation which allowed the user to predict initiation 
ment events. If deployment was required, could initiation be time based on the crash pulse experienced. Two crash tests 
produced early enough in the crash event to provide timely were conducted on each of the three cars, the first at a speed 
air bag inflation for driver protection? The criteria initially below that required for air bag deployment and the second 
employed in this program to assess the timeliness of inflator under crash conditions for which deployment was desirable 
initiation were: (a) initial air bag loading on the driver must for driver protection. Based on actual measured accelera- 
occur before the time the driver moves forward more than tion, NHTSA, using the Breed sensor math model, was able 
five inches relative to the compartment interior; and (b) 30 to compare predicted and actual sensor performance. 
milliseconds must be allocated to the time between inflator The initial test of each of the three Ford LTD’s was a low 
initiation and accomplishment of air bag inflation to the speed frontal barrier crash. The type and severity of the 
extent required to impose initial restraining loads on the second crash test of each car was varied. The first car was 
driver, subjected to 30.0 mph frontal fixed rigid barrier (FRB) 

As a service to this evaluation, steering wheel hub accel- crash; the second a 12.2 mph FRB crash, and the third a 29.9 
eration were recorded during head-on aligned crashes be- 
tween a deformable moving barrier and four different 1983 

mph frontal centerline impact against a 12 inch diameter 

model year cars: The Honda Accord; Renault Fuego, Dodge 
rigid pole. The bumper was stiffened by the addition of 38 

Omni; and Chevrolet Celebrity. These hub acceleration 
pounds of steel prior to the pole test. Table 2 presents the 

crash histories were used as inputs by the Breed Corporation 
injury measurements obtained from unbelted Part 572 50th 

to their computerized math model which predicts deploy- 
percentile male dummies seated in the driver position. Table 

ment initiation time of their mechanical sensor. Each pre- 
3 allows comparison of actual sensor initiations with those 

diction is based on the fixed physical design parameters of 
predicted from recorded crash pulse measurements. As ta- 

their sensor and the specific crash pulse under considera- ble 2 illustrates, all the injury measures from dummy 

tion. The theoretical results of the Breed modeling are instrumentation satisfy NHTSA requirements and table 3 

shown in table 1. As this table illustrates, the predicted demonstrates timely and predictable initiation of the air bag 

initiations of driver air bags in these compact car test deployment. 

crashes appear close to the timing criteria requirements but The design of the developmental air bags used in this 

they are generally several milliseconds later than suggested feasibility series was varied. The first Ford employed an 

by the criteria. This infers that some adjustments of the airbag made from two 28 inch diameter flat disks of coated 

sensor design parameters would be advisable to provide nylon sewn together at their circumferences and incorporat- 

improved protection for compact cars. ing two 1.2 inch diameter vents. The second air bag was 

In tests conducted at the Ohio Transportation Research smaller, fabricated from 26.5 inch diameter flat fabric and 
Center (TRC) in East Liberty, Ohio, rigid barrier frontal containing four 1.0 inch diameter vents. In a successful 
crash tests of a Ford LTD with an installed Breed steering attempt to insure that the air bag expanded over the .lower 
wheel mounted sensor (reference 1)* produced no sensor quadrant of the steering wheel before the dummy forward 

motion blocked this deployment path, 11 inch long tethers 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. were added which attached internally to the front and rear 
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Table 2. Dummy data from Ford LTD feasibility tests. Post crash inspection revealed buckling of the main 
TEST DEHPJIIPTI~        30°0 I~PH FRONTAL 12.2 ,,, F~T,L ~.9 ,,, C~HTEH bracket support of the column resulting from an excessive 

RIGID BARRIER RIGID BARRIER 1~~ D1A. POLE 

forward pitching moment being reacted from the steering 
HIC                            247*                           25                           187 

column into the firewall. This buckling allowed the forward 
~ITI~L ,IC PEHIO* ~ - 12~ ~S r6 - 149 ,S r~ - 153 ~ rotation of the column observed in test. The forward pitch- 
C,EHT ~. G (Z.H) 4~ ~ 4~"* ing moment in the steering column is increased beyond that 
~HESr ~R. I~O~X ~ 3r ~’* of a non-air-bagged column as a consequence of the effec- 

~x. F~,~ to~ tire moment arm of the steering column being extended by 
LEFT 1457 ~. ~ ~, 10~ ~H. * r~ ~ 1~ LH. ~ r~ ,S the inflated air bag. The column pitching moment is created 

by the driver’s non-axial loading of the aft end of the steer- 
* ,E~ L~TEI~L ~eCEtE~TION ~ ,~,VAIt..~LE FO~ C~LOJL~TION ing column which produces increased bending of the col- 

umn when coupled with the longer moment arm created by 
the interfacing air bag. The observed column rotation pro- 
duced by air bag addition and the consequent threat to the 
driver highlights the importance of assuring adequate col- 

Table 3. Breed initiator math model performance, umn stability and column mounting strength when driver air 
~ c~s, T~ST ,,T, ,~t P~R~O~ 

bags are introduced. 
~o~,,,o, ,:,u,~ ,~i,i,,i0~ ,:,~. ~,~ ,,m,,0, 

~IrE~i,’"’"TI~ The overall results obtained in the feasibility evaluation 
encouraged NHTSA to proceed with development of a ret- 

,~ ~,, ~ ~., ,~, ,0,~ s,~,~0 ...... i~ ,0 ~i,~ refit driver air bag system that would be suitable for installa- 
tions in police fleets. 

,.0 ............. FI,  Car Selection 
Since the feasibility evaluation had uncovered steering 

~,,~ ~I~l ........... ~AR ~,,~ ~ ~ ,~ column instability under the loads of the air bag restrained 
,~0 t,,,,.r,~ ,0,~ ~,~,,0 ~,E~t ~o ~i~ ,o ~m~ driver and no simple retrofit to attain stability was 

recognized, it was necessary to select another police car for 
,~o ~,o ~ ~.~ ~,, 24.4.s o,~E~l~ ~.H~ FIH~ ~ ~G ~ ~’~ i thi p g F thi p rp Ch I t I p 1 d ,~r,tce~,~e~e 0-~it~ ,,e,z,~ use n s re ram. or s u osea    evroe m aaan 

Dodge Diplomat were equipped with experimental Breed 
driver air bag systems and 30 mph frontal crash tests were 

~0~: ~, 0~,o,~ ~,,,~,,~o R,,,~ ,,,~ ~,~,~0 conducted. The air bag for the Impala had a flat diameter of 
28 inches, employing six 13 inch long internal tethering 
straps arrayed on a centered 7 inch diameter circle with two 
1.2 inch diameter vent holes. The only difference in the air 

surfaces of the air bag. These tethers sewn on the centered bag used in the Dodge Diplomat was that the vent holes 
3.5 inch radius, arrested the air bag during its rearward 

were reduced to 1.1 inch diameters. Injury measured from 
deployment causing a more rapid radial expansion of the air 

both tests satisfied criteria as is evident from the values 
bag into the space between the advancing dummy and the 

shown below. 
lower portion of the steering wheel. The tethered bag was 
provided with a single vent of 1.75 inch diameter. 

Study of the high framing rate film exposed in each of the 30 ~Pn ~O~L ~aZ~I~Z~R C~Sr ~ ~’g ~O^DS ~S~ 
feasibility series deployment crashes revealed deficiencies 
in performance not evident from the dummy instrumenta- 

l983 Chevrolet Impala    289 4~ 1850 ZOO0 
tion measurements. During the 30 mph FRB crash it was 
observed that at the time of maximum chest loading the 1983 Dodge Dlplomat t~61 /~9 2120 1530 

plane of the steering wheel was almost perpendicular to the 
dummy chest. The steering wheel rim, thus radially loaded 
by the dummy, clearly constituted a significant and unsafe Under loads of the knee bolster the inboard portion of the 
concentrated load input to the dummy rib cage. The steering Impala instrument panel collapsed. This explains the low 
wheel plane rotation was produced as a consequence of the right femur load. Post test inspection of the Diplomat 
steering column having rotated to a near vertical position by revealed that the higher left femur load resulted from 
the time peak chest loading occurred. Thus, the normal air bearing of the deformed knee bolster upon a steering 
bag benefits of well distributed loading on the occupant column mounting bolt. Either of these problems could be 
were not achieved during the time of maximum driver re- avoided through design modification. It was decided to 
straint loading primarily due to the large forward and up- proceed with retrofit air bag development for installation in 
ward rotation of the steering column, the Impala. 
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Sled test program The steering wheels used were the standard for use in the 
Ford 1985 Tempo/Topaz air bag equipped cars. It measures 

A sled test program to demonstrate the frontal impact approximately 1 inch deeper than the standard Impala 

performance of the Breed all mechanical driver’s side wheel, and therefor locates the wheel rim surface plane 
retrofit air bag system was conducted in the Transportation about 1 inch further aft in the occupant compartment. 
Research Center of Ohio. The Hyge sled facility was used The knee bolsters used employed a steel tubing frame 
with a reinforced Chevrolet Impala (GM "B" Body) sled around the periphery of its base which straddled the steering 
buck. Various conditions of speed, dummy size, dummy column. The inboard and outboard lowest ends of the frame 
type, and air bag/seat belt combinations were tested. For were bolted through the horizontal lower instrument panel 
comparative purposes, these tests also included drivers with support of the Impala to retain the knee restraint in place. 
no restraints as well as drivers employing only seat belts. Twenty gauge sheet steel spanned the peripheral tube frame 
Both straight frontal and angle fixed rigid barrier impacts and served as the mounting surface for the energy 
were simulated with vehicle speeds of 30, 35, and 40 mph. management crushable foam as well as the bearing surface 
Dummies employed were the 5th percentile female, 50th for knee load transfer into the Impala lower instrument 
percentile male (part 572), 95th percentile male, and Hybrid panel. The crushable energy management material was a 3 
III (50th percentile male), inch thick composite consisting of two 11/2 inch thick foams 

The base vehicle for the buck was a 1979 Chevrolet of different materials bonded together. The top material (at 
Impala, four door sedan, equipped with a split back bench the knee contact) was two pound per cubic foot polystyrene 
type front seat. So as to provide an unbiased comparative foam and the bottom material was 6 pound density closed 
evaluation, the steering column, steering wheel, instrument 

cell polyethylene. The upper layer which was slotted on its 
panel, instrument panel supporting structure, and, when 

knee contact surface served the dual function of energy 
required, windshield were replaced for each test. 

It had been determined that the steering system of the absorption and capture of the knee for controlled 

Impala provided excessive axial play between the steering 
penetration. A vinyl cover wassewn over the foam 

wheel and steering column which could produce delay or 
composite. A light weight brace was bolted between the 

distortion of the car crash deceleration pulse reaching the 
inboard point of bolster attachment and the accelerator 

sensor. A retrofit modification within the aft end of the 
bracketry on the fire wall. This brace provided an inboard 

steering column was therefore used to reduce axial load path for knee load transfer from the instrument panel so 

clearance. It had also been determined that the steering as to avoid bending failure of the lower instrument panel 

column resistance to axial stroking was less than ideal for support as had occurred in the first crash test of the Impala. 

application of the air bag system. To compensate, To compensate for the extra 1 inch depth of the air bag 

supplementary stroking resistance was provided by the steering wheel as compared to the original stock Impala 

application of two u-bolt type clamps to the smaller wheel, the seat positioning in these sled tests were as 

diameter tube of the two tube telescoping steering column, follows: 

The added stroking resistance was produced by frictional 5th percentile female...first seat rail notch aft of 
loads between the smaller diameter column tube and the forward 
attached u-bolts as the u-bolts were forced by the 50th percentile male...first seat rail notch aft of 
telescoping process to slide down the smaller diameter midpoint 
column tube during column stroking. 95th percentile male...farthest rearward seat rail notch 

The airbag was a tethered circular planform bag 
fabricated by sewing two neoprene coated nylon cloth disks Most importantly, it should be noted that each air bag 

together at their periphery so as to yield a 28 inch inside inflation was initiated only by activation of the Breed 

diameter when fiat. Tethering consisted of six 12 inch long sensor/initiator. The Breed all mechanical sensor/initiator 
straps on a 7 inch diameter circle concentrically sewn to the responded only to the acceleration of the steering wheel on 
air bag front and back inner surfaces. Air bag venting was the sled buck, exactly as it would in a real car crash. 
provided by two 1.2 inch diameter holes through the 
forward air bag surface. The decorative and protective air Sled Test Program Results 
bag cover used was standard for use on the Ford 1985 Some general trends observed from the sled test are: 
Tempo/Topaz air bag equipped cars. The inflators were 90 
gram units containing the Breed mechanical sensor/initiator 1. In each of the sled tests, when the retrofit air bag 

supplied by Morton Thiokol Inc. The last thirteen tests system was added to the three point belt (lap plus 

employed the final design sensor/initiator which was shoulder belts), large reductions of the Head Injury 

automatically armed upon insertion of the air bag module Criteria (HIC) and substantial reductions in measured 

into the steering wheel cavity. The earlier air bag tests loads in the lap belt and shoulder belt occurred while 

required manual arming through insertion of a screw prior satisfying all FMVSS 208 dummy injury measures. 

to air bag module attachment to the steering wheel. 2. The all mechanical retrofit air bag system alone, 

Calibration, function and performance were identical in when not supplemented by belts, satisfied all FMVSS 

both sensor/initiator models used. dummy injury measurement criteria in the sled tests 
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when applied to the 5th percentile female since the kinematic and biomechanic fidelities of test 
anthropomorphic test device up to at least 30 mph, for dummies are imperfect, protection levels indicated in 

the 95th percentile male anthropomorphic test device testing for the range of sizes in the human population should 
-~-.; up to at least 35 mph, and for the 50th percentile male not be interpreted as precise. Additionally, the performance 

dummies up to nearly 40 mph. observed for the various restraint conditions tested in this 

However, it must be emphasized that sled tests may 
Impala sled test buck may not be representative of other cars 

provide optimistic evaluations of restraint system 
with other belt systems or when other air bag systems are 

performance as compared to real car crashes resulting from 
employed. The purpose of the sled test program was to 

~ the failure of sled testing to produce the passenger 
provide basis for evaluation of the potential benefits which 

¯ J might be appreciated by police officers according to the 
compartment intrusion so frequently found in real crashes. 

range of their sizes and their restraint usage practices if their 
Such compartment intrusion can foreshorten the occupants 

vehicles were retrofitted with the Breed air bag. 
forward travel within the compartment and can also cause Table 4 shows sled test data from all Part 572, Subpart B, 
higher impact speeds between the occupant and the interior 50th percentile male dummies tested with the final design of 
intruding surfaces. Either of these intrusion effects would the Breed all mechanical driver retrofit air bag system. 

~ increase loads on the occupant. From this table it is clear that the crash sensor function 
It must also be emphasized that an air bag system by itself worked consistently well with the exception of the one 

does not provide significant protection for side impacts, sensor which used an obsolete and improper component in 
rollovers, and many ejection situations. To provide its assembly. Generally, when theproprietarycomputerized 
protection in these other serious conditions, the air bag math model of the sensor mechanism was used to establish 
system mustbe combined with some form of seat belt. Also,     the anticipated air bag initiation time based on measured 

Table 4. Sled tests of Impala retrofit systems Part 572 50th percentile male dummies. 

SINULATED AIR BAG CBEST LEFT FENJR RIGBT FEIIUR 

DRIVER RESTRAINT USED CRASH SPEED INITIATION IilC 3 RS. CLIP (PQUNDS) (POUNDS) 

AIR BAG SYSTEN ONLY 30 NPIt 23 NS. lt~ 35G 1097 1319 

AIR BAG SYSTEN ONLY 30 I~PH 26 NS. 210 37G 1151 1271 

AIR BAG SYSTE# + LAP BELT 30 NPH 22 NS. 160 30G 761 638 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SIICULDER BELTS 30 NPH 58 NS.* 811" 61G* 716" 518" 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 30 LqPH 26 NS. 291 39G 667 /t.19 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 30 NPH ...... 855 396 171 387 

LAP BELT ONLY 30 MPH 734 726 286 504 

TOTALLY UNRESTRAINED ~0 MPH ...... 651 90G 2506 1215 
................................................................................................................. . ..................... 

AIR BAG SYSTEN ONLY 35 NPH 26 NS. 260 68G 12~ 1632 

AIR BAG SYSTEN + LAP BELT** 35 PlPH 25 I, IS. 319 644; 693 672 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS .35 PlPH 26 NS. 613 5td; 554. 376 

LAP & SIIOULDER BELTS ONLY 35 NPH ...... 1138 51G 27~ 653 

TOTALLY UNRESTRAINED 35 14PH ...... 1287 11916 2070 _~__~_ 

AIR BAG SYSTEN ONLY 40 14PH 23 NS. ~ 61G 1695 1759 

AIR BAG SYSTEN + LAP BELT 40 NPH 23 NS. 653 51G 788 510 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 40 PIPH 150~ 68G 293 699 

* LATE INITIATION RESULTED FRON USE OF AN OBSOLETE COI~I~NENT IN THE ASSENBLY OF THE SENSOR CAUSING BINDING IN NECHANISPl 

** STEERING COLUI4N RETROFIT CLN4PING NI~OIFIED TO PROVIDE 300 POUND ADDITIONAL STROKING RESISTANCE ABOVE NORPlAL RETROFIT LEVEL 
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steering wheel hub acceleration records, the predicted and satisfactory restraint for the 50th percentile male at this 

actual measured deployment initiation times were in relatively high speed. When the air bag system was 

agreement within 2 to 3 milliseconds, supplemented by a lap belt, the dummy injury measures 

Table 4 also provides driver test data allowing satisfied FMVSS 208 designations for the head, chest, and 

comparison between the protection offered by the retrofit femurs. 

air bag system when used alone, when used in combination Sled tests conducted using the Hybrid III 50th percentile 

with the Impala three point belt (lap plus shoulder belt), and male dummy (Part 572, Subpart E) provide an interesting 

when used as a supplement to a lap belt. This table illustration of the influence of a more compliant and 

additionally provides data from tests of the 50th percentile biofidelic chest on the chest acceleration experienced by the 

male driver restrained only by his lap and shoulder belts, by dummy. Table 5 shows test results using the Hybrid III 

a lap belt only, and without any restraint. Since tests were dummy in the driver position. In general injury measures 

conducted simulating frontal barrier crash speeds of 30 from the Part 572, Subpart B, dummy (the only 50th 

mph, 35 mph, and 40 mph, the table demonstrates the percentile male dummy referenced for use in our standards 

influence of these crash speeds, before the advent of the Hybrid III) are seen to be in 

In the tests simulating 30 mph crashes it is seen that the reasonably good agreement with those of the Hybrid III 

excessive chest accelerations experienced with the lap belt except for the chest accelerations which are lower in the 

only (72G) and totally unrestrained driver (90G) are Hybrid III tests. The most extreme difference occurred in 

reduced to 39G by the three point belt alone but the three the cases of the unrestrained occupant. The Part 572, 

point belt also produced an undesired increase in HIC value. Subpart B, dummy registered a 90G chest acceleration 

When the retrofit air bag system is introduced, either alone, while the Hybrid III experienced 48G in the 30 mph tests. It 

or in combination with belts, the chest acceleration is seen should also be noted that all measures shown on table 5 for 

to be at the same or a lower level than the three point belt the air bag system, both alone and supplemented by belts, 

produced when used alone, but each of the air bag satisfy the injury criteria, including chest deflection 

combinations are seen to reduce HIC to one third or less of limitations, even at 35 mph. 

the value produced by the three point belt. Tests using the 95th percentile male dummy are shown in 

Looking at the 35 mph barrier test simulations in table 4, table 6. These data demonstrate dummy injury measures 

without use of the air bag, FMVSS 208 head injury criteria satisfying FMVSS 208 requirements at 30 mph and 35 mph 

is exceeded when the dummy is unrestrained or when when the air bag system is the only restraint employed for 

restraint is provided only by the Impala three point belt. The the large driver. It also illustrates satisfaction of FMVSS 

use of the air bag system alone or supplemented by lap or 208 criteria at 35 mph when the air bag system is 

three point belts reduces the HIC to low levels with all other supplemented by lap or lap plus shoulder belts. For this 

injury measures satisfying FMVSS 208 injury criteria in heavier driver in the 35 mph tests it can be noted that the 

these 35 mph frontal barrier crash simulations, supplement of the three point Impala belts with the air bag 
The 40 mph testing shown in Table 4 demonstrates that system reduced chest acceleration to 47G from the level of 

the retrofit air bag system when used alone is almost a 51G that was experienced when only the air bag system was 

Table 5. Sled tests of Impala retrofit systems Hybrid III 50th percentile male dummies. 
SIHULATED          AIR BAG                      COflPRESSION       CHEST              LEFT FEHUA        RIGHT FEHUR 

DRIVER RESTRAINT USED CRASH SPEED INITIATION HIC CHEST (INCHES) 3 HS. CLIP (POUNDS) (POUNDS) 

AIR BAG SYSTEH ONLY 30 MPH 22 MS. 104 1.3 32G 856 1275 

AIR BAG SYSTEH ONLY 30 MPH 21 HS. 263 2.0 34G 1144 1193 

AIR BAG SYSTEH + LAP BELT 30 HPH 22 HS. 122 1.3 25G NO DATA NO DATA 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 30 HPH NO DATA 185 1.5 37G 419 249 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 30HPH 793 1.9 36G 286 263 

TOTALLY UNRESTRAINED 30 14PH ...... 586 2.8 /d~G 2530 1436 

AIR BAG SYSTEN + LAP BELT 35 HPH 22 NS. 208 1.4 ’38G 024 602 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ~35 HPH 20 HS. 409 1.9 52G 522 426 
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Table 6. Sled tests of Impala retrofit systems 95th percentile male dummies. 

SINULATED AIR BAG CHEST LEFT FENUR RIGHT FENUR 

DRIVER RESTRAINT IRED CRASB ~EED INITIATION HIC 3 Mg. CLIP (POUNDS) (POUNDS) 

AIR BAG SYSTEN ONLY 30 NPH 25 NS. 302 33G 1476 1357 

AIR BAG SYSTB4 ONLY 35 NPH 24 NS. 338 516 15/~ 17"32 

AIR ~G SYST~ + .L~ BELT 35 ~H 2~ MS. ~5~ 

AIR ~G SYS. + L~ & S~LDER ~LTS 35 ~H 2~ NS. 817 

~ & S~ER BELTS ~LY * 35 ~H ...... 3~ ~2~ 3~1" 2~* 

~ & S~ER BELTS ~LY 35 ~H 15~ ~ 3% 325 

¯ S~R ~LT B~ AT THE TI~ THE STEERING ~EEL L~R RIM ~T~TED THE ~Y ~N; STEERING ~L~ STR~E 

ST~T~ AT T]~ OF HE~ER STEER]NG ~EEL RZN ~TACT 

employed. Use of the three point belt without air bag is compare these results with those shown in table 4 under the 

shown to ptoduce an excessive HIC level of 1590. same test speed conditions but with a stock steering wheel 

Results of sled tests with the 5th percentile female rim plane angle. The comparison is as follows: 

dummy are shown in table 7. These results illustrate It is seen that the tilted wheel cases produced higher HIC 

satisfaction of FMVSS 208 in the 30 mph simulated crash of and chest accelerations. It is believed that the air bag 

the air bag system when used alone or in combination with deployment which is directed on a higher trajectory as a 

the three point belt or lap belt as supplementary restraint. It consequence of the steering wheel tilt plane causes a 

is of interest to note that the 5th percentile female dummy reduced air bag interaction with the chest while increasing 

injury measures, if compared to FMVSS 208 requirements, head loading. A similar influence is seen in comparing the 

indicate inadequate protection from the stock three point ~ chest accelerations in the cases of the tilted wheel when the 

belt system when the belts are employed as her only air bag system is used as sole restraint and when it is 

restraint, supplemented by a lap belt. The lap belt supplement raised 

Table 8 shows sled test results obtained when the retrofit the chest acceleration when the wheel was tilted forward, 

air bag system is installed on a tilt wheel. The 50th whereas, in all cases tested with the steering wheel at a 

percentile male dummy was used to investigate the standard anglethelapbeltsupplementconsistentlylowered 

consequences of a tilt wheel adjusted to its maximum chest acceleration. With the lower deployment angle 

forward tilt position. From these results it is seen that provided by the standard wheel angle, the air bag efficiently 

adequate protection was provided under conditions of restrains the upper torso and head so that added lower torso 

maximum forward wheel tilt, however, it is of interest to and upper leg kinetic energy absorption provided through 

Table 7. Sled tests of Impala retrofit systems 5th percentile female dummies. 

SINULATED AIR BAG CHEST LEFT FEI4UR RIGHT FENUR 

DRIVER RESTRAIMT USED CRASH SPEED INITIATION HIC 3 NS. CLIP (POUNDS) (POUNDS) 

AIR BAG SYSTEN ONLY ~30 HPH 25 HS. 551 46G 541 725 

AIR BAG SYSTEN + LAP BELT 30 NPH 23 NS. 228 45G 3~5 231 

AIR SAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 30 NPH 24 NS. 585 51G 323 397 

LAP AND SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 30 HPH 10.35" 57G 2~5 244 

* FORE-HEAD INPACTED UPPER RIM OF STEERING ~HEEL AND THEN THE HUB 
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Table 8. Speclalsled tests with 50th percentile Pad 572male dummies. 

TILT WHEEL STEERING COLUHN TESTS 

SLED TESTS CONDUCTED WITH MAXIHUM FORWARD TILT OF UPPER RIM 

SIHULATED          AIR BAG                      CHEST              LEFT FEMUR        RIGHT FEHUR 

DRIVER RESTRAINT USED      CRASH SPEED        INITIATION         HIC      3 MS. CLIP         (POUNDS)           (POUNDS) 

AIR BAG SYSTEM ONLY          30 HPH            22 MS.          316        43G              1425              1577 

AIR BAG SYSTEN + LAP BELT    30 HPH            22 HS.          2<)6        54G               788               398 

ANGLED BARRIER SLED TEST SIMULATION 

SIMULATED          AIR BAG                      CHEST              LEFT FEHUR        RIGHT FEMUR 

DRIVER RESTRAINT USED             CRASH SPEED                INITIATION                  HIC             3 MS. CLIP                 (POUNDS)                      (POUNDS) 

AIR BAG SYSTEM ONLY                   30 MPH                       26 MS.                    346               37G                           1285                            1132 

NORMAL RIM i~CLE        Fa~XIMI~ RIM TILT     system and retrofit air bag system were simultaneously 
AIR BAG SYSTEM ONLY 

HIe 14~- & 910 316 employed. The two most important functions of the air bag 
CHEST ACCELERATION 35G & 37G 43G system as supplement to the three point belts are seen to be AIR BAG SYSTEM + LAP BELT 

HIC 160 296 the consistent large reductions in the threat of head injuries, 
C.EST ACCEUU~TZO, 30a 54a 

as evidenced by the head injury criteria (HIC) values 
obtained, and the reduction of loads in the lap and shoulder 

restraining forces of the lap belt reduce the energy belts. The large reductions of HIC provided by the air bag 
absorption required from the air bag and thereby reduce system supplement to the three point belts is clearly an 
head and chest loading. With the tilted wheel, however, the advantage. The torso belt load reductions produced with the 
occupant jack-knife phenomena produced by a lap belt air bag system are also of particular interest since some of 
changes upper torso angle into an already tilted air bag the early research with belt systems indicated strong 
inducing an early air bag penetration at the steering wheel correlation between numbers of rib fractures produced and 
lower rim. Once the dummy chest is bottomed against the measured torso belt load (reference 2). As is shown in this 
lower rim the radial stiffness of the steering wheel rim plane table the reduced torso belt loading provided by the air bag 
induces higher chest loading than exists without the system supplement is substantial, averaging over 40% in 
supplementary lap belt. these tests. 

One test was Conducted with the crash pulse of a 

perpendicular frontal barrier crash but with the sled bu,.k Impala Car Crash Tests of Final 
rotated 15° to the sled motion axis conservatively 
simulating a 30° angled barrier impact on the front left 

System 
comer (driver side) of the car. The results of that test are also A series of five Impala crashes were conducted at the 

presented in table 8. Driver dummy injury measures Transportation Research Center of Ohio utilizing the final 

satisfying FMVSS 208 were recorded in this test of the air design configuration of the Breed retrofit driver all- 

bag system without belt supplements. As can be seen in the mechanical air bag system. The tests consisted of two 

table, air bag initiation occurred at 26 milliseconds during frontal fixed rigid barrier crash tests at 30 mph, a centered 

this test where the sled axis was 15° off the axis of the Breed frontal pole crash at 30 mph, a 30 mph right front comer 

sensor/initiator. This initiation time which is a few impact into a 30° fixed rigid barrier, and a 35 mph frontal 

milliseconds later than that which the aligned crash sled fixed rigid barrier crash. Except for the car used in the first 

simulations produced, reflects the directional sensitivity of test, during test preparation the vehicles were subjected 

the sensor, only to the Impala retrofit operations developed for 
The influence of the retrofit air bag system on a driver installation of the Breed all mechanical retrofit driver air 

restrained by a three point belt is of great interest. Table 9 bag system. The test dummy in each of these crash tests was 

shows the results of matched test sets. Each set consists of an unbelted 50th percentile male Part 572, Subpart B, 

two tests in which the same dummy size was employed in placed in the driver position. 

tests at the same speed. In the first test of each set only a The test car for the first demonstration crash of the final 
three point belt (lap plus shoulder belts) was used to restrain design air bag system was a 1981 model year Chevrolet 

the driver, while in the second, both the three point belt Impala. After purchase of this used car, the tilt wheel 
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Table9. Sledtests oflmpalaretrofitsystemsairbag system influence on pedormance ofthree pointbelt. 

SIMULATED CHEST LAP BELT SHOULDER BELT 

DRIVER RESTRAINT USED CRASH SPEED HIC     3 HS. CLIP (POUNDS) (POUNDS) 

50TH PERCENTILE MALE DUHMY - PART 572 SUBPART B 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 30 HPH 855 3<;~3 1261 2456 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 30 HPH 2<21 39G 628 1452 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 35 HPH 1138 51G 1433 2498 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 35 MPH 413 54G 1129 1132 

50TH PERCENTILE HALE DUHHY - HYBRID III 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 30 MPN 793 36G 1809 2344 
AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 30 MPH 185 38G 978 1416 

95TH PERCENTILE HALE DUHMY 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 35 MPH 1590 49G 2272 2240 

AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 35 MPH 817 47G 1500 1826 

5TH PERCENTILE FEMALE DUMHY 

LAP & SHOULDER BELTS ONLY 30 MPH 1635 57G 564 1920 
AIR BAG SYS. + LAP & SHOULDER BELTS 30 HPH 585 51G 476 961 

steering column, which was its original equipment, was the characteristic time observed in other 30 mph frontal 

removed and replaced with a non-tilt wheel steering tests. It is strongly suspected that the steering column 
column. Normal air bag retrofit operations were then replacement performed prior to the air bag system retrofit 
followed during the subsequent installation of the air bag introduced uncharacteristic column stroking response 

system. The frontal barrier test was conducted at a measured during which significantly less driver kinetic energy was 

impact speed of 30.0 mph. Post test study of the high absorbed within the column stroking mechanism. The 

framing rate camera film revealed anomalies in the function dummy injury measures were therefore suspected to be non 

of the energy absorbing steering column which had been representative of the retrofit air bag system and a repeat of 

installed as a replacement. The column end closest to the the test was deemed necessary. 

driver was clearly shown in the test film during the crash The results of this first test are shown in table 10. Also 

event. The film revealed that the steering column dropped shown on this and subsequent tables of crash test results are 

downward towards the dummy’s lap during the initial air the measured times of inflator initiation and the predicted 

bag deployment sequence, prior to substantial loading. This initiation time based on the Breed proprietary mechanical 

observed motion indicates that the steering column broke sensor math model. To obtain prediction from the Breed 

free of the shear capsule much earlier and at lower load than model the steering wheel hub acceleration time history 

had been observed in any earlier or subsequent test. measured during the crash test was used as the input 

Furthermore, the interval of column stroke extended over excitation to the model. Dr. David Breed had permanently 

only approximately 25 ms., whereas, a 40 ms. stroke time is encoded the design parameters of the Breed sensor used in 
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the NHTSA sponsored work before the math model criteria (HIC), but an estimate based on similarity of head 

computerized program was supplied to the Government acceleration in sled and crash measurements prior to 

technical manager. The proprietary parameter values in the channel loss in the crash test was made and is shown on table 

executable only program include the weight of the sensing 11. Table 11 also contains the test data from the center line 

mass sphere, the spring constant of the bias spring, the pole crash, the 30° angled fixed rigid barrier with the initial 

initial bias spring force and corresponding bias acceleration barrier contact on the front right comer of the bumper, and 

on the sensing mass, the travel required to trigger the firing the 35 mph frontal fixed rigid barrier crash. The data shown 

pin, the diameter and clearance of the sphere within the illustrates that head, chest and femurs are provided good 

interior bore of the cylinder within which the sphere must protection in the 30 mph crashes’into the front and angular 

move the prescribed amount to produce triggering, and the rigid barriers as well as into the rigid pole impacting on the 

various geometrical locations and dimensions of the "D" car centerline. The 35 mph frontal barrier crash dummy 

shaft and levers within the sensor/initiator. Based on the injury measures indicate satisfactory head and femur 

input acceleration history the model establishes the protection with a marginal protection of the chest. The car 

Reynolds number of the air flow passing thru the annular preparation for the pole impact did not include and 

type orifice between the sensing sphere and cylinder wall in additional bumper stiffening such had been added to the 

order to establish the presence of laminar or turbulent flow Ford LTD in the earlier evaluation of mechanical sensor 

and the air velocity for determination of air damping feasibility. 

retarding the sphere’s motion. The math model output It should be noted that the inflator initiation times 

includes the sensor/initiator firing pin release time which it measured in these varied crashes demonstrate the Breed 

calculates based on the characteristics of the crash pulse sensor characteristic of quicker response for the more 

which is input. Acceleration measurements shown for the violent crash pulses experienced in the 30 and 35 mph 

chest are maximum 3 millisecond duration values (3 ms. frontal rigid barrier crashes with later responses in the 

clip), slower onset pulses of the pole crash and the angular barrier. 

A second frontal rigid barrier crash test was conducted at Inflator initiation times of 62 ms. in the pole crash and 32 

an impact speed of 30.2 mph. The test car was a 1983 ms. in the 30° angled barrier crash are significantly later 

Chevrolet Impala. As in the first and all subsequent car than occurred in the frontal fixed rigid barrier tests. Despite 

crash tests, no belt restraints~ere employed on the 50th the later air bag deployments in these slower onset crash 

percentile male dummy which was in the driver position, pulse tests, it is clear from the dummy measures that a driver 

The Breed air bag system performance was the same as had would be provided good protection. This is a natural 

been demonstrated in the sled tests. In this crash test the data consequence of the sensor/initiator responding only to the 

from the fore-aft acceleration of the head center of gravity acceleration present in the occupant compartment which, 

was not recovered beyond 91 milliseconds after crash onset, not by chance, besides producing the triggering of the 

This prevented an accurate determination of the head injury inflator also produces the unrestrained driver’s motion 

Table 10. First demonstration crash test of Breed retrofit driver air bag system with suspect steering column function. 

CAR TESTED      CRASH CONOITIOR           CRASH SPEED HIC    CHEST L. FENUR    R. FEI4LJR INFLATOR INITIATION I~OEL PREDICTION 

1981 II4PALA FRONTAL FIXED RIGID BARRIER 30.0 NPH N/A * 59 G 1]~JO LB.    1000 LB. 31NS. 30 HS. 

* HIC catcutation could not be made due to toss of vertical head axis acceteration data in test. 

Table 11. Results of final demonstration crash tests of Breed retrofit driver air bag system. 

CAR TESTED      CRASH CONDITION           CRASH SPEED HIC    CHEST L. FEI4UR    R. FENUR INFLATOR INITIATION 1400EL PREDICTION 

1983 INPALA FRONTAL FIXED RIGID BARRIER 30.2 14PH * 33 G 1220 LB. 1670 L8. 25 MS. 23 MS. 

1983 II4PALA CENTERLINE POLE 29.8 14PH 331 42 G 1220 LB. 1450 LB. 62 I~S. 61 MS. 

1983 II4PALA ~0 DEGREE FRONTAL BARRIER 30.2 14PH 75 21 G 7"50 LB. lt~O LB. 32 NS. NOT CALCULATED 

198~ IHPALA FRONTAL FIXED RIGID BARRIER 35.0 14PH 582 60 G 1750 LB. 1260 LB. 20 HS. 20 NS. 

* Fore-aft head acceleration record lost after 91 ms. thus preventing precise HIC determination. Based on similarity to 

heed acce!,eratio~s in prior s!,ed testing, extrapol.ation of the data past 91 ms. provides a HIC of about 200. 
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within the compartment prior to air bag deployment, dial design implementations to correct deficiencies which 
Therefore, in theory and as demonstrated in these tests, an were discovered early thru preliminary exploratory envi- 

~.~ air bag deployment which is timely for driver protection can ronmental testing, and a great deal of difficulties controlling 
¯ ~ be produced based on the accelerations present in the shaker test equipment outputs to insure that desired test 

passenger compartment. The car crash testing conducted in exposure extremes were not exceeded, the qualification 
this program was insufficient to confirm with great certainty program was completed. The program demonstrated the 
that the unique sensor response characteristics designed Breed sensor/initiator calibrations to be unaffected by the 
into this retrofit driver air bag module are indeed extensive exposures to vibration, thermal and mechanical 
appropriate to assure timely deployment and resulting shock, humidity, and temperature extremes which were ~ " 
adequate driver protection under all real world crash used in the qualification test series. The gas generating 
configurations for which air bag protection may be characteristics of the inflator were also shown to be satisfac- 
desirable, tory after these environmental qualification exposures (ref- 

erence 5). There was, however, a determination from a Off Road Car Testing 
special testing program conducted by the Indian Head Na- 

~.-~. A series of rough road tests were performed at the val Ordnance Station, that the originally specified max- 
Transportation Research Center of Ohio on a 1983 imum temperature for long term exposure jeopardized sub- 
Chevrolet Impala to determine under what marginal sequent reliability of inflator function. It was established 
conditions a Breed air bag module would deploy. The report that 105°C (221 °F) desensitized the stab primers which 
of the tests conducted was written by the engineer who must function as the first element in the pyrotechnic chain of 
drove the test car, Mr. Robert C. Esser (reference 3). The test inflator ignition. 90°C (194°F) was found to be a safe limit 

~ ~j-~ driving surfaces are well described in his report and include for the cumulative 88 hour exposure employed in qualifica- 
cobblestone road, staggered bumps, single bump, potholes, tion testing which would not degrade system reliability 
and a small and large earthen ditch. Progressively severe (reference 6). 
conditions were imposed on the car by conducting the 
passages at increasing speeds. Finally, deployment was Conclusions 
indicated in a 20 mph impact of the front bumper into the 

The Breed retrofit driver protection air bag system has 
,. ,.~ vertical end of the large ditch which consisted mainly of been evaluated in this program. The system has been refined 

hard packed clay. In addition to the severe bumper mount 
distortion created in the final sequence of large ditch tests 

and perfected during the course of this work. Some signifi- 

other damage was also produced. A significant sheet metal cant improvements in design and function were achieved as 

crease was produced on the left front fender over the wheel a consequence. The initial concept and design of an all 

mechanical sensor/initiator integrally housed within the well and the right front fender was pushed I/2 inch rearward. 
.... Subsequent inspection revealed a cracked radiator fan body of an air bag inflator was shown to be feasible. It was 
,1 

shroud and wrinkling of the left inner fender, demonstrated that timely air bag deployments could be 

The test driver who was wearing a wide web four point achieved without the use of multiple crash sensors located 

belt restraint offers the following opinion in his written in the front end of the car and without expense and complex- 

report: "The air bag actuation threshold at any higher level ity of reliance on electronics for timely crash severity recog- 

could result in unacceptable discomfort or injury to the nition and air bag deployment intitiation. 

.... driver even with use of the production three point seat belt This program has demonstrated that: 

system." This opinion, although admittedly subjective, was (1) Good frontal crash protection is provided to the 
provided by an experienced engineer in the area of crash driver under all of the crash conditions tested and at 
research and testing who is the only person known to have 

crash speeds in excess to those which the Impala belt 
experienced threshold deployment conditions with the 

system can provide adequate protection. 
Breed air bag module installed. Since no acceleration (2) The air bag system performs well with belt sys- 

~ measurements were made during this test series and movie 
tems and provides enhancement to the protection of- 

coverage was minimal, the change of car velocity in the 
fered by the belts alone. 

deployment event can only be estimated, and that estimate is 
(3) The retrofit system provides good accomodation 

approximately 10 mph with an upper limit value of 15 mph. 
and protection to the wide range of potential driver 

Environmental Qualification Testing sizes. 
(4) The sensor function which distinguishes need for 

¯ i An environmental exposure and test series which was air bag deployment is immune to the effects of environ- 
typical of qualification testing for air bag gas generators mental exposures. 
employed by car manufacturers was conducted on Breed/ (5) When the inflator is tested in the configuration of 
Thiokol inflator modules which housed the all mechanical a car installation, the inflator design provides adequate 
pyrotechnic sensor/initiators in addition to the normal gas protection from moisture to its pyrotechnic contents. 

_ generator constituents (reference 4). After reme- (6) The primers within the Breed sensor/initiator 
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Design of a Crash Attenuation System for a Lightweight Commuter Car 

Written Only Paper of the vehicle. In the event of a frontal crash this energy 

absorbing device would bring the car and the passenger to a 

L. Glen Watson, P. Barry Hertz, and 
controlled stop from at least48 km/h, without decelerating 

the frame of the vehicle in excess of 30 "g’s". 
Dean L. Beaudry, This deceleration level was chosen since a finite element 
University of Saskatchewan analysis of the frame of the vehicle had indicated that the 

frame would not yield under a 30 "g" deceleration. The 

Abstract aerodynamic profile of the vehicle, structural considera- 

tions and anthropometric constraints combined to limit the 
Nexus ~ is a single passenger, three-wheeled, highly fuel energy adsorption device to a length of 0.71 meters. Further, 

efficient, lightweight vehicle which was developed with if one assumed that the device had the shape of a right 
funding by the Canadian Department of Transport, at the 
University of Saskatchewan (1, 2, 3)*. Unlike most safety- 

parallelepiped it would have to fit in a space 0.25m by 

oriented vehicles Nexus was designed with high fuel 
0.35m by 0.71m. The mass of Nexus and the driver was 

transport efficiency (4) as the primary objective. Nexus 
estimated to be 410 kg and the CMVSS required that the car 

was, in addition, developed to comply with the intent of the should be tested in a 48 km/h barrier collision. A final 

Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (CMVSS) for constraint on the design was the proposal by Rauser (6) that 

passenger cars. This design orientation has led to a very the ideal form of acceleration pulse is an initial peak 

unique vehicle that tries to combine two attributes that are followed by a square wave as shown in figure 1. 

widely regarded as incompatible: safety and fuel 
conservation. This paper deals primarily with the design of 

an unusual feature of Nexus, the nose mounted Crash 
Attenuation System (CAS). This crash attenuation system is 
designed to protect the frame of the car and hopefully the 
passenger from any damage in a frontal collision. 

Design Considerations 
In the Canadian automobile crash environment the ,9 

largest number of cars are subject to frontal collisions (5). 

This suggests that there should be a very large payoff in 

protecting against impacts from the front. Since only one 

prototype of Nexus was being built and because the 

designers wished to comply with the CMVSS frontal 
collision standards with regard to passenger protection, it 

was decided to add an energy absorbing device to the nose 
~ 

Defied’ion 
~ Nexus is defined to be a connection in a linked group or series. 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
Figure 1. A stepped square wave response. 
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Possible Crash Attenuation1 F’oam densi~, 
Mechanisms1                               33.2 kg/m        -55 °C 

The design problem thus became one of finding some 
way to absorb (48 km/h)2 × 410 kg / 2 or 472 × 109 Newton 
meters of energy in the CAS 0.25m by 0.35m by 0.71m or 
0.062 cubic meters in volume. As Nexus was being 
designed to be a lightweight vehicle, the energy absorbing 

~ 
o 

system was also required to be light in weight. During the 
design, three types of systems were considered in depth. 
The candidate systems were: 

1. a yielding "diamond" linkage (7), 
~- ’~ ~,,0 120 °C 2. a rigid polyurethane foam "nose" (8), and 

3. an aluminum honeycomb "nose" (9). 

Simulations of the linkage indicated that it could easily 
absorb the required energy. However, there were suspicions 

0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 that the linkage might fail by buckling with little or no 
energy absorption. In addition, the required attachments to Strain rote, 
the frame would have necessitated some changes to the 

Figure 2: Design curves relating strain rate and temperature 
"rigid" bulkhead at the front of the frame, dependence of one rigid, closed cell polyurethane. 

The proposed foam nose was to be built from layers of a 
locally manufactured rigid polyurethane insulation. The After the CAS had absorbed the design energy, it effectively 
foam nose CAS appeared to be an attractive choice since it bottomed out and the acceleration rate exceeded 30 g’s. In 
would result in a low mass, economical, energy absorbing addition, the CAS exhibited a large amount of "spalling 
device. Many of the advantages of the foam nose were off" of material which was not yet loaded and hence had not 
shared by the aluminum honeycomb design; however, the absorbed a significant amount of energy. 
design team initially felt that aluminum honeycomb would The next stage of the CAS development was to build 
be unduly expensive. Early in the construction phase of the quarter scale models of aluminum honeycomb. To avoid the 
vehicle a decision to use the rigid polyurethane foam as a problems associated with the tapering of the CAS, the 
CAS was made. aluminum honeycomb CAS was made in the form of a right 

The first problem encountered in the design of the rigid parallelepiped. The one quarter scale models performed 
foam CAS was to determine its material properties. The flawlessly. The scaled energy was absorbed and the CAS 
foam stiffness was found to be rate sensitive and temperature was deformed uniformly. Finally, full scale models of the 
sensitive; further, it was found to have two disparate failure CAS were built and tested; unfortunately, the tests were 
modes in compression (8). only a partial success. The quarter scale models had been 

Under normal temperature conditions the material failed made from either a single sheet of honeycomb or from two 
by a plastic buckling of the cell walls. For temperatures sheets bonded together. Due to cost constraints it was 
below the glass transition temperature the material failed decided to construct the full scale CAS from four layers of 
through a brittle failure of the cell walls. Figure 2 illustrates honeycomb with layers of fiberglass and polyester resin 
the temperature dependence of the material. It was between them. This arrangement proved to be barely stable 
determined that in spite of the temperature and velocity and in some of our impact tests one of the interior layers of 
dependencies it would still be possible to build a CAS from honeycomb was extruded laterally almost intact and it 
the rigid polyurethane foam. absorbed almost no energy (figure 3). 

The first barrier impact tests were done on quarter scale The remainder of the CAS did not have enough material 
models and these indicated the foam system was feasible. It to absorb all of the energy and once again the CAS bottomed 
was noted however that the force displacement curve did out under the load. However, in other experiments the Crash 
not have the ideal shape shown in figure 1. Instead, the force Attenuation Systems which remained stable under testing 
increased very gradually. This was due to the fact that the 
front of the CAS had a much smaller area than the back since 
it was built to fit into the aerodynamic shell of Nexus. 

The next step was the full scale testing of the CAS. This IIIllllllllllllllllll _~.,.~.~ 
testing was done at the University of Saskatchewan IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1  
pendulum testing facility (11). The full scale test was only a IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII A partial success. The energy absorbed was as large as was 

t11111111111111111111 specified in the initial design, unfortunately the car was 
heavier than was anticipated when the CAS was designed. Figure 3. Failure of an unstable CAS. 
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easily absorbed all of the required energy. Figure 4 shows (2) Beaudry, D.L., Hertz, P.B., and Watson, L.G. 

the acceleration deflection curve for an aluminum honey- "Construction of the Nexus Vehicle", Int. J. of Vehicle 

comb CAS; as can be seen the CAS performed very well. Design (to appear). 

The dip in the midpoint of the curve was probably (3) McEachern, R.A., Watson, L.G., Hertz, P.B., 
associated with some lateral motion of one of the "Predicting theStrengthofWeldedAluminumStructures", 
honeycomb layers. It is believed that the instability could be Transactions of the Society of Automotive Engineers 1988 
removed by using a single thicker layer of honeycomb. Paper No. 880902. 

(4) Hertz, P.B., "Technical Aspects of Transport Energy 
De~e~eratkmversus’flme Efficiency" Department of Mechanical Engineering, 

for 
full m~le dy~mic ~ ~ a~mi~u.m l~.on~Y~mbod~ 

~na rigid lX~mr~Um~ ~m ~nergy a~ng ~rarm" University of Saskatchewan, July 1982. 

"] (5) Transport Canada Report TP948CR7705, "Impact 
Configurations and Severities in Canadian Passenger 

¯ ~m~r~._ 
~ ~ 

Vehicle Collisions". 

* ~ (6) Rauser, M., "Energy absorbtion of passenger car 
~ ~ ! ~ body structures made of steel and aluminum", Int. J. of 

I ~! ~~/ 

i 
Vehicle Design. Special Issue on Vehicle Safety, 1986 pp.113-128. 

(7) Gerwing, D.H., Hertz, P.B., "Phase 1--Report 
-- \ Design of’Nexus’ Vehicle Transport Canada" Contract No. 

L.-’ "~:~’~’ 
~ 

~’~., OSV83-00060. 
*" .~ ,~ ~’    ~- 1~ ,i, (8) McEachern, R.A., Sargent, C.M., and Watson, L.G., 

~"~ "Observations on the Material Properties of Low Density 

Figure 4. Deceleration versus Time for full scale tests of rigid 
Rigid Polyurethane Foam" submitted to Materials Science 

polyurethane foam and aluminum honeycomb models, and Engineering. 

(9) McEachern, R.A., Watson, L.G., and Hertz, P.B., 
Conclusions "Frontal Crashworthiness Modelling of a Lightweight 

In this paper we have introduced the idea of a nose- Commuter Car" Presented at the Winter Annual Meeting of 

mounted crash energy absorber which would limit the the American Society of Mechanical Engineering, Boston, 

decelerationtotheframeofavehicleintheeventofabarrier Mass., December 13-18, 1987. Published in Trends in 

collision. The work that we have presented demonstrates Vehicle Design Research 1987, ASME DE- Vol. 11 pp. 53- 

that such a safety feature can be added with very little 59. 
increase in the mass of the vehicle. In addition to mechani- (10) Beaudry, D.L., Watson, L.G. and Hertz, P.B., "The 
cal linkage systems, rigid polyurethane foams and Application of Finite Element Modeling in the design of a 
aluminum honeycombs show good promise of providing Crash Attenuation system for a Lightweight Commuter 
adequate crash protection. Car" Proceedings of the 4th International ANSYS 

Conference, May 1-5, 1989, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
References (11) Kerr, D., Fischer, T., Werle, S., Hertz, P.B. "Full 

(1) Eichendorf, R., Gerwing, D., Hertz, P.B., "Design of Scale Crash Testing Facility for Lightweight Vehicles" Int. 
the Nexus Vehicle", Int. J. of Vehicle Design (to appear). J. of Vehicle Design (to appear). 

Passenger Car Crash Worthiness in Moose/Car Collisions 

Written Only Papers The dummy is based on and verified against the results of 

P. L6vsund, G. Nilson, M. Y. Svensson, 
a staged collision in which a passenger car impacts a moose 
cadaver. The cadaver test is also described in the report. 

Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden Moose-car accidents contribute to about 2 percent of the 
J. G. Terins, death casualties in the Nordic road traffic and the type is 
Volvo Car Corporation, Sweden even more represented among slighter injuries. Since 

Abstract several attempts to reduce the frequency of moose-car 
accidents have proved to have minor effect improvements 

This paper describes the development and verification of 
a moose-dummy for testing the crash worthiness of cars in 

of the crash worthiness of passenger cars in this kind of 

moose-car accidents, impact might be desirable. 
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Introduction moose cadaver in order to get insight into the mechanisms of 
moose-car collisions. 

The Scandinavian moose, sometimes also called elk, is a (2) Design of a moose-dummy and validation by a staged 
huge member of the deer family. A new-born moose weighs 

collision similar to (1) with the cadaver replaced by the 
about 10 kg and a full grown male might, in rare cases, 

dummy. 
weigh up to 1000 kg but with an average of between 300 and 
400 kg. General test conditions 

In other words this wild animal is almost as heavy as a The tests were made with an equivalent test set up. The 
horse and of similar size but has longer and slimmer legs. mid plane of the car coincided with the center of mass of the 
This means that when an ordinary passenger car impacts a moose-cadaver/dummy (figure 1). The speed of the test cars 
moose, only a negligible part of the animal’s mass will be were 79 and 76 km/h respectively. Each collision was high 
struck by the strong, frontal part of the car. Most of the speed filmed from both sides of the vehicle and from above. 
animal’s mass instead will be impacted by the windshield 
and roof construction. Car-moose collisions occur in the 

e"dav°r~ummYx, f/L~~ 

(--~ 

countryside, on roads with speed limits in the range of 70- 
110 km/h. Requirements on unobstructed field of view and 
modem styling trends have made many cars inadequate to 
withstand such an impact. 

The animals are well hidden in the vegetation and do Figure 1. Test configuration. 

often enter the road very swiftly and without warning. 
Cautiousness and driving experience thus offer poor 

Test cars protection against this type of accident. Passenger car- 
moose collisions contribute to about 2% of the death The cars were instrumented with accelerometers (Endev- 

casualties in the Nordic road traffic (1), (2).* co 2262) and force sensors (Load-indicator, AB20). The 

Different attempts to prevent the accidents have been accelerometers were placed on the roof at the b-pillars and 

undertaken. The most important are: on the floor at the side members. The roof-rails were sawn 
up just behind the b-pillars and force sensors were installed. 

¯ Trees and bushes along the roadsides of the major 
The cars were equipped with high speed film cameras. The 

roads have been cut down to give clear sight a few 
two vehicles had cameras mounted on top of the boot, cover- 

meters on each side of the road. 
ing the wind screen area from behind. In the cadaver test two 

¯ Road signs have been put up in order to warn the floor-mounted cameras covered the wind-screen and frontal 
drivers at places where the animals are known to half of the roof construction from below. 
cross frequently. In the dummy test the deformation of the roof structure 

¯ Wildlife fences have been mounted along such and the penetration of the dummy into the passengers com- 

parts of the major roads where moose most partment was covered by one floor-mounted camera which 

frequently cross, covered four specially designed gauge rods. Three rods 
were made of PVC-pipe and were fixed to the upper wind- 

The first two methods seem to have slight effect. The shield frame, one in the middle and the other two in line with 
third method has proved to be efficient, but is rather 

the front seat occupants positions. All three rods pointing 
expensive. The animals change habits and find new places 
to cross the roads, 

straight backwards along the inside of the roof. The fourth 

It has become obvious that improvement of the crash rod was made of a thin aluminum pipe and was designed to 

worthiness of passenger cars in this type of accident would measure the penetration of the dummy through the wind- 

be a better way to decrease the numbers of killed and injured shield opening. It was mounted horizontally in a rig which 

road users. This has been observed by the Swedish allowed the rod to glide with friction. It was placed in the 

authorities and in 1982 a working group was established midplane of the car inside the passengers compartment at a 

with the official research institutions and the car heightcorrespondingtothemiddleofthewindscreenopen- 
manufacturers, ing. At the frontal end of the rod was fixed an aluminum 

A moose-dummy was assembled and crashtests were plate 150 X 200 mm. The frontal end had its initial position 
conducted (3). Although obtaining valuable data from these 300 mm behind the upper wind screen frame. 
tests the group decided in 1985 that an improved moose- The vehicles were equipped with an automatic braking 
dummy was needed for the future work. This paper system which was pneumatically powered and electro- 
describes the development of the latter dummy, mechanically triggered. The device was connected to the 

original hydraulic braking system of the car. 
Materials and Methods 

Moose cadaver 
This project can be divided into two sections: 
(1) A staged collision with a passenger car impacting a The moose cadaver was of a four-year-old male, weigh- 

ing 260 kg. The center of mass of the moose body was at the 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 7:th rib, 1.35 m above the ground. The cadaver hung in four 
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steel wires that were cut off, with specially designed cutting The hoses were mounted together in a material matrix. 

devices (Norabel AB), at first contact between the car and The matrix consisted of a number of sheets of a knitted 

the moose. The cutting device was made up by a small fabric (ENG-TEX AB, Y155) sewn together with a 6 mm 

housing through which the wire was passing. Inside the wide flat-lock seam (figure 2). The cross section of the 

housing, a wedge, driven by explosive agent, cut the wire dummy thus got a rhomboidal pattern. Each rhomboid 

when an electrical detonator was triggered. The trig-to-cut "pocket" had a perimeter of 390 mm. Each hose was cov- 

time did not exceed 2 ms. ered with a polyethene film to allow easy glide inside its 
pocket, which is essential in a bending motion of the 

Moose dummy dummy. 
The design and construction of the moose dummy was 

based mainly on the experiences from the cadaver test. In 
that test the moose-body responded roughly like a water 
filled sack, that is no evident rigidity due to e.g. the skeletal 
structure could be observed, to the impact. 

~--o-- 
The dummy thus mainly consisted of water. The water 

was divided into impermeable compartments, twenty high 
pressure hoses (Heliflex, 11299) with an inner perimeter of 
320 mm and an outer of 340 mm. The hoses were filled with 
water to 5.7 dm3/m which gave a cross sectional area corre- . 

sponding to a rhomboid with diagonals with the ratio 2/1. . 
The hoses were tightened at the ends by welding and all 

air inside was removed. To avoid ripple inside the hoses i. ,,°0 
they also contained five interlayers of a polypropylene fiber 
mat (ENG-TEX AB, Y065) (figure 3). The mat consisted of Figure 2. a) Cross-section and b) side view, of the moose dum- 

two sheetings separated by thin, transverse, synthetic fibers my. Lengths in [mm]. The dummy was hung with its lower edge 
I m above the ground. 

which gave a high flow resistance. 

Results 

"if~ Cadaver test 

Sheet With this test setup the forelegs were hit by the car front, 
while the hind legs were passed. When the front hit the 

Fiber mat forelegs the hooves bent up under the bumper thus fixing the 

~e 
legs at this position during the first 50 ms after first contact. 
This forced the moose body downwards, towards the 

~, 
Seem bonnet. Observations from the high speed films indicated 

80 . 

| 

’, ’, *~* .’~. 20 
. 140 

Figure 4. Drawings from the high-speed film of the cadaver test 
showing the intrusion of the moose-body into the passengers’ 

Figure 3. Cross-section of one hose Placed inside its pocket in compartment. The numbers show the time past from first 
the matrix. Lengths in [mm]. contact between the vehicle and the cadaver in [ms]. 
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[kN] Force kN] 

a) initial sequence even though the superficial parts, the skin in     1G 
particular, were considerably twisted (figure 4). 

At approximately 80 ms after first contact the pelvis was ~ :z 

hit by the right frontal part of the roof. This occurred at a 
speed of 76 km/h and induced a force peak of about 20 kN in ’ 

the right force sensor and caused an acceleration peak of 0 _ 
about 30 g at the b-pillar (figures 5 and 6). 40 0o 120 G0 zoo 

The force then rapidly decreased at the right side and t~,~ F .... t~"~[ For~ 
slowly increased at the left side. The force pulse on the left 

:z0                  
~~ ~i 

side was lower but with a longer duration. The maximum 
value was about 14 kN (figure 6). The impact had a duration ~ :z 
of about 80 ms during which the car velocity dropped from 
78.9 to 65.9 km/h, in complete accordance with the law of 
impulse. The pulses in the floor accelerometers never , 
exceeded 10 g and had an average value of about 4 g (figure ~ I 

5). 
o 4o 8o l:zO 18o :zoo tms] 

[g] Acc.                                      (g] Acc.                                          [RN] Forc~ 

30 30 

2O 

e)                                               0 40 80 120 160 200 [ms] 

~°k~[ !!~J~ ~b~’! ~o I ~[ Ir~i 

Figure6,a-f. Forcesensorsignalsfromthecadaver(a,b,c)and 
=m ~ ^ n . ~r,~. the dummy (d,e,f). a) and d) right side signals, b) and e) left side 

0 
0"4"0 ~VS/~ ~    12~       0 [ms]               0 .....                          40 80 o’ ~ov~’!o~’~o, I1,.=]    signals, c) and f) superposition of the signals from both sides. 

t,] ~oo. 1°~ "°° Dummy test 
,o I c) I ~ The dummy showed great similarities with the cadaver in 
~o ~o 

I the interaction with the roof construction. The penetration 
.... 

-- into the passenger’s compartment was about as deep as in 
,0 

~ 
,o, 

j~ the cadaver test. The acceleration and force pulses also 

The impact speed was 76 km/h, corresponding to the 
Figure 5, a-f. Accelerometer signals from the cadaver test windshield impact at the previous test. The residual defor- 
(a,b,c) and from the dummy test (d,e,f). Figures a) and d) show 
the right-b-pillar signals, b)and e) show the left-b-pillar signals mations of the car roof was up to 400 mm in the x-direction 
and c) and f) show floor signals, and 180 mm in the negative z-direction (figure 7). 

The moose body proved to be very deformable and Discussion 
flexible. It bent around the a-pillars and the wind-screen 
frame and penetrated deep into the compartment. Maximum Cadaver test 

penetration occurred after 150 ms, at which time the moose Statistics show that moose in the first months of their 

bodywasasfarinsideasafewtenthsofmm:sinfrontofthe second year of life are in majority amongst the animals 

b-pillars (figure 4). involved in car-moose accidents. In this age they usually 

The wind-screen dropped into the car at an early stage, have a body mass in the range of 180-280 kg. We therefore 

thereby shielding the two floor-mounted cameras. Thus the decided to use a cadaver in this weight range. The cadaver 

penetration could only be observed from one side view and used was a starved four-year-old male weighing 260 kg. A 

the boot-mounted camera, normal weight for this animal would have been about 350 

The residual deformations of the car roof was up to 180 kg. 

mm in the x-direction and 130 mm in the negative The cadaver was dissected immediately after the test. The 

z-direction (figure 7). strength of the rib bones was then tested and found 
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most serious (2). That is why this configuration was chosen 
in the two tests. 

The Volvo 244 was chosen as test car since it was the most 
common car in the Scandinavian countries at that time. A 
large reference material was available in Volvo Car 
Corporation’s accidental data, with a great number of well 
documented moose-car collisions. 

In the Volvo accident files the severity is noted by the 
Vehicle Deformation Index (VDI) scale (SAE J 224 B, 
Collision Deformation Classification). 

The car in the cadaver test got a VDI of 60, which places 
the crash among the severe in the most frequent group (VDI 
55-60) in Volvo’s accidental data for this kind of impact. 
This accords quite well to previous discussions. The most 
severe accidents with moose have a VDI in the region 75- 
80. Accidents with VDI > 80 are very rare. Volvo experts 
found the deformations very characteristic for this type of 
accident (1). 

b) ~o~efo~ ~.~ ~’~-~ 
The moose was equipped with three pairs of 

~ ...... ..- .-- \ ea~ef~, accelerometers (Kyowa AS200A). That is three devices on 

/~~__ "-., ~K, o,e~ 

the hit side and three at the reciprocal spots on the other side. 

The accelerometers were meant to give baseline data for 
estimating the compression of the moose body. However, 

/~~_ ,-- ~ ,~ the rotation of the outer parts of the moose took the sensors 
- .... . out of direction at an early stage and this is why the available 

" "~.~’-~ ’-~- "~ ’--~" ’~ ~~ ’ ’ " l 

information is of minor relevance. 

~.. L_:.~ . .~,, ..... . .... 
o o Dummy development 

l~-’--i.- I~ ’. ’.. I1"] The cadaver test indicated that the moose could be de- 
I 

scribed mainly as a water-filled sack in this kind of impact. 
Thus, a strong, soft and non-elastic container with a viscous 

Figure 7. Residual windshield frame deformations: a) top view, 
b) frontal view. content of a density close to 1000 kg/m3 was expected to be 

an appropriate dummy solution. Roughly, the container 
considerably higher than of ribs of a one-year-old animal, should have the shape of a moose body. 
The evidently flexible and ductile behavior of the body, As mentioned the crash-configuration with the center of 
shown in the high-speed films, indicated that the moose gravity of the moose hitting the car’s mid plane is consid- 
body was loading the roof construction with a pressure that ered the worst one. The moose itself is rather asymmetric in 
was rather evenly distributed over the contact surfaces. The all dimensions around its center of gravity, but to increase 
final deformations of the car gave the same indications. It repeatability and to simplify moose-dummy construction 
was believed that the skeleton plays a minor role in this kind the dummy was made symmetric around its transversal 
of impact, plane through the centre of gravity. 

The center of mass of the cadaver used in this test is about In all dimensions the mass distribution was arranged to 
100 mm higher than what is typical for a one-year-old simulate the configuration of the cadaver (from centre of 
animal. It was however concluded that the cadaver was an gravity to head end in the asymmetric case) in the critical 
acceptable model for a one-year-old moose, part of the collision, 80-160 ms after first contact when the 

Due to rotation of the moose, the spine "rested" against head and the hind legs are moving at the sides of the car in a 
the upper wind-screen frame during the crash. It is difficult horizontal plane. 
to tell whether the spine in another configuration would To accomplish this we used hoses of different lengths 
behave as a load carrying structure or not, which would give (figure 2). 
implications to the dummy development. The hoses were only filled to half their maximum volume 

The speed of impact was chosen in the range of 70-110 in order not to hinder the bending. Since the sheets in the 
km/h since this is the interval where the injurious accidents material matrix are made of a knitted fabric and thus are 
appear. 80 kmih was considered a reasonably tough speed tensile, the matrix must have a pre-tension in the vertical 
which was expected to give moderate deformations and direction. Pre-tension decreases the deformation of the ma- 

thereby to enable meaningful force measurements, trix when the dummy is hung up. The cross sectional area of 
Accidental data show that impacts where the center of mass each pocket in the matrix will increase and the length of the 

of the animal coincides with the mid plane of the car are the matrix decrease due to gravity when the dummy is hung 
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up. Each pocket was given a perimeter of 320 mm in the The deformed wind-screen frame is however a great risk 
empty unloaded matrix and had a perimeter of 390 mm factor in the so-called secondary impacts. That is when the 
when the dummy had been put together and hung up. The car after impacting the moose collides with something else, 

.~" length of each pocket in the empty matrix must be 150% of e.g. a tree or another car. Secondary impact occurs in ap- 
the hose length in order to get the same length as the hose proximately 20% of the moose-car accidents. 
when the dummy is hung up. Volvo’s accidental data also showed that the use of seat 

Dummy test belts significantly decreases the risk for severe injuries in 
this kind of impact. All accidents in all Volvo models where 

This test showed good agreement with the cadaver test. injuries were reported over a period of five years were 
~ .~ Both the signals from the accelerometers and the deforma- studied. We found 396 injured passengers, all from the front 

tion of the car showed such good agreement that we consid- seat. Of these, 372 had used their seat belt. In this group, we 
ered the dummy to be a valuable and inexpensive test tool found one killed (AIS 6) and two critically injured (AIS 5). 
for this kind of impact. The dummy test was a more severe In the left 24 cases where the seat belt was not used or the 
impact to the car due to the fact that the mass of the dummy usage was hard to determine, four fatally and two critically 

~ was equal to the mass of the cadaver with forelegs. The mass injured were found. 
.... of the forelegs of the cadaver was accelerated by the car Even with restrictions and reservations to this brief study 

front before the body impacted the wind-screen area and did it is likely that significant differences will remain. 
not contribute to the wind-screen impact but did reduce the (2) Glass pieces from the wind-screen give face and arms 
car speed prior to wind-screen impact. The speed at wind- injuries (1), (2). This is avery common injury mechanism in 
screen impact was set 3 km/h lower in the dummy test, to moose-car collisions but the injuries are in general mod- 

~.~; give the same impact speed at the wind-screen area in both erate. Severe cases can occur e.g. when glass lacerates the 
tests. The mass to be accelerated by the wind-screen/roof eyes, but these are very rare. 
construction was however still higher in the dummy case. In Reduction of the amount of glass pieces emerging from 
this respect the 260 kg-dummy was reciprocal to a 310 kg- the wind-screen would reduce the number of injuries of this 
moose. The contact with the forelegs in the cadaver test kind. 
pulled the cadaver slightly downwards. Thus the lower edge 

~ of the wind-screen frame and the top of the dashboard took a 
Referelll2es 

greater part of the impact energy in the cadaver test. This 
also adds to the fact that the dummy impact was more severe (1) Lind, B. (1981) "Viltolyckor, sammanst~illning av 

to the roof construction, olycksmaterial", Report from Volvo Car Corporation, 

The car in the dummy test got a VDI of 75, which places it Gtiteborg (in Swedish). 

among the moderate in the most severe group. (2) Thorson, J. (ed.) (1985) "Moose Collisions and 

Acceleration measurements were left out in the dummy Injuries to Car Occupants", Report from Departments of 

test since the design of the dummy did not allow the same Environmental Medicine, Surgery and Forensic Medicine, 

method for mounting the accelerometers and since no refer- University of Ume~ and Occupational Health and Safety for 

ence information from the cadaver test was available. State Employees, Ume~ (in Swedish). 

(3) Turbell, T. (1984) "Simulated Moose-Collisions, a 
General considerations methodology study", VTI-meddelande nr 402, Swedish 

~ 
The injury-inducing mechanisms in moose-car impacts Road and Traffic Research Institute, LinkiSping (in 

can be divided into two major groups. Swedish). 

(1) Direct contact between passenger’s head and moose 

body. Prior to this study the generally accepted theory was Acknowledgement 
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Investigation, Evaluation, and Development of Advanced Concepts in Three-Point 
Belt Comfort Enhancement Devices 

Written Only Paper 
Deutsche Patente 

David J. Biss, ~ ~lr.8 c~ 
David James, Ltd. 

Abstract ":" - f ..... "-- 
!1 . f ~b---,-,,, ",,J.’ 

An investigation was conducted into the sources of slack 

caused by comfort and convenience devices, which can 

41::1~.~:’ .’~.. -6;: 

I ~\ a ’          ~ i/’x~i i1 affect the safety performance of the basic three-point belt 
-.:-,--~ ./"\ "~" 

. 
design. Limited field observations were made to correlate 

sources of slack identified from the literature and personal 
/’ 

experience to the wearing configurations of shoulder straps 
’\ x,\ \~ :; d!/ on the typical American highway. From this background, a 

research program was carried out to investigate with sled 

tests in the laboratory the dynamic restraint performance of 
\ ~’i\/_~ (___~r- "" ""~--~ 

7 2~_~-- 
three-point belts with previously observed and documented 

amounts of slack. The tension relief (eliminator) "win- ~.~.___/-,-~ 
dowshade" device (TRD) was chosen as the item for labora- 

tory scrutiny because it is the single most frequent cause of ~0-~- -~ .... 

slack in American belts and because it produces a pattern of 

slack which mimics that from many other sources. The Patentsch6ftNall019S7 
results of these sled tests define the expected envelope of 

performance of a typical TRD. From these results, design NILS IVAR BOHLIN 
GSteborg (Schweden) 

improvements to three-point belt comfort and convenience Sicherheitsgurt far Fahrzeuge 
devices are suggested which will improve, in an immediate 

and cost effective manner, the safety performance and re- l)t.r -Drdpunk t--Skherhdtsgurt w~ ein wesentlicher S~hritt in der Entwicklung det 

liability of belts containing these devices. ROckhaltcvorrkhtungcn for Krafffahrzeuge. Die bi~ dahin bekannten Sicherheitsgurte 
obtcn cinch sdxr’dlichen, nach unten gerichteten Druck au f das Rfickgrat aus 

und Oh.’rtr ub~:n einen wesentlichen Tall der Spannung im Brustkorb aufdie Rfickenlehne. 
Bohllm Erfindung betrifft einen Sicherheits.gur t, der sowohl den Oberk6rper 

Introduction Bod~nbcschlag zu beiden Seitea d~ Sitzes und eine zusammcnh~ngende Schlinge, 
gebildet aus Brust- und Fl~ftgurt. 

The Three-Point Safety Belt 
Figure 1. Bohlin’s patent illustration for the three-point safety 

It is particularly appropriate to be discussing the safety belt. 

performance of the three-point belt system here in G6teborg 

thirty years after Mr. Nils Bohlin, a native son of Sweden convenience" enhancement devides to Bohlin’s basic 

and a long time resident of G6teborg, received a Swedish design of the three-point belt. 
patent (1)* on this device. The foresight of the inventor is 
best demonstrated by noting that the basic configuration Safety Belt Comfort and Convenience. 
illustrated in his patents (1,2,3)ofa single strap, three point The history of the three-point safety belt is inseparably 
belt system anchored at the B-pillar, tunnel and sill areas interwoven with the development and addition of devices to 
(figure 1) is used in the majority of the worlds’ automobiles enhance the comfort and convenience of the wearer (4,5). 
today. Retractors have been added to the basic design, and The concept behind certain devices such as the emergency 
certain derivative designs have appeared, some with locking retractor (ELR) are so fundamental to the accep- 
multiple straps, dual spool retractors and other features, but tability of the three-point belt to the average user that there 
the safety performance expectations for these later has been little debate concerning the appropriateness of 
additions, changes and refinements, are still judged against introducing reliable ELR designs. 
the basic requirements for safety belt performance Bohlin Other devices such as comfort clips and tension relief 
laid down over three decades ago. The most basic of these devices (TRD) devices--more generically known as win- 
performance requirements was that a properly designed dowshade devices) have generated much more controversy 
three-point belt must restrain a person in a "physiologically because they introduce pre-impact wearing slack that is 

favorable manner" (2)by interacting appropriately with the obvious to the trained eye might well enhance belt user 
human anatomy, injuries. 

The subject of the present study encompasses the safety The discussions and arguments over the years concerning 

performance implications of adding "comfort and the safety implications of introducing these and other com- 

fort and convenience devices have generally centered 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, around a lack of reliability to lock when required, or the 
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propensity to introduce slack, either in the preimpact, or the (5,7,9,10,11,12,16). In the past, the more frequent and var- 
crash environment (4,5,6,7). Fundamental in these argu- ied styling changes in U.S. cars somewhat precluded the 
ments, implied or explicit, is some underlying definition or European approach. This American design philosophy pre- 

~ concept of the "comfort and convenience" gained by the determined that there would be numerous forced tradeoffs 
addition of these devices against which the downside risks between safety belt safety performance and comfort 
can be compared. (17,18,19). 

Probably the most comprehensive attempt to formalize a Also, comparing pre and post mandatory belt use law 
definition of comfort and convenience and to quantify at- (MUL) rates in both regions (20), the usage rate in European 
tributes thereof, was in the NHTSA Notice of Proposed vehicles (operated both in Europe and the United States) has 

~-~ Rulemaking, Notice 17, of December, 1979 (8). This action been consistently and significantly higher than in American 
elicited numerous comments which can be summed up as automobiles. The differing European and American philo- 
follows: sophical approaches to three-point belt design and safety 

¯.. the relationship of comfort and convenience to performance evaluation cannot be traced to fundamentally 

wearing rates has not been established and there is different medical or biomechanical considerations. By all 

evidence to the contrary (9). measures, the European integrated safety approach has been 
~ more successful because, the safety belt designs which have 
’-~ Comfort and convenience goals.--Although this attempt 

resulted are not significantly compromised over the original 
at quantifying and regulating the comfort and convenience 

Bohlin concept, and yet, are more widely accepted by the 
of safety belts by the NHTSA met with responses typical of 
that above (10,11,12), clearly there are some basic attributes 

vast majority of a population spectrum not fundamentally 
different than that found in the United States. 

safety belt designers have been striving for over the years. 
~, The more progressive features seem to have emanated Comfort and Convenience 
"~ mainly from the application of fundamentally sound and 

ethical design practices by applying research, evolution, Enhancement Devices 
and simply user feedback. Some characteristics of the main Discussion 
comfort and convenience concepts and devices are: 

Emergency locking retractor--The emergency locking 
¯ Neat, safe and clean stowage; convenient to grasp, retractor (ELR) was the first major supplemental device 

~) extract, buckle and unbuckle added to the basic three-point belt. Its development was 
¯ Limited or adjustable impingement on sensitive underway in Sweden in 1962 and regulations for approval 

areas: were adopted there in 1967. The ELR became standard 
Face equipment on Volvo cars in 1968 (4). It is interesting that the 
Neck first Swedish regulations on ELRs required that they be 
Female breasts 

sensitive to both webbing and chassis accelerations, and this 
~ 

¯ Permit occupant non-crash/non-braking move- 
requirement has carried through to the present day. Soon 

ments inside the vehicle 
after ELRs were introduced into significant numbers of cars 

¯ Limit webbing retraction forces (European design 
in Sweden, adjustments were made to locking sensitivities philosophy) 
to satisfy user complaints concerning lock-up during ¯ Cancel webbing retraction forces (US design 
fastening of the belt. As other countries introduced ELRs in 

philosophy) 
the coming years they had the benefit of the prior Swedish 

.~i..’ There are distinctly different perceptions in Europe and experience as well as generating a learning curve of their 
the United States concerning the relationship between the own (19). 
fundamental safety requirements of safety belts, and the The typical American designed ELR is vehicle 
effect comfort and convenience features might have on this acceleration sensitive (VSR) only, FMVSS 209 requires a 
safety performance. The most enlightened approaches in locking sensitivity of 0.7 G before the webbing extends 1 
Europe stress an integrated approach with attention to the inch. The typical European retractor is sensitive to both 

~ fundamentals of safety belt performance and comfort such vehicle and webbing accelerations (mandatory in Sweden) 

as anchorage location, and reliable and smooth retractor and is required by EEC 77/541 to lock at 0.45 G before 2 

function, including attention to webbing tension, compo- inches of strap movement. The Federal requirements are 

nent friction, etc. (4,13,14). This European philosophy can that the retractors lock when tilted over 15 deg. EEC 77/541 

be summarized by the concept that a large measure of requires that locking take place when the ELR is tilted 12 

.... "comfort" is derived from the security of knowing that the 
deg. or more. 

Emergency tensioning retractor.--The next major 
safety belt system provided will protect to the best extent 

practical advancement in ELR technology was when 
possible in a crash (15). Daimler-Benz, in conjunction with REPA (21,22), 

The American approach has been to add external devices developed the emergency tensioning retractor (ETR). The 
such as windowshades, guide loops and comfort clips to first generation design would, upon receiving a signal from 
the belt to achieve some definition of comfort a crash sensor, pretension the continuous loop belt webbing 
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to 300-400 lb. Later design objectives were primarily to occupant can face increased excursions and possible 

eliminate slack by rewinding up to 10 cm of webbing when ejection from the belt. 

slack was present. The ETR retained all the comfort Automatic locking retractors.--Automatic locking 

advantages of the ELR with the added safety performance retractor (ALR) devices certainly earn a mention in the 

that the pretensioning during frontal collisions not only history of devices added to belts to increase comfort 

eliminated any slack from the belt, but tied the occupant because their intended function is to stow the belt neatly and 

tightly to the vehicle for maximum ridedown benefits. A make retrieval more convenient. ALRs have been used 

number of patents (24,25,26) for pretensioners had been primarily with lap-strap-only seat belts--not typically with 

granted in the 1970’s but Daimler was the first to implement belts incorporating shoulder harnesses. If these devices 

the technology into a significant number of its Mercedes function properly and the positive locking feature locks 

cars beginning in 1980. The Daimler ETR, however, reliably, the dynamic performance of the strap will closely 

initiates only upon a frontal impact within the sensitivity emulate that of a strap (albeit with higher elongation 

zone of the air bag crash sensor. Patents by Takata (23) and properties) without a retractor. 

VW (24) pointed out accurately that intermittent locking of Comfort clips.--Comfort clips to prevent the webbing 

ELRs during rollovers and other multiple impact crash from rewinding fully against an occupant’s shoulder/chest 

modes permitted gross amounts of spool-out in some were introduced almost simultaneously with the 

instances, and their patents put forth pretensioning and introduction of ELR retractors which placed the shoulder 

positive locking as countermeasure for these and other crash strap under constant tension against the occupant’s chest. In 

modes. Europe, comfort Clips were phased out as the retractor 

Passive belts.--Some passive belt designs have major designs were refined, while in the United States, the basic 

convenience features incorporated into their designs. The concept of the comfort clip evolved into the windowshade 

shoulder strap of the Toyota/Takada motorized anchor device. In conjunction with the installation of shoulder belt 

system is extremely easy to enter--so easy in fact that even retractors, comfort clips were installed as standard 

a seasoned belt wearer at times forgets to use the manual lap equipment in many American vehicles before the 

belt. Additional periodic chime warnings and easier access windowshade device came into widespread use. The 

to the stowed and donned lap belt buckle should be fundamental problem with comfort clips was that the lay 

considered for inclusion into this system so that lap belt user can, and routinely does, set an arbitrary amount of slack 

usage is encouraged to the extent possible, in the belt without having any real biomechanical 

Semi-passive belt features.--An example of a semi- appreciation or guidance as to the resulting hazards 

passive belt feature, as the concept is used here, is the (17,19,27). 

Mercedes motorized extension arm that hands the occupant Routing guides, loops, hooks, etc.--Before 1974, the 

the belt buckle from difficult stowage positions in coupes, major U.S. manufacturers uniformly used a hard mounted, 

etc. no retractor shoulder belt either in a four-point 
The comfort and convenience implications of other configuration or in a Type 2a detachable shoulder strap. 

recent passive and semi-passive belt-designs will be After 1974, three-point belts appeared in the U.S. with the 

discussed below in connection with slack they can be ELR and other structural anchors positioned to 

expected to introduce, accommodate the more divergent styling contours of the 

Dual spool ELR retractors.--Over the years various American car. Many times supplementary routing loops, 

designs of dual spool ELR retractors have been used, hooks, etc, were used to guide the shoulder belt strap over 

usually in a configuration of one retractor for the lap belt the occupant’s shoulder and away from the face/neck area. ¯ 

and one for the shoulder belt. On some models, Volvo uses a Many of these guide loops were attached to adjustable head 

dual spool, dual sensitivity retractor in a single strap design restraints and were designed in conjunction with an ELR 

to minimize webbing on the reels while maintaining located on the side roof rail behind the occupant. 

acceptable comfort levels. If in these multiple retractor Figure 2 is a photograph of an unprompted driver on the 

designs, the retractors function smoothly and lock reliably, road which shows the triangulation slack effects such 

the safety performance of these systems should be routing loops and hooks routinely introduce into a belt 

equivalent to that of the basic three-point continuous loop system. These hooks and loops are usually made of plastic 

three-point system, and, upon restraint crash loading, particularly when they are 

A system in which separate lap and shoulder belts are tied the element forming the apex of the triangle, they will break 

together at a latch plate is becoming more common in and the real slack in the belt will manifest itself as the strap 

American passenger vehicles. This is particularly true for snaps into direct tension. Although guide loops can be of 

certain "passive" belt designs in which the two ELR value in certain applications, such as coupes and 

retractors are mounted in the door. In the American dual convertibles, their use should be closely monitored to 

spool retractor design, however, vehicle-sensitive-only ensure that unnecessary and excessive slack is not a 

retractors of U.S. Federal specification are being used in the consequence of this use. 

lap belt. Should there be no lock-up or delayed lock-up in Tension relief (windowshade) devices.--Tension relief 

one of these systems, particularly during a rollover, the devices (TRD), or more appropriately called tension 
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widespread introduction of the TRD was ambivalently 
expressed in 1977 by Henderson (19): 

"Although the author believes the tension 
eliminator device represents a considerable step 
forward in safety belt comfort when used intelligently, 
he is uncertain of the wisdom of risking the excess 
slack which reduces the safe deceleration space for the 
occupant within the vehicle." 

This author goes onto explain the availability of a "belt 
tension reducer" which provides two levels of retraction 
force and "... avoids the danger of excess slack and no 
action by the user or complicated automatic devices are 
necessary to ensure correct stowage" (19)i 

Figure 2. Triangulation slack associated withguide loops. The TRD device does make the shoulder harness more 
"comfortable," in the sense that it reduces the webbing 
tension forces on the shoulder to zero. This type of 

elimination devices (19), are generically called "comfort," however, is the same type of comfort achieved 
"windowshade" devices in the U.S. because this device is if the belt is not on at all. In Europe another dimension is 
designed to be set and reset at different lengths of webbing included in the concept of "comfort" which emphasizes the 
slack analogous to the functioning of a roll-down feeling of security obtained by having a shoulder strap snug 
windowshade. The original design concept for these against the body ready to protect in a collision (t5). The 
devices was pioneered by General Motors (12) and was windowshade device in its present design configuration 
introduced shortly after the 1974 Federal requirements for then appeals to those who are not predisposed to wear the 
the mandatory installation of three-point belts. The TRD belt in the first place. It is questionable whether the 
was promoted as a feature which would make three-point generally good performance of the basic three-point belt 
belts more acceptable to the wearers and increase belt use. should be compromised for all users, in order to make a 
The Federal Rulemaking history on this device has been special appeal to recalcitrants. 
confusing and contradictory. These devices were first Although a numberofTRD designs were refined over the 
addressed in Federal Rulemaking in 1976 (16) with the years in attempts to minimize the possibilities for excess 
admonition that "the tendency for such retractors to permit slack, many were not. Currently there are still designs on the 
introduction of excessive slack is an argument against their U.S. market which will routinely introduce ! 8 inches of 
use." Nonetheless TRDs were subsequently permitted with slack, or indeed any amount of available slack, during the 

....... the requirement that their proper use be explained in the same type of occupant movements the ELR was originally 
associated vehicle owner’s manual, designed to permit. 

When further comfort and convenience inspired Federal Tension reduction (lowering) devices.--TLDs are similar 
Rulemaking was initiated in late 1979, the (U.S.) Motor to TRDs because, within a design envelope of belt 
Vehicle Manufacturers Association stated in their response, movement a few inches forward of the normally seated 
"Experience shows such features as emergency locking occupant, the tension forces are reduced by a dual level 
retractors, tension-relieving devices, webbing guides and rewind spring device that can be reset to maximum 
improvements in anchorage locations have not resulted in retraction force with a windowshade release type 
significant increased belt usage" (10). The General Motors’ movement. The main difference with the TRD 
response to this Docket stated, "...we (GM) pioneered the windowshade, however, is that the TLD does not eliminate 
tension-relieving device because we believe that persons the tension; rather, it reduces the retraction tension force in 
disposed to use belts might be discouraged by constant belt this comfort zone to a level which will still keep the strap 
pressure .... " But the information that is available is snug on the shoulder. Henderson (19), in his 1977 report on 
contrary to the NHTSA contention that the lack of comfort devices available to enhance comfort and convenience; 
and convenience in today,s belt systems is the cause of low described in some detail the functioning of the TLD. Certain 
use... (12). high-line Toyota models currently incorporate this TLD as a 

The controversy surrounding the introduction of the comfort extra. Although this device avoids the excessive 
windowshade was evident even inside General Motors. A slack problems of the TRD, the reduced tension can become 
1976 management evaluation (28) of the windowshade a problem if the belt twists or encounters excessive friction 
TRD reported, "On numerous occasions during the driving in the hardware guides. These potential problems should be 
process I glanced down to find the shoulder belt with amenable to correction by carefu!, coordinated design of the 
excessive slack .... In all, I find the mechanism tricky and components. 
don’t have confidence in what it’s going to do next." Adjustable shoulder" belt anchor point.--Some 

In the belt supplier industry, the view concerning the manufacturers have chosen to address the belt fit problem 
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through the use of an adjustable, load carrying shoulder belt rate of onset, and for tight restraint straps that resulted in 

anchor point. This feature is standard on some Mercedes negligible occupant displacement relative to the vehicle, the 

and Saab models, and has been an available option on occupant’s chest responses were approximately the same 

Volvo. The attractiveness of this feature is that it can solve level as that for the vehicle. However, for actual car crash 
the belt fit problem without any degradation in optimum environments and practical automotive restraint charac- 

belt performance. However, it requires a motivated user to teristics they found: 
change the anchor position and a knowledgeable user to set 
the anchor in a biomechanically advantageous position. For 

"The resulting peak acceleration of the occupant is 

most users, and for most belts without windowshades, a 
always higher than this average deceleration of the car. 

comfortable anchor location with the belt on the shoulder ... impact amplification always exists when (realistic 

will ensure near optimum belt safety performance as well. automotive) belts are used .... The amplification re- 

Even with these caveats, if this device is set at the opposite suits from the general shape of the input (crash) pulse, 

extreme indicated by occupant size, the effectiveness of the the stiffness of the restraint, and any slack present in 

shoulder belt restraint is not grossly compromised. The the system. The introduction of any appreciable slack 

adjustable shoulder anchor device is most useful for regular is disastrous to the protective capacity of stiff systems 

occupants of the same vehicle riding in the same seating by producing high peak accelerations with a high rate 

positions, particularly for children, of onset .... The safety obtainable in any car is wasted 

if it is equipped with a stiff restraint system that can be 
The Safety Implications of Comfort used with a slack. Therefore, it seems advisable in the 

Devices future to take into consideration the deformation char- 
acteristics of the car and the restraint together." 

The safety implications of the comfort enhancement 
devices discussed here are most frequently attributed to the 

Aldman’s and/~sberg’s research proved to be insightful 

possibility these devices will inadvertently or deliberately because, even though they did not directly mention the slack 

introduce slack into the belt system in the process of trying effects of ELR retractors on three-point belt performance, 

to achieve some sort of "comfort." An in-depth discussion their results were directly applicable to the issue of the 1968 

of the safety effects of this slack requires consideration of introduction of ELRs into production cars in Sweden. 

how such slack originates and of what its effects are? In 1977 Morris analyzed three-point belted occupant re- 
sponse data from full scale frontal barrier tests of 1976 

Safety Belt Slack: A Definition and History model year automobiles to determine the effects of slack on 
The terms "belt slack," "occupant ride-down," and "re- restraint system performance (31). Morris developed a use- 

straint system efficiency" have been used frequently over ful definition of ridedown by overlaying the shoulder belt 
the years in the literature, but typical use refers only to forces onto the acceleration crashpulse (figure 3)andcalcu- 
general concepts with little precision or definition. Slack as lated the ridedown from the overlap of these curves. His 
it is used here falls into two categories. First, pre-impact approach took into account the influences of ELR charac- 
slack will mean a loose belt which is prone to assume a teristics such as lock-up time, amount of film-spool, etc., as 
dangerous position on the body before the impact. Second, well as webbing elongations. His results showed a strong 
dynamic impact slack arises as the occupant moves forward correlation between ridedown duration and peak shoulder 
inside the vehicle with low or no restraint forces due to pre- 
impact slack, delayed retractor lock-up, or restraint system 

Illustrations of points used to determine compliance, 
durations of ride down. 

One early school of thought for maximizing belt restraint 
system performance was to simply tie the occupant as tight- ~- ~ ~" 
ly as possible to the vehicle interior in an attempt to achieve 

’~ 8 the same chest accelerations as the vehicle’s crash pulse, u ~ 
Shoulder Belt Force \ 

In 1968 Bertil Aldman and Arne/~sberg of GiSteborg ~ ~, 

performed some of the earliest reported rigorous research 
~*’ ’~ 

Vehicle Acoel.7/.     . 

(29) into the issue of slack effects on three-point belt re- ~ ,, 

straint performance. They modeled simplified three-point ~ ~ 

belt systems with high and low strap elongation properties ~ ~ 
restraining a simplified single mass occupant, the responses 

of which were comparable to chest responses for an actual I Time 
vehicle occupant. The modeled systems were then sub- 

jected to input crash pulses from actual vehicles of various Ride Down 
onset rates, amplitudes and durations, sla~ ~ - 

Their research and a review of previous work (30) did 
ri~ " " Buration 

show that for an acceleration test environment with a low Fi{}ur~ 3. A detinition o~ ride down (trom I~lorri~, relerenee ~11). 
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belt loads. None of the vehicle crashes Morris analyzed had during an impact. Although one might be able to express the 
appreciable pre-impact slack set in the windowshade, so probability of this happening as a small fraction, the conse- 
any slack time he documented was from ELR and webbing quences are nonetheless catastrophic when it does happen, 
compliance influences, indicating that special attention during an effects analysis is 

In 1980 Reichert and Bowden (32) of Department of warranted. The function of the ELR is to permit wearers to 
Transport Canada published the results of sled tests con- move their upper torsos around freely inside the vehicle-- 
ducted to assess the effect of slack caused by windowshade up to the limits of webbing available--in the non-braking, 
comfort devices on the safety performance of three-point non-crash situation. This free movement capability changes 
belt systems. They compared three-point belts with no re- from a desirable attribute in the non-crash situation to a 
tractors, a retractor in the shoulder belt, and a retractor in the failure mode if exhibited in the crash condition. 
lap belt each with 2.5, 5 10, 15, and 25 cm of slack. Their The typical American designed ELR is vehicle accelera- 
results showed: tion sensitive only with the locking mechanism being a 

¯.. (The no retractor) belts produced an almost suspended, lead-weighted pendulum lifting a locking bar 

linear increase in slack time, head excursion, peak head into the path of locking teeth on the retractor spool ends. The 

acceleration, and HIC with increasing slack, typical European retractor is sensitive to both vehicle and 

¯.. (The retractor at the shoulder harness anchor) webbing accelerations. FMVSS 209 requires a vehicle ac- 

belts showed much higher values of head excursion celeration locking sensitivity of 0.7 G before webbing ex- 

and HIC at low slack (settings) and (a) lesser depen- tends 1 inch, while EEC 77/541 requires European retrac- 

dence on slack. Peak acceleration of the chest was less tors to lock at 0.45 G before 2 inches of strap movement. 

than with type A belts at large slack(s). Federal regulations also require that the retractors lock 

. . . (The retractor at the lap anchor) belts performed when tilted over 15 deg. EEC 77/541 requires that locking 

similarly to the Type A (shoulder retractor) belts, take place when the ELR is titled 12 deg. or more. The 

Retractors modify the effect of slack on occupant American Federal ELR then is less sensitive to these two 

dynamics and appear to reduce the protection against standard prescribed locking modes than is the EEC ELR and 

head contact provided by seat belts, there has been some discussion that this lower sensitivity 
can be expected to affect the outcomes for accidents on the Aldman’s and Ashberg’s research again proved, in retro- 

spect, insightful because, their results were later to be con- highway (4,6,15,23,24), particularly for multiple impacts 

firmed by Morris, and Reichert and Bowden, among others, and rollovers. 

From this research (29, 31, 32) and others (7, 13, 24, 33, Horizontal plane impacts.--The ideal conditions to pro- 

34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39), the theoretical limits on three-point mote reliable vehicle sensitive ELR pendulum locking are 

belt restraint system performance in a particular vehicle for impacts confined principally to a horizontal plane in which 

the driver or passenger can be determined by analyzing the the vehicles do not roll appreciably and which generate a 

vehicle stopping distance; the vehicle deceleration crash single delta-V crash pulse which maintains a relatively con- 

pulse the principle direction of force; the elastic and energy stant absolute level without radical fluctuations. Such con- 

absorbing properties of the restraint system; and, the dis- ditions are generated in the typical frontal barrier crashes 

tance inside the vehicle available for occupant translation but discussions have occurred concerning whether these 

and articulation. Applying these general principles to a spe- laboratory conditions and the FMVSS 209 type test appara- 

cific vehicle environment will, in conjunction with judi- tus adequately evaluate ELR’s in foreseeable accidents on 

cious design decisions, lead to optimizing the three-point the highway. Bohlin in 1981 (4) stated: 

belt performance in that vehicle. This process will only "There are no regulations today on the testing of the 
succeed, however, if the full envelope of possible effects on vehicle sensitive locking function which probably re- 
belt performance of slack caused by devices such as ELRs, flects the reality .... It is therefore proposed that the 
TRDs, routing loops, moving anchor points, etc. are quan- regulations regarding the emergency locking features 
tiffed and considered, of the retractor should be seriously reconsidered." 

Slack Caused by Comfort and Convenience In 1975 Mackay (6)analyzed failure modes for ELR belts 

Devices and observed: 

Slack caused by comfort and convenience devices arises "The third failure mode applies to inertia reels 

from two sources, pre-impact slack in which a loose belt is where complete failure to lock or locking so late as not 

prone to assume a dangerous position on the body before to provide adequate occupant protection, has been re- 

impact; and, dynamic impact slack in which the occupant corded. Such cases are characterized by occupant tra- 

moves forward inside the vehicle with low or no restraint jectories and contacts similar to those observed for 

forces due to pre-impact slack, delayed retractor lock-up, or unrestrained occupants .... Subsequent examinations 
restraint system compliance, of such reels have not shown a cause, and we conclude 

Slack caused by ELRs.--The primary failure mode of that either preimpact braking or some dynamic charac- 
concern for the ELR is that it may not lock or might lock late teristic of the locking mechanism is responsible." 
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In the early 1970’s NHTSA found that emergency lock- sion of these possible failure modes is that if such a failure 

ing retractors installed in some automobiles were not lock- occurs, the pattern of evidence looks the same as if the 

ing reliably when subjected to the FMVSS 209 acceleration occupant was unrestrained. Realistic multiple impact dy- 

test (40,41,42). In the case of one American style retractor namic testing related to real world accidents should be un- 

subsequent investigation showed that initial tip-to-tip con- dertaken with the specific intention of finding the intermit- 

tact of the ratchet teeth with the lock pawl teeth could cause, tent and unlocking failure modes of typical ELR designs. 

in some circumstances, the retractor to delay locking or not Once these failure modes have been identified, discussions 

to lock at all. In response to this investigation the manufac- can commence on how to evaluate different ELR designs for 

turer made a number of changes in the locking mechanism this type of vulnerability, and, the search for improved 

which apparently rectified the immediate problem. At the designs will be further stimulated. 

conclusion of this investigation (41), however, questions Film spool slack.--A major finding of the NHTSA 35 

surrounding the actual reliability of these and similar ELRs mph New Car Assessment Program begun in 1979 was that 

to lock when required in real accidents were not completely the film spool effect-~of the webbing wound on the retrac- 

resolved. The retractors subject to this NHTSA investiga- tor tightening down on itself--could produce significant 

tion were the same basic design as those used in most enough amounts of slack to dramatically reduce safety belt 

American cars up to the present, performance. The industry response to these findings is also 

Rollover and multiple impacts.--There have been in- one of the major positive influences of the NHTSA/NCAP 

stances investigated by this author where occupants of vehi- program because excessive film spool is now rare in these 

cles involved in rollover accidents were found with three- tests and the comfort levels of the belt system tested have 

point ELR belts still around them but with excessive not been noticeably reduced. 

amounts of slack up to and including the full unwound Webbing stretch.--Many ~nanufacturers had gone to low 

amount. There have been other similar notations during the elongation (6%) polyester webbing in conjunction with in- 

years of experience with the ELR concerning the possibility troducing ELRs before the NCAP program began. Further 

that the simple undamped locking mechanisms in some impetus from the NCAP 35 mph test program caused manu- 

ELRs might not lock reliably in rollovers or multiple im- facturers to begin viewing their three-point belts as dynamic 

pacts. A number of patents address these vehicle dynamics systems in which the webbing stretch properties required 

considerations including one by Takata-Kojyo (23) which tuning to the other components in the system. 

stated: Pre-impact slack from ELRs.--Certain types of pre-im- 
pact slack can arise from causes associated with the ELR 

While these (typical ELR) systems possess many including a direct retractor malfunction to fully rewind the 
advantages, they are frequently unreliable since the webbing against the body, and webbing which twists on the 
reel braking is either of too short a duration, or is 
maintained for an indefinite period and they otherwise 

retractor spool and D-rings preventing full retraction. Slack 

leave much to be desired .... Another object of the 
prevention in these situations is a straight forward design 
problem that has been satisfactorily accomplished many 

present invention is to provide an improved inertia times by now. 
responsive safety belt locking system in which an ade- The guide loop arrangement in certain vehicles is de- 
quate braking interval is assured independently of the signed in conjunction with the ELR, so slack arising from 
sequence of events following the braking actuation. 

guide loop triangulation can be considered an ELR associ- 
A patent by Volkswagen (24) also described the real ated problem. The judicious use of secondary guide loops 

world crash environment in which ELR retractors are called can be of benefit in some situations such as convertibles and 
on to reliably lock. coupes, but the effects of such devices should be carefully 

Currently known automatic (ELR) belt winders.., 
considered and rhonitored so that gross slack or belt mis- 

release.., the safety belts after tightening (locking) 
placement do not occur. 

thus defeating the desired restraining action .... a In recent years dealer-applied rust-proofing has grown 

stopping or locking device is provided for maintaining 
into a substantial business in the U.S. Some ELRs, although 

the increased safety belt tension, once applied, in order 
inside body cavities, are fully open otherwise, freely expos- 

to prevent the vehicle occupants from falling free in the 
ing the locking mechanisms to dirt and objects. There have 

direction of travel in the event of continued decelera- 
been instances were rust-proofing nozzles have cemented 

tion. Such a stopping device is especially important in 
solid the VSR pendulum causing a failure to lock in an 
accident. Obviously, opportunities for such fouling and dirt 

accidents in which the vehicle undergoes several suc- 
entry should be carefully protected against and there has 

cessive impacts.., or overturns. 
some been progress in these areas in recent years. 

These patents as well as indications from field accident Slack induced by the TRD windowshade.--Additional 
investigations, indicate that certain oscillatory dynamics effort in the analysis of the safety performance effects of 
are present in multiple crash modes which are strongly slack introduced by the TRD windowshade is being ex- 

suspect in causing intermittent locking, or failure to lock, of pended here because this device has been installed in most 

ELRs (4,6). A major difficulty surrounding public discus- of the American automobile fleet over the last ten 
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years and had been phased in for a number of years before 
that. Thus, over 100 million automobiles presently on the k;?~#~o,-[--~/~--- 
American highways are equipped with this device resulting 
in significant safety implications to the driving public. 

The typical belt tension eliminator (reducer) "win- 
~~ 

//~., -- -~ 
dowshade" device can be readily added to almost any ELR 
spool shaft. The TRD introduces slack of two types into the 
three-point belt: pre-impact slack, which precludes the belt 
from automatically and completely retracting to fit the 
wearer; and dynamic slack which can sacrifice crash phase 
ridedown and increase occupant body segment excursions 
inside the vehicle. 

Concerning pre-impact, wearing slack--there have been Figure 4. A human factors analysis of the operation of the ten- 
sion relief "windowshade" device. 

analogies drawn between the intended slack a windowshade 
device introduces into a torso belt and the recommended 
slack (one fist’s width) in the pre ELR torso belts. This slack has been in the range of 2 to 5 inches for various TRD 

analogy is misleading from a number of standpoints, designs, but in recent years is typically around 2 inches. The 

Major changes in operational performance of three-point next interval depicts the wearer’s motion to reset the win- 

belts occurred with the addition of the ELR (32). The most 
dowshade to the snug configuration. 

major of these was that the conventional ELR introduced a The next two intervals show what typically happens when 

a driver, for instance, leans forward to look for cross traffic certain amount of unavoidable dynamic slack into the sys- 
tem from, at minimum, film-spool and the elongation of the or to manipulate the radio controls. If the shoulder of the 

wearer oscillates slightly while the belt is in the extended 
associated extra webbing. Even though this dynamic ELR 
slack has been minimized in many recent designs, it still is 

position, the entire sequence mimics the motion of the occu- 

the case that any slack introduced by the windowshade 
pant putting on the seat belt in the first place. The TRD is 

device is cumulative to normal ELR associated slack, 
capable of setting all the way out to the end of the spooled 

In addition to slack effects which permit additional for- 
webbing, and being a simple mechanical cam device, it 
cannot discriminate many times between the motions of 

ward motion of the occupant with little or no restraint 
forces, there are slack effects which permit the shoulder 

putting the belt on and just leaning forward with a slight 

strap to assume, pre-impact, a dangerous configuration on 
rocking motion. Of course, one can stress that TRD users 

the body. This occurs, for example, when the strap lies off 
should closely monitor their belts for no more than the 

the comer of the shoulder. This study has demonstrated that 
prescribed amount of slack, but this does not answer the 

this configuration can occur with as little as 1.3 inches of 
question of what the hazards are during the periods the belt 

pre-impact slack and this study further confirms dangerous 
strap is away from the body in its TRD set, or process of 

abdominal loading as an expected consequence in both 
being reset, condition. 

An interesting insight comes to light when one reviews 
frontal and frontal oblique impacts, 

the history of the windowshade TRD in conjunction with an 
Further contradictions to the assertion that the present 

analysis of the operating characteristics of the combined 
designs of the TRD will introduce only a prescribed amount 

TRD-ELR system. Figure 5 shows webbing tension forces 
of slack, are observations as well as personal experience 
showing the windowshade can, and often does, introduce 

plotted against forward extension of the belt for two makes 

gross amounts of slack (4 to 24 inches) during normal driv- 
of American cars equipped with the TRD and for a Euro- 

ing movements (17,18,19,27). These are movements of the 
pean car without the TRD. The starting point was with the 

type the ELR was originally designed to permit, but the 
strap snug on the occupant’s shoulder. Two competing 

intent of the basic non-TRD ELR design is that the belt 
makes of American cars exhibited essentially the same web- 

webbing must unwind and rewind to follow the wearer at all 
bing tension versus webbing extension characteristic and 

times, 
these forces are about 50% higher than those exhibited by 

Typically how the TRD causes excess slack can best be 
the European ELR. Also, in the critical area where the belt is 

explained using the schematic graph shown in figure 4 in snug against the normally seated wearer, the American ten- 

which belt length unwound from the reel is plotted against sion-extension characteristic rises much faster than that for 

time periods of arbitrary duration. The first time interval the European ELR. 

represents the occupant pulling out extra belt webbing to get The present TRD design then has been used in somewhat 

it around himself for buckling and then the belt rewinding of a self-fulfilling prophecy role--that of eliminating re- 

snug back onto the shoulder. The second interval includes traction forces which are in the first place higher than for 

the limited movements of the shoulder/torso with the belt belt systems which do not contain the device. This dichot- 

snug. The third event is the occupant leaning forward within omy is understandable when considering one of the main 

the windowshade cam setting distance, then leaning back design requirements of the TRD. The tension elimination 
with the windowshade still set. This prescribed amount of condition must be immediately cancelled when the door is 
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8 tiffed 0 to 2 inches of slack, from an observation point close 
L~ge,~. to, and looking down into, the car; there was observed an 

~< ~98~ M .... ~es ~90E additional 1 to 8 inches of slack lying in the occupant’s lap 

next to the latch plate (see figure 6). The findings from the 

-~ ~,-d ~ 
IIHS study are valuable considering the observation view- 

0~ ~ point they had; however, the amount and frequency of slack 
S ~ 

~’~,~.~ 

they reported is probably understated because they could 

~ ~ 4 F~ not see the latch plate area where a significant portion of 

0~ ~ /) slack webbing slack typically accumulates. 

c~ ~ ~//~ 
~ 

It was also noted in the present observations that about 5 

-~ ~0 ~ percent of the occupants were using the windowshade de- 
~ / vice as a facilitator for wearing the shoulder harness under 
:> the arm without the normal discomfort caused by retractor 

" tension (see figure 7). This photographic based study is 
0 _ 0 continuing and additional results will be published 

4 12 16 

~hou[de~" Fo~’w~c~ Movement (in,) 
elsewhere. 

The TRD can inadvertently introduce slack from occu- 

I I I I .... I pant dynamics during pre-impact vehicle dynamics such as 
0 10 a0 30 40 braking maneuvers and running over rough ground. During 

~houtcter- Fo~-wctr-ct Hovernen± <crn.> such occupant jostling, the TRD can set itself resulting in a 
slack belt at impact. It is appropriate to also add here that in a 

Figure 5. Webbing tension versus forward extension for TRD 
and non-TRD three-point belts, number of the sled tests reported in the next section, the 

windowshade slack did not reset to zero in the belt even after 

unlatched because, in turn, there must be an immediate and a 30 mph impact. Thus, the implications for the present 

strong spool torque applied to overcome the inertia from a design of the TRD is that it reduces the protection of the 

stationary belt, and thus avoid having a non-retracting belt 3-point safety belt in multiple impacts in yet another way~ 

fall out the door to be damaged or to trip an exiting occu- The EEC regulations 77/541 give a good overview of the 

pant. A door-operated plunger is used with TRDs to cancel concerns which should be considered in conjunction with 
the windowshade setting and permit this retraction when the TRDs. 
door is opened. 

Although many concerns have been raised over the years 3.2.2.1. the straps are not liable to assume a dan- 

about the use of a device to deliberately introduce slack into 
gerous configuration. 

the three-point belt (19,28,32); it was not until 1987 that the 3.2.2.2. that the danger of a correctly positioned 

first comprehensive study on how belts equipped with the belt slipping from the shoulder of a wearer 

TRD were being worn on the highway was carried out and as a result of his/her forward movement is 

published by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety reduced to a minimum. 

(27). Observations for this IIHS study were taken of subur- Again the findings from the sled test portion of this study 
ban Maryland drivers and they showed that for restrained confirm the significant probability of the belt straps slipping 
drivers of TRD equipped cars, 27 percent had 1 to 2 inches from the proper areas of the body to dangerous areas be- 
of slack in their belts while 8 percent had 3 inches or more. cause of the dynamic influences of slack during frontal or 
As a direct comparison, foreign cars without the TRD were frontal oblique impacts (e.g. shoulder to the abdomen). 
monitored and only 5 percent of the belted drivers in those 

The implications on belt performance of TRDs as they are 
had 1 to 2 inches of slack while none were observed to have 
over 3 inches of slack, 

presently designed sometimes lead to bizarre results. Obser- 

This author has performed a brief audit of the IIHS study, 
vations by the author, which are exceptionally difficult to 

again for suburban Maryland drivers, and has found it to be 
record via photography, are that with the TRD set, and the 

a representative sample of the slack visible through the side 
near window open, excess slack ends up in a wind blown 

window from a distance. A difference in procedures with loop behind the occupant. The shoulder strap is snug on the 

the IIHS study was followed in this audit in that drivers were user but the wearer many times does not realize there is a big 

approached and asked to have the position of their three- loop of excess belt strap behind him, and apparently from 

point belt photographed from next to the car where the the number of times this has been observed, does not realize 

photographer could get a picture of the entire shoulder strap the hazard of the situation. 

and parts of the lap strap. If these drivers moved their belts During the history of the TRD windowshade in American 

in any way before the photo, they were not included in the vehicles there has been until recently a notable absence of 

study, publicly released data from U.S. researchers both on the 

The photographic results of this study showed that in effects on belt wearing pattems on the highway, and on the 

many instances where the IIHS probably would have quan- biomechanical implications for impact protection. There 
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Figure 6a Figure 6d 

Figure 6b Figure 6e 

Figure 6c Figure 6f 
Figures 6a-6f. Typical slack in TRD--windowshade I~elts. 

has been no comparable study to that of the 1980 Reichert Although the presently reported sled tests certain~y 
Canadian study (32) in the United States and this has imped- represent a full qualification test program a particular TRI) 
ed both public debate and Rulemaking on this subject. In device: this test program and associated analysis is pre- 
1981. Culver and Viano (38), reported results for slack belt sented here as a suggested outline of ~he types of tests which 
tests in far side oblique impacts but did not report the effects should be run to assess the effects of the types and amou~ 
of shoulder strap abdominal loading. In ! 982 NHTSA con- of slack caused by comfort devices as ~ypically fouled with 
ducted four sled tests (43) to demonstrate the potential el- users on the highway, Because the TRY) is the most frequem 
fects of slack caused by the TRD windowshade on three- source of this user slack (27), it was chosen as the device for 
point belt performance, an indepth sled test research program to assess the affects of 
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Figure 7a Figure 7d 

Figure 7b Figure 7e 

Figure 7c                                                 Figure 7f 
Figures 7a-Tf. Slack shoulder belts under arm in TFtD equipped vehicles. 

slack on three-point belt performance. Many of the findings the door, and even though this system contains a normal 

are applicable to other comfort enhancement devices as buckle, theoretically at least, one can get inlo and out of this 
well car without unbuckling the belt. This design has qualified 

Slack ~�~cts¢)’o~ "passh,e" be/~s.--Some passive shoul- 
for NHTSA approval, but survevs have shown (44) that the 

der belts can be considered convenience enhancement de- 
~ 

vices while others will have to be judged on their individual usage rate is lower for this "passive" syslem than for the 

merits. Figures 8a-8c show one design for a three-point manual three-point belt system it replaced in the same mod- 

"passive" belt which uses dual spool retractors mounted in el car. 
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for the belt strap to make contact with the shoulder is by 

introducing slack via the TRD. This is. however, not a safe% 

feature because this type of strap positioning ts unpredict- 

able and simply adds more dynamic slack into the system. 

Slack effects of other "’comfort" devices. A number of 
references to slack caused by other comfort and conve- 

nience enhancement devices have been included in this 

paper such as routing loops breaking and so on. A number of 

the tests discussed below contained slack, albeit from the 

TRD. which would be typical of these other situations and 

the results should be applicable accordingly. 

A Sled Test Program to Evaluate the 

Figure aa Effects of Slack as Introduced by the 
...................... Windowshade Device 

A laboratory sled test program was undertaken to study 

the effects of belt slack on the safety perfo~ance of a 

typical American-made single retractor, continuous loop, 

three-point seat belt system (VSR/ELR equipped with a 

TRD) using the Hybrid iii dummy as the test device. The 

TRD feature was chosen for attention because it is the 

leading cause of slack in seat belts in the U.S. (27). Many 
observations and findings of this study are, however. 

independent of the TRD the TRD jus{ being the cause of 

the slack which can occur by other means. For instance, the 

findings from the oblique impact tests apply to slack related 

issues such as jammed webbing, guide loop, triangulatio~ 

anchor point location, etc. 
Figure 8b 

Genera~ Tes~ Pro~oc~ 
Test Environment.~Table 1 summarizes the tes~ protocol 

and the results for the slack belt tests. Twenty-eight sled 

tests were run in a recem mode~ Ford LTD/Crown Victoria 

front seat sled buck as representing the average full-sized 

American car interior layout. For economy of tes{ing and 

repeatability, all occupants were tested in the left front seat 

position. The s~eering system was installed or removed 

create a driver or minored passenger enwronmem~ 

Table ~. Tes~ d~a~Hyb~id 

Figure 8 Slack in ~hree-poin~ "passive" bei~ designs.                ~ 

There has been a misconception that the TRD device ~ .~o 

would be phased out with the introduction of passive belts. ~ 

The "’passive" systems shown in figures 8a-8c are in the ~s 
cars which make up a significant portion of the U.S. market ~ 

share and they do contain the TRD windowshade device. ~ 

When looking a~ figures 8b-8c it is difficult to dete~ine 
~ 

whv a TRD is included in these systems because, when the ~ 

belt is taut. the strap is two inches forward of the average ~3~ 3o 
’s h ld and 1 i hfo dofthe 3s .... 0 slzeoccupant s ou er at eastone nc rwar ~ 

sternum. 
From the field observations mentioned earlier, for this 

design of "’passive" belt in a four-door sedan, the only way           - 
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The three-point belts used were the stock LTD belts ob- point on the taut belt. Upon detailed analysis of the results, 

tained through the dealer. These belts were single spool, the effect of 0 to 3.0 in. of lap belt slack was not strongly 
vehicle sensitive/emergency locking retractor (VSR/ELR), significant in the type belt tested using an ATD. 
three-point continuous loop systems with a cinch lock latch 
plate such that when the belt was on, webbing could move Frontal 0 Degree Sled Tests 

from the lap strap into the shoulder strap, but as designed, Data analysis and results.--For the 0 deg. tests, the out- 

not the other way. These belts were equipped with a tension come variables most sensitive to the slack independent vari- 

relief "windowshade" device (TRD). able were head speed and displacement relative to the interi- 
The sled pin chosen for the Transportation Research Cen- or. Figure 9 shows the head excursion envelopes for ~. 

ter of Ohio (TRC) HYGE sled provided a reasonable analog passenger Tests 1 through 11, 16, 17 and 18, while figure 10 
to the 30 and 35 mph barrier crash pulses for this vehicle shows the head excursion envelope for the driver occupant 
yielding 32.5 and 37.5 delta-V’s respectively for these two at 30 and 35 mph, Tests 12 through 15. Figure 11 shows head 
test conditions, speeds relative to the interior versus time and displacement 

Data recorded. Table 1 shows the data collected. In for Tests 1 and 9. Figures 12 through 18 show individual 
addition to the data shown, three 1000 frame-per-second cine frames for selected 0 deg. frontal tests showing key 
cine cameras were stationed for front and side orthogonal kinematic times during each event such as maximum head 
views. The normal components of head and chest accelera- velocity, impact head speed, and head maximum forward 
tions, along with chest deflections, were recorded on the displacement. 
Hybrid III which was calibrated immediately prior to the 
test series. Belt loads and neck forces were also recorded ~ote: Head Starting Positions Have Been Adjusted for Camera Parallax 

while femur loads were not. ~ I 
Specific test protocoL--These sled tests were conducted ~_~.~.--,2 ~./ ....... 

in two primary phases: With a head-on, 0 deg. orientation, 
,/"~--’~"~            ..~~             ~. 

and, with the sled buck rotated 38 deg. to the left. This sled --o---- ~ 
rotation simulated far side oblique impacts with occupant 

~~@ 
~..j 

~..~ ~,~~~~~ 

PDOF angles to the inside of the car for both the normally " 

oriented driver and the mirrored passenger. Thirty-eight \ 

degrees was chosen because this is approximately the angle ~ 
at which the shoulder belt traverses across the car from the ~( 
B-pillar D-ring to the latch plate. If the belt works properly, 
one might expect the shoulder strap to provide effective ~ \\ 
restraint of the upper torso in a direction approximating the 
belt loop orientation in the car. Another rationale for choos- 
ing the 38 deg. angle was that given practical resource Figure 9. Head excursion trajectories for passenger tests. 
limitations, this one sled angle is a reasonable simulation of 

Note: Head Starting Positions Have Been Adjusted for Camera Parallax 

impact orientation angles on the highway up to approx- 
imately twice the sled angle, or 76 degrees. ~ 

[ 

For the 0 deg. frontal sled impacts, repeat tests were 
performed and data trends plotted to permit identification of /"---’~ \ " .-. 
outlier points beyond the predictable or explainable enve- 

!~        
/ 

~~ 
~~                          

~ 

lope of conditional relationships. Results for these tests 
confirmed that the test conditions had been well controlled, 

j "-~ ,~---~’x.~ 

and that the Hybrid IlI dummy had performed in a repeata- ~- 

ble and predictable manner. Reference 45 describes the I 

specific details of the Hybrid III performance in these tests. 
For Tests 1 through 11 and 18, slack in the passenger shoul- 
der belt was gradually increased from -1.0 in. to 18.0 in. \ 

~ 
Tests 12, 13 and 15 were of the driver at 30 mph with 0.0 and 
3.0 in. of slack. Test 14 was of the driver at 35 mph with - 1.0 
in. of slack, while Tests 16 and 17 were of the passenger at Figure 10. Head excursion trajectories for drivertests. 

35 mph with 0.0 and 3.0 in. of slack, respectively. 
The three independent variables evaluated during the Chest results.--The shoulder belt strap forces (along 

oblique tests were shoulder belt slack (defined as the extra with transfer forces from the head/neck when contact oc- 

webbing through the shoulder belt D-ring at the beginning curred) were the restraint forces on the chest during these 

of the test), the position of the belt with respect to the arm/ tests. The present condition of- 1.0 in. of slack in Test 1 was 

shoulder joint, and lap belt slack established by measuring achieved by tightening and locking the belt at 40-50 lb 

between the center lower abdomen and a corresponding preload. From Table 1, this modest preload did not increase 
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i TESIt RO TEST 

t4 . I 30 mDkiO P,~ssen9e~i 30 rDh/O~ 

Lege~ d 

£ £ 0 ................................. 

Figure 13a 

........ o ...... o J 
o     s     ~o     ~s     80    as    3o 

0 19 88 30 40 ~0 B8 70 80 

.... 1.0 in, slack (~es~ #1) an~ 8~0 in. slack (tes~ 

Figure 13b 

mph; direction: 0 degrees, 

Figure 12a 

.... 
Figure 

Figure 12b Figure 14b 
Figure 12. Test #1mpassenger with -1.0 in. slack, Speed: 30 Figure 14, Test #08--passenger with 53 in, slack. Speed: 30 
mph; direction: 0 degrees, mph; direction: 0 degrees. 



Figure 15a Figure 

Figure 15b Figure 17b 
Figure 15. Test ~09-passenger with 8.0 in. slack. Speed: 30 Figure 17. Test #15--driver with 3.0 in. slack. Speed: 30 mph; 
mph; direction: O degrees, direction: 0 degrees. 

Figure 18a Figure 18a 

Figure t6b Figure 18b 
Figure 15. Test #12--driver w~th 0.0 in slack. Speed: 30 mph; Figure 18, Test #14--driver with -1.0 in. slack. Speed: 35 mph; 
direction: 0 degrees, direction: 0 degrees, 



chest deflections while it reduced the chest accelerations cussed in more detail below. The kinematics plots of head 
from 37.7 to 30.1 G’s. The shoulder strap load increased motions of Figure 9 and 10 have been adjusted for parallax 
from 1407 to 1504 pounds with this amount ofpreload. For so that these plots look like the cine film frames and the 
belt slacks up to 3 inches, chest accelerations were directly time-based events match. The basic trajectory data were not 
proportional to slack while belt loads and chest deflections corrected for parallax and thus the derivative results of 
were generally inversely proportional to slack. For slack relative head speeds and excursions inside the compartment 
conditions greater than 5 inches, the effects on chest re- are somewhat understated, but uniformly so. 
sponses of head/neck impacts to the instrument panel began Results from this sled test program show the peak head 
to dominate, velocities and excursions within the compartment are sensi- 

The highest chest deflection for the 0 deg. test series was tive and repeatable outcome variables when plotted against 
1.86 in. for the 35 mph driver with a moderately pre- the control variable of shoulder belt slack. In this series of 
tightened belt. The highest chest acceleration of 52.3 G tests, and indeed in any similar belt restraint tests conducted 
resulted for the 35 mph passenger with 3.0 in. belt slack. For in a realistic compartment interior, head response variables, 
the 30 mph passenger tests, there were no chest accelera- such as accelerations and the derived Head Injury Criteria 
tions or deflections approaching the corridor limits estab- (HIC), are strongly influenced by the energy absorption 
lished for this ATD (less than 60 G--3 ms clip and 2.0 in. characteristics of what surface the head impacts and the 
chest deflection). These results are most probably attributa- relative orientation during that impact. 
ble to the combined factors of vehicle crash pulse, retractor These considerations were explored to some extent by 
spool-off, and webbing stretch properties having to some Tarri~re in 1982 (46), when he quantified the component 
extent been tuned to the dynamic loading characteristics of forces acting on a three-point belted driver’s head impacting 
the Hybrid III chest response corridors. This is also consis- a vehicle’s steering wheel. Tarri~re’s argument, however, 
tent to some extent with the findings of Reichert (32) dis- that the HIC limits can be safely increased to 1500 for belted 
cussed above, drivers, gives insufficient attention to the fact that for this 

Effects on chest responses of the belt initially off the 
occupant, many impacts of the steering system with the 

shoulder against the basic condition of the belt strap on the 
head occur into the delicate facial area. The relatively weak 

shoulder were assessed in two frontal tests. For a slack of 5 facial bones are easily fractured causing serious cosmetic 
in. with the strap off the shoulder (Test 10), the belt loaded 

injuries, and these structures can also be driven rearward 
into the right lower abdomen below the rib cage, and across 
the lower left rib cage structure. This concentrated loading 

into the brain area. Tarri~re’s other argument, that no head 

on the Hybrid III chest structure, with reduced restraint 
injury is expected to occur if there is no head contact, is 

contribution from the shoulder, caused both chest accelera- 
somewhat confirmed by the presently reported 30 mph 0 

tions and deflections to increase, 
deg. frontal results. When no impact occurred, the HIC36 
was below 1000. In the 35 mph 0 deg. tests, however, the 

With 18 in. slack and the belt strap initially off the shoul- 

der (Test I 1), the chest accelerations were below those for 
HIC36 was over 1000 even for the no contact situation (Test 

the 18 in. on-shoulder slack condition (Test 18), while chest 16). 

deflections were the same. Belt loads were recorded in Test 
A 1986 study by Gr6sch, et al. (47) confirms these con- 

11 but not Test 18, so a direct comparison is not possible, cerns regarding the insensitivity of the HIC to predict facial 

The belt loads for Test 11 were somewhat below peak on- injuries and develops a Facial Injury Criteria (FIC) as a 

shoulder values because of influences from the head/neck basis for evaluating injuries to belted occupants. The results 

impacting the instrument panel, from his analysis indicate when comparing different energy 

Head results.--Head (center of) speeds relative to the absorbing steering wheel treatments, including air bags, 

interior of the compartment versus time and versus head some will exhibit higher HICs, but lower FICs. These au- 

excursion were plotted for each of the eighteen 0 deg. fron- thors state, with considerable substantiation, that in such 

tal tests in which varying amounts of torso belt slack was instances, the FIC should be the controlling factor. 

set. These head kinematic plots have been published recent- These concepts can be related to the results of the present 

ly elsewhere (45) and the remaining results from this study study by reviewing plots of maximum head velocity against 

will be summarized here. Figure 11 shows an overplot of the the head forward excursion for the - 1.0 (Test 1) and the 8.0 

head speed versus excursion data for the passenger occu- (Test 9) in slack conditions. The envelope of head kinema- 

pants in Tests 1 and 9. The head speed versus time and head tics traced out for these conditions show the vulnerability of 

speed versus forward excursion plots were constructed for the head to impact injury is related not only to the head 

each frontal test by detailed kinematic analyses of the high velocity (kinetic energy) at any given point, but is also 

speed cine films. Cross checks indicated that the data was related to how far forward in the compartment (how close to 

consistent and the Hybrid III’s performance was repeatable, interior surfaces) the head is positioned when going that 

The head speed increased uniformly and predictably as the speed. For Test 1, with the moderately pretightened shoul- 

amount of slack in the shoulder belt is inc,’eased. Predict- der belt, the maximum relative head speed was 17.4 mph 

able exceptions occurred in Tests 10 and 1 l’where the belt which occurred after the center of the head had traveled 12 
strap started off the shoulder and those results will be dis- inches--not near to striking any interior surfaces or objects. 
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For Test 9, with 8 inches of slack in the shoulder belt, the ciated with the maximum relative head speed of 34.2mphin 

maximum head speed was 29.4 mph which occurred after these tests, is 625 ft-lb, a factor of 3.86 increase. 
the center of the head had traveled 22 inches. This max- Figure 19 summarizes the maximum relative head-to- 
imum head speed point was just one inch short of the 23 inch interior velocity versus shoulder belt slack for the 30 mph 
mark where the head impacted the instrument panel at a frontal passenger tests in which the strap was on the shoul- 
speed of 27.9 mph. der. Figure 20 summarizes the maximum head excursion 

The present approach to analyzing the effect on head inside the compartment versus shoulder belt slack for these 
responses of increasing belt slack uses the rationale that the 
relationship of higher relative head speed and greater for- 

same conditions. For ten of the 18 frontal 0 deg. sled tests in 

ward excursion inside the compartment is a good predictor 
this program, the test conditions were closely controlled, 

of the potential for serious head and facial injuries. Substan- and the results for these ten tests can be directly compared in 

tiation for such an approach is given in terms of the kinetic Figures 19 and 20. A perceptible break or knee in these 

energy dissipated in stopping the head from various relative curves occurs between five and eight inches slack, reflec- 

interior velocities. For instance, the kinetic energy of the ting the onset of head impacts with the instrument panel for 

head (using GriSsch’s effective mass of 16 pounds) at a slack setting over 5 inches. In future testing it would be 
relative head speed of 17.4 mph (which is the head speed for interesting to investigate possible influence of the Hybrid 
the best performing belt test of this series) is 162 ft-lb, III head/neck/torso dynamics on these findings. 
whereas the kinetic energy for the head with 8 in. of slack in To consider the effect of the torso strap being off the 
thebelt and ahead speed of29.4 mph is 462 ft-lb, a factorof shoulder before impact, Figures 21 and 22 were prepared 
2.85 increase. As a comparison, the kinetic energy asso- which include Tests 11 and 18. A simple normalization 

process was used by plotting the actual head speed and 
30 ~ph/O" Posseooer displacements for these off-shoulder tests, and then consid- 

~ ering what additional apparent slacks might be introduced 
to have the off-shoulder data points fall on the on-shoulder 

~ / Shoulder ]~el± Slack (in,) 

’ ’ A Figure ]9. Maximum head velocities versus shoulder belt -i~ 0 ~0 

90    ~5 Figure 2~. Maximum head velocities versus shoulder belt 
[] To~t I.l,~.d Tr’ovet slack with off-shoulder conditions included. 

~ ~o ~ ~ ..... 

3e[~ Stack (Inches) 

-i0 o io e0 3o ,o ~o ’ ’ ’0 ’ ’ 
~ ~ ’ ’ 

Figure 20. Maximum head excursions versus shoulder belt Figure 22. Maximum head excursions versus shoulder belt 
slack, slack with off-shoulder conditions included. 
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curves. The results of this analysis indicates that with the lent to raising the barrier equivalent impact severity from 30 
belt off the shoulder, a slack of 5 inches looks kinematically to 35 mph, a severe result when kinetic energies are consid- 

like a slack of 7 inches. With 18 inches of slack, the belt off ered. At a given slack, going from 30 to 35 mph B.E.V. 
~" the shoulder looks kinematically like a slack of 24 inches, raises the maximum head speed about 6.5 mph. 

The 5 to 7 inch slack analogy for the on and off-shoulder Figure 24 relates both HIC and HIC36 to the shoulder belt 
conditions is reasonable to describe this effect quan- slack for Tests 1 through 9 and 18, all of the passenger tests 
titatively. However, at the 18 inch slack setting the head at 30 mph. The HICs rise predictably for slacks of-l.0 to 8 
impacts to the instrument panel were so heavy that this kind in., but then fall significantly from 8 to 18 in. More data 
of comparison is presented here as descriptive only. It is points would be desirable in this range to fully explain this 

"-" interesting to compare the responses for the off-shoulder drop at the higher slack levels, but in the absence of such 
conditions in Figure 21 and 22 with those in table 1. For the additional data points, the following observations can be 

5 inch off-shoulder condition, the chest acceleration, shoul- made here. First, the topand brow of the instrument panel in 
der belt load, and chest deflection was the highest for any of the late model Ford LTD is constructed of a plastic substruc- 
the 30 mph frontal 0 deg. passenger tests, whereas the head ture which is a reasonably good energy absorber if impacted 

~ responses were not the highest in this series, in an advantageous direction. With the 18 in. of slack in 
.~ Figure 23 compares the peak head speed versus shoulder these tests the Hybrid III’s head hit more of the flat upper 

belt slack for the previously discussed 30 mph frontal 0 deg. yielding surface of this instrument panel, and in two tests 
passenger tests with these same variables for the 30 mph yielded HIC’s between 700 and 800. 
frontal 0 deg. driver tests and the 35 mph frontal 0 deg. 
driver/passenger tests. This last comparison can be made 
because the peak head speed occurs before impact. Even so, 260c ~ o D~s ~seoge~ ~c 

~ - 0 Dlss Po, ssenoer HIC36 

" when comparing the 30 mph driver with the 30 mph pas- 
senger, the driver peak head velocities are slightly and con- V Romeo HIC 

- ~ BIs~ 3-poln± Driver HIC 
2200 - 

sistently higher. This effect has not as yet been totally ex- _ 
plained but it is probably due in part to the positioning of the ~000 _ 

hands and arms holding the steering wheel. 18oo 

1600 _ 

12oo _ 

E ~ 20 
aoo_ 

Z~ 

x 8                                                                                ShouLder BeLt SLack (inches) 
-5             0                             i0 

ShouLder BeLt SL~cR (inches) 0       zo       ao       30      40      so      ~o 
ShouLder BeLt SL~ck (c~,) 

Figure 24. Comparisons of HIC vs. Shoulder Belt Slack from -~o        o         ~o        ao        30      Various Research Programs. 

ShouLder BeLt St~ck (~m,) 

Figure 23. Maximum head velocity versus shoulder belt slack Figure 24 also compares the HIC values from this study 
for frontal drivers and passengers at 30 and 35 mph. with those previously reported by Esser and Romeo (43,48) 

of three-point belt sled tests performed by TRC in Ford 
Shoulder belt slack in the range of 0 to 5 inches is found sedan sled bucks with the same Ford belts. For the Esser 

most frequently in American cars because the automobile passenger tests at 30 mph, the HIC values match the present 

~ and belt manufacturers designed the U.S. type win- data closely up to 2 inches. He then has no data to report 
¯ dowshade tension relief devices to introduce slack amounts until a forth test at 163/4 inches slack. In his tests, the instru- 

in this range. These devices will however, introduce any ment panel was constructed of a sheet metal substructure 
amount of slack up to the total amount of webbing available which probably explains the large difference in the HIC 
under certain circumstances. The results of these tests, as values for his 163A in. slack test and the results for the 18 in 
presented in figure 23, show that the effects of introducing 5 slack tests reported here. These results again demonstrate 
inches of slack into a shoulder belt is approximately equiva- the significance of not only of the head speed at impact, but 
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Test #12, Driver: 30 mph - 0.0 in. slock 
mph test condition. As the results discussed above showed, 

Heod Position B: the steering wheel is well within the head swing trajectory 
_ ~ ,n~t~o~ ~mpoct w~t~ of the driver even with zero slack. However, the location of Steering Wheel, 

~ 
lg.7 mph ~ 90 ms the dummy’s face/head impacts into the steering wheel 

~~@.~J 
"~ ~~~ 

changes with the amount of slack as does the impact speed. 

+~..~ 

~ ~ The steering wheel used in this test series would be classi- 
fied by Glyons (49) as a non-energy absorbing type in which 
the plastic molding is primarily for cosmetic purposes. A1- 

i 
! 

~ 
though the highest HICs for the driver tests at 30 mph was 

1165, 12% over the 1000 limit FMVSS 208 uses to predict 
brain injury, analyses similar to GrSsch (47) and Gloyns 

\ - (49) would most probably predict serious facial injuries for 

\\ 
/~ 

all the driver tests at 30 mph with slacks of zero or more. 
The results of the present study have been structured in 

such a way as to permit interpolation of the results to related 
Test #15, Driver: 30 mph - 3.0 in. slack 

test conditions which were not actually run on the sled. For 
Head Position B: 

_ ,o~t~a~ ~oot w~th instance, figure 25c shows the predicted results of a driver 
Steering Wheel, 

,F.____~ 22.3 m~h o B7 m., test at 30 mph 0 deg. frontal with a pretightened belt. 

~ 
~. Whereas the head impact speeds for the zero and 3.0 inch 

01_4 

~ 

slack conditions were in the 20 mph range, pretightening the 

j 
~ 

belt to between 40 and 50 pounds drops the head impact 
speed below 8 mph. This again emphasizes the usefulness of 

i 
the head speed envelope ("how far--how fast") analysis 

~ 
developed in this study. 

The influences of the force-deflection characteristics of 
the various surfaces impacted by the head during the pres- 
ently reported tests have been considered, but the means to 
rigorously control these impact conditions were not imme- 
diately at hand. It was found during these tests that the initial 

Projection of Test #1 Passenger Results to a 30 mph, -1.0 in. slack Test for Driver 
head impact point for both the driver and passenger tests 

Head Position B: 

~ ,,~t~o~ ~oot ,~th could be repeated predictably. It was, however, more diffi- 
Steering Wheel, 

~ 7.~ ,,~. lo2 ~s cult to control the mutual head-to-surface force-deflection 

L~_~~ 

~ 

~ 

characteristics of these impacts which determine variations 

~_ 
in head acceleration, and thus HIC levels (and with extend- 
ed capability, facial injury indices). The presently reported 
results show that this may be possible using the Hybrid Ill 

i 
dummy and with considerably more resources than were 

expended here--for instance purchasing new steering col- 
umns and wheels for each test and instrumenting the faces 
per GrSsch. Short of this, using the maximum relative head 
velocities as a predictor of head/face injury potential is an 
intermediate, but useful tool in studying the effects of shoul- 
der belt slack. 

Figure 25a-25c: Head Trajectories for 0 deg. 30 mph Driver With 
-1.0, 0.0 and 3.0 inches Slack. Oblique Sled Test Results 

the energy absorbing characteristics of the surface The 38 deg. orientation of the sled body buck for Tests 19 

impacted, through 28 was approximately the angle at which the shoul- 

Romeo conducted a 30 mph three-point belted driver sled der harness defines a plane cutting across the car. If the strap 

test with a Hybrid II in the same body buck used for this stays on the rib cage structure during oblique impacts in this 

study and his test produced a HIC of 865, essentially the range of severity, one would expect that the belt should 

same as obtained in this study. In his study, Romeo also provide effective restraint. 

tested a lap belted only driver with the same design of Figures 26a through 26e show two high speed movie 

steering wheel and column used in this study and recorded a views of the kinematics of the Hybrid III in the 30 mph, 38 

HIC of 2584, considerably more than the peaks recorded in deg. oblique sled test in which the belt was pretightened to 

either the present tests, or in Esser’s tests. 40-50 lb (approximately-l.0 in. slack). This pretightening 

Figures 25a and 25b compare the head kinematics for the pocketed the belt into the dummy’s clothing and skin, and as 
driver occupant with 0.0 and 3.0 inches of slack for the 30 the impact progressed, it became obvious that this pre- 
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pocketing contributed to the belt effectively staying on the 

shoulder and chest structure (clearly across the sternum~ 

throughout the test. The frame in this figure shows the 

Hybrid II1 at its maximum lbrward excursion (before 

bound~ to the front and right. 

Figure 26d 

Figure 26a 

Figure 26e 
Figures 26a-26e: Test #19--Passenger with -1.0 in. slaeko 
Speed: 30 mph; oblique 38 degrees. 

Figures 27a through 27e show two high speed mowe 

views of the kinematics of the Hybrid [II for these same test 

conditions but with the belt slack set at 0 in. In this condi- 

tion. when the belt is initially positioned on the shoulder, it 

seats or pockets itself into the occupant’s clothing and flesh 
Figure 2~b early in the impact sequence and the s~rap stay~ on 

shoulder!chest structure welt up on lhe s~ernum 

throughout the impact. 

The effect of slack on Hybrid IIl responses in fronta! sled 

tests has been discussed above and is a good starting point to 

discuss the effects of slack in ~he obl ique sled tests reported 

here. In these tests, added to the forward motions are the 

lateral motions caused by the 38 deg. sled orientation. When 

the torso strap is offthe shoulder, t.3 m 3.0 inches of slack is 

enough to permit the belt to hang low on the chest, sternum 

area pre-test. During the impact the belt changes position 
coming off" the right rib cage and is barely on the left rib cage 

structure, if at all. This amount of slack also allows the be tt 
to hang over the corner of the shot~lder, but in the H 

that is still within the range of the notch in the shoulder joint 
flesh at that point. As the impact progresses the beh catches 

in the shoulder notch, but this is still not enough to keep the 
~ 

belt from assuming a dangerous biomechanical position 
Figure 26e across the lower thorax and abdomen during loading. 
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Figure 27a Figure 27d 

Figure 27e 
Figures 27a-27e: Test #26--passenger with 0.0 in. slack. 

Figure 27b Speed: 30 mph; oblique 38 degrees, 

With 3 inches of" slack in the belt. but initially positioned 
on the shoulder, the belt strap initially pocketed itself into 
the occupant’s clothing and chest flesh at the beginning of 
lhe impact sequence. As the sequence progressed, the shoul- 
der strap stayed on the rib cage long enough to effectively 
restrain the forward and lateral motions of the thorax with- 
out the belt slipping into the abdominal area. Similar results 
were obtained in Tests 20 and 22 where the belt was initially 
on the shoulder but with 2.5 and 2.3 inches of slack, respec- 
tively, Again the belt stayed on the rib cage long enough to 
arrest the forward and lateral motions without the strap 
slipping off into the abdominal area, In both these tests the 
shoulder belt strap passed over the notch in the shoulder 
tlesh of the Hybrid III without snagging, as frequently hap- 
pened in tests where the belt was initially off the shoulder. 

Figures 28a through 28g show that with as little as 1.3 
inches of slack, the belt can be positioned off the shoulder, 
permitting the occupant’s rib cage/shoulder structure to 
come out of lhe belt early and cause se, vere abdominal 
loading. The initial position of the shoulder strap is near the 

Figure 27c top of the shoulder flesh notch of the H ybrid III. During this 



Figure 28a Figure 28d 

Figure 28e 

Figure 28b 

Figure 28f 

Figure 28c                                                Figure 28g 
Figures 28a-28g: Test #23--passenger with 1.3 in. slack. Speed: 30 mph; oblique 38 degrees. Belt initially positioned off-shoulder. 
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impact the belt partially snags in this notch, but despite this, An Assessment of the Safety Effects of 
the dummy still twisted out of the belt as the impact prog- 
ressed and the strap loaded heavily into the lower chest/ 

Slack on the Safety Performance of the 

abdomen area. Again, this test emphasizes the importance Three-Point Belt 
of the initial position of the shoulder strap on an occupant Summary of sled testfindings.--The results of this sled 

just before an impact, test program lead to an overview of the safety effects on 

On this point, it is interesting to draw the reader’s atten- three-point safety belt performance of the TRD 

tion back to one of the significant claims in the original windowshade which can be summarized as follows: 

Bohlin patent for the three-point belt (1,2,3). The three- ¯ Biomechanically, where the shoulder strap is 
point belt, when positioned on the body properly, should initially positioned on a person before an impact 
apply restraint forces to the body in a "physiologically has just as significant an effect on crash 
correct" manner to engage the strong skeletal structures of performance as does the amount of slack. 
the body. Clearly, the results of these sled tests demonstrate ¯ For the three-point belt tested, the most sensitive 
non-compliance with this fundamental principle when the outcome variables were the head speeds and 
belt is positioned off the shoulder or even on the comer of excursions inside the compartment versus 
the shoulder before the impact, shoulder belt slack. 

The initial position of the belt at the beginning of the ¯ Modest levels of pretightening, 40-50 pounds, 

impact is a strong determinant of where the belt will physi- significantly reduce first the probability, and 
ologically load the anatomy during the impact. As little as second the severity of the occupant’s head striking 

1.3 inches of slack allows the belt to drop 6 to 8 inches the interior; and, also significantly reduces the 

vertically on the chest/sternums, and this initial orientation likelihood that the occupant’s torso will come out 

seems to be a dominant factor in the configuration of the belt of the belt in oblique impacts. 

loading during impact. In this case, again, loading danger- ¯ For the passenger occupant in the three-point belt/ 

ously into the lower chest/abdominal area. interior system tested, there was only a slight 

A sled test was conducted in which the occupant was degradation ofoccupantinjurymeasureswithone 

leaned forward with the belt strap on the shoulder/thorax inch of slack and the belt on the shoulder as 

with 3 inches of webbing unwound from the retractor (Test compared to the zero slack setting. However, 

28). In this test the occupant’s forward and lateral motions ¯ As little as 1.3 inches of slack permits the belt to 

were effectively restrained while the strap stayed on the rib lie over the comer of the shoulder resulting in 

cage shoulder structure. Thus, even with the occupant lean- poor belt placement and a dangerous 

ing forward to take advantage of the freedom of movement 
configuration of belt loading during the impact. 

provided by the ELR, and with the shoulder strap snug and 
¯ Thus, for the passenger occupant, there is a 

positioned properly, the slack effects are minimal if the 
narrow range of slacks, one inch or less, which 

occupant does not strike anything. The findings of this 
might be permitted for comfort reasons under 
certain circumstances. 

study, that where the belt starts out on the anatomy is critical ¯ For driver occupants, the steering wheel is in the 
to safety belt performance, was confirmed again in this test. head swing zone for all slacks greater than zero. 

There is no analog in the human for a notch in the flesh at The speed at which the head impacts the steering 
the shoulder. It is doubtful that the human shoulder would wheel changes modestly from 19.7 to 22.3 mph 
act like the Hybrid III shoulder in impacts such as these when the slack is increased from 0 to 3.0 inches 
tests, catching the belt during oblique tests. As such, it is but as the slack is increased, the face is more likely 
probable that the belt would end up even lower on the to be directly impacted versus the forehead/skull. 
human or cadaver than on the Hybrid III as photographed With modest pretightening of the shoulder belt 
here. Accordingly, oblique occupant retention tests on 40-50 lb, the head impact speed drops to 7.8 mph 
three-point belts which have a tendency to introduce slack and the head contact point moves even further 
during use should be tested not only with the Hybrid III, but away from the face. 
with surrogates in which the shoulder simulates the human ¯ The driver obtains all the same benefits of modest 
both in the pre-test and test conditions. Alternatively, an pretightening of the belt as the passenger, plus the 
improved Hybrid III shoulder should be produced so that benefit that the severity of his head impact with 
the range of biofidelity of this ATD can be extended to the steering wheel significantly reduced. 

frontal oblique impacts. ¯ These results indicate clearly the immediate need 

These results strongly suggest that public information for either air bags or energy absorbing steering 
campaigns are needed to better educate belt users about the wheel treatments for drivers of all three-point belt 

biomechanical implications both of wearing shoulder belts equipped cars to protect the face during impacts as 

slack and of not having them positioned on the clavicle area many of the works referenced herein have pointed 

before any potential collision, out before. 
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The Emergency Locking Retractor 
Reconsidered 
ELR’s as crash sensors 

Over the past twenty years intense efforts have gone into 
the analysis of air bag crash sensors. Such efforts have 
routinely included many non-standard tests to determine the 
sensitivity of the sensor to initiate reliably in a wide variety 
ofcrash modes. At least in the public arena there has been no 
reported comparably intense analysis designed to determine 
the limits of reliable operation and failure modes of the        ’ 
emergency locking retractor. As mentioned above there has 
been some discussion (4,6,23,24) about the possibilities for 
the ELR to not lock in certain circumstances, but when these 
types of situations have reached the public discussion stage 
(41,42), the resolution involved the rationale that possible 
failure to lock or delayed lock would only occur in a few 
isolated instances. Such a rationale has never been accepted 
in the development and evaluation of air bag crash sensors. 

Based even on the limited public record, it seems 
warranted to initiate programs to evaluate the reliability of ~ ~ " ~ 

~ i 
" 

various ELR designs to lock reliably. The first area to ~ ~. ~ ] ~ ~ ~ , 
consider is the rollover mode where there are multiple 
impacts from many different directions on the vehicle 
chassis, where the occupant motion is probably not in phase ~ , ’ , 
with these vehicle dynamics, and where the ELR 
requirement to maintain its locked position--that the Figures 29a-29b: Operational comparison of present TRD 
occupant maintain constant tension on the webbing--is windowshade with controlled slack zone device. 
likely to be violated a number of times during the impact. A 

device, some type of slack eliminator with a dynamic version of the FMVSS 301 rollover test in which a 
balanced body buck with a three-point belted occupant is strictly controlled limit to the amount of slack 

rotated at a speed of, for instance, one revolution per second possible might be indicated for obese persons and 

for a sustained period of time would be a reasonable starting other "special conditions." However, based on 

point. Further investigative steps should include preimpact 
the European experience with comfort designs 

shake dynamics to simulate rough ground or partial fall and wearing rates, and the industry’s own 

conditions just prior to impact, assessment of the impact of the TRD on usage 

rates, it appears unnecessary to expose all users to 

Design Concepts Growing Out of This the downside risks associated with the present 

operational characteristics of these devices. Thus, 
Study the windowshade should be sold only as an option 

for special cases and only in a highly modified Rethinking the Tension Relief Device 
form. 

* An all new concept is shown in Figure 29b. ¯ The present design of the TRD is unsatisfactory 
because, even within its prescribed operation Comparing with the present negative option 

envelope, it introduces slack which can be 
device in Figure 29a, the new concept is a positive 

option device that will only introduce a strictly 
hazardous in oblique impacts, and it routinely 

controlled amount of slack (one inch or less as 
introduces even more than the recommended 

indicated by the results of this study) and only sets 
amount. The root of the problem is that thepresent 

one "comfort zone" per belt application. Such a 
TRD is a negative option device as shown in device would appropriately be called a 
Figure 29a, and gives the wearer the above "Controlled Tension Zone Device (CTZ)." This 
described amounts of slack whether or not he concept eliminates the grossly excessive slack 
wants it, knows what to do with it, or knows the that the TRD can introduce, and restores the best 
biomechanical implications of it. There are better functional attributes of the ELR, that of keeping 
alternatives as discussed below, the belt strap near the chest. One concept is to 

¯ Although the European approach to safety belt have a positive action "push button" or some 

performance effectively precludes the TRD other actuator available to the occupant to only 
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introduce the controlled zone slack if the occupant recharge the pretightening device while the 

actually feels enough discomfort to positively vehicle is in normal use, examples: 

take action. Otherwise the ELR works as normal. ¯ Normal occupant movements of putting on and 
Another version of the concept is that the forward wearing the belt could store energy in springs for 
motion of the shoulder, much like the present the pretightener function. 
TRD, would set the one time limited slack into the ¯ Electrical energy from the vehicle could be used 
CTZ, but if there was any forward motion at all at low rates to recharge the pretightener energy 
beyond the stop, the device would reset the source. 
webbing to snug. 

¯ Alternatively, for higher set crash levels of 

Pretighteners vs. Pretensioners vs. initiation, but yet lower than the damage point of 
the retractor hardware, easily serviced replaceable 

Positive Locking Devicesma Proposed energy sources are a possibility. 
Definition ¯ The attractiveness of these concepts are that they 

The results of this study confirmed the many benefits 
can be incorporated in an incremental fashion and 

reported elsewhere ofpretightening a belt in the early stages 
each one will improve the performance of the 

of a crash event. Although it would at first seem to be a 
present TRD belt system. A coordinated program 

solution to the TRD slack problem to install such 
to incorporate these measures as a system will, of 

pretensioners in conjunction with the TRD, special 
course, lead to the optimal pay-off. 

considerations are in order. Pretensioners (ala Daimler- 
Benz) are not indicated for use with TRD belts because the Conclusion 
relatively high pretensioning force (300-400 lbs) could The present design of the TRD windowshade is 
snap the belt tight from a slack position creating a dangerous hazardous in a number of ways and urgently needs 
cabling action. An alternative to the high level pretensioners rethinking in order to conform to the original safety goals of 
is one suggested by this study, that of a pretightener capable the three-point belt patent. To the extent that tension 
of modest tension in the 40-50 lb range, elimination devices will continue to be sold to the general 

When considering these more modest levels of public, major redesigns are necessary to meet these goals. 
pretightening many new possibilities open up for improving Some concepts are presented here, based on considerable 
the safety performance and reliability of typical three-point first-hand analysis experience, which would go a long way 
belt designs. This modest pretightening should accomplish towards meeting these goals. Additionally, the types of 
the same positive locking task discussed above (in which concepts, designs and devices which will improve the 
damping was used) to prevent intermittent locking and tension elimination/reduction devices will, in most 
unlocking of the retractor spool. With the pretightening circumstances, greatly improve the performance and 
forces low, pre-impact anticipatory initiation can be reliability of other three-point belt hardware components 
considered in which the belts would tighten and positively such as the emergency locking retractor. 
lock during emergency braking, tripping actions, rolling 
motions, etc. Because the pretightening forces are low, and Referellces 
thus the energy requirements are low, the units can be 
designed to be easily resetable by the user in either the (1) Sverige Patent 227 568, "S~ikerbetssele vid fordon," 

preimpact, or impact initiation scenario. The initiation Uppfinnare: N.I. Bohlin, AB Volvo, GOtenborg, Patenttid 

sensing mechanism of the pretightener can take consider- Fr~n Den 29 Augusti 1958. 

able advantage from the extensive pool of analysis (2) United States Patent 3,043,625, "Safety Belt," Nils 

techniques developed for air bag crash sensing and other Ivar Bohlin, Gtiteborg, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget 

shock type sensing tasks. Volvo, G6teborg, Sweden, filed August 17, 1959, Serial No. 

In short, an easily resetable pretightener/positive locking 834,258. 

device can be triggered which would: (3) German Patent No. 1101987, (Award presented as 
Most Important Patent No. 8) "Safety Belt for Vehicles," 

¯ Eliminate the slack from tension eliminators and Nils Ivar Bohlin, G~teborg, Sweden, patented from August 
other causes. In the process of eliminating this 24, 1959 on. 
slack, the easily resettable pretightener will (4) Bohlin, N.I., "Refinements of Restraint System 

position the torso strap properly on the shoulder Design--A Primary Contribution to Seat Belt Effectiveness 

which was shown in this study to be critical to the in Sweden," Proceedings, International Symposium on 

safety performance of the three-point belt. 
Occupant Restraint, American Association for Automotive 

¯ Positively lock (damp) the ELR retractor and 
Medicine, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, June 1-3, 1981. 

(5) Johannessen, H. George, "Historical Perspective on 
prevent unlocking and reel-out during multiple Seat Belt Restraint Systems," SAE Paper 840392, 
impacts and rollovers. International Congress & Exposition, Detroit, Michigan, 

¯ A continually renewable energy source would February 27-March 2, 1984, pp. 217-225. 
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(6) MacKay, G.M., EF. Gloyns, H.R.M. Hayes and D.K. (22) Grtisch, L., H. Kaiser, and W. Schmid, 
Griffiths, "European Vehicle Safety Standards and Their "Mathematical Movement and Load Simulation for 
Effectiveness," University of Birmingham, U.K., Proceed- Persons Involved in an Automobile Accident," SAE Paper 

. .~ ings, 4th International Congress on Automotive Safety, 871109, Government/Industry Meeting and Exposition, 
NHTSA, Washington, D.C., July, 1975, pp. 431-454. Washington, DC, May 18-21, 1987. 

(7) Bohlin, N.I., "Studies of Three-Point Restraint (23) United States Patent 3,825,205, "Motor Vehicle 
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Investigation of Fire in Cars 

Written Only Paper Introduction 
Fire is something that man has learnt to use for different 

Eva Johansson, purposes. But we are well aware of the risks if the fire gets 
Saab Car Division out of control. Statistics about deaths caused by fire in 

Sweden during 1986 shows a total number of 105 deaths of 
Abstract these fires most of them were caused by fires in houses and 

With the purpose to test how an engine compartment fire only four of them were fires in cars. Although fire in cars is 

develops toxic gases and fire in the passenger compartment not so common it is very important to investigate this 

five full-scale tests have been performed by Saab Car Divi- question to avoid unnecessary risks. 

sion together with the National Testing Institute of Sweden. To start a fire you need three things heat, oxygen and a 
This is a description of the test method, performed tests material that can burn. 

and the conclusions from the tests. There are many hot areas in a car, exhaust systems with 
The firewall was videorecorded during the tests to see catalytic converter, engine parts etc. Flammable materials 

where, when and how the fire passed through the wall into and flammable liquids, fuel and different oils are also 
the passenger compartment, available. All around there is oxygen in the air, so all the 

A heat sensing camera and thermocouples attached to the necessary ingredients to get a fire started are available in a 
bulkhead were used to measure the differences in tempera- car, primarily in the engine compartment. 
ture during the tests. A fire consists of three different phases flammability 

To achieve data about the smoke CO and CO2 concentra- phase, burning phase and the last phase when all the 
tions were sampled during the test. 

The conclusion is that this method is useful for testing the flammable material is burnt and the fire ceases (see figure 

fire spread through the bulkhead and the development of 
1). 

toxic gases in the passenger compartment. 
The important thing in the flammability phase is to 

The materials that are used to seal around the passages for increase the time before ignition. This could be done in two 

electrical wiring, flexible tubings etc. are extremely impor- ways, either you can choose different materials that are 

tant for the fire spread in cars. difficult to ignite or you can add different chemicals to 
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6. The length of the fuelpipes was increased and the pipes 
Zemperoture 

_ . /f //~./ were bent up along the side structure and filled with fuel to 
devotopod ~ire get some pressure in the system. 

¯ /                                                  Instrumentation 
Ignition 

1. Thermocouples were attached close to all the different 

~ 
~ 

passages through the bulkhead and in the motor compart- 
" ~ ment. In each test about twenty thermocouples were used. 

~ , 2. Concentration of CO and CO2 in the smoke was sam- 

~ 
Flammability phase Burning p,~se T~ fl ........ pied inside the vehicle where the drivers head would have 

been located. 
Figure 1. The different phases in a fire, 

Other test equipment 
plastics but unfortunately most of these chemicals also 

1. Videocamera to record the bulkhead area during the 
increase the toxicity of the smoke. 

test. 
In the second phase, the burning phase the temperature is 

~ ) so high that all organic materials burn. Then the important 
2. Heat sensing camera as a complement to the thermo- 

thing is to prevent or at least delay the time for fire spread 
couples to see the temperature distribution of the bulkhead. 

3. Cameras to take pictures of special events. 
into the passenger compartment. For that a car body is 

4. A digital timer. needed, especially bulkhead and floor, that is designed to do 
so. Description of the test 

The test method used as described below is aimed for 
studying the second phase in a car fire.                          ¯ Four small cubes (dimension 50 X 50 × 50 mm) 

filled with 200 ml heptan (in each cube) was placed just 

Test method in front of the bulkhead in the same height as the floor, 
two on the left hand side and two on the right hand side 

The tests were conducted at the Swedish National Testing 
(see Fig. 3). The reason to ignite there is to test the 

Institute in Boras. In a big hall (18 × 34 m) called fire church 
worst case. If the fire starts in the front this would 

it is possible to perform full scale fire tests indoors. The ~’, increase the time for the fire to enter the passenger ¯ ~ 
reason for this is that parameters such as wind and 

compartment. 
temperature can be eliminated. Before testing the vehicle ¯ The cubes with heptan were ignited and the hood 
was prepared and instrumented as follows, 

was closed. 

Preparation of the vehicle ¯ During the test the bulkhead was recorded with a 
videocamera, a heatsensing IR-camera,* temperatures 

~, 1. The car body was cut off just behind the B-pillars. 
were measured and the firesmoke sampled. 

’ "’ 2. The front of the car body was supported at the rear end ¯ When the passenger compartment was filled with 
to get an horizontal floor, 

smoke the plastic glass at the rear was removed. 
3. A board of 20 mm thick plastic glass was mounted at 

the back to allow sampling of CO and CO2 concentrations in 
¯ The test continued until the fire entered the pas- 

a closed passenger compartment, senger compartment. Then the fire was extinguished. 

_, 4. The front seats, most of the instrument panel and the 

¯ ~ carpets were removed for full vision of the passages in the *IR = the camera works with infrared technology. 

bulkhead. 
5. The engine compartment was left in running order with 

all equipment installed, including liquids. The engine was 
not running before or during the test. 

Figure 2. The car after preparation. Figure 3. Ignition at. point I and 2. 
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T[I, IPrr_.I~TUR (C) SA~II ~.-I~OV BIB 

Performed tests 
Altogether five tests were performed. Three of them with 

Saab 9000 and two with Saab 900. The following is a 
description of the differences in the tests and the results, eea.8. 

Test No. lmSaab 9000 
As a special investigation the fuelpipes (normally metal) 4aa.e. 

were changed to plastic pipes in this test. The reason for this 
was to see whether the fire followed the pipes backwards 
under the floor to the fuel tank. The ventilation fan was not aaa. 
running. 

The temperatures close to all passengers and in the engine 
compartment was measured, o.e.__ 

Results: e.e s.~ ~8.e ~.e 

The temperatures on the bulkhead was about 200-300°C 
when the seals around the passages started to melt away. 
The concentrations of CO and CO2 increased slowly ac- 
cording to figure 4 and 5. 

s~Ae 9~ 
K~OXI~’tITRATI~     [PPI13 

I~08 

288.8,,13                                                     l 

8.e 5.0 le.e 15.o 

-2 8 2 4 6 8 I O 12 14 
T~ (~) 

Figure 4. CO concentration, 

-2               8               2               4 
0.8                5.8               18.8               15.8 

Figure 5. CO2 concentration. T~ 
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T~T~ cc:~ ~ ~eee-..eeov am Test results: 
aaa.o, The temperatures on the bulkhead ranged from 50°C up to 

325° C. The lowest temperature was measured in the area 
where the bulkhead is made of two metal sheets attached to 

aao.a, each other. The air between the metal sheets works as an 

~.~ ~ 

insulation. 
Smoke started to enter the passenger compartment earlier 

in this test. The concentration of CO and CO2 were higher in 
~. this test according to figure 7 and 8. 

r~~~ ~/~ 

(The toxicity of the smoke is a difficult area. The time to 
~a.a. i get hurt by it depends on different parameters for instance, 

z~ how fast you breathe, the size of the person, an adult can 

~ 
manage more, etc.) 

8.8. Special observations after ignition (minutes:seconds): 

8.e ~.8 te.a ~s.a 2:00~Smoke started to enter the passenger compart- 

T~ (m.~) ment. 
6:00--Some seals around passages melted and we could 

see flames in the engine compartment through 
T~P~TU~ co:) ~ ~aoe-eeov am the bulkhead. 

~a~.o 
8:14~Flames entered the passenger compartment. 

10:50~The test was stopped and the fire extinguished. 

SAAB 888 
KOLOXIDKON~ENTRATTON      EPPH3 

2588 

488.8 2~8 

288.8 

0.8            1~.8           18.8           15.8      sea 

Figure 6. Temperatures measured at the bulkhead, a 

-2 

Figure 7. CO concentration. 
Special observations after ignition (minutes:seconds): 
8:00~Smoke started to enter the passenger compart- SAAB 

KOLD TOXTDI~OH~:ENTRATION [PPH] 
ment. In this test the ventilation fan was not run- 
ning. A question rose, would there have been 
more smoke earlier in the passenger compart- 
ment if the ventilation fan had been running? 

8:45--Seals around passages started to melt. Flames in 
the engine compartment were visible through the ~a~a 

1 
bulkhead. 

10:05 Fire entered the passenger compartment. 
12:20~The test was stopped and the fire extinguished. 
The fuelpipes in the engine compartment were burnt to 

the point where they were bent in under the floor. / 

Test No. 2--Saab 900 
The ventilation fan was not running. The temperatures 

close to all passages and in the engine compartment were 
measured. Figure 8. CO~ concentration. 
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~’F_#l~4"i~R (C) SiJ,8 8~8-PROY B2 TE3~F~’[i~ CC) Sk4~ 9ee-,P~Y 82 

8~8.8. 888.8. 

e.8.__ 8.8 

8.8             S.8             18.8             18.8           8.8             5.8             18.8             15.8 
T33) (1~134) 

--.. _. ,2 

e.8                S.8               18.8 
~ ~)                       Figure 9. Temperatures at the bulkhead. 

Test No. 3~Saab 9000                                   ~ 
In this test the fire was ignited in a different way. The 

Saab 9000 is constructed with a "box" in front of the bulk- 
head (see figure 10). In this test only one cube filled with 
100 ml heptan was used and placed in the center and at the 
bottom of"the box" (see figure 10). The purpose was to test 
the innerwall of the "the box" 

The ventilation fan was not running. The temperatures 
close to all passages and in the engine compartment was 
measures as in test no: 1. 

Test results: Figure 10. "Box" in the front of the bulkhead Saab 9000. Igni- 
tion at point 1. 

The fire spread into the engine compartment earlier than 
into the passenger compartment. The fire spread into the 7:26~The fire entered the passenger compartment. 
passenger compartment 2-3 minutes faster than in test no: 1 9:00--The temperatures on the bulkhead are 100- 
(Saab 9000, ventilation fan not running). Temperatures and 150°C. 
concentrations of CO and CO2 during the test according to 10:45--The test was stopped and the fire extinguished. 
figure 11 and 12. 

Special observations after ignition (minutes:seconds): Test No. 4mSaab 9000 

5:00~The fire entered the engine compartment. This test was exactly the same as test no: 1 except for one 
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Figure 11. CO concentration. 

Te 13 

KOLDXOXXDKONCENTRAT~ON [PPM] SAAB 99ee - B3 

12~ 

2000 

lid [MIN] 

...... ~ / ~Ji~ i -.- ~.~ ~o 

,. m    ~" I~:~-" 

TZO ~ Figure 13. Temperatured at the bulkhead. 



TIO [MINI 156 

Figure 14. CO concentration. 

KOLDZOXZDKONCENTRATZ~    [PPH] SAAB ~ - PROV B4 5e 

s~e I 

, 

TID [MINI 
2ee 

~, ~V ~’’ 
Figure 15. C02 concentration. 

~ ,, 

TID [MINI 

TZ~ [~.~ Figure 16. T~mperatures at the bulkhead. _ 
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TKMPERATUR [GRAD C] SAAB 
parameter. The ventilation fan was running. The purpose of 
this was to investigate whether the concentration of CO and 
CO2 increased and if fire spread earlier into the passenger 

compartment. The temperatures close to all passages and in 
the engine compartment was measured as in test no: 1.         ~ 

KOLOXIDKONCENTRATION [PPH] SAAB 988 - PROV BS i~, ~,- re 9 

25~0 
zae ~"’~’/    J 

," ./    ~ i 

I~08 B 3 6 

Figure 17. CO concentration, s~ " : /" ~,. 

KOLD~OXZDKONCENTRATZON EPPH] SAAB 9~ PROV B~ 

. : 

T~D [H~N3 

_.0 _Fioum 18. __CO2 concentration,                                              ~         ~ 

too . L/ 

xZo tHZN3 Figure 19. Temperatures at the bulkhead. 
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HOTORRUMSTEMPERATURER [GRAD C3 SAAB 

Test results: 

Compared to test no: 1 (Sash 9000, ventilation fan not 
running) a small increase of CO and a large increase of the 

8,~,, 

~’"~ 
CO2 concentrations were measured according to figure 14 "~: ’ i ......... ’,., 
and 15. 

The smoke entered the passenger compartment a little 
’~ L/ 

earlier than in test no: 1. o 
When comparing the temperatures from this test with / 

those from test no: 1, a delay for about 3 minutes was found. ~ 
This delay was found also in the time for fire entering the ~ ..................... " 

passenger compartment. The shape of the temperature 
~ 

TID [M~N] 

curves was almost identical with the ones from test no: 1 
Figure 20. Temperatures in the engine compartment Saab 

except for the delay. 9000. 
Main observations after ignition (minutes:seconds): 

10:05--The wiring to the ventilation fan was short-cir- 
cuited, the fan stopped. 

13:25--Some seals around passages has melted away. HOTORI~IHSTFHPERA~’tlRER tSRAD C] SAAI! 98e 
The flames in the engine compartment were 

visible. 

13:55--Fire entered the passenger compartment. 
15:45~The test was stopped and the fire extinguished. 

Test No. 5--Saab 900 
6~ 

~ 
This test was exactly the same as test no:2 except for one ~ . 

parameter. The ventilation fan was running. The purpose of 2~ / 

this was to investigate whether the concentration of CO and 
~ ~ CO~ increased and if fire spread earlier into the passenger 

compartment. The temperatures close to all passages and in 
~ 6 

the engine compartment was measured as in test no:2. 
Figure 21. Temperatures in the engine compartment Saab 900. 

Test results: 

The temperatures measured in this test were almost iden- 

tical with those from test no:2. Also the time when the fire 

entered the passenger compartment was almost exactly the If and when the fire spreads into the passenger com- 
same (minutes:seconds test no:l time 8:14 and test no:5 partment the concentration of CO increases rapidly. The 
time 8:00). concentration is highest when the passenger compartment is 

The concentrations of CO and CO2 did not increase com- completely closed. 
pared with test no:2 (Saab 900 ventilation fan not running). If the ventilation system continues to run when a fire is 

Main observations after ignition (minutes:seconds): 
beginning in the engine compartment the amount of smoke 

5:30~The wiring to the ventilation fan was short-cir- 
in the passenger compartment increases. 

The bulkheads fire resistance could be increased by 
cuited, the fan stopped, design. Important for the bulkhead fire resistance are the 

6:45--Some seals around passages had melted away. following design features: 
7:25--Flames were visible through the bulkhead. ¯ Temperature insulation of the bulkhead, for 
8:00--Fire entered the passenger compartment, instance two sheets of metal with an insulating material 

10:19--The test was stopped and the fire extinguished, in between. 
¯ Seals used around passages for wires, flexible 

tubes etc. Use seals that are difficult to ignite. 
Conclusions ¯ Protect passages and holes from flames and heat. 

The repeatability of the test method is good. Locate them as low as possible, use glass fibre or 

The test method is useful for testing firespread through metal-foil to reflect the heat. 

the bulkhead and development of CO and CO~ ¯ Avoid largeholes. 

concentrations in the passenger compartment. ¯ Keep the number of holes as low as possible. 
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The Effect of Restraint Design and Seat Position on the Crash Trajectory of the 
Hybrid III Dummy 

Written Only Paper Test Series.--A programme of dynamic sled tests 
performed on the MIRA HyGe facility. Restraint 

D G C Bacon, system parameters were varied and the effect 
Motor Industry Research Association, determined on dummy trajectory and injury criteria. A 
Crash Protection Centre total of about 50 tests were planned covering a matrix 

of test configurations. 

Abstract Analysis. Instrumentation data from the dummies 
were analysed by the appropriate routines to generate 

In a series of HyGe sled tests on the Hybrid III dummy, 
the injury criteria, The trajectories were analysed for 

the effects of seat belt and seat geometry on dummy trajec- 
peak excursions, velocities and other characteristic 

tory were examined. A three dimensional spatial meas- 
dimensions. urement system was used to evaluate the dummy behaviour 

alongside the standard instrumentation results. Changes in restraint system parameters were evaluated 
The first part of the test series compared dummy size and against the generated data and conclusions drawn about 

then went on to examine the effect of the influence of belt their effectiveness. The topics of Hybrid III repeatability, 
parameters. These included belt length, stiffness and effects Hybird II/III comparison, seat belt anchorage locations and 
of weblocks and pre-tensioners. An understanding was dummy submarining have been covered in another paper 
gained of the effects of these parameter changes and the (1).* This paper presents part of the project work 
degree to which a car with poor occupant protection perfor-, investigating the effect of dummy size, seat belt type and 
mance in a crash may be improved without re-developing seat configuration on the crash trajectories. 
the vehicle structure. The second part assessed dummy be- 
haviour when the seat was out of the standard position. Development of a Spatial Measurement 
These tests involved changing seat back angle, cushion 
angle and cushion friction. The results show the effect on System 
injury levels of changes from the settings used in compli- One of the initial phases of the project was to ascertain 
ance testing. The results in this paper provide guidance to which of the available measuring systems would be suitable 
improved occupant protection through changes in restraint for data collection in a HyGe test environment. Three 
system design, systems were evaluated at MIRA under test conditions and 

Introduction 
the selected system is described here. 

VICON is a three-dimensional measurement system 

The aim of this Industry and Government sponsored using photogrammetric techniques, interfaced to a PDP- 

project, coordinated by MIRA, was to develop a reliable 11/73 computer system for data capture and presentation. A 

method of determining the trajectory of a dummy in a crash cine film digitisation system can also be interfaced with the 

situation and thus to provide vehicle manufacturers with a analysis software. VICON records the position of retro- 

means of correlating dummy movement with variations in reflecting markers in the camera’s field of view and the 

seat and belt parameters. Changes in crashworthiness markers are illuminated by lights close to the camera lens 

performance could then be assessed more accurately by the axis (figure 1). 

techniques developed in this study. 

Initial studies of repeatability in measuring trajectory *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 

showed that variations were less than 10mm in the dummy 
movement up to a position where impact with a steering 
wheel would occur. Test conditions could be sufficiently 
controlled to enable the small effects of some parameter 
changes to be determined. 

The project was considered in four overlapping phases: 

A Literature Search.--Relevant papers to assist the 
test and analysis Programme. 

Development of a Spatial Measurement System.- 
This phase covered the adaptation of a proprietary but 
relatively undeveloped spatial tracking system to 
perform the task of recording the dummy trajectory in 
three dimensions. This included the writing of 
computer programs for analysing and presenting these 
trajectories. Figure 1. Trajectory measurement system. 
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The standard system uses high stability, 625 line, 2:1     Table 1. VICON Specification 

interlaced TV cameras to produce 50 fields of data per 
second. Each camera in the system produces a wide band 

Accuracy SO = 2ram with 2m field of view 

(12 MHz) video signal, which contains over a quarter of a 
million pixels in each TV frame. The interface extracts the Precision SO < 2ram with 2m field of vie~t 

relevant co-ordinate information from the signals from each 
camera and passes it to the system computer. Sample Rate ~00 Hz 

For the applications which require a higher sampling rate 
than 50 frames/second, high speed cameras are used. These Number of Cameras 2 - 7 
cameras offer sampling rates of up to 200 Hz, and use a 
rotating shutter to freeze the movement. 

Any bright points in the picture are seen as short pulses in 
Number of Narkers 1 - 30 

the video signal, typically of 100 nanosecond duration. A 
Marker Detector module connected to each camera picks SD = Standard Deviation 

out these pulses and converts them to accurate, digital 
timing signals. A Co-ordinate Generator transforms the The acceleration pulse (figure 2) was chosen to simulate a 

timing pulses into crystal controlled counts of the position 48 km/h (13.4 m/s, 30 mile/h) car impact. This provided 

of each point resolving the horizontal position to 1:1000 and representative test conditions which would have relevance 

the vertical position to 1:300 at 60 Hz. For 200 Hz frame to a range of vehicles. This pulse gave a sustained 

rates the horizontal resolution is 1:400. acceleration level of 20-24g and delta-V in the region of 52 

These data are transferred via FIFO buffers onto km/h (14.4 m/s. 32 mile/h). 

computer disc together with any other data that may have zoo. z0- 1.00. 

been recorded at the same time. The resulting disc file is ..... x=,ty 

limited only by disc capacity and may run to several million 
co-ordinates. 

Once the data capture is complete, the software begins to 10~ 10 0.50 

process this vast amount of data. First, a data reduction 
algorithm calculates the centroid of each marker to provide 
a file of co-ordinates representing the position of each 
marker in each TV frame. Next, the data is sorted 0~7,.~L’ ’ ’ ~’"    ~ 100r" : .......... 2~ ~, 

interactively, labelling every marker in every frame for all ": ~ii’,,,~, 
the cameras. Sorting algorithms aid this process, tracking 

""’" ¯ 

the markers through the data field under the operator’s ’,~, , 

control. This produces a two-dimensional trajectory file. 
-100 ,, ,    ,10. ~0:s0 

Finally, a three-dimensional mathematical model of the "’"’’:X ..................................... 
motion is created from the two-dimensional trajectory file ,, 

using the principles of close range photogrammetry and -200 9 -’~ ,,/~ ~1.00 ~ 
camera parameter calibration. 

Structured programming techniques have been used to 
Figure 9. HyGe sled pulse. 

provide a modular system of over 20 separate programs in 
an integrated set which runs under the host operating system Anthropometric Dummies 

with multi-user capability. Unless otherwise specified the Hybrid III (reference 2) 

The applications software package processes the three- 50th percentile male dummy was used. The 5th percentile 
dimensional data available to give a wide range of graphical female dummy and the 95th percentile male dummy were 

output, used in two tests. 

The following table gives the main specifications of Before each test series, the dummies were fully calibrated 

VICON spatial measurement system, to part 572 of the Code of Federal Regulations in accordance 
with Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208. For each test the 

Test Equipment and Procedure dummy was positioned as specified in Section 10 of this 
regulation. The position of the dummy was measured prior 

HyGe Test to the test. The dummies were also inspected after each run 

A rig was constructed to mount on the HyGe sled which and the joint torques checked. 
was equipped with a right hand production seat. The seat 
itself had the runners removed and was bolted to a rigid 

Restraint Systems 

bracket. Several brackets were manufactured to suit the Anchorages.--The initial anchorage positions used were 

different seat types and configurations required for the test based on the manufacturers’ drawings of anchorage loca- 

programme, tion relative to H-point. Variations were made from these 
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positions to determine an optimum restraint position. All instrumented neck. Load cells were fitted to the lap and 
seat belt anchorage positions were measured relative to the diagonal belts and a wire potentiometer was used to meas- 
dummy H-point position as determined using a reference ure the amount of seat belt reel-out. 
manikin. The standard seat belt position was as fitted in a For all the tests the instrumentation results were analysed 
production vehicle with the seat at mid position, to the requirements of FMVSS 208. 

Seat belts.--The standard production belts used for the The accelerometer outputs from the head were analysed 
tests were of 12% elongation webbing and 3m in length 

to produce the Head Injury Criterion (HIC). Even though 
(unless otherwise stated). The length of belt stored on the 

the dummy head did not strike any structure in these tests 
reel before each test was in the region of 625 mm. 

and HIC without impact is not widely accepted, the HIC was 

Seats used to rank the severity of the head accelerations. 

Three types of seat were used for the tests. The two Co-ordinate Sign Convention 
prinicpal models (Type A and Type B) were production 

For all tests the coordinate system used was as follows: 
seats supplied by vehicle manufacturers. The third was a 
leather covered version of Type A seat. This was used to X--longitudinal, positive rearwards 
investigate the effects of seat friction. Y--lateral, positive to dummy right hand side 

For the standard configuration the seats were installed Z--vertical, positive upwards 
with the standard cushion angle as fitted in production and 

These coordinates are further described in figure 3. 
the back angle set to 25 degrees unless otherwise specified. 
Some tests were performed using one seat with a range of Test Programme 
back and cusion angles. New seats were used for the major- 

The test programme was divided into several sessions 
ity of the tests. 

where the tests were grouped conveniently according to the 
Photography and Spatial Measurement parameters being studied and also to provide a logical prog- 

ression to the project. In outline, the subject matter for this 
High reflectivity markers were fixed to the dummy in the 

positions shown in figure 3. When illuminated by a high paper was as follows: 

intensity light source, on the same optical axis as the view- ¯ Comparison of 5th percentile female and 95th 
ing camera, these markers show up as bright spots. The percentile male dummies 
markers themselves were in the shape of spheres, hemi- ¯ Effect of seat belt webbing stiffness 
spheres or discs which had been covered with retro-reflec- ¯ Effect of seat belt length 
tive tape. The positions of the viewing cameras were similar ¯ Pre-tensioners and Weblocker investigation 
to those shown in the sketch of the VICON system in figure ¯ Effect of seat back angle 
1. ¯ Effect of seat cushion angle 

’ ’ ¯ Effect of seat cusion friction 

3, , 
~-- 

~. Table 2 summarises the relevant tests. To aid comprehen- 
,, . "’ sion of the programme which involves several variables, 

some sub-matrices of the table are given in the discussion of 
,, : ,, ,3      ~ the results. 

z    Results 

Where possible graphical data were prepared for each test 
¯ x ’ ] ~" as follows: 

Figure 3. VICON marker positions and axis conventions. 
¯ Top of Head, forehead, chest, pelvis, knee 

Three 16mm high speed cameras running at 1000 pps 
Trajectory (X-Z plane) 

were also used to provide a visual record of the tests. 
X Displacement and velocity/time 

To assess the contact velocities and contact angles of both 
Z Displacement and velocity/time 

the head hitting the steering wheel and the knee hitting a 
Resultant velocity/X displacement 

knee bolster pad, the planes of a fictitious steering wheel 
Change in angle/time (X-Z plane) 

and bolster pad were added to the trajectory plots. These 
¯ Shoulder forward twist/time (X-Y plane) planes were defined using standard EEC data measured 

from acutal production vehicles. In addition summary data from the instrumentation re- 
sults and trajectory analysis were provided as follows: 

Test Instrumentation ¯ Head 
For all the tests the dummy was instrumented with triaxial HIC 36 ms, 250 ms 

accelerometers in the head, chest and pelvis. The Hybrid III Resultant acceleration (3 ms) 
dummy also contained a chest displacement transducer and Forehead peak resultant velocity 
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Table 2. Tests carried out in parametric study. Dummy Size 

Run No Test Specification Commenta Tests were made with a 5th percentile female (Run 46) 
and 95th percentile male (Run 47) to compare their perfor- 

seat BA CA ~mit mances with the 50th percentile Hybrid III (Run 16). The 

16 B Std Std 12% Bmaeline tmat restraint systems and seats for the three tests were the same. 
21 B Std Std 17% Efface of webbing atiffnaaa The comparative trajectories for the head, chest, pelvis and 
22 B Std Std 8% Effect of webbing stiffness 
23 B Std Std SW Effmet of baZt length knees are shown in figure 4. Summarized test data for the 
24 B Std Std LW Effect of belt length 
25 A Std Std 12% Standard Type A seats tests are given in table 3. 
26 A 10° Std 12% z.m 
27 SU 10° Std 12% i -- STANDARO 5Ofh PERCENTILE TOP OF 
28 A 40° Std 12~ 1.3 HEAD 

29 SU 40° Std 12% 
30 SU Std Std FA 
31 LF Std Std 12% 

)2 SU Std Std 12% 

33 SU Std Std RA STEERINGWHEEL 
34 SU Std Std FF 
35 A Std 14.5° 12% 

0.9 

36 SU Std 14.5° 12% 

37 A 40o 14.5° 12% 

38 SU 40° 14.5°! 12% 

39 SU 40° -5.5° 12% 

40 LF 40° -5.5° 12% 

41 SU 40° -5.5° FA Significant submarining o.s 

42 A 400 -5.5° FA Significant submarining 

43 LF 40° -5.5° 12% 
4~ A 25° -5.5° 12% 0.3 , , ’ ’ 
46 B Std Std 12% 5th percentile female -~!~    -1-2 -1!0    -0.8 "016    "0!&    "012    0I0     O.Z 0"~ X,m 

47 B Std Std 12% 95th percentile male 

52 B Std Std 12% Weblocker used Figure 4. Dummy size comparison. Head, chest and pelvis 
53 B Std Std 12% Weblocker used 
54 B Std 5td 12% Wire pre-tensioner trajectories, 

Table 3. Dummy motion comparison results. 
- Type B seat BA - Back Angle 

- Type A seat in standard condition CA - Cushion Angle 

SU Type A seat, anti-submarining pan L~ - 12% webbing 500mm Run Dummy Type/Size HIC     Head     Head Head Impact    Chest 

- No (36me) Excursion Peak Velocity Acceleration 

removed longer than standard (mm) Velocity (m/a) (g over 3me) 
LF - Leather seat (low friction) Type A SW - 12% webbing 500mm 

aborter than standard 

RA - Lower anchorages moved higher and to 16 Hill 50th 394 650 12.5 11.9 36.7 

the rear                                                                                         )ercentile male 

FA - Lower anchorages moved lower and forward 
FF - Foot rest moved forward 46 5th percentile    1094 622 12.5 No Contact ~4.9 

female 

47 95th percentile     312 829 11.6 8.9 32.0 
male 

Forehead resultant ’impact’ velocity at steer- The instrumentation resultsfor the 5th percentile female 

ing wheel plane show high HIC and chest acceleration values. The accelera- 

Max. change in head angle tion of the dummy is expected to be higher than a 50th 

Head angle at ’impact’ percentile due to the lower mass if subjected to the same 

Max. angular velocity forces. As the diagonal belt runs high across the chest, 

Max. forward displacement shoulder rotation and head forward excursion were low. It 

¯ Chest can be seen from figure 4, the 5th percentile dummy does 

Resultant acceleration (3 ms) not make contact with the steering wheel plane when sitting 

Deflection (Hybrid III only) in the standard position. In practice a 5th percentile driver 

Max. Forward displacement would be expected to adjust the seat, bringing the occupant 

Max. Vertical displacement closer to the vehicle interior. In this case the head could 

Max. Change in angle (X-Z plane) contact the steering wheel at any velocity up to the peak of 

Shoulder forward twist (X-Y plane) 12.5 rn/s. 

¯ Pelvis The 95th percentile male dummy produced a greater ms- 

Max. Forward displacement ment about the diagonal belt and was less well restrained. 

Max. Vertical displacement There was considerable rotation of the upper body out of the 

Max. Change in angle belt with a head forward excursion of some 830mm. This 

¯ Knee was high compared with 650mm for the 50th percentile 

Max. Forward displacement Hybrid III and 620 mm for the 5th percentile female Hybrid 

Max. Vertical displacement II. By the same reasoning that the 5th percentile HIC and 

’Impact’ velocity with knee bolster plane chest acceleration are high, the 95th percentile results are 
¯ Seat Belt low by comparison. 

Lap load As with the 5th, the 95th percentile occupant would be 

Diagonal load likely to adjust the driving position, changing the head 

Reel-out impact position. The velocity at impact would be expected 
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to be higher than the 8.9 m/s recorded but lower than the     z ..... 
-- STANOARB BELT 

11.6 m/s maximum head resultant velocity. ,.t 
_ .... ~ ~ ~-’~- TOP 

HEA0 

Belt Type ’~’ ,TEE.°           W.EE~ 
Tests were conducted to compare the standard belt system 

0., 
(Run 16) with a range of belt options: 

1.17% Webbing stiffness, standard is 12% (Run 21) 0-T 

2. 8% Webbing stiffness (Run 22) 
3. Belt 500mm longer than standard (Run 24) 0., 

~ PE~,~ 
4. Belt 500ram shorter than standard (Run 23) 
5. Weblock systems (Runs 52, 53) °~ -1’., -,’.z -,’.o -o’.~ -0’., -0’.~ -o’.~ 0’o O’.T o’., ~,° 
6. Pre-tensioner system (Run 54) 

Figure 6. Webbing length comparison. Head, chest and pelvis 

Webbing Stiffness 
trajectories. 

Trajectory results for the 3 tests with different webbing Seat belt reel-out as recorded by the wire potentiometer 
stiffnesses are shown in figure 5. was down to 25 mm for the short belt and up to 90mm for the 

E,, long belt. The standard belt reel-out was normally in the 
ST~HO~B HELT region of 40-50mm. 

,C°E..~ENoT ...,~.OLE, .... ’’~ Weblock and Pre-tensioner Systems 
STEE,,N0 ~.~E~ " ’ , The effect of the weblock (Runs 52, 53) was similar to 

0., ,’ ,z          ~ - C.EST that of the shortened belt. Reel-out was of course reduced 

l , and head excursion brought down (figure 7). The impact 

0.T velocity was significantly reduced from the standard con- 
figuration (table 4). 

-~.,. -,.~ -~.o -o ~ -o.~ -o.,. -o.~    o.o    o’.z o!,. x,,~ 

Figure 5. Webbing stiffness comparison. Head, chest and pal- "! ’ 
vis trajectories. 

0.9 

PLANE 

~’ 
CHEST"~                                                   ~ 

’ CHEST 

In the case of the 17% belt there was an increase in the 
head forward excursion. The 8% belt showed a slight de- 
crease in excursion from standard but this could be within 
normal scatter. The trajectory graphs show the increase in o., 

c-~-~ 
PELVIS 

head and chest forward movement due to the 17% belt. The 
headimpact velocity into the steering wheel plane increased 0’~ -,.~ -,.z -,.0 -0.0 -0., -0., -o.~    0.0 0.~ 0., ~,- 
for both the 8% and 17% belts due to the changed impact 

Figure 7. Weblock and pre-tensioner comparison. Head, chest 
location. The 17% belt also allowed more movement of the and pelvis trajectories. 
chest. The belt stiffness appeared to have had most effect on 

Table 4. Belt type results. 
chest acceleration (see table 4 for test data). The instrumen- 
tation results showed an increase, in chest 3ms exceedence,       Run ’Belt Type HIC: Head    Head    Chest      Cheat    Cheat E3elt 

NO              (3~ms) Impact Excursion AcceleraLion Excursion RotaLion Reel 

for the stiffer belt and a corresponding decrease for the Valo~ity (~) (~ o,,,,~ ~s) (~) (de~) out 
softer one. Both HIC values however were greater. (m/a) Cram) 

B It L gth 
i~ Standard ’~91 11.9 650 J6.7 ’ 25;0 45 e    en 
21 17~ 429 12.~ 675 35.~ ~OO 4Zr 49 

Trajectory results for the three tests with different web- 22 B~ 581 12.3 640 39.6 52 
bing lengths are shown in figure 6. 2~ -50~ 4t~1 11.7 600 ~5.6 2~2 40 2~ 

Changing the length of the seat belt had a much greater 2,, +501~mm 546 1~.3 705 36.6 241 5~. 90 
effect on the dummy performance than the belt stiffness. ~2 Neblock ]Z6 10.2 620 35.9 264 ~2 
There was a clear increase in head excursion from 650mm to ~ Webloek 283 9.t~ 600 ~5.3 234 t~ 29 
700mm for the longer belt (Run 24) and a decrease to 600 ~ Pro- 272 10.0 62] ~6.8 268 42 40 
for the shorter (Run 23). The corresponding head impact Lene~. .... 

velocities were also respectively increased and reduced (see 
table 4 for.test data). The chest forward rotation in the case The pre-tensioner system used for the tests was of the 
of the long belt was some 15 degrees higher than with the type normally activated by a length of cable attached to a 
shorter one. collapsing part of the vehicle structure. A bracket was 
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mounted to the sled to retain the cable outer and the cable ,.3 .... ~sT ..... , ~.:.,S,~,.._~~ T .... 

itself was attached to the sled rails with a shear bolt. This 
~.__-._ ,,0~ 

bolt may have sheared slightly early but the general perfor- ,., , 
mance of the pre-tensioner system was good (Run 54). The 

belt reel-out was not down as far as in the weblock tests seat 
but the head excursion and impact velocity were both down. 
Both these systems were seen to have a beneficial effect on      0~ 

the HIC. 

Cushion and Seat Back Angles Figure 8. Back angle comparison. Head, chest, pelvis and knee 

All seats were of standard production design, with cloth 
traiectories. 

covers and incorporating an anti-submarining pan. The ~’" 
’ t~.S* ISTANDARD) TOP OF 

design cushion angle was 4.5° up at the front and the ...... ,, .... ~ "~’° 

standard back angle was taken to be 25° reclined. The 
anchorage locations were standardised for most of the test 

Data from tests in table 5 have been summarized in Table 
6. With a constant cushion angle of 4.5°, dummy trajectories 0.~ 

for the three back angles are compared in figure 8. The 
effects of the three cushion angles against constant back 0.~ ~ ~v,~ 

angle is shown in figure 9. 

Table 5. Test matrix for cushion angle and seat back angle Figure 9. Cushion angle comparison, head, chest, pelvis and 
investigation. 

Back Angle                           knee trajectories. 

10° 25° ~0o Changing the seat back angle to 10 degrees reduced both 

forward excursion and head impact velocity (Run 26). 

Cushion -5.5° t~t~ t~2*, t~3** Run Although head overall excursion from rest is low, the head 
Angle 

Numbers 

t~. ~o 26 25 28 actually moves slightly further forward than standard due to 
the more forward starting position. The belt, however, pulls 

lt~.$o 35 37 the dummy up more sharply than in the standard position. 
The fact that less belt is left on the reel in this position could 

* with lower anchorages forward and lower have a contributing factor to this. The overall change in 
*~ with leaf:her eeat: (low friction) angle of the body segments during the test was reduced, as 

Table 6. Seat configuration results, 
would be expected, although the head angular velocity 
showed little change. Similar effects were observed in 

Run HIC      Head Head Chest Chest Chest Pelvis Pelvis Pelvis 

He (~) z,p~et ~xc.,elon F,d Do-, Rot. rwd 0o,,, Ro~. reverse when the seat back angle was increased to 40 
Velocity (mm) displ displ (deg) displ displ (deg) 

(.is) (.) (=) (,.) (~) degrees (Run 28). 

25 315 11.5 685 268 161 tlt~ 168 48 - With the standard back angle and a cushion angle of 14.5 

2~ 272 11.0 ~0 2~0 1~ ~7 le~ 8~ 10 degrees there was little change in the results (Run 35). A 40 

~ ~20 12.2 7~0 ~0~ 1~ ~7 1~ ~ ~ degree back angle (Run 37) with this cushion angle 

~1 r~z 21.~ 7~z 27~ 261 ~7 202 ~ 1~ produced a similar effect to that of the standard back angle. 

~ ~70 11.z ~60 2~8 z~ ~1 1~ ~1 zz Excursion and impact velocity both increased. 

37 599 13.6 795 ~9 152 60 i 166 28 15 
It appears that, with a good lap belt, the cushion angle has 

little effect on the dummy trajectory. 
z~0 470 12.2 740 ~21 188 47 225 4~3 

*2 ~,75 12.6 773 ~9~ 268 ~" ~" 1’~ ~’ Seat Friction 
~ ~, 11.9 71~ ~0~ z0~ ~7 z0~ ~ 1~ 

All seats were fitted with the standard anti-submarining 
rib, t~68 11.1) 660 z~z 170 ,2 1~8 ~ 1~ pan. The lower friction was achieved with a leather seat 

covering. 

The base configuration for this series was the Type A seat A limited number of runs were carried out with the low 

set with a 25 degree back angle and 4.5 degree cushion angle friction seat and comparisons were made with cloth covered 

(Run 25). This produced slightly different results from the seats. Comparative head, chest, pelvis and knee trajectories 

Type B system, notably a higher belt reel-out and head are given in figure 10. Table 7 provides test information on 

excursion. The head velocity was, however slightly lower, the friction series of tests. 
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.... video cameras. This equipment was used successfully to 
1"3 

CLO, TH SEAT, STANDARO CONFI6URATiON TOP OF 
---- ttAr,t, StAr. SrA,~,~0 ..... ,EAO gather dummy trajectory data on the 50 tests planned on this CONFI6URATION 

..... LEATHER SEAr. ,0"~.~                                            project. 

:~ *.E The tests with the varying dummy size and seat positions 

0"9 ~ t     ’\~--CHEST emphasise th at whereas compliance testing is performed 
under one set of conditions there is a wide range of others 

0"t 

KN~t.ABNOELSTER 

that need consideration during the design and development 
~ stages. For example, the tests have shown that a good lap 

PELVIS 
0.s ~ belt fit allows a wide range of cushion angles to be used 

safely. 
°.3 , The seat belt tests showed that belt stiffness changes do 

not have as much effect as changes in the belt length. A 
Figure 10. Low friction seat tests. Head, chest, pelvis and knee shorter belt shows less reel-out and restrains the occupant 
trajectories. 

better. Weblocks and pre-tensioners also achieve this. 
Table 7. Test matrix for seat friction investigation. 
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Technical Session 2B 
Accident Investigation 

and Data Analysis 
Chairman: S. Christopher Wilson, Canada 

In-Depth Study of Motor Vehicle Accidents in Japan 

Masahiro Itoh, Koshiro Ono, theme, such as the effectiveness of fastening seat belts, the 
Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc. effectiveness of steering with energy absorbing system, the 

Yasuhiko Irie, actual condition of side collision, the occurrence of vehicle 

Traffic Safety and Nuisance Research Institute fire and the compatibility of large trucks, etc. is selected 

each year, and approximately 100 cases of accidents are 

Abstract studied in detail for four months every year. Case study/ 

The Ministry of Transport (MOT) is carrying out a motor 
analysis on correlation among the striking (impact) speed, 

vehicle accident investigation every year for the accurate 
vehicle deformation, injured region of occupants, and 

determination of the actual status of motor vehicle acci- damageable objects of vehicles is done for each accident. 

All traffic accidents involving human fatalities/casualties dents, clarification of the relationship between motor vehi- 
cle construction/equipment and human injuries, reinforce- that have occurred during the investigation period in areas 

ment of motor vehicle safety standards (Safety Regulations concerned are also studied. The MOT reflects findings of 

for Road Vehicles) and the promotion of technical evalua- the analysis to upgrade and reinforce motor vehicle safety 

tion of individual items of existing standards. Each investi- standards (to equip the driver’s seat belt with ELR device, 

gation consists ofcase studies aimed at the in-depth study of to use HPR glass for motor vehicle windshields, 

specific details of accidents, conditions of accidents oc- reinforcement of fuel leakage preventive requirements, 

curred in investigation areas, and statistic survey to find the etc.), as well as the confirmation of each item of standards 

proper position of each accident subject to investigation, and the international harmonization of such standards. 
Roughly 100 cases of accidents are studied and 4,500 cases The present status of motor vehicle accident 
are subject to the statistic survey for the duration of four investigations and analysis carried out since 1973 will be 
months in every year. Investigation data are processed into described in this paper, and analytical results on 
computer files to allow a proper analysis, according to the relationships between types of accidents and vehicle speeds 
purpose of study at any time as called for. immediately before collision, occupant injuries and impact 

speeds, comparison of severity of occupant injuries in terms 
Introduction of EBS (Equivalent Barrier Speed) between occupants use 

The MOT of Japan has been carrying out the seat belts and those not use them, the degree of sideward 

investigation and analysis of motor vehicle accidents every intrusion of the vehicle on the side collision and the severity 

year since 1973, in line with the recommendation submitted of occupant injury and so on will be also reported. 
by the Council for Transport Technics in 1972, which 
pointed out that "it is necessary to clarify the correlation Motor Vehicle Accident Investigation 
between traffic accidents and motor vehicle construction/ Methodology 
equipment (interior parts and components), and take 

Accident investigation are being carried out by JARI as a effective safety measures" to upgrade motor vehicle safety. 
contract work entrusted by MOT. The "Motor Vehicle The second recommendation was submitted by the Council 

in 1981, which stated that the system and contents of the Accident Analysis Committee" consisting of experts in 

investigation should be strengthened. In response to the motor vehicles, medicine, traffic engineering, government 

recommendation, the methodology of investigation and administration agencies concerned, etc. is formed within 

analysis employed in past has improved since 1986, and JARI for deliberations on the methodology of investigation 

areas, duration and number of accidents subject to and analysis, etc. and for the preparation of annual reports 

investigation have been expanded, along with further based on findings of the investigation and analysis. 

upgrading and reinforcement of motor vehicle safety The accident analysis section of Traffic Safety and 

standards. Moreover, the investigation/analysis system has Nuisance Research Insitute of the MOT and the accident 
been improved to obtain useful data for the international analysis team of the JARI are engaged in the investigation 

harmonization of the standards, under the joint cooperation of the National Police Agency, 
The Traffic Safety and Nuisance Research Institute of the the Ministry of Construction, the Medical Association of 

MOT and Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc. (JARI) Japan and so on. 
are engaged in such investigations. An appropriate study The duration of investigation is four months per year, 
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followed by five months of the analysis and preparation of a (Tokyo, Chiba, and Tochigi) and other areas in Japan (main- 

report, ly Hokkaido; Sizuoka, Aichi, Hyogo, Okayama and 
Hiroshima). 

Objectives of investigation and analysis 

Indepth investigation for the determination of the actual Method and System of Investigation 
status of accidents in order to clarify the relationship be- Case studies 
tween motor vehicle construction]equipment and the sever- 

ity of human injury, contribute to the upgrading and reinfor- Outline of the method of the case studies and the system 

cement of motor vehicle safety standards, and the ofinvestigation are as shown in figure l . Investigatorsofthe 

verification of effect of the standards, expert level are carrying out investigations according to the 
following procedure. 

Accidents Subject to Investigation (1) Investigation in the Specific Area (Ibaraiki) 
Investigators go to the police headquarters of the 

Case studies prefecture or confirm the occurrance and condition of each 

Investigation are done on vehicle to vehicle accidents and accident by means of telephone, and select appropriate 

single vehicle accidents involving mainly passenger cars accidents to be investigated. For each accident thus 

and trucks (hereinafter referred to four or more wheeled selected, the investigation team goes to the police station 

vehicles unless otherwise specified) with relatively large and finds out the necessary information, and carries out the 

damages of vehicles of accidents in which the correlation investigation on traffic environments on the accident scene, 

between the vehicle construction/equipment and injuries together with the investigation on vehicle involved in the 

appear to be significant, and those deemed effective for the accident if the vehicles are still on the scene of the accident. 

objectives of investigation. If the vehicles are already moved out of the scene, the team 
finds the place where the vehicles were moved, then goes to 

Statistic surveys the repair shop, etc. to check on the vehicles. Afterwards, 

Statistic surveys are carried out for all traffic accidents the team goes to the hospital, etc. for the investigation of 
involving injuries occurred during the four month period of regions, details and severity of injuries of person(s) 

investigation in a specific area (Ibaraiki) in order to deter- involved in the accident. 

mine the statistic position of each accident subject to (2) Investigation in Other Areas 
investigation. Investigators obtain accident information from the Road 

Traffic Information Center, etc. and select proper objects of 
Areas and number of accidents investigated investigation, or phone into the prefectural police 

Seventy or more accidents are investigated out of all headquarters for the injury of occurrence of accidents or 
accidents occurred in the specific area. For particular acci- confirmation of details of each accident so as to select 
dents such as those involving of injured occupants use seat proper objects of investigation. Then the investigation team 
belts and vehicle fires, 30 or more accidents were selected carries out the necessary investigation according to the 

out of accidents occurred in areas around the specific area same procedure as that of the specific area. 

Statistic survey 
In order to determine conditions of accidents occured in 

the specific area during the investigation period and to iden- 
tify parameter for the selected cases to be studied, investiga- 

.... "" / I tors go to the prefectural police headquarters and check on 

,~/v 

~ 

the number of vehicles involved, the number of persons 

~_~ .~ 

involved per type of accident (fatality, severe injury and 
c- ........... ~ ..... , minor injury) and so on for all traffic accidents which in- 

NN, 
volve casualties or fatalities. 

~ ./ Data collection forms 
" As the purpose of the motor vehicle investigation and 

analysis is the clarification of the relationship between the 

~ ~..~,p,o.s ~o t. tho po,~ce ho.dq ............ .,-. motor vehicle construction/equipment and the severity of 
the occurrence and condition of each accident by means human injury, items to be investigated were so set that 

(~ "the police headquarters inform of select appropriate conditions of vehicle construction]equipment, and the cor- 
~) Investig.tion team goes to the police statsoa, the accident relation between parts of components that contacted and 

occupants, and injured regions of occupants could be clear- 

Figure 1. Outline of case study method, ly determined. Details of investigation were also set that 
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traffic environments on occurrence of accident can be deter- amounts to 1,015, consisting of 157 cases of vehicle to 
mined. Figure 2 shows major items of investigation in sys- vehicle head-on collisions, 264 cases of side collisions, 168 
tematic manner classified by "human factors", "motor ve- cases of rear-end collisions, 168 cases of rear-end 
hicles" and "traffic environments". All investigation items collisions, 245 cases of single vehicle accidents, 124 cases 
are converted into computer codes, and details entered in of four-wheeler to two-wheeler or bicycle accidents and 57 
the data collection forms are stored in computer files after cases of vehicle to pedestrian accidents. 
the completion of investigation and data processing, which Vehicles involved in the accidents consist of 1,041 
are usedin subsequent analysis, passenger cars, 139 vans, 514 trucks and 13 other 

vehicles--l,707 vehicles in total. The number of occupants 

[I ............ ~d°"’!l 
in the vehicles amounts to 2,834. Other included in case 
studies are 80 motorcycle/mopeds and 44 bicycles, 

~ involving 210 riders/cyclists. As for the classification of 

~ accidents involving occupants, there are 265 fatalities, 
~           ’,~o:’t~ ..................... , 1,664 casualties and 1,115 no-injury cases. 

[~ ~ 
~ Number of vehicles classified by principal 

I"" ’ direction of impact force and general area 
of damage (forms of impacts) 

The number of vehicles and ratio of the principal direc- 
tion of impact force, general area of damage and type of 

~ ~ 
accident for vehicle to vehicle collisions and single vehicle 

"’ ~: collisions subject to case studies are shown in figure 3. 

Type of accident 
Figure 2. Details and major items of investigation,                             s~7 

(41.7~0 
[] Ilead-0n collision 

Outline of Accidents Subject to the ~ ~ S~do coll~,~on 
Investigation [] ..... d co , sio. 

Number of accidents and number of persons 
ITIT~ 

~ Single vehicle accident 

involved in accidents classified by fiscal year ~ 
and types of accidents 

Table 1 shows the number of accidents classified by fiscal ~ ~ 
years. The number of accidents subject to case studies so far ~ ~ TM 

Table 1. Outline of numbers of different types of accidents                             ~ 
investigated. 

Vehicle t0 v~Sicl~ 
Kany-sided 2"/(1.95G) [ 

~o. of accidents Absent 19( I. 3g) 

0,~e,s ~ ~ ~ , ~ Figure 3. Numbers of vehicles and ratios classified by forms of 
vehicle impacts and type of accidents. 

............................................................... The classification is done by using three digits of codes of 
..... ~o,, ~    ~ ~’~ ~°" CDC (Collision Deformation Classification according to 

~.~ .... SAE J224)--namely, frontal collisions are classified into 
.................... ¯ ~,~,~:,~ ~0,,~.,~ ~0,~,.~ .~.~ 11F, 12F and 01F, side collisions 02R, 03R, 04R, 08L, 09L 

..... ~o,,, ,0~> ~ ..... I ~’ x00~ I ~’ xo0~ ~o,,, ,00~ i and 10L, rear-end collisions 05B, 06B and 07B. Other colli- 
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sions such as 10F, 01R, 04B, etc. are classified as those with Position of accidents subject to case studies 
different directions of impact force, and vehicle fires during Statistic surveys have been also carried out since 1986 for 
running without involving collision are classified as all traffic accidents occurred in the specific area during the 
"absent". investigation period, for the clear determination of parame- 

The number of vehicle subject to analysis is 1,431, which ter for the selected of accidents subject to case studies. 
consist of 782 vehicles involved in front collisions (54.6%), The total number of accidents covered by the statistic 
187 vehicles involved in side collisions (13.8%), 197 vehi- surveys in three years up to 1988 (total duration: 12 months) 
cles involved in rear-end collisions (13.8%), 219 vehicles is 12,647. 
involved in collisions of other direction of impact force Vehicle to vehicle collision and single vehicleaccidents, 

(15.3%), 27 vehicles involved in collisions from both sides which are main targets of investigation, amount to 5,929 of 
(1.9%) and 19 vehicles without collisions (1.3%). which 198 accidents have been subject to case studies. 

Number of occupants and severity of injuries Comparison of severity of injury between statistic sur- 

classified by principal direction of impact veys and case studies shown following results. Statistic 

surveys yielded 119 fatalities (2.0%), 795 severe injuries 
force 

(13.4%) and 5,015 minor injuries (84.6%). According to 
Number of occupants and ratios classified by the princi- case studies, on the other hand, fatalities are 80 cases 

pal direction of impact force, general area of damage and the (40.4%), severe injuries 90 cases (45.5%) and minor inju- 
severityofinjuryareshowninfigure4.Thegreatestnumber ties 28 cases (14.1%), with higher ratios of fatalities and 
(1,280) of occupants classified by the prinicpal direction of severe injuries than the statistic surveys. 
impact force is observed in frontal collisions, followed by Comparison of vehicle running speeds immediately be- 
345 occupants in side collisions and 287 occupants in rear- fore collisions between statistic surveys and case studies 
end collisions, indicates that case studies show higher speeds in terms of 

cumulative incidence rates, as shown in figure 5. It is also 

found from the classification by type of accidents that the 

,~ 2~, Ioi~ ..... ity speeds are generally higher for case studies as shown in 

~ ,. j-A~s 0 figures 6 to 9. According to the comparison of the speeds by 

~ ,. j-Ats 0. ~-2.0 the 50% line of cumulative incidence rates, single vehicle 

accidents show the highest speed range. Likewise, it is also 

found by looking at the relationship between the severity of 
[] ~. j-~s 6.0-0.0 occupant injury and the speed immediately before collision 

that the speeds of case studies are generally higher for 

severe and minor injuries than the statistic surveys, though 

the same tendency is observed between them for fatalities, 

as most of them covered by the statistic surveys are also 

included in the case studies as shown in figures 10 to 12. 

3000~ 

2500-~ 

............. 

~10 ~,.t: ~i,~ ~.~ ..t ~ statistic 

~ ............... ~ 100- - 50 

Figure4. Numbers of occupants and ratios classified by forms ~ ~ study 

of vehicle impacts and severities of injuries. 50- 

Ratios of inju~ severity classified by the principal direc- o-~ , ¯ .    , , , , ~ , ~ o 
tion of impact force shows that rear-end collisions account ~ ~ ~0 ,0 ~0 60 ~o ~ ~0 ~00 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 

for the highest rate of 91.7% for minor injury and no-injury 
Speed (~/h) 

cases. Side collisions for the highest rate of 35.6% for se- Figure 5. Numbers of vehicles and eumul~tiv~ ineiOene~ rates 
vere injury and fatality cases, classified by v.hiele speeds immediately before collision. 
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Single vehicle accident 

1001 

~. 
100 

,~ ~ 804 
Head-on collision 

400~ -IO0 I~ 60-~ 

0,, ~~m~m~l~m~m 
0 10 20 ~0 ~0 50 60 70 80 90 I00 110 120 ~0 I~0 

~ I00~ Speed (~/b) 

o 
Figure 9. Numbers of vehicles and cumulative incidence rates 

~. 0 lo 2o 3o 4o 5o 6o ~o so 9o ,oo .o ~.~o ~3o ~o classified by types of accidents and vehicle speeds imme- 
~ J Speed (k~/h) diately before collision. 

Figure 6. Numbers of vehicles and cumulative incidence rates 
Fatality 

classified by types of accidents and vehicle speeds imme- 50. 
,~-~-~ 

~ oo 

diately before collision. 

40- 
._di~/y 

oc.   oo.I .,oo ., 
~ststistic                               o lO 20 30 ,I0 50 60 70 80 90 100110120 130140 

~-- ~ ~ ~ 

-~- survey 
50 

Speed (Ira/h) 

I°°-I ~ 
~ ~ (-Qcase 

Figure 10. Numbers of occupants and cumulative incidence 
~ 

51~o!°z 

,o~ 
~~~’       ~ ..... 

~- study 

0 

immediately rates classified by severities of injuries and vehicle speeds before collision. 

Speed (km/h) 
Severe lnJury 

7. Numbers of vehicles and cumulative incidence rates 
2so 

~-~oo Figure 
classified by types of accidents and vehicle speeds imme- / 
diatelybefore collision. ~ 200 

" 2500- ~’ 150" ~:~ statist ic 
2000- struck ~ -~- survey 
1500- vehiclc - 50 
100o- ~ 

1oo- V1 csse 
500- 

~ ~ ~ 

Rear-end collision ~ ~-study 

200~ ~ 
~--~x~ 

~ 
~ 50- 

~ -~oo ~" "~ 
striking 

-ve, hiclc /°J J 

’._. 
~ 

150- ~ 
O- 0 

~ 

~ 

r [~,t~ti,ti~~) 
o io ~o 3o ,o 5o 6o ,o ~o 9olooHo,~o15o14Ospeed (Ira/h) 

~ ~oo- / ...... Y so ~ 
-e- study 

Figure 11. Numbers of occupants and cumulative incidence 
rates classified by severities of injuries and vehicle speeds 

’ o , , ..~ o.~ ~ ,m~ , ~ , ~- o ~ immediately before collision. 

Speed (Ira/h)                            ]t iS found from foregoing data that fatalities and s~verc 

Figure 8. Numbers of vehicles and cumulative incidence rates ~njuries are the majority of accidents subject to case studies 

classified by types of accidents and vehicle speeds imme- and that the speeds immediately before collision are also 
diately before collision, higher. 
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~o( amounts of crushes of vehicles and converting the values 

2 s( into barrier impact test speeds), and the speeds of rear-end 
20( collisions are lower than others. The speeds on the 50% line 
1 s~ E~ of cumulative incidence rates is 25kmih for side collisions, 
10~ 

~ ~ 

l~lnor injury 21km/h for frontal collisions and 10km/h for rear-end 
2~ -a co collisions. 

"~ i Severities of occupant injuries classified by 

~ [] statistic principal direction of impact force and 
~, ÷ sur,ey _ ~0 equivalent barrier speeds 
~ 

1~ 
[] case 

~ 
÷ study Injuries of occupants involved in accidents are compared 

according to classifications of principal direction of impact ~ 
force and equivalent barrier speeds. Severities of occupant 

o injuries are classified by J-AIS (compared with AIS: J-AIS 
o L,:. ~0 ~o ,0 ~o ~o ~o so ~o ~oo .o ~o ~o ~o 0.5 and 1.0 are equivalent to AIS 1; likewise, J-AIS 1.5 and 

Speed (kJ~/h) 2.0 = AIS 2; J-AIS 2.5 and 3.0 = AIS 3; J-AIS 6.0 through 
9.0 are for the classification of fatalities by hours, which are 

Figure 12. Numbers of occupants and cumulative incidence 
rates classified by severities of injuries and vehicle speeds equivalent to AIS 6), and the seyerity of the maximum 
immediately before collision, injury of each occupant is expressed as "M.J-AIS". 

Cumulative incidence rates of the maximum severity of 
occupant injuries are classified into fatalities (M.J-AIS 6.0 

Analysis of Accidents Involving through 9.0), severe injuries (M.J-AIS 2.5 through 5.0), 

Passenger Cars minor injuries (M.J-AIS 0.5 through 2.0) and no-injury 
(M.J-AI S 0). 

Of all vehicles involved in accidents, passenger cars 
The data compared by the principal direction of impact 

(limited to bonnet-type cars) with the highest vehicle ratio 
force are shown in figures 14 to 16. Although this compari- 

and relatively small differences in vehicle construction and 
weigh were analyzed in terms of the principal direction of 
impact force, general area of damage, relationship between ~ oo~ 

the impact speed (equivalent barrier speed) and the severity 
9ca ~.sber0f 

of injury, etc. 
8cA occupants 

70d ~ I~.J-AIS 0 204 

Principal direction of impact force and ~o~ ÷~.~-^zs o.~-z.o 
"-~-M.J-AIS 2.5-5.0 114 

number of vehicles classified by equivalent ~o~ ÷M.J-AZS 6.0-9.0 59 
40~ 

barrier speed ~o~ 
The distribution of speeds of vehicles subject to case 

studies is studied according to the classification by the prin- ~ o~ 

cipal direction of impact force. It is found from figure 13 0 ~o ~o ~o ,o ~0 60 ~o so 90 ~co 
that speeds are slightly higher for side collisions than those Equivalent barrier speed (ks/h) 

of frontal collisions in terms of equivalent barrier speeds 
(values obtain by calculating energy absorption rated from 

Figure 14. Cumulative incidence rates of occupant injuries in- 
volved in frontal collisions classified by equivalent barrier 
speeds and severities of injuries, 

~ Number 
90-t 

~ 901 of 

occupaots ~ 80~ ~ ~ 80~I 
-~ 70~ ~, 

: ~ ~0~ 0 ~0 
~ 60~     / / / ~/    "-~M.J-AIS 0.5-2.0 101 .,.,, 

= 
~oo ~~ ......... [h ~ ~_ .... 0 ° " ~ ’ ~ ,~ ’,o~ 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Equivalent barrier speed (kl/h) 
Equivalent barrier speed (kI/h) 

Figure 13. Numbers of vehicles and cumulative incidence Figure 15. Cumulative incidence rates of occupant injuries in- 

rates classified by principal directions of impact force and volved in side collisionsclassified by equivalent barrier speeds 
equivalent barrier speeds, and severities of injuries. 
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number of occupants subject to the analysis is 78 for those 

lool who use seat belts (3 or more point belts) and 505 for those 

904 N,,ber who do not use seat belts. 
of 

a04 occupants Figure 17 shows the relationship between the severity of 
~o~ -.-~. J-^~s 0 sl the maximum injury and the equivalent barrier speed. Ef- 
6o-1 ÷mJ-^(s 0.5-2.0 lla 

fects of seat belt use were not recognized in this figure. 
50-1 

~.J-AIS 2.5-5.0 3 

÷ ~.J-^zs 8.0-9.0 ~ Thus, occupants with negative factors to have reduced the 
~o-1 

effect of seat belts are excluded from those who use seat 
304 

204 belts. Namely, occupants of vehicles collided by trucks with 

~ o-1 large amounts of intrusions (30cm or more) into the vehicle 
,,-~- .................... compartments, causing underride, or where rear seat occu- 

10 20 30 ,~0 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Equivalent barrier speed (k~/h) pants not use seat belts pushed front seat occupants through 
seat backs, etc. are excluded for the purpose of comparison. 

Figure 16. Cumulative incidence rates of occupant injuries in- Table 2 shows the breakdown of occupants who are 
volved in rear-end collisions classified by equivalent barrier deemed to have such negative factors. speeds and severities of injuries. 

son shows similar tendencies of injury between frontal and Table 2. Number of occupants for which the effect of seat belt 
use on the reduction of injury is presumably reduced. 

side collisions, injuries occur from relatively low impact 
speeds for rear-end collisions but speeds to have caused Cause of presumably reduced l)ri~er ~o-dri~er Total 

fatalities are relatively high. It should be noted, however, Large amount of intrusion (30c~ or more) 1 5 2 1 7 

that this tendency is not clearly determined, as the number 
~nderride collision                            8         1       9 of occupants involved in fatal accidents is small. 
~rong use 1 1 2 

Comparison of severities of occupant injuries 
b_etween those using seat belts and those I~f~e~ of un~ted rear seat o~upa~t ~ ~ 4 

not using them Total 

The mandatory use of seat belt was reinforced since No- 
vember 1986 in Japan, on the whole, the rate of belt use (it According to this comparison, the effect of seat belts can 
was 92% for drivers involved in vehicle to vehicle and be recognized, as the injury severity is lower for those using 
single vehicle accidents according to the national statistics seat belts than those not using seat belts, as shown in figure 
of 1987) has been improved to have contributed to the 18. 
reduction of injuries in accidents. Using rates in case studies 
are, however, generally quite low, and it was as low as 23% 

--- Belted 
for drivers involved in accidents subject to investigation in 
1988. This low using rate is presumably due to the fact that 
cases with reduced injuries owing to seat belt use normally ~ ~ q o ~ o~ A ~ 0 
would not be included in case studies, as severe injuries and <, 
fatalities are main objects of case studies, which resulted in ,~ ~ -- IJnbelted 
the seemingly low using rate. Effects of seat belts on the 
reduction of injuries are observed here, where front seat 

~i 

o o o o ~ o o 0~, "/° o (3 ~ 0 occupants are considered as the object of analysis. The 

Belted 
~- o~oo~* o o~ o ~ ~ 

2 0 

?-             o~ ~ ~      o               /~i0                               ¯ , ¯ , ’ , ¯ , " , " , " , ’ , " , " ’ 

~ ~- o o Equivalent barrier speed (k~/h) 
~ Unbelted 

~ o ~ Figure 18. Severities of occupant injuries involved in frontal .~ ~ ..... o o s collisions classified by equivalent barrier speeds. 
~> 3 o ooo@0,,0o ~ o 

~ ~ ~)O,~o o    o° o 
O                                so 

A comparison of cumulative incidence rates is also made 
,~ ~ ~ ~ o o ~ ~ between occupants using seat belts and those not using 

0 them, according to the classification by severities of inju- 
ries. Figure 19 shows cumulative incidence rates of occu- 

r0 ~0 ~0 ~0 s0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~00 pants using seat belts, while figure 20 shows the rates of 
Equivalent barrier speed (km/h) those not using seat belts. It is found from these figures that 

Figure 17. Severities of occupant injuries involved in frontal equivalent barrier speeds tend to be higher for those using 
collisions classified by equivalent barrier speeds, seat belts in each category of injury severity. 
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Belted Unbelted 

80 occupants 80 
70i ---..J-^lS 0 22 " 701 / / / ¢, -’-..J-A~S 0 135 
60] 

-+-$.J-AIS 0.5-2.0 28 ~ 60q 
/ / 4 1 -~$.J-AIS 0.5-2.0 251 

b0-] 
-,’~-M.J-AIS 2.5-5.0 16 ~    [ / / /" I -~-M.J-AIS 2.5-5.0 77 | 

40~ 
-~,.J-AIS 6.0-9.0 12 

~=~ 501 / / / ? -~’.J-AIS 6.0-9.0 42 

’°t / // 
,:t ¢?/ 

Equivalent barrier speed (kl/h)                                        Equivalent barrier speed (kl/h) 

Figure 19. Cumulative incidence rates of occupant injuries in- 
volved in frontal collisions classified by equivalent barrier 

Figure 20. Cumulative incidence rates of occupant injuries in- 
volved in frontal collisions classified by equivalent barrier 

speeds and severities of injuries, speeds and severities of injuries. 

This difference is particularly significant for cases of no- Side collision accidents 
injury (M.J-AIS 0) and minor injuries (M.J-AIS 0.5-2.0), The number of vehicle collided sideward by other vehi- 

which may be also considered as an effect on the injury cles or objects (CDC codes: 01, 02, 03, 04, 05R; 07, 08, 09, 

reduction by use of seat belts. 10, 11L) and subjected to investigation classified by the 

As have been compared so far, the effect of seat belt use principal direction of impact force and general area of dam- _ 

on the injury reduction is recognized, but occupant injuries 
age is 192 (right-side collisions: 92 vehicles; left-side colli- 
sions: 100 vehicles) as shown in figure 21. As for the princi- 

caused by the improper use of seat belts or injuries of front pal direction of impact force, direction of 02 o’clock and 10 
seat occupants resulted from the pushing by rear seat occu- o’clock from the forward direction are most frequently 
pants not using seat belts are also found recently. Activity to found, including directions of 03 o’clock, while collisions 
prompt on promote the proper use of seat belts and the from the backward direction are few. By looking at intruded 
development of a more comfortable seat belt system are vehicles classified as E or A according to the CDC (E: area 
considered necessary, since such problems are likely to of side sill lower plane to the window frame lower plane; A: 

increase along with the increasing use of seat belts, area of side sill lower plane to the roof top), intrusions into 

E : area of side sill lower plane                     A : area of side sill lower plane 
to the window frame lower plane                       to the roof top 

presence of intrusion 
related vehicle 

Figure 21. Numbers of vehicles classified by principal directions of impact force, general areas of damages, and absence/presence 
of intrusion into passenger compartment. 
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their passenger compartments are found in 103 vehicles out 
150     Da=age area: P, D (E, ^. fl)               --03. 09 

of 149 vehicles classified as E, and 42 vehicles of out of 43             140 Directfoo: 
o 2 

vehicles classified as A. As for the general area of damage, P ,30 01.11 o 5 
~ 120 02, 10 ~ 

(middle), F (front) and Y (front + middle) account for the o l t o --- ol. u 

majority, with great amounts and rates of intrusions for P 
~ 90 

and Y in particular. The most frequently found principal 
direction of impact force into the passenger compartment is 
09 o’clock. ~ 50 / o 

Relationship between equivalent barrier            ~ ’°      ° ° "" ° 

speed and maximum intrusion into passenger 
lO 

compartment 0 ....... , ............ 
~o ~o so ~o ~o ~o ~o ~o 90 loo 

The relationship between the equivalent barrier speed Equivalent barrier speed (kay/h) 
and the maximum intrusion into passenger compartment in 
vehicle to vehicle and single vehicle accidents is shown in Figure 23. Maximum intrusions into passenger compartments 

~ in side collisions classified by equivalent barrier speeds (vehi- 
- ~ figure 22. Vehicles collided from direction of 01, 02, 03, 09, cle to vehicle collisions). 

10 or 11 o’clock, with the general area of damage in P, D 
(entire side plane), Y, Z (middle + back) and the range of E, is0 

D.~ area: Y. Z {E, A. I1~ --OS. 09 
o 1 A or H (bumper upper plane to the roof top) are covered ~40 Direction: 03. 09 
o 2 

130 01, 11 O 5 

here. It is found from this figure that some correlation -~ ~0 o~. ~o 
--- 01, 11 

exists between the equivalent barrier speed and the max- 
¯ -~ imum intrusion into passenger compartments, but signifi- 

~o 
// 

~ ---02. 10 
cant variations are also found from single accident vehicles. 

Therefore, it was decided .to limit objects of the analysis 
to vehicle to vehicle collisions, and the relationship men- 
tioned above was analyzed again. 

The relationship between the equivalent barrier speed 
and the maximum intrusion into passenger compartments 
according to the classification by the general area of damage ~0 
was thus re-evaluated. Namely, general areas of damages Equivalent barrier speed (kl/h) 

are classified into P, D (E, A, H) and Y, Z (E, A, H), and 
Figure 24. Maximum intrusions into passenger compartments principal directions of impact force are classified into three in side collisions classified by equivalent barrier speeds (vehi- 

categories of 03,09 o’clocks, 01,11 o’clocks and 02,10 cle to vehicle collisions). 
~ ~ o’clocks. Figure 23 shows vehicles with the general area of 

damage in the zone of P, D while figure 24 shows vehicles Comparison of both figures shows that the intrusion into the 

with the general area of damage in the Y, Z zone, with each P, D zone tends to be slightly greater than that of the Y, Z 

of them classified by the principal direction of impact force, zone, and the maximum intrusion into the passenger com- 

partment is slightly greater where the principal direction of 
impact force is in the range of 03,09 o’clocks, while it is 

smaller where it is within the range of 01,11 o’clocks. This 
Vehicle to vehicle       tendency is more significant in the Y, Z zone. As described 

150 Vatage area: P, D, ¥, Z (E, ^, H) collision SO far, some correlation is found between the equivalent 
140 Direction: 01, 02. 03. 09, I0, ii o I o ~ barrier speed and the maximum intrusion into the passenger 130 

o 0 5 
I 20 Single vehlele compartment by the classification of principal direction of 
110 ~ accident impact force as mentioned above. 100 ,x 2 

90 A 8 
80 oo      o ~ Injuries of vehicle occupants 
70 o o° 

~ 0 ° -~ o Table 3 and table 4 show numbers of injuries as classified 
.... ° by damageable pans and components against front seat 

40 ° ~ ~ ~ ~ occupants and regions of injuries. As regards damageable 30 

~0 o ~ °° ° ° 
° parts and components against the occupants, those at both 

o ~ oo o                                                       high sides of passenger compartments account for the est 
~o ~o ~o 4o ~o ~o ~o ,o 8o loo rate of 42.8% in vehicle to vehicle collisions, while they 
Equivalent barrier speed (kJt/h) account for 37.5% in single vehicle accidents, and objects 

outside vehicles are direct causes of damages in other cases. 
Figure 22. Maximum intrusions into passenger compartments As for the classification by regions of injuries, head, neck 
in side collisions classified by equivalent barrier speeds (vehi- 
cle to vehicle collisions and single vehicle accidents), and chest account for higher rates in vehicle to vehicle colli- 
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sions, while head accounts for the highest rate in single higher and fatalities are found where the equivalent barrier 

vehicle accidents. Damageable parts or components caused speed is 35km/h or higher for both right and left seat occu- 

relatively severe injuries are door panels, A-pillars and ve- pants, where the principal direction of impact force is in the 

hicle interior deformations and exterior parts/components zone of 01, 02, 03 o’clocks. In case where the principal 

of the other vehicle in vehicle to vehicle collisions, while direction of impact force is in the zone of 09, 10, 11 

A-pillars, roofside rails and objects outside vehicle in single o’clocks, injuries are found for both left and right seat 

vehicle accidents, occupants where the equivalent barrier speed is 15km/h or 
Relationships among the severity of the maximum injury higher and fatalities are found where the equivalent barrier 

of occupants, equivalent barrier speed and the maximum speed is 25km/h or higher for left seat occupants and 45km/ 

intrusion into the passenger compartment were studied h or higher for right seat occupants. Likewise, the relation- 
next, by classifying general area of damages into P, D, Y and ship between the maximum intrusion into the passenger 
Z (E, A, H) and principal direction of impact force into two compartment and the severity of occupant injury has been 
categories of 01, 02, 03 o’clocks and 09, 10, 11 o’clocks, studied. It is found as shown in figure 27 and 28 that varia- 
with front seat occupants as the objects of analysis. Figure tions among individual vehicle are even greater than the 
25 and 26 show the relationship between the equivalent above. The occurrence of injuries are found where the 
barrier speed and the severity of occupant injury classified amount of intrusion is 0cm or more for left seat occupants, 
by the direction of impact and the location of sitting. AI- and 5cm or more for right seat occupants, while the occur- 
though a clear tendency cannot be found due to great varia- 
tions among individual vehicles, it is found that severity of 

rence of fatalities are found where the intrusion is 35cm or 

injuries in struck side occupants are generally severe than 
more for both right and left seat occupants, where the princi- 

those of the opposite side occupants, and for the occupants 
pal direction of impact force is in the zone of 01, 02, 03 

of left seats in particular where the principal direction of o’clocks. In case where the principal direction of impact 

impact force is with the zone of 09, 10, 11 o’clocks. The force is in the zone 09, 10, 11 o’clocks, injuries are found 

occurrence of injuries are found for both right and left seat from the 0cm intrusion for both left and right seat occupants, 

occupants where the equivalent barrier speed is 10km/h or while the fatalities are found from the intrusion of 20cm for 

Table 3. Numbers of injuries of occupants involved in side collisions classified, by damageable parts, regions and severities of 
in’uries (vehicle to vehicle collisions). 

..... I ~0 I I ! i 

Table 4. Numbers of injuries of occupants involved in side collisions classified by damageable parts, regions and severities of 
ir uries (single vehicle accidents). 

, 

average suO I sub I sub sub sub sub 
1.0 Z 5 3.0tots~ 

~ ~] other 

1 ~0 

~ ~ 

1 I 

I iotertor deformat 0n I I~~ 5.0N 9.0 1 1 

~l road surface 
l 1 

~.~ 

~ot,., ~ t ~s.0~l *~0 ~ 

total 2 4 6 2 9 4 3 2 S 40 1~ L2 t 

avera&e severzty ($-AiS) t2 5.3 1.8 t4 ~2 3,0 .    ~3 
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left seat occupants and from the 40cm intrusion for right Dnnu¢e ..... "P. D. r. Z ~E. ^. 
seat occupants. Direction: 09, iO, 11 

Right front 

9- A , a *aA o * occupant 
o 

Dalage area: P, D, Y, Z (E, ^, HI .~ 
8 - a o o 2 

Direction: 01. 02, 03 
Right front ~ 7 - ~ a O S 

9 -~ o occupant ~ 
(~ 1 0 

o 1 
~ 

Left front 

~ 
6 q ~ Left front ~ 3 - ,~ ~, t, o    o o ~ 

~ 
5 ~ o 

a 1 ~. 2 oo~ o 

"~ 1 "~ O    ~ a o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90100110120130140150 

0 "~ o & o Maximum Intrusion 

’ ¯ , ¯ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ " ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ " ’ " ’ Figure 28. Severities of injuries of oeeupants involved in side 
~0 z0 so ~0 50 ~0 ~0 80 90 100 collisions classified by maximum intrusions into passenger 
Equivalent barrler speed (k~/h) compartments (vehicle to vehicle collisions). 

Figure 25. Severities of injuries of occupants involved in side 
collisions classified by equivalent barrier speeds (vehicle to 
vehicle collisions). ~UIllInary 

Accident case studies being carried out at present and 
Damage area: P, D. Y. Z (E. ^. H) 

statistic surveys for the clear determination of parameter for 

9 ....... occnpnnt the selected accidents have been described in this report, 
o ~ " together with the outline of accidents investigation so far 8- ~ o o 

o s and some examples of analysis on seat belts and side 
~ " ° ° © ~ 0 

collisions. 

occupant The following can be pointed out by summarizing find- 
° ~ ings of this report. 
z~ ~ (1) Rates of fatalities and severe injuries, and vehicle 

...... speeds immediately before collision are higher in accidents 

o o o o covered by the case studies than those of other accidents in 

general. 

(2) The distribution of number of vehicles classified by 
¯ ’ " ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ¯ ’ " ’ ’ ’ " ’ ’ ’ the principal direction of impact force and the equivalent lo ~0 so ~0 ~0 60 70 80 90 ~00 

Equivalent barrier speed (k~/h) barrier speed has been studied for passenger cars. It is found 

that equivalent barrier speeds are slightly higher in side 
Figure 26. Severities of injuries of occupants involved in side collisions than those in frontal collisions, while the speeds collisions classified by equivalent barrier speeds (vehicle to 
vehicle collisions), are lower in rear-end collisions. Likewise, the distribution 

of severities of occupant injuries has been studied. It is 
~,,~e are,: ~. D. ~. z ~. ^. ~ found that the tendency of injuries is similarbetween frontal l)irectton: 01. 0~. 0S 

Right front 
and side collisions, while it is different for rear-end 

o 1 collisions. 
8 a o o 2 ~ 

~ ~ (3) The effect of the seat belt use on the reduction of 
~, <3 ~ 0 injury has been compared between passenger car occupants 
’~ 6 a Left front 
~ occupant use seat belts and those not use them who were involved in 

~ ° 
o 1 frontal collisions, according to the classification by the 

"~ ~ ~ equivalent barrier speeds. As a result, the effect of seat belt 

.... use on the injury reduction is recognized on comparison 

o~ o. , o taking account of passenger compartment intrusion rate, 

~ and the effect on rear seat underride collisions into trucks 
0 .... occupants without use seat belts. 

............... (4) Correlation is found between the equivalent barrier 
0 l0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 so 9010~0120ts~01~0 

Maxl=u~ Intrusion (c~) 
speed and the maximum intrusion into the passenger 

compartment in vehicle to vehicle side collisions by 
Figure 27. Severities of injuries of occupants involved in side limiting the zone of principal direction of impact force and 
collisions classified by maximum intrusions into passenger 
compartments (vehicle to vehicle collisions), the general area of damage. For single vehicle accidents, 
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The Crash Avoidance Rollover Study: A Database for the Investigation of Single 
Vehicle Rollover Crashes 

E.A. Harwin, Lloyd Emery, and the effects of rollover crashes. The goal of this research 

National Highway Traffic Safety is to answer the following questions: 

Administration, ¯ What vehicle factors influence rollover 

U.S. Department of Transportation propensity? 
¯ What environmental factors affect rollover 

Abstract frequency? 

In an effort to more fully understand the contributions of 
¯ What driver factors are causal to rollover 

involvement? 
the vehicular, environmental and driver characteristics to ¯ What changes in vehicle design, highway design, 
the frequencyofrollovercrashes, a dedicated database with and driver behavior will reduce the risks 
a broad spectrum of variables, has been developed. This associated with rollovers? 
database, denoted by the acronym CARS (Crash Avoidance 

Rollover Study), includes data from approximately three 
This research has taken several approaches including 

thousand single vehicle rollover crashes. Vehicle types 
accident data analysis, development of sophisticated 

encompassed by this study include passenger cars, light 
vehicle handling and rollover computer simulations and 

trucks, utility vehicles and vans. The contents of the CARS 
full-scale experimental testing. Analysis of a validated 
rollover database is considered essential to support these 

database were collected over a one and a half year period by 
efforts, as well as aiding in the development of future 

trained investigators from the Maryland State Police and rollover countermeasures. 
supplemented by information derived from analyses by Past analyses ofrollover crash data, revealed the areas of 
NHTSA staff. This database contains all levels of reported information where existing files do not meet the needs of 
accident and injury severity, ongoing rollover research. Thus NHTSA decided to 

construct a database which could yield a maximum amount 
Introduction of information on topics such as accident scene 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration characteristics, the driver condition and the precrash 

(NHTSA) is involved in continuing research into the causes vehicle stability and handling behavior. 
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Existing Data Bases to crash avoidance, would be designed using police reports 
and supplemented by the following sources: 

Three major sources of accident data, developed by 
NHTSA, are available to support accident analysis research. ¯ A trained accident reconstructionist would 
They are the Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), the investigate and verify the original state accident 
National Accident Sampling System (NASS) and the Crash report. 
Avoidance Research Datafile (CARDfile) (1).* ¯ The accident reconstructionist would interview 

FARS is an excellent source of information pertaining to the original accident investigating officer for 
the consequences of accidents when fatalities are involved, verification of certain data and for additional 

~. FARS variables and collection criteria allow detailed information. 
evaluation of topics related to vehicle crashworthiness ¯ The reconstructionist would interview the driver 
characteristics. However, since FARS deals solely with the to derive additional accident data characteristics 
accidents in which a death occurs, accidents with less severe such as precrash handling or road condition. 
injury levels are not included in the database. Also, as ¯ The vehicle registration record would be obtained 
Edwards (2) indicates, the lack of success in crash for the rollover accident vehicle from the state 

~’. avoidance problem identification, using crashworthiness registration file. 
oriented databases, stems from the fundamental differences ¯ The complete driving record of the rollover 
in the approach to accident harm mitigation. That is, the vehicle driver would be obtained to aid in 
accident data collected by crashworthiness researchers is assessing driver related factors. 
more closely related to understanding injury causes, in ¯ NHTSA analysts would provide stability and 
order to lessen their severity, than to accident prevention, vehicle damage analysis results. 

.... NASS has an extensive variety of data variables in its 
~ " files. Not only do the files have information pertaining to The resulting CARS files were constructed from every 

the consequences of rollover crashes, but the automated available single vehicle rollover accident occurring in the 

NASS files may be supplemented by examining the hard state of Maryland from August 1987 until December of 

copy files for additional information concerning precrash 1988. Its files consist of approximately three thousand 
conditions (3). These files have been used by researchers as accidents for the vehicle classes of passenger car, light 

~ the benchmark of national representativeness for police truck, utility vehicle, and van. Since these rollovers are of 
reported accidents. However, as NASS is a sample, it lacks sufficient number, and were obtained over a continuous 
the numbers of observations deemed appropriate for period of eighteen months, CARS has the following 
analyses on the vehicle make/model level, beneficial characteristics: 

CARDfile is a database constructed from state police ¯ Accidents resulting in all levels of injury severity 
accident reports from five states, and was designed to 

were obtained. 
improve the precrash information available at the vehicle 

¯ Sufficient numbers of accidents, representing a 
make/model level. The file variables were selected to 

current vehicle make/model population, were include indicators of precrash stability and control. The 
obtained. This allows for analyses to be large size and representativeness of the CARDfile data files 

allows statistical analyses to be performed at the vehicle performed based on specific make and models. 
¯ A broad spectrum of accident variables were make/model level. However, to maximize the NHTSA 

obtained which permit the reconstruction of a capability to analyze single vehicle rollover accidents with 
respect to precrash handling, stability, roadway vehicle’s probableprecrashmovements. 

characteristics, and driver conditions, it was determined ¯ The numbers of errors introduced by handling and 

that an enhanced CARDfile style database, with a broader coding mistakes were minimized by the 
range of variables, was necessary, redundant collection of data and by performing 

multiple levels of data verification. 

CARS Database Design Criteria ¯ Since CARS represents a continuous time period 
and a defined geographical area, the commonly 

NHTSA research has shown that over ninety percent of 
used data normalizing metrics for exposure, such 

vehicle rollover accidents do not involve another vehicle, 
as vehicle registration, can be easily employed. 

This finding, along with past analyses of single vehicle 
rollover accidents, suggests that the medium best suited for Data Collection Methodology 
rollover data analysis would be a detailed study of single 
vehicle rollover crashes. If complete, this data could The Crash Avoidance Rollover Study, CARS, was 

provide an excellent opportunity to test hypotheses relating designed to meet the above data criteria to provide an 

to the role of the vehicle, the accident scene, and the driver enhanced crash avoidance rollover database. Past and 

in these crashes. It was determined that a single vehicle present efforts ofdatabase collection, such as NASS, relyon 

rollover accident database, with emphasis on issues relating the utilization of numerous teams of accident 
reconstructionists. It is costly, in time and available 

¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, resources, to train sufficient numbers of teams necessary for 
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a project the size of CARS. A more cost effective solution intrusion is complete. This coding allowed for as detailed of 

was to mobilize the trained accident reconstructionists of an analysis as the photographic evidence could provide. 

the Maryland State Police. This elite group of officers, One team of NHTSA crashworthiness analysts performed 

trained in accident investigation techniques, were already this coding to maximize consistency. 

geographically placed throughout the state. This special 
team of accident reconstructionists were given specific 

Data Quality Control 
collection instructions and data acquisition forms. When a Data quality control procedures were instituted at every 
rollover, which met the above criteria, was reported, a level of the database construction process. 
member of the team was dispatched to collect the required The Maryland State Police selected to investigate CARS 
data. crashes were those who had been trained and certified by the 

Data source redundancy and data cross checking State of Maryland as accident reconstructionists. These 
capability were designed into the CARS collection officers were chosen for their proven abilities and interest in 
methodology. For example, the Maryland Motor Vehicle accident reconstruction. This group was then briefed by the 
Accident Report gave the location and description of the Maryland State Police project leader and NHTSA engineers 
accident site. This was validated and upgraded by on-site regarding the objectives of the vehicle rollover project and 
measurements and photographs of the accident scene, the proper use of the data forms. All vehicle measurements, 

Data from multiple sources were also collected to 
facilitate reconstruction of accident precrash and causal 

accident scene measurements, and accident reconstruction 

factors (table 1). The data sources for these elusive factors 
procedures were thoroughly discussed with this group. 

The next level of data quality control was intrinsic to the 
include the following: 

CARS data gathering design. As mentioned above, multiple 
¯ Maryland State Motor Vehicle Accident Report sources of key, yet difficult to acquire, information were 
¯ Driver interview by accident reconstructionist used. Data indicating such accident descriptors as driver 
¯ Original investigating officer interview taken by physical condition, vehicle speed, and vehicle skidding 

the accident reconstructionist were subject to this redundant data gathering method. The 
¯ Additional physical evidence was collected at the third level of data quality control was implemented by the 

accident scene and from the crash vehicle by the 
NHTSA receiving engineer. Each accident data form was 

accident reconstructionist checked for missing or improperly entered data, and for 

~’al~le 1. I~ata sources, completeness and appropriateness with respect to the CARS 
collection criteria. For example, if an incoming accident file 

............................................................................. lacked a driver record it would be withheld until the missing 

...................................................... material could be recovered from the Maryland State Police 

......................................................... computer files. 

........................................................ Quality control efforts were rigorously implemented at 

................................................. the data entry level. Using separate sessions, the raw data 

was double entered. The two resulting data files were then 

..................................................................... subjected to a computer data comparison program where 

each data inconsistency was documented. The appropriate 

This information was then used for accident evaluation accident file was then pulled for each flagged observation, 

by NHTSA engineers. For example, the precrash behavior 
and, wherever possible, corrected. 

of the vehicle, before rolling, was estimated. A 
A fifth level of quality control was applied to assure a 

determination was made as to whether the accident vehicle dependable vehicle make and model coding. The vehicle 

was skidding, what type of skid occurred (such as spinning identification number, CARDfile output code, vehicle type 

or sideslipping) and an assessment was made as to the code, and vehicle photographs were double checked for 

probable cause of that skid (such as braking or steering), consistency. The verified vehicle code was then processed 

One engineer performed this evaluation to minimize by a CARS program which was designed to separate truck, 
inconsistencies, vans, and utility vehicles into distinct make/model groups. 

Data was also derived from photographs of the CARS For example, the make/model category for a Ford pickup 
vehicles. Structural damage to accident vehicles was was broken down into F150’s, F250’s, etc. 
evaluated by using a modified version of the SAE The most ambitious step of the data verification 
Recommended Practice (J224). This practice provides a 
basis for the classification of a vehicle’s deformation level 

procedure used a series of computer programs, written 

caused by an accident. In the CARS database, vehicle body 
expressly for CARS. These programs checked all variables 

damage was coded using this SAE zero to nine scale to against an acceptable, predetermined value range. When 

represent the extent of vehicle body deformation. Zero is inconsistencies were reported, records would be pulled, and 

coded for no body damage and nine is coded when body the values verified or corrected. 
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CARS Database Organization Past NHTSA analyses have shown that rural environments 

CARS is composed of five data files and two user files, are significantly related to the incidence of rollover crashes 

The data files are entitled Accident, Vehicle, Tire, Driver, (4). 

and Passenger. The two user files are the Vehicle Parameters Vehicle file 
and the Variable Library. The above files are in SAS 
(Statistical Analysis System) format and are installed on a The Vehicle file contains over sixty variables which al- 

VAX 11/780 mini-computer. Their configuration, as low investigation of vehicle related factors in rollover 

outlined in table 2, allows for rapid examination of variables crashes (table 4). This file was generated using an extensive 

taken from one file or, for more complicated analyses, file make/model coding and verification system (see the section 
merging. Examples of the use of these files, individually on Data Quality Control) so that accident analyses may be 
and collectively, may be found in the Analysis section of performed on distinct make/model groups. Vehicle level 
this paper, precrash stability (the incidence of skidding, for example) 

and crash outcome (the amount of vehicle deformation, 
Table 2. Crash avoidance rollover study database, number of quarter turns rolled, etc.) variables allows the 

I researcher to obtain insight into the entire crash accident 
F Z~-E S 

scenario. This file also contains parameter measurements of 

I 
the accident-involved vehicle. 

[ 
L~Brm~ 

] Table 4. Vehicle file contents. 

VEHICLE CONDITION                                I8 

MEASURED PARAMETERS 5 

Accident file PRECRASH MOVEMENTS 10 
The Accident file contains over sixty variables which 

describe such accident related factors as the roadway char- CRASH MOVEMENTS 2 

acteristics, environment, roadside attributes and the se- 
quence of crash events (table 3). The variable, ’tripping,’ VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS 1 

which estimates the rollover initiating event, proves to be 
VEHICLE LOADING 6 especially beneficial in demonstrating the effects of road- 

way and roadside features on the risk of single vehicle 
MILEAGE                              1 

rollover accidents. The variables which describe the land 
use at the crash site may be of particular research interest. OTHER 3 

Table 3. Accident file contents. 

DESCRIPTOR TYPE NUMBER OF VARIABLES Tire file 

The Tire file contains twenty-five variables which de- 
TIME OF CRASH                                        2 

scribe the tire tread depth, inflation pressure, and rolling 

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 7 radius of the crash vehicles’ tire (table 5). Tread depth 

provides data for assessing a tire’s influence on the dynamic 
SEVERITY MEASURES 2 performance on wet surfaces. Tire inflation pressure is nec- 

essary for the analysis of limit performance of tires in COT- 
ROADWAY DESCRIPTORS 17 nering and braking maneuvers. Such tire data is also essen- 

tial to rollover simulation validation. 
ROADSIDE DESCRIPTORS 9 

Driver file 
WEATHER/LIGHT 6 The Driver file is composed of more than forty variables 

related to the driver demographics, driver condition at the 
PRECRASH MOVEMENT INDICATORS 6 

time of the crash, driving history, and any possible accident 

avoidance errors or attempts made by the driver (table 6). 
LOCALE                                                 3 

For example, of primary importance to the understanding 

OTHER 1 ~ of a driver’s behavior at the time of the crash, is the use of 
alcohol. As shown by Terhune (5), in a study of injured 
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Table 5. Tire file contents. Table 7. Passenger file contents. 

DESCRIPTOR TYPE NUMBER OF VARIABLES DESCRIPTOR TYPE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

MANUFACTURER 4 PASSENGER INJURY SEVERITY 1 

MODEL NAME 4 EJECTION 2 

OEM SIZE RATING 4 RESTRAINT USE 1 

TREAD DEPTH 4 DEMOGRAPHICS 2 

GAUGE PRESSURE 4 OTHER 3 

ROLLING RADIUS 4 

OTHER                                      1 

Vehicle parameter file 
This file contains twenty-nine variables of measured, 

calculated, or identifying vehicle characteristics. The mess- 
Table 6. Driver file contents, urements were performed by the Vehicle Research and Test 

Center, NHTSA, using an apparatus called the Inertial Pa- 
DISCRIPTOR TYPE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

rameter Measurement Device (7). The file parameters in- 
clude such items as center-of-gravity data and moment of 

DRIVER CONDITION 17 
inertia measurements. These parameters allow the testing of 

DRIVER HISTORY 9 statistical hypotheses relating the risk of rollover to vehicle 
geometric configuration (table 8). Currently, these meas- 

DRIVER AVOIDANCE ATTEMPT 2 urements exist for approximately one hundred make and 
models by model year. 

DRIVER ERROR                                     11 
Table 8. Vehicle parameter file contents. 

INJURY SEVERITY                                   1 
DESCRIPTOR TYPE               NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

EJECTION                                        2 
MODEL IDENTIFICATION                              15 

RESTRAINT USE                                     1 
MEASURED DIMENSIONS                             5 

DRIVER DEMOGRAPHICS                                                        3 
CENTER OF GRAVITY POSITIONS                                        2 

OTHER                                               1 
INERTIA MEASUREMENTS                            3 

DERIVED RATIOS 2 

OTHER 2 

drivers, alcohol use is consistently under reported. To miti- 
gate this bias, in our database, data from multiple sources of 
use indicators were included in CARS. Despite these el- 

Library 

forts, the thirty percent alcohol impairment rate found in Attached to the CARS data files is a user format library 

this file must still be considered more of a lower bound 
file containing the definitions of the variable codes. This file 

estimate for the actual rate of alcohol involvement in roll- 
provides the user with a formatted and therefore easily read 

over accidents, 
output from CARS. 

Single vehicle accident database supplement 
Passenger files 

The above CARS files are designed to be supplemented 
The Passenger file, with its ten variables, was established with a database of all single vehicle crashes. This database 

to aid in analyses directed at rollover outcome harm mitiga- will be gathered from the Maryland Automated Accident 

tion. These variables report on injury serverity, age/sex files, for the same time period as CARS. It will have a 

demographics, and restraint use (table 7). structure similar to that of CARS. However, as this informa- 
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tion will be taken from a single source, the variable roster between these distributions are found for ’roadside curb,’ 
will be more limited. This database may be used as a metric cited 3.5 times more often in urban settings, and ’ditch,’ 
of single vehicle accident exposure, cited 2.2 times more often in rural areas. 

The CARS variables which describe features adjacent to 
AnalysismSample Results the lanes of travel show a proportionately higher ratio of 

The CARS database files may be examined using curbs in urban environments (3.6 times greater than that 

traditional SAS techniques for descriptive and inferential found for rural). These variables also show that a larger 

analyses. Frequency distributions of variables have been proportion of ditches are found along rural roadways (2.5 

explored in a continuing quality control effort. CARS has times more often than in the urban environments), figure 2. 

also been subjected to several preliminary examinations to 
Roadside features present in rollover crashes. 

assess its capability to support research. The following 
analysis samples demonstrate the versatility of this database PERCENT 
to provide insight into the problems of rollover accidents. 60 

[] URBAN 
Accident file ~o 

~7~ [] R~- 

The relative frequency of tripping is of primary impor- 
40 

tance to the issue of rollover. Tripping, by way of a working 
definition, is a rollover initiating event where a force, other 20 

than roadway friction, is generated by a mechanical iaterac- 
tion of the vehicle with its environment. Untripped rollover 0 
is defined as a rollover which results solely from the interac- 

tion of the vehicle tires with a hard surface. Table 9 contains 
the distribution of these estimated sources of tripping. It is 
of interest to note that the untripped rollover is a relatively Figure 2. Features adjacent to lanes of travel. Up to two cited 

rare event (less than ten percent of the database), 
per observation. Maryland CARS File data. 

Table 9. Tripping mechanisms. 
Vehicle file 

MECHANISM PERCENT OF DATABASE 

UNTRIPPED 9.8 Rollover analyses are frequently performed on data bro- 
ken out by vehicle type, (for example, passenger cars, pick- 

CURB                                          7.4 
up trucks, etc.). The distribution of these designations is 

PAVEMENT EDGE 3.7 reported in table 10. 
DITCH 23.3 

Table 4. Vehicle type distribution. 
SOIL/FLAT                                   24.0 

GUARDRAIL/BARRIER 7.0 VEHICLE TYPE PERCENT OF DATABASE 

EMBANKMENT/SLOPE DOWN 14.4 PASSENGER CARS 67.4 

OTHER/UNKNOWN 10.4 

PICKUP TRUCKS 20.3 

Figure l shows the distribution of the above tripping UTILITY VEHICLES 8.0 

mechanisms as a function of the variable ’land use.’ This 
VANS 3.6 variable is a description of the general character of the land 

in the vicinity of the crash site and takes on the values of OT~ER O.7 
’urban’ or ’rural.’ The two most notable differences 

Tripping mechanisms in rollover accidents: by land use. 
PERCENT 

~5 Fq u~N The frequency distribution of the reconstructed variable, 

3o ~ ~                            ~_ ’Precrash Vehicle Dynamic Behavior,’ which resulted from 

~ 

~ 

the stability analysis performed by NHTSA staff, (table 11) 

~0 reveals that the greatest proportion (sixty-eight percent) of 
precrash stability conditions involves some type of skid- ~ 

~ 
~/ 

diag. Thus, Table 11 shows that five percent of the single 
~0 

~ 
vehicle rollover cases were initiated by a vehicle displaying 

~ 
~       ~~/, ~ a precrash front wheel lateral skid (understeer) type ofvehi- 

0 
c~ ~ ~c~ ~/~ ,o~ -s~o~ .~o~ cle skidding, fifty percent displayed a precrash rearwheel 
~ s~,~,~,,~.~,(~,~,~%~.~/,~,~ lateral skid (oversteer) type of vehicle skidding, and thirteen 

TRIPPING MECHANISM percent displayed a four wheel lateral skid (neutral steer) 
Figure 1. Maryland CARS File data. type of vehicle skidding. 
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Table 11. Precrash vehicle dynamic behavior (stability Vehicle parameter file 
condition). 

By accessing variables from the Driver, Vehicle, and Ve- 
STABILITY CONDITION PERCENT OF DATABASE hicle Parameter files, the relationships between a selection 

NO SKID INDICATED (STABLE) 26 of vehicle geometric parameters, quarter turns rolled, mean 

driver injury severity, and estimated speed were explored. 
FRONT WHEEL/LATERAL (UNDERSTEER) 5 

This was performed using nineteen make/models which had 

REAR WHEEL LATERAL (OVERSTEER) 50 measurements available and were represented by a mini- 
mum of ten observations in the database. All values repre- 

FOUR WHEEL LATERAL (NEUTRAL STEER)             13 
sent make/model based means. The estimate for driver inju- 

UNKNOWN 6 ry is derived from the police reported, ordinal values of ’0,’ 
representing no injury, to ’4,’ indicating a fatality. The 
estimate for speed, is based on data from the police report, 
the investigator’s report, the driver’s estimate, or the speed 

Table 12 shows a breakdown of the above sixty-eight limit. The variable for the quarter turns rolled estimates the 
percent of skidding accidents, evaluated as to instability number of quarter turns the vehicle underwent. A matrix of 
cause or instability precipitator. A noteworthy finding in Pearson correlation coefficients and their associated P val- 
table 12 is the discovery that fifty percent of the skidding ues, probabilities that there is no association, are reported in 
type of rollover accidents were caused by the lateral force table 14. 
generated by going around a curve in the road too fast. 
Twenty-four percent of the rollover accidents were caused Table 14. Pearson correlation coefficients. 

by the driver putting in a severe steering input while on a ,NJURY BPEEO ROLL WE,G.T BPR WB ROLL INEBT,A 
straight road such as passing another vehicle. The eighteen .... BY 1.0o0 o.870 0.897 -o.216 0.,o3 o.o7, -0.999 

percent precrash skidding attributed to snow and ice in- P 0.000 o.010 0.10, 0.969 0.097 0 .... 0.170 
SPEED 0.578 1.000 -0.089 0.101 0.387 0,367 0.089 

cludes accidents occurring on both curves and straight .............. 2 0.0 
ROLL 0.987 -0.089 1.000 -0.325 0.214 -0.111 -0.416 

roads, p 0.101 0.720 0.000 0.175 0.380 0.65~ 0.077 

WEIGHT -0.218 0.101 -0.325 1.000 -0.608 0.819 0.812 

p 0.370 0.680 0.175 0,000 0.006 0,0001 0.0001 

Table 12. Cause of dynamic instability (up to two cited per S~E 0.,09 0.9E7 0.2~, -0.006 E000 -0.990 -0.503 
0.o0o case), p 0.087 0.101 0.380 0,006 0.099 0.009 

WB 0.074 0.367 -.0111 0.819 -0.390 1.000 0.631 

CAUSE OF INSTABILITY PERCENT OF DATABASE p 0.765 0.120 0.652 0,0001 0.099 0.000 0.004 

ROLL INERTIA -0.329 0.083 -0,4 ~ 6 0.812 -0.583 0.631 L000 

LATERAL CURVE FORCE 52 p 0.~70 0.737 0.077 0.000~ 0.0007 o.o04 0.000 

ACCELERATION INPUT 1 INJURY: MEAN DRIVER INJURY SPEED: MEAN ESTIMATED SPEED 

ROLL: MEAN QUARTER TURNS ROLLED WEIGHT: MEAN CURB WEIGHT 

STEERING INPUT 24 SFR: MEAN STAB,mY FACTOR BATED ~TW/2CG) WB: MBAN WHEELBASE 
ROLL INERTIA: MEAN ROLL MOMENT OF INERTIA P: PROBABILITY OF NO LINEAR ASSOCIATION 

BRAKING INPUT 7 19 PASSBNGEB CANS. P,CNGP TRUCKS. ur,uTY VE.~CLES AND VANS 
MINIMUM OF 10 OBSERVATIONS PER MAKE/MODEL ¯ 

STEERING AND ACCELERATION 1 

STEERING AND BRAKING 9 Using a five percent criterion that the probability of no 
OTHER (SNOW, ICE, ETC) 18 association is significant, the top line of the table indicates 
UNKNOWN 10 that as the mean injury increases so does the average esti- 

mate for speed. That is, if there is more initial energy impart- 
ed to the rollover speed, there is an increased risk of injury. 

The distribution of vehicle body deformation damage Several of the measured vehicle parameters, including 
areas, table 13, shows that the most frequently damaged weight, wheelbase, half track to center-of-gravity height, 
portions of a vehicle involved in a rollover are the vehicle and roll moment of inertia are also correlated according to 
top and sides. What is less expected is the large (forty-eight the five percent standard. For example, the mean roll mo- 
percent) proportion of vehicles which have measurable ment of inertia has a negative and significant association 
frontal damage, with the mean half track width to center-of-gravity height 

Table 13o Vehicle area of deformation, 
ratio.(7). 

¯ AREA OF DAMAGE PERCENT OF DATABASE Conclusions 
TOP DAMAGE 69 Based on the following attributes, CARS is a versatile 

and cost effective medium in which researchers may gain 
FRONT DAMAGE 48 insight into single vehicle rollover accidents: 

REAR DAMAGE 26 . The CARS database structure, of five data files 
and two user files, allows for ease of access within 

LEFT DAMAGE 63 one file or file aggregation. 

RIGHT DAMAGE 58 . The detailed information within CARS allows for 
the testing of a broad range of hypotheses relating 

¯ MULTIPLE AREAS OF DAMAGE MAY BE CODED FOR EACH ROLLOVER 
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to single vehicle rollover crashes, implemented the post-crash elements of CARS, and without 
¯ CARS has sufficient observations and a detailed whose continued support, this project could not have 

make and model structure to allow analyses to be succeeded. 
performed upon homogeneous make/model 
vehicle groups. References 
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Rollover Crashworthiness Classification and Severity Indices 

Daniel Cohen, Kennerly Digges, analyses of rollover crashes utilizing vehicle, crash, and 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration injury parameters, second, a status report on the develop- 

R. Hunter Nichols, ment of a crashworthiness rollover classification and sever- 
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ity system and third, analyses of ejected occupants who 
account for approximately one-half of the serious injuries in 

United States passenger car and light truck rollover crashes. 

Abstract Introduction 
Crashes involving rollover in 1987 accounted for 5,976 The rollover crash event is of growing importance. The 

fatalities in passenger cars and 3,658 in light trucks and magnitude of the fatality and injury problem can be 
vans. Approximately 16% of the serious injuries and fatal- examined by using the Fatality Accident Reporting System 
ities to passenger car occupants and 42% of the serious (1)* and the National Accident Sampling System (2). 
injuries to light truck occupants are a result of rollover Rollover crashes account for 5,976 fatalities in passenger 

crashes. ¯ cars and 3,658 in light trucks and vans (1987 FARS). The 

This paper presents the results of accident data analyses distribution of serious injuries and fatalities for passenger 

which are focusing on the development of a crashworthi- cars and light trucks are shown in figure 1. Rollover crashes 
account for 16% of the serious injuries (AIS 3+) to ness rollover classification system and severity index in 

which rollover events with similar characteristics can be 
passenger car occupants and 42% of the serious injuries to 

grouped to permit better assessment of injury causation and 
occupants of light trucks and vans. It is evident that 

mitigation concepts. The paper presents first, descriptive *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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rollovers are significant for both vehicle classes, but more research related to this issue are presented. The third section 

so for trucks, presents specific information related to ejected occupants 

that account for one-half of the serious injuries in rollover 
accidents. 

Descriptive Analyses of Roliover 
Crashes 

Rollover crashes involve the most complex vehicle and 
occupant motion among the four major crash modes: front, 

[] NO ROLL side, rear, and rollover. The forces involved prior to and 

¯ ROLL during a rollover crash are complicated and dynamic. These 

crash forces are applied to the vehicle structure in a variety 
PASSENGER CAR                 LIGHT TRUCK & VAN 

of locations, and at a variety of magnitudes and directions. 
Figure 1. Rollover safety problems~distribution of serious 
and fatal injuries (NASS 1982-86). Energy is removed more slowly in a rollover crash, as 

compared to a planar crash--and the crash motion occurs 

Figure 1 and subsequent accident data analyses are based over a much longer period of time. 

on NHTSA’s National Accident Sampling System (NASS) In order to develop countermeasures for reducing 

1982-86 files. NASS files contain a nationally represent- rollover injuries, we need to know the conditions which 

ative sample of police reported crashes occurring within the cause injury. This problem definition is necessary to 

United States. The data contained in the files are collected determine how to test improvements to prevent or reduce 

by teams of investigators located throughout the country, injury. 

Detailed information on the vehicle, occupant, and crash The complexity of rollover events make the 
factors are obtained from on-site inspections, vehicle exam- characterization of these accidents much more difficult than 
ination, occupant interviews, police and medical records, for planar crashes. For planar crashes, delta v has been 
NASS utilizes a national expansion factor to make the widely accepted as a measure of the crash severity. 
NASS files representative of the population of accidents Techniques and computer analyses are available for 
which occur in the United States. These national expansion estimating planar crash severity, based on energy 
factors are used to weight individual cases. The analyses dissipation from the observed vehicle damage or post crash 
presented utilize the weighted values, but for analyses in- trajectory. There is no similar accepted estimate for 
volving relatively small sample sizes the unweighted values rollovers. 
are also shown. It should be cautioned that because of the 
relatively small sample size available in NASS and the type Past Research 
of resolution attempted in several of the analyses that differ- 
ences are meant to indicate trends and may not be statis- Segal (3) studied the accident case files of 267 severe 

tically significant. Continuing work using other accident rollover accidents in the National Crash Severity Study 

data files is being undertaken to verify the results presented. (NCSS). The NCSS (4) files are based on cases investigated 

An additional caution should be raised in regard to the from 1977 to 1979. Accidents were selected for case by 

analyses involving restrained occupants. Reference 2 pro- case review, based on the presence of door opening, 
vides the following discussion on the accuracy of reported and/or significant roof crush. The cases studied were 
restraint use in NASS. "The legal requirement for safety predominately (89%) passenger cars: For about half of the 
belt use in many states has been accompanied by a distinct cases, the pre-accident speed was estimated to be greater 
drop in the reliability of reported belt use for crash-involved than 50 mph. Segal observed that most rollover accidents 
vehicle occupants. NASS researchers estimate safety belt involved some degree of skidding sideways prior to 
use based on information from vehicle inspections, medical rollover. About 80% of the vehicles had a lateral velocity 
records, interviews and police reports. In less serious component before the rollover occurred, and most had a 
crashes, when definitive physical evidence or medical in- significant forward component as well. The overturning 
formation is not present, the researchers must, like the po- 
lice, rely on statements of involved parties who often will 

motion was primarily roll motion in 80% of the cases 
examined. About 15% of the vehicles had primarily pitch 

not admit to evading belt use requirements" (2). 
The paper is divided into three sections. The first section motion, and the remaining 5% combined pitch and roll. 

presents descriptive data relating the risk of injury to spe- 
Most of the vehicles rolled four quarter turns or less. Segal 

cific vehicle parameters such as car size, body type, general noted that high injury severity to occupants appeared to be 

area of damage, number of rolls, and roof damage. The related to the number of quarter turns experienced by the 

second sectionexploresalternativealgorithmsforarollover vehicle. Door opening and ejection also appeared to 

crash severity index. Specific crash performance parame- increase with the number of quarter turns, which may 

ters are correlated with injury outcome and areas of future account for the higher injury severity. The degree of roof 
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crush was found to be relatively independent of roll turns, Selection of the study population 
but was more associated with the vehicle coming to rest on 

The population for this study was selected from the files 
its roof. 

of the National Accident Sampling System for the years of 
To learn more about factors influencing rollover and 

1982 through 1986. Classification variables used in the 
ejection, Terhune (5) examined single vehicle crashes 

selection and analysis of the population included the size 
involving 4,565 vehicles from the combined 1980-85 

and class of the vehicle, the number of vehicles involved in 
NASS file. As part of his study, he created a "clinical file" 

the accident, and the accident type. 
of 402 single vehicle crashes which included 192 rollovers. 

The table below details the attributes and classifications 
In order to study ejections in light trucks, vans, and utility 

of the study population. 
vehicles (LTV’s), he extracted a sample of 111 cases. He 

Of the accidents in the NASS files, only those events in 
concluded that LTV’s involved in single vehicle accidents 

which the vehicle turned at least one quarter turn about its 
had significantly higher rollover rates than passenger cars. 

longitudinal axis were included as rollover accidents. 
Utility vehicles had even higher rollover rates, ejection 

Events in which a vehicle rotated primarily about its lateral 
rates, and frequency of skidding or spinning prior to 

axis (end-over-end) were excluded from the study, in order 
rollover. He found that a side force tripping phenomena 

to limit the possibility of biasing the analysis of the injury 
preceded approximately 65% of passenger car rollovers and 

processes. 
85% of LTV rollovers. In controlling for crash severity, 

On the basis of the make and model, each vehicle was 
Terhune used the extent of roof crush, as defined by the 

classified by vehicle class as autos, light trucks, vans, or 
Collision Deformation Classification (6). He found that, for multipurpose vehicles (MPV). Autos (passenger cars) and 
passenger cars, ejection rates and injury rates for those not 

light trucks were subclassified by size on the basis of their 
ejected generally increased with increasing top damage as 

curbweight, but vans and multipurpose vehicles were not 
measured by CDC. For light trucks, the ejection rate at low 

assigned a size classification. For autos the size classifica- 
values of roof crush CDC was higher than for passenger cars 

tions were small, medium, or large, while light trucks were 
at high levels of roof crush CDC. No clear trend between 

classified as small or large. 
moderate levels of top damage and ejection or injury rates 

To prevent the introduction of uncontrolled biases in the 
was evident for LTV’s. Terhune concluded that ejection is 

analysis, the study population was restricted to single vehi- 
very dangerous to occupants, even in low severity crashes, 

cle accidents. Since the rollover accidents were predomi- 
Malliaris (7) analyzed ejections and non-ejections 

nantly single vehicle events, this affected only a fraction of 
reported in FARS between 1975 and 1985 and found that the 

the population (see figure 2). 
odds of fatality for car ejectees are six times higher than for 
non-ejectees subjected to very similar crash conditions, 100                                            I 

irrespective of seating position. The fatality odds for light 
truck and van ejectees are 25% higher than for car ejectees. >~ 80 

In the early 1980’s NHTSA presented a series of studies ~ 
(8, 9, 10, 11) utilizing the National Crash Severity Study 

~ 
(NCSS) in attempting to better define the rollover accident 

~ 
environment. The studies examined the crash environment ~ 40 

and resulting injuries and ejections in rollovers. Factors ~c 

such as roof crush, number of rolls, distance of roll, and ~- 
number of vehicles involved in the crash were considered in 

classifyingtheinjuryandcrashresultsofrolloveraccidents, 
o Sm Auto tded Auto Lg Auto Sm PU 

Lg PU Von    MPV 

Class & Size [Multiple []single 

Rollover Descriptive Analyses Utilizing Figure 2. Rollover involvement--single versus multiple vehi- 

the NASS files cle events--by class and size of vehicle. 

In the current analysis of rollover accident data, the 
objective was to identify and summarize accident attributes Summary of rollover occurrences 

and post-accident damage measures for use in the The frequency of involvement of a rollover event in a 
estimation of injury responses. This effort was broken into single vehicle collision was found to be strongly related to 
three phases. First an enumerative summary and analysis of the class and size of the vehicle (see figure 3). Controlling 
selected attributes and measures was carried out on a study for class and size, the percentage of accidents involved in 
population made up of the rollover cases from the National rollovers varied from 9% for large autos to 50% for MPV’s/ 

Accident Sampling System (NASS) files. The variables Among the classes, passenger cars had the lowest rollover 
were then analyzed as factors in the injury processes of rates, followed by vans, trucks, and multipurpose vehicles. 
rollover events, followed by a statistical analysis of the Within each class, an inverse relation was found between 
factors for the development of estimation parameters, the rollover frequencies and the size of the vehicle. As an 
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a but had the highest percentages for both the side and frontal 

~ damage locations. 
~ 0.8 For a given class, the distribution of deformation loca- 
~ tions-was found to be related to the size of the vehicle. For 
~ 0.6 autos, there was no consistent trend in the relation of size to 
© 

~ the distribution, but the effect was evident. The percentage 

~ 0.4 of vehicles with primary deformation to the top was highest 
~ for medium autos, and lowest for large autos, with a marked 

~ 0.2 difference between each of the three sizes. For the side 
~_ location, the small autos had the highest percentage, fol- 

0 lowed by the large autos and then the mediums. For frontal 
Sm Auto Meal AUto k9 Auto Sm PU L9 PU Van MPV 

Cless end Size []Roll ~No Ro, deformation cases, there was evidence of a progressive 
trend, where the larger the size of the vehicle, the higher the 

Figure 3. Rollover versus non-rollover events in single vehicle percentage of cases. 
crashes by class and size of vehicle. 

In the case of primary deformation to the top or front of 
the vehicle, light trucks showed moderate progressive 

example, 27% of the accidents involving small autos were trends for the relation of size to the distribution of cases. The 
rollovers, as compared to the 13% for medium autos and 9% relation of size to distribution for side deformation was both 
for the large autos. Similarly, the percentage of small truck inverse and pronounced, with small light trucks showing 
rollovers was 45%, compared to 33% for large trucks. 30% for that category. 

Particular attention was focused on the location and ex- The NASS files classified each deformation in a CDC 
tent of the primary, or most extensive, deformation to each "extent of deformation" zone, with ordinal (but not gradi- 
vehicle involved in a rollover event. For this analysis, two ent) zones defined for each GAD. In the analysis, the nine 
standard measurements of the collision deformation classi- CDC zones tended to fall into three groups. The first group 
fication (CDC)system were used. The first, GAD1 (General was formed by deformations in extent zones one and two, 
Area of Damage) indicated the location of the primary de- where damage to the vehicle was primarily to the body, with 
formation to the vehicle. The second, EXTENT1, was an minor structural damage. Those in the third and fourth ex- 

ordinal measure of the extent of deformation at that tent zones formed a second group, consisting of deforma- 

location, tions with structural damage and minimal or moderate intru- 
For vehicles in rollover events, the most common prima- sion. Deformations in the fifth zone and beyond were 

ry deformation location (GAD 1) was the top of the vehicle, classified in a third group, where there was extreme damage 

with percentages ranging from 41% for vans to 71% for and intrusion into the passenger compartment. 
medium autos (see figure 4) The side (right or left) of the Particular attention was focused on vehicles with primary 

vehicle was found to be the next most common location, deformation to the top. With the exception of vans, percent- 

followed by frontal deformations. The percentage of roll- ages for minor damage ranged from 12% for large autos to 

overs resulting in primary damage to the rear or undercar- 23% for small autos, while approximately 60% to 70% had 

riage of a vehicle was negligible, moderate damage (see figure 5). The percentage of vehicles 
with extreme deformation ranged from 5% for MPV’s, to 

0.8 1 25% for large autos. Within the auto class, larger vehicles 
/ were found to have a higher percentage of extreme deforma- 

~ tions to the top, and a lower percentage of minor deforma- 
E 0.~ 
u                                                                                               1 

~ 0.4 
0.8 

g 0.2 
~ ~ 0.6 

0                                                                        09 0,4 
Sm Auto Med Auto Lg Auto Sm PU    ITg PU Von MPV 

Cless ond Size ITop II$ide ~Front 

E 0.2 
Figure 4. Distribution of primary deformation location by class 
and size of vehicle. 

0 

With respect to the class of vehicle, the distributions of 
~ ~.,~o v,~6 ~.~o Lq ~.~o 5~o ~3 Lq ~,3 ~o. ~’~ 

GAD1 for autos, trucks, andMPV’s were foundtobe simi- Cless and Size ~coc = 1,2 ICDC = 3,4 ~CDC = 5+ 

lar, while vans had a significantly different distribution Figure 5. Extent of roof (top) deformation by class and size of 
altogether. Vans had the lowest percentage for top damage, vehicle. 
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tions. In contrast, there was little difference between the injuries were grouped on the basis of their highest injury as 
distributions for minor and extreme damage for the large rated by the AIS system. The first category was composed 
and small light trucks, of the projected number of occupants who were not injured 

Vans proved to be an exception from the general trend of or who received an injury rated as 1 on the AIS, while the 
the other classes, where the majority of vehicles had mode- second contained all projected occupants who received an 
rate damage with the remainder balanced between the minor injury rated at two or above on the scale. This was carried 
and extreme damage categories. Almost 58% of the vans out for all levels defined by the factors and their combina- 
with primary deformation to the top had only minor dam- tions, and the probability was calculated by dividing the 
age, while 38% had moderate and 4% had extreme deforma- second group by the combined total of both groups. 
tion. Relievers were classified under the original NASS 
convention of less than 4 quarter turns (less than a full roll), Effects of restraint usage and ejection 
and 4 quarter turns or more (full roll or more). In the major- 

The population.for this phase of the study was composed ity of rollover events, the vehicle did not complete a full roll 
(see figure 6). Comparing the percentage of relievers falling of drivers and front seat passengers of vehicles in the roll- 

into the two categories, moderate differences were found over population described previously. The occupants were 

between the distributions for the four different vehicle classified into three subpopulations for analysis, on the 

classes. Vans had the highest percentage falling into the less basis of restraint usage and ejection status. Ejection to any 

than 4 quarter turn category, degree, partial or complete, was classified as ejected. 

0.8 In general, the severity of an accident was moderated by 

~ 
restraint usage and exacerbated by ejection. The overall 

~ likelihood of AIS2+ injury for a restrained occupant was 
~ 0.6 approximately 8%, while for an unrestrained occupant it 

~ 
was 12%. Although these figures varied, depending on fac- 

~ 0.4 tors such as number of quarter turns and the deformation 

g~ location, the severity was consistently less for restrained 
~ occupants in almost all cases. For ejected occupants the 

~ injury responses were much higher than those restrained or 

~- unrestrained without ejection (tables 2, 3, and 4). 
o In comparing the general effectiveness of restraints in the 

Sm Auto Med Auto kg Auto    Sm PU Lg PU Von MPV 

Class end Size ¯ Lr 4 [] cE 4 rollover event, the likelihood of injury for restrained occu- 

pants should be compared not only to the unrestrained occu- 
Figure 6. Distribution of quarter turns by class and size of 
vehicle, pants but also to the ejected occupants since practically all 

Within each class, differences were moderate to minimal, the ejected occupants (in the years covered in this analysis) 

For autos there was a moderate inverse trend where the are unrestrained. 

larger the vehicle, the lower the percentage of relievers with 
Table 1. Reliever severity index study population (NASS 1982- 

four or more rolls. Differences between the percentages for 1986) 
small and large light trucks were negligible. This indicated TYPE OF ACCIDENT 

Selection: 1 or more qtr turns about the longitudinal axis 
that given a reliever occurred, the number of quarter turns No Latera] or Pitch Type Events (End over End) 
completed by a vehicle was related to its class, and that the 
effect of the vehicle’s size was relative to its class. SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION 

NUMBER OF VEHICLES 
Selection: Single vehicle only 

Injury analysis and model development 
section                                             TYPES OF VEHICLES 

Selection: Auto, Lt. Trucks, Vans, Multipurpose Vehicles 
For the analysis of injuries resulting from rollover 

crashes, emphasis was shifted from the examination of ve- 
Classification: Auto - small, medium, large 

Lt Trucks - small, large 
hicle distributions to the estimation of injury severity. Fac- Vans - all 

MPV’s - all 
tors which reflected the physical severity of the crash was 
analyzed for their effect on the injury responses of the OCCUPANTS 

Selection: Drivers, Rt. Front Passengers 
occupants, and were then used in the development of mod- 

Classification: 
els for use in the estimation of occupant injuries. Restraint Usage/Ejection : Restrained 

Specifically, the injury response of an event was defined Unrestrained, No Ejection 
Unrestrained, Ejected 

as the probability of an occupant receiving an injury of 2 or ANALYSIS VARIABLES 
greater on the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), given the 

Number of Qtr Turns : Less than 4 qtr turns 
4 or more qtr turns 

occurrence of that specific event. The study population Deformation Location : Top, Front, Side, Other 
Extent of Deformation : CDC Extent = 1,2 

from NASS was divided into a binomial distribution, where CDC Extent = 3,4 
CDC Extent = S+ 
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Vehicle class and size classification, but if one class of vehicle has a higher ejec- 

tion rate compared to the other class, the overall injury rate 
As previously outlined (see table 1), vehicles were classi- as seen in the accident environment will most likely be 

fled by class and size, the location and extent of the primary greater for the vehicle class that has a higher ejection rate. 
deformation, and the number of quarter turns in the rollover. Analysis by size, within each class, revealed further vari- 
For the analysis the vehicle classes were treated as separate ations in the responses. For the auto class, the injury re- 
subpopulations, with emphasis on comparisons within and sponse decreased as the size increased for restrained occu- 
between the groups. Due to sample size, the size sub- pants. The reverse proved to be true for unrestrained 
classification was not used for the majority of the analysis, occupants, while no consistent trend was evident for those 

The other classification variables were treated as factors who were ejected. In light trucks, size was found to be 
in the severity. Vehicles were classified by quarter turns into positively related to injury severity for restrained occu- 
two groups; those that had not completed four quarter turns pants, but had an inverse relation for those who were unre- 
(full roll), and those that had completed four or more quarter strained or ejected. The trend was moderate for restrained 
turns. Deformation locations were classified as top, side, and unrestrained occupants, but was very pronounced for 
front, and other, while extent zones were recoded versions those who were ejected. 
of the CDC code (see table 1). Analysis of variance (AN- 

OVA) procedures indicated that quarter turns, deformation Primary deformation location 
location, and deformation extent were all significant, and In a departure from earlier studies, this analysis included 
that the best analysis models included all three. (See Statis- an investigation of deformation location as a factor in the 
tical Methods section) severity of the accident (see table 2). In the injury response 

With respect to the class of a vehicle, the injury responses tables to follow, the percentages shown are the ratio of 
for a given event, as defined by a combination of the classi- occupants receiving an AIS 2+ injury divided by all occu- 

fication variables, was found to be higher for occupants of pants within that specific vehicle class. For example, 8% of 

autos than for those in vans and MPV’s (see figure 7). restrained occupants in automobiles with primary deforma- 

Occupants of light trucks were found to have an injury tion to the top experienced an AIS 2+ injury (table 2). With 

response slightly higher than autos when restrained, and a the exception of ejection cases, cases where the front was 

mid-range value if unrestrained. Vans and MPV’s had rela- the primary deformation location proved to have the rela- 

tively low responses for restrained occupants, but were mid- tively highest injury responses, followed by those with side 

range for those who were unrestrained or ejected, and top locations. Other cases, where the deformation was 

to the rear or undercarriage of the vehicle, were found to 
0.8 ¯ Sm ~uto have responses falling between those of the side and front 

~ ¯ Med Aoto locations, but were disregarded on the basis of their relative 

_~ 0.8 ¯,~ Auto scarcity. 
+ 

~ Table 2. Injury responses (AIS 2+) by primary deformation 
~ o.,~ ~L~ Pu location. 
o 

~von Restrained Occupants 
~ Primary Deformation Location 
~- 0.2 ~MPV Vehicle Class Top Side      Front     Other 
~ Auto 8% (330) 9% (79) 20% (59) 12% (6) 
"~ Lt Truck 9% (55) * * * 

C 
Van * * * * 

Restroined Unrestroined Ejected MPV 3% (27) * * 
Restroint ond Ejection Unrestrained Occupants 

Primary Deformation Location 
Figure 7. Injury re.s.ponses in rollover crashes by class and size Vehi cl e C1 ass Top Si de Front Other 
of vehicle, controlhng for restraint and ejection condition. Auto 11% (1004) 15% (272) 22% (229) 21% (20) 

Lt Truck 10% (275) 8% (95) 18% (58) * 
Van 13% (37) 4% (20) * * 

These differences in injury response---especially, for ex- MPV 11% (43) * * * 

ample, the differences between passenger cars and multi- 
Ejected Occupants 

Primary Deformation Location 

purpose vehicles--appears to reflect differences in stability Vehicle Class Top Side Front Other 
Auto 60% (234) 63% (86) 48% (37) 

rates and the energy required to create a rollover (12,13). Lt Truck 57% (109) * * * 
Thus, if it takes less energy to create a rollover event for Van * * * * 

MPV 55% (24) * 
multipurpose vehicles as compared to passenger cars, the Notes: 1. * denotes cells with less than 20 observations 
overall injury rate may be lower because of this situation. 2. Percentages are based on weighted NASS data 

3. Numbers in parentheses are unweighted cases 
This emphasizes again the need for the development of a 

crashworthiness rollover severity measure that can control 
for these differences. Also, the mix of restraint usage and 

Extent of deformation 

ejections for a particular vehicle class will have an impor- In the analysis of extent of damage, particular emphasis 

tant effect on the overall injury rate as seen in the accident was placed on cases where primary deformation was to the 

environment. For example, if two vehicle classes have simi- top of the vehicle. This was based on the fact that such cases 

lar injury rates for the specific restraint conditions/ejection were the most prevalent in the rollover population, and 
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because the injury mechanisms involved in the accident Extent of roof crush and quarter turns 
differed from those in side and frontal impacts. Table 3 

shows the effect of deformation extent in cases where pri- The following table (table 5) details the injury responses 

mary deformation was to the top. Insufficient data existed 
for cases with primary deformation to the top, while con- 

for vans and MPV’s for this analysis. For both restrained trolling for quarter turns and extent of deformation. As with 

and unrestrained cases, injury response generally increases 
the other analyses discussed above, the sample size for vans 

with roof crush, 
and MPV’s were insufficient for this analysis. 

Statistical methods section 
Table 3. Injury responses (AIS 2+) versus extent of deforma- 
tion. Primary deformation location = top. This section discusses the analysis methods which allow 

Extent of Deformation for the estimation of effect parameters. Categorical data 
Vehicle Class Occupants Extent=l    Extent=2 Extent=3 

Auto Restrained 1% (58) 10% (229) 11% (43) analysis methods used in many of the past studies tended to 
Unrestrained 11% (179) 9% (692) 22% (133) emphasize tests for independence and goodness of fit, and 
Ejected 71% (32) 53% (164) 64% (38) 

Lt Truck Restrained * 7% (34) * were not well suited for use in developing estimation mod- 
Unrestrained 5% (57) 11% (167) 13% (51) 
Ejected * 66% (66) 49% (33) els. For this analysis, models were developed using both 

Notes: i. * denotes cells with less than 20 observations 
2. Percentages are based on weighted NASS data iterative categorical modeling with maximum likelihood 
3. Numbers in parentheses are unweighted cases 

algorithms, and weighted least squares with a logistic trans- 

formation (14,15). 

Quarter turns As a first step, the conditional probability of an occupant 
receiving an AIS2+ injury was computed for each combina- 

The analysis for number of rolls was controlled for cases 
tion of classification values. This was calculated for each 

where the primary deformation was to the top of the vehicle. 
event by dividing the number of occupants who received 

The injury response is given in table 4. Inadequate sample AIS2+ injuries by the total number of occupants exposed to 
size existed for vans and MPV’s. that event. This number was the maximum likelihood esi- 

mate (MLE) of the probability of AIS2+ injury, given that 
Table 4. Injury re.sj}onse (AIS 2+) versus quarter turns. Primary an occupant is exposed to that event (14,16). deformation Iocat,on = top. 

Restrained Unrestrained Ejected 
Calculating the probabilities transformed the injury re- 

Vehicle Class LT 4 GE 4 LT4    GE 4 LT 4 GE 4 sponse variable from a binary variable into a continuous 

Auto 8% 9% 11r, 11% 49% 6~ variable. A logistic transformation was then applied to lin- 
(179) (147) (605) (389) (62) (169) earize the distribution for analysis. To address attendent 

Lt Truck 4% 16% 7~    1~% 76"/, 61% problems with a lack of homogeneity in the error variances, 
(2S) (30) (147) (126) (24) (80) 

weights were calculated for use in a weighted least squares 

Notes: 1. LT 4 indicates Jess than 4 quarter turns, algorithm (14,17). Using the iterative proportional fitting 
2. GE 4 indicates 4 or more quarter turns approach, the logistic analysis did not require these weights. 
3. * denotes cells with less than 20 observations 
4. Percentages are based on weighted NASS data 
5. Numbers in parentheses are unweighted cases Table 6. Data transformations. 

I Maximum Likelihood Estimate of Probability of AIS2+ Injury, 
Given Exposure to a Given Event 

The quarter turn factor had little effect on restrained and P " # of AIS2+/(Total# of Occupants Exposed to that Event) 

unrestrained passengers in autos, but a very pronounced ii Logistic Transformation 
L = Ln(p/l-p) 

effect for those who were ejected. In light trucks, the re- For the case of three independent variables, the resulting linear 
logistic response model is: 

sponses were found to be strongly related to the number of L : B0 + BI(X1) + B2(X2) + B3(X3) 
quarter turns for the restrained and unrestrained occupant. To convert back to the probability : 

p = exp(BO + B1X1 + B2X2 + B3X3)/ 
[1 + Exp(BO + B1X1 + B2X2 + B3X3)] 

Estimated Weights for Weighted Least Squares : 

Table 5. Injury responses versus extent of deformation and w = np(]-p) 

quarter turns. Primary deformation location = top. 

Restrained Occupants 
Extent of Deformation          General linear modelingmweighted least 

Vehicle Class Quarter Turns    Extent=l Extent=2 Extent=3 
Auto Less than 4 0%(32) 9% (123) 18% (24) squares 

Greater/Equal 4 4%(24) 11% (104) * After the data had been transformed, a set of models was 
Lt Truck Less Than 4 * * * ly greater/Equal 4 * * , submitted to a general linear modeling program for ana sis 

Unrestrained Occupants of variance and estimation of parameters. Particular interest 
Extent of Deformation was in the reliability of the models and their ability to 

Vehicle Class Quarter Turns Extent=l Extent=2 Extent=3 
Auto Less than 4 !1% (122) at, (400) 29% (83) account for variation in the injury response. As a result, the 

Greater/Equal 4 10% (57) 11% (282) 12% (50) 
data was restricted to the auto vehicle class due to sample 

Lt Truck Less Than 4 3% (33) 8"/. (82) 9% (32) 
Greater/Equal 4 11% (24) 14% (83) * size considerations. The following table (table 7) summa- 

Notes: 1. * denotes cel ] s with ] ess than 20 cases rizes the results of the analysis. Due to space limitations, the 
2. percentages are based on weighted NA$S data 
3. Numbers in parentheses are unweighted cases summary table focuses on measures of the model’s ability to 
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account for variations in the injury responses rather than the Like the weighted least squares method, the logistic anal- 

full presentation of an ANOVA table, ysis proved sensitive to the small sample sizes and the cases 
where the probability was zero due to no sample. The per- 
formance of the estimation model was unacceptable using 

Table 7. Analysis of variance results. Population = autos, by 
restraint usage and ejection status, the parameters generated in the logistic analysis, with esti- 

REST UNREST      EJECT mated injury responses inflated by 10% or more in many 
MODEL R2     C.V. R2    C.V.    R2    C.V. 
L - QT 0.9215 30.26 0.8860 36.10 0.6697 119.5 cases. 

L - GAD 0.9485 24.99 0.9176 30.88 0.2953 176.0 
L = EXTENT 0.9233 30.48 0.9114 31.90 0.3196 172.9 With the small sample sizes, a number of the injury re- 

L = QT GAD 0.9485 25.46 0.9179 30.91 0.7263 110.6 
L= QT GAD EXTENT 0.9888 12.41 0.9525 23.66 0.8563 81.38 sponses were either 1.00 or O, although the true value was 
L - GADIEXTENT 0.9882 12.46 0.9628 21.13 0.4380 163.6 actually somewhere between these values. The presence of ~ = QT GAD EXTENT 0.9888 12.41 0.9654 20.44 0.8794 76.43 

QT GAD QTIEXTENT GADIEXTENT * * 0.9783 16.41 0.9408 55.47 these cases, particularly with so many, probably accounts 
Notes: 1. R2 is r-squared. 

2. C.V. is coefficient of variation for a number of the problems. Currently, efforts are under 
3. * indicates inadequate sample sizes 

way to resolve the marginal results of the logistic analyses 
by reformulating the independent variables and addressing 

The decreasing R2 and increasing coefficients of varia- the occurrence of zeros in the marginal frequencies (14,18). 
tion for each model reflected the increased variation in the Similarly, efforts are also being made to develop an ap- 
injury response for unrestrained and ejected occupants. For proach where the general linear modeling methods will 
restrained and unrestrained occupants, all of the models produce reliable estimates for the parameters. 
perform well, but in the case of ejected occupants the quar- It should be noted that results reported above were re- 
ter turn component was required to achieve an adequate fit. stricted to analysis of the auto class. As the results of this 
The next to last model included the main effects of quarter study have indicated, there was considerable variation be- 
turns, deformation location, and extent, as well as an inter- tween the vehicle classes, and the development of a compre- 
action term for the location and extent, while the last model hensive index will require similar analyses for light trucks, 
was a main effects with full first order interactions. vans, and MPV’s. 

The model L = QT GAD EXTENT performed well and 
was chosen as the primary model for use in efforts to devel- Occupant Ejection in Rollover 
up parameters for estimation. Although the models above Occupant ejection accounts for approximately one-half 
performed well in terms of their ability to account for a large of the serious injuries in rollover crashes (see figure 8). 
poaion of the variance, a number of difficulties were en- Because Of the magnitude of this problem and the need to 
countered using the weighted least squares approach for separate ejection cases from non-ejected cases in the 
parameter estimation, development of a rollover severity index, analyses were 

To allow the use of linear modeling techniques, the origi- conducted to better understand the ejection problem. 
nal categorical variables were recorded as sets of indicator 
(binary) variables. In this form, the variables could be used 
in linear modeling procedures for parameter estimation. 
Unfortunately, variations in the sample sizes, and small or 
nonexistent samples for certain variable combinations, 
caused singularities, or linear dependencies in the computa- 
tion matrices of the SAS program. Under these conditions 
no inverse could be found for the matrix, so the program 
used a "generalized" inverse in its calculation of parame- ¯ NO EJECTION 
ters were not best linear unbiased estimates (BLUE), which 
would be desirable, and were biased to a degree which 

¯ EJECTION 

compromised the accuracy of the injury estimation model PASSENGER CAR LIG~qT TF~UCK & VAN 

(17). Figure 8. Distribution of ejection status for seriously and 
fatally injured occupants in rollover crashes. 

Categorical modelingmlogistic analysis with State mandatory seat belt laws and the implementation of 
maximum likelihood estimates FMVSS 208 are leading to a steady increase of seat belt 

An alternative approach to the one listed above was logis- usage. However, even with this increased restraint usage, 

tic analysis using CATMOD (Categorical Modeling) in the ejection still remains a serious safety problem in rollover 

SAS package (17,18). Using the maximum likelihood ap- collisions. In an analysis of the Fatal Accident Reporting 

proach rather than least squares fitting, the program imple- System (19), it was indicated that this increased belt use has 

mented an iterative proportional fitting procedure for pa- not been matched by a decrease of ejection deaths. 
rameterestimation. Preliminary analyses yielded ANOVA’s Examination of NASS data also suggests changes in 

which concurred with the ones from the linear modeling ejection rates have not occurred over time. While NASS is 

approach, indicating the significance of the quarter turn, not well suited for inferring trends, it can be noted that there 

deformation location, and extent variables, is little variation in the values from year to year. Table 8 
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presents the NASS data. It indicates the percentage of Extent of ejection and seating position 
drivers and right, front seat passengers utilizing seat belts 

who were involved in non-rollover and rollover events. The 
Most ejections contained in the NASS files are classified 

~ percentage increases from approximately 10% in 1982 to as "complete" ejections as opposed to "partial" ejections. 
Complete ejections account for approximately 85% of all 

almost 40% in 1986. However, the percentage of occupants 
ejections in passenger cars and 90% in light trucks, vans, 

ejected, which is also shown in table 8, remains fairly even 
and multipurpose vehicles (LTV’s). Figure 9 presents the 

across years. Since belt systems are an obvious 
countermeasure to ejection (99% of the ejections are for 

distribution for the complete ejections by seating position. 

~, unrestrained occupants), it has been suggested that the fact 
The front seat occupants account for almost 90% of the 

.... that ejection rates have not decreased may indicate that 
complete ejections in passenger cars compared to 75% for 

those individuals involved in ejection situations are from a 
LTV’s. For LTV occupants, unenclosed seats account for 
another 10% of ejected occupants. For passenger cars, the 

population that have less belt use than the general 
distributions for all ejected occupants and seriously injured 

population (19). As discussed previously, the reader is 
ejected occupants are similar. For LTV’s, however, the dis- 

cautioned as to the reliability of reported belt use in NASS. 
tribution for the seriously injured occupants has changed 

~-, This reliability concern is discussed in the introduction to 
from the total ejection distribution. Front seat occupants ¯ ~ this paper. NHTSA has projects related to the development 
now account for 90% of the ejections and ejections from the 

of glass-plastic side windows (19) and improved side door 
unenclosed seating position account for 5 %. The percentage 

latches (20) aimed at mitigating the occupant ejection 
problem beyond that solved by increases in belt use. 

of seriously ejected occupants that are ejected from un- 
enclosed seating positions is half that for the all ejection 
case. 

~ Table 8. Restraint usage and ejection rates in rollover and non- 
rollover crashes (NASS 1982-86). Passenger cars, front seat Ejection related to rollover severity factors occupants. 

YEAR NON-ROLL NON-ROLL ROLLOVER ROLLOVER Previous sections have presented analyses relating the 
REST USAGE EJECTION REST USAGE EJECTION likelihood of injury in rollover crashes to several severity 

1982 10.42 0.28 11.96 6.49 factors. These have included the area of primary impact, the 1983 11.93 0.23 13.94 5.60 
1984 16.28 0.15 16.34 5.92 extent of roof crush, and the number of rolls. In this section, 

..’~.~ 1985 31.75 0.24 28.07 6.28 these factors are examined as to their relationship to the 1986 48.00 0.21 37.17 II .46 
frequency and likelihood of passenger car ejection. Fre- 
quency refers to the distribution of all ejections among 

The following sections present data aimed at providing a certain crash conditions. Likelihood refers to the proba- 

better definition of the ejection problem as seen in the bility of ejection under certain crash conditions. The results 

accident environment and comparisons of crash and vehicle are shown in figure 10. The highest frequency of ejection is 

factors for ejected and non-ejected occupants, related to the primary damage to the top, while the highest 
likelihood of ejections is due to primary damage to the side. 
The likelihood of ejection increases with increasing roof 
crush, however, almost three-quarters of the ejection occur 

in the crush extent zones of 3 and 4. The likelihood of 
ejection is almost four times as great for passenger cars that 
experience four or more quarter turns compared to less than 

I DRIVER four quarter turns. 

I RT, FRONT 

PASSENGER CAR    ~               LIGHT TRUCK & VAN 
ALL EJECTIONS ~         OTHER ENCL.     ALL EJECTIONS 

[~NOT ENCL. 

PASSENGER CAR PASSENGER CAR 
ROLLOVER NON-ROLLOVER 

PASSENGER CAR LIGHT TRUCK & VAN ¯ TWO DOOR ¯ FOUR DOOR [] CONVERT [] STA WGN 
SERIOUS INJ EJECT. SERIOUS INJ EJECT. 

Figure 11. Distribution of passenger car body types in ejection 
Figure 9. Distribution of seating position for ejected occupant, events. 
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Figure 10. Distribution of vehicle parameteres--primary area of damage, number of rolls, and extent of roof crush--associated with 

Ejection by vehicle body type and weight sents information on the ejection frequency in rollover 
crashes by number of doors. Two-door body types (sedan, 

A number of studies have indicated that the likelihood of coupe, and hatchback) account for approximately 75% of 
ejection in two-door passenger cars is much greater than in the ejections from passenger cars. It has been suggested that 
four-door passenger cars (20). Based on the analyses per- curb weight is a confounding factor influencing this differ- 

formed in this study, the likelihood of ejection in two-door ence. Table 9 indicates the ejection rate by vehicle weight 

cars is almost double that in four-door cars. Figure 11 pre- and body type. As can be noted, the large difference in 
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ejection risk between body types generally continues across included in the "other" category shown in figure 12 are the 
all weight classes, roof and rear glazing. 

Table 9. Likelihood of ejection by vehicle size and body type. 
Figure 13 presents a comparison of ejection paths be- 

tween all ejected occupants (as presented in figure 10) and 
Vehicle Size 

Body Type Small Compact Intermediate Large ejected occupants who received serious injuries (AIS 3 or 
2-door 9"/, 7% 15"/, 12% greater). The presentation only covers rollover crashes. The 
4-door 5% 9% 4% 4% distributions for both groups are fairly similar. 

Several of the parameters examined in previous sections 
on the development of a rollover crash severity measure 
were compared for two and four door vehicles. The distribu- 
tion of ejections for both body types are approximately the ¯ SI~#RoDNOT~R 
same for number of rolls (approximately 60% in rollovers 
consisting of 4 or more quarter turns) and roof crush (ap- ¯ SIDE WINDOW 

(FRONT) proximately 70 to 80% for top extent zones 3 and 4). PASSENGER CAR [] WINDSHIELD. LIGHT TRUCK & VAN 
The reasons for the greater ejection rate in two-door cars, ALL OCCUPANTS ALL OCCUPANTS 

which could include the wider and heavier door and larger [-~ OTHER 
side window area, is being examined as part of a door 
integrity study at NHTSA (20). 

Ejection path analysis 

Figure 12 presents a summary of the ejection paths for all 
completely ejected occupants. Information is presented on 
ejections in rollover crashes and, also for comparison, 
ejection paths in non-rollover crashes. Figure 12 indicates PASSENGER CAR LIGHT TRUCK & VAN 
that for passenger car occupants in rollovers the side win- SERIOUS INJURY SERIOUS INJURY 

dows by the driver and right, front seat passenger location Figure 13. Distribution of ejection paths for all occupants corn- 
(front, side windows) account for 35% of the ejections, the pared to seriously injured occupants. 

front, side doors (for four door cars, this only includes the 
forward side doors) account for 22% and the windshield for Discussion of Results 
10%. For the non-rollover ejections, the front, side doors 
now account for the highest percentage of ejection paths This paper presents the initial results of an on-going study 

(62%) and front, side windows are ranked second (12%). on the development of a crash severity measure for rollover 

For LTV’s in rollovers, the front, side doors account for crashes. This type of measurement, which would serve the 

27%, the windshield 23%, and the front, side windows 14%. same purpose as delta v for planar crashes, is needed to help 

For non-rollover crashes, the front, side doors account for understand the conditions which cause injury and the 

80% of the ejection paths. The primary ejection paths effectiveness of mitigation concepts. 
The characteristics of rollover crashes have been studied 

using the combined 1979-86 NASS files. For the 
classification and severity portion of the study, the accident 
population considered is the following: single vehicle 

¯ SIDE DOOR accidents involving one or more quarter turns about the 

¯ (FRONT) longitudinal axis. End over and events were excluded. 
¯ SIDE WINDOW Examinations of the distribution of rollover involvement 

(FRONT) showed that more than 85% of rollovers are single vehicle PASSENGER CAR 
~ WINDSHIELD 

LIGHT TRUCK & VAN 
ROLLOVER ROLLOVER events. Rollover frequencies were found to be related 

I--I OTHER inversely to vehicle size classes for cars and pickup trucks. 
The primary area of damage, extent of damage, and 

number of rolls were examined for different classes and 
sizes of vehicles. Vans were found to exhibit less extensive 
top damage, and fewer quarter turns than other vehicles. 
The most frequent damage area for all vehicles was the top 
and the extent of damage was primarily at the CDC extent 
zones of 3 and 4. 

PASSENGER CAR LIGHT TRUCK & VAN Injury probabilities (AIS 2 and greater) were found to be 
NON-ROLLOVER NON-ROLLOVER 4 to 6 times higher for ejected occupants than for restrained 

Figure 12. Distribution of ejection paths for all occupants-- occupants. A descriptive and statistical analysis of crash regardless of injury severity level--in rollover and non-rollover 
crashes, factors relating to injury is presented. The analyses suggest 
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that primary area of damage and extent of roof crush are Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 

good indicators of injury for restrained and unrestrained, Washington, D.C., May 1987. 

non-ejected occupants. For ejected occupants, quarter turns (8) McGuigan and Bondy, "A Descriptive Study of 

in addition to the other two measures appears to be re- Rollover Crashes", National Highway Traffic Safety 

quired to obtain good correlation. As indicated in the intro- Administration, DOT-HS-805 883, Apr 1981. 

duction, because ofthe sample size limitations, these results (9) Najjar, "The Truth About Rollovers", National 

must be considered preliminary. Efforts are continuing to Highway Traffic Safety Administration, DOT-HS-805 

broaden the data base and to develop analytical models to 883, Apr 1981. 

explain both the differences in physical damage between (10) McGuigan, "The Severity of Rollover Crashes", 

different vehicle classes and sizes and their associated inju- National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, DOT- 

ry rates. HS-805 883, Apr. 1981. 

Because of the high injury frequency and rate for ejected (11) Partyka, "Fatal Accidents in the First Fifteen 

occupants, specific attention is being focused on ejected Months of NCSS", AAAM 23rd Conference, 1979. 

occupants. The likelihood of ejection in rollovers is corn- (12) Harwin and Brewer, "Analysis of the Relationship 

pared to non-rollovers. In rollovers, ejections in 2 door cars Between Vehicle Rollover Stability and Rollover Risk 

were found to be twice as likely as in 4 door cars. An Using NHTSA CARDfile Accident Database, National 

analysis of ejection paths for vehicles in rollovers show that Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1989. 

for serious injury, side windows, side doors, and the roof (13) Nalecz, Andrzej, "Sensitivity Analysis of Vehicle 

are the most common paths for both passenger cars and Tripped RolloverModel", National Highway Traffic Safety 

light trucks, vans, and multipurpose vehicles. Administration, Report HS 807 300, 1988. 

(14) Fienberg, Stephen E., The Analysis of Cross- 
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Photogrammetric Measurements of Damaged Vehicles in Road Traffic Accidents 

Lie A, 
Abstract 

Tingvall C, 
Johansson S, 

Measurements of damaged vehicles for description and 
classification of collision types and accident severity is 

Johansson S-O, important in the field of vehicle safety. The measurements 
Metimur AB, Gothenburg, are used in both descriptive as well as analytical research. 
Chalmers University of Technology, It is essential that the measurements are of adequate qual- 

Gothenburg, ity both in terms of the quantity of measurements taken on 

Folksam Ins. Co., Stockholm, Sweden. each vehicle as well as the single value. It is however often 
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impossible to get such data in a large scale data collection as tablet is used to collect the picture coordinates. 
the measurements must be conducted by only partly trained Enlargements of the photographs are placed on the digitizer 
data collectors. Furthermore, it is normally impossible to and the operator does registrations of the points of interest. 
get back to the damaged vehicle afterwards to add other The measurements are collected in a standard personal 
measurements, computer and processed by a specially developed software- 

In this paper a technique is described using arbitrary package. 
taken photographs of damaged vehicles involved in road 
traffic accidents. By using modem picture evaluation of Typical fieldwork procedure 

adequate quality it is possible to use fairly simple tech- The typical fieldwork procedure for the photogrammetri- 
niques based on personal computers, cal documentation can be divided in two general steps. The 

The damages of one car is analyzed together with manu- first step includes the preparing of the vehicle of interest. A 
ally taken measurements to assess the quality and time spent set of clearly visible distinct connection- and measuring- 
for the analysis, points are applied onto and around the car. These points are 

used for the connection of the different photographs/stereo- 
Background models which is necessary as the measurements are to be 

The crash severity of an accident involving cars can be presented in one homogeneous coordinate system. Another 

described and measured in many ways. In order to get some set of points are placed on the deformed parts of the car. 

systematic techniques where accidents can be compared, These points should be placed on the very spots where 

methods have been developed aiming at assessing the measurements are to be performed. Only clearly visible 

accident severity. The deformation of cars is often one points seen in two or more photographs can be measured. To 

parameter that is involved in this process. The amount of be able to check the accuracy of the measurements some 

deformations can be one way of assessing severity (CDC) scales are to be placed on the car. When these preparatory 

but can also be used as input data for calculation of velocity actions are ready, which normally would take some five to 

change and mean acceleration. Interior deformation and ten minutes, the photographs are taken. 

intrusion is also measured and used as important The photographs are taken all around the vehicle cover- 

information in accident analysis, ing both deformed and undeformed areas. No special loca- 

The collection of field data concerning vehicle tionaccuracy is necessary so the camera can be used free- 

deformation is however time consuming and have a hand. Photographs are also taken through the door openings 

tendency to give less accurate results when documentation to enable measurements of deformations in the passengers 

is to be performed by a large amount of personnel. There are compartment e.g:, steering-wheel displacement. The photo- 

also considerable problems to gain three dimensional graphs are normally taken in ten minutes resulting in a total 

measurements with manual measurement techniques, field-work time of less than half an hour. 

In this study a photogrammetric method is presented as a Measurements 
mean to collect information about deformations of damaged 
vehicles involved in real life accidents. After the fieldwork have been performed the photo- 

The photogrammetrical theory have been known more or graphic material is sent to laboratory and enlargements are 
done. The material is then sent to the accident analysis less since the turn of the century. In spite of this the last ten 

years have been very fruitful for the photogrammetric centre for measuring. 
To be able to do efficent and accurate measurements a science since modern small computers have made new 

technical solutions possible. The earlier optomechanical special software has been developed. This software makes 

data-acquisition procedures are today replaced by the photogrammetric measurements possible and also per- 
forms an adjustment of the measurements done in different analytical methods based on sophisticated mathematical 

solutions. As a result of this new analytical photogrammetry stereopairs. After the adjustment the measured coordinates 

simplified routines and equipment are available for in-the- are available in one homogeneous coordinate system spe- 

field data recording as well as for measuring data processing cific for every car model. 

in the analyzing studio. The measurements are performed in 

Method three steps. 

Analytical photogrammetry use picture coordinates in (1) The location of the photographs in a stereopair on the 

primarily a pair of photographs. A set of picture coordinates digitizer are defined by measuring the referencecrosses in 

representing points to be measured on the vehicle are then the photographs. Those are the crosses marked on the glass 

processed in different mathematical transformations and plate placed in front of the film in the camera. 

the object coordinates are output. (The theory behind the (2) All the points of interest in the photographs are meas- 

analytical photogrammetry and photogrammetric ured in one series containing connectionpoints, deforma- 

transformations can be studied in standard literature in the tionpoints and controlpoints. The controlpoints are point 
field.) In the herein described system a standard digitizing clearly visible on the vehicle which are measured on a 
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undeformed body. These points define the car-coordinate- for every car model makes statistical processing simple. 

system. Controlpoints are measured in undeformed areas of 

the deformed vehicle to define the coordinatesystem which 
Results 

by this procedure are the same for all measurements of one As a practical test of the photogrammetrical docu- 

specific type of vehicle. If no controlpoints are available for mentation system a vehicle was documented with the 

a specific vehicle type the measurements can be done in an equipment and routines described above. The car, a more 

abritrary coordinate system defined by the operator, then ten years old Volvo was tested by FOLKSAM at the 

(3) The adjustment of all the measurements in the differ- Swedish road and traffic research institute (VTI). The crash 

ent stereomodels are being performed in a bundle adjust- test was 30° angled barrier test at aspeedof50kmhoThetest 

men~ procedure, was aimed at testing child restraints. Accelerometers was 

Step (1) and (2) are repeated for all the stereomodels mounted in the car to measure the dynamic deformation. 

needed to measure the points of interest in the deformed A total of 12 pictures was taken showing the exterior of 

areas as well as controlpoints in undeformed areas of the the car body and 4 pictures was taken of the interior showing 

vehicle. Only when all the measurements are ready step (3) the steering wheel center and the area in front of the 

the bundle adjustment is performed. After the bundle passenger. Measuring points for connections as well as for 

adjustment the measurements of points of interest are avail- measurements of deformations was placed on the car 

able in three dimensional coordinate form. If the measured together with two 2.5 m aluminium rods for scaling. 

points are typical and easily visible on the car body a defor- The photographs was taken with an adapted 24 N 36 mm 

mation vector can be calculated, this of course only if the camera using a 24 mm lens. Approximately 30 minutes was 

same point have been measured on an undeformed vehicle used to prepare the car and to take the photographs. 

as well. On more unspecific point, for example on a door a The measurement was done on a standard digitizer 

more relevant form for representation would be to plot the connected to a IBM-PC/AT personal computer. 5 

measurements of a topview drawing of the vehicle type. stereomodels was measured in a procedure that took about 

There are no general problems to input the measurements one hour. this is a little more than what could be expected 

into a computer aided drawing system. Depending on the due to the fact thal no controlpoints was known for this car 

actual needs different solutions for data presentations can be type. The lack of known controlpoints resulted in some 

developed. The homogeneous coordinate system defined extra work defining a controlpoint system. A typical time 

input photograph (at least 2), with reference points numbered, 
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I-RATTCgN~RUM                          . 
2-PUN~T    PA    INSTRUME~TBRAO~N    FRAHFOR PASSAEEEARS~T[ 
3-VANSTERF[YEELNS F~AMRE OVERKANT 
~-VANSTER~LYG[LS    FRAMRE    UNOERKANT 
S-PUNKT P~ STOTF~NEAR[ 
6-PUNKT PA STOTF~Nfi~RE 
7-11-PUNKTSERIE P~ HOfiER FRAMFL¥fiEL 
12=HJULCENTRUM VANSTER BAKHJUL 
13-HJULCENTRUM HOGER BAKHJUL 

1S-FRAHKANT TBOSKELBALK VARSTER 
16-BAK~ANT TRQSKELBALK V~NSTER 
17-BAKKANT TRO~KELBALK HOEER 
18-FRAHKANT TROSKELBALK HOGER 
101*I06-EONTROLLPUNKTER KRINfi BAKFONSTER ~E~RR OUBBEROO~T~N 20 
107-SKARV BAKLUCKA/KAROSS 

41G G30~TEBOF~ TEL 031-187~::~0 108 SKARV BAKLUEKA/rAEOSS 

Typical output drawing from the system showing reference points and measuring points. Both exterior and interior points are 
included. The number of measuring points is unlimited. 

L:: :: .m 

Typical output fro’m a traditional measurement. Interior and exterior measurements are separated. The number of measurement 
points is limited. 
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for the measurements is estimated to 5 to 10 minutes per tion and recording techniques. A fast and simple fieldwork 

model, using a simple camera gave relevant measuring accuracy. 

After the measurements a bundle adjustment was The software showed to work satisfactory even if some 

performed, small changes can be done to improve the throughput and 

The measured point was imported into a three minimize the time spent by the computer. What remains to 

dimensional CAD-system (Autotrol series 5000) and a plot develop is a bank of controlpoints for different cartypes to 

was generated. The plot was then overlaid on a topview be used to align the coordinatesystem of the measurements 
drawing of the cartype, but also for calculation of deformation vectors. 

The outputs of the measurements are a drawing (Pic. 2) 
and a coordinatelist. These could have been accompanied Accuracy 

by a list of deformation vectors for some of the points e.g., The accuracy in photogrammetric measurements de- 
the steering wheel center, pends on several components. Some of the components are 

The car was also measured manually. The time necessary the stability of the camera, the scale of the object on the film, 
for this work including the measurement of the wheelbase, the distance between the camera stations in a stereopair, the 
maximum depth and steering wheel displacement was accuracy of the controlpoints and the accuracy in the 
approx. 1 hour. measuring device. 

DisI211sSiOll 
Field tests of the system for car accident recording shows 

no error vectors larger than 30 mm in the three dimensional 
It is probably that the demands for large accident space andmostofthemeasurements are within 15 mm from 

materials with high precision also concerning accident the given value. 
severity will grow in the future. (1)* The biological This means considerably higher accuracy than what 
variation among car occupants must be taken into could be achieved when using a measuring tape considering 
consideration and this fact leads to that the random as well three dimensional measurements. When measuring distinct 
as the systematic errors in the estimates of accident severity distances in object space the measuring tape is more accu- 
must be diminished. Otherwise it will be almost impossible 
to validate safety devices and laboratory findings in the 

rate though. 

field. The assessment of accident severity includes almost 
The overall accuracy is better then the 50 mm that was 

always some kind of deformation measurement. This 
stipulated in the beginning of the project. 

measurement is normally taken manually with a low Photogrammetric cameras 
precision and few measurements taken. The need for less 
time-consuming techniques with higher precision is great. To do photogrammetric measurements a camera with sta- 

ble and known geometry is preferred, such a camera is 
Working process normally called a metric camera. There are possibilities to 

Photogrammetry is very suitable for different kind of use a non-metric camera but the reliability then is lower, a 

documentation (perhaps recording is the more adequate fact that can be compensated by a iarge amount of control 

word). The strict division between data collection, photo- measurements. In this project the choice of a metric camera 

graphs are taken of the object, and data processing, the was preferred to get a faster and easier fieldwork. The extra 

measurements are done, makes large scale data collection investment in the camera results in a considerably faster 

possible. This part can be done at low cost and high speed fieldwork. Over a fairly little amount of fieldworks the extra 

using simple fieldwork routines. The data processing is costs have been paid back. 
done later in a specialized studio with specialized person- In the market there are a few photogrammetric cameras 
nel. This procedure leads to consistent measuring data, a suited for large scale data collection. These have a high 
most important fact when doing large scale data collection, precision and high cost in common. The cost made them all 
There is also the possibility to select the vehicles to be less suitable for a widespread system. Instead, a standard 
measured in a later stage and do complementary meas- small format camera (24 X 36 mm) have been adapted for 
urements when new questions of interest occurs. Because of 
the possibility to do complementary measurements in a later 

phtogrammetric use. The adaption, a minor change in cam- 

stage of work only measurements interesting in the measur- 
eras body, and integration of a reference glass plate in front 

of the film plane made it possible to have controlled geo- 
ing instant are done. There are no interest in doing extra 
measurements that "might be" of value in the future. This 

metrical camera properties. After the preparation the cam- 

means that only really valuable measurements are done. 
eras are calibrated to get hold of their geometry. This pro- 

cedure has resulted in a "metric camera" at a fraction of the 

Conclusions of the field study cost of the available standard photogrammetric metric 

The field study clearly showed that photogrammetry is 
cameras. 

valuable compliment for traditional measuring, documenta- Tests have shown that the camera give satisfactory 

measuring results for this application though the simple 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper,                        construction. 
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The Gothenburg Traffic Injury Register 

Olle Bunketorp, Willy Nilsson, Bertil accidents could he found in the hospital records. This makes 

Romanus, and Stig Falk, optimal road safety investment difficult. The Swedish 

Department of Orthopaedics, Gothenburg authorities have, therefore, recommended that the analysis 

University, East Hospital, The Environmental of traffic accident data reported by the police should be co- 
ordinated with the traffic injury data recorded by the and Health Protection Agency, The Town 
hospitals (1, 2).* 

Planning Council, Gothenburg, Sweden               The medical treatment of injured road-users is also 

difficult. Victims of traffic accidents often sustain multiple 
Abstract injuries, and they are brought to the hospitals at irregular 

A hospital-based registration of traffic accident casualties times, often during the night and holiday periods when there 

~ was introduced in Gothenburg in 1979. The purpose was to are fewer staff on duty. The treatment of such injuries can be 
’.i 

compensate for the deficiencies in the official traffic extremely complex, expensive and time-consuming, and 
accident statistics, to study the mechanisms of injuries in there is a significant risk that certain injuries are 
specific accidents in order to facilitate diagnosis and overlooked. The understanding of trauma mechanisms is 
therapy for the injured and to evaluate the effect of essential for the diagnosis and treatment of many injuries 
protective equipment for vehicles and road-users. This and may even save the patient’s life. There is, thus, a need to 
presentation will describe the methods used, present the describe the pattern of injuries and the injury mechanisms in 

¯ ~ results obtained so far, and show how data reported by the specific accidents in order to facilitate the medical 
police and the hospitals can complement each other in a treatment of the injured, and also to improve protective 
comprehensive analysis of the causes and consequences of equipment for vehicles and road-users. 
traffic accidents. The Gothenburg Traffic Injury Register was established 

in 1978 in order to compensate for deficiencies in official 
Introduction traffic accident statistics, to facilitate diagnosis and therapy 

’ ~ Prevention of injury is a major task for society and the for the injured, and to create a foundation for the study of ¯ 

prevention of traffic accidents is the ultimate goal for road injuries and their sequelae after traffic accidents. The aim of 

traffic authorities in all countries. Information about traffic this presentation is to describe the methods used, present the 

accidents should, therefore, include the circumstances and results obtained so far, and show how data reported by the 

consequences of such accidents. The national traffic police and the hospitals can complement each other in a 

accident statistics, which are supposed to serve as the basis comprehensive analysis of the causes and consequences of 

~" for work on accident prevention, do not provide enough traffic accidents. 

information for this purpose, however, as they are based on 
Materials and Methods police reports. A large number of accident casualties are not 

reported by the police, and those that are reported are a The data presented in this paper are collected from police 
reduced and biased sample of the total number in which reports and hospital records and analyzed by the Traffic 
unprotected road-users such as pedestrians and bicyclists Injury Register and the Town Planning Council. The 

.-~ are underrepresented, material includes, on the one hand, the numbers of road 
Information about traffic accidents can also be gathered users killed or injured in Gothenburg as reported by the 

from hospital records. Statistics collected from the hospitals police since 1979, and, on the other, the patients treated at 
by the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare the hospitals in Gothenburg who were injured in traffic 
include the codes for injuries sustained in traffic accidents, accidents during the same period. Additional information 
The statistics also include the external cause of the accidents has been collected from questionnaires and telephone 

_ and the period of hospitalization. The external cause is interviews conducted by the Traffic Injury Register. 
defined by the "E-code" of the WHO International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD). Injured road-users treated Accident data 
as hospital out-patients are not included, however, and the Data from police-reported traffic accidents have been 
cause of all types of traffic accidents is not specified, recorded and analysed by the Town Planning Council in 

Up to now, therefore, not all injured road-users could be 
¯ traced in police reports and not all the victims of traffic *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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Gothenburg since 1966. The accident data are processed Co-ordinated analysis 
with a computer program called TRAFO (3). The analysis The accident data processed by the Town Planning Coun- 
of the TRAFO system includes, for example, the type and cil are correlated with some of the data processed by the 
the time of the accident, the site of the accident defined by a Traffic Injury Register. Identity codes link the correspond- 
regional and local geographical system, and the characteris- ing cases in the two data bases. The linked data give the 
tics of the local road traffic environment. The road network numbers of killed and injured in specific accidents at spe- 
consists of a main network which includes national primary cific points of the road network in Gothenburg. The linked 
and secondary roads, and a local network which includes data also give the outcome of the accidents expressed as the 
feeder roads, local streets and other areas, such as parking number of days spent in hospital. The cost of medical care 
places, etc. Disturbances in the normal flow of traffic prior 

and the number of days lost owing to invalidity or premature 
to the accident indicate the possible causes of the accident. death are included later. 
The numbers of people killed, seriously injured and slightly 

injured, as described in the police reports, indicate the pre- Results and Comments 
liminary accident outcome. Complementary information is 

taken from the Traffic Injury Register to improve the re- During 1979-82, the main purpose of the Traffic Injury 

liability of the TRAFO-data. Register was to refine the registration procedure and to 

report the accidents and the accident outcomes to the Town 

Hospital data (table l) Planning Council. In 1983, a more detailed analysis was 

The hospital data, collected and analyzed by the Traffic 
started. A comparison was made between the number of 

Injury Register, include what we term basic data and medi- 
casualties reported by the police and the hospitals during 

that year. The purpose was to determine correction factors 
cal data. 

by which the total number of casualties in different types of 

Table 1. Hospital data. accidents known both to the police and the hospitals could 

Dasie Data be calculated from the number reported by the police. A 

Road Oser Data Accident Data Admission Data computer-based analysis was also made on the accidents 

Identity Time of Accident Ambulance Transport that occurred in 1983. In this the time of hospital care was 
Intoxication, Handicap Site of Accident Time of Admission 
Purp .... f T .... 1 Type of Accident Hospital and Ciinio calculated for people injured in different types of accidents 
Category Police Informed Type of Medical Care 
Protective Equipment and accident sites on the road network of Gothenburg. 

.~ieal ~ta Development 1979-87 
Injury Data Medical Care Data Follow-up Data The annual number of traffic accident casualties reported 
Type of Injury Type of Treatment Period of Sick L .... by the police and the additional number reported by the 
Location of Injury Time in Hospital Impairment 
Injury Severity Subsequent Treatment Disability hospitals to the Town Planning Council increased during the 
............................................................... 

period 1979-87 (figure 1). The increase corresponds to an 

Most of the basic data are recorded by the ordinary staff at increase in traffic intensity. The diagram includes a number 

of cases reported by the hospitals of people injured in traffic 
the casualty departments. The basic data are collected by the 

accidents not classified as road traffic accidents. The addi- 
Traffic Injury Register and reported to the Town Planning 

Council within a short time (about 10 days) as a complement 
tional number of casualties reported by the hospitals consti- 

to the police reports. These data give the numbers of people 
tuted 59% of the number reported by the police. Most of the 

killed, seriously injured (hospital in-patients) and slightly 
increase was due to bicycle accidents. The total number of 

injured (hospital out-patients) for different categories of 
road-users of different categories injured during that period 

road-users in specific traffic accidents, 
is illustrated in figure 2. The total number of bicycle casu- 

The medical data are recorded and codified by the Traffic 3000 Number 
Injury Register. The medical data include a detailed descrip- 

tion of the injuries according to the AIS-, CIS-, ISS-classi- 

fication systems (4-6) and the time and type of medical 

care. Only one superficial injury is codified for each body 

region. The follow-up data included later specify the num- 
i~00 

ber of check-ups after discharge, the period of sick leave and 
r77~Hospi ~al permanent impairment or disability. ~0o oni~ 

Supplementary data are recorded from investigations of ~police 

certain accidents with the aid of questionnaires and tele- 
0 

?9 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 
phone interviews. Such data can also be recorded from 

specific accidents with "in-depth at-the-scene" investiga- 

tions by a technical team. Demographic data are automat- Figure 1. The annual number of traffic accident casualties re- 

ically added from the public register of inhabitants in Goth- 
ported by the police and the additional number reported by the 
hospitals to the Town Planning Council in Gothenburg during 

enburg. All the data are stored and processed by computer. 1979-87. 
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~O00 Number 
Table 3. The total number of injured, the total time in hospital, 

5000 and the mean time in hospital for different road-user categories 
injured in traffic accidents reported by the hospitals in Gothen- 

~000 burg in 1983 (in- and out-patients). 

~000 Category Number Total Time Mean Time 
% (Days) % (Days) 

2000 Pedestrians 266 14.2 1947 31.9 7.3 
Cyclists 654 34.8 1285 21.1 2.0 

1000 ~F/~H05pi ~al Mopedists 123 6.6 310 5.1 2.5 
--     0D]Y Motorcyclists 159 8.5 869 14.2 5.5 

Car Occupants 614 32.7 1628 26.7 2.7 
0                                                           ~i~ Po] ice Bus Passengers 19 i.I ii 0.2 0.6 

Tram passengers 21 i.i 26 0,4 1.2 Ped CYC    MOP    MC     Cd     Cp    0~h In Lorries etc 9 0.5 6 0.I 0.7 
Other ii 0.6 18 0.3 1.6 

Ca~egor~ 
Total                 1876 10O.0     6100 100.0       3.3 

Figure 2. The total number of road-users of different catego- 
ries injured in traffic accidents reported by the police and the 
additional number reported by the hospitals to the Town Plan- 
ning Council in Gothenburg during 1979-87. The corresponding figures for motorcyclists were 8.5% 

and 14.2%, respectively. Pedestrians and motorcyclists ac- 

alties; i.e., police and hospital reports combined was three to counted for a greater proportion of the hospital resources 

four times more than the number reported by the police, than their proportion of the injured in traffic accidents. This 

indicates that these categories sustain more serious injuries 

Correction factors than the others. 

Correction factors for estimating the total number of ca- The elderly pedestrian is often injured in a collision with 

sualties injured in road traffic accidents known to the police a car, and the injury is often severe. The elderly constituted 

and hospitals in 1983 are given in table 2 for different 7.3% of the total number of injured but they accounted for 

categories of road-users, accident outcomes and age 28.9% of the total time in hospital for all the traffic accident 

classes. In 1983, about 3% of the casualties reported from casualties as can be seen in table 4. 

the hospitals were injured in accidents which occurred out- Co-ordinated analysis 
side Gothenburg, and about 4% in accidents which could 

not be classified as road traffic accidents. This is why the The following tables (5, 6)illustrate some of the informa- 

figures in the following tables differ somewhat from those tion available from the Traffic Injury Register and the Town 

given in figures 1 and 2. Planning Council on accidents and casualties in 1983. The 

numbers of casualties in these tables differ somewhat from 

Table 2. The number of injured and correction factors for the those given previous ones because the material has been 
estimation of the total number of injured in different road-user 

corrected in-between in some cases. categories, accident outcomes and age classes for persons 
injured in road traffic accidents reported by the police (P) and A survey is presented in table 5. This gives the number of 
hospitals and/or the police (HUP) in Gothenburg in 1983. 

accident sites and casualties and the accident outcomes for 

Number A .... cling to C ..... tion Paetor different parts of the road network; i.e., crossings and con- 

P .op nections with the main road network, local streets, and other 
Category 

places. In this survey the accident outcome is defined as the 
Pedestrians 203 301 1.48 
cyclists 171 61a 3.61 number of killed, seriously injured, and slightly injured. 
Mopedists 54 126 2 . 33 
Motorcyclists iii 153 1.38 
Car Drivers 477 548 1.15 Table 4. The number of injured, the total time in hospital, and 
Car Passengers 258 333 1.29 the mean time in hospital for road-users of different age 
Other Categories 29 57 1.97 classes injured in traffic accidents reported by the hospitals in 
Accident Outoome Gothenburg in 1983 (in- and out-patients). 

Killed 14 14 1.00 Age Class Number Total Time Mean Time Seriously Injured*) 380 604 1.59 % (Days) % (Days) Slightly Injured* ) 912 1518 i. 66 
Children ( 0-15) 405 21.6 680 Ii.i 1.7 

Age Class Adults (16-64) 1333 71.1 3657 60.0 2.7 

Children ( 0-15) 122 342 2.80 Elderly (65- ) 138 7.3 1763 28.9 12.8 
Adults (16-64) 1064 1648 1.55 

Total 1876 100.0 6100 100.0 3.3 Elderly (65- ) 120 150 1.25 
Table 5. Survey of the number of accident sites end casualties 

¯otal 1306 2136 1.64 and the accident outcome reported by the police (P) and hospi- 
¯ ) Seriously Injured = Hosp±taZ In-Patient tals (H) in Gothenburg in 1983 for traffic accidents in different 

Slightly Injured = Hospital Out-Patient parts of the road network (h = Hospital Only, p = Police Only, 
HUP = Hospital and/or Police, K = Killed, Se = Seriously Injured, 

The time in hospital                            s~ = Slightly Injured). 
Part of the road       Number of        Reported from     Accident 

The time spent in hospital is illustrated in tables 3 and 4 network out 

for the injured reported by the hospitals in 1983. The time of A~dent c .... 1- 
sites ties h p HUP K Se S1 

hospitalization is specified for different road-user catego- 
Mai .... d network 

ries and age classes. Pedestrians, who constituted 14.2% of c .... ings         271 615 153 230 232 6 152 457 
Connections 362 871 259 271 341 5 235 631 

the total number of injured, accounted for 31.9% of the total Local streets 

time in hospital for traffic accident casualties. 
~ other places 158 702 478 93 131 3 191 508 

Total 791 2188 890 594 704 14 578 1596 
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Table 5 also shows the source of the reports. Most casualties proposed as the ultimate parameter for comparison of the 

from accidents at crossings and connections with the main accident outcome in specific accidents, The age of the 

road network were reported by the police. Most casualties injured is an important accident outcome parameter in this 

from accidents in local streets and other places were report- respect (8). 

ed by the hospitals. The primary injury data collected from the hospital 

The number of injured treated as hospital in-patients, the records during the period following the accident should be 

total time, the mean time, and the median time in hospital for complemented with follow-up data on injury sequelae. 
different types of accidents and accident sites on the road Early prediction of the degree of permanent impairment is 
network are shown in table 6. important. The degree of permanent impairment can 

probably be assessed within a year in most cases. In some 
Table 6. The number of injured, the total time, the mean time, 
and the median time in hospital for traffic accident casualties cases, however, the final assessment cannot be made until 
treated as hospital in-patients which have been reported by the many years after the accident. Thus, preliminary final 
police and/or the hospitals in Gothenburg in 1983for different 
types of accidents and types of accident sites, accident outcome classifications (5, 6, 8) should be used to 
............................................................... differentiate between the accidents which are to be taken 
Type of Accident Number Total Mean Median 

of ~.- Time Time Time into account in traffic safety investments. 
jured (Days) (Days)     (Days) 

............................................................... The annual number of traffic accidents in Gothenburg 
0 Pedestrian Accidents 79 1708 21.6 7.0 
1 Bicycle/Moped Accidents 71 890 12.5 3.0 decreased by 35% during 1971-1981 mainly as a result of 
2 Tram Accidents 2 4 2.0 2.0 

Motor Vehicle Aooidents’. successful traffic safety investments. This favourable trend 
3 Single 69 885 12.8 3.0 
4 Overtaking 1 1 1.0 1.8 has not been maintained, however. According to official 
5 Catching up 12 53 4.4 2.5 
6 O .... ing 1 1 1.0 1.0 statistics, the annual number of traffic accidents has 
7 Turning 14 42 3.0 1.0 increased during the eighties. The number of casualties has 
8 Crossing 32 438 13.7 4.5 
9 Other Types 10 148 14.8 6.0 also increased, as can be seen in figure 1. This is mainly due 
- Not classified 

(Reported from to intensified bicycle traffic, which has increased the 
Sospita I only) 195 1445 7.4 2.0 

............................................................... number of bicycle accidents during the early eighties. 
Total 486 5615 11.6 2.0 

Children are often injured when cycling. 
............................................................... The increased number of bicycle casualties has led to. 
Type of Accident Site Number Total Mean Median 

of In- Time Time Time separate studies on bicycle accidents and on children in 
jured (Days) (Days) (Days) 

traffic accidents. Bicycle accidents have been studied 
o Not Speoified 25 240 9.6 2.0 during 1983 and 1984 in order to describe the causes and Main Network: 
1 Crossing 114 1299 n.4 2.0 consequences of those accidents (9) and the efficacy of 
2    Connection 133 2122 16.0 3.0 

Main Network; bicycle helmets (10). 
Crossing with: 

3 Local Streets (3 Ways) 27 221 8.2 2.0 Children under 16 injured in traffic accidents during 1983 
4    Local Streets (4 Ways) 17 31 1.8 1.0 

Local Network: and 1984 were investigated in a follow-up study on injury 
5 Crossing (3 Ways) 15 82 5.5 2.0 
6 C .... ing (4 Ways) 12 238 19.8 5.5 sequelae (11). The annual number of children injured in 
7 Connection (2 Ways) 70 690 9.9 2.0 
9 Other Types 73 692 9.5 1.0 traffic accidents was quite low, about 400, which 

Total 486 5615 11.6 ~.0 corresponds to about 20% of all registered traffic casualties. 
About one percent suffered from severe impairment due to 

Discussion the injuries three years after the accidents. This indicates a 
rather low accident and injury risk for children in 

Traffic safety investments should be proportional to the 
total cost of traffic accidents. The costs of human injury is to 

Gothenburg. 

some extent guesswork, and this makes it difficult to specify 
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the reduced and biased picture 

the total amount of money which should be invested in 
of the accident casualties given by the police, in which the 

traffic safety. A relative scale for comparison of the accident 
number of unprotected road-users, especially cyclists, is too 

outcome for different road-users was used in a previous 
low. Obviously, the low figures recorded for unprotected 

study (7). That scale is based on a "standardized accident 
road-users in official traffic accident statistics justifies 

outcome factor" which indicates the relative demands for 
continuous hospital registration of traffic accident 

different road-user categories admitted to hospital in casualties to provide data for relevant traffic safety 

relation to injured car-drivers. This factor is calculated from investment. In particular, the additional number of bicycle 

the time spent in hospital, the hospital costs, the period of 
casualties reported by the hospitals has encouraged the 

sick leave and the health insurance compensation. For authorities to increase the amount of money allocated for 

casualties without sequelae, the time spent in hospital is the bicycle traffic safety investment in the city. The annual 

most useful correlative factor for the accident outcome. For number of bicycle accidents has decreased since then. The 

fatalities and casualties with permanent impairment, main reason for this reduction is probably a reduced 

corrections should be made for the loss of normal life exposure. 

function during the remainder of the expected lifetime. A Pedestrians are often injured in collisions with cars in 

corrected accident outcome factor equal to the sum of the urban traffic. Many pedestrians are old, and they often 

time in hospital and the loss of normal life function is sustain leg injuries, involving lengthy hospitalization. 
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Injured pedestrians take up a great part of the hospital estimated by the number reported by the police. These data 
resources for road-users injured in traffic accidents in are available from the TRAFO data base and the risk of 

Gothenburg. The costs for hospital care and for health sustaining specific injuries in specific accidents could be 
¯ - insurance compensation were calculated for 123 persons estimated from the linked data of the Traffic Injury Register 

treated as hospital in-patients as a result of traffic accidents and the Traffic Planning Council. However, the risk of being 
which occurred during three months in 1979 (7). Fifty-two injured should also be related to the exposure ie the length of 
(42%) of the 123 were pedestrians, and they accounted for travel of all the road-users of that category. This can also be 
80% of the total costs for the 123 injured road-users. This is calculated as such exposition data also are available from 
probably an exaggeration if a longer period is studied. The the Town Planning Council. Studies on the risk of sustaining 

. ~ total time in hospital for pedestrians injured in 1983 was specific injuries in specific types of accidents will be made 
1,947 days. This corresponds to 32% of the total time for all later. 
types of traffic casualties (table 3). Nevertheless, the annual The police reports and exposure data from traffic 
number of pedestrian casualties has been quite constant for intensity measurements can be used for a primary analysis 
many years, and further investigation into pedestrian safety of the accident risk, the causes of the accidents and the 
is clearly needed, injury mechanisms in specific accidents. "In-depth at-the- 

~-~ Car-pedestrian accidents have been investigated in order scene" investigations of the accidents are necessary to 
to find methods to reduce the "aggressiveness" of the front provide high quality data for biomechanical analysis of the 
of the car. That particular study was one of the reasons why injuries. The classification of injuries which has been 
the registration of traffic accident casualties was started at developed and used at the Traffic Injury Register can be 
the hospitals in Gothenburg. That study combined with used in such studies to specify the injury mechanisms. Leg 
experimental studies on bumper-leg impacts have led to injuries in car-pedestrian accidents were studied in this way 

. J recommendations for the design of the car front (12, 13, 14). before the Traffic Injury Register was established (12). The 
Pedestrian casualties because of falls to the ground due to efficacy of helmets and seat-belts were estimated in a study 

snow, ice or other reasons not associated with vehicles are on head and neck injuries in all types of traffic accidents in 
not included in this study. Such accidents are not classified 1983 (17). The long-term consequences of neck injuries 
as road traffic accidents. Nevertheless, pedestrians in such sustained in rear-end collisions have also been analyzed 
"single accidents" are a result of a transportation need from combined data from police reports, hospital records, 

~- ~ which should be considered in traffic safety investments. A interviews and medical examinations (18) and a pilot study 
study on commuting accidents in Sweden has shown this on whiplash injuries is in progress. 
(15). Such accident casualties are included in the Studies on the injury risk and on the effect of protective 
registration from 1988. equipment in traffic accidents should also include the 

Injuries in traffic accidents and their sequelae depend on uninjured and the injured not admitted to the hospitals. 
the type of accident, the forces involved and the protective What circumstances protected those individuals from 

~ equipment used. They also depend on the age and medical serious injury? Accident data from insurance companies 
history of the injured and the medical treatment applied, have been used for that purpose for the analysis of the 
Some injuries, such as a rupture of the spleen or a diaphyseal influence of vehicle properties on the injuries sustained in 
fracture, are easily diagnosed, and they can most often be such traffic accidents (19). 
treated successfully with a low risk of sequelae. Other People injured in traffic accidents often sustain multiple 
injuries, such as a distortion of the spine or a knee ligament injuries. There is a significant risk that certain injuries are 
rupture, are more difficult to diagnose and treat, and the risk overlooked during the first period after admission. The 
of permanent impairment is greater (16). understanding of trauma mechanisms is essential for the 

The number of injuries in a specific body region in a diagnosis and treatment of injuries, and may even save the 
specific type of accident is associated with the injury risk for patient’s life. The accident data available from the Traffic 
that region in that type of accident. As only one superficial Injury Register provide information of the type of accident 
injury is codified in each body region, this is a minimum from which the occurrence and causes of specific injuries 

-~ number. The specific injury incidence is defined as the can be concluded. 
number of cases with specific injuries sustained in specific Table 7 and figure 3 illustrate the distribution of injuries 
accidents divided by the number of injured in those to different body regions for different road-user categories 
accidents. This quotient is a measure of the probability that injured in traffic accidents in 1983. These distributions are 
a injured road-user who is brought to the hospital after a automatically calculated and the pictures are drawn by the 
traffic accident will have at least one injury in the actual computer for specific age classes and injury severities. As 

._ region. Thus, the risk that a road-user will sustain a specific can be seen, injuries in pedestrians are most often located to 
injury in a specific accident type could be estimated by the the head/face and lower extremities, in cyclists to the head/ 
total number of road-users with that specific injury divided face and upper extremities, in motorcyclists to the upper and 
by the total number of accidents of that specific type that lower extremities, and in car occupants to the head/face and 
have occurred in the actual area during the same time with lower extremities. A major part of the neck injuries is noted 
and without injuries. The total number of accidents can be in car occupants. 
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Table 7. Relative number (%) of injuries to different body care of the injured and to develop vehicle safety and 

regions for different road-user categories injured in traffic protective equipment for road-users. 
accidents in Gothenburg in 1983, 

Body Region Road-Oser Category Conclusions 
pedestrians C~clists Motorcyclists Car occupants 

, ~ ~ ~ Traffic accidents should be reported by the police and the 

.earl/Face 2a 37 15 30 hospitals to avoid bias in traffic accident statistics. This is 

neck 1 1 1 14 particularly important for bicycle accidents. 

Upper Trunk 9 4 6 16 The hospital-based system for the registration and 

Lower Trunk 3 2 5 5 analysis of traffic accident data which has been developed 
in Gothenburg will promote effective traffic planning and 

Opper Extr. 19 33 28 15 
facilitate the medical follow-up of the injured in traffic 

Lower Extr.       40                23                45                20 
accidents. 

Pedestrian Cyclist Motorcyclist Ca ..... pant Clarifying the cause of an accident is essential for 

accident prevention. The police authorities’ investigation of 

I ~~_~i 1 
traffic accidents does not concentrate on the causes but on 

¯ . . ] the matter of responsibility. Close contacts with the injured 

~ [ ~:;~ I during the period of hospital treatment helps to establish the 

_ circumstances of the accident and, if necessary, facilitates a 

psycho-social rehabilitation parallel with the treatment of 

~ ~ theinjuries. 
The understanding of the mechanisms and consequences 

’ -T-. of impact trauma is essential for the diagnosis and treatment 

] of injuries. Such knowledge must be taken into account in 

Figure 3. Schematic distribution of injuries to different body the development of safety equipment proposed for the 
regions for different road-user categories injured in traffic reduction of injuries in road accidents. To fulfil these 
accidents in Gothenburg in 1983. 

requirements, the description of injuries should include 

Traffic safety depends on a number of factors such as detailed anatomical specifications, biomechanical 

legislation, education, behaviour, teaching and training, 
classifications, and estimates of the severity of the injury. 

road and traffic environment, road-user protection and 
Classification of accident casualties into patients with 

vehicle construction. The human factor can never be 
minor injuries (hospital out-patients) and patients with 

neglected. This factor includes impatience, recklessness, serious injuries (hospital in-patients) is insufficient to 

ruthlessness, fool-hardiness, aggression, lack of attention, 
distinguish between the various outcomes of traffic 

fatigue, intoxication (alcohol or drugs), illness etc. Such 
accidents. The loss of life quality calculated from the time 

"risk factors" (except for alcohol) are not mentioned in spent in hospital, the degree of permanent impairment and 

official traffic accident statistics, and this makes accident 
premature death could be an ultimate accident outcome 

prevention more difficult. For the medical team responsible 
parameter. As this information is not available until a long 

for the care of the injured, it is important to identify the 
time after the accident, other parameters should be used for 

accident-prone and to start rehabilitation not only to 
this purpose. The present knowledge of the long-term 

mitigate physical injuries but also any psycho-social 
consequences of traffic accidents is inadequate and should 

handicap which could predispose for future accidents, 
justify further studies on this subject. 

Personal contact with the injured makes it also possible to 
disclose the real cause of the accidents. The staff of the References 
Traffic Injury Register can get such information quite (1) Trafikolycksstatistikkomitten. Trafikolyckor och 
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Police Reports: First Step Towards Investigation 

Andr6 Viel information of all claimants and indicates whether or not a 

Rrgie de l’assurance automobile du Qurbec police report was filled out. 
Another central data bank related to a universal hospital 

insurance plan, was set up by the Department of Health and 

Abstract Social Services: it contains information on hospitalized 

Accident reports filled out by police officers are often 
accident victims. Finally the Coroners’ Office must make an 

criticized and described as inaccurate and incomplete 
investigation of all accidental deaths in Qurbec in order to 

sources of data. Yet they contain valuable information and identify contributing factors and recommend preventive 

provide the first input of any road safety information sys- measures. 

tem. A recent review of the accident report form, a survey of In the following pages we shall consider each source of 

police practice, crosschecking studies with coroners and information and compare the figures on accident victims, 

insurance claim files, many years of accident report data with those of police reports. We shall see that comparing 

analysis and comparisons with North American and intema- measurements of two agencies requires careful examination 

tional trends, have increased our understanding of the value of terminology, policies and practices. 

of accident reports as sources of data and as a basis for sound Then we shall take a closer look at the information 

knowledge, registered or coded on the accident reporting form. A recent 
This paper deals with accident underreporting, assess- review of the accident reporting form, a survey of police 

ment and use of data coded by police officers and results of practice and crosschecking studies with coroners and 
data analysis concerning road users. Rates of underreport- insurance claim files, will help us in estimating the value of 
ing, identification of weak areas in the accident report and the information. 
illustrations of the usefulness of accident data in recent Finally, we shall look at the usefulness of what can be 
studies are considered, called mass accident data, a recent example being our study 

Introduction 
on neck injuries. 

Accident reports are a starting point for investigation. 

Many countries have a common national accident Before we use the reported data, we must be aware of the 

reporting form. In Canada each province has its own limitations of accident reporting. 

reporting method, although there are enough similarities Accident Reporting in Qurbec 
among the reports to justify a national accident file. Four basic considerations determine accident reporting 

Qurbec, like the other Canadian provinces, is responsible by police officers. 
for providing Transport Canada with accurate accident 

data and has conducted studies to obtain a better 
¯ An accident is an event during which injury or 

understanding of accidents. For a population of 6.6 million 
damage is caused by a moving motor vehicle. 

people and 3.8 million vehicles, Qurbec police officers 
¯ If a person has sustained bodily injury during an 

reported 195,172 accidents in 1988 of which 43,814 
accident, the driver of a motor vehicle (in some 

involved bodily injury; according to accident reports 52,048 
cases it could be the first motorist to arrive at the 

persons suffered minor injuries, 7,319 were hospitalized 
scene of the accident) involved in the accident 

and 1,088 died. A standard police report has been in use 
must call for a peace officer. 

throughout the province since 1978. 
¯ Every peace officer who is called to the scene of 

an accident must inform the Rrgie of the accident 
We expect these figures to bring us closer to reality as we within eight days by means of a report, the form 

proceed fromproperty-damage-only accidents tofatalities, and contents of which are determined by 
Since losses increase with the severity of the accident, regulation. 
studies to estimate underreporting rates should first focus ¯ The peace officer is not required to make a report 
on accidents involving major injuries and fatalities. In fact, to the Rrgie about an accident that caused 
although the issue is accident underreporting, it is often property damage only, for an amount of not more 
easier to find sources of information helping us to estimate than 500 $, and that did not give rise to failure to 
the number of victims not reported, stop at the scene of an accident. 

Such sources of information exist in Qurbec and can be As a general rule, the peace officer will fill out an 
utilized at a reasonable cost. Since March 1st, 1978, Qurbec accident report every time he is called to the scene of an 

has had its own universal automobile insurance plan under accident. He has a better chance of being called when the 
which all citizens are compensated for bodily injury accident results in injuries, since the driver is compelled by 

sustained in automobile accidents. It can be expected that law to call him. 

most accident victims will send a claim to the Rrgie de There is a shorter reporting procedure for property- 

l’assurance automobile. A central data bank contains damage-only accidents and a longer one for accidents with 
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injuries. It is important to benefit from the presence of the not go to the scene. Finally drivers can have many reasons 
peace-officer at the scene of the accident, even if it is a minor for not reporting an accident: single-vehicle accident with- 
accident, in order to collect basic information. The peace out collision insurance coverage, offence under highway 

J’ officers will usually respond to a call and get to the scene code, etc. On the other hand, financial constraints may limit 
because it is a service to the public. In some areas limited accident reporting by peace officers. 
resources or conflicting emergencies may result in a refusal We must expect a large number of property-damage-only 
to send a peace officer to the scene, especially when accidents not to be reported, many of which will leave no 
property damages are minor. This situation is bound to trace. 
happen in urban areas like Montreal, where the number of When we consider accidents resulting in injuries, we may 

~ calls is large, hope to have at least an idea of the rate of underreporting of 
As long as peace officers are present at the scene, it will victims. In Qu6bec the accident report defines four injury 

be worth while to obtain from them the basic elements of codes: fatality, major injury (hospitalization), minor injury 
information directing our first steps in accident and no apparent injury. We can check the victim count 
investigation. We must be careful however not to impose an resulting from accident reports with the number of fatalities 
unbearable workload detrimental to the quality of reporting, reported by the Coroner’s Office, with the number of hospi- 

~ For many years Quebecers have called peace officers talizations reported by the Health Department and with the 
who have reported property-damage-only accidents as well number of claims submitted to the R6gie de l’assurance 

as accidents with injuries, although the law requires that automobile. 

they call the police 0nly for accidents with injuries. The 
Accident reports and claims to the R6gie de introduction of the "Joint Report of Automobile Accident" 

in 1979 did not influence the majority: this particular l’assurance automobile du Quebec 
~ accident report, filled out by both parties involved in a The R6giede l’assurance automobile is a public corpora- 

. property-damage-only accident is sent to the insurer to tion which administers a compulsory and universal auto- 
accelerate the claim settlement process. It is not possible to mobile insurance plan, introduced in Qu6bec in March 
know precisely at this time how many people use the "Joint 1978. It compensates, regardless of fault, all Qu6bec resi- 
Report" and do not call a peace officer, dents who suffer bodily injury in a road accident occurring 

Over the past seventeen years, Quebecers have called inside or outside Qu6bec. 
~ peace officers for a great number of accidents: 130,000 to The R6gie, since 1981, is responsible for vehicle registra- 

200,000 annually, tion, driver licensing, vehicle inspection programs and 
No attempt has been made to compare the number of maintenance of the accident report data base. 

property-damage-only accidents obtained from police So we find in the same organization two sets of data: 
reports to statistics from private insurers. It would be claims resulting from bodily injury accidents and accident 
interesting to compare for a given year the number of reports filled out by peace officers. 

) vehicles damaged in an accident and identified on the police We may consider two questions related to accident re- 
report, to the number of vehicles for which there was a porting: (1) the proportion and characteristics of claimants 
claim. Unfortunately, official insurers statistics do not who had no accident report, (2) the proportion of victims 
allow for such comparisons. The cost of obtaining the identified on the accident report who did not submit a claim 
relevant data from the insurers might be high and the results to the R6gie. 
deceiving since many drivers have partial insurance 

~. .... coverage. In Qu6bec, since 1978, every vehicle owner must Claimants who have no accident report 
hold a liability insurance contract covering property According to a study published by the R6gie (1), for 
damage to others for a minimum amount of $50,000. There accidents occurring from March 1978 to May 1984, 183,087 
is no such obligation for collision insurance and 35% of victims submitted a claim to the R6gie. Of these, 18.6% 
owners would not submit a claim in the case of a single- (34,099) could not provide an accident report. This does not 
vehicle accident because they are not covered, mean that we should add 34,099 victims to the ones identi- 

~ Accident underreporting fied by peace officers. First we must exclude those who had 
¯ an accident outside the province (4,730) because their acci- 

The accident report form filled out by a peace officer who dent could not have been reported by officers in Qu6bec. 
is present at the scene of the accident, is used in many Then we must exclude those who had an accident covered 
instances. However, many accidents are not reported to the by the insurance plan but not considered for accident report- 

¯ police. For example, two drivers involved in a property- ing. The definition of accident covered by insurance in- 
damage-only accident may decide not to call the peace cludes those considered for accident reporting but also other 
officer and fill out a "joint report". Others are reported, but accidents, because of a broader definition. For example, an 
do not appear in the accident count: a driver who has struck a individual changing a flat tire on the side of the road who is 
parked vehicle must inform the peace officer of the acci- injured when his car falls off the jack, would be compen- 
dent, but the accident report form will not be used in this sated, but no accident report would be filled out. These 
case to gather the information, because the peace officer did cases may be more frequent than we think and may explain 
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the absence of an accident report; the study reports 4,063 accidents happening Outside of Qurbec. If we were to take 

cases where a peace officer went to the scene, did not corn- claims to estimate the reporting rate of fatalities for the 

plete an accident report but wrote another report on the period 1983 to 1987, we would have to conclude that there 

event. This leaves us with 25,306 cases over six years in was overreporting in 1985-1986-1987 (approximately 5%) 

Qurbec, where no peace officer went to the scene and no and underreporting in 1983-1984 (less than 5%)?We shall 

accident report was forwarded by the claimant to the Rrgie. discuss fatality ~eporting rates again later when we consider 

We do not know how many of these cases correspond to the coroners’ reports. 

definition of accidents used by peace officers for reporting, 
although it is possible that a large proportion of them do. 

We could then add a maximum of 25,306 victims to the 
357,111 already reported by peace officers for the period 
March 1, 1978 toMay 31, 1984. Using the number of claims 
we arrive at 25,306 victims out of 382,417 declared victims 
(6.6%), who were not reported by peace officers. Of course 
this percentage does not represent any underreporting rate 
as such. However, it is a good indication of how important 
the unreported cases are: unreported cases important 
enough to justify a claim represent 7% of reported cases .~_~~ 

(25,306/357,111). Of course, we suppose here that people 
are aware of their right to claim. 

It is important to know that many victims who sustained 
minor injuries in accidents do not receive compensation 
directly, from the Rrgie: a visit to the emergency ward or to Figure f. Number of victims reported on accident forms and 
a doctors office is covered by the universal health insurance number of victims who submitted claims to the R~gie, 1983- 

1987. 
plan and the R~gie will reimburse the Health Department Source: Direction de la statistique, R~gie de I’assurance auto- 
annually on a global basis. Moreover income replacement mobile du Quebec. 

will start after a waiting period of seven days, this type of 
deduct ib leeliminating minor el aims in order to reduce ad- 
ministrative work, thus having a reduction effect on 
premiums. 

The 25,306 victims who filled out a claim but did not have ~ 
an accident report, are more likely to be motorcyclists, bus     ~ ’ 2"~ 

5 

passengers, drivers involved in a single-vehicle accident 
(no collision or collision with a fixed object) or victims aged 
20 to 34 years. The main reason given by claimants for not 
calling a peace officer was the fact that one vehicle only was 
involved in the accident. Claims concerning 59 fatalities 
were not supported by an accident report. 

Reported victims who do not claim 

Many victims identified on the accident report do not fill 
out a claim. The following figures can be used to illustrate Figure 2. Number of fatalities reported on accident forms and 
the situation. In figure 1, we can see the evolution of the number of victims for which death benefits were claimed to the 

R~gie 1983-1987. 
number of injured victims as reported by peace officers for Source: Direction de la Statistique, R6gie de I’assurance auto- 

the period 1983-1987 and the number of claims received by mobile du Quebec. 

the Rrgie for the same period for injured victims. The trend 
is similar over the period and the important gap in favour of Looking at the situation from the accident report angle, 

victims reported by peace officers is fairly constant. Medi- we may ask how many of the victims categorized (1) fatality 

cal and hospital bill handling procedures as well as a seven (2) hospitalization (3) minor injuries, on the accident report 

day waiting period are the main reasons for the discrepancy, are compensated by the Rrgie. 

Figure 2 presents the same information for fatalities, corn- A study (2) was undertaken by the Rrgie to estimate the 

paring reported fatalities and claims for death benefits. The claim rate of victims identified on accident reports. 

trend is again similar but this time for some years the gap is Many procedures had to be followed to overcome prob- 

very narrow. It is interesting to note that the number of lems such as (1) failure to match the claimant to one of the 

claims for death benefits is sometimes higher, sometimes victims in the accident report (2) cases which were not 

lower than the reported fatalities, reflecting differences in coded according to injury severity scale and (3) coding 

accident definition and the fact that some claims concern errors. 
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Representative samples of accident reports were consul- ysis would be necessary to arrive at a final estimate of 
ted and telephone interviews with victims who did not claim fatalities: an interview of claimants would be necessary to 
were conducted, in order to ensure validity of data. know if they were classified in the proper injury category. 

First, accident reports and claims were consulted to settle 
cases not coded according to injury scale: Table 1 shows the Hospitalized victims: accident report and 
resulting partially adjusted claim rates by category of victim hospital data 
for 1984. Fatalities reported by police officers were fol- The universal hospital and health insurance plans in 
lowed by a claim in 82.6% of cases; the proportion of Qu6bec cover all residents on equal terms and conditions. 
claimants is lower for hospitalization (62.3%)and victims There is equal access to health services for all citizens 
with minor injuries (24.1%). Then, telephone interviews regardless of their ability to pay and their health status. The 
were used to check if victims who did not claim were classi- Department of Health and Social Services set up a data bank 
fied in the proper injury severity category, if they had filled in 1980 concerning hospitalizations. The system called 
out a claim or if not, for what reason. MED-ECHO, is fed with information gathered on admis- 

Table 1. Number of victims in road accidents, claimants, vic- 
sion/release forms for patients admitted to hospitals. We 

tims with no claims and claim rate to the R6gie, by injury code, find on these forms an accident code (International Classi- 
for accident year 1984. fication of Diseases-9) identifying different types of acci- 

Victims Claimants Victims with Claim rate dents. Codes E810 to E819 are used for motor vehicle acci- Injury code in road no claims Partially 

accidents{i) (2) (3) (4)adjusted= (2 - 1) dents on public roads. A look at a description of these codes 

~ N N ~ indicates that we are close to the definition of accidents used 
in accident reporting by peace officers: collisions involving Fatal i ties 1,226 1,013 213 82.6 

Seriously injured motor vehicles with trains, another motor vehicle, a bicycle, 
(~ospitalized) 6 ~60 ~ 4,272 2,~ 62.3 a pedestrian; accidents without collisions. However some of 
Lightly injured 48,325 I 11,658 36,667 24.1 the accidents would not be reported by peace officers: for 

injuredN°t apparently 61,357 
I 3,280 58,077 5.3 example, passengers getting out of a vehicle. We can expect 

to have a greater number of hospitalized victims from the 
MED-ECHO system than from the accident report form 

After correction the final claim rate by category was: 98% since peace officers may not have been called to the scene of 
for fatalities or 1,079 claims for 1,104 fatalities reported by the accident. 
peace officers; 93% for hospitalized victims or 5,678 claims In 1984 the number of patients hospitalized following a 
for 6,089 hospitalized victims reported by peace officers; motor vehicle accident in a short-term hospital unit was 
47% for victims with minor injuries or 20,553 claims for estimated at 8,189 for a total of 118,455 days of hospitaliza- 
44,008 victims. A proportion of 10% of those involved in an tion. According to accident reports by peace officers, 6,860 
accident reported by a peace officer and classified as "not victims sustained injuries requiring hospitalization, for a 
apparently injured" filled out a claim. 20% underreporting rate. In 1987 the equivalent figures are 

From the telephone interviews we learned tb.at the num- 8,137 for MED-ECHO and 7,251 for the accident report for 
ber of victims reported by peace officers was overestimated 

a 12% underreporting rate. 
for more severe cases: according to answers concerning 

"These results are based on two province-wide coding 
fatalities and hospitalized victims with no claims (respec- 

systems and reasonably similar definitions of accidents. 
tively 213 and 2,588 cases), approximately one third did not 

Coding errors and change in practice are not accounted for. 
fill out a claim because there was no fatality or no 

A survey (3) of fourteen police departments representing 
hospitalization. 

In general the main reasons for not sending a claim to the 70% of accident reports revealed that in ten departments 

R6gie were: no injury sustained in the accident (57.1%) and peace officers were told to check the level of injury with the 

losses were minimal (13.8%). hospital. Much uncertainty remains concerning the level of 

For the R6gie the number of fatalities identified by peace reporting of road accidents requiring hospitalization. 
officers on accident reports is an indication of the claims to 

Fatalities: accident report and coroner’s come; the same can be said for hospitalization. However a 
large proportion of minor injuries are not followed by a report 
claim. Since March 1986, the Coroner’s Office must investigate 

Insurance claims for fatalities and serious injuries in all deaths following a road accident and table a report on the 
Qu6bec can help us to check the level of fatality and severe causes and circumstances of these deaths. For 1987, 1,032 
injury reporting; insurance claims for minor injuries cannot fatalities were analysed by coroners, while peace officers 
be used to check the level of minor injury reporting, reported 1,114. For accidents in 1987, the R6gie reports 

For the 1,226 fatalities reported by peace officers in 1984, 1,070 -claims for death benefits. Although these three 
the R6gie received 1,079 claims. A significant number of sources of information give similar results, we know that 
fatalities had to be deleted on the basis of an interview of definitions and practice vary. Since the accident definition 
non-claimants leaving us with 1,104 fatalities. Further anal- for claims is broader than the accident definition for police 
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reports, we would expect to have more claims than accident Some elements can be cross-checked to ensure validity: for 

reports. However it is possible that in some cases, for exam- example, the number of fatalities must correspond to the 

pie cases covered by workmen’s compensation, no claim is number of times we find injury codes indicating a fatality. 

sent to the Rrgie. On the other hand many deaths occurring As the number of elements of information increases so 

at the hospital after a road accident may not be reported to does the chance of error. Some information is hard to check; 

the coroner, we must rely on witnesses or on the peace officer’s opinion. 

A closer look at the situation raises more questions. An Although many accident reports may contain errors, some 

analysis of fatalities for the year 1986, based on police fields may be more reliable than others and give consistent 

reports and coroners’ reports showed a correspondance be- information. 

tween certain deaths reported by police officers and coro- Variables such as date, license number and registration 

ners: for the 31 cyclists mentioned on a police report, the number of parties are crucial because they serve as links to 

coroner’s office could provide the corresponding investiga- other information systems. They can be entered usually 

tion report except for one case where a coding error on the without problems. Drivers and vehicle characteristics can 

police report was found. Less encouraging results were be obtained with accuracy from these other systems: age, 

obtained for automobile-only accidents: for 10% of the fatal sex, experience of driver, type, age, weight of vehicle are 

accidents no coroner report and no claim for death benefits examples of reliable data. 

could be found. We could consider the hypothesis of fatality Reliability will be questionnable when we start using 

overreporting by police officers. On the other hand a com- codes (municipal code, mercator system, injury code, im- 

plete analysis would have to consider also coding errors in pact code), when we proceed from what the officer can see 

other injury categories which could increase the number of (weather, road, signals) to what is reported by witnesses 

fatalities. These questions will be the subject of further (seat belt use, vehicle or pedestrian movement). 

research by the Rrgie in the next few years. For the moment A better understanding of the limits of accident reports 

the fatality count appears reasonable but there is room for may be obtained through interviews with peace officers 

improvement, responsible for accident reporting. Such interviews were 

The actual situation concerning fatalities reporting can be conducted in 1983 with 47 officers representing provincial 
summarized as follows for accident year 1987 (see table 2): and municipal police departments. (3) These police depart- 

ments provide 70% of all accident reports to the Rrgie. 
Table 2. Fatality reporting by coroners and peace officers and 
death benefit claims for acc,dent year 1987. Police practice concerning the completion of an accident 

Road Road 0eath report when the officer goes to the scene was confirmed, but 
Fatalities Fatalities Benefit there were exceptions. Reports were filled out at the scene 
reported reported by Claims to 

to coroners peace officers the R~gie except for some elements of information which would be 
available later. All departments had review procedures to 

Accident in Accident in Accident in Quebec 
Quebec Quebec and outside Quebec ensure that all fields were completed. 
On public On publio 00 public roads Reports were sent to the Rrgie from 4 to 9 days after 
roads roads 

Vehicle moving Moving Vehicle moving 
completion and corrections were sent to the R6gie after- 

or not vehicle or not wards by more than half of the police departments. 

Peace officer Peace officer Peace officer pre- Concerning seat belt use, police officers would generally 
present or not must be present sent or not at the 

pl at the scene at the scene scene rely on what peo e involved in accidents would say. Two- 

case may not be Possibility Case may not be thirds of the police departments ask officers to check for 
reported to of coding errors covered by insu- 

injury codes. coroner rance 

Total: 1,032 .fatal ities 1,114 fatalities 1,070 claims Drunk drivers would not always be identified properly on 

the report because alcohol testing was not possible and 
consequently any entry on the report could cause prejudice. 

Information coded on the accident report The following elements of information on the accident 

The accident reports contain many elements of informa- report were identified by the Rrgie to be valid (completed 

tion which can help us understand circumstances of acci- and having significant value) more than 90% of the time for 

dents. We usually find answers to questions such as where most responding police departments: hour of accident, type 

did the accident happen (road number, civic address, Merca- of vehicle, type of accident (collision, fixed object...) 

tor, municipal code, road category, site) when it happened road category, occupant position, sex of victim, sex of driv- 

(year, month, day, hour), who was involved (names, ad- er, road characteristics, weather, environment, vehicle oc- 

dresses, licence number, vehicle description and registra- cupied by the victim, vehicle registration number, vehicle 

tion number), what happened (damages, injuries), and how movement and vehicle condition. 

it happened (vehicle movement, pedestrian movement, Errors and omissions varied from one police department 

weather, visibility, type of impact, road conditions, seat belt to the next (min O-10% max 29-40%) for information con- 

use, hit and run). cerning pedestrian movements, driver movements, speed 

The question "why" is more problematic because only limits, seat belt use, and birth date or were more significant 

an in-depth investigation can provide a complete answer, and more evenly distributed between police departments: 
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driver’s license number, driver condition and pedestrian olds; neck fracture victims are predominantly males or 15 to 
condition. 29 year olds. The average number of days compensation is 

These results may be indications of difficulties encoun- always greater for neck fractures. 
tered by peace officers in their work. Some of these prob- Many claims could be matched to the accident report, 
lems were considered during a recent review of the accident giving the results presented in tables 5, 6 and 7. For neck 
report form. Solutions like plastic cards for driver’s licenses sprains almost all came from accidents where no injury or 
in order to reduce driver’s license number transcription minor injuries were reported by peace officers, accidents 
errors or an unofficial report form where officers could feel involving cars and accidents involving two vehicles. For 
free to identify causes of accident (driver condition) without neck fractures, most came from accidents where minor or 
judiciary consequences, were examined, major injuries were reported; other vehicles than cars were 

The resulting report form was oriented towards asking involved, collisions with a fixed object and no collision 
the peace officers to report what he could see or reasonably accidents were more frequent. 
ask witnesses or persons involved in accidents. An effort 
was made to cut to a minimum the information requested in Table 5. Comparison of victims with neck sprain only and 

victims with neck fracture only by accident severity, and 
exchange for the continuation of reporting property-dam- average number of days of compensation. 
age-only-accidents involving over $500 damage, victims mith neck Victims with nec~ 

Accident severity sprain only fracture only With a certain knowledge of the limitations of accident 
reporting, we can now turn to data analysis. , % Days N % Days 

Fatal 70 0.9 81 II 2.9 174 
Serious injuries 536 6.6 74 146 38.5 393 Recent Results Using Accident Data       ,i,ht injaries 4.,79 55.5 73 186 49.1 181 
Property damage only 2,988 37.0 68 36 9.5 97 

Mass accident data                                       Total             8,073 100.0 72     379 100.0 244 

The R~gie de l’assurance automobile has centralized data     Table 6. Comparison of victims with neck sprain only and 
victims with neck fracture only by type of vehicle, and average banks with information on drivers, vehicles, accidents and number of days of compensation. 

insurance claims. These data banks are linked together 
Victims with nee~ Victims with neck 

allowing analysis of mass data. Type of vehicle sprain only fracture only 

A recent study (4) was conducted on neck injuries, using ~ ~ 0ays N ~ Days 
information from insurance claims and accident reports, car 6,437 91.3 69 300 84.0 276 

Truck 331 4.7 88 21 6.0 316 
The results presented here are an illustration of what data Motorcycle 78 1.1 70 23 6.4 107 

Other                       201       2.9      87          13       3.6    149 
banks can give within the limits we have already discussed. 

Total 7,047 100.0 72 387 100.0 244 
Large numbers may increase the probability of valid results 
as long as no systematic bias is present. 

Table 7. Comparison of victims with neck sprain only and 
For accidents occurring during the period March 1978 to victims with neck fracture only by type of accident, and average 

December 1985, the R6gie received 10,495 claims for number of days of compensation. 

Victims with neck Victims with neck victims whose only injury was neck sprain and 441 claims 
Type of accident sprain 0nly fracture only 

for victims whose only injury was neck fracture. Table 3 N % Days N % Days 
shows their distribution by sex and table 4 by age. Neck Collision - 
sprain victims are predominantly females Or 15 to 49 year 2 vehicles 6,602 82.6 72 194 39.5 272 

Cell ision - vehicle 
and pedestrian 71 0.9 82 8 2.1 150 Table 3. Comparison 0f victims with neck sprain only and Collision - vehicle 

victims with neck fracture only by sex, and average number of and other 117 1.4 50 17 4.7 156 
days of compensation. Collision with fixed 

object 706 8.8 70 101 26.7 248 
NO collision 501 6.3 70 102 27.0 272 Victims with neck Victims with neck 

Sex sprain only fracture only Total 7,997 100.0 72 378 100.0 244 
N % Days N % Days 

Female 6,180 58.9 76 122 27.7 217 Table 8. Comparison of victims with neck sprain only and Male 4,315     41.1 66 319 72.3 254 victims with neck fracture only by seat belt use, and average 
Total 10,495 100.0 72 441 100.0 244 number of days of compensation. 

Victims with neck Victims with neck 
Seat belt use sprain only fracture only 

Table 4. Comparison of victims with neck sprain only and 
victims with neck fracture only by age, and average number of N % Days N % Days 
days of compensation. Seat belt used 3,594 77.1 71 138 51.9 251 

Seat belt not used 1,070 22.9 72 128 48.1 290 Victims with neck Victims with neck 
Age sprain only fracture only Total 4,664 100.0 71 266 I00.0 276 

N % Days N % Days 

0 - 14 years 60 0.6 25 4 0.9 69 15 - 29 years 4,257 40.6 51 271 51.4 2~2 We have seen that seat belt use is a less reliable element of 
30 l 49 years 4,451 42.4 84 104 23.6 224 50 - 64 years 1,441 13.7 93 48 10.9 256 information, therefore table 8 could be used to generate 65 years and over 286 2.7 98 1~ 3.Z 194 

hypotheses. Seat belts appear to be associated with neck 
Total 10,495 100.0 72 441 100.0 244 

sprains, while neck fractures are almost evenly distributed 
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between victims who use seat belts or not. Further research likely to be responsible for the major reduction in fatalities, 

will be necessary to understand these results which come from 1985 to 1988, despite an increase of 13% in vehicles. 

from accident reports. These results raise questions and Table 101 Trends in fatalities and seriously injured victims in 
should be seen as a first step towards close investigation. Quebec 1985-1988. 

Trends in fatalities and seriously injured victims in Quebec 1985-1988 

Accident sample data 
Change in the 

Accident sampling helps us concentrate on less informa- number of Road User Change 

tion but quality becomes more important and must be check- 
vehicles Fatalities Category 1985 to 1988 Factors 

% % Nb 
ed properly. 

The usefulness of small samples can be illustrated with 
65 car 

occupants - 19,2 - 161 Seat belt, alcohol 

results of a study on pedestrian accidents. (5) Accident 
g Truck 

occupants 4,0 4 

reports showed 135 pedestrian fatalities related to motor 
blotorcyc’les 9 Motorcycle 

- 31,5 % OCcupants - 58,1 86 
3 Cyclists - 12,8 5 

vehicle road accidents in 1986. Details of information cod- 14 Pedestrians ÷ 4,4 ÷ 7 

ed by peace officers were compared to similar information Aal vehicles 100 Total - 21,9 - 303* Influence of cars 

reported by coroners on the subject of pedestrian visibility. 
÷ 13 ~ and motorcycles 

The results are shown in table 9. 
Seriously 

i nj ured 
Table 9. Fatal accidents involving pedestrians by visibility victims 

condition~ 6~ Car 
occupants + 1,6 + 69 

Acci dent Coroner’ $ 8 Truck 
Visibility report report occupants + 14,7 + 74 

Motorcycles 14 Motorcycl e 

~ ~ 
- 31,5 % occupants - 48,6 - 618 

4 Cyclists + 3,8 + 12 
13 Pedestrians + 16,1 + 143 

Good 74.6 36.3 
Reduced by vehicle 4.1 19.2 +All13vehicles% 

100 Total - 5,9 - 456*                                                             torcycleslnfluence of too- 

"    " weather 5.6 11.9 
"     " blinding reflection 0.0 7.4 * Including category undetermined 
.... other 8.7 20.7 

Undetermi ned 7.0 4.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 Conclusion 

Accident reports and insurance claims are two different 

We can see that visibility as an accident factor is more worlds. Yet they are concerned with similar events and to a 

often recognized by coroners. Peace officers collect inde- certain extent may be used in estimating the number of road 

pendent elements of information almost like the pieces of a accidents. Claims cannot help us to check the level of 

puzzle; coroners put the pieces together and consider the property damage accidents or the number of lightly injured 

resulting picture. The category "other" in the coroners’ victims because many are not covered by insurance plans. 

reports includes situations like "driver was backing up", However bodily injury claim and bodily injury accident 

"pedestrian outside driver’s field of vision", "pedestrian 
numbers follow the same trend. Claims following fatalities 

lying on the road", 
or major injuries are more likely to happen. 

Such results help us understand the limits of accident 
Whether we consider road fatalities reported by peace 

report data concerning pedestrian visibility. Mass data can- 
officers, coroners or insurance, definitions and practice 

not in this case overcome these limitations. Other results in 
vary. Official figures from these three sources in Qu6bec are 

the pedestrian accident study showed more consistency be- 
very similar concerning fatalities for a given year. This is 

tween coroners’ and peace officers’ reports: driver action 
encouraging, but more research will have to be done to find 
out how many cases reported to coroners or followed by a 

and pedestrian movement were recorded in a similar claim and corresponding to the definition of the accident 
manner, report, we have missed, or how many cases come from 

Accident data and trends coding errors. 
Claims not supported by an accident report help us 

Accident data from police reports will hide many realities estimate relatively important unreported cases: the number 
when considered on an aggregate basis. An example is the of victims reported each year should be. increased by 
trend in fatalities and seriously injured victims in Qu6bec approximately 7% on that basis. On the other hand, accident 
from 1985 to 1988. reports are a good indicator of the claims to come and can 

As can be seen in table 10, fatalities decreased by 21.9% help check if the victims entitled to compensation fill out a 
and seriously injured victims by 5.9%. However the trends claim. 

and contributing factors vary when we consider each user All the elements of the information entered on the 

category. The number of motorcycles decreased sharply accident report do not have the same value. A recent study 

during the period (-31.5%) setting the trend for seriously of neck injuries using accident and insurance claim data 

injured victims which otherwise would have been opposite, shows the usefulness and limits of accident data. Mass 

A seat belt use increase to over 80% and active drunk accidentdatamayhelprecognizesalientfeaturesoftheroad 

driving campaigns, added to the motorcycle decline, are accidents problem, but a good knowledge of data collection 
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policies and practices is necessary to appreciate the infor- l’assurance automobile du Quebec, Service de la recherche 
mation contained in the accident reports, et de la statistique en collaboration avec la division de la 

responsabilit6 routi~re, R6gie de l’assurance automobile du Bibliography Qu6bec, aofit 1983. 
(1) Foumier, Franqois, Les demandes d’indemnit~s non (4) Fournier, Franqois, Painchaud, Jules, 

jumel~es ?t un rapport d’accident 1978-1984, R6gie de Caract~ristiques des victimes de la route ayant subi une 
l’assurance automobile du Qu6bec, f6vrier 1986. entorse cervicale ou une fracture de la colonne cervicale 

(2) Fournier, Franqois, Le taux d’utilisation du rdgime 1978-1985, R6gie de l’assurance automobile du Qu6bec, 
d’assurance automobile du Quebec, R6gie de l’assurance septembre 1987. 
automobile du Qu6bec, f6vrier 1987. (5) Lacroix, Diane, Synthdse sur les accidents de la route 

(3) Enqu~te concernant l’usage, la rddaction et la impliquant des pistons 1982-1986, R6gie de l’assurance 
transmission des rapports d’accidents (R-l) & la R~gie de automobile du Qu6bec, avril 1988. 

Passenger Car Weight and Injury Severity in Single Vehicle Nonrollover 
Crashes 

Susan C. Partyka, William A. Boehly Summary 
National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, U.S. Department of Comparisons of fatalities per registered vehicle show that 

Transportation lighter cars have more fatalities per car than do heavier cars. 
The differences are greater for multiple vehicle accidents 
and for single vehicle rollover accidents. In single vehicle 

Abstract nonrollover accidents, the differences in the registration- 

based fatality rate across car weight are too small to be This paper presents an analysis of the relationship 
between passenger car weight and occupant crash statistically distinguished from zero. 

protection for single vehicle nonrollover crashes. About Another conclusion from the ten years of fatality data is 

half of all passenger car occupant fatalities are in single that fatalities per registered vehicle have declined. Further, 

vehicle crashes. In single vehicle crashes, nonrollovers they have declined within each car weight class. This 

account for 55 percent of the fatalities. Thus, the single suggests that occupants of cars of all weights are benefiting 
vehicle nonrollover crash mode is a substantial component from other improvements (in roadway design, vehicle 
of the highway safety problem--about 6,000 out of 46,000 design, driver education, and state laws that enhance 
deaths a year. The paper concludes, from an analysis of safety), and that these improvements are large enough to 
national and state data, that drivers of lighter cars have a compensate for an increase in injuries resulting from the 
higher risk of injury than do drivers of heavier cars in this shift to lighter cars. 
crash mode. A difficulty with using this parameter (fatalities per 

The authors estimate that this higher risk, coupled with vehicle) is that it depends on numerous factors. They 
the shift to lighter cars that occurred between 1980 and include vehicle crashworthiness (the basic occupant 
1987, would result in a 5.6 percent increase in the number of protection given a crash), vehicle propensity to crash 
moderate and greater injuries to drivers, if all other factors 

involvement, and differences in vehicle use (such as crash 
remained unchanged. Data suggests, however, that many 

severity and occupant age). All these factors differ by car 
factors did change. Although they cannot be quantified, it 

weight. This report examines one portion of the problem 
appears that occupants of cars of all weights are benefiting 

(vehicle crashworthiness) in one type of accident (towaway 
from improvements in roadway and vehicle design, 

single vehicle nonrollovers). increased safety belt use, reduced alcohol involvement, 
state and local programs to improve highway safety, and Detailed accident data show that the number of driver 

other factors, moderate injuries per towed car declines with increasing car 

The safety effect of these other factors, along with the weight, after controlling for damage type, number of 

weight-safety relationship in the rollover and multi-vehicle involved vehicles, rollover occurrence, severity of 

crash.modes--which are not addressed in this paper--limit nonrollover crashes, and victim age. The moderate injury 

the applicability of the results of this analysis. While the rate in single vehicle accidents is 1.50 times as high in 

analysis does provide an estimate of the hypothetical safety minicompacts as in the largest cars; it is 1.33 times as high in 

effect in the single vehicle nonrollover crash mode resulting multiple vehicle accidents. Serious injury rates are 1.22 as 

from a shift to lighter cars, it does not allow any quantitative high in minicompacts as in the largest cars in single vehicle 
conclusions about the safety effect across the entire spec- accidents and 1.17 times as high in multiple vehicle 
trum of crashes. Additional research into these crash modes accidents after adjusting for differences in crash type, crash 
is needed before such conclusions are possible, severity and victim age. Data for occupant fatalities are 
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inadequate for comparisons because of the small number of Evans (1)* used data from the Fatal Accident Reporting 

cases available. System (FARS) to study the weight-safety effect. His 

Moderate injury rates decline with increasing car weight studies found that, given a single vehicle crash, the unbelted 

in both single vehicle and multiple vehicle nonrollover driver of a 900 kilogram (kg) car is about 2.6 times as likely 

accidents. This is the case for nonrollovers as a group, and to be killed as is the unbelted driver of an 1800 kg car. This 

specifically for frontal, left, and right side impacts, work relied on outcome data. FARS only contains 

Moderate injury rates increase with increasing car weight information on traffic crashes in which there was a fatality. 

for rollovers. This suggests that it may require more energy FARS does not measure exposure, or opportunity to be 

to cause a rollover in a heavier car, thus making the crash involved in crashes. The foundation of Evans’ work is the 

more severe and more likely to result in injury. There is assumption that the number of drivers killed in a particular 

currently no crash severity measure for rollovers that could group of cars (for example, cars of a particular weight) 

be used to test this possibility, divided by the number of pedestrians killed in crashes 

Analysis of detailed accident data described in this paper involving cars of the same group is proportional to the 

suggests that driver injury rates per towaway single vehicle 
likelihood of a driver fatality for that car group, given a 

nonrollover accident provide a reasonable measure of 
single vehicle crash. 

crashworthiness in this type of crash. Vehicles which are 
Reinfurt, et. al. (2) found a relationship similar to Evans, 

used less often or in less dangerous situations will have 
but not as large. Using police reported state accident data, 

fewer towaway crashes. Older drivers have lower-speed 
injury rates for subcompact car drivers in single vehicle 
crashes were 1.58 times larger than the rate for fullsize car 

crashes but are more likely to be injured given a particular 
drivers, using data from Maryland accidents and 1.33 times 

crash, so some occupant age effects cancel in towaway 
accidents. However, it appears that the special vulnerability 

larger using North Carolina data. Other research, by 
Stewart and Stutts (3) and Campbell and Reinfurt (4) using 

of the elderly to fatality may still remain to confound direct North Carolina accident data, found that car weight is an 
comparisons of fatality rates in these crashes, important factor associated with driver injury in crashes, but 

State accident data confirm the results from national data. is not the overriding factor compared to all others. The 
Lighter cars have higher driver injury rates given a Stewart and Stutts study addressed numerous factors that 
towaway. This weight advantage holds in all accident types need to be controlled in analyzing the effect of car weight on 
combined, in single vehicle accidents, and in multiple driver injury. These include impact site, accident type, 
vehicle accidents, speed, car size, accident speed, and driver age. In their 

Lighter cars have lower driver injury rates in single analysis incorporating these controls, Stewartand Stutts did 
vehicle rollover accidents than do heavier cars. This not find a clear pattern between serious injury risk and 
probably reflects the greater crash forces required to roll a passenger car weight, except a significantly higher risk 
heavier car over. Lighter cars have higher driver injury rates associated with the lightest cars. 
in single vehicle nonrollover accidents than do heavier cars. Other authors, such as Grime and Hutchinson (5), have 
However, data from several states suggests that given a found that there was little or no effect of vehicle weight on 
single vehicle nonrollover accident, lighter cars have driver the injury risk to drivers. This finding applied separately to 
fatality rates that are very similar to the rates for heavier rollover crashes and to nonrollover crashes. 
cars. This may primarily reflect differences in driver age. Clearly, the literature presents a wide variety of 

Drivers of heavier cars tend to be older, and older people conclusions concerning the occupant protection-weight 

have higher fatality rates given an accident and higher relationship in single vehicle crashes. Most analyses on the 

fatality rates given an injury. Older people are not only more subject address the complexity of the issue and discuss the 

likely to be injured, but also more likely to die from a confounding caused by the many variables thatcontributeto 

particular injury, occupant injury risk. In some instances, the authors attempt 

Between 1980 and 1987, the average weight of the on- to control for this confounding, while in others, no controls 

road car fleet dropped from 3,524 to 3,138 pounds. A model are attempted. 

of driver moderate injury rates as a function of car weight The present paper attempts to address the occupant 

produces estimates that this 386 pound weight drop led to a protection-weight relationship in single vehicle nonrollover 

5.6 percent increase in the number of driver moderate crashes. Numerous data files are used in order to address as 

injuries in single vehicle nonrollover accidents each year. many of the confounding factors as possible. Statistical 
adjustments are made for differences in crash severity, 

Background victim age, and crash configuration. The result is an 
assessment of the crashworthiness provided by passenger 

Many highway safety researchers have studied the cars of different weights in single vehicle nonrollover 
relationship between passenger car weight and occupant crashes. 
injury in single vehicle crashes. These studies have used 
both accident and exposure data in an attempt to quantify 
the effect of car weight on occupant safety. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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Data Used in the Analysis includes the results of scene and vehicle inspections, 
vehicle damage measurements, and summaries from 

The Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS) data for medical records for about 10,000 accidents a year. The 
1978 through 1987 were used for fatality counts by car NASS data for this study were restricted to drivers of 
weight. FARS includes data from police and other official passenger cars that were towed because of damage received 
state records on every fatality that occurs in the country, in the accident. 
including details on vehicle type that are produced by an To reduce the random effects associated with the NASS 
automated Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) decoding national weighting factors, simplified factors were used. 
program. Most cars have been identified in terms of make, These factors, called Ockham weights, account for the 
series, model year, and weight. However, vehicle series and oversampling or serious injury cases and cases involving 
weight are not available for cars with missing or incorrect certain types of vehicles or nonoccupants. Ockham weights 
VINs or for old or rare cars that are not covered by this VIN have been used in previous agency analyses (6). 
decoding program. The Highway Safety Research Center provided North 

The best available measure of national vehicle use by Carolina state towaway accident (1980 through 1987) and 
specific groups of cars is provided by the Polk vehicle all available vehicle registration (1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 
registration files. These proprietary data include counts of and 1986) data by car weight for the ten most recent model 
registered vehicles by make, series, model year, and weight, years (as was done with FARS). Car weight was obtained 
Again, there are data missing for some cars, and there are no from each source by interpreting the VINs with the same 
data available on how much or under what conditions these computer program. 
different cars are used each year. The data files used here Data for Maryland (1980 through 1987) and Michigan 
included detailed data for only the ten most recent model (1982 through 1987) were extracted from the accident data 
years, files for these states by agency staff. Because of state coding 

Registration-based fatality rates were computed from practices (most foreign makes cannot be distinguished from 
make, series, and model years that could be identified in each other), the analysis of Michigan data was restricted to 
both the FARS and Polk data in a particular year. In general, domestic vehicles. The classification of cars into weight 
the cars that were eliminated tended to be those for which classes was done using a procedure similar to that used with 
weight was not available. This method of matching car FARS. The Polk state registration data for each available 
descriptions ensured that the same vehicles were included accident year were merged with the Maryland and Michigan 
from the fatality as from the registration data. accident data, and the Polk vehicle weight designation was 

There was one difficulty in merging these two files, used to classify the car into one of six weight classes. For 
FARS and Polk use different values of weight for a car. Polk each state, accident and injury rates were estimated for each 
assigns a weight that is about one hundred pounds heavier, car weight class for each year. The straight average of the 
on average, than the weight assigned in FARS for the same available years was used to reduce any confounding with 
vehicle. The reason for this difference is not known. To the increasing use of lighter cars. 
prevent this bias from affecting the current analysis, the Agency estimates of average annual passenger car fleet 
average Polk weight for a car was used for both the accident 

weight, calculated from new car weights and scrappage 
and the registration files, 

rates, were used to estimate recent weight changes. 
For most of the analysis, cars were grouped into six 

weight classes, as follows: 
Registration-based fatality rates: detailed car 

Minicompact = up through 1,949 pounds, weight 
Subcompact = 1,950 through 2,449 pounds, 

National car occupant fatality and vehicle registration Compact = 2,450 through 2,949 pounds, 
data for the years 1978 through 1987 were combined, and Intermediate = 2,950 through 3,449 pounds, 

Fullsize = 3,450 through 3,949 pounds, and the car weights were categorized into hundred-pound inter- 

Largest = 3,950 pounds and over. vais by truncating the last two digits of the weight in pounds. 
For example, cars weighing anywhere from 1,500 to 1,599 

If the discrepancy between the two data sources is not pounds were grouped together into the category "15 hun- 
accounted for, the effect is to seriously overestimate dred pounds." 
registration-based fatality rates in the lightest cars (the To reduce the random variation associated with small 
estimate for minicompacts will be about twice as high as it fatality counts, one hundred fatalities was arbitrarily chosen 
should be) and underestimate fatality rates in the heaviest as the minimum number for a category to be included in the 
cars (the estimate for the largest cars will be about one-third analysis. Using the ten years of data for cars, with each year 
lower than it should be). including no car more than ten years old, there were at least 

The National Accident Sampling System (NASS) data one hundred fatalities for each of the hundred-pound groups 
for 1981 through 1986 were used to examine injury and between 1,500 and 5,099 pounds for all accidents, forsingle 
fatality rates among drivers of towed cars. NASS is a vehicle accidents, and for multiple vehicle accidents. When 
statistical sample of accidents that occur nationwide. It separating single vehicle accidents into those with rollover 
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versus those without rollover, it was necessary to limit the Table 3. Occupant fatalities per 100,000 registrations: rollover 
versus nonroilover single vehicle accidents. 

analysis to cars between 1,600 and 4,899 pounds because Hundreds    Single Vehicle: SV Rollovers: SV Nonrollovers: 
there were fewer than one hundred fatalities in each of the o~ ~ 

heavier and lighter weight categories, 
ear w~i~ 

A line was fit to each of the five categories of data: all 
17 9.86 11.74 5.0~ 5.92 4.82 5.31 
18 10.33 11.57 5.41 5.79 4.92 5;29 

accidents, single vehicle accidents, multiple vehicle acci- 19 10.19 11.40 5.52 5.67 4.67 5.27 
20 10.92 11.24 5.84 5.55 5.08 5.25 

dents, single vehicle rollover accidents, and single vehicle 21 lO.O7 11.o7 5.23 5.43 4.84 5.~4 
22 10.35 10.90 5.45 5.30 4.90 5.22 

nonrollover accidents. The line through the data for four of 23 11.45 10.74 5.83 5.18 5.62 5.20 
24 9.05 10.57 4.72 5.06 4.33 5.19 

the categories (all except the category for single vehicle 25 9..~ 10.40 4.66 4.93 4.88 5.17 

nonrollover accidents) explained substantial amounts of the 2627 11.568.96 10.071°"23 4.185"81 4.694"81 4.785"75 5.135"~5 

variation, suggesting a strong linear relationship between 28 10.34 9.90 5.10 4.57 5.24 5.12 
29 10.70 9.73 5.39 4.44 5.31 5.10 

car weight and fatalities per registered car. For example, the 30 10.30 9.57 4.60 4.32 5.70 5.08 
31 9.89 9.40 4.31 4.20 5.58 5.07 

line through the data for fatalities in all accident types ex- 32 8.29 9.23 3.42 4.08 4.87 5.05 
33 8.56 9.07 3.40 3.95 5.16 5.03 

plained 88 percent of the variation (R-square of 0.879). 34 9.50 8.90 3.75 3.63 5.75 5.01 
35 13 . 34 8 . 73 5 . 76 3 . 71 7 . 58 5 . 00 

In contrast, the line through the data for single vehicle 36 10.64 8.56 4.33 3.68 6.31 4.98 

nonrollover accidents explained only 5 percent of the varia- 37 5.74 8.40 1.92 3.46 3.82 4.96 
38 7.33 8.23 2.78 3.34 4.55 4.95 

tion. The slope of this line could not be statistically distin- 39 7.71 8.06 2.83 3.22 4.88 4.93 
40 8.56 7.90 3.27 3.09 5.29 4.91 

guished from zero. Thus, there is no statistical relationship 41 8.81 7.73 3.26 2.97 5.55 4.89 
42 8.23 7.56 3.06 2.85 5.17 4.88 

between fatalities in single vehicle nonrollover accidents 43 7.46 7.40 2.77 2.72 4.69 4.86 

per registered vehicle and vehicle weight. The fitted lines 4445 
7.19           6.42 

7.06 7.23 2.22      2.35 2.48 2.60 4.20      4.84 4.82 4.84 

are described in table 1. The actual fatality rates (calculated 46 6.60 6.90 2.20 2.36 4.40 4.81 
47 5.71 6.73 1.88 2.23 3.83 4.79 

from the data) and the smoothed fatality rates (produced by 48 6.08 6.56 2.29 2.11 3.79 4.77 

the models) are shown in tables 2 and 3. 

The statistical models of the fatality data indicate that 

Table 1. Fit of regression models through the 1978-1987 fatal- fatality rates decrease with increasing car weight within 
ity rate data. four of the five accident categories. For all accidents, the 

Dependent variable: Fatalities per i00,000 Registered v~icles 
~ vari~le: c~ ~.s~r~, i~ ~ o~ ~ fatality rate decreases by 0.56 fatalities per 100,000 regis- 

~e~: ~ oze~fic~er~ ~ tered cars for each hundred pound increase in weight. The 
~ va~ ~ vm~e sea. m:. R-so.arm ~ actual data and the fitted line are shown in figure 1. 
All 39.2850 2.3323 -0.55824 0.03450 0.879 36 
sil~Jle Veilicle 14.5762 1.4285 -0.16697 0.02113 0.634 36 
Multiple vehicle 24.7088 1.4493 -0.39126 0.02144 0.902 36 50 

Rollovers 8.0050 0.6492 -0.19280 0.01187 O. 775 31 
Ncnrollovers 5.5984 0.7376 -0.01719 0.01348 0.050 31 

40 

Table 2. Occupant fatalities per 100,000 registrations: single 
versus multiple vehicle accidents. 

Hundreds All /~cidents: Single v~,icle: Mmltiple vehicle: 
~ ao 

15 39.66 30.91 16.24 19.07 23.42 18.84 
16 34.53 30.35 11.39 11.90 23.14 18.45 

17 27.52 29.79 9.86 11.74 17.66 18.06 , ~20~ 

19 26.52 28.68 10.19 u.40 16.33 17.27 .~ 
20 28.71 28.~ lO.92 11.24 17.79 16.88 
21 25.59 27.56 10.07 ii,07 15.52 16.49 

22 24.99 27.00 10.35 10.90 14.64 16.10 
23 26.28 26.45 11.45 10.74 14.83 15.71 

24 22.08 25.89 9.05 10.57 13.03 15.32 

25 24.26 25.33 9.54 10.40 14.72 14.93 

26 25.44 24.77 11.56 10.23 13.88 14.54 
27 22.13 24.21 8.96 10.07 13.17 14.14 20 25      ~o 35 40 45 50 " 
28 23.31 23.65 10.34 9.90 12.97 13.75 

/ 

15 
Cot Weigh%, Hundreds of Pounds 

29 22.93 23. I0 i0.70 9.73 12.23 13.36 
30 23.16 22.~t 10.30 9.57 n.86 az.97 
31 21,68 21.98 9.89 9.40 11.79 12.~ Figure 1. Fatalities per 100,000 registrations in all accidents. 
32 19.23 21.42 8.29 9.23 10.94 12.19 
33 19.15 20.86 8.56 9.07 10.59 11.80 
34 19.95 20.30 9.50 8.90 10.45 11.41 igh pi 
35 24.18 19.75 13.34 8.73 10.84 11.01 These decreases with increasing, car we t occur des te 
36 21.66 19.19 10.64 8.56 11.02 10.62 the greater belt use in lighter cars (documented through 
37 15.05 18.63 5.74 8.40 9.31 i0.23 
38 16.37 18.07 7.33 8.23 9.04 9.84 numerous accident and observation studies). There are no 

40 17.25 16.96 8.~6 7.90 8.699.06 appreciable differences among car weight classes in the 
41 17.16 16.40 8.81 7.73 8.35 8.67 frequency of alcohol use by fatally injured drivers that could 
42 16.76 15.84 8.23 7.56 8.53 8.28 

43 16.08 15.28 7.46 7.40 ~.62 7.68 explain these differences. However, driver fatalities in larg- 
44 15.26 14.72 7.19 7.23 8.07 7.49 

45 14.58 14.16 6.42 7.06 8.16 7.10 er cars tend to be older-(and so have a greater risk of fatal 
¯ 6 13.~ 1~.~ ~.~o ~.~o 6.94 ~.71 

injury). Also, there may be differences in damage type and 47 13 . 18 13.05 5 . 71 6 . 73 7 . 47 6 . 32 
48 11.88 n.49 6.0~ 6.~ 5.80 5.93 crash severity by car size. These issues can be explored 
"49 12.08 11.93 5.79 6.39 6.29 5.54 
50 14.0~ 11.37 6.60 6.23 7.46 5.~ using detailed accident data from investigations that include 
51 9,93 10.81 5.88 6.06 4.05 4.75 
52 11.00 10.26 5.75 5.89 5.25 4.36 vehicle inspections and crash reconstructions. 
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The fatality rate decrease is greater for multiple than for 
single vehicle accidents (0.39 versus 0.17 fatalities per 
100,000 cars for each hundred pound increase). The models 7 

fit the data very well, especially for multiple vehicle acci- 

~ 
6 " ¯ ¯ . . dents. The data and the model line are shown in figures 2 and 

3.                                                                             ~ ~                        ¯ 
o 

Figure 4. Fatalities per 100,000 registrations in single vehicle 
rollover accidents. 

Figure 2. Fatalities per 100,000 registrations in single vehicle 
accidents. 

20 

nonrollover accidents. 

ure 6. They show the gradual decline in fatality rates within 
each weight class. The reasons for this decline are not 

Car Weight, Hundreds of Pounds 

Figure 3, Fatalities per 100,000 registrations in multiple vehicle Table 4. Occupant fatality rates in all accidents by year: fatal- 
accidents, ities per 100,000 registrations. 

Within single vehicle accidents, the decreasing fatality Y~ o~ ~ ~ ~z~ 
1978 31.73 32.75 25.95 24.42 24.02 17.01 22.41 

rate with increasing car weight is accounted for by differ- 197~ 33.28 33.47 26.67 23.25 23.39 17.04 22.71 
1980 32.29 31.83 28.25 23.27 22.34 18.04 23.46 

ences in the frequency of rollovers. Rollover fatalities per 1981 33.39 31.93 26.72 21.35 20.63 18.50 22.59 
1982 27.95 26.52 22.75 18.94 17.45 13.95 19.56 

100,000 cars decrease by 0.12 for each hundred pound in- ~83 ~5.65 25.3~ ~1.33 17.75 ~6.48 ~.~ 
1984 26.36 24.91 22.67 18.53 14.95 13.61 19.47 crease in weight. In contrast, fatalities in Single vehicle ~85 24.~ 23.85 22.25 17.~ 14.~. n.35 ~.97 

ig ly x986 24.78 23.o~ 22.~7 18.90 ~4.76 ~.26 x9.73 nonrollover accidents do not change s nificant across car 1987 27.09 22.63 21.25 19.78 14.10 11.20 19.88 
size. The data and model results are graphed in figures 4 and ~v~-~j~ 28.81 26.28 23.59 20.18 18.40 ~.~ 20.78 

5. 

The data in table 4 were separated into the fatality rate in 
Registration-based fatality rates: changes by single vehicle accidents and multiple vehicle accidents, in 
car weight class tables 5 and 6. These data (see figures 7 and 8) show the 

Table 4 shows the number of occupant fatalities per hun’ decreasing fatality rate with increasing car weight noted in 
dred thousand registered cars for each of the six weight tables 1 through 3. They also show a general decrease in the 
classes, for each of the ten years. The data for two weight fatality rate over time--both overall and within most car 
classes (subcompacts and fullsize cars) are graphed in fig- weight classes. 
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5O 25 

Full Size Cars 

0                                                                                                                        0 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1988 19S7 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19SS 1987 

Accident Year Accident Year 

Figure 6. Fatality rate trends in all accidents. Figure 8. Fatality rate trends in multiple vehicle accidents. 

Differences in multiple vehicle accident rates largely re- 
Table 5. Occupant fatality rates in single vehicle accidents by flect the weight disadvantage to lighter cars in collisions 
year: fatalities per 100,000 registrations, 

with heavier cars. Differences in single vehicle accident 
Fatel:[~v Rate by Car Netoht 

~:~er~ va~- s~- ~ rates may reflect differences in use (amounts and types of 
z~78 11.0~ a~.55 10.58 10.~ 11.95 7.84 9.91 travel per car) or in the crashworthiness offered to lighter 
1979 11.6"/ 13.70 11.31 10.26 11.33 8.06 10.10 

1980 12.37 13.~ Z~.76 11.21 11.52 9.21 11.14 car occupants. If so, these same factors could be expected to 
1981 12.08 12.96 11.63 9.38 10.42 8.50 10.26 

a~82 10.37 10.95 9.74 8.26 8.36 6.97 8.67 affect comparisons of registration-based fatality rates of 
1983 10.47 i0.00 9.04 7.67 7.29 6.75 8.23 ipl 19~ 9.53 9.82 9.60 8.52 6.z~ 6.73 8.33 different sized cars involved in mult e vehicle accidents. 
1985 8.73 9.17 8.78 7.77 6.02 5.52 7.73 
1.986 9.35 9.32 9.84 8.30 6.20 5.49 8.37 Tables 7 and 8 show that the differences in single vehicle 
1987 ~.~7 8.76 8.54 ~,~7 5.48 ~ 8.07 fatality rates by car weight are largely accounted for by Average 10.47 10.50 9.95 9.01 8.58 7.55 9.08 

differences in the number of fatalities in single vehicle 
rollover accidents. The fatality rate for minicompact cars 

Table 6. Occupant fatality rates in multiple vehicle accidents 
by year: fatalities per 100,000 registrations, 

was twice that for the largest cars. The fatality rate for 

~1~, ~te ~, e~ ~ subcompact cars was 1.7 times that of fullsize cars (figure 
~o:~,,~ ~- s~- ~ 9); the average weight difference between these two classes Year c~s3act c~act Om~act mediate Fu~isize Laruest Averaue 

1978 20.69 20.20 15.37 13.46 12.08 9.16 12.50 
1979 21.61 19.77 15.36 19.99 12.06 8.99 a~.61 was 1,500 pounds. 
1980 19.92 17.95 L5.49 19.07 10.82 8.83 12.32 In contrast, the fatality rate for nonrollover single vehicle 
1981 21.32 18.97 15.08 11.97 10.21 8.00 12.32 
1982 17.58 15.57 13.01 10.67 9.10 6.98 10.89 accidents was 4.92 for minicompact cars and 4.82 for the 
1983 16.18 15.38 12.30 10.08 9.19 6.84 10.88 
19~ 16.83 z~.09 13.07 10.01 8.81 6.88 11.14 largest cars. There were only small differences among sub- 
1985 15.84 14.58 13.48 10.07 8.10 6.83 11.24 
1986 15.43 13.77 12.84 10.60 8.56 6.76 11.36 compact, compact, intermediate, and fu]lsize cars despite 
1987 17.81 13.87 12.71 10.91 8.6~ 6.42 11.80 
~j~ 18.34 15.78 13.83 11.17 9.82 8.00 11.71 the 2,000 pound range encompassed by these four weight 

classes. Figure 10 shows that while fatality rates in single 
vehicle nonrollovers have been declining for all car weight 
classes, the rates do not differ much by car weight. 

25 

Table 7. Occupant fatality rates in single vehicle rollover acci- 
dents by year: fatalities per 100,000 registrations. 

20 Fatality Rate by Car Wei~t 

Year cm~act c~mact Cu~Dact mediate Fullsize iazuest Averaue 
1978 5.86 6.58 5.61 4.73 4.63 2.84 4.25 
1979 6.11 7 . 02 5 . 51 4 . 03 4 . 51 2 . 97 4 . 29 

15 1980 6 . 84 7 . 33 6.60 4 . 88 4.85 3.22 4.94 

/" 
-- ~,~ 1981 6.32 7.00 5.73 4.00 4.45 3.29 4.66 

1982 6.05 5.92 4.56 3.38 3.37 2.46 3.84 

~ ..... ~----~~ S                                ubcornpocts 1983 5.75 5.54 4.40 3.25 2.63 2.39 3.72 
1984 4.95 5.38 4.71 3.54 2.25 2.38 3.81 

¯ 10 -~"-,     ~~ 1985 4.32 4.83 4.23 3.12 2.04 2.02 3.44 
"~-, 1986 4.93 4.78 4.69 3.49 2.15 2.05 3.81 

.... 1987 4.61 4.38 3.98 3.75 2.05 1.26 3.64 
~’’"-. ..... ~_~,, Average 5.55 5.55 4.86 3.77 3.34 2.73 4.04 

5 Full Size Cars 

Registration-based fatality rate: long-term 
o. changes 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Accident Year 

Fatalities per registered vehicle (for all cars combined) 

Figure 7. Fatality rate trends in single vehicle accidents, have tended to decline during the ten years covered here. 
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Table 8. Occupant fatality rates in single vehicle nonrollover The fatality rate for all motor vehicles has steadily de- 
accidents by year: fatalities per 100,000 registrations, clined since fatality and registration data were available in 
~eeid~ mrS- ~ ~_r- 1905. That year there were 385 fatalities and 78,800 regis- 
Year cc~mact contact Cc~oact mediate Fullsize ~arqest Averaue 
1978 5.19 5.97 4.98 6.23 7.31 5.01 5.66 tered vehicles of all types, for a rate of 488.3 fatalities per 

19801979 55"57. 52 66"67. 34 65"8°. 16 66"23. 33 66"82. 67 65"°9. oo 65"81. 21 100,000 vehicles. By 1987 there were 46,386 fatalities and 
1981 5.76 5.97 5.91 5.38 5.97 5.21 5.60 over 188 million registered vehicles, for a rate of 24.6 fatal- 1982 4.33 5.03 5 . 18 4.89 4.99 4.51 4.83 
1983 4.72 4.46 4.64 4.42 4.66 4.35 4.51 ities per 100,000 vehicles. Thus, while the recent car fatality 1984 4.59 4.44 4.89 4.98 3.90 4.34 4.53 
1985 4.41 4.34 4.~4 4.65 3.98 3.50 4.28 rate decline cannot be explained from these data, it appears 
1986 4.42 4.54 5.14 4.81 4.05 3.44 4.55 
1987 4.67 ~ 4.5___~ 5.__~ _~.44 3.52 4.43 to be part of a very long-term safety trend. The number of 

Average 4.92 4.95 5.10 5.24 5.24 4.82 5.04 
fatalities seems to depend on factors besides the number of 

s registered vehicles. Figure 11 shows that while fatalities per 
registered vehicle steadily decline, fatalities per resident 

~ 
,-~"~ ~x 

population move with factors such as wars, the economy, 

5 and the availability and cost of gasoline. 

500                      .                                  30 

~ ~oo / 
Full Size Cars / 

/ 

100 
/ 

~ " 
k’J~/k. Fotolltles per Vehicle 

Figure 9. Fatality rate trends in single vehicle rollover / 
accidents. 5o / 

Figure 11. Trends in fatality rates per registration and per 
resident. 

~ 5 s~ao.~ao,~ Crashworthiness measured by driver injury 
\ ........... ~ rates from detailed accident data: unadjusted 
~.,, s~z~ co~o "o injury rates 

Table 9 shows the unadjusted estimated injury and fatal- 
ity rates by car weight for all accident types. The data in 
table 9 were separated into table 10 (rollovers) and table 11 
(nonrollovers). Most of the nonrollovers involve damage to 
the front, right, or left of the car. The injury rates for these 

,,7~ ,97, ,,so ,9~, ,9~ ,,~ ,9~, ,,~5 ,,,~ ,9~, three nonrollover damage areas are shown in tables 12 
through 14. 

Figure 10, Fatality rate trends in single vehicle nonrollover 
accidents.                                                 Table 9. Driver injury rates in all tow away accidents. 

Skngle v~licle       Multiple Ve~dcle 
~ In~ured at: Percemt InSured at:    Pe_vom~ InSured at: 

The fatality rate decline within car weight class is large 
enough to compensate for any increases in occupant injury mr~o~ct 9.219"59 2.793"50 0.560"71 11.0411"59 3.844"62 0.750"94 8.448"76 2.353"04 0.470"61 

risk caused by the shift to lighter cars. The source of this ~a~-~     7.986.87 2.262"51 0.530"50 10.449.1_5 3.213"66 0.760"66 5.786"93 1.812"02 0.430"43 

Fullsize 6.76 2.44 0.60 9.90 3.76 0.92 5.28 1.82 0.45 decline is not understood, but clearly various factors are 
operating to keep the number of fatalities near 1978 levels ro~z 7.67 2.51 0.55 9.95 3.61 0.77 6.64 2.01 0.45 

despite the reduction in fleet average weight. The effect of Table 10. Driver injury rates in towaway rollovers. 
these factors is visible across all car weight classes. The S~l~ v~a~s 
decline in the fatality rate for lighter cars may reflect im- 
provements to their designs or greater care in their use. The rma~ 16.21 6.50 1.~ ~.36 5.81 1.37 ~4.66 a~.34 4.83 

decline in the fatality rate for heavier cars may reflect ~ 13.~ 5.38 1.44 ~.69 5.11 1.39 22.45 8.21 1.95 

changes in amounts and types of use, as these cars have r~s~ 13.93 6.87 2.29 ~3.95 7.09 2.19 13.73 4.57 3.43 
~ 20.17 841. 285 20.34 ~ 3.10 18.14 O.00 0.00 

become more expensive to operate. ~ 13.80 5.81 1.75 13.44 5.68 1.66 17.03 7.02 2.58 
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Table 11. Driver injury rates in towaway nonrollovers. Heavier car drivers tend to be older than lighter car driv- 
s~e V~e ~a~ple v~e ers. This is true for all drivers regardless of injury outcome, ¯ - ~ L-15t~red at: tired : 

Car Weight AIS>~2 AIS>=3 Fatal AIS>=2 AIS>=3 Fatal AIS>=2 AIS>=3 Fatal 
m,a=~: 8.81 3.~ 0.59 9.7~ 4.0~ 0.73 8.54 2.89 0.55 and forinjured and killed drivers. The NASS data are shown 
~ 8.95 2.59 0.46 10.95 3.55 0.48 8.35 2.30 0.45 

igh 
~ 7.49 2.26 0.42 9.71 3.19 0.42 6.77 1.96 0.41 in table 16. Differences in driver age by car we t are 
~ate 6.42 2.01 0.44 8.19 2.66 0.57 5.71 1.75 0.39 

music, 6.45 2.24 0.53 9.34 3.30 0.75 5.24 1.80 0.43 important because, after controlling for damage type and 
~ 7.24 2.28 0.46 9.x2 3.u 0.56 6.54 1.96 0.43 crash severity, older drivers suffer more injuries and fatal- 

Table 12. Driver inl-ry rates in towaway frontal nonrollover ities than do younger drivers. In order to more usefully 
accidents, compare injury rates, the data were adjusted for differences 

Single we~.cle       Multiple V~’,.iele 
~ r~ at.. ~ ~i~a at.. ~ r.~ at: in the crash experiences of different aged drivers. 

Car Weic~t AIS>=2 AIS>=3 Fatal AIS>~2 AL~3 Fatal ~TS>=2 AIS>=3 Fatal 
~tlniec~ae~ 9.89 3.23 o.58 11.38 4.49 0.68 9.41 2.82 0.54 Table 16. Towaway involvements by driver age. 
~ 9.57 2.72 0.52 12.41 4.14 0.46 8.56 2.22 0.54 l~river Aue ~ 8.21 2.35 0.43 10.83 3.24 0.42 7.27 2.02 0.43 
~te 6.61 1.83 0.43 8.07 2.36 0.56 5.94 1.59 0.37 PeIC~Q~ Of: 00--19 20--29 30--~ 40-54 55--69 70 + Total 
Fullsize 6.63 2.32 0.53 9.79 3.36 0.78 5.14 1.82 0.42 Minicol~:)act 20.8 43.9 20.3 9.5 3.9 1.6 i00.0 
Laremst 6.01 2.06 0.36 7.Q7 2.83 0.36 5.35 1.57 0.37 Subc~ 19.0 42.8 19.7 10.8 5.6 2.1 100.0 
Total 7.63 2.31 0.46 9.57 3.20 0.52 6.78 1.93 0.44 O::ll~ct 19.9 38.2 19.3 11.7 7.2 3.8 i00.0 

~ate 19.3 35.7 19.2 12.1 9.0 4.7 i00.0 

Table 13. Driver injury rates in towaway left side nonrollover Fu_11size 18.9 33.7 16.5 14.4 10.4 6.0 i00.0 
Larclest 15.3 29.3 20.6 17.2 12.1 5.4 i00.0 

accidents. ToiL31 18.8 37.0 19.2 12.7 8.3 4.1 i00.0 
Si~jle Vehicle       Multiple Vehicle 

Percent InS~ at: Percent .TJahured at: Percent InSured at: 

)li.rl~o:ml~ 8.72 4.82 0.80 11.18 8.88 2.20 8.32 4.16 0.58 The data were restricted to towed cars with one of five 
~ 11.22 3.69 0.61 11.20 4.36 1.29 11.22 3.57 0.48 
~ 8.9, 3.0~ 0.~2 10.80 ~.20 0.54 8.55 2,8o 0.~ common damage areas (front, left, right, rear, or rollover); 
ru]lsize 8.32 3.49 0.86 12.45 5.48 1.48 7.33 3.01 0.71 this eliminated cars with unknown damage area. Non- 
~ 7,4~ 2.47 o.63 11.15 
~ 8.69 3.25 0.69 11.28 4.99 1.30 8.16 2.89 o.57 rollover cars with unknown delta V were eliminated. A 

Table 14. Driver injury rates in towaway right side nonrollover crosstabulation of driver involvements by number of vehi- 
accidents, cles involved (one versus more than one) by damage area 

sir~le Vel~cle        Mt~ltS.ple vehiel~ 
~ r~,~-~ ~; ~ r~,~ at: ~ r~,rm ~: (one of the five common types) by delta V for nonrollovers 

Car Weight AIS>=2 ATS>=3 Fatal AIS>~2 AIS>=3 Fatal AIS>=2 AIS>~3 Fata! 
~ 10.30 3.90 1.~ 6.93 2.23 0.8~ 10.91 4.20 1.10 (in five mile-per-hour intervals) by car weight (one of six 
~ 7.91 2.17 0.25 8.99 2.43 0.26 7.66 2.11 0.25 
~ 6.05 2.17 0.34 7.39 3.42 0.49 5.69 1.84 0.30 categories) by driver age (one of six groups) was used to 
Irl~te 6.54 2.41 0.42 8.58 4.64 0.40 5.91 1.73 0.43 ruus~z~ 5.90 1.63 0.31 8.93 2.7~ 0.38 a.91 1.26 0.32 eliminate cells that did not contain at least one driver for Larc~-t $.4~ ~ 0.70 10.32 3.30 ~ 4.19 1.38 0.54 ~ 6.62 2.~5 0.44 8.69 3.35 0.~ 6.06 1.83 0.42 each crash type and car weight. 

For the drivers that remained, the data were reweighted to 

Crashworthiness measured by driver injury the number of the largest car driver involvements in each 
rates from detailed accident data: differences category of vehicles involved, damage area, delta V (for 
in crash type~ crash severity~ and driver age nonrollovers), and car weight. No attempt was made to 

smooth the cell counts when adjusting the injury rates. Bet- 
Different weight cars experience different types of acci- 

dents at different crash speeds. The NASS data show that a ter methods of adjusting the data should be explored in 

higher proportion of lighter cars (as compared to heavier future work. The small number of serious injuries with 

cars) involved in towaway crashes rolled over. Of vehicles estimated crash severity may make the analysis very sensi- 
that did not roll over, a higher proportion of lighter cars (as tive to the method of adjusting the data. 
compared to heavier cars) were struck in the rear; the pro- This reweighting method used here produced a basis for 
portion of vehicles with frontal damage varied by car comparing injury severity (using the Abbreviated Injury 
weight. Scale) by age without the confounding of different crash 

Crash severity is known for about half of nonrollover experiences. The results are shown in table 17. They show frontal impacts. In frontal impacts, lighter cars (as com- 
pared to heavier cars) experience higher crash severities that injury and fatality rates increase with age. Also, fatality 

when the crash severity can be estimated. That is, the veloc- risk given an injury at or above an AIS 2 (moderate injuries) 

ity change (delta V) is higher in lighter cars when delta V is or at or above an AIS 3 (serious injuries) increases with age. 
known. The data for single vehicle frontal impacts are 
shown in table 15. Table 17’ Driver injury rates controlled for damage type, crash 

severity, and car weight, 

Table 15. Damage severity of towaway single vehicle frontal Percent Injured by Injury Level , 
nonrollover impacts. Driver Acle AIS>=2 AIS>=3 ~~tality 

]P-lte v in m~les z~er hour Tote1 00-19 7.85 2.21 0.307 
~ of: O-~ 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50+ ~powD 
Mi~o~pac~ 9.4 58.5 22.4 8.S 3.~ o.s zoo.o 20--29 8.70 2.73 0.407 

Subo:zapac~ 13.0 51.3 25.6 7.5 2.0 0.7 100.0 30-39 9.54 2.95 0.636 

C(]ngact 19.2 57.1 18.3 4.2 0.7 0.5 100.0 40-54 11.49 3.69 0.913 
Intermediate 12.0 58.3 23.2 5.3 1.0 0.2 100.0 

55-69 13.49 4.64 1.342 
Fullsize 10.0 55.9 27.3 6.1 0.6 0.1 100.0 

~ 16.6 56.4 ~3.3 4.4 0.2 0.1 100.0 70 plus 16.44 8.00 2.861 

Total 23,9 55.9 23.3 5.6 1.0 0.3 100.0 Total 11.25 4.04 1.078 



Crashworthiness measured by driver injury 2o 
rates from detailed accident data: adjusted 
injury rates 

Driver injury rates were estimated by car weight, after 
controlling for damage type, number of involved vehicles, 
severity of nonrollover crashes, rollover occurrence, and 
driver age. This was a two-stage process similar to the ~o.~ 

Table 18. Driver injury rates in all towaway accidents, con- 
trolled for damage type, crash severity, and driver age. 

single vehicle       I, Kl.ltiple vehicle                4 -                                           Multiple Vehicle 

Percent Iniure~ 0~:; Percent ~.nSured at: Percent :L,,15ured at: 

Milticc~oact 10.27 2.81 0.40 17.94 5.71 0.97 7.30 1.69 0.18 2 
Subcc~l~ct 9.46 2.75 0.46 16.03 6.11 0.89 6.92 1.45 0.29 
(~3ct 8.87 2.53 0.32 14.80 5.37 0.80 6.58 1.42 0.14 o 

1;~3.1size 7.75 2.38 0.57 13.59 4.24 1.12 5.49 1.66 0.35 Subcompoct Intermediote Lot@eat 
~ 7.28 2.34 0.60 11.94 4.67 1.31 5.47 1.44 0.32 Cot Size C~oss 
Total 8.50 2.50 0.47 14.50 5.05 1.00 6.18 1.51 0.26 

Figure 12. Driver moderate injury rates in towed single vehicle 
Table 19. Driver injury rates in towaway rollovers, controlled nonrollovers adjusted for car damage and driver age. 
for damage type and driver age. 

single Vehicle Multiple Ve~icle 7- 

Intel~ediate 15.22 6.65 2.70 15.40 6.72 2.59 13.06 5.83 4.00 

Largest 19.91 7.70 3.28 20.17 8.37 3.57 16,86 O,OO 0.00 
Total 15.43 6,60 2.46 15.24 6.61 2.43 17.61 6.53 2.81 

Table 20. Driver injury rates in towaway nonrollovers, con- 
trolled for damage type, crash severity, and driver age. 

single vehicle Multiple Vehicle 

~      6.35 1.94 0.40 9.54 3.59 0.66 5.38 1.45 0.32 
Total 7.99 2.20 0.32 14.28 4.60 0.58 6.09 1.48 0.24 

Table 21. Driver injury rates in towaway frontal nonrollover co~ s~ze 
accidents, controlled for damage type, crash severity, and driv- 
er age. Figure 13. Driver serious injury rates in towed single vehicle 

single Ve;~icle Multiple V~e nonrollovers adjusted for car damage and driver age. 
Peroent In~ured at: Per~emt In~ured at: Percsmt In~ured at: 

su~,~ 10.23 2.98 0.34 18.13 6.30 0.32 6.76 1.52 0.34 procedure used to produce the estimates of the driver age 
O::~pact 10.10 2.69 0.27 ~5.88 5.55 0.48 7.56 1.44 O.17 
r~ 7.23 2.0~ 0.34 11.19 3.45 0.49 5.49 1.42 0.28 bias. The estimates in table 17 were used to reweight the 
~,~ 6.75 z~_ 9.m ~.8~ ~ ~ ~ z.aa ~ damage-adjusted data to the injury rates experienced by ro=z 8.92 2.44 0.36 14.~ 4.~ o.~ 6.43 1.~o 0.28 

drivers between 30 and 39 years old. For example, a 75 year 

Table 22. Driver injury rates in towaway left side nonrollover old fatality was reweighted by a factor of (0.636/2.861) to 
accidents, controlled for damage type, crash severity, and driv- account for their greater vulnerability to fatality. This pro- 
er age. 

duced estimates reweighted to the experience of the largest 
single Vehicle        Multiple Vehicle 

~.rcent Injured at: Percent Injured at: Percent Iniured at: car drivers in their thirties. 
vara~m~= 8.24 4.20 0.77 20.56 18.66 5.37 7.18 2.96 0.38 The results are shown in tables 18 for all impacts, in table 
o:,r~ ~.16 2.45 0.07 16.57 4.92 o.0o 7.43 2.24 0.0~ 19 for rollovers, in table 20 for all nonrollovers, and tables Intera~diate 6.19 1.97 0.28 22.37 2.80 0.00 4.80 1.90 0.30 roZl~ 7.50 2.71 o.41 16.53 3.51 o.14 6.73 2.~ 0.44 21 to 23 for three nonrollover impact types (frontal, left 
~ 6.53 2.36 0.12 8.2], 6.22 0.00 6.39 2.03 
Total 7.71 2.86 0.40 16.98 8.98 1.76 6.91 2.33 0.28 side, and right side). The data of table 20 are shown in 

Table 23. Driver injury rates in towaway right side nonrollover     figures 12 and 13. 
accidents, controlled for damage type, crash severity, and driv- These estimates can be used to compare injury rates by 
er age. car weight, within any crash type. However, note that the 

Single vehicle       Multiple Vehicle 
"~ ~ Y.n’ttlred at; Percent I~5ured at: data have not been adjusted to allow comparisons of injury Car Weicd~t AIS>=2 AIS>=3 Fata~ AIS>=2 AIS>=3 Fa~ A7S>=2 AIS>=3 Fatal v_i~ 8.79 1.~ 0.05 8.45 0.00 0.00 8.72 1.o6 0.05 rates across damage types (because delta Vs are higher for 

Su~et 6.62 0.89 0.13 8.14 1.92 0.72 6.45 0.78 . 0.06 
CCt~aC~ 3.71 0.87 0.05 4.62 2.78 0.00 3.60 0.66 0.05 some damage types than for others) or between single vehi- 
~ 6.71 1.47 0.08 12.45 5.71 0.00 6.07 1.00 0.09 Fu!lslze 5.58 0.91 0.01 17.77 4.02 0.00 4.23 0.57 0.01 cle and multiple vehicle accidents (for the same reason). 
~ 5.75 1.60 0.56 7,72 ~ 0.0__0 5.53 1.56 0.62 Total 6.19 1.24 0.14 10.02 2.73 0.12 5.77 1.07 0.15 Differences across damage types and between single vehi- 
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cle and multiple vehicle accidents largely reflect differences years of data for this analysis: Maryland, Michigan, and 

in crash severity. North Carolina. The VIN was necessary to determine the 

The data of tables 18 through 23 show that differences in weight of the car. In addition, national estimates of acci- 

driver injury rates in multiple vehicle accidents are largely dents and injuries were available by car weight from the 
accounted for by the greater crash severity received by NASS data files. 
lighter cars. After controlling for differences in delta V, The three state files show that minicompact cars are in 
lighter and heavier cars have injury rates that differ much twice as many towaway accidents per registered vehicle as 
less than in the unadjusted data. In multiple vehicle non- are the largest cars. Between these two weight extremes, the 
rollovers, the ratio of moderate injury rates in minicompacts registration-based towaway rates decrease steadily with in- 
(7.16 percent) to the largest cars (5.38 percent) is 1.33. creasing car weight (table 24). The agreement among the 
Thus, even after controlling for crash severity, lighter cars three states is remarkable. 
have higher injury rates than heavier cars. 

Driver injury rates are also higher in lighter cars in single Table 24. Towaway accidents per thousand registered cars. 

vehicle accidents. The com son of fatality rates in single Rate ~_r looo 
vehicle accidents is compromised by the small numbers ~-~‘1~ 32.~2 27.047 26.528 23.973 20.404 .17.349 24.252 

Mid~igan 30.003 29.722 25.591 23.901 19.052 16.979 23.322 

involved. NO~ Carolina 31.358 30.020 26,522 19.832 16.000 14.313 23.202 

Crashworthiness measured by driver injury ~-~iz,~ qx;tt~oact ~: OZal~Ct mediate Fullsize iaruest 

rates from detailed accident data: effect of Mi~ 1.77 1.75 1.51 1.41 ‘1.12 1.00 
North Carol ir~    2.19 2.10 1.85 1.39 1.12 1.00 

adjustments 

A comparison of table 11 (unadjusted data) and table 20 
Minicompact car drivers have between 1.35 and 1.58 

(adjusted data) shows that the net effect of the adjustments 
times as many incapacitating or greater (state files) and 

was to increase the estimated differences in moderate injury 
moderate or greater (NASS data) injuries per towaway acci- 
dent as do the largest cars (table 25). The driver fatality data 

rates among cars involved in single vehicle towaway non- 
rollover accidents. The increase in the moderate injury rates are subject to more random variation because of the smaller 

of lighter cars appears to conflict with the observation that numbers involved. However, table 26 suggests that mini- 

lighter cars had higher crash severity (as measured by delta compacts have fatality rates about 30 percent higher than do 

V, when delta V is known). However, lighter cars also had the largest cars in all towaway accidents considered as a 

relatively few moderate injuries in cases for which delta V group. 

was unknown. This may have caused a spurious increase in 
Table 25. Driver incapacitating injuries per hundred towaway 

their injury rates, or it may reflect the reality of their crash accidents. 
experiences. The serious injury rates in single vehicle towa- toni- s~- 

way nonrollover accidents were less affected by the v,~vl~-~       14.28 13.73 12.32 10.74 10.29 9.01 11.83 
Michigan i0.38 9.62 8.22 7.36 6.98 6.34 7.86 

adjustments. Nor~ Carol i~a 11.56 11.17 10.20 9.49 9.22 8.59 10.12 
NASS 10.65 10.07 8.75 7.49 6.96 6.84 8.27 

All the comparisons are very sensitive to any meas- 
urement errors in the delta V, any biases in the delta V st,~0~z~d cct~Dact c~0~act Compact mediate Fullsize Laruest 
estimation process, and any biases in the unknown delta V~. ~’~‘1~ 1.58 1.52 ‘1.37 ‘1.19 ‘1.14 ‘1.00 

Delta V could not be estimated for half of all towed cars. Nor~ Carolirm 1.35 1.30 1.19 1.10 1.07 1.00 
NASS 1.56 1.47 1.28 i.i0 1.02 1.00 

The effect of the adjustments for multiple vehicle acci- 
dents was to decrease the estimated differences among cars Table 26. Driver fatalities per hundred towaway accidents. 

which lighter cars are subjected in crashes with heavier ~,vl~-~ 0.42 0.55 0.48 0.46 0.51 
0.~ 

0.48 
va,~i~r~n 0.50 0.~5 0.56 0.51 0.47 

~.~ 
0.5~ 

vehicles. It is difficult to interpret the effects on the small Nort~ Carolina 0.90 0.77 0.78 0.70 0.72 

~ 
0.74 

number of fatalities available for this analysis, 
r~ss 0.91 0.69 0.70 0.61 0.69 

o/ 
0.69 

In all, the analysis of the effect of adjustments for crash sv.,~i~m cct~pact cctr~act Compact mediate Fullsize 
~est 

experience on injury rates in single vehicle nonrollover Mi,~a~r,~ 1.32 1.45 1.47 1.34 1.24 ‘1.00 
accidents suggests that using the unadjusted data (for which ,oruarass c~ro‘1~a ‘1.32‘1"36 1.oo‘1"17 1.o1‘1"1~ o.8~1"°6 1.oo1"°9 1.oOl.oo 
there is no alternative for any data file that does not include 
detailed crash severity data) will not overestimate the effect Minicompacts have about twice as many single vehicle 
of car weight on safety. If anything, adjustments to the data towaway accidents as do the largest cars (table 27). Towa- 
could lead to conclusions that the differences are even great- way involvement rates decrease with increasing car weight. 
er than appear from the unadjusted towaway data. When involved in single vehicle towaway accidents, mini- 

Crashworthiness measured by driver injury 
compact drivers have between 17 and 38 percent more inca- 
pacitating or greater (or moderate or greater) injuries than 

rates from state accident data do the largest car drivers (table 28). It is difficult to interpret 

There are three states which include the VIN on the acci- the variety of driver fatality estimates produced from the 

dent data file and for which the agency could acquire several four data sources, by car weight (table 29). 
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Table 27. Single vehicle towaway accidents per thousand reg- the fatality data are less clear (table 32 and figure 15). The 
istered cars. 

particular vulnerability of the elderly to fatal injury and 
~t~ ~ 1000 o:~ ~ ~ ~iat~ ~ r~=~ Ave~-a~ their tendency to drive larger cars appear to confound the 
Maryland 6.631 5.588 5.994 5.059 4.323 3.688 5.165 
MidlJ.cJa/l 9.049 8.035 6.971 6.766 5.360 4.959 6.518 comparisons of fatality rates by car size. 
North CarDiLna 8.970 8.535 8.212 5.051 3.921 3.713 6.434 

rtua- s~- ~ Table 32. Driver fatalities per hundred single vehicle non- 
Maryland 1.80 1.52 1.63 1.37 1.17 1.00 

North Carolina 2.42 2.30 2.21 1.36 1.06 1.00 ~ate per i00 cc~Dact ccr~act Co,react mediate ~ullsize Laruest Averaue 
Maxyland 0.46 0.71 0.72 0.70 0.85 0.71 0.71 
HJ.chi.cjan 0.27 0.72 0.74 0.69 0.70 0.65 0.71 

Table 28. Driver incapacitating injuries per hundred single ve- ~ caZ’olir~a 0.75 0.76 0.73 0.75 1.06 0.72 0.79 
hicle towaway accidents. ~s 0.93 0.67 0.59 0.68 0.89 0.60 0.70 

Rate met 100 coarect co~Dact Contact mediate i~ Laruest Average Standardized c(m~act cc~Dact Compact mediate ~ L~i~est 
Mal~lar~ 15.92 16.69 15.66 14.68 13.43 11.54 15.01 Mazylar~ 0.65 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.20 1.00 
Michigan 10.35 10.55 9.39 8.96 7.99 8.39 9.16 Michigan 0.42 i.ii 1.14 1.06 1.08 1.00 
North Carolina 13.63 13.38 13.37 12.81 12.40 11.65 13.00 North Carolina 1.04 1.06 1.01 1.04 1.47 1.00 

Starrlazdized cc~mact ccaDact Compact mediate Fullsize Laruest 
Maryland 1.38 1.45 1.36 1.27 1.16 1.00 
MiahJ-gan 1.23 1.26 1.12 1.07 0.95 1.00 Source 

NASS 1.41 1.44 1.40 1.16 1.14 1.00 , Maryland 

Table 29. Driver fatalities per hundred single vehicle towaway 
accidents. ~~°        . 

Rate ~er 100 conoact co~act C~mmact mediate Fullsiz__e Larue~t Averaqe 
Maryland 0.43 0.95 0.84 0.92 i.i0 0.78 0.89 
Mi(~aigan 0.30 0.74 0.76 0.74 0.71 0.71 0.73 8 

NASS 1.26 1.06 1.08 0.97 1.15 0.92 1.04 

Standardized ~ct co~Dact Cc~Dact ~diate Fullsize Laruest 
Maryland 0.55 1.22 1.08 1.18 1.41 1.00 4 
Michigan 0.42 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.00 1.00 
North Carolina 1.01 0.90 1.03 1.01 1.16 1.00 
NASS 1.37 1.15 1.17 1.05 1.25 1.00 

Lighter cars have both more single vehicle nonrollover o~ 
Minicompoct    Compact Full Size 

towaway accidents per registered car and more incapacitat- co~ s~ 
ing or greater (or moderate or greater) injury given such an 

Figure 14. Driver incapacitating injuries per hundred single accident. Minicompacts have between 40 percent (Mary- vehicle nonrollover tow-away accidents. 
land) and 64 percent (North Carolina) more of these acci- 

dents per registered car than does the largest car weight 

class (table 30). 

Table 30. Single vehicle nonrollover towaway accidents per o 

thousand registered cars. 

Mazyland 4.706 4.022 4.754 4.350 3.819 3.358 4.178 
Mic~i~a~ 6.744 6.336 5.895 6.063 4.924 4.650 5.684 
North CarDli~a 4.923 5.072 5.407 3.886 3.164 3.000 4.326 

Michigan 1.45 1.36 1.27 1.30 1.06 1.00 .4 
North Caroli~a 1.64 1.69 1.80 1.30 1.05 1.00 

Minicompact drivers have between 21 percent (Michi- 
gan) and 38 percent (Maryland) more incapacitating or 
greater injuries per hundred crashes of this type. Thus, light- o 

er cars have both more crashes per registered vehicle and ~=o,,~.ot ,,,.,~.~.te ~.~.., 
Car Size Class 

more injuries per crash (table 31 and figure 14). However, 
Figure 15. Driver fatalities per hundred single vehicle non- 

Table 31. Driver incapacitating injuries per hundred single ve-     rollover towaway accidents, 
hicle nonrollover towaway accidents. 

rtua- s~- r~-- Table 31 and figure 14 show that police-reported inca- 
r~l~ 14.75 14.80 14.26 13.15 u.03 10.66 13.4o pacitating injury rates are similar to NASS moderate injury 
Michigan 9.78 10.05 9.01 8.39 7.62 8.08 8.70 
No~.h (~trolina 13.12 12.30 11.34 11.00 11.08 10.47 11.48 rates. About 10 percent of NASS drivers of towed cars 

involved in single vehicle nonrollover accidents had at least 
st,~-o,~u~ ,~ ~ c~,~: ,~i~te ~l~e ~ moderate injury (AIS of 2 or greater, or fatality). Between 9 
Maryland 1.38 1.39 1.34 1.23 1.13 1.00 
Mi~a~ 1.21 1.24 1.n 1.0~ 0.94 1.0o and 13 percent of drivers involved in these accidents in three 
North Carolina 1.25 1.17 1.08 1.05 1.06 1.00 
~ 1.37 1.~ 1.54 1.27 1.31 1.o0 states had incapacitating injury (police injury code "A") or 
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were killed. The similarity in the injury rate level suggests These results were used with the average annual fleet 

that the greater volume of state accident reports could be weight (shown in figure 16) to estimate the effect the reduc- 

used to smooth out the random effects associated with the tion in fleet weight. In 1980 the average car on the road 
smaller NASS sample size. This is the basis for a model of weighed 3,524 pounds; the model estimates that there were 
injury rates as a function of car weight presented in the next 44,020 moderate injuries per year associated with that fleet. 
section. In 1987 the average car on the road weighed 3,138 pounds; 

Effects of a fleet of lighter cars the model estimates that there were 46,469 moderate inju- 

ries per year for this weight fleet. Thus, between 1980 and 
A line was fit through the data on incapacitating/moder- 

ate injury rates per hundred single vehicle nonrollover 
1987 the drop in average car weight would be predicted to 

towaway accidents (table 31). For this purpose, the follow- 
produce a 5.6 percent increase in the number of driver 

ing car weight was associated with each car weight class: moderate injuries received in single vehicle nonrollover 

towaway accidents. The line estimating number of mode- 
Minicompact--l,900 pounds 

rate injuries by average fleet weight is shown in figure 17. 
Subcompact--2,200 pounds 
Compact--2,700 pounds 
Intermediate--3,200 pounds 
Fullsize--3,700 pounds 
Largest ~1,200 pounds                               "~ 

State dummy variables were used (for Maryland, Michi- 
gan, and North Carolina) to allow the magnitude of the ~ 
modeled injury rate to reflect the particular circumstances 

~ 1987 f~ 
in a state. In effect, this produced a line through the NASS 

i 

48.,~6~ 

data that took the shape (largely) of the state data. The line is ’~* ~ ~ao ~t 
shown in figure 14. The model estimates that the national:,~            4,~.o~o ~o~ 

Increase of 2.44g in~urie~ 

Moderate Injury Rate = 14.09692 - 0.00134                     ~.6 
* Car Weight in Pounds. 

The model has an R-square of 0.90 with 19 degrees of                 ,~oo 
freedom. If all cars weighed 3,000 pounds (or if the fleet 
averaged 3,000 pounds) there would be an estimated 10.06 Figure 17. Driver moderate injuries in towed single vehicle 
injuries per single vehicle nonrollover towaway accident, nonrollovers---national estimates by average fleet weight. 

Between 1981 and 1986 there were an estimated 
2,825,159 single vehicle nonrollover towaway accidents This model and these results do not account for differ- 
involving passenger cars, or about 470,860 per year. If all ences in the number of crash involvements by car weight. 
cars weighed 3,000 pounds (or if the fleet averaged 3,000 The state data consistently show that lighter cars have more 
pounds) there would be an estimated 47,349 moderate 
injuries each year. The average injury rate and the average 

single vehicle nonrollover crashes per registered car than do 

number of moderate injuries per year can be derived from 
heavier cars. To the extent that this greater crash involve- 

the formula for the modeled line. ment is caused by the car itself, the model underestimates 

that effect of car downsizing. But if differences in crash 

involvement are largely the effect of differences in vehicle 

use (different drivers, different amounts of travel, different 
amounts of riskier travel), then increases in injuries given a 

~oo ,,., crash are a useful measure of the probable increase in inju- "2~’-"~"~" 

x"~"~" ries associated with the shift to lighter cars. 
~oo 

x,,,~,, These results pertain only to single vehicle nonrollover 
"~ ~,oo "~’° accidents. Differences in the frequency and severity of roll- 

~ .... over accidents may be more a function of vehicle use and 
~oo 

x’x~~’_ handling characteristics than of crashworthiness. If so, esti- 

"x~ mates of the effect of car downsizing on injuries received in 

~,,, rollover accidents will require different analysis tech- 
~,oo 

niques. The analysis of multiple vehicle accident effects is 

~ooo .... considerably more complicated than the analysis of either 
¥°°~ single vehicle nonrollover or rollover accidents and is be- 

Figure 16. Average curb weight of cars in operation, yond the scope of the present paper. 
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Consequences of Accident Research for Vehicle Safety Measures 

.... ~’ Roland Herrmann, Rolf Stadelmann, through controlling the kinematics of the occupant via 

Daimler-Benz AG, Sindelfingen structural and padding optimization will be discussed. The 

necessity for reliable injury criteria and side impact test 
Abstract dummies to achieve these improvements will also be 

discussed. As a supplement to officially published government 
accident statistics, Daimler-Benz AG, has been    Introduction 
systematically investigating accidents since 1969 involving 
injured occupants in Mercedes-Benz cars. The development of new cars is a lengthy process, and the 

By analyzing the frequency distribution of injuries main goals of economy, environmental compatibility and 
relative to the vehicle interior component being contacted, safety must be taken into account..For thirty years, Daimler- 
key areas for improvement of occupant protection can be Benz has placed .a very high priority on safety, and even 

¯ --. addressed. Concurrent to the well proven effectiveness of under differing conditions, safety of the road user--as car 
properly worn seat belts in general, changes in the occupant or as pedestrian or cyclist--remains as a key 
frequency distribution for three generations of vehicles principle of Daimler-Benz car development. 
have been observed to be highly influenced by increases in Accident investigations are the main point of orientation 
belt usage, for further developing appropriate safety measures. Since 

The frequency of occupant contact the so-called "second official accident statistics do not supply sufficient data for 
_ impact" decreased by an average of 57%. The greatest improving                                                                                                      .specific car safety concepts, Daimler-Benz, 

reduction, nearly 70%, was observed for steering wheel since 1969, has been systematically investigating accidents 
contacts. Unbelted rear-seat occupants caused 22% of the 

in the region of Baden-Wiirttemberg in which occupants of 
belt specific injuries to front-seat occupants through belt 

Mercedes=Benz cars sustained injuries. Since 1979, these 
overloading. Most of the serious (AIS 3) belt-specific 

investigations have also included accidents of Mercedes- 
injuries are sternum and/or rib fractures with minor 
contusions of internal organs. Benz cars involving pedestrians and cyclists, and since then 

~. Further reduction in the number of severe ankle fractures approximately 1,800 severe accidents involving 3,400 

occurring mainly in frontal-offset-collisions continues to be occupants and 90 accidents involving exterior road users 

a high priority in the design of Mercedes-Benz passenger have been investigated and evaluated. 
cars. Although these results do not provide statistically valid 

A high reduction in the injury risk for frontal impacts has conclusions or results which might serve as a basis for 
resulted in a shifting of injuries more biased toward side safety measures optimised in terms of their cost/benefit 
impact collisions. Improvements to side impact protection ratio, the careful analysis of the individual accidents does 
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provide a realistic basis for the design, testing and measureshaveresultedinacontinuousdecreaseofsevereto 

evaluation of efficient safety measures, fatal injuries. As compared to the model years 1970-75, 

Keypoints of analysis are: where a high level of safety was already prevailing, the 

¯ documenting the type and the severity of the 
proportion of moderate injuries was reduced by 20% and 

accident with the essential vehicle damage that of severe to fatal injuries even by 35% for the present 

including the reconstruction of the accident car range. This decrease is mainly due to a higher belt usage 

¯ establishing theseverityoftheindividualinjuries rate complemented by good vehicle design. When 

sustained in these accidents as well as their considering the efficiency of the three-point seat belt, the 

causes by means of examining the injury belt-specific share of severe to fatal injuries is estimated to 

mechanisms, be approximately 27%. 

The schematic representation (figure 1) shows how the Contact Areas 
information thus obtained is incorporated into the car 
development work. The AIS (Abbreviated Injury Scale), 

Figure 3 shows--as a comparison to model years 1970- 

which has become internationally accepted, is used to 75--the distribution of the impact points assigned to the 

classify the severity of the injuries. It consists of extensive individual severe injuries (AIS 3+). On the basis of these 

injury descriptions, and the classifications 1-6 are oriented relative frequency distributions it is possible to derive the 

towards the degree of risk to life involved in a specific main areas for additional improvements in the individual 

injury. Descriptions of severe injuries are now limited to periods of development. The point is not to eliminate 
AIS 3+ injuries, which includes injuries of degree AIS 3 or "shortcomings" but to have a long-term and consistent 
greater, further development of safety measures on the basis of 

changing traffic conditions. Of course, the individual car 
components themselves are not per se the cause of an injury _ 

but only become involved in the injury in conjunction with a 
high level of accident severity. 

Figure 1. Accident investigation for interior safety. 

Injury Risk 
One result of these systematic accident investigations 

covering several years is the demonstration of the Figure 3. Relative frequency distributions of occupant 
effectiveness of the occupant protection measures during contacts. 

the course of three car generations (figure 2). When 
evaluating all types of accidents, it can be seen that these Steering 

P- ....:.__:~:.           i totalnumber ~t~o, of AS compared to the model years 1970-75, the number of 

~ 
of~j~a, A~s~+~l~s impacts in the potential secondary impact zones, such as 

~0~ ~ steering wheel, instrument panel, windshield and A-pillar, 
~ ...... .o. decreased in the numerous frontal collisions due to the 

., ,,,~-,,~ ~r ~ restraining effect of the seat belt. The highest reduction with 
~0~ ~0~ almost 70% was obtained in the number of steering wheel 

contacts; the other contacts decreased by an average of 57%. 
~ ~.~ ~r 

~ 
This above-average decrease in the number of steering 

°l~ ~ ~ wheel contacts illustrates the efficiency of the sophisticated 
,o ~o ~o ,o ~o ~o ,0 ,. ~ ,~ structural changes carried out on Mercedes-Benz passenger 

[ n,~, ~,~, ~"~ I cars to limit the steering wheel intrusion (figure 4), espe- 
"~" cially in the numerous offset frontal collisions, but also the 

Figure 2. Frequency of injury severities (AIS). Changes over 
three MB-car generations, improvements of the restraint system such as the seat belt 
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pre-tensioner and airbag (figure 5). A British consumer 
have decreased by 35%. The injuries are mainly dislocated 

study (1) * illustrates the need for safety measures which 
sternum fractures or fractures of several ribs with the comu- 

complement each other. In the study it was found that de- 
sions of lung and heart, which can be assigned to AIS 3 and 

spite very high belt use rates, head and chest injuries caused 
4. Elderly occupants are more often and more severely by steering wheel contact are still the most frequent and 

most severe injuries sustained by the "buckled-up" driver ~njured since the strength of the bones may decrease consid- 

in Britain. erably with increasing age. This result confirms the numer- 

ous experimental investigations aimed at deriving the injury 

mechanism of belted occupants. 22% of the severe bel~- 

specific injuries of chest, but especially in the abdomin al 

and spinal regions, are clearly caused by the overload from 

unbelted rear-seat passengers (figure 6). The cause of the 

injuries is to be seen in the considerably increased duratmn 

of the high load and/or in the local introduction of forces 

into the backrest by the impacting knee of the rear-seat 

passenger. In the present case (figure 7), this led to a fracture 

of the femur on the part of the rear-seat passenger and to a 

dislocated fracture of a lumbar vertebra of the belted from 

passenger (figure 8). Appropriate countermeasures mm a~ 

improving the buckling-up comfort of the rear seat belts an d 

Figure 4. Mounting of the steering column, at designing the backrest lining so as to distribute the pre- 

vail ing forces over a wider area. 

Figure 6. influence of unbelted rear-seat occupants on the ~nj~ 
~y ~everity of belted front-seat occupants~ 

Figure 5. Emergency ~ensioning retractor. 

Restraint system 

The increase of belt-specific injuries must first of all be 

evaluated against the background of severe injuries which 

*Number in parentheses designate reference at end of paper. Figure 7, Femur ¢racture of ~ rear-seat occupanL 
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accordance with Daimle>Benz statistics, this offset colli- 

sion accounts for approximatley 75% of all frontal accidents 
involving injuries. Therefore, this type of impact has been 

used as a Daimler-Benz internal test procedure for more 

than ten years for structure optimization purposes (figure 

10). 

Side interiors 
As a consequence of the sophisticated safety measures 

which are especially effective in the frequent frontal colli- 

stuns, a relatively greater importance is attached to side 

impacts. The high proportion of 32% of all injury-causing 
~’~ ~ AIS 3+) contacts is mainly a result of the complex ~’second 

Figure 8, Dislocated lumbar spine fracture due to the impact- 
ing knee of the unbelted rear-seat occupant 

collision" in side impacts, leading to multiple injuries in 
different body regions, such as thorax, abdomen, pelvis and 

Floor structure head. In this type of representation with an analysis and a list 

of the individual contacts, the overall risk of this type of 
Another priority of Daimler-Benz safety activities is to 

further reduce severe ankle fractures. A/though these inju- 
accident is somewhat exaggerated. When splitting up the 

ries do not constitute a risk to life, they nevertheless often 
general term "side interiors", the following individual im- 

lead m disablemem with correspondingly high personal and 
pact frequencies result: 

economic damage. These fractures are caused by high con- * door tuner panel 22% 
~act speeds betwem~ the heel which is flung forward and the ®    B-pillar--7% 
intruding firewall: they can be compared to the injuries * roof side rail 3% 
sustai ned when jumping down from a large height (figure 

9), Another frequent cause of very severe injuries in side 

impacts is the direct contact between the head and the im- 

pacnng object: this is caused either by the penetration of 

exterior objects into the vehicle or by the occupant being 

partially ejected from the vehicle. 

Especially in the case of side irnpacts, the sophisticated 

and mutually influencing impact kinematics require harmo- 

nized structural and padding measures. The aim is to 

achieve a controlled kinematic of the occupant, taking the 

various load-bearing capacities of the individual body re- 

gions into account. 

Despite intensive biomechanical basic ’tests, there are as 

yet no statistically validated injury criteria and their limits 

for chest and abdomen available which are required to har- 

Figure {}. Combined ankle ~rac~ure. monize the measttres. The following concepts are presently 

being considered: 

TT1 t.Thorax Trauma Index) as proposed by Ep- 

pinger (NHTSA} Criterion: thorax accelerations 

~    maximum thoracic deflection as a percentage of 

half of the thorax width as proposed by Tarriere 

(Peugeot-Renault) 

VC (Viscous Criterion) as proposed by Lau and 

Viano (GM) Criterion: product of thoracic com- 

pression and velocity of deformation 

Since in side collisions isolated abdominal inj uries may 

occur sporadically as well, separate inj ury criteria are re- 
quired for chest and abdomen. 

Figure 10, Frontal offset test with 4t7% overlap. 
The VC is a plausible criterion, however, sufficient basic 

data for side loads are not yet avai [able. 

These accident loads often occur in the numerous colli- Apart from physical parameters, anthropometry and age 

sions with oncoming cars with only srnal~ frontat overlap. In considerably influence the severity of injuries in side colli- 
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sions as well. So far, no reliable dummies with sufficient References 
biofidelity (realistic simulation of kinematics and injury- (1) "Head and Torso Injuries to Restrained Drivers from 
causing load parameters) are available, the Steering System", P. Thomas, IRCOBI Conf. 1987. 

Situation of Road Traffic Accidents and the Prevention Measures in Japan 

Mitsuo Suzuki, Such a grave and worsening situation with traffic 
Traffic Safety Policy Office, accidents became a turning point. In 1970, to promote 

Management and Coordination Agency, comprehensive and planned national traffic safety policies 

Prime Minister’s Office that involved railway, marine and air traffic safety, the 

Fundamental Traffic Safety Law (Law No. 110, 1970) was 

Abstract enacted. Based upon the Law, the Government set a period 
beginning fiscal 1971 to 1975 to carry out the First 

Traffic accidents in Japan had continued to rise every Fundamental Traffic Safety Programs, and mapped out 
year until casualties reached approximately one million, fundamental programs for traffic safety. Now, the fourth of 
more than 16,000 died in 1970. However, thanks to a such programs has been underway since fiscal 1986 and will 
concentrated promotion of various traffic safety measures be completed in fiscal 1990. In accordance with these 
based upon the Fundamental Traffic Safety Program in Programs, the Administration has been promoting 
successive years, the number of lives claimed in traffic comprehensive and planned traffic safety measures in 
accidents were reduced nearly by half by 1979 as compared corresponding areas. 
to that in 1970. The number of injured in 1977 was reduced Up until 1980 or so, these measures contributed to steady 
to 60% of that in 1970. improvements of the situation resulting in, for example, the 

This trend, however, has reversed itself in the years that decrease of traffic deaths almost by half of the record year. 
followed. Since 1982, for six consecutive years, the annual After this, however, with further expansion of "the 
death toll in traffic accidents has exceeded 9,000, and in automobile-oriented society", we have observed a reverse . 1988 for the first time in ! 3 years, it reached over 10,000, to trend in which the toll of deaths in road accidents has begun 
be exact the death toll was 10,344. to rise again. In 1988, in particular, the traffic death count 

In order to fight against this situation in traffic accidents, was 10,344, representing a rapid increase of 10.7% as 
in August 1988, Head Office for Traffic Policy (This is compared to the previous year. It was the first time in 13 
composed of the Administrative Vice-Minister of the 

years since 1975 that the traffic death count went beyond 
concerned government organizations and the director of it is 10,000: It is indeed a grave situation (figure 1). 
Director-General of the Management and Coordination 
Agency. This Head Office promotes comprehensive and ......... ~ 
effective measures by maintaining close communiCation ii~ ".~’ "~0’ 
between the concerned government organizations to ensure 

~ ~ r~.~, ,.~,    \ ,~.,,~ 
traffic safety and establish smooth and efficient urban ~ ~ ~’~ ,’;’",. -~-L_ ..... ’~’ ...... 

~ 

traffic systems) mapped out countermeasures called "the 
~ ~ ~’ to    ; ..... f-- ..... 

Urgent and Comprehensive Measures Concerning the ~ ,. .’~/ ’~" ~’ 
Prevention of Traffic Accidents" including the following: ~ 

~ ~ 
(i) Promotion of national consciousness on traffic 

safety (including nationwide traffic safety campaigns). ~ 
(ii) Further development of traffic accident 

prevention measures concerning the elderly. ,0~ ~,~,- ...... 
(iii) Further promotion of accident prevention 

,~ 
measures for mopeds and motorcycles especially "~’ 
among youth. ~’~ " "~ ’"° ’"~ ’~ "~ ’~ 

(vi) Thorough enforcement of use of seat belts, sots: ~ers~s Killed" are those ~ho died within 24 hours 
of an accident. 

Figure 1, Trends in the number of deaths and injuries in road Introduction traffic accidents. 

Road traffic accidents in Japan continued to rise rapidly 

with further motorization. In 1970, the death toll in traffic Based on these circumstances, while the Administration 
accidents exceeded 16,000, the highest record since the end has been exerting its utmost efforts in promoting various 
of the World War II, and almost one million were reported measures derived from the Fourth Fundamental Traffic 
injured. Safety Program, it has been putting priority on the 
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prevention of traffic deaths. At the moment, concerted wheelers and light two-wheelers remarkably increased by 

efforts of national, local and municipal governments and 5.5% in 1987 and by 9.9% in 1988 in comparison with 

other public authorities as well as private organizations for previous respective years (figure 2). 

traffic safety have been exerted in pursuit of a resolute 
promotion of two Measures. They are "The Urgent and 

Trends in automobile traffic 

Comprehensive Measures Concerning the Prevention of In fiscal 1987, domestic transportation activities by me- 

Traffic Accidents", which deal with urgent and intensive tor vehicles (except for light vehicles, whenever transporta- 

measures for the time being, and "The Comprehensive tion activities are mentioned in this item) in both passenger 

Traffic Safety Measures Concerning the Elderly", which transportation and freight traffic were brisk, favorably re- 

deal with measures to promote comprehensive prevention flecting the economic upturn led by domestic demands. 

of traffic accidents among elderly people from a medium In other words, as for passenger transportation, the num- 
and long term standpoint. They were created by Head Office ber of passengers increased by 6.1%, while the increase in 
for Traffic Policy in August and September of 1988 person-kilometers was 8.2%, far exceedingincreaseratesin 
respectively, fiscal 1986 (increased by 0.8% and 2.2% respectively). Also 

This paper will discuss the background which strongly as for freight traffic, an increase of 3.7% in freight traffic 
influenced the urgent and resolute implementation of these tonnage-kilometers was continuously achieved as corn- 
policies and measures with focus on recent situations pared to the previous fiscal year. Freight traffic tonnage also 
surrounding the occurrence of road accidents and road increased by 1.5%: This was the first increase in seven years 
traffic, since fiscal 1980 (figure 3). 

Recent Situations Surrounding Road 0.ersh p of rmo- ee ers by C aas 
Traffic Accidents and Their 
Characteristics 

Changes in situations surrounding road 
traffic 
Changes in ownership of motor vehicles 

Ownership of motor vehicles in Japan has continuously 
been on the increase and especially at the end of 1988, a high 
increase of 4.9% in ownership of four-wheeled vehicles was 
noted as compared to figures in the previous year. On the 
other hand, ownership of first-class motor driven cycles 1 
which had been rapidly increasing since 1975 on, have 

’~ .... ........... 
~ ~-~ ~---~---1-~      ~ ..... ~0 ~-~ 

decreased for the two consecutive years of 1987 and 1988 

(based on April statistics) in comparison with previous 
years respectively. Instead, ownership of small-sized two- 

Note 1: "Noped" referred to in accident statistics provided 

by the National Police ~gency is referred to as 

(1) O~nership of Tmo-, Three-, F~ur-Wheelers 
"first-class motor driven cycle" in this Figure, and 

"Motorcycle" referred to in the National Police 

(~. ~Th~a~s) ~ency statistics is referred to as "second-class 

I motor driven cycle", "light two-whmolers" and "small- 

~ 7.~ 
sized two-wheelers" 

~ ( ~,.=., ~.~,~ t* Note 2: Total exhaust emission volume of "first-class" motor 

I rotel ~           ~,.~.,                               driven cycle" is 50cc and under, of "second-class motor ~ +5.s ~) 
driven cycle" is over 50cc but 125cc and under, of "light 

two-wheelers" is over 125cc but 250cc and under, and of 

=small-sized two-wheelers" over 250cc. 

¯ ~5 ~ Figure 3. Trends in domestic transportation by motor vehicles. 

Road preparations and improvements 

To meet the expansion of motorization, based upon sever- 

~ ............. ̄  ..... , al five-year programs for road preparations and improve- 

I I ments including the First Five Year Program for Road Prep- 
.0~ I arations and Impi’ovements implemented in fiscal 1954, 

I roads in Japan have been newly constructed and improved at 
a tremendous pace. This resulted in a total of 1,098,931 

Figure2. Trends in the number of ownership of motor vehicles, kilometers of roads throughout Japan as of April, 
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(1) Changes in Transportation Volt~e by Motor Vehicles Increase in Aging Population 

60 The population of the aged (65 and over) in Japan as of 
i ,.0~ ×~o b,.o, October 1, 1988, is estimated to be 13,785 thousand, 1 1.2% 

Freight Traffic Tonnage (in 100 mill ions) .... Oncre,*� ,, ==.,,, of the total population. In comparison with European coun- 

60 il.72-.----+- .... ---i--- .......... ~. i’" "- ~0.4~ ×1® .~,,~,, ,~ tries and the United States, a much faster pace of the aging 
......... ~ ........... ~ ........... i’" i 

~ff. 21 Passenger Transportation Person-Kilo~ters process is one of the characteristics ofour country. Coupled 
i (in 10 billions) with active participation in social activities by the aged, 

Transported Passengers (in bill ion~..~.- Os.lx) there has been a rapid increase of participation by the aged 
~ ’ in the traffic society. In addition to an increase in the popula- 

r0 ~3.~ .................................................................................................. tion of the aged, the percentage of aged driver’s license 
Freight Traffic Tonna~e-Kilc~eters ~.41 x~0 holders has become higher as of the end of year 1988, the 

(in 10 bill ions) ~ ........ biHi~ toflnage-kil~tnrs 
~0 .: ........... 

~ ........... 
~:..-_.~-_:__-: ..................... 

(÷~.rx~ number of aged driver’s license holders was 2.22 million, 

f~’-~~ 

i 

representing a large increase of 890 thousand people or a 
i 67% increase in comparison with figures of 5 years before 

(table 1). 

0 Table 1. Changes in the number of elderly driver’s license hOld- 
Fiscal Year ers and future forecast 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 198~ 
1983 1988 1990 1995 2000 

(Estimate) (Esti~te) (Estimate) 

Note: Transportation volt, he does not include that by light                       Total Driver’a License Holders 
4,881      5.742      6,063      6,635      6.929 motor vehicles and that of passenger by private trucks (in Ten 

Elderly Driver’s License Holders 133 222 248 387 534 

( in Ten ~housands) (T/O) (471) (519) (?35) (931) 

(2) Changes in Motor Vehicle-Travel led-Ki Io~eters Percentage of Elderly Pers~s 2.7 3.9 4.! 5.8 7.7 

(5. 5) (8. 2) (8. 6) (11.1) (13. 4) 

3 500                                                                                       Pop~lati~ of Elderly Pers~s         1.167      1,378 1.482      1,801      2,134 
I 

~ ~017x 100 aill~o~ ~otor (in Ten Thousands) (1.656) (2,012) (2,156) (2 547) I    (2,898) 

Note |: "Elderly Persons" are those aged 65 and over. 
2: Figures in ( ) represent values concerning 

persons aged 60 and over. 

~= ~ ooo ............ 
Changes in Life Style of Japanese People 

Recently, Japanese are spending more late evening hours 

1 600 ................................................... ~ for their activities and becoming leisure-oriented. This 
~ ~ ~ 1.~ x ~00 ,,, ..... change in the life style of Japanese people has caused quali- 

1 411 
i 

i vehJcle-t ravel led-kil~ters 
’ ~ , ~ (~4.~) tative changes in road traffic. 

~ 0~0 / According to the "Survey on Hours Spent for Activities 
Fisca Year by Japanese People" conducted in fiscal 1975, 38.4% of 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986    1981 respondents were asleep at 10 p.m. on weekdays, and 43.7% 

on Sundays, whereas according to the same survey con- 
Note: Motor vehicle-travelled-kilometers do not include those 

by light motor vehicles and those of passenger by private ducted in fiscal 1985, percentage was reduced to 31.7% and 
trucks. 40.3% respectively. On the other hand, the percentage of 

people in transit at the same hour for commuting to work or 
school increased from 1.2% to 2.2% on weekdays and from 

1987, and improvements and pavements, especially on na- 1.1% to 1.3% on Sundays. 
tional highways and prefectural roads, were enhanced by far And according to statistics showing changes in the 
and large. Also, as of March, 1988, 4, 280 kilometers of amount of time spent for different activities in the same 
national expressway were completed: Japan’s first national survey, there is a great increase of time spent for leisure 
expressways were opened in 1963. resulting in an increase of time spent outside of the home 

Despite these advancements and the improvement of and in transit. 
roads, however, metropolitan areas and hub cities in various Such changes in life style of the Japanese people are 

localities have continued to experience chronic traffic reflected in the remarkable increase in the volume of road 

congestion, traffic during night hours and Sundays (figure 4). 
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those of 1979 when the number of traffic deaths was at the 

~ ! ’°1 I       ! ] i’°° lowest in recent years, with a special focus on the number of 

~ 1 
[ ~==,=,-~o~,-, 0.~ 0.~ ~ 

deaths, in the age group of 15 and under, there is a large 

! ~’= ........... ~.~                     0~ ........... ~ ............. l°" ~ decrease of 537 people which accounts for 50% of the 
0.~ .......... ;.’,~ I ! I ~,.8~ ~ figures in 1979. In the age group of 16-24 and the age group 

~,o~=, I of 65 and over, there was a great increase of 1,201 persons or 

~’ " I      ’* ~" "i~’"’~ ’i’~’~                                      *" 
65% and 756 persons or 47% in respective age gr0ups(figure 6). 

1982    1983 1984    1985 1986 1 

Note I: =P’= Night Ti~(12 hours between 7 pm through ~ am) 

Traff ic Volume / Day Time(12 hours between 7 am i I 
/ 165 (Increase of 1,~01 

through 7 P~) Traffic Volume × 100 (%) 

Note 2: "Sonday Coefficient" is value camputed by dividing I [ I ~’ / ~7 (l~ncr=as~ of 756 

traffic volume on a ~nday by weekly average traffic 
-- ----~e 6r~ of 16-24 -_.~_~/--=~-7~- as co.pared to 1979 figures) 

volume of a week ~fnich includes that Sunday. --- - t~p o1 

/ L~ 
122 

(Increase of 1,878 pers~s 

Figure 4. Trends in traffic volume at night and on Sunday. ./ .~.i/" ~,o, ’.~ 
-i"i- ...... ..... =IS col=pared to 1979 figures) 

Recent situations and characteristics of road ........... t--../ I 
trat’ficaccidents t I i">..l I ! 
General situations |! I r"....~......-~ 

Recent road traffic environment in general is worsening I I t ! 
for various reasons such as the ever increasing traffic vol- 1979 1~ ~ i~ ~ ~ ~ ~9~ 19~7 1~ 

ume and also diversity of traffic participants including an 
increasing number of motorcycle riders and elderly drivers, Figure 6. Trends in the number of persons killed in traffic acci- 
which creates a diversity of traffic. Especially notable is the dents (traffic accident deaths) by age group. (Index: 1979 = 100) 

increasing number of traffic deaths. 
If we look at the number of traffic deaths per 1.0,000 

automobiles, it kept declining until 1987 to 1.8 persons, but If we compare the traffic deaths per hundred thousand - 

in 1988, it took a reverse turn increasing to 1.9 persons population by age group in 1988 and 1979, traffic deaths of 
although it was a minimal increase. The number of traffic age groups of young (16-24 years old) and the group of 
deaths per 100 million motor vehicle-travelled kilometers elderly (65 and over) are increased, whereas that of the 
continuously decreased until 1979, but recently the number children (15 and under) are decreased (figure 7). 
has stayed at the same level (figure 5). 

~ 
6°° t i28 

20.0 

~ 18.6 
~ Om SQO 

-- Per I0.000 II~tor Yd~icles 

1~" .... Per 1~ gilli~ ~tdr "Vehicle-Travell~-Kil~ters ~ 

~ ~ , ~ 

~ 

1988 

.~ z~.o 

10.0 

1970               1980 
5.0                                        5.7 

Figure 5. Trends in the number of persons killed and injured in 
traffic accidents per 10,000 motor vehicles and per 100 million 
motor vehicle-travelled-kilometers. 

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Changes in the number of traffic deaths by age ~o Group of 15 and under 16-24 25-64 65 and over 

group 
When we compare circumstances surrounding the occur- Figure 7. Comparison of traffic deaths per hundred thousand 

rence of road traffic accidents by age group during 1988 to population by age group (1988 and 1979). 
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Trends in the number of traffic accident .-,.. 
deaths by accident type ........ ’ ..... ...... 

Now, if we compare traffic accident deaths by accident ,~                      ,~,: .................. ., ~,, 

type in 1988 to those of 1979, the number of pedestrian and =" .. 
bicyclist deaths slightly increased by 79 persons or 2.7% 
and 56 persons of 5.6% respectively, whereas the number of 
motorcycle rider and motor vehicle occupant deaths greatly 
increased by 880 persons of 117.8% and 721 persons or 
24.0% respectively (figure 8). 

Figure 9. Trends in seat belt use rate. 

1979 ’80 ’81 ’82 ’83 ’84 ’85 ’~ ’~/ 

Note: Figures in ( ) represent co~pesitiso ratio (~) of Figure 10. Occurrence of traffic accidents, seat belt users and 
persons kil led in different types of traffic accidents               non-users, and degrees of damages to motor vehicles. 
to the total nt~ber of persons killed in traffic 

accidents. 

Figure 8. Trends in the number o! persons killed in traffic acci- 
dents by accident type. 

If we first look at two-wheeler occupant deaths, which 
have been increasing at a most notable rate in recent years, 
while moped occupant deaths which recorded their highest 
increase in 1970 have been declining recently thanks to a 
recent decrease in the number of moped owners and also to 
an increasing rate of helmet users, the number of motor- 
cyclist deaths, especially that of young people, is ever on 

the increase. 
The number of motor vehicle occupant deaths had been 

on the decline with the improved percentage of seat belt use 
for several years until 1988 when it suddenly rose. This 
sudden increase may be attributable to the synergic effects 
of several factors. They include the number of traffic acci- 
dents alone in 1988 which increased by 23,758 cases or 
4.0% in comparison with that of the previous year, while the 
overall seat belt use rate was declining, especially being 
remarkable in the seat belt use rate among persons who were Figure 11. Number of persons killed in traffic accidents by seat 
exposed to high death risk circumstances such as drivers in belt use and non-use and by time of day. 

accidents that caused serious damage and motor vehicle 
occupants in night time accidents was noted. AI.I of these As to the number of pedestrian deaths, the number of 
seem to have contributed to high fat.ality (figures 9, 10 and children which had been the majority is now decreasing. 

I 1). The number of elderly pedestrian deaths, however, has been 
Although the number of bicyclist deaths has been rather increasing by a far greater rate, contributing to the rising 

stabilized in recent years, it suddenly rose in 1988, espe- number of total death statistics in the past several years 
cially that of elderly riders. (figure 12). 
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..F 

Figure 14. Trends of fatal accidents by hour groupings, (Index: 
1979 = 100) 

"    -- 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 19N 1~5 1986 1987 1988 3 ~turday ~.~ 

Figure 12. Trends in the number of young and elderly persons 
killed in traffic accidents by accidents type. 

Rapid increase in traffic accident 
deaths at night and on weekends 

A~id~ from what ha~ bc~n discussed ~o far, on~ Figure 15. Changes in average number of fatal accidents per 
characteristic of recent traffic accidents is a rapid increase day by day of week. 
of traffic accident deaths at night and on we~k~nds. This 
attributable to th~ change in life styl~ of th~ Japanese peopl~ volum~ at night and on we~k~nds. Coupled with this new 
who ar~ b~coming more active during night hours and who trend, the low rat~ of s~at b~lt use is also considered to be a 
are leisure-oriented, r~sulting in a gr~at increase of traffic contributing factor for ~rowing accident and fatality rat~s 

(figures 13, 14 and 15). 

~ " ~ ) Future Tasks of Road Traffic Safety 
~ Fatal ~ci~nts 

In order to tack]~ th~ s~rious situation fi~ht now and to 
stop th~ increasin~ tendency of traffic road accidents, with 

th~ full appreciation of th~ characteristics and background 

of accidents, comprehensive and planned measures must 

promoted. ~ m~asur~s should cover all major aspects of 
traffic safety such as to raise public consciousness 

concemin~ traffic safety, to educat~ th~ public on traffic 

safety, to improv~ th~ safety of v~hic]~s, to pr~pa~¢ facilities 

Road traffic accidents in r~cent years have be~n on the 

increas~ as was mentioned in the pr~c~din~ chapter. 

1983 ~9~ 1985 I~S~ )~S~ )g~ This may b~ attributablc to th¢ owrall circumstances 

su~ounding road traffic which are changing for the wors~, 
" ~e: ~ight ~i~t:~e" repre~nt ratio of traffic 

acci~ts ~ring ni~t ~urs to total acci~nts of the 
such as: 

corres~ing ~ri~. (1) ~uantitativ~ incr~as~ of ~oad traffic resulted ~rom 

Figure 13. Trends in occurrence of traffic accidents during brisk economic activities and an incr~as~ in ownership of 
night hours, automobiles as well as driver’s lic~ns~ holders. 
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(2) Further complexity of road traffic resulted from diver- c. Thorough reinforcement of seat belt use 
sification of vehicles and drivers i.e. an increase of motorcy- d. Prevention of accidents at night and on weekends. 

~-, cles and elderly drivers. 
¯ ; (3) Rising number of the aged in the total population 

From these standpoints, on the Government level, Head 

which contributes to a growing percentage of elderly people 
Office for Traffic Policy established "The Urgent and Com- 

who are highly prone to be involved in fatal accidents, 
prehensive Measures Concerning Prevention of Traffic Ac- 
cidents" as a comprehensive policy for the time being in 

(4) Declining seat belt rate. 
August 1988 with special emphasis on prevention of fatal 

(5) The life style of Japanese people is becoming more 
night activity-oriented and leisure-oriented which contrib- 

accidents, and "Comprehensive Measures Concerning 

~ utes to an increase of traffic volume at night when risks of 
Traffic Safety of Elderly Persons" as preventive measures 
of accidents involving the aged from a medium and long 

accidents are higher, as well as on weekends when private 
term perspective to meet the progress of the aging society, 

car owners drive more frequently than in the past. 
and has been promoting these measures ever since. The 

Future tasks to be worked upon with special emphasis 
Government, however, still has further tasks to work on: It 

concerning traffic safety measures under these circum- 
must further promote these Measures even more resolutely, 

stances include: 
study both medium and long range measures concerning 

a. Prevention of accidents with special emphasis on prevention of accidents involving two-wheelers, and im- 
accidents of young motorcyclists prove and reinforce preventive measures of night and week- 

b. Prevention of accidents among elderly people end accidents. It must exert an effort to further concentrated 
including preventive measures for elderly drivers and effective measures. 

Characteristics of Fatal Frontal Impacts and Future Countermeasures in Great 
Britain 

Peter 17. Gloyns, Stephen J. Rattenbury Introduction 
Vehicle Safety Consultant Ltd., 

On January 31, 1983 the use of seat belts by drivers and 
Salisbury, England front seat passengers in cars and light vans became 
lan S. Jones, mandatory in the United Kingdom. Regular monitoring of 
Forensic Technologies International, Annapolis, seat belt use rates showed that throughout 1982 the rates 
MD were nearly 40 percent and rose to over 50 percent in 

January 1983 in anticipation of the law, and in the two years 
Abstract following its introduction the rate was consistently around 

This paper examines 176 passenger car occupants killed 95 percent (1)*. 

in frontal impacts during the first two years of the seat belt With the population of front seat car occupants 

use law in the United Kingdom. The analysis concentrates predominantly restrained by belts, the number of car 

on the 118 belted front seat occupants who were killed occupant fatalities dropped by 496 (23 percent) in the first 

describing by body area the pattern of fatal injuries, the 12 months of compulsory use and 351 (17 percent) in the 

injury sources, the continued appropriateness of current second 12 months (1). With such large reductions in 

crash test procedures, and potential countermeasures to re- fatalities the pattern of injuries and characteristics of 

duce fatalities given high belt use. In fatal frontal crashes impacts that cause the fatalities has likely changed. An 

the most frequently struck objects were found to be cars and earlier study looked at the effects of the legislation among 

trucks, and in 24 percent of the impacts there was significant casualties who died but was limited to describing patterns of 

underrun of the struck vehicle. Belted drivers had a higher injuries before and after the law without details of the crash 

incidence of fatal head and neck injury than belted front seat configuration or vehicle damage (2). The present study and 

passengers, and direct contact with the striking vehicle was data collection effort extends the scope of this earlier work 

the leading source of injury. For belted front seat pas- by increasing the sample size and including details of the 

sengers, chest injury as a result of contact with structures vehicles and crash configuration in addition to medical 

within their vehicle was the most frequent fatal injury, information. 

About 70 percent of the deaths were judged to be prevent- From a hospital or injury management viewpoint, the 

able by application of existing technology. Air bags and belt most appropriate analysis of the data would be to examine 
pretensioners were judged to be the countermeasure most how injury patterns have changed from the pre-law to the 
likely to reduce deaths of both belted and unbelted occu- post-law period. However, in terms of the design of future 
pants in frontal impacts. Underride guards for the fronts, vehicles and roads, it is more important to analyze those 
sides, and rears of trucks are a key to further reducing the 
deaths of belted front seat occupants. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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injuries that are still causing fatalities and the sources of the make a reasonable judgement of the most likely cause of the 

injuries. This paper adopts such an approach and more major injuries. There is a lot ofmissing data for injury 

concentrates on the post-law data to describe the source variables, however, as the authors took a conserva- 

characteristics of crashes and injuries that, despite high belt tive view of assessments and only used a specific injury 

use, still cause fatalities. It describes the nature of the source code when they were confident with it. Belt use was 

injuries sustained by belted occupants in fatal crashes, the determined by a review of all the information in the Coro- 

sources of these injuries, the appropriateness of current her’s file, often including statements from the first people 

crash test procedures to measure and predict these injuries, on the scene and the rescue services. Some of the participat- 

and suggests and evaluates possible countermeasures, ing Coroners went to considerable length to try and estab- 
lish belt use reliability during the Inquest. To examine in 

Method detail the pattern of fatal injuries for front seat occupants, 
the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) was used to describe 

Data both body region injured and severity (4). Drivers and front 
The data used in this paper were drawn from a study of seat passengers were analyzed separately. Based on these 

571 car occupant fatalities based on information extracted analyses, together with the information regarding the crash 
from the files of seven H.M. Coroners offices. The configuration and vehicle damage, each case was assessed 
information is generated by the police and pathologists to by the two senior authors to establish countermeasures that 
allow H.M. Coroners to decide on the circumstances of would probably prevent fatality. Differences in assessment 
sudden deaths. Inquests are held into all sudden deaths, and of countermeasures between the two authors were resolved 
car occupant fatalities represent a subset of these data. by discussion. The list of 56 candidate countermeasures, 
Information on file typically consists of a postmortem which are based on existing technology, is given in the 
report, police statements, photographs of the vehicle and Appendix. These countermeasures included improvements 
scene, and witness statements. The study period covered to the restraint system, case vehicle design, struck vehicle 
one year (1982) prior to the introduction of the mandatory design, and the road environment. The assessment system 
seat belt use law and two years after (1983-84). To ensure used allowed up to four countermeasures to be specified, but 
correct interpretation of the results, the extent to which the in practice no more than three options were used in any one 
sample of Coroners files is representative of the overall case. Where alternative means of preventing the fatality 
population of fatal car occupants in the United Kingdom were available, preference was given to the option contain- 
was established by comparing the sample with national ing the smallest number of countermeasures. No considera- 
crash statistics (3). The conclusion of this comparison was tion was given to the cost of different options. Increasing the 
that the cars available for analysis were a good sample of mass of the case vehicle was not considered, because of the 
national data. Because the objective of this paper was to possible adverse influence of such a change on the 0ccu- 
look at the characteristics of fatalities in frontal impacts 
with front seat occupants predominantly restrained to assess 

pants of the struck vehicle. 

the applicability of current test standards and to define Results 
future countermeasures, the analyses were limited to the 
post-law sample of fatal frontal crashes in which 176 

In the post-law sample of 176 fatally injured car 

occupants were killed, 
occupants in crashes with a direction of force of 11, 12, or 1 
o’clock, 116 were drivers, 39 were front seat passengers, 

Analysis and 21 were rear seat passengers. Information on belt use 

The analyses focussed on frontal impacts where the di- 
was available for all but eight front seat occupants. Of the 

rection of force on the vehicle was 11, 12, or 1 o’clock. 
109 drivers with known belt use, 82 percent were using belts 

Simple one-way contingency tables are presented to de- as were 76 percent of the front seat passengers; none of the 

scribe the impact characteristics and injury patterns for 21 rear seat passengers were belted. Thus, 67 percent of all 

front seat occupants. To establish the applicability of cur- 
occupants, and 76 percent of the front seat occupants--who 

rent safety compliance crash test procedures, each case was are required to use seat belts--were doing so. 

assessed to determine the barrier test configuration that The distribution of struck objects for all the fatally injured 

would be most appropriate for reproducing the case vehicle occupants and for the 118 belted driver and front seat 

damage. The concept of "equivalent test" is then used as passenger fatalities is shown in table 1. Overall, the most 

the basis to establish the most representative test or tests for frequently struck object was another car followed in 

assessing crash performance. Equivalent tests with under- importance by heavy goods vehicle and fixed objects. In 30 

run describe the situation in which the car has experienced of the 47 cases in which heavy goods vehicles were struck, 

loading high up on its structure, such as a car impacting the the car struck the front of the heavy goods vehicle. Belted 

rear overhanging loadbed of a heavy goods vehicle, drivers died as frequently in frontal impacts with heavy 

Although the vehicles were not inspected, the photo- vehicles as with other cars. For fatally injured belted front 

graphic coverage was often adequate enough to enable the seat passengers, frontal impacts with cars were more 

authors (experienced in field accident investigation) to frequent than frontal impacts with heavy goods vehicles. 
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Table 1. Objects struck in main impact for post-law cases with 24 percent of all frontal impacts, there was significant 
direction of force 11, 12, or I o’clock fatal car occupant base. underrun of the struck vehicle. The equivalent barrier crash 

=~-.t~ ,o,~t~,. ,o.~ ~.~ so,~ ~.~.~ test pattern for belted drivers, shown in table 3, was 
¢.~..~ ., .... , , � ..... , N � ...... , 

different than for all occupants because of the greater 

Ligh~ ~oed~ importance of underrun. Some 35 percent of fatally injured 
v~h~o.~ ~ ~ ’ "’ ~ ~ belted drivers experienced underrun in these crashes. Note 

s~o~o,~ , ~ , .~ 0 also, the right side bias evident in table 2 is more marked 

.o.. good, when only drivers are considered. 
The body areas containing potentially fatal injuries are 

~o~ ........... ~ " �~’ ~ ~ ~ ~’~ listed in table 4 for belted front seat occupants in frontal 
~ .d =oil .... , ~, 0 0 impacts. For this table, the concept of potentially fatal 
,,~ _~ .~ 0 

-~ ~ injury has been used. The body areas listed contain the 
injuries that in the judgement of the authors and a medical 
colleague would lead to the death of the individual. This 

The data on point of impact for the fatal frontal crashes 
approach gives vehicle designers and legislators a slightly 

were analyzed in terms of equivalent barrier test 
more precise view of the importance of protecting different 

configuration; the results are presented in table 2 for crashes body areas than would be available if a simple AIS 4-6 
with and without underrun. In the United Kingdom drivers grouping had been used. In these crashes, belted drivers had 
are seated On the right side of the car, and, not suprisingly, a higher incidence of potentially fatal head injury than did 
there is a bias toward right side partial overlap impacts, belted front seat passengers (p < 0.05 percent = ~ = 13.47, 1 
Although48percentoffrontalimpactscouldberepresented d:f., multiple injuries and burns excluded). The belted 
by some sort of equivalent test barrier impact, only 11 

drivers also had all the potentially fatal neck injuries in this 
percent could be represented by a full frontal barrier test. In 

sample of frontals. The belted front seat passengers had 

Table 2. Equivalent barrier test configuration in frontal higher incidences of severe injury in the chest and abdomen 
impacts: all occupants irrespective of seat belt use. than the drivers. Over half of the front seat occupants who 

¯ ,~.~.~ ,..~ ,,~..~ o~.~ ,,~ ~.~ died had potentially fatal injuries to more than one body 
~" ~,~ ~ ~ - ,,.~.*~ area. 

~/~-~/~ o,~ ~    ~ n    ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Table 4. Body areas with potentially fatal injuries~fatally 
~/~ o.~l~ ~ ~ l~ (~) - ~ ~    (~, injured belted front seat occupants. 

Body Azea Bel~ed D=~vers F~on~ Sea~ Passen,qers 

Head 25 (32) 3 (I0) 

Ne c k 3 ( 3 ) - 

(excluding sideswipes) 7 (41 Chest ii (12) 8 (28) 

Un~lassiflable 9 (5) Chest and head 7 (8) - 

Abdomen 2 (2) 1 (3) 

Table 3. Equivalent barrier test configuration in frontal ~bdomen and head 1 (3) 
impacts: belted drivers only (89 drivers), 

t, bdome,~ and o~eet 3 (3) ~ (311 

¯ ~1~I~ T~t ~ta~u~ ~.d~zoa rata O.d~zmm Head, chest and abdomen i0 (11) 4 (141 

abdomen 3 ( 3 ) - 

113-114 Overlap                     5       5      (6)                 8     8     (91                                                    89 (102)                   29 (99) 

Total (exclud’[ng 

Head at least 51 (571 8 (281 

Side structure loaded Neck at least 13 (151 

Chest at least 35 (39) 21 (72} 

No~ Known 3 (3) Abdomen at least 18 (20) 15 (52) 
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Head and neck injuries 37 (74 percent) of these injuries were within the vehicle, and 

Table 5 gives detailed head and neck injury results. In this 
the steering system played a part in injuring 15 of the driv- 

table all severities of injury, except surface injuries, were 
ers. In four cases, the seat belt webbing alone was identified 

considered, rather than only life-threatening injuries. Of the 
as the injury source. Direct chest loading from the struck 

64 belted drivers who had an internal head injury, 78 percent 
vehicle was thought to be responsible for 11 of the more 

had an associated skull fracture. Sixteen of the drivers suf- 
severe chest injuries. 

fered neck injury, but only three of these did so without also 
For front seat passengers, 25 people (86 percent) suffered 

sustaining a fractured skull or internal head injury. One of 
chest injury of AIS 4-6. Twenty-one (84 percent) of these 

these three drivers had a facial bone fracture indicating 
injuries came from sources within the case vehicle. The seat 

some substantial contact with the vehicle’s structure, 
belt webbing alone was believed to be responsible for 12 (48 

percent) of the severe chest injuries. This higher incidence 

Table 5. Incidence of all head and neck injuries in frontal of belt induced chest injury among front seat occupants is to 
impacts, be expected, because with no steering wheel to contribute to 

~ltea ,=ont loading, there are more possibilities for reaching high seat 

belt loads without making other contacts. The incidence of 

internal chest injury in combination with rib fractures is 
Neck injury alone                           3 (3)                   0    - 

shown in table 6. Of the 60 belted drivers who suffered 
Neck injury with head injury            13 (15)                   2 (7) 

internal chest injury, 19 (32 percent) did so without appar- 
Internal head injury with 

skull fracture 50 (56) 8 (28) ent skeletal injury. If the sample is restricted to those who 
Internal head injury without suffered a potentially life-threatening chest injury, there 

skull fracture 1~ (16) 5 (17) 
were 33 people who suffered an internal chest injury, and 

Skull fracture without internal 
he,d injury ~ (2) - only 5 (15 percent) did so without injury to the rib cage. 

NO head injury 23 (26) 16 (55) 

Table 6. Incidence of internal chest injury and rib fracture belted 
~otal ~:~= O~ occupantm 89 29 front occupants, frontal impacts. 

Among the belted front seat passengers, 55 percent suf- 

fered no head injury compared to 26 percent of drivers (p < ~,~ ........ 9 ~21~ 5 ~14) ? 124) 4 (19) 

0.05 2~ = 8.5, 1 d.f.). Of the 13 front seat passengers with an 

internal head injury, eight (62 percent) had an associated 

skull fracture. Only two front seat passengers had a neck 

injury detected at postmortem (7 percent) compared to 16 

drivers (18 percent) ........ ~u~ 

Of the 61 belted drivers who suffered a maximum AIS ..... ~, ~,,~ ~ ~00, ~, ~00~ ~ ~00~ 

score between 4 and 6 in the head/neck region, 16 (26 

percent) received their injuries from sources within their The pattern among belted front seat passengers is similar 
own vehicle. This represents 31 percent of identified head with a third of people who suffered internal chest injury 
strikes leading to this severity of injury. With two-thirds of doing so without rib cage damage. For those with a life- 
such head strikes occurring in ways that are unlikely to be 

mimicked in any way during a barrier impact test, it would 
threatening chest injury 20 percent of those with internal 

not be surprising if the correlation between barrier test re- 
chest injury did not have rib or sternum fractures. 

suits and fatal accident experience in frontals was poor. The 
For all belted front seat fatalities in frontal impacts com- 

leading source of severe head injuries in frontals is direct bined, there were 50 people with life-threatening chest inju- 

contact with the striking vehicle. This occurred in 53 per- ries and a known number of rib fractures. Of these, 18 (36 

cent of identified head strikes leading to AIS 4-5 injury. The percent) had four ribs or fewer fractured. Among these, 18, 

steering wheel was the leading cause of such damage within two-thirds (67 percent) were less than 30 years old. 

the car, accounting for 16percent of such injuries. Although Whereas, among all those belted front seat occupants in 

fewer front seat passengers sustained severe head/neck in- frontals who suffered a potentially life-threatening chest 
juries, about two-thirds of the identified sources of these injury, only about one-third were under 30 years old. The 
injuries were also not likely to be represented in a frontal higher proportion of younger occupants among those who 
barrier impact test. received severe chest injuries with few rib fractures is statis- 

Chest injury tically significant (p < 0.05, chi square= 18.01, 1 d.f.). Table 

Among the belted drivers, 53 (60 percent) suffered a 7 shows the detailed chest injuries suffered by belted front 

maximum chest AIS score between 4 and 6. The sources of seat occupants. 
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Table 7. Incidence and nature of chest injury, by severity, in the patterns of abdominal injury among the front seat 
frontal impacts--118 belted front seat occupants, 

occupants. 
,~s ,ot,~ Knowledge about the frequency of abdominal injury ac- 

companied by overlying rib fracture can be useful for de- 
R/b ~F ........ 4 5 15 i3 33 70 signing crash test dummies and instrumentation. Among the 
....... io./ .... hag ...... 47 liver injuries described in table 8, 26 (55 percent) had 

chest wall 

St .... fract .... 20 1 21 
fractures of right ribs in the range 5-12. For the 30 cases of 

spinal f ....... 4 ..... d 2 6 8 spleen injury, 14 (47 percent) had fractures of the left ribs in 
i,vol .... ) 

the range 5,10. Thus overlying rib fracture did not neces- 
Spinal fracture/dislocatlon - 5 5 

(with cord involvement) airily appear to be associated with these particular abdomi- 
.... r~ d~ge 2    2 20 2, nal injuries among belted front seat occupants in frontal 
Vein damage - - i - 1 impacts. However, bladder and pelvic injuries were closely 
Heart/pericardlum 

...... i ....... 5 associated with major pelvic damage being present in five 
h~orrhage 1 6 1 - 8 wo~d 18 11 30 out of six cases of bladder injury. Altogether 21 occupants 

Lung, pl ..... bronchus suffered pelvic bone injury and in five of these cases there 
wound - 7 6 10 5 28 
h ..... ge 40* - 4 .... 9 was no abdominal injury, Nine cases of pelvic fracture were 
contusion 1 7 23 1 32 
p .... thorax 4 - - - _, rated at AIS 4, seven at AIS 3, and the remaining five at AIS 
vessel 1 1 2 

Diaphragm 
wound/rupture - - 11 - 11 contusion - 2 - z Countermeasures 

* This is a coding ...... tion indicating the p ........ f hero’thorax. The results of the countermeasures analysis for belted 

drivers and front seat passengers are shown in tables 9 and 

Abdominal injury 10. In all, the deaths of 69 percent of these occupants (66 
percent of the drivers, 76 percent of the passengers) were 

Among the belted drivers, 26 people (29 percent) suf- 
fered an abdominal injury of AIS 4-6. Of these injuries, Table 9. Fatality reductions achievable by existing counter- 
judgments were made about the likely sources in 24 cases, measures. 
In 16 cases (67 percent) the source of the injury was within 
the vehicle. The steering wheel played a part in injuring five .... ~ ~= . ~ .... ) , ,~.~t 4 ..... ) ~ ~ ..... ) 

drivers (21 percent), and the seat belt was thought to have ................. (~) 17 459) 62 (58) 

contributed to injury in 14 cases (58 percent). ~w ................ 4~, , ( ........ , 

For belted front seat passengers, 16 people (55 percent) ................... (2) l 48) ~ (3) 
Unsu~ivable 25    (28) 3 (i0) 28 (24) 

had abdominal injuries of AIS 4-6. For all but one of these 
(94 percent) the injury source was within the case vehicle ...... 89 (~00) 29 {100) 118 (100) 

The seat belt likely played a part in injuring 14 (88 percent) 
of those with severe abdominal damage. Table 8 illustrates 

Table 10. Countermeasures (CMs) that would prevent the 

iniurv,,_, -.bv severitv__, 
deaths of 81 belted front seat occupants in frontal crashes. Table 8. Incidence and nature of abdominal 

in frontal impacts--118 belted front seat occupants. 
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judged capable of being prevented by application of exist- concentrated for maximum benefit. Merely upgrading 

ing technology. Twenty-four percent of the deaths were requirements in the current types of tests is unlikely to 

judged to have occurred in circumstances that were unsur- reduce fatalities in the most efficient way. 

vivable, and for the remaining 8 percent insufficient infor- To further reduce the death toll in frontal crashes, this 
mation was available to make a decision as to survivability, study analyzed the probable effect of available injury 
Of the preventable deaths, most (77 percent) were judged countermeasures. About 7 in 10 of the fatally injured 
capable of being prevented by a single countermeasure occupants could likely have been saved by technologies that 

As shown in table 10, the most frequently cited counter- are currently available and ready for implementation. The 
measure was an air bag and belt pretensioner, cited for 23 air bag is by far the most needed countermeasure not only in 
(28 percent) of the belted occupants. Underrun guards for terms of supplementing protection provided by seat belts in 
front, side, and rear of heavy goods vehicles were cited for severe frontal crashes (along with a belt pretensioner) but 
18 (22 percent)of the occupants. Measures to strengthen the also for saving the lives of unbelted front seat occupants, 
passenger compartment and to protect off-road objects with who comprised 20 percent of the front seat occupants killed. 
barriers were also frequently cited. Overall, 62 (60 percent) The air bag provides improved head and chest crash 
of the 103 countermeasures had to do with vehicle design, 
20 (19 percent) involved improved design of heavy goods 

protection by distributing the crash forces. Seat belts would 

vehicles, and 21 (20 percent) were concerned with road 
also reduce the deaths among unbelted front seat occupants, 

design, 
but for this subgroup that has chosen not to use seat belts 

The countermeasure analysis was based primarily on the 
despite the law, further efforts to encourage belt use are not 

118 belted drivers and occupants who died, but also killed 
likely to be successful. 

were 29 unbelted front seat occupants and 21 unbelted rear 
Measures to encourage the installation and use of rear 

seat belts are, however, needed, not only to reduce the 
seat occupants. For the unbelted front seat occupants, seat 
belts or an air bag were judged to be able to prevent 18 (62 

deaths of these occupants but also to further reduce deaths 

percent) of the deaths, in 11 cases by themselves and in 
among front seat occupants that result from additional 

seven in conjunction with another countermeasure. For the 
loading on them by unbelted rear seat passengers in frontal 

unbelted rear seat occupants, seat belts alone would likely 
crashes. (5) Heavy goods vehicles also need to be singled 

have prevented 12 (57 percent) of the deaths. Table 10 also 
out for attention. Impact attenuation in collisions with 

shows that rear seat belt use was judged to be a necessary 
heavy goods vehicles is a viable proposition. Other studies 

part of saving seven front seat belted occupants; and for 
have suggested that equipping the fronts of trucks with 

three unbelted front seat occupants, rear belt use by another 
energy absorbing bumpers could reduce fatalities by as 

occupant was seen as a necessary component of their coun- 
much as 30 percent (6-7). Estimates by the present authors 
indicate that front and rear underrun guards on trucks, in 

termeasure package, 
conjunction with other measures such as restraint use, could 
reduce the number of car occupant fatalities in car to truck 

Discussion impacts by about 17 percent (8). Although this technology is 

The seat belt use law in the United Kingdom has been one still in an experimental stage, it is clear that significant. 

of the most successful belt use laws in the world, increasing benefits could be achieved through its implementation. The 

seat belt use in the general traffic population to around 95 technology for rear underride guards, however, is well 

percent, and decreasing fatalities by about 20 percent. The established and this study confirms its potential for fatality 

question addressed in the present study is how to reduce reduction. 

those deaths that are still occurring to car occupants, most of Road design countermeasures were cited as necessary to 

whom are belted. This study indicates that in frontal crashes prevent deaths in several cases, especially crash barriers to 

belted drivers are most likely to sustain fatal head and neck attenuate impacts with fixed objects. It should be noted that 

injuries, most often through direct contact with the striking although a vehicle-based countermeasure will be avail- 

vehicle. Belted front seat passengers in frontal crashes are able whenever that vehicle crashes, a scene-based 

more likely to sustain fatal chest and abdominal injuries, countermeasure will only address crashes at that particular 

generally as a result of contact with the seat belt or with location. Although it would be possible, in time, to achieve 

structures within the vehicle. In addition, a sizable a vehicle fleet in which all cars had air bags, belt 

proportion of the fatal crashes involve underrun of a heavy pretensioners, and stronger passenger compartments, and 

goods vehicle, all heavy goods vehicles had suitable underrun protection 

It is important that designers and legislators understand all around, it is not likely that all crash sites would be 

current test procedures, based primarily on distributed suitably modified, although there are proven schemes for 

barrier impacts and "no intrusion" sled tests, represent only identifying likely crash locations. Thus the vehicle-based 

a small proportion of fatal frontal crashes. A detailed countermeasures identified in this study should be given 

understanding of the full crash spectrum is required to additional priority in allocating resources for 

appreciate where research and design resources should be countermeasures. 
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The study was based on records held by the following (Publication SP-782, No. 890746). 

H.M. Coroners, and the authors would like to express their 
Appendix List of Countermeasures thanks to each Coroner for cooperating with this research: 

Mr. M. J. E Sheffield, H.M. Coroner, Restraint system 
Middlesbrough 

Dr. J. D. Harte, H.M. Coroner, Bedford Front belt use. 

Mr. E. J. Wain, H.M. Coroner, Stoke-on-Trent Rear belt use (3-point belts considered). 

Dr. R. M. Whittington, H.M. Coroner, Birmingham Child restraint use. 

Addition of steering wheel air bag, given existing belt Mr. J. Langham, H.M. Coroner, Nottingham 
Mr. M. R. Rose, H.M. Coroner, Wellington use, and pretensioner. 

Measures to inhibit submarining (better belt geometry/ Dr. C. Clark, H.M. Coroner, Essex 
seat design). 

The welcomes extended by each Coroner and their staff Measures to improve belt design to prevent release or 

were much appreciated. Our thanks go to Mr. William webbing failure. 

Rutherford and Dr. Tony Greenfield for their advice and Prevention of rear loading from luggage. 

considerable assistance throughout this study. Miss B. Provision of front seat passenger side air bag in addition 

Sabey and Mr. R. D. Stone of the Transport and Road to existing 3-point belt use and pretensioner. 

Research Laboratory provided invaluable assistance in Provision of front seat passenger air bag alone (available 

identifying national data associated with the cases in the for passive options only). 
Provision of drivers side air bag alone (available for sample. Our thanks go to Brian O’Neill, Allan Williams, 

and their colleagues at the Insurance Institute for Highway passive options only). 

Safety for their contributions throughout the research. 
Provision of strong front seat to prevent additional 

loading from unrestrained rear occupant (available for Preparation of all reports and paperwork during this project 
passive options). 

has been undertaken by Mrs. Gill Davis, and the authors 
Front belt use by other occupant. 

gratefully acknowledge all her assistance. 
Rear belt use by other occupant. 
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"A" pillar padding. Provision of suitable load retention on heavy goods 

Front seat designed to safely absorb energy of rear seat vehicles. 

passenger in fatal. Keep trailer connected to towing vehicle, 

Effective head restraint. 
Stronger roof structure. 

Off Road Objects 

Retention of rear edge of bonnet. Provide frangible street furniture. 

Sun roof to retain occupant. Protect off road object with barrier etc. to prevent car 

Reduce flammability of trim. contact. 
Front suspension designed to resist rearward movement. Improved compatibility between vehicle and barrier. 
Stiffen up rear of vehicle to postpone onset of passenger Provision of central crash barrier (conventional car type). 

compartment intrusion. Re-site lampost. 
Bonded laminated rear window screen to prevent Fitch type barrier. 

ejection. Correct the height of central barrier to be compatible with 

Design of other vehicles carriageway. 

Provision of effective rear underrun protection on heavy 
Remove fixed object. 

goods vehicles and public service vehicles. 
Provision of central crash barrier capable of holding 

Provision of strong side underrun protection on heavy HGV. 

goods vehicles. Close gap in central barrier with car type barrier. 

Provision of strong energy absorbing front underrun pro- Close gap in central barrier with heavy goods vehicles 

tection on heavy goods vehicles and public service vehicles, type barrier. 

A Relational Data Base for Use on a Personal Computer in Processing Motorway 
Accident Data 

Written Only Paper A relation between the accidents and the characteristics 

of the road is to be established on interconnecting our 
Dominique Vulin and St~phane Olivier, "accident oriented" data base with a "road safety 
Laboratoire des Chocs et de Biom6canique, equipment orientated" one that is now being developed. 
Institut National de Recherche sur les 
Transports et leur S6curit6 Purpose and Use of the Data Base 

Summary A number of road accident data bases are in existence in 

The motorway operating companies supply the 
France and at international level. These different files have 

laboratory with all data on motorway accidents: 5000 often been created to meet particular research requirements 

accidents per year involving corporal injury and material and accordingly have a specific structure and contain 

damage only, over about 1000 km from Paris to Perpignan. specific information. This is the case for our system where 
The processing of the accident data leads to a better the data that is collected is concerned essentially with 
understanding of the functioning of safety fences and the 
aggressive nature of unequipped shoulders. This data is 

arriving at a better understanding of: 

coded and structured for use with the INGRES data base ¯ Road accidents where one or more vehicles leave 
management system and the associated 4th generation the carriageway. 
language on a VICTOR personal computer connected to a ¯ The actual operation and performance of road 
local area network. 

The structure of the data in this relational data base brings 
safety equipment. 

out thebasic features of anaccident: general information on We are particularly interested in the trajectory of the 

the accident, description of the impact and vehicle trajec- vehicles, the operation of the road safety equipment and the 
tory or trajectories, information on the road safety equip- seriousness of the injuries as well as in information on the 
ment involved and on the victims of the accident. The sys- characteristics of the road shoulders and in particular of the 
tem can be used as (a) a computer-aided input facility (b) for 
the systematic analysis of accidents and (c) in service eval- 

impacted obstacles or road safety equipment. We 

uation of the safety fences. The data base management 
accordingly break down each accident into a succession of 

system, which is easy to use, allows the user to write out his previously defined and coded elementary impacts. Thus 

own specific queries with constant access to the data base. each accident is completely and precisely described. 
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~ 
Spanish frontier. A total length of 930 km of motorway is 

[ involved. 
~ 1 At the moment we are dealing with about 5000 accidents 

.... per year. This investigation began in the early 1970’s but we ¯ J (no vehicle loft the 
co,~.go,oy) usually work on data for the last 5 years which is concerned ~ 

i with a little less than 25,000 accidents. 
I Vehicle thor d~d 

I nOtco .,. OVOo o.oythe I vE.,c   T.,T T.E C,,,I,OEW,Y. ] Why Change? 
~’ $ The computer processing of the data in connection with 

our "Exit from the carriageway" investigation became 
more and more onerous with the accumulation of 

With or without hitting ° vehicle after ] information, mainly due to the structure of both the 
Figure 1. Breakdown of accidents, hardware and software involved. The storage of data gave 

rise to the most difficulty: 
This allows us to carry out studies aimed at evaluating the 

~ operation of the different types of safety equipment ¯ Data stored on a number ofdifferent mediums and 

employed and the severity of the accidents where vehicles even in different forms. 

leave a carriageway with unequipped shoulders. Thus we ¯ Data access usually sequential and closely related 

are able to define what is involved and carry out "cost to the file management system. 

effective" studies concerned with the installation of However the development of our system aimed at making 
different types of vehicle retaining equipment. Such studies better use of the results of our investigation also gave rise 

~ can be concerned with the need to find solutions to difficulties: 
particular problems such as the determination of the 
possible advantage of installing a rigid barrier along the ¯ Everything was based on a number of pro- 

central reserve of rural motorways that cannot be crossed by grammes written in FORTRAN which is not very 

heavy lorries (1)* or with the follow up and assessment of adaptable. 

accidents over long periods of time (2). ¯ These programmes were closely related to the 

hardware itself, i.e., to the data retrieval and 

Characteristics of "Exit from the display screens and the way in which they were 

Carriageway" Accident Data linked together. 
¯ Any modification and hence any development of 

Accident data is collected by agents of the motorway our system became more and more difficult to 
operating companies: Autoroutes du Sud de la France carry out. 
(ASF) and the Soci~t6 des Autoroutes Paris-Rhin-Rhrne 

All this led us to consider a more sophisticated data (SAPRR) with whom we collaborate. They fill in special 
processing system giving better access to the data and more forms drawn up in collaboration with INRETS. Data on all 
suited to subsequent development. accidents for which the party at fault is known is recorded, 

i.e., for both corporal and material accidents for which a 
The Choice breakdown vehicle was called out. In fact, given that the 

-- French motorway system is a toll gate one, i.e., a closed The choice was based on a basic requirement: flexibility 
system, the operators become aware of any intervention, in use. 
This collection of both corporal and material accident data Thus our choice was based on three important criteria: 
is a very important factor in our studies and results in the ready access to and easy, interactive manipulation of data 
establishment of what we describe as our "Accident" data and the provision of equipment that could be used by 
base. everybody. 

~_ In parallel with this collection of accident data we carry A data base management system has the advantage of ~ out a systematic inspection of the road system twice a year enabling us to replace scattered and various types of files: 
in order to bring ourselves up to date on the condition of the 
safety equipment, on the presence of obstacles and on the ¯ Facility for storing a large amount of data 

transverse profiles of the carriageways. The resulting ¯ Data stored in a very structured way 
information constitutes what we describe as our ¯ Rapid access to data 
"Equipment" data base. ¯ Easy interrogation of data base 

’-~ Finally ASF and SAPRR supply us with information on The required flexibility in use is enhanced by the 
the motorway traffic, relational aspect of the system: 

All this data is collected for the A6, A7 and A9 
motorways running between Paris and Le Perthus on the ¯ Simple and accessible structure 

¯ Integrity of the complete collection of data can be 
¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, easily provided. 
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¯ Programming replaced by interactive operations The adaptability of the programme using MS-DOS seems 

which facilitates a more complete analysis of the to have been achieved on maintaining the basic very high 

data. performance which accounts for its quality and the very 

An IBM-AT type micro-computer meets our requirements comprehensive development tools based on a distributed 

because of: architecture. 

However there is a certain degradation of the 
¯ The ease with which it can be used 
¯ Its compatibility with existing equipment in our 

performance as a result of being limited to the 640 Kb of the 
laboratory MS-DOS (the programme already accounts for 240 Kb) and 

¯ Its very acceptable price, the actual processing capacity of the micro-computer. This 

The selected relational data base management system, 
gives rise to response times that are longer than normal and 

namely the INGRES system supplied by Relational 
to slightly too frequent saturations of the memory with 

Technology Inc., was accordingly fitted to a VICTOR VPC a consequent degraded operation which could be a dis- 

III (80286), MS-DOS computer using a 30 Mb disc (3)(4). advantage. 

The INGRES Data Base Management Structure of the "Accident" Data Base 
Plus Personal Computer System The data here can be divided into three groups: data 

This INGRES system appears to be a good example of a 
concerning accidents, information on the motorway 

relational data base management system founded on the infrastructure and pictures of successive sections of the 

concept of a distributed data base. The MS-DOS, PC motorway. Priority is given to the collection and analysis of 

version has operational characteristics somewhat inferior to accident data. The data base containing information on the 

the basic product but nevertheless appears to meet the accidents is known as the "Accident" data base. In the 
requirements of our "Exit from the carriageway" relational system this data base consists of three basic 
investigation, tables: 

The advantages of this system are the built-in facilities 
which open up some very interesting development ¯ "Accident" table containing general information 

possibilities. Apart from the standard SQL interrogation on the accident: location, date, conditions, 
language there is a real 4GL or fourth generation language different factors involved. 
which is well suited to an "Application By Forms" (ABF) ¯ "Vehicle" table containing details of each vehicle 
development context. This is associated with the (type and behaviour) and the number of victims 
preprogrammed tools which allows a lot of interactivity: involved in the accident. 

¯ "Query By Forms" or QBF, interrogation of the ¯ "Impact" table containing information 
tables or relations between tables via forms describing the impact or impacts involved in the 

¯ "Visual Forms EDitor" or VIFRED, a accident. 
sophisticated form editor. 

¯ "REPORT writer", a generator of custom- The relation between these tables is simple: 1 accident 

designed reports, involves one or more vehicles, 1 vehicle can be subjected to 

one or more impacts (1 <-> n). 
All this is controlled by a good quality menu set: 

At present 18,203 accidents are coded in the data base 
Before involving 26,472 vehicles and 31,065 impacts for the years 

PDPAA/34 (RSX11M) 1984 to 1987, this accounting for about 4 Mb or 1 Mb per 

ASCII/binary files year. 
Sequential/direct access There are three types of operations with this data base: 
FORTRAN programmes 
Inadaptable ¯ The collection of the data and hence the filling up 

Programmed operations of the tables, a rather onerous task, which is 

Screens liked to the VT100 carried out in a very efficient way using an ABF 

type programme. 
After * The display and up-dating of a part or the whole of 
VICTOR (MS-DOS)/INGRES the data base using the QBF facility which is a 
Tables(relations) very interactive process for the type of 

interrogation involved here. 
SQL 
ABF 

¯ The analysis of the accidents using the SQL 

QBF 
language to raise particular queries or in making 

VIFRED full use of some of the data. 
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Use of the System ¯ Data on all vehicles impacts is retrieved and the 

sequencing carried out according to the "subse- 
Data retrieval quent impact" information (yes/no). 

Display of data Thus the type of sequencing is as follows: 

A visual form (see figure 2-) is associated with each table. "Accident" form 
This can serve not only for the retrieval, but also for the = => nv times the "vehicle" form 
visualisation of the data, for up-dating the information and (function of nv and the number of victims) 
for interrogation. The form, produced by means of where nv = the stated number of vehicles involved. 
VIFRED, gives a logical presentation of the information With the "vehicle" form 
contained in the table. A certain number of checks on the = => ni times the "impact" form 
validity of the data can be carried out on the form by (function of the "subsequent impact") 
VIFRED: mandatory field in the form of an item of ni = the number of impacts for the vehicle being 
information, order of fields, default value, verification of considered. 
coding and personalized message in case of an error, 
automatic connection with the table. Display and up-dating of data 

.... Q .... t ....... ~ ~ ...... d~ On using the QBF facility and on referring to the forms 
~D.~ .................... generated by VIFRED (which are therefore the same as the 
....... ~i1~o, :: 0 retrieved data forms) we can correct, modify or up-date the 
...... 00~ n..,~h~ ~. : o f bl d.~. 03 0~ ~, no ~o,~o~ : ~ contents o a ta e. 
~ .... , ..... ~0 ~o ~ ....... ~ ...... The three essential functions of the QBF menu are (a) the 

..................................... addition of lines in a given table, (b) the up-dating or mod- 

~..~..,"~’~ : o~ ~.,~,,,~°’~"’1,.~.,~’*~:, ~°     .,,~-.~’"~ ...... ~,,. 0 ification of a line and (c) the search for one or more lines or 
=~ .... ~ ..... 0 ,. oh.~.o~oo ~ 0 the sequential inspection of the contents of a table. Thus this 

module serves for the modification or a quick display of the 

contents of a table. 

~.~ .... ~ ~.*" .°~o~.~,~l°~ ~.~.;" 00 
It is also possible, again on referring to the pre-estab- 

-* .-,~, ~,~. : 0 lished forms, that are more informative than default ones, to 
display the relations between the contents of two different 
tables. Thus we can simulate the "1 <-> n" relation be- 
tween two tables on displaying a "detail" table in a scrolled 

..... , "window." The result is the provision on the same display 
.oo~d .... 0,00~00~,, ........ ̄  o~.~.- of all information on all vehicles for a given accident or of 
~,~ ........... o~.~,~.~" ~’1 .’ ~ all impacts for a given vehicle. It should be noted however 
~ .... ~: o.~,~ ~.~1.=.. that it is more difficult to display the relations between the 

Figure 2. Data retrieval form. contents of more than two tables. 

Interrogation 
Procedure The SQL interrogation language with its relatively sim- 

The object of the data retrieval procedure is to optimise pie syntax allows us to make a large number of interroga- 

the automatic sequencing of the "accident", "vehicle" and tions of the data involving one or more tables. Thus it can be 

"impact" forms. The basis of the procedure is as follows: used for individual queries that can be easily written out in a 
few lines: counting, verification and questions concerning a 

¯ If less than three vehicles are involved in the acci- limited amount of information rather than a detailed inspec- 
dent then data on all vehicles is retrieved, tion of the data. It can also be used in a more sophisticated 

¯ If more than three vehicles are involved but there 
are no victims then data is retrieved for the first 

way as a "programming language" consisting of longer, 

three vehicles involved only. 
more complicated and regular queries: drafting of reports, 

¯ If more than three vehicles are involved and there statistical analyses of the data. 
It should be noted that the INGRES/PC system does not are victims then data on all vehicles is retrieved up 

to the point where the total number of victims have a built-in analysis module, not even a simple one 

stated to be involved in the accident is reached. (production of tables and graphs, statistical calculations) 

¯ A pedestrian is considered as a vehicle but coun- and results have to be processed by external tools. 

ted as a victim, not a vehicle. The concept of "view" is important for the interrogation 
¯ Data on heavy vehicles is retrieved before that on of the data base since it allows us to set up a new table 

light ones whatever the number of victims in the containing information coming from other tables on storing 
heavy vehicle, only what is defined (the container) and not the information 
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that it contains (the contents). Using this facility it is possi- Thus some of the information given on the "Accident" data 

ble to arrange the information in many different ways with: retrieval form will be put forward by the "Equipment" data 

out calling for excessive data storage capacity, base. 
Other interesting information is at our disposal, namely 

File "Fl=Help§ "F10=End§ 100,000 pictures of the 2,000 km of motorway (1,000 km in 
each direction) concerned in our investigation. These are 

>select. distinct num_acc, typ_veh, n_tues stocked on video discs at the rate of one picture every 20 
> from vehic metres. This "picture" data base will be of use in checking 
>where typ_veh in ("3","4","5","6") 
>and n_tues> 1 

the condition of the equipment installed along the roads. 

> order by typ_vsh; Thus a view of the location concerned can be displayed on a 
monitor when retrieving data from the "Equipment" and 
more particularly from the "Accident" data base. 

num acc typ ve n tu~s The reading of the video disc will be controlled by the 

- - - micro-computer. At present it is not possible to re-write a 

0600711487 3 2 video disc. However the micro-computer can be employed 
06003130875 2 to transmit additional information for display as an insertion 
0600508484 5 2 on the picture reproduced on the monitor. 
0600819086 5 2 
0900220084 ’5 2 The common connections between the three data bases 

0700303886 6 2 are the kilometer points along the motorway, which are 

09005022846 6 referred to in defining the location of an accident and that 

are related to the reference numbers of the pictures stored on 
End of Request: - 7 Rows the video disc. 

Colour monitor 

End of Output 

Figure 3. Example of SQL. 

Associated Data Bases , 
The "Equipment" data base is now being designed. It 

will have the same type of structure as the "Accident" data 
base but will contain a larger number of tables each being video disc ~ Printer 
more limited as to the type and amount of information that reader 
they contain: Figure 5. Hardware. 

¯ "Obstacles-equipments": location and type 
¯ "Profile": shape of the shoulder 
¯ "Number of traffic lanes" Future Development 
¯ "Central reserve": characteristic features Given the arrival of a SUN work station at the laboratory 

and dates when information brought up to date. a part of the system is to be modified particularly so far as 

This data base for which the key for carrying out a search 
the location of data is concerned. Thus the programme and 

is the kilometer point (kp) will be of use in retrieving and 
data bases are to be stored on the work station discs and a 

operating on information from the "Accident" data base. 
PC-work station communication established: conversion of 
the terminal to handle data designed for use on another 
computer, transfer of files and provision of means for 
remote interrogation. 

I | The operation of the system with regard to the three data 
Processing ,~ ACCIDENTI bases will remain the same. Thus retrieval of information 

from the "Accident" data base and control of the video disc 
’N will continue to be carried out by the PC while the 

Checking 

~ 
processing of the data will be carried on the PC working as 
the station terminal. 

PICTURE I.._. lnssrt|on__ [EQUIPEMENTI 
.Processing 

Conclusion I I I 

The complete system is still being developed and we 
up dating                   cannot therefore come to any final conclusions. 

Figure 4. Schematic of the interconnection of the 3 bases. In effect we commenced with the most complicated phase 
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of the work, namely the creation of the "Accident" data with all available information (accidents, traffic conditions, 
base coupled with a relational data base management sys- road characteristics) on a given section of road as quickly as 
tem. This phase turned out to be a little more complicated possible. 
and took longer to complete than expected, in particular 
because of the need for a detailed study of the structure of References 
the data base and the development of data retrieval system (1) Problems Associated with the Provision of Safety 
for which the built-in facilities were not completely suited Equipment along the Central reserves of rural Motorways, 
to our requirements. D. Vulin--RTS special English issue n° 3--1989. 

However the system seems to be operating effectively (2) Motorway Accidents with Vehicles Leaving the 
and the development of the project is now proceeding in a Carriageway, D. Vulin, R. Quincy--16th PTRC Meeting-- 
more straightforward way than would be the case with the September 1988 Proceedings of Seminar E P307--pp. 229- 
more usual arrangements. It seems that a relational data 240. 
base management system is a good means for dealing with a (3) Dossier: SGBD Micro--L’accession au L4G--Info 
large amount of various types of information (we are pro- PC n° 36, November 1987. 
posing to extend it to deal with the control of traffic infor- " (4) Relational Database Management Systems for 
marion). This system could be of use to those responsible for Personal Computers--a Benchmark Comparison--Palmers 

the operation of the road.system who need to be supplied and Associates, Inc. (MBW-O10P-001) February 1987. 

Rollovers of Passenger Cars in France 

Written Only Paper certain, it seems worth bringing up to date our data 
concerning this type of accident. It is for this reason that we 

Roger Biard, Dominique Cesari, Jean Bloch, have tried to draw conclusions from 4 accident surveys 

Laboratoire des Chocs et de Biom6canique, carried out in France. Our basic concern was to evaluate 

Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports occurrence frequency, the conditions in which this type of 

~’ et leur S6curit6 accident happens, vehicle kinematics and to analyse the 
injuries received by the occupants, As far as possible, we 
have mentioned prior studies to demonstrate trends in the Abstract 
evolution of this type of accident. 

This paper presents the main results of four French 
accident analyses. After a short presentation of the principal Definitions of terms used 

-- characteristics of these four data banks, we investigate . J It seems vital to define what we mean by rollover to 
rollover frequency and the general conditions of the origins 

establish a basic accident terminology. Figure 1 represents a 
of this type of accident: time and day of occurrence, type of 
roads, carriageway conditions and vehicle behaviour. This 3 dimensional set of axes with a common origin in the centre 

of gravity of the vehicle. study includes the severity and distribution of injuries, the 
vehicle components causing injuries with special attention 
to ejection and roof damage. Although the objectives of 
these surveys are different, some trends could be observed. 
Rollover frequency is between 2.85% and 5% and decreases 
over time. The most severe injuries often concern the head, 
but no unambiguous relationship between injury severity 
and roof deformation was detected. Finally, ejection 
remains a high risk in rollover. 

Introduction Figure 1. Definition of the rotational axes 

Rollovers are without doubt the type of accident which The following rotations can be defined: 
have received the least investigative attention. It was 
obviously logical to examine frontal crashes and lateral ¯ Rotation aroundX.--Thismovementiscalledlat- 
shocks first as they occur more frequently. This explains the eral rollover (0). Small movements around the 

-i low number of published documents available for the period equilibrium point are called roll. 
1976 to 1984 and apparently also denotes a low interest ¯ Rotation around Y.--This is frontal rollover (0). 
level in the topic. Small movements around the equilibrium point 

It may well be that this lack of interest is justified. It is are called pitch. 
possible that it is not necessary to introduce studies into ¯ Rotation around Z.--This movement is called 

¯ rollovers and that possible benefits may be minimal. To be skidding. (4). Small movements around the equi- 
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librium point are called yaw. In this report single The highway equipment survey (File B).--Set up by the 

rotation around the Z axis do not concern us--we ONSER in 1973, this survey examines accidents which 

are only interested in the combination of this rota- occur on part of the French motorway system. It includes all 
tion with rotations in the other axes. accidents which required the use of the emergency molor- 

French accident studies usually also use 4 other terms: way telephone system--virtually all accidents. The data, 

collected at the scene of the accident, basically concern the 
¯ Tonneau--(literally this means "barrel roll") and motorway infrastructure and the kinematics of the vehicle, 

is the term often seen in the Press and in the but give little information about the occupants (safety belt 
descriptions of those involved. It means that the usage, seating, etc.). Our analysis covered approximately 
vehicle has made a complete turn in the X or Y 4598 accidents which occurred on the A6 motorway in 1984 
axis and we think that the term "tum" is more and 1985. 
appropriate. Police files concerning accidents in which injuries oc- 

Renversement.--(literally this means "tip over") curred (File C).--This file is a 1% sample of all corporal 
and means that the vehicle has only made one quarter accidents occurring in France. It provides a good model of 
of a roll (X axis). French accident typology (Filou (2)). The main source is 

T~te-~t-queue.--(literally this means "the other way microfilmed police accident reports. Information is usually 
round") and means that the vehicle has skidded good concerning the way in which the accident happened 
through half a turn. (drawings with dimensions, photos). The file is objective 

Capotage.--(literally this means "fell over")and is and homogeneous; however, the medical details are often 
an old-fashioned word for a frontal rollover, brief or totally lacking. We examined 3855 accidents which 

Rollovers are generally expressed in the number of rolls occurred in 1983 and 1984. 

and in multiples and submultiples of the roll. It is essential Bidisciplinary file (File D).--Managed by the INRETS 

to note that frontal and lateral are movements that last a long Laboratoire des Chocs et de Biom~canique, this file is based 

time with high amplitude and that usually the vehicle leaves on accidents which required the intervention of emergency 

the road. The vehicle may lose contact with the ground but medical teams such as the SAMU or the SMUR or traffic 

this is not always the case. There are many kinds of possible police. This means that these are all serious accidents. Data 
scenario and this variety of configurations is what makes come from a 100 km radius around the city of Lyon in South- 
rollovers different from all other types of accidents. Very Eastern France and from the region of Salon-de-Provence in 
often this type of accident only involves one vehicle, but the South. A team of investigators collect information from 
rollover can be induced by an impact with another vehicle or the scene of the accident and work jointly with the hospital 
a fixed obstacle. In all cases, impact must be of low force for services to prepare a medical report as soon as the injured 
the accident to be classified as a rollover, arrive. This file contains very detailed data concerning the 

As HUELKE (1),* we define a rotlover as a vertical occupants, the way the accident happened and the condition 

rotation of at least 90° in terms of any horizontal axis occur- of the vehicle. Data concerning the infrastructure is, how- 
ring at any phase in the shock, ever, minimal. As accident selection is often dependent on a 

Description of the survey files referred to 
specific study being carried out, the file is not a model of 
nation accident typology. Our examination covered 1178 

We have analysed 4 accident survey files. The basic pur- files for the years 1980-1984. 
poses of these files were all different and for this reason it is 
essential to describe them. 

The Frequency of Rollovers in Accident 

The REAGIR surveys (File A).--This file has been built Typology 

up progressively since 1982. It contains details of all fatal Table 1 summarizes the number of rollovers in the 4 files 

accidents occurring in France. Reports are entered from a described above. 

team of IDSR (Highway Safety Department) inspectors 
who visit the scene of the accident and make a summary of 

"ral~le 1. [lollo~ter$ frequency,. 

police reports and statements from witnesses. The positive Rollover~ Nb ears Nb Minimun % Maximum % 

benefits from this file concern detailed descriptions of the FILE A 55 5 860 0.94 < 1.7 

infrastructures at the scene of the accident, the pre-accident F~LE s 352 4 59s 7.~ 
FILE C 110 3 855 2.85 < 5.0 

behaviour of the driver and a description of the way in which F~LE D 0s 1 lr8 5.3s 

the security services intervened. There are, however, little 
data of a medical nature, no analysis of the condition of the Only File C enables the situation to be evaluated nation- 
vehicle and very little information concerning the surviving ally. Gross analysis of the number of unambiguous cases 
occupants. Our analysis-~carried out using the French Min- indicate a frequency of 2.85%, but a correction weighting 
itel decentralised computer keyboard data bank access sys- has to be applied to take account of classification errors due 
tern---covered 5860 files for the period 1982 to 1986. to incorrect coding, forgetfulness and incomplete or miss- 

ing files. This percentage error is relatively high and so as to 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, ensure a meaningful safety margin we have further in- 
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creased the correction weighting. We would like to empha- 
.... File 0 ,, -.. size that the value thus obtained is the upper occurrence 15 .......... Fi:e C .......... , .’ " 

limit. In this way we have established that the national ........ 
frequency is not under 2.85% and not over 5%. ’ 

Reading the newspapers might well give one the impres- 
sion that 5% is too low a figure. This is because rollovers "° " ... 

\ strike the imagination and are thus more frequently reported ~ 
)~ o, 

.... .. 
than other types. Cesari (3) in a study carried out on File D ~ " 
for the years prior to 1977, reports an occurrence frequency """.- 
of 10%, confirming those published by Patel and Got (4). It 0 
is interesting to note that our analysis of File D demonstrates 
a frequency of 5.35% for theperiod 1980to 1984, adecrease Figure ~. Rollover~-monthly distribution. 

of 46% in Cesari’s figure. 
It is extremely difficult to measure the accidentological Distribution by hourly periods and days of the week.- 

significance of rollover when examining the data from a Figure 3 gives the distribution by hourly periods of all the 

single country. Results from a specific study cannot be files as well as all the accidents covered by File C. 

extrapolated to include all vehicles as there are too many 
variables. However, even if the samples used for the various 

..... File D 
studies are discrete, two comments seem meaningful: ao ............... Fi~e c 

......... File 

¯ France seems to have a slightly higher rollover 
rate than the USA ~o \. ,," 

¯ Rollover frequency seems to be declining over \. ,’" 
time, as can be seen from Table 2 below. 

..2" 

Table 2. Decrease in rollover frequency with respect to time. 

GARRETI’ 151 68 13 % 
o ......... 

PATEL [4] 73 10 % Figure 3. Rollovers--distribution by hourly period. 

CESARI [31 77 10 % 
HUELKE [6] 77-79 7 % * File A indicates that rollovers with at least 1 

STROTHER [ 10] 84 2.5 % fatality occur at night, particularly between 1 lpm 

HUELKE [7] 85 4 % 
and 4am. 

¯ File B shows that most rollovers on motorways 
FILE C 86-87 < 5 % occur during daytime. 

File C is quite closely correlated to the reference 
graph apart from early moming figures which 

Several hypotheses could explain this decreasing trend, reveal a higher incidence of rollovers. 
such as improved vehicleroad-holding (harder suspensions, Little data is published concerning the time at which 
front-wheel drives, etc.) and improvements to main roads rollovers happen. Hight (11) analysed rollovers in Southern 
(better banking in curves, safety rails, etc.). California between 1968 and 1972, almost 15 years before 

our study, and came to the same conclusions. Huelke (12) 
Occurrence Conditions found that 56% of all rollovers occur at night. 

Overall, it appears that: 
Distribution of occurrences with respect to 
time 

¯ One rollover in two occurs between 10:00 pm on 
Fridays and 4:00 am on Mondays. 

Monthly distribution (seefigure 2).--We observe that the ¯ Almost 50% of all rollovers occur at night, and 

graphs for monthly occurrence figures are much more most of the more serious ones. 

irregular than one could infer from the reference graph Road type 
based on File C. This reference graph considers all 
accidents itself very similar to that obtained using the 1987 It is important to remember that File B only considers 

national corporal accident survey prepared from data accidents occurring on motorways. The 3 other files show 

supplied by the French Transport Ministry. File C shows comparable results which are summarized in table 3. 

that rollovers occur most frequently in the springtime, with 
Table 3. Overall results. 

a slightly lower incidence in August and in November. The 
lowest incidence is in February. Analysis of File B shows 
that the occurrence of rollovers on motorways is highest ao,owr Frequency 20 % 23 % 48.0 % 7.0 % 
during the Summer months and lowest during the Winter-- Traffic DistributionS" 20 % 27 % 45.5 % 7.5 % 

obviously directly correlated with motorway usage. * in Revue G6n*rale des Routes et Adrodromes (1986) t ~26 
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The track of the carriageway 
Table 4 relates rollovers to the track followed by the 0]0 

/ UNSPECIFIED carriageway. 
75 

~]TI] COUNTRY ROAD 
Table 4. Rollovers in relation to carriageway tracks. 

50 W SECONOARY R. 

T~g ~OAD FILE C~ 
25 ~ NOTORWAY 

A 55 28 t4 t3 27 0 0 

0 
C t tO 56 t6 33 49 2 3 

FILE A     FILE C     FILE o D 63 . 26 .... 32 5 0 
Figure 4. Rollover occurrence by road type, 

The first observation is that rollovers occur as frequently 
As can be seen, rollovers correlate closely to road type on straight roads as in bends. File C data even shows that 

usage. Although the figures for trunk roads are slightly they are more frequent on straight roads (50.9% vs. 44.5%). 

different, rollovers do not seem to be specific to any type of This result, which may seem curious, had already been 

road. Road type can however influence the kind of rollover published by several authors including Cesari (3) and 

and vehicle behaviour, and causes differ between road Huelke (12). 

types. The percentages we have established are signifi- File C also shows that rollovers occur twice as often in 

cantly different from those found by Cesari (3) (Motorway = bends to the left than in bends to the right, which concords 

27%, Trunk Road = 37%). The percentages of rollovers with Hight’s conclusions (11). This high proportion of roll- 

occurring on motorways and trunk roads have markedly overs occurring on straight roads and the significant differ- 

decreased since 1977, demonstrating the benefits of im- ence between left and right hand bends incites a requirement 

proving the main roads, increasing the usage of safety rails to examine more closely the circumstances existing prior to 

and introducing speed limits, the occurrence of the accidents and the manoeuvers under- 
taken immediately prior to the rollovers. 

The conditions of the carriageway The data shows that few rollovers occur at junctions. In 

Figure 6 details carriageway conditions when rollovers fact their incidence is higher than the Table reveals, but they 

occur. Both files which contain data on this subject give the are generally one-quarter rotation rollovers following a col- 

same result, although one is national in scope and the other lision with another vehicle. A typical case is the rollover of a 

limited to the Lyon area. car hit from the side. This kind of shock is always relatively 

Carriage ways were dry in 69% of accidents and wet in violent and the accident cannot be classified merely as a 

31%. Only one-third of rollovers occur when the carriage- rollover. We have not been able to evaluate the occurrence 

way is wet. This figure is higher than that for all corporal percentage for this kind of accident as the files we have 

accidents (75.3% on dry carriageways and 23% on wet). 
studied did not use the "multiple shock" category at that 

Cesari (3) also found that wet carriageways significantly 
time. Rollovers in junctions that we have been able to study 

increased the risk of rollovers but less demonstrably so than 
were mostly due to collision evasion manoeuvers. 

As far as the distribution of rollovers with respect to road 
in our results as his dry/wet figures were 71.4% to 28.6%. 

track in File D is concerned it is meaningful to observe that - 

the situation has not evolved between Cesari’s study and 
UNSPECIFIED ours, as the following table shows. 

ICY 

0/0 SNOW COVERED Table 5. Trends in distribution. 

~ 
~ET 

DATE Straight Line Bends Junction 

1977 41.4 % 52.3 % 6.3 % 

1987 41.3 % 50.8 % 7.9 % 

Detailed survey of accidents in which the ve- 
hicle leaves the carriageway 

Generally speaking, driver manoeuvers prior to the acci- 

0 
dent appear to have a major impact on rollover origin. File D 

FILE C FILE D suggests the existence of a braking phase just before the 

Figure 5. Rollover and carriageway conditions, accident. 
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Table 6. File D--braking prior to the accident. In all the other cases (i.e. 86% of the sample) conclude off 

Sure to have braked : ] 16.0 ~ the road. All vehicles in File A (which only includes fatal 

Sure not to have braked : 

I 

47.6 % 
accidents) left the road. 

Not sure whether braked : 36.4 % 
Figure 6 shows that when the road is straight, vehicles 

leave the road as frequently to the right (22) as to the left 
(23). The situation is more complicated when vehicles leave 
the road in bends: 

We should add that the "Not sure whether braked" cate- 
gory includes numerous cases in which braking is improb- ¯ In right hand bends, 87% of vehicles leave the 

able. We can state therefore that in at least half the rollover road to the left 

cases in File D, no braking occurred. Furthermore, the ab- ¯ In left hand bends, 90% of vehicles leave the road 

sence of braking in straight road accidents is relatively to the right. 

frequent, which would seem to indicate lack of driver File A shows the same trends although the percentages 
concentration, are lower (71.4% and 61.5% respectively). Most vehicles 

Figure 6 illustrates in a symbolic way the various acci- leave the road in bends towards the outside of the bend; 
dent configurations found in Files A and C. In this diagram, excessive speed seems to be the main reason. The lower 
the star represents the vehicle’s position at the end of the number of rollovers in right hand bends can be justified by 
shock, but gives no information concerning distance from the fact that right hand bends are often better taken than left 
the edge of the carriageway. Only 19.6% of rollovers on hand bends, and also because the vehicle can use the oncom- 
straight roads and 12.2% of rollovers occuring in bends-- ing roadway before striking the edge which means that it has 
and only in left hand bends--are limited to the carriageway, more time to recover a correct trajectory. 

In a left hand bend, the right front wheel makes immedi- 
ri~oA ~ \~.=,~,, ate contact with the ledge of the road. In almost 80% of all 

~~ 
cases, impact with an obstacle or softer ground is sufficient 

~ 
\~=~ 

to cause loss of control of the vehicle, although it is difficult 
File� 

21 t3 1 7 
to distinguish between the two factors. For the same rea- 

42 I? 0 2~ sons, we were unable to study the effect of bend radius on 

_~./]~_ //~~N ~~// 

rollover frequency. 

Other results stemming from file analyses 
1. Purely frontal rollover.--Represents between 5% and 

8 8 rd 0 ~ 10% of all rollovers. This evaluation is slightly higher than 
28 2 ~$ published values. Hight (11) suggests the highest rate of 

~..,r 

~,           /~ ~ 

6.9%. For many authors a basic factor is high speed--over 

im.~t~,~-- 64 k.p.h, for G arrett (5)--but we hav e noted single rollo v ers 
at moderate speeds into fields located lower than the road. 
This type of low speed topple is likely to disappear as more 

!      2       and more roads are fitted with safety rails. 

~ ~ 

2. Purely lateral rollover.--As soon as the shock occurs, 

. is rare if we eliminate the case in which rollover occurs 
following a lateral shock. 

o 3. Lateral rollover linked to skidding.--This type of roll- 

13 4 8 4 I $ I over is relatively common and is typical of accidents occur- 
IO ring following evasive manoeuvers or leaving the road in a 

~ 
~/,, bend. There are two distinct phases (figure 7): 

o o 
4 

~ ~ o 

o 
o 

2 

~      ~~~~~~k’~~) 

0            0           0           0               Figure 7. Lateral rollover linked to skidding. 

7        I        2 

Figure 8. Configurations of rollovers in which the vehicle 
leaves the road. ¯ b. Lateral rollover due to wheel lock. 
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4. Frontal + lateral rollover.---The combination of two ¯ Initial speed increases the number of rollovers if 

simultaneous movements requires an incidence of approx- the ground is not a limiting factor. 

imately 45° so as not to privilege one of the rotations. The 
¯ The final position of the vehicle is very often 

vehicle rolls in relation to one of the front wings. We have perpendicular to the initial direction in which the 

analysed tests carried out in the Laboratoire des Chocs et de 
vehicle was travelling. 

Biom6canique to develop safety rails and other structures in 
¯ Although the initial phase is highly complex, 

which rollover sometimes occurred. It would appear that 
vehicle kinematics simplify into lateral rotations. 

frontal rollover is very often limited to half a turn and that It is worth emphasising that the last three comments 
this motion rapidly gives way to a lateral rollover. The above are results obtained by analysis of films of tests (often 

number of rolls and successive impacts with the ground carried out for other reasons than rollover studies), rather 
basically depend on the terrain, but the vehicle is often left than through analysis of accident investigations. 

in a position perpendicular to its initial motion. 
5. Skidding + frontal rollover + lateral rollover.--This The Occupants Involved 

combination is virtually identical to the preceding configu- 
ration apart from the existence of an earlier skidding se- Number of occupants and the seats in which 

quence. Analysis of the films reveals that the skidding and they were sitting 
frontal rollover sequences rapidly give way to lateral roll- Whatever the file used, it can be seen (Table 7) that 
over. This is virtually a constant factor in our observations: overall, the number of vehicle occupants is relatively high. 
an initially complex vehicle kinematic ends in a rollover It should also be noted that approximately 14% of rear seat 
around the X axis, whereas the movement around the Y axis passengers were seated in the centre place, and that all the 
is little more than a slight oscillation, others were either seated on the right or the left. 

6. Number of turns during rollovers.--We have not been 
able to make an accurate evaluation of the number of turns Table 7. Numbsr ot occupants and the gsat in which they were 

vehicles make during rollovers. Most published work in this 
sitting. 

field is American and shows a very wide range of results as ~ r0rAL FRONr REA~ 

the samples used for the studies are very different. Johnson File 
(14), based on the results of McGuignan, notes that 90% of A     55 132 2.40 88~ 1.60 44 0.80 
rollovers consist of under one turn, whereas Knapton (13) 

puts the figure at 41.2%--however the second author draws 
8 388 920 2.50 - - - 

his conclusions from analysing films sent to him by various c 

laboratories working on safety rails, o 63 159 2.52 t04 t.65 55~ 0.47 

Knapton also states that the height which the vehicle 

attains on leaving the ground and the number of rollovers 
¯ 2 eases of infants sitting on an adult’s lap 

°° A ease involving 4 adults sitting on the rear seat 

which occur are inversely proportional. Our own analysis of 
test films do not allow us to confirm this result as the 
Laboratoire des Chocs et de Biom6canique test track shock Injury report per seat occupied 

zones are surrounded by ditches and safety banking. This The various files do not use the same criteria to categorise 

means that rollovers cannot develop freely. A large scale, ~njured passengers, and so we give 3 different figures 

flat ground obstacle free vehicle escape zone is required to below: 

demonstrate Knapton’s affirmation. File A.--(Figure 8). Three injury classifications are 
used: light, average and serious. It should be noted that 

Comments 63% of all drivers were killed, and this is related to the file 

The analysis of the kinematics of vehicle shows, if any ~ 1]~ ~ ~--~ 

doubts remain, that there are many rollover configurations. 
There are many incidental factors and the variety of 
accident sites means that is difficult to extract major 0/0 

independent variables although these would be extremely 
useful in the preparation of realistic simulations. 
Nevertheless, some conclusions can be reached: 

¯ The human factor (inattention, brusque 
manoeuvering, poor evaluation of speed in 
relation to bend radius) is the cause of many 
rollovers. 

¯ The relationship between initial skidding and 
~F.~T ~) 

lateral rollovers is observed frequently. 
¯ Over 85% of all rollovers terminate off the road. Figure 8. File A--injury report per seat occupied. 
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origin which only considers fatal accidents. It should also ¯ For File D, if only fully documented ejection 
be noted that two infants seated on the laps of adults were cases in which seat belts were confirmed to have 
killed in two different accidents, been used are considered, there is NO case in 

File C.--(Figure 9). No differentiation of occupant which ejection occurred when seat belts were 
injury is made. It is nevertheless obvious that rear seat used. 
passengers are severely penalised. ¯ For Files C & D, the rate of the rear seat passenger 

~ ~ ejection is higher than for front seat occupants. It 
mum mm mm =Rm’B should however be noted that 1 vehicle in 2 of the 

~,~ 0/0 
vehicles in File D do not have rear doors. In File 

¯ ~ A, even if front seat occupants wearing seat belts 
are excluded, the rate of passengers (in % terms) 
ejected from rear seats is lower than the rate for 
front seat passengers. 

Table 8 and figure 12 consider the seriousness of ejection. 
There is no doubt that ejection causes injuries, which is 
confirmed by other authors. Table 9 summarises the per 
centage of occupants ejected and the per centage of fatalities 

Figure 9. File A--injury report per seat occupied, among ejected occupants. 

File D.--(Figure 10). This file is the most accurate Table 8. File C--injury rate for ejected passengers. 

in terms of injury reporting as the AIS classification is TOTAL U~SPEC[F~.ED trNZNJURZD [mtrSED ZZLLZD 
used. It should be noted that the serious injuries (AIS > 4) 
are for the case of the 4 rear seat passengers in the same 
vehicle. 

A 

IA~ I 

Figure 12. Seriousness of the ejection. 

Figure 10. File Dlinjury report per seat occupied, 
Table 9. Ejection Significance and the percentage of fatalities 
among ejected passengers. 

Ejection and use of safety belts 
REFERENCE Date Number EJECTED KILLED 

~-~ Figure l 1 gives the per centage of ejected occupants and 
mG~rr 1~ ~1 7z ~39 z0-25 40 

the per centage of those shown in the file as wearing safety PATEL In TARDY [ 151 73 145 25.5 50* 
belts. The number of partial ejections is low (2 cases in File HUELI~ I71 73 266 30 50 

CESARI 131 77 III 35 38 

A, 4 in File C), and in the rest of this document which have CAMPBELL In CE.SARI 131 77 25 50 

included them in the total ejection group. The total ejection ~e A 8’7 55 38.6 76 
File C 8~" 110 11.1 26 

rate is high--39% in File A and 20% in file D. Figure 11 File D 87 63 20.5 30 

"~ shows that generally speaking safety belts are not worn, and * % of occupants dead bet0re arrival at ho~pltal-..- 

that only front seat passengers use them at all. File analysis 
also shows that:                                           No other file is fully compatible with File A, but Files C & 

~~:7 
D enable some comparisons to be made which give the 
following results: 

~ 

~]=ma, m 
Ejection per centages in Files C & D are lower than 

- m-= those reported by other authors. This demonstrates the 

[]am= benefits from the more generalised practice of wearing 
-- seat belts. In 1978 restraining systems were not in 

~.1 ¯ r~t © ~.t o~ m=, m= © rat o commonly used. Although we found seat belt usage to 
be below the national average it is certain that belts Figure 11. Percentage of ejections and safety belt usage 

frequency, reduce ejections. 
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Other factors can explain this trend to fewer ejec- Table 10. Number of injuries by corporal segments in terms of 
gravity. 

tions such as improved door hinge and locking system 
shock resistance and improvements to windscreen co~o~ FRONT 

~ 
~ R~a~ 

SEGMENT GRAVITY DRIVER PASSEN. CENTER RIGHT TOTAL 

specifications (shatterproofing) and windscreen SKtr~ 1 zz lZ 
mounts (adhesives). z 4 

3 4 2 0 1 2 8 

Our files show that the ratio of fatal injuries to ejec- FACE 1 90 9 3 1 8 41 
tions is lower than findings by other authors. It is z 

difficult to say why, and this result is something of a NECK 1 
2: 2 1 0 1 1 5 

paradox. Some authors, like Lando (16), believe that 
injuries are less severe the later ejection occurs and 

StoNE 1 4 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

distinguish between primary ejections (i.e., at the start ~PER 
of the shock) and secondary ejections. Secondary ejec- 

LIMBS 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 

tions happen at the end of rollovers and impacts with THO~WXzl 

the ground or external objects occur at low speeds. 
Lando adds that during the ejection procedure impacts ABDOMEN 1 5 1 0 0 0 6 

2 2 2 0 0 0 4 

against the internal structures of the vehicle can be ~ow~R 1 13 4 3 2 4 26 
more serious than injuries sustained from external im- ur~BS z 0 0 0 0 0 0 

pacts. The resistance of door opening and closing sys- GravITY. 1: i,~.~ ~s< 4 
2: Injury 4 <AIS< 6 

tems corroborate the evidence but overall, as shown 
below, the difficulty of simulating occupant kinetics in 

Head.--The number of occupants sustaining head 
rollovers means that accidentology studies cannot be 

injuries (skull, face, eyes) is high. These account for 
used to provide proof for this argument. 

38% of all injuries, but 80% of them are rated average 
File C, which reflects road use more closely, shows 

with an AIS classification of under 4. Cesari (3) and 
that in rollovers, ejection multiplies by a factor of 8 the Lando (16) found the same distribution between seri- 
risk of being killed (25.9% instead of 3.2%). ous injuries and light injuries. Injuries to the head 

nevertheless account for more fatalities than injuries to 
More Detailed Analysis of File D any other pan of the body. The most significant are 

skull fractures accompanied by haemoraging or less of 
Occupant age 

cerebral matter. Injuries of this kind demonstrate the 
Figure 13 shows the age of File D rollover occupants. In violence of the shock and mostly occur in cases of 

the same diagram we have shown the distribution stemming ejection. 
from French Ministry of Transport statistics on the age of Neck and Spine.--The number of injuries observed 
occupants of light vehicles involved in accidents in 1987. in these two pans of the body represent 12.4% of all 

injuries. Cesari (3) had already shown the relative im- 
~ ~11 II~ll~lll’t Fill 0 portance of injuries to the spine with a figure of 9%. 

~ll ~1~. ~ i.~ 40% of these injuries are fractures of vertebrae in the 
~ 

~_ _______ neck or the spine. Only 4 fractures at the neck level 
were accompanied by neurological problems. It would 
have been interesting to follow these injuries up, as 
Lando (16) showed that they were usually serious and 

t that very few had a favourable outcome. 
-1 1~ , Arms and legs.--These account for 26% of all inju- 

ries (70 injuries out of 265). Arms account for more 
Figure 13. The age of occupants of vehicles involved in injuries (16.6%) than legs (9.8%). Fractures, all classi- 
rollovers. 

fled as light, account for 32% of injuries to arms and 
35% of injuries to legs. The relative frequency of frac- 

The differences are quite revealing. 22% per cent of our tures shows how disorderd the movements of occu- 
sample--35 individuals--are in the 14 to 20 age group. As pants are in a rollover situation. 
these young people were not all drivers, we have no Thorax.--The thorax and rib cage account for 18% 
explanation, of all injuries. In three cases these injuries were fatal. 

Injury distribution 
In four cases injuries created internal visceral lesions 
following crushing when the occupant was ejected. 

Tables 10 & 11 show the injury reports for the seats Abdomen, pelvis.--The abdomen only accounted 

occupied in the vehicle. The distribution of injuries by the for 4% of injuries but these are often serious. Virtually 

pan of the body in which they were sustained gives rise to all pans of the abdomen were damaged (spleen, intes- 

the following comments: tines, kidneys, diaphragm) but the most commonly 
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affected was the liver (4 injuries). The 7 injuries not This decrease is significant and due in the main to the lower 
shown in the table concern benignant wounds in the number of ejections in this file. 

pelvic region and in which the pelvis was unfractured. 

It is interesting to note that the distribution of injuries in Table 11. Number of injuries by passenger. 

terms of body part is not very different from that observed in FROm~ 
DRIVER PASSEN. LEET CENTER RIGHT TOTAL 

1972 by Hight (I 1) in the USA apart from injuries to legs. 
All authors agree on a higher proportion of head injuries. 

N,mber or p~.~.ger, 6~ 41 Z4 a 2a ~69 

Some authors--Lando (1 6) and Huelke (7)--have observed Number~ of i~uries 196 62 30 14 3a 265 

more frequent injuries to the abdomen than File D, but they A~ge 

have particularly emphasised their extreme gravity. [njur|es/passenger 2    1.51 :1.25    1.75    1.43 1.67 

Table 11 gives an overview of "average injury condi- 
tion" depending on the seat occupied in the vehicle: average 
AIS classification and the number of injuries per person. If ~ ~ ...... ---- 
we do not consider the case of passengers sitting centrally 
on the back seat, it can be seen that the driver is, on average 
the most severely injured occupant. Figure 14 diagrams 
show that generally speaking front seat occupants are more 
seriously injured than those in the rear seats and all authors 
seem to concur with this analysis. However, it should be 
pointed out that in our study the difference between the front ~� 
seat passenger and the driver is clearly defined. The average 
AIS classification in File D for occupants involved in roll- 
overs is approximately 1.84, whereas Cesari found 2.31. 

Figure 14. Injury seriousness per seat. 

Table 12. Impact passenger/car. 

PARTS of the BODY 

IMPACTED ZONF.S * Nb % 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 

Lower l::M~’tavior of dash-board 10 3.77 2 7 I 
Steering wheel 8~ ’3,02 4 2 1 l 

Wind-screen 13 4,91 I 6 I 5 
Upper behavior of dash-board 2 0, 75 I I 

Internal rear-view mirror 60 22,64 6 I I 2 4 3 13 7 2 10 2 
Lateral windows 5 1.89 2 I 2 
Windows frame 3 I, 13 2 I 

Pilar A 4 1,51 I 3 
Pilor B 2 0,75 2 

Pilor D (break) I 0.38 I 

Seat-back 3 I, 13 2 I 
Belt (buckle, anchorage). 2 0,75 I I 

Horiz.-lat frame of the roof 7 2,64 2 I 3 I 
Roof 50 18,87 22 5 7 2 6 8 

Zone between front-seats I 0,38 I 
External objects 2 0,75 I I 

EJECTION 44 16,60 9 7 4 3 4 8 I 6 2 
Anothers objects 2 0.75 2 

Impacts no identified 46 i 7,36 6 5 3 3 9 11 3 2 I 3 

Number 26,5 54 43 3 22 11 41 44 10 26 4 7 

Pet centogo 100 20.4 16.2 ],l 8,3 4,2 15,5 16,6 3,8 9.8 1.5 2,7 

Some impacted zones have been regrouped. 

2 Face 8 Abclomen 

3 Eyes 9 Lower Limbs I 
4 Neck 10 Thoracic I 
5 Spine viscera 
6 Upper limbs 11 Pelvis 

J 
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If a distribution by occupant age is calculated, it can be Table 13. Influence of safety belt. 

seen that children in the 0 to 14 age range are the less ~LL NON ~-JECr~D 
affected. All of them were in the rear of the vehicle and 40% 

FIL~ D EdECTED BELTED NO BELTED 

of the injuries are simple wounds. Occupants in the 36 to 45 Numb ......... ~d 148 29 23 05 
¯ 

Total injuries 265 72 39 154 

Number of dead I0 8 I I age group have the most injuries. Nb Injuries/person 1.83 2.48 1.70 1.66 
Average AISlinjury 1.71 2,65 1.22 1.45 

Impacted zones Average MS/person 1.81 3.34 1.48 1.41 

Table 12 shows in a condensed form the various zones 
The table shows beyond doubt that ejection which causes 

impacted during rollovers. For every object impacted we 
have summarised, as far as we can be certain, the number of 

the greatest number of injuries per person. This result con- 
firms the findings of all road safety scientists; the 3.34 

impacts. Examination of this table enables the following average AIS underlines the severity of injuries caused by 
observations: ejection. 

¯ Impacts are spread throughout the whole pas- Injuries to the head, arms and especially the shoulders are 
senger compartment, as the wide variety of im- more numerous when seat belts are worn. Quite logically 
pacted objects demonstrates, they do, however, significantly decrease injuries to the low- 

¯ 18% of impacts can not be accurately identified in er part of the body and to a lesser degree to the thorax. It can 
the vehicle, also be seen that wearing seat belts does not necessarily 

¯ External impacts due to ejection make up 17% of reduce the number of injuries per occupant except in so far 

the total. It should also be noted that these impacts as they prevent ejection. Nevertheless, the average AIS per 

are sustained by every part 0f the human body injury is lower. Although we have no data on "belt wearing 

although we found no pelvic fractures at all. quality", it would appear that design improvements to re- 

¯ 40% of impacts concern the upper part of the straining systems are necessary, particularly to optimise the 

passenger compartment, passage of the strap over the thorax. 

¯ Generally speaking we found that there were rela- Comparison with other types of accident 
tively few shocks involving front end passenger 
compartment structures (dashboard, steering- 

Table 14 and Figure 15 enable an overall "injury status" 

wheel, windscreen). The 12.5% figure is lower 
comparison to be made from File D for persons involved in 

than results published elsewhere. Table 14. Comparison with other types of collision--average 
¯ Similarly, there is not a very high proportion of AiS/person. 

lateral impacts. This observation is significantly FRONTAL CRASH LATERAL COLLIS. ROLLOVER 

different from published results. Hight (1 1), DRIWR DRIVER FSP FSP Impact Oppos. FRONT REAR 
Belt NO Belt Belt NO Belt Side Side PASS. PASS. 

Lando (16) and Knapton (13) particularly have 
observed that at least 15% of impacts occur on the 

1.75 2.75 1.67 2.54 3.04 2.36 1.89 1.73 

lateral structures of passenger compartments. 
FSP = Front seat passenger 

The major fact which the list of impacted zones demon- 

strates is the extremely complex passenger kinematic dur- 
0 0 

ing rollover. As proof, we may be surprised by the fact that 
shocks involving the internal rear-view mirror (or its imme- 

diate surroundings) make up more than one quarter of all 
impacts and cause injuries to virtually all parts of the human 7 ~¯ 
body, including the legs. This quite clearly demonstrates the 
disordered movements of the occupants and the random 
nature of the impacts. 

Discrimination in terms of which side of the body is 

injured and the rotational direction of the rollover does not 

provide a clear explanation. It does not seem worthwhile to 
investigate in any greater detail the relationship between 
injuries and the impacted zones, particularly as concerns 
occupants who were not wearing seat belts. 

Ejectionmthe role played by seat belts 

t0~& 

DRI~V NO kat’AI8 
The table below summarises injuries to three occupant 

sub-samples: those ejected, those wearing seat belts and 
those not ejected and not wearing seat belts. Remember that 

no occupants wearing seat belts were ejected. Figure 15. Comparison between rollover and frontal collision. 
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rollovers and those involved in frontal and lateral collisions deformation, we have assigned the average occu- 
during the same period, pant AIS. 

Rollovers generally generate fewer injuries than frontal 
and lateral collisions. Average AIS is slightly higher than 6 

for seat belt wearers involved on frontal collisions as can 5 
quite clearly be seen in figure 15. If one observes that the 

4 
graph concerning rollovers is typical of all occupants in- 
volved and that it includes ejections, the hypothesis can be 3 
formulated that the generalisation of restraining devices 

2 
should significantly decrease injuries arising from roll- 
overs. The comparison of the distribution of injuries per 
body area in terms of accident configuration underlines the 0 
following points: 

¯ The neck is proportionately more prone to injury Figure 16. Use of tha 7th figura of VDI. Average AI~ ana roof 
collapse. 

in rollovers than in other types of accidents. It 
sustains 8.6% of injuries, whereas neck injuries to ¯ Figure 17.--Roof panel condition is given by the 
drivers not wearing seat belts involved in frontal 4th VIDI value, which takes account of deforma- 
collisions are a maximum 3.6%. tion amplitude for all or part of the roof. 

¯ Upper limbs are more prone to injury in rollovers, 
6 but these injuries are less serious. This trend is 

reversed for lower limbs. 5 
¯ Proportionately, the abdomen sustains more inju- 

ries than in other types of accidents: 4% vs. 2.4% 
for non seat belt wearing occupants in frontal 
collisions. This result is due to injuries to ejected 
occupants. -- 

¯ As opposed to conclusions reached by other au- 
thors, we find that pelvic injuries are less frequent 0 
in rollovers (2.9%) than in lateral collisions 

I~ ~f REIXJCT~0N 
(11%). Figure 17. Use of the 4th figure of VIDI. Average AIS vs percent- 

¯ Head injuries are the most common in all 3 types age of deformation amplitude. 
of accident. 

¯ Figure 18.--This method is based on the fact that 
Roof panel collapse and injuries the product of the complements to 10 of the 4th, 

Rollovers are particularly impressive accidents due to the 5th and 7th VIDI values give reasonable approx- 

condition of the vehicle afterwards. The usually multiaxial imations of passenger compartment reduction. 

nature of the accident damages all the vehicles surfaces. This reduction, related to volume, is expressed as 

Codification into two indices enables damage to be an- a percentage. 

alysed rationally. The VIDI (Vehicle Interior Deformation 
Index) defines the position and the degree of passenger 
compartment reduction. 65% of vehicle roof panels are 
damaged throughout their whole surface area, and 19% are 4 

partially destroyed in the front seating zone. Total or partial 
roof panel collapse can reach 60% of nominal surface but 
these indices are difficult for a non-expert to handle and it is 
a pity that neither of them express the way in which the roof 
panel collapses. The use of a deformation model would 0 

10    ~    ~    4~    511 ~    70 811 
explain the type of accident and the way in which deforma- 
tion occurred. Figure 18. Use of complete VIDI. Average AIS and approxima- 

Generally speaking, the results derived from File D are tion of the reduction of compartment volume. 

less severe than those found by Cesari (3) and Lando (16). A 
priori, it seems of interest to study the possible correlation None of these three complementary methods show a rela- 

between roof panel collapse and occupant injury. The fig- tionship between roof panel collapse and injuries to occu- 

ures which follow were prepared using deformation indices: pants. Nevertheless AIS values are higher for vehicles that 
are very badly deformed. These seem to correspond to col- 

¯ Figure 16.--Roof panel collapse is characterised lapses below the door line which has the effect of imprison- 
by the 7th VIDI value. For each different level of ing the occupants. The fact that no relationship has been 
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established betw(en roof panel collapse and injuries to oc- The analysis of the files has shown, if there was any doubt 

cupants may appear surprising. It is nevertheless the conclu- remaining, that rollovers can adopt a multitude of 

sion reached by numerous authors who have studied roll- configurations. Incidental factors are numerous and the 

over such as Huelke (6), Hight (11), Strother (10) and variety of accident sites means that it is difficult to define 

Plastiras (19). prime causes which would nevertheless be useful for 

Orlowski (20), explains that when the vehicle roof hits simulation purposes. Despite this, we have observed that 

the ground, a non-belt wearing occupant is held against whatever the factor which induces the rollover, vehicle 
some structure of the passenger compartment by centrifugal kinematics seem very often to conclude with lateral 
force; there is thus no motion of the occupant relative to the rotations. This could well be the starting point for 

roof. Moffatt, quoted by Orlowski, points out that it is not experimental programmes providing that on-board cameras 

the roof which collapses onto the vehicle, but the vehicle are used as they .are the only way in which event duration 
which collapses onto the roof, and that the occupant is and the nature of occupant impacts within the passenger 
already in contact with the roof panel. When Orlowski ex- compartment can be defined with certainty. 
amined the results of trials carried out on normal vehicles 
and on vehicles with roll bars, he noticed that occupant References 
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A System for Automated Coding of Injuries 1 

Written Only Paper NHTSA in conjunction with other national organizations 
interested in vehicle safety issues (1).* In the current 

Richard M. Tong, system, accident investigators gather medical records, such 
Lee A. Appelbaum, as hospital discharge summaries and coroners’ reports, and 
Laura Blumer Balcom, use these to develop a list of injuries for each passenger in 
Advanced Decision Systems the vehicle. Unfortunately, the descriptions of injuries in the 
Jeffrey H. Marcus, records are often ambiguous and it is left to the 

NHTSA investigators, who are not medically trained, to interpret 

them. This can, and does, lead to erroneous and inconsistent 

Abstract coding. 
The work we report in this paper is an attempt to provide 

In this paper we describe a prototype expert system for computer-based support for the injury coding process. We 
assigning codes to injuries detected in medical records such have developed an overall system concept that draws on our 
as hospital discharge summaries and coroners’ reports. The previous work in information retrieval (2) and natural 
system is intended to assist investigators in the task of language processing (3). With this prototype system, called 
analyzing official data related to injuries sustained by the AICS (for Automated Injury Coding System), we can 
occupants of automobiles involved in highway accidents, 

automatically read and interpret medical records to produce 
The design draws on previous work by the authors in the 

a complete and consistent set of injury codes. 
areas of knowledge-based information retrieval and prag- 

Our approach is more powerful than that proposed by matically oriented natural language processing. The proto- 
Gabler and Marcus (4), who devised an experimental expert type system is implemented on a high-performance work- 

station and can correctly identify and code a range of injury system to classify the severity of the injury given a user 

types, entered injury description. Their system relies on the user to 

detect and classify the injury whereas our system does this 
Introduction automatically. Our approach also makes use of natural 

language processing technology in ways that are 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

considerably different from previous attempts to transform 
(henceforth NHTSA) gathers statistics about highway 

medical records into structured representations. Typically 
accidents as part of its mission to develop vehicle safety 

in these approaches, Sager’s (5) or Gabrieli and Speth’s (6) 
regulations. A critical element is the recording of injuries 

for example, the whole of the medical text has to be parsed 
sustained by the occupants of vehicles involved in 

in order to extract the required information. In our approach accidents, since it is the correlation between injuries and 
vehicle design that most concerns the NHTSA. only those fragments determined to contain useful 

information have to parsed. The current system of recording injuries is based on a 
In the remainder of the paper we begin by describing the coding scheme called OIC-AIS (for Occupant Injury 

Classification-Abbreviated Injury Scale) developed by documents that an accident investigator might use and 

discussing the OIC-AIS coding system in a little more 
~This work was performed under contract numbers DTRS-57-87-C-00085 with the 

U.S. Department of Transportation. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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detail. We then describe the main elements of our prototype and the number 6 corresponds to virtually unsurvivable 

AICS. We follow that with an illustrative example of coding injury. In this case the AIS number is 1, denoting just one rib 

a fragment of a coroner’s report. We conclude with some fractured. 

comments on the extensibility of our approach both to other 
coding schemes and other coding problems. 

ONE RIB 

The Data Encoding Process c R F S FRACTURED 
& 

In a given accident, the passengers in the vehicle sustain 1= T 
any number of more or less severe injuries. If they require or Body region / 

/ seek professional medical assistance then there will be a Aspoet 

variety of official documents that describe these injuries. It I_osion 
is the job of the accident investigator to extract from these Systom organ 
official documents all the injuries described and to encode 
them according to the OIC-AIS scheme. 

Injury doseription 
For accidents involving fatalities, there will be a 

coroner’s report. These documents are typically several 
pages of typescript giving a complete description of the 
condition of the body. Generally the report will summarize 
the findings as to the cause of death. In non-fatal accidents Figure 1. OIC-AIS Code for a single rib fracture. 

that require hospitalization, there will be emergency room 
records, possibly including laboratory reports, and In the OIC-AIS scheme there are 20 distinct.body region 

discharge summaries. These documents are varied in form, code letters, 10 distinct aspect code letters, 19 distinct lesion 

but generally contain a mixture of formatted material, code letters, and 22 distinct body system/organ code letters. 

typewritten free-text commentary, and handwritten Fortunately, not all combinations correspond to valid injury 

annotations. Depending on the severity of the injuries, there codes, nevertheless the number of possible codes (and 

may be up to a dozen different documents for each patient, therefore injury distinctions) approaches 3,500. 

Finally, in minor accidents the vehicle occupants may 
simply consult with their private physician or visit a walk-in A Prototype Injury Coding System 
clinic. In such cases, there will be physicians’ notes, either Our design for an AICS has two major features. First we 
handwritten or typed, together with the reports of any tests separate reasoning about injuries from reasoning about the 
performed, codes for injuries. This ensures that any future 

In addition to these official sources of injury data, the modifications or extensions to the coding system can be 
accident investigator may have access to a number of incorporated with the minimum of disruption. Second we 
unofficial sources such as police reports or recorded use a two stage text understanding process. This ensures 
interviews with the occupants. Generally, these are that detection and extraction of injury information is 
considered to be relatively unreliable sources of data about performed efficiently and effectively. 
injuries and are used to corroborate, or perhaps clarify, The overall system has three main modules as shown in 
information extracted from the official sources. In the figure 2. The CORES module (for COde Resolution Expert 
operational version of this system, data fusion techniques System) is responsible for assigning OIC-AIS codes to any 

would be used to manage the correlation of information 

from the various sources. In our prototype system, however, 
we make no attempt to use this type of document, so we will 

INJURY not consider it further. INJURY CORES ~ CODES Once the accident investigator has collected the relevant REPORTS 
documents, he or she must read them for descriptions of the 
injuries. For each injury mentioned, a code must be assigned 
based on a number of criteria. Figure 1 shows the structure REPORTS PARSES 

of the OIC-AIS code scheme for one particular injury. Each NJURY 

code consists of four letters and a number. The first letter 
PROFILF: 

denotes the body region (in this case a C for the chest 

region), the second denotes the injury aspect (in this case an 
R for right), the third denotes the type of lesion (in this case RUBRIC CAUCUS 

an F for fracture), and the fourth denotes the body system or 

organ that is injured (in this case an S for skeleton). The AIS 
number, in the range 1 through 6, is a measure of the severity 

of the injury. The number 1 corresponds to a minor injury, Figure 2. The overall AICS architecture. 
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injuries that are detected. In addition, it serves as the overall 

AICS manager, making calls to the other modules as 

necessary. The RUBRIC module is a conceptually oriented The chest and abdominal cavities are opened with the usual 

text skimming system (2) which provides the first-level of Y-shaped incision. There is extensive bilateral pectoralis mus- 

injury interpretation capability. The CAUCUS module is a 
cle hemorrhage. There is extensive sternal fractures in the mid 

upper portion and extensive bilateral pleural-subpleural hemor- pragmatically oriented natural language processing system 
rhage is noted. Additionally, there is extensive laceration of the 

(3) which uses a combination of conceptual analysis and right diaphragm leaf and some contusions of the left diaphragm 
unification based chart parsing to extract the second-level leaf. The abdominal cavity shows about 500 cc of hemorrhagic 
injury information from those text fragments identified by fluid. The right upper lobe of the liver is displaced into the right 

RUBRIC. chest cavity. The pericardial sac appears intact but does show 

As documents enter the system they are passed by some contusive hemorrhages. The posterior mediastinal soft tis- 

CORES to RUBRIC for the first phase of processing, sue shows extensive pleural tears and soft tissue hemorrhage, 

RUBRIC searches the documents for textual indications of 
but the major structures in this area appear intact. Examina- 

tion of the rib cage reveals extensive displaced jagged, irregular injuries, and then generates a list of all possible injuries that 
fractures of all of the ribs in the left posterolatetal rib cage, and 

it has detected together with their location in the text. This similar fractures of right lateral posterior ribs 1 through 5. There 
list is passed back to CORES as an injury profile, which is is an accumulation of about 750 cc of hemorrhagic fluid in each 

actually a list of injury-name/certainty-value/position- side 0f the chest cavity. 

information triples. That is, RUBRIC computes a numerical 

value in the range (0, l) for every injury type known to the 

system and includes in the profile only those injuries which Figure a. A coroner’s report tragment. 

have non-zero certainty values. 

The injury profile is then examined by CORES which 

generates a list of possible OIC codes that correspond to the :RIB-CAGE-INJURY 
injuries in the profile. This list of codes will, in general, :IMPLIES 
contain inconsistencies and redundancies, and so CORES :PRIMARY-ANTECEDENT "(OR RIB-STERNUM-CONTUSION 
performs additional inferencing to generate a list of RIB-STERNUM-FRACTURE)" 
consistent OIC codes. To complete the coding process, :CONSEOUENT "RIB-STERNUM-INJURY" 
CORES needs to assign aspect code letters and AIS values :PRIMARY-WEIGHT "100" 

to the injury codes. In order to do this it may need additional : END- 0F-RULE 

information about the injuries or their effects. In particular, 

qualitative or aspect related information cannot be extracted : RIB-STERNUM-FRACTURE 

easily by RUBRIC, and so CORES needs to request :IMPLIES 
:PRIMARY-ANTECEDENT "(0R RIB-FRACTURE additional processing of the text from the CAUCUS natural 

STERNUM-FRACTURE) °’ 
language sub-system. 

: CONSEQUENT "RIB-STERNUM-FRACTURE" 
Since the location of the textual evidence used to :PRIMARY-WEIGHT °’100" 

determine the injury profile is known to CORES, it need :END-0F-RULE 
only pass the relevant sentences in the documents to 

CAUCUS, not the whole text. Each sentence is processed by : RIB-FRACTURE 
CAUCUS and transformed into a structured representation :EVIDENCE 
that captures the important injury related information in that : PRIMARY-ANTECEDENT "(SENTENCE "RIB .... FRACTURE" )" 
sentence. This structure is passed back to CORES which :CONSEOUEICT "RIB-FR!~CTURE" 

then extracts the information it needs to complete the :PRIMaRY-WEIGHT "80" 

coding. The output of the system is a list of injury codes for :END-0F-RULE 

all the injuries appearing in the original source. 
: HEM0-PNEUMOTHORAX 
: IMPLIES 

An Illustrative Example :PRIMARY-ANTECEDENT "(OR tIEMOTHORAX PNEUMOTHOR,~X)" 

: CONSEQUENT "HEM0-PNEUMOTHORAX" 
To illustrate the operation of the AICS we will consider :PRIMARY-WEIGHT "100" 

the problem of coding the text fragment shown in figure 3. : END-0F-RULE 

This is taken from an actual coroner’s report, and, as can be 

seen, describes injuries to the chest and abdominal cavities. 

The first step is for RUBRIC to generate an injury profile Figure 4. ~xample FltlBFIIC rules. 
for the document. To do this RUBRIC utilizes rules, such as 

those shown in figure 4, that describe actual injuries and the concept of a rib-cage-injury to be either a rib- 
their associated results. The four rules illustrate both the sternum-contusion or a rib-sternum-fracture. Similarly, 
hierarchical nature of injury concepts and the use of text rule 2 defines a rib-sternum-fracture to be either a rib- 
patterns to detect the injuries themselves. So rule 1 defines fracture or a sternum-fracture. Rule 3, however, 
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describes the concept of a rib-fracture in terms of a numbers. So, for example, a rib-cage-injury was detected 

particular text pattern that indicates its presence. In this in sentences 54, 60 and 124 of the document, and 

case, the occurrence of the words "RIB" and bemothorax was detected in sentences 54, 59, 60 and 79. 

"FRACTURE" in the same sentence are taken to be The text fragment shown in figure 3 consists of sentences 52 

relatively strong evidence for the concept of a rib-fracture, through 61 of the complete coroner’s report. 

Rule 4 defines a result (i.e., a medical condition that is the The next processing step is for CORES to examine the 

result of an injury) called hemo-pneumothorax to be either injury profile and attempt to generate a list of possible OIC 

hemothorax or pneumothorax, codes. To do this, CORES makes use of knowledge such as 

that shown in figure 6. Since there are many possible codes, 
it is more efficient to eliminate non-valid code classes 

RIB-CAGE-INJURY: 80: S (S4 60 124) before testing for individual codes. So the first frame in 
RIB-FRACTURE: 80 : S (60 124) figure 6 can read as saying that the class of codes associated 
RIB-FRACTURE-DISPLACED: 80: S (60 124) 

with rib cage injuries (i.e., CCCS, CCFS, CLCS, CRCS, 
STERNUM-FRACTURE: 80: S (54) 
RIB-STERNUM-FRACTURE: 80: S (54 60 124) CLFS, CRFS and CBFS) should only be placed on the 

BILATERAL-RIB-FRACTURE: 80: S (124) possible code list if there is a rib-cage-injury on the injury 

RIB-RESULTS : 60 : S (54 59 60 79 121) list. In our example there is, so each code can be tested. 

HEM0-PNEUMOTHORAX: 60: S (54 59 60 79) The second frame illustrates the knowledge needed to 

HEM0-PNEUMOMEDIASTINUM: 60: S (59 121) confirm the code CLFS (i.e., a left rib fracture). First, 
HEMOTHORAX : 60 : S (54 59 60 79) CORES checks to see if there is a rib-fracture on the injury 
HEMOMEDIASTINUM: 60 : S (59 12!) list. If there were not, then the next code would be checked. 

Since there is, it is also necessary to verify the injury aspect 
and number of ribs that were fractured. Since RUBRIC 
cannot provide t[ais information, CORES knows that it must 

Figure 5. An example injuw profile, make a call to CAUCUS. Because the injury profile 
contains sentence number information, CORES is able to 

Using these, and similar rules, RUBRIC produces the pass this to CAUCUS and effectively asks it to "parse 

injury profile shown in figure 5. Notice that for each injury sentences 60 and 124 to determine the number of ribs 

or result, there is a relevance score (here in the interval (0, injured and their aspect." 

100) rather than (0, 1) followed by a list of sentence Recall from Figure 3 that sentence 60 is: 

Examination of the rib cage reveals extensive 

:CODE-CLASS 
displaced jagged, irregular fractures of all of the ribs in 

: name RIB-CAGE 
:code            CCCS CCFS CLCS CRCS CLFS CRFS CBFS 

INJURY 1                               INJURY 2 
: injury RIB-CAGE-INJURY 

CLASS: DISP-JAG-IRREG-FX CLASS: FX 
: end- code- clas s BODYPART: OBJECT 1 BODY-PART: OBJECT 2 

QUANTITY: PLURAL QUANTITY: PLURAL 
EXTENT: EXTENSIVE 

: CODE I I 
: name CLFS 

BODY-PART BODY-PART 

:body-region THORAX OBJECT 1     I OBJECT 2 

: injury RIB-FRACTURE CLASS: RIB 
I 

CLASS: RIB 
QUANTEY: PLURAL, ALL QUANTIFY: PLURAL I 

I 
DESIG: RIGHT, INTERVAL : aspec~ VERIFY-LEFT-RIB DESIG: LOCATION 1 
ASPECT: LATERAL, POSTERIOR 

:base-ais 2 
REF: DEFINffE 

I 
: ais-modifier AIS-RIB-FRACTURES DESIG DESIG 

: end-code LOCATION 1 I 
INTERVAL 1 

: CODE HIGH: 5 
: name CBFS 

I : body-region THORAX IN 
: injury BILATERAL-RIB-FRACTURE OBJECT 3 

:base-ais 2 CLASS: RIB CAGE 
: consistency BILATERAL-RIB-FRACTURE-CONSISTENCY ASPECT: LEFT, LATERAL, 

POSTERIOR . . 
: end-code REF: DEFINEE 

Figure 6. Example CORES knowledge frames. Figure 7. CAUCUS pragmatic analysis of medical indications. 
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the left posterolateral rib cage, and similar fractures of knowledge bases. We expect that an additional two person- 
the right lateral posterior ribs 1 through 5. years of efforts will be needed to complete the basic coding 

This is analyzed by CAUCUS to produce a structured capability. 

interpretation of the medical indications in the sentence as The basic design theme of separating coding knowledge 

shown in figure 7. from text understanding knowledge is actually a very 

Notice that CAUCUS detects two injuries, one powerful one and can be applied to many other coding 

corresponding to fractures to all the ribs in the left rib cage, problems. For example, indexing newswire articles for 

and one corresponding to fractures of ribs 1 through 5 in the particular subject headings is exactly equivalent to our 

right rib cage. The schema definitions and slot names are medical record coding problem; the articles replace the 

more or less self evident here, so we will not describe them medical records and the subject headings replace the OIC- 

further. The important point is that the aspect and quantity AIS codes. 

information are represented explicitly and can be accessed The prototype is written in CommonLisp and C and is 

by CORES. hosted on a SUN-3 workstation. Subsequent versions will 

Now CORES has the information it needs to confirm that be written entirely in C and targeted for PC class machines. 

code CLFS is a valid code. Processing is not yet complete 

however, since in the case of rib cage injuries the number of Acknowledgments 
fractures and the presence of results will modify the AIS 

We would like to acknowledge the assistance and insights 
number to be assigned to the code. CAUCUS has already 

provided to us by Mrs. R. A. Isenberg of NHTSA. We would 
provided the numerical information so it remains for 

also like to thank Mr. K. L. Leffle for spending some of his 
CORES to make another check of the injury list for relevant 

valuable time with us to describe and explain the tasks 
results. The presence of hemothorax in addition to the 

multiple rib fractures dictates that the appropriate code is 
performed by accident investigators. 

CLFS-4. 

In this example, however, ribs on both sides of the rib Refereuces 

cage are fractured. So CORES is required to perform yet (1) E. J. Benton and L. K. Brandon, eds., 1988 NASS 
another round of reasoning to replace the codes CLFS-4 and Injury Coding Manual. U.S. Dept. Transportation, National 
CRFS-4 (i.e., the code that would be generated for the right Highway Traffic Safety Administration, September 1987. 
side rib cage injuries) with the code CBFS-4 where the (2) R. M. Tong, L. A. Appelbaum, V. N. Askman, and J. F. 
aspect letter B stands for "bilateral". Cunningham, "RUBRIC III: an object-oriented expert 

Finally, CORES adds the code to the OIC-AIS code list system for information retrieval," in Proc. 2nd Annual 
for the document, and stores intermediate data, such as the IEEE Symposium on Expert Systems in Government, 
parse of sentence 60 and the fact that the hemothorax result (McLean, VA), October 1986. 
has been used, for possible incorporation in subsequent (3) L. B. Balcom, A. J. Bailes, M. B. Moore, and R. M. 
processing. For our example fragment there are actually two Tong, "Knowledge sharing: Phase I," Final Technical 
codes, the CBFS-4 just described and a CCFS-2 code Report TR-3167-01, Advanced Decision Systems, 1987. 
corresponding to the sternum fracture mentioned in (4) H. C. Gabler and J. H. Marcus, "’IGOR: an expert 
sentence 54. support system for the classification of crash victim 

trauma," in Proc. 2nd Annual IEEE Symposium on Expert 

Conclusion Systems in Government, (McLean, VA), October 1986. 
The prototype system we have described in the preceding (5) N. Sager, Natural Language Information Processing. 

sections is a novel application of our text understanding Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc. 1981. 
technology to an important government problem. Our (6) E. R. Gabrieli and D. J. Speth, "Computer processing 
design is modular and flexible so that, even though it is still of discharge summaries," in Proc. IEEE Symposium on 

only a prototype, we believe that it can be extended easily to Computer Applications in Medical Care, (Washington, 
provide both more detailed coverage of bodily injuries and DC), November 1987. 
coding using alternative coding schemes such as ICD-9- (7) The International Classification of Diseases, 9th 
CM (7). To date, we have expended approximately one-half Revision, Clinical Modification. U.S. Dept. Health and 

of a person-year of effort in constructing the prototype Human Services, Public Health Service-Health Care 
AICS and the initial versions of the domain specific Financing Administration, second ed., September 1980. 
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Interior Safety of Truck Cabs--Results of an In-Depth Study 

Written Only Paper From this individual case analysis with a great depth of 
coverage, but a relatively small number of cases (approx. 

Jiirgen Grandel, 100 accident investigations are planned), no accident 
DEKRA, Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug- investigation representative of the entire course of the 
Oberwachungs-Verein e.V., accident is expected. On the contrary, the goal of this 
Stuttgart, supplemental in-depth study is to obtain knowledge on 
Federal Republic of Germany accident mechanisms and causes of injury from well- 

documented accidents. 
Abstract This paper reports on the first results of 33 accident 

As a supplement to a retrospective investigation of truck investigations from the study conducted by DEKRA, 

accidents, an in-depth study on the interior safety of truck Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug-Oberwachungs-Verein e. V. 

cabs with regard to the danger to the occupants was carried 
out by order of the Forschungsvereinigung Auto- Recording and Evaluation Data 
mobiltechnik e. V., FAT (the German Research Association 
for Automobile Technology), in the Verband der Auto- 

DEKRA experts are called to accident sites in the entire 

mobilindustrie, VDA (Federation of the Automobile Indus- 
Federal Republic of Germany directly or shortly after traffic 

try). DEKRA, Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug-Oberwachungs- 
accidents occur, in order to record traces and data by order 

Verein e. V., accident experts established in individual case of and in cooperation with the investigating authorities on 

analyses from the activity at the accident site. the spot, which are necessary for reconstruction of the 
accident sequence. For accidents which fulfill the selection 

¯ the accident sequence with the relevant parame- criteria of this project (involvement of a truck with a 
ters of the accident site, accident vehicle, collision permissible total weight of more than 3.5 tons and seriously 
partner and persons involved, injured truck occupants, or for truck occupants for which 

¯ the damage to trucks, especially to the interior and serious injuries are expected based on the accident sequence 
exterior of the truck cab, or the damage to the truck cab), the data collected on the 

¯ causes of injury inside and outside the truck cab, spot, the accident parameters derived from them and 
¯ seriousness of injury to the truck occupants, additional special data determined for the research project 

As a result of this study, conclusions could be reached on are recorded in anonymous data collection forms. 
the relationship between accident sequences, damage to Data collection is divided into questions on the accident 
truck cabs, causes of injury and the seriousness of injury to site, the environment, the vehicle, driver and accident 
the truck occupants, sequence, on damage to the vehicle, injuries and causes of 

injury as well as on the collision partner, if applicable. 
Introduction In addition to data collection, the relevant damage to the 

Increasing attention is being paid to the active and truck was photographed. 

passive security of trucks. The interior safety of truck cabs A data bank serves for storage and evaluation of the data 

is especially important for truck occupants. The of the collection forms, which was built up in the PC for this 

Forschungsvereinigung Automobilindustrie e. V., FAT, in project. The corresponding programs also make more 

the Verband der Automobilindustrie, VDA, has therefore complex intermediary evaluations of a changing data file 

initiated a research project for investigating the interior possible. 

safety of truck cabs. Moreover, individual evaluations of each accident were 

As a supplement to a previously conducted retrospective prepared. In each of these, the most important facts of the 
recording and evaluation of truck accidents from files, an accident are summarized, especially with regard to the 
individual case analysis of recent accidents, in which data relationship between damage to the truck cab and occupant 
was collected at the accident site should supply information injuries. 
about the protection or endangerment of truck occupants. 
The relationship between accident sequences, interior and Information on Data File 
exterior damage to truck cabs, causes of injury and 
seriousness of injury to the occupants are of special interest. 

A first look at the study material gives the following 

Not only the accidents with serious injuries or deaths information on the data file. 

were recorded, but also accidents in which a danger of The 33 commercial vehicles involved in accidents (case 

injury existed for the occupants, due to the accident vehicles), in which the accident sequences and damage to 

situation and damage to the cab. Through this, possible and truck cabs were investigated, consist of 17 trucks, 11 

already present protective effects in truck cabs might be tractor-trailer combinations and 5 semitrailer trains. 

shown which may have contributed to the avoidance or Figure 1 shows the range of permissible total weights of 

reduction of serious injuries, trucks (case vehicles) involved in accidents. 
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~- 16 sequences, damage to the truck cabs, causes of injury and 

~ seriousness of injury to the occupants. Findings on these 
-= 1’~ aspects given are thus at first compiled in overviews 

~ 12 according to the data available. However, a few chosen 

accidents typical for the respective accident parameters 
l0 W ~ form the focal point of the description. 
8 

Seriousness of injury and accident type 
6 

,,~ ~ ~ ~ 
Based on investigations at the accident site, the serious- 

,~J 4 ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

hess of injury is classified as follows: 

2 ~ 

~ ~ ~ W ~ 
¯ uninjured, 

0 . slightly injured and/or outpatient treatment, 
>3,5...7,5t >7,5...12t >12...16t >16...22t >22...38t Cannotbe 

determined ¯ seriously injured and/or in-patient treatment, 
Permissible total weight of trucks involved in accident 
(investigated vehicle, without trailer or semitrailer) ¯ killed. 

Figure 1. Range of permissible total weights of trucks involved At the time of data collection at the accident site the 
in accidents. 

medical determination of injuries is not yet available. Thus, 

the detailed categorization of injuries cannot follow until 
In figure 2 the accident partners of the case vehicles being 

considered are shown, whereby 16 truck/truck accidents, 11 later and must be reserved for a further evaluation step. 

truck/passenger car accidents and 6 single-vehicle 33 Drivers and eight passengers sat in the trucks exam- 

~) accidents with trucks form the basis for this first evaluation, ined. The seriousness of injury of all occupants is shown in 

~. 16 the overview in figure 3. 

Dr ver 
12~ ~14 ~Passenger 

0 2. Truck Passenger Truck Pedestrian Two-wheel.ed 
car Single-vehicle vehicle 

accident 0 
Uninjured    Slightly      Severely      Killed 

Figure 2. Other vehicles involved in accidents with trucks and injured injured 
number of single-vehicle accidents. 

Seriousness of injuries of Truck occupants 

Collisions with bicycles or pedestrians do not usually Figure 3. Seriousness of injury to truck occupants. 

result in injury to the truck driver or other occupants. 
However, since it was a precondition of the accident Uninjured truck occupants 
investigated here that at least a considerable injury risk for ~ i                          ~ Slightly injured truck occupants 
truck occupants existed, this directly explains the absence 8. __ ’~:~ severely injured truck occupants __ 

J Killed truck occupants 
- of these accident types. 7 

Due to the high injury risk for truck occupants, the truck/ 6 
truck accidents play a major role in this investigation. 

5 
In the truck/truck accidents a wide range of accident 

combinations occurs: truck against truck (7), tractor-trailer 
against truck (3), tractor-trailer against semitrailer train (3), 3 ~:..’.! 

~ tractor-trailer against tractor-trailer (2)and semitrailer 2 
" against automobile transporter (1). 

1 l~"~!~! 

Results of Data Collection o = im 
Truck/truck Truck/passenger car Truck alone 

In the scope of this investigation individual case analyses Accident type 
should show examples of the relationship between accident Figure 4. Seriousness of injury in relation to accident type. 
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For detailed information on the seriousness of injury in 

relation to the accident type is given in figure 4. 

In truck/truck collisions serious and fatal injuries often 

occur. Two drivers were uninjured, whereby in one case the 

driver was able to jump from the vehicle immediately be- 

fore the collision, tn the other case the collision occurred on 

the passenger side of the truck cab, mainly as a glancing 

blow, which is why, in spite of heavy damage to the truck 

cab and a broken windshield, no injury to the driver oc- 

curred, figure 5, 

Figure 6. Sketch of accident and damage to truck which over- 
turned on its right side after co~ision with passenger car, 

The passenger car coming from the right failed to observe 
the right-of-way and was caught on the left-hand side by 
truck. The truck swerved to the left and overtamed, Al- 
though the truck driver had started to brake, he s*itl coltided 

with a speed of approx. 50 kmih with the passenger car 
travelling approx. 70 km/h. The passenger car occupants 
suffered fatal injuries. The main damage to the truck re- 

suited from overturning, during which an impact against a 
lamppost and finally against the road surface occurred. The 
serious injuries of the truck driver were cat~sed by the steer~ 
ing wheel and the roof. Figure 7 s~ows the interior of the 
damaged truck cab. 

Figure 5. Damage to truck cab. Truck (case vehicle) co~lides 
with truck coming from right; collision speed of case vehicle 
approx. 25 kin/h, of other vehicle approx. 40 kmth. 

It is also worth noting that truck/passenger car accidents 

often also led to serious to fatal injuries of the truck pas- 

sengers, figure 4. This shows that the danger of injury for 

the truck passengers is often greater than is generally be- 

lieved due to the mass ratio of passenger cars to trucks. The 

pulse of an impacting passenger car actually generally en- 

dangers the truck occupants very little. However the impact 

can be sufficient to bring the truck into an unstable driving 

condition, and this results under certain conditions in dan- 

gerous secondary collisions or the overturning of the truck. 

The following example illustrates these secondary ef- Figure 7. ~nterior damage to tr~aek cab {accident e~amNe 
fects, figure 6. ure ~)~ 
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If the seriousness of injury is considered with regard to windshield the dashboard, the A pi!lar. ~he steering wheel, 

collision type, then it becomes apparent that head-on colli- the foot/leg area and the roof were damaged. Figure 8 shows 

sions between trucks and other trucks (accident with on- the front of the damaged cab. 

coming traffic) did not, as anticipated, cause the most sen- 
The driver walked away with onl y a fractured finger. 

pus injuries. Of the 15 occupants involved in front/front and Exterior truck cab deformation and se rious- 
front/side accidents, no one was killed. On the other hand. ness of injury 
three of eleven occupants in the rear-end accidents itruck 

rear-ends the other truck) were fatally injured and three The relationship between exterior truck cab deformation 

seriously injured. These rear-end accidents exclusively con- and seriousness of inj ury of occupants is illustrated in figure 

9. cern truck/truck accidents. Accidents with overturning or 

rolling did not lead to an above average seriousness of ,_ 8. B~I Uninjured truck occupants 

injury. Altogether three persons were killed in the eight ~    ~$lightly injured truck occupants 
accidents involving overturning, one of them by being 

7 ;N.:i~,SeverelyRK.Hled truckinjuredoccupantstrUck occupan~zs 

thrown from the vehicle. Five occupants were seriously 

injured, five more slightly injured. In four cases the cab roof 

was named as the cause of injury. 5. 

Just how different the results of an accident can be in each 

individual case is shown in the following example of a 

single-vehicle accident in which the truck overturned, and 

in which, due to the accident sequence, the most serious 2- 
injury to the driver was to be reckoned with. After driving 

on an incline at a speed of approx. 50 to 60 km/h the truck 1 

left the road, broke through the guard rail and fel! approx. 70 
0 

m through a steeply sloped section of forest, whereby it No deformation 

collided several times with trees and rocks. In the cab the Exterior truck cab deformattcm 

Figure 9. Relationship between exterior truck cab deformation 
and seriousness oi~ injury to truck occupants° 

Figure 8. Fron~ of damaged cab efter accident, in which the FigurelOo Brokenwindshield~hmughwhichdriverwas~hrown 
driver only broke a finger, from vehicle. 



For deformations of less than 20 cm, two of six truck * In the case of relative]y small deformations (less 

occupants were seriously injured or killed. Injuries of this than 20 cm), serious or fatal injuries only result 
magnitude would not be supposed with this minor damage, from truck occupants being thrown from the 
A more exact consideration of the accident sequence then 

vehicle. 
explains this apparent contradiction~ Not: only the case of 

serious injury, but also the death were both caused by the 

occupants being thrown from the vehicle, truck occupants are more often seriously injured. 

Figure 10 shows an example of one such accident tess often killed. 
sequence. ® In the case of very deep deformations (greater 

The small truck 01 failed to observe the right-otLway and 
than 60 cm), truck occupants are often seriously 

collided with the remova! van 02 (case vehicle) coming 

from the left. The driver of the removal van was at first injured and often killed. 

thrown forward through the front window, but got caught on Necessary and promising measures for protecting truck 
~he dashboard. Then the removal van got onto the opposite occupants, e.g. safety belts and construction changes for 
side of the road, collided there with an oncoming bus and 

cabs. may be discussed on the basis of these results. 
veered off the road. In the process, the driver was com- 

pletely thrown from the vehicle and crushed by his own 

rolling vehicle. ~ ~Slightly i~jured truck occupants 
For the truck cabs with defom~ations between 20 and 40 7. - i~j:!~!~..’ Severely imjured truck occupants -- 

cm deep, 14 of 17 occupants were injured, seven of them ~ Killed truck occupants 

6- seriously, and two were killed, figure 9. One of the two 

occupants killed died as a result of being thrown from the 5- 
vehicle, which showed cab deformations between 20 and 40 

cm deep. For this depth of damage to truck cabs the pinning 

of truck occupants a/so played a part in the injury sequence, 
a- 

Figure 11 shows an example of a singleovehic!e accident. 

0 
Steering W~ndscreen Footwell ~ashboard Pillar Roof(hatch) 
wheel side 

windows 
Injury-causing part 

Figure 12. ~njury-causing parts in truck cab. 

Interior damage to truck cab and cause of 

injury 

The steering wheel was most often determined to be the 

injury-causing part, figure t2. The injury-causing steering 

Figure 11~ In~erior view o~ damaged cab; driver was pinned in wheel/steering column often comes up together with the 
~nd ~atall~/iniured. 

foot/leg area. Mostly this resulted in serious injuries, espe- 

The truck concerned, which showed considerable defects cially to the legs and chest. 

in the brake system, veered off the road to the right and In one case. the pinning of the driver in the foot area led to 

collided at a speed of approx. 50 kmih head-on with a tree. death, because the vehicle caught fire after collision with 
The steering wheel and the foot and leg area were found to 

another truck and the driver was no~ able ~:o free himself. 
be the causes of injury, whereby the driver was pinned in the 

cab and fatally injured. 
Figure 13 again illustrates the relationship between dam- 

For de~k)rmations of over 60 cm in depth, eight of 17 age and causes of injury. From this account the cause of 

occupants were seriously injured, and six were killed. Again injury in the truck cab can be derived in a sufficient number 

there was one case each of an occupant being thrown ~¥om of cases and thus also a certain accuracy of evidence can be 
the vehicle and being pinned in, which resulted in serious or 

established. For example, it is strange that pillars were dam- 
fatal injuries. 

The following tendencies emerge from the overall view aged relatively often, however only seldom led to injuries. 

of the dependency of the seriousness of i~jury on exterior On the other hand. the steering whee! is less often damaged 

truck cab defomnations, than it caused injuries. 
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¯ ~:22 serious to fatal injuries of truck occupants, because the 
~ impact against the passenger car can result in dangerously 
~ unstable driving conditions with secondary collisions or 

18 Damaged 
Injury overturning of the truck~ 

16 The most serious collision type is the rear-end accident of 
M truck on truck. Accidents involving overturning or rolling 
12 = of the truck also hold a high risk of injury for the truck 

= occupants. 
The seriousness of injury to truck occupants tends to 

show a three-step dependency on external damage to the 
6                                            ---~       truck cab: even with relatively minor deformations serious 

or fatal injuries occur, but only as a result of truck occupants 
2 

~ being thrown from the vehicle. Deeper deformations cause 

0 ~ serious injuries more often, fatal injuries less often. In the 

_=*’ case of very deep deformations, truck occupants are often 

~ seriously injured and often killed. However, in individual 
¯ , cases only minor injuries occurred, despite extreme damage 
¯ , to the truck cab. 

g= The parts most often causing injury were found to be the 
~ steering wheel/steering column together with the foot/leg 

Causes of damage and injury area. The steering wheel in particular often led to injuries 
without being damaged. 

Figure 13. Comparison of damage in truck cab and causes of 
injury. Occupants being thrown from the vehicle always proved 

to have especially serious consequences. The road and 
being rolled over by one’s own vehicle were the main 

Summary and Outlook reasons for the most serious and fatal injuries. 
It is the goal of this in-depth study, as a supplement to Although this in-depth study cannot be expected to give a 

retrospective accident studies, to gain further knowledge on representative accident number for the entire accident 
the relationship between accident sequences, interior and sequence, the first results given give a good account of the 
exterior damage to truck cabs, causes of injury and main accident sequences and injury risks. The individual 
seriousness of injury to truck occupants from individual cases which were also photographically documented, allow 
case analyses. For this purpose DEKRA experts collected interesting deeper insights into the events of the accident 
data from accidents at the accident site which involved which go beyond collection of statistics. Further evaluation 
trucks with a permissible total weight of more than 3.5 tons, 

of the collected data, e.g. about the accident site, the weather 
and in which occupants were injured or killed, or in which a 
risk of injury existed for the occupants based on the 

conditions, the various vehicle types, the driving and 
collision speeds, the drivers and the injuries will also circumstances of the accident and damage to the truck cab. 

This paper reports on the first result from 33 accident contribute to this. 

investigations conducted up until now. Necessary constructive consequences from the results of 

Truck/truck accidents play the largest role, because the the in-depth study may be discussed after completion of the 

risk of injury for the occupants is very great for this accident investigation, which will include investigation of approx. 

type. Truck/passenger car accidents also often lead to 100 accidents with trucks. 

Head Risks in Frontal Impacts: Similarities and Differences Between Tests and 
Real-Life Situations 

Written Only Paper experimental tests (especially statutory tests) to be sure that 

improvements made will be effective in real accidents. 
G. Walfisch, D. Pouget, A comparison of the frequency and severity of head 
Renault R&D Department impacts for 179 real accidents and 211 impact test dummies 

C. Thomas and C. Tarrii~re, is performed over a range of velocity changes between 46 

Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics, and 60 km/h. 
Associated with Peugeot SA/Renault The results show major differences between the risks 

incurred in real accidents and the risks predicted by global 
Abstract frontal impact against a 0° angled barrier, applying 

The risks incurred by the head of restrained front occu- inadequate and outdated criteria. 

pants in real frontal impacts must be correctly reproduced in Possible improvements are suggested. 
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Introduction Depending on the author, brain and skull injuries concern 
from 13% to 26% of drivers involved in accidents, while the 

Part oneis a study of our knowledge ofinjuryrisks for the frequency of cases with an AIS > 3 is approximately 1%. 
"head" region of restrained front occupants in frontal The distinction made between brain and skull injuries in 
impacts, with reference to the available literature, the A.P.R. sample by G. Faverjon shows that injuries of AIS 

In part two, an attempt is made to compare brain risks 
estimated on the basis of measurements made on impact test 

> 2 are mainly brief periods of unconsciousness, and that 

dummies on the one hand, and those observed on real 
severe or fatal injuries (AIS > 3) to the brain concern only 

accident victims on the other hand, in collisions of 
1% of cases. 

comparable violence. Risk for the head in the absence of head 

Head injuries to restrained occupants in real impact 

frontal impacts No case of brain injury in the absence of head impact for a 

It is indisputable that the wearing of a seat belt protects restrained driver is indicated in the study samples. Hobbs 

the head in real frontal impacts. (1), Faverjon et al. (6) and P. Thomas (7) confirm this 

Many authors (1, 2, 3, 4)* indicate that the wearing of a essential fact. 

seat belt increases the chance of remaining unharmed by 
head injuries by 30% to 50% for the drivers and by a factor 

"Head/steering wheel" impacts 

of close on four for the front passengers. Likewise, the risks These impacts concern approximately one restrained 
of head injuries of AIS > 3 (5) are reduced for restrained driveroutoffive, both in the weighted and corrected British 

occupants in proportions similar to those for injuries of all sample of the Institute for Consumer Ergonomics (I.C.E.) 
severity levels. (6) and in the sample of Association Peugeot SA/Renault 

In spite of this very favourable situation, head injuries (A.P.R.) (7). "Head/steering wheel" impacts in frontal col- 
still occur. This is due to the fact that present seat belts lisions are the cause of 87% of head injuries according to the 
cannot eliminate "head/steering wheel" impact for drivers A.P.R. Hobbs (1) attributes to the steering wheel a lesser 
involved in the most violent impacts, proportion of craniofacial injuries (55% for the face and 

It is, therefore, worth briefly summarizing here the main only 37% for the brain and skull). P. Thomas of the I.C.E. 
results published in the literature concerning head injuries states that the steering wheel is apparently the cause of only 
for restrained occupants involved in frontal impacts. 18% (15/84) of all head injuries of AIS > 3 observed on 

Let us first examine the case of drivers, restrained drivers, for all types of barrier. 

Frequency, seriousness and type of "head" 
Table 2 shows the frequency and severity of "head/steer- 

ing wheel" impacts in the I.C.E. and A.P.R. samples. It can 
injuries for drivers be seen that a great majority of "head/steering wheel" im- 

The main data is set out in table 1. pacts cause only minor injuries (AIS 1) and that the frequen- 
cy of severe impacts (AIS > 3) to the head is slight (0.5% to 

Table 1. Head injury rates--face, skull, brain--accord.ing to the 1%). 
severity level for restrained drivers involved in frontal impacts. 

~-v~ LOC&TZO~ Aut~o~ (~.~ . rata o~... Table 2. Frequency and severity of "head/steering wheel" im- 
,~zs ~, 11 ~,I~ ) ~’l ,~zs ~ ~ pacts for restrained drivers from two sources. 

Hob~e (1) 148 .21 n.k.* n.k.* 

FACE Jones (2) 264 .21 n.k.* .01 
[~a~’el,.’} oil (6) 634 .2"Z .05 .01 I.C.K. A.P.R. 

SE%ILL FaverSon (67 634 .16 .006 .0 

"Head/e’ceertn~ wheel" 
Faver,lon (6) 634     --      .11        .01 

AIR 3 403 86 
SKULL Hobb~ (17 146 .13 n.k.* n.k.* AIS 2 ~30 45 

BRAIH Jones (27 264 .26 n.k.* .Of AIR 4 1 15 (0,5~ 8 
AIS 5 . 

k~IOLE HEAD ~’averSon (6~ 634 .34 .14 .02 
~mhe~" of "head-steez’inR wheel" 
ImDac%s 548 (20,5~] 13,9 (20, 7~ 

(~t7 n.k. = not, 

Nu=bet- of reett’alned 
involved in front, al Irmac’cs 2,650 CJ00~) 63’0    (]00%~ 

According to G. Faverjon et al. (6), two thirds of the 634 
drivers in the study suffered no head injury. 

The observed frequency of facial injuries, approximately 
21% to 22%, is the same for the three samples studied. The Location of "head" injuries subsequent to 

frequencies of facial injuries of AIS > 2 and of AIS -> 3 are impacts against the steering wheel 
4% and 1% of all cases respectively. In the I.C.E. and A.ER. samples, contacts affecting the 

¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, face represented 95% and 76% respectively of steering 
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wheel impacts, in which associated "face + skull" contacts 20-29 km/h in the A.ER. sample (see figure 1). On the other 

are in the minority, hand, over half of the restrained drivers sustain a "head/ 

Purely skull impacts represent 5% (I.C.E.) to 24% steering wheel" impact in the delta-V class 40-49 km/h in 

(A.ER.) of contacts with the steering wheel, the A.ER. sample, whereas this risk appears only in the 50- 

E Thomas (7) gives the breakdown of the most severe 59 km/h class for the British sample. Note that the frequen- 

injuries subsequent to "head/steering wheel" impacts for cies of "head/steering wheel" impacts are similar for delta- 

2,650 restrained drivers in frontal collisions. The classifica- V classes greater than 50 km/h. 

tion, in decreasing order, is as follows: Few data concerning the severity of "head/steering 

wheel" impacts are available in the literature. Jones (2) 
Soft tissues of the face only AIS 1--254 (9.6%) mentions that the mean delta-V for head injuries of AIS = 2 
Nose or dental fractures AIS -<2--116 (4.3%) for 21 restrained drivers is 36 km/h. The median velocity for 
Brief unconsciousness AIS 2-- 70 (2.6%) 
Soft tissues of the face only AIS 2-- 32 (1.2%) 61 cases of head injuries of AIS -- 2 in the A.ER. sample is 
Fracture of the facebones AIS -<3-- 21 (0.8%) higher (45 km/h), as can be seen in figure 2. This figure 
Soft tissues of the skull AIS 1-- 21 (0.8%) shows the frequency and severity of head injuries by delta- 
Soft tissues of the face and skull AIS l-- 15 (0.5%) 

Skull fracture AIS -<3-- 12 (0.4%) V class for restrained drivers. The observed velocity change 
Unconsciousness AIS ->3-- 7 (0.3%) of 10 km/h may be due to improvements made to steering 

548 (2o.5%) wheels in order to increase the contact area and reduce local 

stiffnesses, since the A.ER. sample takes into account only 

C. Henry (8) observes similar frequencies. In the A.ER. 
restrained occupants having reel belts, which are installed 

on the more recent cars. Figure 2 also shows that severe 
sample, 8.3% of restrained drivers sustained a "head/steer- 

ing wheel" impact causing only injury to the soft tissues of 
impacts (AIS > 3) are relatively rare, even at a delta-V 

greater than 56 km/h. 
the face without fracture or loss of consciousness, even 

brief. The association of injuries to the soft face tissues with 

jaw-facial fractures or loss of consciousness (generally Number of occupants 

brief) represents 3.4% and 4.9% respectively of all drivers 

involved. 

These results clearly show that the most frequent injuries 

in steering wheel impacts are facial injuries. Moreover, _ 
certain jaw-facial fractures or certain deep wounds may 

cause major esthetic damage. 100 

no head contact 

Frequency and severity of "head/steering 
wheel" impacts for restrained drivers accord- 

~                          with head co0tact 

ing to the violence of frontal collisions 50 

In the I.C.E. sample (7), "head/steering wheel" impacts 

appear in the velocity change class 10-19 km/h, as against 

Legend                                                                                                       0 [] ~v class 
~ ( km/h ) 

¯ I.C.E. sample                                 \(25     26/,35 36/t~5 46155 56165 .> 65 

Figure 2. Frequency and severity of head inluries by delta-V 
Frequency (%) 

D A.P.R. 8ample class for 634 drivers involved in frontal ~mpacts (A.P.R. 
sample). 

Zeidler (9) has studied the severity of head injuries, for all 

types of impact, on 113 restrained drivers in Mercedes cars 

involved in impacts in which the Equivalent Energy Speed 

(E.E.S.) is in the range between 11 and 60 km/h. The author 

mentions that in the 41-50 km/h and 51-60 km/h classes, 

6% and 32% of the drivers respectively sustained head 

injuries ofAIS > 3. In the A.P.R. sample covering vehicles 

of all brands, the corresponding frequencies were lower 

(4% and 14% respectively). Zeidler, on the basis of a study 
2o of 57 cases of 3-point-belted occupants with airbags states 

L 
that no non-minor head injury (AIS _> 2) was recorded. 

However, the numbers involved in each E.E.S. class are not 
o t indicated. 

10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+ 
This study would be inadequate if it did not cover the Figure 1. Frequency of "head/steering wheel" impacts by del- 

ta-V class recorded in I.C.E, and APR samples, risks incurred by front passengers. 
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Frequency and severity of "head" impacts consciousness, whereas in the past a criterion of 80 g/3 ms 
was considered "critical". 

for front passengers The Association Peugeot SA/Renault confirmed (12) that 
The A.P.R. sample (6) shows that 79% of the 299 front it was in favour of a future criterion simultaneously taking 

passengers sustained no head injury, as against 66% for the into account linear and angular acceleration levels, pro- 
drivers, vided that they be recorded on a dummy whose movements 

The location of impacts against the head is more often are biologically faithful. 

frontal than facial, unlike the case for drivers. In two thirds At present, this criterion does not yet exist. Research 

of cases in which the contact area was able to be identified, performed on the basis of the Hybrid III is currently under- 

impact occurred against the instrument panel, way in the A.P.R. laboratory, but there is not yet available an 

On the basis of the A.P.R. sample (6), figure 3 shows the adequate statistical series giving angular and linear acceler- 

frequency and severity of head injuries for front passengers ations for different vehicles tested in different experimental 

wearing 3-point reel seat belts for each delta-V class. Cases configurations. 

without head impact are still as numerous as cases with Failing such a series, the frequency of head impacts is the 

impact up to the delta-V class 46-55 km/h. A delta-V of 56- frequency for the Hybrid II dummy only (Part 572). The 

65 km/h must be reached before a risk of.50 head injuries of 
severity of impacts is given only in the case of contact using 

AIS > 2 is observed. Finally, we may note that the graph 
the HIC (still the applicable standard) and the maximum of 

shows two rare cases of head injuries of AIS = 2 without 
the resultant acceleration applied for 3 milliseconds. The 

identified direct impact. One of these two brief cases of 
correspondences provisionally adopted, for want of better, 
between the values recorded on Hybrid II and human toler- 

unconsciousness is linked to flail chest, while the other case 
ances, are HIC = 1500 for AIS > 3 to the brain (13, 14) and 

remains unexplained, less than 80 g (linear) for 3 ms for the absence of loss of 
consciousness (15). 

Number of occupants                 ~                 The skull fracture will not be taken into account in the 

~o 
I "~i!3] 

analysis due to the present lack of a representative injury 

no head contact criterion deduced from measured head acceleration. We 
may point out that fractures of the skull associated with 
severe brain injuries have virtually disappeared for the most 
recent vehicles, whereas isolated severe brain injuries still 

with head contact 
occur (i.e., not associated with skull fracture). 

10 ~v c~a~s The most commonly used speeds are 48 km/h for stand- 
(km/h) 

~25    26135 3~/45 46/55 56/65 > 65 ard tests and 56 km/h in design and research tests. This"50- 

56 km/h" velocity change class, which covers an exces- 
Figure 3. Frequency and severity of head injuries by deita-V sively small number of real frontal impacts, has been wid- 
class for 299 restrained R.F. passengers involved in frontal 
impacts (A.P.R. sample), ened to a broader range of 46 to 60 km/h. 

Finally, three experimental test configurations were 
adopted, namely, 0° angled barrier test, 30° angled barrier 

Experimental tests and real conditions test and head-on collisions between two cars with 50% front 
A comparison between experimental and real frontal im- overlap. Twenty-eight models of cars of all brands which 

pacts requires certain important methodological comments, first came on the road within the last 15 years were tested in 
a total of 99 experimental collisions. The results concerning 

Methods the frequency and seriousness of "head" impacts recorded 
The statutory experimental tests were mostly performed on 211 dummies (104 drivers and 107 passengers) are corn- 

over the last decade with the Hybrid II dummy, for which pared with an A.P.R. sub-sample of 179 restrained accident 
the measured head acceleration serves as a basis for calcu- victims (3-point reel belt or static belt worn correctly) cov- 
lating the Head Injury Criteria. ering 118 drivers and 61 passengers involved in frontal 

Numerous biomechanical studies have shown, on the one collisions at a delta-V of 46 to 60 km/h. 
hand, the lack of biofidelity for the "head-neck-thorax" 
areas of this dummy, which is now tending to be replaced by Results 
the Hybrid III dummy and, on the other hand, the irrele- 
vance of the HIC for predicting brain injuries without im- Frequency of head impacts (see figure 4) 

pact, since the risk is zero (10, 11), and for cases of "head" For the driver-dummies, the head SYSTEMATICALLY 
impact, for which angular acceleration proves a better crite- impacts the steering wheel in the "0° angled barrier" test. In 
rion (12). "head-on with 50% overlap" tests, the head impacts the 

Research performed by A.P.R. with boxers has shown steering wheel in 85% of cases. This frequency is far less 
that angular acceleration is an important parameter to be (52%) in "30° angled barrier" tests and similar to that 
taken into account. For example, it was demonstrated that observed in real accidents. Out of 118 driver casualties at a 
an impact of up to 79 g for 3 milliseconds caused no loss of 
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delta-V of between 46 and 60 kmih, the head impacted the involved in accidents at a delta-V of between 46 and 60 km/ 
steering wheel in 50% of cases. Impact against an area other h (figure 5). This frequency appears higher (approximately 
than the steering wheel was identified in 15 cases, but the 75%) in 50% offset head-on tests, especially in "30° angled 
location of the "head" impact remained unknown in 18 barrier" tests (over 90%) if the absence of unconsciousness 
cases. Finally, absence of head impact was observed in 26 corresponds to an acceleration level less than 80 g for 3 
cases, milliseconds, measured on the dummy head. On the other 

hand, the chance of not sustaining unconsciousness is slight 

/ head/steering wheelI in the "0° angled barrier" tests (14% for drivers and 26% 
right front for passengers). It therefore appears that the risk of uncon- 

(or unlocated) 
sciousness observed in the real accident sub-sample is un- 

freq 
.... 

y derestimated in the "30° angled barrier" tests and over- 
lOO ~- 

] estimated in the "0° angled barrier" tests with the present 
methodologies and data used. 

Legend 

I frequencies of cases with dummy head I frequencies of i00 % acceleration, 80 g/3 ms , absence of loss 
of consciousness 

50 %- 

50 % 

0* barrier - 30° barrier real-world 
50 % offset accidents 

experiment~l, tests 

(Belted) (30) (31)     (28) (30)     (46) (46) (118) (61) 

Figure 4. Frequencies of head impacts for drivers and 
passengers in frontal experimental tests and real-world 0 
accidents (46-<delta-V_<60 km/h). 0o barrier head-on 30° barrier real-world 

50 % of feet accidents 

experimental tests 
For the front passenger-dummies, the frequency of (Belted) (21) (15) (26) (9) (17) (14){        (86) (33) 

"head" impacts, especially against the instrument panel, is 
high (71%) in "0° angled barrier" tests and lower in "30° Figure 5. Frequencies (%), when head contacts occurred, of 

cases less than 80 g/3 ms for dummies, and without loss of 
angled barrier" tests (41%) and in "offset head-on" tests consciousness for injured persons (46_<delta-V_<60 km/h). 
(30%). 

In the sub-sample of front passengers involved in real Legend 

accidents, the frequency of "head" impacts reaches 60% ~ drivers ~ R.F. passengers 
(37/61). This relatively high frequency is due to the 
influence of various factors not taken into account in the 
tests, such as seat adjustment positions, rear occupant I 
overloads, obliqueness of impact angles and a few cases of 60 % freq .... y of HIC ¯ 1500 Freq .... y 

I 
of 

intrusion, even minimal, due to impacts concerning the right ~s Brain 

front area of the vehicle. 
I 

Severity of head impacts 
40 ~ I 

Comparisons between real accidents and experimental 
tests are performed only when a "head" impact has been ~0 ~ 

identified. For want of a suitable simulation of a human face 
on the dummy, only the brain risk is taken into account in 

~ o 
the following analysis. The comparison is performed using oo barrier head-on 30° barrier real-~orld 
the "injury criteria/AIS" correspondences defined in the 50 % offset accidents 

, experimental tests section on "Methods", in spite of the inadequacies 
(Belted) (30) (22) (26) (9) (25) (19) =’-I (86) (33) 

mentioned. 
The absence of unconsciousness in "head" impacts is Figure 6. Frequencies (in %) when head contacts occurred, of 

cases with HIC >1500 for dummies and with AIS brain_<3 for 
observed for 50% to 60% of restrained front occupants injured persons (46_<delta-V_<60 km/h). 
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The risk of severe brain injuries (brain injury of AIS > 3) It is known that various factors affect the location and 

in the case of "head" impact is in the vicinity of 5% in the severity of the "head/steering wheel" impact, and they 

sub-sample of restrained occupants in real accidents (figure cannot all be verified in a single test. 

6). In the "50% offset head-on" and "30° angled barrier" Differences in driver size and weight, seat adjustment, 

tests, the HIC values calculated on the basis ofdummy head impact angle, steering wheel movement within lhe 

acceleration measurements exceed 1500 in less than 8% of passenger compartment and the random position of the 

cases, which is very close to the frequency recorded in real steering wheel spokes at the time of head impact mean that 

accidents. On the other hand, here again, the "0° angled all areas of the steering wheel may be impacted by the head 

barrier" tests appear too stringent and give results deviating in real frontal impacts. 

greatly from real accidents and other experimental tests. If This is why it seems logical to supplement the statutory 

the correspondence between a brain injury of AIS > 3 and global test with respect to the "head/steering wheel" impact 

HIC > 1500 can be used, the prediction of severe brain of a restrained driver. 

injury risk in the "0° angled barrier" tests increases by a For this purpose, it seems interesting to use a realistic 

factor of at least 6 the average number observed in the sub- sub-system derived from the global impact test. 

sample of restrained occupants involved in real accidents. In such a sub-system, the conditions of head impact 
against the steering wheel (equivalent weight and velocity 

Discussion vector) must be representative of those observed in the 

The verification of risks incurred by the head in global impact. The system could be a pendulum or an 

experimental tests is not yet satisfactory, impactor on which would be mounted the Hybrid III "head- 

The inadequate biofidelity of the "head-neck-thorax" neck" system equipped with a facial model. By 

area of the Hybrid II dummy, the lack of a face simulation incorporating the latest biomechanical advances, the sub- 

system, the disputable validity of the HIC value and the system would enable complete verification of the protection 

1000 value and, finally, the use of the "0° angled barrier" provided by the various areas of the steering wheel. 

test hardly correspond to the real risks incurred by the head 
of restrained occupants in real frontal impacts. 

Conclusions 
The differences between a statutory test and real The relevance of a statutory frontal test with respect to 

accidents must be reduced. These differences concern the protection of the head of restrained occupants can only be 

test configuration, the dummy used, body areas to be assessed in relation to the risks incurred and observed in real 

instrumented, the nature of the parameters to be measured accidents. 

and the thresholds to be defined in relation to the known For the drivers only, the risk of "head/steering wheel" 

tolerance level of the human being, impact is 20%, for all levels of violence, rising to 50% for a 
delta-V of between 46 and 60 km/h. In the case of "head/ 

The use of an asymmetrical test such as impact steering wheel" impact, the face is involved in less than 
against a rigid barrier of the "30° angled barrier" type, three cases out of four. Skull fractures and severe brain 
the use of an improved dummy such as the Hybrid III injuries (AIS _> 3) are rare (less than 1% of accident 
(16) supplemented for the head area by measurements casualties). 
of criteria concerning brain and facial protection The inadequatebiofidelityofthe"head-neck" area of the 
systems, are minimum improvements to be made. Hybrid II dummy, the lack of a face simulation system, the 

The brain criterion should take into account the disputed validity of the HIC value and the 1000 value and, 
acceleration levels achieved, both linear and angular, finally, the use of the "0° angled barrier" test explain the 
Work is at present being carried out in this area (12). lack of convergence between experimental tests and real 

The facial criterion should refer to a face model conditions with respect to risks incurred by the head for 
which can be adapted to the dummy head (17). One restrained occupants in real frontal impacts. 
solution at present available consists in using the The use of an asymmetrical global test such as the 30° 
A.P.R. deformable face model (18). Its silicone skin angled barrier test, the use of more representative dummies 
allows evaluation of the frequency and severity of cuts allowing measurement of a facial protection criterion and 
to the soft parts, most frequently observed in the case verification of a brain protection criterion based on 
of "head/steering wheel" impact. The honeycomb allowance for angular and linear accelerations, are 
structure simulating the face bones enables the 

minimum improvements to be made. 
frequency and severity of facial fractures to be 

A sub-system incorporating the advances made in global 
evaluated, impact tests (improved "head-neck" assembly, head 

These brain and facial criteria must be evaluated on velocity and equivalent weight), mounted on a pendulum or 

accurate and biologically faithful dummies in a an impactor, could be a suitable means for obtaining a 

representative global impact, but this may still prove complete and realistic verification of the various steering 

inadequate to verify the protection provided by all parts of wheel areas which might be impacted in the case of real 

the steering wheel, frontal impacts. 
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Technical Session 3B 
Future Motor Vehicle Safety Research Needs 

Chairman: Hansjoachim Hartwig, Federal Republic of Germany 

Statement by Robert Rogers, technology into our products. Head-Up Displays are 

Director, Automotive Safety Engineering, available in the 1989 Pontiac Gran Prix and Oldsmobile 

Environmental Activities Staff, Cutlass Supreme. Virtual Image Displays are under 
development. These new generation displays help integrate 

.~. General Motors Corporation, 
information presentation and driving tasks. 

United States 

Accident Avoidance Studies 
Good Morning. I feel especially privileged to be a part of 

this panel on Future Motor Vehicle Safety Research Needs Many needs can be suggested when contemplating areas 

for crash avoidance study, be they related to the driver, the and to reflect upon future development needs to address 

~ crash avoidance. It is very significant that the Experimental vehicle, the road, the interfaces, or any combination thereof. 

" J Safety Vehicle Conference is addressing the subject of acci- But, I would like to propose that the most critical need is for 

dent avoidance because achieving a further reduction in the accident avoidance data that can point to the research that 

number of vehicle crashes is the most effective way of will provide real solutions which will lead to reductions in 

reducing highway fatalities and injuries. Focusing on re- highway accidents. 

search is especially proper, because safety research is the The need for accident data, rich in detail, that can support 

...... foundation upon which advancements in highway safety are accident avoidance research has long been recognized. The 

built. In particular, it is critical that we identify the research study conducted in the early 1970’s by the Indiana 

needs and establish priorities to best use the combined ex- University Institute for Research in Public Safety, known as 

the Indiana Tri-Level Study, was a prominent early effort to pertise and resources of industry, government and 
academia, identify the causes of accidents. Recently the National 

Our subject today has been characterized using various Highway Traffic Safety Administration of the U. S. 

,~) terms; such as, Crash Avoidance, Accident Avoidance, Ac- Department of Transportation began developing a large data 

tive Safety or Primary Safety. Each of these terms, which are base that focuses on precrash factors. This Crash Avoidance " 

Research Data file or CARDfile provides information on sometimes used interchangeably, are understood to refer to 
aspects of motor vehicle safety that address precrash fac- driver, vehicle and road conditions for more than four 

tors. Of course, a particular terminology is only important as million accidents. 

a stimulus for us to expand our thinking on the However, wemust carefully determine howdataare tobe 
collected and analyzed. Will extensive detail for large ~ comprehensive agenda required; first--to understand how 

driver behavior, vehicle design, and highway systems affect numbers of accidents yield the solutions for the various 

vehicle crashes and second--to prompt actions that will kinds of issues? Accident avoidance studies will likely be 

reduce the frequency of accidents. Today, because of new more difficult and very different than injury causation 

technologies, we have expanded opportunities to address studies and should not be bounded by approaches that have 

the driver-vehicle-road interface, worked for crashworthiness investigations. 
I would urge that constituents of the accident data 

- Vehicle Design gathering and analysis community join forces to identify the 

General Motors is excited about implementing new kinds of accident data that are needed and provide for 

technology to provide drivers with enhanced accident compilation of the information into data bases that can be 
avoidance capabilities. For example, within GM "Brake effectively used by accident avoidance researchers. 
System 2001" is a program to identify brake system Research should consider how accident avoidance data 

~- attributes that offer increased reliability and new features, from various sources can be linked with other information, 
We envision brake systems that incorporate proximity such as from studies of driver capabilities and behavior 
sensing, collision avoidance and driver adjustable control, 

under certain traffic and weather conditions; on various 
Integration of braking controls with other vehicle systems 

types of roads; and when attempting to avoid crashes. Also, 
will seek to maximize performance and stability under all 
road and weather conditions, 

linkages could be made with driving simulator studies. 

.- Many GM cars and trucks are equipped with antilock Many questions and issues affecting a program to reduce 
¯ brake systems. GM also is pursuing technology advances in vehicle crashes can only be studied in a meaningful way 

steering systems, lighting, obstacle detection, and impaired when real world knowledge of the separate and interactive 

driver detection. Such advances can enhance the accident contributions of driver behavior, vehicle characteristics and 
avoidance capabilities of drivers and their vehicles, highway systems are understood. This slide shows some 

The interaction of GM Hughes Electronics with GM example topics for research based on accident avoidance 
vehicle programs is accelerating the transfer of new data. 
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¯ Identification of causes and potential control of But, we also must remain cognizant of conventional 

intersection crashes, 
technologies. Human factors based accident avoidance 

¯ Influence of traffic congestion on motor vehicle 
research should include these older technologies because 

crashes, they will continue to be used and because the old and new 

¯ Role of roadway design factors including lighting 
technologies will be mixed. For example, what will belthe 

effect of large numbers of vehicles equipped with antilock 
and signing. 

¯ Role of driver factors--physical and emotional 
brake systems when mixed with conventionally braked 
vehicles on congested highways during rush hours? 

condition, levels of training, etc. 
¯ Role of vehicle mix on passenger car safety; role Highway Systems Studies 

of heavy trucks. 
¯ Role of vehicle inspection/maintenance in acci- 

Many highway systems are now congested and increased 
congestion is projected. Crash avoidance research should 

dent prevention, consider these conditions and support road design, lighting, 
¯ A study of the influence of antilock brake systems and the evolution of traffic rules. 

on accident avoidance and severity reduction. However, it is unlikely that new highway construction 
¯ A study of the influence of traction control alone will adequately be able to relieve traffic congestion. 

systems on accident avoidance and severity Thus, technology based solutions are being pursued as well. 
reduction. Intelligent vehicle highway systems projects are in place 

¯ Crash avoidance and crash severity reduction that utilize advanced technologies to affect the interaction 
potential of crash warning/braking systems, of drivers and vehicles with road systems. PROMETHEUS 

in Europe, AMTICS in Japan, and the Pathfinder Program in 
Human Factors Studies the United States are well known examples of projects to 

In addition to pursuing field .accident avoidance data, investigate approaches to use existing roads more effi- 

more fundamental human factors research also should be ciently and to improve highway safety by reducing the fre- 

pursued. We should address the many important issues quency of accidents. Approaches used in these projects 

concerning how people interact with their vehicles and the implement advanced data acquisition and communication 

road system. In short, we need to know more about how technologies to advise drivers about traffic and road infor- 

people use their cars. Human factors questions such as those mation. The scope of accident avoidance and human factors 

on this slide address the capability of drivers to use their research should support and contribute to development of 

vehicles safely, intelligent vehicle highway systems. 
¯ What are driver capabilities regarding various 

steering and braking parameters? Summary 
¯ How do variations in visual, hearing and physical In summary it is clear that the need for relevant and 

response capabilities affect controllability? meaningful accident avoidance data is paramount. Without 
¯ How do distractions from the driving task, both such accident information, our efforts will be directed by 

within and outside of the vehicle, affect accident guesswork and political priorities, rather than a disciplined 
rates? . and objective program guide by the science involved. 

¯ How are driving capabilities affected by drugs In addition, programs should be implemented and 
and alcohol? expanded that reduce the well-known large number of 

¯ How can impaired drivers be identified before accidents caused by impaired and youthful drivers. 
accidents occur? Further, as guided by accident avoidance data, agendas in 

¯ What are the capabilities of special populations; human factors research should be supported. 
e.g., older, younger, and handicapped drivers? Finally, participation by all affected interests--Industry, 

General Motors believes that applied human factors Government, Academia, and the Public is crucial to 

research is an essential element of vehicle development establishing priorities that produce results that are 

programs. Especially as the vehicle advancements noted practicable and responsive to the needs of drivers. 

earlier are put into production. Human factors engineering The primary challenge for the vehicle safety research 

tools such as driving simulators and systems to collect community is collectively to manage the involvement of 

dynamic data on test tracks and roads are used in GM these interests to reduce vehicle collisions while enhancing 

research and development, the primary purpose of the vehicle/highway systems to 

New technologies affecting both vehicles and highways provide transportation for the public. 

can change driver/vehicle/road interactions. Human factors It is my hope that this panel will contribute meaningfully 

studies are needed to capitalize on technology in a way that to the establishment of high payoff research priorities for 

reduces vehicle collisions as well as providing drivers and crash avoidance and that future Experimental Safety 

passengers with increased convenience, comfort, and Vehicle Technical Conferences will provide additional 

information, forums for this important aspect of motor vehicle safety. 
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Crash Avoidance 

Michael M. Finkelstein, have a difficult time relating the research to changes in the 
Associate Administrator for Research and safety of our motor vehicle/highway system. 
Development, Unlike the field of occupant protection, where we have 

United States been able to disaggregate the problem into manageable 

projects and estimate the effect that those projects have in In 1942, Hugh DeHaven published a paper in the Journal 
the overall scheme, we have not been able to do this with 

of War Medicine examining the likelihood of individuals 
crash avoidance. 

surviving falls from heights of greater than 50 feet. The 
In large part, this stems from the fact that most crashes do paper discovered that when loads were distributed and when 

not have a single cause but involve a number of contributing energy was absorbed by the impacted object (by bushes, 
factors. Moreover, even if they did and we could accurately 

snowbanks, etc.), the probability of survival was increased, 
identify that cause, we could still reduce the likelihood of a 

When loads were concentrated or when the individual hit an 
given crash re-occurring without necessarily treating that 

unyielding object, the subject did not usually survive. 
particular cause, but by treating any one of a number of 

DeHaven’s keen mind made sense out of situations that 
factors. 

others had never thought to examine very carefully. In retro- 
A concrete example might serve to illustrate this. While 

spect his conclusions were obvious. But in fact, his contri- 
no fatal crash is typical, the one that follows is all too 

bution to a new field was enormous, because of his insight, 
common. The description on the police accident report 

The result was the beginning of the science of motor vehicle 
would include the following information: 

occupant protection. 
Another giant in the field of injurycontrol was William Time of crash: 2:00 AM, Saturday 

Haddon. Dr. Haddon made many important contributions to Location of crash: 2 lane rural highway 

the field, but none was greater than the well known Haddon Vehicle: 8 year old passenger car 

mattrix. In 1968, in the American Journal of Public Health, Driver: 20 year old male 

Haddon organized the highway safety problem into a three- Weather: rain 

by-three mattrix that examined the driver, the vehicle and The report describes a fatal crash where a young driver 
the highway during the pre-crash, crash, and post-crash was speeding, he entered a curve going too fast, he hit his 
period, brakes and lost control of the car. The vehicle left the road 

Again, when examined after the fact, this characteriza- and struck a tree, and the driver (who was not wearing his 
tion of the highway safety problem is so obvious as to safety belt)was killed on impact. 
require almost no explanation. Like DeHaven, Haddon had We would correctly attribute the primary cause of this 
examined a problem and provided a rational means of ad- crash to driver error, with speed being the principal compo- 
dressing it. The framework he provided has been used by 

nent of that error. However, if this crash occurred on a 
virtually every researcher in the field, 

typical rural road, there probably were no visible edge 
A more recent contribution that is widely recognized for 

markings to help the driver--particularly an inexperienced 
its importance, was included by A. C. Malliaris in his 1982 

driver. Further, a newer car might have had antilock brakes, SAE paper on crashworthiness priorities. Dr. Malliaris used 
the concept of harm to form the basis for the characteriza- reducing the likelihood of loss of control during braking. 

tion of the motor vehicle crashworthiness problem. Concep- Newer tires might also have helped improve vehicle trac- 

tually, what could be more compelling than using damage to tion. Better lighting, either road-based or vehicle-based, or 

the vehicle occupant as the basis for approaching occupant better driver training, could have also changed the outcome. 

protection. Malliaris was able to disaggregate the crash- (Of course, if he had worn his seat belt, he might not have 

worthiness problem into its components, organizing the been in our fatal accident file at all.) 

data according to the part of the body that was injured, the Were we to examine future technologies such as vehicle 

part of the vehicle that caused the injury, and then ranking sensing, interactive highway/vehicle communications, vi- 

these factors by relative harm. sion enhancement, obstacle detection, or a variety of driver 

Like the contributions of DeHaven and Haddon, Mal- warning systems, they also could be expected to reduce the 
liaris’ insight is in retrospect, very straight forward. It did frequency of these kinds of crashes. 
not require assembling new data or conducting new re- The point of this discussion is that even though we have 
search. Like his predecessors he made sense of the infor- identified the principle cause of the crash as "driver error" 
mation at hand and helped move the field of crash protection there are a very large number of interventions, all of which 
forward, could reduce the likelihood of that crash happening. 

When we turn to the subject of crash avoidance, we do not We could look at multi-vehicle crashes, daytime crashes, 
yet have a recognized framework around which we can. crashes involving drug or alcohol use, crashes involving 
organize a program. While much valuable crash avoidance vehicle defects or almost any other subset of crashes. For 
research can be and has been pursued, as a profession, we each class of events, it is possible tO identify a wide variety 
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ofpotential interventions that, ifapplied, could reduce crash Within NHTSA, these data sets are used to focus our 

frequency, research. For example, we are examining information on 

The dilemma we face is how are we to select from among rollovers and trying to determine what particular events 

an enormous number of potential research avenues and de- preceded the rollover. This could allow us to begin concen- 

termine where our collective energies should be focused. Is trating on potential countermeasures such as brake system 

it possible to rationally make these decisions? changes or suspension modifications. 

At this point it might be useful to take inventory of what From that point, we could then define engineering pro- 

information we have and then address the question of what grams aimed at enhancing vehicle stability. We know how to 

is needed to develop a crash avoidance research agenda, evaluate the changes in performance that could result from 

First, in the U.S., there are three sources of data on such engineering programs. Unfortunately~ the most diffi- 

crashes: cult, and relevant evaluation cannot be so readily com- 
pleted-that is; estimating the effect that these changes 

We have a census of fatal crashes--the Fatal Acci- would ultimately have on safety. 
dent Reporting System--FARS. This system reports What is missing is a practical body of human factors data. 
on between 40,000 and 50,000 crashes per year and has As long as vehicle operation remains the responsibility of 
been in existence since 1975. FARS provides informa- the driver, it is critical that we understand how the driver 
tion available from police accident reports (crash con- responds and reacts in a variety of situations. Driving con- 
ditions, time, location, vehicle type, driver informa- sists of perceptual and cognitive tasks. The range of driver 
tion, etc.), driver records, vehicle registration files, and perceptual and cognitive skills will have an important bear- 
from medical examiners records (alcohol presence, ing on what occurs. It would appear that our greatest gap in 
etc.), knowledge is how to adequately characterize the driver. 

We have a nationally representative sample of police The driver is continually receiving information, analyz- 
reported crashes--the National Accident Sampling ing information, and acting upon these analyses. While we 
System--NASS. This system reports on approx- can describe the process, the precise equations defining 
imately 8,000 light vehicle crashes each year and has these processes elude us. In crashworthiness we have devel- 
been in operation at this level since 1981. It differs oped dummies in order to measure crash forces on humans. 
from FARS in that each NASS case includes a careful It is much more difficult to even understand what kinds of 
examination of the vehicle (to determine crash severi- surrogates can be used in crash avoidance research. Compli~ 
ty, contacts with the occupant, etc.) and a full deter- cating an already complex situation is the fact that the per- 
mination of all injuries, usually based on hospital formance of an individual is not fixed---but continually 
records, changes. And how the population of drivers responds to an 

We have available the automated accident records enormous variety of driving situations is what defines the 
for approximately 25 states. These files contain police highway safety environment. 
accident reports on more than 3 million crashes each Using occupant protection as an example, we develop our 
year. These data include vehicle identification, crash research agenda in a rather straightforward way: 
conditions (location, trajectory, etc.), and occupant in- 
formation (driver age, level of injury, etc.). The rec- ¯ First, we define the problem, usually by crash 

ords from six of these states have been used to assem- mode, by injury source (vehicle contact), by inju- 

ble a Crash Avoidance Research Data File (CARD ry type (body part), severity, using harm as our 

file). This particular file contains over 4 million measure. 

crashes and permits NHTSA, for the first time, to in- ¯ Second, we consider ways in which we can ac- 

ventory the crashes that occur and stratify them in a complish two objectives---either preventing the 

variety of ways--using driver, vehicle, highway, or occupant from contacting the vehicle interior or 

accident descriptors as relevant parameters, managing the forces when contact occurs. We 
then estimate benefits. 

Taken together, these data make it possible to fairly accu- ¯ Third, we determine how to measure the reduc- 
rately describe the crash environment. We can take almost tions in force on the human that we seek to 
any possible combination of factors and use them to disag- achieve, the performance test. 
gregate the available information. We can describe injury ¯ Fourth, we develop measurement tools, evaluate 
outcome as a function of roadway alignment. We can exam- potential countermeasures and verify our earlier 
ine police reported driver errors as a function of age, as a estimate of benefits. 
function of highway classification, as a function of injury 
severity, for any kind of crash (multi-vehicle, single vehi- In the field of crash avoidance, this model breaks down 

cle, rollover, frontal, etc). We can identify the pre-crash fairly quickly. 

driving maneuver for almost any classification of crashes. While we have sufficient information to describe the 

When it comes to the available data, it appears that we crash avoidance problem, we still need to agree upon the 

have a multitude of riches. We now need to learn how to proper means of using this data to do so. 

better use these data--not press to collect more. But where the model really breaks down is at the second 
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step. Unlike the occupant protection model with only two improving the vehicle, but largely to make it more comfort- 
choices---either avoid contact or manage forces; in crash able, not necessarily safer. 
avoidance we have an almost unlimited array of choices and We have the opportunity to make major improvements. 
very little experience in estimating benefits. We do not yet The application of advanced technology to the motor vehi- 
have an agreed upon methodology that we can use to make cle carries with it tremendous potential for improving safe- 
decisions. But this does not mean that we have not had some ty. The 50 percent reduction in crashes that the Prometheus 
successes. Project has as its goal recog.nizes that potential. Our chal- 

The field studies that produced the information in support lenge is to develop the research programs that will achieve 
of the center high mounted stop lamps stand as an important that goal. 
achievement in crash avoidance research. The studies were 

Investments in human factors research are hard to sell to 
pursued first, on the basis of our general understanding of 

our management, whether we work for a government, a 
the driving task; second, because the potential counter- 

motor vehicle manufacturer or a research institute. These 
measures had very little risk of adversely impacting safety; 

investments are not closely linked to specific products or 
and third, the countermeasures, and thus the studies, could 

specific regulations--and in a world where highway inju- be pursued relatively inexpensively. Unfortunately, more 
ries and fatalities continue at unacceptably high levels, long 

often than not, this combination of factors is not present, 
term basic research is difficult to defend. But that research 

Returning to the fatal crash described earlier, how can we 
evaluate the choices of countermeasures available. Which 

may hold the key to our future success. 

The other necessary ingredient might be closer at hand. of them should we concentrate on? When faced with an 
Over the last five years, the body of available data has inexperienced driver, late at night, losing control while 

speeding on a curve, which of the following interventions grown exponentially. The need now is to use that data. To 

should we pursue: develop a framework that can help guide us. 
The human factors research requires resources. The data 

¯ brake system changes analysis requires wisdom. Both are available to us and both 
¯ driver education commodities must be applied if we are to achieve meaning- 
¯ tire traction improvements ful reductions in crash frequency. 
¯ roadside delineation 
¯ headlighting improvements 
¯ suspension modifications 

or how can we evaluate the improvement that might be Statement by Eiichi Yaguchi, 
available through advanced technology such as Manager, Technical Strategic Planning Office, 

¯ interactive highway/vehicle communications Nissan Motor Company, 
¯ vision enhancement Japan 
¯ obstacle detection 
¯ vehicle sensing technology I’m pleased to have this opportunity to participate, as one 
¯ active suspension of the representatives from Japan, in this session on Future 
¯ driver impairment detection systems. Motor Vehicle Safety Research Needs. Today, I’d like to 

talk about the activities under way at Nissan in connection 
In many cases the potential choices are too expensive to with future developments in active safety. For many years, 

use in field studies or carry with them the risk of adverse Nissan has been vigorously proceeding with a wide range of 
consequences if we overload the driver or if we misapply the programs related to vehicle safety. From the standpoint of 
technology, future developments in active safety, efforts are being di- 

To get around these problems, we need to develop an rected at the following areas. 
accepted body of driver performance data. Whether this is First, vehicle dynamics. Second, visibility. Third, drive 
done with instrumented vehicles, with research simulators, support systems. And fourth, automated drive systems. 
or other techniques, the absence of the information is a Let’s look first at the area of vehicle dynamics. We feel 

major obstacle to progress, that there are three essential requirements for achieving 

In the more than 40 years since DeHaven produced his active safety in terms of the human-machine interface com- 

landmark study, great progress has been made in occupant prising the driver and the vehicle. First, the vehicle should 

protection. And the progress is in large part the product of provide good response and controllability. Second, it should 

the scientific community, provide excellent stability with no sudden change in vehicle 
behavior. And third, there should be a sufficient flow of 

During that same period, there has also been a very large 
information from the vehicle to the driver to enable the 

reduction in crash frequency. But the credit for this must be 
driver to know when the vehicle is in a critical condition or 

shared with our road builders, with our citizen activists to predict when it is apt to enter such a condition. Nissan 
focusing on issues like drunk driving and safety belt use vehicles are designed to provide dynamic performance in 
laws, and of course with our vehicle designers who were line with this basic concept. 
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Now, let’s look at an electronic vehicle control system rates the results of advanced research into pattern recogni- 

that realizes this concept to a high degree. In recent years, tion based on image processing. 

several electronic control systems have become common This concludes my presentation of the efforts being made 

features in vehicles, including ABS, traction control and at Nissan toward future developments in active safety. I 

four-wheel steering. This slide shows an outline of the intel- think further improvements in active safety will require an 

ligent vehicle control system we are now developing at accumulation of basic technologies in a broad range of 

Nissan. This system provides integrated control over the fields. Two of the most important tasks that must be ad- 

engine, transmission, drivetrain, suspension, steering and dressed in this connection are to gain a better understanding 

brakes, to fully satisfy the requirements of the active safety of human behavior and to achieve new advances in 

concept I mentioned earlier. Let’s take a closer look at the electronics. 

key technologies incorporated in this intelligent vehicle 
control system. 

There is an inter-CPU communications control LSI that Statement by W. Maes 

serves to link together all of the individual onboard Statement not available. 
controllers. 

There is a semiconductor acceleration sensor that em- 

ploys piezoelectric resistance. Since LSIs and semiconduc- 
tor sensors are vital elements for the realization of the intel- 
ligent vehicle control system, we are developing them in- 

Dr Sc Tore R. Gullstrand, 

house at Nissan. 
Saab-Scania AB, 

Next is a suspension test bed that we use in investigating Sweden 
the driver’s perceptions and sensations with regard to vehi- Let me start by saying that PROMETHEUS is an acro- 

cle dynamics. Understanding the driver’s perceptions is a nym for Programme for European Traffic with Highest 
very important factor in improving active safety. We are Efficiency and Unprecedented Safety. It was initiated by 13 
using this vehicle composed of variable modules to shed European car manufacturers. The programme involves 
more light on this subject, many electronic and component manufacturers as well as 

Now, let’s move on to the area of visibility. This is a head- universities, institutions and governmental agencies. The 

up display that we have developed and incorporated in some programme is supplemented with the EEC research pro- 
of our production models. This type of display was origi- gramme DRIVE. 
nally employed in aircraft, but we have succeeded in adapt- The background is well known. Road traffic is in.creasing 
ing it for vehicle use. A head-up display offers two major continuously and at a rate which is higher than the capacity 
advantages in connection with safety. First, it allows the of the road network. The result is congestion on the roads 
driver to watch the road ahead at all times while obtaining and in towns, decreasing traffic efficiency and a high acci- 

information on vehicle speed. And second, it shortens rec- dent rate. The negative consequences on the environment 

ognition time over conventional meters because eye move- are also the focus of discussions. 

ment and eye.focusing movement are greatly reduced. Many forms of action are being adopted by road ad- 

Next, I’d like to introduce some driver support systems, ministrations and vehicle manufacturers to ease the situa- 

This is the configuration of a headway warning system that tion. Some of the political suggestions are very radical. 

employs laser radar. The distance to the vehicle ahead is The PROMETHEUS programme is a pre-competitive 

measured using laser radar and shown on a head-up display, research programme to investigate what contributions elec- 

Chimes are sounded to alert the driver when the vehicle tronic devices and information technology can provide to 

ahead is too close. We expect that this system will be effec- 
ease the problems. 

tive in enhancing safety in freeway driving in the future. 
The overall objectives of PROMETHEUS are to: 

This is the system configuration of a drowsiness monitor. ¯ Increase safety 

This system detects drowsiness in the driver based on steer- ¯ Increase efficiency 

ing maneuver patterns and the elapsed driving time. When it ¯ Decrease pollution 

detects drowsiness, it advises the driver to stop and rest. I will briefly describe the direction in which we are 
We feel that technologies for improving visibility and working. 

driver support systems will take on even greater importance We have defined a number of new functions which we 
for safety in the years ahead when there will be more older believe will contribute to the objectives of PROMETHEUS: 

drivers on the road. safety, efficiency and the environment. 
Finally, I’d like to mention the work that is under way in These functions can be realized in different ways with 

connection with future automated drive systems.This slide technical systems. The systems/functions have to be evalu- 

shows an automated drive system that we use in conducting ated and tested in vehicles. 

vehicle endurance tests on the proving ground. This system To realize the systems, new components, new technology 

employs electromagnetic technology and it also incorpo- and new building techniques must be used. We have defined 
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a number of tasks for electronic industries and universities not the last one. This is in a way a mean to increase the field 
so that they can too make contributions in this respect, of sight and can be realized by a communication network 

The functions have been arranged in five groups, between vehicles in vicinity of each other. Preliminary tests 

¯ Improved driver information of such systems are already made. 
¯ Active support for drivers A third measure is to increase the available time for driver 
¯ Cooperative driving action in a situation when the vehicles are on collision 
¯ Intelligent traffic management course. It has been shown that if this time is increased by 
¯ Fleet management half a second front and back end collisions can be decreased 

I will now mention three examples in which our work will by as much as 50%. The technical means to realize this is to 

contribute to increased safety, use the above mentioned short range communication 

network and/or to use a system which measures the distance 

Inherent Safer Vehicles and the distance change to neighbour cars. 
If the distance between the cars in a car convoy is too 

Many safety functions have been introduced in modern short, one cannot rely on actions from the driver. Signals for 
cars, for example anti-skid and anti-spin control. New braking have then to go automatically to the brakes. 
functions will follow; active steering, active suspension The list of desirable functions is large and it is a 
through which the driving quality of the car will improve, considerable undertaking to realize them with different 
Other functions are under development, for example 

systems. It is clearly impossible to add on separate systems 
systems for lateral stability. Interference from side winds 

for each function in a vehicle. The solution is to create a 
and road imperfections will be eliminated. 

highly integrated total system, in which sensors are used for 

Driver-Vehicle-Road different functions, the data processing takes place partly in 
a central system computer (co-pilot) and presentation for 

Many of the accidents on the road are due to the fact that the driver is coordinated. To solve these problems, special 
the driver loses control over the vehicle. There can be Working Groups have been organized: 
different causes to this. One is that the capability of the 
driver is degraded. There are different ways to measure the ¯ Communication, 

performance of the driver. If it goes below a certain limit the ¯ On-board structure, 

driver is warned. Direct actions on the vehicle are also ¯ Integrated MMI (man-machine-interface), 

possible, for example automatic reduction of speed. ¯ Vehicle safety and dependability, 

The other side of the problem is that the tyres on slippery ¯ Total system integration. 

road cannot produce enough force to maneuver the car. Where do we stand today in PROMETHEUS? 

Under test by Porsche is a system to calculate the Fact-finding and definition have already been carried out. 

instantenous margins, which depend on the available The allocation of tasks to electronics and component 
friction coefficient of the road and the vehicles dynamic industries has been made. Agreements on about 100 tasks 

status. The safety margins is presented for the driver. If the have been signed. 
margins are low it is a signal for the driver to reduce the Programmes for the more research-oriented work in 
speed and not make any hard turns, universities and institutions have been formulated and work 

The functions can be improved in such a way that the started. Financing of this work has been provided on the 
friction at some distance in front of the car is predicted and national level by government organizations. 
put in relation to the traffic and the configuration of the road. We have already demonstrated a number of functions for 

In such a way the driver can be warned in advance what he board members of the companies. 
has to expect so that he can take the necessary precautions. Further integrated planning on the European level for 

testing and demonstration of functions is under way. Work 
Collision Avoidance sharing between companies and nations is under way. 

In many cases the driver suddenly discovers that he is on a The work plan of PROMETHEUS and DRIVE are 

collision course and that it is too late to avoid an accident, coordinated. PROMETHEUS companies take part in a large 

There are many different ways to try to avoid this severe number of the DRIVE projects and we share the work in The 

situation and improve the safety. System Engineering tasks of DRIVE (SECFO). 

One class of measure is to improve the field of sight in The value of the suggested functions has to be evaluated 

darkness and in poor visibility in fog, rain or snow. One by appropriate groups in PROMETHEUS, DRIVE and by 
measure is to improve the lighting system. Many the authorities. What is the contribution to the overall 
suggestions are at hand. Other measures are to use vision objectives? Are there any negative consequences? 
systems based on IR-cameras, or to use microwave or laser PROMETHEUS is a pre-competitive programme. The 
radars. Development and tests of different systems are implementation of autonomous functions is the respon- 
under way in many countries, sibility of the manufacturers. There is a need, however, of 

Another measure is to inform the driver of hidden certain types of standardization of protocols, for example. 
obstacles, which for example the first car in a car queque but The implementation of the infrastructure is the 
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responsibility of the authorities who have to find a way to ty effectiveness of different PROMETHEUS systems. 

create European solutions and European standards. E. Accident data gathering and analysis 

The final result of PROMETHEUS is impossible to pre- Aim: To estimate safety impact of alternative 

dict and quantify. Some people think that the suggested PROMETHEUS proposals by analyses of actual acci- 

functions can decrease the accident rate by 50% or more. dents with assumptions on the hypothetical effect of 

Some of the functions are fairly easy to implement. Some PROMETHEUS gadgets on accident numbers and 

will take long time because they are complex and needs severity. 

large infrastructure. F. Technique for analysis of large distributed systems 

The basic idea, to use information technology to relieve Aim: To ensure the PROMETHEUS equipment 

the society of some of the negative sides of the road traffic, functions safely in all conditions. 

seem, however, to be very promising and worth a lot of G. Cost-effectiveness study 

effort to evaluate and implement. Aim: To determine the savings of life and injury for 
alternative PROMETHEUS proposals, and to present 
comparisons between them. 

Unfortunately, in spite of the fact that the proposed re- 

Statement by Christer Hyd6n and Docent search would form the necessary basis for further work 

Raif Risser, within PROMETHEUS from a safety point of view, it was 

Department of Traffic Planning and not given high enou_gh priority. The carrying through of the 

Engineering, research projects we proposed will, therefore, take quite a 

Lund Institute of Technology, long time. 

Sweden There was, however, a general feeling that we, as fast as 
possible, should try to incorporate as much as possible of the 

Introduction existing knowledge about safety into the PROMETHEUS- 

The PROMETHEUS--GENERAL Safety Group was es- 
program. The idea of a checklist was born; through a sys- 

tablished in June 1987. It was started after the actual begin- 
tematic approach one might be able to scrutinize different 

ning of PROMETHEUS in order to reassure a proper han- potential PROMETHEUS-functions from a safety point of 

dling of the difficult safety issues within PROMETHEUS. view. Thereby we might be able to give guidance in the 

To start with the group defined seven research projects, critical phases of the development so as to change/modify 

necessary in order to give the safety aspects a top-down strategies in order to increase the potential and actual safety 

approach into the program, i.e. to be able to give all the benefits. 

developmental work within PROMETHEUS a general The checklist will allow us to make a quick entrance on 

framework with regard to the formulation of safety objec- the scene and then improve our tool step-wise on a more 

tives and to define the role that may be played by various long-term basis. 

potential PROMETHEUS-functions from a safety point of 
view. The seven projects were: Why Do We Need a Checklist? 

A. Traffic safety check list This may be identified as a relevant question by many 

Aim: To provide designers a s o with relevant know- technicians. Do we not know enough about hazards and the 

how regarding all possible traffic safety related mat- underlying factors enabling us to draw the right conclusions 

ters, above all impacts on human behaviour/ in order to improve safety? The answer is a definite no! We 

interaction, will give a short example that illustrates the problem very 

B. Driver task model clearly. 
Aim." To produce a basic tool that makes possible a In a report of The Swedish Road and Traffic Research 

definition of the present and future role of the driver in Institute (VTI, 1986) the effects of traffic safety measures at 
behavioural and interactive terms, the production of intersections in the jurisdiction of the Swedish Road 
specifications for different possible PROM- Administration were evaluated. The measure of efficiency 
ETHEUS-systems and, finally, the production of an was "total accident costs". Intersections that were changed 
efficient evaluation technique, for .safety reasons were compared with intersections that 
C. Expert-system and driving task were unchanged. Table 1 gives the main figures. 

Aim: To use the concepts and tools of cognitive 

psychology and artificial intelligence to formalise the Table 1. Reduction of total accident costs at Swedish 
knowledge involved by the driver in his driving task. intersections that were either changed for safety reasons or 
This knowledge could then be introduced in simulation unchanged. 

models. 
D. Safety and simulation models Total accident costs 1981-83 compared with costs 1977-79 

Aim: To find ways to use simulation results or to Rural Areas: 

modify simulation models in order to evaluate the safe- Unchanged intersections (2444) ............... -24% 

Changed intersections (314) .................. - 15% 
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Urban Areas: degree this product supports, or produces safe behaviour, 
Unchanged intersections (759) ................ -23% rather than behaviour causing danger. 
Changed intersections (92) ................... +14% 

The table gives very clear indications; on average the Safety Means a Lot of Complex 
trend at unchanged intersections is more favourable than at Relations 
intersections that were changed in order to improve safety. 

To start with we have to make clear that there is a distinct 
In urban areas there is even an increase at changed 

difference between actually existing (= objective)risk, and 
intersections compared with a decrease at unchanged 

the degree of risk a person experiences (= subjective risk). 
intersections. 

Many of the problems we are going to discuss here derive 
The results do clearly show that a full-scale imple- 

from discrepancies between objective and subjective risk- 
mentation of todays knowledge on safety and safety effects 

levels. Think of ABS, for example, together with selling 
easily tends to produce this kind of depressing result. One 

arguments making drivers of equipped cars think that they 
conclusion is obvious; we have a long way to go before we 

can brake in time in practically any situation, thus 
understand the complex processes that direct the reactions 

destroying the hope ABS could prevent a great deal of rear 
and behaviours of the road users. It is also clear that we can 

end accidents. 
not give proper guidance to the safety work without this 

Safety experts know that more than 90% of accident 
knowledge. 

causes are related to the human factor (see example on ABS 
Our main point now is that the example given is valid also 

just mentioned above). One of the reasons is that men-- 
for technical implementations in the car, e.g. for 

including vehicle drivers---do have difficulties to survey 
development of the kind envisaged by PROMETHEUS. 

complex net-relations (the actual risk in different types of 
There is no difference from a principal stand-point between 

situation and in different types of behaviour, the relations 
the introduction of a changed infrastructure and the 

between certain behavioural aspects and accidents, 
introduction of RTI-technology into the car and the 

predictability of behaviour of others, etc). E.g., to stay with 
environment. 

ABS, think of the fact that shorter headways of drivers of 

The Need for Social-Scientific Know- equipped cars have a modelling-effect. They are imitated by 
non equipped drivers. 

HOW Because of reduced human information processing 
The conclusion above makes one thing perfectly clear, ability road users--including vehicle drivers--often lack 

Engineering work in safety must be combined with social- the possibility to obtain a general view on all things 

scientific know-how. During the work with the checklist it simultaneously having an influence on traffic safety, 
became obvious that engineers do not have the habit to ask including physical/technical aspects, their own errors in 
themselves how a product whatsoever is going to be used by perceiving and deciding, (re)actions of other road users, etc. 
people~ Thoughts, attitudes, activity-tendencies, and even (e.g., what will a child on the pavement be going to do? 

actions, cannot be measured, nor described in millimeters Could the driver’s speed be too high for him to react 
and seconds. Engineers have developed a tendency not to adequately?) 
deal with that matter: Human reactions are too inexact and Critical incidents are quite usual when road users have to 
too ambiguous. Thus the area by experts accepted as the quickly and adequately react in such complex situations. 
most powerful reason for safety problems, namely human However, if those critical incidents do not lead to an 
behaviour and behavioural resp. social preconditions have accident, they rather give road users the impression of being 
not been dealt with so much by us as engineers. So the well able to deal with the problems, instead of reminding 
reaction of engineers when asked complicated questions them of constantly impending risk. What could the effects 
about why a safety enhancing gadget could cause safety of such an impression be? 
problems, instead, is in many cases almost an offended one. On the other hand, it is well known, that having enough 
"How should we know?" time for decision and reaction people are able to solve quite 

One very important principle that gradually is accepted is complicated problems. But, by driving with an excessive 
risk compensation in the broadcast meaning of the word: speed, frequently, time for decision and reaction are 
You may call risk compensation the tendency to feel easier artificially reduced. One possible explanation for excessive 
and to behave less cautious when safety in physical and speeds is that feedback about speed (noise, wind, etc.) is 
social surroundings is felt to have become higher. In other bad in modern cars. Another explanation known from 
words, one never can be sure, that any product meant for psychological literature is, that people in many cases do not 
raising safety would not cause types of behaviour leading to at all experience the danger they are causing for themselves 
other types of risk, instead. This phenomenon has been and, above all, for others, but, instead, they prefer to 
described and proved in the frame of several different experience sensation, or to follow irrational motives (like 
models, not losing time, being faster than others, etc.). 

Thus, the question in connection with any new product Quite the same arguments are valid, as well, for keeping 
coming from car- and supplier industry should be, to which headways too short, for reduced lateral distances, for late 
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decelerations before driving into critical, or indistinct road safety, although sometimes there exist difficulties to 

sections, for not considering behaviour of other road users understand, or realize those relationships. 

(children, drivers of non-equipped vehicles, senior citizens 
etc.), for not being prepared, or able, to communicate with 

The Checklist and Its Content 
them, etc. The checklist that we have developed is meant to help 

Even if a newly developed equipment has a primary technicians to more accurately think of important questions 

safety objective, problems could result: Users (drivers) concerning possible safety/unsafety effects of equipments/ 

could experience more subjective safety because of the new functions that are under development. 

equipment, which generally might result in a reduction of What will be checked with help of the checklist and how 

their caution, and, in a more complicated sense could lead to does it work? To start with, it is important to understand that 

types of behaviour producing risks in other sections of the the outcome of the work with the checklist, in many cases, 

system not recognizable to them (e.g. there is evidence that might not be immediate problem solution, but instead, 
introduction of safety belts in many industrial countries lead hopefully, more distinct questions, which could lead to the 
to increased risk for pedestrians; see Adams, 1985). development of additional advices or new system- 

Thus, the aim should be not to provoke kinds ofbehaviour supplements (e.g., think of all kinds of technical feedback 
which, in a complex relationship, cause danger not systems, etc). These more distinct questions will hopefully 
transparent to the road users (for example, inadequate alsoleadtothedefinitionofevaluativeeffortsthatmaygive 

lateral distance and thereby reduced time for processing of further assistance in the answering of the questions. 
information and decision in case of unexpected pedestrian Of course, answers concerning the checklist questions 
movements), e.g., by providing for feedback leading to willneverbecorrectinatechnicalsense. But, they represent 
higher safety margins, resp., by defending drivers from verbalizations of the expert’s view on complex traffic 
reducing safety margins down to a degree that not even the relationships. 
new product/system could help. In spite of this possible lack of precise and concrete 

In cases where, because of the new product’s answers to the questions there is a section in the end of the 
characteristics, an increase of risk cannot be excluded, the checklist where ideas about different types of problem 
buyers (drivers) have at least to get instructed in an ample solvings will be asked for. Is it for instance possible to solve 
and intelligent way in regard to possible dangers, especially an identified safety problem of a potential function by 
those potentially produced by changes in their own adding instructions to the driver? If not must there be a 
behaviour, which they otherwise might not become aware of complete redesign of the function or is changes of details 
(e.g., that in well noise and vibration isolated cars speed sufficient, or finally, is it possible to add some kind of feed- 
adaptation assessment could be erroneous), back function to overcome the problems? 

The driver also has to be made aware that a system could The checklist is made so that all possible aspects relevant 
fail. If this happens, what could the consequences for the to the safety outcome of a product is checked. Below some 
drivers (users) be? of the main topics are listed: 

Last but not least: Remember that communication is not 
only a technical concept but also includes interpersonal 

What does the system do technically speaking and 

interaction/communication, without which any individual what are the aims? 

traffic would be impossible. So any new product/system has 
Regarding the new product/system: Will drivers 

to be scrutinized concerning its impacts on interpersonal 
(users) have to change their usual behaviour, resp. to 

communication, 
learn new behavioural patterns? If the answer is yes: 

Much of the development work (especially the 
Which typeofbehaviourchange will thatbe? 

electronical one) seems to rely on specially defined traffic 
Could incomplete or erroneous learning cause 

conditions, such as on motorways, for example. So the 
problems? Which problems? 

How will drivers’ perception and decision be 
question always arises, if any new equipment could work as 

influenced in regard to the several aspects like: 
intended in one special environment, let us say on motorway 
type roads, yet lead to side-effects on other roads? As ¯ Assessment of safety. 

relatively few accidents occur on motorway type roads, the ¯ Identification resp. anticipation of risk aspects. 

expected accident reductions on these roads could easily be ¯ Adequate experience of own mobility and power. 

exceeded by accident increases on the other types of roads. ¯ Experienced need for interpersonal com- 

Another problem to think of is tttat, from the beginning of munication with other road users. 

the introduction of a new product/system, during a certain ¯ (Inadequate?) experience of perfect feedback 

time, only part of the vehicles will be equipped. Which from the environment. 

effects will that cause? ¯ Decision-possibilities in indistinct situations. 

For the investigation of possible safety impacts of new ¯ Preparedness to give in, and/or compromise in 

equipments it will be quite useful to think of all aspects unclear situations with other road users. ~ 

mentioned above, many of which are indirectly related to ¯ Numbers of options for own (personal) decisions. 
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How will other (non-equipped) road users’ per- If this is not possible, is there then a need for a 
ception and decision-making be influenced in regard to complete redesign of the equipment~ or is it sufficient 
relevant aspects? (Think of the above mentioned to change details in the equipment? ¯ 

~"            tendency to imitate equipped drivers without knowing 
that they are equipped, and the difficulties to correctly HOW Shall the Checklist Be Used? 
assess their own safety lying behind that imitation. On The checklist is constructed in a way that answering the 
the other hand, when recognizing a vehicle that is questions not only gives the answering person an 
equipped, assessment of mobility and manoeuvrability impression of potential problems with a new product/ 
of equipped vehicles could lead to exaggerated system. It has also been tried to quantify outcomes up to a 
results!)                                              certain degree. What can be expected in this respect, though, 

How will drivers’ behaviour be influenced, as a is a rank scale: Data concerning human perceptions, 
consequence of above mentioned impacts on decision 

decisions, attitudes, behaviour tendencies, plans, and even 
and perception? And how will, analogically, other 

behaviour itself in most cases, can hardly ever be quantified 
(nonequipped) road users behaviour be influenced, 

"exactly" in a technical sense, as said in the beginning, and 
resp. changed? 

they are data mediating probabilities. This makes the whole 
~ Which implications for traffic quality (concerning thing subject to complex verbalization: Probably A behaves 

subjective feeling, stress, social climate, etc) can be 
in the way b, but then, it is more probable that A behaves in 

expected as a consequence of the introduction of the 
the way c under the condition M. 

new equipment. Are types of behaviour and inter- 
On the other hand, even engineers use data of that kind for 

actions produced which support, or reduce safety feel- 
different types of implementation: When, relying on 

ings of drivers and/or other (unequipped) road users? 
accident data, they find that a certain road section is to be ~ In which way could the occurrence of the different 

types of accidents be influenced (like: single accidents, reconstructed, they have no, and never had, exact values 

at their disposal for which changes to implement. rear-end collisions, head-on collisions, lateral colli- 
Implementations were mostly done on basis of sions, accidents in fog, accidents at night, collisions 
reconstructing road users’ behaviour out of accident with pedestrians crossing the road, collisions of right- 
records. Hypotheses which behaviours should be or left-turning vehicles with pedestrians walking 
suppressed in order to reduce accidents were allowed, as straight ahead, collisions with cyclists crossing the 
well as hypotheses concerning the characteristics of road, collisions of right- or left-turning motor-vehicles 

with cyclists driving straight ahead, etc.) implementations liable to achieve, or cause that 

Is there the possibility that operation and use of suppression. Those hypotheses were following models 

equipment absorbs much of the driver’s capacity postulating relationships between certain kinds of 

(because of complicated handling, electronical behaviour, and accident risk, or rather, accident outcome. 

feedback contradictory to driver’s perception of Now, we do not want to discuss the relevance, or validity of 

situations, etc.) so that, e.g., the driver is unable to react those models, here. But one must remark, that they 

to information in the time available? Or, that the new obviously did not mediate a picture complex enough to 

equipment makes driving a car seems too easy a task provide for an adequate positioning of accident migration, 

(attention may drop, resp. be shifted to other activities, and risk compensation models. Our early example from 

at least sometimes, e.g. listening to music, talking in a Sweden gave a clear indication in this case. 

telephone)? Car constructors, of course, also start from assumptions 

Is there the possibility to combine any additional on human behaviour, and interaction, as well. But, nobody 

educational objectives with the equipment under is going to insist that those assumptions concerning 

discussion (e.g., pointing out of wrong behaviour, and/ behaviour include physical units, or results precise in a 

or indication of the dangerousness of a situation via technical sense. 

feedback)? We defend that kind of procedure saying that, so far, such 

Considering all aspects mentioned in the checklist: verbal approximations are the only way there is to provide 
Which changes in road traffic safety can be expected to for a basis for decisions. We defend them even more 
be achieved by the new equipment, and how can these intensively if models backing them up mediate traffic 
effects be assessed? (Like: overall safety, complexity "reality" better, e.g., including social-psychological 
of the traffic system, accident risk, safety of theories, which enable us to discuss aspects as accident 
unprotected road users, safety of drivers of equipped migration, risk compensation, behaviour diffusion, etc., as 
vehicles, safety of drivers of non-equipped vehicles),     well: One has to be satisfied with verbal "quantifications" 

In case there is the hypothesis that the new product/ and qualifications there, as well. We all work for a model for 
system could lead to safety losses because of its safe traffic, which is of course a model for safe behaviour, 
impacts on perception/decision making and behaviour: and interaction. 
Could one think of any electronical feedback/ So it is only logical to try to introduce models deduced 
regulation gadget to compensate these negative from social scientific theories. There, problem definition 
effects? concerning human behaviour and interaction, as well as 
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theories on how to explain problem genesis, and options 
give enough evidence that it really exists, one has to 

concerning solving of problems, are mostly verbalizations, 
make sure by carrying through some kind of study. 

as well. They are based on systematic observation and But, of course, studies also have to deal with the 

discussion of human behavior (where "behaviour" 
question, which modifications and feedback functions 

includes also feelings, motivations, wishes, thinking, etc.) could be, or have to be introduced. 

however, with the help of which psychological/ 
To give one hint on the methods potentially to be used in 

sociological/social "rules" have been identified. Those such studies: 

"rules" are such that they allow a person to "describe" For analyzing behavioural or interactional 
conditions under whichthere is a "high probability" people consequences the best option is to observe selected 
will "behave in a certain way". However, the same things drivers according to the hypotheses produced by the 
do not happen in every case, not all people do them, and they checklist implementation. 
are not always done with the same intensity, or frequency. For analyzing social consequences traffic 

As you can understand only from the last sentence, observations on a large area, e.g. within a region where 
knowledge on social scientific level cannot be satisfying, if the portion of equipment users a certain time after 
we want technically precise problem descriptions and introduction of the equipment is known, could be done 
instructions how to solve them--like, e.g., cooking recipes, within before and after studies, as well as accident 
But they can mediate a clearer view of problems, thus analyses of the same region, to show if safety 
maybe motivating us to search, and find ways how to deterioration in the sense of the hypotheses has taken 
evaluate, that we really have solved problems. Maybe the place. 
next steps in connection with the checklist can lie in this 

area. Final Comments 
From the point of view of the S afety Group of PRO-GEN 

Need for Further Research it has to be stressed that PROMETHEUS gives a new and 

As things have developed our main strategy for further very good chance for relevant improvements in traffic 
research efforts will be related to the checklist and its use. safety. However, we argue for a sensible development and 

Further research on two levels will be necessary: use of the checklist because we think that it provides for 

(a) On hypotheses produced by the implementation 
more clearness concerning safety as far as the human factor 

of checklist (i.e. studies to make objective the 
is concerned, which easily might be underestimated, as so 

indications on possible behavioural/interactional/ 
often before. For PROMETHEUS really to provide for 

social safety reducing consequences of new products/ 
more safety, existence and importance of behavioural, 

systems) 
interactional, and social consequences of any new technical 

(b) Social psychological, resp. sociological expert 
development in road traffic need to be perfectly 

treatment of the checklist in the sense of a continuous 
acknowledged by both the public side and the industrial 

improvement (i.e. collection of feedback on contents, 
side, as well as the need for improved knowledge about 

verbalization, and handling, and modifications these consequences. 

according to feedback) 
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Crashworthiness in the Nineties 

John M. Leinonen, Vehicle Environment and 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, Infrastructure 
United States 

The vehicle environment of the nineties is going to be 

Abstract very crowded. Travel is increasing in the U.S., and no 
change to the trend is in sight. Roads, particularly our higher 

This paper is an overview of factors expected to influence speed urban interstate system, were designed for lower 
the crashworthiness of vehicles in the nineteen-nineties. It traffic volumes than they now see and urban traffic jams are 
will highlight the conflicting objectives of the operating only going to intensify. Much traffic in urban areas now 
environment, design trends, customer expectations, exter- travels from one suburb to another rather than in and out of 
nal factors and highway infrastructure changes anticipated the central city. In short, the urban areas will see more 
during this period and will explore their implications for congestion, more traffic that is not supported by an adequate 
vehicle technology, highway infrastructure, and little hope of improvement 

Introduction before the end of the nineties. 
This has already led to lower average speeds during peak 

¯ This paper will focus on three areas. The first of these are travel times and increased travel on secondary roads that are 
currently identified challenges, including improved demonstrably less safe an environment than the urban 
occupant protection in both frontal and side collisions, interstates. Rural interstates will also be seeing increasing 
changing materials and changing manufacturing tech- traffic, and pressures for higher speed limits on those 
nologies. The second area is the vehicle environment and interstates are not likely to disappear. This may result in 
infrastructure. The third area is the political and economic different overall travel patterns with much automotive 
considerations of the nineties, travel occurring at lower speeds, but a portion occurring at 

higher speeds outside urban areas. The net effect of these 
Currently Identified Challenges changes is difficult to judge but some estimates suggest that 

The late 1980’s have been a time of rapid change in the these patterns combined with improved restraint systems 
American motor vehicle. Sophisticated electronic controls and higher belt usage rates could cause annual crash 
are now routinely expected. The carburetor has all but fatalities to be reduced. There may also be an increase in 
disappeared. Fuel injection, double overhead cam multi- non-fatal accidents due to an anticipated increase in low 
valve engines, turbo and supercharging, and four wheel disc speed accidents resulting from the Congestion and the 
brakes are just a few technologies that are now common- lagging infrastructure capacity. 
place. These advances have led to vehicles that have Another significantdifferenceinthevehicleenvironment 
improved performance, fuel economy and lower emissions, of the 90’s will be the changing driver population. The U.S. 
Accident avoidance capability has improved, with many experienced a post-World War II baby boom and those 
vehicles now equipped with two or four wheel antilock people will be approaching retirement age in the nineties. 
brakes and improved tires that combine traction, durability As a result, there are going to be more older drivers. Older 
and handling capabilities, all without sacrificing ride drivers have more experience, and tend to exercise caution, 
quality, but when accidents occur they are physically less tolerant of 

Significant changes have also evolved in the area of 
impact forces. They are also less likely to be able to avoid 

crashworthiness, most notably in occupant restraints. The 
accidents, often times having slowed reflexes, and 

U.S. will complete the phase-in of passive restraints for the 
driver and right front passenger in the 1990 model year. The 

diminished eyesight and hearing. This area requires further 

standard requires passive protection for the driver and for 
study and development of technology to help mitigate the 

effects of our aging driver population’s diminished physical the front outboard passenger if automatic safety belts are 
abilities. Efforts will likely be focused on reducing driver used. These systems must be provided on all passenger cars 

built after September 1, 1989. If air bags are the system of workload, simplifying information presented to the driver 

choice, then the right front passenger air bags must be so it can be displayed in larger formats that are easier to see 

afforded a passive restraint in vehicles built after September in spite of age related farsightedness, and supplementing the 

1, 1993. driver’s reduced sensory perceptions, perhaps providing 

A substantial air bag manufacturing capability did not systems to warn of impending collisions or even to 

exist until very recently. During 1986, approximately automatically avoid accidents. 

10,000 air bags and associated components energy absorp- Concern about the effect of motor vehicles on the 

tion on second and third impacts. Computer modeling of environment will continue to escalate in the 90’s. Environ- 

composites is far less developed than that for conventional mental issues may well result in increased pressures for 

steel structures, and must become able to handle more smaller, lighter, more fuel efficient automobiles, and likely 
complex structures than in the past and the newer materials to higher Corporate Average Fuel Economy requirements in 
that continue to flow out of research areas, the U.S. This will challenge us to maintain current levels of 
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safety in packages with less crush space and less mass. longer-term disability, and the first step will be to establish a 

Further technological advances will be required to succeed- methodology for measuring that potential. 

ing years. Many nations have historically had higher belt An overall consideration will be increased emphasis on 

usage rates than the U.S., so the immediate benefit in terms the system performance, with less reliance on individual 

of fatality reduction will be smaller. However, I believe a 
component design. This should provide greater synergy in 

very significant benefit from the air bag may turn out to be 
safety system performance. The key to accomplishing this 

reduction of non-fatal injuries. As more effective, less 
will be improved analytical and modeling capabilities, 

costly air bag systems continue to be developed, they are 
enabling designers to evaluate system performance under a 
wide variety of crash and accident avoidance scenarios. 

likely to become nearly as common as the safety belt. Such information is needed before prototype vehicles are 
Safety belt design will also continue to evolve, and built. There is no longer time for cut and try methods of 

"friendlier", more convenient systems will be developed, design. 
The safety belt is still the single most effective piece of 
safety equipment ever developed, but it is of very little use if 
not used. Since only 48% of U.S. vehicle drivers wear their Summary 
safety belts at this time, much effort to increase usage is still The Nineties will be a time of change, and improving 
required. We all will be challenged to continue to improve crashworthiness will continue to be one of our major 

the design of these vital safety devices, and to encourage challenges. Environmental concerns and the resulting 

their use through improved designs, through education and decrease in vehicle size will cause additional challenges for 

through legislation, regu!ation and enforcement of belt safety system design. Continuing trends toward shorter 

usage. A critical area is the need to educate consumers to product design cycles will force the development of new 

continue to wear safety belts in vehicles equipped with 
design techniques that are even more capable of predicting 
crash performance than currently available predictive 

supplemental air bags. Ford is currently measuring the year- models. Continuous development of improved technologies 
to-year wearing rates in vehicles that are identical except for for design, for energy management and for more precise 
the installation of air bags to determine if there are predictionofoccupantkinematicswillbethekeytomeeting 
significant differences. We hope to share the results of those the crashworthiness challenges of the nineties. As fatalities 
surveys in the future, decline, it is likely that the emphasis for improvements in 

As vehicle size continues to trend downward due to vehicle safety will shift to also include non-fatal injury 
environmental concerns, it will be even more important that prevention, and techniques for ranking such injuries must 

interiors become more "friendly" through improved injury be developed. Baseline data could then be collected, the 

prevention technologies. Efforts in this area should focus on scope of such injuries can be measured and a systematic 

those injuries which have the greatest potential for causing approach to further reduction in injuries can proceed. 

Research Priorities in Crashworthiness 

Adele Derby, most promise in contributing to a reduction in fatalities in 

National Highway Traffic Safety future years. 

Administration, The first step in the process was to determine the m~gni- 

United States tude of the safety problem that we would be confronting in 
the nineties. Using a travel forecast developed by the Feder- 

Between 1980 and 1987, total highway fatalities in the 
United States fell from over 51,000 to 46,300, a decline of 

al Highway Administration, we estimated that travel would 

over 9 percent. This occurred as the number of vehicle miles 
grow at an annual compound rate of 2.3 percent through the 

of travel increased25 percent, from 1.5 trillion to 1.9 trillion 
year 2000. This represents over a 34-percent increase in 

miles. At the same time, the fatality rate declined from 3.3 
travel for the period. 

fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles of travel in 1980 to At the same time, we estimated that the fatality rate would 

2.4 in 1987, a 27-percent decrease, fall from 2.4 to 1.9 in the year 2000. This projected decline 

While we are pleased with the decline in fatalities and the in the fatality rate is expected to result from a number of 

fatality rate, the fact remains that there are still too many factors. These include the introduction of automatic protec- 

highway deaths in the United States. tion systems into 100 percent of the new passenger car fleet, _ 

In the summer of 1988, we in the National Highway the introduction of cars meeting a dynamic side impact test, 

Traffic Safety Administration undertook a study to develop and a continued increase in belt use due to state safety belt 

a crashworthiness research agenda for the decade of the use laws. 

nineties. The objective of this study was to define crash- Nevertheless, the overall number of fatalities can be ex- 

worthiness research program initiatives that showed the pected to increase over the period due to the large projected 
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increase in vehicle miles of travel. Our estimates are that the and available research results tempered with expert 
number of fatalities on highways in the United States will judgment. 

increase from nearly 46,300 annually in 1987 to nearly Feasibility was assessed on the basis of the problems that 
48,000 in 1995, and to 49,000 in the year 2000. needed to be solved in identifying, developing, and evaluat- 

A second element in defining the safety problem required ing countermeasures. In determining feasibility, factors 

that we determine the composition of the new vehicle fleet, such as the level of existing research, the complexity of 

and make judgments on the level of belt usage in that fleet, needed research, and the need for new test procedures, test 

This is important because of the increasing market share devices, and biomechanics research were considered. 

of light trucks in the United States and, typically, the Practicability was judged based on the types of changes 

that would have to be made to vehicles to implement the lower safety belt use rate among light truck drivers and 

passengers, countermeasures being considered. Factors such as manu- 

As a percentage of new vehicle sales, light trucks are facturability, human factors, operational aspects, and public 
acceptability were among the factors considered to be of 

projected to increase from nearly 31 percent of the light duty 
most importance. 

vehicle market in 1987, to 34 percent of the market in the 
Cost considerations included research costs, both in 

year 2000. Light trucks will, therefore, comprise over one 
terms of time and financial resources, and consumer costs, 

third of the new vehicle fleet put into service in the United 
defined as the added cost per vehicle at the point of sale. A 

States over the decade of the nineties, number of high cost programs were included in the final 
Occupant protection system use in passenger cars and priority list because of their high potential for saving lives. 

light trucks in the decade is estimated to vary widely. Auto- The final priority list of countermeasures included those 
matic protection systems willhave been introduced into 100 research programs that resulted in large reductions in fatal- 
percent of the new passenger car fleet in 1990. We projected ities, while at the same time showing evidence of high 
the introduction of driver side air bags into 50 percent of the feasibility and high practicability. The programs were 
fleet and passenger side air bags into 30 percent of the fleet placed in one of two groups, near term and long term. The 
in the early to mid-decade. We then estimated passenger car near-term programs are those that we believe can be corn- 
occupant protection system use to approach 85 percent by pleted by mid-decade. The long-term programs are ones that 
1995. could be completed in the latter half of the decade. 

Under current provisions of FMVSS 208, light trucks are There are five priority programs on our near-term list. 
not now required to have automatic occupant protection The first is automatic occupant protection for light 
systems. Based upon lower use trends for manual belt sys- trucks. This program is directed at improving protection for 
tems, we have estimated that the light truck new vehicle occupants of light trucks by requiring these vehicles to meet 
fleet would have safety belt use of only 40 percent by 1995. the automatic protection provisions of FMVSS 208. Begin- 
Requiring light trucks to meet the automatic protection re- ning in May 1991, light trucks will already be required to 
quirements of FMVSS 208, and projecting that 20 percent meet the dynamic testing requirements of FMVSS 208 for 
of the light truck fleet would be equipped with air bags, we manual belts. 
would estimate an increase in occupant protection system The second program is to improve side protection for cars 
use to a level of 70 percent by 1995. and light trucks. This program will focus upon improving 

The crashworthiness research agenda to be developed interior components related to head protection and ejection 
would have to be responsive to this 1995 safety environ- prevention in side impacts. In this program we expect to 
ment. As a first step, we identified a comprehensive list of investigate improvements to door locks, door/sill inter- 
potential future research initiatives. This list was subjected locks, and glazing to reduce ejections. We expect also to 
to several screening steps directed at whittling it down to a investigate improvements to the energy absorption capa- 
manageable program, bilities of glazing and padding materials for head contact 

Four selection criteria were used to evaluate the initia- areas in side impacts. 
tives. These criteria were safety benefits, feasibility, prac- A third program is to improve frontal protection for cars 
ticability, and costs. Initial screenings of the list eliminated and light trucks. This program is expected to focus on the 
many of the high cost, low feasibility programs. Many oth- development of improvements to interior components to 
ers were merged into generic program categories. Ulti- better manage crash energy upon occupant impact. In this 
mate!y, a group of over 200 potential programs was reduced program, we expect to investigate improvements to steering 
to fewer than a dozen. A more detailed assessment of the systems, instrument panel, front header, A-pillar, and wind- 
remaining programs using the four selection criteria was shield, leading to better energy absorption capabilities for 
then conducted, these components. 

Safety benefits were estimated in terms of fatalities The fourth program is to improve static side impactpro- 
avoided over the lifetime of the 1995 new vehicle fleet. tection for light trucks by extending the requirements of 
Estimates of effectiveness were made for each of the count- FMVSS 214, which currently only apply to passenger cars. 
ermeasures resulting from the various research programs. As with passenger cars, the anticipated countermeasure is 
Effectiveness estimates were developed using data analyses the sideguard door beam. 
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The fifth program is to improve heavy truck occupant In the area of frontal protection, near-term work on im- 

protection. This program is directed at increasing the use of proved steering systems and instrument panels is underway. 

three point safety belts in heavy trucks. In this program we For the long term, work has been initiated on projects in- 

expect to improve protection for heavy truck occupants by volving higher speed crashes and passenger side air bag 

developing three-point safety belts which are compatible development issues. 

with typical heavy truck seats and crash environments and In the area of side impact protection, we are conducting 

taking steps to increase their usage through educational near-term countermeasure and test procedure development 

efforts, for head to upper interior impacts. We are also studying door 

There are also five priority programs on our long-term latch integrity issues. For the longer term, work on extend- 

list. ing the dynamic test requirements of FMVSS 214 to light 

The first is improved frontal protection for cars and light trucks has been initiated. 

trucks in higher severity crashes. In this research program Rollover testing of light trucks and small cars has also 

we expect to investigate higher severity frontal crashes, been undertaken. Work in progress includes accident data 

including offset crash modes, 40 mile per hour barrier analyses, studies of vehicle dynamics and vehicle test 

crashes, and small car crash survivability. Countermeasures programs. 

that may be considered include upgraded air bags and belt In the area of pedestrian protection, head injury reduction 

systems, and improved vehicle frontal structures, research is focused on countermeasure and compliance 

A second program is to improve rollover protection for test procedure development. Child thorax injury research 

cars and light trucks. Our research would be directed at is being conducted in the areas of injury criteria develop- 

providing improved protection for occupants who remain in ment, production vehicle testing, and countermeasure 

the vehicle during rollovers by reducing the incidence of development. 

head and neck injury and occupant ejection. We expect to In addition, we have a substantial program in the area of 

investigate structural component modifications, reduced biomechanics support underway. Injury criteria develop- 

roof crush, upgraded glazing, door hardware, and interior ment, including cadaver testing and extensive modeling, is 

padding, and test procedures representative of real-world one element of this program. Dummy development ac- 

rollovers, tivities, focusing upon the head, neck, and chest, comprise a 

A third program will improve pedestrian protection second element of this program. 

through modifications to striking vehicles. Research will 
In summary, despite substantial advances made in the 

consider vehicle changes to reduce head injuries and child decade of the eighties, which have resulted in both a decline 

thorax injuries. We expect to investigate changes that would 
in the number of fatalities and the fatality rate, the fact 

result in reducing the stiffness of the hood and other frontal 
remains that there are still too many highway deaths in the 

structures, increasing under hood clearance, using padded 
United States. 

materials for grills and on leading edges, and eliminating 
We believe that there are still substantial opportunities to 

improve crashworthiness performance of both passenger 
frontal protrusions, cars and light trucks in the decade of the nineties. We have 

A fourth program is to improve side impact for passenger 
cars in higher severity side impacts. In this research pro- 

fashioned a research program which we believe addresses 

gram we expect to investigate improving occupant protec- 
many of those opportunities. 

tion in crashes at higher impact speeds than the proposed 30 
mph dynamic test and/or in angled impacts. Specific im- 
provements for side protection for older age groups will also 
be investigated. Countermeasures that may be considered Statement by Yataka Kondoh, 
include improved door structure and padding, improved General and Project Manager, Corporate 
seat structure and geometry (wrap around), and improved 
side structures to limit pillar intrusion. 

Technical/Planning Office, 

The fifth program is improved dynamic side impact pro- Toyota Motor Company, 

tectionfor light trucks. This program is directed at improv- Japan 

ing side impact protection for light truck occupants by fur- 
ther extending the dynamic requirements of FMVSS 214. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to address 

Improved side structures and interior padding will likely be this important conference. My name is Yutaka Kondoh. I am 

considered, the project manager of the Toyota Corporate Technical 
Our current research and development program is begin- Planning Office and it is my pleasure to present my opinions 

ning to address these priorities. Research on both near-term on behalf of Toyota Motor Corporation. Research on and 

and long-term program elements is being undertaken, improvement of crashworthiness of the automobile be- 

We have determined that extending the automatic occu- gan many years ago. This development continues to be 

pant protection requirements of FMVSS 208 and the static conducted by governmental bodies, academic institutions 

side impact protection requirements of FMVSS 214 to light and manufacturers, each working from their respective 

trucks can be accomplished with little if any research, viewpoints. 
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In our opinion, improvement of crashworthiness should Automobile manufacturers have up until now made stren- 
be conducted in accordance with the following four steps: uous efforts to reduce the number of persons killed and 

"Accident Investigation," °’Statistical Analysis of Acci- injured by traffic accidents by following the steps I have just 

dent and Injury," "Determination of Priorities," and outlined. The specific aims of the countermeasures are as 

"Countermeasure Research." listed on the screen: 

STEP 1 is "Accident Investigation," which is divided ¯ Survival Space Preservation in collision 
into two main parts. One is related to police and insurance ¯ Occupant Injury Reduction in Secondary Impact 
collection of statistical data on accidents, much like what and Interior Protection 
we are currently doing. The other is specific investigation of ¯ Vehicle Ejection Prevention 
individual accidents. In general, special investigation teams ¯ Secondary Accident Prevention such as preven- 
are organized to conduct individual accident investigations, tion from vehicle fire 
Through these investigations, data such as extent of vehicle ¯ Escape and Rescue Facilitation 
damage, and location and degree of passenger injury are ¯ Pedestrian Protection 
obtained. 

STEP 2 is "Statistical Analysis of Accident and Injury." Now, I would like to present some typical examples. 

We analyze relationships, such as the relationship between First, Survival Space Preservation in collision: The vehicle 

accident type and frequency of injury occurrence, an exam- body is constructed with a passenger compartment com- 

ple of which is shown on this slide, also the relationships prised of highly rigid members and crushable zones in the 

between accident type and location and degree of injury, front and rear. 

In STEP 3, in order to improve vehicle crashworthiness, Second, Occupant Injury Reduction from Secondary Im- 

the type of collisions and injuries on which priority is to be pact: The basic three-point type seat belt system is the first 

placed for future countermeasures is decided. At that time, example of this. 

we think, such decisions should be made with attention paid A second example is the energy-absorbing steering sys- 

to the following five points: tem. The left figure shows the state of the steering column at 
normal conditions and the right figure shows steering col- 

First: Needs induced from the results of the statisti- umn action in a collision. 
cal analysis of STEP 2. (That is, needs as determined Next is the Toyota-developed motorized automatic seat 
by frequency and injury severity.) belt system which has been installed in the Toyota Cressida 

Second: Technical feasibility, sold in the United States for the past 9 years, and now in 
Third: Compatibility with other road users, that is, several other vehicles. 

compatibility with the safety of pedestrians and two- Another countermeasure is the supplemental air bag sys- 
wheel riders, tem, which operates in conjunction with a 3-point active 

Fourth: Compatibility with other vehicle perfor- seat belt. 
mance. Factors to be considered include influence Interior projections are removed or lessened and padding 
upon fuel consumption and accident avoidance perfor- applied to the instrument panel and glove box. 
mance--namely, stability and controllability--when Extra padding provides effective measures for protection 
any countermeasure that would result in an increase in from minor side impacts. 
vehicle weight is considered for the improvement of Vehicle Ejection Prevention: Countermeasure examples 
crashworthiness, shown here are laminated windshield glass, a seat belt sys- 

Lastly: The relationship between cost and benefit, tem and use of high-strength door lock strikers. 
Although the crashworthiness performance of auto- Secondary Accident Prevention: Countermeasure exam- 
mobiles is steadily increasing, users cannot be forced pies include protected fuel tank location, removal of unnec- 
to accept expensive cost burdens. essary peripheral projections and installation of fuel tank 

After examining the above items and considering the protectors. 

results of such examination, we go on to the next step, that Escape and Rescue Facilitation: Examples are, unifica- 

is, actual development and testing, tion of seat belt buckle size and color to facilitate belt 
STEP 4 is "Countermeasure Research." In this step, the unfastening as well as a spool release for the automatic 

following three operations are required: shoulder belt. 
Also significant is adoption of the anti-jam-door structure 

First: To develop countermeasures to be incorpo- shown here. 
rated into the automobile. And finally, pedestrian and two-wheel rider protection: 

Second: To develop equipment and methods to eval- Plastic bumpers (including urethane foam), semi-concealed 
uate whether a vehicle into which the countermeasures wipers and collapsible outside mirrors have been adopted. 
are incorporated really demonstrates the performance Also, we take into account outer body form so that the 
we expect, outside of the automobile has no sharp edges. Thus, we have 

Third: To establish criteria on which the results of made strenuous efforts in reducing the number of pedestrian 
evaluation are to be judged, and cyclist injuries resulting from traffic collisions. 
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In the future, STEP 5, we must continue to evaluate the The number of competent researchers in this field has 

real world results of efforts by persons in academic fields never been larger than it is today. It is now well above the 

and also the results of our own efforts toward injury reduc- critical limit for this type of work to continue and to become 

tion, some of which I have just mentioned, of interest to new generations of scientists as well.    ). 

For example, I hope that the improvement in injury crite- I believe that the program of this conference reflects qmte 

ria results measured in crash tests are indicative of forth- well the fact that a multitude of safety related research is 

coming reductions of real world death and injury, being carried out at present in all the automobile producing 
We are now examining dummy improvement and param- countries of the world. This makes it both simpler and more 

eter changes (for example, to measure neck movement and difficult for us to express future research needs. 
additionally measure chest displacement). Later, we must Simpler because so much is already in progress. This 
work to clarify details on remaining traffic accident injuries, means that many researchers already are working in the 

I would like to offer two proposals to be executed in field and that some of the facilities necessary for this kind of 

tandem with this evaluation activity: one is to conduct fur- work already exist and can be used and further developed 
ther research on human tolerance and to develop a better for future work. 
means of injury evaluation. The other is to determine what At the same time it has also become increasingly more 
kind of information can be added to present accident report- difficult to express future research needs just because so 
ing systems and to examine what means can and should be much work is already in progress. As a consequence of this 
developed to accomplish that purpose. We feel convinced we do not yet know which results will emerge and what 
that these actions would serve to help us define proper spin-off effects we will see from all this work in the near 
"Research Priorities in Crashworthiness." future. It seems quite likely that it will introduce new 

Lastly, I would like to say something on a wider scale. It knowledge leading us into other fields which also need to be 
is important to recognize the significance of the role of each explored. 
of the three factors of traffic safety: the vehicle, man and the There are, however, three main areas which I would like 
driving environment. Although traffic accidents can never to point out as particularly important for future research and 
be eliminated with vehicle countermeasures alone, we must for the results of basic research to become implemented into 
make efforts to reduce the occurrence of such accidents. future rule making for improvement of the safety of road 
Once an accident takes place, however, there is a limit to travel. 
how much occupant and pedestrian injury can be reduced. The first area of importance is a particular part of impact 
This has already been recognized through the development biomechanics. The human body is a very complex structure 
of past ESVs. We should now proceed to improve well- 
balanced vehicle crashworthiness based upon the recogni- 

not only in mechanical terms but also functionally. Its phys- 

tion of the three factors of traffic safety shown here. 
iological function is based on chemical reactions which 
most of the time take place at an incredible speed. Most 
tissues are therefore basically liquid solutions and many of 
its structural components consist of very large molecules. 
The response of many tissues to mechanical loading is 

Bertil Aldman, therefore not surprisingly rate dependent. The same is the 

Professor, Chalmers University of Technology, case for many polymers used as components in systems for 

Sweden injury protection. 
We need to learn more about the implication of this rate 

The ESV conference has become a very important forum sensitivity on our ability to design safety systems which are 

for presentation of research results and for discussions of 
more effective over a range of impact speeds in comparison 

relevance for automotive safety. Much has been achieved with current systems. 

over the years and as a result of this, new automobiles offer It is also necessary to take into consideration that the 

much better protection for their occupants against serious human body is not only a mechanical structure in which 

injuries than earlier ones did. These conferences will, how- mechanical failure is the only important sign of injury. It is 

ever, continue to be of importance in this context because also a living organism capable of many other functions. In 

there are so many safety aspects which have not yet been many cases even permanent physiological disturbances oc- 

given proper attention by researchers in this field, cur at the cellular level clearly before any rupture can be 

The reason for tliis is partly that there were so many other detected in the tissues. Mechanical failure in tissues is there- 

urgent problems to attend to and partly that we did not have fore not the only--and in nerve tissue probably not even the 

the basic biomechanical knowledge for more detailed stud- most important--sign of severe damage. We should there- _ 

ies of impact protection. This lack of knowledge needs to be fore emphasize more what takes place at the cellular level 

remedied quickly in order to enable the design of even safer and not only judge by disruption of the tissues and this I 

vehicles but also to make it possible to prevent large invest- believe is particularly important regarding brain injuries. 

ments from being made in vehicle designs which later may All this will require further develOpment of even more 

turn out to be unnecessarily aggressive to other road users, sophisticated models of the human body for simulation of 
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the kinematics and deformations of human structures in a new tools now have applications in the process of develop- 
variety of accident situations, ing the crashworthiness of new vehicles. Sophisticated 

The second area which will become of importance in the lumped parameter models in combination with non-linear 
.... ’ not too distant future is related to the mix of vehicles of Finite Element Model analysis is now used for crash force 

different sizes on our roads. Europe has probably had a calculations of vehicle body structures and for the predic- 
ratheruniformfleetofcarsinthisrespect.Thereseemstobe tion of deformations of the entire vehicle structure. The 
a development now which in a few years time may well expansion of sucl~ programs from frontal to other types of 
result in a larger number of substantially smaller cars on collisions is now in progress. This will enable the develop- 
European roads. Important as this may be from an environ- ment and optimization of vehicle structures which will be 
mental point of view it will also have implications on the     effective in the protection of road users in a variety of 
safety of their occupants, accident types. 

This brings up again the question of what it is we wish to It seems to me that the state of the art in modelling vehicle 
achieve by impact testing of passenger cars. The importance structures and of assessing their crash performance in dif- 
of frontal versus other impact modes seems to have dimin- ferent crash modes will eventually reach a level of maturity 
ished with the introduction of seat belt laws in several coun- where this technique could also begin to be usefully em- 

i~, tries. When side impact testing is introduced both impact ployed for the purpose of checking for conflicting require- 
modes will have to be considered simultaneously by the ments in our present set of vehicle safety standards. 
manufacturers. In conclusion: We are now approaching a situation where 

It should also be discussed whether it is desirable to use we will have to take into consideration several different 
one and the same impact speed for testing vehicles of differ- requirements regarding the crashworthiness of vehicles and 
ent sizes. In this context it will also be necessary to consider at the same time more diverse and detailed requirements on 

¯ ~ safety systems which are effective in a variety of different safety systems in these vehicles. This will necessitate the 
accident situations. I believe that all this will lead to a development of better and more complex models of vehi- 
situation where we will need new tools for simulation of the cles and their occupants and the basis for such models will 
response of the vehicles and their crash protection systems be better understanding of impact biomechanics in a large 
in several impact modes, range of accident situations at different velocities. In partic- 

The third area, which in the present development looks ular the rate sensitivity of biological tissues and the func- 
r. very promising in this context, is the increased use of sub- tional disturbances at cellular level will be of interest in this 

stantially more complex crash simulation technology. The context. 

Identification of Research Requirements for Vehicle Safety 

Georges Dobias, monthly variations, parallel for fatal and corporal accidents, 

General Director of the National Institute of have been observed. This can be partially accounted for by 

Research on Transport and Safety, weather conditions: in 1985 and 1987 mobility was reduced 

France and fewer accidents occurred, whereas, in 1988, the winter 
was mild and there were numerous accidents. 

Global Evolution of Accidents in Driver behaviour also influences these variations: 

France ¯ A significant increase in seat-belt use in 1987 and 
1988 (83% instead of 67% in 1986 on main high- 

The evolution of accidents in France can be characterized ways, 89% on motorways, compared with 75% in 
by:                                                            1986), following information campaigns and in- 

¯ A 25 % reduction of corporal accidents since 1981 creased controls implemented in October 1987. 

(15,000 per month, compared with 20,000). ¯ Motorway speeds are rising on average by 1 km/ 

¯ An 18 % reduction of fatal accidents over the same hour per year (see figure 1). This trend was inter- 

period (approximately 750 per month), rupted during the Summer of 1988, following re- 

¯ A corresponding relative increase in the serious- inforced road safety measures, increased surveil- 

ness of accidents, a phenomenon which has be- lance and control by police and gendarmerie. 

come increasingly frequent since 1986. ¯ An increase in penalties for drunken driving in 
April 1987, after the Chalandon law was voted. 

Thetendancy towards a drop in the number of fatal acci- 
dents in built-up areas has continued, whereas a reversal in These different measures have influenced the develop- 
the general tendancy was observed at the beginning of1988, ment of accident research, as has, moreover, the greater 

Despite a general drop in the number of accidents, greater mobility observed in 1987 and 1988, reflected in main high- 
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way and motorway traffic ratings (5%). The relative weight 

of each of these factors is not known, even if some evalua- 
tions have been made. 

Evolution of Accidents by Category 

According to the type of vehicle involved 0,00 " ~°°°° ° -"’-" "" "" --’’" .... 
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The evolution of the number of heavy lorry accidents Figure 3. Evolution according to the age of the driver. 
corresponds to the development of goods transport by road, 
dropping in 1980, stabilizing in 1985 and rising again in 
1988, as the tonnages transported by road increased 

For drivers in the 22-25 age bracket, accident involve- 

significantly, ment has dropped since 1984, i.e., three years after the 18- 

Accidents involving one or several light vehicles, 21 age-group, as if there were a certain generation gap. This 

accounting for 60% of the fatal accidents, were rather on the rather supports the hypothesis that young people are more 

increase between 1978 and 1984, dropping from then on conscious of road safety. 

until 1988 (diagramme 21)¯ A lesser reduction (10%) is observed for drivers in the 

A study of the risk by category of vehicle demonstrates 40-50 age-group. The number of accidents tends to rise 

that a greater proportion of sports-car, and in particular slightly (10%) for drivers over 70. 
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It should be noted that these developments, affected by ¯ shock speeds 
changes in weather conditions, occur simultaneously be- ¯ captor improvement 

tween 1986 and 1988. ¯ improved bio-fidelity of dummies, 
¯ use of mathematical simulation to extend the field 

Research Requirements of investigation beyond classical frontal and 
lateral shock. 

1. The first requirement is a betterevaluation of the 
progress made in accident research over recent years: In the same way, greater attention should be paid to fast 
several factors relative to traffic and its composition give light-weight vehicles, to heavy lorries and to the 
rise to questions on this development: performance of synthetic materials increasingly used in the 

¯ The constant increase in speed on all networks, automobile industry. 

average speeds increasing by 1 to 2 km/hour per 5. It is clear that there are very close links between 

year. primary and passive safety; the results obtained in the 
¯ Significant increases in the proportion of heavy Prometheus and Drive programmes can significantly 

lorries on all main roads, modify accident typology, for example in reducing the 
¯ The very rapid increase in the proportion of fast number and the seriousness of lateral shocks, or even 

cars. certain head-on accidents. 
¯ The rapid increase in the proportion of elderly In the same way, road safety equipment would also be 

drivers, with more accidents at intersections, beneficial. 
At this stage, possible directions for research only are 

The evolution of accident typology is not sufficiently being explored. A programme to encourage vehicle safety is 
understood, being developed in France: its objectives are ambitious and, 

2. Knowledge of the conditions in which accidents occur subject to cost-efficiency analysis, significant progress 
and their consequences in terms of the seriousness of should be made. However, the automobile industry will no 
injuries sustained, their after-effects and long-term residual doubt have some difficult choices to make between safety 
handicaps is insufficient. A great deal of research needs to devices, comfort and vehicle performance. It will then be 
be done in order for there to be a precise understanding of time to give safety the commercial value it should have for 
the seriousness of the injuries sustained and its relationship the collectivity. 
with the handicaps suffered. The French vehicle safety programme is composed of 3 

3. Methodology for evaluating primary safety is only at sub-programms, one general and two specific to each of the 
its beginning stages. It is therefore not easy to appraise, a car manufacturer. 
priori, the effects of certain driving aids or road safety The general programme should deal with up to date 
equipment, accidentology research (passive and active safety), vehicle 

The ABS case perfectly illustrates this difficulty since, dynamics, information systems on board, methodologies 
globally, the results on safety do not seem to be conclusive: 

for the assessment of active safety, biomechanics (head and 
detailed studies would certainly demonstrate that the ABS 

brain, mathematic simulation), means of restrain materials 
mechanism modifies accident typology. Without well- 

and structures for frontal and side impact. 
defined criteria for such evaluation, it is difficult to judge The methodology for assessment should be improved and 
the results observed a posteriori, 

the tests made on small vehicles, for different crash speeds. 
The method could involve drawing up a typology of 

The two other sub-programmes would deal with specific 
typical accident situations, developing useful driving aids 

components and their integration in small experimental 
in consequence, appraising these aids or the effects of better 

cars. 
road-holding in terms of these, taking into account change 
in driver behaviour. To this end, simulation tools seem to be 
worthwhile, on the condition that they are used not only 
with professional drivers but also, and above all, with Statement by Herbert l-Ienssler~ 
drivers representative of the diversity of functional driver Statement not available. 
capacity (age, habits, situations, periods). 

The use of driving simulators can provide a fundamental 
aid. 

The great European projects, PROMETHEUS and Statement by Naofumi Takashige, 
DRIVE, have set ambitious objectives, based on better Director, Vehicle Service Division, Japanese 
driver instruction, driving aids, or even passive or active Ministry of Transport, 
control of driver activity. 

Japan 
4. In the same way, methods of appraisal currently used in 

passive safety should also be improved: 
It is a great pleasure for me to attend this session as a 

¯ conditions of reglementary shock application representative of the government of Japan. 
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Taking this opportunity, I would like to introduce the Further, the contents of study have been introduced on 

outline of the Japanese government’s approach policy and occasions of the presentations of the Society of Automotive 

its orientation of the technical development concerning the Engineers of Japan or on the journals published by the said 

active safety of motor vehicles. Society. 

Current Status of Traffic Accidents in Study of Motor Vehicle Safety by the 
Japan Ministry of Transport 

The annual death toll from traffic accidents was declining The study themes have been decided through consulta- 

in Japan with the year 1970 as its peak. Since 1980, tions between the administrative divisions and the research 

however, the death toll started to increase again. The last divisions by taking into consideration the people’s demand 

year in Japan, the number of the killed from traffic accidents and the actual mode of traffic accidents. When the increase 

exceeded the 10,000 mark for the first time in 13 years. It factors were analyzed in connection with the recent traffic 

reached 10,344 persons, a 10.7 percent increase over the accidents in Japan, the following are main factors to be 

preceding year. This increase trend is still continuing this blamed: They are the rear-end collision accidents during 

year, too. The increase of death toll over the preceding year high-speed driving or night-driving and the accidents 

is 8 percent for a period from January through April this associated with motorcycles. As a result, the Ministry of 

year. Transport has considered it necessary to take measures for 
causes for these accidents from an aspect of motor vehicle 

Traffic Accidents Preventive Measures safety and to advance the research concerned with active 

in Japan safety. 
Here, let me explain briefly the contents of study themes 

Under such severe circumstances, the government of for causes for the accidents stated above. 
Japan has been tackling with the traffic accident preventive 
measures with all its efforts. Study of preventive systems for rear-end col- 

For effective prevention of traffic accidents, it is neces- lision accidents of motor vehicles 
sary to make the traffic safety facilities more complete, 
promote effective traffic regulations, diffuse traffic safety 

As regards the rear-end collision accidents on express- 

consciousness and assure the safety of motor vehicles. To 
ways, etc., it is believed that the majority of them are attribu- 

accomplish this, the competent authorities concerned have 
table to human errors, such as failure of recognition on the 

been taking necessary measures for the respective fields, 
part of drivers. It is, therefore, necessary to promote the 

Now, let me explain briefly their research and survey 
study of accident avoidance systems employing the drive- 

activities. The traffic regulation-related items have been assisting devices incorporating the state-of-art electronic 

tackled mainly by the National Police Agency; the safety control technology or the further advanced automatic driv- 

measures related to roads, by the Ministry of Construction; ing devices. 

and the safety of motor vehicles, by the Ministry of As the concrete contents of study, we can quote the 

Transport. As respects the study of total traffic accident following: 

preventive measures for motorcycles and persons of (1) Rear-end collision preventive system is trial- 
advanced age, they have been tackled mainly by the manufactured so that, when a motor vehicle ap- 
Management and Coordination Agency. proaches abnormally the preceding motor vehicle, the 

As regards the motor vehicle safety, that is today’s theme, distance between the vehicles is detected by means of 
its research and study have been tackled by the Traffic laser sensors or the like, thereby starting braking auto- 
Safety and Nuisance Research Institute of the Ministry of matically. Thus, running tests using actual vehicles are 
Transport, as stated early. Besides the governmental organs, conducted. Als0, the functions of the system including 
an official organ called the "Japan Automobile Research the man/machine interface with the driver are 
Institute" has been engaging in such activities. Various confirmed. 
automobile manufacturers and automotive parts (2) The test procedure and evaluation standards for 
manufacturers who are substantially technical leader, too, the rear-end collision preventive system are studied. 
have been endeavoring to advance their research and study 
of motor vehicle safety. Also, the study regarding motor We believe that the realization of these systems will make 

vehicles is under way in many universities, it possible to prevent accidents for a period during which 

These research and study activities have been carded out driver’s visually perceiving ability drops at night or driver’s 

by selecting appropriate items in their respective fields, attention drops owing to his fatigue, or to prevent accidents 

fundamentally referring to the analysis of traffic accidents caused by the driver’s delay in his operation. 
in Japan, intemational study themes and so forth, although 
there are particular features for each organ. 

Study of improvements in motorcycle safety 

As for their study results, they have been announced With regard to the prevention of motorcycle accidents, 
periodically as publications by each organ or corporation, because of its inherent construction it is difficult to take 
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effective measures for reducing injuries in the event of Study of safety and reliability of electronic 
collisions, equipment for automotive use 

Therefore, we believe that it is necessary to conduct stud- 
In respect to electronic equipment for automotive use ies of improvements in visually conspicuous characteristics 

whose use has been increased sharply in the recent years, it 
(namely, the prevention of collisions which are caused 

includes components which are incorporated into the safe- 
owing to failure of being perceived visually by the other 

ty-related systems, such as brake systems or steering sys, 
party) or improvements in stability during braking periods 

tems, thereby playing a very important role. Consequently, 
(namely, the prevention of motorcycles from overturning in 

it becomes necessary to conduct study as to a new aspect of 
the driver’s attempt to avoid obstacles), reliability. 

As the concrete contents of study, we can quote the To this end, we believe that this study should include 
following: experiments to evaluate effects of various environmental 

electro-magnetic interference on the electronic equipment. 
(1) Study is made as to the shapes and arrangement 

Thus, it is necessary to establish the verification procedure 
of lighting and light-signalling devices which can for the safety and reliability. 
affect the visually conspicuous characteristics from the This completes my brief explanation about part of studies 
front, rear or side. Also, study is made as to the effec- the Research Institute of the Ministry of Transport is now 
rive use of reflective materials and so on. Moreover, tackling and the orientation of technical studies to be made 
their effectiveness is evaluated quantitatively by con- in the future. 
ducting tests, using test vehicles. To make safe, yet comfortable motor vehicles available 

(2) Study is made as to the relationship between the for users through the further enhanced safety, we at the 
behavior of obstacle avoidance and the stability of government of Japan are determined to take all necessary 
motorcycles, using test vehicles in which the charac- measures, such as the drafting of safety standards in quick 
teristics of the anti-skid braking system can be altered, response to changes in traffic environment and the promo- 

tion of accident investigation, data analysis, testing and 
As regards the safety technology for motorcycles, cur- study of accident analysis, by taking into consideration the 

rently there are still many technical problems yet to be international trend. 
solved, for example, "leg guard" aiming at protecting the Finally, at completion of my speech, I earnestly desire 
occupants. We believe that this is one of the fields calling for that the study of motor vehicle safety continues its further 
long-term study from now on. development. 
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Technical Session 4A 
Biomechanics and Dummy Development 

Chairman: Richard Lowne, United Kingdom 

Restrained Drivers’ Facial Skeleton Injuries Resulting From Steering Assembly 
Contact: A Conspectus 

David S. Zuby, In Germany where restraint usage is about 90%, Otte 

Transportation Research Center, Inc. reported the following from an analysis of 217 restrained 

Roger A. Saul, drivers: (i) 30% of the drivers contacted the interior of the 

Vehicle Research and Test Center automobile with their head, (ii) 23% sustained soft part 
injuries to the face and 5% suffered fractures of the facial 

Abstract skeleton, and (iii) the steering wheel was struck by 12% of 
those drivers whose heads struck some part of the vehicle’s 

A detailed examination of hard copy accident files from 
interior (3). Petty and Fenn (4) and Harms et al., (5) 

1981-85 NASS was conducted to ascertain the nature of 
observed frequent injurious head/steering wheel contacts 

steering assembly induced facial trauma suffered by re- 
for restrained drivers in the United Kingdom. Finally, strained drivers. The following aspects were included: the 
Marcus and Blodgett (6) reported that most of the steering wheel contact location responsible for these inju- 

ries; the distributions of injury type, anatomical location, impairment resulting from frontal collisions was due to 

and injury severity; injury frequency as a function of crash head and facial injuries. Their work also indicated that the 

severity; and the significance of facial skeleton injuries, steering assembly was the leading cause of short term 

This paper also summarizes the results of experimental sensory impairment, medium term pain impairment, and a 

efforts to evaluate the probability of sustaining facial injury major cause of short term cosmetic impairment. These 

in steering wheel impacts, observations would appear to support the suggestion that 
steering assembly induced facial trauma could become a 

Introduction considerable residual injury mode in the current accident 
environment for belt restrained drivers. These observations 

Both U.S. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 
from the literature, however, reflect neither the current U.S. 

(FMVSS) and state seat belt use laws have prevented many 
belt usage rates, nor the advent of driver airbag restraint 

deaths and serious injuries resulting from highway 
systems. 

accidents. A great number of these reductions are for the 
Over the last 3 years, the National Highway Traffic 

driver seating position. However, recent observations 
Safety Administration has conducted a research effort to 

suggest that steering assembly induced facial trauma may 
develop a better understanding of belt restrained driver 

be occurring with greater frequency, 
facial injuries, and possible mitigation strategies. This 

A number of recent accident investigation studies 
effort included a more detailed investigation of available 

indicated that, although the injuries to automobile 
accident data, analyses of the injury mechanisms, and a 

occupants were less severe overall, the observed dis- 
tribution displayed a greater frequency of facial injury 

survey of available methods and tools developed for further 
investigations. This paper provides a summary of the efforts 

for restrained drivers. Additionally, these studies observed 
at NHTSA’s Vehicle Research and Test Center to address the 

that contact with the steering assembly appeared to be a 
problem of steering assembly induced facial trauma. 

leading source of injury. Newman and St. Laurant (1)* 
observed in a sample of 121 restrained, front seat occupants 
in purely frontal collisions, that 55% received facial injuries Accident Case Analysis 
with a severity level of at least 2, on the Abbreviated Injury The cases for this analysis were selected from those 
Scale (AIS>2). It was also observed that the steering wheel recorded in the National Accident Sampling System 
was struck more often than any other vehicle interior (NASS) from 1981-1985, inclusive. Available data from 
component. Seventeen of the 66 recorded interior contacts, earlier years did not contain a sufficient number of 
or approximately 26%, were with the steering wheel. Viano restrained driver cases, and more recent data was not 
and Melvin (2) analyzed National Accident Sampling available when this analysis was begun. There were a total 
System (NASS) cases from 1980-1983 and found that 61% of 123,020 accident cases in the NASS files for these five 
of the unrestrained drivers suffered injuries to the head, years. A primary sort showed that 1,845 of these contained 
face, and neck. Although injury severity was not cited, a restrained drivers who received an anterior head or facial 
greater portion of the restrained drivers (87%) experienced injury. Limiting these to frontal crashes (those with a 10 to 2 
injuries to these same body regions, o’clock Principal Direction Of Force) resulted in 850 cases. 

Two hundred twenty-three of these 850 were coded with the 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, steering assembly as the source of a facial injury. 
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Table 1. The number of cases containing steering assembly 
The small number of steering assembly induced facial induced facial injuries in each year 1981-1985. 

injuries contained in the 1981-85 NASS reflects a lower 
YEAR # CASES I # INJURIES 

belt usage rate than reported for other countries. Hence, the 1981 08 I 18 
indications of facial injury frequency found in this analysis 1982 23 I 28 
may not be representative of an accident environment which 19 8 3 17 I 3 6 

has greater belt usage. This study was conducted, however, 198t~ 3t~ I 63 

with the intent of determining the nature of steering 1985 88 I 172 

assembly induced facial injuries through a close 
examination of only those cases containing this injury Steering wheel contact location 
mode. The characteristics (e.g., injury type and distribution, The parts of the steering wheel struck by each occupant 
severity, etc.) of steering assembly induced facial injuries were determined from the investigator’s sketches when 
suffered by belt restrained drivers in 1981-1985 are these were available. The NASS codes were used for files 
assumed to be representative of the same injuries in current from 1985 which did not include sketches, and files from 
and future accident environments. 1981-1984 were counted as unknown if the sketch was 

An initial examination of the computerized NASS data missing. The steering wheel impact locations were cate- 
base conducted in the National Institute of Health computer gorized as Spoke/Rim Junction (SRJ), Hub/Spoke Complex 
system. However, the information available in the data base (HSC), Unsupported Rim (URS), or Contact Location Un- 
did not contain some details which were considered known (CLU). Both the sample and estimated national to- 
important to this analysis. Steering wheel contact locations, tals are listed in table 2. The resulting distributions of steer- 
for instance, were not included for accidents occurring ing wheel contact locations were nearly identical. 
before 1985. Also, facial injury locations were specified 
relatively, rather than by specific anatomical reference. Table 2. Steering wheel impact locations. 

This obscured the clinical significance of these injuries. In co~rAeT ~ ~JE/S~OKE 
LOCATION I SPOKE/RIM COMPLEX    IJNSUPPORTED 

order to obtain this information, the hard copy case files t~o~ I Jt~czzoN STRzKES Rz, 8TRI=8 ZOrAL 

¯ were requested for detailed review. 1981 s~LE 0 0 2 16 15 
NATIONAL ESTIMATE 871.2 6198.6 7069.8 

Two hundred twenty of the 223 requested hard copy files 
1982 SAMPI~ 8 2 l 17 28 

were obtained. Six of these 220 files, contained more than NAtiONAL ESTIMATE 1609.9 1024.6 222.0 t~221.5 7077.9 

one qualifying driver, producing a total of 226 cases. Some 1983 s~a~LE 8 4 6 18 36 

of the hard copy files were disregarded, however, for one or 
MA~oNAL ESTIMATE 2993.4 7b.3.9 1807.9 2050.3 7595.6 

1984 SAMPLE 20 1 15 27 63 
more of the following reasons: (i) the report was incomplete ~^rzoMAL ESTIMATI~ 3535.2 62.8 2024.0 5429.1 11051.1 

or inconsistent; (ii) facial injuries were not recorded; (iii) 1985 s,~LE 50 12 37 73 172 

restraint usage was questionable or not recorded. Of the N~ON~ ESrI~ 6756.5 1468.8 6U~.0 9682.1 
1124021"~ 

original 226 cases, a total of 170 were determined to be 1981-1985 SAMPLE 86 19 61 151 I 317 
DISTRIBUTION 14895.1 3300.0 11039.0 27581.5 [ 56815.8 

i useful for this examination. 8~LE ~ 
The hard copy files received for this analysis contained ~STRIE~ION 27~ 6~ 19~ 48~ I 100~ 

sketches, notes, and completed standard forms submitted by ~TZ0N~ Esrzrmr~ I 
DISTRIEUTION 26% 6% 19% 49% I 100% 

the accident investigator. Photographic information was not                                                 I 
included with this hard copy information. 

The 170 cases considered in this analysis were distributed 
by year as shown in table 1. It should be noted that more than There was not sufficient information to determine the 

one-half of all the cases considered in this analysis were contact location for 27% of the injuries. The unsupported 

from 1985. The small number of restrained driver accidents, portion of the rim accounted for nearly one-half (48%) of 

currently available for study, emphasized that popular 
the injury contact locations. The hub/spoke region repre- 

acceptance of vehicle occupant restraint systems has 
sented 19% of the injury contacts, and the spoke/rim area 

occurred relatively recently in the United States. The 317 
was responsible for only about 6% of the injuries. 

Some of the cases attributed more than one facial injury to 
separate facial injuries contained in the 170 cases were a single steering wheel contact location. It is possible, there- 
distributed as shown in table 1. The following aspects of fore, that the distribution of steering wheel contact locations 
these injuries were examined: the steering wheel contact may be slightly skewed in this tally of injury sources. Nei- 
location responsible for these injuries; the distributions of ther the computerized data base nor the hard copy data 
injury type, anatomical location, and injury severity; injury provided sufficient information to sort out the effect of 
frequency as a function of crash severity; and the attributing multiple injuries to a single source. 
significance of facial skeleton injuries. Both the sample 
counts and the estimated national counts were considered to Facial injury-type distribution 

ensure that the sample distribution did not differ The typesoffacialinjuriesthatresultedfromcontactwith 

significantly from the estimated national distributions. The the steering assembly included: abrasions, contusions, 

results of this examination are described in this section, lacerations, dislocations, and fractures. The initial, 
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computerized examination of these injuries showed that the injuries received an AIS=I rating, with AIS 2 and 3 injuries 
facial injury type-composition was approximately 32% accounting for 5% and 3%, respectively. The national esti- 

contusion, 9% abrasion, 36% laceration, 2% avulsion, 17% mates in table 6 similarly show about 90% of the belt re- 
strained drivers suffering steering wheel induced injuries fracture, and 4% other (7). Both the sample and estimated 
were injured at the AIS=I level. 

national distributions of facial injuries from the current 170 

cases were in approximate agreement with the earlier inves- Table 5. Severity of facial injuries caused by steering wheel 
tigation, as shown in table 3. assembly contact (1981-1985 NASS). 

Severity l 
Table 3. Facial injury types caused by steering wheel contact. Level I National 

(AIS) l Sample Estimate 

..................... ~0 .... ~0o~ Table 6. The number of drivers receiving injuries at each AIS 

............................ severity level 1-3 (198~1985). 

SeverLty 
~vel National 

Facial injury location distribution (AIS) S~p$e Estate 
The sample ~d estimated national totals for each of the 

seven anatomical locations are listed in table 4. Both tallies 

produced similar distributions. Most of the injuries were 

located in the region about the mouth. Combining injuries 

from the upper ~d lower jaw with those of ~e mouth 

accounted for between 40% and 50% of all s~pled steering 

assembly induced facial trauma. Fewer injuries were re- 

corded for more superior aspects of the face. ~e nasal 

region received 21% and the forehead 17% of all the inju- Crash severity associated with facial injury 
ries. ~e eye and cheek surfaces of the face received the The change of velocity experienced by a vehicle (AV) as a 
fewest injuries, result of its collision is a common indicator of the collision’s 

severity. The cumulative fraction of the total number of 
Table 4. ~e~ions of the face in]ured by contact with the steer- facial injuries was plotted as a function of the AV associated 
in~ wh~l. with that number of injuries. Figure 1 shows the dist~bution 

~-~ ~- of injuries with respect to crash severity for all injuries 
~ ~ (AIS~I) and also only the more severe injuries (A~2). Note 

that while 50% of all steering assembly induced facial inju- 
¯ ~ ~ ~., ~.~ m~.~ ~., ~.~ ries occur in collisions with less than a 7 m/s (15 mph) AV, 

xm ~ .. ~ ~.~ ,,, ~ ~,~.~ ~.~ ~ .,. ~ 60% of the more severe injuries occur above that severity 
level. 

~                                                       ~ 7o 

D~        ~       IOZ       ~      ~      1~      ~      ~ 
50 

Facial injury severity distribution 
20 

Table 5 displays the sample and estimated national totals 
10 

of injuries for each of the AIS severity levels 1-3 contained 

in these 1981-85 NASS cases. Nearly all of the steering ~    8 1’0 1’~ 14 ’ 1’~ ’ 1’~ 20 
wheel induced facial injuries examined in this study were 

classified as minor by the Abbreviated Injury Scale. More 
Figure 1. Crash severity associated with steering assembly 

than 90% of both the sample and estimated national total induced facial trauma. 
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Fracture inj uries 
most nasal fractures and dental injuries as"minor", or AIS 
Level 1. The large number (nearly 90%) of fractures in these 

Much of the attention cited in the literature was focused areas observed in this examination of skeletal injuries sug- 
on the prevention of facial skeleton injuries caused by steer- gested that a large portion of the skeletal injuries caused by 
ing assembly contact. Therefore, special attention was giv- contact with the steering assembly would have a relati~,ely 
en to fracture injuries in this analysis. Of the 317 facial low severity rating. Table 8 shows that 75% of the sample 
injuries identified in the sample, 64 (20%) were coded as fractures and 71% of the national estimated total number of 
fractures in the NASS data base. The national estimate from fractures were rated at the AIS= 1 severity level. Addi- 
this sample suggested that fractures account for 17% of all tionally, the list of fracture injuries greater than AIS 1 level 
steering assembly induced facial injuries. The distribution injuries (table 9) shows that there were only 3 nasal and no 
of fractures to various facial locations is listed in table 7. It dental fractures that were rated at higher than the AIS=I 
was interesting to note that combining fractures in the upper level. Table 9 also shows that most of the injuries which are 
jaw, lower jaw, and mouth regions accounted for over half AIS>2 were fractures of the jaw and orbit. 
of all the recorded fractures. Fractures of the nasal region 
were second most prominent, accounting for 36%. Table 9. More severe facial fractures (AIS 2+). 

I I 
Table 7. Regions of the face with steering assembly induced Y~I CASE # I LOCATZON IAZSl LOCATION DESCRIPTIOHS 

skeletal trauma. I I I 
I 

ln~uries by Re61on 19811 52 158L UPPER JAW 2 MAXILLA 
Upper    Lower 19831 11 030T NASAL 2 CRUSHED NOSE. SUPERIOR FACIAL CUT 

Eyes Cheeks Nasal Ja~ Jaw Mouth Total 19841 10 174V NASAL 2 DISPLACED ~ACTURED NASAL BRIDGE 
1984[ 12 025V UPPER JA~/ 2 LE FORTE I. MAXILLA 

1981 S~mp1e 1 2 1 4 
1985[ 05 216B LOI#ER JAW 2 RIGHT MANDIBLE 412.6 551.1 *35.6 1399.2 Rational Estimate 
1985[ 26 082T NASAL 2 COMMINUTED NASAL FX 

1982 S~mple 2 1 3 1985[ 54 268B LOWER JAW 2 INFERIOR 
Natlon=1 Est~,mte 100.8 175.4 276.2 19851 54 268B L CHEEK 2 ZYGOMA - MOLAR 

1983 S~mp1e 1 2 * 3 * 14 1983[ 11 0151/ R ORBIT 3 INFRA OHEITAL FRACTURE RIGHT BIDE 
Natlonal Estimate 665.6 106.0 625.0 756.7 153.5 2306.1 19841 12 025V R ORBIT 3 R ORBITAL BLOWOUT 

12 1985[ 26 223C UPPER JAW 3 CLASS II, III, MAXILLARY FX 
198, Sample 

~ 
6 3 

:~ 1985[ 33 015V LOWER 3AH 3 MANDIBLE. COMMINUTED 
Rational Estate 65. 786.6 395.6 g0. 1337.9 

19851 33 015V LOWER JAW 3 BILATERAL MANDIBLE COMMINUTED DIS 
1985 Sample 2 I ii * 12 1 31 19851 52 009T R ORBIT 3 BLOC/OUT R ORBITAL 

National Estimate 21,.5 13,.6 1741.3 512.5 1538.0 207.7 43*8.6 1985l 54 268B L ORBIT 3 LEFT YACIAL ORBIT 

23 11 17 6 64 19851 54 2688 I LOWER JAW 1 3 I R MANDIBLE BODY FX COMMINUTED 
1981-1985 Sample 4 3 

National Estimahe 945.6 240.6 3253.2 2077.4 235*. 5 796.8 9668.0 

ul=t=~but~on 6, 5, 38, 17, 27, 9, lOO, The results of this analysis show that skeletal injuries 
~atlo~al ~.~=te caused by contact with the steering assembly represent only 

a limited portion (20%) of the total steering assembly in- 
duced facial trauma. However, most of these (75%) were 

The large number of fractures in proximity of the mouth rated at a AIS level of 1. To a large extent, injuries coded as 
suggested that many of these might be broken or fractured facial fractures were broken noses and teeth. 
teeth. The mouth region fractures were checked more close- 
ly to discern what portion of these were dental injuries. Related Experimental Efforts 
Twenty-two (65%) of the 34 mouth region fractures were 
described in the hard copy files as broken, fractured, or Experimental devices and assessment of 
missing teeth, injury probability 

The Abbreviated Injury Scale, 1985 Revision (8) rates 
NHTSA’s work with mitigation concepts for steering 

Table 8. Severity of steering assembly induced facial skele- assembly induced facial skeletal trauma included the 
tons trauma (AIS). evaluation of several tools which had been developed to 

assess the probability of these skeletal injuries in steering 
AIS i AIS 2 AIS 3 TOTAL 

1981 s=;,1o 3 1 4 wheel impacts. The common thought was that high impact 
,~o,~1 E~tna~ 98~. 7 412. ~ 13~9.2 

pressures were responsible for most facial skeletal injuries. 
1982 s.=~1o 3 3 In fact, available biomechanics literature had reported that 

National Estimate 276.1 276. I 
the face’s skeletal structure would sustain large forces when 

1983 Sample 12 1 

Hallo..1 ~ 1~80.2 ~0.4 ~6~.6 230~.1 these were distributed over a large area (9). On the other 

1984 s~=pz~ 9 2 1 12 hand, fractures could be relatively low, but highly 

Nal:tonal Estimate 1079.0 194.1 65.5 1338.7 concentrated forces as in an impact with a section of a 
1~8~ sam~lo 21 ~ ~ 31 steering wheel rim. Naturally, several of the facial injury _ 

National Estimat:e 2968.2 478.1 902.3 4~9.0 
test devices were designed to measure or provide 

1~8~-1~8~ s,=~lo 48 8 ~ 64 indications of potentially injurious force distributions. 
Collision Safety Engineering modifed the head form of a 

samvl. Hybrid III to measure average impact pressures on small 
Dls~rlbutIon 751 12% 131 100% 

areas by fitting it with a matrix of piezoelectric transducers 
Nal:~.onal 

D~o~ 71~ 1~ l~t 100~ made from a polymeric film with piezoelectric properties 
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(10). A pressure sensitive Fuji-film was the subject of piezoelectric devices did. And, in the 4 m/s Mustang rim 
research reported by Grosch, et al. (11), and, the impact, the honeycomb response indicated a fracture 
Transportation and Road Research Laboratory in the United condition, whereas the frangible device indicated no 
Kingdom had developed a procedure for evaluating the fracture, and the piezoelectric indicated a threshold to facial 
probability of facial injuries that employed the crush fracture. 
strength properties of an aluminum honeycomb material to The rigid bar and steering wheel impact tests were 
indicate injurious force distributions (4). A slightly followed by an investigation of steering wheel design 
different approach was taken by Biokinetics and Associates characteristics and their effect on facial injury assessments. 
Ltd., who developed a frangible ceramic insert for the A wide variety of steering wheels were impacted with the 
Hybrid III. This insert was reported to have fracture TRRL honeycomb impactor. The honeycomb impactor 
characteristics similar to human bone (12). identified several potential mitigatory design features with 

These devices, with the exception of the Fuji-film respect to facial skeleton injuries. These included thick, soft 
technique, were subjected to rigid bar and steering wheel padding; hollow, light, or otherwise less rigid internal 
impacts simulating those of restrained drivers (13). The structure; and large surface areas. The results of cadaver 
rigid bar impacts were conducted at 1.7, 3.5, and 7.0 m/s testing discussed below, however, suggested that the ability 
impact velocities under conditions similar to those of of the honeycomb device to detect features which provide 
Nyquist (14). The steering wheel impact tests were facial fracture protection may not be entirely effective. 
conducted at 4 and 8 m/s velocities using Ford Mustang and 

VW Golf, impacting at the rim and hub contact locations. Cadaver testing 
The Mustang and Golf wheels were selected based upon The Medical College of Wisconsin conducted a series of 
their respective stiff versus soft static force-deflection cadaver impacts onto steering wheels concurrent with the 
properties. VRTC work described above (15). The MCW tests were 

The severity level indicative of likely facial fracture was conducted using the Ford Mustang and an experimental 
different for each of the devices. In the rigid bar tests (table safety wheel developed by Sheller-Clifford (SC). Based 
10), the frangible and piezoelectric devices gave no upon impact tests with the honeycomb device, the SC steer- 
indications of fracture probability in the 1.7 m/s impacts, ing wheel had demonstrated better facial fracture protection 
and the honeycomb indicated a threshold to facial fracture, than the Mustang wheel. Although fracture force levels 
All three devices indicated fractures in the higher velocities, measured by the MCW researchers were in the range of 
In the steering wheel tests (table 11), the facial fracture those reported by others (16, 17), the cadaver test results on 
indications for the three devices was not consistent. For the SC steering wheel did not substantiate the design feature 
example, in the 8 m/s rim impacts, the frangible insert did benefits which had been indicated by the honeycomb im- 
not indicate a fracture, whereas both the honeycomb and pactor test results. Facial fracture of the cadaveric subjects 

occurred at 2.2 m/s impact velocity for the Mustang wheel, Table 10. Rigid bar impacts with facial injury devices. 
and 3.1 m/s for the SC safety wheel. Facial fracture had not 

I 
Impact: I Fracture Indicat::l.on been expected below 6.7 m/s for the SC wheel (4). 

Velocity I I I In response to the results of the MCW cadaver tests, a few 
(m/s) I Honeycomb I Frangible I Piezoelectric 

I I I additional tests were conducted with both the TRRL honey- 
1.7 I Threshold I No I ~o comb impactor and the Biokinetics frangible insert head 

I I I 
I I I form under conditions representative of the cadaver fracture 

3.5    I..    Yes     I     Yes    I       Yes          threshold. The impact velocities and kinetic energies of 
I I 
I I I these supplemental tests were matched to the least severe 

7.0     I      Yes      I       Yes     I         Yes 
test conditions that produced severe fractures in the cadaver I 
tests. The results of these tests are summarized in table 12, 

Table 11. Steering wheel impacts with facial injurY devices, and show that the honeycomb approach correctly indicated 

I I fracture for the Mustang wheel, but not for the SC experi- 
I Impact I Fracture Indication 

Impact I Velocity I I I mental safety wheel. 
Location I (m/s~ I Honeycomb I Frangible I Piezoelectric 

I I ~ I The frangible device did not indicate that a facial fracture 
VW Golf Rim I 4,0 ~ NO I No I NO 
Ford Mustang ] I I ~ was probable for either wheel under the threshold condi- 
Rim I 4.0 I Yes I No I Threshold 

I I I I tions. The frangible device was subsequently tested on the 
VW Golf Hub I 4,0 ~ No I No I Threshold 
Ford Mustang I I I I Mustang steering wheel at an impact velocity of 4.5 m/s, but 
Hub I 4,0 I Yes I Yes I Yes 
v~ Gol~ and I I I I again with no fracture of the insert. The indications of both 
Ford Mustang ] I I ] the frangible insert device and the honeycomb impactor Rim i 8,0 l Yes I No l Yes 

VWFordGOlEMustangand 
II II II II tended to underestimate the potential of steering wheel im- 

Hub [ 8,o I Yes I Yes I Yo* pacts to cause facial skeleton injuries. 
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Table 12. Comparison of facial surrogate responses under ca- none of the tested devices were capable of predicting the 
daver fractures threshold conditions, clinically severe fractures produced in cadaver steering 

n~.~o~ I r~ x.r,~ ,o~cz ,~o,.~ wheel impact tests. 
I (~) 
I 
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to Reduce Facial Injuries & Associated Test Procedures," 

facial injury for restrained drivers. Although the 
Tenth lnternational TechnicaI.Conference on Experimental 

observations in the literature cited increased frequencies of 
Safety Vehicles England: DOT HS 806 916, U.S. Dept. of 

steering wheel induced facial injuries for belt restrained 
Transportation--National Highway Traffic Safety 

drivers, there has been little description of the nature of 
Administration: Washington D.C.; February 1986. 

these injuries. The effort reported in this paper was 
(5) Harms, P.L., et al; "Injuries to Restrained Car 

primarily concerned with describing the characteristics of 
Occupants--What are the Outstanding Problems," 

steering assembly induced facial injuries. Based upon this 
Eleventh International Technical Conference on 

analysis, the following observations were made: 
Experimental Safety Vehicles--United States: DOT HS 807 

223, U.S. Dept. of Transportation--National Highway 
¯ Contact with the unsupported portion of the Traffic Safety Administration: Washington D.C.; 

steering wheel rim accounted for nearly one-half November 1987. 
of the facial injuries. (6) J.H. Marcus, R. Blodgett; "Priorities of Automobile 
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AIS=I. (Boston, MA), #87-WA/SAF-3 The American Society of 

¯ Fifty percent of all steering wheel assembly Mechanical Engineers, New York, NY, 1987. 
induced facial injuries occurred in collisions with (8) Gennarelli, Thomas A. et al; Abbreviated Injury 
less than a 7 m/s AV; 60% of the more severe Scale, 1985 Revision, American Association for 
injuries occurred above that impact severity. Automotive Medicine, Arlington Heights, IL, 1985. 

¯ The upper jaw, lower jaw, and mouth regions (9) Schneider, D.C.; "Biomechanics of Facial Bone 
accounted for over half of the recorded fractures, Injury: Experimental Aspects," The Biomechanics of 
and the nasal region accounted for another 36%. Trauma, Appleton-Century-Crofts: E. Norwalk, CT, 1985. 

¯ Sixty-five percent of the fractures in the region of (10) Warner, W.Y., et al; "A Load Sensing Face Form for 
the mouth (35% of all facial fractures) were Automotive Collision Crash Dummy Instrumentation" 
described as broken, fractured, or missing teeth. SAE 860197, Passenger Comfort, Convenience, and 

Several apparatus, developed to evaluate facial skeletal Safety: Test Tools and Procedures P-174, Society of 

injuries, were tested and briefly described in this paper. At Automotive Engineers, Inc.: Warrendale, PA; February 

their current, respective stages of development, however, 1986. 
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A Comparison of Human Facial Fracture Tolerance with the Performance of a 
Surrogate Test Device 

E.R. Welbourne The cadaver tests for the maxilla resulted in only one 

Transport Canada significant fracture; no inference could be made about the 

M. Ramet, probability of fracture at a given impact energy level within 

Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports the range of the data. For the nasion, the cadaver data im- 

et leur Srcurit6 plied the existence of a plausible distribution of fracture 

M. Zarebski probability as a function of impact energy. Using maximum 

Universit6 de Lyon force as the variate instead of impact energy produced 

essentially similar results. The data from the frangible face 
Abstract showed well defined thresholds at both impact sites. 

Although the cadaver data for the maxilla were somewhat A series of tests was conducted to provide information on 
inconclusive, it seems probable that the frangible face the fracture tolerance of the bones of the face under impact 

conditions simulating those occurring in motor vehicle provides a quite conservative indication of the strength of 

collisions. The results of that series were compared with the the human face at the maxilla. For the nasion, the fracture 

results of tests conducted under similar conditions on a threshold of the frangible face coincides approximately 

Hybrid III dummy equipped with a frangible face. with the 40th percentile of the distribution of the cadaver 

The faces of eight cadavers were impacted at the sub- tolerance data. 
nasal maxilla and at the nasion with a horizontal steel bar of 
25 mm diameter. The energy levels used were intended to Introduction 
cause fracture in about half of the impacts at each site. 
Similar numbers of tests were performed at each of the two In 1980, the Road Safety Directorate of Transport Canada 
equivalent sites on the frangible face. The sequence of began an applied research programme to develop improved 
impact energies was intended to define the fracture performance criteria for the protection of front seat 
threshold at each of the equivalent sites as precisely as occupants in frontal collisions. One aspect of the 
possible. The data from both series of tests were analysed programme concerned the development of criteria and an 
assuming that the probability of fracture could be described associated method of performance measurement to reduce 
by a Weibull distribution, the incidence of fractures of the facial bones. 
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The approach adopted was to modify the head of tlae 1. All were tested within 72 hours of death, during which 

General Motors Hybrid III dummy to accept a frangible period they were refrigerated but not frozen. 

facial insert. The development of the frangible face has been 
Table 1. Principal characteristics of cadavers. 

described in one early publication (1)* and subsequently, in 

a number of unpublished reports (2,3,4). A basic Subject Age Gender Height Total Mass of Cause of death 

number (m)     mass     head 
requirement for the system was evidently that the insert 
fracture at impact energy levels representative of those that 1 84 F 1.62 46 3.7 Natural causes 

cause fracture in human subjects. Accordingly, a review of 2 64 M 1 . 72 55 4.4 Lung cancer 

available data on the fracture tolerance of the human face 3        66       M         1.69      49.5      4.6       Thoracic surgery 

was undertaken at an early stage in its development (3) and 4 75 M 1.78 83 3.9 Cerebral 

target fracture energy levels were established, haemorrhage 

The available data (5,6,7,8) were relatively sparse and, in 5 69 M 1.71 67 4.2 C ..... 

the case of two sites in the sagittal plane, virtually absent. 6 72 M 1.82 79 4.7 Myocardial 

infarction 

These sites were the sub-nasal maxilla and the nasion. 
7       82       M        1 . 66     49 . 5     4 . 4       Leukaemia 

Considerable judgment was required to arrive at the target 
8 17 F 1 . 64 58 . 5 3 . 4 Cardio-respiratory 

energy levels in these two cases, so it was desired to validate insufficiency. 

the chosen levels with some tolerance data as soon as 
possible. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the work that was Before the tests, each subject was dressed in close-fitting 

undertaken jointly by the French Institut National de coveralls. Mounting plates for accelerometers were 

Recherche sur les Transports et leur S6curit6 (INRETS) and 
screwed to the skull in the sagittal plane at the coronal and 

Transport Canada to provide the required tolerance data and 
lambdoidal sutures. Small lead plugs were installed in the 

to compare them with tests on the frangible face under 
external auditory canals and immediately below the orbits, 

essentially similar conditions, to serve as points of reference in radiographs. One lateral 
and two frontal X-ray exposures of the head were then 

Experimental Methods and Equipment    made. 
An estimate of the mass of the head was obtained by 

Impactor placing the subject supine on a table. A loop of string was 

The impactor in the Biomechanics Laboratory of 
passed around the head just above the ears and suspended 

INRETS consists basically of a cylindrical aluminum ram 
from a spring balance. The position of the string on the 

with a mass of approximately 17 kg. The ram moves 
normally vertical axis of the body was adjusted such that 

horizontally, guided by sets of three nylon wheels disposed 
rotation of the head in the sagittal plane was minimised 

at 120° intervals around its axis and mounted on a rigid 
when the head was raised just above the table. The weight 

structural steel frame. The ram is propelled by the elastic - 
indicated by the spring balance was then observed. 

energy stored in stretched bungee cords. According to the 
Finally, a shaped collar of high-density plastic foam was 

number and cross-section of the cords used, the impact 
placed around the subject’s neck to support the head while 

speed can be controlled accurately between about 1.8 and 
the subject was seated in front of the impactor. (The collar 
was not used for the first and second subjects, whose heads 

14 m/s. Impact speed is measured by timing the ram 
electronically over a distance of 100 mm. 

were maintained in position prior to impact by a fine copper 
wire attached to the forward accelerometer mounting plate.) 

For the tests described in this paper, the ram was equipped 
with a T-shaped head of which the horizontal steel bar was Test procedure 

of 25 mm diameter. The impactor configuration was chosen The subject was seated in front of the impactor. Height 
as an acceptable approximation to the cross-section of a and inclination of the upper torso were adjusted before each 
steering wheel rim and it had the further advantage that it impact so that the requisite position and orientation of the 
had previously been used in facial impact studies by head were obtained with respect to the impactor. 
Nyquist (9). It was connected to the ram by a pair ofuniaxial The sequence of impacts to the faces of the subjects 
force transducers and carded a uniaxial accelerometer at its consisted of a potentially injurious impact to the maxilla 
lower end. followed by a similar impact to the nasion. A single impact 

was made at each site on each subject. 
Facial Fracture Tolerance In the cases of the first six subjects, these impacts were 

Preparation of subjects 
preceded by a sub-injurious impact to the chin at 45° to the 

Frankfort plane and a second impact to the chin parallel to 
The subjects were eight fresh, unembalmed cadavers that plane. Those impacts to the chin were intended to pro- 

whose principal physical characteristics are shown in Table vide data on its compliance and on the kinematic response of 
the head. However, it proved difficult to control the impact 

¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, location sufficiently precisely that the response of the head 
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was reasonably repeatable from subject to subject. Those impact energy tolerance of the maxilla is significantly 
impacts were discontinued after the sixth subject and the higher than the highest energy used in the test series. 

results have not been considered further. 
Table 2. Tolerance of sub-nasal maxilla. 

During each impact, the motion of the head was recorded 
at 1000 frames per second by one overhead and one lateral 

Subject Impact Impactor Maximum Remarks 
camera. Six head accelerations, the impactor acceleration number speed kinetic force 
and the impactor forces were recorded. 

(m/s) energy(j) 

After each impact, the subject was examined, photo- 
1 1.40 16.2 516 Fracture of nasal spine 

ph dp 2 1.35 15.1 66o No fraoture gra ed and repositione rior to the next impact. After the 
3 1.98 32.5 673 No fracture 

final impact, frontal and lateral radiographs of the head 4 3.14 81.7 1254 Fraot .... f .... 1 spine 
5 1.95 31.5 788 Partial fracture of maxilla bj 6 2.30 43.8 i148 Fracture of nasal spine were made and the su ect was removed for autopsy. 
7 3.19 84.3 1362 No fracture 
8 3.22 85.9 1049 NO fracture 

Impact Response of Frangible Face 

Dummy preparation Nasion--Table 3 summarises the results obtained from 
the eight impacts to the nasion. In analysing the results, 

A General Motors Hybrid III dummy equipped with a those from the fourth subject have been ignored, since the 
modified head was used in all tests. The principal impactor struck the frontal bone rather than the nasion. Of 
modification consisted in the installation of the frangible the seven remaining impacts, in increasing order of impact 
face developed by Biokinetics and Associates. However, in energy, only the first and third did not result in a fracture. In 
addition to the standard triaxial accelerometer mounted increasing order of maximum force however, it was the first 
inside the head, the dummy was also equipped with and sixth impacts that did not cause fractures. The 
two externally mounted triaxial accelerometers in inconsistency between results based on energy and force 
approximately the same locations as those used in the results from the variability in the stiffness of the face at a 
cadaver tests. The purpose of those accelerometers was to given impact site. The severity of the fractures that occurred 

permit a comparison of the translational and rotational varied from a simple fracture of the nasal bone to complete 

responses of the cadaver and dummy heads under similar craniofacial disjunction (Le Fort III). Fracture severity 

impact conditions, generally increased with impact energy. 

Test procedure Table 3. Tolerance of nasion. 

A new frangible insert was installed in the dummy head. Subject Impact Impactor Maximum Remarks 
The dummy was then seated in front of the impactor so that 

number speed(m/e) kinetiCenergy 
force(N) 

its axis was aligned with the selected impact site marked on 
the head covering of the dummy. The impactor was ten- 1 3.25 87.5 2503 Fracture of nasal bones and 

septum 
sioned and fired and the frangible insert then removed. Its 2 3.08 78.6 2918 NO fracture 

3 3.86 123.4 2781 Le Fort III fracture 
condition, and the number of fragments produced, were 4 3.03 76.1 3403 NO fracture; impact to 

frontal bone above nasion observed and recorded. 5 3.67 ill. 6 3760 Fracture at junction of 
nasal and frontal bones 

That procedure was repeated for a total of seven impacts 6 3.67 111.6 2225 Le Fort III fracture 
to the nasion and subsequently for eight impacts to the sub- 87 2.262"27 42.342"7 17901875 NoFracturefracture°f nasal bone 
nasal maxilla. An initial estimate of the range of total impact 
energy required to fracture the face at each site was derived 
from earlier test results. Successive impact speeds were Strength of Frangible Insert 
then chosen in such a way as progressively to approach the Table 4 shows the results of the impacts to the maxilla of 
fracture threshold at the given site. the modified Hybrid III dummy. The data show a well de- 

fined threshold at about 26-28 Joules. In this range, one 
Results cracked and one fractured insert were produced. All inserts 

Facial fracture tolerance 
tested at higher levels fractured while all tested at lower 

Maxilla--Table 2 summarises the results of the eight Table 4. Strength of frangible face at maxilla. 

impacts to the sub-nasal maxilla. It can be seen from the Test Impact Ilapactor Maximum Remarks 
table that seven of the eight impacts resulted either in no 

number speed kinetic force 
(m/s) energy (N) 

fracture or in a fracture of the anterior nasal spine, which 
was not considered clinically significant. The only 1 1.39 16.0 1468 NO fracture 
significant fracture of the maxilla resulted from the impact 2 3.19 84.3 6047 Fractured in 4 pieces 

3 2.63 57.3 3610 Fractured in 3 pieces 

that was third of eight in increasing order of energy. The 54 1.251"89 12.929"6 11571843 
NoFracturedfracturein 2 pi .... 

6 1.99 32.8 1990 Fractured in 2 pieces pattern is little different if the results are ordered on the basis 7 1.84 28.0 1869 Fractured in 2 pi .... 

of maximum force. The results suggest that the median 8 1.8o 26.8 Craoked 
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levels survived. In table 5, a qualitatively similar pattern is 
Probability of fracture 

42-49 Joules. At both sites, it was usually found that the    o.g .......... , ................ - ....... 

number of fragments produced by impacts above the thresh .............................................. 
old increased with the impact energy, a phenomenon first 0.7 ................. 

noted by Zuby (10). Since there is negligible variability in 0.6 ......... ...................... 

the stiffness of the frangible inserts, the results are essen- 
force is considered the tially similar whether energy or as 

0.4t .................... ~ ........... 

lOot’n-epen’en- variable. 0.31 ............... .............. Z ............ 

Table 5. Strength of frangible face at nasion. 

Test Impact Impactor Maximum Remarks 
number speed kinetic force 10 20 30     40     80     60     70     80     90 

(m/s) energy (N) 
Impact energy (J) 

(a) 
Figure 2. Fracture tolerance of maxilla for frangible 
face, 

1 1.28 13.6 1418 NO fracture 
2 3.21 85.4 6529 Fractured in 5 pieces 
3 2.77 63.6 4572 Fractured in 6 pieces 
4 2.42 48.5 2478 Fractured in 2 pieces 
5 2.04 34.5 2555 No fracture 
6 2.27 42.7 2716 Cracked 
7 2.16 38.7 2766 No fracture 

Comparison and Discussion Probability of fracture 
10 0 0 0     0 

Method--To facilitate comparison, the data of tables 2 to 0.9 ..................................................... 

5 are presented graphically in figures 1 to 4. Significant 0.8 ................... ~ .............. i ................... ~ ...... ~ ........ ~ ............................. 
fractures are plotted along the top of each figure at their 0.7 - - ...................................... ’; ........... i ........ i ......... ’: ..................... :1 ............. ~ ........... 

respective energy levels while non-fractures are shown 0.6 ............................................ i ....... ~ ....... i ...................... i ................. ~: ....... 
along the horizontal axis. The energy levels for two 
frangible inserts that cracked have been omitted from 

0.4i ................ 
Also shown in each figure is a curve representing the 0.2 

cumulative probability of fracture as a function of the . _ 

impact energy, assuming that the data can be represented by 

Weibull distributions. The three parameters of the o lo 2o 3o 4o 5o 6o 7o so ~o ~oo a~o ~o azo 

distribution were dete~ined in each case by a maximum 
Impact energy (J) 

likelihood procedure, as suggested by Ran et al. (11) 
Figure3. Fracture tolerance of nasion~orcadavers. 

The resulting parameter values are shown with the 
co~esponding value of the maximum likelihood in Table 6. 

For completeness, table 7 presents the equivalent results 
obtained by using maximum force as the variate. 

Probability of fracture 

Probability of fracture                                                       1.0 
1.0, 0 

0.91                                                    ~ ...................... 
0.8 

0.81 ; ~ ~ 0.7 .................................................................................. 

O.Sl - 
~ 0.5 ..................... 

0.51 .... ; 
0.4 ...................................................... 

0.4 ~ - " - 0.3 ................................................................ 
0.31 .......... : ~ 

o.~ .... - ............. ~ -~ ~ ........ 
~ .... o.1 ............. 

~’~o 
o.o ,o , , oo/ 

0 ~0 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 ~0 ~00 ~0 ~20 ~30 
~0     20    30    40    50 60    ~0    80    80 ~m~ao~ e~e~y (J) 
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Table 6. Parameters of Weibull distributions and maximum 
likelihood (impact energy basis), likelihood value reflects the close fit of the assumed 

distribution to the data. While the fracture threshold of the 
Impact     Specimen    Alpha(1)    Beta(2)    Gamma(3)       Maximum 

:~ site type (J) (J) likelihood frangible face at the maxilla is well defined, the randomness 
J of the corresponding cadaver data precludes its association 

Maxilla Cadaver 375 1(4) 0 0.031 
Dummy 25 >50 0 >0.999 with a specific probability of fracture in human subjects. 

Nasion Cadaver 60 1.7 (5) 5 >0. 039 
Dummy 46 >50(5) 0 >0.999 The results nonetheless suggest that the fracture threshold 

of the frangible face at the sub-nasal maxilla is quite 
Notes: (i) Value of variate corresponding with cumulative failure 

probability of (l-l/e) or about 63%. conservative in relation to the median human tolerance at 
(2) Parameter governing skewness and variance of fracture 

~ load or energy distribution, normally exceeding unity, that site. ¯ ~ A value of 8=1 implies that the probability of 
fracture is independent of loadi~g. A value of 8<1 Nasion--The ranges of energy in which fractures and 
implies that the probability of fracture is negatively 
correlated with the loading, a physically implausible nonfractures occurred overlap in the cadaver data for the 
result in the context of the present data. 

(3) Value of variat .... responding with .... probability nasion, as shown in figure 3. Those data can be fitted by a of failure, i.e. the minimum fracture energy or 
strength. Weibull distribution with values of ~=60 J, 15=1.7 and F= 5J, (4) Value of ~ constrained to minimum of 1. 

(5) Value of ~ limited to maximum of 50 in computation, as shown in table 6. 
As expected, in figure 4 the data from the frangible face at 

Table 7. Parameters of Weibull distributions and maximum the nasion show a clear threshold. The estimated value of 
likelihood (maximum force basis). 

~=46 J may be compared with the observed impact energy 
Impact Specimen Alpha Beta G .... Maximum of 42.7 J for the cracked specimen (table 5, test 6). 
site type (N) (N) likelihood 

Comparing the Weibull distributions fitted to the data from 
Maxil la Cadaver 7050 1 C1~ 0 0.041 the cadaver and frangible face, it can be seen that the median 

Dummy 1755 >50 (2) 0 >0. 999 
Nasion Cadaver 1985 1.1 25 0. 018 fracture energy level for the latter coincides approximately Dummy 3255 4.04 0 0. ii0 

with the 40th percentile of the distribution for the cadavers. 
Notes: (i) Value of ~ constrained to minimum of i. 

(2) Value of ~ limited to maximum of 50 in computation. 
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Facial Injury Assessment Techniques 

John W. Melvin and T. Rex Shee, faceform for use in a crash test dummy. Many of the studies 

Biomedical Science Department, focused on isolated facial bone impact tolerance only and do 

General Motors Research Laboratories not provide sufficient data to characterize response of the 
facial structure. The basic information needed for 

Abstract specifying the biomechanical characteristics of the face 
include the impact response forces due to both distributed 

The interaction of the face with the steering system in and localized loading, the resulting deformations, and the 
crash testing is receiving increased attention as lap/shoulder 
belt restraint use increases and supplemental inflatable 

tolerable loads for those conditions. 

restraints for drivers are introduced. The impact response of 
This study reviews the literature available on the 

the face of the test dummy is important for accurate biomechanics of facial impact response and anthropometric 

assessment of both facial and brain injury potential. A dummy faceforms for facial injury assessment. The general 

number of facial injury assessment techniques have been requirements for a biomechanically realistic faceform, 

proposed in recent years, including modifications to the developed from the literature, and the development of a 

Hybrid III face. However, none of the techniques were simple structural modification to achieve this performance 

completely successful in producing biomechanically in the Hybrid III dummy are described. 

realistic forces and deflections when loaded by simulated 
steering wheel rims or hubs. Biomechanical Response Studies 

This paper reviews previously proposed facial injury The impact biomechanics literature contains a number of 
assessment techniques withemphasis on the biomechanical studies dealing with various individual aspects of facial 
realism of each of the procedures. In addition, biomechani- impact injury. Only recently, however, have studies been 
cal data on the response of the face to localized and distrib- performed to define the response of the face in terms of 
uted loads are analyzed to provide performance goals for a force-deflection or force-time behavior. The most extensive 
biomechanically realistic face. A new GM-Research mod- studies in terms of numbers of subjects and summary 
ification to the Hybrid III dummy face is described, which response data are those of Nyquist, et al. (1)* and Allsop, et 
produces biomechanically realistic frontal impact response al. (2). Both studies used a rigid cylindrical bar, transverse 
and provides for contact force determination using conven- to the face to simulate steering wheel rim loading in a 
tional Hybrid III instrumentation. The modification retains reproducible manner. 
the anthropometric and inertial properties and the forehead The Nyquist study used a 25 mm diameter bar, attached to 
impact response of the standard Hybrid III head. It consists either a 32 kg or 64 kg guided impactor mass, that impacted 
of a new facial skin molding overlying a deformable the faces of unembalmed cadavers across the nose and 
element that is replaced after each impact. Residual cheekbones (zygomas) as indicated in figure 1. Eleven 
deflection of the element allows post-impact estimation of subjects were used, and contact velocities ranged from 2.8 
the loaded area. The magnitude and location of facial to 7.1 m/s. Contact force was determined by measuring the 
contact force is calculated through post-test processing of acceleration of the impactor and multiplying the data by the 
head accelerations and neck loads. Data demonstrating the impactor mass. Deflection of the face was determined from 
utility of the prototype facial structure in steering system high-speed movies. The data were analyzed to provide 
injury assessment tests are presented, summary force-deflection curves and force-time histories 

for most tests. All tests produced fractures of the nasal 
Introduction bones and many produced more extensive fractures of the 

Thebiomechanicsoffacialimpacthasbeenthesubjectof zygomas, the upper jaw bones (maxilla), and the bones 

a number of research studies over the past twenty years, but 
behind the face. Our analysis of the impactor force-time 

the information developed in any one of the studies has 
never been sufficient to allow the development of a *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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histories for those tests in which only the nasal bones were impactor displacement which, because the heads were 
fractured (7 tests) produced an average peak force of 2.97 rigidly supported, was equivalent to the deflection of the 
kN (range 2.2 to 4.15 kN) with an average rise time of 5.9 ms impacted region of the face. 
(range 5 to 8 ms). The rise time was defined for this analysis Allsop cross-plotted the total force versus the face 
as the time from a significant increase in the slope of the deflection for all tests and then presented average response 
impactor acceleration curve to the peak acceleration. The curves for the zygomatic and the maxillary regions. As with 
average contact velocity was 3.6 m/s (range 2.8 to 4.8 m/s). the Nyquist data, the zygomatic response above 0.25 kN 

could be characterized as a straight line, but with a slightly 
lower slope of 1.5 kN/cm. The average deflection at 0.25 kN 

was 1.2 cm and, at 3 kN the deflection was shown as 3 cm. 
The maxillary region was characterized by a straight line of 
1.2 kN/cm slope from almost zero load at a deflection of 0.7 
cm. Allsop did not present force-time histories for the tests, 
except for one maxilla test. Test data on the Hybrid III face 
were presented and showed it to be at least three times stiffer 

than the cadaver facial response. 
Figure 2 summarizes the Nyquist data for force-time 

ZYGOMA’rlC 
response. It defines a general response corridor for a 

REGION 
biomechanically realistic facial structure for rigid bar 
impacts to the zygomatic region. The critical portion of the 

MAXILLARY force-time response is the high slope region. The low initial 
REGION 

slope of the response curve is due to soft tissue deformation 
at low loads and is not as important in determining the peak 
force response of the structure since very little impact 
energy is absorbed during that phase of the deformation. 
The presence of such soft material in a dummy face is 
important for maintaining proper facial anthropometry, 

however, to preserve proper spacing of facial contact points 

Figure 1. Impact locations for rigid bar tests with cadaver relative to the rest of the body surfaces. 

subjects. 4 

The force-deflection data were quite varied, primarily 
due to large differences in the initial low-stiffness region of 
the concave-upward response curves. This region results 2.97 ± .72 kN 
from the deformation of the soft tissues of the face and the ~ 3. Jf- @ 5.9 ± 1.1 ms 
deflection of the nasal bone, factors that can vary greatly 
between subjects. Above loads of 0.25 kN, the response 
stiffens and the subjects exhibited force-deflection 
behaviors that were more consistent. A straight line 

,.O z- 
approximation of this region above a load of 0.25 kN yields O 
a slope of 2.0 kN/cm for the responses considered by 
Nyquist to represent the average response. The deflection at n 
the 2.97 kN force level for this slope is approximately 25 --~ 1- 
mm. 

The Allsop study simulated a rigid bar by a row of 20mm 
diameter semi-circular disks. Each disk was supported by 
an individual load cell which allowed the distribution of 
load across the face, as well as the total load, to be o 2 4 
determined. The impactor mass was 14.5 kg and was TIME (ms) 
mounted in a drop tower which guided the impactor onto the Figure 2. Summary force-time response corridor for rigid bar 
facial region of cadaver heads supported on individual impacts to the zygomatic region of the face at 2.8-4.8 m/s. 

molded-plaster foundations. Drop heights ranged from 305 
to 610 mm (resulting in 2.45 to 3.46 m/s contact velocities) Previous Development of Facial Injury 
for impacts to the zygomatic and maxillary regions Assessment Faceforms indicated in figure 1. Data were obtained with eight subjects 
for the zygoma region and six subjects for the maxilla There have been several impact headforms proposed and 
region. A string potentiometer was used to record the developed for facial injury assessment testing. This review 
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of previous work will focus on only those devices that have a threshold impact severity, but not at higher severity im- 

the potential to be included in the head structure of a pacts. This limits the usefulness of the design in general 

complete test dummy, impact testing where brain injury assessment as well as 
facial injury assessment is of concern. 

GMR frangible headform 

McLeod and Gadd (3) reported on the development of a 
Load-sensing and fracture-indicating devices 

trauma indicating headform for assessment of localized and Recently, there have been a number of efforts to assess 

superficial head injury potential. An anatomically shaped facial injury potential in steering systems either through 

skull was produced to achieve human-like fracture toler- measurment of facial loads in standard test dummies or by 

ances in the zygomatic and frontal regions. The design of indicating the occurrence of facial structure by examining a 

the device was based on an actual skull with idealized geo- fracture indicating feature incorporated in the dummy face 

metric details. The skull material was a polyester resin or impactor surface. Warner, et el. (6) report on a 

reinforced by short glass fibers. Silicone rubber formula- piezoelectric load-sensing film matrix applied to the facial 

tions were used to simulate skin and the underlying flesh, region of the Hybrid III skull. Grosch, et el. (7) used pres- 

Limited test results were presented which showed that the sure-indicating paper film applied to face of a dummy to 

fracture forces produced by the headform for concentrated determine the pressure distribution from an impact. The 

rigid (6.5 cm2) impacts to the zygomatic region were com- pressure was integrated over the area to determine the load. 

parable to the cadaver data of Nahum, et al. (4) but the Newman and Gallup (8) developed a frangible insert for a 

frontal bone forces were too high. No discussion was given modified Hybrid III face. The insert was designed to frac- 

as to the force-time response of the headform for either ture under impact severities associated with facial bone 

concentrated or blunt loading. The GMR Frangible Head- fracture in rigid impactor tests. Petty and Fenn (9) used a 

form was a complex test device structure which attempted crushable aluminum honeycomb material on the flat front of 

to achieve human-like biomechanical response through an- a rigid impact mass. Injury potential was assessed by exam- 

atomical detail and matching of material properties. The 
ining the impacted surface of the honeycomb for signs of 

device was never fully developed and was never used rou- 
permanent deformation. 

tinely in laboratory testing. 
The load-sensing devices using standard dummy faces 

have been shown by the APR study and the Allsop study to 

Association Peugeot-Renault faceform lack realistic biomechanical impact force response. Zuby 

Tarriere, et al. (5) reported on the development of a bio- 
(10) performed impact tests to evaluate the frangible facial 

mechanical facial structure for use on a modified Part 572 
insert and the aluminum honeycomb device. The honey- 

dummy head. The data base for the development consisted 
comb device was adapted to dummy testing by constructing 
an equivalent of its impactor structure which could be 

of four cadaver full-face impacts against a flat rigid surface, 
mounted to the Hybrid III neck. Tests were conducted with a 

two with a rigid form-fitting mask and two without the 
mask. The modified dummy facial skeleton was simulated 

rigid 25.4 mm diameter bar impact surface shape mounted 
on a 32 kg guided mass impactor. The test conditions were 

by a shaped piece of aluminum honeycomb supported by a similar to those used by Nyquist, et al. (1). The results of the 
flat plate which was welded in place of the facial region of 

tests are summarized in figure 3 in terms of peak impactor 
the standard aluminum skull. A silicone rubber soft tissue acceleration as a function of test velocity. Figure 3 includes 
simulation was used to cover the element and provide the 
original shape of the Part 572 facial exterior. The APR face 30- 

performance was compared to that of a standard Part 572 (rx) Frongible 

face ands single test from the full-face cadaver impacts. ,~ 

The work demonstrated that the standard dummy facial 
structure can produce excessively high decelerations in a 
full-face flat rigid impact. The APR modification produced 

._1 

a close match to a first peak of the cadaver head accelera- 
tion-time history, but not a second, higher, peak. The cadav- 
er test shown produced serious facial bone fractures includ- 
ing the frontal bone. The more significant bone fractures 
may have been associated with the second acceleration 

~.~ Bone FX 
Facial F’X 

peak. The duration and thus area of the cadaver head accel- ,,~ 
.<~ Bone F’X 

eration-time curve was shown as much larger than the head- 

form curves. Since the impact velocity was the same in all 
three tests, there may have been an error in the time scale of o 

the cadaver test curve. In any event, the APR face response IMPACTOR VELOCITY (m/s) 
does not appear to provide adequate biomechanical re- 
sponse for the entire acceleration-time history. Accord- 

Figure 3. Comparison of the rigid bar impact responses of two 
fracture-indicating faceforms with the average responses of 

ingly, it may be useful in assessing facial injury potential at cadavers under similar test conditions. 
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the comparable data from the Nyquist study. Both faceforms The magnitude of the resultant contact force acting on the 

produced unrealistically higher impactor accelerations and, dummy head can be determined in terms of the x, y and z 

therefore, contact forces at the higher impact severities, components of the force by applying Newton’s Laws to the 
balance of inertial forces and neck reaction forces. As the 

Approach face is initially loaded, the contact must be on the periphery 

The work reported here is part of a larger GMR program of the dummy head. Since the shape of the head is known, it 

to develop improved head injury assessment techniques, can be used in conjunction with the neck reaction moments 

The focus of the facial biomechanics part of the program is and forces and the head angular accelerations to solve for 

to obtain a basic understanding of facial injury mechanisms the location of the resultant force by summing moments 

and impact response and to develop techniques for applying about the head center of gravity. The details of this pro- 

that knowledge to the assessment of facial injury potential cedure are given in the following section. 

and the generation of more realistic inputs to the head in Derivation of equations 
crash testing. Application of biomechanical injury criteria 

A free-body diagram of a Hybrid III dummy head is 
in the laboratory requires a test device with realistic 

shown in figure 4, with a coordinate system fixed at its 
biomechanical response and a measurement method 

center of gravity. The forces acting on the head are in the 
compatible with standard test laboratory instrumentation. 

The specific goals of the facial injury assessment 
impact force F, the neck load N, and the neck moment M. 

technique aspect of the program involved the following: 
The impact force is to be determined and the reacting neck 
force and moment at the head/neck junction are measured 

1. Develop a simple modification of the Hybrid III by the standard Hybrid III load cell. These quantities are 
head to produce realistic force response during needed to solve the force and moment balance of the head. 
localized and distributed facial loading throughout the Many frontal impact test configurations can be approxi- 
relevant range of impact severities, mated as planar motion, particularly during the early head 

2. Provide a technique capable of determining contact phase. The following derivation of the force and 

contact force magnitude, direction and location that is moment balance equations is given for mid-sagittal plane 
compatible with present testing procedures, head motion for simplicity. Plane motion of a rigid body can 

3. Combine the above into a comprehensive data be determined completely by three scalar equations, namely 

analysis package for routine test laboratory use. the force balance in two directions and the moment equa- 

Additional biomechanical requirements included tion. The applied force components F× and Fz are calculated 

retaining the overall anthropometric and inertial properties from the force balance once the translational acceleration 

and the forehead impact response of the standard Hybrid III components are found. 

head. Minimizing extra data channel requirements in the Fx = max- Nx 

force measurement method was also emphasized. The force 
Fz = maz - Nz 

measurement technique and analysis package are 
Moment balanceaboutthey-axisatthecenterofgrav- 

summarized in this paper, 
ity (CG) of the head can be written as follows: 

Development of a contact force measurement 
~M cg = My + NxZn + NzXn ÷ Fxrz - Fzrz (1) 

method = icgo~ 

The achievement of a biomechanical face for the Hybrid where xn and zn are the known distances from the neck load 
III head, while allowing realistic head accelerations to. be cell to CG, r× and rz and the components of the position 
produced, does not allow the assessment of facial injury vector r of the contact point, which is located on the dummy 
potential unless contact forces on the face can be deter- head profile. Icg is the mass amount of inertia of the dummy 
mined. Adding facial load cells to the head instrumentation head about the CG, and R is the head angular acceleration 
(6) is one direct way to provide a measurement capability, calculated from the 2D accelerometry analysis (11). 
Such a method may not be desirable because of the extra Equation (1) can be rewritten as 
complication and increased channel capacity necessary to 
accommodate them. Our goal was to develop a technique -Fxrz + Fzr× = - Ieg~ + My + N×zn + Nzxn (2) 

that could determine the magnitude and the location of the = sl 
resultant facial contact force while adding little or no com- Since all the quantities on the right-hand-side of the 
plication to the dummy and its associated data acquisition above equation are known, the sum s~ can be calculated at 
system. Since one of the overall goals of the program was to each instant. The moment of inertia leg of the Hybrid III 
provide more complex and accurate assessment of brain head is part of its design specifications. The unknowns in 

injury potential, we had already chosen to measure angular this equation are the contact point vector components rx and 
acceleration as well as translational acceleration. This rz, and a second relation is needed to calculate them. At the 
measurement allows the determination of the location of the initiation of contact, the impact force contact point must lie 

resultant contact force, on the 2D head profile. 
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A digitized head profile was obtained from a plot of the mm of facial skin available to deform, so an additional 25 

head. The digitized data was curve-fitted by fifth-order mm of space was estimated to be required to provide enough 

polynomials. Two curves for rz > -3 cm and rz <-3 cm were material to control the forces at the desired deflection level. 

selected for simplicty of the polynomials. Since we are Examination of the standard Hybrid III skull showed that 

interested in facial impacts with the car interior, only the there was sufficient room to provide such space through 

facial area was considered, and the nose area was simplified modified facial geometry without interfering with other 

for ease of calculation. The curve-fitted Hybrid III dummy features of the skull design and associated instrumentation. 

head profile is shown in figure 4. Location of the contact Distributed load response data from Tarriere et al. (5)was 

point can be determined by simultaneously solving equa- used to establish initial response requirements in the form of 

tions (2) and one of the two polynomial equations for rx and 
impactor peak force as determined from three of the four 

rz at each time instant. Two fifth-order polynomials were 
APR tests and summarized in Melvin, et al. (12). The prima- 
ry concern was to obtain a response which approximated the 

obtained after regrouping the terms, 
first average load peak of 7.5 kN, a unique characteristic of 

Fz 
distributed facial loading. This load peak is related to the 
initial fracture of the facial skeleton and is indicative of a 

"’-’.’.’.’.~---- very stiff structure which yields or collapses. Continuing 

deformation produces a resumption of loading as the col- 
lapsed facial skeleton impinges upon its supporting skull 
bones, resulting in a second average load peak of 10.5 kN. 

X ~-~ This peak is also an important feature of the desired re- 
sponse, since one of the goals of a biomechanically realistic 
face is to provide realistic head accelerations, even when 
major facial bone fractures may be occurring. 

Investigation of candidate materials for the modified face 

began by removing the face of a standard Hybrid III skull 
casting and welding in a flat aluminum plate with its front 
surface displaced 25 mm rearward from the original. This 
simplified headform was then used as a test platform to 
mount samples of the candidate materials for impact testing. 
The test consisted of impacting the face against a stationary 
15.2 cm diameter rigid disc mounted on a biaxial load cell 
which was attached to a stationary support frame of a mini- 
sled. The modified head, on a standard Hybrid III neck, was 
attached to the moving carriage of the mini-sled. The car- 

Figure 4. Free body diagram of the Hybrid III head. The dashed riage was guided by bearings and had a mass approximating 
line represents the curve-fitted contour used to locate the con- 
tact point of the facial impact force F. that of the upper torso of the dummy. The mini-sled was 

pneumatically powered and could attain speeds up to 7 m/s 
These equations were solved numerically and only real at 690 kPa input air pressure. After the face struck the 

roots were considered. The format of the 2D motion analy- impactor surface/load cell, the sled carriage was arrested by 

sis program was modified to accommodate the contact force a hydraulic cylinder. 

components and the resultant and its location. The test velocity chosen for evaluating material perform- 
ance was 6.7 m/s. Preliminary tests using a 15.2 cm flat disc 

Development of a biomechanical face impactor with cadavers at Wayne State University had indi- 
cated that 6.7 m/s was near the threshold for facial fracture 

The initial specifications for defining facial impact re- under this type of loading. The tests also showed that, for a 
sponse consisted of a deflection requirement derived from moving mass impactor of 13 kg, only the first peak in force 
localized loading data and a peak force requirement derived occurred at that momentum level. The head moved away 
from distributed load data. The specification for the deflec- from the impactor with no further loading. Thus, the intent 
tion of the facial structure was based on the average re- of the program, to reproduce the first portion of the force- 
spouse from the Nyquist study which indicated that, for time history became even more focussed. The data also 
rigid 25.4 mm diameter cylindrical bar loading, the facial indicated that for this test condition a first force peak lower 
structure should allow approximately 25 mm of deflection, than the 7.5 kN of the APR data was more representative of 
including soft tissue deformation, before bottoming out. facial response when only the nasal bones were fractured. 
The force level associated with the 25 mm deflection was Preliminary data from five test subjects produced a mean 
about 3 kN. Many energy absorbing solid or dense foam peak force of 6.3 kN (1.9 kN SD) and ameantime at which 
materials exhibit bottoming out behavior in compression at the force peak occurred of 3.6 ms (0.9 ms SD). A summary 

strain levels of 50 to 70%. The Hybrid III face has about 12 response corridor based on the data is shown in figure 5. 
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TIME (ms) 

Figure 5. Preliminary force-time response corridor at 6.7/ms 
for full-face rigid impact to five cadaver subjects with only 
nasal bone fractures. 

Replaceable face structures 
The initial stiffness of the facial structure, coupled with 

the force limiting by the initiation of fractures associated 
with the first force peak is indicative of a facial structural 
material that exhibits a pronounced yield behavior in com- 
pression. Aluminum honeycomb is a classic approach to Figure 6. Initial prototype replaceable face geometry corn- 
achieving this type of response and was used by Tarriere et pared to the human facial skeleton. 
al. (5) in developing a facial structure for the Part 572 
dummy. Rigid polymer foams are another common class of HI 115 foam. This combination proved to be too stiff and the 
materials that exhibit this type of behavior, foam too strong to control the forces. Rather than try to 

A series of tests with different rigid foams were con- ¯ obtain a lower density foam to reduce the crush force, an 
ducted to determine the appropriate density range and com- array of holes was drilled through the foam to reduce the 
position. The results indicated that a foam composed of a effective loaded cross-sectional area while maintaining the 
rigid polymer with a density in the 50 to 60 kg/m3 range was overall geometry of the structure. This proved to be an 
necessary to achieve both high initial stiffness and a suitable effective method for adjusting the crush strength of the face 
force limiting behavior/energy management behavior. The and, potentially, could be used to account for any lot-to-lot 
material chosen for further development was a high density variation in the material density. The area was reduced by 
(56 kg/m3) extruded polystyrene foam (Dow HI 115 Sty- 

about25% and resulted in peak forces on the 3kN range. The 
rofoam brand). It offered the advantage of a well-defined, 

tests also indicated that better response was achieved by 
commercially produced material that could easily be ma- 
chined to the needs of the facial structure. The shape of the 

placing half the rubber layer behind the foam. 

Full face impacts were then conducted to evaluate the structure was also defined to allow a simplified facial geom- 
etry that would encompass the general configuration of the distributed load response of the structure. The higher energy 

major facial bones in a planar form (figure 6). The projected of the full face test condition bottomed the 12.7 mm layer of 

foam. Accordingly, the foam thickness was increased to 19 area of the face was 58 sq. cm. The shape and area were 
determined from the facial anthropometry used by Hubbard mm and the rubber layer decreased to 19 mm. This combina- 

and McLeod (13) to develop the Hybrid III skull, tion proved to be able to control the force to the 5-6 kN 

The thickness of the foam insert, relative to the total 38 level, but was not stiff enough during the initial loading 

mm space available, was determined from rigid 25.4 mm phase. Placing 6.3 mm of rubber in front of the foam and the 

diameter bar tests with the mini-sled. Various combinations remaining 12.7 mm behind it increased the initial stiffness 
of butyl rubber thickness and foam thickness were tested and resulted in the response shown in figure 7. Tests using a 
with a rigid bar in place of the flat disc. The first combina- 25.4 mm diameter circular rigid bar were also conducted to 
tion tested was 25.4 mm of rubber backed by 12.7 mm of the determine whether the facial structure could meet the full 
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face response requirement and still produce realistic forces Evaluation of the replaceable face structure 
under concentrated loading. The results, shown in figure 8, and contact force method 
indicated satisfactory performance. The modified head, including the facial structure and the 

vinyl head skin with the face portion cut away was ballasted 
10 - to standard Hybrid III specifications. The result was termed 

the Prototype 1 deformable face. It was subjected to a vari- 
ety of steering wheel impact tests in both the research set- 

8- r" -- --I ting and in the routine test laboratory. The major concern 

was to evaluate the performance of the facial structure in 

~ 1! both wheel rim and hub impacts. The evaluation included 

observation of the deformation modes of the foam element, 
~--~ 

/I 
the apparent loaded area, and any tendency of the foam to 

fracture. Of secondary interest was the operational experi- ~ 
)~ ence of having to replace the facial structure after every test 
tv" / and any problems associated with that process. 

~ / /~ -- [ Experience was gained with steering wheel/face interac- 
tions using mini-sled tests, sled-mounted body buck tests, 

~ and full scale crash tests. The tests simulated both restrained 

~ and unrestrained drivers. The basic features of the Prototype 

-- 2 / 15.2 cm DIAMETER I structure proved to be effective in use and, in particular the 

! RIGID FLAT DISC IMPACTOR requirement to replace the deformable element after each 

! 6.7 m/s 
test was not viewed as a detriment of the design. The consis- 
tency of the impact forces produced by structure was found 

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ to be excellent. In a mini-sled test series simulating an 
O 2 4 6 a 10 unrestrained driver striking the steering wheel rim the coef- 

TIME (ms) ficient of variation was 2.7% for eleven different combina- 
tions of steering wheel design and test speed repeated twice 

Figure 7. Full-face impact response of the prototype replace- for each combination. The contact force method was eval- 
able face structure compared to the response corridor at 6.7 uted in a series of four mini-sled tests in which the zygoma- m/s. 

tic region of the face struck a rigid 25.4 mm diameter bar 

4 -~ mounted on a load cell. The peak contact force values com- 
puted from the head acceleration/neck force method were 

/ I within 2-3% of the load cell values. The computation 

! method located the contact point typically within 5 mm. 
The testing experience did suggest a number of modifica- 

~ / + tions to the shape and structure of the foam element. Specifi- 3 - 
/ cally, the mini-sled tests indicated occasions where the eye- 

/~/~//~ 
~ 

brow area of the head became involved in rigid disc loading 
~ 

/ with resulting high loads. Ongoing testing of cadavers at 
~:) WSU, in which similar loading of that region occurred, did 
LL 2 - not produce similarly high loads, although fractures of the 
re" forehead as well as the face occurred. Concern was also 
~ // / expressed over the ability of the Prototype 1 face to deal 
�O 

// 
! with oblique impacts to the cheekbone area. Finally, on 

~ occasion in steering rim impacts to the lower face, the foam 

-- 25.4 mm DIAMETER was observed to have fractured transversely between the 

RIGID BAR IMPACTOR 
holes. 

A Prototype 2 head and face structure was designed to 
4.3 m/S              reflect the experience gained with the first system. The 

foam element was redesigned to cover the frontal bone area 

0 ( ~       ’~ ~ ~ above the eyes and side wings were added to provide 
0 2 4     6 8 10 

TIME (ms) 
oblique cheekbone average. As shown in figure 9, this was 
accomplished without changing the effective facial bone 

coverage provided by the Prototype 1 element. The hole pat- 
Figure 8. Rigid-bar 4.3 m/s impact response of the prototype tern was changed to have more, slightly smaller holes dr- 
replaceable face structure compared to the 2.8-4,8 m/s re- 
sponse corridor, ranged to minimize the occurrence of cracks connecting 
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transversely between them. No holes were placed in the Because of the flat support surface of the facial structure 
frontal sinus area above the eyes because there are no re- and the width required of the facial element to represent the 
sponse data for this region. Future biomechanical studies facial bones, it was found necessary to increase the skull 
will be needed to generate the information. The skull set- setback an additional 6.4 mm to preserve accurate Hybrid 

back for the facial structure was extended up into the fore- III facial anthropometry in the cheekbone areas on either 

side of the nasal area. The facial covering of the dummy will head as far as possible without changing the region of the 
have to be constructed of a vinyl-coated soft foam to main- forehead involved with the frontal impact response of the 
tain facial dimensions. It will be backed by the required 6.3 head. The resulting design is shown in figure 10. 
mm of solid vinyl for proper impact response. It is possible 
to produce human-like nose and lip facial features by this 
technique. The durability of these features may be question- 
able and the nose and lips may be left out of the final design. 
Also, the presence of a mechanically durable nose and lips 
can result in reduced repeatability of the test device. Full- 
face rigid impact tests of a feature-less Prototype 2 face 
verified that the basic performance of the face was not 

changed by these modifications (figure 11). 

10 

~ 6- / 

J 2 / 15.2 cm DIAMETER 
/ RIGID FLAT DISC IMPACTOR 

/ 6.7 m/s 

Figure g. Prototype 2 replaceable face geometry compared to O 2 4 6 8 10 
- the human facial skeleton. 

TIME (ms) 

Figure 11. Full-face impact response of the Prototype 2 face 
structure compared to the response corridor at 6.7 m/s. 

The Prototype 2 face was used in a series of sl~d tests to 
compar~ it with th~ standEd H~b~d III in h~ad ~mpact 
inju~ assessment in high s~writ~ (~7 kph) crash simula- 
tions. Th~ dummies w~ ~straincd ~ a lap/shoulder b~]t 
r~st~aint s~st~m which was adjusted to allow th~ fac~ to 
strJk~ th~ 
th~ shouId~ b~It. Identical 
each t~st. Th~ r~su]ts of a pair of th~ t~sts, in t~s of th~ 
resultant head 
standard dumm~ head produced a 40 
acceleration than th~ h~ad with the d~fo~ab]~ fac~. Th~ 
ms int¢~al H~ad Injury Cr{t~on (HIC) values for th~ two 

Figure 10. Prototype 2 Hybrid III head showing the deformable t~sts varied on]~ b~ ~. ] p~rc~nt, howcwr, b~caus¢ the time 
facial element in place. A featureless facial covering is shown, duration of th~ acceleration in the test without th~ defoe- 



able face was greater. Although further testing over a range the available data to generate suggested dummy faceform 

of impact conditions will be required, these preliminary response corridors for both types of loading. 

data suggest that the use of the deformable face on the 
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Finite Element Modeling of Head Injury Caused by Inertial Loading 

Tong, DiMasi, Carr, Eppinger and Marcus, Brief Overview of Physical Model 
U.S. Department of Transportation (PM) Tests (1-3) i~ C. Galbraith, 
University of California, San Diego Physical model test were conducted at the University of 

Pennsylvania (1-2) to evaluate strain levels induced in a 

Abstract brain-like surrogate gel constructed with various slip 
conditions between container and gel, and subjected to 

Diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is described as widely 
various inertial (i.e. non-impact) loadings to bound the 

"~ scattered abnormalities in the axonal morphology of the 
range of potential strain deformations induced for these 

white matter in the cerebral hemispheres. In experiments 
conditions. Configurations tested included simple half- 

which subjected primates to nonimpact acceleration of the 
cylinder representations of coronal cross sections and more 

head, DAI was present when a lesion of the corpus callosum 
complex geometries which included anatomic partitions. 

or superior cerebellar peduncle was seen macroscopically. 
In all tests, the physical models were half filled with a 

These experiments also showed that the direction of head 
,~, motion is important to the severity of the injury, clear Dow-Corning Silicon Gel system which was allowed 

It is believed that such inertial loads induce tensile and 
to cure. A black enamel orthogonal grid was then painted on 
the exposed surface before pouring a second layer of gel. To 

shear strains resulting in brain injury. As a first step towards 
construct a no-slip condition, a thin (.25 in.) Parafilm liner quantifying these strains, simplified experimental models 
was included between all surfaces of the gel and shell. If a approximating both sagittal and coronal cross-sections 
pure slip condition was tested, the space between the gel and were constructed (1-2)* wherein a surrogate brain material 

’ was subjected to various inertial loadings and boundary 
container was filled with a layer of water. 

conditions between the skull and surrogate brain material to A six inch Bendix HYGE actuator was used to apply 

assess these effects, as well as directional loading effects on various combinations of translational and rotational 

induced strains, accelerations to the PMs by varying actuator pressure, 

To supplement the above laboratory studies, finite metering pin size and linkage location. Kinematic 
excitation was confined to the vertical plane, and measured element modeling (FEM) of selected physical model (PM) 
with accelerometers mounted with the PM. Total angular tests has been initiated. This paper discusses preliminary 
displacement was approximately 65 degrees, and peak 

results of FEM activities aimed at simulating selected PM 
angular accelerations were in the order of 40,000 rad/sec2. 

tests. Specifically, engineering estimates of the PM gel High speed photographic data was also acquired and used to 
material properties are established and initial grid characterize PM dynamic response and deformations of the 
deformation comparisons are made for a simple half- painted grid. ¯ 
cylinder no-slip PM configuration. To supplement earlier The following sections describe initial finite element 
studies which investigated the effect of boundary layer modeling of selected PM tests performed at the University 
friction on strains induced in a half-cylinder representation of Pennsylvania. These include simplified half-cylinder 
of the brain, these material properties were then used to physical models constructed with "non-slip" boundary 
simulate strains induced in a mid-coronal cross-section conditions, and half-cylinder coronal models which 

_ incorporating an anatomic partition to simulate the falx, approximate effects of anatomic partitions such as the falx. 
along with effects of various boundary conditions. Results The latter configurations is thought to have a significant 
indicted significantly higher strains were experienced at the influence on induced strains. 
tip oftheanatomicpartition. The effects of various slip conditions and the 

discontinuity associated with the presence of a simplified 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, falx on induced strain fields, are discussed below. 
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Modeling of Half-Cylinder Test plane were primarily planar and a simple two-dimensional 

model was used to simulate PM kinematics and local grid 
Configuration deformations in response to inertial loading. Figure 1 

A FEM (3) of the half-cylinder PM test described above illustrates the portion of the test specimen simulated using 

has been developed using the three-dimensional finite the actual motions of perimeter grid points as the model 

element codes INGRID/DYNA3DfrAURUS (4, 5, 6). excitation. The reason for this partial representation is 

These codes, developed at the U.S. Department of Energy’s explained below. 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, provide for Outline of data processing 
mesh generation, numerical integration with updated 
Lagrangian coordinates for describing large deformations As indicated in figure 1, the lower part of the half-cylin- 

in rotating bodies, and post processing of the data. The der model was initially outside of the camera’s field of 

excitation used in the PM test modeled here corresponds to vision, hence initial grid point locations (and raw input data) 

the 100 psi pressure, metering pin No. 3, combined mode for this segment of the model were unavailable. In addition, 

(i.e., rotation plus translation) inertial loading condition, the digitized data describing relative motion of other grid 

In earlier FEM studies (3), the displacement of the FEM points was also incomplete. For these reasons, the model 

in the x-direction along the y-axis (figure 1) compare 
size was reduced to that segment of the PM which was 

reasonably well with those of the tests. However, the entirely within the camera’s field of vision and for which 

y-displacements of the FEM are much smaller than those of 
complete grid-point time histories were available, as illus- 

the tests, even though the y-displacement is much smaller in 
trated in figure 1. The following procedure was used to 

comparison with the x-displacements. It was felt that the 
compute velocity boundary conditions for each FEM perim- 

discrepancy might have been caused by the uncertainty of 
eter node. 

the boundary conditions of the PM tests. To reduce the 
The x and y position of each PM grid point was recorded, 

uncertainty associated with quantifying and modeling the 
relative to a digitizing datum fixed relative to the shell, at 

actual boundary conditions existing during the above tests 
0.75 msec intervals.~ This effectively describes the entire 

in the current study, the raw PM test data was processed to 
grid pattern at a specific time in local PM coordinates, and 

compute velocities for grid points located near the perimeter 
of the PM gel. Since the actual motions are used as the Physical Model Node 264 Displocernent 

boundary conditions, the question of boundary effects is (From Digitization Dotum.) 

eliminated. Further to facilitate the comparison of FEM 
3 

results with PM data, the FEM mesh was constructed to 2.8 

locate FEM nodes at corresponding PM grid points. 2.6 

i 
ID of Cylindricol "~ 

2.4 

i Center of Rototion 
Contoiner (ref) 

~ 

2.2 

~ 2 

;.. 1.8 

’ Divider (ref) ,,’" "’",, 
x ,.6 

Comere’s Initlel ’ O.b, 0.02 0.0,3 0.04 

Field of 

Figure 1. Portion of "non-slip" physical model included in FEM     .~ 
aimulation. 

This approach removes the question of characterizing 
gel/cylinder interface behavior at the boundary, and leaves 
characterization of the gel properties as the principal issue 

0.0~ 
~0~.~oo> 

0.0~ 0.o, 

to be resolved. With material properties defined, other 
effects will be investigated in subsequent studies. Figure 2. Application of 100 Hz filtering to digitized PM data. 

Since the only available data from test measurements is ~Thedatawasinitiallydigitizedusingenlargedphotographsofthepaintedgridtaken 

photographic data describing motions of the grid painted on 
at every fourth frame with an assumed film speed of 4.000 frames/sec. A comparison 
with the measured duration of the acceleration pulse indicated that the film speed was 

the mid-plane of the gel, and inertial loads were confined to closer to 5,300 frames per second requiring a change in the time base. This adjustment 

a vertical plane, it was assumed that motions of the mid- ~as been made in the above analysis. 
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excludes the rigid body motion of the shell. This data was *~ 30 

rearranged to define x and y time histories, in local coordi- .~ 20 

nates, for each PM grid point. It was then filtered at 100Hz 

to remove "measurement noise" associated with the manu- 

al digitization process. The 100 Hz frequency was chosen -~o~ ~ 0 
u~20 

because it is well above the frequency associated with the 
~ -30 

period of excitation (approximately 30 msecs) and well 
~-40 

below the frequency associated with data digitization. A ~ -50 o o.5~ o.b2 o.~ 0.54 typical filtered time-history is shown in figure 2. The 

smoothed displacement curve eliminates some of the varia- 
150 

tions associated with the manual digitization process and is 

more representative of the actual behavior of a continuum. 

The filtered displacement data is used as the baseline input 

data for the simulation. ~ ~o 
Global displacements were then defined by transforming > 

relative grid displacements (in PM coordinates) to global 

coordinates and adding the rigid body component of motion 

associated with the cylinder’s motion. This step also re- -~0 
o.5~ 0.52 o.~3 0.b4 

quired relating the PM digitization datum to the axis of 

rotation as illustrated in figure 3. The time history of the 
~ ~.2 cylinder’s motion is shown in figure 4. 

The global displacement data was then differentiated to ~ o.~ 
compute global X and Y velocities for all perimeter nodes of 

the FEM model and this data was appended to the Dyna3D 

input deck in the form of velocity boundary condition load ~ 0.4 
curves. After numerical integration, a similar procedure ~’ o.~ 

was used to transform global displacements back to the PM o ...... . 
o.ol        0.02        0.~3        o.5~ coordinate system for comparison. Results are discussed 

below. 
Figure 4. Acceleration, velocity and displacement time-histo- 
ries describing motions of cylindrical container. 

A rate dependent three-element (Flugge) visco-elastic 

Ph>,sicol Model material was used to model the gel. In this material model, 

[3igitizotion [3otum shear relaxation behavior is described by initial and long 

/ term shear constants and a cross-over or decay constant. The 

~ 
y elastic modulus and Poisson’s Ratio are described indirectly 

~ by specification of the material’s bulk modulus. The consti- 

tutive equation is shown below. 

Constitutive Equation 

G(t) - (~. + (Go -- G.) ~-~t 

~ 

"    l 

G Ern" Ek 

Em ’~ " £rn ÷ Ek -- 0.8 psi 

J 
X~=(ro+y~)sin(O,+Oo)_X,e~s(O,+Oo) Ek Ck Go ~ Em ~ 1.6 psi 

Y~=-(ro+y~)cos(0,+oo)-x~sin(o,+oo) I 

Figure3. ConversionofdatafromPMeoordinates(i.e.digitiza. I # = 
=m+ ~ - 200 ~ee-1 

tion datum) to global coordinate system, t c k 
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Material shear modulii and decay constants were selected apparent after 12 msec. Increases and decreases in the order 

to match the elastic modulus measured in laboratory testing of twenty to thirty percent of original planar areas is indica- 

(1.24 psi for the PM considered herein) using static indenta- tive of the strong material flow into and out of these areas of 

tion tests, and varied in order to best replicate the overall the PM at the mid-plane. On the other hand, since the mate- 

deformation pattern observed in the PM tests. The bulk rial properties used in the FEM were nearly incompressible, 

modulus was selected to maintain a value close to 0.5 to the area contained within the corresponding 2-D FEM rep- 

minimize compressibility effects. (Values of Poisson’s Ra- resentation, of course, remains essentially unchanged. 

tio as high as 0.499979 were actually used in initial studies, 
however a practical limit of 0.4995 was established to mini- 40 

mize numerical instabilities in subsequent modeling). Best Element # 21 

results were obtained using the following set of material ~ s0 .~..~ 
properties for the gel. These agree quite well with available 
laboratory measurements: 

High rate shear-modulus: 1.6 (psi) 
Static shear modulus: 0.8 (psi) 
Decay constant: 100 (rad/sec) 
Bulk Modulus of Elasticity: 500 (psi) § -20 

The above properties were also varied to assess the sensi- 
~ -30 

tivity of results to material property selection. 
-40 

Discussion of modeling results                        0 
Time (rnse¢) 

Figure 5 illustrates PM mesh deformations (solid lines) 
experienced in the above described tests with the overall Figure 6. Percent change in selected PM segment areas versus 
FEM mesh deformation patterns using the previously de- time. 

scribed visco-elastic characterization of the gel. It can be 
seen that reasonably good agreement has been achieved Figure 5 indicates that the overall kinematic response to 

over the first 12 msec but degenerates thereafter, as dis- inertial loading and the overall deformation pattern of the 

cussed below, simulation are very similar to those of the corresponding 
physical model. This indicates that the inertial loading and 

£lomont#~l material properties have been replicated with reasonably 
good fidelity. Three-dimensional results described in refer- 

....... 

~’~~’~’, 
,"" 

ence 3 should be realistic for the various boundary condi- 

’ , tions simulated. The remainder of this paper will examine 
effects of boundary friction in combination with the pres- 
ence of geometric features such as anatomic partitions, on 
strains induced in a surrogate, brain-like gel. 

Effect of Geometric Partitions and 
Boundary Layer Friction on 
Maximum Strain 

Previous studies have been conducted to quantify the 
effect of boundary friction using a simplified half-cylinder 
representation of brain matter (3). Inertial loading and 
material properties were similar to those discussed above. 
The magnitudes and locations of strains occurring in a half- 

~ m~oe ~o r~ cylinder representation were quantified for various levels of 

Figure 5. Comparison of overall mesh deformations in FEM 
boundary layer friction ranging from pure slip to pure non- 
slip. These results indicated maximum principal strain versus PM. 
locations at the perimeter of the half-cylinder configuration 

A closer look at the PM photographic data (not shown) with no-slip conditions and more spatial variation for the 

indicates a swirling wave motion of the gel causing the slip condition. Higher strain levels were generally 

painted grid to separate from the cylinder walls. Figure 6 associated with higher levels of boundary friction with peak 

indicates changes in the areas of two selected planar PM strains in the order of 0.9 occurring at about 15 msec. 

grid segments (indicated in figure 5) as a percentage of This section describes initial modeling of a half-cylinder 

initial segment areas. Relatively large changes in areas are coronal cross section including a falx-like anatomic 
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partition, to assess the combined effects of boundary requirements. (This model will be run on the Cray-2 
friction and geometric features on induced strains. Since supercomputer, and results will be presented in future 
three dimensional (i.e. out-of-plane) effects were found to reports). 
be significant in the PM tests described above, a three- To provide initial results a one-element thick "slice" of 
dimensional model was developed for studying geometric the above model was constructed as shown in figure 8. 
effects. Although this model is essentially, a two-dimensional 

The falx was modeled as a thin tapered component, representation of the full-size model, it is sufficient to 
completely surrounded by the same surrogate brain-like gel provide initial estimates of effects of boundary friction 
described above. To the extent possible, the gel was mapped levels and the effects of anatomical partitions on induced 
to a rectangular grid to facilitate future comparisons with strain, without the high CPU i’equirements of the 3-D 
other PM test results and to provide a means of zoning model. 
which would allow the insertion of the falx-like partition. To provide these initial estimates of boundary friction 
All nodes located between mating surfaces of the gel and effects in the presence of an anatomic partition, friction 
cylinder or falx-like partition, are allowed to slide with levels of 0.07, 0.22 and 0.70 were arbitrarily selected to 
x, arious friction levels prescribed at the interface, for represent the conditions of minimal, moderate and high 
simulation of boundary effects. For initial studies, and brain/skull boundary adhesion levels. The FEM shown in 
because the falx is considered to be relatively rigid figure 8 was then run using the same inertial loads used in 
compared with brain matter, the falx was modeled using the (3), with the boundary friction levels noted. Updated 
same material properties as the cylindrical shell. Lagrangian coordinates were used to describe large 

The resulting three-dimensional FEM shown in figure 7 deformations and rotations of the surrogate brain gel, and 
includes approximately 4,600 nodes. Although this model is contours of maximum principal (Green’s) strains were 
sufficient to study 3-D effects as well as boundary friction computed to quantify the effects of boundary friction on 
and anatomic partition effects, it was not used in this study induced strain in the presence of a falx-like anatomic 
because of its relatively large size and attendant CPU partition. 

_ .__._ -__:--- . 

(a) Gel (b) Cylinder with 

Falx-Like Partition 

Figure 7. Three-dimensional half-cylinder model incorporating falx-like partition. 
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Note: Enlarged View of Gel-Cylinder 

O Indicates nodes free to Interface Indicating Location of 

slide on GeI-Cylinder-Falx Interfacing Surfaces ~’--~.,~ High Strain Elements 
..... ~../ 

Cylinder with Falx-Uke Partition 

Figure 8. One-element "slice" of 3-D half-cylinder model with falx-like partition. 

Figures 9, l 0 and 11 illustrate contours of maximum these strains are generally small compared with those in the 

principal strain in 5 msec intervals between 10 and 25 msec region near the tip of the falx, independent of boundary 

for each of the three friction values noted above. A review of friction value. The one exception to this condition occurs at 

this data indicates that the overall pattern of strain, in about 25 msec, where the maximum strains tend to occur in 

regions not immediately close to the falx, is similar and that the top corner where the cylindrical shell meets the hori- 
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zontal divider. The following table summarizes the data Several things are apparent from the above tabulation. 
shown in figures 9, 10, and 1 1 in terms of maximum strain First, and note very surprisingly, almost all of the elements 

and element in which the maximum strain occurs, vs time. experiencing the highest strain levels are in the immediate 

Boundary Friction Value 
location of the tip of the falx, where direct shearing action is 
applied to the gel, (Element locations are shown in figure 8). 

0.07 0.22 0.70 Secondly, although the above strains appear to be relatively 
insensitive to boundary friction, it appears that for this 

Time (msec.)      Straln/Elem. No.    Strain/Elem. No.    Strain/Elem. No. 
geometry, somewhat smaller strains are experienced at 

10.0 .034 / 208 .037 / 197 .034 / 220 higher friction levels than with lower values of boundary 
15.0 .172/208 .182/208 .161/208 friction. The numerical result is an approximation of the 
20.0 .380 [ 194 .264 / 194 .242 / 193 singularity at the tip of the falx. The variation of strains near 
25.0 .830 [ 195 .498 [ 135 .545/135 the tip is a reflection of the influence of friction on the 

30.0 9.10 / 208 6.12 / 208 1.11 / 195 
singular solution. Finally, it is obvious that very large values 

I, B. 

I~[I’I,+ ~,|-*’?[-~g IN [:k[eIE:H1 121 

Figure 9. Strains induced in planer slice model with boundary interface friction value of 0.07. 
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of strain occur after 25 msec. between brain matter and sudden anatomic discontinuities, 

The first observation is consistent with both physical has the effect of temporarily reducing the shearing action 

expectations and pathological observations (2). Comparing which takes place at the tip of the dicontinuity. This can be 

these results with the simple half-cylinder representation readily seen by plotting maximum principal strain time 

investigated in (3) and previously summarized, large histories experienced in elements immediately adjacent to 

differences in strain patterns, magnitudes and time to peak the tip of the discontinuity. This effect is shown in figure 12 

strain are apparent. The apparent relatively insensitivity to were maximum strains (up to 1.0) are plotted up to 30 msec. 

boundary friction noted in the above results is most This plot indicates that higher levels of boundary friction 

probably due to the fact that higher levels of adhesion delay the onset of higher strains in the gel. 

Figure 10. Strains induced in planer slice model with boundary interface friction value of 0.22. 
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Figu~e li, $I~i~$ indu~ed in plane~ slice model wilh boondat~ int~f~ee Id~tion value of 0,~0. 

Comparing the results presented above and those slide-line behavior has the potential to artificially increase 

summarized from (3), it is apparent that the both boundary predicted strain values beyond approximately 30 msec. 

friction and anatomic feature effects are important but it Since this does not occur until after high strain levels have 

also appears that the influence of the anatomic discontinuity already been established, the current zoning is adequate for 

- is far more significant to both’the magnitude and pattern of meeting the current objective of quantifying effects of 
induced strain, anatomic discontinuities and boundary effects. Subsequent 

With respect to the latter effect, the high strain rates modeling aimed at more exact computation of strains over 

which occur around 30 msec are due to an artifact of slide- the full duration of the pulse will require finer zoning and/or 
line behavior and can be reduced by modifying the sizing a modified mesh configuration around the discontinuity. 
and zoning of elements adjacent to the discontinuity. This The above results clearly indicate the strong effects that 
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Figure 12. Maximum element strain time-histories for elements adjacent to tip of falx versus boundary friction level. 

geometric features such as anatomical partitions may have matter physical properties as well as evaluation of 
on strain fields induced in a surrogate brain-like gel geometric configurations in combination with boundary 
subjected to inertial loading. Although effects of the effects to be investigated. As shown above, it should also be 
discontinuity appear to dwarf boundary friction effects, 

very useful in quantifying the magnitude and location of the 
these results indicate that it is also important to consider 
both effects together, as well as possible three-dimensional maximum strain in response to inertial loading. 

effects in future studies. Subsequent analyses should allow The ultimate goal of these studies will be to develop 

for the investigation of improved representations of brain- structural and functional failure criteria. 
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Toward a Biomechanical Criterion for Functional Brain Injury 

J.W. Lighthall, J.W. Melvin and K. Ueno objectives, certain experimental requirements are shared by 

Biomedical Science Department, any acceptable brain injury model. The injury response, 

General Motors Research Laboratories whether specified in physiological, behavioral or 
anatomical terms, must be reproducible and quantifiable, 
clinically relevant, and produce a continuum of injury 

Abstract severities. The objective for any experimental model of 
brain injury is to create specific injury response in a 

This paper describes a clinically relevant experimental 
brain injury model developed at GMRL for biomechanical 

reproducible manner (1,2)*. 

and neurophysiological studies to determine tissue-level 
Experimental injury models that can be characterized 

criteria for functional neural injury. The controlled cortical 
biomechanically are required for physical and analytical 

contusion technique has several advantages over previous modeling of tissue deformation. These modeling efforts can 
be used for correlating experimental results and injury 

techniques for development of brain injury criteria: (1) the 
mechanical input to the brain tissue is controlled and can be 

response with human injury. The validation of analytical 

well-characterized, a necessary step toward validation of head impact models using experimental data requires 

finite element analysis procedures; (2) the neuropathologic 
correlation of the mechanical response of the system in 

features simulate key aspects of clinical brain injury; and (3) 
terms of pressures, displacements and local accelerations of 

the functional outcome can be varied across the clinical the important regions of the brain with pathophysiological 
and functional outcome of the impact. This approach leads spectrum, from minimal effect through prolonged coma to 

fatal, a feature critical to successful development of to tissue-level injury criteria, independent of overall brain 

functional brain injury criteria, geometry. Once validation has been accomplished the 

Finite element model (FEM) development and analysis is analytical method can be applied to the analysis of crash test 

proceeding in parallel for the experimental injury model and data for injury risk assessment. Routine application of this 

for human brain, since geometric differences in brain method will require the development of data presentation 

structures prevent a straightforward scaling of injury techniques that enhance the understanding of the results by 

thresholds based on dimension or mass. Analysis of the the test engineer. 

experimental injury event using the FEM presently allows Analytical modeling of the tissue response that produces 

qualitative(better/worse)assessments, and validationofthe injury requires that mechanical input to the brain be 

FEM model and its interpretation against observations in quantifiable and reproducible. Simplification of the input is 

experimental models of brain injury will be used to define required in designing a model that can be used to address the 

injury probability thresholds, mechanics of brain trauma at the tissue level. A simplified 

model, once characterized biomechanically and 

Introduction physiologically, can be combined with analytic and 

physica! models of the brain and skull to define an injury 
The evolution and development of any experimental tolerance criterion at the tissue level. 

brain injury model is dependent on the scientific objectives 
and goals, and may result in different models, each 
appropriate for specific questions. Despite differing *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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If the experimental brain injury model technique pro- 

duces structural changes, such as contusion, hemorrhage or 

axonal injury, in regions similar to those observed clini- 

cally, then the mechanics of the injury, at a tissue level, may 

be assumed to be directly comparable and the technique 

used to load or deform the brain is unimportant. Direct brain 

deformation reproduces only some of the dynamics of 

closed head impact trauma, but it can be readily charac- 

terized biomechanically. 

We hypothesized that if the injury response were demon- 

strated to be relevant to hypothesized tissue-level bio- 

mechanics and pathophysiology of clinical injury, then a 

direct cortical deformation technique would provide an in- 

jury model with well-controlled ~nechanics the brain defor- 

mation parameters could then be scaled to various species. 

eliminating the need to restrict studies to primates on the 

basis of brain mass and geometry as has sometimes been 

required for clinical relevance in head-impacl models or 

acceleration techniques I 1,2). 

GMRL cortical impact injury model 

Acute brain injury experiments from this laboratory have 

previously demonstrated that dynamic mechanical com- 

pression of the brain produces pathologic changes thal are 

seen clinically in human head injury (3). The technique 

elicits a range of pathological responses similar to those 

described for other brain injury models, and allows inde- 

pendent control over contact velocity and amount of brain 

compression to enable biomechanical studies. We wanted to 

determine if our technique would also produce axonal dam- 

age and prolonged functional coma. as seen in human head 

injury. 

The controlled cortical impact model uses a pneumatic Figure1. (A) Pneumatic cylinder used in cortical impaetexper- 
iments, tip diameter = 1.25cm. (B) Cortiea~ contusion produced 

impactor consisting of a small bore. stroke-constrained, by a 4.3 mis--2o5 mm impact (3 day observation period). (C) 
pneumatic cylinder with a 5.0 cm stroke (figure IA). The Serial 2ram frontal sections of the brain shown ~n ~gure 

cylinder is rigidly mounted in a vertical position on a cross 
arrow heads indicate the margins of the centusion. 

bar which can be precisely adjusted in the vertical axis, The 

velocity of the impactor shaft can be adjusted between 1.0 

and 10.0 m/s by controlled air pressure. The experiments 

were performed using aseptic technique in fully anesthe- 

tized laboratory ferrets,/Impacts were performed on mid- 

line between bregma and lambda through a central crani- 

otomy to the intact dura mater at 4.3m/s or 8.0m/s. with 

- 10% compression (2.5mm). 

The level of outcome severity was evaluated at the gross 

anatomical and microscopic level. Contusion of the cerebral 

cortex was seen in every case (figure 1B and 1C). Extensive 

axonal injury was observed in both the 3 and 7 day post- 

injury groups using both velocity/compression combina- 

tions. Regions displaying axonal injury were: the subcorti- 

The Research Biomedical Laboratory of GM Research Laboratories is accredited Figure 2. Photemicrographs ~rom I~rain regions displaying ax~ 
onal injury. (A) Corpus collosum: arrow heads indicate exona! 

by the American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care retraction balls, cal bar - 100 ~tm; (B) Dorsal thalamus: arrow 
, AAALACk The rationale and experimental protocol t~r use of an animal model in heads indicate ~eaded axon, eel bar = 5~ am; (C) P~ntine r~- 
this study have been reviewed and approved by both the Research Laboratories’ and gion: arrow heads indicated beaded axon, eel bar = 100 ~m; (~) 
Wayne State University School of Medicine Animal Research Committees and are in Anterior lobe of ~he cerebellum: ~rrow heads and c~rcles in~- 

compliance with federal, state and local laws and regulations, ane in accordance with eate the location of axo~al injury in th~s field ~I cerebei[ar whRe 

the NIH Guide, DHEW Publication # NIH 85-231. matter, cal bar = 100 pro. 
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cal white matter including the corpus collosum (figure 2A); deformable body in two-dimensional space, but rather, an 

dorsal thalamus (figure 2B), and brainstem regions includ- analysis based on a particular point of interest, i.e., the CG 

ing the pons (figure 2C) and medulla. Axonal injury was of the head. 
also evident in the white matter of the cerebellar folia (fig- The approach of using a finite element model of the head, 
ure 2D) and the region of the deep cerebellar nuclei. Behav- on the other hand, is an analysis of a deformable body in 
ioral assessment showed initial functional coma consisting space, where a motion prescribed by complete acceleration 

of decorticate and decerebrate rigidity, followed by muscle and boundary conditions causes stresses and strains in the 

flaccidity and inability to maintain sternal recumbancy last- brain model and the critical sites of potential injury may be 

ing up to 36 hrs following 8.0m/s impacts, concluding with indicated by maximum pressure, stress, strain, or displace- 

impaired movement and control of the extremities. It is ment relative to the boundary. 

clear that a wide spectrum of responses can be produced by It has been proposed that rotational acceleration rather 

controlling the velocity and the depth of the cortical impact, than translational acceleration may be the likely cause of 
structural failure in brain tissue (5,6,7). However, the theory 

Finite element brain injury models that only shear deformation causes injury in the brain has 
not been established, and rotation is not the sole cause of The goal of our analytical modeling of head and brain 
shear deformation since translational motion can cause impact response is to provide a rational method for assess- 
shear strain at 45 degrees to normal strain directions. There- 

ing injury risk in crash tests based on the head impact forces 
fore, the importance of translational acceleration in brain 

and accelerations measured in test dummies. At present, our 
modeling addresses brain response due to accelerations of 

injury should be considered in any analysis. 
Two different cases of Hybrid III sled tests were used to 

the head as a rigid body. From a theoretical point of view, 
analyze the stress and strain field of a 2D finite element 

since brain tissue injury is initiated by induced stresses and 
model of the head using linear direct transient dynamics in 

strains within the brain, direct cortical deformation may be 
NASTRAN. The values of peak stresses and the HIC for the 

used to study acceleration or impact induced brain injury if 
two different cases are compared with each other. 

it results in comparable levels of stress and strain in the 
The accelerations in the midsagittal plane (AP transla- 

cortical and subcortical structures and comparable anatom- 
tional, SI translational, and rotational) were measured with 

ic and functional injury outcome, 
uniaxial accelerometers (arranged as a triaxial set and an in- 

As an overview of the finite element modeling (FEM) line set of five) located at the center of the Hybrid III dummy 
work now in progress, and as an indication of how we are head in tests simulating frontal impacts. The dummy was 
addressing the issues of model development, use, and val- restrained by a three point lap/shoulder belt that was ad- 
idation, two examples will be given. The first will apply justed so that in one case (Test 1338) the head hit the steer- 
simple lineal" elastic FEM analysis to laboratory dummy ing wheel hub and in the other case (1350) no head contact 
head impact data to demonstrate procedures necessary for occurred. The data were filtered by a second order Butter- 
acquiring and post-processing data to provide information worth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1000 Hz. 
useful to the test engineer. The second example will show Figures 3 and 4 show the time histories of the head accelera- 
how the method can be used to evaluate the appropriateness tions for the two tests. 
of using experimental brain impact data to estimate human A two dimensional human brain finite element model was 

head injury tolerance through direct scaling, built with SMUG, a pre-processing program at GM, from a 
sagittal section photograph of a human brain (figure 5). This 

Analysis of Hybrid III head acceleration data plane strain model has 510 nodes, 437 isoparametric quadri- 

The time history of accelerations measured at the center lateral elements and 74 triangular elements. The model is 

of gravity (CG) of a dummy head is used in crash testing to homogeneous, isotropic, and linear elastic with structural 

assess the injury risk caused by head impact. In two-dimen- damping characterized by a constant loss tangent. The ma- 

sional analysis of head impact, anterior-posterior (AP), su- terial properties were chosen from the literature as dis- 

perior-inferior (SI), and rotational acceleration measured at cussed by Lee (7) and are: 

the CG establish the complete motion of the head as a rigid Modulus of Elasticity---0.24MPa 
body in the sagittal plane. The AP and SI accelerations Poisson’s ratio--0.49 
combine to form a resultant acceleration that represents the Mass density--1 × 10-6 kg/mm3 
magnitude of translational acceleration in the sagittal plane. Total sectional area--l.83X104mm2 
As the head rotates, the direction of translational accelera- Damping loss tangents0.2 
tion changes. All the surface boundary nodes of the model except the 

One of the methods for assessing head injury with accel- spinal canal opening were rigidly connected, representing 
eration data is the Head Injury Criterion (HIC) (4). Since the an ideal rigid skull boundary. The spinal canal opening was 
HIC is based on resultant translational acceleration and does left free to allow a force-free opening along the spinal canal. 
not include rotational acceleration and the direction of re~ The model was executed using acceleration input for the 
sultant acceleration, it is not a complete analysis of the period of 200 ms in NASTRAN. Linear direct transient 
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Element 118 

X TRANSLATIONAL ACCEU~ATION Z TRANSLATIONAL ACCELERATION 

r~. t0~ 
Element 36 

Element 181 

-150 

Y ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION Y ROTATIONAL VELOCITY $OUARED Figure 5. Two dimensional finite element model of a midsagit- 
, .**. tal section of the human brain. The nodes at the outer boundary 

i]//N~     o 

~     
=***. /~ 

torium, are rigidly connected to the skull. The two nodes at the spinal 

opening are left free. Although the mesh geometry retains the 
shapes of the brainstem, cerebellum, fluid spaces and ten- ~ ~ -"*+-~ the materials properties are assigned as homogeneous 

v " 
~ ~ 

~ ’ ’ at this time. 

d, "** used with equivalent viscous damping in NASTRAN (8). 
~ 

The rotational acceleration at the center of rotation was 

o ~ ~o So 2~0 o s’, ,,o ~o :~o 
applied through the method of enforced motion with a large 

~uE (m,) ~uE (m,) mass. Centrifugal forces were also applied by radial forces 

with the magnitude of miriO)2, where mi, ri, and o) represent 
Figure 3. The kinematic input for the contact case (Test 1338). lumped mass at the node i, distance from the center of 

rotation to node i, and the angular velocity at the center of 
rotation, respectively. 

Two principal stresses ((~max, (~rnin) in plane strain elastic- 

x TRANSLATIONAL ACCELERATION Z TRANSLATIONAL ACCID_ERAT1ON ity were obtained as results from NASTRAN. From these 

=,. 20. principal stresses, the maximum shear stress (’~max), and 

pressure (p) are calculated as follows (9): 

~’.2o. 
~ ~-2o" ~0Z                           0                             Z 

’~max= (~max - (~min (1) 

~ -~o               ~< -,o.                           p __-- (~rn.x .~L (~min                    (2) 

-,o0 ~ ,;o ~o 2;0 -,o0 ~ ,~o So :;o For the purpose of comparison of the stresses produced in 
"RME (ms) TIME (ms) 

the brain model for the two different head acceleration 

Y ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION Y ROTA~ONAL VELOC=TY SOUARE0 cases, specific points in the brain have been chosen. As 

indicated in figure 5, these points are Element 36 in the front 
of the head, Element 181 in the back of the head, and 
Element 118 at the top of the head. These locations were 

"i! ~/~ + 

selected because the pressures reached high values in the ~ ~" front and back of the head and shear stresses were high near 
"~-- ~ the top of the head. Figure 6 shows the time history of the 

pressure in Element 36 and figure 7 shows the same infor- 
mation at Element 181 for the two tests. At both elements 

the contact case produces over 70% greater peak pressures 

~ ,,;o ~o =;o ~, ,oo ,,o ~oo than the non-contact case. Comparison of the waveform of 
"hUE (m~)                   TIuE the pressures with the acceleration curves in figures 3 and 4 

Figure 4. The kinematic input for the non-contact case (Test 
indicates that the pressures in both cases follow the anterior- 

1350). posterior acceleration. 
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COMPARISON, TEST 1558 AND 13~0 Figure 8 shows similar data for the maximum shear stress 
PRESSURE AT ELEMENT ~6 

P01SSONSRA~qO=0.49 at Element 1 18. The waveforms of the shear stresses for 

.................... both cases follow the angular acceleration. The peak shear 
,20~ stress for the contact case is 27% greater than for the non- 

TEST 1338 
’°°~ contact case. Although the magnitudes of the shear stresses 

TEST 1350 
~ .o~ are lower than the pressures, they are indicative of large 

~o~ /",,, strains because of the low elastic shear modulus of brain. 
~ 

~. Figure 9 presents a comparison between the maximum 

’.. pressures at the front and back of the head and the HIC(at 36 
° 

~" "’, ms) value for both cases. Figure 10 presents the same com- 

parison between maximum shear stress and HIC. The rela- 

~°’5o    .o    .    ,o ,oo ,2o .o ,so ,. tive severity of the two tests as judged by HIC is opposite 

that judged by either the resultant pressures or shear stress. 
Figure 8. Pressure-time histories in Element 36, located near The pressures indicate a much greater difference between 
the front of the human brain model, for the contact case (Test 
1338) and the non-contact case (Test 1350). the tests than the shear stress does. 

MAXIMUM PRESSURE AT FRONT AND BACK 
COMPARISON, TEST 1338 AND 1550 

2o 

~ 

m, ~,~ 

~ 

~ 
PRESSURE_~ 

AT FRONT 

~oo.                        ~ PRESSURE AT BACK                             ,soo 

TEST 1338 

HYBRID III SLED TEST NUMBER 

Figure 7. Pressure-time histories in Element181, located near 
the back of the human brain model, for the contact case (Test Figure 9. Comparison of the maximum pressures at the front 

1338) and the non-contact case (1350). and back of the human brain model and the 36 mc HIC for the 
contact case (Test 1338) and the non-contact case (Test 1350). 

MAXIMUM SHEAR(AT TOP) 

COMPARISON, TEST 1338 AND 1350 
MAX SHEAR STRESS AT ELEMENT 118 

POISSONS RATIO = 0.49 P~Z] SHEAR AT TOP 

¯ TEST 1338 ~ ,o- 

TIME(msec) 

HYBRID III SLED TEST NUMBER 

Figure 8. Maximum shear stress-time histories in Element 118, Figure 10. Comparison of the maximum shear stress at the top 

located near the top of the human brain model for the contact of the human brain model and the 36 ms HIC for the contact 

case (Tast 1338) and the non-contact case (Test 1350). case (Test 1338) and the non-contact case (Test 1350). 
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Scaling of animal head impact data 

Head injuries due to impact have been studied experi- 
mentally using animals such as the rhesus monkey with the 
objective of establishing criteria to determine what types 
and magnitudes of loading cause injuries in brain (5,10). In 
order to apply the resulting head injury criteria to human 
subjects, where the brain size and shape are different from 
that of the experimental animal, a scaling law must be 

. applied. 
Holboum (11) proposed a scaling law which was based 

on the mass ratio of brains in the human and the experimen- 
tal animal. This approach has been used by Ommaya (12) 
and Margulies (13). According to this law, the angular ac- 
celeration ~e that is applied to the experimental animal 
brain of mass Me is scaled for the human brain with a mass 
Mh by the following rule: Z 

(~h = ~e*(Me/Mh)2/3 
(1) 

where ~xh is a rotational acceleration that produces the same 
stress level in human brain.                                 X 

Since mass is proportional to the cube of length, if the 
scale factor ~, represents the ratio of a characteristic length 
in the human brain to that in the animal brain, this law 
suggests altematively 

an = (~e,(1/~.)2                            (2) 

A more general application of dimensional analysis (14), e.ro 
in which the modulus of elasticity and density of the tissues 
of the brain are assumed to be the same for both the animal Figure 11. Mesh of the two dimensional finite element model of 

a rhesus monkey brain, c.m.: center of mass of the model, c.r." 
and human, yields relationships for scaling all mechanical center of rotation. 
parameters associated with impact. This scaling procedure, 
referred to as equal stress-equal velocity scaling, produces s0- 
scaling of translational acceleration by 1/~. and time by ~. as . 

well as angular acceleration by 1/~,2. Such scaling is valid ~’o 40- 
only for similarly-shaped structures, however. 

To clarify this potential ambiguity in scaling law applied- ~- 
~ 20 ,tBO ~.. 

tion, the two dimensional human brain finite element model =. ,, 

described above was scaled down and the results compared ~,~ " " .--. 
with those of a rhesus monkey model (shown in figure 11) ~ 

o- -/.. . ...... :7..’.." .0 

reported by Lee (7). Since both the monkey model and the ~ ,; 

human model are two-dimensional, a characteristic length u -~0- .-t~0 

scale factor, ~,~, was taken as the square root of the area ratio -~ 

as follows: ~ -,to- --~o 

L = (An/A~)~/a = 2.69 

where                                                              -so -,~ao 

A~ = total area of the human brain model = 183.4 cm~ Time (ms) 
AM = total area of the monkey brain mode] = 25.27 cm2 Figure 12. Acceleration-time history enforced on the rhesus 
This approach produces a length ratio which represents monkey brain model (solid curve). The original waveform from 

an average characteristic of the sagittal cross-sections. In 
(10) is also shown (dashed curve). 

accord with the scaling law, the magnitude of the accelera- Modal transient analysis was used in NASTRAN. A trun- 

tion and the time duration used in the monkey model (shown cation frequency of 400 Hz was used because the Fourier 
in figure 12) were scaled in the human model using 1/~,A2 power spectrum of the input data showed the significant 

and ~’A respectively. The center of rotation was also scaled frequency range to be well under this frequency. 

with ~’A, resulting the distance between the center of mass Overall patterns of stress distribution were very similar 

and center of rotation of 21.5 cm. between the human and monkey models. However, the max- 
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Injury Biomechanics of the Head-Neck Complex 

Frank eintar, Anthony Sances Jr., analysis was conducted with retroreflective targets placed 

Sarayan Yoganandan, John M. Reinartz at each vertebral body, the spinous process and the facet 

Sanford J. Larson, Chikaharu Kurakami, 
region along the entire column. Two-dimensional and three- 
dimensional computerized tomography and plane radio- 

W. Rauschning graphs were used for adjunctive quantification before and 

Abstract after each loading. 

The anatomy of the human cervical colum permits exten- 
Materials and Methods 

sive motion in flexion, extension, rotation, and lateral bend- Six fresh human cadavers were used in this study (table 

ing because of its material properties and geometry. A com- 1). Specimens were evaluated from radiographs and history 

prehensive method of obtaining detailed kinematic and to preclude metastatic disease. The head and spine of the 

strength data for the human head-neck complex is pre- selected specimens were isolated carefully to avoid damage 

sented. Head-to-T2 specimens were rigidly mounted at the to the ligaments and other supporting structures. The spine 

proximal and distal ends. Retro-reflective targets at each was then separated at the T2-T3 junction, and the head-to- 

vertebral level recorded the local kinematics, and two 6-axis T2 specimens were wrapped in towels soaked with physi- 

load cells at the proximal and distal ends recorded strength ologic saline and placed in a plastic bag. The tissues were 

data. Plane radiographs, 2-D CT, and 3-D CT reconstruc- deep frozen at -80 degrees Centigrade until the day before 

tions were completed for each specimen. Preparations were the test. This does not alter their biomechanical properties. 

axially loaded until failure and were frozen in the com- Specimens were radiographed in the anteropostei:ior (AP) 

pressed state; cryomicrotome sections were obtained for and lateral planes, and two-dimensional (2-D) com- 

each specimen. Correlation of the kinematics with the puterized tomography (CT) analysis was done. 

strength data and pathology information quantifies the inju- The General Electric GE CT/T 9800 scanner (General 

ry mechanisms that occur under axial compressive loading. Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA) 
was used for this purpose. Two-dimensional CT slices were 

Introduction taken at 1.5 mm sections in the axial and sagittal planes. The 

Significant literature exists to describe studies conducted 
day prior to testing, the specimen was taken out of .the 

on the mechanisms of injury in the human cervical column, 
freezer and thawed at room temperature and kept moist 

The majority of evidence advanced to determine mechan- 
thereafter. 

isms of injury has been obtained from retrospective clinical Table 1. Details of specimen used. 
studies. Furthermore, much of the basic knowledge SPEC~UEN 
obtained regarding bony and ligamentous injuries has been # ~a~ Hr wr a~x 

obtained from functional units (vertebra-disc-vertebra HN1 66 173 45 M 
HN2 69 170 82 M 

preparation), or with segments less than the entire cervical HN3 - - 173 54 F 

column (1-16, 16-21, 25-31, 35). The anatomy of the HN4 72 170 75 M 
HN5 =65 178 88 M 

human cervical column permits considerable motion in HN6 66 ~157 45 a 
flexion, extension, rotation, and bending because of its 

material properties and architecture (9, 10, 11, 19, 30, 31, 
33, 34). For example, because of the change in orientation of The specimens were mounted in a specially designed test 
the facet joint, pure motion in any direction is rarely apparatus (figure 1). The distal end (T1-T2) was rigidly 
encountered. Consequently, the motions are coupled. While mounted in a 75 mm diameter steel cylinder with 6 mm 
a detailed study of several segments of the cervical column Steinmann pins and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). 
is helpful, these studies preclude a knowledge of the The PMMA was poured up to the superior end of the T1 
biomechanical, kinematic, and anatomical alterations of the vertebral body and allowed to solidify. The soft tissue was 
entire cervical column under injury producing forces. More removed from the head. The cap of the head was removed 
recently, systems have become available to allow with a bone saw by cutting through the frontal., temporal, 
quantification of the movements of various components of and occipital bones about 50 mm superior to the Frankfort 
the cervical column with loading (32). plane. The brain was dissected free and removed. A 25 mm 

This study was therefore designed to apply known injury diameter aluminum rod with a 50 mm diameter spherical 
producing forces measurable at the superior and inferior end was rigidly fixed in the skull with PMMA. The spheri- 
regions of the entire human cervical column. The tissues cal end of the rod protruded superiorly. The spherical ball 
were tested under axial load until failure occurred and was then mounted in a socket for pre-positioning. The sock- 
quickly frozen in the injury configuration allowing sub- et was attached to a six-axis load cell (Denton Corp., 
sequent pathological investigation. Detailed kinematic Rochester, MI, USA) which was rigidly mounted on the 

actuator of a specially designed electrohydraulic testing 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, system (MTS, Minneapolis, MN/USA). The distal end of 
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the specimen was attached to a second identical six-axis lateral radiograph was taken at this point as a reference and 
load cell mounted on an x-y cross-table. The orientation of to ensure prepositioning. 
each load cell was such that the z-direction was vertical or 
superior-inferior (SI), the y-direction was left-right or lat- 
eral-lateral (LL), and the x-direction was front,back (AP). OC 
The specimen was positioned with the ball-and-socket joint ¯ 
above and the x-y cross-table below until the cervical spine 
was aligned to be vertically straight or slightly flexed. A 

c5 ¯ 

c6       ¯ 
¯ 

Figure 2. Lateral schematic view of the cervical column show- 

Figure 1, Schematic diagram illustrating the test preparation ing the placement of retroreflective targets. A maximum of six 

with six-axis load cells above and below the head-neck com- targets were used at each vertebral level of the column. Targets 
plex. Note the vertical orientation of the cervical spine, were rigidly fixed to the bony landmarks of the vertebrae. 
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Retroreflective spherical-end pin targets, 2 to 3 mm di’ were obtained using the workstation (Dimensiona! 

ameter were securely inserted into bony landmarks of each Medicine, Inc., Minnetonka, MN, USA, mode! #3200) 

vertebra (figure 2). At least two targets were inserted into available in our institution. The frozen, compressed prepa- ........... 

each vertebral body (sometimes 4), one target in the facet ration was then sequentially sectioned in the sagittal plane 
column, and one target on the posterior aspect of the spinous using a heavy duty cryomicrotome (L.K.B., Bromma, 
process. In addition, one more target was placed at the Sweden). The cryomicrotome takes anatomic sections in 
occiput. This resulted in approximately 4 to 6 targets at each the predetermined plane at intervals of 0o 1 to 1 mm. Colored 
level of the spinal column. A total of 26 to 40 targets were photographs were taken of each tissue slice (23, 24). 
used to obtain the localized kinematic data of the various Fourteen channels ofbiomechanical data were collected: .......... 
spinal elements of the entire cervical column, these included the two six-axis load cell data from the proxi- 

The head-neck specimen was tested by applying a verti- mal and distal ends of the specimen, the uni-axial (z-axis) 
cal compressive load to the proximal end at a quasistatic rate load cell data t?om the load washer (Kistler Corporation, 
of 2 mm!sec until failure, defined as a significant dip in the Amherst, NY, USA, model 9352-A) placed in series with 

force-time trace with accompanying fracture and kinematic piston of the MTS testing device, and the axial compressive 
irregularity. At this load level, the preparation was held by displacement data from the built-in LVDT of the piston 

the piston. A lateral x-ray was taken to document the pathol- actuator. The modular data acquisition system (TransEra 

ogy. A styrofoam frame was constructed to fit around the Corporation, Provo, UT, USA, model #7000) was used to 

preparation. Freezing was done with dry-ice and liquid ni- gather these data as a function of time. In addition, a four 

trogen. Plane radiographs were taken in the lateral and aP channel digital oscilloscope (Norland Corp, Madison, WI, 

directions, and 2-D CT’s were done on the t¥ozen specimen USA, model 3001) provided a backup system. 

at 1.5 mm slice intervals in the sagittal and axia! planes. Thelocalized kinematic data ofeachoftheretroreflective 

Additionally, 3-D CT reconstructions from the 2-D CT’s targets was extracted from RS-170 video signals as a func- 

Figure 3, Typical anatomical specimens from norma! subjects. Figure 3a represents the sagittal section and Figure 3b the m~dsagit~a! 
section. The bony vertebral bodies, discs, anterior longitudinal ~igament, posterior longitudinal ligament, Iigamentum flavum, spinN; 
cord, canat space, and posterior ligamentous complex and bony elements are clearly observed along with the soft tissues~ The 
foramen magnum and brain matter is also observed in Figures 3a and 3b. 
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tion of external load. It was analyzed by a motion analyzer represents the sagittal section and Figure 3b the midsagittal 
(Motion Analysis, Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA, model section. The vertebral bodies, discs, anterior longitudinal 
VP110) in a 2-D plane resulting in anteroposterior (x) and ligament, posterior longitudinal ligament, ligamentum 
superior-inferior (z) movements. The x movement is a flavum, spinal cord, canal space, and posterior ligamentous 
measure of the shear and the z movements denote the com- complex and other bony elements are clearly observed 
pressive or distractive component of the particular element along with the other tissues. The foramen magnum and 

of the column at which the retroreflective target is placed, brain matter are also observed in figures 3a and 3b. 

This motion analysis system tracks the kinematics based Table 2 shows the maximum forces applied to the various 

upon differences in optical density of adjacent pixel of the specimens. The displacement of the piston, and the flexion 

video image. The precision/reproducibility for a 150 to 200 and extension moments at the top load cell and bottom load 

mm square field of view (typical in the present study) ex- cell are also indicated. The various pathological findings are 

ceeds 0.08 mm; and the system accuracy exceeds 0.10 mm given. The pathological observations were obtained from 

(32). With this precision and accuracy the motion analysis the cryomicrotome as well as the two-dimensional and 

system was thus found to be suitable for analyzing the three-dimensional CT reconstructions. The soft tissue 

localized kinematics. In addition, two 35 mm Olympus alterations were routinely observed in the cryomicrotome 
slices while the bony alterations were observed in both the OM-2 cameras synchronized at 4 frames/sec were used as a 

backup system. CT’s and cryosections. 

The generalized force histories Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz) 
A complex fracture associated with specimen HN2 is 

together with the localized 2-D kinematic data of the indi- given in figure 4. Figure 4a shows the 2-D CT with vertical 

vidual retroreflective targets were analyzed to determine, fractures through the bodies of C2 and C3. Extension of the 

the behavior of the structure, and the pathoanatomic images mid-column (C3-C5) with continuing compressive forces 

were used to correlate the biomechanical findings. In addi- caused fractures in C2 and C3. The posterior bony portions 

tion, the compressive force-displacement response of the of these fractured vertebral bodies moved rearward, 

structure was obtained using the data from the piston of the essentially transecting the spinal cord. This extension also 

testing device, produced considerable compression in the posterior bony 

elements of the column. The lower column (C6-T1) 
Results reversed into flexion resulting in a 40% anterior 

Prior to conducting studies with traumatized specimens, compression fracture of C7. The corresponding 3-D CT 
six normal fresh anatomical specimens were studied using reconstructions are shown in figures 4b and 4c. There are 
the method of Rauschning (23,24). Figure 3 shows typical some false openings shown in the lower aspect of the 
anatomical specimens from normal subjects. Figure 3a cervical column in the 3-D reconstructions commonly 

Table 2. Summary of results for specimens tested. 

Fz      ,5     Myt    Myb 
Test # (N! (mm) (Nm) (Nm! Ma!or Path01ogi~ Fin~lin_os 

HN1 t355 9 81 38 C2 chip fracture. Lig. flavum ruptured at Cl-C2. Anterior 
displacement of OC and C1 on C2. C1-C2 facet capsule 
disruption. 

HN2 2232 30 84 137 C2, C3 vertebral body fractures. Dislocation and rupture of 
C2-C3 posterior ligament. Wedge compression fracture of 
C7. C2 on C3, C3 on C4 facet fractures. 

HN3 1 71 9 22 -44 -36 Apical ligament rupture. Type III odontoid fracture. 
HN4 2 2 8 6 26 - 1 0 1 - 1 1 8 C3 body displaced into canal. Ant. long. lig. and disc rupture 

at C3-C4. C3 sp. process fracture. Facet capsule disruption 
H N5 361 3 14 -1 2 7 -1 3 8 Ant. long. lig. tear at C3-C4. Lig. flavum tears at C6-C7, 

C7-T1. C6-C7 disc compression. 2 mm ant. subluxalion 
C5 on C6 body. 

HN6 2273 37 -98 34 Chip fracture of ant. body of C2. Complete dislocation of 
C2-C3 with rupture of disc and ant. long. lig. Severe cord 
compression at C2-C3. Mild compression fracture of C7. 

Note: 
Fz: SI load at failure 
,5: Deformation of the actuator at failure load 
Myt: Flexion-extension moment from the top load cell 
Myb: Flexion-extension moment from the bottom load cell 
For Myt and Myb (+) values indicate flexion moments and (-) values indicate extension moments 
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termed pseudoforamina (36). These are secondary to the 

cuts which were taken at approximately 1.5 mm 

overlapping which sometimes do not completely fill in 

these areas. The marked extension in the mid-column and 

the C7 compression fracture is clear on the 3-D 

presentations. 

Figure 5 shows the axial force displacement response for 

specimen HN6. 3"his tk)rce-deflection curve was obtained 

from the z-axis load cell and the built-in LVDT of the MTS 

device. The decrease in loading which occurs at point A was 

associated wtih the posterior subluxation of C2 on the C3 

vertebra, tt is importam to realize that the skull is fixed in 

space and comes down essentially vertically in contrast to 

the rest of the tissues, Furthermore. the T1-T2 elements are 

also fixed, The C2-C3 subluxation can be seen in figure 6 in 

both the 2-D CT and the cryosection. Note in the CT image 

(figure 6at how the sku ~1 has made contact with the tip of the 

odontoid process of CT and forced it rearward causing the 

subluxation, and transection of the spinal cord at the C2-C3 

level, Figure 8 shows the generalized forces and moments 

recorded from the upper and bottom six-axis Load cells. 

Substantial corrcspondence is observed between the upper 

and lower vertical forces~ which are essentially mirror 

images of each other. The maximum axial compressive 

force recorded by the upper load cell was 2581 N and in the 

lower load cell 2542 N. The lateral and anteroposterior 

Figure 4, A comp~e~ ~racture associated with specimen HN2. Figure 4a shows the 2-D CT, and Figures 4b ~nd 4c shows ~he 3-D CT 
~econs~ruction wi~h ~ ~rac~u~e ~hro~h ~he b~dy ~ C2 and C3. A subs~an~ia~ e~ension m~men~ at th~ superior asp~ 
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forces were t89 N and 342 N for the upper load cell. and 150 
maximum flexion moment. My (33.6 N.m).at the lower load 

and 378 N for the lower !odd cell. respectively. The celt was greater than the lateral bending momem_ 

N.m), and the torsional moment, M~ (2.6 N.m). However, at 
HN6                          the upper load cell, these moments were 98. 82. and 6.2 

3000 - 
N.m. respectively (figure 8). The differences in the 

moments for the x and y directions are secondary to the 

bending which occurs at the upper and lower levels of the 

spine as well as differences in alignment of the toad cells 
2000 - 

due to pre-positioning of the specimen. The vertical forces 

~ r- recorded from the load cells are essentially the same as 

~ 
/ those observed from the load measuring device on the MTS 

- / piston (figure 5). 
~ o00 - 

Figure 9 pictures movements of the targets placed on the 

bony regions of the specimen as recorded by the 

[ i~.i__, anterolateral-view camera. The right side of the figure 

corresponds to the targets placed in the vertebral bodies and 

o 10 20 30 4o 5o ~0 the left side of the figure corresponds to those placed in the 

Deformation (mm) spinous processes. The middle trajectories are associated 

Figure 5. Axial compressive ~orce-d sp~acement response of 
with the targets placed in the region of the facet. The closed 

specimen HN6. The biomechanica! data was obtained from the circles indicate the initial points and the open circles the 
uni-axial load cell and LVDT placed in series with the piston of 
the testing device. (MTS). final point of each trajectory° The trajectories not terminated 

by an open circle are indicative of targets masked at 

Figure 5. 2.D CT’s and cryomicrotome specimen 



Figure 7, 2-D CT scans for bony and soft tissues taken prior to the test of specimen HN6. 

someume during the compressmn and. therefore, force component was applied to the posterior column in 

incomplete kinematic data was obtained, contrast to the anterior. 

This tr~ectory information essentially demonstrates that 

the targets move forward ibr each spinal level. The occiput Discussion 
comes down approximately 5/ mm with anterior motion Previous studies included lateral anterior and posterior 

secondary to the bending moment producted at the superior passive bending response of the human cervical spine on 

aspec~ of the preparation. Table 3 depicts the maximum unembalmed cervical spinal columnsfrom human cadavers 

movements Ik~r each target. From this table, it can be seen ~ 1 la,12,14,29,30). Bending stiffness was measured in 

that the posterior to anterior movements ~ forward direction ~ various modes and a five-axis load cell was used to measure 

are considerable for each target, whereas, opposite direction the applied forces. The toad deflection stiffness values of 

movements are insignificant. Table 4 gives ~he maximum cadaveric tissues determined in this study compares 

di:fference in movements of the targets on the vertebral favorably with literature data. Hodgson and Thomas tested 

bodies and s Nnous processes. Table 4 was generated by embalmed human cadavers wearing football helmets with 

calculating the absolute distance between two adjacent superior-inferior loading (7,8). Lower cervical damage was 

targets on ever5 frame of video data. and then recording the observed. McEthaney reported cervical spine failures with 

maximum change over the time sequence. For example, the forces similar to what were used in this study (13). In a 

tension in C3-C4 anterior disc (3~4 mm) was obtained as the previous study, Yoganandan compared the biomechanical 

maximum change m distance between the C3 anterior- compressive responses of the human cadaver with the 

inferior target and the C4 anterior-superior target. The manikin neck (34). ~t was found that the Hybrid III manikin 

values obtained indicate that substantial deformation neck was substantially stiffer than the human cervical 

occurred in the poslerior elements secondary to the force column with axial loading (34). 

application in this area. This most likely occurred when the The studies conducted in this manuscript provide a 

vertebral bodies were displaced anteriorly and the greater detailed pathoanatomical and kinematic analysis of the 
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Figure 8. Generalized force histories (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz) from the proximal/upper load cell (subscript u) is shown on the left and 
the output at the distal/bottom load cell (subscript b) is shown on rig ht. Note that the force balance between the two load cells for HN6. 

human cervical spine under axial loading. While the exact position of the cervical column and the elements with 
deformations of the spine are substantial in these respect to the spinal cord which often produces the injury. 
preparations, it should be noted that the tissues were frozen While some of the findings in the movements of the 
in the maximum loaded state. Therefore, in field accident elements were somewhat surprising, they are consistent 
conditions, one would anticipate a different configuration with the approximate deformations considered for injury. 
for the tissues following the trauma. Preliminary studies Previous studies reported failure deflections in the region of 
conducted in our laboratory indicate that the spine the 2 to 4 cm similar to those observed in our study 
configuration secondary to axial loading are substantially (7,8,1 la, 12-14,29,30). It appears that substantial alterations 
different when relaxed in contrast to those shown in this and movements of the elements of the cervical column 
study. Consequently, retrospective studies which are used to occur, and cannot be recorded in the absence of detailed 
determine the mechanisms of injury may not predict the kinematic analysis similar to those observed in this study. 
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Analytical models can also be advanced to determine the 

180 forces in each column. A simple approach would be to use 
Hlq6 2-d analysis principles. The system can be idealized as 

~" occlput 

160 
~ ~ 

follows: At any level (say C2-3 disc level). The external 

~ force applied in the z-direction is balanced by the two forces 
from the column--the anterior column and the posterior 
column, Under axial compression, because the 
supraspinous and interspinous ligaments do not react, it can 
be assumed that the secondary loading path is through the 

1 20 

e~o,,, bo~y articular facets. With this assumption, the balancing forces 

~" are due to the body and disc (FA and the facets Fr~ The line 
~_ 10o of action of the body and disc force can be assumed to act at 

~ the center of the nucleus pulposus. The lever arm, a, 
>~ between FA and Fp can be obtained from the lateral 
0 80 C4 sp. process 

E projection, and the line action of the external force, Fz, is 
~ 

known. Using the laws of static equilibrium, load carried by 
80 the posterior column FA and Fp are: 

//~ -- Fp = Fz (b/a+b) FA = Fz (a/a+b) 
40 

Where b denotes the moment arm of Fz with respect to 

FA. This analysis neglects the effects of the orientation of 
~0 the facet joints since shear forces are not taken into account. 

~o,o~o~ _~ Also, the non-horizontal disc anatomy in the cervical spine 
0 I I I I I I is neglected in this procedure. Optimization techniques are 

~0 ~0 ~0 80 1 dO ~ z0 1 ~0 necessary to solve for the forces if these anatomical features 
AP movement (ram) are to be considered. 

Figure 9. Movements of the targets placed on the body regions These studies indicate that substantial soft-tissue damage 
of specimen HN6 as recorded by the snterolateral-view camera. 
The right side of the figure corresponds to the targets placed in can occur with typical axial loading techniques which might 
the vertebrsl bodies and the left side of the figure corresponds not be evaluated with standard clinical methods. If 
to those placed in the posterior region, which is the spinous 
process. The middle trajectories are associated with the tar- predictable spinal ~lterations can be obtained using the 
gets placed in the region of the facet. The closed circles indi- methods of this study, an improved extrapolation regarding 
care the initial points and the open circles the final point of each 
trajectory. Four vertebral body targets, 1 facet target, and 1 cervical injuries can be made. Also, the deformations and 
sp~nous process target were used at each level, alterations of the spinal column and neuro tissues which 

¯ occur can be used to advance an improved design for an 
The forces required for the odontoid fracture in specimen anthropomorphic manikin. 

HN3 are in the range reported by Fielding, Mourdian, and 
Sances (4,17,30). The moments recorded from the lower 
and upper load cells are in the ranges previously reported for (1) Bauze, R J, Ardran GM: Experimental production of 
injury by Mertz and Patrick (15). Other studies conducted to forward dislocation in the human cervical spine. J Bone 
determine the strength of the ligamentous complex in the Joint Surg 60B:239-245, 1978. 
human arehelpfulindeterminingthestrengthofeachofthe (2) Brieg A: Biomechanics of the Central Nervous 
elemental units in tension (18,21). System. Yearbook Publ, Chicago, IL, 1960, 183 pp. 

Under axial loading, with a vertical alignment of the 
(3) Cusick JF, Yoganandan N, Pintar F, Myklebust J, 

cervical spine, both the anterior and posterior columns were 
Hussain H: Biomechanics of cervical spine facetectomy and 

subjected to compression. The degree of compression or, 
more precisely, the relative degree of deformation depends 

fixation techniques. Spine 13(7):808-812, 1988. 

on the material properties of the elements (eg: body and 
(4) Fielding JW, Cochran GVB, Lawsing JF, Hohl M: 

disc). An estimate of forces sustained by these elements 
Tears of the transverse ligament of the atlas: A clinical and 

may be obtained from the deformations of these elements 
biomechanical s~udy. J Bone Joint Surg 56A:1683-1691, 

and their corresponding material characteristics. Moroney, 1974. 

et al., reported an averaged axial compressive stiffness of (5) Goel VK, Clark C, McGowan D, Goyal S: An in vitro 

492 N/mm for cervical spine disc segments (vertebra-disc- study of the kinematics of the normal, injured and stabilized 

vertebra structures) without posterior elements (16). cervical spine. J Biomech 17:363-376, 1984. 

However, these average values had substantial standard (6) Goel VK, Clark CR, Harris KG, Schulte KR: 

deviations. Anterior and posterior column load shearing has Kinematics of the cervical spine-effects of multiple total 

previously been reported (22). This was routinely observed laminectomy and facet wiring. J Orthop Res 6:611-619, 

in our studies. 1986. 
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Table 3. Maximum movements (ram) for each target (HN6). 

SPINAL LEVEL VERTEBRAL BODY FACET SPINOUS PROCESS 
X-movement Z-movement X-movement Z-movemer~t X-movement Z-movement 
(+) (-) (+) (-)    (+) (-) (+) (-)    (+) (-) (+) (-) 

Occiput 5.8 0.0 51.2 0.0 - -~ 

C1 - - 10.8 0.0 46.7 0.0 

C2 anterior-inferior 2.7* 0.0 3.2* 0.0 22.3 0~0 48.2 0.0 20.4 0.0 49.5 0.0 
C2 posterior-inferior 12.6" 0.0 7.1" 0.0 

C3 anterior-superior 15.1" 0.0 8.7~ 0.0 35;3 0.0 32.5 0.0 23.1 0.0 33.3 0.0 
C3 posterior-superior 29.4* 0.0 27.7* 0.0 
C3 anterior-inferior 36.0 0.0 31.9 0o0 
C3 posterior-inferior 36.7 0.0 32.1 0.0 
C4 anterior-superior 33.8 0.0 34.7 0.0 28.6 0.0 15.6 0.0 30.9 0.0 18.5 0.0 
C4 posterior-superior 36.8 0.0 33.7 0.0 
C4 anterior-inferior. 31.1 0.0 34.2 0,0 
C4 posterior-inferior 32.1 0.0 28.8 0.0 

C5 anterior-superior 25.6 0.0 34.1 0.0 18.4 0.0 19.6 0.0 26.6 0.0 9.1 0.0 
C5 posterior-superior 29.8 0.0-32.6 0.0 
C5 anterior-inferior 19.7 0.0 34.8 0.0 
C5 posterior-inferior 25.1 0.0 30.7 0.0 

C6 anterior-superior 14.3 0.O 29.4 0.0 21.2 0.0 15.3 0.0 20.3 0.0 1.7 4.7 
C6 posterior-superior 20.2 0.0 29.3 0.0 
C6 anterior-inferior 8.1" 0.0 19.2" 0.0 
C6 posterior-inferior 13.3" 0.0 25.2* 0.0 

C7 anterior-superior 4~4" 0.0 12.5" 0.0 13.1 0.0 7.8 0.0 17.4 0.0 0.9 18.9 
C7 posterior-superior 4.7" 0.0 11.9" 0.0 
C7 anterior-inferior 3.0* 0.0 6.5* 0.0 
C7 posterior-inferior 2.7* 0.0 5.6* 0.0 

X-movement (+): .posterior to antedor 
X-movement (-): aatedor to posterior 
Z-movement (+): s’uperior to inferior 
Z-movement (-): inferior to superior 

* : The targets were masked in the video image due to injury and therefore, the entire kinematic 
data (x)uld not he retrieved at these locations. 

Table 4. Maximum difference movements (mm) of targets on (7) Hodgson VR, Thomas LM: Mechanisms of cervical 
vertebral bodies and spinous process (HN6). 

spine inju~ during impact to the protected head. Proc 24th 
sp~nous Process Stapp Car Crash Conf, Soc of Automotive Engineers, 

~LI=M~:NT Ant~riorTara~ts Po~tarior Taraats Tartmt~; 

Warrendale, PA, 1980, pp 15-42. 
c2-ca o~sc -o. ~ .2.2 ~.a 

(8) Hodgson VR, Thomas LM: A model to study cervical 
c~ ao~ 0.2 o.~ " " spine injury mechanisms due to head impact. Institution of 
ca-c4 O~sc -a.4 .2.t ~s.~o Mech Eng, London, 1980 pp 89-96. 
c4ao~ -o.~ 0.4 -- (9) Johnson RM, Hart DL, Simmons EF, Ramsby GR, 

C4,C5 Disc 1.6 1.4 7.40 Haven W, Southwick WO: Cervical orthoses. J Bone Joint 
Surg 59A:332-339, 1977. 

C5 Body              -1.5      -0.7          - - 
(10) Larson, S J: Evaluation and Treatment of Acute 

cs-c~ Disc .t .2 .t.~ ~.4o Cervical Spinal Cord Injury. In The Cervical Spine, 2nd 
c~ ao~ 0.~ o.s - - Edition, HH Sherk, EJ Dunn, FJ Eismont, JW Fielding, DM, 
c6-c7 Disc 1.o 0.~ 2.00 Long, K Ono, L Penning and R Raynor, eds, J.B. Lippincott, 

*: Compression Company, Publ, Philadelphia, PA, 1989, pp 496-503. 
- : re,s~e (11) Maiman DJ, Cusick JF: Traumatic atlantoaxial 
Disc motions derived from targets on vertebral body 

dislocation. Surg Neurol 18:388-392, 1982. 
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Multi-Directional Dummy Neck Prototype 

Kolita Mendis, Comparison of Volunteer and Current 
Richard L. Stalnaker, Dummy Head/Neck Response 
The Ohio State University 

It is observed in the human volunteer and cadaver tests 
Howard n. Pritz, that the head moves forward while maintaining an upright 
Vehicle Research and Test Center posture before flexing. Figure 1 illustrates the overall 

kinematics of the head and neck of the volunteer during a 
frontal test. The head continues to look directly ahead as it 

Abstract translates forward for a period before it starts to rotate 
downward. As the head moves forward, it is pivoting about 

This paper describes the development of a dummy neck 
the occipital condyle. 

that has improved kinematic biofidelity in frontal impacts. 
Figure 2 is a plot of the Hybrid III dummy kinematic 

The design requirements for an improved multi-directional 
trajectory subject to the same dynamic input as the 

dummy neck (frontal, lateral, and oblique) were established volunteer of figure 1. It is clearly seen that the head begins to 
in an earlier program using data from volunteer tests done rotate immediately. It is also seen that there is less excursion 
by the Navy Biodynamics Laboratory in New Orleans, and than with the volunteers and cadavers. The head translation 
from cadaver tests done by the University of Heidelberg. followed by the "nodding" behavior of the volunteer is not 
(1,2,3)* present in the current dummy head/neck design. This 

typical volunteer trajectory containing the "nodding" 

Objective action is also present in the higher severity crash impact 
environments (4). 

The objective of this program of research is to develop a 
dummy head/neck system that kinematically behaves more 

anthropomorphically than current dummy necks. "--r--i I IJ    -l--t--t--q--q, 
Specifically, it would be desirable for therange of motion ~ .----I-,--i ..... ~ _ ! i , ~ ~ : ..- ! , 

................. :--’I-~. ...... i ..... F---’’-- ’--’~’’- 
and the relative orientations of the mechanical head and "--_~ ................ 
neck to more closely match those of the human volunteer 
and cadaver tests. ~ ................................. ~/t I //U/I\! i i i 

...... 

:’.--L-~ !. ..~’~_..i-! ....... L_t ...... ~_. - -: ’ 
.7_.!_~"g,. l I I~. i ~ ............... ’/+//~ 

- - , , ---_, tl ~~’I-i i i i 
" ....... 

i 
il ~ i ¯ " " i i .-] i i " 

! I /lli i I~ i.i.l 
.......... --T ........ : .... i .... T--I--F :’,. ! ._~ ........ ~_ L,.__.L_ 
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Figure 2. Hybrid Ill dummy head/neck motion. 

I!..__L_..I ...... ! ............. ~l ..... [.~) ~"!"°:L .... ~.--! ...... ] ...... Figure 3a is a plot of the neck angle change versus the 

[i !. L t i i i i I il i head anglechangeofavolunteertest. The head angle (PHI) 

......... "~ ...... i ............. ~ ...... I"’-1 .... .r .... !’F’-’l .... F"--~ ........ T ....... and neck angle (THETA) are defined as shown in figure 3b. 
I , . . I ! , , , ! ! ": The ’nodding’ behavior of the volunteer is characterized by 

~ i -il..~,. 
l’" P0"ltii011 °’l~l 

I I.~ three phases as shown in figure 3c. During Phase A, theneck 

angle increases faster than the head angle (which indicates a Figure 1. Volunteer head/neck motion, 
nearly upright position of the head in Phase A). During 

¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. Phase B the head angle increases faster than the neck angle 
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Figure 3b. Definition of angles. Figure 4. Head/neck assembly with cable/disc brake system. 
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dynamics of the impact event would be incorrect. As a result A neck having low stiffness was fabricated. The Hybrid H1 
of thi s earlier work, it was concl uded that it is necessary to neck pivot assembly was modified for more rotation and 
force the head into the proper orientation. This different rubber nodding blocks. The head is the standard 
characteristic nodding response is accomplished by using a Hybrid III. Two cables run from the back of the head around 
cable that is attached to the back of the dummy head at one an idler pulley and attach to a disc brake arrangement. The 
end and is suitably restrained at the other to allow controlled disc brake can be adjusted for different force levels and 
rotation of the head. ranges of travel. Instrumentation consists of rotary 

The experimental setup of the prototype neck is shown potentiometers mounted at the base of the neck and at the 
schematically in figure 4 and photographically in figure 5. occipital condyle to measure neck and head angles. Force 

transducers are located at the head end of the cables to 

measure cable tension. Two cables were used in anticipation 

of efforts to introduce the proper kinematics in the lateral 

impact direction. 

Mathematical Model of Head Neck 
Assembly 

Computer simulations of the new head/neck system were 

done using the MADYMO occupant simulation program 

(6). Computer simulations were used to determine viable 

head/neck systems and to study the relative effects of 

different parameters (such as neck stiffness, cable force, and 

nodding block torque characteristic) on the overall response 

of the system. Thus the different parameters were adjusted 

in the mathematical model until the simulation of the model 

responded as required. The knowledge of the proper 

combination of these parameters was then used to construct 

the prototype head/neck system. 

A subroutine was developed for the mathematical model 

to simulate the cable and disc brake assembly. The elastic 

extension of the cable, the winding effect of the cable on the 

A idler pulley, and the hysteresis effect of the brake force were 

modeled in this subroutine. The force versus extension 

behavior of the cane and disc brake assembly is shown in 

figure 6. 

Z 

C~bte 

7 
/ 

Cable extension    c~ 
Figure 6. Force versus deflection curve ~ ~he d~sc.brake/cab~e 
assembly. 

The mathematical model atso permitted the use of the 

head/neck pendulum lest apparatus to test various 

B                              experimental configurations. This device is simpJe and 
Figure 5, a, b. Photographs of the improved frontal prototype economical to use. but does introduce rotati onaI velocities 
neck. and accelerations into the head/neck dynamics. The 
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transformation between the design dictated by the Pendulum tests were performed at different test velocities 

translational input dynamics of the volunteers and the and at different brake force settings. Computer simulations 

rotational motion of the head/neck pendulum was 
ofeachofthetestswereruntoadjustthenumericalvaluesof 

performed by the mathematical simulation, 
the math model cable/brake assembly (by comparing 
simulation response and pendulum test response). 

Experimental Testing A sled test was then performed to test the new head/neck 
system. Figure 8 shows the responses of the experimental 

From the computer simulations it was found that the main prototype, the math model simulation, and the human 
cause of flexion of the head in the initial Phase A was due to volunteer. The sled pulse shape was very similar to the pulse 
transmission of force from the rear nodding block. To ofthevolunteertest. It is apparent that the solid rubber neck 

reduce head rotation the rear nodding block should allow combined with the cable system is effectively stiffer than 
approximately 20 degrees of backward rotation (extension) the volunteerrs neck. It was also found that the disc brake 
of the dummy head before the head meets any appreciable was not applying a uniform force over the entire range of 

resistance against further rotation. In the prototype model, cable extension. 

this was achieved by removing about 30% of the rear 

portion of the Hybrid-III nodding block. The resulting space 
was filled with light plastic foam to prevent metal-to-metal 

~*** 

contact and also to provide marginal support. 
The effects of variation of the parameters making up the ° °~°~’~~:~ 

force-deflection of the cable/brake assembly were 

examined with the mathematical model. The results of this 
simulation task are summarized in the plot of figure 7. As ~--~-~’:~I~ 

mentioned previously, the stiffness of the rear nodding 

block had the most dominant effect in Phase A (figure 3). 
The effect of increasing the brake force caused an overall 

elevation of the curve influencing primarily Phase B. It was 
found that to obtain the volunteer Phase C behavior, the 
amount of cable extension had to be limited at a certain 
point; this is the steep rise at the end of the force deflection 
curve in figure 6. This was achieved in the prototype model 
by having a small extension on the disc brake that strikes a 

~ ~ - ~PE~,,~,~.,~0~0. °,0 ~0~, 

fixed stop when the cable has spooled out a certain length. Figure 8. Comparison of experimental and simulation 

Without this feature the head angle keeps increasing 
response of disc-brake/cable model with volunteer response. 

without much increase in neck angle in Phase C. The 
computer simulations provided useful insights into the 

The Spring/Cable Neck Model 
trends and effects of changing the different model The math model was used to design a cable arrangement 

parameters, that uses a spring to provide the proper cable tension and 
replace the disc brake. The model also predicts the need for 

decreo.~In9 co~bte 
--~ / r~nge o? mo±ion 
(3) 

Y / ~ncre~s~ng cabte 
U // br~ke ?orce - 
(1) / 

/ 

decreasing occipital 
joln± st~?ness 

Heo, d k ngle 
Figure 7. The effect of changing the math model parameters on Figure 9. Comparison of simulation response of springlcable 

the relative orientation of the head and neck. model with volunteer response. 
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a solid rubber neck having a smaller diameter or a neck obtained by reducing the stiffness of the neck and increasing 
made of more flexible rubber. Figure 9 shows the simulation the rotation at the occipital condyle. To reproduce the proper 
responseofthemathmodelequippedwithaspringhavinga head orientation, however, it is necessary to use a 

~" force deflection curve as shown. The predicted response supplementary cable to restrain head flexion. Much 
reasonably approximates the desired volunteer response 

information has been obtained about how the method of 
during forward excursion but deviates somewhat in the 
rebound phase. This will be examined further, restraining the cable affects the overall response. Computer 

The model was also adapted to inputs from the lateral simulations of the head/neck system have been used 

direction. Figure 10 shows that the expected response of the extensively in the design process. A design that uses a 

~" neck model in the lateral direction should be quite good spring to restrain the cable will be fabricated and tested. The 

comoared to that of the volunteer, results of the experimental testing and the mathematical 

simulations indicate the design of a new head/neck 
~ assembly with much improved biofidelity both in the frontal 

~ v0LUNrEEH flexion and lateral flexion may be feasible. 
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Thoracic Deflection of Hybrid III: Dummy Response for Simulations of Real 
Accidents .... .... - ~ 

J.Y. Foret-Bruno, F. Brun-Cassan, BEFORE iMPACT ~T~R iMPACT 

C. Brigout, C. Tarr~re, 
Laboram~ of Physiology and Bi~mechan~cs As- ~p~ ~ 
sociated with Peugeot S.A.~enault 

Abstract 
Peugem and Renault vehicles sold ~n France between 

1970 and 1977 were equipped with static 3-point seat belts 
for the front seating positions, whh a load limiter located 
between the shoulder and the upper anchorage point. 

The multid~sciplina~ study team of doctors and engi- 
neers from the Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics 
has analyzed over %000 accidented vehic les to date, involv- 
ing approximately 13,~0 occupants. Of the 2.281 belted 

UPPER SHOULBER BELT 
LOAD WEBBING ~ BELT 
(da~} ~ 

~PE ~ 
~upture of ribbons 5 

WEB~IN~ 

ribbons 

600 

400 

200 
~P~ C 

(daN} WEBBING __BELT 

600 

400 

200 

Figure 2. Load I~miters type A, B and C before being used 

~00 T~ME (ms)       actual accidents. 

Figure 1. Characteristics of load limiters, type A, B and C, occupants involved in fYontaI impacts. 427 were wearing 

seat belt equipped with the load limiter, while t70 broke the 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, load limiter either partly or completely. 
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For the three types of load limiter with which these vehi- 
cles are equipped, it was possible to relate the load sustained BANDS BREAK’I’NG LOAD 
by the occupant at the shoulder level to the presence or not 
of rib fractures due to the seat belt alone. 

The importance of the age factor in the occurrence of rib 

fractures is studied first, since it is certain that the choice of ]- S t 720 
maximum load tolerable by an occupant, and accordingly 
thoracic deflection is closely linked to age. 

2rid 720 The paper then analyzes thoracic deflections in Hybrid III 
measured during simulations of real accidents in which the 
greatest forces were observed. Note that the planned sim- 3rd 760 
ulations of real accidents were mentioned in the ISO Group 

in October 1987 (1),* to allow valid determination of the 
4th 800 thoracic deflection of Hybrid III. 

Finally, for shoulder loads of the same order of magni- 
tude, cadaver tests were performed to compare real accident 

5 th 800 
victims with Hybrid III dummies with respect to the number 

of rib fractures and deflection values. As we shall see, (3) Tear-Webbing (type C, figures 1 and 2) 
characterization of the test subjects’ bones is essential for a 
good understanding of the results obtained. Tear initiation peak at 550 daN and mean plateau value 

410 daN. 
Methodology The measurement of the load for a belted occupant 

In 1978, a publication by the Laboratory of Physiology involved in an accident is established taking into account 
and Biomechanics (2) studied the occurence of rib fractures the above values measured on the basis of dynamic tests. 
as a function of age and shoulder loads for 92 car occupants These test series performed at different times show: 
using these load limiters. A similar method was therefore 
used for a much larger number of cases. That the mean values vary by +10%; 

Three different load limiter systems were used on the seat A slight deterioration in mean breaking load values 
belts, in succession. The characteristics of these load over time. For example, for the type B load limiters 
limiters were as follows: used for accident simulations with Hybrid III in 1988, 

the mean value of the breaking load for the first band (1) Load limiter with 5 unequal bands (type A, 
figures 1 and 2). is 660 daN, as compared with 780 daN measured at 

The mean breaking load values for the 5 bands are as the time of manufacture in 1973. 

follows (in daN): For the various load limiters, the values given above are 

therefore those measured in the middle of that period (1973 

BANDS BREAKING LOAD to 1988). 
In the case of a type A load limiter with 3 broken bands, 

the breaking load value adopted is that for the second band, 

which is the highest (385 daN). For the type C load limiter, ist 210 
the tear initiation peak value is adopted. 

For 293 belted occupants, of whom 170 broke their load 
2rid 385 limiters entirely or in part, the mean load at the shoulder 

level was determined. The occupants complied with the 

3rd 325 following conditions: 

Use of the type A limiter with or without broken 
4 th 400 bands, the real range of shoulder loads being small 

when no band is broken (approximately 100 to 200 
¯ 5th 44o daN). 

At least one band broken for the type B limiter or tear 

initiation for the type C load limiters. 
(2) Load limiter with 5 equal bands (type B, figures 1 Age known. 

and 2) for which the mean breaking load values are far No thorax contact with an element other than the belt for 
higher, occupants affected by thoracic injuries. 
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Results for Real Accidents forces (greater than 430 daN) is very broad, since some 

forces exceed 700 daN. 

Influence of age on the occurrence of rib < 30 years 30 to 49 years _> 50 years TOTAL 

fractures 
For 386 of the 427 occupants wearing seat belts equipped 

< 210 dan 0/45 1/56 2/22 3/123 

with such load limiters, the age was known. The following 210 to 430 daN 0/46 1/49 7/22 8/117 

table shows that the age factor is very important and that the x 0.o 2.0 31.8 6.8 

risk of rib fractures for those aged over 50 is 15 times higher 430 dan 3/24 5/23 3/6 11/53 

than for those aged under 30. 
g 12.5 21.7~ 50.0 2o.e 

TOTAL 3/115 71128 12150 22/293 
% 2.6 5-5 24.0 7-5 

< 30 years 30 to 49 years ~ 50 years TOTAL __ 

Number or cases 3/160 * 10/169 17/57 30/386 The influence of these two factors can more easily be 

% 1.9% 5.9% 29.8% 7.8g observed in figure 3 which shows cases of rib fractures 

¯ Number or cases with rib fracture~/number of occupants involved in among the 293 occupants. 
accidents. 

UPPER SHOULDER BELT 
I g no fracture 

Influence of load on the occurrence of rib 
100~, LOAD (daN) 

IO1-3 fractures AIS 1-21 
[~’~3 fractures AIS3 fractures 
[Oflail chest AIS For those cases only in which the mean shoulder load ___~l~__ 

levels are known thanks to the load limiters, it is possible to 
t~clavicle 

\ 

that the extra risk for the thorax (defined by the occur- -- \\ 
renceSh°w of rib fractures) is strongly related to the load level. 8 01 .o 

~ 02 

A distinction can be made between three load levels for ¯ 
O o 

293 of the 386 occupants. In the absence of breakage of the 

type B and C load limiters (93 cases), it is of course not minimum land 
possible to give a mean level of load sustained by the occu- B00 

\÷1 
pant (0 to 550 daN or 0 to 720 daN). o~ approximated limit 

(1) Less than 210 daN: no band broken on the type A load 
\,~above which severe 

limiter (123 cases), dg~ooo 
(2)From 210 to 430 daN: 1 to 4 bands broken on the type A 

load limiter (117 cases). 
¯ 

(3) Greater than 430 daN, breaking down as follows: 

5 bands broken on the type A load limiter (33 cases),               ¯ 
number of rib fracture.s 

1 
and therefore forces greater than 430 daN; 200 ..... ,,¯¯¯ . ¯ i 3 

At least 1 band broken on the type B load limiter (7 ........... " o..1".:::::’.".::1".’. ...... 
cases), for forces ranging between 720 and 800 daN (a 

single case with all 5 bands broken); 

Tearing of the type C load limiter (13 cases, with 10 
~ 

AGE 

cases of complete belt tearing), and therefore forces 010    20    i0    40    50    60    70    ~0 
greater than or equal to 550 daN. Figure 3. Shoulder belt load versus age for 295 occupants in- 

volved in frontal collisions and approximated limit above which 
The following table shows the increase in the risk of severe thoracic injuries appear. 

fractures with load. 

Certain details should be specified concerning the above 
< 210 dan 210 to 430 dan > 430 dan TOTAL 

figure: 

Number or eases 3/125 * 8/117 11/53 22/293 For type A, B and C load limiters on which all the 

bands were not torn, we take into account the mean 
g 2.4% 6.8~ 20.8~ 7.5~ load in the range between the breaking load for the 

¯ Number of cases with rib fractures/number of occupants involved, last band broken and that of the next unbroken band 
(types A and B), and for the type C load limiter, the 

Relations between age, shoulder load and risk 
tear initiation peak. 

of rib fractures e.g.: Type A load limiter, 1 band broken: 

The combination of 2 factors, old age and major shoulder The breaking load for this first band being 210 daN 

load, is bound to aggravate the risk for the occupant. This is and that for the second unbroken band 385 daN, we 

shown by the following table, even thoughthe third class of assume a mean load of 290 daN. 
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For type A load limiters with no band broken, the 3 AIS 3 cases: fractures of more than 3 ribs 
mean load will be arbitrarily fixed at 150 daN (be- 2 AIS 4-5 cases: fatal flail chest (cases N and R in 
tween 100 and 200 daN). Of course, it is not possible figure 3). 
to fix a mean load value for intact type B and C load 
limiters, since the load corridors are very wide. These It is worth specifying that 3 cases of serious thorax inju- 

values will not be taken into account here. ries were observed among those wearing type B load limi- 

For 44 Occupants who broke their load limiters entirely, ters which remained intact, and hence for loads less than 

only the breaking load for the last band or the tear initiation 720 daN: 

value for the type C load limiter is known. The occupants ¯ Fractures of 4 ribs in a woman aged 52 (AIS 3). 

may therefore have sustained efforts far greater than those ¯ Flail chest (15 fractures) in a man aged 39 (AIS 4- 

of the last bands broken, this being especially true for the 5). 
youngest occupants suffering from rib fractures. ¯ Flail chest (14 fractures) in a man aged 67 (AIS 5). 

For example, for 2 occupants aged 21 and 26, suffer- For the latter two cases, the violence of the impact and the 

ing in one case from a fracture of the clavicle and in overload due to unbelted rear seat occupants suggest that the 

the other case from 6 fractured ribs, their accident was loads sustained are close to 720 daN corresponding to 

simulated using dummies and cadavers. These two breakage of the first band of load limiter B (cases P and Q). 
occupants, who had broken 5 bands of the type A load Threshold values--As can be observed in most of these 
limiter (load exceeding 430 daN) in fact sustained real cases, there are very great disparities between different per- 
loads of 860 and 900 daN (cases L and M in figure 3). sons of the same age. For example, one notes: 

Since the loads for these 42 occupants can range 
between 430 and over 800 daN (7 cases of rib frac- ¯ Fracture of 3 ribs in a driver aged 56 for a mean 

tures are noted), they are indicated on the figure by a load of 150 daN (weight 70 kg); 

distinguishing sign and are located at the minimum ¯ Fracture of 2 ribs in a driver aged 59 (with un- 

load sustained, doubtedly exceptional bone strength) for a load of 

770 daN (weight 80 kg). 
Shoulder load thresholds as a function of age However, these person-to-person variations related to the 

Serious thorax injuries--According to the 1985 AIS bone strength of each occupant do not conceal the fact that 
scale, a minimum of 4 rib fractures corresponds to a serious younger people have higher tolerance. For example: 
injury to the rib cage (AIS>3). 

Occupants aged under 30 suffer no rib fracture for 
An internal thorax injury (pneumothorax, pulmonary 

loads less than 800 daN; only at a load of 900 daN is 
contusion) without rib fracture which is also equivalent to 

the first serious injury observed (man aged 26, 6 rib 
an AIS>3 is extremely rare among belted occupants. Inter- 

fractures). 
nal injuries are generally observed associated with multiple Over 50, the risk of fracture to the rib cage is clear 
rib fractures, as shown in the following table grouping all 

above a load of 400 daN, since 9 occupants out of 19 
belted occupants in our survey (static and reel belts), suffer such injuries. Moreover, one observes two 

cases of serious injuries for loads not exceeding 430 
Number of rib fractures daN (5 fractures for a woman aged 53, fatal flail chest 

0 t to 3 ~ to8 [ > 8 for a woman aged 75). 
No. of eases of Between the ages of 35 and 50, only three cases of 
internal thorax 6/2038 3/122 8/32 9/16 170/2208 
injuries/No, of serious injuries are noted (fatal flail chest in a woman 
occupants in- aged 43 subjected to a load of 800 daN, flail chest in a volved 

X    o. 3 2.5 25 56.2 7.7 man aged 39 for a load of approximately 700 daN, and 
5 rib fractures in a woman aged 44 subjected to a load 

Note that occupants with internal injuries and without rib of at least 430 daN). 
On the basis of this AIS scale and referring to figure 3, the fractures are all aged under 35 and are involved in very 

violent impacts, load thresholds can therefore be classified by age group for 
the occurrence of serious injuries: Our sample of 293 occupants therefore includes 22 cases 

with rib fractures and only 5 serious thorax injuries (or " Under 35:800 to 900 daN 
1.7%). For all belted occupants in our survey involved in 35 to 50:650 to 800 daN 
frontal impacts, the risk is slightly greater, namely 2.6% 50 to 65:500 to 650 daN 
(57/2208). Over 65:400 to 500 daN 

These 22 cases break down as follows: 
It is clear that a large number of cases of serious thorax 

5 AIS 1 cases: fracture of 1 rib injuries would allow refinement of the values given, but an 
12 AIS 2 cases: fractures of 2 or 3 ribs, the sternum analysis of accidents undergone by belted occupants using 

or the clavicle belts other than those equipped with load limiters shows that 
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for impacts of identical violence, the risk of thorax injury Moreover, in figure 4, one can observe that the 5 

increases in the same way with age. occupants sustained, by comparison with the mean frontal 
impact at this delta V, sex, ere decelerations which can 

Comments concerning the sample explain the high loads observed. 

The age breakdown of the occupants is relatively similar Av k:,h FRONTAL IMPACTS 
to the age breakdown of occupants involved in accidents in 
France in 1987, although a slight under-representation of 
persons over 50 is observed in our sample. 

~, 

<35 35-49 50-64 >~ . ~, .~" [ ,~; ,.. : . 

FR~CE 5tl.O     25.6     lt¢.0 6.3 100 
~ 

’ ¯              FRENCH CASES 

On the other hand, occupants aged under 35 are over- REAL CASES 
represented for the most violent impacts at greater than 45 . w,T... T..s 

km/h (63%). This tendency of young drivers or front pas- , , 

sengers to be involved in more violent impacts is found for 
~ ,0 . ~o 

the entire population involved in frontal impacts in our Figure 4. Velocity change versus mean deceleration for 5 real 
survey, cases reconstructed within this study compared with the whole 

frontal impacts sample. 

Simulation of Accidents with Hybrid 
The other 2 cases are hard to simulate given the very high 

III: Thoracic Deflection                        impact velocity for one case and unknown obstacle 

deformation (utility vehicle) in the other case. 
Choice of cases for the simulations The positions of the 3 belt anchorage points relative to 

The 7 cases of band breakage for the type B load limiter; point H of a 50-percentile dummy are shown in figure 5. A 

or for loads of 720 to 800 daN, are of course the most great similarity is observed between the anchorage points 

interesting for simulations with Hybrid III. Moreover, no rib for the R 12 and R6 vehicles (4-door cars); this will be called 

fracture is observed for those aged under 35, while two configuration C1. For the R5 vehicle (2 doors), only the top 

cases of rib fractures are observed for those aged over 35, anchorage point differs greatly (225 mm further back for the 

including 1 case of flail chest¯ 2-door vehicle) relative to the other 2 vehicles: this will be 
Table 1 shows for these 7 cases the type of vehicle, the called configuration C2. 

conditions of impact and the injuries and anthropometric The accident simulations will therefore concern speeds 
characteristics of the occupants involved, close to 40 km/h, testing 2 anchoring configurations (C 1 and 

It can immediately be observed that 5 of the 7 cases C2), and the mean deceleration used will correspond 

involve impacts with a delta V of approximately 40 km/h for approximately to that of an R5 impacting a wall at 40 km/h 
mean vehicle decelerations of between 12 and 15 g. (figure 6). It is clear that, due to the deformation of the 

Table I. Cases with ruptures of bands on load limiter type B. 

Number Upper Number Type 

N" Make "~     Front of shoulder of AIS Others       of 

Case model i~V moyen occupant sex Age Height Weight broken belt rib thorax severe    anchorage 

)osition band (s) load fractures in3uries configurationl 

(km/h) (9) (cm) {kg) (daN) 

2091 RENAULT 40 16 M 28 180 76 1 720 0 1 -- C1 

12 ORIVER 

2963 RENAULT 35 15 F 43 160 70 4 800 ~ 14 5 abdomen C1 

12 40 PASSENGER 

3805 RENAULT 40 14 M 59 175 80 3 770 2 2 -- Cl 

6 PASSENGER 

4549 RENAULT 40 12 M 33 185 92 2 740 0 1 -- C1 

6 45 DRIVER 

4061 RENAULT 40 15 F 34 157 55 1 720 0 1 -- C2 

5 DRIVER 

2165 RENAULT ET$ ? M 23 188 75 5 ~ 800 0 1 -- C2 

5 55 PASSENGER 

3168 RENAULT    70    12                M     24    176       63         4         800          0         1      f6mur 
12 ORIVER 
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~ superior anchorage 

¯ point 

/..--. 

i , 
H / / "I 

_L-!-. "--i---’: 
" ferior anchorage 

,. ~                                             point 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 configuration 

RENAULT 12 220 600 220 270 170 270 350 300 170 310 

l C1 
RENAULT 6 205 605 270 310 180 270 280 300 180 340 

RENAULT 5 44.~5 600 220 300 160 250 250 300 160 360 C2 

Figure 5. Coordinates of belt anchorage points with respect to the H point of the front seat for the 50e percentile. 

colliding vehicles, the real deceleration curve is impossible Results 
to estimate. The chief aim of these tests is to obtain band 
breakage for a given speed, a given anchoring configuration Two tests were performed for each configuration with a 

and a given seat position. Hybrid III equipped with a set of new ribs pre-tested to 
check that they correspond to the specifications (table 2). 

As mentioned in section 1, the breaking loads for the 
various bands of these load limiters are less than 10 to 15% 

N" ’1943 

.... N" ’1S,~,~ of those for the earlier tests. It is true that the load limiters 
_ 3o --- N" ’19,=6 used for these tests were manufactured between 1973 and 
m -- N ’19,~ 1977. Aging due to various factors (ultraviolet rays, mois- 

ture, etc.) therefore detracted from their performance, as for 
t; 2o any seat-belt webbing. However, the important thing in 
"~ these simulations is to obtain loads at the upper anchorage 
m point level, close to those to which the occupants are sub- 
~ ’1o jected in real accidents, namely, 800 daN. It can be seen 

from table 3, giving all the results, that the maximum loads 
measured at the shoulder level range between 807 and 889 

o 
’"~ ’ ’ daN. 0 !50 ’100 ’1!50 

TIRE ( ms ) One observes (figures 7 and 8) that the shapes of the 2 

Figure 6. Sled acceleration, curves (shoulder load and thoracic deflection) are similar. 
Each breakage of a load limiter band has a corresponding 

Table 2. Hill dummy thorax impact tests--pendulum velocity 6, peak giving the thorax deflection value. 
58-6.84 m/s. 

Given that these 2 curves are almost completely homo- 
N’I N~2 ~’3 ~4 thetic, during the load build-up (difference of approx- 

T~perature (en "C) 16°3 20~ 1~,~ 1~-7 imately 2 to 3 ms corresponding to the thorax response 
time), it is possible to obtain a thoracic deflection corre- 
sponding to a given load. 

Deflection corrected at 21"5 C (61 4k 76,2 man) 72,7 74,6 63,6 67,8 We shall therefore not take into account thoracic deflec- 

Resistive force at 15 msec t4804 a ~67~,~ ~830 6060 S~SO 60~0 I tions corresponding to band breakage, since these breakage 

! levels are approximately 10% less than the real values, but 

~.~ t~vo~, those equivalent to loads of 720 to 800 daN actually SUS- 
...... truotton reconstructions tained by accident victims. 
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Table 3. Results for the 4 reconstructions Av = km/h. 

Type Maximum belt |gad Deflection corrected at 21,5"C Rupture of bands 

of ten daN) Maximum. for a load of : 

anchorage Case N" deflection Tem| 

configuration external lower torso shoulder 720 dan 800 dan Load interval Number 

lap belt Lmm] L’C) Lmm) £~) (daN) 

1943 805 659 833 T5 19" ?1,3 80 630 ~ 680 5 

Cl 
1945 819 651 889 87,5 22"5 68,4 77,1 610 ~ 700 5 

1946 750 580 80? 67 22°5 56,8 64,5 690 ~ 740 5 

C2 
1948 735 634 858 69,5 20°5 58,5 67,3 670 ~ 800 5 

TEST N"     1943                                                                                                                                               TEST M"     1945 
1000                                                                                     iO00 

--SHOULDER BELT LOAD --SHOULDER BELT LOAD 
...... THORACIC DEFLECTION ...... THOBAC~ C DEFLECTION 

Z 
500 120 E z 120 ~ 

ID 400 --- BO ~ BO ~ 

" 
/:- ;’- 

~ ,., 

O                BO               Joe              IBO                 0                50               iO0              I~0 
TIME ( ms )                                                          TIME ( ms ) 

Figure Y. Shoulder belt load and thoracic deflection for the Figure g. Shoulder belt lead and thoracic deflection for the 
configuration Cl. configuration C2. 

Table4. Tests withcadavers. 

Maximum 
Bone bending 

Test Upper shoulder Number of condition force 

number Age belt load rib fractures factor (Te Rib) Deflection 

47 64 680 12 0,41 12,9 68 mat 

115/2 52 680 5 0,17 20,8 -- 

123/4 52 760 10 0,53 10,9 -- 

148/2 65 760 8 0,41 8,0 -- 

97/2 53 750 18 0,10 17,8 -- 

243 61 700 6 - 0,35 24~1 -- 

AIS Thorax 223 52 690 16 0,25 12,4 78mm 

)3 248 66 700 10 0,34 16,7 -- 

255 68 700 16 0,22 16,0 -- 

256 48 740 8 - 0,39 25,3 5~ 

267 68 750 13 - 0,11 18,2 

381 65 740 19 - 0,52 27,0 -- 

232 57 690 23 0,72 8,5 

AIS Thorax     286 47 750 0 - 2,94 60,0 -- 

< 3 169 56 740 2 - 1,65 47,0 -- 
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These thoracic deflection values for the Hybrid III, cor- greater than those for the population of live subjects (figure 
rectedfor temperature, are as follows: 10) suddenly decreased as a result of road accidents or 

suicide. A BCF of-2.94 for a 47-year-old cadaver is even ¯ Configuration C1 
quite exceptional. Likewise, in real accident conditions, an 

71.3 to 80 mm: 1 st test 
exceptional bone strength no doubt enabled the 59-year-old 

68.4 to 77.1 mm: 2nd test 
occupant to sustain 780 daN while suffering only 2 rib 

¯ Configuration C2                              fractures (tablel). 
56.8 to 64.5 mm: 1st test 
58.5 to 67.3 mm: 2nd test 13 C 

n=44 
The deflection values for a given configuration therefore r = 0,548 

seem repetitive, although it is true that these values are for 
only 2 tests. 

One also observes that the upper anchorage point located 
furthest back (C2) reduces deflection by approximately 0- 
20%, no doubt due to webbing support on the clavicle which 
seems unrealistic (3). The question arises whether the acci- 
dent victims benefitted from the lesser deflection observed ¯ 
with Hybrid III? 

Cadaver Tests -2- 

The laboratory has performed over 100 tests with belted ° 
° ¯ 

cadavers in frontal impacts. Fifteen tests have been 
selected, performed at 50 km/h where the load measured on o 

° 

the upper anchorage point is in the range between 680 and -4 
I 760 daN, and accordingly close to the simulations with 

20 
Hybrid III. 

Figure 10. Bond condition factor versus aQe for the 
For these 15 tests, the anchorage points are close to individual’s sudden death representative of the living people. 

configuration C1 and the bone characteristics of these 
cadavers is known (table 4). Thoracic deflections were measured in only 3 tests, 

Only 2 subjects are observed to have no serious injury to giving 68.78 and 59 mm respectively for loads of 680, 690 
the rib cage (0 and 2 rib fractures for ages 47 and 56 and 740 daN at the upper anchorage point level (table 4). 
respectively). The other 13 subjects, aged between 48 and 
68, have between 5 and 23 rib fractures (average of 13 Biofidelity of the Hybrid III 
fractures). 

These 2 subjects have in fact bone characteristics well 
Accordingly, for only 3 tests, it is true, which were 

performed in a configuration similar to C1 at a speed of 50 
above the average as can be seen from figure 9 which gives 

km/h, the mean deflection of the cadavers is 68 mm for a 
the BCF (Bone Condition Factor) as a function of the 

mean load of 700 daN on the upper anchorage point. 
flexural breaking load on the 7th rib for 151 test cadavers 

This "mean" thoracic deflection on cadavers is therefore 
(4). Moreover, one observes that the BCFs for these two 

very similar to that for tests with Hybrid III with identical 
subjects (-2.94 and -1.65 for 0 and 2 rib fractures) are even 

load levels." 720 daN - -> 70 mm in C1 configuration. 

BCF 2 ~ 

,. :.: : .. 

: : ¯ 

70 

0                      20                     4~)                     60                60 
20       30       40       50       60       70 

MAXIMUM BENDING FORCE (daN] 
(AGE) 

Figure 11. Thoracic deflection versus age and rib fractures as 
Figure 9. Rib bone condition versus maximum obtained from Kroell impactor tests involving cadavers 
force prior to rupture (static bending tests). (reproduced from reference 7). 
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UPPER SHOULDER 
FORCE BELT LOAD 

ON 
THORAX 4000 ://        I I / (daN) 

]/ / I I ~oo 
// / , 

,800- = 
/’1    / II / -/ 

ooo .~oo / I 

/       ~    / I         C~ 

/ 
/       i /, ~oo            pI        / /, 

.~o 

, /~"         / / 

~00 , / 

o ~a -~o ~o ~o so 
O~FL~CT I ON 

Figure 12. TfloracJc torte-deflection cfiaracterJstJcs obtained Irom regression analysis using BCF and number of rib ~ractures. 
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It would therefore seem that in dynamic tests the thorax of deflection value as a criterion, and accordingly a low load 
the Hybrid III dummy is biologically faithful by comparison applied to the thorax, inevitably involves far greater motion 
with cadavers, of the thorax with present restraining systems. This 

It was shown in ISO Document (5) that for all static tests displacement clearly promotes head impact, which may be 
performed with volunteers, cadavers and Hybrid III, the fatal to the occupant. 
latter was too "stiff", but it is true that this thorax was Now what can be observed in tests performed at 50 or 56 
designed for dynamic tests, kmih against a 90° wall? In such severe impacts, the loads 

Moreover, it was noted in that document that for tests measured at the upper anchorage point level are in all cases 
performed with Backaitis (6) in dynamic conditions at low similar to or greater than those measured in simulations with 
speed (2.8 m/s), the thorax of the Hybrid III dummy Hybrid III. 
underwent less deflection than the mean of volunteers but Assuming, although this must be verified, that different 
was nevertheless located within the same corridor as the impact speeds have no influence,for an identical shoulder 
volunteers, load, on the thoracic deflection value (same anchoring 

A final question may therefore be posed: For a given 
configuration), it can be said that with present restraining 

load, do younger people suffer fewer rib fractures than 
methods and for identical test speeds, it is not possible to try 

older people because their thorax undergoes less deflection 
and protect all of the population by adopting a low 

or does their thorax undergo the same deflection but without 
deflection criterion (e.g., 50 mm) corresponding to a load 

breaking the ribs? 
(500 daN) which could be withstood by the most elderly 

Static tests performed (5) with volunteers and cadavers, 
indicating the same trend for deflection and applied load, 

population. 

It therefore seems there are grounds for providing for a nevertheless cannot authorize extrapolation to volunteers 
up to the loads sustained by cadavers, high deflection criterion so as to protect the majority of 

accident victims (for severe impacts, 63% are aged under The tests performed by Kroell (7) tend to show that for a 
given impact load (figure 11), younger people suffer:         35). 

Given that for the youngest population, a load of 800 
¯ Fewer rib fractures than older people, which daN, corresponding to a deflection of 80 ram for the Hybrid 

corresponds to real accident statistics; III (similar to cadavers), can be withstood without thoracic 
¯ Less thoracic deflection than older people, injury, it may be felt that this value is the minimum. 

However, given the large scatter of values for a given age, Protection for the most elderly therefore implies different 
the absence of bone characterization and the excessively seat belts which could, for example, be equipped with load 
small number of young subjects, it seems hard to draw any limiters adapted to their age categories. 
conclusions from this. However, it should be noted that this 
difference in deflection between younger and older people Refei’elll2t~s 
(very different BCFs) for an identical load appears in figure 

(1) "Thoracic Deflection Limit belted Hill Dummy: 12 of the ISO Document (5). That figure, deduced from a 
Useful Data for Reconstruction with HIII Dummy of some logarithmic function, took into account 4 variables: BCF, 
Accident Cases issued from APR Sample". ISO/TC 22/SC deflection, number of rib fractures and load applied to the 

thorax for 8 cadaver tests (figure 12). 12/WG6 N ° 260 October 29th 1987--New Orleans. 

(2) J.Y. Foret-Bruno and al: Correlation Between 
Discussion and Conclusion Thoracic Lesions and Force Values Measured at the 

To decide on a limit thoracic deflection value which Shoulder of 92 Belted Occupants Involved in Real 

seems to depend on the shoulder load measured by means of Accidents Proceedings of the 22nd Stapp Car Crash 

tests in a given configuration, allowance must be made for Conference 1978. 

the fact that an excessively low threshold, which is more (3) Egon Katz and al. "Chest Compression Response of a 

favourable for elderly persons involved in impacts of Modified Hybrid III Different Restraint Systems". SAE 

moderate violence, would be far less advantageous for the 872215 Proceedings of the 31 st Stapp Car Crash 

youngest population which, as we have seen, is very Conference, New Orleans 1987. 

strongly represented in the most violent impacts. (4) Sacreste and al: "Proposal For a Thorax Tolerance 

Their high tolerance level should be exploited to a Level in Side Impacts Based on 62 Tests Performed with 

maximum to reduce their risks of injury in such violent Cadavers Having Known Bone Condition". Proceedings of 
impacts. This is true for all restraining methods involving the 26th Stapp Car Crash Conference 1982 Michigan. 
the thorax, including air bags, since deflections for a given (5) "An Attempt of Clarification in Terms of Limits, in 
impact are even far greater with an air bag than with a Volunteer, Cadaver and Dummy Tests". ISO/TC 22/SC 12/ 
3-point seat belt for the Hybrid III (3). WG 6 N °262 Juin 1988 Paris. 

For optimum restraint of the occupant as practised at (6) S.H. Backaitis (NHTSA) and A. St. Laurent 
present, movement of body areas should be carefully (Biokinetics and Associates Ltd). "Chest Deflection 
designed to meet the protection criteria. Adopting a low Characteristics of Volunteers and Hybrid III Dummies" 
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SAE 861884, Proceedings of the 30th Stapp Car Crash of the 15th Stapp Car Crash Conference Coronado, 

Conference, San Diego 1986. California 1971. "Impact Tolerance and Response of the 

(7) Charles K. Kroell and al: "Impact Tolerance and 
Human Thorax II" SAE 741187 Proceedings of the 18th 

Response of the Human Thorax" SAE 710851 Proceedings 
Stapp Car Crash Conference, Ann Arbor, Michigan 1974. 

Problem and Improvement of Hybrid III Dummy Rib Cage Features 

Fumio Matsuoka, 
During crash testing, not only chest deflection 

characteristics but also belt position is an important factor 
Koushi Kumagai, on chest characteristics. This is because the change of belt 
Hiroyuki Takahashi, position during a crash testing will affect chest deflection 
Toyota Motor Corporation characteristics, (figure 1). Therefore, we also conducted 

research on the relationship between the Hybrid III’s 
features and belt position problems, and what modifications Abstract 
would be needed to correct these problems. 

Chest deflection, one of the chest injury indicators 
measured in crash testing, has been the subject of much 
discussion recently. Chest deflection can be measured with 500 

the Hybrid III dummy developed by GM. 
Chest deflection during crash testing is determined not 

only by chest deflection characteristics, but also by belt 

position. So the dummy requires chest deflection 
characteristics with high biofidelity and characteristics 

which cause a seat belt to be positioned as it would be on a 
~th i -,~ ~ 

-’ Path i 
human body. Therefore, we concentrated our efforts on belt 

position and chest construction. 
We found that the rib cage features of the Hybrid III , 

dummy differed from a human body’s, which adversely z 5 50 

affected belt movement and belt position. This difference c H E $ T D E F" L E C T I O N (ram) 

will skew the chest deflection measured from a belt 
restrained Hybrid III dummy in frontal collision tests. Fi~lurel. 

Therefore, we improved the Hybrid III rib cage design, 
by the aitterenee of tl~e belt’s position. 

especially the lower part design, to match that of the human Hybrid III Ribcage Problems 
body, and verified that this modification actually reduced 

the magnitude of these problems. Belt movement in impact sled tests 
To examine belt movement, we conducted impact sled 

Introduction tests. A white body was attached to a sled chassis at angles 

Investigation of the relation between chest deflection and of +3.5 degrees, 0 degrees and -3.5 degrees to the direction 

chest injury can be divided into two fields, of travel. Next, a Hybrid III was positioned on the passenger 

One is the investigation on blunt loading. Kroell et al. 
seat and restrained by a 2-point automatic belt. The sled was 
then shot at 30 mph. The purpose of varying the angles were 

(1)* showed the relation between chest deflection and chest to vary belt movements. Other test conditions, impact pulse, 
injury from cadaver chest impact tests with a flat impactor, dummy posture and initial belt position, were the same. The 
and Neathery et al. (2) proposed human tolerance level, results are shown in table 1. 

The chest deflection characteristics of a Hybrid III 
dummy was designed on the data of Neathery (3). Therefore 

it is said that a Hybrid III dummy has a high degree of ~e~ ~le 

biofidelity on loading from steering boss and air bag. ÷~’~° 

The other field of investigation concerns belt loading. 

Walfisch et al. (4) examined the relation between chest 
deflection and chest injury and proposed human tolerance S~el~ ~o~ ~a~ ~le ÷ ~. ~ " -+ 0. 0 " - ~. ~ " 

levels. The comparison of the chest deflection 
characteristics between a human body and the Hybrid III v e 1 o 
dummy was conducted by L’Abbe et al. and so on (5), (6), 

Deflection            5 7~-nm 4 6n~m 3 6n~m 

(7). 
Belt Movement Catch     Slide Up Slide Up 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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In observing and studying the test details as recorded by non can be explained to have been caused by the relation- 
high speed film. a difference was found in belt movement, ship between the rib cage shape and belt path. 
As shown in figure 2. there are two cases: one, when the beh In figure 3. the dummy’s ribs are shown as a solid rec- 
catches the lower edge of the dummy rib cage (Test No. 1), tangular cube. The plane AOBC shows the front of the ribs. 
the other when the belt slides, slipping up on the side of the So and Si represent the outer and inner anchors of the belt, 
dummy rib cage (Test No’s. 2 & 3 ). When the chest deflec- 

respectively. Sot and Sit represent the respective positions 
tion reaches a peak (at about 80 ms) the position of the belt 

of the belt anchorage to the ribs during collision and Ss 
on the rib cage changes, 

represents the point at which the shoulder harness passes the 

dummy’s shoulder. 
~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~’ i ~ ~, 80 ..... At this point, two paths can be considered as initial paths 

which make the belt length its shortest in passing from So to 

Si over edges AO and BO. One crosses at Q1 and the other at 

Q2, respectively. During the collision testing, the dummy 

moves forward relative to the front belt anchorage, there- 
fore, the shortest paths are the ones that pass Qlt and Q2t. 

If the belt is subjected to a load due to collision, the belt 

slides to the path which passes through either Qlt or Q2t for 

the shortest distance because the less extended the belt 

length, the more stable the belt path. For this reason, the belt 

catches the lower edge of the rib cage in the former case. and 

slides up the side of the rib cage in the latter. 

ri,:s~ x~. i’t~’r ~c. 8 In conclusion, it was natural that the above two kinds of 

belt movements occurred because of the dummy’s rib cage 

features. 
Figure 2. Difference of be~t movement during impact sled test. 

Comparison of rib cage features of the 
When the belt catches the lower edge of the dummy rib Hybrid III and the human body 

cage (Test No, 1), chest deflection tends to be large. The 
more the belt slips and slides up the side of the dummy rib Using the Hip Point as a standard point for comparison, 
cage I Test No’s. 2 & 3), the less the chest deflection tends to figure 4 shows rib cage features of an AM 50th percentile 
be. This result shows that during a crash the belt movement human body (8) and those of a Hybrid III dummy, 
and the belt position can change greatly. As shown in figure 4. the human rib cage is three inches 

Then. we examined whether the wide variation of the belt longer than the Hybrid III’s. This difference causes the 
movement and the belt position would occur on human 

fastened belt to pass under the ribs in the Hybrid III, but over 
passenger as with the dummy through geometrical analysis, the side of the ribs in human body. 

Geometrical analysis of two kinds of belt 
movement mechanism 

The sled test described above showed that either the belt 
caught at the lower edge of the Hybrid III’s rib cage or that it 
slid up on the rib cage. Using the model in figure 3 (simulat- 
ing the sled test’s belt anchorage geometry), this phenome- 

~ 
t{ybridI~ 

Sot .................. 
Initial Ri~ Cag~ 

Figure 4. Comparison o! rib cage ~ea[ures ~n Hybr~ III and 
human body. 

Difference in belt movement caused by" 
different rib cage features 

To verify our thesis for difference between the rib cages° 

we examined belt movement on a human body with geomet~ Figure 3. Geometrical analysis for the belt movement mecha- 
nism of the Hybrid III dummy’s ribs. rical anab sis. 
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, sot                              (c) The chest deflection characteristics of original Hybrid 
-- Initial ( human ) 

," III in blunt loading should be maintained. 
So ., ............... l~uring Crash 

~ /" ....... Itybrid lIl’s Initial 

/ Consideration for modification 

(1) Rib Cage Features. 
As shown in figure 4, which gives the comparison of rib 

cage features, the depth and width of both a human and 
Hybrid III rib cage are nearly identical. However the human 
rib cage is 3 inches longer than the Hybrid III dummy’s in 
the lower parts of rib cage. Therefore we added the two ribs 

A ................... s it to the standard Hybrid III dummy’s rib cage. Figure 6 shows 
the position of the additional ribs. 

A’ 

O Si 

Figure 5. Geometrical analysis for the belt movement mecha- /.~ 
nism of the Human’s ribs. Standard 

Figure 5 shows, by using the same model mentioned 
Rib Cage 

above, the difference in belt paths. The lower edge of the 
human rib cage is represented by the line A’O’. A belt that is 

I ~l~dbisti°~l ;~Z~~" 
fastened across the lower edge of the rib cage in the Hybrid 
III, at AO, corresponds to one fastened across BO’ for hu- 
man body. Therefore, in the case of a human body during 
collision, the belt will slide up from the initial shortest path, 
So P2 Q2 Si to Sot P2t Q2t Sit, since there is only one 
"shortest path" for human body. 

That is to say, with a human body, the belt does not catch 
the bottom edge of the rib cage, but instead, slides up the rib Figure 6. The location of the two additional ribs. (no. 7 and no. 

cage. 8). 

Conversely, in the Hybrid III, the belt can catch on the 
lower edge of the rib cage, a situation that does not occur (2) Deflection Characteristics at the Lower Part of Rib 

with a properly belted human occupant. Cage. 
There are few reports on the measurement of the lower 

Summary of problems with the Hybrid III part of the rib cage. Schultz et al. (9) measured the stiffness 

dummy rib cage of individual ribs with fresh cadavers. Each cadaver rib was 
fixed at one end and force was applied to the other end in 

Previous results suggest the Hybrid III dummy’s rib cage several directions. From this, Schultz obtained the P-direc- 
features have the following problems, tion loading and inferior direction loading data as figure 7. 

(1) Its shorter rib cage does not always allow the belt to be Applying Schultz’ results to modified rib cage of the Hybrid 
positioned as it would on a human body. III, we converted deflection to the antero-posterior direc- 

This will lead to inaccuracies in crash testing, tion, to adjust rib stiffness. Thus a load of 0.75Kgf resulted 
(2) The unnatural curvature of the belt tangent to the 

dummy thorax, may cause differences in the distribution of 
load on the thorax from the belt. (Appendix 1) 

DISPLACEMENT OF LOADING POINT IN THE 

LOADING DIRECTION, UNDER A 0. 75kgfLOAD 

It is possible that unnatural loading can skew the chest 
deflection. As a countermeasure, we modified the dummy ~ 

4 o 

to reduce these problems. ~ i N F E R x o R 
z 

Improvement of the Hybrid III 0 
Dummy’s Rib Cage < - P- D I REOTION 

Modification policy ~- [~ m ~ ~ 0 

In modifying the rib cage, we considered the following 
items. 

~ ~=~ ~ ~ t-- 
r i b 

(a) The rib cage features should simulate those of the CADAVER ~ 
human body. 

(b) The deflection characteristics at the lower parts of rib Figure 7. The displacement of loading point inthe loading di- 
cage should simulate those of the human body. rection, under a 0.75kgf load, for rib 8. 
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in a deflection of 16 mm. We adopted No. 7 rib 1.0 mm in Impact sled test results with modified Hybrid 
thickness, 19 mm in width and No. 8 rib 0.8 mm in thick- IIl dummy 
hess, 19 mm in width and both ribs made from material 
JIS SK5M HQ-O-HT HRC50. We conducted impact sled tests with both Hybrid III 

(3) Deflection Characteristics in blunt loading, dummy and modified Hybrid III dummy. Test velocity was 

The deflection characteristics of human body has been 30 mph. To make it easy for the belt to catch the lower edge 

well examined. These studies show the Hybrid III dummy of the rib cage, the shell body was fixed to the sled with yaw 

has high biofidelity. Our intent was to modify the dummy, angle of 3.5 degrees. Test results are shown in table 2. 

not to change the characteristics to other restraint systems. 
Table 2. 30mph Sled Test Data. As the response of the modified Hybrid III dummy met the 

requirements ofthePart 572’s calibrationtest,.themodifica- Dummy S t a n d a r d Me d i f i e d 
tion would not influence the characteristics of other re- 

Shell Body’iaw /ingle +3. 5 * +3. 5 " straint systems, (figure 8). 
Peak Sled /icceleration (G) 2 1. 6 2 1. 9 

1000.0 Velocity (mph) 30. 9 31. 5 

Deflection I~ 1 mm 4 4mm 
(T i me~ [8 1 ms~ [8 2ms~ 

¯ ~ Belt Movement Catch Slide Up 

~ 524.0 ~"-’~ ~ 37.0~s 

~o In the case of the modified dummy, the belt slid up on the 
face of the added ribs instead of catching the ribcage. Figure 
10 shows the belt movement during the impact sled test. 

0.0 67.1 100.0 
High Speed Fi lm (80ms) 

CHEST DEFLECTION (mm) 

Figure 8, Part 572 chest calibration test data. 

Modification of Hybrid III dummy rib cage 

On the basis of above consideration, we modified the 
Hybrid III dummy as shown figure 9. That is, the bracket 
was elongated from the chest spine box, and the rear end of 
the new ribs were fixed to this bracket. The frontal end is 
free. The added ribs do not interfere with the pelvis in 
flexing the thorax. But during rib deflection, these ribs 
would interfere with the potentiometer for measurement of s L ~ n d ~ ~ d ~ ~ mm ~ M o ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ D ~ mm ~ 
chest deflection, so the potentiometer was moved to the 
upper part of the chest spine. The chest deflection is meas- Figure 10. Oifferenceof belt movementduringimpact sledtest. 

ured at the same point as the standard Hybrid III dummy. 

Discussion 
Potentior~eter Through our testing, we learned that in evaluating the 

performance of belt restraint systems, the lower thorax, 
which affects belt movement is an important factor. 

As outlined above we made modifications to the Hybrid 
III so that belt movement in crash testing would better 
simulate belt movement on a human. 

We note that in making these modifications we may have 
altered other dummy characteristics, for example 

#,dditional abdominal deformation characteristics. However since 
~ 

there is little data concerning this particular characteristic, 
we were unable to confirm what effects our modifications 
may have had. We believe that more research is needed in 
this area. 

Further we cannot sufficiently estimate at this time the 
Figure 9. Modified Hybrid III dummy, effects our modifications may have on dummy performance 
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with various passenger restraint systems (airbags, 
(7) Grosch, L., Katz, E. and Kassing, L. "Chest 

automatic belt or manual belts). We feel more research is Compression Response of Hybrid III With Combined 

needed in this area as well. Restraint Systems" 1 lth ESV Conference Proceedings 

(1987). 
Conclusion (8) Schneider, L.W., Robbins, D.H., Pflug, M.A. and 

(1) As a result of the Hybrid III dummy rib cage design, 
Snyder, R.G. "Development of Anthropometrically Based 

two different kinds of belt movements (up over the side of Design Specifications for an Advanced Adult 

the ribs and down catching the lower edge of the ribs) were Anthropomorphic Dummy Family, Volume 1" The 

observed. University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 

(2) With a human body, only one type of the belt Report UMTRI-83-53-1 December (1983). 

movement occurs because the human rib cage features are (9) Schultz, A.B., Benson, D.R. and Hirsch, C. "Force- 

different from that of the Hybrid III dummy. When tests are Deformation Properties of Human Ribs" J. Biomechanics 

performed using the Hybrid III dummy, chest deflection 7, P303-309 (1974). 

that does not actually occur in a human being may be 

observed. 
Appendix 1 

(3) Therefore the Hybrid III’s specifications should be Relationship Between Pressure Exerted on Belt- 

revised to include the additional ribs we added to make its Restrained Dummy and Rib Curvature 

features closer to that of a human being. The pressure on the chest of dummy restrained by the seat 

(4) Our evaluation proved that the modifications we made belt is obtained by the following formula. 

did eliminate the problem of a shoulder belt catching on the T.t(s+ds)-T.t(s) 
lower part of the ribcage. Pressure - 

B,ds 
(5) We cannot estimate what the effects of our 

modification are on abdominal deformation or other 
T t(s+ds)-t(s) 

dummy characteristics, since there is little data. We believe 
B 

ds 

that more research is needed in this area. T dt 
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ds 
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Computed Dynamic Response of the Human Thorax From a 
Finite Element Model1 

Gordon R. Plank, viscoelastic interior and a rigid impactor. In addition, head 

Transportation Systems Center, Research and and neck, arm, and lower torso masses are represented by 

Special Programs Administration, U.S. Depart- high density parts attached to the upper vertebra, the upper 

ment of Transportation ribs and the lower vertebra respectively. The model consists 

of two basic cross sections, one at rib level containing the 
Rolf H. Eppinger, rib, vertebra, and viscoelastic interior and one between the 

Office of Crashworthiness Research, National ribs containing intercostal muscles, viscoelastic interior and 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration, U.S. intervertebral disks. To reduce the complexity of the model, 

there are seven rib sections and six sections between the Department of Transportation 
ribs. A cross section of the model at rib level is shown in 
figure 1. The dimensions of the model are 8" front to back, Abstract 12" side to side and 13" top to bottom. Dimensions and 

In the past, the relationships between the dynamic load on masses were chosen to represent a 50th percentile male 
the human thorax, simulating automotive crash conditions, (weight = 163 pounds). In its current configuration the 
and the resulting injuries have been obtained from observa- model is symmetric about the mid-sagittal plane but 
tions with experimental subjects. In addition, lumped mass- 
spring-damper models (1)* were used to approximate the 
dynamic responses of the thorax under impact conditions 
and these were compared with the deflections of cadavers 
and anthropomorphic test devices. In the work presented 
here, in an effort to better understand the underlying injury 

viscoelas~:ic mechanisms, a finite element model of the thorax has been Interior 
generated and tested utilizing the 3-dimensional finite ele- Rib 

ment code DYNA3D (2). The thorax was represented by 
elastic bone, ligament and cartilage, and viscoelastic mus- 
cle and interior elements. Input parameters were varied and 
the sensitivity of the dynamic response to these variations is 
shown. The dynamic response of the thorax model was 
compared to available cadaver test data and the resulting cartilaginous/’ 

Muscle 
strain field was examined and is discussed. Llgamentous Mass Element 

Vertebra 

Introduction Figure 1. Cross section of thorax model and impactor. 

The thorax model has been developed using the finite 
element program DYNA3D and the pre- and post- 
processors INGRID and TAURUS, all developed at the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories in Livermore, 
California.2 The objective of the current research is to 
develop a model of the human thorax that shows good 
fidelity with available dynamic test data and to examine the 
distribution of strain and displacement fields in the interior 
elements and correlate these findings with available injury 

time - o. 0 see. time = o. olo see. 
data. The correlation with injury data is just commencing 
and is not reported herein. 

Model Configuration 
The current model consists of 7,213 nodes and 6,032 

eight-node solid elements that define the vertebrae, ribs, 
intervertebral disks, muscle, cartilage, ligaments, 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 

~ The findings and conclusions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and not 

necessarily those of the United States Department of Transportation. 
time = 0.020 see. time = 0.030 see. 

z Both VAX and CRAY computers have been used. A typical computer run requires 

approximately 7 days of VAX cpu time or 1 ~/z hours of CRAY-2 cpu time. Figure 2. Full thorax model during impact. 
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asymmetric top to bottom and front to rear. The full model, Neathery has developed recommended performance 

being struck by an impactor is illustrated in figure 2. corridors for 5th percentile female, 50th percentile male and 

Selection of impactor characteristics and initial conditions 95th percentile male dummies based on an expansion of the 

are discussed below¯ original Kroell data base. Neathery, however, has proposed 
response corridors based on Part 572 impact conditions and 

Material Properties these corridors are used in the study presented here. 

The ribs, sternum, vertebrae, intervertebral disks, As mentioned earlier, the baseline values shown in table 1 

cartilage and ligaments were modeled as purely elastic were obtained by iterating values within the ranges found in 

elements while the thorax interior and muscles were the literature to obtain responses within the above 

modeled as viscoelastic materials. The viscoelastic model mentioned corridor. The deceleration of the impactor 

used in DYNA3D is represented by the relaxation function: (initial velocity = 22 feet/sec.) in the baseline case is shown 

(2,3) in figure 3. The deflection of the model at the center line is 
shown in figure 4. In all the data presented here, the 

G(t) = Gs + (Gs - GL) e-(BETA)t 
acceleration time histories have been filtered with a digital 

Where: four pole Butterworth filter with a bandwidth of 100 Hz. 

Gs = short term shear modulus The occasional upturn at the end of some of the force/ 

GI~ = long term shear modulus deflection characteristics shown is a filtering anomaly 
BETA = decay constant caused by a noise spike occurring at the end of 

The values for the required material properties used in the the acceleration time history. The force/deflection 

model were obtained from the published literature on characteristics of the baseline model are shown in figure 5. 

biomaterial characteristics. (4-8) The value used for any The forces shown in figure 5 were obtained from the 

material was in the range of published data and after a series impactor deceleration and mass. The deflection shown 

of iterations an optimum value was chosen. The values for represents the difference in the displacements between a 

the material properties used for the baseline model are given , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
25.0 

in table 1. The effect of changes in the values of these t 

properties is discussed later. E 
L    20,0 

Table 1. Baseline material properties for the materials used in E 

the thorax model. R 
R t5.0 

(Units are in pounds, inches and seconds) T 
(References in parentheses) I 

Bone (ribs. sternum and vertebrae) Intervertebral Disks 0 t 0. 0 

E = 1.75 x 106 (4,5) E = 1.5 x 103 (4) 
M 

Poisson’s ratio = .3 (5) Poisson’s ratio = .2 (4) 
Density = 1.73 x 10-4 (8) Density = 1.0 x 10-4 5. 00 

Viscoelastic Interior Muscle~ 
G 

K = 4.17 (4) K = 33.33 (4) 0. 00 ~ I I I I 
GS = 3.425 (4,7) GS = 10.345 (4,7) S 
GL = .3425 (computed) GL = 3.448 (computed) 
Density = i..0 x 10-4 Density = 1.0 x 10-4 0. 000. 0050 0. 010 0. 0~5 0. 020 0. 025 0. 0~0 

BETA = I00 BETA = i00 
TIME IS     SECONDS 

Cartilauinous/Liaamentous Elements 

E = 1.74 x lo3        (5)                                    Figure 3. Impactor deceleration (impactor initial velocity = 22 
POiSSO~’S ratio = . 2 
Density = 1.0 x 10-~ 

(5) feet/sec.). 

D I I I I I . 
4,00 

E 

F 

Results 
E 

Force/deflection characteristics 
T 

The model was exercised under impact conditions as ~ 
0 

defined in Title 49, Part 572 of the United States Code of M Z. 0 ~ - 

Federal Regulations. These impact conditions are similar to 
the conditions used in tests performed on cadavers by Kroell - 

and others. (1,9,10) The Kroell study recommended force/ ~ ~. ~ 0 - 

deflection performance corridors for impactor masses of 51 M 

and 11 pounds, and velocities of 16 mph and 11 mph 
~ 

respectively The conditions specified in Part 572, however, E o. o o , , ~ , , 
¯ 

S , 000. 0050 O. O:LO O. 015 O. 020 O. 025 O. SO 

employ only one impactor mass (51.5 pounds) and two 
velocities (22 feet/sec = 15 mph and 14 feet/sec = 9.55 mph). ~ ~ M E ~. ~ E ~ 0. ~ s 

In all cases, arigidimpactor,six inches in diameter with a 1/2 Figure 4. Model deflection at center line (impactor initial 
inch front edge radius is used. In a more recent study (11), velocity = 22 feet/sec.). ¯ 
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x ~, ,. ~ ~ ~ the mid-sagittal plane of the model at several times during 
F m,com*eaaea lionel, the computation. 
0 Response Corridor 

~ 1200. \ To further check the fidelity of the model, the velocity of 
c the impactor was reduced to 14 feet/sec in accordance with 

9, ,. Part 572 specifications. The results of this computation are 

- shown in figure 7. Again, the response corridor 
p 6, o. recommended by Neathery for this impact condition is also 

* illustrated. It can be seen that while maximum force and 
, , o o. deflection are within the corridor, the total response does 

, not fit the corridor as well as the higher energy case. 

0. o o ~ ~ ~ To determine the effect of the head and neck, arm, and 
o. o o t. 00 2. o o ,. o o ,. 00 lower torso masses on the force/deflection characteristics, 

additional runs were made with 1/3 the nominal masses of the ~e¥1ectllon - inches 

Figure 5. Force/deflection characteristics (impactor initial above parts and with no masses at all. The results of these 
velocity = 22 feet/sec.), tests are shown in figure 8. It can be seen that these masses 

t : 0.0 sec. t = 0.015 sec. t = 0.030 sec. 
Figure 6. Model response in the mid-sagittal plane. 

xooo,          I       I       I       I       I 
have little effect on the force/deflection characteristic 

F ~ ...... "-<~ ,,oa,~ during the compression phase of the test, but have some 
~ ’ ° °’ effect during rebound. 

600. 

~.5oo, I I I 

d ¯ 

o,oo          I        I        I        I        I 

Figure 7. Force/deflection characteristics (impactor velocity = d 
14 feet/sec.). ¯ 1/3 ~as~s 

point at the back of the sternum and a point on the front of a o. o 0 ,. 00 z. o o ,. o 0 4. o o 
vertebra along the centerline of the model. Also shown in ~ ¯ ~ x ¯ ~ ~ ~ o. - ~, ~ ~,, 
figure 5 is the response corridor recommended by Neathery 

Figure 8. Effect of head and neck, arm, and lower torso masses 
for a 50th percentile male. Figure 6 shows the deflection in on force/deflection characteristics. 
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(C) Variation of E (d) Variation of PR 
for Cartilaginous/ for Cartilaginous/ 
Ligamentous Elements Ligamentous Elements 
at Costo-Sternal at Costo-Sternal 
Junction Junction 

Figure 9. Force/deflection sensitivity analyses for bone and cartilaginous/ligamentous elements at the costo/stemal junction. 

Sensitivity analyses ty RHO, the decay constant BETA and the relaxation moduli 

In order to determine which parameters were most sensi- 
Gs and GL. Variation of K, BETA and the relaxation moduli 

tive with regard to changes in the force/deflection charac- 
was performed for the viscoelastic interior material and the 

teristics of the model, sensitivity analyses were performed results are shown in figure 11. The same parameters were 

by varying the material constants used. In each case illus- varied for the muscle material and the results are shown in 

trated, one parameter at a time was varied around the base- figure 12. 

line case. For the elastic materials, the material constants The results of the sensitivity analyses show that E, the 

required by DYNA3D are the elastic modulus E, Poisson’s elastic modulus for the bone and K, the bulk modulus of the 
ratio PR and the density RHO. The elastic modulus and viscoelastic interior material are the most critical parame- 
Poisson’s ratio were varied around the base values of the ters with regard to the force/deflection characteristics. Vari- 

model for bone and the cartilaginous/ligamentous elements ation of the values of the ratio GO’.GI and BETA for the 
at the costo-sternal junction and the results are shown in 

figure 9. 
viscoelastic interior material, E for the cartilaginousiliga- 

mentous material at the costo-sternal junction and E for the 
These same parameters were also varied for the disks and 

disks has a less dramatic effect on the form of the force/ 
the cartilaginous/ligamentous material at the costo-ver- 

tebral junction and the results are shown in figure 10. deflection characteristics. Variation of Poisson’s ratio PR, 

For the viscoelastic interior and the muscle material, the for any elastic material in the model did not cause an appre- 

required inputs to DYNA3D are bulk modulus K, the densi- ciable change in the force/deflection characteristics. 
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Figure 10. Force/deflection sensitivity analyses for disks and cartilaginous/ligamentous elements at the costo-vertebral junction. 

Strain and strain rate occurs for x-strain at about .010 seconds and the z-strain 
- reaches a maximum at about .024 seconds. Time histories ¯ ~ 

An examination of strain (Almansi) in selected elements 
within the viscoelastic interior was conducted. Figure 13 for the x-, y- and z-strains for an element about one inch in 

front of the vertebrae (element #2736) are shown in figure illustrates a half section cross section of the model showing 
15. Maximum y-strain in this case is less than that in ele- the specific elements that were examined. Three elements 
ment #2792 and occurs at about .020 seconds, x- and 

were chosen within the cross section at the various distances 
longitudinally and laterally from the impactor. The ele- 

z-strains are still relatively small. Strain time histories for 
the selected element farthest from the impactor (element 

ments chosen lie in the mid-horizontal plane where signifi- 
#2330) are shown in figure 16. In this case, at .030 seconds, 

cant x-, y- and z-strains were anticipated. The figure shows 
y-strain has not yet reached a maximum. For economy, the 

the position of the elements in the xy plane, 
duration of the event was limited to .030 seconds. However, 

For the element closest to the impactor (element #2792) figure 18 indicates the reversal of strain rate at .030 seconds. 
the time histories for the x-, y- and z-strains are shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16 show that the dominant strain 

~i- figure 14. occurs in the direction of the impact and elements pro- 
Strain in the y-axis (the direction of travel of the impac- gressively farther from the point of impact experience max- 

tor) is considerably larger than that along the x- and z-axes, imum strain at a later time. This wave propagation through 
Maximum strain in the y direction occurs at about .010 the interior medium can be seen in figure 17, showing the 
seconds while maximum model deflection (see figure 4) interior elements in the mid-horizontal plane at three points 
occurs at about .015 seconds. A negative maximum also in time. 
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Figure 11. Force/deflection sensitivity analyses for viscoelastic interior elements, 

Strain rate was examined in the element farthest from the phenomena in the model (figures 14 through 19) and more 

impactor (element #2330). The x-, y-and z-strain rates for work will be required to relate these waves to observed 

this element are illustrated in figure 18. In addition, xy- trauma in impact tests. 

shear strain was examined for this element and is illustrated 
in figure 19. It shows a peak shear at about .018 seconds. References 
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Figure 12. Force/deflection sensitivity analyses for viscoelastic muscle elements. 
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#2330 

Element # -*o.o 

Figure 13. Elements examined for strain. Figure 14. X-, Y- and Z-strain for element #2792. 
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Measurement of Seat-Belt Loads Sustained by the Dummy in Frontal Impact with 
Critical Pelvic Motion: Development of a 2-D Transducer 

F. Bendjellal, D. Gillet, above the pelvis. A large proportion of the restraining force 
J.Y. Foret’Bruno, C. Tarri~re, is then transmitted by compression to the abdomen. 
Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics Submarining depends on several parameters. These 
Associated with Peugeot SA/Renault (LPB- parameters influence the time at which the phenomenon 

APR) occurs and its extent. According to various studies carried 

FRANCE out (3), (4), these parameters can be grouped in three 
categories: 

Abstract Parameters defining occupant restraint 

The first tool enabling measurement of forces transmitted These parameters are the belt anchorage point positions, 

to the test dummy abdomen by the seat belt in submarining belt angles and buckle-belt length. The buckle’s position 

was developed by the LPB-APR in 1979. That tool was a relative to the pelvis A.S.I.S., as shown in figure 2, is a very 

cantilever beam attached at the iliac crest level and sensitive important restraining factor against submarining. 

to shearing loads. The instrument, known as A-Transducer, Parameters relating to the occupant’s 
was subjected to evaluation tests both at the LPB-APR and 

environment 
in other laboratories. Transducer response failings were 
observed, especially during tests with violent submarining These parameters are basically the type of seat cushion, 

and major pelvic rotation, i.e., its shape, thickness, stiffness and composition, espe- 

To remedy these failings, a number of improvements cially its capacity for differentiated deflection under the 
were defined. These improvements led to the development ischia and the thighs, the occupant’s seat position (driver or 
of a new instrument incorporating a pair of two-dimensional passenger), and the violence of the impact. 
sensors. Each sensor consists of two instrumented beams 
which can measure forces transmitted to the abdomen in the Other parameters 

A-P and I-S directions respectively. This paper contains a Under this latter category can be mentioned the occu- 
detailed description of the instrument components. The in- pant’s anthropometric characteristics such as weight, size 
strument’s performance is analyzed in dynamic tests with and in particular morphology of the pelvis-abdomen region. 
especially violent submarining (force transmitted to the ab- Submarining is a complex phenomenon. When, for a 
domen in the I-S direction: 2000 N). given configuration, an endeavour is made to avoid subma- 

rining, it is not sufficient to optimize one or other of the 
Submarining: Definition and parameters listed above. A set of parameters must be 
Accidentologicai Data adapted, since the problem to be solved concerns the spe- 

In a frontal impact, the 3-point seat belt can reduce cific motion of the pelvis and thorax-pelvis interactions at 

forward motion of the occupant by restraining the pelvis and impact. 
thorax. A large porportion of the occupant’s initial energy is Hence, to restrict pelvis movements, i.e., rotation around 
thus dissipated by the lap and shoulder belts. In some cases the transverse axis and horizontal and vertical translations, 
it may occur that the lap,belt slides relative to the occupant’s even a buckle-belt well positioned relative to the pelvis may 
pelvis and passes over the anterosuperior iliac spine proveinadequateifamovementlimitingdeviceisnotincor- 
(A.S.I.S.)..Under the thrust of the occupant, the belt porated in the seat. 
compresses the abdominal region, causing sometimes 

From the accidentological viewpoint, the APR survey 
severe injuries. This is a problem known as submarining, 

concerning 2273 belted occupants involved in frontal im- 
and the above description refers to the most conventional 

pacts shows a risk of serious and fatal injuries in the ab- pattern of the phenomenon. Moreover, submarining can 
dominal region of 1.5% and 3.8% for the drivers and front occur more directly when the lap-belt passes above the 

A.S.I.S. without first pressing against the pelvis (1),* (2). To passengers respectively (table 1). Of the injuries observed, 

illustrate this phenomenon, two types of motion for a belted 80% concern the small intestine, the colon and the mesen- 

occupant are compared in figure 1. In the first case, the belt tery and can be directly linked to submarining. These data 

behaves normally relative to the occupant, the pelvis being allow the phenomenon to be seen in the context of real road 

well restrained by the lap-belt during impact. In the second conditions, but clearly do not bring into question the overall 
case, where submarining occurs, the belt is found well efficiency of the seat belt, which results in a reduction in 

fatalities by a factor of 2.5 for drivers and by a factor of 3.2 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, for front passengers. 
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Figure "l. Comparison of two types of dummy kinematics respectively without (la) and with submarining ~ 1~b) obtained f~om fronta~ 
sled tests. 
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Anterior Superior Iliac Spine 

~1~ao Crest / AS~S 
Indirect methods 

\ There are two types of indirect method. The first involves 

\ analyzing the test film to determine the time at which sub- 
marining occurred. In some cases, cinematographic infor- 
mation can prove interesting as an illustration of pelvis-belt 
relative motion, but very often the test dummy’s motions 
and/or the camera location can result in a more or less 
subjective interpretation of the test. By definition, this 
method has other disadvantages: it cannot be used to meas- 
ure the extent of submarining and its use in standard condi- 
tions is unacceptable due to the need to eliminate the vehi- 
cle’s side doors. 

Belt buckle The second method involves analyzing the meas- 
urements provided by the dummy and seat-belt instruments 
respectively, as a function of time. This method can prove 
fairly satisfactory if it combines analysis of the foil.owing 

Figure 2. Position of the belt buckle, here defined by Z, with parameters: Pelvis acceleration; and Lap-belt tensioning 
respect to ASIS. An important parameter as regards 

force. submarining. 
The curve representing the latter parameter versus time 

Table 1. Frequence of severe and fatal injuries in frontal 
impact, often shows, in the case of submarining, a discontinuity due 

to slipping of the lap-belt when it passes above the A.S.I.S. 
D~I~RS FROnt P^SSE,~ (figure 3). This discontinuity is sometimes hard to detect, 

,~,,~, ,~, ,~, ,I ~ ,~,~,~,~,~,~,~,~ % and in such cases cinematographic data must be used to 
~ __I overcome this inadequacy. As in the previous case, this 

method gives no information concerning the extent of sub- 
marining and its use in a certification test can cause prob- 

llm__~              r,ox~x ~,                 lems due to changes it may cause in the restraining system. 

The present paper dealing with submarining meas- o 

urements describes first the existing methods and instru- 

mentation systems. The major part of the paper will be 
devoted to a description and an evaluation of the perform- 

ance of a new transducer recently developed at the LPB- 0 
0 50            ~.00 

APR. TIME ( ms ) 

Figure 3. Force-time history of the lap-belt. A typical shape in Submarining Detection and case of submarining. 

Measurements: Existing Methods 
Direct methods 

Submarining in the event .of an impact can be 

characterized by two factors, the phenomenon itself, that is, 
Direct methods are distinguished from the indirect 

methods by their use of instrumentation specially developed 
passage of the pelvic webbing above the A.S.I.S., and its 

to measure submarining on an impact test dummy. Two 
extent or the amplitude of forces transmitted to the instrument systems exist, designed by Ford (5) and the 
abdomen. The existing methods were developed to LPB-APR (6)respectively. 
determine one or the other of these two factors. According The Ford instrument system consists of two series of 
to their respective definition and the means employed, they three transducers, equipped with strain gauges and mounted 
can be grouped in two categories: indirect methods and in parallel on each iliac wing (figure 4). This system, at 

direct methods, present proposed as an option on the pelvis of the Hybrid III 
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dummy (7) detects the presence of the lap-belt on the iliac ure shear stresses. This transducer, known as the A-Trans- 

spine. In the event of submarining, passage of the belt above ducer, was designed and developed following an experi- 

the iliac spine is characterized by a sudden drop in the mental study involving human subjects and the Hybrid II 
signals transmitted by the transducers. A typical response dummy. During the study, it was shown that a belt tension of 
for such an instrument system is shown in figure 5. The 4 kN would cause abdominal injuries of severity level corre- 
main disadvantage of this system is that it requires a major sponding to AIS = 3 in the test subjects. A comparison 
change in the shape of the iliac wings, due to the projecting 
shape of the transducers. This modification, located in a 

between cadaver and Hybrid II tests allowed this relation to 

pelvis region which can be qualified as critical in the subma- 
rining process, poses a problem of dummy biofidelity rela- 
tive to the anthropometric characteristics of the human pel- 
vis. Moreover, this instrumentation provides no information 
concerning the extent of submarining. 

i 

Figure 6. The A-Transducer developed by LPB-APR in 1979 (4) 
for the measurement of loads sustained by the abdomen during 
a submarining process. 

Figure 4. The 6-axis submarining indicator system developed 3 , 
by Daniel (5). Reproduced from reference (7). 

z             2~5 m 

HIDDLE SENSOR 

f ,,.. 0 0 
o -~.5 3 

INPUT LOAD ( kN ) 

I-- 
~ Figure 6a. Responses of A-Transducer as a function of the load 
n location in static compression tests. 

0 Fs : Force measured by the transducer 
Fa : Applied force 

o 5b        :too J.~o Fs 
TIME ( ms ) A ~P 

Figure 5. A typical response of the 6-axis submarining indica- 
tor in case of submarining. Reproduced from reference (7). 

The first tool allowing simultaneous detection and meas- 
urement of the forces transmitted to the abdomen by the belt 
in the event of submarining was developed by Leung in 
1979 (6). This tool consists of a cantilever beam attached at 
the level of the iliac crests, shaped so as to transfer forces 
coming from the lap-belt to an I-section (figure 6). This Figure 7. Force measured by the A-Transducer versus an ap- 
section is equipped with a sensing bridge designed to meas- plied force. 
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be transposed to the force measured by the A-Transducer unaffected by the load distribution. Figure 6a shows the 
(6). The transducer underwent numerous evaluation tests .transducer response obtained during static tests in which the 
both at the LPB-APR and in other laboratories in Europe point of application of a localized force is varied. The 
and the United States (8). The results of these tests are maximum scatter recorded is approximately +8%. 
outlined in the following section. However, dynamic evaluation of the transducer showed 

Advantages and Disadvantages of the inadequacies which can be summarized as follows. 
First, the transducer, due to its one±dimensional 

A-Transducer definition, measures only the force normal to its front 
The main advantage of the A-Transducer, apart from its surface, resulting in underestimation of the applied force 

low weight and simple design, is that it is virtually (figure 7). 

Before the impact Initial dummy motion 

Initial phase of the submarining During the submarining 

Figure 8. Behaviour of the A-Transducer during a submarining with a large pelvic motion. 
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Second, during violent submarining with major pelvic Instrumentation calibration and assembly should be as 

rotation, the lap-belt may slip above the transducers. In this simple as possible. 

case, the forces recorded are low. This particular behaviour The transducer’s position relative to the lateral axis of the 

is illustrated by figure 8 in which four successive stages of pelvis and its orientation should be defined to prevent any 
transducer orientation relative to the lap-belt are recorded, possible interaction between the shoulder belt and the trans- 
One observes that as pelvic rotation increases, the relative ducer’s sensing elements. 
angle 0 between the transducer and the belt increases, As for the A-Transducer, this new instrumentation con- 
resulting in loss of information concerning the force sists of 2 sensors, one on the right and one on the left. 
transmitted to the abdomen and a greater risk of lap-belt Finally, the transducer should be self-sufficient as a sub- 
passage behind the transducer. ¯ marining measurement and detection instrument. 

In some test configurations, and especially in the absence 
of submarining, it has been observed that the transducer The New APR Instrumentation: CAP- 
could record forces due to abdomen thrust or forces 
transmitted by the shoulder belt. This transducer behaviour SM2D 
is illustrated by figure 9. As shown in figure 10, this new instrumentation designed 

by CAD facilities consists of four elements, namely: 
400     - 

¯ An instrumented beam for force measurement in 

the A-P direction; 

~,, ¯ An instrumented beam for force measurement in 

2:~00 ~                          the I-S direction; 
¯ Fairing or a protective casing; 

"" ~ ¯ A support bracket. 

o< o 
- 

2 

3 
-:=00 

0 50     tO0 i50 
TZME ( ms ) 

Figure 9. Illustration of the sensitivity of the A-Transducer to                    4 
loads due to the abdominal foam compression in a test without 
submarining. 

Finally, the method of transducer attachment resulted in 
major manufacturing problems, since it required the 
addition of material to the standard Hybrid II pelvis to form 
bosses. The geometric deviations existing between different 
Hybrid II pelvises made this task even more difficult. 

By allowing for these inadequacies, a number of 
improvements were designed. These improvements led to Figure 10. CAP-SM2D--The new 2-axis transducer with its 

four components. 
the development of new instrumentation, the specifications 1. Beam for measurement of loads in A-P direction. 

for which are summarized below. 2. Beam for measurement of loads in I-S direction. 
3. Protecting cover. 

Specifications of the new instrumentation 4, Support bracket. 

This new instrumentation should allow measurement of The beam for A-P measurement operates according to 
forces transmitted to the abdomen during submarining, 

the same principle as the old A-Transducer, namely, a 
along two directions: anteroposterior (A-P) or inferior-su- 
perior (I-S). 

cantilever beam transferring input forces to an 1-section 

The instrumentation must be protected from abdominal 
where shear stresses are measured by strain gauges arranged 

compression by fairing, 
in a bridge configuration. The second beam is in the shape of 

To prevent any change in the shape of the dummy pelvis, a hook which does not aggress the belt. A gauge bridge 

the transducer mount shall be attached to the lumbar col- bonded close to the cantilever allows measurement of 

umn/pelvis interface, bending stresses. The measurement channels are calibrated 

The instrumentation must have good sensitivity to the on a tension-compression system with fixtures adapted for 

amplitude of submarining and should not detect any signal each beam. The calibration curves corresponding to the first 

in the absence of submarining, prototype built are shown in figure 11. 
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t000 standard Hybrid II pelvis. Moreover, the location and 

volume of the new transducers led us to design a new 

abdomen. The compatibility of transducer positioning with 

the abdomen certification requirements as per procedure 
~ " Part 572 remains to be verified. Figures 12 to 15 show 

500 o various aspects of CAP-SM2D design and its positioning 

~~ 
relative to the pelvis and the lumbar column of the Hybrid II 

p. dummy. 

o 250 
A-P AXTS 

,/~ .... 
I-S AXTS 

0 
o    .S 2.’5 a 

INPUT LOAD ( kN ) 

Figure 11. Responses of the CAP-SM2D transducer in a static 
calibration test. 

Figure 14. CAP-SM2D instrumentation with the modified Part 
572 abdomen and the standard Hybrid II pelvis. 

Figure 12. Positioning of CAP--SM2D transducer with respect 
to the Hybrid II lumbar spine assembly. 

Figure 15. Overview of the pelvis-abdomen assembly with the 
CAP-SM2D components, 

Evaluation of the Performance of the 
CAP-SM2D Instrumentation 

Following a static evaluation phase to assess its overall 
Figure 13. Overview of the positioning of CAP-SM2D 
transducers with respect to the Hybrid II lumbar spine-pelvis behaviour, the CAP-SM2D instrumentation was subjected 

assembly, to dynamic tests. This latter stage involved tests in frontal 

The fairing of the CAP-SM2D consists of an integral impact on a sled in which various seat-belt anchorage point 

light-alloy part. It includes the beam sensitive to forces in configurations were provided to obtain dummy movements 

the A-P direction, thus eliminating forces generated by with or without submarining. The test matrix corresponding 

abdomen thrust, and supports the second beam. The support to this evaluation phase is shown in table 2. The results 
bracket allows the transducer to be assembled on the obtained are summarized in table 3. 
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2. Test matrix used for the evaluation of the CAP-SM2D instrumentation--Frontal sled test configuration. 

Test N* Initial sled I)my position Seat-belt Occurence of submariuinE 

Velocity (ms) configuration Yes-No / R or L side 

8801 15.6 Front passenger 3 pts - auto~atlc Yes Right and left 

8802 15.0 Rear passenger .... No - 

8803 15.3 Rear passenger .... Yes Right 

8804 15.5 F~ont passenger .... Yes Right and left 

8805 15.6 Front passenger .... Yes Right and left 

8806 15.0 Driver .... No - 

8807 15.4 Driver .... Yes Right and left 

8808 14.? Rear passenger .... No - 

3. Main results obtained from sled tests involving the CAP-SM2D instrumentation. 

Max Pelvic Acceleration Lap-belt-load Load measure b~ CAP-SM2D 

Test N° Right Left 

Longitudinal Vertical Max Time A-P I-S A-P I-S 

(G) (G) (N) (ms) (N) (N) (H) (N) 

8801 15 29 5110 54 720 2830 870 1590 

8802 35 45 8250 88 40 40 30 50 

8803 27 32 7140 87 1530 60 60 110 

8804 19 31 6860 62 1280 1730 310 1980 

8805 18 31 6700 61 1230 1840 370 2070 

8806 25 25 6550 78 40 60 50 30 

8807 27 24 7220 80 290 220 700 430 

8808 32 34 6110 93 60 110 80 70 

conditions and test dummy the A.$.I.S. This latter instrumentation, developed exclu- 

instrumentation sively to facilitate analysis of CAP-SM2D performance, 

consists of strain gauges bonded to each lilac wing. To 
The tests shown in table 2 were performed with sled obtain the effect of a cantilever beam, a transverse cut ap- 

deceleration laws representing an impact at 56 km/h and a proximately 2 mm deep was made on each lilac wing. The 
Hybrid II dummy in the driver and passenger positions. The stresses transmitted by the belt are thus transferred to the 
dummy was instrumented for measurement of the following recess in which the gauges are located, as shown in figure 
parameters: 16. 

¯ Thorax acceleration (x,y,z); Detailed analysis of CAP-SM2D responses 
¯ Pelvis acceleration (x,y,z); 

¯ Forces due to submarining along 2 directions: A- The responses of this transducer versus time, obtained 
P and I-S; during a test involving especially violent submarining, are 

¯ Lap-belt tensioning force, illustrated in figure 17. The signals sent by the transducer 

Moreover, the dummy pelvis was equipped with addi- are here compared to the belt tensioning force and the force 

tional instrumentation to detect the presence of the belt on recorded by the right-hand iliac wing instrumentation 



respectively. Analysis of these parameters and cine- Between 0 ~nd 55 ms (milliseconds): The lap-belt is 
matographic data shows as follows, subjected to tension following initial pelvis translation. The 

AS1 $ compressive forces recorded by the iliac wing instrumenta- 
tion testify to the presence of the belt under the A.S.I.S. As 

G u t 
can be seen, no force is detected by the CAP-SM2D 
transducer. 

J ) ~.__ Between 56 and 65 ms: The submarining process starts. 
~G a u g e s The belt slides over the pelvis and approaches the critical 

~ 
threshold of the A.S.I.S.; this movement causes a major 
drop in force detected by the iliac wing gauges, by approx- 
imately 30%, as shown in figure 17. Submarining proper 
occurs at 65 ms. 

Between 66 and 86 ms: Following this critical motion, the 
belt penetrates the abdomen. The force transmitted by the 

.iliac wing gauges falls suddenly and is eliminated. The 
Figure 16. Additional instrumentation used to detect the pres- CAP-SM2D transducer detects the force transmitted to the ence of the belt on the A.S.I.S. during the evaluation tests of 
CAP-SM2D. abdomen by the belt in the A-P direction. 
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66ms I z ~ ~ 102ms I z 

v 
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0 :tOO 200 0 :tOO 200 

~             4 
CAP-SH2D: LEFT A-P LOAD 

2                                       CAP-SH2D: RIGHT A-P LOAD 

~ Z 

< 0 --J 0 _L.,4, ,, o .j 0 :tOO 200 0 :tOO 200 

2    CAP-SH2D: LEFT I-S LOAD                                 CAP-SN2D: RIGHT T--S LOAD 

-- I I,#1\ "" i I z I =I1\ z I i/It 
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I I il i 
<           I      b                                  ~ o                    "" 
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Figure 17. Responses of respectively left and right CAP-SM2D transducers obtained from a 15.5 m/s sled test, where a violent 
submarining was simulated. 
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Figure 18. Responses of respectively left and right CAP--SM2D transducers obtained from a 15 m/s sled test, without submarining. 

Between 87 and 102 ms: As submarining causes pelvis mentation. To meet this requirement, the LPB-APR has 

rotation around its lateral axis, the belt slips on the trans- developed, on the basis of the old transducer known as the 

ducer, while subjecting the beam to A-P force, and subse- A-Transducer, a new instrumentation with four force 

quently bears against the second beam sensitive to forces in measurement channels, namely two 2-dimensional 

the I-S direction, transducers on the right and left respectively. This easy-to- 
In the present case, the forces recorded by CAP-SM2D use instrument known as CAP-SM2D was especially 

are 310 N along A-P and 2000 N along I-S respectively, designed for easy mounting on the standard pelvis of the 

CAP-SM2D behavior in the absence of 
Hybrid II dummy. The evaluation tests performed on this 
system up until now have given good results in both the 

submarining presence and absence of submarining. This instrumentation 

The CAP-SM2D transducer was also evaluated in frontal also showed its ability to measure forces up to more than 

impact tests in the absence of submarining. The object of 2000 N in the I-S direction. 

these tests was to check whether the improvements made to The development of CAP,SM2D, due to the volume it 

this instrumentation by comparison with the previous in- occupies, led us to modify the abdomen of the Hybrid II 
strumentation, namely, protection from interfering forces dummy. Various prototypes of this modified abdomen were 
due to the thoracic belt or abdominal compression, are satis- produced. Static compression tests are at present in 
factory. Figure 18 shows the CAP-SM2D responses ob- progress. In addition to evaluation of the prototypes, these 
tained during this evaluation. As can be seen, the new in- tests should make it possible to verify the compatibility of 
strumentation performs quite satisfactorily, the new instrumentation’s position relative to the specifi- 

cations of procedure Part 572 for abdomen calibration. 
Summary and Conclusions The study described in this paper represented a stage in 

The study of a phenomenon as complex as submarining in the development of instrumentation for submarining 

R&D type tests involving dummies has hitherto proved measurement. Two tasks, both as important as the first one, 

difficult to the lack of sufficiently sophisticated instru- still remain to be performed. One task is to adapt this 
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instrumentation to the Hybrid III dummy, while the other (4) Y.C. Leung, C. Tarri~re, A. Fayon, P. Mairesse and P. 
task is to define a biomechanical criterion for protection. Banzet, "An Anti-Submarining Scale Determined from 
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Human Cadaver Patella-Femur-Pelvis Injury Due to Dynamic Frontal Impact to 
¯ J the Patella 

Richard M. Morgan, Rolf H. Eppinger, Introduction 
Jeffrey H. Marcus, Relative to patella-femur-pelvis injury, a body of 
U.S. DOT/NHTSA research (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)* suggests that a reasonable femur 

~ injury criterion to prevent bone damage is to limit the axial 
Abstract ¯ 

compressive load to less than 10.0 kN (2250 pounds). Viano 

This study examined 126 unembalmed cadaver (7) suggested an 8.9 kN (2000 pounds) femur load be 

experiments in which the lower extremities are dynamically considered as a static portion of the criterion and that higher 

loaded. The injury data associated with the 126 cadaver leg loads be allowed for cases where the duration of the femur 

impacts were examined to determine how well the existing force is less than 20 msec. In other words, Viano defined a 

femur injury criteria separate these specific cases. Most of permissible knee force as: 

the injuries were fractures although there were some Fmaxfemur(kN)=23.14_0.71 TpulsewhenTpu~se<20msec 
traumas to ligaments and muscles. Statistical analysis was Fmax femur(kN) -- 8.90 when Tpu~se > = 20 
done on the 126 cadaver leg tests to associate injury (AIS msec 

.... number or injury/non-injury) with engineering parameters Many of the data used in reference 7 are pendulum 
and anthropometric measurements recorded from the tests. 

impacts to the patella-femur-pelvis complex. 
An analysis based on a 10 kN (2250 pound) applied femur 

Several investigators of impacts to the lower extremities 
force did a reasonable job of separating injury from non- 

of unembalmed human cadavers suggested that force alone 
injury. The 10 kN applied femur force point is estimated to 

may not be sufficient to always separate injury from non- 
represent a 35% probability level of injury. A model did a 

injury (3, 5, 8). In 1983, Leung et al. (8) presented the results 
better job of separating injury from non-injury for this data 

of 16 Cadaver tests performed in a vehicle body mounted on 
sample. The model separates injury by using both the 

a sled. A formulation similar to the Viano criterion was 
maximum applied femur force and the rise time of that 

found to separate injury from non-injury. The tolerance to 
force, i.e., the time from initiation of force to when the 

maximum force occurs. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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fractures was found to depend on the cadaveric subject’s in different experimental programs and storing the 

bone condition. Cooke and Nagel (3) said the severity of information in one central repository. Currently, the total 

trauma produced depended on both the peak forces gener- data bank holds the records of 599 human cadaver, 343 

ated and the impact energy absorbed. Melvin et al. also human volunteer, and 1370 dummy dynamic impacts 

observed that--for distal fractures of the femur and pa- conducted over 15 years from 1975 to 1989. The test type of 

tella--the peak axial force is not an adequate indicator of the entire data bank ranges from component to whole body 

potential fracture and the kinetic energy level associated 
sled to vehicle crash tests while the impact direction varies 

with the impact must be considered as well. They suggested 
mostly from anterior-posterior to medial-lateral. The 

peak force could be used in conjunction with the impulse-- 
experimental data (accelerometers, force, deflection, etc.) 

where the assumption is the kinetic energy level can be 
time histories are preserved on magnetic tape and read into 

inferred from the transferred momentum. Melvin et al. ob- 
the computer when needed for analysis. The files for the 
human cadaver tests include the necropsy record for each 

served their fractures typically exhibited a single "sharp" tests and Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) values as per the 
load peak as shown in figure 1 and non-fractures exhibited a 1980 manual for each observed lesion (9). 
"double peaked" wave form. The tests selected for this study were dynamic frontal 

impacts to the patella of an unembalmed human cadaver. 
Fracture Data Trace                  These tests were from four agency-sponsored studies. (10, 

11, 12, 13, 14)~ and from two studies in the literature (8, 15). 
The impacting device was either a pendulum or sled (details 
to follow). 

Processing of data traces 
The purpose of this section is to discuss four aspects of 

electronic data processing: type of transducers used, fre- 
quency content of data, quality screening, and the ap- 
proaches taken to calculate the time duration of the force. 

The analyses to be performed used electronic time histo- 

ries collected during each test. These data include accelera- 
tion measured at the pelvis and the external force applied at 

~J, ~ the patella. 
Every effort was made to use data which had SAE Class 

1000 data specifications. The SAE recommended filter for 
the femur is Class 600. To the eyes of at least one of the 

Subfract~ure Dat~a Trace authors, many of the SAE Class 600 femur force traces 

appeared "spiky" and looked like the "raw" traces (the 
SAE Class 1000 traces). Consequently, he won the argu- 
ment; and all femur force data are processed with a Class 
180 filter. 

All data traces were screened for quality by: (1) checking 

to see if all specification data was correct and complete and 
(2) looking for traces that imply disagreement with physical 
principles, e.g. seeing if integration of the sled acceleration 
gave a value many times greater than the recorded sled 
velocity (in which cases the sled acceleration is suspect). 

Many investigators in the literature (e.g., references 5, 7, 
8, 12, 13, 14, and 17) found it beneficial to employ the 

primary pulse duration of the patella applied force (Tpulse) 
while investigating femur injury. The method used to deter- 
mine the primary pulse duration appears to vary from study 

Figure 1. Comparison of fracture/subfracture data traces (ref- to study. To determine the primary pulse duration, Leung et 
erence 5). al. (8) used an algorithm in which the impulse (integral of 

Procedure the applied femur force) is divided by the peak force as 
shown in figure 2. Leung et al. termed the impulse divided 

The majority of the information used in this study is a 
subset taken from the National Highway Traffic Safety 

by the maximum applied femur force (I/Fmax) as the "con- 

Administration’s (NHTSA)Biomechanics Data Base. Over 
ventional pulse duration." In other words, Leung et al. 

the past nine years, the agency has been systematically 
collecting the data from the biomechanical tests performed , References 13 and 14 cover the same experiments. 
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created a rectangle: (1)of height Fmax, (2)of width equal to The rise time--see figure d is defined simply as the 
the "conventional pulse duration," and (3) of area equal to difference of the time of maximum femur force and the time 

the area under the applied femur force curve. The "conven- at 1/8th of the peak force (following initiation of impact). 
tional pulse duration" is sensitive to the shape of the applied 

Force 
femur force curve. Donnelly et al. (12) used a primary pulse 

Maximum duration algorithm in which the peak is first determined; Force 

and then the times--to the left side and right side of the peak 
force--at Vsth of the peak are determined. In the present 

study, the primary pulse duration is determined as the differ- 
ence of the two times at V8th of the peak force as shown in 

figure 3.2 This primary pulse duration definition (1/sth) is 
sensitive to double peaks in the applied force curves. This 
aspect of our definition of primary pulse duration shall be 
discussed later in an examination of experiments conducted !/8 of 

Maximum / .............. at the University of California at San Diego. Foree 

Force 
Time 

Fmax                              Rise Time Figure 4. Definition of rise time using the difference between 
the time of maximum applied femur force and the time at 1/sth of 
the peak force. 

The impulse, I, is the integration of the femur force from 
time of initiation of impact to time of completion of the 
applied femur force. 

Description. of experimental setups 

The experimental setup of the first of two cadaver sled 

~ ~ test studies conducted at Wayne State University (10) is 
t, ~ Time shown in figure 5. The thoracic region was restrained by a 

t2 - tq = ~ Fdt nonventing air bag on a nonstroking column. The lower 

Fmax 
extremities were restrained by aluminum hexcel pads. Be- 
hind each separate aluminum hexcel pad was a uniaxial load 

Figure 2. Definition of pulse duration using maximum femur cell which measured the force interaction with the patella force and integral of femur force. 
(denoted as applied femur force herein). There was no inter- 

Force nal load cell in the femoral shaft of the cadavers but 

Maximum 
Force                       -. 

NONVENTING 

AI~BAG 
NONSTIlOKING COLUMN 

/ 

UNIAXIAL 

,1,/8 of 
/LOAD CELL ~,aximum 

Time 
Pulse Duration 

ALUMINUM 
Figure 3. Definition of pulse duration using time at 1/sth of max- HEXCEL PAD 
imum applied femur force, 

z We chose this specific value (~/s) because the Vsth force value seemed to make the 

primary pulse duration unduly short in some cases. For the present data set, our 

computer algorithm was still robu st when the two time marks were determined by Vah 

of the peak applied force. If the fraction is chosen slightly below %th, the algorithm Figure 5. Experimental setup used in reference 10 at Wayne 
begins to fail, i.e., begins to choose the last data point as one of the time marks. State University. 
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there was a triaxial accelerometer mounted at the sacrum. A 1. The cadaver experiments in the sled body of figure 5 are 

summary of the cadaver pendulum and sled tests is in table identified in tables 1 by a Test Number beginning with the 

letter ’A’. 

Table 1. Summary of cadaver data. 

Test Test Mass Aqe Stature Applied Applied Time Applied Pelvis Pelvis Time AIS AIS Delta 
llumber Type Femur Femar Period Femur Ace Ueloeity Period 

Force Impulse 12.5% Rise Resultant 12.5% 
Time 

(kq) (yrs)(era) (kN) (kll*see) (mees)(reseed) (q’s) ikm/hr) (msees) 

WAYNE STATE UMIVE~SITY (Figure 4 and Ref. I0) 

A81022 BAG 72.7 66 170.2 7.94 0.194 45 33.1 61.1 72 65.0 0 0 47 

A81122 BAG 72.7 66 170.2 8.68 0.207 46.3 33.8 61.1 72 65.0 0 0 47 
A81026 BAG 50 54 152.4 5.45 0.119 38.8 i0 66.3 89 78.0 0 0 47 
A81126 BAG 50 54 152.4 4.25 0.100 36.9 2.5 66.3 89 78.0 0 0 47 
A81032 BAG 96.3 56 185.4 10.22 0.236 37.5 10.6 114 80 68.0 0 0 47 

A81132 BAG 96.3 56 185.4 10.40 0.175 29.4 8.8 114 80 68.0 0 0 47 
A81035 BAG 74.0 63 180.3 12.28 0.211 24.4 9.4 150.9 116 60.0 0 0 49 
A81135 BAG 74.0 63 180.3 11.67 0.186 23.1 I0 150.9 116 60.0 0 0 49 
A82038 BAG 83.1 68 175.3 Ii.00 0.271 35 9.4 124.3 109 50.0 0 0 48 
A82138 BAG 83.1 68 175.3 10.37 0.245 34.4 11.3 124.3 109 50.0 0 0 48 
A82039 BAG 60 67 175.3 9.18 0.139 21.3 6.3 187.9 89 47.0 0 0 48 
A82139 BAG 60 67 175.3 8.18 0.138 23.1 10 187.9 89 47.0 0 0 48 

A82040 BAG 87.7 61 167.6 7.08 0.193 38.5 5.5 81.3 71 60.0 0 0 48 
A82140 BAG 87.7 61 167.6 6.86 0.162 37.5 6 81.3 71 60.0 0 0 48 
A82041 BAG 60.9 66 177.8 8.85 0.217 40.5 6 102.9 90 61.0 0 0 48 
A82141 BAG 60.9 66 177.8 7.63 0.192 39.5 7 102.9 90 61.0 0 0 48 

WAYNE STATE UMIVEIL~ITY (Figure 5 and Ref. ii) 

W83015 100 67.2 46 162.6 BA BA BA BA 78.2 64 55.0 0 0 46 
W83115 100 67.2 46 162.6 6.94 0.121 28.5 I0 78.2 64 55.0 0 0 46 
W83016 100 80.9 60 175.3 9.08 0.234 48 ii 65.1 60 34.0 0 0 47 
W83116 100 80.9 60 175.3 8.23 0.178 43 12 65.1 60 34.0 0 0 47 
W83018 100 60 21 170.2 9.35 0.262 52.5 12 NA BA MA 0 0 47 
W83118 I00 60 21 170.2 9.16 0.198 26 12.5 BA BA NA 0 0 47 
W83019 LI(B 56.3 65 167.6 6.31 0.121 33.5 17.5 57.6 63 45.5 0 0 43 
W83119 LI(B 56.3 65 167.6 MA BA BA NA 57.6 63 45.5 0 0 43 
W83020 100 95.9 29 175.3 9.75 0.316 62 II 68.4 68 66.0 0 0 50 
W83120 100 . 95.9 29 175.3 10.97 0.416 78 20 68.4 68 66.0 0 0 50 
W83021 60 51.3 56 152.4 10.42 0.222 29.5 15 105.8 77 26.0 0 0 47 
W83121 60 51.3 56 152.4 5.94 0.104 24 11.5 105.8 77 26.0 0 0 47 
W84023 60h 70.4 63 172.7 10.60 0.222 21.5 13.5 64.1 82 82.0 0 0 45 
W84123 60h 70.4 63 172.7 7.86 0.183 39 11.5 64.1 82 82.0 0 0 45 
W84024 60h 80.4 58 162.6 10.08 0.251 32.5 5.5 81.1 77 66.0 3 2 45 
W84124 60h 80.4 58 162.6 9.27 0.210 18.5 9.5 81.1 77 66.0 3 0 45 
W84025 60h 74.5 58 172.7 10.09 0.234 43 9.5 81.4 71 48.5 0 0 47 
W84125 60h ̄ 74.5 58 172.7 12.25 0.251 48 13.5 81.4 71 48.5 0 0 47 
W84026 60h 52.2 63 175.3 8.21 0.157 20 10.5 158.2 84 29.5 0 0 53 
W84126 60h 52.2 63 175.3 10.33 0.210 19.5 I0 158.2 84 29.5 0 0 53 
W85027 SLII 73.1 61 170.2 14.02 0.287 22.5 9.5 132.1 80 19.5 0 0 51 
W85127 SLI{ 73.1 61 170.2 11.26 0.307 43 9.5 132.1 80 19.5 0 0 51 
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Table 1. Summary of cadaver data. 

Test Test Mass Age Stature Applied Applied Ti~e Applied Pelvis Pelvis Ti~e AIS AIS Delta 
Number Type Femtr Femtr Period Femur Acc Velocity Period i 2 V 

Force I~pulse 12.51 Rise Resultant 12.51 
Ti~e 

(kq) (yrs) (cm) (~N) 0G’see) (~secs)(~secs) (g’s) ()~/hr) (mecs) (]~/IE) 

CALSPAN COPa~ORATION (Figure 6 and Ref. 12 and 13) 

C84025 PDrR 85.4 55 182.9 NA NA NA NA 69 13 8.0 0 0 14 
C84125 PE~R 85.4 55 182.9 NA NA NA NA 73 14 i0.0 0 0 14 
C84029 PE~R 68.6 71 170.2 9.33 0.057 12 1.1 195 16 9.0 0 0 14 
C84129 PE~R 68.6 71 170.2 7.02 0.055 14 3.2 147 23 7.0 3 2 15 
C84030 PEI~R 84.0 66 175.3 18.66 0.077 6 1.2 189 31 8.0 2 0 28 
¢84130 PE~ 84.0 66 175.3 18.13 0.107 12 3.1 248 26 9.0 2 0 27 
¢84031 PENR 73.1 57 170.2 14.06 0.089 12 3.8 255 37 8.0 2 0 26 
C84131 PEI~ 73.1 57 170.2 13.29 0.082 11 3.4 258 48 9.0 2 0 27 

C84032 PEI~ 57.2 60 165.1 8.55 0.063 11 1.7 203 37 8.0 3 2 27 
¢84132 PEI~ 57.2 60 165.1 7.73 0.062 14 3 205 27 6.0 2 0 27 

C84033 PE~ 59.5 70 170.2 9.40 0.070 12 4.3 163 31 6.0 3 2 27 

C84133 PEIfR 59.5 70 170.2 7.91 0.070 15 5 142 31 7.0 2 0 27 
C84034 PElfR 64.0 55 180.3 21.06 0.125 II 1.2 219 31 8.0 2 2 28 
C84134 PE~R 64.0 55 180.3 19.68 0.143 18 1.8 135 19 5.0 3 0 28 
C84035 PE~R 68.1 69 175.3 11.39 0.081 i0 3.2 186 29 10.0 3 2 28 
C84135 PE~R 68.1 69 175.3 15.13 0.098 ii 2.5 233 31 5.0 2 2 28 
C84036 PEeP 72.7 61 175.3 17.18 0.081 9 3.3 213 34 I0.0 2 2 28 
C84136 PE]IP 72.7 61 175.3 10.89 0.089 20 5.4 155 27 " 6.0 2 2 28 
C85037 PDIP 46.8 57 157.5 9.34 0.076 19 6.2 120 43 40.0 2 2 28 
C85137 PEeP 46.8 57 157.5 8.99 0.071 14 5 140 35 20.0 3 2 28 
C85038 PDIP 44.0 49 157.5 NA NA NA MA 109 26 6.0 3 0 28 
C85138 PEI~P 44.0 49 157.5 NA NA NA NA 129 24 6.0 2 0 28 
C85039 PEIfP 70.4 65 167.6 NA NA MA NA 120 32 14.0 0 0 28 
C85139 PEeP 70.4 65 167.6 NA MA MA MA 123 31 13.O 0 0 28 
C85040 PEeP 84.0 66 185.4 NA MA NA MA 333 56 14.0 3 2 40 
C85140 PEeP 84.0 66 185.4 -MA MA MA MA 249 40 9.0 3 2 40 
C85041 PEIfP 79.5 62 182.9 10.01 0.072 28 2.8 235 31 7.0 3 3 40 
C85141 PEI{P 79.5 62 182.9 14.19 0.102 16 2.8 304 43 5.0 3 3 43 
C85042 PEB’P 86.3 60 172.7 11.60 0.107 37 2.9 329 51 7.0 3 3 40 
C85142 PDIP 86.3 60 172.7 11.88 0.068 14 2.5 311 47 8.0 3 3 40 
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Table 1. Summary of cadaver data. 

Test Test Mass Age Stature Applied Applied Time Applied Pelvis Pelvis Ti~e AIS AIS Delta 
Nunber Type Femur Fear Period Fenur Acc Velocity Period 1 2 V 

Force Impulse 12.5% Rise Resultant 12.5% 

Ti~e 
(kq) (yrs)(c~) (~) (k~*sec) (~secs)(~secs) (q’s) (}~/~r) (~ecs) (~/~r) 

UNIVEI~ITY OF CALIFO]~IiIAAT SAIl DIEGO (Figure 7 and Ref, 14) 

$85020 SW 54.5 79 170.2 0.93 0.027 47.3 7.5 14.2 35 85.0 0 0 25 
$85120 SW 54.5 79 170.2 2.13 0.140 104.6 22.7 14.2 35 73.0 0 0 25 
$85022 SW 78.6 74 185.4 2.51 0.102 74.1 22.4 18,9 37 89.0 0 0 23 
$85122 SW 78.6 74 185.4 2,70 0,124 81 25.4 18.9 37 89.0 0 0 23 
$85023 SW 77.2 68 172.7 3,25 0.110 73 17.6 23;5 39 78.0 0 0 24 
$85123 SW 77.2 68 172.7 2.69 0.110 73.6 17.4 23.5 39 78.0 0 0 24 
$85024 SW 70.4 75 177.8 3.22 0.127 47 18.7 30.9 49 75.0 0 0 34 
$85124 SW 70,4 75 177.8 2.37 0.081 58.5 ii 30.9 49 75.0 0 0 34 
$86001 SW 58.1 74 175.3 7.24 0.329 62.9 38.9 37.3 58 73,0 0 0 40 
$86101 SW 58,1 74 175,3 4.11 0.117 34.5 13.3 37.3 58 40,3 0 0 40 
$86002 SW 53.1 60 152.4 8.63 0.242 57.4 37.9 71.3 53 40,3 0 0 46 
$86003 SW 66.8 71 167.6 NA NA NA NA 37.3 64 72.0 0 0 44 
$86103 SW 66.8 71 167.6 NA NA NA NA 37.3 64 72.0 2 0 44 
$86004 SW 59.0 56 172.7 2.09 0.084 65.6 11.5 45.3 64 76.2 0 0 44 
$86104 SW 59.0 56 172.7 6.66 0.223 74.7 27.1 45.3 64 76.0 0 0 44 
$86005 SW 76.3 72 177.8 4.91 0.262 78.4 14,5 31,9 64 72.0 0 0 43 
$86105 SW 76.3 72 177.8 4.56 0.201 67,3 30.I 31.9 64 72.0 0 0 43 
$86007 SW 57.2 54 172.7 6.79 0.265 73.6 44.6 80.5 60 68.0 0 0 44 
$86107 SW 57.2 54 172.7 4.18 0.047 13.6 2.3 80.5 60 68.0 0 0 44 
$86008 SW 68.1 62 177.8 6.39 0.262 58.3 22.3 NA NA NA 0 0 44 
$86108 SW 68.1 62 177.8 2.26 0.061 27.6 15.4 NA NA NA 0 0 44 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (Figure 8 and Ref. 15) 

M80018 S 77.2 75 177.8 12.99 0.076 7.2 1.9 243.2 45 11.3 3 3 30 
N80118 S 77.2 75 177.8 21.70 0.171 17.8 4.4 243.2 45 11.3 3 3 30 
M80020 S 86.8 49 188.0 18.21 0.157 12.6 2.4 350 87 12.8 3 3 34 
N80120 S 86.8 49 188.0 21.73 0.196 14.3 6.6 350 87 12.8 3 3 34 
M80021 S 83.1 79 ~ 20.75 0.157 15.4 4.5 144.7 31 9.9 3 3 33 
M80121 S 83.1 79 NA 18.84 0.152 12.8 5.9 144.7 31 9.9 3 2 33 
N80022 S 46.8 58 157.5 6.35 0.131 31.5 10.5 67.8 27 17.8 0 0 34 
M80122 S 46.8 58 157.5 8.60 0.154 25.6 10.5 67.8 27 17.8 0 0 34 
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Table1. Summary ofcadaverdata. 

Test Test Mass Age Stature Applied Applied Ti~e Applied Pelvis Pelvis Ti~e AIS AIS Delta 
Number Type Femur Fame Period Feme Acc Velocity Period 1 2 V 

Force Impulse 12.5% Rise Resultant 12.5% 
Ti~e 

(kg) (yrs) (cl) (kli) (kll*sec) (lsecs)(=secs) (g’s) (~/hr) (=secs) (kli/br) 
=============================================================================================================== 

PEUGEOT-I~IAULT ASSOCIATION (FIhtlICE) (Figure 9 and Ref. 8) 

F0224 3PT 40 34 160.0 1’26 0.007 II 8.8 53.6 71 70.0 0 0 51 
F1224 3PT 40 34 160.0 2.97 0.012 7.5 3.1 53.6 71 70.0 0 0 51 
F0231 3PT 60.9 60 165.1 6.09 0.103 41.7 3.4 111.3 84 49.0 0 0 51 
F1231 3PT 60.9 60 165.1 2.41 0.036 29.8 5.5 111.3 84 49.0 0 0 51 
F0232 3PT 49.0 57 162.6 7.15 0.118 31.2 6.5 117.8 100 50.0 0 0 51 
F1232 3PT 49.0 57 162.6 3.30 0.021 11.7 2.8 117.8 100 50,0 0 0 51 
F0254 3PT 51.8 63 162.6 6.00 0.060 11.6 5.6 97.5 80 47.0 0 0 42 
F1254 3PT 51.8 63 162.6 6.91 0.064 15.1 4.5 97.5 80 47.0 0 0 42 
F0255 3PT 55.9 68 165.1 8.09 0.154 28.4 8.2 87.2 74 56.0 0 0 51 
F1255 3PT 55.9 68 165.1 7.28 0.100 28.6 8.4 87.2 74 56.0 0 0 51 
F0257 3PT 51.8 42 154.9 2.28 0.014 9.6 3.3 65.4 64 61.0 0 0 68 
F1257 3PT 51.8 42 154.9 3.16 0.030 21.7 6.1 65.4 64 61.0 0 0 68 
F0258 3PT 64.0 42 165.1 7.45 0.142 36.6 3.4 136.6 61 29.0 0 0 64 
F1258 3PT 64.0 42 165.1 5.68 0.088 25.2 3.4 136.6 61 29.0 0 0 64 
F0267 3PT 70.9 68 165.1 8.12 0.169 45.4 7.7 79.3 64 39.0 0 0 60 
F1267 3PT 70.9 68 165.1 5.39 0.073 21.7 5.3 79.3 64 39.0 0 0 60 
F1268 3PT 65.9 62 172.7 5.50 0.100 35.9 7 90.2 89 72.0 0 0 68 
F0276 3PT 81.8 55 180.3 7.80 0.146 43.9 6.3 86.9 89 52.0 0 0 64 
F1276 3PT 81.8 55 180.3 5.42 0.071 24.8 6 86.9 89 52.0 0 0 64 
F0277 3PT 50 52 165.1 3.64 0.036 24.8 4.4 97.5 90 53.0 0 0 68 
F1277 3PT 50 52 165.1 2.49 0.022 19.1 7.6 97.5 90 53.0 0 0 68 
F0280 2PT 77.7 62 175,3 12,53 0.391 66.8 7.8 84.2 93 65.0 3 2 69 
F1280 2PT 77.7 62 175.3 10.60 0.174 25.2 5.4 84.2 93 65.0 2 0 69 
F0281 2P~ 63.1 73 165.1 7.73 0.164 39 6.1 151.2 103 57.0 3 2 66 
F1281 2PT 63.1 73 165.1 9.10 0.196 51.6 7.7 151.2 103 57.0 2 0 66 
F0294 2PT 69.0 71 165.1 11.26 0.182 34.4 3.8 164.9 113 52.0 3 0 69 
F1294 2PT 69.0 71 165.1 11.56 0.347 69.3 10.6 164.9 113 52.0 0 0 69 
F0296 2PT 68.1 55 170.2 NA ~A NA ~A 120.1 74 40.0 0 0 64 
F1296 2PT 68.1 55 170.2 l~A IiA I~A ~A 120.1 74 40.0 3 3 64 

Bag = Sled test with non-venting bag 
100 = lO0-deg knee angle nm at 22g’s 
LKB = Low knee belster at 100-de~ a~le 

60 = 60-deg knee angle run at 22g’s 
60h = 60-deg knee angle run at 35q’s 

PEMR = Pendulu~ Rigid 
PEMP = Pendultm Padded 

SW = Energy absorbing steering wheel 
S = Sled with harness and adjustable knee ill)act surface 

2PT = Sled with vehicle body and 2 point belt 
3PT = Sled with vehicle body and 3 point belt 
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The experimental setup of the second set of Wayne State The UCSD sled tests are denoted by the letter’S’ in table 1. 

University cadaver sled tests (11) is illustrated in figure 6. The UCSD data in table 1 exhibits great differences in the 

The upper torso was restrained by a 2-point belt and each primary pulse duration for similar test conditions. This vari- 

separate lower extremities hit a separate energy-absorbing ation is caused by the fact our primary pulse duration some- 

knee bolster. Behind each distinct knee bolster was a 2-axis times spans single and sometimes multiple peaks. 

load cell whose output could be resolved into a resultant 
applied femur force. Each cadaver had a triaxial acceler~ 

~ 
ometer mounted on the sacrum. The experiments in the sled 
body of figure 6 are identified in table 1 by a Test Number                                 ~ 

beginning with the letter ’W.’ 

FEMUR 
LOAD CELL 

BOLSTER 
LOAD CELL 

Figure 8. Experimental setup used in reference 14 at the Uni- 

Figure 6. Experimental setup used in reference 11 at Wayne 
versity of California at San Diego. 

State University. 
In 1980, four unembalmed cadaver sled tests were per- 

At Calspan, each cadaver leg was separately impacted--- formed at the University of Michigan (15) where the seated 

as illustrated in figure 7---on the patella by a flat face pen- subject slid forward during sled deceleration and the patella 

dulum (12, 13). Each leg was struck separately in the pen- hit an impact surface. The test configuration is illustrated in 

dulum experiments; unlike the sled trials in which both legs figure 9. Behind the surface were two load cells, each in line 

were loaded simultaneously. The applied femur load was with a right or left leg respectively. The first test had 2.54- 

determined from an accelerometer mounted on the pen- cm of Ensolite. The second test had 5.08-cm of Ensolite. 

dulum. The cadavers had a triaxial accelerometer package The third: 2.54-cm of Ensolite backed by 2.54-cm of poly- 

on the sacrum. The pendulum experiments are denoted by styrene foam. The fourth: 2.54-cm of Ensolite backed by 

the letter ’C’ in table 1. 5.08-cm of polystyrene foam. The cadavers had a triaxial 
accelerometer on the sacrum. The University of Michigan 

CENTERLINE OF IMPACTOR 
¯ | IN LINE wrl~ I~MUR sled tests are indicated by the letter ’M’ in table 1. 

IMPACTOR 

[ ~ FACE 

Adjustable Knee 
Impact Surface 

Figure,. 
Experimental setup used in reference 12 at Calspan ~__~~1~~ 

Corporation. 

The cadaver sled tests performed at the University of ] \ 
California at San Diego (UCSD) (14) were conducted in a 
sled buck--shown in figure 8--which is based on a 1983 

Figure 9. Experimental setup used in reference 15 at the uni- 
Chevrolet Citation. Each lower extremity of the "unre- versity of Michigan. 
strained" occupant was controlled separately by deform- 
able blocks of semirigid polyurethane foam. Behind both The tests in reference 8 were sled tests with a European 

the right and left foam block were three uniaxial load cells car model and 2-point and 3-point belted unembalmed ca- 

from which a resultant applied femur load was computed, davers. The cadavers were positioned in the front seat pas~ 

The cadavers had a pelvic triaxial accelerometer mount, senger position as shown in figure 10. A plain rigid disk 
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covered with 2.5-cm of polyurethane was positioned in six of six legs were injured. These injuries could be charac- 
front of each separate leg. A separate measurement device terized as multiple fractures all around the patella and distal 
was positioned behind each "knee bolster" disk to measure femur region with some muscle lacerations. 
the normal component of the impact load. In this way, In the 24- to 40-km/hr initial velocity sled tests conducted 
independent applied force loads for each leg were obtained, at the University of California at San Diego---see figure 8-- 
The cadavers had a triaxial accelerometer on the pelvis. The only one out of 21 legs were injured. This single injury was a 
Peugeot-Renault Association sled tests are indicated by the deep laceration of the skin over the knee. 
letter "F" in table 1. For the sled tests conducted at the University of Michi- 

gan-see figure 9--six out of eight cadaver legs were in- 
jured. The injuries could be loosely described as more than 
one fracture located at one or more of the patella, femur 
condyles, femur shaft, or femur head. 

For the sled tests of reference 8--shown in figure 10~six 
out of 29 cadaver legs were injured. The injuries could be 
described as fractures to the patella or femur condyles with 
one femur neck fracture. 

~ summary, while pendulum tests account for only 24% In 
Knee Impact Targets of the experiments, they represent 63% of the injuries. In 

Figure 10. Experimental setup used in reference 8 at the addition, the Table 1 data sample does not possess a solitary 
Peugeot-Renau.lt Association. femoral shaft fracture without injury to the patella or fem- 

oral condyles, which solitary type of injury is reported in 
As discussed in the section above, every effort was made real world collisions (18). It appears the table 1 data sample 

to examine the experiments for quality of data. For example, is more representative of the kind of injury which occurs 
the integral of the applied femur force was checked against when the knee impacts stiff, unyielding structures. 
an approximate change of momentum. However, there is no 
guarantee the cadaveric femur shaft was always aligned Analysis of patella-femur-pelvis injuries 
with the pertinent load cell axis all the time in all these Figure 11 is a graph of injury/non-injury versus max- 
variegated experiments. In addition, different instruments imum applied femur force. There is a region of lower values 
were used at the various laboratories to determine the ap- of force for which there are no lower extremity injuries. 
plied force. For the force curves which passed the quality Next, there is a relative long transition region in which both 
control check and were used in this paper, the assumption is injuries and non-injuries are observed. Lastly, non-injuries 
made that the variation due to femur-load-cell alignment disappear for the higher force values. So, maximum applied 
and due to data collec~tion differences is less than the varia- femur force alone is not a perfect injury index--i.e., there is 
tion in the response of the biological specimens, an overlap of some 54% of the data points in a transition 

Summary of injuries produced in laboratory region. A probability of injury--based on applied femur 

experiments force as the lone independent variable--was developed 
using a Weibull distribution and the Maximum Likelihood 

The first and second highest AIS numbers--for the lower Method and is presented in figure 12 (19, 20). A force value 
extremity injuries of the 126 cadaver leg impact tests are of 10 kN (2250 pounds) appears to be at the 35% level of 
found in table 1. A detailed written description of all the injury risk. 
lower extremity injuries resulting from the 126 cadaver leg 
impacts is in appendix A. 

The 16 cadaver legs--impacted in the sled shown in 
figure 5--were not injured. 

Twenty of the 22 cadaver legs impacted in the sled shown 
in figure 6 were also not injured. One subject received 
multiple fractures at the distal end of both femur. 

For the Calspan pendulum tests depicted in figure 7, 25 
out of 30 lower extremities were injured. When the rigid r~o Injury Transition Always Injured 

Zone 
face pendulum initial velocity was nominally 14.5-kmlhr, 
three legs were uninjured and one had ligament tears at the 
knee joint. For a pendulum (rigid and padded faces depend- 
ing on the particular test) velocity of 26- to 29-km/hr, 18 out ~ ~.~ =~r----~=~. ~ 0 

of 20 lower extremities were injured. Most of the injuries ~ ~ ~ ~ z0 ~.~ 
could be characterized as one or more fractures in the knee 
area with an occasional injury in the proximal femur region. Figure 11. In|url!/non-iniurlt versus maximum applied femur 
For padded face pendulum experiments at about 40-km/hr, force. 
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PROBABILITY OF INJURY 

~ ,/~000 0 ~    o ~°    ~ o 

8 ,~ t~ ~o ~4 z’8 Figure 14. Injury/non-injuw overlay on maximum applied fe- 
F .... (kN) tour force versus femur force rise time. 

Figure 12. Probability of injury as function of maximum applied 
femur force. Discriminant analysis is an appropriate statistical tech- 

nique when the dependent variable is categorical. When a 

Figure 12 (the Weibull Function) shows a curve--a stead- value is assigned to a categorical variable, it serves merely 

ily rising curve having a sigmoidal shape--which gives the as a label or means of identification, e.g., 0 for male and 1 

fraction of the population which has responded to an expo- for female. Discriminant analysis involves finding the best 

sure. Figure 13 is the derivative of the Weibull Function and linear combination of the two (or more) independent vari- 

should be interpreted such that the area between any two ables (which will generally have a constant unit .of mcas- 

abscissa represents the proportion of the population having urement but may be a categorical variable just like the 

tolerances between these two abscissas, i.e., figure 13 is the categorical dependent variable) that will discriminate best 

underlying population distribution. (Figure 13 is called the 
between the two (or more) categories of the dependent vari- 

probability density function by statisticians. Integration of 
able. This is accomplished by statistically maximizing the 

the entire area under the curve in figure 13 should sum to 
between group variance and minimizing the within group 

variance. The linear combinations used in the discriminant 
one.) The underlying population distribution appears rea- 

sonably normal in shape for the choice of applied femur 
analysis take the following form: 

force as the sole independent variable. Z = W1 X1 + W2 X2 

WEIBULL PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION 
where 

o.0006 .................. Z = the discriminant score, 

W = the discriminant weights, 

,,.oo0.~ " \ and 

X = the independent variables. 

o.0oo~                                                      Figure 15 plots injury versus the best--in the Discrimi- 

nant Analysis sense--linear combination of maximum 

.=~ 0.5 
Fmax (kN) £ 

Figure 13. Probability density function for maximum applied 0.4 

femur force as the sole independent variable. No injury Transition Injured 
0.3 Zone 

A model in figure 14 shows maximum applied femur 

force plotted versus the rise time of the applied femur force. 
The cadaver injury data displayed in figure 14 was next o ~-~--~~-- 0 .... 

analyzed by multiple discriminant analysis for the data sub- 
o 

z = 2.2 .161F .... - 2.5.10-’ Trise + 2 

sample in which TRise Time is < = 10 msec (21, 22). The 
Figure 15. Injury/non-injury versus best linear combination of 

reason for using a subsample was there is no injury in the maximum applied femur force and Femur rise time (rise time < = 
entire data sample for TRise Time > 10 msec. 10 msec). 
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applied femur force and rise time for the data subsample in figure 14. Future lower extremity research might test this 
where TRise Time < = 10 msec. The transition region--i.e., hypothesis by attempting to run experiments which fall in 
the overlap where both injury and non-injury happen-- the center region of figure 14. 
covers only 41% of all the data points. After 10 msec, where does the 50% probability line go? 

Using a Weibull distribution and the Maximum Likeli- Since there are no injuries after 10 msec for this data set, the 
hood Method, the probability of injury based on the linear non-injury region was arbitrarily capped by a horizontal 
combination of applied femur force and rise time--for TRise femur force line at Fmax = 14.6 kN. A similar design was 
Time < = 10 msec--was computed for figure 16. constructed in figure 14 for the 21% probability line which 

For TRise Time < = l0 msec in figure 14, the probability is capped at 12 kN. 
curve of figure 16 was used to define a 50% probability of A grouping of the data based on both (1) the maximum 
injury line. Note that the 50% line seems to divide the applied femur force and (2) the primary pulse duration of 
cadaver impact data into three regions: (1) a portion in the the applied femur force--as suggested by some re- 
middle to upper left hand side where there are mostly inju- searchers--failed to separate injury from non-injury for this 
ries, (2) a portion along the bottom where there are mostly data set. See Appendix B for details. 
non-injuries, and (3) a portion in the middle where there are 
no data points. Conclusions 

0.9-. 
~ lower extremities of human cadavers for the purpose of 

0.~ - predicting injury/non-injury. Applied femur force alone did 

o.~ ’~-~-~ i/ a reasonably good job of separating injury/non-injury 
...... ~]~ although there was a large region of injury/non-injury 

0.~ 
overlap (54% of the data points fell in the transition region). 

~ o..~ 
The 10 kN force point is estimated to represent the 35% 

0.a level of injury. 

0.~ Using applied femur force and the femur force primary 

0.z pulse duration--for examination of this data set--led to no 

better discrimination of injury/non-injury for this data 
sample than femur force alone. 

0 ~ ~ ~ -~¢~a~---~     , ~ When the maximum applied femur force and rise time 

z = ~.~ *~o F .... - ~.5.~0-’ T~ + .~ were considered, a better discrimination capability between 

Figure 16. Probability of injury as function of maximum applied injury/non-injuries was obtained, i.e., about 41% of the data 
femur force and femur rise time (rise time < = 10 msec), points fell in the injury/non-injury overlap region using this 

formulation. The model suggests that the peak force 
There is a hypothesis which would explain why the center 

associated with injury is lower for short rise times than for 
portion is without data points. Early in our analysis of the 

longer rise times and is contrary to conclusions of previous 
112 cadaver leg impact curves, we observed we had the 

investigations. 
same shape dependence as found by Melvin et al. in figure 
1: the injury cases had a "spike" shaped curve while the References 
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APPENDIX 

tstno bodyrg lesion sysor~ ais injtxt 

W84024 K F S 2 RT I(N~E FRACI~R~ OF PATE~ 
W84024 T F S 3 ~TIPLE ~S OF RI~ F~ ~ ~YLES 

W84124 T F S 3 F~E OF LE~ F~ ~ ~LES 

C84129 K G M 2 ~ ~E T~ OF ~I~ ~S 
C84129 K R M 3 ~OR ~UCIATE LI~ R~ ON ~I~ SIDE 

C84030 K F S 2 RI~ PATEL~ ~~ I~ 6 PIEC~ 
C84130 K F S 2 LE~ PATE~ ~~ I~ 5 PIEC~ 

C84031 K F S 2 ~TIPLE ~ISP~C~ PAT~ 
C84131 K F S 2 ~TIPLE ~ISP~C~ PAT~ ~S 

C84032 K F S 2 ~TIPLE ~ISP~C~ PAT~ 
C84032 T F S 3 ~ OF F~ ~~ 

C84132 K F S 2 ~TIPLE ~ISP~C~ PATE~ 

C84033 K F S 2 F~E OF RI~ PAT~ 
C84033 T F S 3 ~E OF RI~ F~ 
C84033 T L M 2 ~C~TION OF T~R FACIA ~TA 
C84033 T R N 2 R~ OF ILIOF~ LI~ 

~ C84133 K F S 2 ~E OF ~ LE~ PATE~ 

C84034 K F S 2 ~TIP~ ~ISP~C~ ~ OF ~ PATE~ 
C84034 P Y S 2 DISP~C~ ~I~GE ~S OF AC~ 
C84034 T F S 2 3 LI~ ~ISP~ ~I~GE ~~ ~ I~Y~ ~A 

,~ ~ C84134 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ ~I~YL~ 

C84035 K F S 2 ~TIP~ ~ OF PAT~ 
C84035 L F S 3 DISP~C~ ~ OF RI~ T~IA 
C84035 K G S 2 ~IP OF ~I~GE ~ ~T ~~ P~ OF F~ ~Y~ 
C84035 P F S 2 ~ OF ~I~GE IN RI~ 

C84135 K F S 2 ~TIP~ ~~ OF PAT~ 
C84135 K F S 2 ~GE ~ OF ~ F~ ~YLE 

C84036 K A S 2 ~I~GE ~I~S ~ S~A~ OF ~ F~ ~YLE 
C84036 K F S 2 ~TIPLE ~ISP~C~ PAT~ 

C84136 K A S 2 ~I~GE ~I~S ~ S~ACE OF ~T~ F~ ~YLE 
C84136 K F S 2 DISP~ ~ OF ~I~GE ~ ~T-~I~ P~ ~I~ TIBI~ P~T~U 
C84136 K F S 2 ~TIPLE ~ISP~C~ PAT~ 

(Continued) 
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( Appendix A Continued ) 

C$5037 K A S 2 ABRASION OF POSTERIOR SURFACE OF PATELLA 
C85037 L F S 2 SI~I%PITOL FRACTURE OF F~BULA 

C85137 K F S 2 ~NDISPLACED FRACTURE OF PATELLA 
C$5137 T F S 3 S~?£PITOL FRACTURE OF FEI~R 

C85038 T F S 3 DISPLACED FRACTURE AT BASE OF RIGIIT FENORAL ~ECK 

C85135 P F S 2 ~NI)ISPLACED FRACTURE ON TIIE AIITERION S~PERION PART OF ACETAI~LI~ 

C85040 K F S 2 STELLATE FRACTIY~ OF PATELLA 
C85040 L I~ S 2 ~I)ISPLACED FEACruRE PO{~TERIOR PART OF IIEAD OF FIBULA 
C85040 T F S 3 DISPLACED IIITERCOIII)YLAR Y FRACTURE SEPARATING ]IEDIAL & LATERAL CONI)YLE 

C85140 K F S 2 I~IIDISPLACED STELLATE FRACT(~ OF PATELLA 
C85140 L F S 2 CO~LETE SIYPRACOIDYLAR ’FRACI~E BELON ~CK OF FIBULA 
C85140 T F S 3 DISPLACED INTERCOIIDYLAR Y FRACTURE SEPARATING I~EDIAL & LATEDL CONDYLE 

C85041 K F S 2 ~IIDISPLACED FEACTIY~ OF POSTEIDI~DIAL PART OF PATELLA 
C85041 T F S 3 IIITERCO~YLAR FRACTI~ DISPLACING ~EDIAL MiD LATERAL COIDYLES 
C85041 T F S 3 FEI~R FRACTURE DISTAL TO LOAD CELL DISPLACING I~ULTIPLE FRA~NEIffS FRON SIIAFT 

C85141 K F S 2 STELLATE UIIDISPLACED I~EACTURE OF PATELLA 
C85141 L F S 2 ~NDISPLACED FRACT~E OF TIBIA 
C85141 T F S 3 SPIRAL I~ACTURE IN DISTAL FEI~R 
C85141 T F S 3 S~BCAPITAL Iq~CTURE. II~LTIPLE FRACTURES ON FEIDEAL NECK 
C85141 T F S 3 (IIIDISPLACED IIITERCONI)YLAR FRACTURE 

C85042 K F S 2 CONPLETE ONDISPLACED ~TICAL FEACT~E OF PATELLA 
C85042 L L I I NORIZONAL LACERATION OF SKIN BELOW TIBIAL T~BERO~ITY 
C85042 T F S 3 CONPLETE FRACTURE OF DISTAL FEI~R 
C85042 T F S 3 CONPLETE ~ERTICLE FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONDYLE 
C85042 T L N 2 SLIGBT LACERATION OF BICEPS FEIDRIS I~SCLE 
C$5042 T L I~ 2 SLIGRT LACERATION OF SEK[NE~BRANOSUS NUSCLE 

C85142 K F S 2 STELLATE FRACTURE OF PATELLA 
C$5142 L F S 2 FRACTURE OF LATERAL PORTION OF TIBIABEAD 
C$5142 L F S 2 NULTIPLE FRACTURES OF LATERAL SURFACE OF TIBIAL PLATEAU 
C85142 L L I I NORIZOI~L LACERATION OF SKIN BEI~ TIBIAL T~EROSITY 
C85142 T F S 3 COI~LETE FRACTURE OF DISTAL FEI~R 
C85142 T F S 3 OOIIPLETE IlffERCOIDYLER FRACTURE 
C85142 T L N 2 LACERATION OF BICEPS FEIDRIS I~SCLE 
C85142 T L N 2 LACERATION OF SENII~RANOSUS ~SCLE 

$86103 K L I 2 DEEP LACERATION OF ]IEDIAL LEFT KIIEE TO COLLATERAL LIGAI~IT 

N80018 T F S 3 FRACTURE OF THE NECK OF TIIE FEI~R 
N80018 T F S 3 FRACTURES OF TIIE COIIDYLES OF TIIE FEI~R 

(Continued) 
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( Appendix A Continued ) 

H80118 T F S 3 l~Cl1~ OF ~ ~ OF ~ FE~ 
~80118 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ S~ OF ~ F~ 
N80118 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ 
N80118 K F S 2 ~E OF ~ PAT~ 

M8~20 T F S 3 F~ OF ~E ~ OF ~E F~ 
N8~20 T F S 3 ~ OF ~E S~ OF ~ F~ 
M8~20 T F S 3 ~E OF ~ ~I~ ~YLE OF ~ F~ 

H80120 T F S 3 F~E OF ~E ~ OF ~E F~ 
N80120 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ S~ OF ~ F~ 
M80120 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ ~I~ ~YLE OF ~ F~ 

~8~21 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ ~I~ ~YLE OF ~E F~ 
N8~21 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ S~ OF ~ F~ 
N8~21 K F S 2 ~E OF ~ PAT~ 

M80121 T F S 3 ~ OF ~ F~ ~YL~ 
N80121 K F S 2 ~ OF ~ PAT~ 
M80121 P F S 2 F~ OF ~ AC~L~ 

F0280 T F S 3 ~ OF ~E RI~ ~YLE 
F0280 K F S 2 ~ OF ~ RI~ PAT~ 

F1280 K F S 2 ~ OF ~ LE~ PAT~ 

F0281 T F S 3 ~OF~R~OF~RI~F~ 
FO281 K F S 2 ~ OF ~ RI~ PAT~ 

F1281 K F S 2 F~E OF ~ LE~ PAT~ 

F0294 T F S 3 ~E OF ~ DIST~ P~ OF ~ RI~ F~ 

F1296 T F S 3 ~EOF~RI~P~OF~LE~F~ 
F1296 T F S 3 ~OF~S~Y~OF~F~ 

S = Skeletal 
~yrq = ~y R~ion N = ~le 

K = ~ I = In~n%~y 

L = ~ ais = ~brev~at~ Inj~ ~ale ( 1980 Revision) 
P = Pelvis/Hip 

lesion = Ty~ of Inky 
F = ~a~e 
L = Laceration 
G = ~tac~nt/~paration 
A = ~ras£on 
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Appendix B exhibited in figure B2). Figure B3 shows the results of this 

analysis. Basically, the best--in the Discriminant Analysis 
It is the objective of this appendix to show the data set of 

sense--linear combination of maximum applied femur 
table 1 does not support a bivariate injury model composed force and primary pulse duration of the applied femur force 
of maximum applied femur force and primary pulse dura- does not do a good job of separating injury/non-injury for 

tion. A plot of the maximum applied femur force as a func- the reference 7 data set. 

tion of the primary pulse duration of the applied femur force 

is exhibited in figure B 1 for this data set. The solid line is 

Viano’s proposed Femur Injury Criteria (7). There does not 

appear to be a good separation of injury for this data set. Is = no injury 

the current data set radically different from the data set used 

in reference 7? Figure B2 is a graph of the unembalmed 

cadaver impact data from reference 7. Again, there does not 

appear to be a good separation of injury/non-injury. The 

cadaver injury data of reference 7 is next analyzed by multi- 

ple discriminant analysis. 0 0 

1 I                                                                      Z = 1.13"11~t Fmax - 1.14"10-~ Tperiod + 2 
1 = injury 

1~ 0 = no injury Figure B3. Injury/non-injury from reference 7 versus best lin- 
ear combination of applied femur force and primary pulse 
duration. 

lz °° bI o o o There may be many reasons for the lack of separation of 
~i 1o ~o 11o lo o o o 

injury for the 112 experiments of table 1 using the Viano 
8 

0 

~ o o ~ criterion. For example, the pulse duration definition 

o o o o 
methodology, data processing procedures, and/or data qual- 

o t~ o 0 oo             o o                 0        ity may be disparate. 
o 

o z’o 4’o 8’o ’ a’o 1~o A logical next step would be to determine whether the 

model generated in this paper--using the 112 experiments T~,io~ (reset) 
Of table 1--would do a robust job of separating injury from 

Figure el. Injury/non-injury overlay on applied femur force non-injury for the reference 7 data. The data of reference 7 
versus primary pulse duration. 

are in summary form, i.e., reference 7 does not have the 
28 

z~ 1 individual force-time curves for the leg impact experiments. 

We did not use the reference 7 data to test the model gener- 24 1 0 0 

1 = injury 

~z ~ 
o = .o i~jo,y ated in this paper because we could not find values for rise 

20 11 

18 time. 
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Involvement of Older Drivers in Multi-Vehicle Side Impact Crashes 

David C. Viano, Clyde C. Culver, that is sensitive to the underlying risks of internal organ and 

Leonard Evans, Michael Frick, soft tissue injury of occupants. 
General Motors Research Laboratories One of the next frontiers in automotive safety is to im- 

Robert Scott, prove occupant protection in side-impact crashes. The basis 

General Motors Proving Ground for product improvement is an understanding of crash types 
and in_terior contacts that result in serious and fatal injury 
when the vehicle is struck on the side. An understanding of 

Abstract the crash types is important since the roadway characteris- 

A study was conducted by selecting cases from available tics and traffic mix for side-impact crashes determine the 

NCSS/NASS data on nearside crashes involving fatal chest deformations of the side of the struck vehicle. When a 

and abdominal injury. Twenty-five cases indicated over- vehicle is struck on the Side by another motor vehicle, the 

involvement of older front-seat occupants in multi-vehicle front-end shape of the striking vehicle is important to the 

side impact crashes (76% >50 years old and 28% >70 years side-structure loading and deformation that occurs. The 

old). Analysis of the 1975-86 FARS confirmed that older higher front-end shapes and heavier mass of trucks makes 

occupants are over-represented in nearside crashes with an them a particularly important cause of side-impact injuries. 

incidence of 64% >50 years old and 36% >70 years (as The relative speed of vehicles crossing at intersections is 

compared to 26% >50 and 8% >70 respectively for single another factor in side-impact injury. 

vehicle frontal crashes). The 1982-86 NASS indicate that Given a better understanding of the type of crashes caus- 

42% of the seriously injured front seat occupants over 40 ing side-impact injury, it is also important to understand the 

years old were in nearside multi-vehicle crashes: This is population at risk of crash injury. This generally focuses on 

nearly twice the proportion for younger occupants, the distribution in age of the victims. Next, it is important to 

The individual case study also showed that 88% of the develop an understanding of the circumstances of the crash 

multi-vehicle nearside crashes were at intersections and that and, in particular, to determine the general categories of 

the driver of the struck vehicle frequently caused the crash "why" the accident occurred. In many cases, human and 

by driving error (52%) or traffic violation (17%). The ma- environmental factors play an important role in crash causa- 

tion (Viano 1988a) and a better understanding in multi- jority of the cases occurred in daylight hours and on dry 
roads. Alcohol use was not a factor. Changes in visual vehicle side-impacts may lead to specific improvements in 

driver education and in technologies for accident avoid- perception, judgment and attention in the older driver may 
be factors in crash causation. In addition, a reduced toler- ance. In addition, improvements can be made in side-impact 

protection as a better understanding of the cause and control ance to impact force probably contributes to injury causa- 
tion. In terms of automotive design, improvements in side of human impact injury is developed from in-depth research 

on crash characteristics and injury biomechanics. interior padding should aim at safety of older occupants 
because of their high involvement in this crash type. The Part of the present study involved case evaluation of fatal 

analysis raises further questions about the validity of the side-impact crashes involving a nearside occupant experi- 

NHTSA proposed test dummy and injury criterion (SID and encing the most severe injury from chest or abdominal con- 

TTI) because the dummy develops high, nonhuman-like tact on the side interior. The cases involve multi-vehicle 

forces and the injury criterion is sensitive to both protective side-impacts and are important to a critical evaluation of the 

U.S. Government’s preliminary regulatory impact analysis. and unprotective padding. The combination would lead to 
NHTSA (1988) conducted the analysis to support new dy- stiff interiors that particularly place older occupants at con- 

tinued risk in a nearside crash, namic side-impact certification requirements for passenger 

Although an analysis of photographs from the side-im- cars. The dynamic test under consideration involves a mov- 

pact vehicles indicated that 44% of the crashes had side- ing deformable barrier striking the side of a passenger car. 

structure deformation that was similar to that produced in This simulates the crash characteristics of a multi-vehicle 

the NHTSA moving deformable barrier test, only 24%- impact and judges safety from responses of anthro- 

32% of the cases actually addressed the proposed dynamic pomorphic test devices placed on the struck side of the 

test. The results of this analysis bear on the preliminary vehicle. 

regulatory impact analysis of cost benefit in conducting the 
Materials and Methods side-impact dynamic test. In addition, the review supports 

the concept that imi~rovements in side-impact protection An analysis was conducted of nearside seated occupants 
may be better realized by a slower crash test so that softer struck in the side of their car by another motor vehicle. The 
padding can be designed to reduce the injury risks of older initial study involved a case evaluation of accidents 
occupants. The development of improved side interior pad- collected by NHTSA. The study was limited to fatally 
ding further hinges on the use of a human-like crash dummy injured occupants who received their most severe injury 
and a valid injury criterion, such as the Viscous response, by side-interior contact of the chest and abdomen. In 
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subsequent studies, general characteristics of side-impact to-vehicle and fixed-object impacts involving the front or 

crashes were evaluated by analysis of national data files on side of the vehicle. The distribution is weighted to be na- 

fatal and serious injury accidents, tionally representative. This allows an estimate of involve- 
ment as a function of the age of the front-seat occupants who 

Case study of fatal injuries experience AIS 0-6 or AIS 3-6 injury. Excluded from the 

A search was made of the NASS and NCSS files to select analysis were rollovers and ejected occupants. 

cases involving non-ejected fatally injured occupants seat- 
ed on the side of the vehicle struck in a lateral impact. The Results 
search was restricted to fatalities in which the most severe The regulatory impact analysis (NHTSA 1988) included 

injury was to the chest or abdomen from contact with the 31 cases of fatal side interior contact injury to the chest and 

side interior. This type of search provided cases which most abdomen (table 1). Side interior contacts accounted for 43 % 

directly relate to the proposed dynamic side-impact test, of the assigned cause of fatal injury; and, the chest and 

since injury assessment in the side-impact dummy is limited abdomen were identified as the body region most seriously 

to the chest and hip region, injured in 52% of the cases. 

The evaluation included a review of photographs of the 
Table 1. 1977-1985 NASS and NCSS data on nearside fatals to 

post-crash vehicle, and occupant and injury data. The typi- front seat passenger car occupants in side impacts. 

cal forms contained in the files include a general description 
of the crash and specification of the impacting and case 

e~.t~ct H,ad ches~ *ha .... 0~her 

vehicle. Often there is also information on the extent of 
Front Interior 6 1 1 8 (10~) 

side-structure deformation and determination of crash se- 
verity based on the collision deformation classification and 

em~n/R~il~ tr 2 4 23 
CRASH 3 analysis. General information is also included 
from the police report and environmental data on the crash 

Exterior zo ~ ~ a is 

scene. The files contain slides showing the crash scene and T.~I 2~ ~ ~ U ~** 

views of the interior and exterior of the involved vehicles. 
(~s~) Ot~) (t~) (z~) Oo~) 

An individual case review was conducted by individuals 
experienced in accident investigation and analysis. The re- " x~r~ or l~ter ye~ ~,,*~er ~, ,on-s~o~ti*u 
suits of the individual evaluation of the crash circum- (s~i,ea ~= ~hle r~-~ iu the ~zsx remX~te~ 

a, na.lyses (1)). 

stances, deformation of the impacted vehicle, occupant in- 
"* l~,t¢ludes S7 ¢.~en linted tmlmumz mad ~ ¢.~e~ li,ted , 

terior contacts, and resulting injuries were provided in an ..... 
in-depth review of each case and summary information for 
the aggregate of crashes. 

Analysis of FARS data 
~,m-,-~i~ae ~.,,, L 22 -~ ] 

Excludes: 

A specific analysis of the 1975-1986 FARS data was 
C~e 024S - Post ~pact Ca~e 158K - Tree Ispact 

conducted to determine the age distribution of occupants c~, iM, gs - ~r Olmned/’gj~’-~tl** O~st 2~7-~ - Tree Ispact 
Ca~e 329k - Utility Pole 

killed in car-to-car nearside-impact crashes. The investiga- C~e O~S - ~ot 

tion examined fatal drivers and right-front passengers. Side- 
impact was confined to cars struck by another vehicle, and 
single vehicle frontal impacts were evaluated for compari- ~l~.t C,eo L ~ 3 ] 

son. Age distributions of fatally injured non-ejected occu- Ex~aes: 

pants were examined according to the extent of vehicle c,.,e z~ - ~e-~ ~r~is ste. 
Ca~e 126S - Serious head injury (died after 30 dffiys) 

deformation of the struck vehicle. We limited the cases to c,.,. 117 - Se ..... kull fracture 

those which may be similar to the proposed dynamic side- 
C,~e ~na - ~i~***tt .... 

the ~s~,~,e~OSot~o*i~ae~th) lun,~ .~a ~e~t ~osait~on 
impact test, so the analysis involved side deformation clas- 

sified as moderate, minor, or none, which were combined Only 25 of the original 31 cases (81%) were appropriate 
for this study. Although the majority of cases in FARS are to the multi-vehicle crash simulation proposed by NHTSA. 
classified as severe, the side deformation is generally cata- This excluded single vehicle impacts into fixed objects such 
strophic, well beyond the type of crash in which the oppor- as a tree, utility pole or post, excluded one case of occupant 
tunity for fatality prevention is possible, ejection (misclassified in the original analysis), and ex- 

Analysis of crash injury characteristics in 
eluded one file that was not available. A further review of 
the individual files identified four additional cases that were 

NASS not relevant to the proposed test procedure or to the original 

A parallel analysis of the 1982-1986 NASS data was analysis protocol. There were two cases in which poor 

conducted to determine exposure and injury rates in near- health of the occupant prior to the accident was considered a 

side-impact crashes. The study was conducted for vehicle- more important factor in the victim’s death than the crash. In 
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one case the occupant was diagnosed as having a severe There were three cases each of driver and passenger-side 
brain-stem hemorrhage prior to the crash and another was death as the vehicle turned in front of on-coming traffic. In 
suffering from severe chronic lung and heart disease that the passenger deaths, the driver and passenger were over 60 
was considered the cause of death. In two other cases, years of age. There were three cases of loss-of-control and 

associated injuries to the head may have been the principal spinout of the vehicle on a two-lane road, and eventual 

cause of fatality. Therefore, only 21 of the original 31 cases impact on the side of the spinning vehicle. In each of these 

directly relate to the dynamic test procedure proposed for cases the crash occurred on an icy road surface. 

side-impact evaluation of passenger cars. In the remainder, In sixteen of the twenty-five cases (64%), the crash 

the 25 cases of multi-vehicle side-impact will be used as the occurred on dry pavement. The remainder of the cases were 

basis for statistical review of crash causation, equally divided among wet and icy road-surface crashes. A 

A review of the crash circumstances indicated that 88% majority of the crashes occurred during daylight hours with 

of the crashes involve side-impacts at intersections (table very few crashes at 2-4 a.m. In twelve cases (48%) the 

_,9.L A m~iorltv of the cases involved im,~act as the vehicle driver of the struck vehicle was judged to have made a driver 

error that caused the crash. In four additional cases, the was passing through an intersection. Eight of the cases 
driver’s error was sufficient to result in a traffic violation so involve the crossing of two lane roads and five cases involve 

four lane cross;n,,l~ intersections. In one case, the car was 
that driver error was the cause of 64% of the crashes. In 
three of the cases, the driver of the striking vehicle was 

struck its side while ¯ " ;-~ass.n~ on the s~ra.~.~t ;,n, ,,,~;~oL,on of the 
identified as having made a mistake that caused the crash. 

on 

T-type intersection. In two other cases, two-lane roads 
crossed obliquely and in both cases the struck vehicle was 
hit from behind at an oblique angle on the side. In these 
passing through crashes, thirteen cases involved left-side 
impact in which the driver was killed (64%) and three cases         i~~ 

of right-side impact in which the passenger died (12%). 

Table 2. Case study of 25 fatal nearside impact crashes by type 
of roadway, road condition and time of day, principal cause, 
crash severity, and age of victim. 

T1TE OF BOAD~AY I~0.~ CONDITION X~) TIuR OF DAY 

5(20~) 
8 2x2 Lanes 4(16~) Ice 

5 4x4 Lanes 
2 2x20bl~.que Crossing 15(60~) 6 a.a. - 6 p.m. 

1 (4~)    Uakno~’a 

Turning In Front of Tr~fic (24S) 

I 4x4 Lanes PEI!qUIYAL CAUSE 
3 T-Section 

Loss-of-Control Spin-ou~ (12;) 
4 (17~) Traffic Yiol;~t.ion 

3 2 L~m¢ £oad 4 (17~1) Icy goad 

3 (13;) O~;her Driver Error 

EXTENT OF VEHICLE 

Car               6 3 3          12(48~) 

Pickup/Van 1 2 4 7 (2E~) 

Heavy Truck 2 2 2 

9 7 9 25 

ACE OF ¥ICTI~ 

18 25 33 42 54 63 73 83 

55 68 75 

s~ ~o ~ Figure 1 ." Photographs of side-impact passenger cars in which s~ ~o ~s the structural damage was consideredcatastr~phic (Case No. 
s~ 215G, 320G, O007S, 027) or extensive (Case No. 024, 042T, 230N, 

103G). 
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There was only one case of alcohol involvement, heavy truck or pickup with a front structure that is different 

In 36% of the cases, the side damage of the struck vehicle in geometry and stiffness from the barrier face. Approx- 

was considered catastrophic involving very severe intrusion imately a quarter of the crashes involve car-to-car impacts 
and deformation of the side structure (figure 1). In an in which damage to the case vehicle was similar to the crush 

additional seven crashes, the side deformation was caused by the NHTSA bander. However, half of the crashes 
considered extensive. Sixty-four percent of the crashes involved impact by a truck or van. 
involved impact energy so seVere as to overwhelm the Seventeen of the fatally injured front-seat occupants 
struck vehicle’s occupant compartment. This type of side (68%) were over 50 years of age and seven (28%) were over 
damage is so severe that prevention of the fatality may not 70 years old. This type of age distribution is skewed to older 
be possible by side-structure changes, and crash avoidance occupants and is in striking contrast to the image of a fatally 
may be the only way to save the occupant, injured occupant (young, late-night and alcohol involved). 

Nine of the cases had side-structure damage that was Figure 3 shows the age of drivers and right-front passengers 
similar to that occurring with NHTSA’s crabbed barrier at 
33.5 mph. Figure 2 shows typical side-structure damage 

killed in nearside impacts in which the car they were 
travelling in experienced moderate or less deformation. The 

from bander crash tests and similar exterior damage to case 
data contrast those killed in single-vehicle frontal crashes. 

vehicles. About a third of the cases have side-structure 
damage that is relevant to the test protocol proposed by 

Occupants killed in nearside;impacts tend to be sub- 

NHTSA. However, some of the crashes involve impact by a 
stantially older than occupants killed in frontal crashes. 
Sixty-eight percent of the individual cases and 64% of the 
FARS fatalities involved occupants aged 50 years or older. 

This fraction compares to only 26% for occupants over 50 
killed in frontal crashes. Thirty-six percent of front-seat 
occupants killed in nearside-impacts were over 70 years of 
age as opposed to 8% in frontal crashes. 

Single car frontal cJash ._,.._ 

~ 
: " Struck on left by another ~r 

_ t~- ~ ~ 
Deformatlonm~erate or less 

~ ~0-            ~ 

D~iver age (years) 

~ Single ~r f~ontal ~ash 

~ Struck on right by another 
16- 

Deforn’~ation moderate or less 

10- 

~ °;o ;o    ;o    ~    ,~    ~o - ;o - ~    ~o    ~o 

Figure 2: Structural deformation in laboratow tests using the Figure 3: Percent involvement of occupants in single vehicle 

NHTSA moving deformable barrier crash protocol and frontal crashes and nearside crashes with moderate or less 
comparable crashes for the NASS/NCSS case study of damage as a function of the age of the fatally injured victim 
accidents (Case No. 021,222K, 023, 049 and 225A). (from 197~6 FARS). 
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Serious to fatal injury in the 1982-87 NASS was used to interaction and potential accident avoidance or warning 
further compare side-impact crashes with the frontal countermeasures. 
crashes. The accidents were separated into side impacts 
(multi-vehicle or single vehicle crashes) or frontal impacts Discussion 
(also multi-vehicle or fixed object impacts). Forty to fifty- This study has shown the importance of multi-vehicle 
five percent of serious injury in car-to-car side impacts is to side-impact crashes as a risk factor for older drivers and 
occupants over 40 years old (table 3). In contrast, the risk of passengers. Contrary to the typical impression of fatal 
serious injury in fixed-object side-impacts is extremely low crashes with high involvement of younger drivers, multi- 
for older occupants and probably reflects an infrequency of vehicle side-impact crashes have an over-involvement of 
aggressive driving behavior. The incidence of frontal older occupants. Nineteen of 25 cases in the study had a 
impact into fixed objects or other vehicles is relatively fatally injured occupant over 50 years of age (76%). The 
constant with age. average age of those victims was 66.8 + 9.5 years, indicating 

that the typical occupant at risk is about 65 years old. This 
Table 3. Analysis of 1982-1986 NASS passenger car crashes 
involving serious-fatal injuries (national estimate), fact is important to design efforts to engineer safety 

improvements in the side interior. An evaluation of FARS 
Side T-pact, 

Agn (~ax--~a,r l~xed Object, Car-Car Fixed 0bj¢ct, Tot.~l supports the case study conclusion that older occupants are 

over-involved in side impact crashes. In that analysis, 64% 
20- 2,840 (’~1~) 4,S2g (36~) 3;,536 (2"/~) "~,072 (16~{} 13.277 of the fatal front-seat occupants in nearside crashes are over 

20-40 8,068 (25~’) 6.718 (20~) 10,.71 (3~ ~,110 (22~) 32,s~ 50 years old and 36% are over 70 years of age. 
44)-60 5,004, (40~) 761 (6~1) 5.466 (43S) 1,417 (llS) 12,64_8 NASS data indicates that multi-vehicle side-impact 
60-80 5,010 (44S) 165 (1~{) 4.123 (36~’) 2,110 (18X) 11,408 crashes accounted for 40% of the 40--60 year old occupants 
so. Sl~ (us) 45 (3~) 36~ (z~s) zzo (15s) loSO~ seriously to fatally injured in car-car or fixed object, side or 

frontal impacts. This increases to 54% for occupants over 80 
21,741 (30~) 12,61~ (17~) 24,465 (34~{) 12,97~ (18~) 71,704 years old. The NASS analysis also provides an estimate of 

the incidence of serious to fatal injury in this crash 

The 1986 FARS shows that 31.8% of passenger car configuration. NASS projects 10,800 occupants over the 

fatalities occur in crashes with the principal direction of age of 40 are seriously to fatally injured in multi-vehicle 

force lateral on the vehicle. Two-thirds of the fatalities are side-impact crashes and that represents 50% of all those 

in multi-vehicle accidents where the car is struck by a injured in that type of crash. Applying that fraction to the 

passenger car, truck, or other vehicle, while the other third 1986 FARS indicates 2,730 fatal nearside occupants in 

involves single vehicle accidents into primarily fixed multi-vehicle side-impact crashes are over 40 years of age. 

objects. An equal number of fatalities occur in driver-side With 23% seriously to fatally injured over 60 years old, 

and passenger-side lateral-impact crashes. The national loss fatalities are projected at 1,260 for those over 60. 

of human life is 7,925 annually with 5,458 in multi-vehicle Age appears to be a factor that increases the incidence of 

crashes. Forty percent of fatalities in multi-vehicle crashes injury in multi-vehicle nearside crashes because of lower 

occur with the principal contact lateral on the vehicle. Using tolerance to older occupants. Laboratory tests (Viano 

this national census of fatal multi-vehicle side-impact 1987a) have demonstrated that human tolerance to impact 

crashes, the incidence of crashes from the individual case forces decreases with age over 40. Accident analysis also 

study can be inflated to estimate the national occurrence of suggests reduced tolerance with increasing age (Evans 

fatal crashes by accident configuration. Although there is a 1988a, b). 
potentially large margin of variability in this type of One additional factor was observed in the case study of 

estimate, it does provide a crude estimate of fatal side- the over-representation of older occupants in nearside crash 

impact crashes, fatalities. Several of the victims were in poor health prior to 

Approximately 3,500 drivers are fatally injured at the crash, and in at least two cases, the side-impact crash 
intersection impacts involving driver-side damage. There may not have been the principal factor in the ultimate death 
are about 1,300 passenger-side fatalities at intersections of the occupant. In addition, a number of the victims sur- 

equally distributed between impacts occurring as a vehicle vived the side-impact crash for several weeks only to die of 
passes directly through the intersection and while turning in a combination of primary and secondary complications with 
front of oncoming traffic. Loss of control crashes occurring lower resistance to infection and prolonged bed rest a 
as a result of spinout on icy or wet road conditions may potential factor in older victims. 
involve 655 fatalities annually. These high-level incidents Optimization of side-interior padding needs to consider 
underscore the importance of understanding the causes of the over-representation of older occupants. A balance of 
fatal intersection crashes which over-represent of older safety design provides the maximum societal benefit in 
occupants as victims. The relatively high incidence of injury reductions (Viano 1987b). The balance is between 
driver error as a cause of the fatal crashes gives further stiff side-padding which is effective in reducing injury risks 
support for in-depth analysis of the driver-vehicle-roadway in high-severity crashes with higher-tolerance occupants 
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(younger occupants) and soft side-padding which protects critical factor in the ultimate fatality of the occupant and in 

the lower-tolerance occupants (older occupants) who may several others pre-existing medical conditions of the 

be injured in the more frequent, low-severity crashes. The occupant, as opposed to the side-impact crash, were 

key is understanding and integrating the influence of the attributed as being the principal cause of death. Removing 

distribution of human tolerance with the distribution those cases leaves 6-8 of the original 25 crashes (24%- 

in crash severities. This study suggests favoring lower 32%) as being addressable by side-interior improvements 

stiffness interiors which are particularly suited for occu- from dynamic testing of the passenger car. 

pants with lower thresholds of injury. The improvement of side interiors also requires a human- 

The involvement of older occupants in intersection like side-impact dummy (Viano 1987c) and relevant injury 

crashes has been observed in studies by Foret-Bruno criterion, such as the Viscous response (Viano and Lau 

(1983). In the study by Moore (1982), drivers over 65 years 1988), to evaluate responses in the dynamic test. In 

old had a higher than average accident involvement rate .addition, sixteen of the 25 crashes (64%)were side-impacts 

at intersections for turning maneuvers in urban areas (1.28 by a truck, van or heavy vehicle. Thus, although there 

times the average for all aged drivers). The incidence appears to be relevance of the side-impact tests, the 

increased in rural intersections (1.5 times) with a individual NASS and NCSS case review shows that only a 

particularly high involvement rate for the elderly in rural quarter to a third are directly related to the proposed 

turning maneuvers (2.59 times). As observed in this study, dynamic side-impact test. Clearly, more work is needed to 

older drivers had an appreciably lower than average improve the relevance of crash testing to the evaluation of 

accident involvement rate with alcohol use, skidding or loss passenger car safety. 

of control, and crashes during darkness (Mourant 1979). 
Many recent studies suggest that changing human factors Referl~ll~2es 

are a cause of the over-involvement of older drivers in (1) Bell, F., Wolf, E., and Bernholz, C.D., "Depth 

intersection side-impacts. In the study by Scialfa (1987), Perception as a Function of Age." Aging and Human 

age differences were found in judgment of approaching Development, 3:77-81, 1972. 

vehicle velocity and distance. This may lead to an older (2) Evans, L., "Risk of Fatality from Physical Trauma 

driver viewing approaching traffic as relatively safer than Versus Sex and Age." J Trauma, 28:368-378, 1988a. 

young drivers as they enter intersections and confront (3) Evans, L., "Older Driver Involvement in Fatal and 
approaching traffic. In addition, older drivers are more Severe Traffic Crashes." J Gerontology: Social Sciences 

likely to be involved in accidents in which they receive 43:5186-5193, November 1988b. 

traffic citations for failure to heed signs, yield the right-of- (4) Foret-Bruno, J.Y., Hartemann, F., Tarriere, C., Got, 

way, or turn safely (Malfetti 1987). Recent research by C., and Patel, A., "Conditions Required to Avoid Being 
Verhaegen (1988) found that out of 49 drivers 60 years or Killed in Cars in Side-Impact." SAE Technical Paper 

older and liable in two-car crashes, 24 (49%) were involved #830461, Society of Automotive Engineers, Warrendale, 

in crash types associated with a high risk of side impact. In PA, 1983. 
contrast, only 22 out of 82 (27%) of 30-39 year old drivers (5) Hills, B.L., "Vision, Visibility, and Driving." 

were involved in similar crash types. Given liability for a Perception, 9:183-213, 1980. 

crash, older drivers are about twice as likely as younger (6) Kline, D.W. and Schieber, F.J., "Vision and Aging." 

drivers to be involved in a crash with a high risk of side In Handbook of the Psychology ofAging (2nd), Birren, J.E., 

impact, and Schaie, K.W. (eds.), VanNostrand, New York, 1985. 

Visual perception (Hills 1980, Kline 1985, Bell 1972) (7) Malfetti, J. and Winter, D., "Safe and Unsafe 

and driver attention (Sussman 1982, Yanik 1985) are Performance of Older Drivers: A Descriptive Study." AAA 

important factors in safe driving of the elderly. Many Foundation for Traffic Safety, Falls Church, VA, 1987. 

studies have shown that an increasing accident rate in (8) Moore, R.L., Sedgley, I.P. and Sabey, B.E., "Ages of 

elderly drivers occurs in spite of vast experience as a driver Car Drivers involved in Accidents, with Special Reference 

and, in these accidents, there is a high frequency of the older to Junctions." Supplementary Report 718, Transport and 

driver being held at fault or blame even though they choose Road Research Laboratory, Berkshire, United Kingdom, 

to drive under better operating conditions and in different 1982. 

traffic environments than younger drivers (Ysander 1976). (9) Mourant, R.R., "Driving Performance of the 

In our review of the individual cases, 11 of 25 crashes Elderly," Accid Anal & Prev., 11:247-253, 1979. 

were identified as having side-structure deformation similar (10) National Highway Traffic Safety Administrationl 

to that produced by the proposed NHTSA moving de- Preliminary Regulatory lmpact Analysis New Requirements 

formable barrier. Although those 11 cases (44%) were for Passenger Cars to Meet a Dynamic Side-Impact Test, 

supposed to involve the most severe injury to the chest and FMVSS 214, Washington, DC, January, 1988. 
abdomen from side interior contact, 3-5 of the cases may be (11) Scialfa, C.T., Kline, D.W., Lyman, B.J. and Kosnik, 

excluded for not satisfying the selection criterion. In several W., "Age Differences in Judgements of Vehicle Velocity 
cases, severe head impact injuries may have been the and Distance." In Proceedings of the Human Factors 
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Development of a Modelization of Human Being in Lateral Impact, to Mitigate the 
Insufficiencies of Actual Side Impact Dummies 

P. Mack, F. Chamouard, F. Bendjellal, Summary of EUROSID and SID 
D. Song, Y. Talantikite, C. Tarri~re, Biofidelity Characteristics 
Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics, 
Associated with Peugeot S.A./Renault The biofidelity of a test tool such as an anthropomorphic 

test dummy is defined by its capacity to reproduce the 

Abstract responses of a human being as faithfully as possible, when 
this tool is subjected to the same forces. The quality of 

In previous publications, the biofidelity of EUROSID this reproduction of course depends on the dummy 
and SID dummies was evaluated in lateral impacts, performances as a whole, and also on the performances of 
according to ISO human reference data. The main its subassemblies or segments. The nearer the response of 

conclusions of these evaluations was that both dummies these subassemblies to human references, the better the 
overall response of the dummy. Together with repeatability, display a rather poor biofidelity, and so they are 

inappropriate for use to improve lateral protection of 
sensitivity and reproducibility, biofidelity occupies a 
special part in the qualitative properties of an impact test 

occupants. More, their conception is very different from 
dummy. While the first three properties are necessary, as for 

that of human beings and it is shown in particular that the any tool, biofidelity is of capital importance. The word 
first five ribs of the 50th percentile human being do not have "capital" is not excessive, since it is necessary to conceive a 
any equivalent on both dummies; the mechanical tool which can first of all, insofar as possible, imitate the 

characteristics of the thorax and abdomen have no similarity reactions of the occupant of an automobile during an 

with those of the corresponding body areas in the human accident precisely, to offer the best possible protection to 

being. For these reasons it is necessary to have recourse the occupant. 

directly to the human beings. 
To evaluate this essential characteristics of a dummy in 

the side impact mode the Committee of Common Market 
After performing special tests with human subjects, in 

Automobile Constructor (C.C.M.C.) decided, in March 
order to obtain the necessary data which do not exist in 1987, to conduct a comparative evaluation program, in 
bibliography, a modelization of the human being was Europe, on the two existing side impact dummies, the SID, 
developed by the LPB-APR, to be integrated in the or SIDE IMPACT DUMMY and the EUROSID, or the 
CCMC.CTP. The validation of this model was checked out EUROPEAN SIDE IMPACT DUMMY respectively. The 
by using results of biomechanical tests with human first dummy was developed by NHTSA (1,* 2), and the 
subjects, selected as being the best available references, second by European Research Laboratories, under the 

These data were then integrated for the human guidance of the EEVC (3, 4). 

representation in the CTP and the first results obtained are 
promising. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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In order to obtain the fullest possible evaluation of this back support. The centerline of the impactor, perpendicular 

important quality, the most recent and up-to-date evaluation to the dummy’s midsagittal plane, was centered on the mid- 

data were employed as a human biomechanical reference, die rib in EUROSID tests and on the rib structure in SID 

These data, selected and approved by ISO experts, are set tests (figure 1). Both dummies were used without their outer 

out in ISO documents DTR 9790-1 through 6 (5). Body skins. The EUROSID dummy was used with the left ann 

segments such as head, neck, thorax, shoulder, abdomen raised so that its thorax was impacted directly. The same 

and pelvis were tested in accordance with the test conditions impactor was used as for shoulder impacts. The dummy 
instrumentation was similar to that mentioned above. In recommended in said documents, 
addition, the impactor and thoracic spine accelerations were 

Test matrix measured at T1. In order to satisfy the filtering specifica- 
tions recommended in the document (7), the accelerations The test matrix resuming the CCMC evaluation pro- 

gramme is given in table 1. As can be seen from the table the 
were withdrawn using the FIR procedure available in a 

same test in a given configuration, and for each dummy, was 
processing data program developed by Langdon (8). 

duplicated five times except, due to their complexity, for the 
lateral neck bending tests. The following tests, not includ- 
ing the pretests, were conducted with both dummies: 

¯ 35 fall tests involving the head, 
¯ 7 sled tests involving the neck, 
¯ 10 fall tests and ten others with an impactor in- 

volving the thorax, 
¯ 10 impactor tests involving the shoulder, 
¯ 20 fall tests concerning the abdomen, and 20 in- Figure f. "lest set-up used-in impactor tests involving the 

pactor tests involving the pelvis, thorax. 

l’able t..lest matrix. Since the main purpose of this paper is the mathematical 

Tests Performed simulation of the human being in side impact, only results of 
l s0 Reference Segment r~pe of teats    ,~th e~ch dum~y the test described previously will be here presented. EURO- 

D~R 9790-I Req. No. I Head Free fall 5 

15 (EUROSID), 
DTR 9790-I Req. No. 2 Head Free fall 

lO (S/D) --~1~.4 , _ -- --1~.4 

D~R 9790-2 Req. No. I Neck Sled teat I (EUROS]D) 
2 (S!D) _                _ 

DTR 9790-2 Req. No. 3       Neck          Sled test                2 

DTR 9790-3 Req..!~o. 3 Thorax ]mpactor test 5 

D~R 9790-4 Req. No. I Shoulder Impactor test 5 

DTR 9790-5 Req. Ro. 1 Abdomen Free fall lO 
~ 

~ . 

DTR 9790-6 Req. No. I Pelvis Impaetor tests I0 

Figure 2. Normalized impactor acceleration vs. time obtained 
Test setups and instrumentation from impactor tests involving the thorax~EUROSlD and SID 

responses compared with the ISO corridor requirement. 

The test setups described in the ISO documents were 
used. The instrumentation - :’~ "~r, rov,~,e~, for each ~"oOu~ segment 
evaluation was in accordance with that specified in these ~ ~ ~ -"*-~ g --’-"*.~ 

documents. High speed movies have been made of all tests. 
Dummy original data were filtered using the channel filter 
classes prescribed in the ISO documents. Whenever this 
proved necessary, the raw data for the dummy were nor- 
realized in accordance with the procedures described in 
reference (5). A detailed description of test setups used in ~ 

the frame of this programme feature in an earlier publication 
(6). For instance, a description of test conditions used for the 
evaluation of the thoracic segment in impactor configura- *, 

~iven in the following. ,x.~ , ,, ~ ,,~ . ) tion is 
Impactor tests. Requirement No. 3. The dummy was seat- Figure 3. Normalized lateral T1 acceleration vs. time obtained 

from impactor tests involving the thorax~EUROSID and SID 
ed in an upright position on a flat and rigid surface without responses compared with the ISO corridor requirement. 
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SID and SID responses in impactor test configuration are A--the response is excellent, located within the required 
presented respectively in figures 2 and 3. In the first figure, limits, 
the impactor acceleration versus time of the dummy is com- B--the response is close to the required limits; it must be 

pared to.the relevant ISO corridor. It appears that both improved, 

dummy responses exceed the limits of the required corridor, C--the response is very remote from the specifications 
and is regarded as unacceptable. with the SID response being much higher than that of the 

The conclusions, which can be formulated from this EUROSID. The dummy spine acceleration is compared to 
evaluation are as follows (6): 

ISO corridor in figure 3. Again EUROSID and SID dum- 
1. EUROSID and SID responses, in most cases, are too 

mies show a behaviour quite different from that suggested far from ISO requirements. 
by the requirement. 2. Since the SID performance is worse, this dummy is 

simply unacceptable as an evaluation device. 
Conclusions as Regards EUROSID and 3. The EUROSID shows a higher number of responses 

SID Biofidelity close to the ISO reference than SID. Improvements in the 
design and instrumentation of the EUROSID are necessary. 

For easy interpretation of the results of this evaluation, 4. ISO requirements need few improvements. A recent 
as they were obtained in 1988, the performance of each review of some of these requirements has led to changes 

dummy response for a given ISO requirement was classified which were taken into account for dummy performance 

by allocating a score, according to three different levels scores, as shown in figure 4. 

respectively A, B and C, as shown in figure 4. 
Anthropometric Comparison of the 

~ 
~ SID and EUROSID Dummies in 

~ Relation to the Human being. 
In the addition to the evaluation previously described, 

specific work was performed on anthropometric com- 
parison between the test dummies and a reference human 
being. 

The purpose of such a procedure is to establish a 
correspondence between the respective body areas of 

~^r~ present test dummies and those of a human having 
~o~, ~9~ \ anthropometric characteristics as close as possible to 50- 

percentile. 

The selected subject has height, and body-area dimen- 
sions very similar to the male 50-percentile (tables 2 and 3). 

Table 3. Comparison between Robbins/APR data in terms of 
Beings (above or below th~ requi ..... t) spine segment length. 

? = No rating .... ilable si ..... iginal d ..... ~/o~ ~so ~o.ui ........... I T4,rv3 - TS/T9 116 113 [ 3% 

BASE).Figure 4. EUROSlD and SlD Biofidelity Ratings (CCMC DATA I      L5~$1 - H Point I 91 I 96 ~ -5% 

Table 2. Anthropometric comparison between Robbins (9)/Renault (10)/APR Data. 

: 

I Should. B~a%h ! 46 : 8 I 46:9 ~ 47    ! !00% 100% I 100% 

I 31 4 
~ 

:’9 i 4 i00% 93% i00% 

..... ~ De~h 0 l 26 3 26 
I    ~do. De~th ~ 2~, 9 i 27 ~. 26 l 100% ~ 100% j 9~% 
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Using the MRI method (Magnetic Resonnance Imaging), The cross-sections taken are compiled to give the result 

cross-sections were taken of the subject’s whole body, in shown in figures 6 and 7, for the side and front views 

horizontal position, every centimetre, respectively. 

Without going into detail, the principle of MRI is based 
on the interaction of the living tissues and the high-intensity ,~o. 

.~; 
magnetic field. An example of an image obtained by this 
method is shown in figure 5. 

Cross Sectlon Realized at 126 cm of a Reference 
Level ~tch is Tangent to Subject’s Heel 

/ 

iI.P~ritoneum ~3.Liver ~4.Right Pleura ~5.Left Pleura ,    :" 
=16.Heart 17.Aorta ~8.Sternum ~9-28.Rihs ....... 
29.Vertebra 30.Duct 3i.Harrow 32.0esophagus 

Figure 5. Thoracic cross section obtained by M.R.I. method. 

’i~ / \ .: 

Figure 7. Reconstruction of the subject’s anatomy based on 
M.R.I. cross section. 

Comparison between the SID and EUROSID 
test dummies and the reference human 

On the basis of the available EUROSID and SID draw- 
ings, the ribs of the two dummies are transferred to scale 
onto the subject’s side view (figure 6); taking as reference to 
plane passing through point H. It can be seen that the dum- 
my’s ribs cover only part of the human thorax, that is, from 
the fifth rib onward. 

~°~ These results seem to show that there is a certain anomaly 
~o~ in the anthropometric characteristics of the dummies as 

compared with the selected human. However, the basic 
measurements obtained by MRI were taken on a reclining 
subject, and it is advisable that the same types of compari- 
son be performed on a seated subject (in driver position). 

An initial comparison between the reclining position and 
the sitting position would give a relative position of the 
dummy ribs offset by 2 cm higher relative to the trunk of the 

~ human being as shown in figure 6. 

i 

~o 
This work is obviously merely a preliminary. 
Two lines of work are essential: 

~ ~.-~ ..... ¯ Definition of sample of reference subjects: 
~.~ , ¯ Establishment of the function of passage between 

the reclining position and the sitting position, Figure 6. Comparison of thoraxes of human being with SID and 
EUROSID dummies, known as the driving position. 
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Such work should allowmore accurate detection of body 2. By validating the mathematical model of the 
parts to be protected, human being thus obtained, with reference to highly 

conventional available data, such as those obtained 
Approach by Mathematical from already old experiments of the HSRI (11) for the 

Modelization of the Behaviour of the thorax, and of INRETS for the pelvis (12), or very 

recent experiments such as those performed by G.M. Human Being in Lateral Impacts and published in 1988 (13). 
Whatever the effectiveness of the teams who undertook 

The mathematical modelization can be used to simulate 
work to improve the biofidelity of the EUROSID, it is clear 

various occupant configurations. For example, the thorax 
that several years will elapse before we can expect to avail 

can be covered or uncovered by the arm, the mass of the 
of acceptable dummies. In fact, it is necessary that these 

occupant can vary, the skeletal resistance, which depends 
new dummies pass the biofidelity tests, but also pass 

on the age and activity of the users can also vary. 
reproducibility and repeatability tests. The road ahead is 

The model presented herein represents the configuration 
still long, and this is why the CCMC, the MVMA and the 

for which the existing data are the most numerous, i.e. the 
JAMA have decided to have recourse to the DIRECT 

"uncovered thorax." A complementary experimental 
mathematical modelization of the HUMAN BEING. It is 

program is now in course to enable the CCMC to modelize 
quite clear that the validity of a mathematical model of the 

the "thorax covered by the arm" configuration. 
occupant would be just as unacceptable if the latter were to 
produce the mechanical characteristics of present-day One Dimension Mathematical Model 
dummies. 

One of the major advantages of mathematical model- Characterization tests of the dynamic 
ization is the capability of immediately integrating all the behaviour of the human subject 
new data produced by the biomechanical experiments. 
Similarly and instantaneously, the validation of the model To evaluate the effective masses of the thorax and pelvis, 

can be checked out by simulating biomechanical tests with and approach their dynamic coupling, we subjected the 

human subjects, selected as being the best references same subject to different impactor impacts. 

available. This is what has been performed by the The specimen tested died from a heart attack, without a 

Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics associated period in hospital, and so without extended immobilization. 

with Peugeot S.A./Renault: A complete X-ray inspection was performed prior to the 
tests. 

1. By performing special tests with human subjects, The cadaver anthropometric characteristics were close to 
to obtain the necessary data which do not exist in the 50th percentile (see table 4). The tests took place three 
bibliography world-wide. The characteristics of the days after the death of the subject, which was conserved 
coupling function between the thorax and the pelvis, unembalmed in a cold room. After the dynamic tests, 
for the essential provided by the spinal column, were characterization tests of the subject’s bone condition (14) 
obtained by these new APR experiments. The model have been done (results are not yet available). 
issued from these experiments is shown below: 

Table 4. Anthropometric measurements. 
C1 Sex : H "l’hora× lengt;h : 30 cm (al; 61;h rib) 

Age : 69 years Thorax width : 23 cm (at 61;h rib) 

kO 
Slze : 1.69 m Pelvis width    : 31.5 cm (at great 
Weight : 67 kg* trochanter) 

.~ 
U : 91.5 cr~ 

I+J : 67cm 

~ P : 52cm 
M : 51 cm 

¯ Pelvis ÷ ,ower m~ers weight : 2g kg 

Test methodology 

~ The subject is submitted to six successive tests with the 
linear impactor (M=23.4 kg, diameter 152 mm), i.e. four 
impacts on the entire subject, and two impacts on the pelvis 

(~3 ~ l~ " 
with lower members isolated from trunk. 

I~2 - [-------~"-’l~ ’ The test matrix is given in table 5. 
K2- 

Physical measurements 
The position of the accelerometric sensors, attached to 

the subject, is shown in figure 8. It should be emphasized the 
fact that, with respect to a floor system of reference, the 
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IMPULSE ON THE THORAX position of the accelerometers is identical to that of the eo 
F.UROSID 

B0 Table 5. Tests matrix. 
~ 

/ 

Test Impact Location of impact ~int Injuries 
No. wl~ity 

(m/~) 

Impact on ~lvi~, c~nt~rBd on ~r~at     Non~ 
trochanter (c~plete subject) 

2 4.46 Re~atability test for test No. 1 None 
(c~plete subject) 

3 8.59 Impact on ~lvis centered on great None 0 
trochanter (c~plete subject) 0 ~0 40 BO BO ~00 ~0 ~40 ~BO ~BO ~00 

T~me 
4 4.46 Direct impact on thorax centered on 6 rib 

6th rib (a~ not involved in ~mpact) fractures 
(c~plete subject) 5th, 6th, TPen=vep~e ve]oc%t’ 

7th, 8th, 4.5 
9th, 10th 

5 4.4 S~ impact as No. 1 and N0. 2 None 

Test on ~lvis a~ lower ~rs 
isolated fr~ trunk 

~ 3 
6 6.6 S~ impact as No. 3 Fracture 

Test on ~lvis and lower ~rs of great ~ ~-5 ¯ 

isolated fr~ trunk trochanter 

0 20 ~0 BO BO ~00 %20 ~40 ~BO ’~BO 200 
T~me 

--Secrum                     --- 12tb Dora~ 
--~ Btb Dorsal verteDrm vertebre 

.... ~Oth Dorsal verteOrm ..... ~mpoctor 

EFFECTIVE MASS OF THE THORAX 
40 I " 

5 

0 20 4o 80 80 ~oo ~20 ~4o ~eo 18o 200 
Figure 8. Location of transducers.                                                      T~mo 

.... %Orb Oorsa~ vertebra 
~e force applied is obtained by multiplying the impactor . . ~2tn Dora a I v ertebr. 

acceleration by its mass. All the chapels measured except 
Figure 9. Determination of the effective mass ot thorax (test 

the pelvis accelerations are recorded according to filte~ng N~ 4). 
class CFC 180. ~e pelvis accelerations are recorded ac- 
cording to filtering class CFC 600. 

Calculation of thorax effective mass (M1). On the basis The result of the mass calculation according to the loca- 

of test 4 (table 5), the thoracic mass of the cadaver can be tion of measurement of thorax acceleration is given in figure 
calculated by dividing the impulsion on the thorax by the 9. 
v~ation in tr~sverse velocity measured on ~e spinal col- 

To obviate the effect of thorax/pelvis coupling, we con- 
umn at different points. 

sidered the effective mass at the moment at which the max- 

~ ~ [ ~ ~ atl / [ ~t a~l imum transverse speed of the dorsal-lumbar column is 

reached (i.e. 38 ms after the beginning of impact); this 
~ : I~t~r ~ (~. 4 ~) instant is in phase ~ith the acceleration of the pelvis (figure 

~ : ~h~r~x ~l~r~t~n (~ur~ ~r ~g, ~ ~n~ ~) 10, transverse velocity of sacrum). The calculated mass is: 
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Acceleration at 6th dorsal M1=24.9 kg Test No. 5 (V=4.4 m/s) M4=17.9 kg 
Acceleration at 10th dorsal M1=24.4 kg Test No. 6 (V=6.6 m/s) M4=17.7 kg 
Acceleration at 12th dorsal M1=24.4 kg 

The result of the equivalent mass calculation for test 5 is 
According to an anthropometric study by Mc CON- given in figure 10. 

VILLE (15), the isolated mass of the thorax and the 50th Mathematical modelization of the dynamic 
percentile abdomen is 25.09 kg (thorax = 22.8 kg, Abdomen 

behaviour of the thorax 
= 2.22 kg). These values are confirmed by ROBBINS (9). 

Calculation of effective mass of pelvis (M4). Analysis of From the basis of the tests conditions and the response 

tests 5 and 6 on pelvis with lower members, but isolated characteristics F(t) and deflection/forces,l measured in test 

from the trunk (total mass : 28 kg) enabled us to fix the 4, we tried different typical configurations of the mathe- 

effective mass of the pelvis. This is measured at the moment matical modelization. 

in which the maximum transverse speed of the sacrum is The approach which seemed most satisfactory to use is 

reached, given in figure 11. This agrees with the work of HUNG HSU 
CHEN (16) and LANGDON (17). 

80 
ZNPULSE ON THE PELVZS 

kl ’ 

50 ,,._ ~ Impaetor 
ko Thorax 

H 
j M1 M2 Ma Ko K1 CI - [ 

~o/ k9 kg kg N/m Nim N.s/m 
0 _ 

0 ~0 20 30 40 BO BO 70 80 SO ~00 
T:tma (ms) 24.5 0.001 23.4 55000 25000 1400 

Figure 11. Modelization of the thorax. 
4.5             TRANSVERSE VELOC]:TY 

4 \ The response characteristics of the model are given in 
"" s. ~ figure 12, and compared to those of the test with the human 

a \ subject. 
" ’~"",,~f ~ On the basis of tests under the same conditions with 02.5 ° 
,-, frontal solicitation of the thorax, LOBDELL (18) calculates 
¯ the mobile mass of the thorax in movement as 0.32 kg, 
~ ~’n which represents 1.3% of the effective mass of the thorax 
c ~ (M 1). In a recent publication (19), and on the basis of impac- 
~ .~ 

y 
tor tests (impacts on lateral area of thorax located at 30°), 

0                                                    VIANO gives a moving mass of the order of 0.45 kg. In fact, 
0 ~0 20 30 40 nO 80 70 80 80 ~00 

T:lmo (ms) we observed that, for values between 0 and 0.5 kg, taking 

-- -- Tmpaotor the mobile mass in movement into account has a negligible 
Soorum effect on the model response characteristics. Being unable 

to quantize this mass accurately, we have considered it as 

EFFECTIVE MASS OF PELVIS negligible and reduced to a minimum value of 0.001 kg. 
so 

! ~ Mathematical modelization of the dynamic behaviour of 
| pelvis. The model used is identical to that developed for the 

thorax. In ISO DP 9790-6 document, the biofidelity of the 
2o pelvis under the force of the impactor is judged only in terms 

~ , ,,,~, of the maximum applied force. By simulating tests 5 and 6 

, ~ ’V" on the isolated pelvis of a human subject (table 5), we have, 
.m by a HEURISTIC approach, set values k~, k3 and C3 (figure ~ ~o 

13). 

] These parameters alone are used in the ISO/DP 9790 Document, which is one of the 
0 

0 ~,0 20 ;~0 40 ISO 80 70 80 80 :100 
most complete references selected to evaluate the biofidelity of the thorax of a 

dummy. The choice of these parameters is explained by the fact that the total deflec- 

tion of the thorax and/or the product of the deflection, times its speeds, (index V.C), 

Figure 10. Determination of the effective mass of pelvis (test are recognized today as being the measurements enabling the best quantizing of the 

Nb 5). risk of thoracic injury. 
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~oo k3 

~000 

Impactor                                   Pelvl s 

M3 k2 ~4 - 
 ooo 

~ oo                                                                      C3 

M~ K~     K2     K3 ¯ ooo                                 kg 
ikg 

N/m 
I N/mJN’s/mj 0 ~0 ~0 30 40 

-- Te8~ n’4 
. ~oOel Figure 13. Modelization of the pelvis. 

~ 
Tes~ n’2 ~000 

~ 
80 Tes~ n’5 ~elv~m mZone) 
80 

~ 
~000 

t~ 
0 0 

5 ~0    t5 ~0 25 30 35 40 

T~me 

---- Bth dorsal vertebra 
----- ~Oth Qor~m~ vertebrm 
- - - ~tb Qoraml vertebrm V-4.4 

, ~de~ 8000 

~ 
~000 --- Teme n’~ ~e~v~m 

.8 _ 4000 

-. 3 T~me ~) 

T~me (ms) 
V~. 8 

---- 8th Doraml vertebra 8000 
~--- ~Oth Dorsal vertebra 
- - - ~2th Dorsal vertebra 7000 ~ ~ Tem~ n’8 (pelv~m alone 

Figure 12. Characteristics of response of the cadaver (Test Nb 
8000 

4), and the model for an impact on the thorax (V~.46 m/s). ~ 5000 

~ 4000 

~ given in figure 14. 

Fo~ solicitation of ~h~ t~o~ax (V = 4.4~ m/~). On the ba~s Figure 14. Characteristics of impactor force for pelvis impacts 

of test 4 (table 2), we have, by double integration of compared to that issued of the model. 
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transverse acceleration, calculated the movement of the In characteristics No. 1 and 2, the arm and shoulder are 
thorax (6th and 12th dorsal vertebra level) and the involved in the impact; consequently, the response of the 
movement of the sacrum. As can be observed from figure present model (without arms and shoulder) is comparable to 

~ ~ 15a, the sacrum starts to move 38 ms after the dorso-lumbar characteristic No. 3 only. 
column, which, at this moment is translated by 60 mm. This Characteristic No. 3 (H.S.R.I. data): For lateral impact 
play of 0.06 m is reproduced in the diagrammized coupling against the thorax at 4.3 m/s transmitted by a 23.4 kg shock 
model below: device having a rigid flat surface of 150 mm diameter, the 

shock device deceleration curves and the lateral accelera- 
tion of the dummy’s spine at the thorax should be within the 

.~ ~ THORAX corridors given in figures 16a and b. The response of the 

~ 
k5 proposed mathematical model is within the limits given by 

the corridors. 
a) ~omp~rison of thora~ and pelvis displacements for a 

C5 thoracic impact (test 4, V = 4.46 m/s), 

o 

Nlm N/m N.s/m                 ~-~2, ----strip 

Modelization of the thorax/pelvis coupling.                       -200 
0 ZO 20 30 40 50 80 70 SO SO ~00 

T~e (ms) 
Simulation of test 4 has enabled us to set values for K4, K5 

~. and C5. 
Figure 15a can be used to compare the transverse b) Comparison o£ thorax displacements for a pelvis 

impact (Tests 1 and 2, V = 4.46 m/s). 
movements of the thorax and the pelvis given by the model 25 
to those obtained on the human subject. The characteristic 
"applied force" is compared in figure 12. o 

,~~ For solicitation of the pelvis. By comparing tests 1 and 2, ~- -25 
.~ we have observed adequate repetitivity of the test results. 
" ¯ For solicitation of the pelvis, the simulation of tests 1 and 2 

e== -50 --- --- sthStarnU=Doreel vertebra 
(V = 4.4 m/s) and test 3 (V = 6.59 m/s) enables us to check o= -75 ---- ZOth Dorsal vertebra 
that the response provided by the model is within the ,~e --- ~2th Dorsal ve,’tebre 

"-zOO Thorax (l~del) 
cadaver dispersion (figures 15b and 15c). The characteristic 
"force applied" is compared in figure 14. o 

-~ Validation ofthehumanbeingmathematical -ZS°o ~b 2b sb ~*b 5b sb 7b sb sb ~oo 
model according to ISO/DP 9790 data ~’~ms 

The response characteristics for the various bodily areas c) Comparison o£ thorax displacement :[’or a pelvis impact 

of the human being to lateral impact have been the subject of (rest 3, v = 6.59 m/s). 

a critical evaluation and a selection by ISO (ISO/DP 9790 25 

~-., nos. 1 to 6). These data were, at the beginning of 1988, the o -~ --:’-~~~_-. ~ 
best references available to evaluate the biofidelity of a 

i’~ -25 

~..~~_....~.~. 
human surrogate involved in lateral impact. -50 

Thorax response characteristics. Three thorax response -75 
characteristics to lateral impact are defined. One results 

o= -ZOO ---- Sternum ~.. 
from the drop tests on cadavers performed by the Peugeot/ ~ -- -- 8th Dorsal vertebra 

H--Z25 ..... 
ZOth Dorsal vertebra _ Renault Association (20), the second from tests on a trolley " ,, 

with cadavers, performed at the University of Heidelberg rt~ -~.50 ---              Th~r~xzflth Doraal0,lOl~’1} 

(21), and the third to impact tests on cadavers performed by 
the HSRI (11). These data have been normalized to provide -2000 ~.b 2b Sb 4b !~) Sb 7b Sb Sb t00 
the response characteristics of a 50th percentile male adult, r~ms 
either using the MERTZ method (22) or an extension of the Figure 15. Approach of the modelization of the thorax-pelvis 
LOWNE method (23). connection. 
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DECEt.FJ~TXON OOnRXDOR OF X~PACTOR impactor tests (M = 17.3 kg). When the shock applied oc- 

~ 
curs at a speed of between 6 and 10 m/s, the response is 

considered co~ect if the maximum force of the impacting 
~a 

[ 
~ 

device is within the co~idor. We obse~e that the model 

response is within the specified limits (figure 17). 

~ 8 ~ ~oo .ooo 
~ ~ ~ ,ooo 

CORRXOOR FOR THE PELVIS RESPONSE (ISO DP9790 

’’ 
o     ~o    ~o    ~o    ~o    .o    oo     ~ooo - __~,1~ ’ 

Ttme (ms) ~ooo 
-- 

]~< ~ ~per 1~m~ 
~oooo 

~ ~ Lower l~m~ 9000 / 

~ 7000 
~ 

~ " -- 
~ 6000 //~ ACCEL~ATION CORRIDOR OF ~OR~ o 

~ /~ 
~ ~ooo ., :~ 

/ 
X ~ooo .~" - 

~ 
~ooo ~ 
~000                                I _ ~a I X ~ooo ~ I X o/-- I                  I 

~ Fi~ur~ 17, V~liOation of th~ moO~l in ml~r~ne~ with 
~ $ [ ~ ~ ,Oons~ eharaet~ri,lies ol o~l~is (IN~ET$, DOe I$0 OP 9790). 

o o ~ ~ Validation of the mathematical model of human being ~ [ ~ ~ according to the 1988 VIANO data. Recently, VIANO con- 
~ 4 ducted a l~ge number of impactor tests (M = 23.4 kg) at / X ~ va~ous speeds on the lateral pa~ of cadaver’ thoraxes. 

2 / ~ ~ As they were peffo~ed after the ISO synthesis, these 

~ ~ experimentation provide a new reference of the dynamic 
o 

o ~o 2o ao ~o so eo behaviour of the different body segments under lateral 

T~me (ms) impact. 

-- -- ~te ltttt Impacts centered on the thorax: For each impact speed, 
- -- ~o,ee ltttt we have compared the response characteristics given by the 

~1 
model to those of the cadavers (figures 18, 19 and 20). The 

Figure 16. Validation of the model. Characteristics of the tho- main results are comp~ed in table 6. 
tax response (HSRI DOC ISO DP 9790). 

~is comparison shows that the thorax model reacts sim- 

Pelvis response characteristics. INRETS (24), (25) has il~ly to that of the cadavers in te~s of: force; deflection; 

studied the responses of 22 non-embalmed cadavers sub- V.C. index. 

mitted to lateral impact on the great trochanter. An acceler- The responses are more especially satisfacto~ as they are 

ometer placed at the rear of the sac~m measures the trans- obtained for impact speeds of between 4.4 and 9.3 m/s. ~e 

verse acceleration at the pelvis. ~e non-belted cadavers are relative compression ~d V.C values are calculated from the 

seated on a seat and receive shocks at various speeds (6 m/s total width of the thorax. For the model, the thorax width 

~ V ~ 14 m/s) transmitted by a rigid or soft impactor device, used is that of the 50th percentile male, i.e. 300 mm. 

~e forces applied by the device are measured. These data Impacts centered on pelvis: The model response, com- 

have been no~alized to give the response characteristics of pared with the VIANO test results of impacts centered on 

a 50th percentile adult male. the pelvis of cadavers is given in table 7. On the basis of this 

A relationship between the imPact speed and the max- comparison, the model used can be considered as 

imum st~d~dized force is dete~ined on the basis of rigid satisfactory. 
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--.4 -~_~ --.8 "’~" 
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0 SO 20     30      40 SO 80 0 ~0 20      30     ~0     SO     SO 
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Mode~ ...... C~d~v~r N’38 
, ~de~ C~dever N’7 

--~ Cadaver N’t7           Cadaver N’40 --~ Cadaver N’4 
..... Cadsyer N’2B     ~ Cadaver N’4~ ..... 

CadBver N’5 ...... CedBver 

Figure 18. Dynamic response of thorax for lateral impacts at Figure 19. Dynamic response of thorax for lateral impacts at 
4.42 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data. 6.52 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data. 

Discussion On the basis of these tests, the response characteristics of 

the thorax suggest a structure of the "shock absorbing 
This study was intended to present an approach by foam" type, so that, on the moment of contact, a progressive 

¯ - mathematical modelization of the dynamic behaviour of rise in force be obtained. 
human being under lateral impact. At this stage of development, the mass located at the 

To fix the parameters of the simplified model of the periphery of the thorax opposite the impactor is very low. 
thorax, the pelvis and coupling of both masses, we per- We hesitate to have recourse to the inexact idea of the 

formed rigid linear impactor impacts on a cadaver of weight of the ribs. In fact, it consists of a moving mass 

anthropometric characteristics close to the 50th percentile, consisting of certain bone elements (but what part of the ribs 
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8o00 Table 6. Results of model compared to the thorax response of 
/~ cadavers [GM data]. 

7000 

8000 
// ~ ~ ~ Parameter C~daver Ho~el 

4000 
/     ~ ~ Force (N) 2670 + 990 2477 

~ / / v.c (Ws) o.e2 * o.~ .~ 
~ -~/~ ~" " /~ ~ 

V = 6.52 + 0.32 m/s (N = 5) V = 6.52 m/s ,ooo 
~000 "" Force (N) 

0 ~ ~--:~’~ / 
Thor~ def]ecLton (~) 112 + 13.5 109 

Thor~ c~presston (~) 34.9 + 4.5 36 

0 20 40 BO 80 ~00 t20 ~40 ~80 ~80 v.cc (m/) ~.~0 + o.~ ~.2~ 

Def~eo~oR (~ 
V = 9.33 + 0.71 m/s (N : 5) V = 9.33 m/s 

C~AV~ N’2 ...... CADAV~ N’33 Force (N) 6300 + 900 5247 

Thorax deflection (~) 142 + 17.9 156 
~ CADAV~ N’3 -~-- CADAV~ N’37 T~r~ c~presston (~) 43.2 + 3.9 52 

¯ ’ C~AVER N’~ v.C. (~s) 2.05 + 0.41 2.24 

~2~00 Table 7. Results of model compared to pelvis response of 
laD cadavers (G.M. data). 

~ ~140 
-~/~" 

Response Cadaver (N = 6) t4odel 

- ~ "~--"~    " ’-- v : 4.83 ÷ 0.68 ,/s v : 4.63 

"o so i¢/ \\ ~               ~’-...-’~ Force (.) 6460 * 16~0 4~00 . 
#, \  ,,.o,1oo 49+ ,6 4o 

~’~ BO . V = 6.77 + 0.1 m/s V : 6.77 m/s 

~ 
Force (N) 6810 + 1600 6700 

20 / 
~_~.~. Deflect.ton (mm) 98.5 + 13.5 54 

0 " " V = 9.65 + 0.64 II1/S V = 9.65 nl/s 

O tO 20 :30 40 EO El0 

Time (me) Force (N) 11200 + 1480 9500 

Deflection (~) 78.3 + 22.7 78 

--~ CADAVER N’2 ...... CADAVER N°3"3 

.... CADAVER N’3 -~-- CADAVER N’37 
" CADAVER N" ~4 ’ 

~-- CADAVER N’iS used, a variation in this thoracic peripheral mass does not 
lead to a notable modification of the overall dynamic 

a response of the thorax. 

2.~. "’,. The result of this is that the model cannot provide a ~ 

~ ~ 
response in terms of peripheral acceleration measured on -= 2 

=/~<        >,..~.~. the rib cage. This is not an important limitation, since this ~ i .~ _/~,~,~ .-~(~ ~ "N 
measurement is not considered as a predictive criterion for 

~. 
t f -~\~;\\ \ thoracic injuries as reliable as deflection or V.C. However, if ¯ 

"~ " \,""~,~ " ,~ such a model were to be applied to simulation of the SID 
o 0 ,, 

\..x~j )...,:~-. _-,~- dummy, the impossibility of obtaining a peripheral o .... - =. \ 
,-- 

accelerometric response could be regrettable, even if this 

"~- -i .~ 
\~.// 

~ were only used to compare the acceleration and deflection 

-a responses. 
o io 2o ao ~o ~o ao To enable this extension, complementary work has been 

Time 
programmed by CCMC. This work will be used to decide 

- ~ CADAVER ~ °2 ...... CADAVER ~’aa whether this limited interest justifies a sophistication of the 
---~ CADAVER N°3 ----- CADAVER N’37 
¯ ’ CADAVER N°~4 - ~ thoracic model. 
~ CADAVER N° iS The model of the thorax has been validated on the basis of 

Figure 20. Dynamic response of the thorax for lateral impacts ISO DP 9790 reference data and HSRI data. Moreover, its 
at 9.33 m/s. Comparison of model with VIAND data. response in terms of deflection and V.C, in reference to the 

VIANd mechanical tests is satisfactory. The same is true for 

must be considered, and which ribs?), cutaneous and the model of pelvis in reference to ISO specification DP 

muscular elements (but in what proportion?) and probably 9790 (INRETS data); the force response of the pelvis is 

internal organs partly coupled to this moving mass. This is a within the required corridors. With respect to the VIANd 

complex problem which, to be fully elucidated, requires tests, its response for force and deflection is within the 

very special attention, dispersion of the cadaver test results. 

Within the framework of this initial approach, we have A complementary test program is initiated by CCMC, in 

been able to check that, with the simple model of the thorax order to refine the characterization of the thorax-pelvis 
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coupling in the model, and to acquire the data necessary to the code used by the C.T.P. whose general schema is given in 
integrating the role of the arm and shoulder, so as to improve figure 21. 

reproduction of other lateral impact configurations. The vehicle chosen for the performance of a simulation 

Application of human being model to C.T.P. 
with available human being data was the FORD LTD with 
an impact velocity of 50 km/h. For this car, we were pro- 

Definition of bodily territories implicate according to vided with the results of a real lateral crash-test with US- 
CCMC. The physical representation of the passenger under SID dummy and with the results of CTP’s simulation with 
lateral impact, as defined in the Composite Test Procedure also US-SID dummy; the general diagram of velocities ob- 
prepared by the CCMC, highlights three bodily areas from tained simulation of the impact can be seen in figure 22. 

~ ) which the levels of protection offered by a vehicle under 
lateral impact are determined. The human being is repre- :t5 :. ~ B,,rr’!er- ----- 
sented in three superimposed parts, the pelvis, the abdomen ~ ~ ....... Door "rnor-x ~ 

i "" ¯ .N+N..." ..... Vehicle and the thorax. 
It should be remembered that the areas of the vehicle ~ ~o 

"~._~~ 

tested during the procedure by two infinitely rigid I.L.D.’s ~ 5 
i " ~,/~ "~’’" 

(Interior Loading Device), so as tO provide data for the ~ 
computer instantaneously. Conversely, the area of the vehi- o 

cle concerning the abdomen is tested by a deformable o 5o ~oo ~5o 200 
’T :l.me (ms) 

"I.L.D." developed by APR, enabling direct measurement 
Figure 22. Human being CTP simulation. 

of the force resulting from contact of the latter with a hu- 

.4; man-like mechanical abdomen during impact. The linear For guidance, we put on the same graph, respectively for 
force-injury risk relationship established by WALFISCH thorax and for pelvis, accelerations derived from crash-test, 
(26) enables this direct evaluation of the abdominal risk. from simulation with US-SID dummy model and from sim- 

The natural result of this principle of representation is ulation with human-being model, in figures 23 and 24. 

that only the thorax and the pelvis have been mathe- "rP~or-,,,x Be~av~our" 
matically simulated on activation of the procedure, but 
overall, the thorax, the pelvis and also the abdomen are 

\            ~ CTP Hum,~n belng 
indicators of the level of protection offered by the vehicle. ,- ,40 \ ....... CTP s’ro Dummy 

Recently, tests were performed on vehicles FORD LTD ~o \ ..... FST SZD Dummy 
m 20 and will be used as a basis of comparison for the simulation 

performed in this communication. 
O 

o 
.~ Adaptation of the mathematical representation to the o 
’"" C.T.P. Initially the modelization of human being was devel- <-20 

oped on ADAMS code as described above. The choice of o ~o ~oo ~5o ~oo 
T~me (ms) 

spring-damper figures constituting the model was done tak- Figure 23. Thorax behaviour. 
ing also into account observations derivated from bibliogra- 
phy. Finally we were led to the general configuration of Pelv:ts Belaavtour, 

human being described at the beginning of the paper, the 
~ ~o ° 

results of which are fully given in the paper, 
c 40 -- CTF) Human 

In order to evaluate the response of. such a model of ,~° ....... CTP. SZD Dummy 
FST SZD Dummy human being in the C.T.P.’s programme we were conducted 

~ ~o 
to perform equivalent transformations for some spring- ,~ 
damper figures to introduce our mathematical model into o      ~ o 

o 
~.,~     I -_- ~ ’~-~o .,. .~ . , 

I 

I 

’~F~ (3) 

o 50 ,oo ,5o ~oo 
Rib T:Ima (maJ 

F(~ 
Figure 24. Pelvis behaviour. 

~-~l ~1’~-~       ve~ic,, 

As far as US-SID dummy was not concepted with the Barrier r 
m,    ~F(5) m~ willing of determine chest deflection as a main criterion, we 

~ 
m~ 

I I"’~ F~ F(~ Pe/’vis do not compare it to the deflection obtained through the ! / m~ simulation with human being, which is given in figure 25. 
This last result must be accompanied with the following 

comments: 

Such a level of deflection (180 mm for a door contact at 
Figure 21. C.C.M.C. Composite side impact test procedure, nearly 12 m/s) seems believable according to the fact that 
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Ches% Deflec~z~on    . a 50-percentile human being scanned by a MRI system.* /%. 

-~ . ~s /\ Construction of the skeleton. 
- 

/ 

~ 

The skeleton consists of the following 6 segments: 

¯ ~ ¯ s C.G. head Occipital condyles 
o Occipital condyles C6/T1 
~ . 05 C6/T1 T8fr9 
~’ T8/T9 T12/L1 

b T12/L1 Sacrum 
0 50 ~00 ~,50 ~00 

T’~me (ms) Sacrum Point H 

Figure 25. Chest deflection. The mass and centre of gravity for each segment is de- 
fined on the basis of the work by Mc Conville (15). 

during impactor test of D. VIANO, we reach a maximum of 
160 mm of chest deflection for an impact velocity equal to Definition of ellipses 
9.8 m/s. Nevertheless, we must be aware that the data base Prakimod is a simple global behaviour model, and for 
which permitted to elaborate the calibration of the human each contact with an ellipse there is only one possible defor- 
being model was constituted of impact tests with a circular mation. This being so, it is preferable to increase the number 
impactor shape of 150 mm diameter (the same impactor as of ellipses to refine the model’s behaviour. We therefore 
above used by VIANO) when the contact surfaces involved defined the following ellipses: 
between the door and the lateral side of the occupant are 
doubtless greater. When a real lateral crash occurs, we can Ellipse Centre (transverse axis) 

very likely think that such a large chest deflection would not Shoulder T3 

appear for the same contact velocity between door and Arm 

occupant. Hard upper thorax T6fr5 

We will essentially be taught from this first attempt of Hard middle thorax T8/T9 

human being simulation that methodology allowing the Hard lower thorax T10 

good determination of human model for the mathematical "Soft thorax T1 lfr 12 

phasis of the CTP of CCMC is now ready (29). For all that, Upper abdomen L 2 

new tests with larger impactors for the calibration phasis, Lower abdomen L 5 

and with new ILD’s well fitted to these impactors for the Pelvis 

determination of the stiffness of inner parts of the vehicle Iliac wing Iliac wing 
force to the bodily territories involved in the crash are now Ischium Ischium 
performed by APR in order to feed CTP’s computation Since the human being scanned by RMI is in reclining 
phasis with the more biofidel mathematical model of human position, we used the work by Robbins (9) to apply a rota- _ 
being developed up to now. tion movement to each segment of the spinal column corre- 

In the following section a similar work, i.e. dealing with sponding to the sitting position (figure 26). 
the mathematical simulation of the human being is pre- 
sented. Based on the use of a 2D model "PRAKIMOD" 

~ 
~" 

(27) it is validated with the same human reference (Viano 
Tests) (28). 

Modelling of the Human Being in Side 

[[ Impacts with Prakimod 
The object of this study is an initial modelling of the 

human being in side impacts, by means of the 2-dimensional 
model Prakimod (Peugeot Renault Accident Kinematics 
Model (27)). 

This model will first be validated on the basis of the 
impactor tests by Mr. Viano (28) performed on cadavers at 
different speeds. Following this, mathematical simulation 
of the structure in side impacts will be adopted as input data. 
This will allow complete simulation of a global impact, i- 
from the car structure to the human being. Human beS.ng scanned by Model of the human being 

RMI in line posture in seated posture 

Construction of the model 
Figure 26. Construction of the model. 

To construct the model of the human being, we have used 
the study by Robbins (9) on driving posture and the image of 

*MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging. 
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Validation ameters to validate the model response to: deflection versus 

time; V.C. versus time; load versus time. 
Validation will allow definition of the behavior of the 

thorax, abdomen and pelvis, by means of Viano impactor Simulation of the thorax (figures 27, 28, 29) 
tests (28). 

No data is at present available for characterization of the 

thoraxSh°ulder and armwill be behavior, so that only the behavior of the 
modelled. 

Three curves were selected according to Viano par .............. 
BO ..... 

~00 .H 
¥ 

""~.~ oo . 
BO _ 

~ 
40 

~ ~o ~ ~ ’"’" o     ~o ~o    ~o ~o    ~o    eo 

....... 5 

~o , , 
0 

1.6 
0 ~0 20 30 40 50 SO 

~.2 

~ .4 

-.8 
0 ~0 20 30 40 50 ~0 

Time 

Oo ,o ,o .o .o 
. 

~ ~ Figure 28. Dynamic response of the thorax for lateral impacts 

0 ~ 
at 6.7 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data, 

o ~o     2o     3o     ~o 5o so 
T~me (ms) Info~ation is available from impactor tests peffo~ed in 

CORRXDOR 
the "d~ver" position, i.e., without inte~osed a~. ~e 

N~I impactor is centred on a 7.5 cm axis under the middle of the 

Figure 27. Dynamic response of the thorax for lateral impacts sternum. The impactor diameter is 150 mm and it weighs 
at 4.42 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data. 23.4 kg. 
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On the other hand, for load versus time, the model goes 

slightly beyond the corridor for all velocities. 

¯ ~8o Simulation of the abdomen (figures 30, 31, 

.~ ~oo 32) 

0 

20 ~80 " 

0 ~ ~40 ~ " " 
0 ~0     ~0     30     40     50     80 ~ .~ ............. 

~-.~ 

_.~ 

7 ’ ’ / I                N ..... 0 

0 ~0 ~0 30 40 50 80 
~ , 

Model 

Figure 29. Dynamic response of the thorax for lateral impacts 
at 9.4 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data. ~ 

~ ~ ...... 

0 ~0 ~0 - 30 40 ~0 80 
Time (~) 

~ee impact velocities are available, 4.5, 6.7 and 9.4 --’CORRIDOR 

m/s, with five tests for each velocity. 
~odeZ 

For thoracic deflection and V.C., the model behaves very Figure 80. ~namie mspon~ of the abdomen at 4.~ m/s. 
well for all t~ee velocities. Comparison of mofl~l with ~IANO aata. 
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0 10 20     SO     ,40 150 80 0 10 20     aO     40 Z~O     80 
Tlme (me) T~,me (ms) 

....... 8 N~de! ....... 20 
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~ CORRZDOR ~ CORR.rDOR 
’ Node1 NodeZ 

Figure 31. Dynamic response of the abdomen for lateral im- Figure 32. Dynamic response of the abdomen for lateral im- 
pacts at 6.8 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data. pacts at 9.4 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data. 

The test conditions are identical to those for the thorax In terms of deflection and V.C., the model performs well 
- except that the impactor is located on an axis 15 cm below by comparison with real tests, but in terms of load it goes ¯ 

the middle of the sternum, beyond the corridors for the velocities of 4.8 and 6.8 m/s, 
Three impactor velocities are available, 4.8, 6.8 and 9.4 and on the other hand is slightly below the corridors for the 

m/s. 9.4 m/s velocity. 
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Simulation of the pelvis (figures 33, 34) 

.... °° ~ I. Iii-- 
70 

~;.~j~ -~ ~° . ..../_~. .......... :;:.J. 
.~ 80 ~-" 

~.,., ,~o 
~ 

i.~K.-._~.....__..- 

~o o I 
0 

0     ~.0     20     30     40 50 80 

o ~.0 =0 30 ,40 50 30 T~me 

T~me ~me) 
....... 22    --~ 39 

....... 25 --~ ~4 - 

¯ !/ I "".-,. =_..:.. .... ._..... 

0 ~.0 20 30 40 50 80 T~me (me) 
Time (ms) ~-- ~.8 35 

~-- 2~ - 3B ....... 
22    --~ 39 

....... 25 -’~ 44 27 ModeZ 

~-31 

20 

.o 

o            ~-.....__L i 
o ¯ 

_ ...... 0 10 =0 30 40 50 80 
¯ 0 ’~0 EO     30 40 50 

T~me 
, CORRZDOR 

CORR~:DOR                                              Mode~ 

Figure 33. Dynamic response o! the pelvis for lateral impacts Figure 34. Dynamic response of the pelvis for lateral impacts at 

at 5.2 m/s. Comparison of the model with VIANO data. 9.8 m/s. Comparison of model with VIANO data. 

Validation Conclusions 
Same impactor configuration as for the previous tests, For the thorax, the abdomen and the pelvis, the Prakimod 

with the impactor centred on the greater trochanter, model behaves well in terms of deflection and V.C., and 

Two impact velocities are available, 5.2 and 9.8 m/s. although the responses for load versus time are less 

The model performs well in deflection, but under load, on satisfactory they are nevertheless not too far from the 

the other hand, it exceeds the two corridors, corridors. 
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With references to the work by Viano (28) V.C. is one of This data is obtained directly from the structural simula- 
the best injury criteria for side impacts, and in this case the tion (30) performed using a 1-dimensional dummy. Since 
model is biologically faithful in terms of deflection and V.C. the dummy used has 2 parts, the surface-indeformable tho- 

~ However, if we want perfectly to simulate the human being, rax and pelvis, and knowing that the Prakimod model covers 
other tests would have to be performed to understand the 

the whole human being, by an initial approximation we can 
more complex mechanisms of behaviour of the human 
being’s body areas, adopt a deformation point for the thorax and a point for the 

On the other hand, to characterize the whole human pelvis and we can liken the car door to a straight line be- 

being, we lack data concerning the behaviour of the tween those two points. 

shoulder and interposed arm, at different velocities. 

Simulation of a global side impact 

The input data for this modelling exercise are as follows: 

¯ Transverse acceleration of the car body. 
¯ Deformation of the car door versus time in the 

¯ ~ dummy plane. 

¯ ~ 2o 

o 

¯ °° // ¯ ¯ 
0 Figure 36. Segments kinematics of the global simulation. 

~.0 20 30 40 50 50 
Time Cme) Results (figures 35, 36, 37) 

The results of this simulation in terms of deflection seem 
to be high, approximately 200 mm for the thorax and 180 

.- ~ 2o mm for the pelvis. This can be explained by the Viano 
reference impactor test configuration, using a cylinder of 

~ l~ .,--" ~ diameter 150 mm. Such tests seem unsuitable in terms of 

~ ~" ""~ ~,,~ impacting area in relation to the deformed car door area. It 
’~ seems probable that tests performed by a larger impactor 

~ ioo 
,: 

would be more representative of a car door impact. 

~ ~ General Conclusions for Mathematical 

o-    io     ~o     ~o     ,,o ~o ~o 
~v~ouemng 

Time [me) This study enabled an initial complete simulation of a 

Figure 35. Results of the global simulations in terms of side impact, with first a simulation of the structure and 
deflecting, second a simulation of the human being. 
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9 
12o1) MS                                              S2oO 1"15                                         l 52°0 MS 

Figure 37. Kinematics of the global simulation. 

Note that the dummy used for structural simulation is feasibility of mathematical models as a tool for research and 

greatly simplified in shape and behaviour (1 dimension) and development work in the study of side impacts. 

that validation of the 2-dimensional Prakimod model is To continue this work, structural simulation should be 

based on tests performed on an impactor which has an performed directly on a dummy defined along three 

apparently small surface area by comparison with the area dimensions, but at present insufficient data is available 

of the impacting car door. However, this study shows the concerning these three dimensions for the human being. 
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Comparison of EUROSID and Cadaver Responses in Side Impacts 

E.G. Janssen, J. Wismans, P.J.A. de Coo, conducted a large number of the proposed tests to study the 

TNO Road-Vehicles Research Institute, Delft, 
biofidelity of EUROSID. A description of the test set-up 

the Netherlands 
and test results is presented in this paper. In addition, 
cadaver injury severity and dummy protection criteria 

Abstract obtained from identical tests are compared. 

In order to evaluate the performance of EUROSID in full- 
The biofidelity of the production prototype European scale side impacts tests, the TNO Road-Vehicles Research 

Side Impact Dummy--EUROSID--has been evaluated Institute had conducted two series of three full-scale tests. 
against requirements defined by ISO. Impactor tests, drop The first series was based on the draft European test 
tests and sled tests have been conducted to assess the bio- procedure, while the second series was based on the test 
fidelity of the head, neck, thorax, shoulder, abdomen and 

procedure proposed by the United States Department of 
pelvis of the dummy. Transportation. The results will be presented in a FAT 

Additionally, full-scale impact tests were performed to 
compare the responses of EUROSID with cadaver re- 

publication (2). The test set-up of the first series is similar to 

sponses in identical tests. Special emphasis has been given 
that used for a comprehensive FAT research programme to 

to the comparison of protection criteria obtained from dum- 
study the injuries of human cadavers in side impacts (see 

my tests and the injury severity of cadavers in impactor-, 
references (3) and (4)). EUROSID and cadaver responses 

drop-, sled- or full-scale tests, are compared in this paper with respect to biofidelity and 

It appears that the response of the production prototype injury severity assessment. 

EUROSID in padded- and some rigid impact tests is in good The production prototype version of the European Side 

agreement with the cadaver responses, while EUROSID Impact Dummy has been used in the study presented in this 

appears to be too stiff in some other rigid impact tests. The paper. This dummy is described in an EEVC publication (5), 

injury assessment capabilities of EUROSID seem to be as well as in the EUROSID User’s Manual (6). EUROSID is 

promising. It appears that the ISO requirements show in- designed to accept accelerometers, displacement and force 

consistencies and that the definition of some test set-ups transducers, as well as level detecting switches (see figure 

should be improved. 1). Table 1 shows the location, type of transducer and 

channel filter class generally used. 
Introduction 

The European Side Impact Dummy--EUROSID--has ~.~_~ ~ hec~d ctcceter~tion 

been designed and constructed during 1983-1985 by a #’-. 

group of European research laboratories working together 
under the auspicies of the European Experimental Vehicle 
Committee--EEVC. The design and performance was acceterafion ~ 

~ upper spine acceterafion 
based on biomechanical data. Four prototypes ofEUROSID 

~ 

were built and evaluated in 1986 within the framework of an --~_-2 disptncemenf 

EEC Evaluation Programme (1).* The repeatability, ~’~ 
reproducibility, sensitivity and durability of the four -- 

dummies have been evaluated by impactor tests, sled tests 
I~’a_--I [~ tower spine acceteration 

and full-scale car crashes. The dummy design was improved ~bdomimat force -- 
following this exercise and approximately 20 production A H--I ~ 2 \ 
prototypes have been evaluated during 1987-1988 by 

/ organizations in Europe, the United States of America, ~’~ro~, " itium force,(2x) 
/ ~’~ ’, ~°J, petvis acceter~tion 

Canada and Japan. ~buhic force 

In addition to requirements like sensitivity, repeatability 
and durability, a side impact dummy should also load the 
structural components of a car in a realistic way. Figure 1. Overviewof EUFIO~lO’$instrumentation. 

Furthermore it should show a human-like response to this 
loading. Working Group 5 of ISO/TC 22/SC12 has defined a 

This paper consists of three separate parts: 

series of impact tests to assess the performance of these ¯ Part 1: Biofidelity of EUROSID in ISO tests 

dummies. The impact test set-up and proposed dummy ¯ Part 2: Biofidelity of EUROSID in full-scale tests 
responses are based on cadaver and human volunteer impact ¯ Part 3: EUROSID injury assessment. 

tests and are described in documents ISO/DP 9790-1 to 
9790-6. The TNO Road-Vehicles Research Institute has 

Each part starts with an introduction and ends with a 
discussion. At the end of this paper a general discussion and 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, conclusions are presented. 
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Table 1. EUROSID instrumentation,                           presents the dummy responses, reanatyzed accordi ng to the 

Location transducer SAE latest version of documents ISOiDP 979(~-1 to 979t Channel Filter Class 
10, ll. 12, 13). 

Head tdax. accel. 1000 For the test set-ups it is referred to the [SO documents, as Upper spine T1 triax, accel. 180 
Upper r~ unia~, ace, el, 180 wel l as to our previous paper (7). The lateral neck bending 

dispL transd. 180 
Middle rib uniax, accel. 180 tests, which were not presented in that paper, are presented 

dispI, trarff, d. 180 in more detail. Table 2 summarizes the ISO impact tests. Lower ~ untax, accel. ! 80 
dispI, transd, 180 

AbdomenL°Wer spine T12 
3un’a ’sw.c.esaC  " 10001 0 Test Set-up 

Pelvis triax, accel. 180 
- .~.Nc .symphysis force transd. 600 General mac wings strain gauges 600 

The test set-ups described in the [SO documents have 

been used wherever feasi ble (7). The specific part of the Part liBiofidelity of EUROSID in 
body to be tested was instrumented according to the 

~SO ’rests requirements laid down in the tSO documents. Additional 

transducers were used to "complete" the instrumentation as 
~13troductioll described in the previous section. 

A series of impact tests on all relevant body parts of The channel filter classes prescribed in the ISO 

EUROS ID has been performed, The tests were based on the documents have been applied as well as the "’standard’" 

requirements described in documents ISO[DP 9790-1 to filter classes presented in table 1. High speed fihns have 

9790-6. These documents propose a series of impact tests to been made of the impact tests, except for the head drop rests, 
assess the biofidelity of a side impact dummy, including 

Neck bending test impactor tests, drop tests and sled tests using the head, neck, 

shoulder, thorax, abdomen and/or pelvis of the dummy. The A series of four sled tests has been performed based on 
response of the dummy in these tests should be compared requirement No. 1 of document ISOiDP 9790-2 (9)_ The 
with cadaver responses in identical tests, requirements in this document are based on human volun- 

In a previous paper (7) the test set-up and test results were teer tests conducted by the Naval Biodynamics Laborator3 
already presented. Partly based on recommend ations (NBDL) in New Orleans. In order to reproduce the originai 
presented in that paper the ISO documents have been volunteer test conditions as close as possible it was decided 
changed, especially with respect to the required channel 

to perform the dummy evaluation tests at NBDL. Conse- 
filter classes and normalization procedures. This paper 

quently the same sled pulse, sled test set-up, restraint sys- 

Table 2. Proposed ISO impact tests and number of tests tems, instrumentation, data processing facilities as in the 

performed by TNO and NBDL, human volunteer tests could be used. in this test set-up the 

dummy is seated in an upright position on a rigid chair with 
Impact test                       Number of tests performed 

the right shoulder and hip against a vertical lightly padded 
Head wooden board. The dummy is restrained by ~hou~der straps, 
1. 200 mm rigid drop test 4 a lap belt and an inverted V-pelvic strap tied to the lap beh, 
2. 1200 mm padded drop test 4 

In addition a 25 cm wide chest strap is used to minimize 
Neck the load on the righl shoulder. Figure 2 il}ustrates this lesl 
1. Ewing volunteer sled test 4" set-up. 
2. Patdc~k/Chou volunteer sled test 
3. Tarriere cadaver sled test 

Thorax 
1.1 m and 2 m drop tests 
2.24 km/h and 32 kndh sled tests 6 
3. 4.3 m/s impactor test 3 

Shoulder 
1.4.5 m/s impactor test 3 

Abdomen 
1.1 m and 2 m drop tests 

Pelvis 
1.6 m/s - 10 m/s impactor tests 8 
2.0.5 m - 3 m drop tests 
3.24 krrgh and 32 km!h sled tests 

* Performed by NBDL Figure 2. Test set-up for Mteral neck ben~Jing test perlo~med by 
** Only the I m and 2 m drop tests have been conducted NBDL, 
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Test Results 150 G. Table 3 and figure 3 show that the actual response is 

approximately 18% above the upper response boundary. 

Introduction                                     peak head acc..g 
EUROSID 

To limit the amount of data to be discussed, only those 
~ 

I response 
responses which have to be compared with ISO- 

t~00 
/ 

requirements are presented (see table 3). 
/ ¯ cadaver 

test no.S 
Table 3. Summary of normalized EUROSID responses and     300 
requirements according to ISO/DP 9790¯                                                    / 

ISOtest                            EURO~lOrespo~ses       ISOrequirements                                                 J           / II     response req 
mean range i’ange corridor 

200 EUROSID // /        -" " test no.2 
"o= ~ =. 1 response z / i / - rnax.ac~4.(CFCl000] lg] 177 174.6 - 181.6 100 -150 

/ response req. /T 
Head test no. 2 [g] 414.4 396.7 434., 217-~= 

test no.1 ..... 9.,=,t (cFe 10oo) 
100 

11roracic test no. 1 J 
- max. impact fame (CFC 180) 

Sj/ ¯ lmr~id [kN] 16~. 15.~- 16.8 Figure4 

¯ 2m~ ~] 7.o 7.0 - 7.1 F~ur.5 / ~ impact vetoc, m/s 
- average n~x. rito. deft, (CFC 180) 

¯ 1 mfigid                       [mm] 43.4 41.8- 45.5 25 -35 *"          I             I             I             I             I 

¯ 2mpedd~ tram] ~o.o" 48.8- ~o.1" 38 " ’~ 1 2 3 /* 5 
~o,=~ =,= =. 2. ~=.~o,=(RalOO~ 

Figure 3. Peak head acceleration vs. impact velocity obtained 
¯ 24kmihdgid ~ 9.7 9,3- 10.2 F~ure6 
¯ ~k,~a ~1 15.5 153-- 15.8 ~u, 7 from head impact test No. 1 (rigid drop) and head impact test 
¯ ~k,~p~d,~ ~q 13-0 lZ9 - lZ.1 F~u~8 NO. 2 (padded drop); EUROSlD responses compared with the 

r,~a~ t,= ,,. 8 ISO requirements. 
- rnax. impactoca~el.(FIR100) [g] 18.0 17.0 - 18.6 F~ure9 

- max. uppers~neae~eL(FIR100) [g] 18.1 17.7 - 18.6 Rgutel0 

,~.,,.= Head impact test No. 2 
- max. impact for~ (CFC180) [kN] 2.9 2.8 - 3.0 F~ure 11 

.... ~o. tmm] ~ ~ - 07 ~ - 41 Table 3 summarizes the results of the 1200 mm padded 
~=~,~n,=t head drop test. The response requirement described in ISO- 
- max. impact fame (CFC 180) 

- 1 ~ t~] 7.5 r.1 - 7.9 r~u. 12 (8) i ¯ 2 m ~ 15.1 lZ8 - 13-7 r~u. 1~ reference s that the peak resultant head c.g. acceleration 
.... ~..,,W.==,.leFCl~Ol should be between 217 G to 265 G. Table 3 and figure 3 ¯ 1 m {g] 65.6 60.8- 68.9 29 -35 

¯ 2m [g] 128.1 118.5 - 140.9 75 - 92 

.... ~..,,~==t~Cr~l~O~ show that the actual response is approximately 56% above 
¯ 1 m [g] 282~. 239.4 - 331.7 100 - 125 

¯ 2m [g] ~= 384.8 - 387.8 1~0 -~ the upper response boundary¯ 

Pelvic test no. 1 . ~=.~,,,o~.~10oo~ ~.~ ~u,ol, ~o.1, Neck bending test No. 1 
~no.2                                                    Table 4 summarizes the results of the NBDL sled tests. 

max. pelvic acc~ (CFC 180) 
¯ 1.r~ to~ 74.7 ~z5- ~.8 ~ " " Only results are presented which were specified by ISO- ¯ 2mpadbed [g] 38.1 38.5- 40.6 39 -47 

,.~,=,.o.~ reference (9). These results have been estimated from 
. ~. ~,=~o~.~F,, lOO~ graphical time-histories provided by NBDL. Consequently ¯ 24km/hdgid [kN] 32.4 30.7- 34.1 6.4- 7.8 

¯ 32km/ndgid [kN] 54.5 54.2- 54.8 22.4- 26.4 

¯ ~k~p~*~ ~q 20.7 20.6- 20.8 11.5- lS.8 for certain results the accuracy of the peak values might be 
. ~=.~==.L(F~lOO) smaller than if directly determined from electronic data¯ ¯ 24km/hdgid [g] 117.9 117.4- 118.4 63 - 77 

¯ 38~g~ ~g] 169.4 1..9- l~Z~ ~ - 118 by NBDL ¯ ~.,~ [g] ..7 ..0 - ..~ 81 - 75 Head accelerations measured are not included in 

"M=.r~.~a~n.~Omm table 4 since the results of NBDL were expressed in a 
laboratory fixed co-ordinate system rather than the head 

The dummy response requirements described in local co-ordinate system specified by ISO (9)¯ 

documents ISO/DP 9790-3 to 9790-6 (thorax, shoulder, Table 4. Results of lateral neck bending test No. 1 (sled tests 
abdomen and pelvis) are based on normalized cadaver NBDL). 

responses¯ These cadaver data were normalized to represent roa~o. 81. 5~ 81. 6~68 
requirements 

the response characteristics of a 50th percentile adult male     "o~o.,.~ 

using the technique described by Mertz (14). From this s~: 
- Velocity change [m/s] 6.7 6.7 7.2 7.2 6.8 - 7.0 

procedure a so-called "effective mass" for the standard . Max. acceleration [g] 6.8 8.6 7.7 7.8 7.1 - 7.~ 
- RateoConsot" [m/s3] 1530 1467 1841 1767 -- 

subject is selected for each type of impact test (see Dummy (max.): 

Appendix 1) ISO references ( 1 0, 1 1, 1 2, 1 3) require that the .or. T1 acceleration [g] 22 19 22 21 12 18 
¯ Her. T1 displacement to sled [mm] 90 90 1 O0 1 O0 46 63 

dummy data are also normalized in order to adjust for 
,ead rotation angle [*] 65 68 74 74 44 5g 
Head twist angle [*] 31 34 51 48 32 45 

changes in effective mass due to slight differences in the Vert.H°r" c’g" displacement t° Tlc.g. displacement to T1 [mm][mm] 10020 3095 12030 11032 13064 16294 

position of the dummy on impact. 
~meof max. head excursion [ms] 175 ~0 175 176 15g 176 

Slope of the best square line fit of the rising position of the sled acceleration profile between 20% and 

Head impact test No. 1 
ofthepeakslodacceleration 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the 200 mm rigid head C.g. displacements presented in table 4 are based on 

drop test. The response requirement described in ISO-refer- measurements of the trajectories of the dummies head ana- 

ence (8) is that the peak resultant head acceleration on the tomical origin¯ This origin is located about 10 mm posterior 

non-impacted side of the head should be between 100 G to to the actual centre of gravity of the dummy. The effect of 
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this difference is expected to be small. The time of max- Thoracic impact test No. 1 
imum head excursion included in table 4 is based on the time Table 3 summarizes the results of the thoracic drop test. 
of maximum head rotation. In general it can be seen that the The dummy responses have to be normalized in order to 
repeatability of the responses is good. The slightly more compare them with the requirements described in ISO-ref- 
severe tests 6165 and 6166 result in slightly larger values for erence (10); an impact force vs. time corridor for the 1 m 

most output parameters than the tests 6163 and 6164. rigid drop test (see figure 4) and a corridor for the 2 m 

The first two requirements are related to the biofidelity of padded drop test (see figure 5). Furthermore the normalized 
rib deflection should be 25 to 35 mm for the 1 m test and 38 

the shoulder rather than the neck. It follows that the average 
to 48 mm for the 2 m test. It follows from table 3 that the rib 

deflection of the shoulder is 50% above the upper boundary deflections in the 1 m rigid drop tests appear to be 25% 
of the corridor, while the peak T1 acceleration is just slightly above the required upper response boundary. It can be con- 
above the upper boundary. The average head rotation angle cluded from the deflection responses presented in table 3 
is 20% above the upper boundary while the average head that the performance in the 2 m padded drop test is very 
twist angle is within the corridor. The head twist definition close to the required upper boundary. Figure 4 shows the 

used here (see reference (15)) varies slightly from the head impact force vs. time response of EUROSID in the 1 m rigid 

twist definition used for the ISO requirements (see refer- drop test. The first peak is caused by the natural frequency 
of the rib/load platform system. The dummy response ex- ence (16)); the effect of this is expected to be small. The 
ceeds the cadaver corridor considerably (see also "Discus- 

average horizontal c.g. displacement is about 25% below sion"). Figure 5 shows the impact force vs. time response of 
the lower boundary of the corridor while the vertical dis- EUROSID in the 2 m padded drop test. The amplitude of the 
placement is about 50% lower. Finally it can be seen that the response appears to be satisfactory, where the pulse dura- 
time of maximum head excursion is close to the tionis slightly longerthanthecadaverresponse. However, 
requirement, it appears that the pulse duration of the corridor is wrong 

(see also "Discussion"). 

(IX) 

I0 

.’-’ ._o 8 

6 
tO 

4 0 I0 20 30 t~O 50 
time, ms 

Figure 5. Normalized thoracic impact force versus time ob- 
2 tained from thoracic impact test No. 1 (2 m padded drop test); 

EUROSID responses compared with ISO requirement corridor. 

Thoracic impact test No. 2 

0 ~0 20 30 t~0 50 Table 3 summarizes the results of the thoracic sled tests. 
ti me, ms The dummy responses were normalized in order to compare 

them with the requirements described in ISO-reference 
Figure 4. Normalized thoracic impact force versus time ob- 

(10); an impact force vs. time corridor for each test condi- tained from thoracic impact test No. 1 (1 m rigid drop test); 
EUROSID responses compared with ISO requirement corridor, tion. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the normalized impact force 
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vs. time responses of EUROSID in the three different test z 1/. 

conditions. It appears that the dummy responses are in good 

agreement with the cadaver corridors. 

z 12 

-- lO 

2 

0 10 20 30 /.0 50 60 
time, ms 

0 10 20 30 /.0 50 60 Figure 8. Normalized thoracic impact force versus time ob- 
time, ms tamed from thoracic impact test No. 2 (32 km/h padded sled 

test); EUROSlD responses compared with ISO requirement 
Figure 6. Normalized thoracic impact force versus time ob- corridor. 
rained from thoracic impact test No. 2 (24 km/h rigid sled test); 
EUROSlD responses compared with ISO requirement corridor. 

Thoracic impact test No. 3 
Table 3 summarizes the results of the thoracic impactor 

z 16 tests. The dummy responses were normalized using a stand- 
-" ard effective mass of 32.7 kg as prescribed in ISO-reference 
~o (10). The normalized acceleration vs. time responses of the 
~_ 1~, top spine (lateral T~) and the impactor should lie within the 

~ corridors given in figures 9 and 10 respectively. It appears 

~o 12 
~ cn 213 

,T 16 

8 

6 
8 

2 

0 10     z0     30     t,0    S0 60 0 10 20 30 6,0     50 
time, ms time, ms 

Figure 7. Normalized thoracic impact force versus time ob- Figure 9. Normalized lateral upper spine acceleration versus 
tained from thoracic impact test No. 2 (32 km/h rigid sled test); time obtained from thoracic impact test No. 3; EUROSlD re, 
EUROSID responses compared with ISO requirement corridor, sponses compared with ISO requirement corridor. _ 
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~ 20 ment. However, the second ISO requirement is not fulfilled. 

~ The normalized deflections obtained from the current tests 
~ were 93 to 97 mm, rather than the required 34 to 41 mm. 

~ 16 Abdomen impact test 
,-, Table 3 shows the results of the abdomen drop tests. The 

test set-up for these tests appeared to be very difficult to 
~ 12 

repeat. This is especially true of the 2 m drop height, be- 
~. cause the impact area is relatively small. 
-~ The dummy responses have to be normalized in order to 

8 compare them with the requirements described in ISO-ref- 
erence (12); an impact force vs. time corridor for each drop 
height (see figures 12 and 13), as well as the required max- 
imum lower spine and lower rib accelerations. Furthermore 

it is required that the abdominal penetration is at least 4.1 
cm. The EUROSID abdomen has been designed to bottom 
out if a penetration of approximately 40 mm has been 
reached. Analysis of the high speed films showed that this 

0 10 20 30 /~0 50 value was exceeded in all tests and bottoming-out of the 
time, ms abdominal foam covering occurred. Figures 12 and 13 show 

Figure 10. Normalized impactor acceleration versus time ob- the impact force vs. time responses of the dummy together 

comparedtained frOmwiththoraciClso requirementimpact teStcorridor.NO. 3; EUROSID responses with the cadaver corridors. It appears that the dummy re- 

sponse was too high. The acceleration requirements were 
also exceeded (see also table 3). However, it appears that that both responses exceed the corridor, especially in the 

rising part of the curves, these acceleration requirements are not appropriate (see 
"Discussion"). 

Shoulder impact test 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the shoulder impactor 
tests. The CFC 1000 filtered responses (required by ISO- �o° 
reference (11)) show high-frequency vibrations, which in- ~ 8 

LL 
fluence the repeatability of the results, especially the peak 
values. The repeatability of the CFC 180 responses appears 
to be satisfactory. 

~- 6 Since the shapes of the CFC 1000 and CFC 180 filtered ’- 
impact force vs. time responses were identical, the latter has 
been used for comparison with the requirements of ISO- 
reference (11), because it has less high-frequency vibra- 
tions. Figure 11 shows the cadaver corridor together with 
the dummy responses. It appears that the EUROSID shoul- 
der performance is in good agreement with the first require- 2 

z t~.O0 

~ 3.00 

~ 0 10 20 30 40 50 
~ time,ms 

~o 2.00 Figure 12. Normalized impact force versus time obtained from 

~ 
abdomen impact test (1 m rigid drop test); EUROSID responses 

~ 
compared with ISO requirement corridor. 

too                                       Pelvic impact test No. 1 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the pelvic impactor 

0.00 tests. The EUROSID responses have been normalized using 
0 10 20 30 ~ 50. 60 the impact velocity. The normalized peak impact force vs. 

time, ms 
impact velocity response of the EUROSID pelvis shows a 

Figure 11. Normalized impactor force versus time obtained 
linear relationship, although it does have a considerable from shoulder impact test; EUROSID responses compared with 

ISO requirement corridor, steeper slope than the cadaver corridor (se~ figure 14). This 
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z 18 results in too high a dummy stiffness at high impact 
~ velocities. 

~ Pelvic impact test No. 2 
w 16 
-- Table 3 summarizes the results of the pelvic drop tests. 

"~ The EUROSID responses have been normalized using a 

~ total dummy mass of 76 kg. The maximum normalized 
"- 1 t~ pelvic acceleration seems to be in good agreement with the 
~ requirements described in ISO-reference (13); 63 to 77 G 
o for the 1 m rigid drop test and 39 to 47 G for the 2 m padded "11 

t~ 12 drop test. 

Pelvic impact test No. 3 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the pelvic sled tests. 
The normalized responses are based on a total dummy mass 

of 76 kg. ISO-reference (13) requires maximum normalized 
impact forces which appear to be considerably lower than 
the values obtained from the current rigid impact tests. 
Comparison with table 3 shows that the results obtained 
from the current tests are 2 to 4 times higher. The results 

6 obtained from the 32 km/h padded tests appear to be 50 

percent higher than the upper boundary requirement (see 
table 3). The required maximum normalized pelvic acceler- 
ations are also shown in table 3. The dummy responses in 
the rigid tests are up to 60 percent higher than required, 
while the response in the padded test is within the 

2                                                 requirements. 

Discussion 
A series of impact tests has been performed to assess the 

0 10 20 30 t~0 50 biofidelity of the European Side Impact Dummy. The test 

time, ms set-up was based on ISO proposals. The dummy responses 
have been normalized as required by documents ISO/DP 

Figure 13. Normalized impact force versus time obtained from 
abdomen imp.act test (2 m rigid drop test); EUROSID responses 9790-1 to 9790-6. 
compared wzth ISO requirement corridor. 

The peak acceleration response of the EUROSID head in 
both drop tests appears to be too high compared with the 

n0rmatized cadaver responses. ISO-reference (8) prescribes an impact 
~eok force,kN 

angle of 10 degrees, while the two cadavers in the tests 
12 

~ 
performed by APR impacted the padded surface at angles of 

/ 5 degrees and 1 degree respectively (17). The response of / 

10 
,-~6~1J2 ~.~.e’’~°¢’’~9~’¢\~" 

the EUROSID head appears to be closer to that of APR 

cadaver test no. 5, impacted at 10 degrees, which resulted in 

8 
5 a peak acceleration of 326 G (see also figure 3). This 

~ cadaver obtained a skull fracture and the test was therefore 
omitted from the ISO response requirements. In both 

6 cadaver test series complete cadavers were dropped, while 
the ISO test set-up requires that only the dummy’s head be 

t~ EUROSID used. Since the responses were not normalized this could 
response have influenced the results; 9% to 13% differences in peak 

head accelerations were found between head only tests and 
dummy tests (18). 

: im~ct vetoc.,nds The neck of the EUROSID is slightly too soft as far as 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

head rotations are concerned and, on the other hand, too stiff 
0    2 /, 6 8 10 12 1~ 

with respect to the head c.g. excursions. Further it can be 
Figure 14. Normalized peak impact force versus impact veloc- 
ity obtained from pelvic impact test No. 1; EU ROSID responses 

seen that time of maximum head excursion (i.e. maximum 

compared with ISO requirement corridor, head rotation) is close to the requirement. The shoulder of 
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the EUROSID appears to be too soft in comparison to the well as padded thoracic sled tests appear to be in good 
volunteers in the neck bending sled tests, agreement with the cadaver responses. If the standard 

In these neck bending tests the original test conditions effective mass for normalization of the cadaver and dummy 

could be reproduced almost exactly since the same test responses would be also changed from 38 kg to 31.3 kg, the 
force (and time) responses presented in Figures 6, 7 and 8 equipment was used. The ISO requirements lack a detailed 
would decrease by 9%. 

description of the test conditions particular as far as harness 
system and padding on the side board is concerned. 10 
Furthermore, in the ISO requirements a definition of the z~ [ 
twist angle should be included. 

The thorax of EUROSID appears to be too stiff in rigid 
impactor tests and in rigid drop tests, while the impact force ~ 8"~ 

v 

vs. time responses in padded drop tests show a too long 

/ pulse duration. However the ISO response requirements for 
the drop tests are based on 9 cadaver tests with arm 
involvement and only 2 cadaver tests without arm 
involvement (19), while the ISO test set-up prescribes a 
direct impact on the dummy thorax. Furthermore, it was 
recently shown (e.g. references (20) and (21) that the pulse 
duration of some cadaver tests used to define the response 
corridor for the 2 m padded drop tests was twice as long than 
that presented in ISO reference (10). The normalization 
procedure is redone by APR, resulting in another standard 
effective mass (31.3 kg rather than 38 kg) and based on the 
velocity change AV rather than based on the impact velocity 
Vo. Moreover it is proposed to prescribe an impact with the 0 2’0 /+’0 60 8~0 100 
arm positioned along the thorax (22). Figures 15 and 16 time, ms 
show the new corridors proposed by APR. TNO has Figure 16. Normalized thoracic impact force versus time 
performed a series of thoracic drop tests according to these obtained from new proposed thoracic impact test No. 1 (2 m 

padded drop test with arm involvement); EUROSID responses 
proposals. Table 5 summarizes the test results. Figures 15 compared with new proposed ISO requirement corridor (see 
and 16 also show the EUROSID results. It appears that the reference (21)). 

EUROSID responses are in good agreement with these new 
Table 5. Results of new proposed thoracic impact test No. 1 

corridors. The impact force vs. time responses in the rigid as (drop test). 

Test no. 1601 1603 1604 1605 1606 1608 

.2~ Drop height [m] 1 1 1 2 2 2 

Impact surface rigid rigid rigid padded padded paddsd 

<~ Impact force 
oO 

(CFC 180) ¯ - 8 - max. [kN] 6.06 5.97 5.78 7.43 7.53 7.19 

LL 

(CFC 180) 

(]j - max. upper rib [mini 27.7 32.7 32.2 40.7 37.7 43.2 

- max. middle rib [mm] 24.0 29.5 25.3 44.7 41.7 43.7 

~ - max. lower db [mm] 25.0 27.5 24.9 46.5 41.5 42.5 

Effective mass Me [kg] 21.90 23.51 22.88 25.88 25.16 25.27 

I~ Stiffness ratio Rk 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

. ~ /~ - Norma~ing fastors 

- deflection Rx 1.20 1.15 1.17 1.10 1.12 1.11 

- tirl~ Rt 1.20 1.15 1.17 1.10 1.12 1.11 

- max. ~kN) 7.25 6.89 6.77 8.17 8.39 8.00 

Non~alized 

rib deflections 

- max. upper rib [mm| 33.1 37~7 37.6 44.8 42.0 48.1 

- max. middle rib [mm] 28.6 34.0 29.6 49.1 46.5 48.6 
i               ,                         - max. ibwer rib     [rnm]    29.9       31.7       29.1       51.2       46.3       47.3 

0              20             /,0             60             80              100 

time, ms The impact force vs. time response of EUROSID in the 
Figure 15. Normalized thoracic impact force versus time shoulder impact tests appears to be in good agreement with 
obtained from new proposed thoracic impact test No. 1 (1 m the cadaver response corridor, while the shoulder deflection 
rigid drop test with arm/shoulder involvement); EUROSlD 
responses compared with new proposed ISO requirement is twice as high as the required value. It is thought that the 
corridor (see reference (21)). deflection in the cadaver tests was limited due to 
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interference of the impactor face with the scapula (see e.g. Part.2mBiofidelity of EUROSID in 
test MS 201 in ISO-reference (11), which was omitted from Full-Scale Tests 
the force-time response requirement due to the ’sudden’ 
increase of force after 20 ms). In the dummy impacts only Introduction 
the clavicle was impacted. The deflection response of Three tests were carried out according to the draft 
EUROSID appeared to be close to that of cadaver test no. European procedure for side-impact collisions; a 
204, which was omitted from the ISO deflection response perpendicular impact (90°) with a Moving Deformable 
requirements because the impact angle was 15 degrees Barrier at 50 km/h (26). However, an alternative deformable 
forward of the lateral position. The cadaver shoulder element has been used in order to reproduce the .test set-up 
deflection in this test was approximately 100 mm (23). used for cadaver experiments conducted by FAT (3, 4). A 

The responses of EUROSID in the abdomen drop tests bri~ef summary of the test set-up and test results is presented 
exceed the ISO requirements by a considerable margin. The in the next sections. Finally, dummy and cadaver responses 
abdomen has been designed to show a dynamic response are compared. 
within an impact force vs. deflection corridor based on 

cadaver drop tests. However if the proposed tolerance limits Test Set-up 

of 39 mm deflection and 4500 N force are exceeded, the 
flexible flesh-simulating material bottoms out and the Vehicle 

impact force increases rapidly (24). In fact the abdomen was The tests were performed on Opel Kadetts D (2-door 

designed to show a human-like response up to the injury models 1982-1984). Triaxial accelerometers were mounted 

tolerance limits. Since the ISO response corridors are based at the centre of gravity of the vehicle, on the non-impact side 

on the same cadaver tests, this means a human-likeresponse door sill and on the A- and B-pillars at impact-side. 

up to approximately 10 ms in figure 12 and up to Displacement transducers were attached at the mid-door 

approximately 7 ms in figure 13. The peak lower spine position and just behind the B-pillar. Seven high-speed 

accelerations also occurred after these time ’limits’, the cameras were used to cover the motions, including two 

rigid abdominal penetration stop being attached to the cameras mounted to the vehicle. The total mass of the 

(lower) thoracic spine, vehicles, including equipment and dummy was approxi- 

ISO/DP 9790-5 requires an impact on the abdominal mately 950 kg. The vehicles were positioned on a flat 

region including ’the area of the 9th rib’. If the armrest is concrete surface with the handbrake disengaged and the 

positioned on the abdomen section of EUROSID, the lower 
gear lever in neutral position. 

rib will impact the ’surrounding surface’ which is not Barrier 
prescribed in DP 9790-5 with respect to dimensions and 
stiffness. The rib acceleration and spine acceleration 

The barrier front was provided with a CCMC deformable 

responses are then a function of these surface charac- 
element consisting of eight blocks of PU foam, so as to 

teristics. The biofidelity of the abdomen should not be 
represent the frontal stiffness of the average European car. 
The ground clearance of the front was 300 mm. The total 

assessed by these responses. If the armrest is positioned on mass of the barrier was 950 kg. The barrier impacted the left 
the lower rib to cover ’the area of the 9th rib’ as recently side of the vehicle (longitudinal axis of barrier aligned with 
proposed (25), this would result in an impact response for R-point of vehicle) with an impact speed of 50 krn/h, while 
the thorax rather than for the abdomen section of a dummy, the barrier was braked 200 ms after initial contact. The 

The peak impact force vs. impact velocity response of barrier was equipped with triaxial accelerometers, one at the 
EUROSID in the pelvic (rigid) impactor tests appears to be centre of gravity and the other located just behind the im- 
quite reasonable in low velocity (4 m/s) impacts. This can pactor face. 
also be concluded from the results of the 1 m rigid drop test 
(4.4 m/s) which had a satisfactory response. However in Dummy 
high velocity rigid impacts the pelvis appears to be too stiff, A production prototype EUROSID has been used for 
as can be seen from the rigid sled tests (6.7 to 8.9 m/s) in these tests. Besides the instrumentation shown in figure 1 
which the impact force and pelvic acceleration were much and table 1 the dummy was equipped with uniaxial acceler, 
too high. In the high velocity padded tests (6.3 m/s drop test ometers mounted on the non-impact side of the ribs and on 
and 8.9 m/s sled test) the dummy responses appear to be in the frontal side of the upper and lower rib (upper and lower 
good agreement with the cadaver responses. It should be sternum position to measure frontal accelerations). The 
noted that a padded impact will be more typical of the driver’s seat was positioned in the mid-position and the seat 

occupant-to-door impacts experienced in side crashes than back was set at an angle of 25°. The dummy was seated with 

rigid impacts. Improvement of the ISO requirements free hand on the lower part of the steering wheel and the 

appears to be necessary for the pelvic impact tests as well, upper arm approximately parallel with the thoracic spine. 

for instance with respect to specification of the impactor Three-point automatic seat belts were used to restrain the 

face and seating surface in the pelvic impactor tests, dummy. 
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Test Results - University of Heidelberg for FAT (3, 4). In the cadaver tests 

the vehicle body was mounted onto a trolley and the MDB Introduction 
was guided. However, a comparison of both test set-ups 

To limit the amount of data to be discussed, only the using dummies showed that they appear to be similar with 
dummy responses are presented. Detailed results will be respect to resulting vehicle deformations and door velocity 
presented in a FAT publication (2). (27). 

Dummy 
Figure 17 summarizes some cadaver responses obtained 

from a series of 50 km/h left hand side impacts (4) together 
Table 6 summarizes the EUROSID results obtained from with the EUROSID responses. Mean values and standard 

these tests. In general it appears that the repeatability is deviations areshown. Rib deflections or pelvic forces were 
quite good. The responses in the third test seem to be some- not available for the cadaver tests, while the head 
what higher than those of the other tests. The accuracy of the accelerations were not measured on the same location as in 
seating procedure as well as the status of the used vehicle the dummies. It appears that the dummy responses are in 
could have influenced the dummy responses, good agreement with the cadaver responses. Only the 

maximum upper spine acceleration differs too much from 
Table 6. Results of EUROSID in 50 km/h side-impact tests, the cadaver results. The response of EUROSID T1 in a FAT 
ro~,.. A,~ ~87,r, F87,~ ~87,76 study using the Heidelberg test set-up appears to be close to 
~’~ the cadaver upper spine acceleration (27). In references (3) -n~ ~. ~. I~l s7 82 (45) 86 (~) 86 (47) 

~ns [O| 5~ SS 
.,~ t0~ ~7 ,~ ~ ~ and (4) the cadaver responses are compared with those of 

~="~’) the APROD, SID and Hybrid II dummy It appears that the - lateral areal, ir~. la] 62 57 (31) 57 (31) 71 (33) ¯ 

u~,,~, biofidelity of EUROSID exceeds the biofidelity of these 
3m, 

[g] 104 97 113 102 oummles. 

3ms [g]       113      120        112        lO~l           2,80 

-latera~acceL inlet, la] 194 199 (24) 176 (~4) ~= (2,) arc.,^~ "’ cadavers 
~.~r~ 

I 

[] EUROSID 
-~twa~o~. ~. [~1 7s rs (a~) ~o (a~) ~4 (a~) 2/I,0 ~s Igl ~ 86 64 77 

- lateral ac~l. nl~x. [g] 86 87 (30) 78 (30) 94 (31) 

~**~ ~r~, 200 
-lamral a~. max. [g] ~ aS (ao) s4 (2~) ’~02 (29) 

-k,~.,~. m~,. ~I ~886 
~2 (a4) 45 (~) 86 (~0) 

-k~, ac~el, max. [g] aa a7 (ao) 76 (2~) aa (2~) 

t.~.~r,~ 120 -" 

3ms [g| 117 107 115 130 80 

max. lkN] ~.~ ~.0 (~) 1.0 00S) 1.8 (~7) 
/~0 Z V 

-~,, max 3rns max 3ms max 3ms max 3ms max 3ms 
....... pper ~b [mm] lateral upper lower lateral lateral 

. ..... max. lower fddla db rib [mml[mm] 46       ~4~ 4747       51 45          
~’         ’r 47        ~ upper rib rib lower pelvis 

v.c,~. ,~ir~ spine 

~m~x. responses (mean values and standard deviations) obtained 
-upperrib [g] 121 122 116 124 from full-scale vehicle impacts. 

Part 3 EUROSID Injury Assessment 
It appears that the currently proposed protection criteria 

for the thorax (i.e. rib deflection _< 42 mm; V*C < 1.0 m/s) Introduction 
and the abdomen (deflection < 39 mm and force < 4500 N; In a previous paper (28) the protection criteria of the 
i.e. no switch contact) are exceeded, while the average pel- EUROSID thorax and pelvis have been compared with 
vic responses arejust acceptable (ilium and pubic force < 10 injury severities obtained from similar sled tests using 
kN). human cadavers. Figure 18 shows as example a cross-plot of 

the cadaver thoracic injuries (i.e. Number of Fractured Ribs 
Discussion and AIS) versus the maximum V*C obtained from 

The test set-up of these full-scale side impact tests is EUROSID. The cadaver injuries have been normalized for 
similar to that of a series of cadaver tests performed by the cadavers of 45 years, based on a study of Marcus et al. (29). 
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In this section the ISO- and FAT cadaver tests discussed injuries versus EUROSID responses were presented (see 

in the previous sections are used to analyse the injury also figure 18). Table 8 summarizes the thoracic injury 

assessment capabilities of the thorax, abdomen and pelvis severity and dummy protection criteria respectively. The 

of EUROSID. influence of impact speed and padding is clearly seen by all 

parameters, except for the maximum rib deflection. The 
Thoracic Protection Criteria average of the three maximum rib deflections appears to be 

ISO tests a more discriminative parameter. 

Requirement no. 1 of ISO/DP 9790-3 (10) is based on a Table 8. Average cadaver injury severity and average EUROSID 

series of cadaver drop tests performed by APR. The thoracic 
protection criteria obtained from thoracic sled tests. 

injuries of the cadavers for the 1 m rigid drop tests (with and ~;~ ~ ~] 24 32 32 
Sudaee                        rigid              rigid             pedd~ 

without arm involvement) and for the 2 m padded drop tests 
Cadavers: 

are summarized in table 7 (see also reference (30)). The -A~S 2.0 3.s 2.4 
- NFR 5.3 10.7 6.3 

results have been normalized for cadavers of 45 years; a -a~o 42 47 ,~ 

correction of 0.025 AIS/year and 0.2 NFR/year was applied - nor~ed A~S,~’. 2.1 3.4 zS 
- normalized NFR45               5.9               10.4               6.6 

(see also reference (29)). The average EUROSID responses 
EUROSID: 

obtained from these tests are summarized in table 7 (note: -v.c max. [lilts] 1.01 "I.42 1.17 
- "1-~1 max. [g] 99 158 66 

dummy responses are not normalized). The influence of arm - max. ab dolt Imml 4s >s0 >so 

involvement appears to be obvious. The cadavers in the 1 m ¯ s~otext 

test without arm sustained a large number of fractured ribs. 
Requirement no. 3 of ISO/DP 9790-3 is based on a series 

Table 7. Average cadaver injury severity and average EUROSID 
protection criteria obtained from thoracic drop tests, 

of impactor tests conducted by HSRI. The injuries of the 

four cadavers are described in references (31) and (32). The 
Drop height [m] 1 1 2 

s~ r~id r~id ~ mean severity and mean number of fractured ribs together 
Ann involvement no yes yes 

with the EUROSID results are presented in table 9. The 
Cadavers: 
-~s 3.s 2.3 2.0 normalization of the injuries results in no fractured ribs for 
- NFR "11.5 4.0 4.3 
- a0e 59 47 50 these tests. 
- normalized AIS45"* 3.2 2.2 1.9 

- normalized NFR45 8.7 3,6 3.3 

Table 9. Average cadaver injury severity and average EUROSID 
EUROSID: protection criteria obtained from thoracic impactor tests, 
- V*C max. [m/s] 0,62 0.~2 0.42 

- "l-n max. [g] 114 77 51 
- max. rb dell. [mm] 42 31 44 

° See text Cadavers: 
- AIS                               2.3 

Requirement no. 2 of ISO/DP 9790-3 is based on a series - NFR 1.5 

of cadaver sled tests conducted at the University of -age 63 

Heidelberg. In reference (28) the results of 42 similar sled 
tests have already been discussed. Cross-plots of cadaver - normalized AIS45, 1.9 

NFR 
- normalized NFR45 0 

16 - NFI~ EUROSID: 
°/r=°99 - V*C max. [m/s] 0.34 
/ 

- TTI max.            [g]      75 
12 . ~ 6 - 

/ 

- max. rib defl. [mm] 32 

AIS 

~///~=o.99 

*Seetext 

8 t~ 
o/op ~/ FAT tests 

In two FAT reports (3, 4) the test set-up and results of 58 

/~ 2 full-scale side impact tests using human cadavers are pre- 
sented. The cadavers were impacted from the left or right 

~ side, while the barrier impact speed was 40 km/h up to 60 

0 ~ I ~ t I ~1 I ~ I km/h (the test set-up was already described in the previous 
0 0.50 °9~1.00 ~.z9 1.50 Z.00 section). The cadaver injuries for a 50 kmih left or right 

~ V~I~, m/s impact are summarized in table 10, together with the aver- 
Figure 18. Cross-plot of thoracic cadaver injuries and age EUROSID responses. The cadaver injury severity, as 
maximum V*C of EUROSID obtained from rigid and padded (’P’) 
wall sled tests (28). well as the EUROSID responses, indicate a severe impact. 
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Table 10. Average cadaver injury severity and average EURO- force exceeds 4600 N. Figure 19 also shows the protection 
SID protection criteria obtained from full-scale vehicle tests. 

criteria of EUROSID; a built-in penetration criterion of 

r~ Cadavers: 28% (=39 mm) and an adjustable force criterion (4500 N is 

currently proposed). Approximately 1 cm can be added to ¯ ~ 
- 3.0 the penetration criterion to account for the thickness of the 
- age *** 39 standard EUROSIDjacket and the space between jacket and 
- normalized AIS45 3.2 abdomen. 

- NFR 9.7 FAT tests 
~, - age *** 37 The relation between abdominal injury severity and bar- 

- normalized NFR45 11.3 rier impact speed in the FAT full-scale side impact tests (see 

reference (4)) is shown in figure 20. It appears that a consid- 
EUROSID: erable influence of the impact side exists; right hand side 
, V*C max. [m/s] 1.37 impacts are more severe than left hand side impacts. This is 
- TTI max. [g] 142 caused by the position of the liver. The estimated severity 

: ~ - max. rib deft. [mm] 48 for a 50 km/h side impact appears to be AIS = 1.3 for a left 
hand impact and AIS = 4.4 for a right hand impact. 

* See ref. [41 
** See ref. [3] abdominnt 
*** See text A I 

"’J Abdomen Protection Criteria right 
/ r= 0.99 

ISO tests ¯ 
The requirements of ISO/DP 9790-5 (12) are based on a ~" - 

/ [eft series of cadaver drop tests performed by APR. Recently 

/ 
J r’=0.98 

~) APR reviewed these tests and the updated results are e 

summarized in reference (33). Figure 19 shows the 

abdominal AIS as function of the maximum normalized 
force and maximum relative penetration. It appears that all 

injuries are found in the area where the penetration is larger ¯ 

than 36% (=50 mm for a 50th percentile dummy) and the I         I         I 

¯ " normtatized 0 4.0      50     60     70 

impact force ~’- MDB impact speed, km/h 
Figure 20. Abdominal AIS as function of impact speed in full- k N 28 °/o 5 

5 scale cadaver tests; comparison of left hand impacts and right 
! 

¯ ¯ hand impacts (see reference 4)). 

6 -           I      /, L~                     Three 50 km/h side impact tests using EUROSID have 

i ¯3    3 
been performed using similar vehicles as those in the above 

L_. ¯ --~--. /+500 N mentioned FAT cadaver tests (see previous section). In two 
tests the abdominal switches contacted (see also table 6), 

/~ - 
indicating an AIS > 3 injury. 

~. ¯ 0 Pelvic Protection Criteria 

2 - -0 ISO tests 

Requirement no. 1 of ISO/DP 9790-6 (13) is based on a 
study of ONSER (=INRETS). The response of cadavers to 

I I I I lateral impacts delivered to the greater trochanter was 

0 20 L~0 60 80 
analyzed. Each cadaver was impacted at increasing speeds 

~ rel.penetrQtion, % 
until pelvic fracture was diagnosed. ISO analyzed only 
results where data for the first impact were given and the 

Figure 19. Abdominal AIS as function of normalized impact cadavers had acceptable bone conditions. So no pelvic 
force and relative penetration in cadaver drop tests (see 
reference (33)). The protection criteria of the EUROSID fractures should be indicated in the dummy tests. The 
abdomen are also shown, maximum impact speed in similar EUROSID tests was 5.6 
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m/s resulting in a maximum pelvic acceleration of 48 G and increasing test severity can be seen: 

a 3 ms maximum of 41 G. The maximum pubic symphysis ¯ impactor tests 
force obtained in this test series was 5.2 kN with a 3 ms ¯ 2 m padded drop tests 
maximum of 4.2 kN. So these values could be considered as ¯ 1 m rigid drop tests (with arm) 
non-injury producing dummy responses (see also table 11). ¯ 24 km/h rigid sled tests 

Table 11. Comparison of cadaver injury severity and EUROSID ¯ 32 km/h padded sled tests 

protection criteria in pelvic impact tests. ¯ 1 m rigid drop tests (without arm) 

re~ Ca~a,orm EUROS~O~oto~o, cr~er~" ¯ full-scale vehicle tests (depending on vehicle) 

~.1~ ~lO~tml ~umfo~tm] ¯ 32 km/h rigid sled tests. 

mn~ ,~an ~na~. 8~ ~a~. 3,~ r~x. 3r~ It appears that V*C obtained from the EUROSID tests 
~so ~o~ao, quite well estimates this severity order. However, both 1 m 
test (6 m/s) 0 0 48 41 5.2 4.2 

~o,~t.as rigid drop tests are somewhat underestimated, It can be 
-lm~a 0 0 70 38 8.9 8.2 3.3 2.7 concluded from table 7 up to table 10 that TTI under- - 2 m padded 0 0 40 38 4.2 3.4 1.2 1.2 

~so ~ t~ estimates the severity of the padded drop- and sled tests. The 
-24 km~ dgid 0 0 127 100 13.9 10.8 4.4 3.2 

.a~ 0 0 sr ~ 0.5 8.8 2.8 2.s remaining tests appear to be assessed in the above 
-32km/hrigid 0-3 0.8 218 153 27.0 17.8 9.4 8.5 mentioned severity order. The maximum rib deflection 
FAT full-scale tesls 0-3 0~. 137 117 9.3 S.8 4~ 3.S 

underestimates the severity of both 1 m rigid drop tests, 
¯ u~a, ~u~ 

while the severity of the padded sled tests appears to be 

overestimated. It should be noted that the inj~Ty severity 
Requirement no. 2 of ISO/DP 9790-6 is based on a series 

obtained from cadaver drop tests could be (too) high due to 
of lateral drop tests performed by APR. The cadavers were 

dropped from heights ranging from 0.5 to 3.0 m on a padded 
the specific (i.e. horizontal) position of the cadavers (e.g. 

or rigid surface. Only two cadavers out of twenty obtained a 
internal organs are displaced towards the impact surface). 

pelvic injury (AIS 2 or 3), both in the 3 m padded test 
Figure 21 up to figure 26 show cross-plots of the thoracic 

configuration. So the 1 m rigid and 2 m padded dummy tests 
injury severity from the cadaver tests and the thoracic 

should not indicate pelvic injuries. The maximum pelvic 
protection criteria obtained from similar EUROSID tests. 

acceleration using EUROSID in this test set-up appears to 
Linear regression has been applied to these results. It 

be 75 G with a 3 ms maximum of 69 G. The maximum and 3 
appears that the correlation between the protection criteria 

ms maximum pubic symphysis forces are 6.9 kN and 6.2 kN 
and the number of fractured ribs is quite good. Six fractured 

respectively, while these values for the lilac wing force 
ribs would correspond to a maximum rib deflection of 42.5 

seem to be 3.3 kN and 2.7 kN respectively. So these values mm, a maximum V*C of 0.80 m/s or a maximum TTI of 95 

could be considered as non-injury producing dummy G. The correlation between TTI and AIS appears to be very 

responses (see also table 11). 
l’luI1)beF Of 

Requirement no. 3 of ISO/DP 9790-6 is based on a series 
frQCflJred ri bs 

of sled tests performed by the University of Heidelberg. The 

cadavers impacted a rigid or padded wall laterally at 24 km/ t 
16 -- 

h or 32 km/h. Only one pelvic injury (in a 32 km/h rigid test) / 
was found in the 17 tests used by ISO to define the dummy 

responses. Therefore, the 24 km/h rigid and 32 km/h padded I 
tests using EUROSID should not indicate pelvic injuries, 12 - ~ I 

I 
while the 32 km/h rigid test should show a risk for injuries. ¯ 
The results for EUROSID are summarized in table 11. The I 

difference in response between a 24 km/h and 32 km/h rigid 

sled tests appears to be remarkable. The influence of ~ - 

padding is clearly indicated by the dummy responses. 

FAT tests 
In 58 full-scale side impact tests using human cadavers, /+ _ 

only 4 pelvic fractures (AIS 2 and 3) were observed (4). 

These 4 cadavers were 50 years or older, so the dummy tests I 
should indicate a limited risk for pelvic injuries. The aver- r= 0.71 I 

age responses obtained from the EUROSID full-scale tests 
7/// 

I I ¯ I 

(see also table 6) are presented in table 11. 0 20 ~0 /+0 ~0 

Discussion max. deftection, mm 

If the number of fractured ribs and the thoracic AIS of the 
Figure 21. Cross-plot of thoracic cadaver injuries (number of 
fractured ribs) and maximum rib deflection of EUROSID 

cadavers presented in table 7 up to 10 are compared, an obtained from full-scale and ISO impact tests. 
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number of AIS fhorox 
fracfured ribs 

~ 

~ 16- ~+- 

I -I 
I 

12 " 3 . 
¯ ~ 

.83 

r: 0./~7               I 

0 Oil, 0.8 1.2 1.6 I 
~ V~ C max, mls I 

Figure ~2. cross-plot of thoracic cadaver injuries (number of 

full*scale and ISO impact tests. 
~ max. def[ecfion, mm 

number of 
Figure 24. ¢ross-pl~t ~f thoracic cadaver injuries (AIS) and 

fracfured ri bs maximum rib deflection of EUROSID obtained from full*scale 

~16- 
and ISOlmpact tests. 

I AIS fhorax 

8 3                       68 

~ ~o                               2- oo 

0             ~0          80         120      " 160                        1- 
~ TTIm~,g 

Figure ~. ¢romm-plot of thorami¢ ¢adaver injurie~ (number of 
fractured rib~) and maximum ~1 of EURO~ID obtained from 

I I         I         I full-scale and IBO impact te~tm. 

0 0.� 0.8 1.2 1.6 
~ood, while that of VmC or the maximum fib deflection and ~ V~[ ~x ,m/s 
AIS appears to be less obvious. A]S 2 and A]S 3 injuries 

would co~espond with TTI levels of 60 G and 129 O Figure 25. Cross-plot of thoracic cadaver injuries (AIS) and 
respectively, with V*C levels of 0.24 m/s and 1.32 m/s maximum V*C of EUROSlD obtained from full-scale and ISO 

respectively and with rib deflection levels of 29 mm ~d ~ 
impact tests. 

mm r¢spectively. ~h¢ injuries is not known, so th~ force ~d deflection could 
From figure 19 it can be concluded that the injury continue after the injuries occu~ed. Therefore the presented 

assessment capabilities of the EURO$ID abdomen arC quite maximum force and maximum penetration app¢~ to be 
good. It should be noticed that the moment of occu~ence of upper tolerance limits. ~e E~OSID abdomen is designed 
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A IS th0rox additional tests (35). EEVC considers ’the transfer of the 

l 
correct inertial mass from the head to the thorax’ the most 

/* - important feature of the neck (35). In ~his respect the 
J biofidelity of the EUROSID head-neck system appears to 

j¯ r = 0.87 be acceptable. 
The biofidelity of the thorax (and arms) in the new 

proposed drop tests, the sled tests and vehicle tests appears 
¯ to be satisfactory. Only in the rigid impactor tests the ribs 

J: ¯ seem to be too stiff. However, these tests are not 
2 - ¯ representative for vehicle tests. Some improvements with 

J respect to the biofidelity of the thorax are proposed by 
EEVC (see reference (35)). It appears that a good 
correlation exists between the thoracic protection criteria 
(i.e. V’C, TTI, maximum rib deflection) and the number of 
fractured ribs. TTI also shows a good correlati6n with the 

I I I I I thoracic AIS. 

0 /~0 80 120 160 200 The shoulder should not be a major load path into the 

--~,-TTimox,g 
spine and therefore should not be too stiff (35). In this 
respect the biofidelity of the EUROSID shoulder appears to 

Figure 26. Cross-plot of thoracic cadaver injuries (AIS) and be satisfactory. 
maximum TTI of EUROSID obtained from full-scale and ISO The biofidelity of the EUROSID abdomen seems to be impact tests, 

acceptable up to the tolerance limits; if these are exceeded 

for the worst case; a right hand impact on the liver area. It the design is too stiff. ISO now considers the 2 m drop test 

appears from the full-scale test results that the abdomen too severe (34). The injury assessment capabilities of the 

quite well indicated the high risk for injuries in these tests, abdomen are satisfactory. 
The pelvic responses in low velocity and/or padded Table 11 shows that most cadaver tests did not result in a 

pelvic injury. The highest non-injury producing EUROSID impacts appear to be in good agreement with cadaver 

responses have been observed in the 24 km/h rigid sled tests, responses. The EUROSID pelvis is too stiff in high velocity 

However, the pubic symphysis and ilium forces obtained rigid impacts and therefore improvements are proposed by 

from these tests are somewhat higher than the EUROSID 
EEVC (see reference (35)). Since not many cadavers 

responses obtained from the full-scale tests where some 
sustained pelvic injuries, the injury assessment capabilities 

injuries did occur in similar cadaver tests. So a 3 ms 
of the pelvis could not be analyzed in detail. 

maximum pelvic acceleration of 100 G and a maximum 
The tests discussed in this paper were performed using 

pubicsymphysis forceof 10 kN could be considered as non- 
the production prototype EUROSID. Based on this and 

injury producing limits for the production prototype 
other studies some improvements with respect to 
biofidelity, but also with respect to durability, repeatability 

EUROSID. 
and instrumentation, are considered by EEVC (see 

General Discussion reference (35)). These improvements will be included in the 
production dummy EUROSID-1. 

The objective of this study was to assess the biofidelity of In a previous paper (7) it was recommended to improve 
the production prototype European Side Impact Dummy in the ISO requirements with respect to definition of the test 
impactor-, drop-, sled- and full-scale tests. A compre- set-up, required filter classes and normalization procedures. 
hensive series of impact tests has been performed by the Some improvements have been incorporated in the latest 
TNO Road-Vehicles Research Institute. The test set-up.of versions of these requirements (8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13). 
the full-scale tests was based on that of cadaver tests However, it appears that some requirements still differ too 
performed by the University of Heidelberg for FAT. The test much from the original cadaver tests (e.g. head drop tests 
set-up of the remaining tests was based on documents ISO/ and thoracic drop test). Moreover, still some test set-ups are 
DP 9790-1 to 9790-6. The dummy responses have been not well defined (e.g. dimensions impactors or impact 
normalized as required by ISO. surfaces). Further improvement of the ISO requirements in 

The responses of the EUROSID head in both drop tests this respect seems necessary. 
exceed the cadaver responses. Now ISO considers the 1200 The requirements for each ISO test condition are based on 
mm drop test too severe (34). Some improvement could be a relatively limited number of tests, sometimes two or three 
obtained by using silicone grease between dummy skin and cadavers. It should be noted that many of these cadavers 
skull, sustained considerable (skeletal) injuries, obviously 

In a vehicle test a range of possible head contact areas indicating an overload condition. This raises the question 

exist. Out of these many areas only one point is evaluated. It whether a dummy should be able to reproduce the dynamic 

appears necessary to examine other possible areas with behaviour of a human being that is severely injured? ISO 
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requirements should be applied critically if they represent (7) Janssen, E.G. and A.C.M. Versmissen (1988), 
overload conditions. ’Biofidelity of the European Side Impact Dummy-- 

A large number of full-scale vehicle tests using human EUROSID.’ Proceedings of 32nd Stapp Car Crash 
cadavers have been performed by FAT. The test set-up and Conference, Atlanta. 
test results appear to be well documented and therefore (8) ISO/DP 9790-1 (1987), ’Road Vehicles-- 
these full-scale cadaver tests could be considered for Anthropomorphic Side Impact Dummy--Lateral Head 
extension of (ISO) requirements to assess the biofidelity of " Impact Response Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity of 
side impact dummies, the Dummy.’ Technical Committee 22, Subcommittee 12, 

Geneva, Version November 1987. 
Conclusions (9) ISO/DP 9790-2 (1987), ’Road Vehicles-- 

1. A series of impactor tests, drop tests, sled tests and full- Anthropomorphic Side Impact Dummy--Lateral Neck 
scale vehicle tests have been conducted to assess the Bending Response Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity 
biofidelity of the European Side Impact Dummy. of the Dummy.’ Technical Committee 22, Subcommittee 

2. The test set-up of the full-scale tests is based on a FAT 12, Geneva, Version November 1987. 
study, where the test set-up and response requirements of (10) ISO/DP 9790-3 (1988), ’Road Vehicles-- 
the other tests are based on documents ISO/DP 9790-1 to Anthropomorphic Side Impact Dummy--Lateral Thoracic 
9790-6. Impact Response Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity of 

3. In general the production prototype EUROSID appears the Dummy.’ Technical Committee 22, Subcommittee 12, 
to be an acceptable dummy with respect to the current Geneva, Version July 1988. 
biofidelity standards: Only in high velocity rigid impacts (11) ISO/DP 9790-4 (1988), ’Road Vehicles-- 
some body parts appear to be too stiff. Anthropomorphic Side Impact Dummy--Lateral Shoulder 

4. Minor improvements of the production prototype Impact Response Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity of 
EUROSID with respect to biofidelity appear to be the Dummy.’ Technical Committee 22, Subcommittee 12, 
necessary. Geneva, Version July 1988. 

5. A preliminary analysis showed a good correlation (12) ISO/DP 9790-5 (1988), ’Road Vehicles-- 
between several dummy protection criteria and cadaver Anthropomorphic Side Impact Dummy--Lateral 
injury severity. More detailed analysis is needed in future. Abdominal Impact Response Requirements to Assess the 

6. The proposed ISO requirements to assess the Biofidelity of the Dummy.’ Technical Committee 22, 
biofidelity of side impact dummies should be improved by a Subcommittee 12, Geneva, Version July 1988. 
better definition of the test set-up and adoption should be (13) ISO/DP 9790-6 (1988), ’Road Vehicles-- 
critically reconsidered if the test set-up represents an Anthropomorphic Side Impact Dummy--Lateral Pelvic 
overload condition. Impact Response Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity of 

the Dummy.’ Technical Committee 22, Subcommittee 12, 
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Mertz (14) calculated normalizing factors for force, approximate AV. For pelvic requirements 2 and 3 of DP 
acceleration, displacement and time using these mass and 9790-6, neither the cadaver acceleration-time responses 
stiffness ratios: nor the force-time responses were available. For these 

Rf = (Rm)l/2 (Rk)I/2 
requirements, the mass ratio Rm was calculated by: 

R~ = (Rk)1/2 (Rm)-l/2 Rm = 76 kg/Mi 

Rx = (Rm)I/2 (Rk)-l/2 where Mi is the total cadaver mass. This relationship should 
Rt = (Rm)l’r2 (Rk)-I/2 be used to normalize the dummy data where Mi is the total 

Documents ISO/DP 9790-3 to 9790-6 require that the dummy mass. 
dummy data be normalized in order to adjust for changes in It is assumed that the stiffness ratio Rk for dummies is 
effective mass due to slight differences in dummy position equal to 1, so the normalizing factors are based on Rm only. 
at impact. The velocity change AV for the calculation of Me 
should be obtained from integration of the dummy Acknowledgements 
acceleration-time curve: 

The full-scale vehicle impacts have been sponsored by 

T 
the Dutch Government and by the Forschungsvereinigung 
Automobiltechnik e.V. (FAT). The ISO thoracic drop tests 

AV-- S a dt based on the new proposed test set-up have been partly 
O sponsored by the Laboratoire de Physiologie et de 

Biomdcanique/APR. Ford Motor Company UK/USA partly 
For cases where the cadaver acceleration-time response sponsored the thoracic sled tests. The Naval Biodynamics 

was not available, the initial impact Velocity Vo was used to Laboratory has performed the ISO neck sled tests. 

Report on EUROSID 1989 

A.K. Roberts, (2a) presented at the special seminar on side impact that 
Prepared on behalf of.EEVC Working Group 9 accompanied the 1988 IRCOBI conference (2). These 

problems have now been overcome. The later batch of 

Abstract dummies has incorporated several of the improvements 
detailed in that report. This seminar included several papers 

The paper briefly describes the status of the production concerning the use and the biofidelity aspects of EUROSID 
version of the European Side Impact Dummy, EUROSID. (2b)(2c)(2d)(2e). In addition to these papers there have been 
The paper details the improvements that have been made or a few other papers presented at other meetings and 
are being considered to the Production Prototype dummies committees reviewing certain aspects of the dummy 
prior to the final specification of the Production EUROSID (3)(4)(5)(6). The purpose of this paper is to review briefly 
dummy EUROSID-1. The certification requirements are the current status of the EUROSID dummy and to comment 
briefly described where they are different from those on some of the important results published in these papers. 
detailed in the 1987 EUROSID User’s Manual. The overall In general the published papers have commented only 
performance of the production prototype dummy in crash on the basic use of the dummy in vehicle testing, and 
testing is reviewed with comparisons being made to its biofidelity compared with a collection of performance 
accident reconstructions and cadaverdata, requirements for a side impact dummy (7)(8)(9) 

(10)(11)(12) developed by the ISO/TC22/SC12 Working 

Introduction Group 5. It should be noted that several of the ISO responses 
do not relate to the proposed performance criteria to be used 

The European Side Impact Dummy EUROSID has been with EUROSID in the EEVC test procedure. 
available in production prototype form for about two years. 
Examples have been purchased by both government and 
research laboratories as well as vehicle manufacturers. 
Apart from basic evaluation as a test device the dummy has EUROSID Development 
been evaluated by several of the organisations for 
biofidelity and in the EEVC Side Impact Test Procedure 

EUROSID has been developed under the auspices of the 
EEVC, within four European laboratories, with some 

(1).* 
funding in the early stages from the EEC. It has been 

The Production Prototype EUROSID has experienced developed to be used in the EEVC Side Impact Test 
several problems, in particular with instrumentation. These Procedure as well as for scientific research and vehicle 
problems were reviewed in the Status Report on EUROSID development. The dummy has been designed to be a human 

surrogate in the vehicle impact so that data recorded in the 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, test can be related to the risk of human injury. One of the 
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main practical requirements for a test dummy is that it an indication of the repeatability of EUROSID (16). In this 

should not be seriously damaged in during an impact test. test programme TNO reconstructed one of the FAT cadaver 

Originally four First Prototype EUROSIDs were pro- impacts. This test was repeated three times using EURO- 

duced for testing within the EEVC. Subsequently, a Produc- SID. Very good repeatability was .observed in these tests. 

tion Prototype design was produced for wider evaluation. The injury criteria coefficient of variability for the head was 

Experience gained with the Production Prototype is leading 3%, for the thorax between 3 and 6% and the maximum 

to the evolution of a final design specification of the dummy instantaneous CVs of the pelvic forces were 12 and 30%, the 

EUROSID. worst being for the pubic force. If is expected that this 
variability will reduce with the new transducer to be used in 

EUROSlD Performance future pelves. 

There are several aspects that must be examined in the Reproducibility 
evaluation of a crash test dummy. Much emphasis is placed 
on biofidelity at the expense of other equally important Reproducibility is the ability of different dummies to 

aspects. Not all aspects of EUROSID’s performance can be produce the same results in a similar test as distinct from 

reviewed within this paper, therefore only the principal obtaining repeatable results from the same dummy as dis- 

areas of concern will be examined, cussed above. This feature of the dummy was addressed in 
the original EEC supported validn,tion programme on the 

Repeatability first pre-production prototype dummies, the results of 

Any test device to be used in a full scale test procedure which were presented in Brussels 1986 (13). The repro- 

must give the same output when subjected to the same input ducibility was assessed in that programme by a set of impact 

conditions. A simple assessment of repeatability is given by sled tests against a modified rigid wall. No similar pro- 

the coefficient of variation (CV), which can be determined gramme to evaluate reproducibili~:y has been carried out 

from a number of repeated tests: the larger the number of using the production prototype dummies, although several 

repeated tests the greater will be the accuracy of the evalua- organisations have access to more than one dummy. JARI/ 

tion. One complication regarding the evaluation of repeat- JAMA (5) have been able to compare two dummies as an 

ability is the repeatability of the test itself, another is the extension of their repeatability studies. Only rib accelera- 

care taken to set up the dummy and carry out the test in tion is mentioned as giving a variation above the 10% 

exactly the same manner. The more complex the test pro- threshold, at 10.1% and 12.1%. The tests performed by 

cedure the greater is the likelihood of test variability. TRRL, BASt and Ford (1,14) on the same vehicle model at 

The First Component Prototype EUROSIDs were evalu- different test laboratories mentioned in the previous section 

ated for repeatability in impactor tests (13). The maximum also suggest good reproducibility ,,~ince different dummies 

CV for the injury criteria parameters were; 1.3-5.2% for were used at each facility, yet the results were satisfactorily 

chest deflection, 1.8-7.8% for the abdomen switch contact similar. 

force and 3.3-6.6% for the pubic symphysis force. 
Repeatability tests have been carded out by JARI/JAMA 

Durability 

(5) on two dummies based on 5 simple impactor tests. The Although durability as a topic ha:~ not been tested system- 

largest CV mentioned was 12.1% for accelerations on the atically some idea of durability can be gauged by the request 

spine. This is not the most important parameter with respect for spare parts and comments from users. At the moment 

to the proposed performance criteria. The CVs of other there appears to be a problem with the neck in the first two 

important parameters were lessthan 10%. Some assessment production batches. The neck manufacture has since 

of repeatability can also be estimated from repeat vehicle changed and it is hoped that these problems have been 

impacts, although this will be less statistically accurate, overcome. A few ribs have softened during use but manu- 

being based on only 2 or 3 tests. This is by far the best facturing improvements have beent made to overcome this 

method of assessment since the dummy is being loaded in problem. 

the same way as the human would be in a vehicle crash. In Damage to the soft flesh has occurred in some of the 

one test programme the UKs. Transport and Road Research dummies. Some splitting of the abdomen flesh has been 

Laboratory (TRRL), the Federal Highway Research Labo- caused by misuse and non-adherence to correct handling 

ratory Germany (BASt) and FORD have tested the same procedures, as detailed in the User’s Manual (18). Some 

small vehicle model to the same EEVC procedure (1,14). tears have occurred in the pelvic flesh. To some extent this 

Also BASt have tested two Ford Fiestas and VW Polos (2e) can be attributed to the lack of support being given to the 

and TRRL three small cars and three medium cars (15). For legs when the dummy has been lifted or placed in the vehi- 

each dummy good repeatability of dummy loading was cle. A vinyl skin on the pelvis should ease this particular 

observed in all of these tests. The largest variation was problem along with better handlin~ procedures. 

associated with the head acceleration, as would be expected Some of the damage could be related to the use of the 

due to lack of control in the position of head contact, dummy in extremely severe tests,, or cumulative damage 

The Netherlands Road Research Institute (TNO) have over a number of tests. There are little data available to 

performed one other series of important tests that can give quantify the expected life time of each dummy component, 
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but regular examination and certification should reduce to a the EUROSID dummy, which commenced in 1983/4. The 
minimum the risk of failure during a test. Overall EURO- basic cadaver data have now been modified by normalisa- 
SID has proved to be a very robust dummy well capable of tion by ISO (19), and a set of biofidelity corridors created. 
being used in a full scale test procedure. The ISO documentation gives incomplete details of the test 

Sensitivity set up for the evaluation of each parameter, in addition some 
of the test conditions detailed are totally different from the 

Sensitivity has not been specifically addressed in any of original cadaver tests. It should be noted that some of the 
the published reports in terms of dummy component testing. ISO corridors have been derived from as few as two cadaver 
However this aspect was studied in the EEC validation tests, others by combining data from different, and what 
programme (13) carded out on the First Prototype dummies, might be considered non-compatible, test configurations. 
within a controlled environment. Sensitivity was studied in Some other apparently valid cadaver tests have not been 
two ways, first, sensitivity to the environment, e.g. tempera- incorporated in the ISO a~alysis. Reviewing all body areas 
ture, and second, sensitivity to the impact, e.g. mass and there are some 53 requirements described by ISO for the 
velocity. It was found that the EUROSID results were very evaluation of a side impact dummy, including 21 require- 
insensitive to temperature, to impacting mass and impact ments for the neck alone. It is therefore the opinion of the 
direction (within the range +20 degrees) but highly sensi- EEVC Working Group 9 that these corridors are basic "first 
tive to impact velocity and contact area, as intended, estimates" and can only be used to assess the biofidelity of a 

A few organisations have attempted to modify vehicles side impact dummy in general terms and thus can only be 
with the aim of improving them in terms of occupant injury, viewed as design target areas. Many more cadaver results 
TRRL (15,16) have carded out tests, using both the EEVC 

will be needed before these corridors can be viewed as 
mobile deformable barder and car-to-car on two different providing a detailed design specification for a side impact 
models of car. Hobbs (16) and Glaeser (17) have both stud- dummy. The corridors have been developed over several 
ied the effects of barrier velocity and mass as well as other 

years and it is not clear which version has been used by each 
parameters on the results of the side impact test. EUROSID 

research group. It should be noted that many of the corridors 
has been found to be able to detect changes in both barrier - 

are still under review. 
mass, type and impact velocity as well as design modifica- 

ISO specifies that most of the dummy data should be 
tions in the vehicles. The sensitivity to barrier velocity was 

"normalised" to a specified standard effective mass. The 
found to be greater than to barder mass, the same trends as 
found within component testing. This work has also shown 

range of normalisa~tion factors quoted for the dummy is 

that EUROSID can detect changes between standard and quite wide. Normalisation factors for the thorax can vary 

modified vehicles, 
between about 0.91 and 1.08, meaning that dummy results 

require modification by nearly +10%. This is a significant 
Biofidelity level of record modification thus great care should be taken 

One of the main design features of a crash test dummy is to select the correct effective mass from which to derive the 

that it should adequately model the living human being, normalisation factors. The normalisation factor is also de- 

such that the transducer records from the dummy can be pendent upon the "standard mass." TNO (13) have raised 

related to the risk of human injury. It is acknowledged that several queries regarding both the selection of standard 

masses and velocities that should be used, especially for the this is possibly the most difficult area of design due to a 
shortage of biomechanical and biokinetic data. Anthro- pelvis where the selection of mass and velocity is especially 

pometric design data on which to base the overall shape of sensitive. 

the dummy is easy to obtain. Biokinetic data is very difficult Several research groups have assessed EUROSID against 
the ISO corddors, although only a few have published de- to obtain, especially in the high velocity and high energy 

environments in which the risk of injury is high. Clearly tails of the normalisation factors and test set ups used. A 

tests on volunteers are not severe enough to cause injuries complete specification of the test set up to be used for the 

thus human cadavers are used. determination of biofidelity has not been published by ISO. 

The precise level of biofidelity required in a crash test It is very likely that some of the differences between test 

dummy is an arguable point. It is the opinion of the EEVC laboratories could be attributed to differences between test 

WG9 that the biofidelity of EUROSID should be sufficient conditions. 

to ensure that improvements in vehicle design based on its There is one factor that is not controlled within the test 

use will lead to improvements in the crash protection for procedures. Several of the test conditions require the use of 

humans, and thus reduce injury, force transducers and load platforms. The design and use of 

load platforms is very important with respect to natural 
ISO corridors frequencies and inertial properties. No standards have yet 

The ISO corridors have been developed as part of the been described for these types of transducer the use of 
work of the ISO Working Group TC22/SC12/WG5 which can have significant effects on the final results, al- 

(7,8,9,10,11,12). Much of the basic cadaver data on which though inertia compensated load transducers are required in 
these corridors were based were used in the development of the rigid and padded wall impacts. 
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The following sections review, by body part, the bio-       In none of the tests has the EUR(3,SID neck fully met the 

fidelity findings of several research groups,                 requirements of ISO, but APR concluded (2b) that the neck 
is within or very close to the majority of the 15 ISO parame- 

Head performance (7) ters described in requirements 1 and 3. 

The head, according to the ISO requirements, must con- Shoulder and arm performance (9) 
form to two requirements, assessed in two drop tests. 

1. A simple drop test onto a horizontal rigid surface with The ISO requirement is based on a simple impactor test ..... 

the head inclined to the surface at an angle of 35 degrees, the cadaver data being generated by APR. The ISO specifi- 

from a height of 200mm. cation does not describe the type of’ impactor, i.e., linearly 

2. A simple drop test onto a horizontal padded surface guided or 4-, 6- or8-wire suspended. The specification of 

with the head inclined at 10 degrees to the surface from a the impactor type is very important, as was discovered dur- 

drop height of 1200mm. ing the development of the EUROSID shoulder. The shoul- 

Both of these tests are performed on the dummy head der is a moveable element in directions Other than in line of 

detached from the neck and torso. The performance corri- impact and the guidance of the impactor can affect the 

dors are derived from tests on the whole cadaver. In one set performance of the shoulder since t]he shoulder could slide 

of cadaver free fall impacts the heads were impacted on a across the face of the impactor. 

padded s_urface. In the other condition cadaver heads were The shoulder and arm complex are not instrumented since 

impacted in a swinging platform test in which the cadaver injury to the shoulder is not clinically serious. The main 

was strapped to a hinged pallet. Both test conditions are purpose in incorporating an arm and shoulder into a side 

completely different from the ISO requirements, which do impact dummy is to attach to the torso the correct inertial 

not account for mass and spring interaction effects of the masses. The one important requirement is that the shoulder 

neck and torso. It might be expected that the effective mass should not provide an unrealistic load path into the spine. 

of the head would be higher when attached to the torso and 
indeed this was found to be the case by APR (2b). Therefore 
the deceleration experienced by a detached dummy head "~ 

would be greater than those observed in the cadaver 
references. 

The head of the EUROSID dummy is a standard Hybrid 
III head, developed for frontal impact with no lateral re- 
quirement. Thus it would be surprising if the head fully 
complied with the ISO lateral requirements. JARI, APR 
(Association Peugeot Renault), TNO and GM have all eval- 
uated the biofidelity of the head. In general the Hybrid III 
head gives higher head accelerations than the ISO limits, as 
might be expected, by about 20-50%, it is closer than the .... 
Hybrid II head used on the US SID. oE~o ..... 

In a vehicle test only one contact area is evaluated out of I:i~lur~ 1. 
many possible ones. Working Group 9 believes that it is 
necessary to examine other possible areas with additional TNO, APR and JARI/JAMA have evaluated the EURO- 
component tests. To this extent the biofidelity of the head is SID shoulder. In general it is in good agreement with the 
perhaps less important than that of some other body areas. ISO requirements except with respect to maximum deflec- 

tion, which is greater in EUROSID (41 cf 83-90mm). How- 
Neck performance (8) ever it is not clear that the ISO maxiraum deflection require- 

The main purpose of the neck is to transfer to the thorax ment is well founded since at least one cadaver resulted in a 
the correct inertial mass from the head. It is not considered shoulder deflection of at least 100ram. The three other ca- 
to be a critical component of the EUROSID with respect to daver deflection records appear as if the records have been 
injury and is therefore not instrumented, cut short for some unknown reason, as can be seen in figure 

There are three ISO test conditions for the neck. Result- 1. 
ing in a set of 21 output requirements. In addition the re- 

Thorax performance (10) quirements all relate to peak or maximum output from a 
dummy test. In a vehicle, head contact normally occurs with The thorax is an important body area. Its performance is 

head excursions well below the maximum noted in the ISO affected not only by its own mechanical performance but 
documentation, and so it would be more appropriate to also by other components such as the head and neck, shoul- 
compare head translation histories rather than peak values, der and arms, abdomen, lumbar and pelvis. Three sources of 
Unfortunately the test conditions in the ISO requirements cadaveric data were used during t]he development of the 
are not fully defined (e.g., temperature), thus strict compari- thorax: lateral drop, rigid/padded w~tll impacts and impactor 

son between research laboratories is not possible, tests. The rib modules were developed using computer mod- 
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elling techniques (20). During development it was not pos- must be corrected since the density of the padding must have 
sible to create a single set of simulation modelling parame- an affect on the performance of the dummy. 
ters that could match all three sets of cadaver data, as has 
since been found by APR in their review of their cadaver 

CADAVERS 
data (2 l). One of the conclusions drawn from this phase of ..... 
the design was that the three sets of cadaver data were 
incompatible in some way, not yet defined. It was therefore 
decided to base the design of the thorax on those tests which, 
it was felt, most closely represented the conditions and 
severities of impact that an occupant would experience in a 
car impact: this was deemed to be the 15 mph rigid wall tests. 

Three performance requirements are detailed by ISO. 
The first is a whole dummy drop test onto two platforms of / ". 
unspecified size or precise position. A drop height of lm is ".,. 
specified for a test onto a rigid platform and 2m for a drop 
onto two blocks of an open-celled urethane foam. The sec- ’ -’ ’ -’ ¯ ¯ " ,; " ’ ’ -’- 
ond requirement is a sled-based impact against a rigid load 
measuring wall from 6.8 m/s and 8.9 m/s and a test at 8.9 rn/s Figure 2. 

against the same wall onto which two urethane foam blocks 
have been attached. The third requirement is an impactor/ Requirement 2.~Rigid and padded wall sled 
pendulum (not defined) test similar to the Part 572 dummy tests 
thorax certification, but in the lateral direction from 4.3 m/s. (a) Three cadaver impacts were performed against the 

Requirement 1.~Lateral drop tests rigidwall at 6.8m/s. For an unspecified reason only two 
tests were used in the determination of the ISO corridor. 

Two unguided drop tests are described in the ISO require- Figure 2 shows the ISO corridor, all three cadaver curves for 
ments. The first from a height if 1 m onto a pair of rigid, force the 6.8m/s rigid wall impacts and the results of EUROSID 
measuring, plates (of unspecified size) and the second from tests performed by TNO and General Motors ]. Although the 
a height of 2m onto two blocks of specified padding EUROSID results lie outside the ISO corridor they lie with- 

mounted on the same force plates. Unfortunately incompat- in the range of the cadaver results. The cadaver with the 

ible cadaver tests have been combined to derive the corri- largest response (H82015) received 2 rib fractures whilst 

the other two received 7 and 9 rib fractures. Thus EURO- dors. This incompatibility is caused by the positioning of 
SID’s response lies between cadaveric injury of 2 and 7 to 9 the arms and shoulders relative to the thorax and plates 
rib fractures, AIS 1 to 3 with a tendency towards the larger 

resulting in markedly different response curves for the ca- 
(higher AIS) number of rib fractures. Therefore WG9 be- 

davers. In addition cadaver tests on different types and lieves the dummy reponse to be correct in this particular 
shapes of padding have been combined in the derivation of environment. 
the padded drop test corridors. WG9 supports APR in their (b) Only two cadavers were tested against the rigid wall at 
proposal to use only cadaver data from the same test condi- 8.9m/s. This test condition is very severe, resulting in in- 
tions for the derivation of the corridors. It is therefore felt juries to cadavers well in excess of any acceptable perform- 
inappropriate to comment on the results from these two test 
conditions since it is understood the corridors are under s.~ ~,~ _ o~o~ 
review and that much of the variability in results between --- Eu~os,o 
the different laboratories could be attributed to the different 
test conditions used. 

There is one further aspect of the interpretation of the 
,. /,j’,., \ 

cadaver test conditions over which care should be taken. 
There appears to be an increase in flesh/body mass on the 
struck side possibly due to the effects of gravity and the 
transfer of body fluid in the cadavers, as seen in the pub- 
lished photographs of the cadaver tests. This is likely to / ".. 
affect the force profile and the calculation of the effective ! \X,,’~k,,~’, "’-...... 
displacement which is not representative of a human sitting :" 
inacar. ’ ¯ " " ~’ " " " .; - ¯ ¯ ~ ¯ ’ ’ -’- 

A further complication in the padded drop tests is that the 
density of the APR padding used in the cadaver impacts is Figure 3. 

not the same as that specified in the ISO procedures. The 
~ In figure 2 and subsequent figures, curves have been aligned by eye by movement cadaver APR padding had a density of 115g/1 whereas ISO 
along the time axis, by comparison of pulse shape and peak response. Mean EURO- 

specifies a padding of density 135 to 150g/l. This anomaly SID curves are shown when an organisation has repeated a test. 
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ance levels. One cadaver received 12 rib fractures and the 
THOI~AX p~NDULLId ACCEI. EI:IAT ION 

~ I,~O ~R~II~)R 

other 8 rib fractures. Figure 3 shows the ISO corridor and . --_ EU,OSCA~’V=", O 

the two cadaver tests, as well as the EUROSID tests per- 
formed by TNO and GM. The dummy results are above the ~. 

ISO corridors. .=~ i! ,, 
(c) Marcus et al. (22) referred to three cadavers tested 

against the padded wall at 8.9 m/s. He reported the response 
curves from only two of these cadavers and only these two ~ . 
results have been used in the derivation of the ISO corridor. 
Figure 4 compares the ISO corridors, the two published 
cadaver results and results from EUROSID. As can be seen, 
in this test environment there is good agreement between 
cadaver resultsandEUROSID. ’ ¯ ¯ ’ 

r.o~x PAOOEO W~LL ~o~cE Figure 5. 

..... : \ Abdomen performance (11) 

,. 
\ 

The abdomen of EUROSID was designed as an injury 
threshold detector based on a combination of force and 

\ penetration, with tolerance limits (4..5 kN and 39 mm) pro- 
\ posed by APR, for an AIS 3 injury level. Figure 6 shows 

~= 
~ cadaver force deflection curves up to the threshold settings 

~. adopted for the switches (13). The abdomen was not de- 
signed to be biofidelic above these limits. 

Figure 4. 

In both the rigid wall, and to a lesser extent the padded 
wall impacts the thoracic force is influenced by the presence 
and positioning of the struck side arm, which is not defined 
by ISO. In addition the thorax and pelvic forces are influ- 
enced by the inertial properties of the load cells and the 
inclination of the dummy against the force plates after the 
free sliding phase of the impact, the latter not being 
controllable. 

° 

Requirement 3.--Impactor tests Figure 6. 

The cadaver tests were performed with both arms sup- There are two different ISO performance corridors based 
ported above the head but in the ISO requirements only the 
struck side arm is required to be supported. Four cadaver 

on the APR cadaver drop tests, with tests onto a simulated 

tests were performed but only three have been used in the 
arm rest from 1 m and 2 m. These test conditions rely on 

derivation of the corridor. It is interesting to note that of the biofidelity well into the severe injury range, and as such 

four cadavers two were aged 60 and the others 62 and 69 they are inappropriate for EUROSID which is designed to 

males, so they are likely to be weaker than the average be biofidelic up to the 4.5 kN and 39 mm limits. Nonetheless 
person. Figure 5 shows the ISO corridor with the cadaver for completeness cadaver and EUROSID results for the 1 m 
responses and EUROSID data. It can be seen that in this and 2 m drop tests are shown in figures 7 and 8. It can be 
particular test the Production Prototype EUROSID is not in seen that the dummy is in good agreement with the proposed 
good agreement with the cadaver data. A revised rib flesh corridors up to the performance level of 4.5 kN. 
system is being evaluated along with a rib minus the stiffen- For the lm drop test, the ISO corrJtdors, shown in figure 7, 
ing riblet, used in the Production Prototype dummy, reduc- 
ing the inertial mass on the struck side. First results with 

combine data from three different tests on arm rests of 

these minor changes indicate that the performance of the 
depths 31, 41 and 51 mm. For the 2 :rn drop, figure 8, results 

ribs can be brought closer to the ISO impactor corridors. It is from two different cadaver tests are combined onto arm 

thought that these improvements will affect only this test rests of 31 and 51 mm depths. The ISO requirements are 

condition, this is being verified, based on tests using an arm rest of 41 mm. 
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ABDCMEN lm DI~OP TEST .... ~o co~, oo. TNO have observed that the normalised pelvic results are 
-- CADAVER 

. _ Eo~os,o very sensitive to the standard mass used in the procedure. 

During development of the ISO requirements the standard 
mass used for normalisation has changed. It is not known 

[~.,..! 

what normalisation factors most research groups have used, 
thus comparisons must be made with caution. It is under- 
stood that in the current proposal only the impactor tests 
require normalisation, based on an standard mass of 14.5 kg. 

~ 
For the impactor tests APR, TNO and GM all report peak 

~"~ forces up to 2 and 3 times that required by ISO. In the rigid 
, surface drop tests GM and TNO report forces only just 

¯ above the ISO requirements. GMs peak forces for the 2m 
.... ~ - " " ~’ ....... :- padded drop, the closest to the car situation, are within the 

r,ME ,~ 
corridor. JARI forces range, for the three drop tests, from 

Figure 7. being within the specified range to about 30% above, the 
worst being for the 1 m rigid surface condition. 

-- , so co~, ~ Cesari et al. have reported on the biofidelity of the pelvis 
¯ ’ -- ~u~os, o at a previous conference (23). They observed that the pelvic 

i\ 
responses were too high when compared with the cadaver 

" ~ i 
results and the ISO corridor, and have carried out a paramet- 
ric study on the EUROSID pelvis to determine the influence 

i~\ ~ on the pelvis, of other body parts. Cesari commented on the 
tt ~ effect of the stiffness of the lumbar and the mass and stiff- 

ness of the pelvese components. The greatest improvement 

~ 
in biofidelity was observed by changing the stiffness of the 
ilium, the impactor force being reduced by between 20 and 
40% when a more compliant material was used. Figure 9 

t .---~ . .... .., .~:~.... 
shows the relationship between peak impactor force and 

’ " - ~ .’ ¯ .’ impact velocity for the existing aluminium ilium and the 
~ ’~ "~ new, less stiff, elastomeric ilium. The new more compliant 

Figure 8. and biofidelic elastomeric ilium is being considered for use 
EUROSID-1. 

It is understood that APR are proposing an amendment to ~v ,~ ,~c~o~ ~o,c~ ~ v~oc,r~ 
the ISO test procedure and location of the ann rest, in the 
drop test, to a position centered on the 9th rib rather than in 
the abdomen section of the dummy. One further aspect of 
the drop tests that could confuse the interpretation of the ~ ,/" 
cadaver results is that of the mass distribution in the cadav- .," ~,o ~ 
ers when suspended horizontally. Excess body fluid on the 
struck side could influence the force levels and displace- z~ 
ment measurements, as for the thorax. 

Pelvis performance (12) ,o 
As with other body components the rigid impactor tests ~.~’""- ~,~ ". ................... 

on the pelvis emphasise any differences in stiffness between 
the human and the dummy. The difference in stiffness is less 
important where the stiffness of the human part is much ’ ’ : ’ ’ ’ : ’ ’ ¯ .: ¯ ; 
greater than that of the vehicle structure against which it 
impacts as is likely to be the case at the pelvis level. ISO Figure 

specifies three sets of pelvic responses based on three differ- 
ent sets of cadaver tests. The requirements are based on the Summary of biofidelity 
cadaver drop tests performed by APR, the Heidelberg sled The precise level of biofidelity necessary in a crash test 
tests and impactor tests performed by the French Research dummy is a subject of great debate. It is the view of EEVC 
Laboratory ONSER (now called INRETS). The first two Working Group 9 that the biofidelity should be sufficient so 
conditions are similar to the tests on the thorax, but peak that transducer records taken from the dummy in a crash test 
output values are specified rather than performance corri- can be related to the risk of injury in a living occupant. The 
dors. Some of the comments made earlier for the thorax, biofidelity reported by EUROSID users in the previous 
regarding test set up, apply also to the pelvis, sections compares the dummy against performance corri- 
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dors developed by ISO. WG9 believes that these are good 1. Neck--No change in the design but durability will be 

target areas for design but cannot, at the present time, be improved and a facility for tuning, with respect to 

used as definitive goals not to be infringed. Although some certification, will be introduced. 

areas of biofidelity in EUROSID are not perfect it is be- 2. Shoulder and arms 

lieved that adequate biofidelity has been achieved for EU- a. Revised arms. The lower arm and hand may be 
ROSID to be considered a good living humari surrogate, removed. The upper arm skeleton has been modified 
within existing knowledge, preventing the flesh around the shoulder shifting over 

One further indication that EUROSID reproduces cadav- 
er responses reasonably well, in impact tests, is given in 

or falling away from the joint. 
b. The shoulder/arm pivot will incorporate a thrust 

reference 16 which discusses TNOs tests reproducing one 
of the FAT whole vehicle tests with cadavers, 

bearing and two detent stops to assist in setting the arm 
position relative to the thorax, and will avoid the ann 

Use of EUROSlD 
joint becoming over-tightened or loosened during 

- movement. The arms and shoulder cams will remain 
In general few adverse operational comments have been reversible as in the current design. 

received from EUROSID users with respect to setting up 
procedures for the vehicle impact. The placement of the 

3. Thorax 

arms and hands has been the major item of difficulty: there a. Revised flesh system (material specification and 

have been problems with the measurement of arm angles depth). 

and maintenance of their position since they have not been b. No internal riblets on the struck surface. 
designed to be torqued to any fixed setting. There have been c. Minor detailed improvements to the inside of the 
a few comments made regarding the adjustment of the dampers. 
shoulder joint, the upper arm securing screw becoming over d. Improved optical displacement transducers. 
tight or loose after manipulation of the arm. 

Some representatives of the motor industry, both in 
(Instead of the optical transducers linear poten- 

Europe and the United States, have proposed that, since the 
tiometers, or other transducer systems, could be used if 

lower arms have no effect on the performance of the dummy 
the resulting signal was without distortion in both 

in a car test, except to add to variability in the results, they 
directions. The alternative transducer must be capable 

should be removed. WG9 has considered the incorporation 
of recording at least 55mm of displacement, with a 

of this proposal into the design EUROSID-1, and is evalua- 
resolution of 0.5 mm or better, at a maximum velocity 

ting a new design of short arm that can easily be positioned of at least 10 m/s in both directions and acceleration 

and supported at the correct angle, 
levels of at least 200 g.) 

Each EUROSID dummy is supplied with a comprehen- 
sive User’s Manual (18) giving a description of the dummy, 

4. Abdomen 

its certification and handling procedures. The EUROSID a. A revised continuously measuring transducer will 
dummy is a more sophisticated dummy than the Part 572 or be available as a direct replacement for the tape 
Hybrid III dummies normally used by test laboratories, and switches. It should be noted though that the threshold 
as such requires greater attention to detail in use. TNO have switch now being used is considered adequate for use 
organised two technical training courses for users of. the in the EEVC test procedure. 
Production Prototype dummies. These courses are regarded 

as being very important with regard to the training of 
5. Pelvis 

EUROSID technicians. Several of the problems that have a. The external flesh system will have a vinyl skin. 

occurred with the Production Prototype dummies would b. The pubic load cell will now be the RDP Sensotec 

have been avoided with adequate training and adherence to Type 31 50001bf tension/compression force 

the operating procedures described in the manuals. Further transducer. (This transducer cannot be fitted into the 
courses will be held by TNO as requested, first two batches of Production Prototype EUROSID 

pelvese.) 
Specification of the Production c. The pelvic bones, currently produced in 

EUROSID-1 aluminium, may be manufactured in a rigid elastomer 

and will be removable for servicing or replacement. 
It is expected that existing users of the Production 

Prototype EUROSIDs will be able to upgrade their Certification Procedures 
dummies to the final production specification, by 
replacement of some components and by retuning of others. All certification procedures will remain fundamentally 

The following modifications are being proposed and the same. Some slight changes to the certification corridors 

evaluated to the specification of the Production EUROSID and operating procedures will be included in the User’s 

dummy, the specification of which will be produced by mid Manual to improve the ease of certification. The principal 

1989. changes related’to the neck, thorax and lumbar. To eliminate 
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head rotation about the verticalaxis, which can occur in 2e. Sievert W.--Side Collision Testing with Small 
pendulum certification, a new symmetrical headform has Cars. 
been developed with the correct lateral inertial properties. (3) Janssen E.G. Versmissen A.C.M.--Biofidelity of the 
This new test head permits the use of electronic European Side Impact Dummy--EUROSID. 32nd Stapp 
measurement rather than photographic. Car Crash Conference Atlanta U.S.A. October 1988. 

Current lumbars require certification in a different (4) U.S.A. EUROSID Data. October 1988~Committee 
dummy (Part 572) in a frontal direction. A new simple Correspondence ISO/TC22/SC12/WG5--Paper N199. 
certification procedure is to be adopted using the same 

(5) J.A.M.A./J.A.R.I. SID and EUROSID Data. October 
device as used for the neck. Lumbarswill then require 

1988--Committee Correspondence ISO/TC22/SC12/ 
certification in the lateral direction. Full details will be WG5---Paper N213. 
included in the User’s Manual. 

(6) Bendjella F. et al.--Comparative Evaluation of 

Summary and Conclusions EUROSID and SID Side Impact Dummies in terms of 
Biofidelity. ISO document ISO/TC22/SC12/WG5--N214. 

1. EUROSID has been shown to be a robust dummy with (Amended version of Ref 2b) 
sufficient repeatability, reproducibility and sensitivity to be (7) ISO/TC22 Road Vehicles--Anthropomorphic Side 
used in the EEVC Side Impact Test Procedure. Impact Dummy--Lateral Head Response Requirements to 

2. Biofidelity has been assessed by several research Assess theBiofidelityoftheDummy. ISO/DTR9790-1 Ref 
laboratories and compared with the ISO corridors. It is the No ISO/TC22/SC22/WG5 N1554 E. 
view of EEVC WG9 that these corridors, in their current (8) ISO/TC22 Road Vehicles--Anthropomorphic Side 
state, can only be used as target areas and not as definitive Impact Dummy--Lateral Neck Response Requirements to 
objectives. Assess the Biofidelity of the Dummy. ISO/DTR 9790-2 Ref 

3. The EEVC believes that the EUROSID dummy .is No ISO/TC22/SC22/WG5 N1554 E. 
sufficiently biofidelic for use in the Side Impact Test (9) ISO/TC22 Road Vehicles--Anthropomorphic Side 
Procedure. Impact Dummy--Lateral Shoulder Response Require- 

4. EUROSID has been shown to be able to differentiate ments to Assess the Biofidelity of the Dummy. ISO/DTR 
between vehicle models and to detect modifications that 

9790-3 RefNo ISO/TC22/SC22/WG5 N1554 E. 
have been made to standard vehicles to improve their (10) ISO/TC22 Road Vehicies~Anthropomorphic Side 
impact performance in side impacts. Impact Dummy--Lateral Thoracic Response Requirements 

5. The improvements detailed in the report will overcome to Assess the Biofidelity of the Dummy. ISO/DTR 9790-4 
most of the problems reported by users of the current 

Ref No ISO/TC22/SC22/WG5 N1554 E. 
Production Prototype Dummies. 

(11) ISO/TC22 Road Vehicles--Anthropomorphic Side 
6. New certification procedures are to be adopted for the 

Impact Dummy--Lateral Abdominal Response 
neck and lumbar. Others are to be improved. 

Requirements to Assess the Biofidelity of the Dummy. ISO/ 
7. Several improvements are to be made to the design of 

DTR 9790-5 Ref No ISO/TC22/SC22/WG5 N1554 E. 
the Production Prototype EUROSID. Users of this version 

(12) ISO/Road Vehicles--Anthropomorphic Side Impact 
of the dummy will easily be able to upgrade their dummies 

to the final designl 
Dummy--Lateral Pelvic Response Requirements to Assess 

the Biofidelity of the Dummy. ISO/DTR 9790-6 Ref No 
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Three-Dimensional Computerized Tomography Analysis of Steering Wheel 
Induced Facial Trauma 
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arch, tripod, orbit, maxilla, and other typical facial fractures 

Narayan Yoganandan, Anthony Sances, Jr., of the middle and lower face were identified in the 3-D CT 

Frank Pintar, Gerald Harris, images. A good correlation was obtained between the de- 

Sanford J. Larson, fleshed preparations and 3-D CT images. While it was 

Department of Neurosurgery, Medical College difficult to detect hairline and some mild non-displaced 

of Wisconsin, Veterans Administration fractures with this method, clinically significant fractures 

Mahesh Mahadevappa, were routinely identified. This technique, therefore, holds 

Department of Medical Physics, Medical 
substantial promise for clinical evaluation of facial frac- 

College of Wisconsin 
tures which require surgical reconstruction. 

Introduction 
Abstract Craniofacial injury secondary to motor vehicle accident 

In seatbelt wearing population, the steering wheel assem- is a common occurrence. It has a significant societal impact. 
bly is often implicated as a causal agent responsible for Steering wheel is often recognized as a causal agent 
facial trauma. This study was conducted to determine the inducing facial injuries in seatbe]lt wearing communities. 
probability of facial fracture secondary to steering wheel Recent studies conducted by Otte and Dietmar on the 
impacts. The biomechanical and pathological injury charac- German belt-wearing population have shown that steering 
teristics were evaluated, wheel impacts induce facial injuries (26).* In the United 

Fifteen fresh isolated human cadaver heads were impact- States, the study by Marcus and Blodgett using the 1982- 
ed once in the region of either zygoma onto the junction of 1985 National Accident Sampling System’s (NASS) files 
the left lower spoke and rim of a standard (SD) or an energy implicated the steering wheel as a principal cause for short, 
absorbing (EA) steering wheel. A custom designed and term sensory and medium-term pain impairment 
validated vertical-drop impact test system was used to con- concomitant to short-term cosmetic alteration (21). Zuby 
duct the controlled impact studies. Generalized force and reported that 70% of all Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) > 2 
deformation histories were recorded using a six-axis load steering assembly induced facial injuries are skeletal, while 
cell placed at the hub and a system of potentiometers placed contusions and lacerations represented less than one- 
below the impact site on the steering wheel, respectively. A 
tri-axial accelerometer placed on the specimen measured 

quarter of the more serious trauma (34). Analysis of the data 

the accelerations. The specimens were x-rayed in AP, lateral 
from the National Crash Severity Study (NCSS) files have 

and Waters views, and abutting 1.5 mm two-dimensional 
shown that, for the restrained pe,pulation, steering wheel 

(2-D) computerized tomography (CT) sections were taken 
assembly contributes to 53% of all facial injuries (15). 

before the test. Following impact, the tissues were studied 
Fractures to the facial skeleton are complex and the 

under palpation, gross dissection, radiography, and 2-D CT. 
diagnosis is often intricate. Various biomechanical studies 

Finally, the specimens were defleshed. Using a state-of-the- 
have been advanced in the past to understand the response of 

art workstation available in our institution, three-dimen- the facial structure under static and impact loads, to 

sional reconstructions of the pre-test and post-test 2-D CT determine the mechanism of injury, and to establish tissue 

images were obtained. Fractures correlated well with peak 
forces, but poorly with HIC, accelerations, deformations, *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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tolerances (13,14,24,25,28-30). The zygomatic region of were delivered only onto either zygoma. Imaging modal- 
the face has been an area of considerable research due to its ities including plane films, two-dimensional (2-D) and 

involvement during motor vehicle related facial injuries, three-dimensional (3-D), computerized tomography (CT), 
The earlier works by Swearingen in 1965 quantified the G palpation and gross dissection, and defleshing techniques 

level tolerances for different facial structures (30). In 1967, were used to assess the impact injury to the facial skeleton. 

Hodgson demonstrated a temporal dependence for facial 

fracture based on impact duration (13). In 1968, Nahum et al Materials and Methods 
indicated that oscillatory responses recorded from an accel- Fifteen fresh human (4 female, 11 male) cadavers were 
erometer placed opposite to the impacting area of the face used in the study (table 1). The subjects ranged in age from 
confounded the correlations between the impacting force 57 to 76 years (mean:66 + 5), height 155 to 196 cm 
and the force computed using rigid body mechanics princi- (mean: 174 + 10), and weight 45 to 91 kg (mean:74 + 11). 
pies (24). Zygomatic fractures wre produced with a striker They were selected based on medical records and pre-test 
having a contact area of 645 sq. mm, and severe com- radiographic evaluation to exclude metastatic bone disease 
minuted or depressed fractures occurred at forces ranging and prevalent head and facial trauma. The subjects were 
from 0.9 to 3.5 kN. Facial impact studies by Nyquist et al, isolated at the occiput-atlas level within 24 to 48 hours after 
using a 25 mm diameter rigid cylindrical contact surface death, sealed in plastic bags, and deep frozen at-70 degrees 
oriented across the front of the face to contact the nose at the Centigrade. Two-dimensional CT was done at abutting 1.5 
level of the infraorbital margin, suggested a toleranceof3.0 mm sections using a General Electric GE CT/T 9800 
kN for severe facial fractures (25). scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, 

Although these earlier facial injury studies have provided USA) in the axial plane. The specimens were thawed for 12 
some biomechanical and pathological data, the loading sur- to 20 hours at room temperature prior to test. Radiography 
face did not include the characteristics of the steering wheel was done in the anteroposterior (AP), lateral, and 
nor was the steering wheel used as the impacting object, occipitomental (Waters) views before experimentation. 
This is an important factor because in motor vehicle acci- Physical measurements of the specimen such as chin-to- 
dents occupant contact with the steering wheel assembly is vertex distance, nasion-to-occiput dimension, lateral 
often the cause of facial injuries. Furthermore, evaluation of dimension, and maximum circumference of the head were 
facial injuries were done using conventional radiographs measured. The thickness of the zygoma in the region of the 
and gross-dissection at the impact site. Plane films do not malar eminence was measured by a calibrated surgical 
always demonstrate all the anatomical abnormalities. In needle (table 1). 
addition, multiple impact tests were conducted on the same The specimens were prepared by rigidly mounting the 
cadaver specimen (fresh and embalmed) which confounded heads in a neurosurgical halo ring with firm fixation into the 
the correlation of biomechanical data with the injury pathol- skull. Eight to 12 orthopeadic screws 6.35 mm in diameter 
ogy. Due consideration to a bilateral propagation of fracture were used to achieve proper fixation into the skull. The 
with unilateral, single impacts to the facial structure was not prepared specimen was attached to the positioning fixture of 
given in these studies. Therefore, in this research, we con- a custom designed, fabricated, and validated vertical-drop 
ducted impact studies to the zygomatic region using the impact test system (VDITS). Briefly, the VDITS consisted 
entire steering wheel as the loading surface, and impacts of a 7.6 rn vertically supported monorail, 19 turn in 

Table 1. Details of specimens used in the study. 

Chin- Lateral Nasion- Maximum     Zygoma 
/~gs Heighl Weighl Vertex Lateral Oociput Circumference Skin Thickness 

Specimen # Sex iYears] {cm) (k~) (mm) (mm) (ram) (mm) (mm} Cause of Death 

5149 M 64 .175 79 230 153 191 578 15 Cardiac decompression 
7690 M 65 170 91 228 155 194 560 8 Heart failure 
5421 M 60 178 82 191 163 193 590 10 Myocardial infraction 
5812 M 68 1178 75 165 155 189 550 15 Cardiopulmonary failure 
4645 F -" ’ 178 76 190 151 200 575 14 Heart attack 
9234 F 65 I 157 45 206 142 171 525 7 Respiratory arrest 
3905 M 57 I 180 57 146 153 172 560 11 Congestive heart failure 
7589 F 67 I 163 82 226 153 187 561 11 Cardiac failure 
8250 M 65 I 178 75 235 145 184 545 15 Internal gastric hemorrhage 
8151 M 69 I 180 79 208 157 195 563 6 Stroke 
8888 M 63 I 178 79 242 153 202 577 12 Cardiac arrest 
5912 M 69 1 196 77 196 137 203 565 12 Heart attack 
7643 F 76 1 155 64 218 147 165 539 11 Cardiac failure 
9274 -M 71 1 175 68 232 141 169 532 7 Pneumonia 
6025 M 66 | 175 75 186 132 180i 566 8 Hesrta~_~_ek 
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diameter. A cart with precision bearings traversed the standard tcommercially available) steering wheel~ The EA 

monorail. To prevent the rotation of the cart about the wheel was the one described by Petty and Fenn t 27 ~ 

vertical axis. me design of the VDITS included linear A six-axis load cell {Denton. Rochester. MI, USA, Model 

bearings with a stabilizing outrigger mechanism. Rotation # 1994) was placed underneath the hub of the steering wheel 

of the cart about the remaining two axes was suitably to record the generalized force histories of impact. To 

constrained by the linear bearing. The VDITS was designed measure the deformation histories of the steering wheel, a 

to accept both isolated cadaveric specimens as well as custom designed system of tri-axial potentiometers was 

magnesium Z90.I headforms. For this purpose° a special placed directly under the impact site in the steering wheel. 

positioning fixture was constructed to allow for a 360 This system measured the transitional and angular 

degree rotation of the specimens aboul two mutually displacements of the steering wheel during impact loading; 
orthognnal directions. This positioning fixture facilitated a the instrumentation did not interfere with the impact 
controlled impact test at a predetermined site on the characteristics of the specimen, nor did it change the 
specimen. In this study, the impact location was selected to mechanical stiffness characteristics of the steering wheel 
be in the region of the malar eminence of the zygomatic during loading. 
complex. The velocity of the specimen at impact was determined 

The prepared specimen which was fixated with halo ring using a custom designed velocity trap device. The test was 
and orthopaedic screws, was suitably oriented to impact at photographed with a Hycam 16 mm camera (Red Lakes 
the zygoma in the positmning fixture. A tri-axial Laboratories. Morgan Hilts. CA. USA. Model#K20S4AE 
accelerometer (Endevcoo San Juan Capistrano, CA. USA. 115) at a speed of 1000 frames/s placed in the sagittal plane 
Model 7237A) was rig idly attached to the posterior parietal of view. A video camera capable of recording at 180 to 240 
region of the skull opposite to the impact location. Either frames/s recorded the frontal view of the impact ~est. A grid 
zygoma was impacted once during the experiment. The 12.5 cm )< 2.5 cm) was placed to visualize and derive the 
z-axis of the tri-axia~ accelerometer coincided with the kinematics. 
global vertical Z-axis of the VDtTS. All specimens were The preparations were impacted once on the rig ~ of lef~ 
ballasted to a weight of 6.8 kg. The specimens impacted the zygoma at velocities ranging from 2.0 ~o 6.9 mis w~h 
junction of the left lower spoke and rim of the steering equivalent drop heights of 0.21 to 2.44 m. Immediately 
wheels placed on the floor of the VDITS at an angle of 30 following the drop, photographs of the specimen 
degrees with respect to the horizontal (figure 1). The orientations and steering wheel were taken, and the tissues 
specimen was dropped ~?om a preselected height onto the were palpated for fracture at the impact site. The comac~ 
steering wheel Nine specimens contacted the energy area of the specimen at ~he irnpac~ site was marked and 
absorbing (EA) wheel and the remaining six contacted the 

photographs were taken. The contact area in all the 

specimens was idealized to be an ellipse, and the major and 

minor axes lengths were measured. Then the specimens 

underwent gross dissection at the impac~ si~e. Plane 

radiographs were taken in the AE lateral and Waters views 

CT scanning was done again at abutting ~.5 mm intervals in 

the axial plane. Later. the specimens were immersed in ~ 

strong caustic liquid and washed with a solt~tion of 

hydrogen peroxide. Care was taken to preserve the bony 

fragments, if any. from the fractared surfaces of the 

specimen. The small p~eces of bone were then carefully 

glued together to reconstruct the fracture lines and the 

pathology of the specimen was documented. 
A sma~l piece of bone in the fomt of a hollow circular ring 

of ou ter diameter 21.6 mm and thickness of 15~6 mm w~s 

cut ~om the occiput ~egion of each defleshed specime~ m 

dete~ine the mineral contenL The bone mineral comem 

(BMC) was obtained by ashing ~hese hollow cytindrica~ 
Figure1. S~eer~ngwheelp~ace~a~anan~eo~a~°w~hrespec~ specimens in a controlled furnace ~Fisher Scientific 
to the horiz~n~aL The s~x-axis Ioa~ cell (A) is placed directly 
underneath the hub of the steering wheel B denotes the impact Isotemp Programmable Furnace. Pittsburgh, PA. USA. 
p~int, the~unc~n o~the~er lelt sp~ke and ~m o~the steering Model #497~ for 18 to 20 hours. The specimens reached an 
wheel. The dynamic de~ma~ions o~ ~he s~ee~ing whee~ 
reco~ed by a system ot custom designe~ ~=a~ial ambient temperature of 500 degrees centigrade i~ 2 ho~rs 
potentiometers ~s shown {C). It is piace~ just beto~ the impac~ and then the temperature was maintained constaaL 
point B. T~e poten~i~me~er system ~s ~rmly mounte~ on a r~gi~ 
base {D). The Ioca~ axes o~ ~he load cell is indica~e~ as x, y, z, Preheated dry weigh~ and pos~heated ash weight was 
and ~he globa~ system ~ coordinate a~es ~s indicated as X, Y, dete~ined. The post-heated ash we~ ght is a direct measure 
and Z. The Z-axis co,no,des w~h the ve~iea~ a~s o~ ~he VD~TS. 
See ~e~[ ~or ~e[ails. of the BMC. 
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Three-dimensional CT reconstructions of the pre-test and vertical (global) Z-axis did not coincide with the local z-axis 
post-test specimens were obtained with a state-of-the-art of the load cell. The bending moment (M) histories also 

workstation (Dimensional Medicine, Inc., Minnetonka, indicated.that the My was significantly larger compared to 

-.: ~J MN, USA, Model #3200) available in our institution. This 
the Mx and Mz, 

system uses the data from the 2-D CT axial images taken at gross 
abutting 1.5 mm intervals. The pathology from the 
radiographs, dissection, 2-D CT, 3-D CT, and 
defleshed skull specimens were evaluated. 

Data Acquisition and Analysis 
The 12 channels of biomechanical data from the six-axis ~l ~ ~! ~°1 ~’~ 

the hub and the impact site, respectively, and the tri-axial 
__,~ accelerometer placed on the specimen were collected 

according to the National Highway Traffic Safety ~ 0    j~--, ~ ~ ~    ’° ~ .... 
Administration (NHTSA) requirements using a modular 
data acquisition system (TransEra, Provo, UT, USA, MDAS      " 
Model 17000), and custom designed and fabricated. 
preamplifiers and filters. SAE Class 1000 filtering (SAE 
J21 lb) and a sampling rate of 8 kHz was used to collect all ....... 
the signals. This data was then transferred to a personal 
computer from the MDAS system for further processing.     ~__ 

The dynamic force histories at the impact site were 0 . 
derived using the load cell and potentiometer data. Matrix 

=o ~ ,,~o~=~o~ ....... ,o ,~o%,o    , ,o 

transformation principles which included transformation Figure 2a. Biomechanical data for Specimen #9234. The 
specimen was dropped from a height of 0.66 m with an impact and rotation of the force histories from the load cell to the velocity of 3.58 m/s. F denotes the force and M denotes the 

impact site accounting for the deformation histories of the moment histories. Subscripts x, y, and z denote the local load 
~: axes, and the primes x’, y’, and z’ refers to the global coordinate steering wheel were used. The procedure is given elsewhere system (X, Y, Z) of reference. The six traces to the left denote the 

(33). From these force histories at the impact site and three data collected by the load cell during the test. The six traces to 
the right are the transformed generalized force histories at the tri-axial acceleration histories on the specimen, resultant impact location. 

force and accelerations were computed. The validity of ~o- 
using the Head Injury Criterion (HIC) for facial injury was 
checked. The HIC was computed using the expression         ,. 

o 
:’= 20~ 

. 1 a(t)dt ~t2 -- tI) o0 HIC = (t2- ti) tI 

maximum <: O 
20OO 

The correlation of the contact areas at impact, resultant 

_ ~ forces, steering wheel dynamic deformations, accelerations, 
mineral content, and HIC with the fracture severity of the 

~ ~ooo facial bones was determined. ,? 

Results 0. 
Figure 2a illustrates the generalized force histories 

recorded by the six-axis load cell and the transformed data 
at the impact site. The resultant force, acceleration, and 

:,= 10. 
steering wheel deformation recorded for this specimen is 
given (figure 2b). This data was obtained for Specimen 
#9234 which was dropped onto the EA wheel from a height " o- 
of (0.66 m) with an impact velocity of 3.58 m/s. The y o 20 

-- component of the force was significantly smaller than the x lim~ (msec) 

and z components. The x and z components were of Figure 2b. The resultant acceleration taken from the triaxial 
comparable magnitude even though the impact was vertical accelerometer mounted on the specimen (top), transformed 

resultant force (middle), and the dynamic vertical steering 
because the x and z local axis of the load cell was oriented wheel deformation (bottom) recorded by the system of 
such that the plane of the wheel was inclined at angle of 30 potentiometers for Specimen #9234. The raw load cell data and 

the transformed generalized force histories are shown in 
degrees with respect to the horizontal (figure 1). The Figure2a. 
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Table 2 adapted from reference (33) provides a summary construction. This difference in construction of the steering 

of the data on all the 15 specimens used in the study. Briefly, wheels may have contributed to a greater contact area (2 to 3 

nine drops were done at impact speeds of 2.68 to 6.93 m/s on times) and greater deformations at the impact site in the EA 

the EA wheel and the remaining six impact tests were done wheel experiments. The HIC ranged from 23 to 383 for all 

on the SD wheel at velocities of 2.01 to 3.13 m/s. For the EA the tests suggesting that HIC may not be a good predictor of 

wheel tests, the maximum transformed forces at the zygoma injury to facial skeleton. The BMC varied from 0.53 to 1.03 

ranged from 1.5 to 4.6 kN, with peak resultant accelerations gm/cc (mean: 0.79 + 0.16) with no dependence on the age of 

ranging from 15 to 75 G’s and dynamic steering wheel the specimen (figure 3). In general, the peak force, 

deformations from 1.9 to 6.0 cm. For the SD wheel, these acceleration, HIC, steering wheel deformations and contact 

values were 1.4 to 2.6 kN, 15 to 45 G’s, and 0.8 to 2.3 cm, areas increased with increasing impact velocity. Table 2 also 

respectively. It should be noted that because the includes the fracture severity based on the criterion 

instrumentation for recording the steering wheel previously established (17) which is approximately equal to 

displacements were placed below the bottom surface, the the AIS rating. No obvious correlation was found between 

deformations for the EA wheel which included a soft, the BMC and fracture severity. 

deformable foam type material in its construction represent 
the displacements exclusive of foam compressions. For the Pathological Findings 
SD wheel however, the deformations of 0.8 to 2.3 cm Pathologic alterations to the facial structure were studied 
represent the true steering wheel displacement~ as this 
wheel did not have a similar energy absorbing foam in its 

by comparing pre-test and post-test radiographs, axial 2-D 
CT images and 3-D CT reconstructions, and defleshed 

1.5 specimens. Three-dimensional CT reconstructions are 

routinely used in our institutions for the examination of 
patients with congenital or acquired defects of the skull and 

~ face (8-11,31). A 2-D CT axial image of a patient involved 

~ ¯ ¯ ¯ in an automobile crash is illustrated, in Figure 4a. Fractures 
= 1.0. ¯ 4b) ~ ¯ of the zygomatic arch (figure 4a) and maxilla (figure can 
~ be observed. Bilateral fractures of the maxilla, zygoma, 
~ nasal and orbit regions of the victim can be identified. The 
’~ o corresponding 3-D CT reconstruction axial image is shown 
~ 0.5’ in figure 4c. 

-= At higher impact speeds, with unilateral impacts to the ~ 
zygomatic area, bilateral fractures were observed. Figure 5a 
illustrates a 2-D CT of Specimen #7690 which was 

0.0 ’ ° impacted at a velocity of 6.93 m/s on the right zygoma. 
50 60 70 0 

Fracture lines propagated to the left side of the specimen. 
Specimen age (years) The 3-D CT reconstruction of the pretest intact specimen is 

Figure3. Variationofthebonemineralcontentlingm/cc)ofthe 
shown in figure 5b. Figure 5c inc]tudes a 3-D CT frontal 

specimen with the age of the subject. The mineral content was view demonstrating the zygomatic arch fracture 
determined using a small piece of bone sample in the form of a corresponding to the 2-D CT axial section shown in figure 
hollow circular ring from the occiput. The sample was ashed in 
a temperature controlled furnace at 500°C for 18 to 20 hours. 5a. The 3-D CT corresponding to the nondisplaced 

Table 2. Summary of biomechanical data. 
H~AD 

IMPACT CONTACT RESULTANT WHEEL* RESULTANT MINERAL INJURY 

SPECIMEN WHEEL VELOCITY/SITE AREA FORCE DEFORMATION ACCELERATION CONTENT CRITERIA FRACTURE 
# TYPE (m/s) (Left/Right) (cm2) (kN} (cm) (G) (gm/cc) (HIC) SEVERITY 

5149 EA 6.93 (L) 11.8 4.6 6.0 70-75 0.92 383 4 

7690 EA 6.93 (R) 13.9 4.6 6.0 70-75 0.64 341 4 

5421 EA 5.59 (R} 13.0 2.3 4.8 45-50 0.75 143 4 

5812 EA 4.47 (R) 11.0 2.4 3.5 25-30 0.75 123 4 

4645a EA 3.58 (R) -- 2.0 .... 1.02 -- 4 

9234 EA 3.58 (R} 8.9 1.8 1.9 20-25 1.03 58 4 

3905 EA 3.13 (R) 8.9 2.0 2.1 30-35 0.73 63 3 

8250 EA 3.13 (L) 10.6 2.1 1.9 25-30 0.86 65 2 

7589 EA 2.68 (R} 6.3 1.5 1.9 15-20 0.74 33 0 

8888 SD 3.13 (L} 5.9 2.6 2.3 40-45 1.02 109 4 

8151 SD 2.68 (R) 5.1 1.6 1.6 25-30 0.63 42 3 

5912 SD 2.68 (R) 4.1 1.7 1.0 25-30 0.96 45 2 
7643 SD 2.24 (L) 3.0 1.9 ---- 25--30 0.64 45 4 

9274 SD 2.24 (L) 3.5 1.5 0.8 15-20 0.53 23 4 

6025 SD 2.01 (L) 3.6 1.4 1.1 15-20 0.72 30 0 

*: The deformations are exclusive of foam compressions of the EA wheel. 
a: Data lost during recording. 
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zygomatic arch and maxilla (arrows). The 3-D CT 
reconstruction shown in C clearly identifies the t~auma~ A~so~ 
the disarticu~ation of the face not ~irect~y observaNe in the 
CT (a and b) is apparent in the 3-D CT 

zygomatic arch fracture on the left side seen in figure 5a is 

shown in figure 5d. This minimally displaced fracture is not 

clearly identifiable on the 3-D CT. However, the fracture is 

not clinically significant and should not require surgical 

intervention. Figure 6 includes pre- and post-test 2-D and 

3 D CT images of specimen #9234 which was tested at an 

impact velocity of 3.58 m/s on the EA wheel. Displaced 

fractures of the zygomatic bone (figure 6b) can be observed 

when compared to the corresponding pre-test images in 

figure 6a. The views shown in figures 6c (pre~test~ and 6d 

(post-test) on the 3-D CT images clearly demonstrates the 

displaced fracture of the zygomatic bone, woviding a good 

correlation with the axial sections from 2-D CT. Figures 7a 

and 7b illustrate respectively, pre- and post-test 3-D CT 

reconstructions of Specimen #5812. Bilateral fractures to 

the maxilla are observed in the post-test image. This 

specimen was impacted onto the EA wheel at a velocity of 

4.47 m/s. 

Specimen #8888 which was tested on the SD wheel at a 

velocity of 3.13 m/s demonstrated non-all splaced fractures 

to the zygomatic arch and orbit, and displaced fracture of the 

maxilla, and a vertical fracture at the base of the skull. The 

pre- and post-test 2-D CT axial sections ~ figures 8a and 8b) 

and 3-D images (figures 8c and 8d) illustrate a correlation 

in the patho!ogy. Similarly, for the Specimen #7643° 

tripod fracture and fracture of the maxilla are obse~ab Ie 

(figure 9). The thin arch itecture of the bone in the maxilla 

region is also observable on the pre-~est 3-D CT. The 

specimen had a lower mineral content of 1.73 gmicc (table 

2). 

Discussion 
Imaging of the facial skeleton is essen~ ial to the physician 

to properly diagnose the associated trauma and plan surgical 

procedures, if any, to the injured patient. Based on an 

understanding of the no, at anatomy, experience of the 
clinician, and the imaging technique~ an evaluat io~ of the 

traumatized face is routinely done ~maging techniques 

include conventional radiography, computerized 

tomography (2-D and 3-DI, and magnetic resonance 

imaging (1,4-!2,16,19,20,32,33 . Conventi~?na~ 
radidgraphy has been an invaluable imaging modality, The 

low cosL availability, and low radiation exposure to the 

However. with the advent of computerized tomograph;y 

developed and clinically applied by Hounsfield (12) and 

Ambrose (1), in 1972, it has been possible to detect osseous 

as well as soft-tissue injuries of the human body. 

Computerized tomography, in facial trauma, has been 

effective in determining the degree of facia! f.racture and 

Figure 4. CT images of an automobile accident victim, a an~l b predicting the site of injury in a 2 D plane thus enhancing 
~enote the a~ia~ 2-~? CT images demonstrating fractures of the the accuracy in diagnosis (4,6,7~ 18,23). Because of the 2-D 
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Figure 5. Post-test 2-D CT (a) for Specimen #7690 which was impacted on the EA whee~ w~th a velocity of 6.93 m/s. ~ilateral fractures 

tight arrow shows ~on-d~sp~ced fract~J~e of the ~ft zygomat{c arch. P~e-test 3-D CT (b} is shown. The cot responding fractures in two 
different views is ~en on ~O CT post-tests images (c and d}. The non~sp~aced fracture on the left side seen on~ 2-D CT (a) is not 
c~ear~y ~dentiflab~e (arrow) on the 3-D CT image ~d). However, this is not a c~nical~y significant fracture and does not require surgical 
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional CT (pre-test, a and post-test, b) and 3-D CT (pre-test c ~d pos~=~es~ d) of Specimen #9234 which was 
impacted on the EA wheel at a vetocity of 3.58 mis. The arrows in b and d indicate multiple displaced fractures o~ ~he zy~oma~ic arch 
and orbiL 
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and a proper visualization of many CT slices taken at 

regular intervals to obtain a 3-D concept of the exact spatial 

relationships of the complex anatomic structures. The 3-D 

CT reconstructions which do not require additional 

radiation exposure to the patient have another unique 

advantage of being able to conceptualize the normal 

anatomy or the pathology with different perspectives. 

Further. the addition of a third dimension to the i~nage 

permits a c~ose examination of the extent of anatomical 

abnormalities hitherto only being mentally extrapolated by 

the clinician. In our institution. 3-D CT reconstruction of 

the skull and face have resulted in a faithful reproduction of 

osseous structures and rendered a full appreciation of 

anatomical characteristics { 8-11.31). The good correlation 

of the 3-D CT images found in this study further 

emphasizes this viewpoint. 

While 3-D CT reconstructions have shown to provide 

superior definition of fracture lines and a better appreciation 

of the extent of communition (22), this technique is not 

without certain limitations. In patients where the density of 

the osseous structure is relatively !ow (for ex: Specimen 

#7643t. the 3-D CT reconstructed image routinely 

demonstrates artifacts often defined as false openings or 

passages {pseudoforamina). This often results from the 

limitations of the resolutions from the CT scanner (31). 

While clinically significant fractures are commonly 

identified, some mild. nondisplacec~ fractures could be 

missed. The presence of metallic surfaces (e.g.. metallic 

sutures, dental restorations) introduces another artifact 

which reduces the ability of the 3-D CT reconstruction 

technique in these areas. However. because of its unique 

capability to provide different perspectives of the image, 

and its ability to identify clinically significant trauma, it is 

becoming an important imaging tool in the diagnosis, and 

planning of surgical procedures. 
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Figure 8. Pre-test and post-test 2-D CT images (a and b) and 3-D CT reconstructions (c and d) of Specimen #8888 which 
impacted the SD wheel a~ a velocity of 3.13 mis. The arrows in b indicate multiple fractures of the r~axiita: the arrows in d 
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